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MEMOIR OF STEPHEN STORACE.

With scarcely any assistance beyond what a few dates

and some other scanty materials afford, we can only hope
to produce an imperfect biographical sketch of a genius
whose brilliant career was arrested by the hand of death,

just as he had attained the age at which most of those

who are destined to distinguish themselves, are but be-

ginning to be generally known.
Stephen Storace was bom in London, in 1763. His

father was a Neapolitan*, a good performer on the double-
base, in which capacity he served many years at Lhe King's
Theatre 4 and his mother was one of the Miss Trusters of
Bathf, a sister to the well-known Dr. Truster. Some time
after Mr. Sheridan's marriage with MissLinley, he brought
his beautiful and accomplished bride to town, and lodged in

the house of the elder Storace, a friend of the lady's father.

The young Storace manifested his superiority of intellect

at a very early age, and as he was constantly in the habit

of hearing music of the best kind, he directed his efforts

to the attainment of that ^rt, in which he bad made such
progress before he arrived at his tenth year, that he played
the most difficult music of Tartini and Giardiui with the
correctness and steadiness of an experienced performer.
When very young, his father placed him in the Conserva-
torio of St. Onofrio, at Naples, then as highly esteemed
as a school of counterpoint, as Venice for taste uud execu-
tion. Here he studied the harpsichord and composition,
and his progress was so rapid, that, while only a pupil,

he produced some of those things which afterwards gained
him so much celebrity, and among these a concerted piece
which subsequently became the fiuule to the first act of the
Pirates.

After completing his musical education at Naples, he,
according to the custom of the day, visited the different

cities of Italy, where he gave various proofs of his talents.

He next proceeded to Germany, and reached Vienna in
the same year that the late Duke of York, then travelling
as Bishop of Osnaburgh, arrived at the seat of the impe- 1

rial government. His sister, Anna Storace, a pupil of
|

Sacchini, who, though very young, was become one of the I

first singers of the day, travelled with liim, and ufter per-
forming with extraordinary success at many places, Venice

j

in particular, where she was loaded not only with praise,

but with presents, obtained in 1784 an engagement at the

* The real family name wai »pclt without the t, which was
introduced after the father arrived in England.

t Mus Truster was famous for her manufacture of plum-cakes;
an an which abe exercised at Maryiebone Gardens with vast
success.

Jan. 1828.

Emperor's Italian Theatre, at a salary which, at that period,

was thought prodigious, five hundred pounds for the season.

For this theatre Storace composed an opera, the sub-

ject, Shakspeare’s Comedy of Errors, chosen by himself,

which was put together in a very ingenious manner by
the poet Da Ponte, and brought out under the name of
GC Equivoci. Parts of this were afterwards used by their

author in his English operas ; namely, the sestetto und
trio ; the former as “ Hope n distant joy disclosing," and
the latter as “ Knocking at this time of day," both intro-

duced in No Song , no Supper. The fine choruses iu The
Pirates,

“ Hark ! the guard is coming," also the two tenor
songs, “ Mcm’ry repeating," and “ Scarcely had the blush-

ing mom," in the same, were all taken from the Equicoci.

Kelly, in his Reminiscences
,
relates a story of Storace

while at Vienna, which at least proves the affection he felt

for his sister. “ We were supping," says Mr. K. “ at

the Ridotto Rooms, and my poor friend, Stephen Storace,

who was proverbially a sober man, and who hod a strong
head for every thing but drinking, had swallowed potent
libations of sparkling champaigne, which rendered him
rather confused. He went into the ball-room and saw
his sister dancing with an officer in uniform, booted and
.spurred. In twirling round while waltzing, his spurs
got entangled in Storace’s dress, and both she and the

officer came to the ground. Stephen, thinking Ills sister

had been intentionally insulted, commenced personal hos-
tilities against the officer: a great bustle ensued, which
ended by dragging him to the guard-house, to which
several English gentlemen followed him. The officer of
the guard was very good-natured, and allowed us to send
for some eatables and champaigne. We remained with
him all night, und a jovial night we Imd. In the morn-
ing we departed, but Storuee was obliged to tarry in du-
rance vile till further orders. .... I was
determined to make a bold push to gel him released in

the evening. I placed myself in the corridor, through
which the emperor passed after his dinner, to his study.

He saw me, and said,
* Why, O’Kelly, I thought you

were off* for England ?*—
* 1 can’t go, Sire,' was my

answer; ‘ my friend, who was to travel with me, was last

night put in prison/ 1 then told his Majesty who it was,
and how it happened.—He laughed at the tipsy com-
poser’s wanting to fight, und said, * I am very sorry for

Storace, for he is a man of great talent
; but ! regret to

observe that some of your English gentry w!io travel, ap-
pear much altered from what they used to be. Formerly
they travelled after they had left college ;—it appears

B
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2 MEMOIR OF STEPHEN STORAGE.

to me that they now travel before they go there/ His
|

Majesty then left me, saying, 4 lion voyage, O’Kelly,—

I

shall give directions that Stornce may be set at liberty/** I

In March 1787, Storace, with his sister, returned to I

England. The lady immediately obtained an engage-
ment at the King's Theatre, where she first appeared on
the 24th of the same month, in the character of Gelinda

,

in Paisicllo’a cotnie opera, Gli Schiavi per amort, brought

out under the direction of her brother. The success of

this was great. The Prince of Wales (His present Ma-
jesty) was in the house before the opera began, and ap-

plauded it warmly. Storace obtained great credit for the

manner in which this was produced ; but the intrigues

of un Italian theatre soon drove away this sensible, able

manager, and he retired to Bath, where, for a while, be
gave up in disgust his musical pursuits, and devoted his

attention to drawing, an art for which he possessed a

very considerable share of talent and a fine taste. He,
however, soon returned to the metropolis, for shortly after

we find him at Drury-Lane Theatre, adapting the Baron
Dittcrsdorf’s music to the Doctor and Apothecary, a

drama translated and prepared for the stage by Mr. Cobb.
He never could be prevailed on to return to the King’s

Theatre, except for a few weeks in 1798, but fixed himself

at Drury-Lane, where, on the 24th of November, 1789,

he produced his first English opera. The Haunted Tower,
written by his friend Cobb. The success of this was almost
unbounded : it was played fifty nights during the first

season, and has continued a favourite ever since. Signora

Storace appeared in this, and continued ever afterwards to

perform at the national theatre, till her retirement from the

stage.

In 1790, the musical entertainment of Aro Song, no
Supper, written by Prince Hoare, and composed by Sto-

rnce, was produced at the same theatre, for the benefit of

Mr. Kelly. 44
It will hardly be credited,” says the lat-

ter, “ that this charming and popular opera, which has
been acted hundreds of nights, was rejected by the Drury-
Lane management.”
On the 1st of January, 1791, The Siege of Belgrade,

altered by Cobb from the Italian opera. La Corn Rara,
was brought out by Storace, who retained much of the

original music of Martini, and introduced some of his 1

own. The selections and additions are made with so
much taste and skill, that the opera was performed sixty

nights during its first season, and still continues a stock-

piece. In the same year Casti's Grotta di Trofonio,

translated and altered by Prince Hoare, was performed,
under the title of The Cave of Trophonius; the music
almost wholly selected from the original composition of
Salieri, by Storace. This met with no success.

The beautiful opera of The Pirates, written by the author
of The Haunted Tower, and set to music by the subject of
the present memoir, was given for the first time on the
20th of November, 1792. The performers were Kelly,

Dignum, Sedgwick, Suett, J. Bannister, Parsons, Mrs.
Crouch, Miss De Camp (now Mrs. C. Kemble), Mrs.
Bland, and Signora Storace. The picturesque scenery was
from designs made at Naples by the composer himself.

* Michael Kelly was intimately acquainted with Storace, and in

his Reminiscence* arc wmc inteirstinjf particular* of hi* frirnd. a
few of which we have profited by. We have little heaitaiion in re-

lying: on the authority of this lively babbler when he speaks of
others ; but in those narrations which immediately concern himself,
wt; do not place the most unbounded confidence- Neither ore we
governed by his orthography (perhaps we should say that of his
editor), in the Italian language, or ib proper names.

who thus manifested the superiority of his abilities in two
distinct arts. The success of this was nearly equal to that

of his most favoured works ; but the late revivul of it, in
part only, makes us regret the loss we have sustained by
the omission of some of its best compositions.

In the same year Storace produced Dido, an opera of
which we find no mention anywhere. In 1793, The Prize,

or 2. 3, 5, 8, written by Prince Hoare. In 1794, The
Glorious First of June

,

a Musical Entertainment
; The

Cherokee, a comic opera
; and Lodoiska

,

translated from the
French, by Johu Kemble : the music selected from the rival

operas of the same name, the one by Kreutzcr, the other
by Cherubini, with some few new compositions by Storace.

In 1795, he composed The Three and the Deuce for the
Haymarket Theatre ; and in 1796, My Grandmother

,

for

Drury Lane.
On the 12th of March, in Uie same year, and at the

same theatre, the play of The Iron Chest
, written for

Drury Lane, by George Column, the younger, as, in spite

of the critics, he persevered in calling himself, the music
entirely by Storace, was heard for the first time. The atten-

tion he bestowed in the getting-out of this piece is sup-
posed to have been at the expense of a most valuable life.
44 On the first rehearsal," Mr. Kelly tells us, 44 although
labouring under a severe attack of gout and fever, after

having been confined to his bed for many days, he insisted

on being wrapped up in blankets and carried in a sedan
chair to the cold stage of the playhouse. The entreaties

and prayers of his family were of no avail,—go he would;
he went, and remained to the end of the rehearsal. He
returned to his bed, whence he never rose again.** The
gout attacked his stomach, and he died on the 19th of
March, in the thirty-third year of his age.

Mr. Colman, in his prelace to this play, thus feelingly

and eloquently alludes to an event which deprived the
world of a genius, and himself of a most intimate and
valued friend.

—

44 Nay, even the composer of the music—
and here let me breathe a sigh to the memory of departed
worth and genius, as I write the name of Storace—even
he could not preside in his department. He was prepar-

ing an early flight to that abode of harmony where choirs

of angels swell the uote of welcome to an honest and
congenial spirit’*

At the time of his death he had a new opera, Mahmoud,
written by his very intimate friend. Prince Hoare, in pre-

paration. lie had been to Bath for the purpose ofhearing

Braham, who then had not made his appearance on the

London stage, and had engaged him for Drury Lane. His
decease delayed the production of this work, and left it in

an incomplete state ; but with the consent of the mana-
gers and of the author of the drama, the friendly assistance

ofMr. Kelly, and some additional music selected by Siguora

Storace, it was performed, for the benefit of his widow and
child, on the 30th of the same month in which he breathed

his last; and, supported by Kemble’s masterly acting, os

the hero of the piece, together with Brahani’s admirable
singing, it met with great applause, and had a run of

many nights.

Besides his productions for the theatre, this able

musician published a few compositions for stringed in-

struments, and some for the piano-forte. Among these

was a quartet, heard for the first time at an entertainment

given by the author to his friends in Vienna. The per-

formers on this occasion were only amateurs of the in-

struments they then took up ; but that the party was a

remarkable one, the following list will sufficiently testify :

—

First Violin, Haydn
;

second do., Baron Ditteradorf

;
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Viola, Mozart; Violoncello, Vanhall: and among the

company were the AbbtS Casti and Paisielio. These
works obtained notice at the time they appeared, though

now little known. His best talents were devoted to the

stage ; had he reached the usual span of mat/s life, it is

probable that he would have shone equally in other de-

partments of his art.

Storace possessed n most capacious mind : “Had
Stephen been bred to the law,’* said Mr. Sheridan, 44 no-

could have prevented his becoming Lord Chancel-

His opinion on literary subjects was much respected

by the best critics, and he was often consulted on points

unconnected with his professional pursuits. 44 When a

boy," Mr. Kelly tells us,
44

his passion for calculation was
beyond all belief, except to those who witnessed it*.

Wc have heard of his having multiplied four figures by

four figures, by memory, in three minutes.

Storace’s compositions abound in spirit, taste, science

effectively but not pedantically displayed, strong feeling,

and good sense. Had fortune enabled him to write at

leisure, and not on the spur of the occasion, as was too

frequently the case,—had he enjoyed better health, and
lived but a few years longer, it is reasonable to conclude

that he would have proved his claim to a still higher niche

in the temple of fame than is now allotted him.

thiiu;

PROVINCIAL MUSICAL FESTIVALS AND
SINGERS.

To the Editor ofthe Harkov icon.

Brighton, December 10/A, 1827.

Sir,

Yonr correspondent. Coda, who in the last number
of the Harmonicon, discloses his opinion of persons and
things in so uncompromising a manner, is a bold and a
pointed writer, one of those persons whom I am glad to

see entering the field, armed for the encounter, and willing

to engage. A few such plain-speaking people arc, at the

present period, when festivals and concerts are heard in

every corner of the island, much wanted, for the news-
paper press seems to be either unqualified for the duties

of musical criticism, or under the influence of ill-judging

managers and singers. I allude to the provincial press;

such verbosity, such nauseous flattery, as I not very long
ago met with, can onlv excite disgust, provoke inimical

feelings, nnd, finally, defeat the very object which the

writers, or those who dictate to them, hare most at heart.

It is very obvious, Sir, that you are striving to check a

system fraught with so many ill consequences, to the art

immediately, nnd to the artists themselves ultimately, by
estimating talent fairly, and by giving impartial accounts

of whnt is passing in the musical world
; but you are not

gifted with ubiquity, therefore two or three Codas will not

only aid your purpose, but enable you to accomplish it

effectually.

Much, however, as I approve the spirit in which your
correspondent writes, I cannot think him just in directing
n considerable portion of his force against nn individual.

I agree with him that Madame Pasta has been extrava-

* When Storace waa youn^, mudyins music am ter hit fulbor, he
bad to copy a foiavura tong, performed by BtxUidini, a popular
ainger. He H was so astonished that fifty guineas should be paid
for tinging a tong, that he counted tin* notes in it, amt calculated
the amount of each at it. IDtf. lie valued one of the divisions
running op and down, at 18/. I U." (Khu. \'h Remtmitetneet.)

gantly remunerated ; but has she alone been overpaid ?

or lias she only received her equitable portion of the sums
squandered on singers generally, by thoughtlessness and
prodigality? Take Norwich, to which Coda particularly

alludes, as an example. Madame Caradori Allen had, I

am told, two-thirds of the sum given to Madame Pasta ;

Signor Zuchelli also two-thirds ; and Miss Bacon, an in-

habitant of the town, who incurred no travelling expenses,

no bill at an inn, one half. Surely, then, the comparative
share of Madame Pasta was not exorbitant, her compa-
rative merit being considered ; though, as I-have before

hinted, the positive sum, three hundred guineas, was
at least double what would have been an ample com-
pensation.

Coda tells us, that the morning performances at which
Madame Pasta did not sing, were better attended than
those of the evening, in which she performed. But let

him look at the selections of the morning and the evening;
he will then, if he judge impartially, discover the real

difference of attraction. The Norwich people are fond of
good music ; they found it in the morning bills. They
have less relish, your correspondent says, for

44 Rossini,

Meyerbeer, nnd Pacini" (and, he might have added,
Pavesi and Morlacchi) ; therefore, according to an inference

drawn from his own statement, the evening selections did

not equally attract. But who made up these bills ?—

•

The performers?—Impossible!—paid as they were, they

could not also be allowed to dictate. To the managers,
consequently, must be imputed whatever blame is due,

and not to Madame Pasta, who, I am confident, would
have done her duty by singing any thing adapted to her
style and voice, that had been set down for her. Had she

refused, the committee ought to have done their duty
fearlessly, or they would have proved themselves unfit for

their office.

I regret that tny absence from town has prevented my
learning what sums were paid to the other performers at

the last Norwich festival. I did not intentionally confine

my remarks to the individuals above mentioned, and
should have extended my comparative statement, had I
possessed the means.—I am, &c.,

Justus.

PRESENT STATE OF THE ITALIAN OPERA
IN PARIS.

M. Fetis, o gentleman well known, as well by his musical
as his critical talents, in reference to the dob&t of a me-
diocre singer, makes the following pertinent remarks:

—

44
In the present desperate state of the Italian opera at

Paris, a mere deb At is not sufficient to awaken the dormant
interest of the public, unless ushered in by some striking
novelty. Rut such novelties are no longer to be found ;

for tlie nauseating compositions of the imitators of Rossini
are unworthy of the name. What interest can be ex-
cited by an opera hearing the name of Pacini, Vaecaj,

Sapienza, &c. ? Does not the very name announce
what the hearer is to expect? But destitute as the
music of such persons is of ideas, still if it had but
correct aud elegant forms, or a certain power of harmony,
it might aflbrd some pleasure to the hearer. Antossi,

for instance, was not a man of genius ; but his music was
correct and pleasing, and he merited the success which he
obtained, in the German school, Zumsteeg and Winter
were not conspicuous for the brilliancy of their ideas;

B 2
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but their harmony I* of a stirring kind, and their accom-
paniments piquant and expressive, which, upon the whole,

producing a degree of pleasure, that makes us forget the

want of originality in their melodies. But the Merca-
dantes, Pacinis, Yaccajs, &c., of the day, who exist only

upon reminiscences, have all the negligence of the man of

genius whom they imitate, without the power of redeeming
the defect, by beautiful melodies and unexpected effects.

44 And yet, must we be doomed never to hear aoy thing

else than Tancredi, La Donna del Lago, Otcllo, La
Gazza Ladra, II Barbiere, and Semiramide, compositions

with which the public are entirely saturated ? So com-
pletely have these works been worn threadbare, that no
singer could now impart to them a shadow of novelty.

What then is to be the fate of the administration of the

Thedtre Italien at Paris ? These are evils for which there

is no known remedy. The unknown genius, the creative

musician destined to revive our taste, still remains con-
cealed, if, indeed, he be yet come into the world.

44 In the absence of this remedy, the closing of the

Opera Italien altogether for a season will be, perhaps, the

only mode of regenerating the public taste for this kind of

amusement. It appears as if M. Laurent had hit upon
this plan, for he is gone to London for the purpose of

making an offer for the King's Theatre there, the manage-
ment of which has become vacant His plan is to take

with him the present company from Paris, which is to be
re-inforccd by the talent now in England. We hear also,

that Signor Maestro Rossini is to undertake a second
journey to the British capital, where he is to produce a
new grand opera, for which a considerable sum lias been
stipulated. According to this plan, the same company
will alternately perform at Paris and in London, and be
interchanged as circumstances may require.**

EXTRACTS FROM THE DIARY OF A
DILETTANTE.

To the Editor of the Harmon icon.

December 24th, 1827.
Sir,

1 have for some years past amused myself by making
notes—(not crotchets and quavers)—of all I hear or read
concerning music, an art to which I devote a full fourth

of my time, being what is called an idle man ; that is,

one who has no professional occupation whatever, and
who therefore find it expedient, in order to keep off

ennui, to have one fixed pursuit, at least.

If a few such extracts as the subjoined, from my diary,

should be acceptable to you, I will transmit them as often,

and with as much regularity, as cau be expected from a

mere lounger. Do with them ns you list.

1 am. Sir, yours, Ac.

A Dilettante.

December 2nd. The John Bull of to-day, in mentioning
the opposing operas at Drury-Lane and Covent- Garden,
speaks of the

44 twecdlcdec aud tweedledum rivalry at the

two winter theatres.'' Quoting such scornful language
against an art which supplied the editor with his youthful

bread, and with the means of education, is not a very
striking proof of his gratitude; to say nothing of the

vulgarity of such taste in the present wiser age, and the

ill-breeding shewn, in thus disparaging what now consti-

tutes the chief amusement of nearly all classes of society.

3rd. I have been much entertained by a modest ad-

vertisement, in a daily paper, from a lady who “ notifies
1*

that she is willing to instruct pupils in twenty-four ex-

ercises,
44 which not one master in a thousand can touch or

teach," by means whereof the same degree of proficiency

can be attained as “ would demand the cost of a fortune^

and the practice of twenty years* The whole is a most
diverting farrago, and may be found in The Times.

Puffing will, undoubtedly, go fur now-a-days, but surely

this is too barefaced to succeed.
“ Mr. Price, the enterprising lessee of Drury-Lane

theatre, is reported to be negociating for a lease of the

Italian Opera House.”

—

Morning Chronicle.

4th. “ We are requested to state, that Mr. Price has
not an idea of tuking the Italian theatre.”

—

Morning
Chronicle. What a very ridiculous figure the worthy old

Chronicle now makes with its theatrical chit-chat , as it

calls the puffs which about twice a week appear in its

columns. If the editor, a man of the highest ability,

think such matters beneath his notice, why is not some
printer’s {levil on the establishment ordered to undertake

the task of examining and correcting these paragraphs

before they appear. But it would be more easy to reject

them at once. Doubtless the surveyor of stamps looks

sharply after them, for almost all of them are liable to tlie

duty on advertisements.

6th. M. Laurent, who really has a hankering, it is

said, after the King's Theatre, is now on again. He has

been off and on half a dozen times lately, according to

the Chronicle. People should not practice their hoaxes

on the collector of “ theatrical chit-chat:” it inay be sport

to them, but it is death to the paper.

7th. The Revue Musicale, n French publication, is

dropt in very apropos. “The charlatanism of the Eng-
lish,” he observes, 44 shews itself in the most trifling

things. We have now before us a bill of the musical

festival given at Liverpool, in October last, the dimensions

of which are ten feet by one and a half." So far so

good ; but when he continues, 44 The festival opened with

a ball, which was immediately followed by a sermon,**

we discover at once the habitual inaccuracy of our neigh-

bours in stating what relates to our domestic concerns.

Iu the same article the French are told that 24,000/.

was received at the York Festival!—that the price of

admission at the Norwich music-meeting was one

guinea !—aud that, at the latter, Madame Pasta had six

hundred pounds for her labours! Fie! fie! Monsieur
Ucductour !—if you cannot read English yourself, you arc

bound to find some one who can ; or not meddle at all

with our affairs.

It is worth while, however, to observe how the French

and English are changing characters. Once on a time

quackery, or charlatanism, was a leading feature of the

former. Its prevalence is now very considerably abated

in France, while it is raging here with great and increasing

violence.

10ZA. I am right glad to learn from the Morning

Post,—a very high authority, no doubt—of the flourishing

state of the Royal Academy of Music. From divers out-

ward and visible signs I feared quite the contrary, and.

felt many misgivings as to the value of my privileges as a

subscriber—nous terrons !

“The arrangements for the lease of the King’s

Theatre are at length complete, and Monsieur Laurent is

the lessee for the season.”

—

Chronicle. Not a single

arrangement is completed : the assignees demand a large

security as a sine qua non, which has yet to be found.
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12/A. I have just had enclosed to roc an address from

a committee of musical professors, on the subject of a

concert, for the destitate family of poor Kiesewetter.

K. was much patronized and well paid here, therefore

the claim on us does not, at first, appear very just. But

the respectable widow and eight fatherless children, all

helpless, of a man we esteemed, make an appeal too

forcible to be resisted. Besides which, the unanimous

determination of the Philharmonic band to assist gra-

tuitously, is one of those generous acts that draw a half-
j

guinea—perhaps two—out of the pocket of a dilettante, in

spite of any fit of economy that may be on him.

The New Timet has laboured to-day in praise of

Signor Velluti, who is there called " the unequalled ; the

singer without a fault,” &c. &c. The main object of this

rant, is, to get him again on the stage. The writer is

grieved to think that Madame Pasta should be engaged

at such a price, white her matter. Signor Velluti, has not

even had an application made to him.
13/A. This day appears, in the same paper, a letter,

dissolving at once all the mist in which this subject has

been enveloped. It is from a Friend of Madame Pasta,

who asserts, that she “ never had Signor V. for a master,

or any one else, except Signor Scnppa in her youthful

days.” 44 You will, perhaps, be rather surprised,'’ the

writer adds, 44 when 1 assure you, that Madame P. never
saw Signor V. on the stage before his debut in 1825.”

The fact is, that most of the best modem singers have
been self-taught. Signor Scnppa, or any other signor,

may mechanically teach do, re, mi, to a couple of hundred
pupils, out of which two, perhops, three, having fine ears,

good voices, a power of fixing their attention, and nn
opportunity of hearing the best music, afterwards dis-

tinguish themselves. A good singing-master is a very
rare thing, because it is very rare to find one who has
received a good education. Singing is a kind of elo-

quence; nevertheless, I believe, that two-thirds of the

foreign and English masters, some of whom are making
fortunes in this country, cannot even read the poetry, as it

ought to be read, of any one song they undertake to teach.

There is something more than a rumour afloat

about a revival of the amateur concerts ; the number of
subscribers not to exceed two hundred, and to take place
immediately, in a room at the west end of the town. Mr.
Heath, the bank director, and Mr, Solomons, two first-

rate dilettanti, are said to be the chief promoters of the
plan. Such a society was highly conducive to the in-

terests of the art three or four years ago, and its restoration
cannot but prove beneficial now.

14/A. At a meeting of the members of the Philhar-
monic Society, held yesterday, it was, I am told, stated

by M. Mosclielcs, that the hundred pounds sent to

Beethoven in his last illness, when it was thought that

such an assistance would not he ill-timed, which was
naturally enough expected to be returned by his represen-
tatives, upon their discovering the comparatively favour-
able state of his affairs, is not likely to be repaid to the
aociety. I suppose thnt it was meant as a gift, though, in
gentlemanly equity, his executors ought to enclose the
sum back again. The society will now, it is hoped,
make a virtue of necessity, and desire the money to be
added to the subscription raising for a monument to the
great composer.

15/A. In a morning paper which often is very technical
on musical matters, though it makes many comical mis-
takes, I read, thnt 44

the notes [of Madame Sala’s voice]
that come within the limit of a tenor, arc the best.” Is

this a new, or a particularly scientific, mode of saying,

that her lower tones are best ? But “ Vive la science!”

as M. Jourdain exclaims.

16/A. A letter, extracted from the Quarterly Musical

Review,
appeared in the Bull of the 9th, attacking those

public performers who take a fee from certain pseudo-

composers, for singing their songs. To-day the editor of

Bull states, that the letter was sent to him as an adver-

tisement, but defends the practice of such singers, by say-

ing," Mr. Brougham will not plead a cause without a fee.”

True—but Mr. Brougham docs not get a large salary*

and an overflowing benefit, under the implied condition

that he will take no brief, except he believes it to be a

good one. The secret, however, is out; we now know
why such trash is often heard. A few friends prudently

posted by the composer, assist in cramming the stuff

down the throats of an audience, and, presto! it appears

in print, as an 44 enthusiastically applauded” song.

But, softly—let me be impartial. I will suppose the
44 favourite air” published. The author of the letter should

have proceeded a step farther ; but he does not tell usr

he does not even hint; how the spoils, bow the two shil-

lings for three pages, are divided. No, uo !—the writer

was too much under influence to permit of his letting the

cat out of the bag. Thus

We compound for aim we are inclined to,

By damning thoac we have no mind to.

17/A. The minor paragmphist in the Chronicle is

turned prophet ; he foretels
44 some beautiful music” in an

opera that it to appear at Drury-Lane at the end of Ja-

nuary, of which probably not n page is yet written. Were
these predictions attended to, they would prove abundantly

mischievous ; for if the music turn out good, it was ex-

pected, and we lose the pleasure of surprise : if mediocre,

hope is disappointed, and then it is estimated at even

below its value.

In the same paper I read, that
4

* Signor Barhaija is the

general curator for the great operas in Paris, Milan,

Naples, and Vienna.” Signor Barbaja (I must knock an

i out of him) has nothing whatever to do with either the

Milan or Paris theatre.

Dinner given by the musical profession to Mr.

Clementi. No strangers admitted, or I should have

been one of the first to shew my respect to so justly

celebrated a composer, whose works may be out of fashion

with those who have not a real taste, but never out of

favour with such as have.

19/A. I am marvellously curious to see the violin

quartet written by Rossini for Ricordi, the music-dealer,

of Milan. It is to appear abroad and here on the same
day, for the sake of the copyright. Moscheles is to

arrange it for the piano-forte, I hear.

The Pod tells us, in an opera puff, that at the

King’s Theatre 44 an opera by Meyerbeer, comprising the

strength of the theatre, is in active preparation.'
1 The

performers engaged in it are, Madame Caradori, Signors

Curioni, Pellegrini, and Porto. Is this then the strength

of the establishment ?

20/A. The concert of the pupils of the Royal Academy
of music this morning has revived my hopes. I begin to

believe that my contributions have not been bestowed iu

vain. This institution may yet be set on a permanent

foundation, and made to flourish. It has got rid of a

loathsome disease which nearly destroyed it at its birth.

There are now signs of health ; a few alternatives, and an

n vigorating regimen, might give life to it for ages.
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2lrf. M. Laurent has this day taken the King's

Theatre for the ensuing season, at a rent of 8500/. In-

stead of other security for this and for salaries, the

monies received are to be paid into a banker's, in the

joint names of the lessee and the clerk of the assignees,

and only to be drawn for by the same persons. Having
taken the theatre with oil the engagements, as made by

the assignees, M. Laurent is obliged to have Monsieur
Bochsa, I hear, and intends to place him in some sub-

ordinate capacity ; but it in said that his name will be

kept back as much as possible. Time will shew.

FRENCH IMPROVEMENTS IN MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS.

To the Editor of the Harmonicon.

Paris , November 20th, 1827.

Sir,

Amongst the numerous specimens of art and industry

displayed to public view at the exhibition (exposition) this

year, were many musical instruments, of which I beg
leave to offer you some account. I begin with the piano-

forte, as being in most general use, and, therefore, likely to

excite a greater degree of interest.

In spite of all the acknowledged advantages of this

instrument, its form, by no means elegant, and the diffi-

culty of placing it, have often occasioned a preference to

be given to the harp, which is more agreeable to the eye,

but less capable of producing great effects, and exceed-

ingly deficient in resources where taste and expression

are required.

To remedy the unsightly, inconvenient shape of the

piano-forte, MM. Roller and Blanchet, more enter-

prising than their predecessors, have exhibited an instru-

ment that possesses many advantages. The upright

piano-forte is scarcely known in France, on account of

its necessarily being placed against the wall, and, conse-

quently, of the performer's back being turned to the
|

company. The instrument now spoken of, is, however,

vertical, not occupying oue*fourth the space required for

Ven a square instrument, and so low as to admit of the

performer being seen over it. This has excited vast atten-

tion, and promises to be very successful*.

M. Dietz exhibited five piano-fortes, all differing in

construction. A square one with four strings is excellent.

The fourth string is less meant to increase the power than

to prolong the sound ; for which purpose the danqter

only touches three strings, leaving the other to vibrate.

The instruments exposed to view by M. Pleyel, are

imitations of the admirable grand pianos of the cele-

brated Broadwood. Though this is not a new invention,

he is entitled to thauks for having introduced into France

such a decided improvement ; for the expense of importing

those by the English muker, almost amounts to a prohi-

bition, except in the case of very wealthy people.

M- Charles Lemnine exhibited a grand piano, which,

by means of n pedal, sounds a string a double octave to

the base. The tone is superb, and will render it most

useful in a theatre ; it may almost compete with a small

orchestra.

* We have here only a description of the cottage piano-forte,

which has been to many years in use in Emilnnd. Our neighbours,
and indeed every part of the continent, nre far behind us in the

manufacture of piano-fortes.—(E ditor.)

M. Kepler produced many good instruments, but
their internal mechanism will make it difficult to use them.
Two vertical pianos were brought forward a few days

before the exhibition closed, joined together, in the form
of an enormous lyre. I know not the inventor of this im-
mense machine, which promises much and performs little,

M. Erard exhibited some fine instrument*
; one grand

piano with three, and another with two, strings
; a dou-

ble-action harp, and an organ. (The description of the
piano-fortes, given by our correspondent, only shows that

M. Erard has availed himself of all the late improvements
made in England.] Those who heard the organ without
seeing it, imagined it to be of prodigious dimensions

;

nevertheless, it is of the common chamber size. The
stops are not numerous, but the pipes are powerful when
the genera) swell is open. When this is closed, the tone
is beautifully soft, like the breathing of the most delicate

flutes. It has two rows of keys, the swell only acting on
oue set, or the great organ. This seems to me to he the
most perfect instrument of its kind ever made. With a
prodigious power, it is devoid of that screaming so common
in large organs, and its equality of tone is quite perfect.

M. Pape produced a piano made of ivory, which is a
chefdtruvreof cabinet-making, certainly. But something
better was expected from him. He now places himself on
a level with a M. Beckers, who announces that he has
pianos which will serve as objects of curiosity

!

J. J. D.

BEETHOVENS WILL.

[
We have received from an authentic source, the following curious

document, which cannot fail to prove Interesting to all the friends

and admirers of Beethoven. It is copied from the original, in

the hand-writing of the composer, and which, if wc are rightly

informed, is now in the possession of M. Srhlcsingcr, the well-

known music -seller, at Paris. We oiler it to our readers without

any comment ; merely observing for their information, that tho

brother of Beethoven, who is so particularly mentioned, died

some yean before the composer, and that this will was made by
Beethoven during a dangerous illness, with which he was at-

tacked in tho year 1802. It was found scaled, among his

papers.]

For my brother ‘ Carl, and my nephew Ludwig
Beethoven.

Oh ye inconsiderate men, who pronounce me a morbid,
strange, or misanthropic being, how great is the in-

justice you do me 1 Little do you know the real cause

of what you consider singular in my conduct. My heart

and mind were framed from my very cradle for the gentler

feelings of our nature, while it seemed destined to accom-
plish something great. To the latter I always felt myself
irresistibly impelled. But only conceive, that as early as

my sixth year, I was unhappily attacked by a complaint,

which was rendered still more afflicting by the blunders

of the medical men under whose hands I was placed.

After dragging on year after year in the hope of getting

better, I was at last doomed to the unhappy prospect of

an irremediable evil ; no cure at least, if any were pos-

sible, was to be expected till after a long series of years.

Though bom with an ardent and lively disposition, and
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• mind susceptible of the pleasures of society, I was
obliged to withdraw early from a participation in them,

and lead a solitary life. Sometimes, it is true, I made
an effort to overcome every obstacle thrown in the way
of social enjoyment by the defect in my organs of hearing;

but, oh, bow painful was it to find myself incapacitated,

repelled by my weakness, which at such moments was
felt with redoubled force. How was it possible for me
to be continually saying to people, “Speak louder; keep

up your voice, for I am deaf.** Alas ! how was it possible

for me to submit to the continual necessity of exposing

the failure of one of my faculties, which, but for misma-
nagement, I might have shared in common with the rest

of my fellow-creatures; a faculty too that I once pos-

sessed in the fullest perfection; indeed, in a greater

degree than most of those of my own profession. Oh,
the thought is overpowering ! I entreat your forgiveness

if I seem to give too much way to my feelings. When I

would willingly have mixed among you, my misfortune was
felt with double keenness, from the conviction it brought
with it that I must forego the delights of social inter-

course, the sweets of conversation, the mutual over-

flowings of the heart. From all this was I debarred,

except as far as absolute necessity demanded. When I

ventured to appear in society, I seemed to myself a kind
of excommunicated being. If circumstances compelled
me to appeur in the presence of strangers, an indescribable

agitation seized me ; I was tortured by the fear of being
rendered conspicuous only by my infirmity.

In this state I remained a full half year, when a blun-

dering doctor persuaded me, that the best thing I could do
* to recover my hearing, would he to go into the country.

Here, incited by my natural disposition, I was induced to

join in the society of my neighbours. But how bitter

was the mortification I experienced, when some one near
me would stuud listening to the tones of a flute, which 1

could not hear, or to the shepherd's song sounding from
the valley, not one note of which I could distinguish !

Such occurrences had the effect of driving me almost to

despair; nay, even raised gloomy thoughts in my mind of
seeking relief in self-destruction. It was nothing but my
art that restrained me ; it appeared impossible for me to

quit the world, till I hud accomplished the objects I felt

myself, as it were, destined to fulfil. Thus did I continue
to dragon a miserable existence; truly miserable, inas-
much, as with so sensitive a constitution of body, any
sudden change was capable of hurrying ine to the most
violent extremes. Yes, Patience, I must take thee for my
guide and conductress ; I hope to follow thy dictates, and
persevere to the end, till it shall please the inexorable fates

to cut the thread of my existence. Yes, be it for better or
for worse, I am prepared to meet the issue. For one in
his 28th year to become a philosopher is no easy task

;

and still more difficult is it for on artist than for any other
man.
Father of Goodness, thou who lookest into the inmost

recesses of this heart, thou knowest that feelings of huma-
nity arid benevolence find a place there. Oh you that
hear this, reflect on the injustice you do me ! And let the
child of misfortune console himself that in me he has, at
least, a partner in unhappiness

; and one who, in spite of
all the obstacles of nature, bas still done every Lhiuginhis

I
power to gain a place in the rank of able artists and
honourable men.

, I charge you, my dear brother Carl, and you my nephew
Louis as soon as I am dead, to send, in my"name, for Pro-

4
. # fessor Schmid (on the presumption that he will survive

me), that he may take down in writing the nature of my
complaint, and I desire that the document may bejoined
to tiie present paper, in order that, after my death at
least, the world may, as far as possible, be reconciled to

me.
At the same time, I hereby declare you the joint heirs of

the little property, if so it can be called, which I have
been able to lay up; share it equally and justly; live in

harmony together, and assist each other. Whatever you
may have done against me, be assured that it has long
since been forgiven. I thank you, in particular, my
dear brother Carl, for the affectionate attentions I have
experienced from you of late. It is my sincere hope and
wish that you may lend a life more free from cares and
sorrows than mine has been ; teach your children to love
virtue

;
she alone, and not perishable gold, can make them

truly happy. I speak it feelingly, and from experience ;

her hand U was that upheld me in the midst of the ills of
life. To her influence, next to that of my art, do I owe
the blessing of not having terminated my existence by
suicide. Live morally, and love one another.

I return thanks to all my friends, and, in particular, to

Prince Lichnowsky, and Professor Schmtcl. It is my
wish, that the instruments presented to me by Prince L.
should be preserved by you with the greatest care, but let

no dispute arise between you respecting them. If,

however, it be more advantageous to both, let them be
sold ; for the thought of my having assisted you in life

will render me happy even in death, and cheer in some
degree the gloom of the grave. So let it be !

—

With joy do I hasten to meet death ; nay, should he
come even before time is allowed me to accomplish all the
objects of art which I have in view, still, in spite of my
hard fate, would I welcome his coming, and wish him early
here. And have I not reason to rejoice at his approach,
since he will free me from a state of unceasing sorrows ?

Yes, come when thou wilt, thou stem messenger, I will go
with joy to meet thee.

Live well, and be not forgetful of me even in death ; I

ain not undeserving of this from you, since in life you
were frequently in my thoughts, in my endeavours to
render you happy. So be it !

—

Heiligentludl, October 6, 1802.

Ludwig van Beethoven. —
p

(L. S.)

For my brother Carl, and my Nephew Ludwig, to be
read and fitl/iiled by them after my Death.

Hciligrnstadt, October 10, 1802.

Thus then do I bid you farewell—and with heartfelt sor-
row too!—Yes, the delightful hope of being restored to
health, and to the use of my faculties, which till now
I had never ceased to cherish, has entirely abandoned me,
as the leaves in autumn forsake the tree, leaving it naked
and forlorn. Even ao arn I deserted ; and us I came
into life, so do I go out of it. Even the inspiring delight
which overflowed my soul in the fine season of spring
has fled. Oh ! that Providence would but permit one
single day of pure joy to shine upon me as l>efore

; for,

alas, too long is it since the interior voice of umnixed
delight has spoken to my bosom. When, when, oh Father
of Goodness, shall I again taste happiness in the temple
of nature, and in the society of man? Never?—Ah no!
that would be too severe

!
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ON THE CLAIMS OF SINGING-MASTERS.

To the Editor of the Harmonicqn.

Mary-U-bone, December 8, 1827.
Sir,

In your November number, you did me the honour
to insert a letter, wherein I addressed two queries to Signor
D. Crivelli, which, as entirely arising out of his uncalled-

for communication to the Editor of the Examiner, de-

manded some reply, for they were provoked by his claims

and remarks, and admitted of answers which he could have
found no difficulty in giving instanter. He certainly

would have seized the earliest opportunity of justifying

himself, had he been able; I must therefore conclude that

he deems it prudent to seek shelter in silence, for the

letter which appeared in the Morning Post, written, not by
himself, but by a Cheltenham friend, deals only in vague
remarks, and does not even attempt a reply to either of
the very simple interrogatories I put, both of which might
have been answered in two still more simple monosyllables,

if he had not shrunk from questions which his own indis-

cretion gave rise to.

As to Signor D. Crivelli’s exercises, &c., which his

friend in the Morning Post so much lauds, I have never

seen them, nor have I ever met with any one who has

;

but I must grant that there was much tact in thus follow-

ing up puif the first in a Sunday paper, by puff the second
in a daily one
O ! my dear countrymen, what capital dupes ye are I

I am. Sir, your most humble servant,

Cantor*

%• Of the merits of the matter to which the above letter

relates, we are no better informed than our readers
; but

we know that much arrant quuckery is practised, almost
daily, not only by foreign, but by English masters, as they
call themselves; witness the play-bills, and witness the

oblique and direct puffs in the newspapers. The latter

indeed are not without their use, for they contribute to
the public revenue : though, unquestionably, they mislead
the uninitiated in such mysteries, and tempt many to em-
ploy persons who are much better fitted to receive than
to impart instruction.

On the subject of Mrs. Gecsin, mentioned in the former
letter of our correspondent Cantor, we have received a
note from Mr. T. Rovedino, a singing-masterof undoubted
experience, stating that this lady had been hi* pupil, and
that her father, Mr. Nutale Corri, assured him that she
should make her public appearance as such

;
a promise

which, it appears, was not fulfilled.—

E

d.

Rrintto of iHufiic.

A Select Collection of Original Scottish Airs, with
Introductory and Concluding Symphonies and Accom-
paniments for the Piano-Forte, Violin, or Flute,
and Violoncello, by Pleyel, Haydn, Weber, Hum-
mel, Beethoven, 4*c., and Characteristic Verse* adapted
to the Airs, including upwards ofOne Hundred Songs
by Burns. By George Thomson, F. A.S., Edinburgh.

A New Edition , in Five Vols. folio, 1826. (Preston,

71, Dean Street, Soho.)

This is a new and improved edition of one of the largest

collections of national music and lyrical poetry that lias

ever appeared in Great Britain. It was originally the

vehicle which conveyed to the world the inimitable effu-

sions of Bums,—the first great assemblage of Scottish

melodies, presented in their purest form, decorated with

the harmonies of the most accomplished musicians of the

age, and united to beautiful and characteristic poetry. Its

publication attracted to Caledonian music the attention

which it so well deserved, and rendered it ati object of

general interest and admiration. This work, accordingly,

like every remarkable production of a new species, has

been the occasion of a great number of similar publi-

cations ;
and it may be considered as by no means one of

the smallest benefits conferred on the public by the editor,

that his work was the prototype of the Irish Melodies of

Moore.
Before the original publication of Mr. Thomson’s col-

lection, the Scottish Melodies were but little known, and

little valued, south of the Tweed. We had been long

accustomed, indeed, to hear a few of the most pleasing of

them sung in The Beggar's Opera, a circumstance owing

to Gay’s having resided in Scotland while engaged in the

composition of that piece. These, with a few more which

had found their way into other operas, (particularly The
Duenna,) constituted very nearly the whole of the Scottish

music known to the English, whose opinion of it was
chiefly formed from n set of spurious “ Scotch ballads'*

manufactured in London, for Vauxhall and the theatres.

The words of these cockney fabrications were full of
Jockies and Jennies, and the airs were plentifully supplied

with that jerking and snappish character which was sup-

posed to belong peculiarly to the Scottish style. A very

few of these were, ou the whole, pretty, and became
popular; but, in general, they obtained little notice, and
deserved still less. The counterfeits were, indeed, not much
like what was meant to be imitated; and when the rich

mine of northern melody was once opened, and its sterling

treasures brought to light, we immediately saw the

worthlessness of what hart been palmed upon us.

We discovered that Scotland possessed a body of
national music, of greut extent, and vast variety of cha-

racter and expression ; many of the airs being as remark-

able for grace, elegance, and even grandeur, as others for

rustic hilarity, tenderness, and pastoral simplicity. The
Scottish melodies, consequently, have taken the rank to

which they are entitled. They exercise the talents of our

greatest composers, display the powers of our best singers,

and contribute very largely to the tnusicnl pleasure of the

most refined and elevated classes of society. For much
of this the music of Scotland has to thank the Editor of

the present work
;
and, by the stock of original lyric

jKjetry, to which he has joined this music, he has, more-

over, made a great and permanent addition to the literary

capital of our country.

Of the poetry contained in these volumes, by far the

greatest port is modern ; and the editor has often been

charged with having displaced the venerable relics of

Digitized by G»oo<
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Scottish song, to make room for the verses of modern
poets. Were we to give full credit to all that has been
written by national enthusiasts on the subject, we should

necessarily believe that Scotland possessed a great inhe-

ritance of traditional poetry, handed down from a very

remote ancestry, and of unrivalled excellence. He is no
good Scotchman, Dr. Johnson has said, who does not

love Scotland better than truth ;—a proposition which has

been demonstrated by the writers on Scottish song. But
the fact is, that the traditional poetry of Scotland, judging

from the little now known of it, seems to resemble that

of other rude nations, both in kind and quality. The only

considerable portion of this, which has descended to us,

consists of the Ballads now so well known by means of

Sir Walter Scott's “ Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border.”—-These ore very interesting on several accounts but

chiefly as being illustrative of the history and manners of

the times to which they belong. They frequently warm
the imagination, too, and rouse the feelings, by romantic

adventures and tragical scenes ; while, in the undaunted
bearing of their champions, and the devoted attachment,

even unto death, of their loo often frail fair ones, there is

a beauty which every reader acknowledges. But the

ballads of this class, though they were probably chaunted,

in former times, to some simple melody, which would
enable the singer, or rather reciter, to deliver them with

nearly the rapidity of ordinary speech, (as is still the

practice of our rustic ballad-singers,) are now totally unfit

for the purposes of music. Few will now listen with

patience to a ballad of twenty, or, it tnay be, fifty stanzas,

drawled to some monotonous tune. If heard at all, it

must be through the medium of a spirited and expressive

recitation. And, therefore, however valuable and de-

lightful we may find these poetical remains in the Min-

strelsy of the Border, they are quite unfit for insertion in

a musical publication.

Besides these, which form the great body of the old

Scottish ballads still extant, our collectors have preserved

several which contain most humorous and animated
pictures of the domestic manners of the olden time, such

as “ Muirland Willie,’* “ 'Die Guberlunzie Man,** “Take
your auld cloak about ye,” and a few more. The best of

these are contained in the present collection ; and we be-

lieve it will be found, that only those have been omitted
which are inadmissible into any decorous publication.

The want of suitable verses to the Scottish melodies

was felt by Allan Ramsay, whose “Tea-table Miscellany,’'

published in 1724, was the first extensive collection ofScot-

tish songs. In that work, Ramsay, 44 being assured how
acceptable new words to known tuues would prove," in*

iroduced about a hundred new’ songs, to the most popular
airs; and he was so liberal of his alterations in the old

songs which he retained, that, in many cases, he left them
little more than the name and subject. He has, conse-

quent/, been often upbraided (and by RiUon in particular)

not only for the liberties he took with the earlier pieces

which he published, but also 44
for preferring songs written

by himself, or the ingenious young gentlemen" who as-

sisted him, to ancient and original words, which would,
in many caaes, all circumstances considered, have been
probably superior, or at least much more curious, and
which are now irretrievable." This objection Is more in

the spirit of an antiquary than of a man of taste or feeling:

but even ait antiquary would be puzzled to point out any
ancient and original words, supplanted by Ramsay, and
superior to those which he substituted for them. Ram-
say's standard of poetic excellence was by no means high,

—

Jxn. 1828.

his sense of delicacy was not acute, or his taste fastidious.

His wish, however, seems to have been to preserve the

old sougs entire, so far as his ideas of beauty and refine-

ment would permit. ** Of the many fragments of oral

song,” says Allan Cunningham. 44 which it has been my
fortune to find, a number bear the names and characters

of those which have been numbered among the lost

favourites of our forefathers ; they are all alike licentious

and indiscreet ; and if I may judge of those suppressed

by those that have survived, we ought rather to praise

Ramsay's good sense, than to censure his want of sym-
pathy with the remains of our minstrelsy."

Allan Ramsay's book, immediately on its publication,

obtained immense popularity in Scotland. It supplied,

what was then a great desideratum, a body of agreeable

songs, adapted to the melodies of the country. South of

the Tweed, Ramsay's productions never got much into

notice, for they did not possess a sufficiency of intrinsic

poetical merit to excile attention, without the help of mu-
sical and national associations. It is enough to look into

them to be satisfied, that to these collateral aids their

popularity in Scotland was, in a great measure, owing.

Ramsay was an acute observer of the character and
manners of the Scottish peasantry, and has produced many
pleasing and humorous sketches of the habits and sen-

timents peculiar to that race. His humour, indeed, is

admirable ; and there is often considerable beauty in his

pictures of pastoral life, with its feelings and affections,

its joys and sorrows. But the feelings he paints are never

very refined, nor the affections exalted—the joys are

neither rapturous, nor the sorrows deep. Ramsay's verses

breathe a gentle and kind spirit, but little or no passion

;

and it is impossible to conceive that he could ever have
experienced, in his own person, those emotions which are

the life and soul of lyric poetry. There is, of course,

plenty of love in his songs; but, whenever he writes

naturally on the subject, as in his songs drawn from low
and rural life, love is never depicted as a resistless and
overwhelming passion, but as a mere sentiment, composed
of a moderate degree of affection, much of that feeling

which is generally considered both unfit and unworthy to

occupy a place in such descriptions,—and a large share

of exceedingly cool worldly prudcuce. In another class

of his songs, and a very numerous one, where, in despite

of nature and education, he attempts to imitate the polite

English song-writers of the time, his love is expressed,

uccording to the fashion of the day, in tissues of common-
places, conceits, and mythological allusions. Ills songs
of this class, wc do not hesitate to say, are almost des-

titute of merit ; they are laboured, cold, and heartless,

incapable of kindling a spark of sympathy, or touching a
responsive chord, in any bosom. In respect to com-
position, lie is very defective. His language is inelegant,

flat, and prosaic ; and his happiest thoughts are often

marred by his clumsy and cumbrous phraseology. There
is, besides, a degree of coarseness and indelicacy, both

in his ideas and expressions, even in his most polished

effusions, which is quite repugnant to the taste of the

present time. Ramsay's poetry, therefore, declined in

popularity, even in Scotlund, as taste and delicacy ad-

vanced ; and the wont of better verses to the Scottish

melodies was felt, and occasional attempts made to supply

it, long before the task was so effectually accomplished by

Bums.
The period between the times of Ramsay and of

Burns was an inter* al of downright sterility in song-

writing, as in many other kinds of poetry. The luxuriuuce

C
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of the literary harvest, about the beginning of tlio

eighteenth century, seems to have produced an exhaustion

in the soil, from which it did not, for many years, recover.

This was truly the dark age of English lyric poetry—it was
a long and dreary night, illumined, indeed, by the moon-
beams of Goldsmith, and Uie glimmering of some minor
luminaries. Cowper gave the prospect of returning day ;

but it is only in the time in which we live, the time of

Byron, Scott, Campbell, Southey, Baillie, and Moore,

that our poetical genius has re-appeared, in even more
than its ancient splendour. Before the rise of these

illustrious persons, and of the other distinguished indi-

viduals who shed such a glory over the literature of our
country, our poetry consisted almost wholly of cold aud
constrained imitations of classical models. The ancients

were considered as having exhausted all the possible forms

of poetical beauty ; accordingly, we had epic poems cast

in the precise mould of Homer or Virgil—filled, whatever

the subject, with their mythological machinery, and their

style copied, down to the initiatory invocation ;
satires and

epistles in imitation of Horace and Juvenal; didactic

poems on the plan of Virgil, Horace, or Lucretius; pas-

torals like those of Theocritus ; and even love-songs and
epigrams oil the model of Catullus or Martial. The
voice of nature was silent ; or, if now and then faintly

raised, it was stifled by the all-powerful force of authority.

Voltaire, indeed, had said,

—

“Tout genre bon, hors le genre ennayeoxj’*—

but this admirable maxim was disregarded by all the

world, ami even by the great man who uttered it. A poet

of those days durst no more deviate from the established
1

models of poetical composition, than an architect of the

present period dures to introduce a new form into 011c of

his buildings. How far this scrupulous odhercnce to

ancient models is favourable, even to the art of archi-

tecture, we shall not venture to inquire ; though we do
feel it somewhat difficult to believe, that the ancients have
exhausted every form of architectural beauty.

Be this as it may, however, it is certain that poetry

languished while under the despotic influence of classical

authority. It was then like a clipped and putiy shrub in

one of the well trimmed alleys which surrounded the

habitations of our ancestors ; but it now thrives and
flourishes, because it is allowed to shoot wild and free,

like a vigorous tree of the forest. Perhaps the luxuriance

of its growth degenerates sometimes into rankness ; but
this is a small evil compared with the universal mediocrity

of the preceding age.

Song-writing, of course, underwent the same revolutions

as the other kinds of poetry. Those of the Elizabethan

age, of which so many specimens are to be found in the

old English plays, were conceived in the spirit of the

dramas themselves ;— vigorous and animated, full of
striking sentiments, aud highly poetical expressions; but

nigged and indelicate. The songs of the succeeding age

—

of Waller, Suckling, and Cowley—were, like the con-
temporary lyrics of France, witty, but quaint and meta-
physical ;—abounding in euphuism* and conceits, and
utterly destitute of natural feeling. The classical style of

poetry, which followed, introduced into song-writing a

better taste in composition—simpler language, and
smoother measures. But still there was no nature ; the

scene was always Arcadia, the subjects the fantastic loves

and griefs of nymphs and shepherds. Such was the pre-

vailing taste, even down to the time when Burns began
to follow the inspirations of his untutored, and therefore

unfettered, muse. He struck at once into a different path.

His songs were the emanations of an ardent mind, glowing

with real passion, and melting with real tenderness. His

inborn elegance preserved him from vulgarity of thought

and expression ; and his taste, and strong feeling of

melody, imparted grace and smoothness to his verse.

His captivating productions awakened his own country,

and England also, to a sense of the insipidity of the style

which had hitherto been prevalent. He illustrated, by his

example, the force of truth and nature. This example

has been followed by many beautiful writers of our time,

and he may thus be said to have become the founder

of a school of song-writing, unrivalled in any age or

country.

It is thirty years since the editor of the work before us

engaged Burns to write new verses to the Scottish me-

lodies. The poet entered at once into the ideas of his

correspondent, respecting the want of such poetry, and it

is generally known with what enthusiasm he embarked in

the undertaking, and to what a magnificent body of na-

tional song that enthusiasm gave birth. The poet’s un-

timely death left the work far from being completed ; but

the editor has since availed himself so effectually of the

aid of all the great song-writers of the present day, (Moore
only excepted, whose assistance, on account of his own
undertakings, was out of the question,) that all the va-

luable Scottish melodies may now be considered ns being

provided with good and suitable poetry. We cannot give

a more correct account of the poetical part of the work,

than is contained in a brief statement in the preface to

the present edition. “ The poetry in these volumes,’* says

the Editor, *4 comprises the most select and complete

collection of songs ever offered to the public; a very large

portion of which were written, at the solicitation of the

Editor, expressly for this work, hy Robert Bums; and,

after his lamented death, by Sir Walter Scott, Professor

Smyth, and Joanna Baillie. The work is also graced

w ith several of the elegant songs of Thomas Campbell,

and Lord Byron ; and it contains the best songs of the

olden time, and of Ramsay, Hamilton, Thomson, Smollett,

Skinner, Mucnciil, Hogg, Cunningham, and many others."

In so great and various a work, occasional failures in

execution must necessarily have occurred, and might be

pointed out ; but they are os few and unimportant as

could possibly have been expected ; and wc therefore hove

no disposition to make them the subject of minute cri-

ticism.

We might extract a few songs from this work, but really

two or three picked out of as many hundreds, would

hurdly be a better specimen of the publication, than two

or three bricks of a great edifice. Every song of Bums,
at all worthy of his name, (and perhaps n few more,) is to

be found ill the collection ;
and the verses of the still

more modem writers are, almost all of them, possessing

great poetical merit. The contributions, in particular, of

Joannu Baillie are delightful. They are full of arch sim-

plicity, combined with great tenderness; and, in the happy

and unaffected use of the language of the olden time, the

reader is constantly reminded of the author of the plays

on the Passions. Some of her songs, too, ore very Scot-

tish, both in their language, and in the sketches of

manners and character which they contain. Professor

Smyth of Cambridge, who has contributed largely to the

work, is remarkable for the smoothness and flow of his

verses, and shows, in every line, that he is not only a poet,

but a musician; a great quality in a song-writer. His

poetry, moreover, indicates an elegant and cultivated

mind, and a heart overflowing with every kind and ami-
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able feeling. Sir Walter Scott appears in his usual

energy and vigour. His “ Maid of Jsla” is a sweet and
beautiful song. His “ Donald Caird*' is the very per-

fection of humorous description ; and his “ Pibroch of

Dhmiuil Dim" is, perhaps, oue of the most inspiring war-

cries that ever was uttered.

The symphonies and accompaniments to the melodies

owe their birth to the greatest masters that Germany can
boast. At the commencement of the undertaking,' the

editor, as appears from his correspondence with Burns,

engaged Pleyel, then in the zenith of his fame, to compose
them

;
a task which devolved on Kozeluch to continue, I

when Mr. Thomson had the good fortune, or rather the

judgment, to put the work into the hands of Huydn, by
whom a great portion of it was executed. On the death
of that illustrious man, Beethoven contributed largely to

it; and latterly, we observe the names of the highly-gifted

Weber, and of Hummel, which uppear, for the first time,

In this new edition. In the use that he has made of the
talents of these distinguished persons, the editor has by
no means been parsimonious; for the same airs have
appeared, in successive editions, clothed in totally different

garbs—the least successful having been displaced to make
way for superior arrangements

;
and the different styles

of the composers give the work a variety and spirit which
no single individual could have imparted to it.

The engagement of foreign instead of British musicians
in the present work, has been made a subject of complaint
against Mr. Thomson. That there are now composers
in this couutry able to accompany national melodies, or

any melodies, in a very beautiful manner, we entertain no
doubt ; but the question is, were such to be found while
the undertaking was in progress?—Have not the brilliunt

instances of genius, exhibited in many of these accom-
paniments, shown to our own artists the road to improve-
ment, and stimulated their efforts?—If so,—and we have
no hesitation in asserting the facts—then the editor of the
present volumes is entitled to the thanks even of those

who might have felt themselves most aggrieved by the

preference shown, and is undeserving of the censure which,
inconsiderately, has been cast on him. It was Mr.
Thomson's duty to bring out his work in the most
perfect manner possible, in the discharge of which he
employed those to whom universal opinion ascribed the
greatest share of talent; those who a^e taken as models
by our own countrymen, and with whom British musi-
cians are too modest and judicious to enter into compe-
tition.

The melodies of Scotland, indeed, afford ample room for

the exercise of the highest musical talent. They differ

widely both in style and expression. Some are us smooth
and regular as Italian airs, while others ore wild and gro-
tesque in the extreme. Some arc sportive, others noble
and grand, and a very great number breathe the deepest
melancholy. Are airs like these to lie accompanied by a
series of dry and meagre chords, such as a twelvemonth's
study of thorough-base would suggest? If the rich
colouring of a beautiful harmony is found to add clearness
to the design, heighten the grace, and even strengthen the
expression, of melody, in every sort of originul com-
position, from the simplicity of the peasant's strain, to the
sublimity of sacred song, why should the case be different
with the airs in question, because they are old and
national ? The nature of the harmony, no doubt, must
accord with the style of the air. The notes of the country
(Prl Ztrlina, in Don Juan, are accompanied very diffe-
rently from those of the animated statue of the Commen-

datorr ; yet, art’ess and simple as is the lovely air,
41 Vedrai, carino

,

n who has not felt that its expression, as

well ns beauty, is immeasurably increased by the accom-
paniments?—who does not know, that, to write these

accompaniments, required, even as much as the air itself,

the taste and genius of Mozart?
In music, as in the other fine arts, the most simple

effects are far from being produced by the most obvious

means. The greatest simplicity of effect is often accom-
panied with the most consummate skill in construction,

and requires the greatest dexterity in execution. In the

accompaniments to the Chorus of Fairies, in the “ Oberon*
of Weber, there is a passage, which, though very chromatic,

and absolutely bristling with sharps and flats, yet, when
touched with lightness and delicacy, is the mere sighing

of a breeze*. By confounding simplicity of construction

wilh simplicity of effect, we fall into the common error of

supposing, that the use of learned harmony must destroy

the simplicity of national music. In the melodics liefore

us, Beethoven and Weber have produced effects not only

perfectly original, but exquisitely simple, by means which,

perhaps, no other composers would ever have dreamt of.

As to the notion, that the Scottish airs are too wild to be

susceptible of harmony, all who understand the matter,

know that it proceeds from sheer ignorance of the subject.

Every air, containing that which is melody to a cultivated

ear—and it is only such airs thuL can find a place in a

collection like the present—may be clothed in appropriate

harmony, if the composer knows where to find it. Those
singular phrases or progressions of melody which are

particularly characteristic of national music, and were
once supposed to be incapable of any alliance with regular

harmony, are now becoming common in the most scientific

works of the greatest composers. The music of Beethoven

and Weber is full of them; and it may be mentioned, as a
curious instance, that the subject of the allegro movement
of the second quartet by the former, dedicated to Count
Rasouinoffsky, is almost the same ns a very wild Javanese

air, which our musical readers who may be desirous to

trace the coincidence, will find in Crawford's History of

the Indian Archipelago. Numberless passages of a

similar kind may be pointed out, accompanied with full

harmony, and made subject to the strictest laws of coun-
terpoint.

The accompaniment®, in the present work, are so con-

structed as to produce a satisfactory effect on the piano-

forte alone; but, when the additional parts, for the violin,

flute, and violoncello, ore used, the airs, thus performed

ia a chamber, have almost as much richness as il accom-
panied by a full orchestra m a theatre or concert-room ;

and we know of no musical work which furnishes such

an inexhaustible supply of delightful materials for the

most agreeable of all concerts—that which is got up in

the bosom of an elegant domestic circle.

The very unusual length to which the interest we took

in this subject has led us to carry the present article, made
us doubtful whether it would be prudent to extend it

further by an extract; but, feeling that an example in

score of the manner in which so distinguished a composer

as Weber treated a Scottish uir, might prove instructive

to the musician, and could not fail to gratify the curiosity

of the connoisseur, we must exceed our regular limits, for

the purpose of inserting the melody of “John Anderson,

my Jo,” with the accompaniments, as they appear in tha

author's original manuscript

• Sco liarmonicon, first part of Vol. 4, page 148.

C 8
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“ JOHN ANDERSON, MV JO. ”
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In our next we propose to complete this subject, by

giving n specimen of Hummers mode of accompanying a

Scottish air. Weber and Hummel are selected because

they are quite new to the public in this particular line of

their art.

In a former article on Scottish melodies, we entirely

overlooked a cheap edition, in six volumes, royal octavo,

of the work now reviewed ; a publication expressly in-

tended and calculated for the use of those who desire a

book of less price. That smaller, but exceedingly neat work

contains almost the whole of the poetry and music of the

large edition, with the same accompaniment for the piano-

forte, compressed into two staves ; and also includes a

•election of Irish and Welsh airs, from two other separate

works, published by the same editor ; to which wc shall

shortly direct our attention.

Bef.thovfn’s Grand Septett, arranged for the Piano-
Forte, with accompaniment* of Flute, Violin, and
Violoncello, by J. N. Hummel. (Birchall ; Chappell;
Latour ; Goulding.)

As a happy union of musical science and beautiful melody,
no work of Beethoven equals bis Septett Not one of

bis numerous productions displays more knowledge of the

true characters and powers of the instruments employed.
Performed at the Philharmonic Concerts, it delights the
best connoisseurs

; and at provincial music -meetings, it

has almost as many charms for the less instructed. In a

word, it conciliates every ear that is susceptible of the

pleasure of modulated sounds.

Of Hummel's arrangements we have more than once
spoken, and now repeat a remark before made, that in

adapting a score for piano-forte performers, either much
that is essential must be sacrificed, or much thut is diffi-

cult be introduced. There is no mezzo termine

;

and
those who wish to execute such music as the present,

with anything like effect, will do well to ask themselves
whether they are qualified

; whether their execution is

brilliant, their hands strong and capable of reaching
tenths, before they undertake the task. If without laying
any flattering unction to their souls, they can reply in

the affirmative, then let them immediately sit down to

the work. If with the accompanying instruments, so
much the better, for they add considerably to it. If with-
out accompaniments, they will find in the piano-forte
part alone, enough to convey the author’s meaning, and
to reward, amply reward, the enlerprize of the performer.
Should it cost some practice, the time and labour will be
well spent, for it is next to impossible that any one, pro-
fessor or amateur, should rise from the study of this with-
out an improved taste. Most probably his powers of
execution will be equally invigorated.

L The Musical Album, for the Pi ano- Forte and Flute,
(ad. lib.) containing the Fairy Rondo , compn$cd by
J. B. Cramer. (Cramer, Addison, and Beale, 201,
Regent-Street.)

2. Moins querien, a Rondo for do. by do. (name publisher.)

An Album we have always, till within the last year or
two, supposed to be a blank book, open for the reception
of gradual contributions. Lately, however, we have seen
Albums ready filled with letter-press, with well digested
matter, and numerous cuts. Now behold one full of
musical notes ! Wonders will never cease, and never

ought, they are so amusing. But this last may be ac-

counted for. The composer had, possibly, some crotchets

in hi« head, and straightway whipt them into an album,

—

a real one, white and unspotted : but, forgetting that

said whipping-in had turned the said album black,

neglected to change its designation with its change of
colour. N*importct however: what is a name?—The
beautiful glee by Lord Mornington, ** Here in cool grot,”

which Mr. Cramer has taken as the ground-work of his

present agreeable publication—(where, by-the-by, do wc
now meet with such glees?)—would sound just as well under
the name of canon, or hymn, and his charming arrange-
ment of it, would be quite as pleasing had it been made
by a Mr. Jones, or a Mr. Groans. But would it have
sold so well ?—no !—There is something, then, in a name.
The modest and propitiatory title to the second of these,

would disarm criticism, were it disposed to be hostile.

We have hitherto had much faith in the adage, ex nihilo

nitft; but now we find* a very pretty, lively, easy Rondo
k la Voice, issuing out of moins que rien—something less

than nothing. Besides the merit of having written an
agreeable piece for very juvenile performers, the credit

of having discovered the true minimum is assuredly due
to Mr. Cramer.

Les Charmes de Lnndres, Rondeau Brillant precede
(Tune Introduction, pour le Piano-Forte, par J. Mos-
CHEi.es. (F.ritrre 74. (Cramer & Co.)

We naturally expected upon opening this, (he latest
work of Mr. Moscheles, to meet with at least one air
either indebted for its birth to our metropolis, or rendered
very popular in it : but not a note occurs in the twelve
pages, which is more connected with London, than with
Paris or Petersburg. Not that it signifies and we oniy
mention the circumstance that our readers may not be led
into any unfounded anticipations by the title. The com-
poser has given us a good Introduction, but the Rondo
is rather marked by elegance than novelty. Wc do not
fiod many of those original ideas in it which commonly
abound in the productions of this author: it is intended
for a w ider circle of |>erformers

; and, though very far
indeed from easy, requires somewhat less practical’ skill

than the generality of those publications of Mr. Moscheles
which take the title of brilliant

Trois Airs Varus, pour la Piano-Forte
;
—

No. 1. ** Partant pour lc Syne;”
2. •* La Suissesse au bord du lac

;

*

3.
** We're a’ noddin,"

par IIenri HttS, premier pianiste de 3. M. le Roi de
France. (Cocks and Co., Princes Street , Hunarrr Sq.)

We are told that M. Hen: has not only taken in good
part the hints given him at various times in the Hannc-
nicon % but has also felt the truth of our remarks, and
modelled some of his later compositions accordingly

;

among which, are the present airs. We arc happy in
having thus rendered M. Herz a service, by inducing him
so to shape his publications, that amateurs generally may
profit by his talent, which certainly is developing itself
daily, and already entitles him to equal rank with most of
the living composers for the piano-forte. He has surprising
powers of execution, which, having always obtained
applause when exhibited, tempted him to believe that the
same public approval must accompany his difficult music in

print: a delusion from which, we are most happy to find, he

j by Google
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begins to awaken. He will find bis advantage, not only

in the circulation of his works, but in what ought to be

more valued by him,—the estimation of all who possess

good sense and a correct taste.

These three airs are very favourable specimens of a

more familiar style. The melodies are in themselves

exceedingly pleasing, as everybody is aware, for they have

long been popular
;
and in the variations to them is quite

as much of novelty as the style admits, and infinitely more
than we usually find in the present day. Some passages

in the last variation of No. 1, are difficult, past all doubt,

but far from unconquerable by ordinary practitioners.

The first part of this, and the whole of Nos. 2 and 3, are

entirely within the means of most tolerably good per-

formers. We like the third best ; the discreet and elegant

manner in which the author has harmonized this Scottish

air, shews that he well understands the true adjuncts of

.national melody. The introductions to these are shewy,

tasteful, in strict keeping with the subsequent parts, not

•too long, and very agreeable. We must likewise add,

that the moderate extent, eight pages, of each air, &c. is

not one of their least merits. 'Hie lengthiness of modern
piano-forte pieces in general, is not among their cap-

tivating qualities.

1. A Grand Naval Divertimento fir the Piano-

Forte, &c., composed and dedicated to H. R. H. the

Dike of Clarence, by Wx. Carnaby, Mus. Doc.
(Willis and Co., Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly.)

2. The Battle of Navarino, a characteristic Diverti-

mento, for ditto, by Auo. Voiot. (Cramer & Co.)

It was not to be expected that a gTeat naval victory would

take place without being duly and promptly commemorated

in crotchets, quavers, &c. Every page in an extraordinary

gazette is sure to be followed by six of musical descrip-

tion, each shot fired being represented by a demisemi-

quaver, and the blowing-up of a ship, by a flight of notes

for both hands, from the “ lowest depths profound” of the

base, to the highest squeaks, the empyrean, of the treble.

Dr. Carnaby was the first to enter the field ; but except a

“grand march,” a very easy, though not a remarkably

potent one, he is satisfied in celebrating the triumph of

our fleet (and ours only) by reminiscences, by good old

sea-songs ; as, for instance. The Storm^ The Mid IViitch.

The Ardhusa, Rule, Britannia , and God fore the King ,

all of w hich he has published in a very simple manner,

with the addition of the words, so that the player may
make a mixed performance of it, if he be vocally as well as

instrumental! y inclined. There is also a spirited intro-

duction to this divertimento, and a lithographed vignette

of Britannia and her Lion ; the latter looking very

thoughtful, as if doubling, in the oldest Eldon, or the

newest Tory, fashion, whether his mistress had, in the

last affair, employed his teeth and claws in a very cre-

ditable business.

Mr. Voigt’s Engagement is In the true spirit of musical

battle, according to the laws of which, it begins with Rule

Britannia,
then enters into the fight. Some may think

this a bouleversement of the common order of things ; but

such persons are, by most orthodox composers, considered

as cold, captious critics.

After crowing the song of triumph, “The fleets move”
—(what an opportunity is here lost of giving a moving
air!)

—“The English surprise theTurka;”—“The whistle

calls for battle ;”—(heavens ! why did not Mr. V. avail

himself of this, and introduce n Whistle and I’ll come to

you?")—Then “Turkish music at a distance." After-
wards three national marches, each ship putting its left

leg first, we presume, but find no notice on this point.
When, lo !

“ the music is suddenly interrupted, and theun-
foreseen battle commences." Unforeseen, after the whistle

!

But having got into the fray, it is necessary to go through
with it : so—bang !

—“ a broadside from the Asia,"
immediately followed by a “ charge of marines.'* (In
line, probably. Something new In naval tactics.) Now
“ chain-shot fly about;” with legs and arms, no doubt;
(the rhyme was quite accidental, courteous reader

;) and,
O lamentable consequence !

** the moans of the wounded
are heard.” These should have been called the hiccups
of the dying

;

they are loo jerking for mount. Then the
Turkish Admiral is blown up, (really, Mr. Voigt, this duty
should have been assigned to the wind instruments.)
And—for we must shorten the conflict—“ the awful close
of the fight” is directed to be played in a grave manner.

A New and Improved Method of Instruction fir the
Piano-Forte, tn which the first Rudiments of Music

,

and the Art o/Finqkrino, are explained
; illustrated by

Examples, #c. Composed by T. Latour. (Latour,
50, New Bond Street.)

Mr. Latour tells us, in an advertisement prefixed to this
work, that it is “ but the written system of oral instruction
which he has so long and successfully acted upon. He
therefore feels confident that, in publishing it, he does not
present the public with any inapplicable or abstruse dis-

coveries, but a plain, simple, elementary work."
We have more than once expressed our pleasure in re-

ceiving didactic works from experienced teachers. Only
long- continued observation on the varieties of temper and
differences of intellect, will enable a master to digest a
general system of instruction in any art or science. *" And
even with these advantages, unless the teacher possess a
clear, discriminating mind, together with a power of
arranging and methodizing, he will find, on committing
his thoughts to paper, that lie has only written down a
number of unconnected, or at least ill-connected, proposi-
tions, which a few, by dint of patient study, may under-
stand, but the many will never be able to comprehend.
Hence the few books of real instruction, among the piles

of treatises published on the subject of music. For this

wc could assign a very sufficing reason, but would rather
waive the matter for the present.

From all that we have heard of Mr. Latour, we
have believed him to be one of the few who are qualified

to compile a work like the present, an actual inspection
of which convinces us of his competency for the task. He
has mixed precept and example together: had he carried

this system a little farther we should have been still better

pleased, for as the work advances the annotations diminish,

and the learner will feel, towards the close of the book, the

want of a few more remarks. Perhaps Mr. L. thinks it

right to leave these to the master, that the presence of
the latter may not be wholly useless. The rules are all

distinctly laid down, the definitions concise and clear, and
the advice concerning the position of the hands, the car-

riage of the body, &c., are obviously the result of attentive

observation. The remarks on the different modes of ex-

pression evince a cultivated taste, and on this subject

much useful advice is given, such as, if attended to, will

infallibly lead the young learner into the right path, and
teud to correct the errors which imperfect instruction may
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have generated in those who are what is called advanced

as practitioners.

In a future edition of this work, Mr. Latour will do well

to submit it to some English friend, by whose assistance

a small number of slight verbal inaccuracies may be cor-

rected. These are of no great moment, and it is sur-

prising to find a foreigner understanding our language

so weil. But every objection should be removed, if at the

cost of so little trouble as what we recommend will

demand.

1. The Serjeant's Wife's Quadrilles, danced at the Emr-

lish Opera House; composed by J. G. (Willis, 55, St.

James’s Street.)

2. La Gaitt?, Third Set of Quadrilles, by Schloesser

and Zerbini. (Wessel and Stodart, 6
,
Frith Street.)

8. Oheron’s Horn, a Selection of Waltzes, Ac-, Ar
os. 14

and 15. (Ewer and Johanning, 20, Tichborne Street.)

No. I are from the music of the popular drama, arranged

by the original composer, we infer from the initials ; Mr.
Goss most likely thinking it infra dignitatem to put his

name at full length to a set of quadrilles. Besides being

agreeable airs, and easy to perform, these possess an

advantage which some of their ctass cannot boast,—pure

harmony.
No. 2 are unobjectionable, though requiring a wider

compass of hand than the above. They are made up of

airs already known, the best of which are from the ballet

of Nina, and the opera of La Dame Blanche.

The two numbers of Oberon's Horn contain a waltz

from II Turco in Italia, and one from Die fViener in

Berlin

,

the light, popular German opera.

VOCAL.

1. Hvmm, “ Adeste Fideles,” Harmonized for Four
Voices, with an Accompaniment for Piano-Forte or

Organ, by Vincent Novello. (AU the Music-shops.)

2. Glee, “The Elf-King,” for Three Voices, by George
Hargreaves. (Callcott, 22, Great Marlborough Street.)

3. “ Dolce dell’ anima,” Paer’s DucUino, arranged for
Four Voices, in Canone, by Burpord G. H. Gisborne.

(Willis, 55, SL Jamtis Street.)

The lovely hymn, “ Adeste Fideles,” is here arranged by

Mr. Novello as solo, duet, trio, atul quartett ; the accom-

paniments, which are ingenious, varying with each uflAhc

four verses. It thus makes a charming piece of domestic

vocal harmony, and, we need not add, particularly adapted

to the present season.

The Glee, the Elf-King, ” is partly founded on an Italian

air,” says the composer. The air is that which is so po-

pular in the ballet of Nina

;

but we wish that Mr. Har-
greaves had not yielded to the practice of taking entire

airs, then using the deceptive language, “ partly founded,”

employed by many quacks of the present day ; it is be-

neath him. It must, however, be admitted that the solos

Tie has introduced, in the mauner of Dr. Callcott's fami-

liar glees, between the trio parts, are his own. The whole
together produce a very pretty effect; but the second

voice should be a soprano, not a tenor, as directed, for the

latter is too remote from the melody, to produce that

blending of the first and second ports which is required in

compositions of this sort.

Jan. 1828.

No. 3, Paer's beautiful little duet, is better in its original

form, than in that which is now given to it. The author
never dreamt, we feel certain, of its being suffocated by
additional parts

; and these, tco, strained into something
like a canon.

The following passage, which occurs twice, is as dis-

agreeable as erroneous

upon the whole, nevertheless, there is some ingenuity in

this, though unprofitably exercised.

1. Notturno, ** Sc possono tanto,” for two voices, com-
posed by Nicolini, to which are added Embellishments
by Sionor Velluti. (Cramer and Co.)

2. Recitativo, Preqhiera, e Rondo, the wordsfrom the

Italian drama, Saffo, (by T. Matthias, Esq.) composed
by Ersilia Ciakchettini. (Chappell, 135, New Bond
Street.)

The Notturno is one of those prettyriA, easy duets, running
either in thirds or sixths, that we have heard described by
the term, good-natured music. Signor Nicolini is a great

twaddler, und not always an immaculate harmonist, as

some instances in this publication will show ; for what
ears will bear such a dissonance as the subjoined?

—

We must say that the embellishments are true, much too

true, to the style of the music.

No. 2 is, at least, free from faults, though not abound-
ing in beauties. There is a great paucity of invention in

it, and without some small portion of this, some glimpse

of what is either new, or that seems so, the task of getting

through seven pages is any thing but an enviable one.

1. Song, “ Calmly beams yon azure sky,” composed by
Thomas Attwood. (Cramer nod Co.)

2. Ballad, “ The Banner should wave,” written by T.
Bay lev, Esq., composed by J. C. Clifton. (Willis, St.

James s Street.)

3. Ballad, “Erin’s Harp,” composed by J. Willis. (Willis.)

D
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4 . “Rosabella,* sung by Miss Paton, composed by F.

J. Klose. (Crumer and Co.)

5. Song, “Ye Waves divide not Lovers long/’ the poetry

by Lord Byron, composed by J. T. Craven. (Paine

and Hopkins.)

Mr. Attwood’s song is full of that elegance of style, in

the accompaniment particularly, which characterises all

his compositions. His accentuation, likewise, is invari-

ably just, and his harmony rich and without blemish.

No. 2 is a clever, charming composition : the words

ora very judiciously set, and the whole together is unex-

ceptionable. The manner of this is rather Scottish, and

some little resemblance to two very popular Caledonian

airs may be perceived ; but not so as to render the com-

poser at all liable to the charge of imitation ;
much less

of plagiarism.

Mr. Willis’s ballad is a plaintive melody, sighing the

sorrows of Erin in a very agreeable strain. The air itself

begins in A minor, and ends in C major, while the sym-

phonies are true to the chief key. We should have liked

the melody better, had it terminated iti the minor; though,

undeniably, the method adopted gives a character of ori-

ginality to the composition.

No. 4 begins something like “The Siege of Bellisle

the symphnuy being in the manner of an old-fashioned

bravura. The words require a tolerably rapid enunciation,

going at the rate of eight syllables to the lwr. One of

these said chattering bars ivill give an idea of the whole;-

—

Our swel-ling nails are war-ing tn the, itc.

No. 5 is rhythmical, smooth, and rather graceful ; it has

no pretensions to novelty, and is quite undeserving of

censure.

PIANO FORTE and VIOLIN.

A Grand Duet Conceriante for the Piano-Forte and
Violin, composed by Maykkder, Op. 30. The Violin

part fingered by Signor Spaguolctli. (Weasel and

Stodurt, 6 , Frith Street.)

PIANO FORTE and FLUTE.

The Same, for Piano-Forte and Flute ; arranged by

Jean SetllaUek, of Vienna. {Same publishers.)

This Duct is in three movements, an allegro, an adagio,

and a rondo, vivace. It is entirely in Mayseder’s brilliant,
;

gay, flighty style
;

a style so fashionable at present, that

it frequently gains more applause than some of the best

music. But it must be remembered, that those who ap-

plaud most, sometimes feel least. And also that the ap-

probation shown by the public is os frequently intended

for the performer as for the thing performed.

We acknowledge that Mayseder is not a composer who
very much delights us. A little of his lively music now
and then rouses the spirits, but he has not the power to

maintain any influence ;
and a re-action, attended by a

considerable share of impatience, soon takes place, if his

composition is extended to any length. His present work
requires good performers, whether on the piano forte, the

violin, or the flute, and with those who like the school, (if

it deserve the title,) it is a favourite piece.

VIOLIN—GUITAR.
1. Sei Studj per il Violino : Musica da L. Sphor. (Wessel

and Stod&rt, Soho Square.)

2. L’Aurore, ou Journal de Guitare , No. 3, eontenant
Douse Pieces, de Giuliani, Sor, Carulli, Ac. (Ewer
and Johanning.)

M. Sphor’s Studies for the Violin are six in number, and
calculated for such as have attained a considerable de-

gree of excellence on the instrument. The very first

begins with an adugiu in A, full of double stops, ami de-

manding a strong, firm hand, and a powerful huger.

The others abound in difficult shifts, and, in fact, can only

be executed well by a master of the violin. To pro-

ficients these will be useful as subjects of practice, but
we do not find in them many remarkable traits, or any-

thing particularly indicative of the author, considered as

a composer of great talent.

L’Aurore is a continuation of a work noticed in our
former volumes. It is kept up with spirit ; the prescut

number containing as much of the best guitar music as

those published. But what is called good music for this

instrument would not obtain the same title for any other.

It is an unaccountable fact, that, except Sor, the composers
for the guitar, an instrument to which harmony is so well

suited, are, or appear to be, particularly deficient in know-
ledge in this, the most important branch of the art.

DINNER TO CLEMENTI.

At the suggestion of Mr. J. B. Cramer and Mr. Moscheles,

who, with a few others, formed themselves into a com-
mittee, ami issued a circular to all the principal musical

professors of the metropolis, a splendid dinner was given

at the Albion Hotel, on Monday the 17th ult., to Muzio
Clementi, Esq., in honour of his long and brilliant career

in the musical art, ntid as a public demonstration of the

high respect ami esteem in which the profession hold his

charucter as a man.
Sir G. Smart was President; Mr. Horsley and Mr. Col-

lard, Vice-Presidenls ; and upwards of sixty of the most
distinguished professors, piano- forte manufacturers, and

music-publishers were present.

The chairman was supported by Messrs. Clementi,

J. B. Cramer, Braham and Moscheles. Amongst the

company we remarked Messrs. Attwood, Bishop, Liverati,

Griffin, Neate, Potter, F. Cramer, JDragonetti, Coceia,

Cnv ell i, Disci, Sola, Peilc, Schlesinger, Meves, Nicholson,

Sale, Kiullmark, Novcllo, Burrowes, Major, Parry, Beale,

Wcbbo, Leete, Clifton, Blewitt, Barnet, Holder, Stodart,

YV. F. Collard, Tomkinson, Preston, Willis, Chappell,

D’Almaine, Addison, Ac. &c. Ac. Several others were
prevented attending, by Hie shortness of the notice, and

by being obliged leave town. Sir G. Smart introduced

every toast in an appropriate manner, and ably conducted

the business of the day.

After The King’s Health, which was followed by the

most animated applause, a glee by Horsley, was sung by

Terrail, Gouldcn.J. B. Sale and Leete. After the second

toast, the chairman announced that Mr. Cramer would sit

down to the piano-forte, which was received with a

general cheer. He performed the beautiful Sonata in A,
from dementi’s Opera 2, with matchless grace and taste.

In proposing the health of Mr. Clementi, the Chairman
took a short view of his professional life, both as a com-
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poser and performer, which had reflected so much honour

on the art ; and concluded hi* remarks by assuring him

of the high esteem, respect, and veneration, in which he

was held, both by his brethren and by all who had the

advantage of knowing him, for his excellent qualities as a

man. The veteran rose, with evident marks of strong

feeling depicted in hi* intelligent countinance, amidst

the cordial and animated cheers of the whole assembly.

His words were few, but full of meaning ; and he con-

cluded by saying, “ I consider this as the proudest day of

my long life. A glee, written by Mr. W. F. Collard for

the occasion, and composed by Mr. Bishop, was then

ming with great effect, the composer presiding at the

instrument. It was a production worthy of the occasion.

The following are the words.

O for tbc harp, whose strings of gold

Were struck by Music’s god of old!

O for the voices, all inspir’d.

Divinely to its strains that quir’d!

For now we raise the song to thee.

Great Patriarch of Minstrelsy !

—

flail! glory of the art divine

!

Whose boldness seiz’d Apollo’s flame ;

And, with a pow'r was only thine,

Made budding genius blossom fame!

Not Time, that toils to bury all,

Shall cast bis mantle dark on theo—

Thy name and works shall never fall

Till Music’s self shall cease to be

!

The health of Mr. Cramer was then given, which excited

a general cheer. Mr. Moscheles now proceeded to the

piano-forte, and performed dementi's sonata dedicated to

Kalklirenner, in the most masterly style. In returning

thanks for the honour done him in drinking his health, he

gaid he was doubly gratified on this occasion, as it also

afforded him on opportunity of thus publicly acknowledg-

ing how proud he felt in owning himself a disciple of the

great master, in honour of whom they were that day

assembled. (Great cheers).

Nicholson performed a fantasia on the flute in ad-

mirable style, accompanied by J. B. Cramer on the piano-

forte.

After the toast,—“The memory of Haydn, Mozart, and
Beethoven/’ the chairman, with a well-turned compliment

to Mr. Braham, informed the company that that gentleman

would favour them with a song. He accordingly sung, in

his finest and most impressive manner, The year that’s

awn’/’ introducing the following stanza, written by Mr.

Parry.

Here’s to Ciemekti, whoio time

Sheds a halo of light round us a’

;

I .on*. Ion* may he live, and look bark with delight

On the days o’ the years pass d aw a’.

This was unanimously encored.

. Mr. Potter next executed a Capriccio of Clementi on
the piuno-lorte, in a manner tlyit lost nothing of its excel-

lence by comparison with the great performers who had
preceded him.

One of the greatest treats j>f the evening next followed.

Cramer and Moscheles played dementi's duet iu E flat,

opera 14, with such exquisite skill as renders it impossible

to give it due praise. It was one of the most admirable

performances ever heard, und the w hole audience testified

their delight by the most rapturous applause.

A beautiful glee by Attwood, fur live voices, was then

sung; when the chairman again rose, and in giving “The
immortal memory of Handel/

1
stated, that as he kuew the

anxiety which the meeting must feel to hear the Father
of the Piano-forte perform, he had solicited him to

gratify them ; and had the pleasure to announce that he
had kindly consented “just to touch the instrument/' not-

withstanding the long interval which had elapsed since he
withdrew from public life, and an injury in his wrist, which
he had met with whilst in Russia, from which he had never
recovered.

The applause that followed this announcement was not

less sincere than loud. When it had subsided, he in whose
honour the party had assembled, was led to the piuno-forte

by the chairman, Messrs. Cratncr and Moscheles. A
breathless anxiety prevailed, none having heard him lor

little less tliun a quarter of a century, and the greater part

never.

He chose his subject from Handel'* first concerto, aud
as he improvised on this, his countenance grew animated,

and he touched the keys with such masterly skill, and lux-

uriated in such rich combinations of harmony, that he drew
tears of pleasure,—not unmixed with recollections of the

past and thoughts of the future,—from many who sur-

rounded him.

Thus passed the day on which “ the Father of all such as

handle the piano-forte
"

both received and conferred ho-

nour. Of Mr. Clementi we have had more than one occa-

sion to speak in the former series of the Harmonicon ; but
warmly as we have expressed our opinion of him und hia

works, our language would have token a much more enco-

miastic tone had he been beyond its reach—had it been
impossible for him to suspect, or the world to impute, any
thing like flattery as its motive. On his compositions is

founded whatever taste we possess for that class of music
at the head of which they stand. To the frequent hearing

of his best disciple do we mainly ascribe our love for

a style that is the beau ideal of piano-forte pluying, and
from which we have derived so much pleasure. Uugrate-
ful, therefore, should we be did we not acknowledge our

obligation to the source of both—did we not contribute

our mite of praise to a man to whom we feel personally

indebted, and who, whatever the frigid cynic, the false

philosopher, may say or think, has increased the stock of

human happiness, and added to the glory of his age.

CONCERTS AT THE TWO UNIVERSITIES.

We are gratified to find that amidst the various studies

pursued at our two seats of learning, Oxford and Cam-
bridge, Music is not entirely neglected as an accomplish-

ment. Its votaries, both amongst the tutors and the

pupils, are quite as numerous as can be expected ; and the

love of the art fell by these, is manifested in the frequency

of concerts which they encourage, two of which were

given iu the Town Hull at

CAMBRIDGE,
on the evenings of Wednesday aud Thursday, the 28th and
29th of November last. A party, of gentlemen, lovers and
patrons of music, about two years ago raised a fund for

the purpose of occasionally carrying on concerts, out of
which any deficiency in the receipts was to be supplied.

Those now given were, therefore, us on two Ibmier occa-

sions, announced to be “ under the direction of the com-

mittee of the Musical
k
Fun<L“ . Vocal performers, Miss
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Paton, Mis# Cliilde, Mr. A. Sapio, and Mr. Vaughan.
The selections were made from the works of the great

masters, mixed with popular, if not very classical, songs, &c.
Miss Patou was in excellent voice, and accompanied

herself in two songs, which was the only use made of the

piano-forte. Mozart’s beautiful duet, “ Ah ! Perdona,” was
chastely and effectively sung by the same lady and Mr.
Vaughan. Miss Cliilde made a successful d&bfit. She
possesses a good voice, and we augur favourably of her
future success. Mr. A. Sapio 1ms occasionally been heard
at provincial concerts, where tiis manly bans voice has
made a considerable impression.

Willman played a concerto on the como bassetto,

which was a most finished performance. Master Mawkcs,
a pupil of Spagnoletti, performed in a very brilliant man-
ner, on the violin, an air with variations, by Muyscder.
Messrs. Cook and Lucas also ployed concertos, of their

own composition, on their respective instruments, the oboe
and violoncello, and were both much applauded. Mr.
Spognoietti led the band with such spirit, that the two
overtures, Figaro and Tancredi, were unanimously en-
cored. The company on both evenings was more respect-

able thou numerous, and we ore sorry to learu that the
expenses were not defrayed.

Why those concerts given by the Musical Fund (this

was their third series), where so much '.first-rate talent has
been collected,should have proved so unsuccessful, we are

at a loss to guess. It cannot, surely, be attributed to the
chagrin of a discontented organist, and his followers

;

nor, we should hope, to the paltry, low inttjgucs ofa petty
music- seller. To what, then, is it owing? But wc will

ask no further questions ; for, as Rosetta says, in Love in

a Village, “ The further we examine, the less reason wc
shall have to be satisfied."

OXFORD.
On Monday and Tuesday, the 3d and 4th of December,
Concerts were performed in the Music Room, under the

management of the Stewards, of whom each College
nominates one. The vocal performers were only two,

—

Miss Stephens and Mr. Phillips; but these were a host
in themselves. The former sang “Parto! ma tu ben
mio," in her best style, and was admirably accompanied
by Willman. Such compositions arc worthy her; but we
heartily wish that, in spite of the charms of an encore,

she would abandon such things as “ Hurrah ! for the bon-
nets of blue.” Ballads of this class may do very well at

the theatres, but in a concert room, particularly at Oxford
and Cambridge, we look for something more refined.
*' Haste my Nanette,”—a charming production of the Otd
English School, was exceedingly well sung, and much
applauded. Mr. Phillips’s Bacchanalian song from the

Friachutz went off rather flatly; yet it is excellent and
effective in its proper place. In the simple and sweet air

from the Irish melodies, “ Oft, in the stilly night," he
was most happy, and received the applause he so richly

deserved.

The instrumental band here is chiefly composed of re-

sident musicians, aided by a few respectable tradesmen,

who, having learnt to play a little to amuse themselves,

are, with a small remuneration, allowed to perform in the

orchestra at the Music Room. To these are generally

added two or three strong auxiliaries from London.
Their leader, Mr. Marshall, is an excellent professor,

who has, for many years past, filled the situation ofprimo
violino with great credit to himself, and to the entire satis-

faction of the stewards.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC.

A concert was performed on Thursday noon, the 20th
ultimo, in the Hanover-square Rooms, by the pupils of this

establishment, which both surprised and pleased us: for
we were not prepared to witness so great an advance as
those young people have made within the last twelve
months, and were gratified, in no ordinary degree, by some
pieces we heard, considered as musical performances, and
independently of the pleasure which the exertion of youth-
ful talents must always excite. The program (to which
we are sorry to see the vulgar lottery-office term of
•cheme still applied) consisted of Mozart's symphony in d;
“ Now heaven in fullest glory shone," from The Creation ;

Sarti’s quartet, “ Dorina, mia earn*; Hummel’s Septuor;
Guglielmi’s ** Gratias agimus tibi** ; a violoncello solo, of
Dutzauer

; Rossini's duet, ** Sc tu m'ami" ; the overture
to Fidelio ; a new recitative and air, by C. S, Packer, one
of the pupils; a duet from Pacr's Agnate, “Qual se-

polcro”; concerto, piano-forte, Hummel; Rossini’s duet,
*' Un segreto d' importanza"

;
and the finale to the first

act of Don Giovanni.

The violoncello solo, by C. Lucas, was remarkably well
executed, as, indeed, was to be expected from a scholar
of the inimitable Lindley. The overture to Fiddio, which
puts even an experienced hand to a serious test, was not
well chosen for the occasion, and failed in some parts.

We wondered, however, that it went off so well. Mos-
cheles’s concerto displayed great brilliancy of execution
in W. II. Holmes. In Rossini’s duet from Aurdiano,

Miss Bellchnmbcrs shewed both taste and feeling. When
her voice gains more strength, she stands a fair chance of
distinguishing herself: at present her intonation is not
always sure. Miss Childe and E. Seguin did wonders in

the fine duet from Agnese. The young lady, a pupil of
Sig. Coccia, is a most promising performer ; her voice is

sufficiently powerful, and very agreeable, and her stylo

proves that she does not listen to good singing in vain.

E. Seguin possesses a very rich, deep base voice. With
culture, by which we mean to signify practice, and the
hearing of the best music, it will turn out a valuable

gift to this young man ; for if he profit by what nature

has bestowed on him, he may, in a very few years, acquire

both fame and fortune.

The new vocal piece, the words from an Italian sacred
drama. La Morte if Abdle; is exceedingly creditable to the
youthful composer; it proves him to possess both a genius
for iuvenlion, and industry to render his powers available.

The recitative, describing Cain's agonies of remorse and
despair, is full of talent and judgment : the accompani-
ments are, in every way, of the most masterly kind, and
the harmonies, in many instances, are absolutely new,
and highly effective. The first movement of the air is

melodious and well-suited to the words : the second full

of spirit, but less original. We recommend the juvenile

artist to alter the opening of the recitative, which at pre-

sent is too much like the commencement of “ Deeper and'

deeper still.” The change of a note or two will suffice.

If our praise and good wishes be of any value to this

ingenious elite, he has them. Should he persevere he can

hardly fail. He seems to think for himself,—not rashly,

or in ony way indicating a redundant share of self-com-

placency, but just up to that point which renders him too

proud, too independent, to condescend to the humiliating

practices of the herd of imitators.
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foreign iflustcal Report.

VIENNA.
Theater an der ff 'ien.—Konig Richard in Palii*lina,

rn

grand historical romantic drama, in four acts, from the

Crusaders of Sir W. Scott, has been recently produced

here. The music is from the pen of that prolific composer,

or rather arranger. Kapellmeister Riottc; it contains

some things of merit, and particularly two marches of a

spirited and original cost. The scenery, decorations, &c.,

are of the most splendid kind, and the whole obtained

great applause.

BERLIN.

Mademoiselle Nanette Schechner, first singer of the

Court of Bavaria, having concluded a short engagement
at Vienna, passed through this city on her return

to Munich. During her brief stay, she gave a series

of performances at the opera, the effect of which will not

soon be forgotten. The principal parts in which she ap-

peared were those of Emmeline in the Schweitzer -famitie,

Anna in La Dame Blanche, Leonora in Beethoven’s Fi-

delia* Ninel ta in La Gasta Ladra, Agatha and Anuette
alternately in Der Freischutz, J ulia in Die Vestalin , Cor-

delia in Kreutzer’s opera of that name, Iphigente in

Gluck’s opera, and Donna Elvira in Don Juan, 'The name
of this young singer had till now been almost unknown
here ; all we had heard ofher was, that together with Made-
moiselle Lalande, she had been received with the liveliest

applause at Vienna. But there is scarcely an instance of a
a singer establishing so great a reputation as that which
she has achieved among us in so very short a period of time.

The author of Die Veslalin, was heard to declare, thut this

was the first time his conceptions of the character had been
fully realized. At the second performance his enthusiasm
was unbounded, and he exclaimed, “ As a singer Made-
moiselle Schechner has no equal upon earth !”

The impression produced by this lady, is thus described
in an article printed in the Journal of Professor Voss:

—

*• Yesterday evening, Mademoiselle Schechner terminated
a scries of performances with a degree of «Jclat, which,
perhaps, no other singer ever experienced. The public
enthusiasm redoubled at each representation, and it is but
justice to acknowledge, that never was feeling better

founded. Is it not surprising that a singer, whose
name was scarcely known here eighteen months ago,
should have so suddenly raised herself to the first rank,
and established her claim as the first dramatic singer
of the day ? She has been with us but four months,
and yet in that short period how great the sensation
she has produced. Endowed by nature with faculties

of the highest order, she has found at our theatre oppor-
tunities, denied her elsewhere, of trying her powers in
the highest rank of characters; in a word, she has done
justice to the music of Gluck, and has found a public to
appreciate her talents, who have not been corrupted by the
insipidity of modem Italian operas .* 5

Her last performance was in Die Vestalin

,

for her own
benefit. On entering she was hailed by peals of ap-
plause, which were redoubled at the close of her first

grand air
;
but in the second act her triumph was still

more complete. At the conclusion of her pathetic air,

which she gave with a truth of expression altogether her
own, handkerchiefs were seen waving from the boxes, and
copies of verses were thrown upon the stage at her feet.

At the close of the third act, enthusiasm was raised to its

highest pitch, and her presence on the stage was de-

manded amidst thunders of approbation. Overcome by
her feelings, her appearance was to the utmost degree

interesting ; copies of verses were again thrown from the

boxes, and flowers showered from every part. A crown
of laurel fell at her feet, and nothiug would satisfy the

audience, until the principal actor placed it upon her head.

She retired amidst the liveliest transports of the whole
house. Nor was this all ; on her return to her residence,

she was serenaded till a late hour in a kind of extempore
jMuticcio, composed of choice pieces from the different

operas in which she hail so greatly distinguished herself,

and delighted the public.

Nothing can be further from our intention than to draw
any inference unfavourable to the merits of this young,
gifted and fortunate performer. It is, however, but justice

to state, that the public of Berlin hod lately felt a very

great degree of pique, in being deprived of the talents of

another favourite, who had accepted an engagement at

Paris, and, ifreport speak true, in London also. We would
merely ask, whether this feeling might not have had some
secret influence on the occasion in question?

Konigliche Theatre,—We have had *' more last words’*

of Mademoiselle Sontag. After a formal farewell to the

Berlin public at the KOnigstadt theatre, she performed
six times at the rival house, which gave rise to various

remarks. Among others it was whispered, that the ra-

pidly rising reputation of Mademoiselle Schechner had
excited serious alarm, and that she was determined on
producing a strong impression at parting. This she cer-

tainly effected, in the part of Euryanthe.
Two posthumous works of Ihe lamented Beethoven have

just been published here, consisting of Violin-Quartettes

Op. 132, in A minor, and
Op. 135, in F major.

Another work that has also excited considerable interest,

is the following:

—

Seven Characteristic Pieces for the Piano, composed by
Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy, and dedicated to his master,

Louis Berger.

KONIGSTADT.
The only addition to our repertoire this season, has been

the VoUurcs Venice, of Boicldieu. It obtained a con-

siderable share of success, but our amateurs are ofopinion
that the music is not entitled to rank in the same degree
with this author's Jean de Paris, and La Dame Blanche.

HeroId’s Marie has been produced here under the title

Die verbogene Liebe (Secret Love.) It obtained a decided
success. The Bcrliu musical journal, in speaking of this

Young and promising composer, calls him “ a German
born at Paris.’*

CASSEL.
Spolirs long-promised opera has been at length pro-

duced, and has excited considerable sensation. It is en-

titled Pietro tf/llbano; and the subject, which is of a
romantic cast, is taken from the works of the celebrated

Tieck. As no adequate judgment can be formed on a
first hearing, we shall reserve our remarks for another

opportunity.

MAYENCE.
Rossini’s last work, or rather the last work which he

revised and retouched, Le Siege de Corinlhe, has been

performed, and its success appears to have been ensured

by a series of representation a.
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DRESDEN.
Italian Opera.—The company of this season has been

very effective ; the principal members were, prime donne,

Signora Palazzesi, a soprano of considerable power, and
Signora Schiasetti, a contralto; tenori, Rubini, Pesadori

and Bonfigli ; basti, Benin rasa, a singer of great power,
and Zezi, as basso cantante.

The season opened with the Pattorella Fntdaioria of

Vaccaj, but no talent, however effective, could support

music of so weak and diluted a kind, and the opera fell

after a few representations. Its place was supplied by

LaGazzaLadra, iu which a Signor Palazzesi gained great

applause. The Crociato in Egitto succeeded, and was
excellently given.

German Ojyera.—The leading novelty here has been the

last great work—the song of the swnn—of our lamented

Kapellmeister, C. M. von Weber, whose loss has left

a wound which no time can heal. Oberon was given with
;

all the splendour and effect which such a master-piece
j

requires, and was received with an enthusiasm but rarely

witnessed. Nothing could be more interesting and appro-
|

priare than the purpose to which this first representation

was devoted ; it was for the benefit of the widow and
children of the lamented composer.

LEIPS1C.

The great attraction of our musical season has been the

celebrated Mademoiselle Scheduler, who made a short

stay with us. She performed the characters of Donna
j

Anna, in Don Juan ; Emmeline, in Der Srh tceizer-famHie ; .

Agatha, in Der Freisehutz ; and the principal part in Die

Veslalin. Her style is admirable, and to great powers
of voice, which she shows no vain ambition to abuse in

misplaced ornaments, she unites a power of acting in the

highest degree impressive. We are happy to hear that

an engagement has been concluded with her for the ap-

proaching season.

The Berggeitl (Mountain- spirit) of Spohr, an opera

new to our stage, has been well performed, and received

with considerable applause. We have no hesitation in

saying, that this opera will be more admired in pro-

portion as it is better known.

STRASBURG.
Our musical season has been particularly brilliant. We

have had a French opera, at the head of which was M.
Nourrit, first tenor of the Arademie Royale de Mtuique.

he Concert a la Cour, by Aubert, La Donna del Logo, and
the pasticcio from the compositions of Rossini, entitled

Ivanhoe, were performed in a spirited aud correct manner.

MILAN.
Teatro alia Scala.—A new opera has appeared, entitled

II Pirata , the subject of which is taken from Sir Walter

Scott's romance of that name. The music is from the

pen of a young Neapolitan composer named Bellini.

The success of the piece was complete. Every evening,

this author, as well as the principal performers, were called

upon the stage, after the fall of the curtain, to receive the

applause of a numerous audience. Rubiui and Mudamc
Meric-Lalande particularly distinguished themselves in

rendering justice to the music of the youthful artist. If

we may judge from what is said of him by the cognoscenti,

he appears destined to raise his name to eminence. His
melodies are constructed upon the model of the ancient

school, and his manner is not an imitation of that of

Rossini : two points that augur strongly in his favour.

This, however, is not enough ; in order to make a name,
individuality of style, invention, warmth and effect are in-

dispensable. Most men, whatever natural talents they
possess, begin by being imitators. Mozart, Beethoven,
and Rossini, were so in their early works. The first

showed himself little more than a copier of Haase in the
scores of his Mitridate, Lueio Silta , and II Re pattore ; it

is evident that Beethoven took Mozart as his model in

bis first quutuors and sonatas; and the daring Rossini
himself did not depart from the manner ofhis predecessors
in his Cambiale di Matrimonio, and La fkala di tela.

Even genius itself at first feels its way with caution: when
habituated to the forms of art, it essays a loftier flight,

and produces those bold creations which ensure itnmo-
tality.

The celebrated Paganini, now II Cavaliere^ is at present
here. He has received an invitation to Russia, and intends
setting out at the beginning of the new year. He will

visit some of the cities of Germany in his way, and make
a short stay at Vienna.

GENOA.
We have had a visit from the Royal family, on which

occasion, a new oratorio entitled Jl Santone, was pro-
duced; it is said to contain several pieces remarkable for

their originality and truth of expression. It is from the
pen of Kmmanuclc Borgotta, a young candidate for musi-
cal fame, who has but recently quilted the conservatorio
of Naples, and has scarcely attained his sixteenth year.

NAPLES.
Teatro Atmopo.—

A

new opera was lately produced here
under the title, Un Diavolo condannaio net Monda a
prtndcr moglie. The music is from the pen of Signor
Ricci, a pupil of the Royal Conservatory, who distin-
guished himself there by his talents. The opera met with
great success, but is said to have been indebted for its

favour, rather to the libretto than the music. The latter

is filled with those extravagances and that broad humour
which are sure to please the many.

FLORENCE.
Teatro della Pergola.—The new oratorio of Jefle, from

the pen of Generali, has been repeated, aud found favour
with the public. On the first representation, the indispo-

sition of Madarne Bonini prevented her from doing full

justice to the admirable music which this work contains.

Several of the chorusses and particularly one called

l' Addin
, gained the undivided suffrages of the public. A

trio of the second act was criticised as being two glaring

a reminiscence of the duet in La Stmiramide . Bella
Imago ; but, by the general voice, the music of Jefte, is

allowed to be worthy of the author of I Baccanati.

PARIS.

Opera-Com ique.—The Felt du Rot gives occasion every

year to some novelty, which has too frequently no interest

beyond the circumstances that produced it. This time,

however, the composers have been more happy, and have
produced a work which cannot fail to please lor some time.

The music of MM. Halevy and Riffaut, ancient pen-
sioners of the king at the academy of Rome, is of a supe-

rior kind. Le Roi el le Balelier can boast of a number of
pieces of interest, particularly the introduction, a quartet,

a trio, a chorus of prisoners, and a delightful duet, excel-

lently given by Ferreol and Mademoiselle Pradher. The
accompaniments are elegant and spirited, and the whole
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composition is of a character to justify the best hopes as

to the future efforts of these young musicians.

Thhatre dt L’Odfon.—A new opera has been produced

here, entitled, Charles V. rl Dugueselin, the music of

which is the joint production of two young candidates for

public favour, MM. Gilbert and Guiraud, both of whom
have lately obtained the first prize for composition at the

Institute. The music possesses much that is of a superior

character, but unfortunately the poet hud furnished them

with but few situations of interest, and few opportunities

for concerted pieces. Beyond chorusses, airs, and coup-

lets, nothing was given them to set to music ; and yet

several of. these couplets are delightfully rendered. An
air sung by Leon, with a chorus accompaniment, and
another to the words Siftdais Roi, were warmly encored.

The accompaniment is in the taste of the new school,

light and brilliant; but occasionally overwrought and

noisy. It is a pity that the talents of these young com-
posers had not been exercised upon a subject better

adapted to display them to advantage.

Theatre des Xouveaules.—The much-talked of opera of

Faust , which was said to be from the pen of M. Btfan-

court, proves, after all, to be little else than a mere pas-

ticcio. With the exception of a single chorus, a ballad,

and some other pieces of trifling inqmrtance, all the rest

is taken from operas familiar to the public. For instance,

wc have the overture to Webers Euryanthe, an air from

M. Herold’s opera Des Rosieres, a chorus from Mehul's
Joseph . the fragment of a trio from the Chaperon Rouge, a

march from the same work, a prayer from Der Freischutz,

the Bacchanalian Song from Spontini’s Danaides

,

and
several other pieces too numerous to particularize. The
overture was very ineffectively performed.

On the 22nd of November, being the feast of St.

Cecilia, the pupils of the new establishment, L'Insti- ,

tution Royale dc Munique religicuse, gave, under the direc-
j

tion of M. C boron, DrydenS celebrated ode, with the

music of Handel. It was executed with faithfulness and
spirit, and produced a very lively sensation. The fame of
this glorious master, which had been heard only at a

distance, now resounds within our walls. The Messiah
has been performed here in a Latin translation, executed

by MM. Feme and Adrien, and published in a handsome
form, with the English text and a French translation

adapted.

There has also appeared here. Il Convito n' Alks-
san duo, atia La porza cell’ arxionia, oda di Dryden,
tradotta in tersi Ilaliani da 8. Pazzaglia, con accamp.
di piano-forte. Upon this work, a French critic has the

following remarks :—“ Let those who assert that this

great man excelled only in the fugue-style, but open this

wonderful score, and they will be forced to acknowledge,

that in no other work is so great a variety of manner,
novelty, elevation, and dramatic effect displayed. In this

masterpiece, we
]

find no conventional phrases, none of

those eabalettr, to which, at every instant, recourse is

had by mediocre composer*, to supply the absence of

genius. From beginning to end it displays a masterly

talent, which nothing can weary or exhaust.'*

Theatre J(alien .—It might naturally have been expected

that the revival of the lively Ualiana in Algeri, with the

first appearance of Signora Pisaroui in that character,

would huvo attracted. But no , the same solitude which
has so long reigned within these walla, still continued to

spread its gloom around. It was remarked, that the

Pisaroni is too serious in the character, and yet in the

air Ptnsa alia palria, she was very effective ; it is an air

|

well calculated to show off her unrivalled power of
expression. Galli, for whom the part of the Turk was
originally written, sung with spirit; but no other excel-
lency can atone for the nasal defects in his voice. Poor
Graziani did all she could for the part she has to perform ;
the wags say she is quite at home in the finale, Sono come
una cornacchia , chc spennala fa era , era !

M. Spontini is at this moment engaged in exercising
his talents on the drama of Faust. Thus we see an Italian,

settled in Germany, opposed to a native, who is so highly
esteemed by his countryman ! This composer has lately

been honoured by the King of Bavaria with the Civil
Order of Merit.

M. Spohr has produced at Cassel a new opera,
named, Pietra Atbano. The connoisseurs unanimously
agree in praising the score of this work, the subject of
which is full of diablerie. A remarkable piece is men-
tioned, in which the composer accompanies by stringed
instruments, with mutes on, the song of a dead man
restored to life by the enchantments of Pietro. When
will a few of these remarkable things be allowed to vary
the monotony of the repertory of our Th£&tre Italien?

In a new one-act piece performing at the Odeon, called
Anglais el Francois, Sir Richard, [the Englishman of
course], thus alludes to the recent naval engagement:
“ Yes” he says to Eugt'ne VerneuU, “ we are friends ; our
two fleets have fought together at Navarino.” At these

words three rounds of bravos fill the theatre.

Great changes must soon take place in this theatre,

(L’Odeon). How is it possible to continue pouring into

the pocket of M. Lecorate, a singer of the third or fourth

order, who rarely appears but to be hissed, more than
20.000 francs (800/.) each season ?

Mrs. E. Malibran (late Signora Garcia) who was mar-
ried a year or two ago at New York, is arrived at Havre.

During the month of November, the twelve theatres of
Paris received 480,310 francs; or 20,000/. Of this the
Theatre de. Madame took !>8,834 francs; and the Italian

and English companies, both together, but 31,431 francs.

Madlle. Sontag left Francfort for Brussels on the 1st

of December.
Signor Sabastiani, first clarinet at the theatre St. Carlo

at Naples, is arrived in Paris. He Is said to be the first

performer on this instrument in Europe.

0)f Drama,

Kino’s Theatre.

At the latter end of December, M. Laurent signed an
agreement by which he becomes lessee of this theatre for
the ensuing season, provided he produce the sum of
^4000 immediately, to l>c paid in advance as part of
^8500, the rental fixed. M. Laurent instantly set out
for Paris, where he expects, or hopes, to raise the money
required. Some think that lie will endeavour to induce
Signor Rossini to embark in a partnership with him

;

while others shrewdly suspect quite another result. Our
belief is, that the celebrated composer) is too wary a man
to meddle with the concern at so dangerous a moment,
when the imprudent engagements made by the assignees,

which M. Laurent has undertaken to fulfil, must fetter

and weigh down any manager, be his activity and skill

what it may ; namely, Maaame Pasta £dOOO
;
Madame
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Caradori .Cl900 ;
Signor Ciirioni C1S00, &e. Ac., includ-

ing sums guaranteed for their respective benefits. Such

terms, without any restrictions, except such as are unfa-

vourable to the theatre, are not only unparalleled in the

history of the Italian opera, but actually monstrous, and

must end injuriously in some quarter.

In the mean while, the opening of the house is adver-

tised for the 5th of January, a day on which it, most

probably, will not unclose it* doors. The first opera is to

be Mar'gariUa ifAnjou, one of Meyerbeer's earlier works,

and, in the composer’s own opinion, not in a condition to

be produced here ; he having written to Mr. Ebers, think-

ing him still the manager, and to a noble Marquess, who

he supposes lias some influence, earnestly requesting that

it may not be brought out in its present form, stating,

that he has made many alterations in it, and added much,

all of which he considers absolutely necessary to his repu-

tation, and to the success of the piece. These requests

and admonitions are, it seems, disregarded by the assig-

nees, who, in spile of the precautions of the I-ord Cham-

berlain, are yet the virtual managers of the King’s Theatre.

DmraY Lane Theatke.

On Thursday, November 2Qth, a “ New Opera,” as it

was announced, but rather an old one revived, with alter-

ations and additions, was produced, under the title of

Itidnre di Merida, or the Devil 's Creek. This is founded

on The Pikates, an opera rendered so highly popular

many years ago, by the lovely music of Stephen Storece.

The piece opens with the arrival of the hero, hidort (Mr. Bas-

BAM), a Spanish commander, si the .dand of Mails, arbere he goes

to relit, having been attacked by piratra. Here he lenrna that his

intended btide, Mtomla (Mrs. Bsoroanl. is residing in the island,

having hern conveyed lliero by her villnnoos guardian, Giacomo

(Mr. nirsAEl.). with a view to compel her to accept the hand ot

his oepbcw Re,,him (Mr. Banroao). To assist her escape. /«.-

dorr assumes the disguise or a pilgrim, and ga.as admission to ibo

castle, but is discovered nod espclk-d. He soon learns Hurl the

uncle and nephew pursue Hie oecupauon of pirates, and that it was

bv them his vessel had been mucked, lie therefore sends a letter

to Giacomo, claiming the release of his mistress, on pain of do-

Douacrmeat. Alarmed at the menace, Ibeold rogue affects tncon-

ml but contrives to inveigle all the parties lo the Devira Creek,

where Mere is seised bv a band of pirates, nod forced on board

tbeir vessel. A storm immediately ensues, tb* ship is wrecked,

and all on board are supposed lo have pensbed Tlie lover, how-

ever, reechos the si, ore, and why he should not lake such measures

for the recovery of his mistress, aud the purmhmeul of the gang, as

reason dicutrs. it is impossible *»

observes, that common sense is not operaUcal On the contrary, his

chief solicitude is lo convince Alien la that he >s alive, by means

of a magic lanlhorn, Ihroogli Ihc medium of which, he tell, lire

story of Hero and Leander. In affecting this, he allow, himself lo

be once more wised, and ereape. we know not liow. He is nenl

.een hoarding lbs pirates’ ship, into winch Ins mistress, and her

maid Florimante (Mad. Kruon), had been forced ; and, with their

itcaptuie, the piece conclude*.

Tins opera is now a pasticcio ;
much of the original

music by Stornce is preserved, and much is added, by Mr.

B raham*. Mr. T. Cooke, Signors Mercadante and Balduci.

Of Storace’s share, wp can only speak in high terms of

praise, regretting at the same time that more of his com-

positions are not retained. Mr. Braham has, of course,

consulted his own powers in the pieces he has written for

himself, and never did he sing in a more chaste, bcautilul

manner, than in this opera. Mr. Cooke has been occu-

pied, chiefly in augmenting the accompaniments to the

original music, and in briuging to its aid instruments

which cither were not in the orchestra, or in a most im-

perfect state, thirty years ago. This duty he has fulfilled

with judgment. But he has contrived to render the over-

ture—his own, we suppose—as noisy and unmeaning as

modern theatrical taste can desire. Of the music by the

two Signors, Balduci and Mercadante, we hope in future

to be furnished with as little as may be necessary to atone

for our manifold faults and imperfections.

A lady, once Miss Fcaron, afterwards Mrs. Glossop,

then Madame Ferone, and finally Madame Feron, ap-

peared again on the English stage, afier an absence in

Italy of some years, in this opera. She possesses a voice

of much strength and extensive compass, the quality of

which, though not good, is not disagreeable, and her

intonation— the first of all vocal virtues—is irreproachable.

But, on the other hand, it is painfully tremulous in any-

thing like sustained, moderate sounds, and it wants that

fulness, without which, power, if over exerted, only mag-
nifies defects. Her M Lullaby” shewed a want of ex-

i pression
;
and execution, rather than taste and feeling, is

the object she aims at and attains. For the purpose of

displaying this, a bravura, “ with variations, composed
expressly for Mad. Feron in Naples/ is introduced at the

close of the opera, which is either a palpable imitation of

Rode’s air, with variations, as sung by Mad. Catalani, or,

perhaps, the very thing itself, slightly altered.

This opera is liberally brought out ; the scenery is ad-

mirable, and the dresses rich. But the want of a good

buss is much felt in it, in consequence whereof, “There

the silvered Waters roam/ one of Storace's most beauti-

ful songs, is sung without applause, if not heard with

regret. The piece, however, is successful, in a theatrical

sense : much good music, one fine popular singer, excel-

lent scenery, and a new performer, cover a multitude of

dramatic sins.

Covext-Garden Theatre.

The opera of The Seraglio goes on languidly at this

house. Too much of the original music is cut out, and
too much that is new, put in. But with so imperfect a

vocal company, how could it have been otherwise ?

Of Madame Sola, who many years ago sang at some

few concerts, we defer speaking till wc have heard her in

a more advantageous manner than wc have yet had any

opportunity of doing.

Exolish Opera-House.

This pretty, reasonably-sized theatre is fitting up for the

reception of a company of French performers. Comedies

and Vaudevilles are to be represented by some of the first

actors and singers from the neighbouring country. The
best boxes are divided from each other, so as to render

them quite private. These are letting fast, and we shall

he surprised if this, with moderate-priced boxes, do not

become a formidable opponent of the Italian opera, with

its prepo9terously-high subscription, during the ensuing

season.

PHILHARMONIC CONCERTS.

The Philharmonic Concerts are fixed as follows,

—

February 25th, March 10th and 24th, April 14th and 28th,

May 1 2th and 26th, and June 9th.

The Rehearsals take place on the previous Saturdays.

The Subscribers are not allowed to be present at these.

The Concerts of the Royal Academy of Music are dit-

continued.
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Gertrude Elizabeth Mara was born at Cassel, the

23rd of February, 1749*. She was the only child of

Johann Schmtthling, a musician of that place, and lost her

toother shortly after her birth. Owing to bis very limited

means, her father w as unable to bestow upon her the cares

necessary at her tender age. HU duties called him much
from home, and, in his absence, the little Gertrude usually

remained shut up in her solitary apartment. Thus cut off*

from the sports of childhood, she was obliged to seek

amusement within herself. She recollects that there was

au old family-clock in the room, aud one of her customary

recreations was to sit and watch the vibrations of the pen*

dulum, beating time to its motion with her head and hand.

This hud the effect of impressing her mind with a certain

pleasing perception of rhythm, so that the first time she

heard a performer upon the guitar, who was playing in the

street, she ran to the window, mounted on a stool to get a

sight of the musician, and beat the time on the window-

ledge with a feeling of delight which was never after ef-

faced from her mind. From this moment may be dated

her love and disposition for music.

Her father had learned from an Italian the art of repair-

ing musical instruments, and he converted this knowledge
into a means of bettering the subsistence of himself and
daughter. She used to seat herself on a high stool, and
watch him attentively while at work. One day, he had
just finished mending a violin, and then going from home,
left it on his work-bench. The curiosity of a child led

her to examine the instrument; she was pleased with the

sounds she drew from it, but, in a rather too violent

pizzicato movement, broke one of the strings. Her father

returned ; he scolded the presumptuous virtuosa, and
threatened to punish her if ever she touched the instru-

ment again. For some days the threat had its effect

;

but her desire of hearing the pleasing sounds soon pre-

vailed over the sense of duty, and again the delinquent

was caught in the feet of trying her hand upon the violin.

The father approached her in a menacing attitude, as

she stood trembling in a corner. “ So,” said he, “ you
have again disobeyed me ; now, as a punishment, I will

make you learn to play that instrument." But what was
his astonishment, when he saw her run, and, seizing it

with eagerness, draw from it tones of a soft and pleasing

kind ! The violin was now left at her free disposal, and,

in a very short time, the assiduous scholar was able to run
through the greater part of the scales with ease and cor-

rectness ; and but a few weeks more had elapsed, when
little Gertrude was able to accompany her father in some
easy duets.

This circumstance soon became generally known, and
so great was the curiosity felt to see the musical prodigy,

that numbers crowded to her father s dwelling to witness
her performance. The more respectable inhabitants of
the place sent for her to their houses ; and frequently was

* II w*a announced some lime since in (he public journals, that Ma-
dame Mara intended to publish her memoirs. This intention she how-
ever abandoned, and the task was committed to Dr. G. K. Groeheim, of
Cassel, from whoso work, which ha* recently appeared, the present me-
moir is taken. The anecdotes given may, therefore, be depended upon as

genuine.

Feb. 1828.

she to be seen with her violin in her hand, carried in her

fathers arms through the streets. The numerous presents

they received, tended greatly to improve their circum-

stances, and enabled the father to devote more time to

her instruction. The progress she made was exceedingly

rapid, and her fame extending daily, soon spread beyond

the limits of her native town. The father was advised to

take his daughter to Frankfort, and accordingly he re-

paired there in 1733, at which time she was in her sixth

year. They performed in that city before numerous com-

panies, and enlarged their means very considerably. They
then proceeded from town to town, till they reached Hol-

land, where, after performing for some time, they were

advised to undertake a journey to England.

In the year 1759 they arrived in London, and by their

performances excited considerable attention in the musical

world. It was, however, generally regretted that the

young artist had made choice of an instrument so ill-

adapted to the female hand, and she was recommended
to change it for the harp. In the meantime, she occa-

sionally essayed her voice, the quality of which being

pronounced good by some connoisseurs of taste, her

lather was advised to have her instructed in singing. At

last, after having displayed her talents on the violin before

the court, and hearing from a high quarter the same
remark relative to the unsuitableness of the instrument,

she entirely laid it aside, and devoted herself with earnests

ness to the art of song. For this purpose, her father

placed her under the care of an Italian singer of some
repute, named Puradisi. The cunning Signor soon

perceived that the voice and talents of his pupil

were of a superior kind ; and calculating with cer-

tainty upon her future success, wished to enter into a

stipulation with the father, to divide all profits with him
for a term of years, in consideration of his services. M.
Schm&hling, possessing the caution of a prudent German,
saw the drift of the Italian’s speculation, and wisely de-

clined it. Upon this a misunderstanding arose, and Ger
trude was again without a regular master. Her father

continued the task to the best of his abilities, but soon

found that, in addition to the elementary knowledge she

had already received, she now needed no other instructor

than nature and herself.

On the termination of the seven years* war, M. Schmtth-

ling returned to Cassel. He had heard that the Lund*
grave, Frederick II., had formed a chapel, and hoped
to obtaia for himself and his child, places on the esta-

blishment; but in this he was disappointed. Though
the return of his daughter, with fresh claims to public

favour, was hailed with pleasure by her townsmen, the

Landgrave, who, with respect to music, was prejudiced

in favour of every thing Italian, did not attend to the

application. Yet, that he might not appear altogether

inattentive to the claims of a rising artist, who already

shared so great a degree of public favour, he sent his

first singer, Morelli, to the concert which she gave, in

order, from his report, to form an estimate of her merits.

The nature of it may easily be anticipated : J£lla canta

come una Tedetca (she sings like a German), was enough

to exclude every hope of success in that quarter.

Digitized by Google
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After a abort stay in Cassel, they repaired to Leipric,

where a concert was got up, under the able direction of

the celebrated Hiller, with a view ofintroducing the young
ainger to the notice of thtr numerous amateurs of that

place. Her success was complete, and the result was an
engagement to fill the station of first singer, with a salary

of 600 rix dollars (about 80/.), which, at that period, was
considered as no unhandsome beginning, though, unfor-

tunately for modern managers, the estimate now made
In these matters is very widely different. Here she

became acquainted with the works of the greatest com-
posers, and in order to avail herself of every means of

further information, she applied to the harpsichord with

such unwearied seal, as, in a very short time, to surmount
every difficulty. Indeed, so great was her proficiency on
this instrument, that within the year she played several

concertos in public.

She had been little more than a year in Leipsic, when
a circumstance occurred that had an important effect

on her future destinies. On occasion of the great

annual fair, the Grand Duke of Saxony, in company with

the Dowager Duchess Marie Antoine, paid a visit to that

place. These exalted personages honoured with their

presence a concert given by Gertrude, and expressed

their admiration of her talents in the most Battering terras.

Nor was this all
;
she received an invitation to Dresden,

whither she repaired the following season. Her first

appearance at the Opera was hailed with* the most en-

thusiastic applause. The alarm she had felt at the idea

of appearing before such a public was extreme ;
but the

duchess kindly did everything in her power to allay her

fears, and even condescended to attend to the costume in

which she was to perform : it was very costly, and a pre-

sent from her to the singer. Counsellor Hochlitz, in his
14 Recollections of Elizabeth Mara," describes this scene

in his usual lively manner. 44 She had never,” be ob-

serves, 44 appeared on a stage before ; and, except as re-

garded her proficiency in song, came unprovided with

every other immediate requisite. With respect, therefore,

to the carriage and decoration of her person, she suddenly

became nervous to a degree that was truly ridiculous.

The duchess, with all that kindness for which she was so

much distinguished, condescended to teach her how to

tread the stage, and point out the attitudes best suited to

the situations of the pieces. Elizabeth returned to Leipsic

with a profusion of presents, and decked out like a queen.

The first inquiry of her friends was, * Well, and how did

you get on at Dresden? Did you succeed?*

—

4 They say-

so,* was the reply; 'but I know nothing about it. I

sang as well as I could, and only see how in return they

have bedizened me out like a mautua-maker's show-block !

This was the way I got on there/

—

4 But you had some

oue to instruct you what to do?’— 4 Oh yes; but then I

made many sad blunders. I thought how it would be

when they once got me there/ * There is something very

interesting in the naivtlt of character displayed in this

extract.

Mile. SchmUhling was now in her twentieth year, and her

voice was completely formed. Its compass was from G
below to E in alt: it possessed great flexibility and
expression, and was considered by the best judges as

one of the most perfect that Germany could boast. She
was not unwilling to display its powers in passages of

rapid and surprising execution, but never allowed her

ambition to get the better of her judgment; and to this

important rule she strictly adhered during her long and
glorious career.

At this period she was strongly recommended to visit

Italy ; but she was attached to her country, and expressed
so strong a desire to see Berlin, that her father com-
plied with her wishes, and they arrived there in 1771.
Frederick II. was not without his prejudices: it was an
article of his musical creed, that no native talent could
reach the perfection of that of Italy. When first informed
of the proficiency ofMademoiselle Schmkbling. he appeared
to take no notice of the communication

; hut shortly after
she accepted an invitation to Potsdam, where the king re-

ceived her in his private room. She was heard to declare,

that her indignation against this monarch for his contempt
of German song, and the conscious feeling of underrated
talent, made her approach the presence with n degree
of confidence which surprised even herself. On entering

the king** apartment, she saw his majesty sitting close to

the piano-forte, with his eyes fixed steadily upon her.

But os he said nothing, and made no sign for her to ap-
proach, she began with great sang-froid to examine the

paintings that hung near her. At last, perceiving the

king beckon to her, she approached, and made a low
curtsey. “ So, you are going to sing me something,**

said he, in a kind of laconic tone.
44 As your majesty

pleases,'* was her short reply ;
upon which she took her

place at the piano without further ceremony. The king
listened with the moat profound attention, and when she

had fiiuahed the air, testified the highest degree of satis-

faction. He then asked Iilt,
44 Can you sing at sight*?’*

and before she had lime to reply, placed before her a very

difficult bravura air, and pointing to tome of the pas-

sages, observed, 44 This, to be sure, is but poor stuffy but

when well executed, it sounds pretty enough f/* She
sang the air without committing the slightest mistake.

The king was delighted; he said a thousand Battering

things, and dismissed her with a handsome present. After

this she was daily, and for several weeks together, invited

to Potsdam, and the result was, a yearly pension for life of

2000 rix dollars (about 250/.)

She had now serious intentions of undertaking a

journey to Italy, but it was pul off partly by the advice

of the king, who declared that he did not see what further

she had to learn, and in part through the arrival at Berlin

of the celebrated singer, Conciiiani. From him she re-

ceived some finishing instructions, and in a short time be-

came the rival of her master About this period, also, she

went through a- course of thorough-bass, under the well-

known Kimberger.
The following year (1773) was marked by an event

which seriously affected her future life. A celebrated

violoncello player, of the name of Mara, came on u pro-

fessional tour to Berlin. He was enguged to play at the

king's concerts, and became acquainted with Mademoiselle

S< hmi*hling. An intimacy was the consequence, which

soon grew into a feeling of a more lender nature. It was

known to the king that the morals of the lover were not

of the most irreproachable kind, and having the welfare of

his young protegee sincerely at heart, he kindly cautioned

* There U many a prtmo uamo and prtma doma to whom such a

question, thus abruptly put, and practically brought to the test, would

prove not • little aiartlteg.

t It m»»t bo allowed that, by this remark, the king showed himaelf no

bad judge of the matter. Half the showy things of tbl* kind which

awefl the scores of composer*, might, as Ear a* passion aod feeling are

concerned, lie omitted with advantage to the piece. But, after all, wbat

are composers to do ? Something mutt be sacrificed to the sieger
;
he

baa to please the many, and that can rarely be done without what is

showy; public favour is held together by numerous aod sometimes Im-

perceptible links.
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her against forming such a connexion. But love, as all

the world known, is unfortunately blind
;
the mincer saw

no caul!* for alarm, and succeeded by the magic of her art

in lulling to sleep the prophetic fears of her royal adviser.

She became the wife of Mr. Mara.

Some time after, the celebrated Reichardt entered into

the king’s service. He was more famed for his knowledge

of the state and theory of the art, than for his powers of

original composition ; and his merits as an artist were

tarnished by a degree of egotism, which gained him many
enemies. Madame Mara wished to cure him of this weak-

ness. If an air was proposed to her to sing, which did

not suit her voice, or which she deemed unworthy of her

powers, the king had given her permission to substitute

another in its place. Reichardt** self-love would not

allow him to suppose that his productions were included

in this permission. When, therefore, Madame Mara met
with an air in one of his operas, upon which she thought

herself justified in laying her veto, Reichardt persisted,

and obliged her to sing it. She obeyed, but in a way
that shewed considerable address, and proved the means
of curing the composer of his failing. The beginning
of the air was weak and trivial. This she gave, note for

note, with the most scrupulous exactitude, in compliance
with the composer** wish ; but on coming to the cadence,

she threw all her power into this her part of the air, and,

after raising the public expectation to the highest pitch,

suddenly relumed to the cold and trivial motivo, at the

oondusion of which she again launched into a closing

cadence of the most brilliant kind. The effect of the con-

trast was in the highest degree striking, and the object of

the singer was at once recognised by the public. Rei-
chardt stood corrected

; and from this moment became one
of Madame Mara’s greatest friends and supporters. It

taught him to know, that despotism is not to be tolerated

hi tlie field of art, and that a theorist must sometimes
condescend to be taught by a practical artist.

The truth A tou* U* rerun bien nS* que la patrie at
thb-e, * was strongly felt by Madame Mara, and in 1777
•he paid a visit, with her husband, to Cassel. The recep-
tion they obtained was in the highest degree enthusiastic.

A concert was proposed, and so great was the demand for

tickets, that no place, not even the theatre itself, was
sufficient to contain the number of applicants; and a second
concert was almost as folly attended. The effect produced
by an adagio, in which she was accompanied by her hus-
band, it would be impossible to describe. Between the
acta she was invited into the grand duke’s box ; he kissed
her on the forehead and overwhelmed her with praises.

After this she sung in a selection of sacred music, given
for the benefit of the charitable institutions of the place, in

the cathedral church, which was crowded to excess. Of
the effect produced, some idea may be formed from the
well-known exclamation of the celebrated preacher Pflster,

when on his death bed : “ I should die more at ease, could
I but once again hear Madame Mara, in the temple of the
Lord my God !”

The following year she received on invitation to London,
where the sum of 12,000 rix dollars (about 1600/.) was
offered her for three evenings* performance, together with
2000 rix dollars (250/.) to defray her travelling expenses, t

*'» Sot tha incomparable aoUloqwy of VoltWi 7Wr**, on the *m-
fimenu of which am founded the word* „[ u» celebrated raciUtm
sad nubeequem air, Di tauii paJpm, of Round
t There must be some error here ; we giro a literal translation of the

This was an offer not to be slighted, but the question was
howto obtain the permission of her illustrious patron?
The king's answer U> the application was laconic
“ Madame Mara may go, but Mr. Mara must stay where
lie is.** The monarch did not suppose that she would
undertake the journey without her husband, for she was
much attached to him. But Mr. Mara was a warm votary

of Plutus, and the English guineas were too tempting to

allow him to decline the offer. It was therefore, arranged
that Madame Mara should undertake the journey in com*
pany of a female relative ; but again the king iuterposed

nis veto. The disappointment was the more severe, as it

was unexpected, and a fever was the consequence, the ef-

fect of which, for a time, threatened to be fatal. On her
recovery, she was forbid by her physician to sing for some
time, and was ordered to the baths of Toplitx. On asking
permission to undertake this journey, the answer of his

majesty was, “ Freyenwahle will do quite as well.** Find-
ing themselves thus treated little better than prisoners, their

next thought was to escape from such a state of thraldom.
Their love for the monarch was changed into fear, and
they resolved to try to reach Vienna by the route of

Saxony and Bohemia, whence they might make their way
to Paris and London. Their alarm at attempting this was
great

;
and, as was proved in the sequel, not without

foundation. They had gained the Saxon frontier In safety,

but on reaching the gates of Dresden, they found that a
Prussian charge d'affaires resided there. “ No one can
conceive my agitation and alarm," to use Madame Marn*s
own words, " when, in one of the first streets we entered,
we encountered the said charge efaffaire*, who rode directly

up to us. He had been apprised of our arrival. The
chaise was instantly stopped. As to what took place be-
tween him and my good man, and how the latter contrived
to get out of the scrape, l was totally unconscious. I had
fallen into a swoon, from which I did not recover till we
had reached our inn.* At length they gained the confines
of Bohemia, and for the first time slept in security.

They reached Vienna in the beginning of March 1780.
Strange as it may seem, the fame of so celebrated a singer
appeared to have scarcely reached that city, or at least to
have produced little or no impression there. The first

thing she had to encounter was a cabal of the Italian
singers, all of whom she found leagued against her, in the
determination to prevent her from having any access to

royalty. But all their intrigues proved ineffectual. The
lovely Maria Teresa,—a star of beauty, then, alas ! on the
point of setting, hud heard of Madame Mara’s talents;
she sent for her, treated her with the greatest condescen-
sion, and became her warmest patroness.

After a stay of nearly two years in Vienna, where she
was always received with the greatest enthusiasm, she de-
termined on a journey to Paris. At parting, her illus-

trious patroness gave her a letter, written with her own
hand, to her royal daughter, the beautiful and unfortunate
Marie Antoinette, introducing her to her notice.

On her arrival in Paris, she found the celebrated Todi
in possession of the public ear, and shrunk from the
splendour whi ch surrounded her illustrious rival. But no
sooner had she sung before the royal family at Vcrsailles

t

and appeared in public in Paris, than her reputation waa
established. She soon rose to a level with her rival, and
in a short time was ranked by the cognoscenti a degree
above her. At last she reached the highest point of musi-
cal renown, and was honoured with the title of Premiers
chanlcusc de la Heine,

After a residence of some Lime at Paris, she made known

E 2
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to the queen her wish to Twit Italy* and It was than that

Marie Antoinette addressed to her that well-known and

memorable expression :
“ Do not go to Italy

;
you would

expose yourself to danger in so doing:, and life is but

too precious to us !" The prophetic tone in which this

was uttered, mode so deep an impression upon our singer,

that she pave up the idea, and shortly after accepted an

engagement offered her in London, whither she repaired

in 1784.
[To be mtehuUri in onr next.

]

ON THE MAJOR AND MINOR SEMITONES, AND
ON THE Rkv. Mr. LISTONS ORGAN.

[In an*wer to O. H.]

i

To the Editor of the Harmon icon.

Sir, Manse of Ecdesmachan, 24/A Dec., 1827.

In the 58th number of your first series, I observe a

letter on the subject of my Euharmonic Orpan, in which

that instrument is charged with grievous errors. As I

really feel no provocation, my answer shall be in perfect

good humour; but Mr. O. II, must forgive me if I ra-

ther smile at his doctrine, facta, and experiments. The
charge, to me quite new and unexpected indeed, brought

against my organ is, that it aggravates the falsehood ofthe
scale on keyed instruments. I have hitherto indulged the

pleasing dream that I had produced a keyed instrument

in which the scale is absolutely perfect, and even after

Mr. G. H.’s demonstration of its falsehood, it still appears

to me somewhat strange, that, by aggravating the errors

of the scale, the Euharmonic Organ happens to produce

the most pleasing and satisfactory effects.

Your correspondent, G. II., tells us,
44 that there is a

practical fact, the reality of which must have beeu apparent

to every fine singer, and to every good performer on the

violin, and upon the reality of which they must uniformly

have acted, viz., that the chromatic semitone is a larger

interval than the diatonic one.” All British theorists, it

seems, have been in error in maintaining the contrary.

This is very odd ; for if there be truth in arithmetic, the

doctrine of the British theorists is perfectly correct.

But Mr. G. II. appeals from theory to experiment;

and he proposes this example.

easily be deceived in judging of the comparative magni-
tude of small intervals heard in succession, and prejudice
has room to operate its marvellous effects in misleading.
Taking the same passage, I will point out a way of making
the experiment, which excludes the possibility of deception.
As Mr. G. H. talks of the major and minor tones, he

must mean that the fifths and major thirds are to be taken
perfect, for it is thus only that the distinction between the
major and minor tone arises. Let. then, a square piano-
forte (or one in which there are only two unisons) be well
tuned after tbe present fashion, t. e. making the twelve
semitones equal ; and let a person of a good ear, and
somewhat practised in tuning, from F, as a key note,
make the following fifths and thirds perfect. The fifth

F C he will find a very little too flat ; sharpen the C till

the fifth be quite perfect. Again, tbe major third F A will

be found considerably too sharp. Flatten A gradually,
the third will be found gradually improved till it become
quite perfect. Take os many octaves to all these notes
above and below as may be necessary. After the same
manner below F, the Bb, it will be found, requires to be a
very little flattened, that the fifth Bb may be quite perfect

;

and the major third Bb D will be found to be greatly

too sharp. Flatten the D till the third be quite satisfactory,

the subdooiin&ut chord Bb D F will then quite be quite

true. Take octaves as before : then flatten E till it be
quite true, as major third toC,—the same operation will be
found to have made it perfect as fifth to A. To complete
the domiuant common chord in the key of F, sharpen G
till it be quite true as fifth to C. We have thus a true

diatonic scale in the key of F. But w*e must have CS as

leading note to D minor, the relative minor of the key

;

as such it must be major third to A : make it, therefore,

perfect by flattening one of the unisons, proving it by try-

ing the chord A Cb E. Then, stopping the newly-tuned

Cb. make the other unison perfect major third below F, to

effect which it will be found necessary to sharpen it con-

siderably ; try the chord Bb Db F, it will be found quite

satisfactory. Now compare the Db, thus tuned, with the

C# in the other unison, and if it be not tbe sharper of the

two, and that very considerably, I am a shotted herring;

therefore the diatonic semitone C Db is larger than the

chromatic semitone C C$. Q. e. d.

To put the passage in question to the test of experiment,

having atopt the string tuned Db, (major third below F)
play thus tar:

44 Let this passage,” he says, 44 be accurately sung or
performed on instruments capable of perfect intonation,

and it will be felt at once that the interval from C to Cfi,

in the second bar of the ba^s, is decidedly greater than
that from Db to (V*

But I must demur to this experiment, as he calls it,

because I know that there arc several sources of error

even in the performance of very good performers. The
ascent from C to Off may easily be made too large, with-

out producing a bad chord, besides, that the ear may very

it will be found to go in a very satisfactory manner. I have

resolved the diminished seventh Bb into the minor sixth A,

which gives us the first derivation of the dominant to* D,

in order to show that the ascent from C to C$ must be

such as we make it ; for if here we should substitute Db,
greater semitone above C, the interval Db A will lie found

quite shocking, even on the piano-forte. It •* tn»e that

Db may be substituted instead of C#, in chord with E
and Bb. But then, in strict propriety, its resolution is

different—thus
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' To resolve it Ole other way, though not T«7 ofifensive,

will tie founO, on careful trial', not nearly so satisfactory,

as indeed when written it does not please the eje of the

musician.

F On (he other hand, restoring C$ to the bass, and re-

volving it ns D fc, thus

the effect is as displeasing to the ear as it is to the eye

when written. The Ckf is felt to be too ucar the C$, and

the consequence is, that the chord of minor seventh appears

harsh, and as if it were not rightly tuned. So well founded

is the practice of all correct musicians, in resolving the $
upwards, and the b downwards, by diatouic semitone,

that is, the greater semitone.

Taking Db and stopping Cj, let the latter part of the

passage be now tried

:

How beautiful and satisfactory is the chord of redundant

sixth, Db P B^ ! How different from the chord of minor

seventh, and how pleasing the resolution into the octave

by the diatonic semitone, in opposite direction of the ex-

treme parts ! Here the substitution of Cjt (lesser semi-

tone above C) is quite intolerable, on account of the false

interval C$ F, substituted for the perfect major third Db F.

Of all these effects I speak confidently, not only from

my recollection of many such experiments on the Euhar-
nvonic Organ, but from having just made the experiments

on the piano-forte, while writing this ; and I am confident.

that whoever shall repeat them will not only approve of
what is here said, but will find both entertainment and in-

struction in listening to these few perfect chords.

I have proposed the piano-forte for this experiment,

because it is within the reach of every one
; but if it were

made on the organ, tuning Cft in one stop, and Db in

another, the effects would be still more striking, both in

the perfection of the harmony, and in the bad effects of the

wrong intervals. In the latter, the sounds being held out,

the horrid squalling of the bad thirds and sixths is such
that a Midas could not bear it.

So much for the practical part about the semitones.

Now let us see how the matter stands with regard to the

enharmonic changes, wherein it seems the radicat error

of the construction of my organ most clearly appears.

Mr. G. H. *' is inclined to think that the enharmonic
changes are most successfully made, even on instruments

with a perfect scale, by holding on the same sound—to

attempt to do more is dangerous.’' But what is that to

the question. It may be difficult to perform the change
rightly, and yet the change, if properly performed, may
be productive of the best effect. “ But, at all events, if

the minute change is made, it ought to be exactly the

reverse of that produced by Mr. JLislou’s organ ; for this

instrument makes the sound more acute where it ought to

be graver, and rice terta. To show this by instances after

what has been said, would be perfectly superfluous.^

Instances, however, are not bad things ; and though after

what has been said I might omit them with better right

than Mr. G. H., I will illustrate the subject by an example
or two. The chief seal of enharmonic changes is in the

diminished seventh, and I will take my instances from
Mr. Shield’s exhibition of that chord.—Introduction to

Harmony
, p. 122.

Here Cjf in the bass indicates the key of D, but by the

enharmonic change of Bb to Ag, the modulation is

carried to B(|. It is manifest that this A# is leading

note, or the major third to Fj, the fifth of the new key.

Now this is the change which my instrument enables the

performer to make. In doing so, it makes A2 flatter

than Bb, contrary to what Mr. G. H. asserts it ought to

be. That I cannot help, but it makes the harmony perfect.

The above example comes very opportunely to illustrate

what was said before about the chromatic and diatonic

semitones, and of the resolution of Cg upwards, and Db
downwards. It is unnecessary to say more than this, that

my instrument enables the performer to change C# cn-
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harmonically into Di>, a sharper note, as it ought to be,

that it may resolve diatonically on Cty.

In the last example, from the chord of diminished 7th

on D#, (indicating the key of E by the enharmonic change

of two parts upwards, vise, of D$ into Ek, and FV into

GK) the progression is carried to Bb minor. Here the

EV is to be the true fourth, and Gb the true minor sixth

of the new key
;
and such my organ makes them. Of the

effects of these change*, I can speak positively from many
trials, that they ore very agreeable, and that they gave

great pleasure to the best judges, among whom were the

excellent author from whom these examples are taken.

But, at all events, on this instrument the enharmonic
change may always be avoided, not by holding on the

wrong note, but by taking the chord which is to lead to

the new key a little earlier. Thus supposing the first ex-

ample here quoted to have proceeded from the key of C,
the progression may be performed in this manner ;

s =1=3i— Glp|
r
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and so the musician has it in his power to make such

passages more or less striking, or highly seasoned, at his

pleasure.

. Mr. G. II. does not seem to be aware, that when the

whole instrument is tuned perfectly true, there results two
different chromatic semitones, as well as two different

enharmonic dieses. I racau not this as any reproach, for

many excellent musicians are not aware of such minute

distinctions. The difference in each case is a small in-

terval, about Jth of the major tone. The chromatic semi-

tone of which we have been speaking, when the modulation
goes into the relative minor, is the smaller of the two : it

is very little more than Jrd of the greater tone. When the

fourth of the key rises chromatically to lead into the fifth

of the key, the chromatic semitone is considerably larger ;

yet still less than the half of the tone, whether major or

minor ;
while the diatonic semitone is more than half the

greater tone. To explain this, and prove it experimentally ;

if any one has tuned the perfect fifths and major thirds

above described, he will find, on trial, that the fifth U D
between the second and sixth of the key of F, is very bad.

It is a great deal too flat, so as to be quite insufferable.

The difference between this bod fifth aud a true fifth, is

called comma, and, as has been said, is nearly ^lh of the

major tone. Now let the D be sharpened to be true fifth

to G. Supposing this G to be the primary key, and a
modulation to be effected into D its fifth, it is plain that A
formerly tuned is too flat in relation to D as now tuned ;

let it be sharpened till it be true fifth to D. But now we
wantC#, major third to tinsA ; let then the string formerly

tuned C# be sharpened till it.be perfect as major third to A
On trial it will be found still considerably flatter than DV.
This interval between C# and Db is a diesis, it » plain,

smaller than that formerly described by comma. It is not
quite -ftths of the greater tone. Io order to try the fol-

lowing example in G minor, R is necessary to tunc Eh
major third below G, and to Eb to make Bb perfect as

its fifth, for, ns formerly tuned, it is a comma too fiat
; also

to make ESj perfect fifth to A Taking then the base of
Mr. G. U/s example, fill up the chords thus :

—
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I have written this in G minor, because in the major

mode it could not be performed on the piano-forte, for

want of the means of altering the pitch of Elf and A dur-
ing the performance. We have here a chromatic ascent
decidedly larger than the former, but decidedly smaller

than the diatonic semitone.

Perhaps Mr. G. H. may now begin to suspect that he
was not so thoroughly acquainted with the semitones,

major and minor, as might have been desired, when he
undertook to enlighten the musical world on this subject.

And whoever makes the above experiments, will have
some little notion of the difficulties 1 had to encounter in

contriving a keyed instrument capable of perfect intona-

tion in every scale.

To conclude this long letter, I mast beg leave to say
that the object of my organ is not to produce these dis-

tinctions among small intervals. Its object is to make
the concords and all th discords perfect, and these,

small intervals necessarily result among the many sounds
comprehended within the octave.

I claim of your justice to give this letter a place in as

early a number of the Harmonicon as possible. Should,

you think it an object, I shall willingly communicate to

I

that publication a short account of the principles on which
the enharmonic organ is constructed, and the means by
which the end is obtained.

1 remain. Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

Henry Liston.

ITALIAN AND FRENCH OPERA IN NORTH
AMERICA

Lt moml* e*l un grand bai, oA de« foe*

8om le« risible* ivomi d'emiuenee at iTallcsae,

Pea »ent enflrr l*wr lire el haasser leur bissesse.—VoLTltSl.

Delighted with displaying her caprice and inconstancy.

Fame often consigns to oblivion those favourites whom she

before took a pleasure in exalting. Driven from the

place they but a few months since occupied upon the

stage, actors, ministers, and potentates, ore obliged to

retire, exclaiming, ** The farce is over ; we have had our

j

day/* For several years, the name of Signor Garda
was daily blazoned in the public journals ; crowds flocked

to applaud his singing, and admire his performance.
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After hearing of the laurels reaped by him at Madrid and

Paris, we trace his course to London, whence, having

shone for a season, he transports an Italian opera to the

banks of the Hudson, and his name is no more heard of

in Europe. This enteqjrise is, however, remarkable : for

tlie first time, the masterpieces of Italy are heard in the

New World ; and New York can boast of possessing that,

of which many of the capitals of the Old World are still

deprived—a lyric theatre.

No country has so much reason to boost of its rapid

advancement in the fine arts, as the United States of

America. Some individuals might have carried thither

their feeling for the elegant and the beautiful; but it is

only lately that a taste for the same has become general.

Some twenty years ago, for instance, a French virtuoso,

now a member of the Institute, who had emigrated to

Philadelphia, was induced to attempt a concert there.

Some idea may be formed of the taste of the audience,

when the fact is known, that he was obliged to interrupt

the execution of a solo, by the clamours of the hearers,

who demanded the tune of Maibrook. In 1825, the

ample concert-room at New York was unable to ooutain

the crowds of amateurs who came to applaud the airs of

Mozart and Rossini.

The dramatic art has always closely followed the march
of civilization

; nor has it allied itself merely to the social

system, but to commerce itself, and more than one branch

of industry is indebted to it for prosperity. In New York,

the establishment of the circus preceded that of the

theatre, and from the productions of a Shakspeare in

tragedy, and of a Sheridan in comedy anti the drama, the

transition was not difficult to the Italian opera. Not
many years ago, the females of the superior classes were
at a loss how to dispose of their leisure time, and, for

want of better occupation, were content to spend the

greater part of the day in cheapening articles in the simps

on the Broadway. Now, the charms of music more
elegantly fill up their leisure; there is not a family of

respectability without a harp or a piano-forte.

It is true, that for some time the orchestra of the opera
of New York was sadly deficient in the necessary instru-

ments, and the manager was obliged to supply their ab-

sence by an additional number of trombones. The great

Maestro himself, passionately fond as he ia of this in-

strument, would have shrunk from the overwhelming
crash that deafened the ears of the astonished natives. At
present, several of the orchestras of Europe would be
unable to keep the field against that of New York.

Unfortunately, too, the repertoire of Garcia’s company
was sadly defective in another important requisite—va-

riety. The knowledge of the Italian language was also

rare, and this higher order of music come too suddenly
upon the Americans, to allow them to relish it at once.

Desirous as they were of aping European manners, they
noon discovered the truth, that a new taste is not to be
adopted as easily as a new fashion. It required no pro-
phetic spirit to prognosticate that an Italian opera could
not long support iteelf at New York. The j>erformer*,

among whom were some persons of talent, were con-
demned to expiate the exaggerated praises lavished on
their earlier performances, by the grossness of the cri-

ticism with which their latter were visited. The com-
pany is broken up, and the singer who, next to Madame
Barbini, was the most admired and praised, has just
arrived in France. The journals announce the return of
Mtle. Garcia (now Madame Millibran) to the Thedtre
I'acart.

In the beginning of 1826, Mile. Garcia retired for a

time from the stage, in order to marry a Frenchman, who
was then thought to be one of tlie richest merchants in

New York. But fortune was not constant to her hus-

band : M. Millibran failed in business. A marriage

settlement had been made upon the wife, which she gave

up, resolving to seek an honourable independence by tlie

resources of her talents.

The Italian company at New York has been replaced

by a French one, which gives, alternately, operas, vaude-

villes, and plays. This company, which had for some
time past been settled at New Orleans, taking advantage

of the easy mode of communication with New York, by

means of the steam navigation, have, at a distance of

nearly three thousand miles, transported the French
theatre from the hanks of the Mississippi, to those of the

Hudson and St. Lawrence.

Thus, previous to the honourable reception given at

Paris to an English company of performers, the French

and Italian opera were naturalized in North America.

In all the annals of the drama, there are no years more
memorable than those of 1826 and 1827 ; the events of

which they have been productive are important in every

point of view, whether as regards literature, civilization,

or the branches of public industry.

ON A NEW CONSTRUCTION OF PIANO-FORTES.

This Parisians have laid claim to great improvements In

piano-fortes by the application of iron in the structure of

the case ; but that improvement, as far as its utility goes,

has long been in use In England. The plan of employ-

ing one large string to each note of the piano-forte, upon
which the Parisians also dilate largely, is another invention,

if it rosy be so called, likewise derived from this country.

Lord Stanhope was amongst the first who made this at-

tempt. but the false and crazy tone rendered by the treble

strings, particularly when so enlarged as to produce the quan-

tity Of tone required, was an insurmountable obstacle to

it* success. This is precisely the case with respect to the

French instruments ; and those made in this country with

strings of less diameter, although not so loud, are jr>f very

superior purity. In the French square piano, in order to

apply the mechanism used in grand pianos, the manufac-

turers are obliged to place the hammers diagonally to the

direction of the key, and this sidelong motion is a great

defect.

We are induced to make these preliminary remark*

before we enter into a detail of the improvements lately

made by Messrs. Clement! and Co. on square piano-fortes,

for which they have secured a patent, and some of thi

principles of which they are now applying with success t<>

grand and cabinet piano-fortes. I

The'ease ofthe square piano- forte is somewhat larger than

those usually made, and varied from their usual form, not

from necessity, but to improve the elegance of its ap-

pearance. The sound-board is prolonged over the whole

internal surface of the instrument, in order to increase and

enrich the tone. One important improvement is effected

In the mode of applying the damper, the wire of which

does not pass down immediately next the strings it is in-

tended to damp, but is placed beyond the two succeeding

semitones higher up the instrument, aud the damper head

is made longer, so as to reach over to the note to which it

is applied. By this important change, sufficient space ia
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left between the hammer head and the damper wire to in*

troduce the grand piano-forte check, to arrest the hammer
in its descent, and prevent its reverberation against the

strings.

The next improvement is in the mode of applying the

damper lifter, which is so contrived as to leave the damper
levers always upon the extremities of the keys. By this

means the touch always remains precisely of tiie same
weight, whether the dampers are taken offor remain in use.

A third improvement is in the mode of applying the

string, so as to avoid the noose by which they are ordinarily

attached. This is effected by using ouly one hitch pin (of

double the usual size), instead of two, and passing the

string from one tuning pin to the other round this single

hitch pin, in one continuous piece of wire. The object of
tills is to prevent the distortion of the fibres of the wire by
twisting, which often makes them false, to obviate the

giving of the wire at the noose, and to avoid the frequent

snapping of the string at the twist. Notwithstanding that

both unisons are made by one continuous wire, yet such is

the tenacity caused by the friction on the single hitch pin,

that one of the unisons may be lowered several semitones

without in the least affecting the pitch of the other. So great

is the advantage gained by this mode of applying the

strings, that a string is seldom or never known to break ;

it is brought up to its pilch almost instantaneously, and a
person who has never before put a string on a piano-forte

may do it without the smallest difficulty.

The whole mechanism of the instrument is comprised in

oue frame instead of two, and is withdrawn altogether like

that of a grand piano*forte.

Having thus detailed the nature of the mechanical ap-
paratus, we shall now speak of the qualifications of the

whole as an instrument. The tone is rich, and of a volume
approximating to that of a grand piano-forte. The vibra-

tion is prolonged and pure, and highly calculated for ex-
pressive as well as brilliant playing. The touch is in every
respect equal to that of a grand piano-forte, and it is from
these two qualities of tone and touch, that, wc apprehend,
the proprietor of this invention has styled the instrument
“grand square piano- forte.*" It is an instrument well

calculated to attract the attention of those who are unwil-
ling to be at the expense of a grand piano-forte, or whose
rooms would be too much incumbered by its size, for no
professor would hesitate to perform a composition requiring

great power of instrument on such a one as we have de-

scribed, the tone and touch of which cannot fail to satisfy

any performer. The same makers have manufactured u
few of these instruments of larger dimensions, by which u
greatly increased volume of tone has been obtained

; and
haviug also applied metal centres to the hammers, they
still more approach the perfection of the grand piano-
forte.

OBSERVATIONS ON SONG AND SINGERS.
[Abridged from a French Journal.]

How numerous arc the acceptations of the word tinging l

The Greeks, whose language was so strongly accentuated,
sang their poetry, instead of reciting it, iu the manner of the
moderns. Hence, the distinguishing title given to Homer,
was that of Lite divine ainger. Modern poets still employ
the term, I *ing; but only as a figure of speech, and in

imitation of the ancients. Song is felt as a necessity by
uncivilized man, and becomes a difficult art to nations

advanced in refinement. The song# of a people form a
distinctive feature in their manners and character

; the

$ong of a school is the standard by which its progress in

music is to be ascertained.

Italy has always had the advantage over other nations

in respect to song ; but it was at the commencement of

the eighteenth century, in particular, that the superiority

of the Italian school was incontestably established. It

was at that period that schools were opened in the princi-

pal cities of Italy, which afterwords became so famous for

the extraordinary singers they produced. One was founded

at Modena, by Francesco Peli, and another at Genoa, by

Giovanni Paita ; two were established at Venice, under the

direction of Gasparini and Lolti
;
and those of Fedi and

Amodori, at Rome, became highly renowned. In a word,

at one and the same time flourished that of Francesco

Brivio, at Milan; of Francesco Red i. at Florence, and,

above all, that of Pistocchi, at Bologna, of which the cele-

brated Bemacchi afterwards became the head. t

Naples, so justly celebrated in the annals of modem
music, had a multitude of schools, which it would be te-

dious here to particularize. The most distinguished were

those of Alessandro Scarlatti, of Domenico Egizio, Fran-

cesco Feo, and Nicolo Porpora. The method pursued by

these illustrious professors, was, in many respects, very

different from that employed in our days to form singers.

To those desirous of knowing iu what thia method con-

sisted, we present the following example :

—

Porpora, one of the most illustrious masters of Italy,

conceived a friendship for a young mtiwco, and took him
as hia pupil. He asked him whether lie thought he

should have the courage resolutely to follow the track be

would point out to him, however tedious it might appear ?

Upon his answering in the affirmative, the master noted

down on a scrap of paper the diatonic and chromatic

scales, both ascending ond descending, together with the

different intervals, iu order to enable him to acquire a good

portamento, and a power of sustaining the sounds ;
and

after this, a series of shakes, turns, appoggialuras, and or-

naments of various kinds.

Upon this piece of paper the master occupied his scho-

lar for the first year : the second came and was employed

in the same manner ; and when Uic third arrived, there

was no talk of any change. The scholar began to mur-

mur, but the master reminded him ol his promise. A
fourth year passed,—u fifth followed, and still the eternal

scrap of music-paper. A sixth came ; the paper was not

laid aside ; but to this exercise were joined lessons in arti-

culation, pronunciation, and, finally, in declamation. At
the termination of this period, the pupil, who still ima-

gined that he had not proceeded beyond the elementary

branch of his art, was surprised at hearing hia master thus

address him. “ Go, my son, you have nothing further to

learn ; you are the first singer of Italy, and of the world.”

The words of Porpora were true, for this singer was

Cafikrelli.

At present, there is not a single school in all Europe,

in which six years arc employed in teaching the mecha-

nism of song. It is true, that if so considerable a portion

of time is to be devoted to this object, the pupils must

begin very young; and it must be remembered, that, after

all, the breaking of the voice may at once render useless

the labours of years.

The school of the time we have mentioned was so excel-

lent, that it produced no other than finished artists, lhis

was truly the golden age of song. Cuflurelli, Elisi, Gi-

ziello, Manzoli, Vittorio Tesi, Faustino Bordoni, and
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afterwards Guadagni, Guarducci, Paocbierotti, Marches!,

Gabriel li, M ingot ti, de Amich, Ac., contemporaries, or

successors of these admirable singers, hare all given the

true idea of perfection in their respective styles. Only

those who have heard Crescentini can form any idea of

the school of which we are speaking. It will not be for-

gotten, that in the court of Napoleon, who was not consi-

dered os possessing any excess of sensibility, this performer

drew tears from Buonaparte, his courtiers, aud the whole

of the audience, in the part of Romeo. There arc no terms

adequate to describe a degree of talent like this. Veliuti

is the last singer of this school ; but it does not appear

that he baa ever even approached the excellence of his

great predecessors.

The foil of the schools of song has been completed by

the custom of writing all the ornaments to be executed by

the singer. Not only is the true portamento di voce now
known by little more than the name

; not only have the

studies calculated to ensure a just intonation been, in a

great measure, abandoned ; not only have singers ceased

to make a proper discrimination between the characters of

the pieces performed, and the ornaments applied to them,

but these ornaments themselves bear so strongly the im-

press of uniformity, that the charm of novelty and agree-

able variety has almost entirely disappeared. Whatever
be the composition performed, one would almost always be

tempted to thiuk that it was the same air, and executed by
the same singer. The prodigal use of point* cCorgue, or

ad libitum passages, tends still more to weaken the effect

of the cantilena, or melody ; and so systematically are

these arranged, that there is no difficulty in telling before-

hand where they are to come, and of what kind they are

to be.

Again, the execution of all this is generally more or

less incorrect: our best singers are only relatively good.

Madame Fodor, for instance, though her voice possessed

an inexpressible charm, and she had but to opeu her lips

in order to delight the audience
;

yet, with respect to

articulation, pronunciation, and the proportions of the

phrase, how much did she not leave to be wished for?

Madame Pasta, though susceptible of great energy of feel-

ing, and endowed with the faculty of invention in the

ornaments employed by her, betrays every instant the

defect of her preliminary studies, and shows us that she

feels more than she is capable of executing. Her voice is

unequal, and frequently harsh, and in almost every part

of it we miss that which belongs to finished excellence.

Madame Mombelii possesses considerable vigour and

energy ; in concert pieces she frequently astonishes and
delights, yet she throws out these striking traits rather by

hazard, than by any exertion of uniform power. Madame
Pisaroni is better acquainted with the vocal art than either

of the singers above named ; in her we discover the last

traces of the fine Italian school. Her manner of giving the

recitation is admirable ; but she delights in a falsetto voice

that is in the highest degree disagreeable, and her orna-

mental passages are sometimes in bad taste.

The principal men singers of the present day are also

not exempt from reproach. Galli, though undoubtedly
possessed of cousidcrable energy and dramatic feeling,

does not, unfortunately, possess the art of equalizing the

tones of his voice, and rendering them with ease and
fluency. Zucchelli, though endowed by nature with a

sweet and sonorous voice, and considerable facility of ex-

ecution, is defective in energy, feeling, and style. Garcia
possesses some of the qualities of a good singer, but the

defects of his education are always visible. Rubiui is

Feb. 1828.

familiar with the vocal elements ; his voice is pure and
pleasing, but he is defective in nerve and power. Having
never heard David or Lablache, I can only speak from
report. It appears that the first has the prevailing fault

of the singers of our days, that ofjoining great defects to

a number of good qualities. It is said that the latter is a
perfect singer of his kind ; I could rather wish that such
were the case, than bring my mind to believe it. I know
not if my presentiments are just, but they tell me that we
shall never again behold the wonders of former days.

Circumstances are unfavourable ; the good models have
disappeared ; we have no longer the enthusiasm, the taste,

and, above all, the cordiality, the absence of every mean,
jealous, and unworthy feeling, which characterized the

good old school : In this the evil lies. It is money, nothing
but money! gold is the grand object which our artists

have always in view, and when was a feeling like this pro-

ductive of any thing great or noble ?

But in offering these observations, let me not be mis-
understood :—while I hold up the Italian school as the

model of excellence, let me not be supposed to assert that

there are no circumstances in the song of other nations

necessarily different from that of the Italian. Let us, in

this respect, beware of running into extremes: in the music
ofevery country, it is important to preserve its characteristic

features. A servile imitation is never a conquest. A
reasonable conformity to established rules, in respect to

modes of embellishment, is useful, while excess might be
dangerous. Such ornaments as have no other object than
to display the flexibility of the organs, mny well be rejected

by sound criticism and good taste. But let us not be too

fastidious in admitting the ornaments of other schools

;

and. above all, let us be careful not to banish those esta-

blished dramatic forms, which, when compared with the

former, are as the substance to the shadow. Let us not
multiply the recitative to excess ; but, at the same time, let

it not be forgotten, that there are phrases in the recitative

of Gluck, which are more susceptible of effect than a
hundred point* d'orgue. In a word, let us not be the

slaves of any system, but be free to adopt what is best in

each.

DRAMATIC MUSIC IN CHINA.

We read in “ A Voyage to China,*’ from the pen of

the Russian counsellor, Timkowski, that no attention is

paid to the genera upon the Chinese stage ; the same
piece is at once a mixture of tragedy, comedy, and
opera. But little use is made of music, considered as

a distinct means of amusement. It is only when the

author has reached the paroxysm of passion that he
calls it in to his aid, in order that he may give form to

his words, which of themselves would be inadequate to

the expression intended to be conveyed. It is remarkable

that a people so far behind us in respect to the arts, should

naturally have discovered the true employment of dramatic

music, so frequently misunderstood among ourselves

;

and that they should have been guided by their feelings

to know, that though music cannot paint, in the accepta-

tion which several musical literati have given to this

term, it can expreu in another and more forcible manner
than words, those powerful feelings that engross the

whole soul of the person affected. Were this principle

once perfectly understood, our eternal prosers upon music

might be made to understand, that the repetition of

words, even when carried to excess in an impassioned

F
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situation, so far from being an extravagance merely tole-

rated by custom, is, on the contrary, conformable to

nature herself ; for there is no one who is in the habit

of observing and reflecting upon what passes within

himself, but has perceived that in momeuts of great ex-

citement and emotion, we fall into a circle of ideas from

which it is impossible to get free for some considerable

time, or to find other words than those upon which we
first hit, to express the feelings predominant in the mind.

It strikes me, that, in the composition of an opera, the

poet should be guided by this observation, and construct

his poem, with reference to music, according to the prin-

ciple upon which this observation is founded. Even if

a very considerable portion of the piece is lyrical, that

portion will never be thought in excess, if the music be

introduced at moments when the influence of passion is

active ami predominant. If, void of discernment, the poet

persist in employing it in those parts of the action which
ought to advance with rapidity, he will, of necessity, oblige

the composer to produce whot in both dry and irrelevant.

There, doubtless, are situations in which this rule may be

modified, though never properly, but by a. poet who has

felt the necessity of looking beyond the limit of his par-

ticular field of study, and has taken pains to reflect upon
the true nature of the musical art.

ONSLOW S NEW OP EllA LB COLPORTEUR .

(THE PEDLAR.)

Pam, Jan. 1828.

The reputation which Mr. Onslow had gained by his

numerous aiul excellent instrumental compositions, was a
happy presage of the success which awaited him on the

lyric scene. He had already essayed his powers in the

opera of L'Alcalde de la V&ga, and given hopes of greater

excellence. Several of its pieces were admired for their

spirit and the beauty of the melody ; but considered as a
whole, connoisseurs remarked, that it betrayed all the

errors of a first production, aud particularly a deficiency of
dramatic effect. The accompaniments, though of a mas-
terly kind, contained too many of those details which ure

excellent in a quatuor or a quiutetl, but are mispluced in

n composition for the stage. These defects have, however,

been avoided in the present opera, which abounds in strik-

ing situations expressed by music of a highly dramatic kind.

The poem, which is founded upon uu event recorded in

the ancient Russian chronicles, possesses considerable merit.

The musical colouring of the piece is full of truth,

and finished with grcul effect and attention to the general
keeping. Among the pieces most warmly applauded are,

the finale of the first act, and the lottery-scene, a inor-

ceau of first-rate excellence, and which alone is nearly

equivalent to a w hole opera. We would also cite the air

of the jailor, which displays the hand of a master.

But Mr. Onslow’s talent is not exhibited in the greater

effects only ; in the minor graces and the charms of
genuine melody he gives great proofs of ability. Of this

we have excellent specimens in the pedlar’s song in the
finale of the first act; in the air, duet, and trio of the
second

; and in the pleasing little air and charming coup-
lets in the finale of the third.

In a word, le Colporteur is effectively cast, and
brought out with great splendour of decoration and cos-
tume, and has obtained a success which has been confirmed
by a series of representations.

EXTRACTS FROM THE DIARY OF A DILET-
TANTE.

(Kmmeii (ram page 6.)

December 24th. England has been said to be the para-
dise of women aud the hell of horses. It should be added,
that it is the country of El Dorado to foreign musicians.

I have just heard it stated that Mad. Pasta contented
to accept five thousand one hundred pounds this sewson at
tliu Opera, because she hoped to make up a sum more
adequate to her expectations, by means of private engage-
ments. Five thousand one hundred pounds!—and for

only forty-five nights ; being one hundred and thirteen

pounds per night ! Mad. Caradori, too, nineteen hundred;
and Signor Curioni eighteen l I know not which to ad-

mire most, the idiocy of those who granted such terms, or
the criminal apathy of the public, at least the opera-going
public, in sanctioning them iu such times as the present.
- —A curious claim made on Sig. Yelluti by his tailor,

is reported to-day. The Signor hail, doubtless, been
told the story of “ old lamps for new/' and ofTered an
old coat, with something to boot, for a new one. But
when the cast garment was produced, it was discovered
to be full of perforations, for which none could assign

a reason. Dragonetti explained it at once, by saying, “ It

vas de critics who did pick de holes in de coat, tree

year ago.”

2hth. The French journals give flaming accounts of
the improvements their manufacturers are making in the

construction of piano-fortes. Amongst other discoveries

of which they boast, is a contrivance tor prolonging the

sounds of the strings by means of' a bow passing over
them; mid this they claim as something new'! Not to

mention several things of the kiud which have appeared in

Germany, it is sufficient to refer to the origin of them all,

the ingenious Adam Walker's (philosopher Walker, as lie

was called) celcstintf stop, which, as he used it, came
neurer to the poetical uotion of the harmony of tha

spheres, than any thing that my mind can imagine.

Italian Operas, namely, II Turco in Italia , La Gasza
Ladra, &c., are performing at the Edinburgh theatre, two
and three nights in the week, by Miss Fanny Avion,
Signori De Begnis, Torn, Kubbi, Ac. The Scots are

mightily pleased, their journalists tell us,—who, by the

by, talk nonsense on the subject as fluently as London
reporters,—and the expenses are about covered. But
what will the Presbytery say to this iu their next Jeremiad?
In what a bitter stream of reproach will the puritanical

resentment be poured forth l Spirit of John Knox ! if thou
can’ st view, with incorporeal eye, the impurities which now
pollute thy native land, how wilt thou pant for a corporeal

tongue, to snub, to vituperate the Ausonion demons of
song, the warbling delegates of Satan ! But be thy ghost,

0 John ! somewhat appeased, for amongst all Scotia’s

sons, not one violoncello is found base enough to assist at

the impious orgies which defile thy beloved city !

28th. A masquerade at the Opera House. This is

most assuredly not a very musical affair
;
nevertheless, it

was given in a lyric theatre, and I cannot deny myself the

satisfaction of remarking on the unanimity shewn by all

the newspaper reporters in praising Mr. Wright’s wines.

How much of hu Champagne did these puffs cost him ?

1 must indulge myself, by singing, to the tunc of “ The
broom of Cowden.”—** 0 I the Pren, the independent

Preset ” Ac. Ac.
29th. Tlie Chronicle is determined to exalt the Miss

Hughes of Covent Garden ; it tells us that “ no singer on
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llie stage executes running passages with more perfect-

ness’' than this lady. Surely the critical writer never

heard Mrs, Davenport-?

29th. The gentlemen of the press ore sometimes not

unanimous. The Time* and Chronicle tell us, this day,

that Mr. Wood, who debuted last night at Covent Garden, is

a very meritorious singer, with good voice and ta*te. The
New Timet, and of course the Courier

,

says, “ If Mr. W.
will pay particular attention to his style of singing:, which
is at present exceedingly finally, and endeavour to amend
some natural defeed* in hi* voter, he may become a highly

pleasing and useful, but never a great, performer.
1* The

Pout runs still wider apart from some of its brethren : it

informs us, that Mr. W. “can hardly sustain, or ring in

tune, or hide hi* defect*. His execution is imperfect, and
be has no school. When not forced, his voice seems a
tenor. When forced, nothing.” Hear tlie Herald

,
how-

ever. “ Mr. W. has good taste, mellowness of voice,

feeling, and sings well.** Such is the state of musical cri-

ticism in the daily papers

!

31st. Madame Pasta has this day thought it necessary'

-to address a letter to the New Time*, avowing that the re-

port of her having been the pupil of Velhiti " is certainly

without foundation in truth/' To this declaration she
signs her name, and nobody who knows her will doubt
the truth of the assertion. Yet some very foolish friend

of Signor V. will persist in his having been an instructor

of Madame P. ; and the Editor of the Netr Timet, for

want, no doubt, of any thing better to fill his columns,
perseveres in giving insertion to the nonsense.
Madame Veatris, too, has sent a letter to the daily papers,

on the subject of introducing “ I’ve been roaming" into

the opera of Figaro, at Covent Garden. She pleads pre-

cedent, In reality she need not have pleaded at all. If the
manager had so little judgment as not to sec the impropriety

of the thing, or possessed authority so limited us not to be
able to prevent »o improper a practice, he ought to have
made way for some more clear-sighted, determined suc-
cessor. Singers always did, and always will do, such
things, if not under proper control ; therefore, as to the

plea of precedent, Madame V. had abundance ofground to
stand on. The public, unfortunately, are too passive on
these occasions ; they suffer themselves to be governed,
and the theatres to be turned into bear-gardens, by a
score of claqueur*. (orderly people) aided by about another
score of halt-witted. half tipsy, vulgar people, who regu-
larly contrive to make every body in the house uncomfort-
able, and thus deter multitudes of decent, ratirnial persons
from exposing them sc lv c« to the probability of bring an-
noyed by ignorance, clamour, and effrontery'.

January 3d. The Time* of to-day inserts the following
paragraph as a quotation from The Harmoniron :

—

“ Report says that M. Laurent intends to strengthen
the opera corps by bringing over the principul performers
belonging to the Italian opera at Paris, and that Rossini
has undertaken to produce a new grand opera in the
course of the season.

—

Harmonicon
I should be glad to learn where the editor found any

•uch article in the magazine to which he ascribes it*.

4th. An advertisement appears, deferring the opening
©f the King’s Theatre till the 12th, owing to “ circum-
stances unconnected with the interior arrangement of the
theatre/ These are, the non-appearance of M. Laurent,

* We were not * little suraroed ourselves, at leading thi* in to
rwpectaW* » Journal. The ratuUaca of it U certainly contained in a
communication from Pari*

;
but it should not have appeared a* a literal

extract. ( Editor.)

(he lessee ; and, a still more efficient cause, the miserable

slate of the box list.

4th. Mr. and Mrs. Knvvett, Vaughan, and Bellamy,

had a voeal concert at the George Street Assembly Rooms,
Edinburgh, this evening ; tickets five shillings. I learn,

with regret, that n selection of the finest glees, performed

in the most finished manner, attracted but a scanty

audience.

5th. I am much diverted by some remarks on musical

albums, in the Harmonicon for this month. An album
full ofjet-black notes, covered all over with the filthy ink

used by music-printers, is a striking example of anti-

phrnsis. It reminds one of a saying well known in quar-

ters of the town not remarkable for ultra-polish, “ Black

is the white of my eye."

7th. A letter on opera matters appears in the Courier

of this evening, signed “ An old Subscriber,”—which sig«

nature, being interpreted, signifies, tt new manager,

—

wherein it is said, that *' engagements of the first con-

sequence have been accepted from characters of known
private worth and respectability.” Bochsa, the notorious

Bochsa, made the engagements, whose matchless private

worth and unparalleled respectability are now known full

well to every body ; even to those who never saw the

MonUeur, who never heard of his bankruptcy, and who
arc quite ignorant of his expulsion from the Royal Aca-
demy of Music, &c. &c. &c.

9th. Moschele* gave a concert at the Assembly Rooms
this evening, but the company scarcely filled one-fourth

of the seats. He plnycd many things, and amongst these,
“ Anticipations of Scotland,*' a new composition, in which
he, perhaps, introduced the old song, “ I dreamt a golden
dream.” He will, doubtless, publish this, and most pro-
bably w rite another under the title of Le Rrtour de lEr-ow,
wherein he may give us the beautiful Scotish air, “There#
nac luck,*’ followed by another almost as good, “Todlcn
hauie/’ But, seriously, I did expect that an artist of
such very rare talents, a man so justly celebrated all

over Europe, would have met with a kindlier welcome.
Tlie plague of fashion has, I fear, spread even to the
intellectual city, tlie modem Athens.

U>th. In the Pott of this day, is a rigmarole lelfer of
near a column, the object of which docs not appear till the
render gets nearly to the end, when he perceives that

it is for the purpusc of inserting a puff in favour of a
Signor Negro, Negri, or Niger, I forget which, a gen-
tleman who, having taken his flight from Milan rather

suddenly, is about to open an academy for music, in all

its branches here in London.
II th. Ecce itcrum Criipinvs !—We have had Vclluti

rerun* Pasta in the New Times again. The consequence
w another replication, in which the writer says, and with
great truth, speaking of the styles of these two singers,
** There is nothing in common between them, and they
differ not only in the most essential point*, but in every
thing.”

Sig. Torn has been performing the port of II

Conte Almariva, at Edinburgh!—and, risum Uncatix?

Sig. Giovanola has really appeared on the Dublin stage

in the character of Leporeffo t This was a kind of musical
High lift below xiairt. But the best is to come:—Mud.
Cornega, who personated Zcrlina, actually introduced
“ Tn cli’ accendi,” with “ l)i tanti palpiti,” into the
part of the artless country girl!! The Dublin people
could not endure this, and the theatre was deserted, till

the manager gave notice that Don Giovanni should not

again be burlesqued.
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lStli. The Madrigal Society, the Examiner says, “ hare

commenced their season with great success. Their num-
bers have increased and their spirits have revived." The
writer, T have no doubt, is a better member than an his-

torian of the society, for he dates its origin so early as

Elizabeth, though, as I thought was well known, it was
instituted in 1741. The madrigal is the legitimate parent

of the glee, and I am one of those who like to hear it

performed in the same manner; that is, with single voices.

It is not only difficult, but next to impossible, to quadruple

and quintuple the parts, without producing a variety of

Intonation that can only be home, without suffering, by
those who undergo the hebdomadary punishment of hear-

ing the vocal efforts of parish psalmodists. I propose to

compromise the mutter, by having each strain sung first in

single parts, then in chorus. What charming madrigals

many of Handel’s chnrusses would make !

— Apropos of Handel. We may now begin again

to admire him, for he is becoming tbc rage, not only in

Germany, and farther north, but ill France. They have
in Paris just discovered that such a composer ever ex-

isted; which is natural enough, for he died only seventy

years ago. As he is utterly unknown to people of ton

here, and to all fashionable masters, we muy soon expect

his compositions to come out again us things absolutely

new, " 11 n’y a de nouveau que ce qui est oublW,” said

Madlte. Berlin, the most scientific of French milliners.

But I fear that said masters must go to school to learn his

language, his meaning : they scorn to be acquainted with

any music of the last century. Pacini and Mercadantc
ore the gods of their idolatry in the vocal line; Mayscder
and Czerny in the instrumental. Even Rossini begins to

be classed among the ancients ;
and Beethoven, his ex-

travagancies excepted, is considered as pass’’

.

14th. Went on Saturday to the opening of the King’s

Theatre. Margherita d' Anjou performed, without any of

the composer’s alterations and emendations, though he
tendered them in the most generous manner. Dulness
and darkness reigned triumphant. Only half of the boxes

filled, and with very' odd people. Pit worse ; three boys
sitting there with their liaison. Poor Meyerbeer! Your
Crociato in Egitto introduced you first among us in 18523

in u most brilliant manner. Your reputation is now not

a little tarnished by your Margherita, whom you almost

disown.

15lh. A short history of the building of the Argyll

Rooms, and of the circumstances connected therewith,

down to the hearing in Chancery a day or two ago,

would be interesting to musical people. Hawes’s counsel

were, on the occasion alluded to, prepared to read some
curious affidavits, had not the Chancellor spared them the

trouble, by dismissing their opponent, and saddling him
with the costs. A little lime will throw a strong light on
the whole affair, or else I am a bad prophet.

17th. A report of a tax on piano-fortes and printed

music, has been revived for the hundred and filly-fourth

time. Heavens!—new taxes in the thirteenth year of
peace ! But organs and oboes, fiddles and flutes, guitars

and gongs, all, I presume, must contribute proporlionably.

Jew’s harps and Pan’s pipes may be doubtful. This
mode oflncrcasing the revenue was more than once sug-
gested to Mr. Pitt, who, though no patron or admirer of
art, always refused to tax it. ** If,” said he, “ I begin
with wires and whistles, 1 must proceed to madonnas and
marbles. II I tax engraved songs, I must do the same
by engraved saints.” None attempted to refute this argu-
ment.

19th. Mr. Leigh Hunt, in his Companion , observes,—
“ We fear it is a little out of the scientific pale to think
Rossini a man of genius

;
but we confess, with all our

preference for such writers as Mozart, with whom indeed
he is not to be compared, we do hold that opinion of the

lively Italian.” I cannot bring myself to believe that any
really scientific, unprejudiced musician will deny the attri-

bute of genius, and that of a high order, to the composer
of II Barbiere di Siciglia, La Gazza Ladra , It Turco in
Italia , Tancredi, Semiramide, Most, parts of Otdlo, and
some detached pieces from his inferior operas. A true

judge does not form his opinion from the date, or the

school of a work : he cares not whether it be old or new ;

German or Italian. He is not bigoted to what are called

the undents, therefore discovers the creative power, the

brilliancy of Rossini, and feels, nay, often thrills with hia

overflowing vivacity. But, on the other hand, he is

not fanatical in his admiration of the modems ; conse-

quently, his cars are open to the mannerism and pla-

giarism, the clutter and negligences, of the popular com-
poser, whose Elisabetla, Cenerentola, I faitana in Algeri,

Aureliano , cum multis, aliis, he considers as the feeble

productions, the necessary failures of a man who has
generally written in haste, and much more often for im-
mediate profit than future fame. I agree with Mr. Hunt,
that Rossini cannot be placed on a level with Mozart ; but

he is entitled to stand next below him. Of course I

speak of him as a dramatic composer. He has attempted

nothing else worth naming.
21st. The French papers are full of the praises of

Handers Alexanders Feast, which has been performed at

Paris to the astonishment and delight of the connoisseurs.

They have now heard two of his great works ;
what will

they soy when a few more out of the numerous list are in-

troduced to them ?

24th. How strong and general must be the feeling of

disgust excited here by the character of a notorious in-

dividual, when even a medical writer, in a work of great

circulation, starts out of his province in order to animad-
vert on the state of our libel law, which affords protection

to such an outcast, and virtually sanctions his crimes ! I

insert among my notes the spirited article, for it will thus

meet the eye of many a musical reader who may not have
had an opportunity of seeing it in the Lancet.

** Knaves and Quacks.—The dread and detestation of

the press, which more or less characterize both these classes,

are phenomena which admit of an easy explanation. To
begin with the knaves : whatever may be the rank of the

individuals belonging to this class, or upon whatever scale

they may conduct their operations, they will be found, one
and all, to entertain a common predilection for conceal-

ment. From the **»•«*••*
• * *, who may have appropriated a portion ol the

public siller, or the eminent banker who may ha\e imi-

tated the signatures of his confiding customers, down to

the foreign musician, who may have escaped from the

shackles imposed upon him by the harsh laws of his native

country, for a series of similar imitations, to mingle in

our domestic circles, and approximate his respectable

person to the wives and daughters of our aristocracy ;

it will be found that each and all of these persons

have a common passion for concealment. If Drs. Gall

and Spurzheim fail to find the organ of secretivenea

as large in this class of persons ns that which impels

them to appropriate the possessions of tlieir neigh-

bours, they must abandon their system of phrenology.

Now if it be the nature, or rather if it be the interest, and,
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consequently, part and parcel of the character of these

persons, to love concealment, it follows that they must

dread and hate the instrument which drags them from

their beloved seclusion. How bitterly must that ingenious

person, Mr. William Soames—we run the risk of libelling

that gentleman, since we know we can keep him some

time at bay—with what bitter feelings we say, must

Mr. William Soames have regarded the newspaper press,

which teemed with the broadest insinuations against his

character, and incessantly poured forth paragraphs of

which the manifest tendency was to render his life uncom-

fortable, and even to hurry him to an untimely grave !—

How acute must have been the sensations of the foreign

musician who selected our country as a place of refuge

from the galleys, to which he had been condemned by the

too rigorous dispensations of the French peual code, when

he saw his character attacked in one English journal,

by a republication of the official document detailing his

aeveu successive convictions for different forgeries, and

his honour wounded in another by an unfeeling allusion

to the brands which the public executioner hud inflicted

upon his person. Iuccnsed at this inhospituble treatment,

the refugee sought redress in an English court ofjustice

;

and it is one of the proud triumphs of our criminal law,

that the respectable editor of an English journal was

found guilty of the crime of informing his countrymen

that a foreigner who was gaining access to our fire-sides,

and who had nearly succeeded, under the patronage of an

archbishop, in maintaining a situation in which the edu-

cation of youth would have been confided to his super-

intendence, was a convicted and branded felon !
*

THE PLECTROEUPHON,

A NBW MUSICAL INSTRUMENT lNVBNTBD BT M. GAMA,
or Nisuss.

£Thr Breton, a journal of literature, sciences and arts, pub-

lished at Nantes, contains the following details of an in-

strument lately invented by M. Gama, manufacturer of

piano- fortes in that city, which merit the attention of the

curious.]

The organ, the most ancient of keyed instruments, led

to the discovery of the harpsichord, and this, in its turn,

to the invention of the piano-forte, now universally in

use. The only thing wanting to the perfection of the

latter instrument is the capability of prolonging or sus-

taining its toucs ; an object which has long exercised the

ingenuity of mechanicians, their efforts to effect which have

been attended with various degrees of success. Others,

despairing of being able to supply this defect, have sought

to remedy it, in some manner, by producing a variety of

effects. It was probably with this intention, that, in 1810,

M.dc St. Pern, an amateur, invented, under the name of the

organon-lyricon , an instrument w hich, besides the common
piano-forte, comprised a dozen wind instruments, all of

which could act in concert with it. By an ingenious, but

somewhat complicated piece of mechanism, the performer

could by the assistance of a double key-board, produce the

tones, either separately or together, of the piano, flute,

oboe, clarionet, &c.

Still more recently, M. Dietz brought before the public

his clavi-harpt. He sounded the chords of his harp by

means of little pincers, acting like fingers upon the chords,

by means of a common key-board. Thus M. Dietz suc-

ceeded in resolving a problem of considerable difficulty,

that of graduating and modifying sounds at will, but not of

sustaining them.

The same artist also produced his Trochleon
,
an instru-

ment of a round form, furnished with metal plates of dif-

ferent sizes, sounded by means of a circular bow', set in

motion by a pedal.

Most amateurs are acquainted with the Orchestrino, an
instrument invented at Moscow*, by M. Poullcuu. It was
played iu the same manner as the piano. forte, and imitated

the violin, viola, viole d’amour, violoncello, double bass,

organ, &c. M. Polleau died without revealing the secret of

his invention.

Still more recently, M. Eschemhach produced his Eolo-

dicon. In the construction of his instrument, he imitated

the principle upon which the Eolian harp and Guimlmrd
are sounded, producing musical vibrations by means of a
stream of air, which was made to act, not upon strings,

but upon metal springs, fixed at one extremity and left loose

at the other.

M. Leonard Maelzel, brother of the celebrated iuventor

of the Metronome, invented, at Vienna, the Harmonic
dfOrphic. This instrument produces the tones of a flute,

which arc capable of being sustained as tong as the finger

remains upon the key, and which can be augmented or
diminished at will.

Mr. Mott, of London, also produced an instrument

capable of prolonging the tones, which he named the

Sostenenle piano-forte .

In 1821, M. H&ckel brought before the public of Vienna
an instrument called the Phys-harmonica. Its compass is

six octaves ; it imitates wind instruments, and is suscep-

tible of all the musical modulations.

In 1822, the Abbate Gregorio Trentin invented an in-

strument, to which he gave the name of Violiccmbah. It

has the form of the grand piano-forte, and is mounted
with catgut strings, which being raised cither singly or
together by incans of the keys, are brought into contact
with a cylindrical bow, brought into action by the foot of
the performer. This bow is furnished with horsehair
like that of the violin. The compass of this new kind of
piano is six octaves. It is, perhaps, the moat perfect

of the kind produced
;

yet it fails with respect to the
bow*, which, being made of hairs, produces tones of a wiry
and shrill kind. It seems to wnnt the bow composed by
M. Poullcau, the secret of which unfortunately died with
him, though, ifwc may judge from the effects produced, it

has been supplied, and in a superior manner, in the instru-

ment whereof we urc about to speak, invented by M.
Gama, of Nantes.

All the discoveries above-named were known to M.
Gama. He remarked in what respect they were defective

;

this he has attempted to remedy, und has adopted all their

excellencies. In some, for instance, the strings were too
opt to break, and were difficult to he tuned ; othrrs occu-
pied too much space, or caused too great a degree of
fatigue to the performer. Like an able artist, he lias pro-
fited by the defects of hts predecessors, aud attempted to

remedy them.

M.Gama has given to his instrument the name of
Plectroeuphon cv<pn-vov, harmonious bow.) While
in its mode ofperformance it comprises all the facilities of

• Thin, however, and other* mentioned above, arc but imitations,

perhajrt improvements, of Nr. Adam Walker’s Crletima tiop, which,
some forty yean ago, or more, lie added to the Harpsichord. He re-

gularly exhibited his invention during hi* Astronomical Lectures at U>«

Haymorkcl Theatre.—{ Ed.)
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the piano, it possesses all the additional advantage of

diminishing or reinforcing the sounds at pleasure, and of

producing with ease the finest gradations of tone. It can,

as occasion requires, supply the place of four-stringed In-

struments ; and offers, in another respect, resources not

possessed by the piano. It in capable of doing justice to

tile score of an author, without the numerous changes re-

quired on the latter instrument ; and to auch a degree,

that nearly all the intentions of a composer may be com-
plied with. The singer, too, will find it invaluable in ac-

companiment ; it will rapport every description of voice,

without covering it.

We asserted that it is capable of supplying the place of

four- stringed iutniments; it might have been added, that

it imitates the tones of the violoncello, and the deeper notes

of the double bass with such perfection, as to render the

illusion complete. It may, therefore, be readily imagined,

that in slow movements its superiority fo the piano is self-

evident. To the musician desirous to obtain orchestral

effects, in order to try a dramatic composition, it will prove

on invaluable companion. With M. Gama’s instrument,

there is no necessity of having recourse to on unmeaning
tremolo, in order to supply the place of sustained notes,

for the latter are rendered with the same degree of (lower

and feeling as upon stringed instruments.

It was not till after long and repeated efforts, and consc-

qnently considerable expense, that M. Gama succeeded

in obtaining these happy results
; and we doubt not but

that the merit of his invention will be duly appreciated,

and obtain the patronage of the public. It does honour us

well to himself as to his son, for they have both been em-
ployed upon it for several years, to the exclusion of all

other workmen.
Of its internal construction, we are, of course, unable to

say any thing ; but, considered merely as a piece of furni-

ture for the decoration of the drawing-room, it is of the

most handsome and finished kind.

PROVINCIAL MUSIC MEETINGS.

The preparations for the third Yorkshire Musical Festi-

val, which will commence on the 23rd of September, are

actively proceeding under the superintendence of the

Committee. His Majesty has communicated, through Sir

William Knighton, his “ great satisfaction* at becoming

the patron of the meeting. The guarantee fund amounts

to 10,0001. including b00/., each from the Corporations

of Hull and York, urn! the Cutlers' Company at Sheffield.

Mr. Grcatorex conducts in chief; Mr. F. Cramer leads

the four morning, and Mr. Mori the three evening, per-

formances.

We do earnestly hope that the Committee will stead-

fastly resist the enormous and ridiculously extravagant

demands which have been made by a few individuals,

highly gifted indeed, but far from forming the only at-

traction at such a meeting, should they now be again put

forward. The interests of the art require this to be done,

and the managers of the York Festival will deserve and
obtain the thanks of all who really desire its prosperity,

if they can more nearly equalise the scale of professional

remuneration. Individual singers of eminence are cer-

tainly the principal attraction at the eveuing concerts
; but

the grand feature of these meetings is the chomsses in the

Minster, where no single voice, except it have the potter

of a Catalan! or of Braham, has much chance ofproducing

effect. A well-balanced contrast in that building must be
sought, not so much in solos, as in trios and quartette,
single or doubled, to which the principal vocalists would
do well to turn their attention, reserving their individual
strength for the concert- room, where their talents will be
appreciated somewhat more correctly, inasmuch as their
voices will there more certainly be heard.
A sum of about 400/. has been voted by the Director*

of the Concert-Room, towards making certain necessary
alterations in the orchestra, and providing withdrawing,
rooma, &c., for the principal performers and the Committee.
The organ also is undergoing a thorough repair, hav-

ing been injured by rain which penetrated the roof of the
cathedral ; and, permission having been given by the
Dean and Chapter, the pipes which were concealed be-
hind the stone skreen will be placed in a new case on the
west side of the old organ, and on a level with it, thereby
greatly increasing its power.
Th* Archbishop presides, when present, at the raeetioga

of the Committee.
Besides York, there will be festivals in the autumn at

Hereford, Derby, Bury, Lynn, &c. &c.

TRANSLATIONS OF THE ITALIAN OPERAS.

“The report is, we believe, quite true, that Amy Wilson,
the gentle and excellent sister of the no less worthy
llawiette, is actually engaged at the King's Theatre, as
translatreas of the operas. Now, to use a lordly phrase,
“this is too bad.*' Does the opera management think
so highly of the literary reputation of Mr. Stockdale’s
stock authoress, as to be induced to secure the services of
another of the same family ? The initiary of Amy's must
tend, we should think, to undeceive them if they do ; for
in the traduction (an admirable word) of Meyerbeer’s
Margherita (fAnjou, we scarcely know which savours
most strongly of the ridiculous—the utter ignorance dis-
played of the original Italian, or the execrable stupidity of
the equally original English.”

—

Alhen/rum.

The following passages (and they are fair samples of
the whole hook) will enable the reader to form his own
judgment of this precious production.

Orij/tma/.

Questo btwco, sc tapctle,

Quest* rupi, *e cedeste,

Ci son certi freUcrati.

Da Gloucester slipendieti.

Oh, potess’io, mio bene,

Potes&i consular! i !

Saiga al cielo deUe troiube to

•quillo (estiva.

Ho un bel cantara,

Ha la utia paura nun umuol Usciare.

Ah ! tutti p cinque insienw.

On ci abbranc* c spiccia.

Che be! colpo chc sari t

Ah 1 ci siarao
; la p«tlc e andata.

Abi 1 cosa c'i ? carmoBite dim
larga!

Trantlaiion.

This wood, if you did but know it,

The«« rocks if, you could but <*e
Are a ui of renrnlt

lthem,
In the pay of Gloucester!

!

Oh, my beloved, that

1 might—could drive dull care away!

Last the inspiring trumpet mremt om
high,

1 am in pretty good voice,

But my fears rtich to me /

We ahall all five

Bn skinned alive! »

This will be a good joh /

J rtm m for it agatn ; 'tit off over
with mg tkm !

Ah ! what’s that P catuv-n* boiritote"

soIt

!

Saper vi baati, the Go uu po* di

tutto;

Son barbie**, medico consultants

c:l escrccnte.

I will only say, that I do a little of
every thing.

I am a barber, and [doctor.

An experienced and consoling

Surely the frequenters of the King's Theatre have a right
to something better than such trash as this.
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Hereto of ;fftustc.

ISIDORE DI MERIDA ; or. The Devils Crbee, an

Orera performing at Theatre Royal Drury-Lane, ar-

ranged with a Piano-Forte accompaniment. (Clementi

and Co., 26, Cheapside.)

1. Overture, by T. Coore, member of the Philharmonic

Society, and Director of the Music to the Theatre Royal

Drury-Lane.

2. Rondo, 44 Bright eyes,” composed by ditto .

3. Song, 41 The Savoyard's holiday,” composed by Ros-

sini ; altered, ctnd an introductory movement added, by

T. Cooke.

4. Ballad, 44 Lullaby/' composed by Stephen Storage.

l>. Debt, 44 Signor ! Signor!'* by ditto,

6. Sono, 44 The Honeymoon over," by ditto.

7. Song, “ The Moon sat high,” composed by Mr.

Braham.

8. Sono, 44 The Lion," by ditto.

9. Sono, 44 The Pilgrim and Portrait,” by ditto.

10. Savoyard Song, 44 1 will, fair Signoras/’ by ditto.

11. Savoyard Dl*kt, “ List, pretty Savoyard,” by ditto.

12. Hunter’s Duet, 44 Hunter, let thy bugle blow/’ by

ditto.

IS. Sono, 44 My true love lies sleeping,” by ditto.

14. Quintetto, 44 Hear, oh! hear!” by ditto.

For a general account of this opera, the reader is referred

to our last number: we have now only to notice such of

the music of it as is published, of which the above is, we
believe, the whole that is intended to appear. The va-

rious pieces are printed separately, and urc here placed

according to the order in which they were received, rather

than the order in which they are performed, for not liaving

the hook of songs, &c. at hand, we possess no means of

arranging them correctly.

Had we searched for an original idea in the overture,

we should have sought in vuin ; but it has more claims to

indulgence in its present form, than as an orchestral work,

for, happily, drums and trumpets do not constitute any

part of the piano-forte ;
and to those who are not very nice

as to novelty, the comparative ease and ahewy qualities of

this composition may recommend it.

No. 2 is a very pleasing melody, the words well set,

and the accompaniment judicious. At page 5 is a sequence

of 7ths that brings the sterling music of the old masters

back to our recollection ; it is one of those passages that

tiever fail in effect. This Rondo deserves and will cer-

tainly obtain popularity.

The pastoral opening of No. 3 is graceful, and the suc-

ceeding air, by Rossini, has always attracted attention in its

original form. The whole is limited in compass and easy ;

therefore, will make its way. But we must avow our dis-

approbation of the delusive manner in which the title to

this song is set out, being to contrived as to make Mr.
Cooke appear the composer of the whole. As a man of

talent, he should disdain the artifices which bold quackery
that stops at nothing, and pinching necessity which is dri-

ven to every tiling, have daily recourse to.

No. 4 is copied nolatirn from Storace’s own arrange-

ment ; therefore why should the author s name appear in

a small character, and Mr. Cooke's in a larger?—Why
should Mr. Cooke’s name appear at all? Kxactly the

same questions may be pul concerning the Duct, No. 5,

and the Song, No. 6, both by Storace, and which, if in

any way “ altered,
1* are, probably, not improved, though

which includes by far the greater part of the new compo-
sitions introduced.

No. 7 is a very lively, pretty guitar song ;
that is, the

accompaniment is in the guitar-style, and, though arranged
for the piano-forte, may, by a little management, be adapted
for the instrument by which, in the opera, it is supposed
to be accompanied. This is short, perfectly easy, and
suited to almost any kind of voice.

The title of No. 8 prepares u$ for a leonine style. It U
a strain of defiance, well expressing the sentiment ; and
though purely declamatory', has, nevertheless, more of
melody in it than most things of the sort. In the eighth
bar of the accompaniment it will be advisable to play the

base as two octaves, rejecting the inner uotes altogether.

No. 9 is a song of two movements : the first an andan-'
tino, in six-quuver, the second rather faster, in four-quaver
time. The whole is very simple, except the symphony,
which admits of abridgment. There is a charming pas-
sage ut page 3, which, like that alluded to above, is sure
to produce effect on cultivated ears. As in the former
song, (No. 8,) we would recommend the base chords in

page 2 to be played only us octaves.

No. 10 is a light, airy ballad, short and cosy.

The Duet, No. ll t is quite in the conversational man-
ner, offering great facilities to singers, and containing not
only inuny pleasing, but some original and clever pas-
sages. This will, most likely, get into wide circulation,

for it is quite in the modem popular taste.

The Hunter a Duet, No. 12, is constructed of very simple
materials, and demands little power in the singers ; but
the effect produced by it is of the most captivating kind,

to such as admire music wherein every thing artificial is

scrupulously avoided. The key is r. flat, and the upper
part reaches beyond the compass of ordinary soprano

voices: hut it is also printed in d, in which key, however,

it mounts as high as a. Should the lower part be taken by
a base, or barytone, we would advise the performers to

sing it at once in a flat, as more analogous to the original,

or horn, key.

No. 13 is in three movements ; it opens very expres-

sively, and the last part is melodious, but as a whole

it wunts the scene to give effect to it. The ninth aud

Digitized by Google
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tenth bars, page 2, should, for the sake of accent, be sung
thus

and the ninth bar, page 3, thus, for a similar reason

—

The quintett. No. 14, is not less distinguished than the

Hunter*.* Duet, for simplicity; it is highly dramatic, and
in performance on the stage, produces more general effect

than any concerted piece in the opera.

Not being retrospective critics, we pass over such com-
positions by Storace as are in the above list ; and, of

course, no further allude to his other pieces retained in

the present opera, than in saying that they are not re-

published.

A Collection of Glees, and a Canon, composed by Jo-
seph M'Muhdie, Mus. Bac. (Welsh and Hawes, 246,

Urgent Street.)

Of the various kinds of musical compositions, the medi-

ocre glee is the easiest to write, and is to be achieved by

the smallest modicum of talent, except, perhaps, the

psalm-tune. A quadrille may, it is true, be accomplished

without any miraculous knowledge of harmony, but then

it requires something like melody, which cannot be ham-
mered out by the patient drudge with the same degree of

certainty that attends the distribution of a few chords

among three or four voices. Mere harmony, if not posi-

tively bad, and when limited in quantity, will generally

please. So a glee, which is vocal harmony, if suited to

the voices, and not erroneously constructed, or over long,

commonly finds admirers. Hence it invites the attempts

of those who have not much of the inventive faculty, yet

are ambitious of becoming composers, for it is produced

without the aid of fancy, and with comparative facility.

Let it, however, be clearly understood, that though our

remarks are meant to apply pretty extensively,—to nine

glees out of ten,—yet they are not intended to attach, nor

can they hold good, in the case of those admirable works

that for many years past have never failed to delight every

judge and lover of music,—works of real genius, which in

a peculiar manner belong to and ornament our country.

The collection now before us contains three glees for

soprano, alto, tenor, and base
;
one for four, and another

for three, equal voices, together with a canon ; four in two.

Wc should deserve to be reproached as either very unfit,

or extremely uncandid, critics, were we to ascribe to these

compositions anything like the merit of invention ; they

abound in musical common-places, and, we are most un-

willingly called upon to say, do not possess a redeeming

quality. We cannot name one page, or point out a single

bar, that has cheered us in our progress through the

volume, though we should find it no hard task to select

instances of bad taste, and some of more than ques-

tionable accuracy. The composer appears not to have

fully comprehended the meaning of the words chosen by

him, and has broken in upon the metre in the most un-

ceremonious manner. It would hardly be credited without

a quotation, that in the following line :

—

O'er her toll ejrc-Uils, dew* Df opiate pow'r/*

j

the word M opiate ” could be thus drawled out into three
long syllables :

—

—
ir-nr- . N I-»t
i-h e* r • i 3 rr

i!
*

o - - pi - ate

but thus it will be found at page 14, stretched beyond
its full length, with a cruelty worthy of Procrustes.

“ Most of these compositions,” the author tells us,
*' have been voted on the books of the Conccntores Society.*
We are led to inquire, therefore, whether their books ure
very numerous? and if so, by what mechanical power they
move them ?

PIANO FORTE.
1. Grand March,from Onslow's opera, Le Colporteur,

arranged by Frederick. Kalkbrenner. (Clement!
and Co., 26, Chcaptidc.)

2.
4< We’re a’ Noddin,* a Scotch air, arranged with Varia-
tions, by T. P. Pixis. Op. 73. (Same Publishers.)

3. Rondo Caracteristique, sur te Barcarole de Vopera
Marie, par Henri Here. Op. 33. (Boosey and Co. 28,
Holies Street.)

The March from Onslow’s Colporteur, an opera of which
an account will be found in a former page, is a very spi-

rited composition; less original, however, than brilliant

and characteristic, for the more prominent parts remind
us of passages which Rossini has imitated from the
great German masters of our age. Mr. Kalkbrenner has
extended this to six pages by some clever additions, rather
in the shape of, but not denominated, variations, which re-

quire in the performer a powerful hand, with considerable
agility of finger ; though there is nothing in it that a good
amateur may not accomplish by twice playing through.

A short introduction to this, ofone third ofa page, exhibits

a few delightful chords, accompanying a descending semi-

tonic scale forming the base.

The Scottish air has five variations, occupying four

pages; the remainder, amounting to ten pages, must, we
presume, be considered as a kind of finale in three move-
ments, though it is not no designated. All these are much
in Mr. Pixis usual manner—shewy, leaping, and difficult,

but exhibiting throughout that adherence to the subject

which only contrapuntists, such as have carefully studied

cantofermo under a master of good sente, know how to

effect systematically.

M. Herz has, in his Op. 33, produced a composition

quite characteristic of himself certainly, and this Is what
we are to suppose he means by the epithet he employs ;

for it is in no way suited to the character of the Venetian

air, the barcarota, that forms the subject of it, which is all

tranquillity and smoothness ; while the descant, compris-

ing by far the greater portion of the sixteen pages, is

marked by suddenness of motion, energy, and abrupt tran-

sition. The whole is rather masterly than pleasing ; there

ore some modulations and a few expressive passages, but

the want of contrast, of a little occasional stillness, of a

few white notes, or, at least, of notes without hooks to

them, is powerfully felt before arriving at the end of the

rondo. The introduction is just what it should be ; first

commanding attention by a certain grandeur of style, and

then keeping it alive by elegance of melody.
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1. Divertimento, with Accompaniment for Flute

,

(at!,

lib.) founded on air* in The Cabinet, by T. A. Raw-
linos. (Goulding, D’Almaine, and Co., SohoSquare.

)

2. “ Lullaby,” runs in Isidore di Merida, arranged with

Variations, by T. Valentine. (Clemen ti and Co.)

S. Introduction and Variations, on ** Cease your fun-

ning,” by Louisa Pyxe. (Cramer and Co. 201, Regent

Street.)

Mr. Rawlings has selected those airs from The Cabinet,

which are the least known, and may have acted very

wisely in a commercial point of view, though we should

have been better pleased by a divertimento, imbodying
some of the excellent melodies contained in that opera,

such as “ The Bird in yonder cage,*' 44 The Beautiful

Maid,’* &c. This is in every respect an easy piece, calcu-

lated for the junior classes, to whom it may prove useful.

No. 2 is adapted to nearly the same description of

players as the above. It is short, perfectly easy, and
blameless. The beautiful air is given exactly in con-

formity to the composer's copy ; bis name then might as

well have appeared in the title-page.

No. 3 is the production, we understand, of a mere
child, the daughter of a popular singer. It would not
have been discreditable to an experienced composer, there-

fore is surprising in one so young. But let us hope that

the praises which will infallibly be poured forth on the

juvenile musician, may not be attended by the too common
effect of flattering her vanity ut the expense of future fame
and success. She has, doubtless, a great deal to learn,

not that a want of knowledge is betrayed in any part of the

resent publication, but that so youthful a student can
ardly have had lime to become acquainted with all the

arcana of the art. Certainly she must want experience,

the best, though the most tedious of mastrrs ; with this,

and a strict abstinence for the present from everything in

the shape of publication, however irksome such self-denial,

the young composer of this agreeable piece may expect to

attain eminence at no very distant period.

1. Lc Souvenir, Introduction and Uondoletto, by
Charles IIaroitt, jun. Op. 5. (Purdie, Edinburgh.)

2. Capriccio, introducing “ Le Petit Tambour," by the

same. (Goulding and Co.)

3. Martial Impromptu, on " March to the Battle-field,’*

by the same. Op. 7. (Goulding and Co., Soho Square,
and Galbraith, Edinburgh.)

We class these publications together, not on account of
their being by the same author, but because they are very
similar in style, and are not only alike in merits and
defects, but also in degree, as it relates to execution, and
to the description of performer to which they are suited.

And first, as to style. This is very much in the ultra-

modern piano-forte school,—the school of the Muysedcrs,
the Czemys, &c.» and is more distinguished for sparkling
than solid qualities,—for a love of the extra-additional keys,
(the tinklers, as they arc well called) than of those which
vibrate strings that are really musical, that render appre-
ciable sounds. The concomitant of this is, a multiplied)
of short notes, of demi, and of doublc-demisemiquavers ;

for wires of only seven or eight inches, vibrate but for an
instant, and the notes written for them must be of the
shortest duration possible, otherwise a dead silence will
ensue between the striking of each. This we consider a
defect in style, of considerable magnitude.

Feb. 1828.

Among the merits discernible in these compositions, and
which predominate over those parts that do not altogether

suit our taste, are a buoyancy, an uninterrupted flow of

vivacity, that seems inexhaustible ; a correctness of accom-
paniment which never relaxes into anything in the shape

of error, or even oversight; and an adaptation of the

passages to the natural capabilities of the hand.

The first of these is the most simple in construction and
the easiest to execute. There are, in the fourth page, a
few of those “ Alberti passages,” as Dr. Burney calls them,
in the base, that we cannot like, and which give an air of
obsoleteness to the piece. The second and third are difficult

in execution, partly owing to the notation, which might
have been so contrived as to oiler greater facilities to the

performer. In this, we are persuaded, Mr Hargitt will,

with a little more habit, improve. Only young composers
or hardened pedants are chargeable with such an error

;

which either arises out of inexperience or want of under-

standing.

We hope, soon to meet with Mr. II. again
;
but we shall

be still licttcr pleased, should he visit us in a somewhat
more sober mood. His bounding spirits are exhilarating

for a time: we wish also to enjoy his company when he is

less volatile ; and as we believe him to be a man of talent,

we have no doubt that he can and will display it in vurious

ways ; that he will occasionally change

From gay to grave ; from lively to severe."

II Seraglio, composta da W. A. Mozart, ridotta per it

Piano Forte, eon accompagnamento di Flauto, (ad. lib.)

Da J. Mollwo. Libri 1 e 2. (Ewer and Johan-
ning. 20, Tichbornc Street

,

)

This is a faithful arrangement of an opera, which is so
simple in its formation, that it would be no easy task to ren-
der it difficult. The adaptor had little more to do than tran-

scribe the German copy of the reduced score, to make a
few alterations so as to suit the voice part to the piuno-
forte, and to blend it with the accompaniment. This
done (and it is done with care), the greater share of trouble
fell to the lot of the engraver.

1. Oheron’s Horn, a Selection of Waltzes, <$*c. Not.
to 21. (Ewer and Johanning.)

2. A Third Set of Quadrilles, in which is introduced the

Rons de Vaches, &c. &c., by M. Litolfp. (Hurnto-
nic Institution.)

3. A Fourth ditto, taken from The Freebooters.
(Same

Composer and Publisher.)

! 4. La Gatte, a Set of Quadrilles, selected from The
tSeraglio, by L. Zerdini. (Weasel and Stodart, 6,

Frith Street.)

No. 1 introduces to us many names of German com-
posers that arc quite new ; Schiederuiair, O. C. II.

Meyer, Walcli, &c., together with three of the popular
Carlsbad waltzes, and one from Die Wiener in Berlin.

Some of these have merit, but it requires no little talent
now to infuse any thing like novelty into this kind of
composition.

Equally difficult does it seem to produce what can
justly be called new quadrilles; recourse, therefore, is had
to favourite operas, which now furnish nine-tenths of the

materials used in these dances. But No. 2 are partly

G
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original, and partly mode up of a ranz de caches. Nos.

3 and 4 are arranged with a view to ease; ami aH three

sets are unobjectionable.

DUETS. PIANO FORTE.

1. A Selection ofAt as from Mozart's Seraglio, arranged

by Thomas Attwood. Books 1 and 2. (Clemeuti

and Co.)

2. Overture to Pafr’s Opera . performing as The Free-

booters arranged by A. IIammerlein. (Harmonic
Institution.)

3. Airs from ditto , arranged and published by the same.

Mr. Attwood, the disciple of Mozart, and almost the

only surviving one, may be considered as the legitimate

arranger of his works: none is more competent to the

task. In adupting the Seraglio , however, less ability is

called for limn the more elaborate compositions of the

same author require, the parts are so little involved, and
so much simplicity prevails in every piece. We, therefore,

find here the whole contents of the score, and may almost

venture to assert, that nut a note is omitted or misplaced,

of those compositions selected lor the prescut publica-

tion. The opera thus takes a very delightful instrumental

form.

In No. 2 the arranger docs not seem to have studied

the convenience of the performer. In adapting an over-

ture which might have been rendered more than commonly
easy for both persons engaged in it, he has introduced

passages of rapid octaves, and of awkwardly-situated

notes, for one hand, that ought to have been divided be-

tween two. He has. however, been faithful to the au-

thor, and not curtailed him of any of his fair proportions.

For want of a little exptunutiou, wc scarcely know
what No. 3 contains : it really appears only to comprise

one piece, in two movements. Mr. H. is evidently not

accustomed to the task he has undertaken : the greater

part of pages 4 and 5 might be played by one person

better than two, for some of the notes of the second part,

given to the right hand of the |ierlbrmer, are so low on
the instrument, that they cannot he executed without the

player, with great apparent incivility, turning his back on
bis coadjutor. There is very little, if anything, to praise

in these airs, “ most admired" as they are, if we are to

give implicit belief to the title-page.

VOCAL.

The Art op Singing, or comjdcte Instructions for ac-

quiring the Elementary Parts of the Science, by C. Ar-
nold. (Repository, 17, Soho Square.)

We have received not only one, but two copies of the

above work, aud, from some cause or other which we
cannot explain, have never till now found it amongst the

things arranged for reviedr. It is a little concise publi-

cation, containing seventeen pages in octavo, in which are

packed together a few orthodox rules for singing, selected

from other treatises, sonic scales, many good passages for

exercising the voice, and other useful matter. All that

wc particularly object to in this is, the assigning the

syllable do to C, be the key what it may ; and a silly pre-

face. Its cheapness ought to make it dear to all lovers of

economy. Eighteeupence for a treatise on singing !

1. Three Notturvos for Two Voices, the words by
H. S. Van Dye, the music by John Barnett, Book I,

(Goulding and D'Almaine.)

2. Three Do. do. Book II.

3. Round for Three Voices, companion to ** Perfida

Cion,’’ Composed by Cherubim. (Welsh and Hawes,
246, Regent Street.)

4. Glee, “ Here's health and long life to our King!”ybr
Three Voices, written by T. Hudson, Esq., Composed
by J. Blrwitt. (Clemeuti and Co.)

We have more than once expressed a favourable opinion

of Mr. Barnett's talent for melody. If our judgment lie

correct, this is no meun praise, for then he is qualified in

the most difficult branch of the art. We have likewise

had as many occasions to complain of his inaccuracies in

harmony, of the carelessness of his accompaniments, and
of his errors in accentuation. The present two books
partake both of his merit und defects; the airs are pleas-

ing and not trite, but the accompaniments are frequently

Very unskilfully managed, the harmony is often extremely

censurable, ami the poetry is, in many instances, accented

in so erroneous a manner, as not only to annihilate one of
its chief attributes, measure, but to render its meaning
nearly unintelligible.

The Round by Cherubini was not composed at u mo-
ment >*o favoured by the muse as that which gave birth

to his “Perfida Clori it is nevertheless, elegant and vocal,

and shews the hand of a master. By comparison it cer-

tainly loses, aiul such comparison is a necessary conse-

quence of the one being announced as a companion to the

other.

No. 3 was, of course, written to answer a temporary
purpose. It is an agreeable musical etlWum ; but there

are errors in it which militate against its effect, and ought
never to have been suffered to appear iu print. Had they

not been more than once repeated, we should have im-
puted them to the engraver. The first is in the third bar,

where the third c in the second part should be «. At the

fifth bar the first highest ft ought to be flat, and the last

natural
;
and at the seventh bar the treble a should be a.

1. Ballad, 44 The year thul’s awa," sung by Mr. Braham,
composed by Sir John Stevenson, Mus. Doc. (Willis

and Co. 5b, St. James's Street .

)

2. Canzonet, m If in that breast,’’ the poetry translated

from M ktastasio, composed by J. Jolly. (Cramer and

Co., Regent Street.)

3. Sono, Tlie Enthusiast, written and composed by F.

W. Horncastle. (Harmonic Institution, 246, Regent

Street.)

4. Ballad, Woman’s charms, sung by Mr. Braiiau,

composed by Alexander Lee. (Clement! and Co.)

5. Ballad, The Orphun, the words by W. Parr, Esq.,

composed by C. Della Torre. (Same publishers.)

6. Ballad, “ Here’s to the year that's awa sung by

Mr. Braham, partly written , composed and arranged

by John Parry. (Goulding and Co.)

7. Song, 44
I roam where the Moonbeams ore stream-

ing,” written by J. A. St. John, Esq., composed by W.
H. Plumstead. (Same publishers.)

8. Ballad, The Emigrfee, by C. W. Manners. (Same
publishers.)

9. Song, words by L. E. L. composed by F. Steers*

(Some publishers.)
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10. So?»o, M Rosy Wine,’* altered from the French by Dr.

C. B., composed by Jons Ditchfield, Esq. (Willis

and Co.)

|l. Ballad, 44 Day is departing,” by J. Willis. (Same

publishers.)

12. Ballad. “Deck not with gems," written by T. H
Bavlev, Esq. composed by W. Turnbull. (Same

publishers.)

13. Song, “ At that lone, but lovely hour," written by

Robert Simpson, composed by R. A. Smith. (Gal-

braith, Edinburgh .)

14. “The land I love,” (Das Deuiche Voterland.) by

Himmel.

15. The Evening Star, (Der Abend Stern,) by Starkel.

16. “ Fantasy,” by Himmel, words by Mr. J. Steward.

17. “ Drink down the thought of woe.’* (Ewer and Jo-

hanning, Tichborne Street.)

No. 1 is flowing and* tasteful, and the words are sen-

sibly set. It is in the Scotish style, and though when well

sung it invariably pleases, yet, upon examination, we do

not trace in it any very original feature.

No. 2 posseses a good deal of elegance ; the accentua-

tion of the words is carefully attended to, and the harmony

purr :—but we are quite aware of the difficulty of creating

a new melody.

No. 3 is in outline rather resembliug the songs of days

gone by. in the hest of which Mr. llorucastle has formed

his taste for this species of composition ; but in filling

up he has shewn himself equally conversant with the best

models of I he present age. The cadence at the end of the

first part is common, and the final symphony not in good
keeping with the general character of the uir, or with the

words ;
quavers would have been much better, without

exceeding the number of bars. But as a whole, there is

mud) to admire in this song.

No. 4 will please more by the distinctness of ita
|

rhythm and the correct accentuation of the words, than 1

by any novelty that it cau boast. It is, however, well ac-

companied, and entitled to praise as a pretty ballad.

Signor Della Torre has introduced infinitely too much of

what U called science into No. 5, which, let him remem-
ber, is a ballad, and, as such, ought to have been more
simple, both in air and accompaniment. The latter is

elaborate enough for a grand aria, and the melody, em-
phatic in style, and interrupted in measure, ia better

adapted for the serious opera than for chamber music.

No. fi is one of the " partly written, composed and
arranged” productions of the present uncandid age.

Why not at once tell us what is old, what new ? Why
conceal the names of those who have contributed ? They
are defrauded of their due by not being mentioned. The
words of the song shew a good feeling; tile air is ex-

pressive, and when sung with the pathos, which the per-

former for whom it is composed can impart to it, never

foils in effort. But unless Mr. Parry lets us know for

what part of it we are indebted to him, we cannot venture

to give him credit for any portion of it.

The first part of No. 7 is rather pretty : the second

foils in the attempt ; though there is in it the commence-
ment of a sequence, which, had it been pursued, would
have produced some effect.

No 8 will neither make the author’s fame nor the

{

mblisher’s fortune. No. 9 m inifests no little emulation,

t has a fault or two in the accompaniment, but altogether

it ought to encourage the composer to cultivate his talents.

No. 10 is a cheerful, anacreontic song, calculated to

enliven the festive board
;

but the harmony of the chorus

is not entitled to any eulogium. The words are in praise

of water, because, forsooth, this element, by feeding the

vine, ultimately becomes the juice of the grape. A sin-

gular sort of reasoning and doxology to proceed from
the lips of Bacchanalians I

Rousseau, as our readers arc well aware, composed a
very pretty melody on three notes. No. 1 1 is produced
from the same scanty stock of materials, though not an
imitation of the curiosity left us by the Genoese philoso-

pher. This is less monotonous, if the word may be
allowed, than might at first be expected, for by means of

a varying and ingenious accompaniment, the effect of
sameness is much hidden. We are not, it must be
avowed, warm advocates for this sort of thing, which is

about as reasonable as running with the legs tied, paint-

ing with three colours, and composing musical canons.

No. 1*2, considered musically, and unconnected with
poetry, would deserve much praise for taste and feeling;

but as combined with words, cannot be approved. Why
will not composers strive to learn the laws of prosody,

and attend to emphasis? The present song is full of

errors in both. We will quote one bar only as an ex-

ample :

—

How oft wlien half m i«an»

We will now offer to Mr. Turnbull’s consideration, the

following manner of setting the same words :

—

Now oft wtifn half in tear* - -

No. 13 is very unpretending and inoffensive.

Nos. 14, 15, 16, and 17, are well-known German airs,

with English words newly adapted to them; but whether

by a native of this country, or by a foreigner possessing

an imperfect knowledge of our language, we cannot pre-

tend to guess, for abundant experience has taught us that

the former is quite as liable to error, even in his own
tongue, as the latter in a strange one.

VIOLIN, WITH P. F. ACCOM

P

T
.

Introduction and Variations on a Theme of Merca-
dvnte. Composed by Maysedek. Op. 44. (Cleuieiitt

and Co.)

We have here one of the very few airs by Mercadante that

possess any distinctive feature. The six variations on it

are not quite so jerking, squeaking, and frothy as most of

Mayseder’s productions. They can only he executed by
a good player. The piano-fort^ part consists, almost

entirely, of chords iu quavers, and may be executed by
almost anybody.

VIOLONCELLO, WITH P. F. ACCOMPT
.

Giuliani’s Introduction, and Variations to an air by

CniARosA, arranged by W. H. Haggart. (Weasel and
Studart.)

This air, once so great a favourite, has now lost all its at-

traction, from the triteness of its cadences. It may be

assumed, as an incontrovertible fact, that any style of

music which becomes suddenly fashionable, as the present

G 2
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melody did, is destined at no very remote period to be
j

thought vulgar. If Mr. Haggart had given us a few ’

more long notes, notes so peculiarly beautiful on the
f

violoncello, we should have liked his adaptation of Giu-
liani's variations much better. He has, however, not

introduced much of the difficult kind into this publication.

Perhaps we ought to have called it a duet, for the piano-

forte has us much to do in it as its colleague.

FLUTE AND PIANO FORTE.
1. Romance from, Joseph, varied by Berbiguier and

Castii.-Bi.aze. (Boosey and Co.)

2. Air, “El Sereni,” with Variations and Rondo, Com-
posed by J. M. Ribas. (Same publishers.)

3. Andante and Variations, by Henry Lea. (Lindsay,

35» High Holborn.)

No. I is the beautiful air in Mchul's oratorio, Joseph •,

arranged in both parts with a great deal of ability, ami, to

good performers, will prove an acquisition of considerable
value. But such only should undertake

; it for there arc
parts of it, botli for flute and piano-forte, which require
power ami experience.

The exceedingly pretty Spanish melody. No. 2, is here
set for the flute principally

; the other part is a mere ac-
companiment, and may be played by any ordinary per-
former. But the former demands a very superior performer
to do it justice. In such hands, and in such only, it will

prove effective, in spite of its length, which extends to
sixteen very full pages.

The third of these has as little to boast on the score of
newness a» most other publications of the day, but it dis-

plays u lurge share of taste, and a very considerable
knowledge of the resources of harmony. The flute pas-
sages are not alarmingly chromatic, ami the accompani-
ments though they call lor some execution, are very easy,

being, like that immediately above, quite subordinate.

FLUTE.

1. Three Solos, on Themes from Tancrcdi, by William
Furdf. (dementi and Co.)

2. Airs in II Seraglio, arranged by R. Drkssler.
(Cocks and Co.)

3. II Seraglio da Mozart. (Ewer and Jnhanning.)

No. 1 consists of “ Ah ! se giusto," “ E tu quundo tor-

nerai," and “ Ptu dolce c placide,” cnlurged by a few
brilliant passages; the three occupying only as many
pages, altogether.

Mr. Dressier lias here arranged eleven pieces from the
Seraglio in an easy manner. This little work is very
neotly engTavcd on fourteen octavo plates.

No. 3 contains nearly the same selection os No. 2,
adapted to the instrument with a similar view to render-
ing the different pieces accessible to ordinary amateurs.

GUITAR.
Theme Varied, Andante and Two Waltzes, by A.
Don n adieu. (Boosey and Co.)

As guitar music, these few pages contain some pieusing
melody ; und,—what is uncommonly rare in compositions
for this instrument—blameless harmony.

• Published m tfa funner Series of the Harmonicon.

jfovetgu jHustcal fctport.

VIENNA.
Kdrnlhnerthor Theater.—La Cenerentola has been newly
cast at this theatre, for the purpose of introducing the

Signora Corri-Pultuni in the principal character. This
singer pleases more upon acquaintance, and gained con-

siderable applause in the brilliant air in the finale.

Mademoiselle Rnser, daughter of the well-known com-
poser of that name, made her first public appcurauce as

Agatha in Der Freischiitz. She possesses a pure full-

toned voice, good expression, an excellent style of acting,

and considerable beauty of person. With all these requi-

sites she could not fail to please ; she did more. Since

the appearance of Mademoiselle Sc heduler here, no singer

has obtaiued so flattering a reception.

Theater an der Wien .—An attractive novelty has been
produced here, entitled Moisasttr’s Zauberfueh (the Ma-
gic Curse of Moisasur), the music by Kapellmeister Riotte.

The story is a poetical Action of considerable beauty, und
produces a powerful effect. Many of the situations are

highly dramatic, and Imvc been faithfully rendered in the

music of this favourite composer, who, in the present in-

stance, has quite surpassed himself. He was called upon
the stage at the end of the piece to receive the congratu-

lations of an overflowing house. The costume and ik cor-

ations are of the most splendid description, and the piece

promises to be highly popular.

Jo*cj>h*tddt Theater.—Helene, Princesse di Taraxcon, an
opera in three acts, the music by Mehul, was produced
here ill order to introduce to the public Madame Kneisel,

who performed the part of a soubrelte with great uuivetd

and spirit. The whole piece pleased.

The musical world is threatened with the loss of one of
its warmest and most illustrious patrons. The Archduke
Rudolf, Cardinal Archbishop of Olmlitz, lies dangerously

ill, with hut little hopes of recovery. He wras a scholar

of Beethoven, and one of the composer s best friends.

BERLIN.
Konigsfddt Theater.—The opera has, of course, lan-

guished since the depar ure of its brightest ornament.

Mademoiselle Sontag. As some compensation, however,

for her loss, the amateurs have been highly gratified by

the performance of Mademoiselle Eva Bamberger, a

young singer of 17. who made her dcb&t in the character

of Cenerentola, in which she acquitted herselfto the general

satisfaction. Her voice is weak, but her school and style

of performance good. In features and person she a good
deal resembles Mademoiselle Sontag. Her second ap-

pearance was as llenriette ill Aubers 3/opon, in which

she obtained great applause by the simplicity and spirit of

her performance.

Konigtiche Theater.— The place of Mademoiselle

Scheduler, who excited such extraordinary enthusiasm

here, was supplied by Madame Kraus- Wranizky, a

singer of considerable power. She made her ck-bAt as

Desdemona, and went through this arduous character

with much spirit, feeling, and just conception of the part.

She afterwards performed the parts of the Princess in

Jean de Paris, Anna in La Dame Blanche, and Donna
Anna In Don Juan , and displayed varied excellence in

each.

Church music.—

A

selection of sacred music was per-

formed under the auspices of the Count v. Briihl, for the
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benefit of the charitable institutions of the place. The
pieces performed were II David? penitent? of Mozart, a

composition which is sure to become more popular in

proportion as it is better known; and C. M. v. Weber’s

grand mass in E flat major, a composition full of religious

feeling und masterly effect.

On another occasion was given the Creation of Haydn,
with an effective choir and orchestra of above 300 persons.

In the solo parts Madame Kraus-Wranizky particularly

distinguished herself.

A work has appeared here, entitled “ Recollections of

the Life, Opinions and Compositions of Carl Marin von

Weber, with an authentic likeness of the composer.” It

is written in a pleasing style, and contains several inter-

esting particulars.

ROSTOCK.
A grand selection of sacred music was given in the ca-

thedral church of this place, for the benefit of the different

charitable institutions. The choir and orchestra consisted

of more than 200 artists and dilettanti, under the able

direction of the state musician,Weber. The pieces performed

were a grand anthem from Seb. Bach, a recitative and
air from Graun, the 100th Psalm by Handel, and a selec-

tion from Haydn’s Crtation. The whole was performed
in a manner highly creditable to the zeal and talents of

the promoters of this laudable object, and the result was
altogether satisfactory.

CASSEL.
Two different opinions prevail relative to Spohr’s new
opera, Pietro d’Albano. The critics of the north of
Germany are enthusiastic in their admiration of the poem,
principally on account of the contrasts and strong situa-

tions with which the poet has furnished the musician.
The subject is of the same order as the Faust of Golthe;
the talent of the poet always excepted. Putro is a ma-
gician. who, by the power of his art, recalls to life a young
maiden, whose interment forms the principal subject of
the introduction, in which a joyous chorus of collegians is

Contrasted with the mournful character of the dirge. This
piece has been highly extolled. A situation in the second
act is also much praised, where the maiden, after her
return to life, reproaches her lover for having forced her
back from the state of bliss on which she had entered :

earth, even with her lover, appears insupportable to her.

The despair of the lover on hearing this avowal, is ex-
cessive, to express which, the musician has called to his

succour all the power of the wind-instruments. A quar-
tet! with chorus is also much spoken of.

The critics of the south of Germany, on the contrary,
declare that it is impossible for the work to succeed, on
account of the subject; and it cannot surely be otherwise
than repulsive, if it startles even a German. They
allow the music to possess considerable merit, but do
not go so fur as to say, that it will form Spoil r’u surest
title to celebrity.

STOCKHOLM.
The musical academy of this place is in a flourishing
condition, and has had several meetings lately, in which
the performances, both vocal and instrumental, were every-
thing that could be desired. They have lately done M.
Friedrich Schneider, Kapellmeister of Dessau, the ho-
nour to elect him member of their body. They could not
have conferred so distinguished a mark of respect on a
more worthy artist or deserving man.

MILAN.
Her Majesty, the Dowager Queen of Bavaria, lately sent a
gold medal, on which is a likeness of the noble giver, to Dr.
Lichtenthal, accompanied by a very flattering letter. This
well-known writer upon musical and other subjects, had
sent to her Majesty a copy of his work, entitled, Dixionario

e Bibhograjia delta Musica.

ROME.
A new opera, from the pen of Conti, entitled, UInno-
cenza in Prriglio , was lately produced here, and obtained

considerable success. Several of the pieces are spoken of
as possessing great beauty, und as abounding in melody of

un original kind. The singers Uoceubadati, Giordani,

and Verger, obtained great success in this opera, as well

ns in the Mott’ and La Cenerentola, which had a run of

several nights.

PADUA.
Rossini's early opera, Torvaldo e Dorlisca was lately

attempted here, but obtained a reception by no tncuns

flattering. The audience was in exceeding ill humour
with the piece, till the prima donna. Signora Crcssotti,

began the well-known air, Un bet giorno di contento, in-

troduced from one of Rossini's other operas, when they

were resolved to make themselves some amends for the

d ulness of the evening’s entertainment by joining in the

air, to the no small chagrin of the singer. Such, indeed,

was the effect produced upon her nerves, that, on the fol-

lowing day, it was announced that she was indisposed,

und, u few days after, her place was supplied by another

prima donna, the Signora Lugnani, who was announced
to lie from Naples, but obtained very moderate success.

Filippo Spada, first buffo coinico, and Guiseppe Lombardi,
first tenor, were not more favourably received than the

prima donna : the only successful peiformer was Antonia

Colla, who was warmly applauded in several pieces.

GENOA.
They are busily at work upon the grand new theatre,

which is to open in the course of the spring of the present

year, and, if report speaks true, with a degree of splendour

before unknow n to this place. It is to open with two new
operas, u scria and a India, a grand ballet, and a ballet

della tnrzza carattert. The opera serin is to be from the

pen of Morlacchi.

LISBON.

L’Inganno Felice was lately produced at the royal theatre

Sanlo Carlo. The singers, who had previously obtained

considerable applause in several of the operas, were by no
means fortunulc in this earlier work of Rossini. They all

became objects of the public displeasure, which was carried

to such excess, that pieces of five reis (equal to our penny)
were thrown nt the head of the prima donna.

It will be seen, that this is not the only instance in

which the first works of Rossini have proved unsuccessful.

The managers of theatres should grow wise by others*

experience.

A new Opera, called La Testa di Bronxo, ostia, La
Campanna solitario , composed by Mcrcadante, was per-

formed on the 3rd arid 1 0th ult. at the private theatre of
the Baron Quintella, at Laranjeiras, in the vicinity of this

city, by a troop of amateurs, at which the composer pre-

sided. Everybody of distinction in this city attended;

the foreign Ambassadors, Prince Schwa rtzenberg, British

Officers, &c. Madame Constanta Lodi was prima
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donna, and the Baron Quintal!* bufffi. It is the fashion

to applaud the music of this piece highly, but the truth is,

that it is like the rest of Mercadante's productions, full of

weak imitations, and not possessing one original idea.

PARIS.

Theatre. Italien .—Mademoiselle Sontag made her re-

appearance on the first day of the new year, in the cha-

racter of Desdemona in Rossini's Otello, and obtained

great success. By some person* the attempt was con-

sidered hazardous, ns the recollections of an actress who
seemed to have attained perfection in this character, were

too recent in the public mind. The triumph of the young

singer has, therefore, been more flattering, and more

honourable to her abilities.

Mademoiselle Sontag presented herself to the public

with that noble confidence, which the consciousness of

talent inspires. So far from having recourse to the prac-

tice, now so common among singers, of making choice of

some favourite opening air, adapted to show off her voice,

she acted iu compliance with the wish of Rossini, as

formerly expressed in the public journals, that the pleasing

cavutina O quanle lagrime should be reserved exclusively

for its proper place in Im Donna del Logo. She was content

with w hat was “ act down for her,’’ and showed her judg-

ment in so doing ; though with the exception of the duet

with her confidante and the magnificent finale, but few

opportunities are afforded her in the first act of displaying

her powers. It is the second that presents so ample a

field for exertion ; and it was there that the most zealous

of her friends trembled for her success. What effect, it was

whispered, can the utmost efforts of the young debutante

produce, when the pathetic accents of a Pasta are still

vibrating in the public ear? At length came the famous

and terrible Se il padre m'abbandona ! A silence more

calculated to alarm than to encourage the young singer,

reigned through the whole house. She advanced towards

her father, and in a supplicating attitude addressed to him,

in a voice solicited and subdued by grief, the words to

which Rossini has given such truth and power of expres-

sion. The austere senator, however, remuins inflexible

:

it is then that the unhappy daughter repeats, but this

time with all the agony of despair, the heart-rending words

that proclaim her lost beyond resource. This fine grada-

tion of feeling was admirably managed by the young
singer, and culled forth a spontaneous burst of applause,

which was prolonged for several minutes. In the cele-

brated romance she was equally successful ; but the part

of all others in which the cognoscenti considered her as

most effective, was the prayer which the unhappy Desde-

monn addresses to heaven before retiring to repose. Not
merely in the great movements of the piece, but even in the

accessory parts. Mademoiselle Sontag shows herself a

fiubhed performer. Nothing could be more natural

and striking than her deportment in the scene in the

chamber, and her attitude on the bed of death. After

being applauded as a great singer and admirable actress,

she here claimed every suffrage as a pretty and most in-

teresting woman.
Opera*Comique.—The novelty here has been Maza-

niello, ou U Pechf-ur Nap**htain , an opera in four acts.

The subject, which is well known and of the most inter-

esting kind, affords numerous dramatic situations to exer-

cise a composer's talent s. Several parts of the composition
excited the most lively interest

;
we would instance the

overture, which, though somewhat laboured and over-

charged with passages d la Rossini, possesses considerable

beauty ; the introduction, which was warmly applauded,

and the opening air of the hero of the pt^ce. In the
second act, an air ami a trio ; in the third, a trio full of
churming melody ; in the fourth, a duct, one of the most
learned pieces of the whole work, but rather too long. The
finale of the second act is altogether Rossinian : though
expressive of serious feeling, it is a country dance front

lieginning to end. The w hole was well cast, and obtained

a decided success. The author of the piece was perse-

vering))' demanded, and Mazuniello, who had been killed

by u shot from a carbine, became suddenly resuscitated

to announce that the words were by MM. Moreau and
Latortelle, and the music by Carafa.

Theatre dc C Odi-on.—The attraction here at present If

the Don Juan of Mozart, urrunged in four acts by M.
Castib Blaze, with words imitated from Moliere. It is

brought out with great Rplendnur of costume and deco-
ration, and, upon the whole, rather effectively cast, It

was received with enthusiastic applause. With respect

to some parts of the arrangement, we should be tempted
to reply in fhe words of the old woman who was
asked by Molibre what she thought of his Festin de Pierre :
44 Your statue bows his head, ( should shake mine

”

VExilde Rochester

,

an old Vaudeville by Moreau, which
enjoyed considerable success in its day, is to be metamor-
phosed into an opera comique, and to appear at the Feydeau.

Institution RoyaIf de Musique retigieuse.—In the first

public display of the talent* of M. Choron's pupils,

Dryden's celebrated Alexanders Feast, as set to music by
Handel, was performed, ami with a spirit and correctness

that do honour to the distinguished professor. Thia
magnificent work was heard from beginning to end with
religious silence, and applauded with the utmost enthusiasm,

by a numerous assemblage of professors and amateurs.

It is impossible, at a single hearing, to fathom the secrets

of so profound a composer ; nor can it be done unless his

works are listened to in a proper spirit In order fully to

appreciate the extraordinary merits of this great master,

we must be content to renounce the short-sighted maxims
of the modern taste, and open our minds to more enlarged

views of the art. Handel is to music what Homer is to

poetry. His works are numerous, and have nearly all

stood the test of time. Till the age of eighty, he preserved

his talents unimpaired, and never deviated from the noble

path which he had marked out for himself; he never

stooped to preitinesses and concetti ; he did not sacrifice

to the fashion of the moment ; he wrote not for an age,

but for all time.

i The three other pieces performed on the same occasion,

were the Splcndite of Mozart, Cherubini's beautiful duet,

Lauda Sion, and the Laudate of Rolle.

Ill the concert given by the MM. Herz, the lovers of

instrumental music had a great treat. The spirit, fire,

and brilliancy of execution displayed by these artists were

truly admirable, as well in the concerto ofM. Henri Herzs
composition, as in the other pieces. His variations for the

piano and violin obbligato , upon the march in Mo*e , ex-

cited the greatest enthusiasm. The piece lor the piano, d
huit mains, produced a grand effect. When the names

of MM. Herz, Pixis, aud Lizst, are mentioned, it is

needless to say that it was executed in the most masterly

manner. But little can be said in favour of the vocal

performances
; all the singers seemed indisposed except

Mademoiselle Marinoni, who, if we may judge from her

unmerciful screaming, was but in too rude health.

A musical work has just appeared here, entitled Cinm

,

quante chants Francois, mis en musique par Rouaer d*
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It contains all the vocal pieces of the celebrated

author of the Uymne dta MarsriUois. Of course this

famous production stands prominent in the collection, and

Is accompanied by the following note of the author, which

will not be read without interest: ** I composed the words

and air of this song, at Strasburg, ou the night following

the proclamation of war, in April, 1792. It was at first

entitled Chant de Carmte du Hhin , and became known
at Marseilles, through the medium of a constitutional

Journal, published under the auspices of the illustrious

and unfortunate Dictrick. When this song made its ex-

plosion some months ufler, 1 was wandering among the

mountains of Alsace, in order to save my life from the

proscription which had been denounced against me, and

from the effect of which 1 was the year following, being

the commencement of the reign of terror, thrown into

prison by Robespierre, from which I hud the good fortune

to be released the 9th Thermidor following.’'

As the state of M. Bnieldieu’s health obliges him to pass

the greater part of the year in Hie country, he had some
time since solicited permission to resign his place of

Professor of Composition in the Ecals Royale dr ilfunique.

This request has lately been complied with, and the Vi-

comte de Larochefoucaull has granted the composer the

pension to which thirty years* active service had so justly

entitled him.

[ Speaking of Don Juan, as arranged by M. Castil-

Blaze, a French Journal has the following remarks : ] We
shall not speak of the merits of this opera

; it has long
ranked among the masterpieces of its kind

;
ami yet it may

ot he Irrelevant to observe, that the revolution effected in

music by Rossini, has cast a certain taint upon the operas
of Mozart. It is probably on this account that the finest

parts of Don Juan excited only a respectful enthusiasm in

a very crowded audience. Be it, however, as it may, it

cannot be denied that Mozart has determined the true

limits of harmony, and that he attained to u height of
excellence, which other composers must despair of reach-

ing. If in his inspirations he is more tender and melan-
choly, and less captivating than Rossini, he is assuredly
more original.

The overture of Janie Henri
,
which was introduced

between the third ami fouith acts, produced a striking

effect Never did Mchul appear so worthy of being asso-

ciated with Mozart (!)

[Remarking on the performance of Handel’s Alexander'

a

Feast, the same Journal observes:] It was a very curi-

ous sight to see two of the most modern composers,
Boicldicu and Rossini, applauding with enthusiasm music
composed a century ago ; and even more curious still to
see such music electrifying the most extravagant admirers
of the fashionable compositions of the day.

On the 23rd of December, at nine o’clock, the artistes

of the The&ire Italien had the honour to give a concert at
the palace of H. R. H. Madame. Amongst the number

j

was Mademoiselle Garcia, newly arrived from Newr York, i

who sang the duet in It Barhiere with Mud. Pisaroni.
On the 25th, a vocal and instrumental concert was

given, by command, at the Grand Opera, in which the
MM. Bohrera performed.
The musical soiree of Mad. Stockhausen drew a nu-

merous audience. She was heard with the utmost plea-
sure

; but the less captivating performance of M. Stock-
hausen on the harp, was only effaced by some pretty
romances of Romagnesi, sung by Mad. S. MM. Vogt
and Baudlot were among the instrumentalists.

Cbt JDrama.

The Kino’s Theatre.

As we foresaw, this theatre opened on Saturday the 12th
of January, and not as advertised. Meyerbeer's Mar-
gherita d* Anjou was produced for the first time here. The
characters and cast were as follows:

—

Margaret of dnjou, widow of Henry VI. of
England . , ,

h'jlxratd, her ton . . ,

The Duke of !m farenne
l*aura, wife of ditto , .

Richard, Duhr of Gloucester , .

Carlo Belmonte, fotmerly an Engluh Ge-
neral, now a lender of banditti .

Michael Gammauttc, a French surgeon .

Gertrude , . .

Bettapunta, timer. Officers . •

Mad. Cakaoori.
Mile. Duval*
Sig.C’i'BtnM.

Milo. Hrambi lla.

Sip. A. Sapio.

Sig. Porto.
Sip. PCLLEQHISI,
Miss Willis.
Sig. Ddville.

( The Period is in 1 163— The scene, on the borders of Scotland-')

This drama is professed to be founded on a part of the
English history, but, except from one or two of the names,
none would conjecture from what source it was derived.
We will not waste the reader’s time by saying another
word on the share which the poet has had in the opera.
The music of Margherita d' Anjou was composed some

years ago, before M. Meyerbeer had gained knowledge
from experience, or strength from practice. A few things
in it hold out a prospect of that future success which the
Crociaio in Egiilo realized. Had we heard it, when first pro-
duced, we should have said—** there are glimpses in this of
talent not yet thoroughly developed : with time and reflec-

tion, the composer, a young mull devotedly attached to the
art, and independent in fortune, will distinguish himself*
It may be said, that nothing is more easy than to prophesy
after the event; but we appeal to any judge of lyric com-
position, whether such would not have been the opinion

of nearly all who were qualified to deliver one. Two of
the chorusses are marked by vigour and originality : one
of them evidently became the ground-work of a fine chorus
in the Crociato. A trio for three base voices (most cruelly

murdered) also shews the some spirit, a strong wish in

the author to extricate himself from the bondage of the

fashionable school. But nearly all else is quite in an or-

dinary style, devoid of melody and expression
;

and the
grand airs, as they are termed, for the prima donna and
the primo uomo , are quite contemptible. But what is

wanting in music is made up in noise: trumpets, trom-
bones, and drums make unceasing war on our ears; and
a grande-cause, a kind of orchestral infernal machine, not
only drowns what little harmony there is, but leaves us in

that slate in which many find themselves after a review of
artillery. The whole was performed with great accuracy,
— the choral part particularly; which, indeed, was to be
expected after a numlier of rehearsals never before known
in this theatre; labour which, had it been directed with
judgment, would have been bestowed ou some work of
merit.

Of the performers we need not say much. To allot

such a character as that of Marghtrila to Madame
Caradnri, was to prove how little the management con-
sulted her power, her style of singing, and her acting. To
give any effect to the part, the strength of a Calalaui, and
the energy of a Pasta were required. The forte of Ca-
radori is wholly in another line; she appears to advantage
in what is calm, gentle, and demanding little vocal

exertion. Signor Curioni has been censured for coldness.
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and by way of avoiding; the imputation on the present oc-

casion. he strained till his voice, once so sweet, appeared
quite changed in quality—became hard and disagreeable.

I

Of Pellegrini we must now, if we mention him at all, 1

apeak in the past tense. Porto, the contra-basso of the

company, made the best figure of all the party. But is lie
|

intended to be the basso cantante? Zuchelli certainly
j

cannot come
;
and Galli will not be permitted to quit

^

Paris. Mr. A. Sapio made his dcbftt in this opera. His
|

voice, as well as his visage, was lost in a plume of i

feathers, which were so contrived to project from his hat
as to cover his face almost entirely. We cannot at

present soothe him with the hope that he will shortly make
a figure on the opera stage ; but he possesses capabilities. !

'The most unobjectionable individual among all the per-

formers, was Madile. Duval, who never opened her lips. \

Her character exactly suited her age and qualifications.

Concerning the orchestra we shall now say a few words ;

in doing which we avail ourselves of the communication
of an intelligent correspondent, who is an able judge, and
a credible witness.

* 4 This department,** says he, “ was,
|

according to public announcement, to be considerably aug- .

mented, by performers from the Philharmonic and Ancient
\

Concerts. Not the smallest increase has been made ; by
far the greater portion of those u’hose names are now, for 1

the first time, ostentatiously, and as a blind, inserted in .

the bills, have been in the opera band for many seasons,
j

But why did not the “ stage- manager and director of the .

music” honestly tell the subscribers, that Messrs. Mori, !

Lyon, F. Wore, Monzani, jun., four principal performers, 1

and others, had resigned their situations in disgust.
1

Where then is the augmentation ?—Yes, there is one
j

added ; a person imported from a provincial theatre, who
is to fiddle in the orchestra, and to write puffs in the

newspapers, in support of his friend and i>atron, the
4 stage-manager,* Nicholas Charles Boclisa"! Some-
thing, however, is done ; the leader of the band is de-

prived of his legitimate power, by not having been per-

mitted to have a voice in choosing the band over which he

is to preside, and for which the leader is responsible.”
** M. Vogt, the principal oboe at Paris, whose name ap-

peared in the bills, is not here, nor is it likely that he was

ever intended to be. But there is a little boy sitting I

among the wind instruments : is he to represent M. Vogt?
'

Poor fellow ! instead of going to the opera at eight o’clock, I

he had much better be thinking of some other operation,

of retiring to his natural rest.”

Our correspondent’s hint tends to explain some accounts
i

in the newspapers of the opening of the theatre. Accord-

ing to most of them, every thing was good
;
even the

absence of the grand chandelier, nml the consequent dark-

ness, was made a subject of panegyric. When, on the

following Saturday, this was restored, the return of light

became the theme of praise ! One journal is in ecstacies,

because the performers *ang in tune ; and adds, that the

opear 41 lias many fine strains, both of passionate and
pathetic melody.” Such a style is strongly confirmatory

of our correspondent’s intelligence.

This opera failed entirely. So much for the encomiums
heaped on it!—The theatre, therefore, was closed on the

following Tuesday, and an attempt was made to get out

Zelmira by the next Saturday; but “a principal performer

fell ill.” That is, in honest English, a Signor Piozzi, who

* We are in possession of a curiosity in the newspaper way; a Britioi

Mercury for the year 1B25, transmitted to us by the Editor. We may
have occasion to refer to this, parbipv

1 is engaged as a tenore, was tried at a rehearsal, aftd far
the first time it was discovered that he would not do ;

Mart;herita was therefore, perforce, once more performed
to empty seats. But if Zelmira be produced, it will
inevitably fail, for it is utterly unfit for Mad. Pasta’s voice

;

and, moreover, there is no second tenor. This establish-
ment, however, is about to pass into the hands, for the
present season, of Messrs. Laurent and Laporte, who, it

is to he hoped, will mukc some thorough changes in it.

Wc shall be most happy to unnounce them in our next.

Drury-Lane Theatre.

Isidore di Merida continued to be performed till near the
end of the month, when it was given alternately w ith The
Turkish Lovers, in which Mad. Feron and Braham took
the principal parts. We are glad to learn that Miss
Patou is about to re-appear here.

Covent-Garde* Theatre.

The feeble opera of Native Land has been got up again ;

Mad. Vestris as Biondma, Miss Hughes in the character
of Clymante, and Mr. Wood in the part of Aurelia, Mad.
Vestris is, as in many other pieces, its chief support. Miss
Hughes, in spite of the daily and undaunted pulling

lavished on her, is not a singer to maintain a first rank
on the stage of a winter theatre. Who has been her mas-
ter, we know not, but we know thut she has no school, as
the phrase is, and seems not to possess that which is

worth a dozen masters, even good ones, a predisposition,

a knowledge of the best music, and an opportunity of hear-

!

ing first-rate performers. But her greatest defect is that

of ear
;
she too often sings a quarter of a note too sharp.

|

This is, we fear, an irremediable fault.

Of the contradictory accounts of Mr. Wood, in the daily

papers, our friend the Dilettante has, we are told, taken

some notice. They speak volumes as to the state of

musical criticism. Mr. W. is not unlike Broadhurst in

|

voice and manner; perhaps he has more power. The
quality of his tones is not good, though not uctually dis-

pleasing. He has not the true voce di petto , for, without

being absolutely u voce di testa, it does not come pure

from the chest, but is rather modified in its passage, and
takes a character which partakes of the na:>ul. II is in-

tonation, also, is not perfect, and his manner, though well

adapted to the multitude, is not likely to captivate the

connoisseur. His first air, Rossini’s 44 Aurora” (we forget

the English words), was better than his grand sccna,
41 Deep in a dungeon** (we believe), which was what some
folks call energetic, but what we denominate bawling. In.

this the galleries delectuted, and encored the noise ; upon
which wc quitted the house.—

French Theatre.

It only comes within our plan to notice musical dramas,

but we cannot withhold a very few w'ords in praise of

M. Pcriet, who has performed, and will perform again, it

is to be hoped, the part of Tartuffe, in a manner quite

inimitable.

The Vaudevilles are exceedingly lively, and the music

uncommonly airy and pretty. There is no pretension in

it ; the singers have no affectation, therefore are not

vulgar, and sing in perfect time. The visitors are of the

highest order. What the opera was, the French play is*

in respect of audience.
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MEMOIR OF MADAME MARA,
(Gmrtmded from jtagt 28.)

Im London, where Madame Mara had long been ex-

pected, she obtained the most enthusiastic reception. She

made her first appearance at the Pantheon, and so great

was the attraction, that the receipts of the house are

stated to have amounted to a most enormous sum •* The

Prince of Wales, himself an accomplished amateur, im-

mediately became her warm patron. Under these cir-

cumstances, it is easy to conceive that she became an

object of envy, not only to the Italian, but also to the

English singers. An event, however, took place, which

at once established her fame, and placed her henceforth

far above the reach of envy. His Majesty, George

III., that munificent patron of the arts, conceived the

idea of paying a marked tribute to the memory of his

favourite composer, the immortal Handel. For this pur-

pose, it was decided that a selection of music, exclusively

from the works of this great man, should be performed

in Westminster Abbey. Solicitous to exert her talents

in doing honour to her immortal countryman, and, per-

haps, wishing to do away the unfavourable impression

which had gone forth against her, Madame Mura tendered

her gratuitous services. Her offers were accepted; and

in presence of the court and the assembled nobility, she

produced an impression which will never be forgotten.

At the head of above two hundred and fifty singers,

supported by an orchestra of more than two hundred and

seventy persons, she exerted herself in a manner which

called forth the enthusiasm of the greatest number of

amuteurs ever assembled in England. So peculiarly

clear, and so decided, was the character of her voice, that

it was distinguishable among the whole of this imposing

orchestra. TTic manner in which she gave the sublime

air, “ I know that my Redeemer liveth* was the acme
of her triumph, and stamped her fame as the first singer

in the world.

In the Italian opera she continued to extend her tri-

umphs, and her renown spread to the remotest parts of the

kingdom. She received an invitution to Oxford, blit her

reception in this seat of the Muses does not afford the

• The German biographer mentions a specific sum, which he makes
•mount to about 20,000/. Kngli«h money! There evidently is some
prodigious mistake here iu the account given to the writer of the

memoir; and probably the printer has had bis share in so capital a

blunder. Mara was Car from successful on her first appearance- Dr.

Burney, Sn his History of Music, (vol. hr., p. 519) says, that she arrived

“in the spring of 1784, being engaged to ring six nights at the Pan-

theon. The dissolution of parliament, ami general election happening

toon after Her arrival, the audiences to which she sung were not tery

numerous, por bad the performance the effect it deserved. till she sung

in Westminster Abbey.” Of the effect she produced in this church, at

the commemoration of Handel, the same historian thus writes

“The universal rapture visible in the countenances of this uncommonly
numerous and splendid audience, during the whole time Madame Mara
was performing, exceeded every silent expression of delight from music
whicn I bad ever before witnessed. Her power over the sensibility of

the audience teems equal to that of Mrs. Siddona. There was uo eye
within my view which did not

4
silently a gentle tear let fall ;*

nor, though long hacknied in musk, did I find myself made
1 " of stronger earth than others/

At the end of ber performance of this air, [“I know that mv Redeemer
liveth") the audience seemed bursting with applause, for which the place

allowed of no decorous means of utterance.”

—

Burney’t Account of the

Muttcni Performance in Commemoration of Handel.

March, 1828,

most favourable opinion of the boasted liberty of Old
England.

In the grand concert given here, she had made choice

of a piece equally calculated to display her powers in the

adagio, and in passages of the most brilliant kind.

Scarcely was this imposing air, which demanded so great

an exertion on the part of the singer, finished, when
from all sides a loud and continued encore resounded.

She was so exhausted by the efforts she had made, that

It was physically impossible for her to comply with the

wishes of the audience. She advanced a few steps for*

ward, and in a graceful attitude pleaded for indulgence;

but she was not heard. The audience became tumultuous,

and in the midst of the uproar she retired. Hoping that

no further notice would be taken of this occurrence, she
appeared at a second concert, but was received with
hisses and loud disapprobation. In the mean time, the

orchestra began the ritornrllo. She collected her ener-
gies, and sung with more than usuul power. At the first

burst of her voice, tumult was instantly hushed, and the

most profound silence reigned. Her exertions, however,
overcame her, and at the conclusion of the air she fell

back into her seat exhausted. It might have been ima-
gined, that hearts, however acrimonious, would have been
touched by a scene like this

;
but such was not the case

with the offended amateurs of Oxford. On the instant,

a furious burst of hisses and yells ensued
; and the singer

was fairly hooted out of the assembly.
This striking display of English liberality did not termi-

nate here. Dr. Chapman, the Chancellor of the Univer-
sity, raised his voice ; he made her formally acquainted
with the displeasure of the whole body of the gownsmen,
and prohibited her from ever singing again at the Uni-
versity. Nay, more, in order to make this circumstance
known beyond the wulls of this seat of the Muses, the
following announcement appeared in the Oxford Journal :—“The unbecoming conduct of Madame Mara has given
rise to just complaint ; but, we doubt not, that as the
Oxonians have taken upon them to become her tutors,

she will henceforward know better how to comport herself.”

After this, she took her leave of Dr. Chapman and his

party in the following note, which appeared in the same
journal. “ Through an attack of pleurisy, which I had at
Berlin, I am forbidden by my physician to sing too long
together, to walk quick, to remain long in a standing
position, or to undertake any strong or continued exer-
cise. The neglect of this is sure to be attended with
severe pains in the chest, lightness of the lungs, Ac. At
the same time, I may be allowed to remark, that, not
having been previously acquainted with llie particular

etiquette required relative to sitting or standing, I do not
think I merit the injustice and party spirit which has dis-

played itself against me in so strange a manner. As to

Dr. Chapman himself, he deserves nothing but my pity*.
0

• This, of course, is Mara's own version of the affair. The fact is,

that she most pertinaciously refused to stand while the Hallelujah chorus
was singing, though the custom was explained to ber by Dr. Hayea, and
by the performers who surrounded her. Mara too often conducted
herself in this country in a most unbecoming manner, and frequently met
with reproof; which, however, produced little if any effect on her

stubborn spirit—Editor,
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Besides this mortification, Madame Mam had, at this

time, others of a more serious nature to encounter. Her
domestic comforts suffered a severe blow by the unfortu-

nate conduct of her husband, from whom it will be seen

that she was finally obliged to separate.

After a stay of four years in London, where she con-

tinually strengthened herself in the public favour, she

received an invitation to Turin, whither she repaired, in

1789, for the season of the Carnival. It is the established

custom at this theatre to open the new season with a

iVesh singer, who supplies the place of another singer,

either a soprano or a tenor. The tenor whom she was to

succeed, was desirous of retaining his situation, and felt

piqued at being succeeded by a German. lie, therefore,

used every endeavour to detract from her reputation, and
absolutely decried her as little less than a perfect monster.

This being communicated to Madame Mara, immediately

upon her arrival in Turin, she determined to devise a plan

for mortifying the invidious Signor. She, therefore, made
her appearance at the first rehearsal in a formal old-

fashioned dress, and sung as much out of tune as pos-

sible. The Italian was now sure of his triumph. lie

addressed himself to every one he knew, saying—“ Did I

not say so ? In person she is ugly as sin ; and her voice

—

never was heard so vile a jargon of sounds.” But when,

on the following evening, Madame Mnru appeared hand-

somely, yet simply, attired, and enraptured every heart

with the magic of her song, nothing could exceed the

mortification of her calumniator, and from that moment
he was seen no more in Turin. The German songstress

was crowned upon the stage, and the next day was ho-

noured by an invitation to court, where she was received

by the king and queen with the most distinguished testi-

monies of kindness, and at her departure wus loaded with

rich presents.

Her reception at Turin was altogether so flattering as

to induce her to accept another engagement in Venice.

There she had again to contend agaiust the rivalry and
jealousy of the Italian singers, and again came ofT victo-

rious. The attentions she met with were of the most
flattering kind ; and on the night which terminated her

engagement, a magnificent and unexpected fete was got
up for her. Immediately after the fall of the curtain,

when called upon the stage to receive the congratula-

tions of the public, she found a richly-ornamented throne

prepared for her. No sooner was she placed thereon, than

the clouds above opened, and showers of roses, inter-

mingled with sonnets in her praise, descended around
her ; while, at the same moment, the curtain rising from
behind, showed figures of Apollo and the Muses, who
were pointing to her with looks of admiration. After

this, she was waited upon by a deputation of ladies and
gentlemen, who came to offer her their congratulations ;

nor would they permit her to depart till she had given
her promise to return, and renew her engagement the

following season.

After this, she received invitations to Rome and Naples,

hot the recollection of the admonition given her by Maria
Antoinette continued to weigh upon her mind, and being

determined to penetrate no farther into Italy, she returned

to London, in 1790. Here, however, she was doomed
to encounter many disagreeable circumstances. The ex-

travagances nnd indiscretions of her husband, whom she
had left behind, had long been a topic of conversation,

and she was accused of being a participator in them:
nothing, however, could be further from the troth. She
soon rose superior to the attacks of envy and malevo-

lence ; at the first magic tones of her voice, the spell

raised against her was at once dissolved, and she was re-

ceived with acclamation.

After some time spent in this capital, she visited Paris,

in 1792, intending to return to Germany, but the war
which desolated that country obliged her to abandon her
project. While in Paris, she was witness to some of the

horrors of the revolution. On one occasion, observing

an immense concourse of people, she inquired the cause,

nnd was informed that it was the mob accompanying the

unhappy queen to the Temple. A few moments after, she
beheld her former patroness, with countenance pale and
won, drawn in an open chariot, and surrounded by guards
with drawn swords. At this instant, the ominous expres-

sion of the ill-fated Marie Antoinette rushed across her

mind : tile words, ** Life is but too precious to me,” ut-

tered in the midst of luxury and prosperity, had now be-

come but too fearfully realized.

Her first care, after her arrival In London, was to

arrange her domestic affairs ; and painful as the alternative

was, she felt that this could not be accomplished except

by a separation from her husband. She, therefore, settled

upon him an annuity sufficient to afford him a handsome
competency for life, and from this time never beheld him
more*. During the ten years which she afterwards passed

in England, she kept up the reputation of her former

fame, and enjoyed the highest esteem of persons of
every rank. Her concerts were crowded; the last which

she gave, in 1802, produced her above seven hundred
pounds, and never did she appear to greater advantage
than in thus bidding farewell to a nation to whom she

was indebted for so many favours. Considering her long

professional labours, her powers, at this period, were

astonishingly preserved. At the performance in question,

she sung a duet, of great power, with Mrs. Billingtou ; a

test of strength from which she came offwith undiminished

reputation.

After this she returned to her native country', and the

first place where she displayed the maturity of her tulcnts,

was at Frankfort-on-the-Maine, n town which had wit-

nessed her earliest efforts, when she was taken thereby her

father, ami performed such wonders as seemed incredible

in a weak and delicate child. She afterwards made the

musical tour of the greater part of Germany, and was
everywhere hailed with n degree of enthusiasm, of which
there had never before been an example.

In 1804, she received an invitation to St. Petersburg,

where equal admiration attended her. She enjoyed the

patronage of the Imperial Family, before whom she con-

stantly sung, and by whom she was rewarded in the most
princely manner. She also delighted the public of the

same place, in several operas and concerts.

From St. Petersburg she repaired to Moscow, in 190(5,

where, considering that she had to compete with younger

artists of merit and established reputation, she could not

hut feel flattered at the warm reception she obtained. So
great, indeed, was her attachment to this place, that she

resolved to purchase a property and settle there. She now
began to feel the truth, so painful to an urtist of first-rate

abilities, that years were coming upon her, and formed

the wise resolution of quitting the world of art, before it

• Mr. Mara went to Holland, where, says Gerber, be indulged to

such a degree bis fatal inclination . tlut he was seen day and m^ht in

the lowest pot-houses, playing the violin for sailors to dance
; till at last

death, in the summer of 1808, delivered him from kb wretched exist-

ence, in Schiedam, near Rotterdam.
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quitted Iter: from this time forward, *be determined to

display her talents only in the private circle of her

friends.

But, unhappily, in the very arms of friendship, and in

the midst of that repose which had become so necessary,

misfortune surprised her. The mighty disturber of the

peace of Europe, by whom so many had been hurled from

the pinnacle of fortune, was the cause of depriving her of

all the fruits of the economy of years, and which should

have been the solace of her old age. Moscow was reduced

to ashes, and Madame Mara was happy to escape with

life the only blessing that remained to her from the

wreck. Her friends were dispersed, and she retreated to

Revel, where she was almost wholly supported by those

who had known her in the days of her glory and pro-

sperity.

In 1819, she revisited London, and in the hope ol

recruiting her finances, gave a concert at the King s

Theatre, in which she ventured to sing one of her old

songs. We are sorry to be obliged to state that much of

the interest she had left behind her in this country, had

been obliterated, and that the object of this concert was

but very inadequately accomplished *.

• Hero wc murt a^atn correct M*d. Mari’* lifograplicr, On her

arrival here in 1820 (not 1819) it era* soon discovered tlut her power*

had totally abandoned her. Tnis she attempted to conceal, by refitting

to open her tnuutb at the rehearsal of her concert
;
and had recourse to

other mean* for the purpose of deceiving the public. She n ell know

that she should never draw together more than one audience, and, in order

that this might be a numerous one, she engaged the opera-house. The

ruse however failed. The following account of the affair appeared next

day in the Morning Ckrmic/e, drawn up, as will appear, with a most

delicate regard to ber feelings, though by no moans surprising the I

truth. The article was much quoted at too time, and is particularly

apposite to the present occasion.

“ Knn'i TmkatbB/—

A

mongst the great singers of tbe last century,

Madame Mara held the highest rank ;
nature bad invested her with very

extraordinary powers, and to these endowments she auperadded the still

more valuable qualities of a most correct taste, nnd a thorough know-

ledge of her art. She shone with equal sptenduur in the florid style,

which, in her day. prevailed at the opera and in concerts, and in the more

chaste and grave music of the oratorio : she was not confined to any one

ehool—whether In the Italian, German, or English, her superiority wm
confessed, and she was as much admired in Paris as tu London. Madame

llara first arrived in England in the year 1784, and sang at the celebrated

Commemoration of Handel, where she confirmed her reputation. At this

period she was in the prime of life, both physical and professional, for site

er*s born at Cased la 17S0. She continued to hold her high situation in

this country for many years, and visited most of the provincial towns,

thus spreading more widely her fame, and enlarging very considerably

her fortune. She then went back to the continent, but relunied to

England about eighteen or twenty year* aince, and again appeared before

tl» public, though not with so much eH4l as before. She then retired,

finally oa it was supposed, to Moscow, whence she was driven at it*

destruction by the bold Russian Governor, having, it is said, lost in

that sublime conflagration, property to a large amount; and this b the

reason ascribed for her re-appearance io tlua metropolis, after the iap&e

of an interval so formidable to a person in her profession, and at her

time of Ufe. It b not, however our business to inquire into the cause of

her return, but to state that she again presented beradf to ber old frieoda,

and to their descendants, at a concert given by her at the Opera House

last night, in which she performed three souga by Guglielmi, Pacr, and

HtndeL Some good company appeared in the boxes, and a great many
tcotmofoaeurs were coUcctea in the pit. Two or three glee* were song

by Mbs Travis, the Knyvetta, Sale, tec. A fine aria of Storuc* era*

given by Braham. and a concerto wa» played by Mr. F. Cramer, who led

the bund ; the whole being conducted by Mr. Grvatorex, But over that

part which awakened tbe greatest curiosity, we must beg leave to throw

m veil
;
we shall never forget the gratification winch Madame Mara's

talents have afforded us, and wc wish not to mingle with such delightful

recollections anything of a kea agreeable nature; for tbe pleasures of

memory, though not so intense a« those of sense, arc more pure, more

under the power of tbe will, and are so seriously conducive to our hap*

prae?*, that their suspenaion ought not for one moment to be endangered,

aialets the most imperious necessity makes the demand."

Driven from Moscow, ‘where friendship and grateful

feeling had induced her to settle, she now determined to

return and end her days in her native town. Upon her

arrival at Cassel, the firat thing for which she enquired of

the landlord of the inn, vras, poor Dtr Truselgasee. The
surprise of the man may well he imagined, to hear a lady,

with a handsome travelling equipage, inquiring for a mean
little street, but on hearing her waiting woman pronounce

the name of Mara, the secret was revealed. She immo*

diately repaired thither, and enjoyed those tender and me-

lancholy feelings which a visit to the place of one's birth

awaken. ** Yes,” she exclaimed, on returning, ** I have

seen our old habitation,—I feel I am still a true Cauel*

anerin ,
(native of Cassel).*'

At Cassel, she was treated with the highest respect by

the principal inhabitants of the town. She was also ho-

noured by die most flattering attentions from the Elector

and his family, and did not quit tbe place without receiving

some more solid testimonies of their esteem.

If we are correctly informed. Mad. Mara is, at present,

residing with a Russian family of distinction, who, nobly

pitying her misfortunes, employ every delicate attention

to smooth the passage of her declining years.

Madame Mara’s character as an artist has been thus

ably drawn. The Italians say, ** that of the hundred re-

quisites to make a singer, he who has a fine voice has the

ninety-and•nine.” This held good with respect to Madame
Mara. Her voice was in compass from o to a, in nltissimo,

and all its notes were alike even and strong; but we may
also be allowed to add the hundredth requisite : that too she

possessed in a super-eminent degree, and it consisted in the

most sublime conception. Though her first impressions

led her to prefer songs of rapid execution, yet she soon

learnt to prefer those in which taste prevails, and are

touching. She was ofteu heard to declare, that the true

foundation of all good singing must lie in pure enun-

ciation, and in the most accurate intonation of the scale.

Dr. Arnold used to relate, that he had, by way of experi-

ment, seen Mara dance and assume the most violent

gesticulations while singing up and down the scale ; such

was her power of chest, that the tone was as free and

undisturbed, as if she had stood in the customary quiet

position of the orchestra.

The elocution of Mara must be considered rather as

universal than as national ;
for although she passed some

time in England when a child, and retained a little know-
ledge of the language, her pronunciation was continually

marred by a foreign accent, and by those mutilations of

our words which are inseparable from the constant use of

foreign tongues, during a long residence abroad. Yet,

uotwithstanding this drawback, the impression she made,

even upon uneducated persons, always extremely alive to

the ridiculous effect* of pronunciation, and upon the un-
skilled in music, w as irresistible. The fire, dignity, and
tenderness of her vocal appeal could never be misunder-
stood ; it spoke the language of all nations, for it spoke
the feelings of human nature. Indeed, Mara was truly

the child of sensibility; every thing she did was directed

to the heart. Her tone, in itself pure, sweet, rich, and
powerful, took all its various colourings from the passion

of the words she sung. Heuce, she was no less true

to nature and feeling in The Soldier tired, and in the

more delicate Hope told a flattering tale, than in Han-
del’s sublime air, I know that my Redeemer tiveih. Her
tone was, perhaps, neither so sweet as Billington’s, nor so

powerful os Catalani’s, but it was the touching language

of the soul. It was on the command of the feelings of

H 2
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her audience that Mara rested her claim to renown. She
left surprise to others, and was wisely content with an

patently, but not really, humbler style; and she thus

ose the part of genuine greatness.

Madame Mara's acquaintance with the science of music

was considerable, and her facility in reading notes asto-

nishing. Perhaps ahe was indebted to her violin for a

faculty at no time very common. It has been observed,

that all players on stringed instruments enjoy the power
of reading and writing music beyond most others: they

derive it from the apprehension of the coining- note, or dis-

tance of interval, which must necessarily reside in the mind,

and direct the finger to its formation. The two branches

of art are thus acquired by the violinist in conjunction*.

Her execution, too, was very great, and though it differed

materially from the agility of the present fashion, it must be

considered as more true, neat, aud legitimate, as it was
less quaint and extravagant, and deviated less from the

main purpose of vocal art—expression. Mrs. Billington,

with a modesty becoming her great acquirements, volun-

tarily declared that site considered Madame Mara's exe-

cution to be superior to her own in geuuine effect, though

not in rapidity. Mara's divisions always seemed to convey

a meaning ; they were vocal, not instrumental ; they hnd
light, shade, and variety of tone ; they relaxed from, or

increased upon, the time, according to the sentiment of

which they always appeared to partake : these attributes

were remarkable in her open, true, and liquid shake,

which was more than commonly perfect. Neither in her

ornaments, learned and graceful as they were, nor in her

cadences, did she ever lose sight of the distinguishing aud
prominent feature of the melody. She was, by turns,

majestic, tender, pathetic, and elegant
;
but in the one or

the other, not a note was breathed in vain. She justly

held every species of ornamental execution to be subor-

dinate to the grand end of operating with undivided force,

and with certainty, upon the feelings of her hearers.

True to this principle, if any one commended the agility

of a singer, Mara would ask, “ Can she sing eight plain

notes ?”

We hesitate not to place Madame Mara at the very

summit of her profession, because, in majesty and simpli-

city, in grace, tenderness, and pathos, in the loftiest

attributes of art, she far transcended all her competitors.

She gave to Handers compositions their natural grandeur

Dud effect, which is, in our minds, the very highest degree

of praise that can be bestowed. Handel is heavy, say

the musical fashion-mongers of the day. Milton would

be heavy beyond endurance, if delivered by a reader

unpossessed of taste and feeling.

* M. Bunn tells an, in his Etrmenh of Focal Science, th&t it is *

tavouriU notion of bis, that the bent way to begin the instruction of x

singer, would be, to teach him to tune an instrument, or, perhaps, to play

on the violin, while the first vocal exercises are going on, aud-iag, tlut

his opinion is coofirmed by the fact, that Madame Mara was originally

taught the violin. “ In a conversation,* sap he, “which I lately had

with that lady, she fully confirmed my idea, by assuring me, that had

the a daughter, she should learn the fiddle before she sung a note. For,

aid Madame M., how can you best convey a just notion of slight

variations in the pilch of a note? By (lied instrument ? no; by the

voice ? no
;

but by sliding lb© finger upon the string, you instantly make
Uio most minute variation visibly, as well as audibly, perceptible."

{ •
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on CONSECUTIVE FIFTHS KUO OCTAVES. ,

To the Editor of the Harmonicon.
Sir, Birmingham, 7th December, 1827.

I have been much pleased on perusing the various
letters on Consecutive Fifths and octaves, which have
appeared in the Harmonicon, because such a discussion
will augment the collection of valuable materials for an
appendix to the musical grammar, and thus assist in
bringing the records of the theory of music up to the
practice of our day.

The present state of the art, which leaves the critic to
his own taste and discretion, in either receiving or rejecting
the practical addenda to the musical Itx scripta con-
tributed by distinguished modem composers, seems to
make the completion of the code a desideratum. For
while the rules compiled and perfected by the Kirnbergcrs,
the Marpurgs, the Sulzers, and others of the last age,
remain the same in number, the exceptions have so much
increased by the use of remarkable dissonances and no less

remarkable solutions of them, that they exceed in amount
and bulk the original text. These characteristics of the
modem school, in belonging to the history of the art,

claim naturally a place on her page, where, critically

examined, they may afTord additional means lor the forma-
tion of a fair and universal canon of criticism. Whether
the black-letter (or white-note, I ought rather to say)
musician would, after such a review of music, consider its

march a retrogressive or a progressive one,—whether he
would look upon the music that is, as the music that

should be, is quite another question.

The (esthetic advancement of music, as experience
proves, does not depend so much on the merely mathe-
matical or physical truths that guide strict theorists, as on
the geniua that applies and modifies them. Hence a
Beethoven, a Rossini, a Clcmenli, &c. arc, and should be,
unfettered. Goldoni's

" Im para V arte

E mettiU da parte"

is a maxim they arc entitled to follow'. Conscious of
purity of taste, they may venture to outstep, in toco

,

the
lingering pace of theory, and enroll the new modulations
and combinations, to which the fertility of their invention

gives birth, amongst the laws of the art. But for this

privilege of genius, the novelty and elegance of Huydn
himself might have been condemned by pedantry as
heterodoxy, and music would even now be confined, as it

was for centuries, to canons and all the trifling subtleties

ofdouble counterpoint. Though even during the exclusive

reign of the severe style of music, “ when nothing passed

for beautiful that was not a canon,” men of talent, adepts

in the art, foresaw that a time would and ought to arrive

when this rigour must abate. Stulzell, Kapellmeister of

Gotha, one of the greatest contrapuntists of his time,

exclaims at the end of a treatise on a perpetual canon

:

“ I hope that God, who has given to us mortals the

charms of music for a far higher purpose Ilian that of

cramming several parts, however many there may be, into

the same notes and line, will permit the Studium Elhico -

melodicum to gather strength ; for then we shall, nay, we
must, hear of mightier wonders in the art than canons,

though iuverted, augmented and diminished in a thousand

shapes.”

Happily, music has "gathered strength;*' the trammels

of rules, which, as Lady Morgan says, made it requisite

" to work a piece of music like a mathematical probtem,’*

are reserved for one species of composition, instead of
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governing all. However Immutable nature’s laws of har-

mony may be per se, music will probably always be subject

to a change of taste. While fashion exerts influence over

bealth and science, as in the College of Physicians, or in

the Royal Society, determines the adoption of a new
drug, or a new theory, she will not be denied her dictum

concerning an overture, or a new song, at the opera-house

or in the concert-room.

The subject of consecutive 5°“ and S’* has been so ably

discussed that I shall not presume to offer any additional

illustration of it.
** It were,'’ as Kimberger says, “ absurd

to condemn an otherwise good composition for a few
5*** and 8*“.* Where a great master writes them pur-

posely, he can probably give a good reason for his con-

duct ; and if they find their way into superior works

through inadvertency, the very fact of their not having

offended the ear of a good musician, of their having

escaped also the observation of his eye, pleads powerfully

their excuse.

The means to ovoid them in free compositions ore,

however, so manifold, that in these they are perhaps even

less defensible than in those of a severer class, paradoxical

as the opinion may seem. In learned compositions, such
as fugues, in which one or several phrases, and fragments
of them, frequently furnish all the substance of an intricate

web of four or more parts, it may so happen, that, with

the exception of nn unfortunate open or covered 5A or 8**,

a most ingenious and scientific structure has been raised,

which the author is reluctant to abandon for a trivial

fault. Even the works of J. 8. Bach, perhaps the most
profound contrapuntist of his or any age, who prided

himself on his correctness, are not entirely free from
instances of this kind.

I perfectly agree with your intelligent correspondents,

that the 5
A

in the chord of the extreme sharp offends

the eye far more than the ear. Mozart himself, in spite

of the rule—that rests or holding notes do not render such

consecutive intervals defensible, has used this chord,

though certainly improved bv syncopation. Haydn, how-
ever, generally preferred the Italian 6*, with the third

doubled, in four parts.

I come now to that which, in truth, is the chief purpose
of this letter; I mean the question as to what really is the
fundamental bass, not merely in theory, or by derivation,

but in practice, of the chord of the extreme sharp 6 th
with

erfect 5*\ if such a question be solved, as now proposed

y several of your intelligent correspondents, in the
manner indicated by the following example
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Mr. Hewitt, !n the 57th number of your former series,

gives this example of the chord in question, in the key of
c, and assigns to it p as a fundamental bass. I have
not the least doubt, from the critical and original spirit Mr.
Hewitt displays, that the reasoning whence he derives this

result will be found highly ingenious, whenever he may
feel induced to publish the principles thut guide him in

giving fundamental basses to chords generally, and to this

chord in particular ; and I cannot here refrain, anxious as
I am to obtain information on such a subject, to express

the wish that he would favour the public with n view of his
ideas. But that gentleman admits himself, that p cannot
be used m the direct motion as a fundamental bass,

hinting, however, that “ in an opposite direction, such a
combination would not be bad." Though, as my sig-

nature imports, I am disqualified from entering the lists

with a theorist by profession, and the less so because the
train of conclusions that influence him is as yet withheld,

I own that I can scarcely conceive a fundamental bass,

descending a minor 7th
, admissible in this or any other

chord.

That Mr. Hewitt derives this chord from a peculiar

combination, is evident from the number of supposed
anomalies which he makes it imperative on all, who prefer

d as the fundamental bass of this chord, to reconcile to it,

which difficulties he states In seven distinct queries. The
propriety of trying the claim of d, to be the fundamental
required by such a test, is, perhaps, in a science that

relies so little upon mathematical certainty, somewhat
questionable ; nevertheless I do not consider myself com-
petent to assert that some of these queries may not militate

against r>.

But whatever be the origin of this chord—it appears
to me that the real problem to be solved is, not what is

theoretically correct, but what is practically applicable;
and, in all probability, the true solution of the difficulty

will unite both requisites. In the chord of the French 6th,
a flat, c, o, p#, the fundamental bass is evidently o: the
greatest masters use it, and, except in the chord of the
German 6A, the e flat of my example has ever been con-
sidered as a suspension of d, to which it must descend
previously to the chord of o being heard. That open con-
secutive fifths would ever be allowed and defended, never
entered the imagination of the framers of musical gram-
mars.

If, however, modern freedom, in throwing off all restraint,

argue for the use of these consecutive 5"**, this chord of the
extreme sharp 6“ becomes, as it were, a new chord, un-
connected with the theory of the chord of the French sixth,

and different, in its treatment, if not in principle, from that

of the German sixth, to which great musicians have given

rt (see above example) as a fundamental bass, and
actually used it ; Cherubini, for instance, in his Lodouka.
I am ready to admit, then, that in such a chord, d is

neither considered as the fundamental bass, nor would it

be practicably tolerable ; and that the very few instances
of the use of pg, taking into account the frequency with
which this chord occurs, speak little in its favour. At the

same time I cannot agree with Mr. Hewitt in believing f
eligible.

But what, in such case, is the fundamental bass of this

chord, and also, in most instances, of that of the French
sixth?

I may, perhaps, be permitted to inquire, if the annexed
Phrygian cadence does not offer the required solution ?

Phrygian Cadence transposed.
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8om«, and amongst them most probably Mr. Hewitt,
derive the chord* of the Italian and of the German sixth

(to which thorough-bassists generally give a common
origin) from this cadence, in which it is only necessary to

substitute an extreme sharp for a major sixth, conformably
to the modern scale, and the habit the ear has acquired
of expecting a suhsr.Miionium modi or leading note, to

obtain the required chord. For the Phrygian scale,

being, from the position of the semitones, deprived of a
major seventh, is the only one in which the leading note

is a minor seventh ; though, perhaps, its flat supertonic

might be considered a leading uote in that scale, not-

withstanding its natural tendency to descent instead of
ascent, as it possesses nil the requisites of a semitoniurn

modi.
Phrygian Scale frantpoaed,
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the third of which, in modern practice, is major.

This derivation will, I believe, not only present answers
to Mr. Hewitt's queries,— (for though the third of the

Phrygian scale is originally minor, it is major in modern
practice,)—but at the same time give hope of n funda-

mental bass, correct in theory, and agreeable in practice,

being found lor the chord in question. This bass is

probably the supcrtonic of the Phrygian scale, or a flat of
the example.

I nm led to surmise this from the consideration that

every mode, ancient or modem, has two chief cadences,

by means of the dominant and subdominant, except the

Phrygian mode, which, because its dominant is without a
perfect fifth, makes its cadences by the supertonic and the

sub-dominant. The supcrtonic, therefore, evidently docs
the oflice of the dominant in this mode, and forms a fun-

damental bass, mi generis certainly, yet not less powerful
and striking than the dominant in other modes. Hut, even

if this view should prove erroneous, (and I shall feel the

greatest pleasure in being set right,) is not usage, in music as

a language, independent of etymology ? Appealing to cus-

tom, then, does not the a Hat of the above example fulfil

already all the functions of n fundamental boss ? Is there

any interval in the Phrygian scale, or, if it be preferred, in

the scale of p minor, that can, practically

,

supply its

place? Is it not, in fact, very generally used as the fun-

damental bass of the German sixth ? And is it not always,

in compositions of more than four parts, doubled in pre-

ference to any other interval ?

I hope that the liberty I have taken in addressing you
on a subject which should only be handled by masters,

w ill find an excuse in the wish for information that dictated

this crude (I fear) and unmatured letter.

I have the honour to remain, &c.

An Amateur.

REMARKS OX MUSIC BY SIR W. JONES.

Music, as a Science, belongs to an interesting part of

‘natural philosophy, which, by mathematical deductions

from constant phenomena, explain* the causes and pro-

perties of sound, limits the number of mixed or harmonic
sounds to a certain series which perpetually recurs, and

fixes the ratio which they bear to each other, or to one

leading term
; but considered as an arf, it combines tbe

sounds, which philosophy distinguishes, in such a manner
as to gratify our ears, or affect our imagination ; or, by
uniting both objects, to captivate the fancy while it pleases
the sense, and speaking, as it were, the language of beau-
tiful nature, to raise correspondent ideas and emotions in
the mind of the hearer : it then, and then only, becomes
what is called a fine art, allied very nearly to verse, paint-
ing and rhetoric, but subordinate in it* functions to pa-
thetic poetry, and superior in its power* to eloquence.

Hence, it is the province of the philosopher to discover
the true direction and divergence of sound, propagated by
the successive compression* and expansions of air, as the
vibrating body advance* or recedes ; to show why sounds
themselves may excite a tremulous motion in particular
bodies, as in the known experiment of iustruments tuned
in unison ; to demonstrate the law, by w hich the particles
of air, when it undulates with great quickness, are conti-
nually accelerated and retarded ; to compare the numbers
of pulse* in agitated air, with that of the vibrations which
cause them ; to compute the velocities and intervals of
those pulses in atmospheres of different density and elas-
ticity ; to account, as well as he can, for the affections
which music produces ; and, generally, to investigate the
cause* of tile many wonderful appearances which it ex-
hibits : but the artist , without considering, and without
even knowing any of the sublime theorems in the philo-
sophy of sound, may attain his end by a happy selection of
melodics and accents adapted to impassioned verse, and
of times conformable to regular metre ; and, above ull, by
modulation

,

or the choice and variation of the modes, as
they ore called.

Although we must assign the first rank, transcendently
and beyond all comparison, to that powerful music which
may be denominated the sister of poetry and eloquence,
yet the lower art of pleasing the sense by a succession of
agreeable sounds, not only has merit, and even charms*
but may, I persuade myself, be applied on a variety of
occasions to salutary purposes : whether, indeed, the sen-
sation ofhearing be caused, as many suppose, by the vibra-
tions of an elastic ether, flowing over the auditory nerves
and propelled along their solid cnpillaments, or whether
the fibres of our nerves, which seem indefinitely divisible,

have, like the strings of a lute, peculiar vibrations propor-
tioned to their length and degree of tension, we have not
sufficient evidence to decide ; but we are sure, that the

whole nervous system is affected in a singular manner by
combination* of sound, and that melody alone will often

relieve the mind, when oppressed by intense application to
business or study.

The astonishing effect* ascribed to music by tbe Greek*
of old, and, in our days, by the Chinese, Persians, and
Indians, have probably been exaggerated and embellished;

nor, ifsuch effects had been really produced, could they be
imputed, I think, to the mere influence of sounds, how-
ever combined or modified ; it may, therefore, be suspected
that such wonder* were performed by music in its largest

sense, as it i* now described by the Hindus, that is, by the

union of voicei, instruments, and action, for such is the

complex idea conveyed by their term Sangkta. Now it

may easily be conceived, that such an alliance with the

potent auxiliaries of distinct articulation, graceful gesture,

and well -adapted scenery, must have a strong effect, and
muy, from peculiar associations, operate so forcibly on
very sensitive minds, a* to excite tears, make the heart
palpitate with violence, or wen compel the hearer to start

from bis scat with the look, speech, and actions of a man
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in a frensy. In this way only can we attempt to account

for the indubitable effects of the grand airs and impas*

sinned recitative in the Italian drama, where three beau-

tiful arts, like the graces united in a dunce, are exhibited

together in a state of excellence, which the ancient world

could not have surpassed, and probably could not have

equalled : an heroic opera of Mctastasio, set by Pergolesi,

or by some artist of his incomparable school, and repre-

sented at Naples, at once displays the perfection of human
genius, awakens all the affections, and captivates the ima-

gination at the same iustant through all the senses.

When such aids as a perfect theatre would afford are

not accessible, the power of music must, in proportion, be

less ; but it will ever be very considerable, if the words of

the song be fine in themselves, and not only well translated
]

into the language of melody, with a complete union of

musical and rhetorical accents, but dearly pronounced by

an accomplished singer, who feels what he sings, and fully

understood by a hearer, who has passions to be moved ; !

especially if the composer has availed himself in his trans-

lation (for such may his composition very justly be called)

of all those advantages with which nature, ever sedulous

to promote our innocent gratifications, abundantly supplies

him. The first of those natural advantages in the variety

of modes, or manners, in which the seven harmonic sounds

are perceived to move in succession, as each of them takes

tlie lead, and, consequently, bears a near relation to the Bix

others. Next to the phenomenon of seven sounds perpe-

tually circulating in a geometrical progression, according

to the length of the strings or the number of their vibra-

tions, every ear must be sensible that two of the seven in-

tervals in the complete series, or octave, whether we con-
sider it as placed in a circular form, or in a right Hne with

the first sound repeated, are much shorter than the five

other intervals. The longer intervals we call tones, and
the shorter semitones

;

and it is evident that, as the places

of the semitones admit seven variations relative to our
fundamental sound, there arc as many modes which may
be called primary ; but we must not confound them with

our modem modes, which result from the system of chords

now established in Europe; they must rather be com-
pared with those of the Roman chnrch, in which some
valuable remnants of old Grecian music are preserved in

the sweet, majestic, simple, and affecting strains of the

plain song. Now, since each of the tones may be divided,

we find twelve semitones in the whole series ; and, since

each semitone may, in its turn, become the leader ofa series

formed afler the model of every primary mode, we have,

in all, twenty-four inodes.

Why any one series of sounds, the ratios of which are

ascertained by observation, and expressible by figures,

should have a peculiar effect on the organ of hearing, and,

by the auditory nerves, on the mind, will then only be
known by mortals, when they shall know why each of
the seven colours in the rainbow, where a proportion,

analogous to that of musicul sounds, most wonderfully

prevails, has a certain specific effect upon our eyes
;
why

the shades of green and blue, for instance, are soft and
soothing, while those of red and yellow distress and dazzle
the sight : but, without attempting to account for the phe-
nomena, let us be satisfied with knowing that some of the

modes have distinct, perceptible properties, und may be
applied to the expression of various mental emotions ; a
fact, which ought well to be considered by those per-

formers who would reduce them all to a dull uniformity,

and sacrifice the true beauty of their art to an injudicious

temperament.

March, 1828.
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EXTRACTS non this DIARY or a DILETTANTE.
(Resumed from page 37.)

January 25th. An article from a Spanish Gazette tells

us, that “ the corregidor of Madrid, considering the opera
of Otetlo immoral, has forbidden its performance at any of
the theatres/’ My feeling* are so little in unison with
those of his most Catholic Majesty, and my opinions so
adverse to nearly every thing emanating from his govern-
ment, that it must be a strong case which can lead me to

attempt a justification of any act, of either the one or the
other. Nevertheless, I do entirely concur in the pro-
priety of the injunction issued by this mayor, or tensor

tnorum, of Madrid, and am not a little ashamed when I

see the light breaking in upon us, from a quarter where
a darkness almost impenetrable commonly prevails. A
wise and noble-minded man is worked into frenzy by
shallow artifice; a lovely and immaculate woman is the
victim of a flimsy device ; the virtuous suffer ; and vice,

so far from being punished, is gratified by the complete
accomplishment of its sole purpose. Every scene draws
its interest either from cruelty that has no rational excuse,
or from suffering that leads to no moral conclusion.

Neither of the principal characters has committed a fault,
—-has been guilty even of an indiscretion, therefore, no
train of consequences arising out of error can be inferred,

and there is nothing in the conduct of either party to be
atoned for. This, I am aware, is new and dangerous
ground to tread on. I never met with but one of my
countrymen, who, thinking with me, had the courage to

avow his sentiments. But I shall not always stand so
nearly alone

; if the truth do not spring up amongst our-
selves, it will be forced upon us from abroad.

29th. I am glad to learn, though by no means sur-

prised at the circumstance, that M. Moschelcs has been
so hospitably received at Abbotsford, by Sir Walter Scott.

This most talented writer knows what is due to talent, and
never neglects to give practical proofs of his knowledge.
The account in many papers of the extemporaneous
powers exhibited by M. Moscheles during his visit to

Sir Walter are quite accurate : he excited the astonish-

ment of the other guest* by the skilful manner in which
he improvised on Scottish air.*, furnished him at the mo-
ment, and of which he had no previous knowledge. The
host and his visitor were equally pleased with each other.

301A. The suspension of dramatic performances on the

anniversary of king Charles’s martyrdom is the only out-
ward and Visible sign of national remorse now manifested
for that event ;

for the Lords seem to have ceased going to

Westminster abbey, where, by the way, they never attended
in their proper habiliments, i.e. in sackcloth, sprinkled with
ashes—and the Commons are, I believe, about as regard-

less of their duties at St. Margaret’s church. The only
memorial, therefore, of the event is, a holiday to the hun-
dreds of performers belonging to our many theatres, who
gladly seize so favourable an opportunity of joining dinner

parties annually given on this day in various quarter* of
the town, where, by their wit and talents, they turn mourn-
ing into joy, and celebrate the 30th of January a* the fi&te

of Stuart, instead of bemoaning it as the day of Stuart's

fate. Loycrs of music, too, like myself, get a concert in-

stead of a tragedy
; so that here is the source of delight

instead of repentance, to thousands who inherit the sin.* of
their fathers, by descent from the parliamentary army and
other regicides.

3 Iff. A trial night at the Philharmonic Society. None
but members were admitted, so I can only make my memo-

I
*
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randum from hearsay. The evening, I am told, was

passed in rehearsing twice over Beethoven’s last symphony,

a whimsical composition, which all of his admirers, who
possess any critical acumen, most reasonably and earnestly

wish had never escaped out of his portfolio. Any instru-

mental piece which, like this, is an hour and twenty

minutes long, must be intolerable to persons whose taste

is not in a morbid state, even were it full of beauties: but

what if otherwise? Let me put a case—suppose three

symphonies, chosen from the best of Haydn, Mozart, and

Beethoven, were performed consecutively, without a mo-
ment’s interval between ; would not the most determined

enthusiast that Germany ever gave birth to, be wearied

past endurance ? I select three cliefs-d'oeuvre, let it be re-

marked ; what theu must he the effect of an inferior pro-

duction, the duration of which is nearly equal to that of

all the other three? It is next to impossible that u genius

like Beethoven should write pages by hundreds without

occasionally showing his powers ; and there are transient

proofs of his greatness in this very composition : they,

however, are like the green spot* of the desert, delightful

to the parched traveller whose journey is compulsory,

but offering no adequate temptation to the voluntary

tourist, who is in search only of pleasure. ‘ 4 Protect me
from my friends, and I will’ take care of my enemies,”

was the saying of a man who well knew the world.

Beethoven’s shade may join in the prayer ; for those who
promote the performance of this, his worst, his most ab-

surd work, arc amongst the deadliest foes to his repu-

tation.

February 2nd. The foreign journals announce the

departure of Paganini, the celebrated violinist, from Milan

to St. Petersburg. What a change of climate ! He may,

perhaps, get a little cooled, with a thermometer at zero.

But alter writing the foregoing, I opened an Italian

packet of Gazettes, and learnt that the Signor is quietly

enjoying tire plains of Lombardy, instead of freezing in

the forests of Scandinavia.

5M. OUlto for the first time this season, and the receipts

at' the doors not half enough to pay Dcsdemona for one

night !—She was, notwithstanding, represented in a most

charming manner. But take Pasta out of the part, or

give it to any other, mid what is this opera?
. Tire minor pnragruphist in the Chronicle, tells us

to-day, that a new ojrera is in preparation for the first

appearance of Miss Stephens and Mr. Sinclair tins

season, and that it is “ adapted by Planche from a drama
by Liveoati, with original and selected music' •—by
Charles Kemble, he should have added, to make the

joke complete.

From the same quarter wre learn, that 44 Mrs. Orger
played if possible, with more naivete and nmjdicity [*tc

in orig.] than on the first night.”

On this day we read also in the Chronicle, of the 44
ac-

tivity at the Opera-house . ’’ This activity consisted in

being three months preparing an opera that failed, and

which any person qualified to judge, must have known
would not succeed. Then, by way of hiding the blunder,

in producing two or three others, that every’ performer on

the stage and in the orchestra knew by heart, and which
had been so over-worked that nobody would pay to see

them. Tancredi, for instance, did not draw enough to

defray the expense of lighting. This is activity!

The taste for good music does not, it seems, abate, or

yield to fashion, in the provinces. The fine old glees,

which would infallibly be talked down in a Loudon assem-

bly of haul ton, have been listened to with real pleasure

by the good people of Sheffield ; for I learn that, on the
1st and 2d of tliia month, at the two last of a series of
concerts given at that place, there were between five and
six hundred persous preaent each night, attracted by a
glee party, consisting of Mr. and Mrs. W. Knyvett,
Messrs. Vaughan and Bellamy. Mr. Lrndley, the great
violoncellist, also contributed his unrivalled talents on both
occasions.

7th. Our national anthem, as it is termed, 44 God save
the King,” is naturalized in Russia. It was performed
at the annual celebration of the evacuation of that country
by the French, on the 30th of last December

; the Em-
peror and his whole conrt, with all the troops that could
be collected for the occasion, being present. This is not
the only English air that merits foreign adoption. But
if strangers thus take n fancy to our national melodies,
these will at last be thought really tolerable by onr
people of fashion. Should Purcell and Arne ever be heard
at Naples or Florence—a thing not at all improbable—*
they will immediately be in vogue with the AhnackiAst
here.

Flying coaches and steam -packets are bringing town
and country to a level as to the means of enjoying lux-

uries of all kinds: amongst the rest, music. Our public

performers are here one day, and in sixty hours after, are

in Dublin. Edinburgh, &c. Mr. Cramer, who formerly
was never heard out of the metropolis, has lately been
exciting as much attraction in Ireland as he last year did

in Scotland. The Post states that he 44 gave a concert in

Dublin on the 1st of last mouth, which was well attended,

and his performance on the piano-forte quite charmed the

company. Among the various pieces which lie played,

was a fantasia, called The Bank* of the Lijfey, in which
lie introduced three popular Irish airs with exquisite feel-

ing, taste, and expression. The concert was tinder the

patronage of Sir George Murray, who, with his staff, and
a distinguished party, occupied a conspicuous part in the

Rotunda.”
II th. The following letter, addressed to the Editor,

appears in the Times of this day. It certainly calls for

some explanation from those who manage the concert for

poor Kiesewetter's family. M. Moseheles had on un-
doubted right to expect that bis services would be joyfully

accepted
; and the public arc entitled to the advantages

which his liberal offer promised them.

44 Sir,—Hearing that some surprise has been expressed
nt the absence of my name from the list of those professor*

who contribute their aid in the approaching concert for the

benefit of the widow and family of the late Sir. KiescweUer,
I am anxious that my friends and the public should know
that this omission is by no means attributable to me : on
the contrary, before I quitted London in December, on
being applied to by the principal promoter of the concert,

I informed him, and the gentlemen of the committee, that

they might command my services in any way that should

be deemed beneficial to the laudable object they hud in

view. In consequence of this obligation on my part, I
hastened back from Edinburgh, in order to be ready for

my solo-performance assigned to me. If, therefore, any
little service I might have rendered has not been made
available, you will greatly oblige me bv making it known
through your valuable paper, that it has arisen from no
want of prompt and anxious offers from your very obedient

servant, •* I. Moscueles.”

18£A. Two of .the newspapers told ns, the Monday
after the first representation of Margherita dtAnjou, that

Digitized by Google
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it had been performed “ in a moat perfect manner.” To-day

I learn from the same sources, that on its being: Riven a

second time, M
it went off with more edit, all the per-

formers being more perfect in their parts than at the

first representation.'*—“ The house was fashionably at-

tended," the same uccount adds. The boxes were full

of emptine** certainly. Did the reporter meau to be sati-

rical ? In another paper I found
“ The present opera-season promises to be most suc-

cessful.** -What are the signs ? said I to myself, before

I had finished the paragraph : but the tiling immediately

explained itself when 1 continued to read,—“ Mr. Sams,

of St, James’s-Street, has purchased several excellent

boxes,’* Ac. Ac.

Apropos de Fashion. In the New Times I find,

that, at the Choral Fund Concert, there was “a full and
brilliant blaxe of rank, fashion, and beauty.’* Now the

Choral Fund is a very laudable charity, and deserves the

support it receives which is wholly derived from benevo-

lent persons in quite the middling ranks : but as to the
*' blaze of rank and fashion,** the accouut is really too

flaming, Mr. Editor.

14/A. In the mention made by the Herald of the

performance yesterday at Guildhall, for the lienefit of the

Spanish and Italian refugees, it is observed, speaking of

the beautiful cantata which Braham sings, ami Lindley

accompanies, so divinely, that Pepusch (the composer of

it) is a name unknown in England. If the name i* not

known here, it certainly is know » nowhere ; for though the

Doctor was a German, he lived in this country during the

greater part of his life, where he married and died, and
never was heard of abroad. Pepusch’s name not known
in England !—Why his short treatise, excellent so far as it

goes, is in the possession of every one who really studies

the art of music ; and his M See from the silent grove
Alexis flies,” the very composition alluded to, has been
sung with unequivocal applause by Harrison, Vaughan,
and ilmharn, in every comer of the United Kingdoms, for

five-and-twenty years past

!

The Chronicle, in its report of this concert, says, that
** Mins Paton was not present ; her absence, we under-
stand, was occasioned by indisposition.” The writers
eyes and ears must certainly have been absent, for next
day, the

ibth, A letter appears in the same paper, from the lady
herself, stating, in few words, that she not only was pre-
sent, hut did actually sing the music announced for her !

—

The whole performance, however absurdly it may have
been spoken of, bears honourable testimony to the hu-
manity of the musical profession. Except in the instance
of physicians and surgeons,—the most benevolent and en-
lightened body in the kingdom—where shall we find any
profession which contributes to the purposes of charity
so frequently and so willingly as the musical?

During the Conversazione at the Royal Institu-
tion this evening, Mr. Furoday showed several experiments
in acoustics, and mentioned some new and exceedingly
curious facts, which he also demonstrated, to a large and
scientific assembly of between three and four hundred per-
sons. He acknowledged himself indebted for his inform-
ation on the subject to Mr. Wheatstone, of the Strand,
who is pursuing his investigations in this branch of na-
tural philosophy with an ardour that must lead to important
results. It was not a little surprising to observe the
accuracy with which Mr. Faraday hod, in a short space of
time, liccomc acquainted with the details of a science of
which he previously only knew the general laws. Equally

pleasing was it to hear the unaffectedly modest manner in

which he oscrilied his information ou the particular points

he had to explain, to the laborious and ingenious gentle-

man before named. The exhibition of some of Sir Stam-

I

ford Raffles’ Javanese musicul instruments, and the ex-

planation of the principles on which sound is produced,

|

from them, were both new and interesting. M. Eulen-

|
stein, n German wonder, was also introduced during the

j

evening, and proved, by his most extraordinary perform-
ances, that music of a superior description may be executed

on even a set of Jew's harps. He excited the astonish-

ment of all Lite company by his perfectly unique acquire-

ment.

1 (ifA. In the Reminiscences of Henry Angelo, the cele-

brated fencing master, just published, it is stated, that

Allan Ramsay *k ballad, “ Paths,” was originally set by
Sebastian Bach, for the mother of Mr. Angelo!—So at

least it is quoted in a morning paper. Though a great

deal of sense issues from the press, yet it must be admitted,

by even the most ardent of the admirers of this wonder-
working machine, that it also gives birth to an enormous
mass of nonsense.

“ Mademoiselle Soiling is engaged by the grand
Duke of Hesse Darmstadt to sing in the opera during nine

: months in the year, at a salary of fifteen hundred guilders

per annum, with the addition of a carriage, a splendid

I residence, including a cuisine in the best taste, and a re-

gular establishment of servants.”—So the furnisher of

I

small ware for the Chronicle tells us to-day. M. Laporte

j

has thought fit gravely to contradict this, slating it to be

!
the device of some enemy. Did not M. Laporte perceive

j

that the simple reporter was hoaxed?—Fifteen hundred
guilders !—Not one hundred and fifty pounds per annum !

The pour old Duke too, who lias already a favourite singer,

with whom he would not part to save his little empire!
The same paragraph adds, that this prince lead* hit own

I orchestra,—another fable from the same manufactory. I
am not surprised at seeing such trash copied by some of
the papers, but that the Examiner should give admission
to anything so palpably ridiculous, is a little startling.

La Rosa Bianca e la Rosa Rossa
, given this evening

for the first time in this country, and imputed to Mltyer.

To issue such a wretched pasticcio under so respectable a
composer’s name, is a very impudent forgery, but quite a
natural one. Can the leopard change his skin ?—Poor
.Mudnine Curadori so ill that she could not utter a note,

nearly all her part, therefore, omitted. Yet a morning
paper, I forget which, says that she ** recovered herself at

length, and the opera did not suffer/’ We have here a
very gauche sort of compliment to Madame Curadori, who
scarcely opened her mouth ; nevertheless the opera did not

suffer / Such is musical criticism.

18/A. It appears that the tricks of Mr. Ducrow's horses
ran away with the whole of the company and applause of
the city of Edinburgh, the Modern Athens ; and that Mr.
Knyvett'n glee party, the Italian performers, and Mr. Mos-
cheles, all suffered from the popularity of their equestrian

rivals. But is it matter of wonder that such steeds

should run away with anything?

A concert for the benefit of Kiescwetter’s family,

Moschclcs did not play, and no notice taken of his public

letter ; it was unanswerable, I must therefore conclude.

iiOth. It i9 now said that there is no chance of having
Mademoiselle Pisaroni here, and that a Madame Schutz is

engaged instead of her. It is also reported that Made-
moiselle Son tag has refused to perform in London, unless

she receives oue hundred pounds per night, the salary

I 2
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she supposes paid to Madame Pasta. She is not qnite

correctly informed, however, for the whole amount of the

emoluments of the latter arising out of the theatre, is about

1 18/. per night. We are fast approaching, if not posi-

tively arrived at, the state so powerfully described by
the Roman satirist

23d. The accounts of the Oratorio performed at Covent-
Garden Theatre last night, do not exactly coincide in the

daily journals
;
particularly in regard to a principal singer.

The Courier says, ** Madame Pasta made her appearance,

and was most unceremoniously hissed.” The Timet
states, that she 44 never met with a more favourable recep-

tion at any of our national theatres than on this occasion.”—44 I wish the witnesses on both sides would tell the same
story,” said a countryman serving on a jury, “ for then I

should not be puzzled between them.”

MUSICAL SEASON IN EDINBURGH.

Edinburgh, February 15, 1828.

Tuts city has had music, even to satiety, during the pre-

sent season—Signor De Begnis, Miss F. Ayton, and Signor

Torri, entered into an engagement with the manager of

the theatre, by which the profits of llie nights dedicated to

Italian Opera, were to be divided between the contracting

parties.—But although considerable applause attended

these representations, little emolument was derived from

them
;

for the loss sustained by the manager, owing to

the suspension of his usual performances, was not repaid

by these exotic novelties, and the Italian company had

little to receive, when their proportion of the gains became
divided amongst many. The performances were II Bar-

biere, II Turco, II Fanalico, and La Gazza Ladra. Of all

these II Fanalico was the most successful, owing to the

comic talents of Signor De Begnis. This gentleman gave

a concert also, which, however, was but thinly attended.

Mr. Yaniewicz, who was the leader, took a benefit, and
likewise gave a concert at the theatre. On the latter oc-

casion Miss Yaniewicz performed with considerable effect

on the piano-forte; and Miss P. Yaniewicz shewed very

promising talent on the harp. The veteran himself exe-

cuted a piece on the violin in his accustomed masterly

style.

Mr. and Mrs. Knyvett, Mr. Bellamy, and Mr. Vaughan,
gave two Glee Concerts, in the small Assembly Room,
which were but indifferently attended, though the per-

formers exerted themselves with admirable effect, in the

musical, hut not in the pounds, shillings, and pence, sense

of the word.

Mr. Rovedino (a resident here) gave a morning con-

cert, in which the principal Italian performers assisted,

from a desire to benefit their countryman, but he derived

little advantage from the undertaking.

The list of subscribers to the Professional Concert being

greatly reduced this season, its success was by no means
commensurate to the exertions of its members, to give

the inhabitants of this city an adequate idea of the works
of the great orchestral composers. The failure of this

concert may, no doubt, be attributed to the great influx of
rival performers from the south.

Mr. Moscheles gave three concerts. The first hap-
pened on the night of the Italian opera, which deprived

him of the aid of many orchestal performers, aud pro-

duced a very unsatisfactory audience, in relation to profit,

but a most satisfactory one so far as the taste and intelli-

gence of the auditors were concerned. The report made
by his select company, spread his reputation with great
rapidity, and his second concert exhibited the large Assem-
bly Room very nearly filled with an audience of the first

rank in Edinburgh. His performance on this occasion

excited so much admiration, and became so much the

subject of conversation amongst the lovers of music, that

his third concert was full to overflowing. This progres-
sive attraction of public attention was certainly in the

highest degree complimentary to Moscheles’ talents

;

and the effect which he subsequently produced on a visit

to Sir Walter Scott, when he treated extemporaneously
some national music suggested to him on the occasion,

so raised him in the estimation of this northern me-
tropolis, that he is now considered as the most eminent
pianist who has ever appeared amongst them. Miss
Eliza Paton sang with great effect in all the three con-
certs, and not unfrequently reminded the audience of the

Madame Pasta, whose style site makes her model. Mr.
Dewar distinguished himself as a leader of much judg-

ment and ability.

One of the greatest obstacles that opposed the success
of the various musical undertakings of the season, was
Mr. Ducrow and hi* horns*, against whose attractions

scarcely any other amusements could enter at all into com-
petition.

MOZART, A MUSICAL SKETCH.
(From Le Furet de Londre*.)

Mozart was a bright luminary, that at once astonished

and delighted all musical Europe by the splendour of his

vast and matchless genius. Like another Proteus, all

forms were familiar to him ; he was a mighty painter, who
had every colour and tint ready on his palette. In power
of design he was a Raphael ; in truth of expression a
Poussin

;
in colouring a Rubens ; and in mightiness of

conception a Michael Angelo.

Though the period of his existence was but too short,

it was sufficiently extended for his fame : his pen was pro-

lific, even to a prodigy, and yet all its productions were

master-pieces. The symphony, the concerto, the qualuor,

the sonata, masses, oratorios, operas—every style, every

variety of music he attempted, and excelled in all. Mozart
was a creator, (not of c new school, as some critical pre-

tenders would wish to persuade us, and which is an error

that ought to be rectified), Mozart was a creator as far as

regarded form, but not us regards fundamentals, for no
composer was more strictly classical than he: to this all

Ida works bear testimony. If some bold attempts at

novelty of effect are found in his compositions, they are

but so many inspirations justified by the situations which

originated them ; how different from the far-fetched caprices,

and the effects so full of maunerism and pretension, which

abound in the works of his frigid imitators !

Like his illustrious predecessor, Haydn, Mozart was one

of the most zealous advocates for musical unity : he pos-

sessed the talent of producing the happiest niotivos, and

the admirable art of turning them all to the best possible

account ; his tenacity upon this point was unyielding,

and he compelled everything to bend before it. Like a

sovereign master, he commands, and is obeyed ;
melody,

harmony, rhythm, all are submissive to his mandate,

ready at his bidding. If the ear be for a moment sur-

prised and puzzled, it is but a happy and playful sally,

thrown out with the finest art, in order to retard the prin-
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ripal motivo, and which, when reproduced at the conclusion

of a piece, captivates by a new charm.

It has been said that Mozart sacrificed everything to

harmonic effect : nothing cau be more unfounded than

such an assertion. It is true that he possessed a remark-

able richness of harmony, but he was never extravagant

in the use of it ; it is always made to bear a just propor-

tion to the richness of the melody. Any single opera of

Mozart has more melody, more genuine song, than a score

of the new operas which our modern dilettanti are so fond

of extolliug, in preference to the masterpieces of the good,

the real school. To what composer are we indebted for a

greater number of beautiful airs? In his Figaro, his Cte-

menza di Tito, his ZauberfioLe, his Don Giovanni, what a

host of models of thin kind 1 It is true that Mozart threw

all his melody into the vocal part, that his airs have a sus-

tained song
;
that he did not make his singers either

psalmodize or vocalize upon an orchestra which was ex-

clusively in possession of the melody, or which, when it

leaves an air to the voice, interrupts the latter at every

phrase, by little passages for the flute or oboe.

Mozart never makes his song an accessory, resembling

rather the alto part in a symphony, than the part so essen-

tially appertaining to the voices, that even in pieces of music
wholly of the instrumental kind, it is called the song or air.

This is the course which the partizans of the new musical

system pursued, and still pursue, and which led Gretry
to observe. That they had placed the statue in the orchestra,

and the pedestal on the stage.

Mozart, ever faithful to truth of expression, never makes
the Count sing like Figaro, the Countess like Marcelina,

or Cherubioo like Bartolo. Don Juan has all the factitious

graces of a libertine, but his songs are neither imitated

nor ridiculously repeated by his valet Leporello ; the

Peasant has his distinct character, and of course sings in

a style quite different from that of the unhappy Elvira

;

the Commendatorc, by his terrible accents, strikes terror

into the soul of the hearer, and the apparition of the

statue is a monument which Mozart has erected to his own
glory, of a more imperishable nature than brass

:

F.xegi monvmmtum cere pererun tit,

Party-spirtt is but another term for exaggeration, pas-
sion, and blind partiality, and, consequently, of injustice

and false judgment. Under its influence, all the recognised
principles of good taste are neglected and contemned, and
all that had been wisely interdicted and disallowed is per-

mitted, nay more, is cried up as excellent. The exclusive
partisans of the new musical system have reached this

point In their intolerance, they go so far as to call in

question the recognised merits of the founders of our lyri-

cal school, and with a view of insulting their glory, they
designate the works of these great masters, and of their

disciples, under the sneering title ofphilosophic music. We
can only say, that for our illustrious masters, and for those
among us who have had, and still have, the happiness to
be philosophical musicians, we with pleasure adopt the
epithet, and are willing to recognise it as a title of honour.

It will be a pleasing task to place before the eyes of
your readers a list of the names and works of celebrated
composers, who, during the last century, fixed the rules of

i

the musical art, and for ever determined its limits. We
shall consider it as fulfilling a duty in venturing to become
their advocate

; we have the confidence to think, that in

this simple enumeration of such illustrious names will be
found the groundwork of a glorious defence, the only one
worthy of them. Their works shall be our logic, their I

names our eloquence. 1

BOCHSA'S BANKRUPTCY.

Seldom being so fortunate as to see the Jlrighton Gazette,
we never met with the annexed notice of a letter from one
of our correspondents, till communicated to us by the

highly-respectable lady, who has been so obliging as to

address us on the subject of Bochsa’s bankruptcy. No
doubt the Editor of that journal has been grossly imposed
upon, like many others; but as a few facta are worth
unnumbered assertions, we recommend him to demand
from his informant a list of the creditors of the fellow

alluded to, who have received a dividend to the amount
stated, or to any amount at all, beyond what was ori-

ginally distributed by his assignees; which, we again

assert, on the authority of a very considerable sufferer,

did not exceed Seven Pence Halfpenny in the Pound •.

Extractfrom the Brighton Gazette, Dec. 13fA, 1827.

“ The Harmon icon*, in a furious attack this month oil

Mr. Bochsa, says that the Oratorios which he conducted
a year or two back at Covent Garden having failed, he
became a bankrupt, and paid a very small dividend. It is

only an act of justice to state a fact which we have heard,
and which, we should imagine, refers to the same trans-

action, namely, that Mr. Bochsa's affairs having a prospe-
rous turn, he afterwards paid the creditors, who had re-

ceived a dividend, the full amount of their claims. In
stating this, we do not put ourselves forth as the apolo-
gists of Mr. Bochsa, but we like to see fair play done to a
man, especially when there is a dead set against him/1

To the Editor of the Harmonicon.
Sir,

In reply to the above statement, as I am an advo-
cate for plain truth at all times, 1 beg most positively to

contradict the assertion contained in it. At the Oratorios
alluded to, the sum due to me from Mr. Bochsa was se-

venty-two guineas, ten of which were paid to me by two
young ladies, his pupils, and two more I received from
Mr. Chappell, as my dividend after his bankruptcy. I
am, therefore, at this time a loner by Mr. Bochsa of sixty

guineas, for which sum I applied by letter, previous to
my marriage, in May, 1826, but not the slightest notice
has ever been taken of my application.

You arc quite at liberty to make what use you like of
this information.

I remain. Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

Joanna Atkinson,
York, Jan. 28, 1828. (tate Miss Goodall.)

EXTRACT op a LETTER prom PARIS and MILAN.

February 14, 1828.
* * * * * I have heard Caraffa's opera,

MasanieUo, which, except a characteristic introduzione
,

and a romance or two, is composed of very ordinary

materials. He has introduced some Neapolitan melodies,

which make effect, particularly the well-known Zeza t*e

ch'io esco.

• It i» I© be renurierj that Mrs. Aliinsott only r« reived two guinea*,

tfMi is, ,‘jlh of her <icbl, from the assignees.—(&&.)
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Rossini has been endeavouring to persuade Cresccntini

to accept the appointment of Direcicur du Chant at the

Conservatoire, but he wonld not consent ; for having

made a great figure in Paris during the reign of Napoleon,

he is not willing now to return there as u mere singing-

master. In consequence of this refusal, Rossini has en-

gaged Signor Banderali, with a salary of 5000 francs.

Mademoiselle Sontag is in the fiower of her age
;

she

has a very fine voice, and much execution, but she wants

firmness iu her ornaments. The daughter of old Garcia

(uot the one who was in London in 1825) has some talent,

but inherits the defects that were so conspicuous iu her

father.

Madame Pisaroni, called the rrUran from her know-

ledge of the theatre, has great strength of voice, and is

mistress of the true style of singing. Donzclti possesses

a beautiful tenor voice, and is a very superior artist.

Almost all the pieces which have been lately composed

for the various theatres of Italy have failed. The sums
now paid to foreign singers in I^ondon arc talked of here

(Milan) with amazement. Many persons cannot be pre-

vailed on to believe what they hear on this subject. * * •

ROYAL INSTITUTION.

IMPROVEMENTS IN MUSIC PRINTING.

A Lecture on the recent improvements in Printing was
delivered at the Royal Institution, on tlic evening of

Friday, the 22d of February, by Mr. Cowper, who ex-

plained a new method of Music Printing, invented by

himself, and for which he has obtained the security of a

patent.

The novel feature of the invention is, that the note

and the staves are printed at two separate impressions,

from types or characters made of copper, and driven into

blocks of a peculiar construction.

The block, about one inch thick, is formed of three

layers of wood, to prevent warping, the upper surface being

of pear-tree or other close-grained wood. The staff lines

being ruled on the block, and the musical character written

or drawn upon them with a pen, the workman drives in

copper wire for the heads of the notes, and slips of copper

for the stems and ties. The minims, sharps, naturals, and
flats, are composed of two parts, formed to the proper

shape by drawing copper wire through u steel plate
; thus

the sharp £, flat p, and natural Jf, are dissected, as it were,

into these parts, it \ ? b
|

and the two portions, when
placed together, complete the character. The slurs /‘"'s,

rests "1
f*, staccato mark * < I

, &c., are also drawn through

holes in a steel plate into their respective shapes. The
notes and other characters being driven into the block, the

work is rendered level by means of a fine tile and pumice

stone.

Where words are to 1ms introduced, the block is per-

forated by a peculiar boring apparatus, and the ordinary

printing typos arc set in by the compositor.

The staff-lines are formed of slips of thin copper,

driven into separate narrow' blocks, each block having but

one staff upon it. These staff-blocks are fixed in un
iron frame, and are readily adjusted, by means of screws, to

correspond accurately with the block containing the notes

only.

Two iron frames, one containing two note-blocks, and
another containing two sets of corresponding staff-lines.

are then placed on the table of the Stanhope printing-
press—two sheets of paper are placed in that part of the
press called the tympan, which is furnished with two light

frames, used by printers, for the purpose of holding the
sheets firmly in their places. The tympan being so con-
structed as to revolve in the direction of its plane upon &
steel pin in its centre, an impression is taken in the usual
manner of letter-press printing, and one of the sheets re-
ceives the notes only, and the other sheet the lines only;
the tympan being then turned half round, the sheets will

have changed places, and another impression being taken,
both sheets will be perfected.

The Revolving Tympan is entirely the invention of Mr.
Cow per. ami constitutes the most important part of this

ingenious and useful invention.

From the specimens produced during the Lecture, we
are enabled to state, that this new process unites the
important advantages of clearness of character, brilliancy

of colour, and perfect accuracy in the notes. The ink
used in the priming is of the same description as that
employed for the better sort of books ; and, being made
of a strong varnish, becomes at once hard and fixed upon
the paper, whereby the foulness of the ordinary printed
music is wholly avoided. Nor by this process can the
paper receive that offensive dingy tint, which is imparted
by pewter plates when either carelessly printed, worn
out, or decomposed by exposure to the necessary heat.

We congratulate the musical world upon this new step
towards a total reform of the coarse and barbarous method
of music printing which has hitherto prevailed,—a reform
which may date its commencement from the period of the

birth of the Habmokicon. It is no less gratifying to find

that the merits of the invention have been duly appre-
ciated by several of the most respectable and influential

houses in the music publishing trade, under whose aus-

pices it will shortly come before the public. The inventor

has assigned the exclusive use of his patent to Mr. Clowes,
our printer, to whom we are already indebted for the

most perfect and comprehensive fount of music types

ever cast in this or any other country, and in whose print-

ing establishment this new process is now in full ope-
ration.

MISCELLANEA.

How mortifying the reflection to a composer of genius,

that all his skill in imparting animation to his work is

useless, unless the fire that glows there be transmitted to

the soul of the artist by whom it is executed. The singer

who sees nothing but the notes of his part, can be but ill-

prepared to catch the spirit of the composer, or impart it

proper expression to what he sings, unless he is perfectly

master of the sentiment and character of the piece he
executes. We cannot convey to others the sense of what
we read, unless we ourselves understand it; nor is it enough
to hear a general conception of the force of the languages
in which we speak : our feeling in this respect must be

comprehensive, intelligent, and active. The true singer

will act in the some manner, ns if he were at one and the

same time, poet, composer, und performer.

—

Rousseau.

D*ALR>itBP.»T was asked, why the dancers of the opera

made their way so much more rapidly than the singers ?

It is a necessary consequence of the laws of motion, was
the grave reply of the geometrician.
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fcrturto of $tustc.

1. Miniature Lyrics, the Poetry by T. II. Bayley, Esq.,

the Music by t>arious Composer*. Books 1, 2f 3. (Willis

and Co., 55, St. James's Street.)

2. Songs for WlHTn Nights, the Poetry by T. H.
Bayley, Esq. ; the Symphonies and Accompaniments
compoted and the whole arranged f/y H. II. Bishop.

(Goulding and D’Almaine, 20, Soho Square.)

3. A Selection of National Airs, with Symphonies and
Accompaniments by H. R. Bishop. The words by

Thomas Moore, Esq, (Power, 34, Strand.)

In placing the above works, wc have not been governed

by any view to their respective merits, but have numbered
them strictly according to the order in which they were

received.

The two first numbers of the Miniature Lyrics are

completely taken out of our jurisdiction, by a Statute of

Limitations, enacted by ourselves at the very onset of

our critical practice: we, therefore, cau only notice the

third part ; and this, indeed, has been published a consi-

derable time, but it has enough in it to justify a gentle

straining of our rule.

The work is got up by Mr. Bayley, the author of the

poetry, which he delivered into the hands of certain pro-

fessional assistants, who either set it to new music, or

adapted it to airs that had already received the stomp of

public approbation. This third number contains eight

nieces, very neatly engraved, and printed in long quarto.

The first, “ Calm was the night,” composed by Mr. C. W.
Manners, is an agreeable melody, with some new points

in it ; the words are well expressed, though not always
quite so correctly accented :

** N6 sound was heard,”
“ That happy night,” “ That have feign'd to sleep,” are

all errors of importance, which should, ami may easily

be amended. The second, “ Poor Annette !** is Rmna-
gnesi’s beautiful romance, “La petite McndianteV* very
•well adapted to English words, by Mr. Willis. The third,
** Give that wreath to me," is called a Welsh air, the ac-

curacy of which denomination we very much doubt ; it is

far too good to be of Cumbrian origin. Moreover, we
feel almost sure that we have met with it in some col-

lection of old English songs, with the composer’s name.
The melody, which is admirably set as song and chorus,

by Sir John Stevenson, is worth extracting.

Allegretto moderato.

q=t
Give that wreath to me, When the ro-ses die

;

m -0—

0

Ne-ver let it be Thrown neg-lect-cd by:

• fruited in ibe b9ih Number of the First Series of the UsraumicotL

Hal-luw d by thy touch ! Then give that wreath to me.

The fourth, “ Art thou then mistaken,** altered by Mr.
Manners from a chant, is expressive, and the cccom-
paniment shows some good hurmony. The connexion of

the words, however, is too often severed by rests and
pauses much misplaced. The fifth, “ The banner should
wave,*’ is called a glee, but we should rather name it a
song and chorus ; for a single voice sings the strain, part

of which is repeated by four voices. This is the best

piece in the volume: it is full of melody; the musical

rhythm is strikingly marked
; the accent is exemplary, and

the harmony good. The following passage, being the

latter half of the first stanza, and repeated in chorus, is

in that style which never can become obsclete.

The sixth. Love's Minstrel, by Mr. Wade, is a light,

pleasant melody, and though not new in the rigorous

sense of the word, possesses much that seems so. The
seventh, “ Oh ! may we hope, though cold and dead,”

arranged as a duet, by Sir John Stevenson, is by him
termed an English melody. A very pretty duet he has

mode of it, undoubtedly, but is it possible that the w orthy

Knight should not have recognised in this the lovely

Scottish air, “The broom of Cowden kuows?** The
1 eighth and last, “ Oh ! ask me not for sportive lays,*’
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composed by Mr. Sinclair, is free from fault, and sings

smoothly : otherwise it is not distinguishable.

In the second of the above works, Mr. Bayley appears

again as the poet. Ilis Miniature. JAfrica exhibited him

in very agreeable colours : his Song* for IVinter Niqhti

display his richer tints, and show how much strength and

boldness his pencil has acquired, during the interval that

has clupsod between his publications. We like the moral

of the latter work, which is to put us in better humour with

a season that seldom finds much favour with poets, and,

in truth, has charms but for few people ; for Winter, a

tyrant who ** tames man, woman, and beast/’ is not likely

to possess many very captivating qualities, and requires a

powerful advocate to make him nt all bearable. The
following arguments form the best song in the collection.

Sigh not for summer flower*

;

What though the dark Bky lower*,

Welcome, ye wintry hour* ;

Our sunshine is within :

Though to the west retreating.

Day-light so soon is fleeting.

Now happy friend* arc meeting.

And now their sports begin :

Sigh not for summer flowers,

leave* that our paths once shaded,

Now lie around u* faded
;

Grove* where we aerenaded.

Are desolate and chill

:

Nature awhile reposes.

Art hi* gay realm uncloses,

l
Beauty displays her roses.

And we arc happy still!

Sigh not tor summer flowers.

Bound us 'tit deeply snowing,

Hark ! the loud tempest blowing !

See I the dark torrent flowing

!

How wild the skies appear!

Hut can the whirlwind move us ?

No, with this roof above ub,

Near to the friends that love us.

We still have sunshine here.

Sigh not fur summer flowers.

There arc eight of these songs, the foregoing being the

first, the melody of which, by the author of the words

himself, is exceedingly simple, pleasing, and has more

claim to novelty than most modem things can establish.

The annexed four bars of symphony (Mr. Bishop’s) are

quite new as a close, and produce good effect :

—

The second, 44 The dark winter time,” a French air, is

rather common, in its cadences particularly. Here again,

however, the fiual symphony is too striking not to quote it.

I

In the third, “ Ho! helm a-lee!” the melody, a Sicilian

air, does not suit the words, and the musical and prosodial

accents arc much at variance. Amongst other striking

instances of this, we point out the second bar of page 15.

What can be meant by the composer’s direction to play
this in a

*4 flowing time’’? A flowing xtyle we can un-
derstand; and though punch, negus, and all such alluring

compounds are a little out of Hate, yet a flowing bowl
needs no explanation ; hut, as applied to musical time,

the epithet is not quite intelligible. The fourth, *• Ever-
green tree,” another French nir, is remarkable as a me-
lody, and would suit comic words admirably

; it is not in

unison with those now written to it. 'Hie Italian air which
follows is liable to the same objection. The sixth, “ Oh!
where do fairies hide their heads ?” altered from the

French, is a very pretty, light air, abounding in charac-

teristic passages. For vocal effect there certainty ore too

many words given to each bar, but the error may, in some
degree, be corrected, by performing the song slowly

;

though its principal feature will be lost, if not sung with

sufficient vivacity. The seventh, “ A winter’s night,” is

German ; a graceful song, followed by an cosy chorus for

four voices. The eighth, “ The misletoe bough,” an old

air, is better calculated for the ludicrous than the serious.

The story it tells is of a lady, who, in a frolic, hid her-

self on her bridal day, and was never heard of till several

years afterwards, when it was discovered that she had
secreted herself iu an oaken chest, which having a spring

lock, closed on her, and a dreadful death was the penalty

of her youthful playfulness. At page 45 of this is a 7th,

which rises to its resolution, in a manner most offensive

to the ear of good hurmonists:-—

Whether this l>e an error of the engraver, or not, the

performer will be justified, by un established rule founded
on good taste, in dropping the F-flat to E. The accom-
paniment to this is w orthy of particular regard, and, as

well as many other parts of the work, gives further proof
of the adapters talent and experience.

The sixth number of "National Aim shows such de-
cided symptoms of exhausted materials, that we should
advise that it be the last. Among the many pieces which
the volume contains—comprising what are stated to be
old English, Italian, Spanish, Florentine, Indian, French,
Austrian, and Hindostanee airs—we have not been
able to discover a single page, not even a line, that has

the remotest chance of resting in the memory, or even of

exciting a momentary feeling of that pleasure, which a
mere glimpse of anything in the shape of originality gene-

rally produces. Never did we meet with such a collection

of common-place phrases and worn-out cadences, of dull

ness and vapidity. Such a continued succession of “ see-

saw strains, of musical twaddle, never before came under
our notice, or jaded our ear. In vain did wc seek for a
few refreshing modulations, we found them more scarce

than springs in the desert ;
and as to harmony, except

dial of tlie most ordinary kind, we might as well have
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sought for a plantation of osiers in the sands of Arabia,

or an oaken grove on the rock of Malta.

For the poverty which is betrayed in these airs, we do

not censure Mr. Bishop ; though we cannot but regret

that, when he found his repertory emptied of what was

commendable, he did not wait till his stock was replen-

ished. The ordinary alTairs of the world might have

gone on just as well, for a few months longer, even had

not a sixth number of National Ain appeared at the

present moment. He has, perhaps, made as much of such

feeble subject* as the nature of the case admitted, for

M nothing can come of nothing.”

As to the poetry, Mr. Moore's name is a sufficient secu-

rity against absolute triteness or insipidity. There is much

to praise in his share of this volume ; but at the same time

we must add, that, considered as the production of one so

highly gifted, the author does not here shine with the

same brilliancy that appears in many of his former lyric

works.

PIANOFORTE.

1. The Banks of the Liffy, Grand Fantasia on Irish

Airs, with 'Orchestral Accom|xaniments (ad libitum)I,

composed by J. B. Cramer. Op. 76. (Cramer, Addi-

son, and Beale, 201, Regent Street.)

2. Anticipations of Scotland, a Grand Fantasia, in which
are introduced the air* of Kelvin Grove, Auld Robin

Gray, and Lord Moira’s Strathspey, with Orchestral

Accompaniments (ad libitumJ, by I. Moscheles.
Op. 75. (Chappell, 185, New Bond-street; and Cramer,

and Co., Regent Street.)

Our two great pianists have been making a progressc

lately into the distant parts of the British empire, the one

having enjoyed the festivities of Christmas in Dublin, the

other in Edinburgh. It was next to impossible that such

musicians should enter such lands of genuine song with-

out being more deeply impressed than ever by the beauty

and pathos of melodies, which, for every valuable quality

possessed by air, may challenge all the world.

Mr. Cramer has, therefore, recorded the effect produced
on himself, through the medium of a Fantasia, into which
he has woven such melodies as he found in greatest favour

in Ireland. Mr. Moscheles, animated by the mere pros-

pect of entering a country which has given birth to so

many exquisite strains, prepared a composition before-

hand, and introduced himself by his “ Anticipations," a
piece founded on some of the best musical effusions of

Scotland. Not, we trust, that this will preclude him from
tearing a memorial of his actual visit, in the shape of Re-
collection* of Scotland

;

or Reminiscence* of Caledonia, if

he like the Frenchified title better.

Both of these Fantasias require very superior perform-
ers to execute them, though they do not exhibit any of
those contemptible passages which have no other object
than to display mechanical dexterity. They are difficult,

but this difficulty is an effect, not a cause. Mr. Cramer’s
opens with an orchestral introduction, followed by a bril-

liant Cadenza
, occupying an entire page. Then comes

an elegant Larghetto, which is succeeded by a charming
Aria, moderato, and a Rondo, allegro ; In each of which
movements is an Irish melody, extended by additions,
wherein the peculiar taste of the composer is very discern-
ible. This piece abounds in passages that will improve
the hand of the practitioner, some of which are new in
form, and all well adapted for the instrument.

March, 1828.

The Fantasia of Mr. Moscheles has more of the ro-

mantic in it than the above, and less of the expressive.

It begins with an Adagio of two pages, wherein is some
masterly modulations. This posses into the lovely air

Kelvin Groce, which is ingeniously varied. Auld Robin
Gray is then introduced, as a slow movement, of course,

and we cannot but wish that it had been left to depend more
on its own beauties ; the additions are not strictly in keep-
ing with the subject. An allegro follows, part of it being

a Strathspey, and the piece concludes with Kelvin Grove,

repeated as an allegro vivace. Mr. Moscheles' object

in this is to keep the auditor in a constant state of excite-

ment, by bold transitions and brilliant flights. He has

succeeded ; but in his next, if constructed on national

airs,—more particularly if Scottish ones,—we hope that

he will sit down to compose when his muse is in rather

a gTavcr humour, and prepared to inspire him with tender

strains. We much wish to meet with him when he is in

a pathetic mood.

1. Brilliant Variations on a French Military Air, by
Charles Cxerny. Op. 103. (Clementi and Co., 26,

Cheapside.)

2. Martial Impromptu on “ March to the Bottle-field,”

by Charles Haroitt, Jim. Op. 7. (Goulding and
D'Almaine.)

3. The Port-Folio, consisting of Select Piece* from the

lest authors
, and Original Movrmcnts composed by P.

Knapton. No. 1. (Chappell.)

4. Divertimento, composed by G. E. Simms. Op. 9.

(Preston, 71, Dean Street.)

The word “brilliant” is now generally meant to imply
difficulty of execution, but this is by no means its import

in the case of the present variations, by M. Cxerny, which*

though not actually easy, arc, for the most part, within the

compass of all tolerable performers. The air, in a minor,

is short, but foil of character, and the variations on it

are as pleasing as they are clever, particularly those with
the major third, which form a delightful contrast, and an
andante movement. We recommend this composition to

our readers with more willingness, because we too often

have occasion to complain of M. Czerny for a style that

is, we are persuaded, anything but conducive to the

pleasure of amateurs, or the real interests of the art.

The groundwork of No. 2 is so well known as a splen-

did martial air, that it requires no encomium. Mr. Har-

gitt has enlarged it with judgment, and preserved its cha-

racter, with a due regard to propriety and effect in all

that he has added. There are some happy points in

this, which show the author to possess no inconsiderable

share of talent.

No. 3 begins with a pleasing Pastorale, by Mr. Knap-
ton, leading into an adapted Aria, andante, by Romberg,
which is followed by a Minuet and Trio of the same excel-

lent composer. There is no striking feature in any part

of this, but it is all pure, good music, iu the best taste,

and not unworthy ot any class of amateur performers.

The name of Romberg, too, in so accessible a form, is no

slight recommendation of this first number of a work
which, with care and selection, may be rendered popular.

No. 4 possesses a great deal of merit ; it shows that

the author has studied the works of the best composers,

and profited by them,—we mean in a perfectly legitimate

manner,—for he sets out with a clear design, and never

loses sight of his subject, which is rhythmical and melo-

K
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dions ; and, by-the-by, not altogether unlike the accom-

paniments to “ E voi ridde
*

in Co« fan tulle. Wc beg

leave to caution such of our readers as play this diverti-

mento for the first time, against the effects that may arise

from the omission of a bass clef in the eighth bar of page

6. For the want of this, we almost dislocated our shoul -

der, and did strain our left wrist. It curiously happens

that the passage will do in either clef; the error, therefore,

is not immediately detected.

The favourite Airs in Mozart's Opera, The Seraglio,

arranged, with Flute Accompanimeuts ad libitum, btj

S. We bbb. (Chappell.)

A oood arrangement of all the best nnd most popular

pieces in this light, agreeable opera.

1. A Juvenile Preceptor for the Piano Forte, by

Joseph M‘Murdie, Mus. Bac., #c. (Cramer and Co.)

2. Introductory Preludes and Exercises, composed,

selected, and arranged by Joseph Coaaixs. (Same
publishers.)

3. Introduction to the Art of Vnr\.m>\na, and of Ex-
temporaneous Performance in general, by J. G. Vibr-

i.ino. Translated from the German by J. A. Hamilton.

(Cocks and Co., Princes Street, Hanover Square.)

The only recommendation of the first of these, is its con-

ciseness : instruction books are almost invariably too long.

But our praise must terminate here, for we are compelled

to say—and the duty is a painful one—that the author had

better have patiently re-considered and carefully corrected

his manuscript, ere he sent it to the engraver. When
once before the public, the die is cost—there is no retreat.

The very first four lines in this Preceptor prove how un-

equal Mr. M*Murdie is to tfie task of writing a didactic

'work: no adult can understand what they mean, unless

previously informed on the subject: how, then, is a child

to comprehend them? In the same page he tells the

in degree to those which are discoverable in the few pages
of this Preceptor.

The Preludes, No. 2, are homely, too stiff, and deficient
in that appearance of spontaneousness which everything
of this kind should display. Most of them betray a great
poverty of invention, and some are not free from sins
against good musical law, and, consequently, against
good musical effect ; e. g.

The following is ascribed—imputed we ought to say—
to M. Paer. Were we, however, to see his score, we
might find him less blame|btc than he appears.

pupil, that
44 the white keys of the Piano Forte are called

naturals.” Mercy on us !—he ventures to print this, with-

out mentioning any exception, while it must have occurred

to him, it is to be presumed, that of the seven white keys,

four arc used ns flats and sharps ! We will not utter a
word concerning the kind of language in which this book
Is written, or of the manner in which it is printed ; it

would be a waste of time : wc only call the author's atten-

tion to his tenth lesson, where he will fiud such rhythm as

would corrupt, at the very onset, a youthful ear for mea-
sure; and wc will ask him whence he copied his twelfth

lesson, a part of Haydn’s well-known, beautiful andante
in a? Where did he find the first base bar of the third

strain ? Where the following, so likely to vitiate a learner’s

taste?

We assert, without fear of contradiction, that on no art

or science, music always excepted, could a work, profess-
edly written for the purposes of instruction, have appeared
before the public, containing errors, or negligences, equal

Such progressions are not calculated to form the best

of all possible tastes, certainly. We will only refer to one
other, namely, the 30th, page 14, wherein are disso-

nances which the composer, whoever he be, will 5urely
soften down, upon reflection.

No. 3 may he viewed more in the light of a concise
treatise ou modulation, and florid counterpoint, than os an
essay on the art of preluding. It answers the latter pur-
pose very well, to a certain extent, but conveys little in-

formation to those who are desirous of knowing how to

break chords into arpeggios—who wish to be acquainted
with the laws of passing notes, of accent, &c., all of which
are indispensably necessary to such as would prelude aW
improvviso with correctness and freedom. This author
sets out by saying, that

44 To invent a prelude, the four following previous at-

tainments are indispensable

:

44
1. Some knowledge of tliorough-bass

;

44
2. The art of modulating from one key to another, in

a regular manner;
44

3. A knowledge of the place, or degree, of the scale

proper to each chord ; and
44

4. The art of varying and embellishing a long note, by
the introduction ofshorter notes.”

With regard to the first point, the author supposes that

whoever desires to avail himself of this essay, already

knows so much of thorough-bass os concerns the treat-

ment of the common chord, and chord of the seventh.
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#ith their inversions ; as also of the chords of the ninth

and eleventh, or | (page 1).

• This is an able work, so far as it goes, and much in-

struction may be gained from it by those who have ac-

S
aired some knowledge of the elements of harmony, or

loruugh-bose, as it is too commonly called.

L Ten German Waltzes, by Bruno Held, 2nd Set.

(Ewer and Johanning.)

2. Pint set of German Waltzes, by D. R. Murray.
(Galbraith, Edinburgh.)

We only know the name of Bruno Held from his first

set of Waltzes, which are popular in Germany. The
present are equal to the former.

No. 2 are gay and agreeable : originality in this species

of composition is too rare to be oAen expected.

DUETS, PIANO FORTE.
L Three Progressive Durrs, in which are introduced

favourite airs, by S. Webbe. (Clement! and Co.)

2.

May-Day, the Round composed by Horsley, arranged

fir two performers, by H. E. Rosiiykl. (Chappell.)

Mr.Webbe's three duels are intended for young performers,

for whose use they are exceedingly well calculated, being
familiar in style, and free from any of those perplexities in

time or fingering which operate repulsively on learners.

As lust movements, he has introduced the well-known
airs,

44 Zitti ! Zitti !** Ah ! povero Calpighi !” and
M J'ai de I'argent,*’ which are given in the simplest form
possible.

No. 2 is Mr. Horsley’s pretty Round, May-Day, ar-

ranged for the same class of performers as the above, and
making an easy, lively duettino of two pages to each part.

VOCAL.
1. Anacreontic Glee, 44 Bright while smiles the spark-

ling wine,” the poetry by Professor Smyth, of Cam-
bridge, composed by T. Forbes Walmialey. (Callcott,

22, Great Marlborough Street.)

2. Duet, 44
I weep, but tears bring no relief," composed

by John Barnett. (Cramer and Co.)

To some very good lines, written by the Cambridge pro-
fessor of modem history, in the spirit of the Teian poet,

but free from his pruriency, Mr. Walmisley has set music
that does justice to the verses, and credit to himsdf.
This is » sl« in the true, orthodox manner of the class

of composition to which it belongs, and the author has so
strictly cou fuaed. himself within the boundaries prescribed
by custom, that any very novel effect was not to be ex-
pected ; but while he is correct, he is not cold, and though
classical, not dull.

We only find one instance in this glee in which we can
be critical. It is a discord in the eighth bar, page 2

;

which would have been more consonant to our notion of
correctness, and infinitely more agreeable to most ears*

had it been written as a diminished 7th, thus:

Mr. Barnett’s duet has the great merit of endeavouring

to strike into a new path, not so much in the melody aa

in the second part, where, by dividing the crotchets into

triplets of quavers, novelly of effect is produced. Had
the reiterated a's and b’s allotted to the under voice*

pages 4 and 5, occasionally changed, and this part had
moved in sixths with the upper, the result would have

been more pleasing, not only to the hearer, but the per-

former. As it stands, it conveys an idea of something

comic, which the words are far from expressing.

1. Sacred Minstrelsy for Children, by Eliz. E. Hammond*
(Hailes, 175, Piccadilly.)

2. 44 The King of the Shamrock, the Thistle, and Rose,”

the poetry by T. H. Bayley, Esq., the music by H. R.

Bishop. (Goulding and D’Almuine.)

„ _ , f written by the Che-
3. Song, * The Country Girl, 1

4. Ballad, “ Dear Mira, tell me," j

5.

So.no, m The Sailor's Return,’*

valier dr Lane, and
composed by Robert
Pa normo. (Goulding

and D’Almaiuc.)

6. Sono, “ The Persian Maiden’s Song," written by Mrs.
Turnbull, composed by S. Nelson. (Chappell.)

7. Comic Sono, “ When a man,” words by T. Hudson,
composed by J. Blewitt. (Clement! und Co.)

8. Ditto, *4 Barney Brallaghans Courtship,” written, com-
posed, and published by the same.

9. Ballad, “ Oh ! clear that brow,” sung by Miss Patom*
poetry by E. Roche, Esq., composed by Alex. D. Roche.
(Lee, b6, Regent’s Quadrant.)

10. Serenade, 44 My Mary, love,” poetry by W. II. Free-
man, Esq., composed l>y A. 1>. Roche. (Same pub-
lishers.)

No. 1 are as simple and easy as the infants for whom they

are contrived can wish. Wcdoubt whether The CradleHymn^
in the form we have long had it, can be improved by any
new setting ; certainly not by the mode here adopted.

No. 2 is a loyal song, with a long symphony, and an
excellent lithographed title-page, with a very good profile

of the King, designed by Gauci.

Nos. 3, 4, and 5, by Mr. Panormo, are pretty melodies,

and the accentuation of the words laudably correct. The
symphonies arc florid, and rather too much among the

high notes of the instrument, but the accompaniments are

modest and aiding.

No. 6 shows much taste, though not an abundance of

newness, and the words are well set.

Nos. 7 and 8 are characteristic melodies, well adapted

to some droll, amusing verses.

Nos. 9 and 10 are flowing, and not without elegance;

the words, too, are most irreproachably set, and u good

K 2
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feeling for music is apparent throughout. The first sym-

phony of No. 10 is either too long or too short ; the

rhythm requires two bars more, or the same quantity less.

FLUTE AND PIANO-FORTE.
Aia, with Variations, composed by Weber, arranged by

Chaiu.es Saust. (Cocks nud Co.)

Ths melody of this is pretty, though it possesses little of

that originality which is so peculiar a feature in most of

Weber’s compositions. The variations, likewise, seven in

number, are of the same common caste, but a certain

kind of gaiety pervades most of them. The piano-forte

part demands a good player, with an active, commanding
left hand. The flute part, loo, is not calculated for indif-

ferent performers.

Mr. Attwood’s collection of glee*. Dressier*! instructions

for the Flute, a new edition in score of Handel's Samson,

Biagrovc, on the Violin, &c^ See., in our next.

We have received a note from Mr. Parry, informing us, in

allusion to our remark in last number, page 43, that the song,

** Here's to tlse year that's awa,** is entirety his own compo-

sition.

We have likewise to acknowledge a polite communication from

Miss Steers, pointing out an error in a notice of her song,

[ which, in our last, page 43, we ascribed to a gentleman. The

equivocal initial of the composer's name led to the mistake.

jforetgtt jHustcal Brpoit.

MILAN.
Teatro alia Scala .

—

The Elisabetta of Rossini was chosen

for the opentug of this theatre for the winter season.

—

Though very effectively cast, it made but a moderate

impression. After this. Signor Bellini’s new opera, l

Pirati,
was again brought forward, and was received with

increasing applause ; not only the cavatina of Madame
Lalande, and that of Rubini, together with a duct, the air

of Rubini, and a chorus of the first act, but also several

of the concerted pieces, were loudly encored. At the close

both of the first and second act, the composer, as well as

the principal singers, were called upon the stage to receive

the testimony of the public satisfaction.

The editor of the Milan journal, I Teatri, is very angry

at the doubts expressed in some foreign journals relative

to the success of the opera in question ; but after the

eulogiums that have been lavished in that, and other Italian

journals, upon the party-coloured scores of Vaccaj, Pacini,

Donizetti, and a dozen other composers of the same stamp,

it may surely be permitted to look with some degree of

distrust upon the enthusiasm of the ultra-montane critics.

After a year’s absence, the celebrated violinist Paganini,

the glory of Italy, as he is familiarly called, returned to

this place, and gave four musical soirees, which were
attended by all the persons of consequence here. The
arrangement of the first of these concerts was somewhat
discomposed by the non-appearance of two of the first

singers ; but the attention of the public was so entirely

concentrated in the hero of the evening, that this, which
on any other occasion would have proved the source of
serious disturbance, was allowed to pass quietly off. It

is impossible to form an idea of the difficulties which
vanish before the touch of this extraordinary man. He
passes with equal ease from the serious to the graceful,

from the buffa style to the tender and pathetic, and excels,

in all. After an adagio of the most touching kind, the
transition to a movement sparkling with vivacity and
whim, was in the highest degree surprising, aud excited a
sensation it would be impossible to describe.

During the approaching Carnival, the present company
is to be augmented by Madame Duberton and the Signora
Adelaide Cesari, primo musieo ; and as additional men
singers, by Signor Luigi Bavuglia, tenor, Biondini, Ricci,

and Lalande, as primo buffo. The house is to open with

I Due Pietri, a new opera buffa by Donizetti.

There has just been published here Mayer e la Mutica,

Almanacco per Canno bisestile, 1S28. This elegant little

volume is by the same editor, who last year gave a musical

new year's gift, of the same kind, entitled Rossini e la
mttsica. Besides a spirited memoir of the composer whose
name it bears, it contains biographical notices of Madame
Meric-Lalande, Nicolo Zingarclli, Rcmorini, Gio. Bat-

tista Rubini, Antonio Tamburini, Giovanni David, and
the celebrated Paganini. The portraits with which these

notices are accompanied are good, as well in point of like-

ness as of execution.

FLORENCE.
Teatro della Pergola .—Tikis season opened with a new
opera from the pen of a young composer, which had for

its title Montcneicl. We say had for its title, for the poor

opera died a natural death in spite of all the efforts made
by a very respectable company of singers to keep it alive.

Angelo Ranfagna, primo buffo comico, Fasciotli, primo
buffo cardan le, and Signor Marchionni, primo Lcnorr. are

singers of merit, and deserve a subject better than this for

the exercise of their talents.

FERRARA.
The opera selected for the opening of the season was
Tebaldo ed Isolina. Crivclli acquitted himself to admira-

tion, and was warmly applauded in several parts. La
Signora Fanti, prima donna, also obtained considerable

success, particularly in the cavatina in the first act; and

Madame Casimir Ney, as mutica, in the romance, in the

second. Orlandi, our new basso cantanle, wa3 also very

effective in his part ; but with all this the work appeared

to excite but little interest

BOLOGNA.
We learn from the Journal I Teatri, that a new opera and
ballet were produced for the opening of the theatre of this

place, but it does not mention the name of either. With

this, however, we can well dispense, when we learn that

both fell at once to the ground together.

The singing world has experienced a severe loss here in

Renicr Rcmorini, one of the first bass-singers in Italy.

He was carried off by a consumption, in the 44th year of

his age.

NICE.

The opening of the new theatre attracted a brilliant and

numerous audience, scarcely less desirous of viewing the

architecture, than of hearing the music. The opera

selected for the occasion was Pacini’s77 Barone di Dolsheim ,

followed by the serious ballet of Gabriella di Vergy

,

a

subject, by the way, but ill adapted to the dance. Amoug
the singers, the most applauded were Eliza Scdlacek, a
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pupil of the conservatory of Milan, an artist of consider-

able promise, and Giovanni Lainer, primo buffo comica ;

nor is the new buffo canlanle, Signor Raphaele Scales!,

without his merits.

PARMA.
Tealro Ducale.—Mercandante’s opera. La Donna Caritca ,

which had enjoyed some success at Venice, Bologna, and

Florence, obtained but little favour in this city. The
singers were Reins, Genero, and Mesdames Grisi and

Otto. The ballet, Paolo c Virginia, was not favourably

received, and by way of compensation to the public a new
ballet was promised, and Rossini's Assedio di Corinto was
put in rehearsal.

PLACENTIA.
Though the theatre opened without any new opera, yet

the new and brilliant decorations of the interior, by the

famous Sanqutrico, proved an attraction, and drew a full

house. Rossini's Otello was newly cast, and obtained a

very favourable reception ; the principal characters were
sustained by Madame Emilia Bonini, Signor Domenico
Winter and Bonaldo, tenors, Biscottini and Berini, basso

cornice, all of whom obtained more or less success.

VENICE.
Tcalro della Fenice.—The principal singers of the season

are Stephnnia Favelli, and Carolina Franchini, prime
donna

;

la Signora Bassi-Manna, as primo musico ; Tacchi-

nardi, primo tenore ; and Andrea Spagni, primo basso.

The opera with which the season opened was Gaslont di

Foie, from the pen of Signor Persian!, a young composer,
of whom we know nothing more, than that the Italian

Journals are extravagant in his praise: but as this is

equally lavished upon all the rising composers of Italy, it

says but little : we must wait the award of time.

From another quarter we obtain the following parti-

culars. The libretto of Gaslont di Four is altogether a
tissue of absurdities, which, unfortunately, are In no wise
atoned for by any good musical situations. Nor does it

appear that the labours of the composer have been more
successful than those of the poet. We are assured that

the music is precisely in that degree of mediocrity, which,
according to Horace, forms the happiness of life, but
which is one of tho most deplorable of evils, when dra-

matic music is in question. The Venetian public were,
however, as indulgent as they possibly could be to the work
of a youthful composer, and applauded the overture, a cho-
rus, the slretto of the finale of the first act, and a prayer in

the second. Signora Favelli did all that could be done
for her part, and obtained deserved applause. Signora
Bassi, a very good prima donna conlraUo, also distin-

guished herself in a manner deserving of every praise ; and
the same may be said of the veteran Tacchinordi, who, in

spite of the general failure of his voice, always sings in
tune.

A new opera, from the fertile pen of Morlacchi, is an-
nounced

; it is to be entitled Eufanio di Messina.

GENOA.
The season opened with the Tancredi of Rossini, which,

strange to say, experienced a total failure. Whether this

is to be attributed to the caprice of the public, or to the

want of talent on the part of the Signoras Passerini and
Ekerliii, who sustained the characters of Tancredi and
Amenaide, we cannot determine. But surely, if there be

one opera of Rossini more than another, which, for fresh-

ness of design and general melody, merits the suffrage* of

the public, it is Tancredi. To complete the misfortunes

of the opening season, the new ballet, Gtnserioo in Roma,
experienced the same unhappy fate, and the performers

were booted off the stage.

VERONA.
Tealro Filarmonico.—This theatre opened with TlCrocialo

in Egitto of Meyerbeer, which was received with the live-

liest applause. The principal singers were Madame Bel-

lochi. Signor Rubini, and the tenor Bianchi, who all ac-

quitted themselves in the most satisfactory manner. The
choruses also, which form, perhaps, some of the most
pleasing parts of this composition, were excellently per-

formed.

MANTUA.
Rossini’s Ottllo ,

which was executed by the Signoras Dar-
danelli and Mari, the tenors Mosca and Bonola, and the

basso canlanle Guglielmo Guglielmi, enjoyed but moderate

success. The character of this work is too well established

to allow it to be supposed that this want of success was
attributable to the music ; the singers alone were charge-

able with the failure.

LODI.

The works prepared for the present season were U Poslo

abbandonato
, an opera by Mercadante, and LcNozzc Saiy

viardet a new ballet : both were successful. The opera
has a pleasing overture, and some pieces of a character

superior to the generality of this composer’s works. The
principal members of the company were the Signore Cosati

and Massari, the tenors Vasoli and Sirlotti, and Signor de
Simoni, the basso cantanle.

BERGAMO.
The public were so indignant at being deprived of the

customary gratification of an opera during the Carnival of
last year, that when the Impressario, Bonmartiui, presented

himself with his company of comic performers, they were
literally pelted out of the place.

CREMONA.
Notwithstanding the feeble state of the company here

this season, the Scmiramidc of Rossini obtained consider-

able success. As to the Ballet, the subject of which was
founded on an anecdote in the life of Frederic the Great,

it was so truly ridiculous that the audience amused them-
selves by laughing and hissing by turns, and the house was
empty long before the close of the piece.

BRESCIA.
Tcalro grande.—The opera of Rossini, Matilda di Sha-
bran , which has rarely been successful, strange to say, be-

came a great favourite here. Great praise was given to

the Signora Vulcsi, and to the primo basto canlanle, Cesare

Badiali. The othersingers wereJosephinaMerola, as primo
musico i Boccacini, primo tenor ; aud Valesi, primo buffo
comico.

TRIE8TE.
The theatre opened with a new opera buffo, from the pen
of Signor Celli, Amelia c Palmer, but not all the exertions

of a company of considerable power were able to sustain it

;

and yet so badly had the management calculated, that,

upon its failure, there was no opera prepared to be sub-

stituted in its place. The principal members of the com-
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pany are—Madame Feriotti, prima donna

;

Frezzolini

and Gentfii, tenori

;

and Coselli, basso cantanle.

CREMA.
There is a good deal of caprice' in the world : Teobaldo

ed Jsnlina, which had failed at Ferrara, was received here

with the most decided success. Among the singers, Sir-

letii and his wife arc named with distinguished praise.

ROVE RETO*
A musical publication has recently appeared here, entitled

—Breve Notizie intomo ad alcuoni piu Celebri Companion
di Musica, e cenni nillo Halo presente del Canto Jtaliano.

The author of this work, Signor Giuseppe Bridi, has given

roof of a spirit of impartiality, very rare in this country,

y ranking four Germans in the list of celebrated compo-
sers. The musicians whose lives he has written, are Snc-

chctti, Handel, Gluck, Jomelli, Haydn, Palestrina, and
Mozart. Who is the Sacchetti here mentioned we confess

ourselves at a loss to divine, except we suppose an error

of the press, and for Sacchcttl read Sacchini. Of the re-

marks upon the present state of Italian song, some are

very apposite, and show a competent knowledge of the

subject.

ROME.
Three oratorios, or perhaps more properly speaking, sa-

cred cantatas, have been performed lately in the church of

the Reverend! Padri Philippim. They are all from the

pen of il Signor Maestro Ron field, and are entitled 11 Pa-

radiso perduto , La Nolle di nalale, and II Trasporlo dtW
Area. These compositions are spoken of as containing

many pieces of great beauty and truth of expresaion.

NAPLES.
Tcalro Ban Carlo .—The destiny of Margherila (tAngio , a
new opera from the prolific pen of Pacini (?) is too singular

to be passed over in silence. At the two first representa-

tions it was hissed most unmercifully ; and ihc manager,
finding the necessity of withdrawing it, substituted the

Donna del Logo in its place. But the prima donna. Si-

gnora Tosi, as well as the tenor. Signor Winter, and the

bass, Labia che, being indisposed, the parts were obliged

to be filled by performers of the second order, and the

public displeasure was manifested in no very orderly man-
ner. The piece was obliged immediately to be withdrawn,
and as no other opera was prepared, no alternative was
left but to have recourse once more to Margherila (fAngio,

and the Signora Tosi and Lablache becoming suddenly
convalescent, and resuming die characters assigned them
in it, the fortune of Pacini’* score was suddenly and com-
pletely changed, and its subsequent success was as remark-
able as its previous failure had been humiliating. A duet
sung by these two artists, the strelta of the first act, an
air with chorus by Lablache, a duet between SignoraTosi
and Winter, together with a cavatina of the latter, were
applauded to the skies, and it was everywhere proclaimed
that in this opera Pacini has surpassed himself. This is

a paradox at which simple people stare with amazement
The recapitulation we have just made proclaims a me-

lancholy truth, too striking to escape the least observing

eye, namely, that music is in a state of complete decline

in Italy. Tlie few living composers of merit have quitted

the theatrical service, and the remainder are below the

notice of criticism. Nay, more, there is not even talent

ftufficient to eke out operas of the class below mediocrity

;

and hence, Impresarj arc obliged to repeat, over and over

again, operas from which the most patient recoil, after
-

having constantly heard them for the last twelve or fifteen,

years : and this, too, at the opening of the season of the

carnival itself,—a season which formerly was considered,

as the most brilliant of the whole year, and which gave
birth to the masterpieces of Jomelli, Majo, Galuppi, Tra-
etta, P&hdello, Cimarosa, and Ougiielmi.

The state of song is not more satisfactory ; of this them
cannot be a more striking proof, than that, through a want
of effective singers, several of the most popular works of
Rossini have lost their effect, and been driven from the

stage—and this in several of file first-rale theatres of Italy-.

The Italians, it is true, bristle up and feel indignant when
wc hold such language to them ; but facts are stubborn
things, and these cannot but stare them in the face at

every turn. Whence the remedy for all these evils is to

spring we know not.

PARIS.

Academie Royale d* Musique.—Gluck’s Tpkigenie en Tau-
nde was reproduced here, and afforded that excellent artist*

Nourrit, an opportunity of displaying his talents in thw
principal character. This is the last production of the
immortal Gluck, nor is there any one of his works morer

strongly marked with the impress of his bold and masculine
genius. No opera could, therefore, be better selected to

form a comparison between the ancient and modern style

of music. The revolution that has taken place in the
system of the musical drums is so complete, that ft has

rendered quite simple a question, which, a few years ago*
would have passed for little less than blasphemy against

the established creed of taste. This question is,
M Had

Gluck been now living, would he, with all his powers of
creation, have remained within the former limits which h«
prescribed to himself? * in a word, “ would he have remained
content with servilely adopting the same forms ?” We
have no hesitation in answering in the negative ; for though
the art itself, which is but a beautiful imitation of nature*

has remained unchanged, yet ils form* have been altered.

Whftt we here advance is confirmed by many and great

examples. Among others, we would instance the Greek
tragedies which have reached ns, and which were the*

delight of the people of Athens, Were these to be per-

formed now, in the manner in wliich tradition tells us-

they theu were, they would appear little less than operas
without music ; except the tones of the flute which accom-
panied the monotonous declamation, were to be considered
os such. Gluck had all the means of melody and harmony
at his disposal. The composer who in one and the same*
work could bid ns hear the mystic rites of the priestesse*-

muttered in the awful gloom of their sanctuary, thair howl-
ing* in the midst of a frightful tempest, the sanguinary*

cries of the savage Scythians, and the religious accents of
the priestesses ofDiana, could never find himself straitened

in "his means. Gluek wrote np to the capacity of hi»

hearers, and for this very reason wc doubt not that hi®*

vigorous gening would, in our days, have displayed itself

in the forms now adopted. What, then, are we to think of
those composers who attach themselves to superannuated
forms, as Lf in them resided the grand secret of the master.

We would, therefore, say to composers, whether young or
old, who wish to try their talents in the lyric tragedy

;

•* If you desire to resemble Gluck, let it be nt least in his

fairer proportions. Be true, be energetic, as he was, iF

you can ; but refuse not to profit by the happy innovations

that have since taken place in the world of art.* We said

that Gluck wrote up to the capacity of his hearers
j
what
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opinion be hmd of tb»t cap»dty, nmj be geftered from

eeverml of his letters, written »t this period. Speaking or

'the Parisians, he sues. " There are hardly any among them

who know how to sing, and eery few indeed who know

how to appreciate good music when sung. I must serve

out mv mnsic to the French, as Lvcurgus did his blnck

broth to the Spartans.” He used to exclaim in las Cier-

mwiieed Italian accent, Di piu non fa mature per queUa

Tazxa di card.
m .

The situation of this theatre has been in a very critical

state since the departure of Mademoiselle Cinti. \ arimis

negotiations hare been attempted, but without success.

Madame MaUibran-Garcia, to whom a considerable sa-

lary has been offered, has refused to sing in French

operas. In the hope of finding some more elective singer

to sustain the principal charorter in Auber's new oj>era.

La Marti* dr Poriici , the administration have deferred its

appearance. Taking advantage of this dilemma, Madame
Demeri requested permission to make a new attempt in

Rossini's Siege de Corinthe, but the offer was not accepted.

The management were fearful of the old Greek proverb,

jitl the world cannot go to Corinth . Considerable dis-

pleasure has been shewn nt this state of things ; and, to

make matters worse, as Aubers opera has been so long

retarded, and the season suffered so far to advance, Ros-

sini refuses to let his new opera, Guillaume Tell, appear

this year. Others say that Rossini has only made this an

-excuse for his indolence. However, a new opera by M.
Zimmerman is immediately to be put in rehearsal, aud to

•appear early in March.
ThhrUre Jlalirn

.

—Mademoiselle Sontag has nppeared in

the Cenertntola, and produced considerable effect by her

spirited and graceful performance. But there is a draw-

back to her success in this opera; the part, which was

originally written for a contralto voice, sutlers considerably

by the transpositions necessary in adapting it to a soprano,

and is but little suited to her soft and expressive voice.

In some of the concerted pieces, however, she put forth

ah her power, and in the famous air in the last scene

was warmly applauded.

Opera Comupte .—The representation of MeuanieUo and

I*e Colporteur were unfortunately interrupted by the indis-

position ot the two principal female performers, Mevdumes
Provost and Pradher ; but they were resumed again with

increased success. The activity of the management of

this theatre forms a striking contrast with the languor

prevalent at the Jlcadhnie de Mtuitpte. Two new operas

are in active preparation, and a third is announced.

Thtdtre de Madame.—M. Adam, a vming composer,

and pupil of BoTeldieu, already known by some spirited

airs and instrumental pieces, has produced a new opera,

entitled La BaieliSre. Compared with the nature of the

. subject, the music has been thought rather too full of

pretension ; but it contains much that is fresh and elegant,

and is marked throughout by a good style of instrumen-

tation. The overture is pleasing, a chorus was much
admired, and a little air, agitato, was loudly encored.

CONCEBT FOR THE ITALIAN AND SPANISH REFUGEES.

A grand morning concert was given on Wednesday,
February 13ih, iu Guildhall, the profits to be applied to

the fund appropriated to the use of those unfortunate

Spanish and Italian gentlemen who have sought in this

island a refuge from the atrocious persecution to which
they were exposed in their native country.

We ore happy to learn that about fifteen hundred tickets

were disposed o£ the price of winch was fixed at fifteen

shillings : but a great number of persons, a majority we
arc inclined to believe, took no change in return for their

sovereigns ; the receipts therefore, including several band-

some donations, must have been considerable.

The principal performers were, Madame Pasta, Miss

Paton, Madame Feron, Miss Wilkinson, Miss Bacon;
Mr. Braham, Signor Curioni, Signor Pellegrini, Mr. Ter-

rail, Mr. E. Taylor, Mr. Horncastle. and Mr. Phillips.

Mr. Cramer led the first part of the concert, Mr. Spag-

noletti the second, and Sir G. Smart conducted. The
band, including vocal and instrumental performers, altoge-

ther amounted to two hundred persons.

The music consisted of a selection from the Messiah,

together with “ Holy ! Holy f* sung by Miss Bacon ; Lu-
ther’s Hymn, by Mr. Braham j

“ Here shall soft Charity

repair/’ by Messrs Iiorncastle and E. Taylor ; Attwood?®

Coronation Anthem, ** Iwas glad,” and a chorus from the

Creation. These formed the first part. The second

consisted chiefly of Italiau music. Madame Pasta sang;

with Curioni, a duet by Vaccai and an aria ; Madame
Feron gave an air from Mosd ; Signora Brambilla sang

a scena and aria; Miss Bacon a duet with Signor Pelle-

grini; Mr. Braham introduced Dr. Pcpusch’s cantata*

“ See from the silent groves ;** Mr. Phillips sang Callcott'a

*' Angel of life I** and Mr. Nicholson played a Fantasia on

the flute: besides which “ When wiuds breathe soft/*

'* Cruda sorte !’* the scstetto from Cmi fan tulle, and the

overture to the Freuchutz were performed.

The whole did the greatest credit not only to the talents,

but to the excellent intentions of all the performers en-

gaged in so benevolent an undertaking. They will be

amply comjiensaited by the feeling of having contributed

their exertions in support of so laudable a purpose, a plea-

sure which will, doubtless, be enhanced by the reflection

that their efforts were crowned with very signal success.

The success of this undertaking has led to a determi-

nation to give a similar concert in the same place, ou the

27th of the present month, the profits to be distributed

amongst the various charity-schools in the city of London.

CONCERT FOR THE BENEFIT OP THE WIDOW AND EIGHT
CHTI.DRKN OP THE LATB MB. KIESEWETTER.

This took place at the Argyle Rooms, on Monday, the

lSth ult.

A public performance by a band which is never heard
as a body, except at the concerts of the Philharmonic

Society, added to the benevolent wish of contributing to

the assistance of poor Kiesewetter’s large, and we fear dis-

tressed, family, drew together on this occasion an immense
crowd. Nine hundred tickets were sold, and the further

issue was then stopped. These more than filled the room ;

nevertheless, numbers of persons were extremely impor-

tunate in their demands for admission, which, in justice

to those who had already purchased tickets, were very

properly refused.

The performance itself was not exactly on the Philhar-

monic plan, which created some little disappointment;

but it was, os a whole, a good selection. Miss Stephens*

Miss Patou, and Mr. Braham, sung delightfully. Miss
Bacou, Mr. E. Taylor, and S»g. Pellegrini, contributed

their aid in morceaux <tensemble. Mrs. Anderson per-
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formed a polonaise by Her*, on the piano-forte, with

much brilliancy, and Mr. Onry played a Fantasia of La-

font on the violin, in a manner that jjave very general

pleasure. Messrs. Cramer and Spagnoletti each led one

act of the concert, and Mr. Bishop conducted. We must

not omit to mention, that Signora Brambilla consented,

at a short notice, to supply the place of Mod. Caradori,

whose indisposition alone prevented her attending:.

THE ORATORIOS.

On the 80th of January, King Charles’s Martyrdom, the

annual concert was performed at Drury Lane, which may
always be considered as the first night of the oratorio

season. Amongst the novelties introduced, were an Offcr-

torium by Eyblcr ; a Sanclus from a mass by Hummel;
a selection from Mehul’s Joseph , os arranged by Mr. E.

Taylor, for the last Norwich Festival, and which did not

produce so much effect here as we anticipated ; and a

Hondo by Donizetti, sung by Mad. Feron, and ill calcu-

lated for a London audience. The house was tolerably

well filled.

On Friday, the 22d. ult., the Oratorios regularly com-
menced, and a full house gave promise of a favourable

season. There was much to praise in the vocal portion of

this performance, and some little to blame in the instru-

mental department, which was not only weak in respect to

numbers, but deficient in that accuracy which we now
expect from every band. These defects will, we are

convinced, be immediately remedied by Mr. Bishop, the

manager.
The principal performers engaged for the present season,

are Madame Pasta, Miss Paton, Madame Feron, Miss
Grant, Miss H. Cawse and Miss Love. Mr. Braham,
Mr. Martin, Mr. Homcastle, Mr. Robinson, Mr. Tierney,

and Mr. E. Taylor. Mr. Mori is the leader.

1

Cftc Drama.

Kino’s Theatre.

On Saturday, the 16th of February, an opera under (he

name of La Rota Bianca, t la Rosa Rotsa, (or, the IVhiU
Rose, and the Red Rose,) was produced at this theatre for

the first time in England, and udvertised as Mkyeris,

though, in point of fact, it is little better than a mere
Cento, several things by the puny, milk-and-water com-
posers of the dny,—the servile imitators of. not Rossini's

beauties, but his defects,—being introduced into il, at the

discretion of the performers, not one of which, an air by
Garaffa and a terzetto excepted, deserved to lie heard a

second time. The following are the characters .—

Enrico, Earl of Derby . . . Md. PasU.

Rodolfo, Lord Mortimer, father of . Sig. Porto.

Clotilda ...... Mad. Caradori.

f’tmoldo, Earl of Seymottr . . Sig. Curioni.

Elvira, Count™ of Norton . , Sig. Cuttlli.

Vbaldo, Squirt to Henry * . . Sig. Detific.

This is not, as might have been suspected from its title,

anything like an historical drama ; it is a simple love

story. Enrico , to whom Clotilda had been affianced, is

first introduced as returning clandestinely from his banish-

ment; when he hears that the mistress of his affection is

on the eve of marriage with Vanaldo , who had been his

friend, and also a partisan of the Red Rose, but smitten
with the chnmifl of Clotilda , whose family are adherents of
the White Rose, had gone over to that faction, and availed

himself of Enrico's absence, to urge his suit for the hand
of ClotUdai The nuptials seem to be about to be cele-

brated, when Enrico suddenly enters, and is welcomed
to the festivity, as an unknown knight. He here dis-

covers himself; is immediately seized and thrown into

prison. He next appears, holding the sentence of death
in his hand, and surrounded by the officers of justice.

Vanaldo then enters, having repented of his cruel per-

fidy, and, desirous of extricating his unfortunate friend,

proposes to him to escape in his (Vanaldo*s) dress,

leaving him, the author of his misfortunes, in his place.

Enrico avails himself of this proposal,—the moment for

the execution has arrived
;
when Clotilda rushes in with

the pardon of Enrico in her hand, obtained by her en-
treaties from the king. She is surprised to find Vanaldo
in his stead, but Enrico soon returns with the friends of
Vanaldo, intending to effect his liberation by force; and
all is happily concluded by the union of Enrico and
Clotilda.

Some parts of this opera, and these arc manifestly

MUyer’s, are rather melodious, but devoid of anything like

originality, and without strength of feature. Rossini bor-

rowed many things from Mttyer, he was, therefore, entitled

to a loan in return : hence in the first entrance of Enrico,

the composer is indebted to Tancrtdi, both for the sen-

timent and sound. There are a few other parts equally

obnoxious to detection. But to hunt through such a
medley as this, in search of stolen goods, in which it

abounds, would be a waste of time ; we shall, therefore,

only say, that, in spite of Madame Pasta’s exertions and
admirable acting, the opera has not succeeded. We must
however acknowledge, that Madame Caradori’s illness on
the first night of representation was certainly against it,

though it has not recovered with her recovery.

Since our lust, Zelmira, Tancredi, and Oldlo have been
performed, in which Madame Pasta sustained not only the

principal parts, but in fact the whole weight of the operas.

Nevertheless, none of them drew money; all were de-

ficient in number of good performers, and the two last

have been heard to satiety. Besides which they were
not got up in a manner that bestowed anything like

novelty on eveu a single scene. Pasta’s Desdemona was
as perfect os ever, but perfection itself will tire by eternal

repetition. And, putting Curioni out of the question, how
is she supported ?

M. Vogt, the oboe, is arrived, so that our correspon-

dent's conjecture was not well founded. He was, never-

theless, perfectly justified in his suspicion, by the very

common practice of (his theatre.

La Clcmenza di Tito is getting up for a Mad. Schdtz,

who is to perform the part of Setio ,—what a character

this would have been for Madame Pasta ! Madame Cara-
dori would make a charming Scrvilia ; but who will play

the vindictive, the furious Vitdlia f—who Annio ?—who
Publio?— alas

!
poor Mozart 1

We learn with regret that Signor Piozzi, whose name
was mentioned in our last report of the King’s Theatre,

feels himself aggrieved by a purely colloquial phrase used
in that account

;
we therefore cannot have the slightest

objection to state, on the authority of himself, corroborated

by that of another gentleman, who has communicated with

us in his behalf, that illness was the real and only cause

of Signor Piozzfs not having appeared in the opera of

Zelmira.



MEMOIR OF WILLIAM CROFT, DOCTOR IN MUSIC.

(Extracted, but slightly abridged, and with a few verbal alterations,from the

Histories of Music, by Hawkins and BuRNBT.

William Croft was bom at Nether Eatington, in the

county of Warwick, in 1677, and educated in the Royal
Chapel under Dr. Blow. His earliest preferment was to

the place of Organist of St. Anne’s, Westminster, where
an organ was for the first time erected. In 1700 he was
admitted a gentleman-extraordinary of the Chapel Royal

;

and in 1704 was appointed joint-organist of the same with

Jeremiah Clark, upon whose decease, in 1707, he obtained

the whole place. In the year 1708 he succeeded Dr. Blow,
as master of the children, and composer to the Chapel
Royal, as also in his place of organist of Westminster Abbey.

In the year 1711 he resigned his appointment of St.

Anne's in favour of Mr. John Isham, and in the following

year published, but without his name, 4 Divine Harmony,
or a New Collection of Select Anthems used at her Ma-
jesty’s Chapels Royal, Westminster Abbey, St. Paul's, Ac.’

This collection, like that of Clifford, contains only the

words of the several Anthems selected. To this is a pre-

face, wherein are a brief history of church-music, and an

encomium on Tallis and Bird, the former of whom is

there said to have been famous all over Europe. And
here the author takes occasion to mention, that although

the first anthem in the hook, 44 O Lord, the Maker of all

things,” had been printed with the name of Mundy to it,

yet that Dean Aldrich had justly restored it to its real

author. King Henry VIII.

In 1715 Croft was created Doctor in Music in the Uni-
versity of Oxford. His exercise for that degree was an

English, and also a Latin Ode, written by Mr. Joseph
(afterwards Dr.) Tmpp, which were performed by gentle-

men of the Chapel, and others from Loudon, in the

Theatre, on the 13th of July in that year. Both the Odes
were afterwards curiously engraved in score, and published

under the title of Muricus Apparatus Arademicus.

In the same year an addition was made to the ancient

establishment of the Royal Chapel, of four gentlemen, a

second composer, a lutenist, and a violist ; and in the war-

rant was inserted, an allowance to Dr. William Croft, os

master of the children, of eighty pounds per annum, for

teaching them reading, writing, and accompts, and for

instructing them also on the organ, and in musical com-
position.

All these appointments at so early a period of life, being
now but thirty-one years of age, occasioned no diminution

of diligence in the performance of his duty, or zeal in the

study and cultivation of his art. And, indeed, he seems to

have passed through life in one even tenor of professional

activity and propriety of conduct. We hear of no illiberal

traits of envy, malevolence, or insolence. He neither

headed nor abetted fiddling factions, but insensibly pre-

serving the dignity of his station, without oppressing or

April, 1828.

mortifying his inferiors by reminding them of it, the uni-

versal respect he obtained from his talents and eminence in

the profession seems to have been blended with personal

affection.

In the year 1724 Dr. Croft published, by subscription^

his noble work, 44 Musica Sacra , or Select Anthems in

Score,” in two folio volumes, the first containing the buriaL

service, whieh Purcell hod begun, but did not live to conv
plete. In a preface the author states, that his work is the

first essay in music-printing of that kind, it being in score!,

engraven and stamped on plates ; and that for want of
some such contrivance, the music formerly printed in Eng*
land had been very incorrectly published, us an instance

whereof, he mentions the Tc Deum and Jubilate of Pur*
cell, in which, he says, the faults and omissions are so gross
as not to be amended but by some skilful hand.
He professes himself ignorant of the state of church-

music before the Reformation, as no account of it ap|>ear»

in any memorials or entries thereof in books remaining in

any of our cathedral churches. Whence it is to be inferred,

that he had never seen or heard of that formula of choral

sen1

ice. The Poke of Common Prater noted, composed by
John MarbccJr.

He celebrates in terms of high commendation, for skill

and a fine voice, Mr. Etford, of whom he says, " he was
a bright example of this kind, excelling all, as far as is

known, that ever went before him, and fit to be imitated by
all that come after him ; he being, in a peculiar; manner,
eminent for his giving a due energy and proper emphasis
to the words of his music.”

The anthems contained in this collection are in that

grand and solemn style of comj>osiuon which should ever

distinguish music appropriated to the service of the church.

Many of them were produced on public occasions •, on
thanksgivings for victories obtained during a war in which
the interests of all Europe were concerned. On such
celebrations Queen Anne usually went in state to St. Paul's

Cathedral. There are others no less worthy to be ad-

mired for the majestic and sublime style in which they are

written ; of these,
44 O Lord, rebuke me not,”

44 Praise

the Lord, O my soul
!” 44 God is gone up,”

44 We will re-

joice,” and 44 O Lord, thou hast searched me out,” are

shining examples.

Dr. Croft died in August, 1727, of an illness occasioned

by his attendance on his duty at the coronation of George
II. A monument was erected to him at the expense of

one of his most intimate friends and great admirers, Hum-

• Among these were u
I will riwiy* give thank*," for the victory of

Oudenardc
;
“ Sing unto the Lord," for the auccew of our arrni in the

year 1708.

L
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72 MEMOIR OF DR. WILLIAM CROFJT.

phrcy Wyrlcy Birch, Esq., a gentleman of a good estate,

aud a lawyer by profession, * whereon is inscribed the fol-

lowing character of him :

—

Hie juxta aepultus e*>t

GuuiLMt s Croft,

Music* Doctor,

Rcgiique Sacelli et Kujusce Keeled* Collegial*

OrgmahiU.

tlarmoniam,

A pr*cUris«imo Modulamli Artifice,

Cui altcrum jam claudit lain*,

Feliciter deri vavil *

Suisquc ccfoUrati* Oper'tbua

Quae Deo coDsecravil jilunma,

Studiose provexit:

Nec solemniUte tmtum Niimcrorom,

Scd et IngCDii, ct Moruni, el Vullfit vtiatn Siiavitale,

Egregid comineodarit.

Inter Mortalu

Per i|uinquaginU fere Annas

Cum summo lersatu* Candor c,

(Nec ulio Humani taiis oflicio cnnupectkur

Quim erga sues quotquol ioitituerunt Alutanoe

Amicitii et charitate vere Pateroi)

XIV Die Auguati, A. D. m.dcc.xxvii.

Ad Coriitum demigravil Chorum,
ProBsenlior Angclorum Cooceutibua

Suum ad6titunia Halliluja*. s

Kxpergiacere, mra Globia;
Expergiss err, Nablium et cithara

;

Exjiergisccre ego aiulto mane.

Or, in English,—“ Near this place lies interred William Croft, doctor in

tausic, organUt of die Royal Chapel, and of this Collegiate Church. His
harmony he happily derived from that excellent artist in modulation who
lies on the other aide of him f. In lu* celebrated works, which, for the
most part, he consecrated to God, he made a diligent progress

; nor was
it by the solemnities of the number* alone, but by the force of his inge-
nuity, and the sweetneas of bis manners, and even his countenance, that
he excellently rccorame aded diem. Having resided amongst mortals for
fifty years, behaving with the utmost candour, (not more conspicuous for
any other office of humanity, than for a friendship and love truly paternal
towards all whom he had instructed,) he departed to the heavenly choir
on the fourteenth day of August, 1727 that, being near, he might add his
own hallelujah to the concerts of angels. Awake up, my glory awake,
lute and Ifwp

;
I myself will awake right early J.”

‘

Dr. Croft was a prove, correct man, and being a sincere
lover of his art, devoted himself to the study and practice
of it. The bent of his genius led him to church music ;

nevertheless, he composed and published six sets of tunes
for two violins and a bass, which in his youth he made for
several plays. He also composed and published Six So-

He was a man of abilities in his profession, and remarkable for
the singularity of lus character. He wo*, counsel for WooUton in the
prosecution against hint for his attack on the miracles, and made as
good a defence as die nature of the cause admitted. He jWMeumd a
good estate, and w*>, therefore, able to gratify his pw jon f0r
which was wholly for that of the mo«t pathetic kind. Of all co.nposi!
tions, be moat admired the funeral *enice by Purcell and Croft, and
he would leave the circuit, ami ride many miles to WestminataNAbbcv
to enjoy it At tho funeral of Queen Caroline, for the greater conv^
nience of hearing this solemn music, ho, with another lawyer who»
afterwards judge, though neither of them could sing a note, walked
among the lay-clerks of the Abbey, each clad in a surplice, with the
note, in one hand and a taper in tba other. Dr. Croft wa. a countryman

ii p-JET? \
Whldl c,rcun»tAn«, together with hi. great merit, waaMr Birch s inducement to the abovemenHoned act of munificence—ihe

•rcctioa of a monument to hiin.
*

t Dr. Blow.
: rwm tail, 9.

natns, for two flutes ami Six Solos for a flute and a bass *

the flute being formerly a favourite instrument in tlus
kingdom.

There are also, extant, priuted songs of his composition,
to a considerable number; • and some, in manuscript, that
are very little known.

SALE OF BEETHOVENS MSS. AND MUSICAL
LIBRARY.

[From a Correspondent]

f 'icnna, March 16.

The sale of the lamented Beethoven's manuscripts and
musical library, which lately took place here, excited un-
common interest among the lovers of music, amateurs as
well as professional men. The following arc the heads
under which the articles were arranged in the catalogue
). Fragments from Beethoven’s musical portfolio, con-
sisting of noted paper, scraps of various themes, Ac.

;

H. Fragments and sketches in a more complete form;
3, Autographs of scores already published ; 4. Autographs
of unpublished music ; 5. Copies of various symphonies,
choruses, overtures, masses, &c., corrected by the com-
poser’s own band ; 6. Priuted music and theoretical works ;

7. A small collection of works of general literature ; and
8. A small collection of musical instruments. The contest
for several of the articles was warm and spirited, particu-
larly between the well-known music-sellers, Artaria, Has-
linger, and Steiner. More than forty works unknown to
the public were brought to the hammer, the greater part
of which are productions of Beethoven’s earlier years. No
doubt the present possessors will ere long aifbnl the world
an opportunity of enjoying these works of the lamented
master. We observed that the greater proportion of them
became the property of Artaria, after a severe contest with
his brother publishers ; several fetched extraordinarily high
prices. Besides a great many other articles, Beethoven's
last work, an unfinished quintett, begun in November
1826, fell to the lot of Diabelli; who triumphantly
bore it away, at a very high price, from a host of
competitors. The same gentleman also became pos-
sessor of a Solo-capriccio, of a Rondeau for piano-forte
and orchestra, and of the English piano-forte, which
Beethoven had received as a present from the Messrs*
Broadwood. The gold medal which the composer had the
houour to receive from Louis XVI 11., in return for a
copy of one of his grand masses which he hod presented
to him, was bought by some anonymous collector. But
by far the most interesting article of the whole sale

fell to the lot of M. iiaslinger—the collection of con-
trapuntic exercises, essays, and finished pieces, which
Beethoven wrote while under the tuition of his master, the
celebrated Albrechtsberger, all in bis own handwriting,
with the interlined corrections of that master, and hia re-

marks on the margin. It is in five thick volumes, which
were evidently preserved with great care. The struggle
for the possession of this invaluable document—the firuit

of Beethoven's first studies—was long and spirited ; but
the stamina of M. Haslinger brought him through: after

many a fiercely-contested round, he was at length declared
the victor, noue of bis antagonists coming to time. We
arc happy to be able to state, that this collection of studiesy
so interesting to the whole musical world, is immediately
to be placed in the hands of Kapellmeister Seyfiried, who

* One of the mou beautiful of these waa printed in an early No. of the
Uakmonicok.
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is to prepare it for the press. M. Ifaslinger, also, became

the fortunate possessor of a Piano-forte Trio, consisting of

allegro, adagio, finale, and variations, composed while

Beethoven filled the place of organist in Cologne ; of a

short sonata for four hands
;
of several songs, and other

Vocal pieces; of a small collection, entitled Zapfetulreiche

fur Turkuche Mu.uk ; of two violins, with the possessor s

veal on each; and, lastly, Beethoven’s copy of the works

of Handel, Dr. Arnold’s edition, in forty volumes, folio.

The latter, as is well known, was a present to the lamented

composer ’from his friend M. Sturopf, of London ; the

-possession of which tended so mnch to soothe Beethoven

during hits last and protracted ill nesa. The mind and talents

ofHumlcl were kindred to his own, and be was seen for hoars

hanging over these volumes in rapture, and forgetting his

sufferings. Two other competitors contended warmly for

this prize—M. Gltiser of Gotha, and M. Schenk, the well-

known composer of Der Dorfbarbier

;

but M. H&slinger

still retained Ills honours as champion of the field. * We
-must, however, observe, that warm as the opposition was

between these different opponents, the contest was stitl

conducted with becoming respect—not to say with a certain

solemnity due to the relics of the mighty dead. Some of

the prices given astonished even the most enthusiastic ad-

mirers of the composer ; and arc the must satisfactory

proofs of the deep zeal and love for the art predominant

amongst us.

MADAME PISARONI and MADEMOISELLE
SONTAG.

Pant, March, 1828.

• a *

ThctLlre Royal Ttalien .

—

Since the period of the rival-

ship that existed between Handel and Porpora, the public

has frequently been divided into parties in favour of some
particular singer or composer. London resounded, for

some time, with the quarrels of the partisans of Fanned!
and Sencsino ; which was shortly after followed by the

war which raged between the admirers of Bordogni ami

Cuzxoni. In this capiLal they had their Gluckists

and Piccinists; their partisans of Mara and Todi; and
more recently of Fodor and Pasta. A new race of com-
l»atant£ have uow descended into the arena, the Pitaronislt

and the Sonlagirft. They have already bude each other

fierce defiance, and given no unequivocal signs both of

enthusiasm and injustice. It is true, that a number of

peaceable amateurs, who do not pretend to decide between

Beriin and Parma, assist at the representations in which
these artists display their talents together, with the sole

object of enjoying pleasure from whichever side it may
be obtained ; but they will not be able long to maintain

their neutrality ;
they will he hurried away in spite of

themselves, and sooner or later will be obliged to take

part either with the North or with Etruria. The self-love

of artists usually takes the alarm in rivalsliips of this kind,

into which they are driven by the public in spite of them-
selves; and yet when they really possess talent, nothing

Is more favourable to their reputation. It is sweet, I will

admit, to triumph without obstacle ; but easy success,

obtained by the side of mediocrity, sometime* leads to

negligence, and artists languish in their efforts without

* This work was very lately advertised by M. HfeUager, sa

Music* l Ueaetle, for sal«
,
pace 450 florin.

bang conscious of doing so. Rival ship, on the contrary,

obliges them to continual efforts, which arc beneficial both
to the artists und the public.

The two principal operas in which the talents of Ma-
dame Pwarooi and Mademoiselle Sontag have been
brought into contrast, were the Donna del Laso and
Tancredi* and in both ample scope was afforded for

a display of the peculiar talent of each. They drew
down a tempest of applause in the celebrated duet from
Bianca e Faliero , which was introduced in the former

opera. Mademoiselle Sontag was particularly happy in

some of her closing jMiasnges ; and it was remarked, with

pleasure, that Madame Pisaroui frequently gave a smile

of encouragement to her more youthful rival.

LATIN GRACE, by Mr. CLIFTON.

To the Editor ofthe Harmonicox.

Sir, Thereta Haute, Ifammertmith, 28th Feb.

Relying on that di&pusition to promote the cause

of justice which distinguishes your work, I am led to hope
that you will indulge me by inserting in the Hamwnicon
the incloaed Latin Grace, with my reasons for now first

publishing iL

It was reported some years ago, by a gentleman whose
name I shall forbear to mention, that 1 hud had the temerity

to reset Non nobis Domine for the Bath Harmonic Society.

After a long lapse of time, this report has again reached
me ; I therefore feel bound, in justice to mvsclf, to make
the real state of the case known, in order "that I may be
acquitted of the arrogauce imputed to me. The facts are
these. About five-and -twenty years ago a division took
place in the Bath Harmonic Society: the secedere
formed another society, under the name of the Catch
Club, the musical department of which was conducted by
Mr. Windsor ;

and I was engaged from London to preside

at the piano-forte of the original institution, the Harmonic
Society. Before this division, it had always been the

custom to sing two graces, one before supper, and Non
nobit Domine. after. The grace before supper was com-
]K»*ed by Dr. Harrington, who, leaving the Harmonic So-
ciety, took his composition to tike Catch Club;—in con-

sequence whereof, the Rev. Dr. Morgan wrote a new Latin
grace expreasly for the Harmonic Society, and I, as

musical conductor, was requested to set it. This grace
was sung many years after I had quitted Bath, even when
the two societies were again united. To the accuracy of
this statement many members of the Bath Musical Society

can bear testimony, and particularly that excellent musi-
cian and worthy man, Mr. Windsor, of whom I am proud
to express my great admiration and esteem.

How, therefore, Mr. Editor, the gentleman alluded to,

should have mistaken Seu edamut for Non Nobit, or

grace before meat, for grace after, I cannot divine: but
being persuaded that he could have hod no improper mo-
tive for accusing me of the presumption of attempting to

reset that most beautiful Canon by Byrde, I can only

conclude that he has been wholly ignorant of the real

me? its of the case ; which I trust I have now clearly ex-

plained.

I am. Si/, your obedient servant,

J. C. Clifton.

L 2
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ON* THE OH) HUNDREDTH PSALM TUNE.
IS) tbs lit). W. IJR1.B BOWLES, A.M.

[Extracted from the Parochial Unitary of Bi-rwiAi//.]

[J have pom«*d, with much pleawira, thU vary intarestinc and intel-

ligent volume, and as the author's remarks on the old |(H)th pcaim-

Uino ue not only uew, curious, and likely to lead to further inquiry,

but aNo well adapted t»* the nature and object* of your publication, I

take this early opportunity of requesting you to lay them before your

Headers.—From a Corrsspoadtm/
]

Da. Bim*xv admits that the ancient melody of the old

’hundredth pwdro, as a congregational hymn, is sabHmc,

land the composition excellent. On this singular and un-

equalled, but 11clinch** strain, I shall take the opportunity

-of making some remarks :

—

It has been attributed to Martin Luther ; but, what-

ever authority there may be for the composition which we
hitve heard so divinely sung by Caradori, &e. to the

words of
K Oh 1 Ood. what do 1 see and hear ?*’ 4c.

I do not fear to say there U no authority whatever for at-

tributing the old English hundredth psalm-tune to Luther.

It is found us the melody of a French chanson in four

parts, by Cluude le jeuue, and published in Burney’s
History of Music. Burney admits it has been attributed

to Dr. Dowlttnd. I have in my possession an old collec-

tion of psalm-tunes, in which the melody appears, with

the name of Dr. Dowlnnd
;
but before we veuture to fix

Dowland as the author, let us see whether we can prove
it to he English, and not foreign ; for it is claimed both

by French and Germans. I contend it is strictly English,

ami I *hall be gratified if, as I think, I shall be the first

person to have proved so much.
It is remarkable that Playford, in his collection

printed in 1677, says—

I

have observed and made trial

both of French and German tunes, and I do not find but
our English tunes, both for air ami gravity, well suiting

the words, rather to excel than be inferior to them.'
1 He

adds, ** I find printed in the French psalm-book those
tunes which we also use—the 105, 112, 1 13, but not able
to determine to whom they originally belong

!"

Dr. Burney says the same thing; I shall therefore
find endeavour to prove that this fine air is ** originall

J

JEnglisli, und neither French nor German. Now I do not
fear to assert, that the peculiar accent of the words proves
that this tune must have been originally made to these
very English w ords, and to no other ; for this tune will

not Jit (if I may say so) any other words of the whole
150 psalms, and in this, and in no other psalm, the mu-
«»m! accents fall on exactly the proper and peculiar words,
where the tire** is required. I take the air as it is found
in all the most ancient copies, and now let us appeal to
this test.

The accent is first on ** All."

The next is on the emphatic word Sf.no.

The third on Him.

And last, on the very word which requires the strongest
stress, M Come.”

Now let us try the same tune to the words of the first

Psalm. The accent will be on the insignificant word the.

And this will be found to be the case with every psalm,
except the identical one to which the time is given ; that is,

there is not, in the whole one hundred and fifty, one psalm
in which it will^/W the four first verses, as it so remarkably
doe* the old English translation of the hundredth ; and I
contend this coincidence is not only extraordinary, but in-

deed almost imjMJssible to conceive, unless the tune was
made to the words originally.

It is singular that neither Burney, nor any other com-
poser who has paid attention to the subject, seems to have
been aware of this strong test of iulcmal evidence, proving,
iu my opinion, incontrovertibly, that the hundredth psalm-
tune was English. 1 contend again, that it bears not the
least likeness to any of the tunes in the German book of
Psalmody. There is not oue whose melody is so flowing,
and there are no words in German or French, to which
it is so completely adapted os the English ; nor has
it the complexion, if I may sav bo, of the French or
German school, any more than an Englishman has of a
foreigner.

I therefore consider the hundredth psahn-tone, from
internal evidenoe, to be originally and intrinsically English.

Who then composed it ? This wc shall perhaps be able

satisfactorily to determine. 1 have said 1 have an old book
of psalms in whiob the air is given, as a matter without

doubt, to Dowland*; the description is this—44 lOO1* 1

psalm, by John Dowland, IV. of Music—In four parts."

The same book contains the beautiful and affecting melody
to the eighty -fourth

—

How pleasant is thy dwvflinp-place,

the name of the composer is id so given—’* W®. Wheal

—

3 voices."

Now, the reader will remember what Playfortl has said,

that he finds this psalm among the French and German
tunes. Dowland, in the preface to his book, called ** Fife

* Dr. Dowland wax the celebrated in tea it. I in the reiff* of Queen Eli-

zabeth, and he is thus spoken of by Shakspeare, in a sonnet. inUttcd.

TO IBKXDLT CONCORD.
If music and sweet poetry agree,

A> lliay must needs (the -inter and the brother).

Then must the ltn« be great ’twist the* end me,
Bfnmw tlwni Imr’at the one, and 1 the other.

Dow [.and to thee is dear, whose heavenly lomh
Upon the (Me doth rarwA human Wim.

Spenser to me, 4c,
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grim’s Solace,” says particularly, that “ some parts of his

poor labours had been printed beyond the seas, in eight

most famous cities, viz.—at Paris, Antwerp, Colonne,

Nuremberg, Frankfort, Leipsic, Amsterdam, and Ham-
burgh.” That this air was printed at Paris, we well know ;

and we know that five out of the cities here mentioned

were of the Reformed Church, to which this melody, being

In the French and German psalm-books, was common

;

and there were also affiliated congregations in all these

cities. Is it not most probable that Dowland might

allude to this very air, and which, having been printed at

Frankfort, Leipsic, Amsterdam, and Hamburgh, and sung

in the Reformed Churches, might have caused a doubt as

to what nation it belonged ? *

When I have proved the air to be English—when no
Englishman has claimed it—when it appears in old books
with Dowland's name as a matter of certainty—when hi»

own remark agrees with the fact* that at this period in

Rio reformed congregations at Frankfort, Ac. this fine

congregational hymn was printed—we begin to think that

this sweet lutenist, so celebrated, was its author.

The critical and scientific Dr. Burney speaks most
slightingly of Dowland’s compositions. But Dr. Crotch,

in one of his musical lectures, produced a specimen of this

composers talents, equally exquisite in melody and skill

—

Awake, sweet Love I

a madrigal for four voices.

X think, then, 1 have proved the fact, that Ulis psalm-
tune was, I might almost say, must have been composed
originally to these words, and to no other. But it may be
observed, that though uti the first word of every line, where
particular stress and accent is required, this accent is

found
;

yet it is only so found in Lite first verse ! I answer,

the same melody could not possibly bend itself, if I tnay

say so, to all the verses in which the stress is laid differ-

ently ; and this impossibility of adaptation being found
even in the psalm itself, convinces me further, that the

first verse only of this psalm was that which immediately
directed the composer in his ideas of accent. The only
words in the first verse which appear not so justly ac-
cented, arc the words, “ That on earth do dwell and
also, “ and rejoice !** but these words were, at the time,
probably, read as the tune accents them ; nor was it pos-
sible to preserve, in every icord, the strict propriety of
accent which accompanies the general euphony of the mu-
sical phrasgof the tune.

Of the most perfect adaptation of words to a given
melody by a person of genius and skill, we have examples

;

but none is so felicitous as More’s exquisite words to
MilHco’s song of

Ho tpirs (ante licrjme.

Fdl*n is thy throne, oh I*rttl

!

Throughout the song the ductile, lacryma, is beautifully
and appropriately preserved in the English worth of the
song

—

“ JertlMtem.'*—^ SdlsU.'*

But no worth, unless written expressly for a given air,

by a writer of the most consummate skill in this most deli-
cate and difficult task, would exactly, and for four lines
together, fit a time which was made originally to other

* Colonne was the mmi Mgotftd
; but I hart* seen there an ioscrip-

two UJ the cathedral which probably afadeti to the reformer*—
** Ut owne» pertin«co aaaimco*

Long* arceatia !
H

words, and those foreign ! I think this impossible, taking

into consideration also how little the art of adaptation was
known or practised -at the period; and that in no other

metrical psalm in the whole book can a psalm be found

where the stress might, with such strict propriety, be placed

upon the fourfirst words of Uie four first lines.

If, therefore, the tune, as 1 think I have proved, musk
have been English, who can have so great a right to be

thought its composer as the musician to whom, without

contradiction, it has been attributed ; whose music (as far

os has come down to us) is so exquisite, and so peculiarly

marked by the strictest attention to accents ; and who
himself tells us, that some of his poor work* were printed

in most of those cities where the 1 00th psalm we know
was sung, wad where we have proofs the music was printed.

Let us not forget, that ui one of these very cities some
of the Calvinistic party in the Church of England, at the

time of the accession of Queen Elizabeth, stayed behind

their brethren, who were returned at this period into Eng-
land, to complete the metrical translation of those psalms

which Stern hold and Hopkins bad uot translated.

But Dowland, it may be said, never published it in

his works ; or owned it as his composition, This is more
than we know, but we may easily account for it. In times

when the fame of a musical professor depended on hie

elaborate science, when Bull, seeing a piece of forty parts,

addedforty more ;—when his elahorate instrumental pieces

are so difficult that they would probably defy Kalkbrenner
or Moscheles to execute ;—when counterpoint was con-
sidered so essential to a musician of any high character;

—when Bird produced his Canon, the second part of
which proceeds all the way on thefifth, the air being the

same as the treble, a fifth lower, and the bass being also

precisely the same air as the treble, all parts uniting ter

make up the most consummate piece ofskiII and harmony ;—Dowland, with any anxiety to stood Wgh in his profes-

sion, would not be ambitious to he thought the composer
of a mere simple melody, which displayed neither skill iiv

abstruse counterpoint, nor any scientific elaboration of
parts ; and which, it might be thought, any one could

make as well as a professed musician. Many beautiful

compositions, I have no doubt, have remained unacknow-
ledged for this reason ; but the composition publicly given
to Dowland, its being English, as I think I have proved,

it having never been claimed, it being sung, we may pre-

sume, in the eight cities where Dowland mentions his

music as being printed, five of which cities professed the

Reformed religion, induces me to attribute this composi-
tion, though unacknowledged, to an Englishman, and if

an Englishman, to the musician celebrated by Shukspeare
as Harry Lowes was by Milton.

PJayford says, that he has found the 100th, 112th, and
113th psalms in French and German books, and cannot
tell to whom they originally belong.

If my rule will determine the first. It will the others;
and I should pronounce by the same arguments, which
persuade me that the 100th psalm is English, that the

ll2tbis7tol, but foreign
; for all the accents ore false,

and, according to the tune, must be sung with these un-
jbrtnnale stresses—

Tmk min is UJksI that God docs fair,

A*a that lus low doth love indeed ;

His trtdv* earth Uod will upretr.

Ana ble*» such «a from him proceed I

No composer could think of accenting the first word
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of every line so entirely false, if the tune was made to the

words, careless as a composer might be of accents.

The 113th, a popular tune in England, and very com-
monly used as a chime, fails when it is brought to the

same test ; and 1 have no doubt it is German or French,

of which it has the cast of character and features, being
totally unlike an English tune.

The 100th only will bear, in every line and nearly

ectry tcord of the first verse, this plain, unerring test, of

its being originally English. I think the testimony of

Ravenscrofl, that it was composed by the musician cele-

brated by Shakspeare, together with all the circumstances,

decides it to be English, by Peacham*s poor 44 old friend ;**

and 1 shall be happy, after many years of musical dispute,

to have placed the chaplet unmoveably on the brows of

its author. This is only a part of literary justice, and it is

gTateful to find the finest congregational melody, which
stands as such, unrivalled in the world, to be, after all the

discussion, the composition of an Englishman, the author

of some of the sweetest and most impassioned madrigals,

and celebrated by Shakspeare.

The reader, however, will judge for himself if he has
any interest in such inquiries. At all events, I have en-

deavoured to throw what light 1 could on a subject in-

teresting to myself, and naturally connected with the topic

of parochial music.

EXTRACTS from tub DIARY of a DILETTANTE.
[Returned from p. 58.

J

Feb. 27/A. Mr. Samuel Pepys little surmised, while

writing Ins Diary a hundred and filly years ago, bow
much valuable information and rational amusement he

was storing up for after-times* What a useful, though

not a brilliant, light has he thrown on the history, morals,

customs, and literature of his age, by preserving facta

infinitely too trivial for the note-book of the historical

collector, and which perhaps hardly attracted notice at the

very moment they were occurring! There is scarcely a

man now living, if gifted with a capacity for observation,

and provided with the means, whose remarks, on almost

any subject, would not prove of considerable utility, and be

highly interesting, a century and a half hence: a reflection

which tends to encourage even so humble uu individual

as myself, in continuing a journal, long since commenced,
the object of which is an insulated art ; but an art of grow-

ing importance. Suppose a diary by Maisler Morley,

—

who, by the way, must have been an excellent gossip,—

had been hunded down to us, how curious a document it

would now have become ! The few scattered passages by

the Lord Keeper North show what assistance may be

rendered to the historian of music, and how much enter-

tainment is to be afforded to dilettanti, by such scraps.

28/A. The Post says that the oratorio of the Messiah

last night, collected a “ numerous and respectable audi-

ence.*' But on the

29/A. The Times states, that it was attended by “ a

remarkably thin audience." I was not present, but judging

by the general practice of both papers, I am inclined to

believe the latter. The present organized system of puffing

will soon destroy what little confidence the public may
still be disposed to place in the musical reports of the

daily press.

March 1*/. The Diarist in the London Magazine*

whose remarks and lucubrations are distinguished by wit

of a very powerful kind, by great keenness of perception,

and by a felicity in developing truth, feels much as I do
as to the unhappy, though, I fear, unavoidable, conse-
quence of having galleries in our theatres. He says, in the

Number for the present month, “ Galleries are certainly

nuisances. The patent theatres ought to have none. In
which case, to be sure, the performers would get no
applause. The pot-boys are the great encouragers of
histrionic talent, and also of musical skill, I must odd.

The other night at an oratorio, I observed one of that

influential class of auditors, the ragged boys, who, sitting

in the front of the gallery, procured, by his own individual

exertions, three repetitions of a song by Miss Love. The
dirty young gentleman, in his shirt sleeves, represented

the public taste, and the performer retired, no doubt, brim
full of pride at such worthy approbation. Oh, that the

Brahams, Pearmans, Stephenses, and Loves, could but
see, drawn out in foul array, the authors of encores, and
they would not deprave their execution, and excruciate

our ears, to win them !'* But the galleries are not alone

the peace-breakers and ear-splitters of our theatres; we
must look also to the number of half-witted, half-drunk,

half-price people who infest the boxes, the vulgarity of
whose manners exactly matches the brutality of their

tastes. These folks revenge themselves for the obsequi-
ousness which they are compelled to practise every morn-
ing behind a counter, by indulging in an equal portion of
clamorous rudeness every evening at the back of a box.
The gallery people act commonly from a feeling natural

to persons of their education
;
the others from a low affecta-

tion. Both are nuisances, clearly; but the one is only
tiresome, the other disgusting."

3rd. The critiques in the daily papers, on the per-
formance of La Clemenza di Tito% revived on the 1st,

exhibit a more than usual quantity of blunders and
niaiseries. The Times takes the lead: it tells us that
44 Madame C’aradori’s Vitcilia is loo tccll known to need
any fresh criticism on this occasion. She did ample
justice to her part, as she never fails to do in such cha-

racters as are equally suited to her chaste and elegant

style.** I cannot guess by what means Madaine C.*s per-

formance in thU part has become so 44 well known." She
did, I have heard, take it for a night or so, some years

since; but that is nearly, if not quite, forgotten. And os

to a 44 chaste and elegant style,*’ this is exactly what is

not wanted in the representative of Fitcllia

;

in fact, it

would be entirely out of character. A powerful voice, and
energetic action, are what arc required in this part ; with-

out these, it is no longer what Mctastasio or Mozart set

down. To such u farrago I can only answer in the words
of Pope,

Tu hard to say, if greater want of alill

Appear in tcrtlimg or in judging til.

The Chronicle comes next, and after admitting that the

opera 44 did not go off with great kdaL" imputes its

failure,
44 not to any want of merit in the performers,'

(the critic appears to have utterly forgotten at the moment
how the piece was cast)

—

44 but to the character of the

opera,” which he thinks wants 44 dramatic interest, (!)

the bustle of chorus, (!) and the morctaux <tensemble of

mure modem operas, (!!) merits in which Rossini’s works

so peculiarly abound.'* So, the favourite drama of the

poet tells for nothing, and the choruses are ineffective.

Ah! grazie si rendano among the rest, no doubt: and
Fengo ! aspetate!—Dehconservate, oh Dei l—Se a l rolio,

and Quello di Tilo t are not, l suppose, hi count mor*

d by Google
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ceaur rfensemble !—Grant me patience, Apollo; or visit

this new Midas ns erst thou didst him of yore !

The Morning Pott talks of the Lextus of Madame
Schfitz, and repeals the name, in order that an error of

the press may not be presumed. Where did this Aris-

tarchus ever meet with such a Roman appellation as

Lextus ?

While on the subject of this delicious opera, I may
record an act of frugality in the management, by which

Curioni was refused a few leaves of laurel for his brows,

value ninepence
; and Porto, as Publio, was, upon the

same economical principle, obliged to appear without

casque or sword. Parsimony and extravagance often

go together. Everybody has heard of “ saving at the

spigot.”—One performer has five thousand one hundred

pounds for forty-five nights ; while another is refused some
bits of coloured paper, to make his costume complete

!

6th. A few more words on Tito. The Herald of to-

day informs its readers that Mad. SchQtz’s second part to

Deh / perdona,
“ was considered as a fine specimen of

science.” The alteration made in a remarkable passage,

no doubt, is alluded to, which effectually metamorphosed,

and entirely spoilt, one of the most striking features in the

duet. Fine science, in the pugilistic art, consists in dis-

figuring ; in the musical art, according to such critics, in
{

doing exactly the same thing.

It appears by various paragraphs, and by a letter

from M. Laporte in this day’s papers, that a treaty has

been going on with Signor Velluti, to sing a few nights

at the opera. He demanded at first £800, and a free

benefit,—which, at this season, would not have cost the

house, one way or other, less than £400—for six nights:

that is, £200 per night. He then dropped the £800 to

600, and a benefit. Laporte offered £400 and half of a

free benefit. (Poor Laporte t where were his wits ?) The
soprano then asked £200, and a free full benefit. Laporte
agreed. Now came the question, as to what was to be
performed. Laporte named Semiramide, Velluti to take

the part of Arsace. The latter refused, but offered to sing

In II Crociato , in the character of Armando. This having

been promised to Pasta, was declined. So the treaty

finally broke off. A few days afterwards a declaration

was made in the House of Commons, ami remains un-

contradicted, that a man and hit wife, in Scotland, had,

recently, from extreme poverty, been enabled to expend
only from twenty-five to twenty-eight shillings on their food

for one entire year l This country is indeed the paradise

of foreign singers. The paradise of about nineteen

millions out of our native population of one-and-twenty,

is to come. The rich have it all their own way now;
they must transport our poor by shiploads to the in-

hospitable climate of Canada, for they cannot afford to

maintain them, and at the same time pay an opera- singer

one or two hundred pounds for appearing an hour on the

stage. But the poor will assuredly have their turn, or

that religion which is " part and parcel of the law of
England” deceives us woefully.

ith. Morning concert of the pupils of the Royal Aca-
demy of Music, given at the Hanover-square Rooms. The
expenses of these performances are next to nothing, cer-

tainly, but the receipts, I fear, are very trifling. This
second concert was not so promising as the first, given
last month.

10/A. The Conte Leopoldo Cicognara some short time
ago announced, in the Efferneridi Littrraric di Roma
<Vol. VI.), as a new discovery, the Violin-cembalo of the

Abbate Gregorio Trentin: but it has since been stated in

April, 1828.

the Bibliotheca Italiana, that an artist of Milan, named
Gerli, had several years before produced an instrument
nearly, in every respect, similar, und had introduced it

into many churches and concerts. This instrument is in

the form of a piano-forte; the strings are of catgut, and
put in vibration by a horse-hair bow, which, by the action

of the keys, is applied to the string meant to be sounded.
A similar invention, however, was brought before the

public in 1806, by a M. Schmidt, a piano-forte maker of
Paris. His instrument was, in shape, an oblong square,

with a finger-board at each end; one of which w'as used
ns an ordinary piano-forte, the other as the violin-cembalo .

About the same time also, I saw an instrument, in an
upright form, exactly answering the description of the

above, made here, entirely as a matter of amusement, and
therefore never publicly exhibited, by a celebrated land-
scape painter in water-colours. But all of this class may
be traced up to Daniel Walker's Celestina; for I have lately

learnt, that Adam Walker, his brother, the first lecturer

on the Eidouranion, was not the actual inventor of this

instrument, though the person who brought it into notice.

11/A. In a French journal I see Rossini’s Motsc adver-
tised, in score, as performed in an improved state, at the
Academic Royair. de Musique, price 150 franc*, or six

pounds five shillings! People ought to be ns rich ns
Jews, to pay such a sum for a French Moses ; for in that
language is it printed. Handel's Messiah was published
in score, by Dr. Arnold, at a pound : at Leipzig, with
Mozart’s additions, for about the same; and will shortly

appear here, augmented in a like manner, for u guinea
and a half. Setting so high a value, then, on Moses, looks

a little Jewish in the gran maestro.

12/A. The following letter, addressed to the Editor of a
French Journal, has just met my eye. It proves that a
composer is not so liable to have his works interpolated at

Paris as in London. It also shews the better regulation

of the Italian theatre, and the good sense of Mademoiselle
Sontag :

—

4 Sir,
4 Mademoiselle Sontag wished to perform the part

of Desdemona in the manner in which it had been created

[what a polite maestro /} in Paris by Madame Pasta ; but
the air Oh quanto iagrirne, having been re-introduced in

La Donna del Logo, for which it was originally written,

Mademoiselle Sontag has consented to sing the part ex-
actly as I composed it for the theatre at Naples. To
avoid all misrepresentation, therefore, I request. Sir, that

you will have the goodness to insert this letter in your
next number.—Accept, Sir, &c. &c.

* G. Rossini/

- — In the same journal I observe a rondo advertised

on an English song, which was lately very popular; but
the Anglican theatre established in Paris has not yet, ap-

parently, much improved the French in their orthography

of our language, for the title of the Air is thus given,

—

Cherri reppe.

’The fashion of foreigners performing on the French
stage has given rise to the following jeu desprit :

—

44 Etes vous comedien franrais ?

—

Yes—Et vous ?

—

si.

Signor.”

14/A. Sometime ago the Morning Post, in simplicity of

heart, inserted a paragraph containing a string of operas,

in which, it was stated, Madame Pasta intended to appear
this scasou. The article had been sent by some malicious

person, and meant more than met the eye. This day part

of it is repeated, the editor neither recollecting that he had

M
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already given insertion to it, nor yet perceiving its ten-

dency.

151k, Behold Mr. Cobbett's opiuion of a song which is

getting naturalized all over Europe! It appears in his

Register of this duy :—“ The senile newspapers call the

old, stupid, rubbishing song, called * God save the King,'

our great national anthem. Any thing more profane was

hardly ever uttered. God save great debt : God nave

national faith: either of these woukl have a great

deal more of sense in it; uud, if the Irish Moors, or some
other ballad-monger, would give us a ditty under this tide,

he would have a crown-piece, and a good drink into the

bargain." De gustibus—but the proverb is less fresh than

tlie daisies will soon be. Whitfield, who did not suffer

prejudice to rule him in all things, had no objection to a

good tune because it was set to words that he did not like

:

he preserved the air, and adapted it to sentiments mure
suited to his taste.

44 Why,” he asked, “ is the D—1 to

have all the good tunes to himself?”—A reasonable in-

quiry : so he took several, not remarkable for the purity

of the verses accompanying them, and fitted them to

hymns and other spiritual songs. Do the some, Mr. Cob-
bett, if you are so inclined ; but prithee leave us our good
old tune, for we are not in the way to get a better. How
irreverently, though, the knave talks of poets; ond of

ouch a poet ! What will Moore, who is as real an aristo-

crat at heart as any other Whig, say to the crown-piece

\ and drink offered him ?—How will he face my Lord This,

and the Marchioness of That, after such an affronting pro-

posal ?—A drink !—ofwhat ?—of porter, no doubt ; and for

a man who has enjoyed so many potations of chain|>ague-

punch with royally itself!—Faugh !—But as to the money,

Cobbett, who is not very fond of giving away much of that

commodity, well knew that a bait under such a name
would not catch. The Crown won’t tempt Moore, that

is pretty certain.

18fk. Johnson's Scott Mudcal Museum was, as is well

known, the earliest complete collection of Scottish songs

with music ever published, the first volume of which ap-

peared at Edinburgh in 1787. In a recent number of

the Elgin Courier are two original letters of the poet.

Bums, on the subject of this work, which in various ways

are interesting and worth preservation. They are both

addressed to Jumes Hoy, Esq., Gordon Castle.

4 Sir,

a • * *

* Allow me to strengthen the small claim I have to your

acquaintance by the following request. An engraver,

James Johnson, in FMinbirrgh, has, not from mercenary

Tiews, but from an honest Scotch enthusiasm, set about

collecting all our native songs and selling them to music

;

particularly those that have never been set before. Clarke,

the well known musician, presides over the musical

arrangement, and Drs. Beattie and Btacklock, Mr. Tytler,

Woodhouslee, and your humble servant, to the utmost of

his small power, assist iti collecting the old poetry, or

sometimes, for a fine air, to make a stanza when it has no

words. The enclosed is one which, like other mis-begot-

ten brats, too tedious to mention, claims a parental pang
from my hardship. I suppose it will appear in Johnson's

second number ; the first was published before my acquain-

tance with him. My request is; “ Cauld kail in Aber-
deen,” is one intended for this number ; and I beg a copy
of his Grace of Gordon's words to it, which you were so

kind as to repeat to me. You may be sure we wont pre-

fix the author’s name, except you like, though I look on it

ns no small merit to this work, that the names of many of
the authors of our old Scotch songs, names almost for-
gotten. will be iuserted. • • • • • •

* Johnson's terms are : each number, a handsome pocket
volume, to consist of at least a hundred Scotch songs,
with basses for the harpsichord, Ac. The price to sub-
scribers 5». ; to noil-subscribers, 6s. He will have three
numbers, I conjecture.

* • •

‘ I am. Sir,—yours to command,
* Edinburgh, 20ih Oct., 1787.' * Robert Burns,'

fTo the tame.)
4 Dear Sir,

4 The Duke's song, independent totally of his Dukeship,
charms roe.—There is I know not what of wild happiness
of thought and expression peculiarly beautiful in the old
Scottish song style, of which his Grace, old venerable
Skinner, the author of TuUuchgoruro, Ac., and the late
Boss at Lochlee, of true Scottish memory, are the only
modern instances that I can recollect, since Ramsay, with
hia contemporaries, and poor Bob Ferguson, went to the
world of deathless existence and truly immortal song.
The mob of mankind, that many-headed beast, would
laugh at so serious a speech about an old song

; but as
Job says, 44 O that mine adversary had written a book !**

Those who think composing a Scotch song is a trifling

business—let them try.

' I wish my dear Duke would pay a proper attention to
the Christian admonition

—

44 Hide not your candle under
a bushel/ but 44

let your light shine before men.” I could
name half a dozen dukes that I guess are a devilish deal
worse employed ; nay, I question if there are half a dozen
better

:
perhaps there are not half that scanty number

whom Heaven has favoured with the tuneful, happy, and,
I will aay, glorious gift.

* I am, dear Sir, your obliged humble servant,
4 Edinburgh, Gth November, 1787.' 4 Robert Burns.'

The song alluded to, written by tho late Duke of
Gordon, is contained neither in Thomson's great work,
nor Smith's valuable Scotith Minstrel. In the former,
indeed, the old tune is retained, with symphonies and
accompaniments by Haydn, but with new words written
by Burns himself. This may, at first, be a little startling,

and render the sincerity of the Caledonian bard some-
what doubtful ; but it is easily explained. The duke’s
song was, most likely, thought too Scottish, the dialect

a little too broad, for musical purposes generady
; and

therefore the poet was guilty of no inconsistency in fur-
nishing others better calculated for singers south of the
Tweed. But after the praises bestowed on the original,

by so competent a judge as Bums, and the scarcity of
Johnson's work being also considered, it may, both now
and hereafter, prove useful to find a copy of it here.

There's cauld kail* in Aberdeen,

And castoe list- in Stra'bogic;

Gin 1 but hae a bonny la*«,

Ye’re welcome to year coiri* : J

And ye msy sit up s’ the night, %

And drink till it lie braul day-light;

Give me a lass bulb clean and tight,

To dance the Reel of Bogie.

In cutillous the French excel

;

John Bull loses contra-dances

:

The Spaniards dance fandangos well ;

Mynheer an alleraamle prances

:

• ColcworU. T Cabbage-stalk. 1 Small milk-pail.
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! foortane reels the Scotch delight.

The threesome rum dance wond’rous light

;

But tw-iuomes ding* a' out o' sight,

Danc'd to the Reel of Bogie.

Come, luis, and *iew your partners well,

Walet earh a blythaome rogie;

Til Ilk this lime to n.r«l.

She seems see keen arn! eogie

!

Sow piper-lad bang up the spring

:

The countra-fasliinn >» the tiling.

To prie* their moa»$ ere we begin

To dance the Reel of Bogie.

Now ilka lad has got a lass,

Save yon old, doited fogs* ;

And ta’en.a fling upo' the gnux.

As they do in 8lra' bogie.

But a' the lasses look to fain,{|

We ranna think miraefs to hain.

For they maun hae their come again

To dance the Reel of Bogie.

Now a* the lads hae done fheir best,

Like true men of Stn'bogke
;

We’el slop awhile and take a rest.

And tipple out a toggle.

Come now, mv lash, and tak your glass,

And try ilk otner to nirpMw,

In wishing health to every less

To dance the Reel of Bogie.

20/A. The Timet of thw day has the very para<rragh

which appeared in the Pry*/ of the 14th, which it thus

accounts and apologizes for the next day, the

2 is/, in the following words :—** A printed paragraph

respecting Madame Pasta was, on Wednesday night, sent

to the office in the same manner in which theatrical

intelligence is frequently supplied, and being unsuspected,

was inserted without any scrupulous examination. We
see, however, that under an apparently simple announce-

ment, a very offensive piece of slander is couched. It

is the inevitable fate of genius and success, like those of

Madame Pasta, to have bitter enemies. We certainly arc

not in the number, and we regret that our paper has been
the medium of any scandal against her. We know not
whence the paragraph proceeded

:
perhaps a certain

singer, whose place has lately been so admirably supplied
by this lady, could give information on the subject.**

24 tA. The foregoing, and some other article, it would
seem, stirred up Signor Velluti’s ire, which, however, he
prudently kept within moderate bounds; as appears from
a paragraph in the same journal of this day, in these
words :

—“ We have received a letter from Signor Velluli,

expressed in very modest language, in which he indig-
nantly repels the assault of a Sunday paper: he at the
same time assures us, upon his honour, that he had no
knowledge of the slander which was last week uttered
against Madame Pasta, for whom he professes, in a man-
ner which leaves no doubt of his sincerity, the utmost ad-
miration." How delightful it is to read of such excessive
admiration being felt by one singer for another, and under
such circumstances to! for it is impossible, aa the Timor
says, to entertain the slightest suspicion of insincerity in

so particular a case. The golden age is surely coining, if

not actually arrived.

2btA. I find the following advertisement in the Leipzig
Musical Gazette. M. Httslinger shows by the price he has
put on the work, that he is well aware of its increase in

value, from having been Beethoven’s cousiant companion
during the latter portion of his life:

—

“ Collection of Handel'a fVorks.—This very handsome
and correct edition, which lias been long out of print, is

in forty thick folio volumes, strongly bound in calf, and
adorned with a spirited portrait of the composer. This is

Beethoven's genuine copy, which was sent him as a pre-
sent from England, a short time before his death, aud was
purchased at his inte sole. The price is 450 florins.

M Tobias Haslimobr,
41 Musteadier, Vienna'*

5Rrtucto of iHustc.
A Treatise on the Art op Music, in tchich the Ele-

ments of Harmony and Air art practically contidered,

and illustrated by an Hundred and Fifty Examples in

Notes, the whole being intended as a course of lectures,

preparatory to the practice of Thorough-Bass and
Musical Ccanposition ; by the Rev. William Jones, M.A.
F.R.S. Folio. Second Edition. 1827. (Sudbury

;

ti. W. Fletcher: London , Longman and Co. and
Whitaker.)

Mr. Jones, profiting by the sudden and general diffusion

of taste for music, occasioned by the famous commemora-
tion of Handel, in Westminster Abbey, in 1784, published

his book in the same year, and dedicated it to the directors

of that festival. Whether only a small number of copies

of it was printed, or that its sale was very considerable,

we cannot now determine, but the volume soon became
exceedingly scarce ; and whenever it appeared in cata-

logues, which was very rarely, it generally fetched a price

amounting to more than double the original cost. This
circumstance, doubtless, led to its republication ; and as
the Treatise enjoys a considerable share of reputation

from having been mentioned in high terms of praise by
writers of credit, we have been tempted by the opportunity
which a new edition affords, to offer a few remarks on
the validity of its pretensions.

• Throw, f Chuoe. $ Taste. § Mouths.
|]

Glad.

The author of this work was the learned and amiable
Rector of Plucklev in Kent, Vicar of Nuyland in Suffolk,

&c. who died in 1800, in the seven ly-fourth year of bis

age. He published much on subjects immediately con-
nected with his profession : also “ an Essay on the first

Principles of Natural Philosophy;
1* “Physiological Dis-

quisitions, or Discourses concerning the Natural Philo-

sophy of the Elements and “ Memoirs of the Life,

Studies, and Writings of George Horne, D.D., late Bishop
of Norwich/* He was likewise the founder of The British

Critic; and in 1792 took up his pen in support of esta-

blished governments, and wrote the two-penuy pamphlet,

entitled,
<( A Letter from Thomas Bull to his brother

John,** which was, with vast industry, circulated in every

part of the kingdom by the friends of administration.

It is almost needless to add, that Mr. Jones was a profi-

cient in music. He composed ten voluntaries for the

organ, and four anthems, all of which were much ad-

mired ; though, never having met with any of them, we
cannot speak to their merits. But a Round,* printed

among the musical examples of the work now under

notice, is alone sufficient to prove that he possessed a
superior taste and some invention.

As a writer of music, however, Mr. Jones derived most
of his knowledge of the theory of composition from the

* This we fchall pabBA in tba mask'd portion of our next n maker.

M 2
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old English authors, and seems to have been quite un-

acquainted with nearly all the useful works, which, even

in his time, had appeared in Germany, France, and Italy,

on the subject. Hence many of his notions, his rules,

and examples* are become obsolete. The division of the

Kale into tetrachorris belongs not to modern music ;
and

j

solmisatinn by hcxachords, though an ingenious con-

trivance in the infancy of the art, and that which has

preserved the name of Guido t£Arezzo , for so many ages,

was abrogated so soon os the superior method of the

French master, Le Moire, became generally understood.

His opinions, too, concerning harmony, were rather
1

narrow. It is true, that up to the period when his book
1

appeared, only a few faint glimmerings of that light which
has since shone iti Germany with so much brilliancy, had
been seen. Nevertheless, the use of the enharmonic
scale was not unknown in this country ; Handel had
rendered it familiar to every well-educated English musi-
cian; yet Mr. Jones, in his chapter on modulation (p. 30),

thus expresses himself:—
** To exceed with boundless extravagance the just limits of

modulation with a view to nothing but novelty and variety,

is to produce confusion instead of variety. Therefore, 1 think

great pains have been taken, with little apparent benefit to the

science of music, by a German master, who has gone through

all the possible forms of modulation ; dividing the half-notes

of the octaves into forty- six keys, and modulating into every
|

ore of them immediately from the original key ; though the

greater part of his forms can have no place in any mtiona!
composition, and some of them are shocking to the ear.*'

The «* German master" alluded to is Philip Joseph
Frike, whose work, “The Art of Musical Modulation,”
published here by Napier between forty and fifty years

ago, is a most ingenious, able, and useful production,

which has since been frequently imitated, but never

equalled. It will both amuse and surprise modern
readers to sec his manner of modulating from C to Cjf

major, which our author selects as having proved so
•* shocking" to his ear.
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This of itself is sufficient to show how great a change
has been wrought during the lust half century in our taste

for modulation ; for who, in the present day, possessing

a cultivated car for music, will deny the beamy of the

above passage, though quoted as one that can have no place
in any rational composition ? Mr. Jones patronises only

that which he calls orthodox music, and his orthodoxy con-
sists in the approving, exclusively, ofwhatever is old. " If,”

says he, '* I may venture, without offence, to declare my
own private sentiment, I think the golden age of music
is past. In this country it began to flourish under Bird,

Tallin, Gibbons, Purcell, and Croft, and ended with the

works of Handel. * * • I apprehend then, that, to

say the best we can, we are fallen into the silver age, and
may think ourselves happy if we do not sink at length
into the noisiness of brass and the hardness of iron."

(Pages iv. v.) It must be confessed that there is some*
thing of the nature of prophecy in these last words. If
Rosrini’s trumpcliy accompaniments ore not here actually

foretold, the burlesque of them, (for assuredly only a bur-

lesque can have been intended) in the use made of brazen
instruments by the Frenchman who has had the direction

of the musical department of the Italian opera during the

last and present season, is clearly predicted.

But while the author thus detenninately swears by the

ancient masters, he is not so rigorously hound by their

precepts or governed by their examples
;
his harmony is

sometimes, and upon very important occasions, marked
by more licentiousness than can be imputed to any one
of his contemporaries, or any one of their successors. Aa
a proof of this, we will cite two or three instances : and
first, his mode of accompanying the scales.
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The following manner of treating the minor scale he
seems particularly anxious to recommend, for he slates it

to be “ the true and simple" method.

He thus disposes of the leading note of the key, in mo-
dulating from c to a :

—

5 S

Such errors, glaring anil indefensible as they arc, will

excite no surprise when it is considered that they proceed

from an unprofessional pen; but they ought never to

have met the public eye, more especially iu a work avow-

edly written, and written too in a tone of no small con-

fidence, for the purpose of instruction.

In perusing this volume, hope too often ends in dis-

appointment
;
we are promised discoveries that are not
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afterwards made, and elucidations from which we receive

no light. The author tells us that we shall find “ the

chromatic system more clearly explained and better con-

firmed than in any other work upon music.” He deduces

this system from the minor key, and completes it by means

of the tetrachords. This is just as satisfactory as if an

etymologist, on being consulted respecting the source of

n word, were to state, that it is derived from the alphabet.

But in a subsequent chapter is a useful remark on the

chromatic scale, which is worthy of particular notice at

the present period, when hideously rapid semitonic pas-

sages, the offspring of vanity and depraved taste, have

crept in again :—'* In light and quick music,* he says,

“ it is strangely out of place ; as if a man should attempt

to cry and laugh at the same time.” (Page 40.)

We cannot assent to the author’s definitions of Air and
Melody (p. 42) ; and in the distinction he makes between

these terms, we differ from him widely. After much
reflection on the subject, we are convinced that they are

strictly synonimous.

Having thus pointed out some of the defects of this

treatise, with the view of cautioning students against its

errors, we have now the more agreeable duty to perform,

of directing attention to those parts which arc deserving

of praise.

The Introduction is in our estimation, the best portion

of the book: there is more reasoning in it, a larger share

of good sense, than is commonly found in didactic writers

on music. After stating generally the object of the work,
and enforcing the necessity of studying principles, he
says,

—

" Every admirer of music who takes the pains to inquire
what it is that constitutes real excellence, will hear good music
with more pleasure than if He heard it in ignorance: for the
ignorant are very apt to be pleased with false excellence, and
to despise the true, because their minds are not yet opened and
prepared for its effects. If you play an adagio of Corelli to a
person who knows nothing of harmony, you will raise no admi-
ration

;
for the same reason as if you were to read Milton or

Shakspearc to a man who does not understand the grammar.
• • * There is as much inrumpetent and erroneous judg-
ment in music as in any art whatever, and it cannot be cor-
rected but by infusing more knowledge into those who are
capable of it and willing to receive it.”

" Where there is more learning, there will of course be
more taste and better discernment

; and when a person who is

present at a performance has skill enough to see the progress of
it in a score at the same time, he hears it with ns much effect
as if he had more ears than nature has given : and indeed so he
has ; for as learning gires a second tight to the mind of man.
so doth skill in music improve the hearing in the same degree.'*

fp. ii.)

The fallowing observation is remarkably just, nnd
cannot be too strongly impressed :—

“ What Unruly excellent and has had the suffrage of the
best judges in different ages, can never become obsolete, but
by being unjustly neglected,, or impertinently overborne and
superseded

;
and then the disgrace is not to the style of the

production, but to the capriciousness of man, which becomes
weary of the best things." (p. iii.)

To composers, and indeed to all such as wish to un-
derstand music critically, what Mr. Jones says concerning
the moheo, or subject of a piece of music, is of the highest
importance.

9
' The air that is first laid down in a piece of music, is called

its subject ‘ and a piece written upon no subject can have no
aense. The subject must be proposed in some certain mea-
*«r«, and in the clauspH and periods that follow, nothing should
be Introduced that cannot be reconciled either with the primary,

or with some secondary subject, whioh it is lawful to introduce

after a rest or cadence. A skilful master will conceal this

formality, by varying his periuda at discretion, and by inter-

posing rests and artificial interruptions
;
as a good workman

conceals his joints, or an orator the mechanical progress of
his divisions

:
yet there never was a good master who did not

observe some method in his compositions. It is with inusirutns

as with orators ; some will handle the same subject in a different

manner from others
;
and some will bring out of a subject

what others could never find in it ; but ail that understand
their art, will proceed under the restriction of certain rules*

that they may speak sense clearly, and be understood by their

hearers." (p. 46.)

This Treatise may be studied with great advantage by
such as have made some progress in what is called the

theory of music: but even by those it should be read-

guardedly, for, as we have shown, it is not free from faults-

of magnitude; and the author was not, even by his own
confession, an unprejudiced critic. But it contains ma-
terials for the mind, if active, to work on; and whatever

shall tempt the musician to think, will improve the art*

The philosophy of music engages very little of the at-

tention of composers in general ; what can be made to

emanate from this most important, but almost wholly

neglected branch, may be seen in the operas of Mozart
and Weber—(we confine ourselves to the moderns)—every,

page of which is as clear un evidence of deep thought,

of research into the nature and signs of passion, os of

genius and technical ability. In the oratorio of Palestine

are also to be traced the workings of an able, inquiring

mind. And in parts of The Creation , the same may be

observed. But Haydn proved, in that otherwise grand
work, his yearning after particular

,

rather than general,

imitation : conceits, such as expressing by sounds the

falling of snow, the leaps of a tiger, &c. were ignes falui
which too often led him from the true path into deplorable

absurdities.

A Collection op Clep.s for Three, Four, Fire, and Sir
Voices, composed by Thomas Attwood, Composer (o

His Majesty, Organist of St. Paurs Cathedral
, &c.

(Clementi and Co., 26, Cheapside.)

This, in the present day, may be considered as a large
Collection of Glees, and certainly is a work of importance,
the authors rank and standing in the profession, his ex-
cellent taste, which has so often been acknowledged, and
his scrupulous correctness, which has never been ques-
tioned, being all taken into the account.

The volume comprises nine pieces ; six for sopranos,
&e., and the remainder for equal voices. Of the former,
three have a piano-forte accompaniment, which, according
to our notion of the matter, takes them out of the glee
class, and puts them into that of the vocal quartet and
trio ; having always viewed the true glee as table hurmony,
the principal and distinguishing feature of w hich, like that
of its prototype the madrigal, is an absolute independence
of any thing in the shape of instrumental aid, it being
essentially and exclusively vocal. Such we believe is the
general acceptation of the word : hut this term, as well
us many others employed in music, has been so frequently

misused, that we shall not enter into a further inquiry

as to the legality of its present application.

The first of these, “ In this fuir vale/
1 from Lnnghorne’s

Visions of Fancy , for two sopranos, a tenor, and two
bases, and accompanied, is a beautiful composition, the
first half chiefly in solo, for the upper base and the tenor

;

the second part combining all the voices in charming
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harmony. A flowing' passage for the first base, at the
words, “ with its murmurs*

; and the annexed, continued
Ihrough several bars.

for the idea of which the author is indebted to Handel,
are both highly effective. The conclusion of this is emi-
nently beautiful

The second, '* There is a mild and tranquil light,* for

a soprano, alto, two tenors, and base, is remarkable for

the sweetness, and continuance of its air, which is sup-
ported with great taste and contrupuntic ability, each
part singing freely and well. We object to the false fifths

in the fourth, fifth, and sixth bars of page 12, particularly

as there is but one port, in point of fact, to accompany
them—the effect il painful. And the word 4

‘ influence,”

which at first is very properly treated as a dissyllable, is

afterwards incorrectly lengthened into a trisyllable. But
these are minor defects, and our mention of them will

prove how free the volume is from faults of any mag-
nitude.

The third, “ Begin the charm,’* lines addressed ** To
Music,” from Herrick’s Hesperides, but judiciously altered,

for six voices, and consisting of a larghelto, on allegro,

and u sialtan

a

movement, is more varied and animated
than cither of the foregoing. The whole of this is de-
scriptive, or, as it is sometimes called, imitative, music ;

the first movement, to the words

—

Begin the chirm, and a* thou lull'd mine ears
With thy enchantment, melt me into team—

therefore, is slow and gentle. The second, for four equal
voices only, is bold and energetic, to express the following
very different petition ;

—

Then, let thy active hand tween o'er the lyre,

And make my apint* frantic with the fire.

We here find the poetry ft*o brief in proportion to the
notes : we do not complain that the movement is long,

—

though we are no great admirers of the bustling style in
vocal music—but that the words arc few. We are, how-

ever, presently relieved by a very pleasing, soothing
tutiliano movement to these words,

—

That done—<unk down into a mlr'iy atran.
And make me calm aa gentle dream* again,

by which the poet s prayer is terminated.

The fourth, “ What nature, alas ! has denied," or
Cowper’s Winter nosegay, for two sopranos, a tenor, and
two bases, is a very lovely glee, full of sweet melody ; and
simple as it seems, is replete with Uiose contrivances
which shew the sensible, the experienced, and, at the
same time, the unostentatious composer,—the composer
who has had the sagacity to discover, that the true object of
art is to please, and that music finds its way to the heart,
not through the eye, but through theear.
The fifth, ** Hark ! how the sacred calm," from two

stanzas lately restored to Gray's Elegy, for three equal
voices, is written in a delicate, pure style, but is lew
distinguished from many others of the same kind,
those which precede it.

The sixth. Charity, the words by the Rev. Sherguld
Boone, for two sopranos, alto, tenor, and base, with an
accompaniment, is pleasing, but rather too much in a
manner very appropriate to the hymn, though not so well

suited to tlie glee. Jt must, however, be acknowledged,
that the verses possess a very damping quality.

The seventh is Burn’s admirable version of John Bar-
leycorn’s history, set for two aoprauos and a base ; a
mixture of solo and trio, with an accompaniment. The
story is not badly told in a musical sense ; though Mr,
Attwood’s forte is not in comic expression ; he soars higher,

and has strength of pinion to sustain him in loftier regions.

The eighth, “ The tear of sympathy,” from Darwin’s
Love* of the Plantz, set tor four equal voices, is a chaste,

delicious composition. Each part is an air, and the whole
unite to form a piece of harmony that, tor elegance, has
very seldom been equalled. Where so many beauties am
to be found, it is perplexing to name any one in particular ;

but the ascending passage running througli the various

parts, (pages 60 and 61.) and, more particularly, the six

bars on a holding base, the point d'orguc, iu the two suc-

ceeding pages, will hardly tail to excite the admiration of
all who have acquired any liking for this species of music.
Had this glee commenced upon the last crotchet of a bar,

so that the first syllable of " radiant” had been placed

where the musical accent falls, we should have pro-

nounced it a model of prosodiul accuracy

The ninth and Iasi, “ When clouds that angel face

deform/' the well-known lines of Theophilus Swift, foe

three equal voices, is a short, pleasing coin position. We
would willingly hive spared a roaring division, (p, 65,)

to the commission whereof the author has been seduced
by the word ** tempest,” and which the sentiment entirely

disclaims : hut the charming passage near the end, and
iudectl tlie whole of the last movement, restores the

tranquillity that the roar had disturbed, and we close the

book with regret that our task is done.

PIANOFORTE.
1. Reminiscences of England, a onand Fantasia, tcilk

orchestral accompaniments, (ad libitum.) in which arc
introduced Three National Airs, by J. B. Cramer,
Op. 75. (Cramer, Addison, & Beale, 201, Regent Street.)

2. Polonaise Bkillantk, composce par Hknri Herz.
Op. 25. {Same publishers.)

Why should not England be honoured by musical Remi-
niscences as well as Scotland and Ireland ? She possesses
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a copious repertory of excellent tunes ; tunes which, were

they Italian, German, Swiss, Danish, or even Scandi-

navian, would be ranch admired among uh ; nay, might,

by fits and starts, become almost fashionable. On the con-

tinent these are, by their intrinsic merits, getting fast into

notice, and aa we hinted in a recent number, if they can

only obtain letters of recommendation from Naples, Flo-

rence, Vienna, or Paris, they may stand some chance of

being praised by our own beau monde. The adoption of

them by so celebrated a composer and performer as M r.

Cramer, will introduce them again into a pretty wide,

influencing circle here, and, moreover, make them more

Extensively known abroad, in Germany particularly, where,

on account of the larger number of superior performers,

the present publication will be more likely to get into

general use than in this island. It is written apparently for

the composer’s own performance, or, at least, for very first-

rate players, for such as have powerful hands, agile fingers,

and the other requisites of exceedingly rapid execution.

This fantasia is in E flat It opens with a movement,
andante maestoso* of two pages, terminating in a brilliant

cadenza, which leads into Carey's fine air,
44 Sally in our

alley,
w accompanied by a rich harmony, and varied by

some bold passages. A second cadenza introduce® a

tutii in B flat serving os a characteristic prelude to “ Rule

Britannia,” which makes its entry with much splendour,

and afterwards appears in a great variety of new and

striking shapes. A slow air, the name unknown to us, fob

lows. This, though poco adagio, contains enough to alarm

ordinary performers, but much to please the connoisseur.

The lass of Richmond HUl forms the subject of the

Rondo. In this is an immense deal of toil for both

hands ; but not unaccompanied by a recompense for such

as arc able to conquer it, being clever in its construction,

and very improving practice for those who, to great

manual capabilities, add equal patience and industry.

The Polonaise of M. Hcrz is much less attainable than

even the above, and to about ninety-nine in a hundred,

la quite impracticable. It is a study of difficulties ; and
as a proof that Hie author prefers the less easy mode of
executing what admits of two methods, we offer the

following bars:—

86

What, then, can l>e advanced in defence of the other

mode?—or, will any one be weak enough to step forward

in vindication of such puerile and mischievous folly:—
puerile, because no end cau be gained by it ; mischiev-

ous, because it will tend to deter many from punmiog
the art. Nevertheless, there is elegance, spirit, bold
modulation, and some fancy, to be met with in this

polonaise, by those who are qualified, and will undergo
the trouble of extracting the ore. But really the labour
of the mine is hardly less severe than such an under-

taking.

1. Toccata, by Pio Cjanchettini. (Chappell, 135, New
Bond Street.)

2. Polacca, La Recreatiou, composed by James Salmow.
(Blackman, New Bridge Street, Southwark.)

3. Divertimento, The Return from America, composed by
Charles Della Torre. (Paine and Hopkins, 69,

Comhilt)

Mr. P. Cianchettini’s Toccata is a masterly composition,

proving him to be an excellent harmonist, and a pupil

worthy of Ziagarelli, the celebrated Neapolitan. The
first movement is a largo, six- four time, in n flat minor,

a clever, and, to cultivated ears, a pleasing study. It

consists chiefly of chords moving in crotchets, and requires

9 commanding hand. The second movement, moderate,

in b flat major, is iu what may also be termed the severe

style
;
that is, it is written with all the aid that scientific

knowledge can afford ; but it is, at the same time, per-

fectly free from pedantry and dulness. The whole it

comprised in fire pages, and to piano-forte players who
wish to acquire or improve a taste for really solid music^

we warmly recommend this publication.

The Polacca, No. 2, is an agreeable trifle, easy, and
written in the style that was very common five-ond-twenty

years ago, but now on the decline. From the familiar

character of its passages, it may be performed by youthful

learners, whom it will please by an uninterrupted uirinesa,

and a regularity in rhythm which alwoys produces effect,

more or less. The author is the husband of the best

songstress that, since BitHngton, England has produced.

Indeed, we might huve extended onr assertion to al]

Europe.

No. 3 lias been mislaid, or it would have met with
earlier notice. It is in the waltz style, unpretending,

written in a correct manner, with a view to the vase of
the performer, and is altogether a piece that will prove
generally acceptable. The composer is another pupil of
Zingarelli, under whom he also studied iu the Royal
Couservatorio at Naples.

DUETS, PIANO FORTE.
Select Airs from Spohr’s opera of Faust, arranged by
Vincent Novello. Books 2, 3, and 4. {Published

by the Editor, 22, Bedford Street, Covent Garden.)

We have here the continuation and completion of the

work mentioned in a recent number. Throughout the

whole of it Mr. Novello bus evinced great discrimination

in selection, and exercised u sound judgment in the altera-

tions which his experience taught him were indispensably

necessary in an arrangement intended to make the opera

generally known. Among these are some transpositions

from keys not in common use, and therefore perplexing

to the generality of performers, into others of more fre-

quent occurrence, consequently not so forbidding. For
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instance, the aria, “ Va sbramando," is transposed from r.

to a ; the Introduction to the Second Act, and the chorus,

Ardi lantern*,*’ from D minor to a minor. An important

part of the finale has undergone a simitar change
;
and

the measure of this is very properly altered from six

crotchets to six quavers, for the one is almost obsolete,

and the other in daily use. We wish that Mr. Novello

had also reformed the $, or two-quaver time, which he

met with in the score, by converting, or rather restoring

it, to l.
They urc both virtually the same, the quickness

or slowness of cither depending now, by established

custom, on the Italian word indicating the movement.
There is a pedantry iu this, as well as in the choice of

his keys, very censurable in such a composer as M. Spohr,
who can plead no temptation for descending to artifices

that may, ill the eyes of the ignorant, give a short-lived

importance to quackery and dulness, but which must
always prove offensive to rational minds, and cannot fail

to check, in a degree, that long called -for improvement
in the system of musical signs, which has commenced,
and, but for such puerilities, bids fair to advance, though
mistaken notions of self-interest, together with professional

narrow-mindedness, may, if not resolutely opposed, im-

pede its progress for a while.

The opera of Faust, thus adapted, makes a charming
series of piano-forte duets. By good management, all the

music chosen is rendered effective, though depending on
the powers of a single instrument ; but the materials are

good, and they have, in this instance, fallen into the

hands of one who knows how to convert them to the best

purposes.

VOCAL.
Samson, an Oratorio in complete Score, composed bp

(ieoroe Frederick Handel; to which is added an
Accompaniment for the Organ or Piano-Forte, arranged
by J. Addison. (Goulding and D'Almnine, Soho

Square.)

Mr. Walsh, a music publisher, who lived in Catherine

Street, in the middle of the last century, purchased of

Ilandel transcripts of all the oratorios, anthems, &c.

composed by him in England. Some of these he printed,

in score; and his successor Wright, on whom the manu-
scripts devolved, very nearly completed an edition of this

author's works. Copies of these having become scarce,

and consequently high in price, Dr. Arnold was induced,

at the suggestion of his lute Majesty, and under his

patronage, to announce another and a more comprehen-

sive edition of all Handel's works, at less expense than

the former, and to uppear in numbers, at six shillings the

large paper, and four shillings the small, each to contain

forty-eight pages. The King, to whom the work was,

by his own desire, dedicated, took five-and-twenty copies,

vind it proceeded to the extent of one hundred and eighty

-numbers, which included every thing of importance, except

the operas, whereof only five appeared. Dr. Arnold, some
years after, commenced a second edition, from the same

plates in a corrected state, which was stopped by his

death ;
when the whole of these, and of the remaining

copies, were purchased by Messrs. Goulding. The stock

-of the most favourite works wus soon exhausted, and the

plates being now worn out, the same firm determined

on bringing out a new edition of the most admired com-
positions of the " Giant Handel,’’ as Pope culls him, of

which the present volume is the first, and is to be followed

at short intervals by others. But the present differs from

former editions, m having a piano-forte arrangement

added to the score, hereby meeting the wishes of the
scientific performer, to whom the various clefs present
no obstacle, and of the amateur, who requires the sub-
stance of the score, without being obliged to gather it

from its parts. Thus the page presents a score complete
in every respect

; and at the bottom of it, the same com-
pressed, and adapted for a keyed instrument

; but each
perfectly independent of the other.

This work is got up with great care : the plates are
clearly and well engraved, and printed off in a very clean
manner, on a large, strong paper. The adaptation for
the piano-forte is made with a faithfulness to the text
that, in some few instances, we were almost tempted to
wish had been deported from ; being well convinced that
there are omissions in Handel's score, which, in perform-
ance, he always supplied, and oversights that he would
have corrected. But, to have meddled with such a
master might have been thought daring, and so great
a po.ver ought to be trusted in very few hands. Mr. Ad-
dison, therefore, perhaps, judged wisely. Wc wish, how-
ever, that in future volumes he would correct undeniable
and indefensible errors ; such as Tympany for Timpani

;

TutU Basso, for Tutti Bassi ; Viotino, for Violini ; Haut,

for O601, &c. Tile fault, we are aware, is in the original
score

; but false grammar, and bad orthography, should,
in such cases, alw ays be mended.

Drc*slrr'» and Blagrove'* inatnicUons iro again obligrt] to be de-
ferred > they will certainly be reviewed in our next. Want of room
aho compels us to postpone many vocal pieces, Ac.

0)c ancirnt Concrrtst.

FIRST CONCERT,
Under the Directum of Wti Grace the Archbishop of York,for Hit Royal

Ilightest the Duke of Cumberlaud, Wednesday, March bth, 1$28.

Selection from Jephtha.

Act I.

(Occasional Oratorio.)

Act II.

(Setpas.)

(Erifik.)

Overture.

Song. Lieta quest' alma.

Trio. Fall'a u thy throne.

Double Chorus. Dixit Dominos.
Solo and Quarlct. In my distress.

Concerto 11th.

Trio. Amplius lara me.
Song. Ev’ry day. (Chtutdos Anthem.)
Trio and Chorus. Sound the loud timbrel.

Song. Let the bright seraphim. 1

Chorus. Let their celestial. J
(Samson.)

Handel.
Handel.

Haxpel.
Sacchini.
Milmco.
JoXEMI.

Marcello.
(JottKI.t.l.

S&RTI.

Handel.
Avisos.

Handel.

The Ancients have commenced this year in something
more of sunshine than shade.; we will not, therefore, com-
mence our observations under the influence of gloomy fore-

bodings. We were wholly unprepared to see Mr. Braham
enter the orchestra of these concerts (we believe, for the

first time in his life), and we confess, we at first felt that

he was not in his proper place. There was a time when
this highly and justly distinguished singer might have

preserved that pure style and taste, on the stage parti-

cularly, which so delighted our English public fifty years

ago ;—for though educated in a different school, Mr.
Braham possessed judgment and discernment quite -suffi-

cient to enable him to appreciate what was chaste and
natural in that of England; and had he directed his extra-

ordinary powers a little more towards the support of that

simple, but yet glowing and animated style, he would
have done more for the establishment of his own fame.

t
* ‘
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cm a solid basis, than he ever can, or will do, by the mere

display of power and execution,—wonderful as they arc.

—Who now ever thinks of fine, striking, appropriate

music for musics sake I The sole questions are; Who are

the singers? who the performers?—-the only exclamation,

What extraordinary execution!—What richness of tone!

but as to the composer and the composition—alas!

But although Mr. Braham has yielded, and is still

yielding to a vitiated public taste—(for to correct it, now%

would be but a vain attempt) yet he has too much sound

sense to trifle with the real lovers of what is good, and

before whom a mere display of his vocal powers, without

their being under the control of judgment and feeling,

would lie received with indifference, if not disgust; and

this brings us to our remarks upon his performance of this

evening:—making every proper allowance for the difference

between the Italian and English schools, it was perfect

.

—No rhodomontade flourishes, no harsh strains of voice-

no false taste of any kind disturbed the manly feeling and

affecting process of his recitatives from the fine oratorio.

He himself felt the great composer’s power consigned to his

charge, and he made his auditors feel it, as was evident

from the bursts of applause that followed him throughout.

Wc should have been better pleased with the sublime and

affecting chorus, viz. “ How dark, O Lord, are thy

decrees !” which in the oratorio immediately follows

Deeper ond deeper still.” than the displaced air of

“ Waft her angels,” and which Mr. Braham himself must

find an unmerciful strain upon his voice. But, as it was,

we were highly gratified, and will only add—O, did he

but find it his interest to be always thus!

The quartet was the only part of this selection that

disappointed us:— it was a very cold and incorrect per-

formance;—the music, in itself, is beautiful, but study

alone will do it justice. We shall now take leave of the

first act, only hoping that on another occasion Mr. Braham
will stipulate with the noble director of the night for “ Open
Ihy ponderous jaws, O tomb!” The omission of it was a

sad oversight, to use no stronger word.

Madame Caradori was certainly very effective in Sac-

chin i's brilliant air,—though such compositions are not

the best suited either to her voice or st)le; her success is

therefore the more meritorious.—Willman’s accompani-

ment on the clarinet was a perfect performance; the

cadence, perhaps, a little too long. We pass over that

mawkish gentleman, Mr. Millico—(O for a nightcap!)

ond the astounding timbrel of the “ Dark Sea and the

" Distress” of Marcello. Let us also add that wc were

not very greatly enchanted with the “ Dixit Dominus.'*

We have heard the great composer in much loftier strains.

But what shall we say of Madame Caradori in such a

song as “ Let the bright seraphim,” for which she is

totally unqualified?—How could she be so imprudent as

to consent to sing it ?

Mrs. Knyvett, Miss Stephens, Miss Johnston—Sale,

our fuvourile Vaughan, and Bellamy, keep their stations,

and acquitted themselves, this evening, in what they had
to do, with their usual taste and judgment. But Phillips

is strikingly improved in every respect :—his voice ts

richer and stronger, and he has gained an increase of

energy almost equal to Bartleman.

SECOND CONCERT.
Under the Directton of the Eort of Cawdor, for /fit Royal Highnem

the Duke of Cambridge, fVedanday, March 12/A, 182b.

Acr 1.

Music in Macbeth. Locks.
Trio uid Chorus. DisdainfuL (Judat Mace.) Handsu

April, 1828.

Glee. Ti* lit* la*l Ro?e of Summer.
Recitative. My cup is full.

}
Song. Shall I in Mamre's r

Chorus. For all tlie-e mercies. *

Movement from his Lessons.

Recitative. Ti* well. ")

March, Air, and Chorus. Glory to God. )
Song. Confusa ! abbaixionata f

Ode. Blest pair of Svrcns.

Recitative, nut bright.

Air arid Chorus, As from.

(Irish Metody.)

(Jathmo.) Handel.

Handil,

(Jothua.) Ha>dcl.

Back.
Stapvord Smith.

|
(Dryden't Ode.) Hakdkl.

Act 11.

Overture. (Henry Fourth.)
Song. O L>rd ! have mercy.
Glee. When winds breathe *oft.

Double Chorus. He gave.

Recit. acr. Non dubiUr. 1

Soag. Li, tu vedrai. )

Sinfonia.

Duet Fair Aurora.

Double Chorus, Sicut prat.

(Israel in Egypt

)

(Giulto Sabina.)

(Artaxerxei)

Martiki.
P£HO''l.mt,

Weubk.
Handel.

Sauti.

Mozant.
Antr

.

Leo.

The Macbeth music is no novelty, certainly, but the

commencement of an Ancient Concert without an over-

ture certainly is. Perhaps the new director was of
opinion that the opening symphony was sufficient, but wc
should not have been displeased with a strain of some-
what more dignity.

Mr. Phillips sang his song, upon the whole, extremely

w ell
; but we wish hiui to recollect, in future, that all sten-

torian effort, in expressions of grateful praise to the Deity,

is bad taste
; it should he earnest and energetic, but not vo-

ciferous :—he must, positively, soften down the flat seventh

upon i> another time, and, for pity’s sake, let him be careful

to say eternal not elornal. We do not like to scold where
there is so much to applaud, but we care too much for

Phillips to pass over bis faults. Has not Mr. Greatorcx
made some alteration in the arrangement of the move-
ment from the lessons? The wind instruments seem to

have been left to themselves in the opening, and the effect

was certainly not improved ;—they were very thin, and
not well in tune with each other:—wc prefer the old

opening. Madame Caradori sang “ Confusu, abbando-
nata” with great spirit as well as sweetness, but she w'as

not so successful in Sarti's difficult air:—in several

passages she was sadly out of tunc, and—in short, she

neither knew the song, nor was equal to it. Miss Ste-

phens, in “As for the power,” was powerful as usual; wc
only wish she would take a few lessons of Braham, and
learn to speak as well as sing. Harper's trumpet was
quite appalling!—he is an astonishing performer on that

very difficult instrument.

The eternal overture to Henry the Fourth, opening the

second act, did not tend to put us in a better humour
with the new version of Pergolesi’s beautiful song ; though,

in justice to Miss Wilkinson, wc must say she sang it

with very great feeling. Wc hole, however, unnecessary

innovations ; nnd the air in question is peculiarly well

adapted for a bass voice.

Mozart's mighty Jupiter appeared to-night with all his

thunders around him ;—it was very finely performed.

We trust that, during the season, wc shall be gratified with

the other sinfonia in c, the second movement of which

is as exquisitely beautiful as it is singularly original : we
scarcely know, in this great master s cabinet of gems,
a brilliant of such value !

“ Fair Aurora” following so immediately after the

highly spirited but complicated fugue with which the

Jupiter concludes, was wafting us from the cataract to

the purling stream with a vengeance ! O the charms of

contrast! 'Die lion erected his mane most nobly in “ Sicut

% N
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erat,” Wc only lament that so admirable a piece of

music was not earlier hroiight forward in the concert:—

it will be better performed, loo, another time ; the chorus

singers were far from beiug perfect iu it. This fine com-

position of Leo may be found in the 1* iUrwilliain Collection

lately published by Mr. Novello.

THIRD CONCERT.

Under tie Direction of tie Earl of thrt*y, HedaerJay, Marti 19/A,

1828.

Act 1.

Introduction and Chorus, Te Drum. 1

Quartet and Chora*. Te glcirtoaiu. J

Song. Gratia* agiimi* tibi.

Chorus. For unto u«. (Metm*k.}
Song and Chorus, Veogo I toi.

Concerto 2nd ( Oboe.)

Glee. O Nanay !

Rccit. acc, I fwl the Deity. *

Song. Arm, arm, ye brave. >

Chorus. Wc come. J

Rent. ace. Me. whee (be sun. 1

Song. HUtcrae from. )

Quartet. Sing unto God. 1

Chorus. Cry aloud. J

(Jttdat Mace.)

(It Pmmeroeo.)

Act U.

}

•

Overture.

Duet. Qual andante.

Song. Softly ri*c.

Chorus. Ye southern broeies.

Duet and Chorus. Time has not thloa’d.

}
(Omm ' OimliclU.)

Grand Chorus. Gloria iu excetsis.

Rent. Relieve thy champion.
|

Air. Return. O God of Hosts ! I

Pastoral Symphony. *

Rccit. There were shepherds. >

Chorus. Glory to God.

Sestet and Chorus. This is the day.

(Solomon.)

(Smma.)

(Mruiah.)

Grain.

OlOUKLML.
Handel.

Gao uium.
Hamdil
Caere*.

Handbl.

Handbl.

Dr. Csoft.

ITanubu
Marcello.

Bore*.

JaCKJON.

GtlOURLMt.

Pxeoouisi.

Handbl.

Handel.

Croft.

We think our readers, when they have glanced their eye

over the bill of fare of this night, will be inclined to whis-

per to themselves, “ Now for the critic s scourge V* But no

;

we have done : a repetition of complaint, whether with

the lighter weapon of irony, or the heavier one of serious

censure, would probably make matters worse, if worse

they can be made ;
we shall, therefore, remain silent, and

patiently wait for that event to take place which mud
compel the Directory to alter their present system : viz.

the gradual dismemberment of the institution by the

falling off of subscriptions :—This will happen ; in fact.

Hie mischief has already commenced, undlong suppressed

feelings of impatience and disgust have ended, and are

ending in resignation.

Mr. Brahum was brought forward;—for what?—He
convinced every one who heard him that he could sing

finely if he pleased, and was then dismissed. We had
indulged the hope of a regular engagement in aid of some
rich variety, some novelty that was about to be intro-

duced ;—what made us lay such M flattering unction to

our soul?"

One of the most striking characteristics of our mighty

musician, Handel, is contrast ; the light and the shade are

ever beautifully and most judiciously blended in his com-
positions, and no where more strongly and effectively

than where he has introduced the charming soul-soothing

pastoral symphony in the Messiali, immediately after

the excitation of spirits that must necessarily be the result

of our hearing finely performed that wonderful chorus
** For unto ns. But at the Ancient Concerts, the place,

of oil others, where Handel ought to be held sacred, and

every intention of the great master carried into effect*

this exquisite contrast is disregarded ; and by a separation

for which it is impossible to conceive a shadow of reason,

the chorus is given in the first act of the present Concert;

very near treading on the heels of 44 O Nanny P' and the

symphony in the necond, immediately after a long, solemn
song which is very fine, but very somnolent. Mr. Gresto-

rex, in spite of his judgment, is, we fear, a little too
xtJeiU on these occasions. Before we quit the pastoral

symphony, we must whisper iu Francis Cramer's ear that

he leads it off in so slow a time, that before we have got
to the cud of it, we think we must Imve l>een listening to

a dirge fur the dead, rather than the soothing, hope-in-
spiring prelude to the tidings of salvation.

Phillips was successful in ** Ann, arm, ye brave ;** but
we are sorry that he has udopted that hateful anti-English

habit of mounting in recitative, to the note above the retd

note of the comjMisci. Old llniidel's wig would have -

trembled on his head, could he have heard Miss Stephen!
warble out “ Thera were shepherds, ’* taking the o upon
the first syllable of the word ** shepherds,’* instead of the

C which he has so simply and beautifully written. We do
not quote our fair Hyreit, however, as the only defaulter ill

this ease ; it is the practice, we lament to say, of aU. We
have nothing further to remark of the first act. Madame
Caradort was rather more animated than common, in both
her songs, but occasionally out of tune, as usual. The
coming in of the chorus in M Vengo a voi," has a
pleasingly striking effect; this was decidedly her best

performance. We must bow always to the chorus of

Handel, and to Dr. CrofVs anthems, but we are com-
pelled, then, to quit the second act with the same brief

comment os we have been obliged to give the first.

©be $biH>armoiuc Conorts.

FIRST CONCERT, Monday, February 25.

Act I.

S inform No. 8, Grand Raton.
Duetto, *' Kbbenc c te,” Madame Candors Allan, tad

Signora Brain hill R (Seonramidr) , . . Rosimt.
Quartetto, two Violins, Viola, and Violoncello, Messrs.

Spagnoletti, Griesbach, Muralt, aed Umlley . • Beethoven!.
Scena, Mr. Sapio, u Ab ! pertida l

w
. . . Ubbthoven.

Overture in D . , * , . B. Runmiu».

Acr II.

Siufonia in C . . . • Bistiijtew.
Aria, Madame Camion Allan, 14

II braccio mU* cmiquiae," Nic014*1*
Concerto, Violin, Mr, Oury Kbbutzer and Di Bemot.
Teraetto, '* Mi laaci,’* Madame Camden Allan, Signora

UrvnbiUa, and Mr. Sapio (/I Ratio dt Protrrpma) . WintHjl
Overture, Predom .... C. M- ™* Wane*.

Leader, Mr. F. Ciuhkr.—

C

onductor, Mr. Clrmskti.

The anxiety for admission to these concerts rather in-

creases than abates ; insomuch that the privilege of the

members, who have the sole power of nominating new
subscribers, and which rarely allows of their introducing

more than three, or, at the utmost, four each, every sea-

son, Is really sn onerous right ; for they are exposed to the

risk of offending more than they can possibly oblige. Yet
there is no remedy, for the room is as full as it ought to

be, at least
; and, taking a larger, would only mitigate, not

remove, the difficulty.

This season, the sixteenth, commenced in a manner
which promises, so far as the instrumental part, the most
prominent feature in the concerts, is concerned, to be equal

to whatever has gone before. To surpass former efforts
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would be a difficult tank indeed, ns to individual talent and

exertion ; but the habit of playing toother, of acting on

one established principle, must every ycur lend to n higher

degree of perfection ; though the gradations from what is

nearly perfect to that which is absolutely so, are impercep-

tible, except to the nicest and most practised observers.

The symphonies and overture* were performed A tner-

veille. We have so frequently entered into their particular

merits, that we find nothing more to add on the subject.

In the finale to Beethoven’s, Mr. F. Cratner, taking a hint

from n letter which appeared in the Harmonicon , caused

all the violins to play the opening, instead of confining it

to one ; and the superiority of effect was admitted on all

hands.

The quartet, the fifth, in Beethoven's opera 1ft, was admi-

rably executed. Nothing could exceed the delicacy of Spag-

nolctti's tone and taste throughout ; and that he was well

supported, the names of hia coadjutors are a sufficing

proof. Mr. Oury, who never before ap|>cured in so prin-

cipal a character at these concerts, convinced lus heurers

that while, in the common working of events, we must
lose our great players, wc are not without the means of

supplying their places. His tone is rich and sweet, and
his execution of a very superior description, though both

were occasionally affected by the consciousness of being,

for the first time, singly before such an audience.

Of the vocal part, the duet of Rossini was well sung
individually, but the voices were ill suited ; there was not

the slightest approach to that blending w hich, in a compo-
sition of this kind, is iiidispcn sable to tme effect. Mr.
Sapio’s Mcena, by Beethoven,—that fine und lovely compo-
sition, on the model of Mozart's cantata 44 Chi mi scordi,"

—was sung in a masterly manner. A roughness of qua-
lity in this gentleman's voice is not to be subdued, we fear

;

but he atoned for the defect on the present occasion, bv a
rigorous attention to the author's meaning, and to his own
•tyle. Madame Caradori sang an indifferent aria with
great neatness, and in excellent taste. But why must we
be so often condemned to hear such imbecile vocal music
as Nieolini’s, Ac., at the Philharmonic ? It mav do very
well to introduce into operas already in a state of hopeless
weakness, or to sing at oratorios, or at fashionable assem-
blies ; but at these concerts it is lamentably out of place.

The terzetto restored our tranquillity,—what a delicious

and sensible composition !

The appearance of the richly-gifted, the venerable de-
menti, at the piano-forte, very visibly affected the company,
who were gratified in no common manner by seeing Irefore

them, in strong health, active, and fresh, a character,
who has been distinguished all over Europe, ever since the
publication of his Optra IT., nearly sixty years ago

!

SECOND CONCERT, Monday, March 10.

Act I.

Sinfonia, No. 7, Grand ..... Haybn.
Daetto, Segui, oh car*,” Madame Caradori Allan, and

Siffiwir Pellegrini. (Faust) .... Srona.
Concerto, Piano Forte, Mr. Cramer . . Caswas and Mozart.
Aria, “ Parto,** Madame Caraduri Allan: Clarinet Obbligato,

Mr. Willman. {U Cirmtrnui di Ttto) . . Mnzirr.
Overture, Egmont BczTiiuvtN.

Act II.

Sinfotn* in C ...... Moiaer.
Dnetto, “ Dunqur io *on,” Madame Caradori Allan, and

Signor Pellegrini. (// BarMrrr d, &ryt,n) , Roaaisi.
Quintetto, two Violin*, two Violas, and Violoncello. Messrs.

Mori, Warn, Mural t. Lyon, anil Lindley Bckthotbs.
Seen*, “ Per pk*t*,

M Madame Klinger. (Cb*ifan tutte) . Mozast!
Overture, 1‘rotrrjnnn . Wiktsb.

Leader, Mr. Wkucbeu—

C

onductor, Mr. Crank*.

This was a most mugnificcnt instrumental concert; the

merit of the compositions, vast as it is, was quite equalled

by the manner in which they were performed. Huydn's

Symphony, in D, is one of his grandest ;
and Mozart’s, in

C, (not that which is often culled Jupiter,) is somewhat less

known, but not a whit less beautiful, than his others*. The
piano-forte concerto (selected from Cramer's in C Minor,

Op. 4ft, of which tire greater part of the first movement,

and the whole of the second is taken, and Mozart's in the

same key of which the last movement is clursen,) acted like

a charm on the whole audience : the host of dilettanti, the

body of professors, the critics, and tyros, were all alike af-

fected by the beauty of tile music, which is exactly suited to

the instrument ; and still more so by the manner in which

it was executed, which, we assert, without fear of contro-

versy, cannot be equalled. Oflcu as we have heard Cramer,

we never listened to him with more pleasure,—perhaps

never so much,—as now : never did he play better, never

did he produce more effect. Let others bring forward

their new ultra-German composers; let them flutter among
their extra-additional, toneless notes of the instrument,

while
u Fully clap* her hand*, and wisdom stares j"

let them revel in barronness, and enjoy their ten minutes of

empty triumph; they will be immediately forgotten: but
the impression made by Cramer is indelible— it is stamped
on the heart ; ami he will live hereafter, not only in musical

libraries, and in musical histories, but if good taste survive

him, in the transmission of his style, so long us the art

resembles what it is, and continues to be udmired.

Beethoven’s delightful quintet, in C, was charmingly

performed ; nothing could be more chaste, or, to cultivated

cars, more delightful. The overtures were quite splendid :

Winter’s to Proserpina told well, even ufter such a compo-
sition as Egmont.
The duet from Faust, a very sweet piece of still music,

was most judiciously placed, and well sung. It just suited

the power and style of the performers. Mozart’s grand
aria,

44 Porto,'* is too much fur Madame Carndorfs physical

strength. The accompaniment was as perfect as the best

elarioiiet-plaver in Europe could make it. As to
44 Per

pieth,*— the less said the better.

The return of Weichsel to tliis orchestra, after an ab-
sence abroad of eight or nine years, excited as much sur-

prise as it afforded pleasure. The climate of Venice, ifwe
may judge from his looks has a miraculous power of re-

storing youth. The vigour of his arm in leading, his

spirit, accuracy, and pendulum-like certainty, were imme-
diately recognised by the band, most of whom owe much
to having often served under this famous general.

THIRD CONCERT, Monday, March 24.

Act I.

Sinfonia ia C Minor ..... BezthottK.
Keciu c<l Aria, 14 Deh pvUte," Mia* Childe (/

1

Saen/tao
f-ttratm) ...... ClMAHORE.

Quinictto, two Violins, Viola, Violoncello, and Contra
Basso, Messrs. WcicWi, Walls, Oury, Lindley, and
Dragoaatti ...... Onslow.

Terzetto, “ Cruda sorte,” Madame Puzzi, Mist Childe, and
Mr. Braham. {Bieaordo eZaraide) . . Rossini.

Overture to Anacreom . • . • . CaiauaiNt.

Act U.
Sinfonia, No. 10, Grand ..... Baton.
Rerit. ed Aria, Mr. Braham, “ Ciel ch* profunda,” with

Violin and Viola Obbligati, Mr. Spagoolelti and Mr. Oury Paik.
Fantasia, Oboe, Mr. Vogt ..... Voot.

• The Minuet and Trio of this, arranged for Piano Forte and Flute, is

published in our present Number.
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Duetto, “ Ah p«Tdon».” Madame Puni ami Mr. Draham.

( La Ctemnza Ji Tito) • • • • Mozart.

Orertufe, FreisehSts • • • • Wa»aa.
Leader, Mr. SrACKOLim,—Conductor, Mr. Bisuor.

The performance of this concert, considered instrumentally,

rivalled the two former. But we cannot think that the

band acted quite {graciously in refusing to repeat the ada-

gio of Beethoven’s Symphony, when so unanimously and

perscveringly encored ; and we much, very' much, regret

that the company did not make a resolute stand on the oc-

casion, by enforcing a right w'hich they so seldom claim, and

never unreasonably. The consequence was, that the Ana -

crro/i,thoughadmirably executed, scarcely obtained a plaudit.

The more we hear of the overture to the Freischutx, the

more highly we value Weber’s powers. 'Hie technical skill,

great as it is, does not comprise a tithe of its merits ; the

thought, the invention, which give it a claim to be ranked

as sublime poetry, confer on it a better title to lasting

fume. It is not, even yet, appreciated by the many as it

deserves ; it is as much “ caviare to the general,” as Mo- 1

zart’s best works were, w hen first produced ; but in about

half a dozen years, will be as well understood, and ouly

stand second to them.

Tile fantasia was, in fact, an introduction. Largo* and an

air Allegretto, with a few variations But a better written,

more effective composition of the kind, we never heard.

Full of beauty and elegance as it is, we earnestly hope

that it will be published in an arranged form, for the in-

strument universally in use, the piano-forte. To withhold

from the public, or to retain in its present state, which is

nearly the same thing, a production of such merit, would
neither be prudent in a pecuniary sense, nor justifiable in a

more liberal point of view. The performance was not

Inferior to the composition. Expression and a most re-

fined taste, combined with great power of execution pro-

perly restrained, arc the attributes of M. Vogt as an ohocist.

His tone we did not nt first like ; we had been accustomed,

in our youthful days, to the elder Parke, and to F. Gries-

bnch, whose instruments, partaking of the nature of the

clarionet, were remarkably full, rich, and less reedy than

Vogt’s. But his is the true tone of the oboe, we admit,

and, by use, loses what to many is its objectionable quality.

The quintet of Onslow' was not happily chosen. He
possesses considerable merit ns a composer, certainly, but
he is nn imitator; on imitator, however, of the least irre-

proachable kind. Beethoven is his model, and he casts his

eye frequently on Mozart. Both are to be traced in his

productions, but the former chiefly. Onslow in too re-

cherche ; he strives too much after new effects, which he
does not often arrive at, and neglects melody, clear rhyth-

mical melody, which ought to be the first object in every
composition.

Miss Childe, who does Signor Coccia, her master, infi-

nite credit, and shows how much more may lie accom-
plished by a teacher possessed of sense, than one
who thinks only of sound, sang “ Deh

!
parlate,”—of

which, by the by, we grow' excessively tired—in a very
promising manner. It may be a question whether she is

yet sufficiently perfect for such a concert an this ; but
at all events the encouragement thus afforded may prove
a useful stimulus. C’ruda sorte !" was most unfortu-
nately got up. In the first place, it is half nu octave too
low for Miss Childe; is too high for Mr. Brahum

; and
Mudumc Puzzi was too high for both.—Paer’s recit. and
aria show the pen of a master, but double obbligati accom-
paniments rarely tell. It was sung in a very pure style,

—

“ Ah
!
perdotia ” was ineffective.

Jforctgn *Hustcal Report.

VIENNA.
Kdmthnerlhor Theater.—The only novelties here have
been two revived operas of the French school, the Gu-
iistan of D’Allayrac, and Aubcr’s Anatolic. Both are
pleasing compositions, and were well executed.

Two concerts were given nt this theatre by the well-

known Maurer, music-director at Hanover, in which all

the pieces performed were of his own composition, con-
certos, variations, polonaises, rondeaus, &c. The execu-
tion of this artist is brilliant, and at the same time bold,
vigorous, and expressive. Disdaining that trickery which
dazzles the multitude, and which is too much the order
of the day, M. Maurer, is content w ith the approbation
of the true amateur. He produced the greatest effect in

a duet with his pupil, M. Paid, and particularly in a
charming concertante for lour violins, in which he was
well supported by Messrs. Boehm, Hcilmesherger and St.

Lubin; this coin j>osit ion excited general enthusiasm, and
was encored nt both concerts.

A new and promising singer, of the name of Roser,
made her dubflt at this theatre in Die Zaubcrjiote, aud
gave the part of Puiniua in a manner that justifies the

highest hopes.

Leopoldstiidt Theater.—A new romantic opera in tw-o

acts was produced here, entitled Sir Amaml and Mia
Sehonchen ; the music by Kapellmeister Drechslcr, and
given for the benefit of the composer. The piece abounds
with considerable humour and satire, and in u musical
point of view is not without its merit. The overture bus
some spirited passages, and two of the songs were en-
cored. This was followed by Der Hoik Zaubergaben
(The Cave of Magic Gifts), an allegorical piece in three

acts, with music by Wenzel Muller; it hat .some pleasing

things, particularly a spirited uir in the first act.

Josephttiidt Theater.—There has appeared here Mon-
sieur Amr*s sauberer Fltich, a parody upon Kapellmeister

Kiotte’s Moisaseur’s Zaubcrjtuch, of which un account

has already been given. The piece is by no means de-

ficient of merit In its kind, and has some spirited music
from the pen of a rival composer, M. GlUser. This, with

Lcs deux Acares of Gretry, and Das Roscnhutehcn , a
pleasing little piece with some excellently selected music,

has afforded an abundant treat to the frequenters of timt

commodious and neat little theatre.

Theater an der IVien.—A grand melo-dr&ma, entitled

Zury Vhr (Two o’clock), forming a kind of counlcrpiece

to the popular Ein Uhr (One o’clock), has appeared here,

with music by Riotte, a composer possessed of that fa-

culty which a French writer aptly terms trite feconditt
sterile. in the present instance, the fate of many pieces

of this kind is reversed
;

the text is far better than tile

music.

Sacred Music.—The members of the Musical Society of
the Austrian States gave a grand selection of music in

the cathedral church, by way of thanksgiving for the re-

covery of that munificent patron of the art, the Cardinal

Archduke Rudolph, who, it will be remembered, was long

labouring under a dangerous complaint. The pieces se-

lected for the occasion were the following : 1st. Mozart’s
Te Deum, with additional accompaniments by Kapell-

meister Scyfried; 2dly. Beethoven's grand Mass in C;
3dly. Graduate, Sperate in Deo omnis congregation by

Eybler, and Ithly. Offeratory, Jubilate Deo omnis terra

!
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by Seyfned. The whole was performed by the elite of

the musicians of the place, and in correctness ami effect

was seldom surpassed.

A masterly portrait of the lamented Beethoven has

just appeared here, engraved by Steimuller from a

painting by Decker. It is acknowledged to be a most cha-

racteristic likeness.

BERLIN.

KonigstUdt Theater .—Within the space of one month,

three new operas have been produced at this house, Le*

Voitura renverten of Boieldieu, Herold’s Marie, and La
Pietra di paragons, one of Rossini’s earliest productions.

In the two first, the Signora Tibaldi and Mademoiselle

Bamberger particularly distinguished themselves. The
music of Rossini’s opera was found weak and ineffective,

and it survived but three representations.

Morlacchi’s opera La Gioventil d'Enrico V, % is in ac-

tive preparation
;
the principal character is to be sup-

ported by Signora Tibaldi, with whose praises our journals

resound.

The Chevalier Spontini is lately returned among us,

after an absence of some months; he is said to have

completed his new opera, and we understand that it will

immediately be put in rehearsal.

DRESDEN.

The amateurs of this place seem by no means content

with the management of Signor Maestro Morlacchi, who
appears to think that the public ought to rest entirely sa-

tisfied with the productions of his pen, and not indulge

any rambling taste for other novelties. The cognoscenti

of Dresden do not seem to relish this kind of passive

obedience exacted from them, and have loudly demanded
a wider range of musical enjoyment. They have in part

succeeded, ami in place of a new musical version of It

Barbiere
, promised by the Maestro, have again got their

old acquaintance the Barter of Rossini among them

;

not relishing to see an old friend with a new face.

Boieldieu’s Dame Blanche was lately produced here,

and introduced to the public a new singer of more than
ordinary talent in the person of Madame Sandrini, who
gave the part of Margaret with great spirit and effect, and
particularly the Romance in the third act, which called

forth the most rapturous applause.

PRAGUE.
A new candidate for the public favour has appeared here,

in the person of Mademoiselle Josephine Hagenbruck,
a pupil of the Conservatory of Music, and who promises
to do honour to that establishment. She uppeared in

the part of the page in Johann von Parif, and afterwards
as Annette in Der Freischutz, and in both obtained merited
applause. With a pleasing exterior, she possesses a voice
of considerable compass and sweetness, and a style of
acting easy and effective.

After n successful journey through Bohemia, Ma-
demoiselle Leopoldine Blnhctka, the fumous piano- forte

player, paid a second visit to this place, and brought with
her the scarcely less famous Friedrich Worlitzer, a youth
of thirteen. After delighting the public in various solo

j

pieces, they gave one of Hummel's grand duets, in a style

of excellence but rarely witnessed.

LEIPSIC.

The celebrated Mademoiselle Scheduler, the powerftil

rival of Sonlag, who Lately caused so deep a sensation at

Berlin, has been exhibiting her talents in this place. She
delighted the public in the principal characters in Die
Schweixer-familie, Der Freuchuts, Die Vetialin, and
Beethoven's Fidtlio. The powers of her voice and acting

seem daily to approach nearer to perfection, and for this

very reason, that she loses nothing of her primitive sim-

plicity. Her forte evidently lies in the energetic and the

impassioned. For instance, in giving those words in Die

Vestalin— * Er i»t frey f (he is free) which as usually sang

produce but a common effect, she displayed a vividness of

feeling which electrified the whole house. In Beethoven's

b'idelio , this was continually called into action, and in

her hands a character, which has often been considered as

tame, became in the highest degree interesting and im-
passioned. The compass of the theatre of this place is

by far too limited for her voice, which is of a quality to

fill with effect an interior of thrice the size. The house
is a constant overflow, and we are assured that nearly

every place is engaged during the whole terra of her per-
formance.

A grand selection of music was given here, in me*
mory ofthe lamented Beethoven, consisting, with one ex-
ception, of pieces from the pen of this great master.

All the talent of this place and of all the neighbouring
towns, was volunteered on this interesting occasion ; the

funds are to be appropriated towards the monument in-

tended to be raised to his honour. The following were
the pieces performed on this occasion. First part

;

Marcia sulla morte <Tun Eroet for wind-instruments
only ; Libera me, Domine , as a chorus in four parts, and
a movement for four trombones with an alternate chorus,

also in four parts : these pieces were arranged by the

Chevalier Seyfried, from the conqwsitions of Beethoven,
and were the same as performed on occasion of his

funeral. In the open air, these pieces might have pro-
duced an imposing effect, but they were too loud for the

compass of a music saloon. Not so the solemn Miserere,

which closed this part of the performance. Second part:

the celebrated scene and aria. Ah perjido! spergiuro? Ac.,

and a posthumous work of Beethoven, never before per-
formed, which was sent by him in his last illness, as a
parting memorial, to the Cavalicre Paaqualati, who had
been his kind patron and friend. It is an elegy for four
voices, with a quartet accompaniment of a very expres-
sive kind, to the words Sanft, icie du leh test, hast du
voltendet (soft as thy life, was thy departure hence.) This
composition produced a deep impression ; and in order to
gratify the w ish of the lovers of Beethoven, permission
has been obtained of the possessor to have it printed.
Third part : the long but masterly symphony in C
minor, the soft and touching movements in which were
admirably in unison with the feelings of the moment.
The whole of these pieces were given in the most finished
style of performance.

.Soft be the turf upon tbv tuneful brent.
Soft u iliis Requiem to thy dreams of rest.

BREMEN.
The only novely here has been a revival of Cherubini’s
celebrated Istdoiiku, w Inch was excellently brought out,
and introduced a new singer to the public notice, of the
name of Conrad, a young lady of considerable vocal
powers and great personal attractions. The celebrated
Madame Milder- Hauptmann, who has but seldom ap-
peared in public of late, delighted the amateurs of this
place with on opportunity of hearing and admiring her
superior talents. After gaining great applause, in n
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scene from the CVoctafo, in two song’s by Wolfram, and
Blum's celebrated Gruea an die Schweiz (a Salutation to

Switzerland), she appeared in the character of Emmeline
In Die SchtLvizerfam i/ie, and delighted an overflowing

bouse. This place was also visited by three other Ger-
man stars of the first magnitude, Madame Mathilde Fa-

chitii, Madame Seidler-Wranitzky, and Mademoiselle

He rol< 1 of the Berlin theatre, who all displayed their

varied talents as well in the concert*room as the theatre.

Augustin Ochernal, a young violinist of promise, also

gave a concert here, and excited more than common in-

terest by the able manner in which he performed several

of the works of the greatest musters, and a brilliant pot-

pourri of his own composition, upon themes from Spain's

Jeatonda.

8CHOTTENFELDE.
On occasion of the death of one of the members of the

musical society of this place, a new Requiem, from the pen
of M. Alois Weiss, was performed for the first time. It

contains several movements of considerable beauty and
originality, and as the first production of a young com-
poser merits the greatest praise. It seems scarcely less

than a profanation to attempt to set the words of this

requiem, and particularly the Diet irtt, after Mozart; and
yet the beauties of the present composition are sufficient

to redeem it from that reproach. The closing requiem
eciernam is instanced as a movement of deep and touching
effect.

FBIBURG IN BRISGAU.
A circumstance unknown to the theatrical annals of this

place look place in January last, in the production of on

entirely new opera, entitled Die Belagerung MUaolongi

(the Siege of MUsolongi). The music is by M. Frei,

and bespeaks talent of no common order. The overture,

unit several of the pieces, were warmly encored.

DANTZIC.
The Amateur Song-Society of this city, assisted by a

numerous orchestra of virtuosi and professional men,

executed the Requiem of Kapellnieister Eybler, for the

benefit of the charitable institutions of the ptuce. The
band consisted of nearly two hundred persons, and the

whole was very efficiently performed. The society in

question was established several years since, under the

direction of Dr. Kneiwel, who has continued to manage
with zeal and judgment, in the selection of the pieces to

be executed. The principal families of the town con-

tribute to its maintenance. There is at present a project

of foundiug an academy of music, which cannot foil to

produce a favourable effect upon the whole of Prussia,

and to spread widely the dominion of the art.

Tiie Requiem of Kapellmeister Eybler, of which men-
tion is made above, has just been published at Vienna,

and is mentioned by the critics of Germany in terms of

the highest praise. Two grand masses, from the pen of

the same master, have also lately come from the press,

and entitle M. Eybler to rank high among the duirch

composers of the day.

LISBON.

The company at the opera, this season, has keen highly
respectable, and can boost of a prima donna and a tenor,

whom few other theatres can match at the present mo-
ment. The seasou has proved a very active one, and
the xeui of the management has been repaid by the favour

of the public. It is a fact, that the entire expense* of this
establishment are less than the salaries paid in London to
Madame Pasta, Madame Caradori Allan, Curioni, and
Porto; and yet the managers arc able to obtain first-

rate talent. This is a problem which other managers
would do well to try and solve ; it might serve them as a
guide in their arrangement with singers. The price of
admission to the pit is something less than half-a-crowti

!

PARIS.

Academie Repair de Munique .—The benefit of Gall!
proved a rich treat to the amateurs. The bill of fare was
varied, and rich beyond example: Mesdames Pisarcmi
uud Mallibruu-Garcia in the Semiramide, being the first

appearance of the latter 011 our stage; Miss Smithson, in

the two last acts of Romeo and Juliet, and Mademoiselle
Sontug iu the first act of the Barbiere. A great name
in foreign journal s, and great success in private concerts,

preceded the debfit of Madame Mallihrun ; these species

of avant-couricrM are sometimes fatal to success, for the

public do not like to be forestalled in their judgment.
The singer, at her entrance, was greeted with worm ap-
plause. The commanding figure, and the regularity of
her features, bespoke the favour of the public. The
noble and dignified manner in which she gave the first

hrase. Fra tanti regi e popoli, justified the reception she
ad obtained; but the difficult phrase, trema tl tempio,

proved a stumbling-block which she could not surmount.
Alarmed by this check, she did not attempt the difficult

passage in the da capo, but dropping her voice, termi-

nated the passage without effect, and made her exit,

leaving the public in doubt and dissatisfaction. The
prodigious talent displayed by Madame Pisaroni, in the

subsequent scenes, gave occasion to comparisons by tfo

means favourable to Madame Mai libran. Her re-entrance

was cold ; but she soon succeeded in winning over the

public to her favour. la the andante to the air Del raggio

busingliter, the young singer threw out such powers, and
displayed a voice so full, that the former coldness

was changed into applause. Encouraged by this, she

hazarded the greatest difficulties of execution, and ap-

peared so inspired with success, that her courage was
now changed into temerity. Madame Mallihrun-Garcia

is but nineteen ;
she has just arrived from North Ame-

rica. where she had been precluded from profiting by any

models of excellence ; and therefore she requires that

finish which can be learnt only from experience, and by
profiting by the counsels of sound criticism.

The transition from the more noisy music of the Semi-

ramide to the lighter graces of the Barbiere was very

perceptibly felt. It waa remarked, that by the force of

contrast, the fresh, lively, and original music of this piece

seemed to have lost the half of its accompaniments.

Such is the danger of exaggerated proportions; they

make even those compositions appear meagre, which

were renowned for the brilliancy of their orchestra.

Concerts .—After a retreat of some length, the veteran

Baillot has again made his appearance in public. The
venerable Reinken, the Nestor of German organists,

having, at the age of nearly n hundred, heard the per-

formance of J. Seb. Bach, upon the organ of St. Cathe-

rine's church at Hamburgh, exclaimed, •* I had imagined

that our art was lost, but you have revived it again. So

long as you live, music will have its faithful interpreter.

The French may well apply the same words to Baillot.

His performance on the violin is a true continuation of

the school of Viotti. Others may possess his skill ; a
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Paganini may do more extraordinary things upon hia

instrument ; but no one can equal him in that soul, that

fire, that inexhaustible variety of accent and musical

shading, of which be is so perfectly the master. The

pieces executed were a quartetto of Boccherini, Haydn’s

celebrated quuluor in E, Moexrt’s quintetto in F, a new

quatuor by Hummel, and a rondo by Rode.

NANTES.

A concert of the Messrs. Gama took place in the Town-

hail of this place, which was very numerously attended

;

considerable curiosity was excited to bear the newly-

invented instrument,* for which the musical public is

indebted tn the ingenuity of these gentlemen. This first

public trial of the Plcctroevphon proved favourable;

M. Lupperger executed several pieces upon it in various

styles, and in a superior manner, and the effect was highly

pleasing. The bass notes are perfect, the bow acts

firmly upon the strings, which yield a full and pure

sound, resembling, in their various degrees, the tones of

the double bass, violoncello, and alto; those of the

violoncello, in particular, are said to leave little to be

desired. The alto notes are pure, particularly the lower

ones, but the upper tones are thin and comparatively

feeble.

DR. CROTCH’S PALESTINE.

By an error of the press, the performance of Palestine

was, in our last number, announced for the " seventh

instant,” whereas it should have been Thursday the 17/A

of April* (See advertisement on the cover of the present

number.)
We have always held this Oratorio to be one of the

great productions of the age. The prize poem, written

by the late pious, amiable, learned, and accomplished

Bishop of Calcutta, Reginald Heber, abounds in poetical

beauties, and in parts which invite a union with the

musician's art These Dr. Crotch has selected with nice

discernment, and set in a manner which at once shews

his just conception of the poem, the depth and extent of

his musical knowledge, his invention, and his taste.

Convinced, as we are, that this composition redounds

highly to the honour of our isle, we do not hesitate in

expressing a wish, as ardent as it is disinterested, that

the performance of it may lie attended in such u way as

to prove, that while the British nation is so liberal,

so lavish iu its encouragement of foreign merit, it does
not withhold from the works of its own countrymen the

best proof of esteem
;

particularly in tlie case of such a
oue as the present, which not only surpasses all contem-
poraneous productions of the same class, but is entitled

to rank before every musical composition of the sacred

dramatic kiud that has appeared since llandcl ; the

Creation of Haydn excepted.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC.

On Friday, March 7, the pupils of this Institution had
a public performance at the 11uaover-Squart Rooms, being
their second during the season.

Mozart’s symphony in o minor, and Weber’s overture

• Foe aa account of this instrument, see oor ourabar for February,

p. 37.
71

to Euryanthe, were tolerably well executed. H. A. M.
Cooke, son of Mr. T. Cooke of Drury-Lane Theatre, flayed

a concerto on the oboe, by Vogt, with very promising abi-

lity ; and II. G. Blagrove, who some years ago wis exhi-

bited as a juvenile wonder, performed a solo of De Beriot’s

on the violin, in a manner quite surprising, his age con-

sidered.

Miss Childe sang 44 Ye sacred priests," and Mr. E. Se-

guin, the 44 Qui tollis* from Haydn’s second mass, with

very considerable effect. The duet in Semiramide, ** Sc la

vita,’’ was not chosen for the same pupils with judgment;

it proved far beyond their present powers. An uria, not

remarkable for merit of any kind, by Vaccaj, “ Voi mi

chiamaste al trono," displayed rising talent in Miss Bell-

chambers ; and the finale to Le Aozze di Figaro was a

good termination to the concert.

THE ORATORIOS.

The Messiah was performed on Friday, Feb. 29, at Drury-
Lane. Brahaiu’s opening of it, and the recitative “Thy
rebuke,” with the air

44 Behold aud see,” were sung in his

pure, and we had almost written, perfect, manner, but that

perfection exists only in the imagination of men.
On Wednesday, March 5, some good t-horusse* from

Masses by Haydn, Mozart, and Romberg, were produced,
much to the credit of Mr. E. Taylor, who selected them.
They were not all very accurately limed ; another proof of
the advantage of murking the movement by a pendulum
of some sort ;—but, upon the whole, they were effectively

performed. Madame Pasta and Signora Brainbilla sang
some trash by Pacini, or Nicolini, or one of that family of
composers; while the English party rivulled these, in

44 Blue
bonnets,” *4

I’d be a butterfly,” and such-like proofs of our
national genius and taste. The Examiner has offered a
premium for a companion to the latter, to commence with
44

I'd be a jack-ass,” under the hope that Miss Love will

not refuse to sing the song. Some verses have accordingly

been sent anonymously ; a friend assures us that, to his

knowledge, they are written by the Vicar of Brny.

Mr. E. Taylor, formerly of Norwich, who much assists

in making selections for these oratorios, has also brought
forward part of Mozart’s mass No. 1, of Novello's edition,

and we heartily rejoice to observe with what satisfaction

suth master-pieces arc received by part of the audience.

Madame Pasta continues to sing al these concerts mu-
sic which would be hissed, if the people were uot either

too polite, or overawed by a foreign name. Pacini is her

great favourite, of whose compositions it has been happily

said (in one of the clever critiques in The Examiner) that,

were the singer to make a Hebrew song of it, beginning
at the end and singing it backwards, few besides the band
would find her out. The wonder is, that the performers

can keep their countenances while hoaxing the audience

in so unmerciful a manner. Maduine Fcrun, too, is appa-
rently charmed with these worse than unmeaning things,

which is particularly unfortunate in her case, for she doe*

not possess the attractions that Pasta and Brambilla can
boast, and which enable them to pass such counterfeit*.

Miss Paton, when not ill, which unfortunately is very

rtre, and Mr. Brahum, who neither has nor affects to have
bad heahli, have been the best supporters of this season.

They ring music worthy of themselves in the first and se-

cond acts
; and in the third, that which is suited to the

mob. But the sensible part of the audience make their
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retreat before this part arrives, and thus escape “ I’ve been

roaming,** &c. Mr. Bishop, however, whose taste is not

impeached by these arrangements, for he must think of

filling his house, has mixed a great deal of good with a

smaller quantity of evil, as may be gathered from the pre-

sent report. On Friday the 21st he introduced M. Labarre
to the public, who is, without exception, the best harpist

we have ever heard since the Vicomte de Marin was in

this country* Bis performance, too, was appreciated as it

deserved, aud obtained an unopposed encore.

0)t ©raina.

Kino’s Theatre.

Mozart’s Clemenza di Tito was performed in the middle of

last month, cast thus :

—

Tua . • • • Sig. Cnrioai.

/ \tellia . . . . Wait. Caradori.

SciJq . . , . Mad. Schiitz.

Srrriha . , . . Mad. Ca.Metli.

/tmmio . . . . Sig. D« title.

P*U>o • • Sig. Porto.

It has been got up for the purpose of giving Madame
Schulz a debut in the character of Sextua. This lady has

lately performed at the Tliefttrc Italien, and also the Odeon,
in Paris, without any very remarkable success. She is a

native of Germany; her voice is a mezzo-soprano, rich in

quality, and though not very powerful, is, by no means,

deficient in strength. But when she exerts herself, there

is in it a distressing tremulousness, which excites an ap-

prehension that it is about to full. Her style is decidedly

good, and her acting quite of the higher order ; though
some of her attitudes ore too much studied, too formal,

and, in the impassioned scenes, often out of character.

She ventured, on two or three occasions, to alter passages

that ought ever to be considered inviolable
; one in parti-

cular, in the duet, “ Ah
!
perdona," by which she com-

pletely disguised the original, and, we hardly need udd,

did not improve upon the composer.
Madame Schtltz has not yet produced any effect here,

which may be partly owing to a recollection of Madame
Camporeses admirable performance of the same character,

and certainly is, in some degree, attributable to the man-
ner in which the opera is filled. Madame Caradori ha*

been obliged to take a part which is no more fitted for her

than that of Medea. ViUltia , an ambitious princess, dis-

appointed in her hopes of a throne, and of the hand ofhim
who she expected could place her there, is governed by the

most vindictive feelings
;
she resigns herself to rage, and

is the slave of uncontrolable fury, till nearly the last scene.

To this extreme of passion the music is properly adapted;

it consequently demands, it cannot dispense with, a voice of

the utmost power, and a style in which energy should be
almost the sole attribute. The secondary parts, also, of

Servilia and Annio, are not represented in a manner that

affords due support to the piece. Porto is very effective

in the character of Publio

;

and of Curioni's Tito, we have
always thought favourably.

A weekly paper is of opinion that this opera was never
cast in a more advantageous manner. The critic perhaps
may not remember how it was got up in IP 17, when, if

our memory do not deceive us, Tito was assigned to the

famous Crivelli ; Vitdlia, to Madame Fodor ; Sexto, to

Madame Camporese
; Servilia, to Madame Pasta ; Annio,

to Begrez, and Publio to Angrisani.—Some difference is

perceptible here

!

Jt Crocialo in Egitto was subsequently brought forward,

the part of Armando , in which Sig. Velluti first appeared,

by Madame Pasta. Independently of all moral consi-

derations, we certainly prefer the latter to the former in

this character. The voice of Velluti is of so disagreeable

a quality, and his intonation so defective, that nothing
can compensate his defects. Madame Pasta, we must
allow, is not so great in this opera as in some others ; the

part does not seem so well suited to her ; in fact, it has
lens of that kind of action in which she so much excels.

But she has submitted to alterations that grievously change
its best features ; alterations which, possibly, she could

not, without u great deal of painful resistance, have averted*

though such ns only excessive vanity und cquu) ignorance

could have suggested. We shall enter more particularly

into these in our next, should the opera be again per-

formed ; which may be a matter of doubt, for being no
longer whut it was, from the many injurious changes it has

suffered, it seems no longer to enjoy the same public

esteem.

%* In the report from the King’s Theatre in our
number Tor February last, is given an extract from a
letter wherein allusion is made to a person, but no name
mentioned, who, it is there stated, is engaged at the

Opera-house for the purpose of writing in the news-

papers, in support of “ his friend” M. Boclisa.

We viewed our correspondent's information in the liglit

of an on dU, and the phrase, •* hia friend,” as a mere

fafon de parler

,

therefore carefully suppressed the name,

and thought no more about the matter. However, shortly

after the appearance of that number, we received a com-
munication from the gentleman who supposed himself

pointed at, disclaiming, in most explicit terms, any con-

nection, direct or indirect, with the public press ; and
stating also that his acquaintance with M.Bochsa tiegan

but recently ; that his intercourse with him arose out of

the business of the theatre, and was such as took place

between that person, and Messrs. Nicholson, Laporte,

Albert, Curioni, &c. ; and as we find that the party who
conceives himself alluded to, feels aggrieved at our not

having printed his contradiction, we now, without any re-

luctance, thus publish the denial and explanation w hich he

has transmitted to us.

Drury-Lane Theatre.

Except an operatic drama, called The Early Dayt ofDon
Juan ,

founded on the adventures of that popular character,

as recorded by our popular peer, nothing that comes within

our province has occurred lately at this theatre. Miss

Love is the Don Juan, in which character she sings, with

imnicusc applause, Weber's bridal song in the Freiachutz,

with other words adapted to it. The music, what there is

besides, is passable, and there is some pleasant dancing,

by Noble and his wife, introduced.

Covent-Garuen Theatre.

On the 28th of February, a new musical afler-piecc from

the French, the adaptation of which is ascribed to Morton,

was produced under the title of The Invinciblea. It is

full of pleasant absurdities : the morale, is not absolutely

exemplary ; but it extorts a continual laugh from the

gravest personages, in spite of any predetermination not to

sanction puns or peccadilloes by a smile. Madame Vestris

is its main support, and the music, mostly adapted, is light

and inoffensive.



MEMOIR
or

GIOVANNI MANE JARNOWICK.

Giovaxni Make Jarnowice, or Giornovicki, waa bom in

Paris, of Italian parents, in tiie year 1745. He studied

the violin under the celebrated Lolli, and was his favourite

pupil. His first performance in public was at the Concert

Spirited, in Paris, on which occasion he chose for his

debCt, the sixth Violin Concerto of his master. At first,

however, he was not successful ; but he w as of a tempera-

ment of mind not easy to be dismayed, and his perse-

verance led to victory. He tried his own powers, and

composed for himself ; and in Ifis first concerto, in E
major, produced an effect, from which his future fame

may be dated. From this time, the style of Jaraowick

was all the rage at Puris, and continued so for above ten

years, when the celebrated Laxnotte, a German violinist,

rose into favour, and divided with him the applause of the

public. Tile characteristic excellencies of Jamowick’s per-

formance were correctness, purity of tone, and elegance

;

but he was deficient in vigour of tone and sensibility of

»oul ; his *(actato had but little brilliancy, and, above all,

his embellishments wanted the skill and finish of a first-

rate player. These were precisely the qualities for which

Lamotte was distinguished, and Jamowick was, therefore,

obliged to be content to share his laurels with his rival.

Being desirous of putting his opponent's skill to the test,

he proposed to execute with him a symphony of his own
choosing. “ I do not see anything in your proposal,"

said the German violinist, M by which a virtuoso can

exhibit his skill. Give me leave to propose auother plan.

Do you bring one of your concertos, and I will bring one

of mine ; and let each of us execute the other’s concerto at

first sight." Jamowick's tone of defiance was humbled;

be declined accepting the proposal.

An unfortunate intrigue with a lady of royal birth,

having obliged Jamowick to quit France d la sourdine,

in the year 1780, his situation was filled by the incom-

parable Viotti, whom the author of Let Jardint, Delille,

used to call the “ Pindar of the Violin."

In 178*2, we find Jamowick in Prussia, filling the situa-

tion of first violin in the royal chapel of Potsdam. When
Pugtiani and Viotti quitted St Petersburg, where they

had been loaded with favours by Catherine the Second,

they paid a visit to Berlin, at the time that our violinist

was in possession of the publie favour. These three cele-

brated artists met at a concert given by the Prince Royal
of Prussia. Viotti executed a concerto, which he had
just finished. The presence of his two rivals appears to

have inspired him, for on this occasion he soared even

beyond himself. The jealousy of the impetuous Jarao-

wick was awakened, but he endeavoured to suppress it,

and approaching his rival, loaded him with praises so

May, 1828.

exaggerated, as to betray the ironical spirit in which they
were uttered. His turn came to play; for once in his

life he was disconcerted, and his nerves giving way,
he stopt short in one of the most familiar of his rondeaus.

Now was the moment for Viotti to be revenged ; he
approached the confused musician, and in the presence

of the whole assembly, assured him of the profound ad-

miration he entertained of his talents.

In 1792, Jamowick repaired to London, where he
played at all the great concerts till the year 1796, when
the well-known dispute took place between him and J. B.
Cramer, which terminated in the loss of Jamowick's popu
larity in this counLry. During his residence in our capital,

it was again his destiny to come in contact with Viotti,

whose fame, having now arrived at its zenith, could not

be viewed by his jealous antagonist without the betrayal

of the most unequivocal signs of mortification. They
met one evening at an amateur's, where there was a

large party. 41 I have long wished for an opportunity of

meeting you,” said Jamowick, abruptly
;
“ let us send for

our violins, and see who is to be the Caesar or the Pompey
of our day." The challenge was good-naturedly accepted

by Viotti; in consequence of which Jamowick wns unani-
mously declared the Pompey of this new Pharsalia. But
on this occasion he did not lose courage, and shaking his

rival by the hand, exclaimed, " Well, my dear Viotti, it

must be confessed that, after all, you and I are the only

two violin-players."

After leaving London, Jamowick proceeded to Ham-
burg, where he resided several years, admired, if not

esteemed, by all who knew him. By a singular concur-

rence of circumstances, Jamowick was destined to en-

counter Viotti wherever he went. He accordingly again

met him at Hamburg, whither the latter had fled to escape

his creditors, having failed by embarking in a speculation

with an English wine-merchant *. His spirits had received

• Viotti’ > resigning hi* profession of violinist for that of wine-

merchant, gave occasion to the following Lines, which were admirably

act to music as a duct, by Dr. Cooke

:

Let Robinelli ebarm the ear,

And *iog, a* erst, with voice divine

:

I to Viotti will adhere

;

Instead of music, give me wine.

And yet, perhaps, with wine combined,

Soft music may our joys improve;

Let both together then be joined,

And (cast we Like tbe gods above.

o
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so violent a shock, that he could never be prevailed upon to

play in public, but he composed two violin concertos, which

he published with a dedicatory epistle, wherein the follow-

ing sentence appears :
*' This work is the fruit of the leisure

which misfortune has procured me ; some parts of the fol-

lowing pieces were dictated by anguish, others by hope,**

Jaraowick lived on good terms with Viotti during his re-

sidence there. He enjoyed considerable patronage, and
published a collection of Quatuors. But the natural rest-

lessness of his disposition induced him to return to Berlin,

which, after a short residence, he again quitted for St.

Petersburg. In this city he was seized with a fit of apo-

plexy while playing at rtis favourite game, billiards, and
died in the year 1804.

Of this composer s works, seven symphonies and nine

concertos for the violin have been published at Paris, be-

sides the collection of Quatuors above mentioned. The most
known of his concertos is that in E, of which we have had
occasion to speak. It was introduced in the first act of

the Ballet of Telemaque, and admirably executed by
Guenin, first violin of the French Opera, to a pas de deux
danced by Vestris and Madame GardeL.

M. Ginguent*, in his excellent article on the Concerto
,

has traced the history of this musical composition from its

origin to the epoch of Viotti, We shall cite that part only

which regards Lolli, Jarnowick, and Viotti.

“ Lolli, who had his reasons for not being fond of the

adagio, abridged it so much in his concertos, and threw
into it so little melody and expression, that the hearers
rarely felt tempted to complain of its shortness, and by
degrees were accustomed to look upon it in no other light

than as & kind of repose or transition from one allegro to

another.
“ Jarnowick, whose easy, spirited, and pleasing style of

performance, was for several years the delight of the
Parisian concerts, felt the same indifference for the adagio
as Lolli, and for precisely the same reasons. He even
carried lus spirit of independence so far, as to omit it al-

together. It seemed to be his aim to render the style of
the concerto less noble and magnificent, but more flowing
and graceful—in a word, to bring it more to the level of
the capacity of the generality of hearers. This it was that

led him into open hostility with the extraordinary man,
who was bom to carry the adagio to the utmost degree of
perfection of which it was susceptible. To Jarnowick,
however, we owe the introduction of the rondo in the last

movement of the concerto.
“ In the midst of this rage for music adapted to the

capacity of all the world, Viotti came to delight the French
public, with a new style of playiug, and concertos of quite

another character. As a pupil of the celebrated Pugnani,
who had so fuithfully imbibed the great principles of the
school of Tartini, his performance and his compositions
appeared equally extraordinary'. Independently gf his
concertos, which displayed such fertility of imagination,
and glowed with such youthful fire, all the world was
enchanted with his divine adagios, which their author
executed with a perfection that restored to the concerto
all the dignity of which it had been unjustly deprived.
Even in the rondos that he composed to please the public,
who had become habituated to compositions of this kind,
he did not depart from his characteristic style, and knew

how to impart eTen to this lighter kind of composition, a
degree of nobleness and elevation."
A few anecdotes, which have been preserved of tin, sin-

gular man, will not perhaps be read without interest. Being
once on his way through Lyons, and somewhat straitened
tn his means, he announced a concert at six francs a
ticket. No company, however, arriving, he resolved to
he revenged on the avarice of the Lyonese, and announced
the performance as being postponed to the following

*

evening, with a notice that the tickets were lowered in
price to three francs. A crowded audience was the conse-
quence ; but at the moment tile concert was about to
commence, it was announced that Jarnowick had suddenly
taken post-horses, and was then several miles on his way
to Paris.

At aoother time, being in the shop of Baiileux the
music-seller, lie accidentally broke a pane of glaes.
“ Those who break windows must pay for them,” said
Baiileux,—“ Right,” replied Jarnowick, ** what is the
damage ?**—“ Thirty sous/'—“There's a three franc piece.**

I

“ But I have no change.”—“ Oh, never mind," replied
Jarnowick, dosiiing his cane through a second square,
4 * there, now we are quits.”

He had frequent quarrels with the Chevalier de St.
Georges*, who was a good violinist, but a still better
swordsman. One day in the heat of dispute, Jarnowick
lost his temper, and gave Saint George a smart box on
the ear. The latter contented himself with coolly ob-
serving to a friend who witnessed the affiront, “ Taimr trop
iron talent pour me baitre avec lui.*' ( I admire his talent
too much to fight him.)

The following anecdote has been related of other com-
posers, but an amateur who was acquainted with Jaruo-
wick, assures us he had it from tiis own lips.

On his first arrival in London, Jarnowick took up his
residence in a central |>art of the west end of the town.
One day, paying some visits at some distance from home,
lie called a hackney coach, and haring sealed himself,
the coachman inquired whither he should drive him,
when the following dialogue ensued.

Jarnowick. Home, mon ami; you go me home.
Coachman. Home, Sir! but where?
Jarnowick. Ah! me not know; the uame of the street

has echappe out of my memory. I forget her. Vat sail
I do?

(The coachman grinning at the foreigner’s embarrass-
ment, the latter continued,)

Ah! you are gay; come now, you understand the
music, eh?

Coachman. Music! why what’s that to do with the
street“?

Jarnowick. Ah ! vous verrez, you shall nee. (He then
hummed a tunc, and inquired) Vat is dal?

Coachman. Why Maibrook.
Jarnowick. Ah! that is her, Maibrook Street; now

you drive me at home.

• Lc Chevalier de Salat George* was a mulatto, bom at Gnada-
loupe, and was equally celebrated for bis skill in the small sword and on
the violin. He Fed the band at the concert of amateur* at Paris, ia
1770. He died at Paria, in 1801, in a «ate of indigenes. He com-
ped some violin muuc. and an operetta, entitled La Cham.
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ON MAJOR AND MINOR SEMITONES.

To the Editor of the Harmonicon.

Sir, Edinburgh, March ,
18*28.

My remarks on the major and minor semitones, in

the Harmonicon for October, have produced an answer,

.in your Number for February, by the Rev. Mr. Linton,

the inventor of the Euharmonic Organ. The rev. gentle-

man has indulged a little in that sneering and sarcastic

style which ought to be avoided in discussions upon scien-

tific or literary subjects, unless when provoked by folly or

impertinence. Whether such provocation existed in the

present case, I leave it to you and your intelligent readers

to decide. At all events, I shall not imitate Mr. Liston's

example. I have a sincere respect for his talents, though

I must persist in maintaining the correctness of my opi-

nion on the question in dispute. The subject is curious

and important, and 1 shall therefore explain my views

respecting it as clearly as possible, in the hope that

the discussion will be prosecuted by more enlightened

inquirers.

What I have maintained is a very simple, but important

feet, that, when the interval of a tone is divided into two

semitones—as, when the interval from c to d is divided by

the intervening c£, the interval from c to cj (commonly
called the minor semitone) is greater than the interval

from cjJ to d, commonly called the major semitone. This

proposition, new and astounding as it is to Mr. Liston, is

now, I repeat, perfectly well known to every practical

musician, who has turned his attention to the subject.

In support of it, I have, in the first place, to refer to the

authority of M. Choron—an authority which doubtless

will not be despised. In his edition of Albrechtsberger’s

work on Composition, the original author, iu his preli-

minary chapter on the intervals, describes the interval of

the second according to the common theory, as follows:—
" La Hecoude a trois espeecs

;
seconde tnincure

,

autrement

appellee demiton majrur ,—seconde mnjeure,—et seconde

superflue.” On which passage M. Choron has the follow-

ing note:—*' L'anteur tombe ici dans une erreur geni-

ralement rfcpandue parini les praticiens, et qui est u au-

tant moins excusable, qu’elle est rfgnlement contraire ft

l’observation et au raisonnement. II est de la demifcre

Evidence, que, dans la division du ton d*ut & re en deux
demitons, cclut d’ tit & ut £ est plus grand que celut d’ut £
a re; car ut £ est sensiblement plus proche de re que
d’u/. U observation suffit pour dfemontrer cette vfcriU;,

indfrpendamment de toute thfcoric.” Here, then, the doc-

trine supported by Mr. Liston, and for opposing which he

treats me so cavalierly, is described, by the very highest

authority on the subject, a? a vulgar eiTor; the more
inexcusable, as it is equally contrary to ohsorvatiou and
reasoning.

Chladni's Traite d*Acoustique, it will not be disputed,

is a Vi-ork of the highest rank. Let us see how this author
has treated the subject.

He calculates the ratios of the intervals in the same
manner ns Mr. Liston and the other British theorists have
done ; and he consequently states the semitone major as

being ,
and the semitone minor But he adds the

following remarkable passage (p, 28):—“ Quelqnes per-

sonnes, qui s’occupcnt de la pratique, ont rtprochfe ft la

thtorie, qu’elle donne un semiton mineur 4$,
par exomplc,

vt ft ut ;, plus petit que le semiton mnjeur
{

ut ft rk b.

quoique le mineur fait quelquefois un meilleur effet si on
le prend un peu plus aigu. Cependant la throne est

1 juste, et la raison pourquoi un semiton mineur support©
ou exige quelquefois un peu plus de hauteur, est, qu’ordi-
nairement un son augment^ monte ft son voisin plus
aigu, et l'oreitle aime ft preparer et ft antidper un pen la
teudance vers le son suivant.”

Chladni, then, thougli he states the theoretical ratios of
the intervals in the ordinary way, admits, in the above
passage, that, in practice, the semitone minor requires
(ertge) to be a little higher than it is in theory, in con-
sequence of its being generally resolved upwards. Is
treating of temperament, he afterwards says (p. 33)

—

“ Comme chaquc intervalle exacte, except© 1’ octave, est un
peu trop grand ou un peu trap petit pour Y usage pra-
tique,—ainsi, chnque semi-ton mineur est. un peu trop
petit, et chaque semi-ton majettr est un peu trop grand,—
il sera done n(*cessaire d’exfecuter les semi-tons, quelle que
8oit leur origin#, comme un terme moyen entre le mineur

et le majenr and he goes on to say, that by thus
equalizing the semitones, we obtain the twelve sounds
which compose the scale generally adopted. He adds,
that it is a mistake to suppose that temperament is neces-
sary only for keyed instruments; that the bad effects of
using the intervals too exactly according to their ratios

arise from the nature of the ratios themselves; and that

every good singer and performer on an instrument,
tempers the intervals without being aware of it*.

Now, what is the result of all this? According to
Chladni, the ratios of the different intervals, which are
obtained by calculation, (and which are accurate when
considered in relation to the theory of acoustics,) cannot
be applied to practice without bad effects; and, to avoid
these effects, the intervals must be tempered, in singing

and in playing on every instrument. In particular, the
minor semitone must be made larger, and the major semi-
tone less than their theoretical ratios; and this tempera-
ment is necessary, not to diminish the imperfection of
keyed instruments, but to diminish the bad effect which
would arise from an accurate use of the ratios. But, by
Mr. Liston’s organ, the theoretical ratios of the intervals

are preserved; the minor semitone is not allowed to be
enlarged, wen when it is resolved upwards, nor the major
semitone diminished, even when resolved downwards.
But this is not all. Chladni, though he adopted the

common theory of the ratios, yet distinctly admitted that

it was impossible to apply them to practice. Choron,
however, a more recent inquirer, asserts, in the passago
already quoted, that the commonly received distinction

between the major and minor semitones is a vulgar error,

equally contrary to observation and reasoning.

In regard to observation , I have long ago satisfied

myself on the subject by my own experience. Mr. Liston,

on the other hand, affirms, on similar evidence, (that of his

own cars,) that the major semitone, even when resolved

upwards, is a larger interval than the minor semitone.

His letter, it must be observed, is nothing more than a
number of changes wrung on this assertion. He gives a
number of examples, and appears to reason on them, as

well as on the example pven by me; but his remarks on
every one of these examples involve the assertion that the

major semitones contained in them arc more agreeable to

his ear when performed on his organ than in the ordinary

way. His assertion and mine, therefore, must be allowed,

at present, to neutralize each other. But, when Chladni
mentions the feet as being the result of observation, though
irreconcileable to theory, and when Choron states the fact

to be not only undeniably established by experience, but

also confirmed by reasoning, the evidence on my side of tb«

O 2
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question preponderates; and I have, in addition, to nay,

not only that I have heard the observation confirmed by

many practical musicians, but that I confidently appeal

to the testimony of yourself, and of every musician in

England, whose testimony is of any value.

In regard to theory, it appears to me to be quite clear

that the proposition now contended for may be proved by

reasoning as well as by observation. In endeavouring to

show that this is the case, I shall submit to you, first,

some observations on the common theory of the scale,

and then the views which I humbly entertain in regard to

the ratios of the intervals.

According to Mr. Liston, the imperfection of the scale,

on ordinary keyed instruments, arises from the circum-

stance, that the scale contains various smaller intervals

than those which are given by those instruments. The
precise ratios of these intervals can be discovered by cal-

culation; and an instrument which is capable of sounding
them according to their ratios (such as his organ), must
be able to produce perfect harmony. But the truth is,

that it is impossible, by any means, to produce perfect

harmony; for if the ratio of one interval is made perfect,

this is done at the expense of some other interval.

Chladni (in his Section on Temperament) says, that it is

impossible, in practice, to use the intervals of the scale

according to their precise ratios. He gives a simple

scries of six notes.

and he shows, that if these notes are sung or played ac-

cording to Uie strict ratios of the intervals (by making
the first a perfect fifth, the next a perfect fourth, the next

n perfect minor third, Sfc.) t the last c will have sunk

below the pitch of the first c. He shows, that if several

different voices endeavour to sing their parts with a strict

adherence to perfect intervals, each will go astray in a

different manner, and there will be no harmony. And he

shows, that, if the above series of notes be sounded, giving

to each of them an exact ratio as compared with the fun-

damental, they will form false intervals among themselves.

This inherent imperfection in the scale, even after it has

been rendered perfect by his invention, is (however incon-

sistent it may seem) admitted by Mr. Liston himself.

He points out the well known fact (as ascertained by
calculation), that, in the diatonic scale of c, tlic interval

from c to d is somewhat larger than that from o to e;

the one being a major, and the other a minor tone. This

difference in the extent of these intervals, of course affects

all the larger intervals into which they enter. It is part

of the theory, that a true minor third is a major tone and
a semitone ; but the minor third between d and r, con-

sisting of a minor tone and a semitone, is false, being

smaller than a true minor third. Mr. Liston endeavours

to banish this false interval from the scale. He inserts

another sound, at the distance of a major tone below e,

which he calls the grave second, and which, with P, forms

a true minor third ; and he says, that by the addition of

this one note to the scale, we have perfect harmony in the

key of c and its relative minor*.

In order to produce this perfect harmony, he sometimes
uses the ordinary d, and sometimes the grave d. But,

• Edinburgh EnegcJopstdia, Art. Music, } 239. This article lb written

by Mr. LUtoa.

where he uses the grave d in order to produce a true
minor third between it and f, he disturbs the established
order of the scale, which prescribes that the interval be-
tween the tonic and the second shall be a major tone.
And, after all, he finds it necessary, in many cases, to
retain this false minor third ; as in the chord of the domi-
nant, where the d, not being made grave, forms a false

minor third with p, Further, in the imperfect common
chord on a.

consisting of two minor thirds, one of them must eces-
sarily be true and the other false; and Mr. Liston deter-
mines, that the interval between the & and the o (that is,

the most predominant interval in the chord) shall be the
false one.

Mr. Liston gives the following sequence of sevenths:—

and he says, that, in the third chord, wc must have the
grave second (d) as grave minor third in the chord of the
seventh on the sensible note; and that this d must, in the
next chord, rise by comma, that it may be the acute
seventh of the chord. “ Here, then,” he says, 4 ‘ the minor
seventh, accompanied with minor third and perfect fifth,

is not truly prepared in the third of the preceding chord.
Yet the procedure is not found to be, in the least degree,
offensive.'* Now here is such an evident theoretical im-
perfection, that Mr. Liston is forced to excuse it by saying
that it is not offensive. The principle of the preparation
of discords is, that the dissonant note shall be heard as a
consonance in the preceding chord. Of course, the note
ought to be precisely the same in both; but here, the d
which forms the seventh in the lost chord is altered from
the d as it stood in the preceding chord: and besides, the
o in the preceding chord is not a true consonance, being
a false minor third with the fundamental b. If all this is

not offensive (which I much doubt), it must only be on
account of the ear not attending to such minute alterations

in the intervals.

All these imperfections arise from Mr. Liston’s method
of rendering the scale of c perfect, by the introduction of
one additional sound. What multitudes of similar conse-

quences must arise from the variety of other sounds which
he has added ! Of course he will not admit them, in as

many words, to be imperfections. But, if the true ratio of

the minor third be as 6 to 5—a simple, and therefore

consonant ratio-can that be a perfect scale, in which it

is necessary very often to introduce, as a minor third, an
interv al, the ratio of which is as 32 to 27—a complex, and
therefore dissonant ratio? And does not Mr. Liston really

admit this imperfection by his attempts to get rid of this

false and dissonant interval, which, notwithstanding, forces

itself upon him in spite of all his endeavours? In short,

no human ingenuity can render perfect that which tho
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laws of nature have determined to be otherwise ; and this

proposition must be held as applicable to the scale, what-

ever ratios may be assigned to its intervals.

The ratio of the interval between the fundamental note

and the other notes of a scale, will depend on the light in

which those other notes are considered. Thus, in calcu-

lating the ratio of the interval between c and a (or the

major sixth), Mr. Liston and others consider a as the

major third of p the fourth ; and therefore make its ratio

f of 4, or 4 . Others again (D’Alembert in particular)

consider a as the fifth of i> the second, and therefore make

its ratio $ of f , or 4^. In a similar way, and by consi-

dering some of the other notes of the scale in a different

light from that in which they are generally viewed, ratios

may be found perfectly agreeable to the practical state of

the scale in relation to the diatonic and chromatic semi-

tone, the immediate subject of the present discussion.

Let the note r, and the note nb, be considered in this

way. By the common theory, p is considered as the

octave of the fifth Mow the fundamental c, and is there-

fore (I take it for granted that the reader understands the

method of such calculations) expressed by 4; sb is con-

sidered as a major tone below the octave, and is therefore

expressed by ty. But ab, in harmony, ought very often

to appear as a minor third to o, in which case its ratio

would be $ ; a ratio which is never mentioned by theorists.

There is yet, however, another and a more important

light in which this note, ub (as well as f), ought to be

considered.

This is, as being the sound produced by dividing the

string, or corps sonore, into seven aliquot parts. The
octave is produced by dividing the string into two; the

Jifth (or its octave, which is the same thing), by dividing

it into three; the third, by dividing it into Jive. Here
our theorists stop, notwithstanding the remarkable fact,

that theJlal seventh is produced by dividing the string into

seven parts. TTiis fact, though often observed, has not been
made use of by theorists, because they have not been able

to reconcile it to their systems. It Is, however, a striking

physical fact, and cannot be overlooked in any sound
theory.

Of the fact itself there cannot be the smallest doubt.

Any body may easily ascertain it by experiment. Chladni

(Traite d'Acoustique, p. 28) says, that the sound corre-

sponding to the number 7, the effect of which is interme-

diate between the consonances and dissonances, may be

produced on the trumpet or horn; but that it is not

admitted into the scale, because its introduction would
increase unnecessarily the number of intervals. It is only

with Chladni's testimony to the fact that I have to do at

present. Professor Robison, whose learned articles in the

Encyclopedia Dritannica are well known to musicians,

gives (Art. Musical Trumpet) the order ofsounds produceji

by blowing the French horn, as follows:—“ We have, first,

the fundamental expressed by I, then the octave, 2; then

the twelfth, 8; the double octave, 4; then the third major

of that octave, 5; then the octave of the twelfth, 6. We
then jump to the triple octave, 8, without producing the

intermediate sound corresponding to If of the pipe. With
much attention we can hit it; and it is a fact, that a

person void of a musical car stumbles on it as easily as on

any other. But the musician, finding this sound begin

with him, and his ear being grated with it, perhaps thinks

that he is mistaking his embouchure, and he slides into

the octave.” The writer then goes on till he comes to

the sound corresponding to the 14th of the pipe, which,

he says, ** is a sound of no use in our music, but easily

hit
*

Lastly, Tartini • describes the sound corresponding
to

-f
of a string, or of a pipe, as being so agreeable to

the ear as to be entitled to the appellation of a consonance.
He says that it is of very easy and natural intonation,

either by the voice or on the violin; and that, being of
the nature of a consonance, it does not require prepara-
tion. It is of importance to add, that this great musician
is not content (like others) with stating this as a barren

fact; but he introduces into his system the intervals thus

produced, by inserting into the scale a note between a
and ab, which he marks by a peculiar character resembling
a double flat, and a corresponding note between r. and r.

Taking, then, this fact as a basis, it is very easy to

show, that it must give rise to major and minor semitones,

the ratios of which correspond to the practical use of
these intervals.

The sound produced by 4 a string is the twenty-,

first, or double octave of the seventh. The seventh, there-

fore, will be expressed by 4 ; and, if c is the whole string

or fundamental, this note will be the flat seventh of

Tartini, or »b, but flatter than the Bb as calculated by
Mr. Liston, &c. The ordiuary minor seventh, as calcu-

lated by them, is ^ ; the difference between which aud 4
is $4 : so that this grave flat seventh is flatter than the

ordinary flat seventh, in the proportion of 64 to 63.

Next, take the note, in the diatonic scale of c, which
forms the minor seventh of the chord of the dominant, or

p ; and consider this f as the seventh which is produced

by taking a as the whole string, or corps sonore. The
ratio of f would be \ of a ; and a (the fourth below the c)

being 4 * the \ of it will be 4L which would be the ratio

of this r as standing in the scale of c. The ratio of r, as

commonly calculated, is 4 , the difference between which
and 44 $4 : 80 that this grave fourth is flatter than the

ordinary fourth in the proportion of 64 to 63.

Now, take the interval formed by resolving P, the

seventh of the dominant, upon b, the major third of the

tonic, e is 4 . nud p is 44 ? the interval between them,

therefore, is 4 4 or Here, then, is a diatonic semi-

tone, the ratio of which shows it to be considerably leas

than the commonly received diatonic semitone (which is

44)» and a very little larger than the commonly received

chromatic semitone, which is The interval formed

by resolving the ab upon a, will be found to be precisely

similar, a is 4 , and 11b is j ; and the difference between

them is 44*
The diatonic scale of C, therefore, ought to contain two

p’s—the one, the ordinary fourth, or the octave of the fifth

below the fundamental ; and the other (which may be

called the grave fourth) being the seventh of the chord of

the dominant Both these fourths are used by accurate

performers ; and both, as we have seen, were proposed by

Tartini. Whether tho one or the other of them is to be

used, in particular cases, will depend on the fundamental

from which it is derived.

Having thus found the ratio ofone of the two semitones

in the diatonic scale of c, viz., that from e to p, it remains

to consider the other, from b to c.

On this head, it must be observed, in the first instance,

that the sharp seventh of the scale is not n sound given

by nature, but the result of modern art. It is not found

in the scale of rude nations ; and it is observed to be of

very difficult intonation to uncultivated singers. The scale

of the Greeks stopped at a; as did also the more modem

• For a fall account of Tartini’* »yUcm. «e Rousseau'* Diciitmmmrt

Jr Musique, Art Syrtime. See al*o Blaioville, lintone dr Ahmptr.
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hexachord of Guido. “ Guido and his followers/' says

Mr. Liston, 4 ‘ regarded the greater seventh of the scale,

so important in our modulations, a* irregular, or not be-

longing to the system.” When s was introduced, it was

In the durum hexachord, a scale commencing with a and
stopping at e ; and the scale, therefore, into which this

note was admitted, corresponded to our key of a, in which

it was the major third. All these circumstances indicate

a natural repugnance to the sharp seventh of the scale.

It was at length found, however, that, if two tetrachords

were taken in succession, the one beginning with c, and
the other with a, they would make up the octave, which

came to be considered as one unbroken system, or series

of sounds
;
and hence the b acquired a relation which it

had not before, that of sharp seventh to c.

The octave, therefore, ought to be considered, in theory,

as consisting of two similar tetrachords, the one in c, and

the other in a ; and the intervals in the latter, o, a, b, c,

ought to be analogous to those in the former, c, d, e, r.

Proceeding, then, with the notes n, a. b, c, as I have

already done with c, d, e, f, I consider, in the first place,

the c as being the ordinary fourth above a, or as being

the octave of c, the fifth below o. In this case, c will

just stand in the relation of the octave to c the note pro-

duced by the whole string. Next, the c is to be taken as

the dominant seventh in the key of o, that is, as the

minor seventh of d. d, in relation to c, is $ ; and its

minor seventh will be \ of or As the octave is 2,

or this seventh of u, which, in relation to c, may be

called the grate octave, is flatter than the octave in the

proportion of 64 to 63—the same proportion in which f,

the grave fourth, was shown to be flatter than the ordinary

fourth.

There is tbu* introduced into the scale, besides the

octave, another note, the grave octave. This note bears

the same relation to b. considered as the major third of n,

that the grave fourth does to s, considered as the major

third of c. For a, as the major third of o, being y, and
c, as the grave octave, being $4, the difference between

them is or $ This grave c, being the true minor
seventh of n, must be the proper note to be used, in the

key of o, when the c is resolved by the descent of a

semitone upon b.

We have seen, that, when the note which forms the

minor seventh of the dominant succeeds, or is succeeded

by the major third of the tonic, the diatonic semitone thus

formed is in the ratio of This is the great and leading

case in which the diutonic semitone is heard ; and all

other cases in which this semitone is heard, produce pre-

cisely the same effect on the ear. Take this passage

—

where the r which first occurs in the upper part is the

ordinary fourth, and the f which next occurs is the grave

fourth. In both these cases, the melodious interval from
f to k must be precisely the same. It is proved, that,

in the leading case of the resolution of the dominant
seventh, the interval U U;U must, therefore, be the same
in the other case. But, in the above example, the first r.

being the octave of the hase, is evidently a sound that
cannot be altered; and, in foiling from it by the interval
of the £ must be made a very little sharper than a
true major third. There is here one of those inherent
imperfections in the scale, from which no theory can freo
it. But it is to be observed, from looking at the above
example, that, where the f cannot be made graver, and
where, therefore, the s must be made a little acute, the
e belongs to a chord which does not form a close, but
merely passes on to something else; while It is the f,

and not the b, that is altered, where the s is the major
third of the dosing key note, and. therefore, so predomi-
nant as not to admit of alteration.

We thus obtain another interval to be added to the
scale, via., an acute major third, or acute e, which is to
be used in those cases where the fourth, when it cannot
be made grave, is followed by a descending diatonic
semitone. And, by treating the second tetrachord of the
scale, o, a, d, c, in the same way as the first tetrachord,
we necessarily obtain another new interval, or an acute
b, somewhat sharper than the ordinary major seventh.
Where b is necessarily fixed, as the. major third of o, and
where c, as the dominant seventh, descends upon it by
the diatonic semitone the c, as has been shown, must
be made grave ; and it follows from what has been said,

that where the same melodious progression takes place,

but where the c, on account of its fundamental harmony,
must necessarily remain unaltered, then, to preserve the
progression of the true semitone, the b must be rendered
acute. In regard to the grave octave, c, it may be ob-
served, that, though this note, from its origin, properly
belongs to the key of o, yet it is often used in passages
where the key of c is not departed from.

From the above considerations, it will appear, that, in

order to produce as perfect intonation as the voice, or the

violin tribe of instruments, are capable of, the diatonic

scale of c will consist of the following sounds

1st Tetrachord.

c . . . .

* • • • •

e acute . .

f grave . .

F . . . .

Fundamental.
Major second.

Major third.

Acute major third.

Grave fourth.

Fourth.

2d Tetrachord. |
B . .

I

B acute

c grave

c . .

• . Fifth.

. . Major sixth.

. . Major seventh.

. . Acute major seventh.

. . Grave octave.

. . Octave.

This scale contains all the diatonic intervals as they are

used in practice. By forming similar scales on the other

notes of the octave, all the chromatic intervals will be
produced. In the scale of o, the lower tetrachord will

be the same as the upper tetrachord of c ; and the second

tetrachord will contain the sounds d, e, f#, acute r£,

grave o, and o. In the key of f, the lower tetrachord

will contain f, a, a, acute a, grave ab, and nk ;—and the

second tetrachord will be the same with the first tetra-

chord of c ;—and so on.

Of the new sounds, thus introduced into the diatonic

scale, the ratios of the grave fourth and grave octave have

been already determined. It remains to point out the

ratios of the other two new sounds, the acute major third,

and acute major seventh. The acute b is less than the

octave by the semitone The acute major seventh,

therefore, is just an inversion of this semitone, or
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The acute E is leas, by the same semitone, than the ordi-

nary fourth. This fourth is 4* lrom which take a°d

the interval which remains is f $. And it will be found,

by comparing the acute z with the common e, and the

.acute b with the common », that each of these acute

eouuds has been ruined about a comma.
Prom what has been said, the ratio of the chromatic

aemiUme is easily discovered. It will be found that there

are two kinds of chromatic semitone, differing very slightly

from each other. The interval between the dominant

seventh, wb, and bj», the ordinary sharp seventh, is the

difference between \ and V, or -f{- The interval, again,

from the same at> to the acute nif, is the difference between

-J
and 44* or 4W* of t^ie9e intervals, tliercfore, have

ratios almost the same with that (-){) which is usually

assigned to the diatonic semitone. The same thing will

be found to be the case with the chromatic semitone be-

tween r and r#, Ac.

The theory which I have now ventured to maintain may
be liable to objections which I am unable to discover.

It appears to roe to be even more strictly deduced from the

phenomena of musical sounds than the common theory

—

while it has the advantage of being in exact conformity

to practice, to which the common theory is in direct op-

position. The fact is undeniable, that the intervals, if

accurately taken according to the ratios as given by the

•common theory, would not lie tolerated in practice. The
tempered scale of the piano>forte or organ brings the

intervals nearer to what the ear requires ; and, if an

instrument with fixed sounds (or an Enharmonic organ )

were constructed, so as to give the notes of the scale ac-

cording to the ratios which 1 have assigned to them, its

intervals would correspond with those used by violin

players or singers. Mr. Liston's organ, therefore, is more
imperfect in its scale than an ordinary well tuned organ

:

and the result of all his ingenious labours is, that he has

constructed an instrument which aggravates, instead of

removing, the defects of the scale.—I am, respectfully,

Sir,

Your very obedient servant,

G. H.

THE REQUIEM OF MOZART.

A question having, for some time past, been agitated in

Germany, relative to the authenticity of Mo2art*s Requiem;
or, more properly speaking, respecting the part which the

composer Sussmayer had in the comjiosition, M. Andrd,
an eminent publisher at Offenbach, has recently given an
edition of the work, collated with the originals. His re-

searches have enabled him to throw a considerable light

en the matter, though by no means to set the question at

rest, as he supposes. We shall take on early op)>ortunity
of closely examining this account, and of offering our
opinion on the subject to our readers. From his preface
io the publication, we extract the following interesting
particulars :—

“ In presenting to the public this new edition of the
Requiem , I feel called upon to state by what means I came
Into possession of the documents employed in the pub-
lication, and the reason of their being made public.

** In an editiou of the works of Mozart given by me in
the year 1800, I was anxious to obtain the most correct
copy possible of the celebrated Requiem

, and for this pur-

pose applied to his widow for a sight of the original
manuscript, for the purpose of collation. Tie following
was the answer to my application :

—

Vienna , November 26th, 1800.
* * * *

** I am sorry to say, that it is not in my power to pro-
cure you a sight of the whole of the original manuscript
of the Requiem. Dr. Sortachen, who resides here in the
Tuchlauhen, delivered it to the Anonymous*, and I had
no other resource than to compare my copy of Breilkopf’s
edition, with that in the hands of the Abb£ Stadler. Hie
consequence is, tliat mine is not only more correct

titan any other, on account of its containing the improve-
ments of the Abbd's masterly hand, but may be said to

exceed in correctness the original itself. You may have
this copy for the sum of , and, possessed of this,

you will feel justified in publicly announcing your piano-
adaptation as having been ool luted with the original.

“ 1 said that my copy was more correct than the

original— for (between ourselves) you must know that

the whole of the composition wan not from the pen of
Mozart, particularly many of the middle parts, and, there-

fore, you will not have to be scandalized at the defects

w hich were found, under his name, in the original manu-
script. As a token of iny regard, I will do something
more: I send you the Dies tree— Tuba mirum— Rex
tremenda: — Recordarc — Confulatis and Sanctus; and
confide to you the following secret, namely, that the
originals of all the parts preceding the Dies ir<r, are in

the possession of the Anonymous. Of the subsequent
parts, vis. the Dies free

—

Tuba mirum—Rex tremendm— Recordart and Confulatis, Mozart composed only the
principal parte, but of the middle parte little or nothing ;

these were added by another person. But in order to

avoid the appearance of a different hand-writing in the

manuscript, the same individual copied the whole of the

work of Mozart, together with the ports he himself
had completed. You are now in possession of all par-

ticulars respecting the share that Mozart had in the

Requiem ; I have told it you without reserve. The
Sanctus, which I send you, is in the original hand-
writiug of like person who composed this movement, as well
as the rest. Hence it is, that the middle parte of the pieces
which I send you, ore different from those in Breitkopf’s

copy; they are, with the exception of some little improve-
ments, the same as the original delivered to the Anony-
mous. The person who completed the work must have
done these parts twice over; and, therefore, you have it at

your option to choose between them. The Sanctus is

entirely from the hand of him who completed the

other parts; but of the rest, only such portions as are

encircled by a pencil mark. You may, therefore, assert

with truth, that your piano-adaptation is made directly

from the original of six of the movements (the whole Re-
quiem consisting of twelve).

The pieces 1 inclose you are as follow :
—

1 . A Capriccio, which I beg you to return me.
2. The corrected and collated copy of the Requiem.
3. The original manuscript of the six ahovementioned

pieces of the Requiem which I also beg you to return

me.

(Signed) ** C. Moiart.”

* The tmJutovn pcnon who ordered the Reqwem.
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The packet containing these papers I received Janu-

ary 26th, 1801. They were as follows:—
1st. A copy of Breitkopfs edition of the JtffttMR, in

score, in which the Abbe Stadler had designated by the

letters M. and S-, the portions of the work by Mozart, and

the additions by Sussinayer. These letters were in com-

roon pencil marks, and the figured bass accompaniment

by the Abb£, in red pencil (the latter is entirely wanting

in the printed copy). These marks hdd been afterwards

written over in red ink, in order to preserve them ; and

in some places, traces of the pencil marks are still visible,

as may be seen in the copy which is still in my posses-

sion.

Besides this, on the back part of the title-page, there is

the following memorandum in the hand-writing of Coun-

sellor Nissen :
44 Hostias, Sanctus, Benedictus, Agnus Dei,

down to the repetition, by S. [Sussmayer].*

2nd. Mozart’s original sketch in score, from p. 11.

to 32., containing five numbers: 1. Dies inr, 2. Tuba
mirum, 3. Rex tremendte, 4. Recordare, 5. Confutaiis.

At the period in question, I compared the Abbe Stadler’s

marks with this copy, and regret that I did not take a

fac simile before returning the MS. I, therefore, made
my piano adaptation without taking advantage of these

marks, as the MS. was confided to me under the seal of

secrecy, and as I did not consider myself authorized to

allude to the question of the rumours then in circula-

tion, relative to the authenticity of the Requiem. It has,

since, during a period of nearly thirty years, remained

untouched in my possession.

In the year 1825, the question respecting the authenti-

city of this work, was again agitated in Godf. Webers
periodical work, Cetcilia , but still I did not think myself

justified in making public the facts confided to me by the

widow of Mozart. Therefore, when this gentleman applied

to me for information on the subject, 1 still deemed it right

to withhold it, for the reasons assigned above.

Shortly after, however, I received the following letter

from the widow :
—

44 My df.ar Sir,
44

I think it advisable, under circumstances, finally

to set at rest the agaiu agitated question of the authen-

ticity of the Requiem. 1 think this will be most effectually

done, by publishing the copy of the work I formerly sent

you. It might be given in two different types, in order

the more distinctly to point out the parts of the work
belonging to my late husband, from those added by M.
Sussinayer.—Yours, Ac.

(Signed) 44 C, Kisskn V*

•• In consequence of the authority thus received, I pro-

ceeded to the edition of the Requiem now presented to the.

public, which is a faithful copy of the one abovemen

-

tioned ; which, liesidcs the Abbe Stadler’s figured bass,

contains the indication marks M. and S., of the different

pieces belonging to Mozart and Sussmayer.
“ Not satisfied with this, I sent my son to Vienna, for

the express purpose of comparing my copy with that in

the jmssession of the Abbe Stadler. The variations be-

tween the two copies are but few, and are carefully

marked in the present edition, which, I therefore trust, will

render it as complete as could be desired.
44 Thus much in general : for the rest, I have to offer a

few observations upon single passages in the Requiem.

First, of the Kyrie; it is evident that this, like several of
the other parts, was rather a sketch than a complete piece,
and which it was reserved for Sussmayer to finish. The
words of Sussinayer are os follow :

—

“ * Of the Kyrie, the Dies iret, and DomineJcsv, Mozart
entirely completed the four vocal parts, together with the
fundamental and figured basi. But with respect to the
accompaniment, he only introduced a motivo here and
there. In the Dies tree, his last verse was qua resurgai
ex faviila, which he left in the same state as the piecea
just mentioned. Beginning, inclusively, with the verse
Judicandus homo reus of the Dies iree, the Sanctus, the
lienedictus, and the Agnus Dei, were entirely composed
by myself, &c.’

“ With respect to the Tuba mirum, I have been assured
by the AbW Stadler, that it was written for the trombone,
and not for the bassoon, as it now stands ; and if I re-

collect right, it stood so in the MS. of which I spoke
above ; but as my object was merely to give a piano
adaptation, I did not take such particular notice of the
passage

; but as far as my memory will bear me out, mry
impression is that it was written for the trombone. I also
find that several bom of this movement are by Sussmayer.
With resjiect to the verse Lacrymosa dies iUa

,

Mozart had
merely given a sketch of eight bars, the rest is from the
pen of Sussmayer.

44 The Hostias, in the collated copy, is marked as belong-
ing to Sussmayer, which seems further confirmed by the
note of Counsellor Nissen on the blank page, as men-
tioned above. But the Abbe Stadler affirms that the
outline of this piece was also by Mozart, and has backed
his assertion by proofs that to me are satisfactory, and in
my edition the passages -will be found marked accord-
ingly.

“ With respect to the two other numbers following the
Lacrymosa , I feel assured that they are nothing else than
former compositions of Mozart, introduced for the purpose
of filling up the lacuna?. These my surmises geetn con-
firmed by the following particulars relative to the origin
of this extraordinary composition. As to the mysterious
purl of the story respecting the Requiem, l must say, that,
from the very beginning, I was always sceptically inclined,
and felt convinced that time, the great resolver of mvs-
tcries, would also throw light upon this.

“ About the time that the widow of Mozart first sent me
the papers in question, I also obtained another document,
by which it appears, that, in March 1792, a short time
previous to the death of Mozart, Frederick William the
Second of Prussia, a well known amateur and admirer of
the art, hail received a copy of the Requiem from Vienna,
through the hands of his ambassador, for which the sum
of a hundred ducats had been paid. I have frequently
been tempted to believe that this circumstance gave occa-
sion to the romantic talc of the mysterious order given for

the Requiem, and the hundred ducats paid for the same,
lu the mean time, no further notice was taken of the story
either by the widow of Mozart or myself, and it was suf-

fered quietly to drop into oblivion. It was only last spring
that the following more credible account came to my
knowledge.

44 Being on a visit at Amsterdam, I met with M. Zaur-
zel, a performer of some note on the oboe, who bad
formerly filled a place in the band of the Count Waldsck,
who resided at the castle of Stubbach, nine miles from
Wiengrischueustadt. He assured me that this nobleman
was the real stranger who gave Mozart the order for the
Requiem , and that it was his steward who fulfilled, in the• Madame Mozart had married again to Counsellor Nittcn of Salzburg.
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summer of 1790, his masters commission, by paying down
the stipulated sum ; which, however, he understood to have

been fifty ducats only: the conditions were, that the com-

position was to he finished with the greatest despatch,

und, as being considered the exclusive property ot the

purchaser, was not to be published.
44 After the death of Mozart, Sussmaycr, who was a

friend of the family, was requested by the widow to exa-

mine and put in order the posthumous papers of Mozart,

which, as was well known, were in an extremely confused

state. On proceeding with his task, he also found

the unfinished MS. of a Requiem

;

and upon his in-

quiring more minutely respecting it, the widow recol-

lected that it was the same that had been ordered of ber

late husband, and was not yet paid for. She begged
Sussmayer to complete the work.

" The following letter, in answer to some questions put

by me, will throw more light upon this subject.

““ Amsterdam , July 2b, 1826.

" My dear Andre,
“ You usk me how the name of the Count IFalteck is

written
; all I can say in reply is, that never having seen

hi** signature, even to those pieces of music which he

pa-ssed off as compositions of his own, 1 write his name
merely as I have been accustomed to pronounce it.

44 It was in August, 1779, that I was engaged by the

count; it was immediately after the death of the countess.

A young man who was in the service of the count as

violoncellist, and who understood something of compo-
sition, informed me that the latter was composing a

Requiem to tlie memory of his late wife, ami had already

fur advanced in the work. He took me tme day to the

count’s study to look at the manuscript. I examined it

minutely, and found that, as far ns the Sanctus, the hand-

writing was of a very neat kind, and the whole score

complete. 1 took particular notice of certain passages

for basset- horns, and afterwards told the count that these

instruments could not be procured in Neustadt ; his an-

swer was, that when he had completed the whole of the

Requiem, he would order the basset-homs from Vienna.
“ The October following I went to Vienna. You know

that, in the meantime, Mozart composed his ZauberfiiUe,

mid Clemmza di Tito, and entirely laid aside the Requiem.

The coronation of the emperor at Frankfort and Prague
demanded his presence at both these places, and in the

latter city, as is well known, he fell ill and died. The
house was all confusion in consequence ; Sussmaycr, the

friend of the family, was desired to put in order a quantity

of music which lay in a confused heap in the room where

Mozart expired. Among these pieces was a Requiem
in an unfinished state; and when Sussnniyer inquired what

Requiem this was, Madame Mozart recollected that a person

hud ordered such n composition of her husband, and paid

in advance the sum demanded for it, receiving pieces

from time to time as they were finished off. But having
been disappointed in several of his visits, and finding

nothing ready for him, he did not call again for a con-

siderable time. You may welt suppose why the good

count came no more after Mozart’s death, for then the

secret would have come out, and he would no longer have

been able to pass himself off among his people as the com-
poser of the Requiem

(Signed) “ Zaurzel.”

41 The above account strengthens me in my conjecture

that Mozart, in order to fulfil his engagement, and expe-

May, 1828.

dite the work, at a time when he was busily engaged, had
made use ot some sketches of a former Requiem which he
had never finished, and introduced them in the present
work. riiis was no unusual practice with him

; for
instance, in his grand Muss in C minor, which he com-
menced in 1783, and left unfinished, the parts whereof
he afterwards worked up in his Cantata, Dacidu
penitente. I think I am not wrong in my conjecture that
the pieces thus introduced into the new Rtquicm are ante-
cedent to the Tuba mirum , which finishes in the Iwss solo,
with the bassoon (trombone) obbligato. For it is only
after this passage, and at the entrance of the tenor solo
mors stupebU, that I recognize those enchanting sounds
which so peculiarly characterize Mozart's latter composi-
tions, but which 1 miss, more or less, in all the preceding
ones, the admirable introduction excepted. This transi-
tion, at least to my ear, is very perceptible, not less so
than the passage to the part supplied by Sussmaycr, whose
work, as we have seen, begins exclusively from the eighth
bar of the Lacrymosa dies ilia. And should it be main-
tained that the two following movements, the Dominc and
the Ilottias, belong to Mozart, yet, in accordance with my
abovemciitioned supposition, 1 cannot help thinking that
these ure but some of the earlier productions of a muster,
whose latter slyle was of so much more finished a kind ;

and that after his death they were employed for the com-
pletion of the Requiem.

“ I have before publicly asserted that I consider the
alMJvementioned pieces as having l>een composed previous
to the year 1784 ; in support of this opinion, 1 may adduce
the following additional fact.

“ From February 1784, Mozart entered whatever he
composed in uThcmutic Catalogue, which was published by
me in 1805, and of which a second edition will shortly ap-
pear. That it was usual with him to enter such subjects as
he had merely sketched out, is proved by the air No. III.,

of which I jesses* the original MS. It is merely a
sketcli in score, done in Mozart’s usual manner. His plan
was to write down more fully the part for the voice and
the instrumental bans, but of the other parts only occa-

sionally to introduce the motives.
M With respect to the method followed by Sussmaycr in

the completion of the Requiem , I cannot but think that
the account given me by M. Zaurael is much more cre-

dible than that stated by Sussmaycr in his letter to Breit-

kopf ami llurtel. It is evident (hut it would have taken
Mozart much less time to finish the passages hituself, thau
to liuvc entered into all the' explanations with Sussmaycr
necessary fur their completion, as he would wish us to

believe. 1 feel sxire that every experienced composer will

agree with me in this view of the subject.

“ From all the particulars here stated, I do not think

that (he true history of the celebrated Requiem of Mozart
will be diflicult to be gathered, even by that part of (lie

public who are less intimately acquainted with the music
of the immortal composer; and it will be seen that of this

extraordinary work I have been enabled to verify the prin-

cipal parts, at least, that originated from him, so os to

place the question beyond further dispute.
“ In conclusion, 1 have only to add, that all the

above documents, including the original Diary of Mozart,

in which the uboveincntioned sketch of the air is found

marked as a composition of the date September 17th,

1789, lie open at my establishment for the inspection of

the curious.
“ Ant. Andre.

44 Offenbach, 31 st December,
1827.”

P
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Rrlmto of iHustc.

1. The Scottish Minstrel, a Selection from the Vocal

Melodies of Scotland, ancient and modern , arranged

for the Voice and Piano-Forte, by R. A. Smith. Six

Polumes, Royal octavo. 2nd Edition. {Edinburgh,
Purdie.)

2. The Irish Minstrel, a Selection from the Vocal Me-
lodies or Ireland, ancient and modern , arranged for the

Voice and Piano-Forte, by the same. OncVol. Royal

Octavo. 2nd Edition. {Same publishers.)

II aviso so recently entered rather at large into an inquiry

concerning Scottish music,* it is not our intention, indeed

it would be superfluous, now to add anything to what we
have already observed on the subject.

The Scottish Minstrel is not a new publication, we
have more thin once alluded to it in our pages ; but the

f

ircsent is a new edition of it, and its extent, together with

ts importance as a national work, being considered, wc
have thought it entitled to a particular notice.

That this is a large collection, comprising every Cale-

donian melody worth preserving, will most clearly appear

when wc state that each volume contains upwards of a

hundred airs, and that, consequently, the amount of the

whole is far above six hundred. These are all given in

a treble and a base staff, the accompaniment, which is of

the simplest kind, being engraved in a smaller character

under the voice part. In Mr. Thompson's 4 * Collection ,

*

the national airs of Scotland are decked in the richest

harmony that the great composers of Germany could

supply, and accustomed as wc are become to luxury in

music, as well as in everything else, they are not the less

captivating in their modern dress than they once were,

and still are to many, in their native garb. In the work
now before us, on the contrary, plainness is the main
object of the editor, which he has pursued in as unde-
viaiing a manner as the present cultivated state of the

art would allow Thus the two publications, though
derived from tin? same source, assume appearances entirely

ditTerent : each hus its claim to regard, and each boasts

its partisans.

Without pretending to have examined every one of
this multitude of airs, we have certainly seen enough of
them to be enabled to state, generally, that the work is

highly creditable to the judgment and industry of its

editor. Ilis harmonization, if tiol always the best, consi-

dered abstractedly, that might have been udopted, is per-
haps better suited to the simplicity he has throughout had
in view, than if it had taken a more modem form; ami
his attention to the accent of the words is that proof of
his good sense which we would be the very last to

overlook.

The following short hut charming air, to the well-known
words of Bums, may be offered as a fair specimen of the
manner in which the work is executed.

• Sc« Number I. p. 8, of our present series.

—
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“ Besides the songs familiar to every Caledonian,
1* says

Mr. Smith, 44 many hitherto unpublished will be found in

this collection, which, wc doubt not, will be highly re-

lished by those who prefer the simple * breathings of

nature* to the laboured combinations of art. Not a few
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of these wild flower? have been withered from the pea-

santry of our country. Several of them, from their extreme

simplicity, and the scale from which they are framed, must

satisfy every one acquainted with the characteristics of

Scottish music, that they are compositions of minstrels of

a remote ape. Many of the Jacobite songs and airs were

taken from the withered lips of auU kitnmers and harttes,

whase bluid yet warms at the remembrance of Prina: ,

Charlie.
“ According to the plan of this work,** the editor adds,

|

44 several airs have been arranged to the simple stanzas of

eldcti time, in preference to the more polished verse of

modem days; for this we need make no apology to him

who feels that

Each simple »ir his mother son*.

Placed on her knee, when helpless young,

Still vibrates on his ear!

4 ‘ Some beautiful verses from Leyden, Ferguson, Tan-

nahill, Chill, the Ettrick Shepherd, "&c. will be found in

these volumes, which were never before united to music;

and many of the best songs of Bums, aud other well-

known lyric poets, adorn their pages.”

Mr. Smith’s success in the foregoing work encouraged

him to direct his attention to the melodies of the neigh-

bouring isle, and Til r. Irish Minstrel was the result,

which, like its precursor, soon reached a second edition.

This is confined to a aingle volume, containing one hun-

dred and three airs, and corresponds in form, style of

accompaniment, &c. to the Scottish Minstrel, to which it

may. ill every respect, be considered not only as a fit and

proper companion, but a necessary appendix ; for it seems

pretty clear, and is now generally admitted, that to deter-

mine with accuracy the birth-place of many of the best

melodics to which both Scots and Irish lay claim, is a

hopeless attempt. That all of them are of Caledonian or

llihcrnian origin is a fact no longer contested, but the

most diligent researches of the antiquarian have led to

no further actual discovery, and collateral evidence is the

only guide we have in forming an opinion on the subject.

This, however, we must confess, is in our mind in favour

of Ireland, to which country we, if compelled to decide,

should assign most of the airs in dispute.

The editor of these melodics has shown much judgment

in the choice of them; but in adapting the words, bus not

been so successful as he proved in the Scottish Minstrel.

The very first in the volume, “ Dear harp of Erin,*
1

bears

us out in this assertion ; ami others arc equally erroneous.

In his first work we caught occasional glimpses of im-

perfect fifths so managed as to prove painful to delicate

ears. In the present volume these defects are, upon the

whole, rather aggravated ; though we should not mention

them were they mere deviations from the severe canons of

harmony, unattended by any ill effects : but as they cannot

fail to disturb, we will not say all, but, most cultivated

bearers, we shall point out an instance or two. At page i t

the nir begins in the following manner :

—

Here, for want of an added o in the second chord marked
by an asterisk, false fifths occur, which are very distress-

ing; to us at least, and we should think to many
more. Jn the second bar of page 22, as well us in several

other places, arc similar examples. Such cases, it perhaps
may be said, only involve questions of taste ; but let us
not forget the maxim of Sir Joshua Reynolds,—that there

are only two kinds of taslc, good and bad. We frequently

meet with real fifths in superior compositions, which are

much less displeasing than the foregoing false ones, and
pass them without animadversion ; for, as we always wish
to inculcate, it is the ear, and not the eye, that is the true

judge of musical effect.

These, however, are more than counterbalanced by
accompaniments in various parts of the volume, which are

appropriate in style and pure in harmony. Of this number
we have given un example in the music. il portion of the

present number, it being somewhat too long to mix with

letter-press.

Irish melody possesses so many exquisite beauties, that

he who contributes by his genius or labour to make it

more generally known, is entitled to share in the praises

bestowed on those wrho confer benefits on mankind. Such
praise is due to Mr, Moore for the active and important

part he has taken in drawing, by the charms of his verse,

the attention not only of these isles, hut of every country

where his language is understood, to the touching airs

of his native land. And some portion of this praise is

also the meed of the editor of the present collection, for

having enabled the less wealthy to partake in the pleasure

which such sweet music affords, by means of the cheapest

and neatest work of the kind that ever cainc out of the

musical press. Music of this kind, even when published

at a high price, in by comparison economical, for it is

lusting
; it is preserved : it is not like those songs, those

caratme which, as Mr. Smith remarks In his preface,
44 through the force of novelty, or the peculiar powers of
some favourite singer, are the rage of the day, and then

laid aside to be remembered no more.” “ Our old na-

tional melodies,” he continues, “ are imperishable plants,

unfading evergreens, which have no more to dread from

the capricious innovations of fashion, than the oak lias

to fear from the storm, which, instead of overturning,

serves but to fix it more deeply in its native earth."

Select Melodies, with appropriate words, chiefly ori-

ginal, collected and arranged with Symphonies and
Accompaniments for the Piano-Forte, by K. A. Smith.

(Purdie, Edinburgh.)

This is a miscellaneous collection of melodies, for which

more than half the countries of the globe have been laid

under contribution; England. Scotland, Ireland, Wales,

Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Russia, Greece, iliudoostan,

Egypt, &c.,&c., have all furnished airs; while Mrs. Homans,

Messrs. Hogg, Kennedy,Weir, Riddell, Motherwell, Rogers,

and Lawrence Anderson, have supplied verses; and the

Ltsk ofadapting, Ac. has been performed by Mr. R. A. Smith,

editor of the two works just reviewed.

Wc have here thirty-two melodies, with full accompani-

ments for the piano-forte, occupying a royal octavo volume

of nearly eighty pages. Many of the airs are well known,

u few are already very popular. The poetry written to

them is all respectable, ami some of the verses are. far

above mediocrity. These are applied to the notes in n

careful, sensible manner, the failures in accentuation being

very inconsiderable iu amount, compared to the number
' n a
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of songs, ami the difficulties encountered in bringing about

a union between poetry and music, when not originally

designed for each other.

Tbe symphonies and accompaniments make no pretence

to anything of a very original kind, but they are uniformly

in character with the airs, in perfect unison with the

words, and obedient to the laws of harmony. The editor

has introduced two songs composed by himself, the second

of which, 41
I hear it yet, that bugle note,” (p. 18), is

worthy of notice, as displaying much feeling and more

novelty than is usual in the present threadbare state of

melody. The Air Rune, with some good words to it by-

Mr. L. S. Riddell, which will be found amongst the music

printed in this number, is given as a specimen of the

contents of the present volume,—a volume which is pub-

lished in an uncommonly neat, correct manner, and at a

price so moderate, that we shall he surprised if it do uot

meet with a ready sale.

PIANO-FORTE.

Divertissement, introducing the ballad “ Bright Eyes/'

sung in Isidore de Merida, tcith an Introduction and
March, arranged with a Flute Accompaniment (ad

lib.) by T. A. Rawlings, (dementi and Co., 26,

Cheapside.)

Ma. Rawlings lias, undisputedly, a most happy talent for

converting trifles into agreeable and showy, yet easy,

instrumental pieces. This Divertissement is a case in

proof: an Introduction which enables Ule performer to

make a display, followed by a movement, d la mititaire,

that keeps up the bustle, and a Homlolotto which seems
to require a brilliant finger, all unite to confer a character

on the player, attainable by persons who in reality possess

no quul ideations above those of quite an ordinary kind.

There is great tact,—(we reluctantly use a word which

by misuse is become so vulgar)—much merit in this;

we wish that Mr. R. could teach his art to some of the

modem German composers, who arc not deficient in ima-

gination, but incapable of expressing themselves in such

a manner as to enable the generality of amateurs to repeat

their good things.

The air itself, sung by the lady who calls herself Mad.
Foron, and claimed by Mr. T. Cooke, is abundantly lively,

and also very rhythmical ; the latter quality, a very valu-

able one, being the best characteristic of that gentleman's

music. The flute part is extremely easy, and quite an

ab libitum accompaniment.

Andante con Vamazioki, composed by D. Sciilbsinoer.

Op. 8. (Cramer, Addison, and Beale, 201, Regent

Street.)

This is not in the same style as the above, neither is it

adapted to the same class of performers ; it requires

powers of a superior description to execute it, and a more
deeply seated taste to enjoy it. The whole composition

places M. Schlesinger in a most favourable point of view,

proving bis musical attainments to he well founded, and
such as will lead to future fame, if not to immediate popu-

larity. The tema, or subject, (which we here extract) is

full of beautiful expression, and tlie six variations which
follow it, exhibit the author rather as an able contra-

puntist, than as a writer who expects to reap large profits

from his labours. He addresses himself to the few, in

language much like that of Beethoven
; and the admirer

of this great musician will find no reason to be displeased

with one who, in this instance, imitates him not servilely,

but apparently from congeniality of feeling.

1. Fantasia, on the Scotch Air,
“ Lass, gin ye lo’o me,"

composed by J. Fraser. (Edinburgh, Paterson, Roy,
and Co.)

2. Introduction and Variations (fc la Cramer) on a
Scottish Melody. By the same. (Edinburgh, Purdic.)

3. “ Jenny's Bawbee,’’ a Scotch Melody, with Varia-
tions. Composed and published by the same.

\. Indian Air, on which is founded the Song," All that's

bright must fade with Variations, composed and
published by the. same.

The author of the above publications appears to be ani-

mated by a laudable desire to discover some new mode
of making variations on u given theme; and whatever
has the smallest claim to novelty in this, or indeed any
other, branch of composition, may he allowed to cover a

number of minor errors, of “ little hinuiugs,” against

rules, Lut not to obtain pardon for great olleuces. It

seems to us that Mr. Fraser has precipitated himself into

the press without having first blotted, and then com-
mitted to the flames, the ream of paper which ought to

he destroyed, in practice and experiment, before a single

sheet is exposed to open view. We do not ask of the

composer the nine years of patience which Horace recom-
mends to the poet, but we would not abate, did we
possess despotic power, one page of the twenty quires

which we deem a necessary sacrifice preparatory to that

public challenge which the act of printing and selling
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conveys. Whoever has recourse too hastily to this mea-

sure, must abide the consequences ; and we are bound,

by an implied contract between our readers and ourselves,

to state, that these four pieces betray a want of expe-

rience, a taste as yet unformed, and a frequent neglect

of those laws of harmony which cannot be violated without

the most unmusical results.

1. Two Grand Waltzes, composed by J. B. Looier.

(Clemcnti and Co, 26, Che.apside.)

2 . Jeu d’Esprit, in which are. introduced and united
* for

the first and second performer, four airs* by Alia.

Voigt. (Cramer and Co.)

3. Overture to Handel’s Belshazzar, arranged by

W. P. Beai.e. (Cramer and Co.)

Mr. Logier's two waltzes have much spirit and pleasing

melody ; there is more variety in them than the dance

style usually admits, and they are extremely brilliant and

effective, without being in any way difficult to execute.

Mr. Voigt's duet combines “ O cara Armonica* the

pretty and popular Theme Altemand,
" Groves of Blar-

ney,” and “ Robin Adair.” The two first, and the two last,

unite very perfectly, the one forming the upper, the other

the under part. The coincidence is rather curious, and

worth exemplifying. We first take the German airs:—

The overture to Belshazzar shows the scientific com-
poser unquestionably, but is calculated to please only a

very limited number in an arranged form. In that small

portion we certainly must not be included. In a word, it

is very injudiciously chosen for publication, and, except as

part of some series to which it may hereafter belong, has
little chance of wide circulation.

1. The First Set of the Roval Clarence Quadrilles
and Cumberland Waltz, composed for Piano-Forte

or Harp. (Cramer and Co., Regent Street* and Mori
and Lavenu, 28, New Bond 'Street.)

2. The Characteristic National Quadrilles and
Waltz, for the same. (Same composer and publishers.)

3. La Gaite, a fifth set of Quadrilles, selected from
Herold’s Opera , Marie, by L. Zerbini. (Weasel and
Slodart, 6, Frith Street.)

In the sets of quadrilles. Nos. 1 and 2, great efforts have
been made to achieve something like originality ; and
with success, for we there find passages and transitions

that never before greeted our ear. In the absence of
better information on the subject, wc hazard a conjecture,

that the author of both books is not a practised com-
poser, even of dances. And we are rather inclined to

believe, also, that he is not much acquainted with the

piano-forte, for he docs not enable the performer to make
a very advantageous use of it.

No. 3 contains some pretty airs from an opera that is

very much admired just now in Paris : but these, though

easy enough, might have beeu set in a manner better suited

to the nature of the instrument. Quadrilles are too often

adapted by those who are more accustomed to the violin,

the harp, &c. than to the piano-forte ; a fact sufficiently

proved by the awkward arrangements that often appear,

and which, strange to say, are marked at the highest

prices. All the above, however, ore to be had on com-
paratively reasonable terms.

1. La Gaite, a Sixth Set of Quadrilles, danced at the

Parisian Baits , composed by Henri Here. (Wessel

and Stodurt, 6, Frith Street.)

2. Craven’s 2?th Set ^Quadrilles, selectedfrom Isidore

de Merida, and the Honeymoon Waltz. (Clementi&Co.)

3. Thk Brunswick Quadrilles, composed by Ann S.

Mounsey. (Same Publishers.)

We thought it had been considered infra dignitatem for

a pianist of celebrity to publish quadrilles ; nevertheless,

it seems that M. Herz, who, doubtless, reckons himself

among the very first performers of the day, can condescend
to put his name to a set of dances. His melodies in these

are undisguised imitations of Rossini's style : the accompa-
niment is his own, and written for rather dexterous players,

with commanding hands : in default of which qualification it

is not recommended that any person should attempt this set.

Mr. Craven has selected “ Cupid hear me 1” “ Bright

eyes,” “Time flies,” “Signor! Signor!” and “ The Sa-
voyard’s holiday,” from the operp ofIsidore* and arranged

them in a very easy manner.
The Brunswick Quadrilles show some talent and taste:

there are two or three new points in them ; but in a few
places they admit of iinproiement by means of a different

arrangement of the harmony.
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1. Scotch Arm, “ There’s nu lock," arranged with Va-
riations, by Chari. eh Barlow, (dementi and Co.)

2. Grand Maucii and Finale, by Georcik Warne,
Organist of the Temple Church. (The Author, 75,

St. Paul's Churchyard.)

Both the above are in a style that has been very common
for upwards of thirty years : we do not trace a single new
idea in cither of them, but at the same time we discover no
error. They are very easy to execute, because consisting
of passages which must Ilave been played over hundreds
of times by all learners of two years standing. We entreat

Mr. Barlow never again to accompany an air, or indeed
any thing else, with the annexed notes, making what is

called an Alberti base—

It is really intolerable, and almost banished now, even
from books of instruction. Mr. Warne’» march shows n

correct taste, but what claim it lias to be dignified by
the title of grand, our imperfect discernment has not

enabled us to make out.

PIANO FORTE AND VIOLIN.
Brilliant Variations oh Rossini'* March in Mose in

Egilto, composed by H. IIerz, and C. P. Lafunt,
Op. 42. (Payne and Hopkins, 09, Cornhill.)

M. H krt, as our readers are well aware, is a young piano-

forte player, who has been making a considerable noise
in Paris during the last two or three yearn. M. Lafont is

a violinist of the first class in point of reputation, though
not one of those whose performances afford much pleasure
to the admirers of the great school. Both these artists

have a strong predilection for (he brilliant style, and rarely

seem at their ease in expressive music: they, therefore,

very judiciously united their talents in this piece, each, it

is presumed, having written the part for his own instrument.

The subject is

the most favourite of the marches in Most . , The six varia-

tions on it, together with a finale, show a good deal of
ingenuity, and are not without effect, but it is vs holly of
the brilliant, *.e. flighty, kind; only n few bars of adagio
are to be met with in the nineteen long pages ; the rest is

execution, rapid, leaping execution,—double stops and
third shifts, from beginning to end. We need not, there-
fore, add, that this is adapted for first-rate players only,
whether on the piuno-lbrte or violin. To such, provided
they like the style, do we recommend it. But not to
performers of the J. Cramer and De Beriot school.

PIANO FORTE AND FLUTE.
J. Sonata, by Hummel, arranged as a Duct. (Cocks
and Co. Princes Street, Hanover Square.)

2. Grand Di et, selected from the works of Steidelt,
arranged by Castil-Blazk and T. Derbiquier. (Card,
93, Quadrant.)

The first of these is the well-known sonata in b flat, one
of the author’s earlier compositions, and neither so com-

plicated nor so difficult os many of his more recent works,
though by no means approaching to what is generally
termed easy, for either of tlte instruments engaged in it.

This was originally written for a violoncello accompani-
ment, the latter being now altered for a flute, at some
expense of effect, of course, yet very pleasing in its new
state. It is so arranged that it may be played without
the accompaniment, which is printed in small notes over
the regular piano-forte part, whenever essential.

No 2 is selected frum compositions of Steibelt, written
in the more familiar style of kozeluch, and other authors
of that class. A better choice of subjects might have
been made, though the whole of tikis is smooth, agreeable,
and does not cull on either performer for any of those
exertions which are so often required in the present day.
It is too long for the nature of the materials, one part
filling eighteen pages, and the other ten. M. Fasti!

-

Blaze is the gentleman who has successfully adapted
several of Mozart’s and Rossini'* operas to the Frenck
stage : he lias published a useful dictionary of modern
musical terms, and ut the critic who writes in a distin-
guished French Journal, under the signature of X. X. X.

VOCAL.
1. Song, “Yes! thy words were flattering," by Martha
Wilkinson. (Uirchall and Co., 140, Av«e* Bond
Street.)

2. Song, “ That ancly star,* composed and published by
the Same.

3. Canzonet, The Swallows, composed by W, Carnaby
Mus. Doe. (George, 8j, Fleet Sireel.)

4. Romance, IIorteu.se, avec accompagnemcnl de piano
ou Harp,, jxir Pio Cjakcuettini. (Chappell, 135,
New Bond Sheet.)

5. Odb, “Toll for the brave/ written on the loss of the
Royal George, by John Barnett. (Cramer and Co.)

6. Serenade, “ From her lattice,” sung by Miss Stephens *

composed and published by the Same.

7. Carmen Natale, a sacred Melody
, the words by the

late Rev. Legh Richmond, composed by II. G. Gaunt-
let. (Seeley and Sons, 1G9, Fleet Street.)

8. Cavatina, The Lover’s chaplet, the pochy by Rosa-
mond Wadams, composed by \V. Kirby. (Ueonre 85.
Fleet Street.)

*

9. Serenade, The Minstrel Page, Composed by J. A.
Barnet, (name publisher.)

10. .Song, “ Thy image, dearest maid/ composed and
published by the same.

1 1. Soho, Hie Battle of Navarin, the words by a seaman
on board the. Talbot, composed by Joseph Warren
(Hall, 33, New Bond Street)

Nos. I and 2 are, we believe, by the lady who has distin-
guished herself as a singer at the Ancient Concerts. Both
are much in the same style, lender and expressive; the
melodies natural and flowing, the rhythm distinct, the
harmony correct and the words well read and under-
derstood before the inu>ie uus set to them. This is no
mean praise, but it would have been unjust to bestow lesa,
for it is earned. The first song is in f, in the usual
compass of a soprano voice: the second is in a flat, and
goes as low os u flat. They are short, and easy of
execution.
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No. 3 is pretty, simple, and short ; a mere bagatelle,

without pretence, and without fault.

The Romance, No. 4, is the production of a good musi-

cian, and the sentiment of the words is ably expressed

;

there is, however, a triteness in the cadences which a little

industry might have concealed : for instance

—

In No. 5 we have to regret a considerable share of

talent unproftlably expended ; of invention, pathos, ami

good harmony bestowed on words that are very proper

and well chosen for a despatch to appear in the (iazettc,

but infinitely loo much in the downright, blunt, narrative

style for verse, particularly for verse set to music of a

polished, scientific kind. The following lines will, we
should think, justify our opinion:

—

Eiflht hunt!it 'I nf th«t brave.

Who* courage well wm tried,

Had ui&lc the vcooel beet.

And laid her on her side.

A Und.breeze shook tbc *hrmut».

And the was nvcnct,
Down nen! ihe Royal Ooavga,
With all her crew complete !

This would have succeeded iu the days of Sternhold

and Hopkins, and might do now, set to some such time

as Admiral Benbow; but to really good music, like the

present, it partakes largely of the nature of burlesque.

Still, we should lament if Mr. Barnett's composition were

sacrificed ;—to prevent which, we counsel him to get some
alterations made in the words

; let the sentiment and
measure be preserved, but the diction undergo a thorough
change.

No. 6 is airy, and flows naturally, while the quiet, sub-
dued accompaniment marks the time, and assists the

melody in an agreeable manner.
No. 7 is one of the most elegant and finished com-

positions that we have met with during the progress of

our work. We played it over and over again, forgetting

that our business was to criticize, not to indulge, and each
repetition strengthened the impression first received. In

character this Natal Song resembles the best parts of
Mozart’s Requiem

,

though not the most distant appear-

ance of imitation is discernible. The words are devout,

but free from enthusiasm
;
gentle gratitude and tranquil

hope arc their themes
;
and if such emotions admit of

musical expression, then has the author of this brief but
lovely work (whose name is utterly unknown to us)

succeeded in expressing them in a manner that leads us

to expect much from his future efforts. Wc should feel

dissatisfied with ourselves were we to quit this without
warmly recommending it to all lovers of good music;
more particularly to religious societies and admirers of
sacred song.

No 8 is an exceedingly pretty song, (not a Cavatina)
in the waltz-style, or, in reality, it is what may he termed
a vocal waltz, with an accompaniment of very simple
chords to the first verse, which are broken into triplets in

the second. The words, too, are equally pleasing, and
set off to great advantage by the music.

Nos. 9 and 10 are smooth and easy, and though not
Tery new, are rather engaging and perfectly correct.

The last of these is an air that tells a story well ; u good
deal of unisoti in the true toll-di-roll sea-song way, with
now and then a rumble and a run ; but not a great deal

of music. Indeed he must have been a gifted man who

could have made much of sudt words as the following

;

for the simplicity and spirit of which, however, wc enter-

tain all due respect.

—

Wc had been watching their motions for three long week*, or more.
Ami stopped tlwsm from landing of their troop* at I'atres once before.

Wo *cot a frigate into their port, and that to them did my,-—
1 If yon dw not proceed to ma, vtu'li sink you where you Lay.*

But ms our fleet has got into some little disgrace at
home, by checking the inurdemus career of those turbaned
savages, we cannot encourage the rhyming mariner to

hope that anything in the shape of promotion will be
likely to crown his poetical effusion. He must memo-
rial Apollo.

VIOLIN.

A new and IMPROVED System to the art [sic in orig/| of
playing the Violin , comprising the first Principle of
Music, Ac., with Directions for the poution of the Instru-

ment. Bowing, fyc. also original Krcrctees, Airs, Preludes,
Scales, Double-slop t, Chords and Arpeggios in the

different positions, by R. M. Ili.AaaovE (Blackman,
5, Bridge street, Southwark.)

Tnc title of this work, abbreviated though it here appears,
saves us the trouble of saying much us to its design.
The author, it is right to state, is the parent of a clever

little boy, (now growing up into manhood.) who was exhi-

bited as a phenomenon some years ago, und whose per-

formances on the violin were certainly surprising. It is

but just to infer, therefore, that his remarkable progress

was, in some measure, owing to his father's instructions;

and it is equally reasonable to conclude, that the system
here published, was the foundation of the child's studies.

If so, there is prima facie evidence, at least, of its merit.

What there is that deserves to he called ** new" in this

system, we have not discovered: it seems to us to follow

the plan of many other treatises in our possession. Eleven
pages contain the elementary rules, vocabulary, &c, Then
the particular lessons, (explanatory instructions here

cease) including many progressive airs, and an appendix,

altogether amounting to forty-six pages more, complete

the volume.

The early lessons are on one string, the position of the

fingers not being changed. Other lessons teach the

nature of lime, and of the major and minor scales. After

these come some good exercises on double-stops ; and
several in the different positions.

The Appendix contains thirty exercises on arpeggio, in

the first position; and various useful preludes, first in

chords then in arpeggio, also.

This is a desirable book for such as are induced from

economical motives, or compelled from locality, to learn

without any assistance, or with but little, from a master.

It is quite progressive, and the various examples, lessons,

&c. may, by the uijl of a little industry, be tolerably well

understood,, with hut a moderate bliare of instruction.

Introduction, and Ai«, svith Vaiiations, and an ac-

companiment for the Piano-Forte, by J. Pearce, of
Covent-Garden ThenIre. (Same publisher.)

A pleasing air, with six variations, requiring a good

player, particularly for the third variation, an andante,

where there are some difficult passages of double stops.

Useful practice may be found in this, for learners who ure

advanced in their studies on the instrument. The accom-

paniment is very simple, and, as it should be, quite sub-

rdinate.
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EXTRACTS raou the DIARY or * DILETTANTE.
(Resumed from p. Hi.)

March 30tk. Ik the Rente Musicale, No. 8, of the

present year, is a translation of my Diary for the 31st of

January, wherein are some remarks concerning Beetho-

ven’s last long symphony. On these the Redacleur makes

the following observations :

“ There is in all this tirade, an ill humour which ought

to put us on our guard against the judgment it delivers.

Possibly the work alluded to is not perfect ; but when a

man like Beethoven is mentioned, language so cutting and

hard ought to be forbidden. The very symphony which is

so much censured, has been received with enthusiasm at

Berlin ; we may, therefore, suspend our opinion till we
have ourselves heard it. The society of the new concerts

of the Royal School of Music intend to perforin it this

season, and will aflord us an opportunity of judging of a

work so severely criticised."

For M. Felix, the editor of the French Review in ques-

tion, I entertain great respect ; he is an able, impartial

critic, one from whom I do not often differ ; but he is

grievously mistaken in thinking that I w rote ill ill humour
the passage lie quotes; and in applying the epithets,
44 tranchant ” and “efi/r* to the expressions used, it is

clear to me, that either he now and then suffers his admi-

ration of genius to overwhelm his judgment, or that he is

not very conversant in the general language of criticism.

Bui he confesses that he is unacquainted with this com-
position of Beethoven ; how then can he know whether

my language is appropriate or not ?—for surely he does

not mean to imply that a gTeat genius is to lie mentioned

only in such terms as are addressed to a pretty idiot

;

that criticism is to be hushed by a name ; or, which is the

same thing, be confined to u court vocabulary.

As to the symphony having been received in so enthu-

siastic a manner in Berlin,—first, the fact must be proved,

for newspaper statements, as M. Fetis is well aware, are

not always to be relied on. Grunt, however, the truth of

the report;—of whom did the audience consist? This

question is quite necessary ; for a fanatical spirit is raging

among a certain party of German amateurs, with a violence

that tramples down reason, that treats the works of

Ilaydn and Mozart as things gone by, and allows no merit

but to noise, puerility, and extravagance. If these are the

applauders that the French writer is inclined to hack, I

beg leave to tell him that I spoke the sentiments of all the

best judges in London, of musicians who, if they have any
prejudices, are prejudiced in favour of the innnortulized

composer. Such also is the opinion of a majority, almost

amounting to the whole, of the subscribers to the philhar-

monic concerts, than whom a better qualified uudience of

seven hundred person* does not exist.

April 2d. I have this day received a letter from Berlin,

asking inc to subscribe to a life of Mozart, which his widow
Is about to publish, to be embellished by his portrait, and

a view of the house ut Saltzbourg in which he was bom.
This lady is now Madame XisMeu, for she some years ago
married a second husband ; and, whatever her literary

talents may have been, they cannot, at present, be in a

very flourishing state, for it is about forty-six years since

Mademoiselle Constance Weber become the bride of the

great composer. From the anxiety which she lately mani-
fested in selling her first husband’s MSS. to Andrfe, the pub-
lisher at Offenbach, I am inclined to think that this bio-

graphical undertaking has a pecuniary object in view,

and, thprefore, that it may turn out a book-making busi-

ness. If, however, she recollects any untold anecdotes of
so wonderful a genius; any part of his private history; of
his opinions on various subjects ; his acquirements, man-
ners, hahits, the characters of his friends, Ac-, the work
may be rendered as useful its interesting. But let us hope
that the imagination will not be allowed to supply wlmt
the memory has lost : let us have some remarkable

voucher for the authenticity of the facts, which people now
living ran supply, or let the design he abandoned altoge-

ther. The Chevalier Spontini undertakes to collect sub-

scriptions at Berlin, the public will, therefore, have some
right to consider him as pledged to a certain extent for

the contents of the promised volumes.

4 th. Our taste in music is held very cheap by many
persous abroad, who, in reference to the high prices vre

pay to performers, compare us to a rich dotard with a

young beautiful mistress. Noticing the musical Soirfce

of the MM. Bohrer at Paris, a celebrated critic has the

following remarks :

—

44
1 regret that 1 am unable to speak

favourably of either the new fantasia by M. A. Bohrer, or

the duet for violin and violoncello, by the same. An
eternal wandering from subject to subject, adopted with-

out design, and abandoned without motive, can have no
other effect than to excite weariness and disgust, which
all the ability of these performers is unable to dispel. The
MM. Bohrer are sadly mistaken if they imagine that they

can succeed in Paris with music like this : in England,
where these gentlemen have reaided for some time, and
where a taitefor futile music is so predominant, such things

may do ; but we have too many persons of taste xnnong
us, of sufficient influence to prevent the introduction of
such charlatanism here !'*

The Messrs. Bohrer were in London about nine

yeurs ago, and remained one season ; during which, they

were much admired for the neatness of their execution,

and for the accuracy that the habit of playiug together had
produced ; but their compositions were not equally ap-

proved ; they ’were thought unworthy of the performers ;

so that the French critic has chosen a had opportunity of

discharging his gull on this country. A great deal of

wretched music docs, 1 admit, meet with too much for-

bearance in London, but the larger portion of it is vocal,

and generally comes via Paris, where it is heard on its

way to us, and most commonly is well received there, if

any reliance is to be placed in the French Journals.

What, for instance, can be more contemptible than the

compositions of Pacini and Mcicadante?—What can ex-

ceed the applause which the Parisians bestow on them ?

6/A. The following observations appear in the New
Monthly Magazine, for April

:

•* A theatrical critic in The Times newspaper expresses

his inuhility to account for the want of success which

Rossini’s Otello has experienced in England. Kean ami

Young, he observes, draw crowded houses when Othello

is played, and yet the attendance upon the opera is

scanty. Is not the reason clear? Who can place value on
the burlesque of a noble subject, when the latter is itself

within his reach? Who can find any thing of Shakspeare

in the opera of Otello , even with Pasta’s voice ? It is

Rossini alone who must draw the audience, not Shak-

speare. The singing or chauuting the immortal concep-

tions of our great poet, traduced into Italian, and ren-

dered back into double distilled nonsense by liurrict

Wilson’s sister, the wife of the noted Bochsa, and re-

puted laureate to the opera, who does the translations,

is the reason why Kean, and Young, and Sliakspcaro
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arc preferred. Macbeth or Othello chnunted in had Ita-

lian |K>etry, and Macbeth and Othello played by first-rate

English actors, ore very different thing's. John Bull is

right in not patronizing the degradation of his mighty poet

by the fiddlers, however well they may scrape their

notes: we commend his plain downright, honest good
sense. The works of foreign poets, whose merits can-

not he appreciated here, are those alone adapted for

the Italian opera in this country. Fashion may prefer

Rossini's Otello to that of Shakspearc, because fashion is

folly; but no one of the most moderate pretensions to in-

tellect will do so. We think and hope that the opera-

tizing our noblest English tragedies will never succeed,

let the music be as excellent as it may. The foreigner may
be amused with it, but the native secs in it only a caricature

of his noblest aud most cherished recollections.”

Much of this is good, but not quite in unison with

opinions more than once delivered in the same magazine.

In the New Monthly I have formerly read, with surprise, --

for it is an excellent miscellany— the praises bestowed on
the opera in question, both as a drama and as a musical

composition ; for, as the one, it is contemptible, and as the

other, inferior to many of Rossini's productions, though
containing some few admirable things. The encomiums
also once heaped on Garcia, in the same magazine, for his

performance of Oteltq, his ranting and roaring having
been eulogised as sublime passion, do not tally with the

above critique. The truth, however, is, that the opera on
the whole abounds in narcotic influences. The violations

of Shakspearc are not regarded by fashionable people ;

many iof them only know him by name, and by now and
then going to the play to see a performer who is much
talked ubout, therefore must be stared at fur an hour or
two. Df-tdemona is interesting throughout, and Pasta
performs the character delightfully. A small *portion of
the music also, is excellent: but taken altogether, you
rarely find a person who goes to the opera a second time
for the sole purpose of hearing OtcUo.

1th. How completely Meyerbeer's fine opera, II Crociato
in Egitto, has failed this season!—What is the reason?
c^cry one asks, without taking the trouble to think for

one moment. The cause of tts failure is very obvious : it

is no longer the same that was produced here in 1825. I

do not allude to the performers, though they are much
changed, for Pasta is, to my taste, far better than Velluti

;

and Porto, though certuinly not equal to poor Rcmorini,
got through his part very tolerably well. But some of
the most striking pieces are omitted, and among the num-
ber, the charming “Caro Mono/' for Armando, on his

first ct. trance, instead of these, other things urc intro-

duced, not one of them possessing a single saving quality.

Of those now brought in, to the exclusion of what were
so justly admired, is one, if not two, of Monsieur Boehm's
attempts !—This gentleman's talent for original composi-
tion is about equal to his modesty; and it both together

were w eighed against his virtues, the beam would remain
parallel to the earth.

Oth. The story of La Sposa Infedele, by which The
Times was once hoaxed, and the Pout twice, has found its

wav into the French Journals. They have taken it an
pied de la lellre, and speculate deeply on it. One thinks

that Pacini's Sposa FcdeU must be meant ; while another
is quite puzzled by the name of the alleged composer.

li/A. The arrival of Mndlle. Sontag, with Dr. Gran-
ville’s notice of her published in the Athcnetum, copied
into most* of the papers, have reduced all the town-
talk, at least the musical talk, to one subject,—the new
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singer. 1 shall, therefore, have little for my diary to the
end of the month, except what relates to her.

Dr. Granville, a physician-accoucheur of eminence,
went professionally to Pctersburgh last autumn, and made
notes of his journey, which will be published in May. lie
heard Madlle. S. at Berlin and Paris, and so far os her
singing and stage qualifications arc concerned,,lias given
a tolerably correct statement of her merits : but as to her
person he is far wide of the mark ;—he must have seen
her with the eyes of German or French journalists ; and,
indeed, his notion of her vocal powers has been a little

biassed by the influence which (what he considers) her
beauty seems to have exercised over his judgment. On
his arrival at Berlin, in October 1S27, he says, he found
the w hole city »n an uproar, “ and people running in all

directions to procure a ticket for the opera, for the pur-
pose of hearing Madlle. Sontag. Entreaties, bribes, ex-
travagant prices for a place, were all in turn resorted to,

as the only means of gratifying a wish w hich seemed to

animate at one and the same time the whole town. I

soon found that the inhabitants were positively wild about
this much-talked-of Mademoiselle, and 1 insensibly caught
the general enthusiasm. What was mere curiosity oil

my part, to hear this celebrated songstress, of w hom so
many and singular romantic reports had circulated in

England, was soon chungcd into un irresistible desire to

be present at her performance in the evening. At a very

early hour, the house was crammed full. The king, two
princesses, and 1 do uot know how many princes royal,

the Duke of Cumberland, and a long string of grandees,
all glittering with stars and crosses, attended the repre-

sentation. With the exception of his majesty, who sat in

a side box on the stage, they all occupied a magnificent

box in the centre of the house brilliantly illuminated**

hung with a rich drapery, and highly ornamented with*

mirrors and gilding.—The company assembled on the

occasion formed a striking coup d’cnl for Berlin. The
boxes boasted of all that is choisi in society.

“ At last the orchestra struck up the magnificent over-

ture to Winters new opera, entitled “ The Interrupted

Sacrifice,’’ which was divinely executed.
" When the uproar which the much-applauded overture

excited had ceased, all eyes and eye-glasses were at

once directed towards the stage, watching with impa-
tience for the appearance of the idol of the night. At
last Mirrha entered, and every hand was instantly in mo-
tion. The star—the comet —the attraction—the Henrietta

Sontag stood before us. Her beauty dazzled me—her
singing pleased and disappointed me. She is slender,

rather petite and mignonne. ller countenance, like that

of Cunova’s nymph, is full of sw-eetness and heavenly

radiancy, w hich belongs more to the beau ideal than to

mortal reality. I would say, that her foot is the prettiest

thing imaginable, if her bunds were not prettier still.

She is faultless as to teeth, which the sweetest smile ima-

ginable, for ever hovering round her mouth, sets off at

every warble in all their glory. And, to conclude with

the most essential part, the quulity of her voice is, be-

yond measure, pleasing, and she possesses great and re-

markable facility
;

yet, with all these attributes, she is not

a first-rate opera singer—lacks judgment— is indiscrimi-

nate in the introduction of ornaments—knows no method,

and belongs to no school. Of all these negative qualifi-

cations, the first only it will uot be in her power to alter.

Nature has refused her the two principal requisites to-

wards forming a first-rate opera performer,—expression

both of countenance and in the tone of her voice, and a

Q
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commanding person. MadUe. Sontag eah never attempt

the grandiose style ; she cannot depict strong passions,

and is as much the reverse of Pasta or Pizaroni. as any

singer can well he. She is, in fact, a pretty thing—

a

pretty singer, a pretty bijou, and nothing more. Mad.
(

Catalani was quite correct when she said, that ' Elle est
\

la premiere dans son genre—mais son geure n’est pas le

premier.* It is impossible not to agree with this descrip-
{

lion. My own disappointment at her performance, how-
j

ever, was not very considerable after all ; for I could have

listened to her warbling*, and looked at her beautiful per-
|

son, for ever. But my expectations had been raised too

high ; I expected a rantatriec di primo carlelb, and I

found only an agreeable songstress.’
1

1 6th. At length this wonderful singer has appeared, i

Tie opinion ascribed to Mad. Catalani, that Madlle*. ,

Son tag is the best in her style, but that her style is not the

best

,

is pretty correct ; but as Mad. C. is not givcu to

mots, I much question whether she ever pronounced such
\

a judgment. Besides, the style of Soutag is that of Cata-

lani herself, and will the latter grant that any one can !

surpass her?

Since Dr. G. saw the pet singer, her figure has changed

surprisingly !

—

Slender and delicate are no longer terms

applicable. But he must have seen through some false I

medium.
There is a great deal of truth, mixed with some error, I

in his following remarks:

—

44 Madlle. Sontag’s voice is a

soprano of a pleasing, clear, anti sonorous timbre. She
'

can reach the high E without screaming. The flexibility

of her organ has seduced her into that peculiar style of

ringing which made Mad. Catalani the wonder of musical

Europe for a few years, but which disables the performer
!

from ever being a scientific singer. It is this quality of

the voice, united to the personal gifts so profusely lavished

by nature on tins favourite daughter of hers, that brought

Mile. Soutag forward as a miracle on the German stage,
j

and made her it once, without any preliminary step, a pre-
\

cocious prima donna , at the age of 17 ! But the first

station at the Opera cannot be held on such easy terms.

There must be science, and wc must have acting and

correct declamation. We require a just and impassioned

conception of the character to be represented, a classical

acquaintance with the drapery of the subject, to constitute !

a real prima donna. Now, notie of the ornamental

ringers, whose astonishing facility lor flourishes, roulades,

and chromatic notes, lifted them up precociously to the

neat of pre-eminence for a time, have ever possessed any

of those important qualifications. The necessary time for

acquiring them has been spent in receiving premature
applause to the one dazzling gift of nature—a flexible

voice, rendered more seductive by persoual beauty. Such
applause has spoiled all these Infant Lyras ; and, in their

adult years, they have found themselves deserted. Who
could have patiently listened to a Catalani, any night
within the last twelve yean* ?'*

Dr. Granville forgets how much influence the fashionable

world has over the prolonged success of opera singers,

and does not reflect that those who form that body think

only of pleasure, in which they indulge without any
forbearance, and therefore are soon surfeited. They hear
the first ringer in the world every night during the season ;

nay twice, and sometimes thrice, and with very little variety

in the music. Hence the most scientific performers lose

their attraction in three or four years; and, all things
considered, it is a matter of surprise that they so long
continue to please a class of people who, as the necessary

consequence of unlimited enjoyment, are so liable to that

afflicting disease, ennui.

Dr. Granville thus continues his remarks;—'* On the
following evening, the same enthusiasm and ardour pre-

vailed at the representation of the Barbiere of Rossini.

This master is now goCte as much in Germany as he is

in Italy or France. The pari of Rosina seems to have been
written expressly for Madlle. Sontag. She is unequalled
in that character, ami leaves even Fodor behind her. The
Germans are perfectly enraptured with their charming
countrywoman —the more so, as her private character is

spotless, and her conduct perfectly lady-like. Exposed,
by being placed on the stage, not so much to temptations
(which real virtue can withstand in any station of life), as
to calumny and illiberal reflections, Madlle. Sontag, being
without any female relatives of consequenee, has selected,

it is said, from amongst her acquaintance, a lady of the

strictest morality, the widow of a superior officer, to whom
she ullowa a very liberal pecuniary consideration, to be
constantly with her on all occasions and in every place.

She is, moreover, guided by the counsels and shielded by
the patronage of an eminent foreign diplomatist, resident

in Berlin, whose age and high character are a sufficient

guarantee of that lady's unimpeachable conduct
44 For the twelve representations for which she was

engaged at Berlin she received 600 louis-d'or, and the

receipts of the last eight expense free. The administra-

tion of the national theatre made her an ofTer of 400(1

ducats (2000/. sterling) for a season, which she rejected;

probably owing to a previous engagement with the Parisian

manager. In the French capital Madlle. Sontag is also

a very great favourite; but the French admiration for her
talent docs not like that of the German, border on extra-

vagancy. She has performed at the The&tre des Ilaliens,

in some of the first master-pieces of Rossini. In Tan-
credi, unquestionably one of the most magnificent pro-
ductions of that composer, she docs not appear to advan-
tage. The part of Amenaide is too full of sentiment and
elevation of character to be at all represented with effect

hv an actress and a singer of the calibre of Madlle. Sontag.

She seems aware of this, and consequently omits one or
two pieces which require much expression. The Ame-
naide of Madlle. Sontag is a coquette, looking almost too

innocent for such a character, hut still a coquette, elegant,

graceful, agile, smiling, bewitching—but not the Amrnatde
of Rossini. In Otetto again she has attempted the cha-

racter of Desdrmona, and has failed, even in the opinion
of her fondest admirers. Her pretty figure will not yield

to the impressions of tragic emotion ; her destiny is to
shine and be unrivalled iu the Opera Buffa. If she appears
on the London boards, and consults her own credit and
fame, she will select for her debut, La Domna del Logo*
La Cenerentola, or II Barbiere di Sivigtia."

What must the Doctor have said, when he saw Madlle.
Sontag advertised for the character of Donna Anna, in

Don Gioeonm ? If his reasoning be at ail correct, she

must fail in such a purt. Zerlina seems to be almost
made on purpose for her, though she may, perhaps, be
a little deficient in that coquetry, which, to give it with

true spirit, is required.

By-the-by, how miserably this ckefeTceurre of Mozart
is likely to be brought out this season ! If Mad. Schulz
does not take the part of Donna Ehira, the concerted

pieces— anil what pieces they are!— will infallibly be
spoilt. No one has done anything like justice to this

character since Miss Hughes,—whom it was the fashion
not to like—filled it so well She was on excellent
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musician, nnd understood the author thoroughly. I

cannot imagine how it can be got up. It it fail, which

is most likely, the Italians will say that Mozart is now
perruqurd.

16*A. The following, from a critique on Madlle. Sontag,

which actually appears in this day's Herald, I would not

on mere hearsay believe to have been written, much less

printed.—“ It is impossible to imagine that the human
voice could be carried to such a pitch of perfection. We
have heard Mad. Mara, Billington, Catalani, Campo-
?ese, but none of these celebrated sitigers pleased us any-

thing like so much, as Madlle. Sontag delighted us last

night in the airs of this masterpiece of Rossini. The con-

clusion of one of her airs was like the warbling of the

roost beautiful nightingale, blackbird and thrush, accom-

panied with Antes, flageolets, and other instruments. In

fact, it must have been somewhat like the concourse of

sweet sounds which Milton in the park heard from the

aviary, probably by his house in Si. James’s, while he

composed his Allegro."

So much for Madlle. Sontag's polyphonic powers! This,

aays The Timer, reminds us of an Irishman, who under-

took to sing one of Handel's choruses, without the aid

of any colleague. When the Herald'

t

very acute critic

wrote the word u Allegro,* he was probably not apprised

that II Pensieroso is the poem containing something about

warbling. But then the bird that Milton speaks of, is

the ** sad nightingale,
1"— most musical, most melan-

choly." It is rather a bull to connect this with a singer

who appears to be formed for the bravura only

!

'22nd, Moscheles crammed his room tolerably well

last night, by means of Sontag. There were as many
hearers as performers in the orchestra ; and some beau-

tiful women, too, mixed with the bows.

24Ih. The Bohrer’s, whom I have mentioned above, are,

I have just heard, arrived in London. I hope that, at the

concert they mean to give, they will rescue themselves from

the attack of the French critic. Should they however fail,

and prove tiresome I deprecate all punning on their name.

ANOTHER FRENCH FELON.

To the Editor of the Harmonioon.

London , April 19, 1828.

Sir,—Having heard a rumour of another importation

of foreign virtue into this metropolis, I made diligent in-

quiry into the matter, and And the report to be perfectly

accurate in every’ particular.

The gentleman whom we have now the honour to

receive, and who, doubtless, will be well patronised, is

musical, and was formerly director of a theatre in France;
but having had the good fortune to espouse a lady pos-
sessing very irresistible attractions, he obtained, through
her interest, a place of honour and trust under the French
government, and very speedily availed himself of the con-

fidence reposed in him, by signing (vtilgo, forging) the

name of another to an official instrument, whereby he
procured a sum of money, of which he stood much in

need, to enable him to live in a style that he thought be-

coming his station.

Though the motive was so reasonable a one, he was,
notwithstanding, seized by the rutliiess hands of justice,

prosecuted, found guilty, and condemned tn be branded
and sent to the galeys for ten years. The branding was
rigorously carried into execution, as both his shoulders
can testify ; but through the influence of a handsome
wife, the latter part of his sentence w'as commuted for a
permission to banish himself during the period ordained

;

and England—which some may call the common-sewer,
the receptacle of all the filth and corruption of Europe,
but which, say I, is an open-armed, hospitable nation, a
country which, while even compelled to devise means for
expatriating those of its own children, whom it cannot
feed, is, nevertheless, so generous as to offer an asylum
to the rejected of other countries, who, naturally enough,
want feeding ;—England has been selected by this

worthy professor as his place of refuge. He will, it is said,

appear during the present season, as an instrumental per-
former, and moat probably be seen in the saloons ofmany
of our aristocracy*. But this circumstance ought not to
bring any scandal upon them ; for though, as magistrates,
they are in the quarterly habit of transporting dozens of
famished Englishmen, for snatching now and then at a
partridge or a pheasant, to allay the pangs of hunger,
yet they are fall of humanity, and abounding in liberality

towards such foreigners as are under a cloud, provided
these can afford them any amusement.

Whether this new musical acquisition will be intro-

duced into our families to instruct our children—whether
he will be called upon to fill a situation similar to that
which he formerly held, and be appointed to manage one
of our foreign theatres-—or whether he will be seated in

the conductor's chair at our oratorios and concerts, I can-
not determine. He ia, perhaps, not yet sufficiently qua-
lified for such distinctions among so discerning and nice
a people as we in London are. He has not broken the
hearts of his parents by irreclaimable wickedness. He
has not, that I have heard of, robbed his patrons and
swindled his friends,—for the e*capade, the forgery, as
vulgar folks call it, was only a little fraud upon the pub-
lic. He has not had recourse to the insolvent act, or to

a commission of bankruptcy ; nor has he yet been guilty

of felony in England, by intermarrying with 1 woman of
anything but doubtful reputation, his wife being olivet

for, nemo repente fait turpisttmus.

All this, however, may he readily accomplished, should
it be thought that he is not quite finished enough to be
entitled to protection here. If necessary, therefore, let

him thus prepare himself, he may then look forward with

confidence to the patronage of a certain number of the
•• rank and fashion, (as the newspapers have it) of thin

town, and to the co-operation of certain foreign singers,

who, alter filling their purses to overflowing out of the

generosity, as it is often termed, of this country, evince

their respect for Its laws by uniting in close confederacy

with the open violators of them.

I am 8ir, &c.

Vigil.

* That some parson* of rank do admit very profligate people into

their houses, is undeniable, but the practice U not general: it ii among
the panem

u

that this outrage on decency i* most often committed,

—

(SAler.)

Q2
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Of ancient Concerts.

FOURTH CONCERT.

Under the Direction of the Karl of Dam/eg, Wedmeoday, March 2M>
1826.

Act I.

Selection from the Oratorio of Saul.

Act If.

Concerto 5th. (Grand,)

Sntetto. Domimi* a «lextri» tui*.

Recitative. BcholJ Uie nations. ) ( n+fnmk 1

Cbonis. O Baal I f
(D^rah-J

Round. Wind, gentle evergreen.

Song. lU'-vri’iu il mesto ciglio.

Concerto 7«h.

Glee. A gen'rous friendship.

Duetto, Deli
!
preodi. (L/C Clemen&a eft Tito)

BKf.Kt. Bmie. lamin' I (Ua,rm.)
Air. Onibra cue pallida. J

Recitative. Divine Andate. i

Duel. To arms. > (BonJuca)

Chorus. Itritons, strike home. »

We are hound to make some observations upon the per-

formances of each evening, but what can we add to

what wc have so frequently said before of the fine se-

lection from Saul? Mrs. W. KnyvcU sang the air, in-

troducing the trio chorus, with great sweetness, but next

time (for many next time* there will be) wc should like

n little more animation : and Miss Wilkinson's 11 Fell rage”

was rather dolorous and lacrymose :—it is not a strain cal-

culated for her powers, and requires very perfect singing

indeed, to produce any effect til oil. The winding up of the

beautiful chorus, 41 Oh, fatal day”—is invariably hurried oti

to utmost twice the quickness of the opening subject ! We
meant, hut forgot to make mention of this last year :

—

The general effect is very much injured by such accelera-

tion, and we hope our remark will be noted down by those

whom it may most concern— Verbum cat sapientibut.

In the second act, Jotnelli’s Scstelto was somewhat of a

novelty, but not a very striking one :—there was no

predominant feature about it, the best parts were opera-

tical, and by no means expressive of the aw fully- solemn

sentiment ox the words— it was well sung, and will he

still better when better known. “ O Baal," we arc alwuys

sure of : we suspect that it is at the request of Messrs.

Dragonctti, Anfossi, and Co. We will not quarrel with it,

though— it is an admirable introduction to 44 Lord of

eternity !” Here we have contrast in its happiest form.

The ** Evergreen” could not be other than 4
‘ gentle’* from

the lips of the three fair warblers who rounded it :—why
was it not encored ? The fine duet from the Tito was,

however, and we certainly agreed to the preference given.

It was beautifully sung, and afforded one of the richest

treats of the evening. What concerts these might be made !

Miss Wilkinson is certainly improved : her voice is

stronger, and she sings with more confidence. 44 Hassc-

rena, in her hands, had every justice done it. Cara-
dori was, as usual, in “ Berenice ! ove sei ? " unequal.

When this charming singer has to struggle against any
difficulties, (and there are plenty in this arena from
Lucio Vcro) her ear is apt to mislead her sadly. This
fine composition should, wc think, be reserv ed for Madame
Pasta. We do not much regret, however, not having
seen the latter in the Ancient Concert this season ; it is a
pity she ever leaves the stage: as an actress and singer com-
bined, in serious opera, there never was, perhaps, her equal.

Wc bow to Purcell and the rest of the good old names
we sec, but we have bestowed many eulogiums on them
repeatedly.

Handel

Handel.
JnMEL.Lt.

Handel.

Hate*.
Glvcr.

CORELLr.

Were*.
Mozart.

Jomelli.

Purcell.

FIFTH CONCERT.

Under the Direction of Hu Greet the Archbishop of York
,
ffednrtday,

April l&A, 1828.

Act I.

(Esther)Overture.

German Hymn.
Recitative. My arm*! .

Song. Sound an alarm. I

Chorea. We hear.

Rent. acc. O worae than death !

Song. Angela ! ever bright and fair.

Concerto 4th. (Oboe.}

Motet. No« pulvis.

Song. Deh ! per (jueato.

Glee. With sight, sweet rose.

Ch-orm. The L»rd shall reign.

Rectalive. For the horse.

Chorus. The f»r.l »hall reign.

Recitative. And Miriam.

Solo and Grand Cliontt. Sing ye.

Act If.

(Judas Mace.)

. |
(Theodora.)

(Israel ui Egypt.)

Handel.

Handel.

Handel,

Handel,
Muzart.
Mozart.
Calcott.

Handel.

Overture.

Recitative. Great Queen.

Song. Gentle airs. J

Chorus. May no rash intruder.

Duct. Sull’aria.

Song. When storms. 1

Choral. O Judah ! J

Song. I know that my Redeemer.
Luther’.* Hymn.
Symphony in I).

Rent ativc. Sposa !—Euridice I l

Air. CblIMP I

Glee. Though the last glimpse.

Air and Chorus. God save the King.

(Ifkifttum.)

(Athalia)

(Solomon)

(Athalia)

(Messiah)

(Irish Melody)

Qlcce.

Handel.

Handel.
Molari.

Handel.

Handel.

Mozart.

Gluck.

In two instances, this evening, we were highly gratified,

and when our readers cast their eyes upon the list of
pieces performed, they will be at no loss to discover the

causes of our exultation. As to the national hymn,
w hich was encored, we can discover nothing in it but a
pretty tune, which, compared with many other pretty

tunes in the pretty hymn books in the music shops, can
not justly lay claim to superior merit; but what will not

drums and trumpets—Greatorex and Dragonetti, and the

Lancashire ladies effect ?

We were truly glad to see Mr. Br&hum again to-night,

especially by the side of Vaughan. This is good taste,

and shews that there is no intention, on the part of the

noble directors, to depreciate the talents, or mortify the

feelings, of the former charming singer. Braham’s energy

is not to be equalled; but for pathos and purity of style,

Vaughan has, in our opinion, no competitor. 44 Gentle
airs,” was given, by Braham, w ith judgment

; but it was
not the song to display either his power, or the peculiar

character of his singing ;

—

44 Sound an alarm" was better;

but then this hack/

d

and hewed thing—Why not have had
44 Ilis mighty arm” from Jcphthah, and the splendid chorus

which follows—44 In glory high, in might serene !" That
would have been, indeed, a treat

!

Miss Johnson must endeavour to acquire a little more
animation ; in other respects we think her much improved.

The motet was a rich novelty indeed ! The opening solo

and the qnartclto and seini-chorus will be better dqpe
another time; Phillips did not seem to be perfect, and
there appeared a want of confidence, we thought, in all

the parlies concerned.

Whether Mozart composed this fine motet before or

after his Don Giovanni, we do not know, but the first

movement reminds us very much of the awfully solemn

strains of the Statue Scene. The 44 Surnmc Dcus, mise-

rator,” the closing chorus, was magnificent. In the air,

44 Dch
!
per questo Mad. Caradori sang much out of
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time. We admiTe, as highly as any of her admirers

this delightful singer; but we wiU speak the troth

when she will be so careless. We were more pleased

with Phillips in his fine song, than with Miss Stephens

in hers :—why will she always sing the prophetic strain

of confidence and exultation, as if it were the opening

of some requiem or miserere ?—And immediately after

came (odd enough) “ Great God ! what do I see and

bear?* Wc wonder which note of the trumpet Mr. Har-

per likes best to tantararara upon, for he has but

two?—what pantomime is this,—and with such words!

If the symphony in D is not the finest of Mozart's, it

is sufficiently splendid to immortalize him, had he never

written any tiling else. It is full of spirit, elegance, and

originality, and was executed by an orchestra that showed

they were capable of feeling its merits. Nothing could

be more perfect.

Madame Caradori was in good humour with Gluck's

music. She sang her recitative and song with great

sweetness, and in tune, all the way. We will not tell our
readers what made us hurry auray as fast as propriety

would permit after this ;— it would be paying but an ill

compliment to their discernment : though we were sorry

to lose the loyal conclusion.

SIXTH CONCERT.
Under He Directton of the Earl Forteicue, Hedmutny, April 23c/. 1829.

Act I.

Coronation Anthem. The King shall.

Duel. Caro ! Bella ! 1

Chocus. Uitomi ormai. J

Song. Odi, grand’ umbra.

Chorus. Avert these omens. (Semeie.J
Song. Doner lie scmptici.

Concerto -1th. (Front hit Trim.

)

Song. Tyrants would. )

Chorus Tyrants, ye in vain. /

Recitative. Rejoice, my countrymen.
Recitative. Par long ago.

BccH. acc. Thus saitli the Lord
Chorus. Sing, O ye heavens.
Song. 0 magnify the Lord.

Quartet. O sing unto Cod. 1

Chorus. Cry aloud. /

(Juiiut Cenr.)

(Athaha.)

Haspsl.

Handel.

Du Majo.
Handel.
Ci.ee*.

Martini.

Handel.

(BrUhazzar.J Handel,

(Anthem) IIandsu

Da. Cuorr,

Overture.

Chorus. Rex tremrnde-.
)

Quartet. Benedictus. l

Chorus. Hosanna.
Rcr.it. acc. Gruio vi rendo.
Air. A cotnpir.

Chorus. Sec, from his post,

Glee. Let me careless.

Concerto llh.

Song. 1-v.cia Amor.

Act IL

(.Ualantn.)

(Hetpdem.)

(Bchhazzar.)

Quartet and Chorus.
God rave the King.

Then round.

(Op, 4th.J
(Orlando.)

{Samson .)

Handel.

Mozart.

Gcoi.telmi.

Handel.
Ian lev.
Avison.

Handel.
Handel.

Tiik fine anthem, 44 The King shall rejoice," was very
happily chosen for the celebration of his Majesty's birth-
day, but to conclude the concert with a repetition of

(rod save the King,” was a burst of loyally we could
have dispensed with.*—44

Odi, grand' umbra" is a charming
fbng throughout, but it was hardly fair to give it to
\ atighaii, though he sang it with great feeling and ani-
mation, and was admirably accompanied on the bassoon
by Mackintosh. We remember Holmes's excellence on
this fine instrument, and his successor, in mellowness of
tone aud delicacy of execution, is very little indeed in-
ferior. Madame Caradori was to-night in excellent voice,
and sang both her songs very sweetly;—the merits of the
Compositions themselves we are quite tired of repeating.

We are rather disappointed at not seeing Pasta in the

orchestra this season ;—though she is more in her element
on the stage, she is a great singer anywhere. And where
was Miss Stephens this evening? Phillips, powerful as

usual in 44 Rejoice my countrymen lie never will, per-

haps, rise to the excellence of poor Bartleman in it ; but
wc are quite satisfied with what he has achieved. If we
have heard Mrs. Knyvett sing better than she did to-night,

where is the wonder?—How is it possible for her to feel

interested in, or give effect to, songs she is so perpetually

called upon to repeat ? und songs too of no very remark-
able merit. 44 O magnify the Lord” is very well, but it

is one of the least effective, we will venture to say, of

any of Handel's religious songs. Dr. Croft’s anthem was
the finest performance of the evening. The 44 Rex tre-

mendc,” and Benedictus,” always a rich treat ; but are

there no other rich movements in the Requiem ? The next

time we hope to have the * 4 Rccordare.”—Mozart does not

often quit a fine subject hastily, but he has most tanta-

lizingly done so in the 44 Hosanna in cxcelsis !”—The
fugue is admirably pointed and spirited, but we wish it

had not been so literally a fugue— it is over in a minute,

and wre arc left no less to wonder at so abrupt a conclu-

sion, than to lament it.

We have heard the madrigal with richer effect, and the'

voices harmonize better. This may very well be accounted

for by simply adverting to what immediately preceded it

;

one of Handel's fullest and most impressive chorusses.

Surely this is very badly managed ; so peculiarly delicate

a composition as
44 Let me careless,” should have all the

advantage of a placid preparation to have that justice

done to it which it so well deserves. An elegant closing

movement to one of Handel's or Geminiant's concertos

would have introduced it more effectively ; but coming
directly after the heavy bursts of a double choral fugue,

how could it tell? Contrast is sadly overlooked in the

Ancient Concert selections generally ; und, if we are to go
on with the old story, it would be rendered decidinlly more
palatable by a stricter attention to situation. Wc hope

the abtc conductor will have an eye to this.

We cannot conclude our observations w ithout expressing

the delight we received this evening from Francois Cramer’s

performance in Martini's trio. The slow movement was
more delicious than ever.

3E()e pbilbarmontr Confute.

FOURTH CONCERT, Monday, April 14th.

Act l.

Sinfonia in E flat . . .

Duetto, 44 Ah ! ae do’ mali,*’ Miss Bacon and Sig.

Curinni.
( Tanrredi)

Quartette, two Violins, Viola, and Violoncello,

Mcssni. F. Cramer, Gneiliach, Moral t, A Lindley
Aria, Mad. Srh'iu, “K fi» r«r.M (Ahodantc.)
Overture, Leonora , . .

Act IL

Sronn.

Rossixi.

NoiiXT*
Meucl.

Beetuovex.

Sin lama. No. 4. (Grand) . , . HadtX.
Aria, Mins Bacon, u Dove SonoT* ( Lc .Vo; if di

Figaro) . . . NoeaIT.
Concerto in E, Piano-Forte, Mr. Motrlirln . JIo*cnEi.Ea.
Duetto, 44 Ah! ae puoi, .Mad. Schulz and Sig. Curi-

oni. (A/ntt-) . ... Rossixi.
Overture, Jubilee . , C. M. v. We bp. a.

Leader, Mr. Mori Conductor, Sir O. Smart.

Ip Mozart and Beethoven had never existed, Spohr
would have ranked as an original composer: for though
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evidently indebted far hit style to the two former, their

works having been always before him, and for ever

sounding hi his ears, yet he possesses a kiud of genius

which would have strengthened and dilated if a field hod

been left open to it. But the ground which we are led to

think he would have chosen, was already occujued, and his

search after other was either unsuccessful, or else he had

not vigour and enterprise enough to set out in quest of

that which was untrodden.

Be this os it may, his symphony in i ftat is after—to

borrow a term from a sister art—that by Mozart in the

same key. It is not imitated, much less copied, but had

the latter never been produced, Spohr’s would never have

been what it is. It might not have had less merit, but its

features would have been different. It is, notwithstanding,

a fine composition, showing the hand of a master. The
two first movements are exceedingly elegant, though not

presenting any new traits; and, for ingenuity of contri-

vance—that is, for the management of their subjects, the

employment of the instruments, and the distribution of the

harmony, the score is a perfect study for young composers.

Haydn’s fourth grand symphony in b flat, opening thus

—

is so much less known thnn most of the twelve written for

Salomon’s concerts, to which number it belongs, that its

freshness was a very general subject of remark. The
adagio is particularly beautiful, the minuet spirited, and

the trio very singular. The finale is among those in-

stances of a bod subject—we might almost say a vulgar

one, being converted to the best of purposes by the trans-

muting powers of genius.

The overture to Leonora, in c, is one of Beethoven’s

happiest productions, evincing the originality of his ideas,

the fertility of his invention, his grandeur and fancy. It

is altogether descriptive, end supposed to be meant as a
musical illustration of Btirger’s celebrated tale. Few
things take the attention prisoner so effectually as this

extraordinary composition does: we listened to it with

breathless anxiety, for its effect is that of an interesting

narrative ;
and at its close we felt ourselves in a stale

bordering on amazement. This, it is to be hoped, will

be repeated during the present season ; repetition may
unfold its mysterious meanings, and diminish the surprise

excited by a first hearing, though it will not lessen the

pleasure.

The Jubilee overture by Weber, composed for the coro-

nation of the king of Saxony, is a brilliant, joyous com-
position, in which every instrument is taxed to the utmost
of its strength to do honour to the occasion that gave birth

to it It ends with our “ God save the King,” and was,

therefore, properly chosen now, as the birth-day of our own
sovereign was so near at hand.

The quartet of Mozart, Xo. 5, in a, Is too delicate for a
public room, and too long for either private or public

performance. There arc parts of it, the elegance of which
almost amounts to beauty, but there is not a single passage
that dwells in the memory. It received every possible

justice at the hands of Mr. F. Cramer, who played it in a
manner that could not have been surpassed

.

The concerto of Moschelcs, in e, op. 64, may be
reckoned amongst his best works, and is, in every respect.

the composition of a great musician. The instrument*!
parts are bo blended with it, and to essentia} to its effect,

that, like the concertos of Mozart and Beethoven, it ought
to be considered as an orchestral piece. The introduction
of The British Grenadier's March in the last movement is
very cleverly managed : the opening of this, by the military
instrument* is exceedingly striking, and the whole of it

must animate any audience, however constituted. M.
Moscbeles’s execution of this is the very perfection of the
style of playing it requires. He pleases while he as-
tonishes, and obtains as much willing and hearty applause
from the mere lover of music, as from the most learned
connoisseur. After the highly finished, the delightful per-
formances of himself and Mr. Cramer this season, nothing
in the piano-forte way is left to be wished for: uuless it

be M. Pixis, who, as an entire stronger to this country,
and one who has been heard by very few people in it, will

be welcome to everybody. It is expected that he will play
in the sixth concert.

The vocal part of the present performance does not call

on us for much notice. The aria by Mehul is certainty an
able composition, and was well sung by Madame SchQtx,

who possesses a rich voice and much talent. The trans-

position of “ Dove sono” from c to » flat was very inimical

to its effect, and is a practice that managers ought not to

sanction. If the author’s key does not suit the voice, the

voice does not suit the author's onm|KMition, and another
should be chosen. The two duets went off very flatly.

foreign JRusical Report.

VIENNA.
Karnlhnoriher Theater.

—

The Italian companyhave recom-
menced operations at this theatre; the season opened
with La Donna del Lazo, in which Rubini and his wife,

who are great favourites here, sustained the principal

characters. It Barbiere which followed, introduced a new
siuger in the person of Signor Tnmburitii ; he possesses

a fine person, and a voice of great compass aud flexibility.

His reception was very flattering.

The only novelty given by the German company was
an operetta in one act, Der blindc Harfner, the music by
Gyrowelz. It is a composition abounding with melodies,

and introduced a pleasing debutante in Mademoiselle
Achten, who possesses a clear and full-toned soprano
voice.

A grand pantomimic ballet has also been produced,

entitled Ottavio Pinelli

;

the music by Count W. 11. von
Gallenberg, is characteristic and spirited, and was warmly
applauded.

Leopoldstddl Theater.—A second parody has appeared
here upon M. Rairound's opera, entitled Moisasur't Heren-

sprveh, with some very spirited music by Wenzal Muller,

who in the present effort has quite surpassed himself. It

is becoming a great favourite. The lovers of pantomime
have also been gratified with a splendid production of this

kind, entitled Die Zaubcr-Litie, oder Cormoran der B6$c

(The Magic Lily, or Cormoran the Bad) ;
we particularly

mention this production on account of the excellent music

by Director Stadler ; indeed, it is to be regretted that

music of such a stamp should be allied to materials of 90

perishable a nature.
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Jonephstddt Theater.—A spirited parody upon Grill-

parzers tragedy of Sappho, entitled Sapherl, has kept the

frequenters of this theatre in good humour for some weeks.

The music is a pasticcio from various masters, but put

together with skill and effect. DU Zauber-Mandohne,

a grand pantomime with some highly pleasing and charac-

teristic music by GlHser has been its companion.

Theater an der Wien.—A new magical opera ha*

been brought out at this theatre, entitled Astreea die

Geisier-funtin, oder die Reise nark der Jlicgenden Inset

(Astra*a, Princess of the Fairies, or the \oyage to the

Flying Island). The music of the opera, is by Kapell-

meister Adolph Mfiller, and highly creditable to the talents

of the composer. Much of it is highly original, the

melodics rich and pleasing, and the accompaniments

characteristic; and finished with no ordinary care. It

obtained a very flattering reception.

Sacred Music.—The Abbe Stadler’s well known Oratorio,

Das befreyte Jerusalem (Jerusalem Delivered), which has

not been performed tor a long time past, was given for

the benefit of the brotherhood of Maria Zei I, whose

convent has lately been consumed by fire. It was very

effectively executed by a band of nearly four hundred

performers. Abounding as this composition does with

music of the highest order, k deserves to be more popular

than it has been.

Two new masses have also been performed, one from

the pen of Carl Czerny, the other by Kapellmeister Joseph

Weigh they are both spoken of as masterly productions,

particularly the latter, which is rich in instrumental effects

ami melodies of un original kind ; the Gratia* agitnus^ and

a splendid fugue to the words Cum sancto spiritu
,
arc

particularly praised.

Beethoven's monument is finished, and has been opened

to public view, A number of the friends and admirers of

the lamented composer met on the occasion. M. An-
schutz. one of the principal tragedians of the royal theatre,

recited an impressive copy of verses, composed for the

occasion by Grillparzer ; utid the same singers, who eight

months since chaunted the Requiem to the memory of this

extraordinary man, mmg a choral piece of considerable,

merit, the author of which we could not learn. It was to

the following words

;

Thoa, wlio in life, drai>k‘»t detp of human woes,

Now in Uiy narrow hou*c dost taste repose ;

And tho\ sufficient for itself alone,

Thy fame require* no monumental stone.

Vet have thy food admirers gathered round.

And raised ibis tribute to thy worth profound :

Rest thee in peace, till that tremendous day,

When stars shall fade and earth disolve away.

The epitaph, which is in an antique character, is ju-

diciously comprised in a single word

I3crtf)obm.

A society of the friends and admirers of Beethoven
have opened a subscription for the publication of his

Memoirs, which Professor Schlosser of Prague is now
engaged in composing from original documents. It is to

be ornamented with a portrait engraving, from a highly
characteristic likeness taken a short time before the com-
poser’s decease. We look forward with more than common
interest to this publication.

We understand that among the manuscripts purchased
by M. Ilaslinger, the music-seller, at Beethoven's sale,

are some of the highest interest Besides several

finished dances, marches, Ac., he has been fortunate

enough to pick out the perfect score of a grand charac-

teristic overture, unknown to the public. When this was
shown to that enlightened amateur, M. Schuppanzigh,

he at once recognized the piece. It hail been shown him
by Beethoven several years ago, who sat down at the

time and played over the principal parts, but not being
satisfied with some of them, had marked them with a
red pencil for alteration. These |>encil marks remain in

the copy in question, with the alterations written in small

notes above them. All the amateurs who have heard the

principal motives of the piece, speak of them in terms of

the highest admiration. The work will shortly appear.

BERLIN.

Ktnigssiudt Theater.

—

Weiol's Corsar aus Liebe (Amor
marinaro

)

has been revived at this house, and obtained
considerable success. Several new pieces by Carl Ilium
were introduced into this old opera huffa, as well as the
grand duet from Rossini’s Srmiramide, and two smaller
pieces of the same master. How far this practice is in

accordance with consistency oi>d good taste we will not
say ; but certainly the airs and other compositions of Carl
Blum are quite in the Italian style, and that of the better
order. The Signora TibaMi, and the hariton M. Zschi-
rsche particularly distinguished themselves, as well as
M. Spitzeder, who gave the part of the Maestro di Capelin
with great humour and effect.

After this came Wolfram's Bezauberte Rose (Enchanted
Rose), which was also very successful. The rehearsals,

as well as the first performances, were directed by the
composer in person, who met with a flattering reception.

This gentleman has shown due regard to the voice of
criticism ; several important changes have been made
in the work, and there is little doubt of its becoming a
decided favourite.

A new and not nnpleasing Vaudeville has also been
produced here, entitled, Der Chorist in der Equipage, the

music by M. Mo*er.
The management of this theatre is all activity; Cheru-

bini's Abcnccrages is in active preparation, and three

other operas arc to follow, Weber s Oberon, Spohr’s Rietro

von Albano , and Meyerbeer's Margherita d’Anjou. The
composer has not only considerably enriched this opera,
but may be said in a great measure to have recomposed it,

a new buffo character having been introduced, by which a
piece, not unjustly considered as heavy, is said to be
greatly enlivened and improved. The principal character
has been re-written for the Signora Tibaldi, who is be-
coming a great favourite here. This half Italian, half
German composer has taken up his residence amougst
us, and is busily engaged in the composition of an opera
for ihe Odeon in Paris.

Knnigliche Theater —No novelty has appeared here,
but a sensation was produced by the return of Spontini
from his musical travels, who directed his Olympia in

person, and was received with the warmest congratulations

by an overflowing house. The splendid overture was
encored. The scene of the triumph in the third act was
strengthened by the addition of fourteen trumpeters upon
the stage, and produced an imposing effect ((). Several
critics have blamed this exuberance of means, and not
without some reason

; but if anything can excuse it, it i»
the admirable correctness and purity of tone in which
these masses of harmony are executed. With any oilier

than such artists as this composer has taken care to select,

it would assuredly be insupportable.
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Concerts.—-The Quartett-Soin$es of Bernard Romberg,

son of the great composer of that name, arc now all the

rage. Besides being a composer of no common power,

this young artist bids fair to be one of the first violoncello

players of the day. The novelties produced at these con-

certs have been two new quartett*. variations for the vio-

loncello upon Russian national airs, a grand fantasia, a

rondo, and variations to a very striking Norwegian

national air, all from the pen of this promising artist.

Kapellmeister Moser has also given a series ol quartett

concerts, which have been scarcely less attractive than

those just mentioned. A quartett from the pen of this

gentleman, and executed by him and Messrs Ries, Lenzs,

and Kclz, has been on every one's lips.

The anniversary of Mozart’s death was commemorated

by a grand performance of the Requiem, under the direc-

tion of Councillor Crelic, a distinguished amateur. All

the elite of the musicians of Berlin volunteered their

services on this occasion. At the conclusion of the |»er-

formancc, Spontiui went round and collected subscriptions

for the 4 * Memoirs of Mozart,” about to be published by

his widow. This is the work upon which her second

husband, the late Councillor von Nyssen had long been

engaged, and w hich at his death he left in nearly a finished

stale. As being compiled from original documents, it can-

not fail to prove highly interesting to all the lovers of

music.

LEIPSIC.

A new opera was lately produced here, entitled Die Son-

nemtUinner (the Children of the Sun), the music by M.
Edward Gen&st, a singer and tragedian of this theatre, of

considerable repute, lie himself performed the principal

character, and at the conclusion of the piece w as called

upon the stage to receive the congratulations of the public.

Several of the pieces of the opera were warmly applauded,

particularly a duet in the first act, which affords hope of

higher excellence. It is to be regretted that the composer

did not make choice of a less ostentatious subject for his

first essay ; several of the situations are far loo strong for

an inexperienced hand.

Silvana, one of K. M. von Weber's early operas, has

been revived. It was effectively performed, and had a

run of several nights. 'Hie hand of the author of Obcron

is perceptible in many of its parts.

Madame Grunbauin has been the favourite of the season

;

she displayed the versatility of her talents in Rossini's

Darbirrr and Cenerentola, Mozart'$ Figaro and Don Juan,

and in Die Sangerin aufdem hande. The excellency of

her school bos long been known and admired.

Concerts .—Tilt performers who excited the greatest

interest were Signora Pamvicini upon the violin, an

instrument which, ill adapted cs it appears to a female,

becomes in her hand all that could be wished from the

most finished master ; and M. Qucisser, who performed a

new concertino upon the trombone, a charming composition,

which this performer executed w ilti a facility and sweetness

of expression, of which this^ instrument would scarcely

seem susceptible.

WEIMAR.

The birth-day of the Grand Duke was celebrated by the

production of Aubcr’s ha Acige, which was new to this

stage ; it was extremely well cast, and several of the

pieces were applauded, though the reception of the whole

was cold. There was also a revival of Alexander in
Persien, an old opera by G&lze, music director of this
place. It was retouched by him for the occasion, and
had several new and pleasing airs introduced.

This was followed by Rossini’s new opera he Siege de
Corinth, which met with all the attention it merited*
Weber's Obcron continues to be more relished the better
it is understood. The secret of mediocre music is dis-
covered at once ; the compositions of Weber are of a
profound kind, and to be understood, must be analyzed
and digested.

Concerts.—Kammermusicus Jacobi of Coburg, and his

scholar Louis Ocls, delighted the lovers of instrumental
music with several performances upon the bassoon, both
in concertos and duets, productions which bear ample
testimony to M. Jacobi's talents ns a composer.

Sacred Music.—Kapellmeister Clasing. the well known
composer of the oratorio of BeUazar, has again appeared
in a new work of the same kind, entitled. Die Tochter
Jcphla't. 'Die composition is in three parts : in the first

we sec Jephta’s daughter, the pride and admiration of her
native land, and repaying the love of her countrymen with
corresponding affection ; in the second part she appears
in the character of on affectionate daughter and bride. A
splendid chorus of a warlike character announces that her
father is called owav to war, and in tiu air of mingled
tenderness and encouragement she bids him adieu ; the

third part contains the catastrophe of the piece, which lias

been rendered by the composer w ith truth and characteristic

expression. The whole contains a happy gradation of
feelings, which in this last scene are wrought up to the

highest energy. Two of the airs, one of tenderness and
resignation, when the daughter learns the vow her father

has made, the other expressive of the agony of her hus-

band at the thought of losing the only joy of his heart,

are of a highly dramatic character, and are rendered more
striking by the force of contrast. The concluding chorus,

ill which (lie priests, maidens, and warriors join in con-

soling the distracted father, and still more disconsolate

husband, and in returning thanks to heaven for enduing
the mind of a daughter with such piety, fortitude, and
resignation, is in the highest degree striking and masterly

in its character. 'Die whole was effectively performed

by a numerous band, and produced a profound impression.

STUTTGARD.

The only novelty of the season here has been he Macon of

Auber, which gave general satisfaction, and n revival of

Lindpaintner’s Roscnmadchcn, (under the composer’s own
direction.) which was also well received. Towards the

middle of the season, the company was reinforced by Ma-
demoiselle Kainz, and the Signora Canzi, both singers

of considerable power. In consequence of this accession

of talent, the Carte

z

of Spontini, and Spohr’s Faust were
given ; ns well as the Donna del hago, Tancredi , and
II Rarbiere

, in the Italian language. A pleasing ballet

was also produced by the celebrated Taglioni, entitled

Zeila, oder der Kleine Seholtisrhe Tambour, (Zeila, or the

little Scotch Drummer.) No small portion of its interest

was due to the highly spirited and characteristic music of

Kapellmeister Lindpaintner.

Concerts.—The last-mentioned artist has also given a
series of concerts, in which his taste in the selection was
only equalled by the spirit and correctness in the exe-

cution.

In another concert we heard Mozart’s overture to Cosi
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fan tuttt executed upon twelve pianos by four and twenty of

tlie pupils of our musical Academy. Though, in point of

precision and ensemble, the piece was well performed, yet

good taste will not much commend such violent multipli-

cation of meaus for the attainment of on object as easily

accomplished by one-twelfth of the number.

In consideration of the meritorious services of M. Lind-

paintuer in his office of Kapellmeister, the king has lately

presented him with a valuable diamond ring.

PARIS.

Academic Royale de Muriqut,—M. Aubkr’r new opera.

La Miiette de Porlici, continues to increase in public

favour. The subject which, as its name imports, turns

upon the subject of a young maiden deprived of the

organs of speech, who had been seduced by a Spanish

iioblcmtm, has furnished the musician with ample oppor-

tunities of developing all the resources of his art. The
various styles arc here found happily blended, from the

barcarolu to the religious hymn ; from tones of the softest

melancholy, to those of the most impassioned and ener-

getic kind. For instance, nothing can be more new or

felicitous than the prayer of the Neapolitans, introduced

in a finale descriptive of the burning of the city, and of

a signal act of vengeance inflicted by an oppressed people

upon their cruel oppressors.

Disdaining imitation, and relying upon his own re-

routes, M. Auber has produced a work which entitles

him to rank among the first of French composers. We at

once recognize the author of Emma , La Neigr, See., but in a
more vigorous and energetic form than heretofore, and yet

without sacrificing any thing in point of grace and fresh-

ness of music. His accompaniments are always neat,

appropriate, and spirited ; wc see the able hand of a

master, who produces the exact effects which he is de-

sirous of obtaining. Amongst the most successful parts

of the work we would particularize the charming barcarota

in the second act, the fishermen’s chorus, the picturesque

and elegant scene of the march, the finale and prayer of

the third act, and the bacchanalian song and delightful

cavatina of Masanicllo in the fourth. The opera is well

cast, and the scenery and decorations grand and cha-

racteristic.

Theatre Ilalten .—There is a continual revolution operat-

ing not only in manners and in politics, but also in arts,

letters, and music. There was a time when our amateurs

accused Mozart of having corrupted the purity of music

by the luxury of his accompaniments ; scarcely the fourth

part of a century has passed, and the scores of Mozart,
abounding as they do with vigour and breathing inspira-

tion, appear by comparison somewhat cold and naked.

And will not the brilliant author of Otella and 7/ Rarbiere

also have his turn? Will not young enthusiasts be found to

accuse him of timidity, and a parsimony of ornaments? If

certain limits be not established and recognized in the art,

most assuredly they will.

We have been led into these remarks by witnessing the

revival of the It Don Giovanni, for the purpose of intro-

ducing to the public Mademoiselle Sontag in the character

of Zcrlina. This part she sustained in a manner that

cannot fail to add to her former reputation. She con-
tinually reminded us of Madame Fodor, a compliment
which, in our opinion, is one of the most flattering that

could be paid her. The manner in which she gave the

Balti , batti, was seductive in the extreme. Zucchelli per-

formed the part of Giovanni in a manner that entitles him
May, 1828.

to praise, but he wants that reckless air and thoughtless

gaiety which is the soil! of this character; he should try

and discover the difference between the indignation of a
debauchee, whose artifices are exposed, and the outrageous
fury of the tyrant of a melodrame. But if he did not throw
sufficient gaiety into the cavatina Fin ch' han dal vino , he
was everything that could be wished in the duet with

Sontag, LA ci darem la mono.
Opera Comique.—A new comic opera has been produced

here, entitled Lc Manage A CAnglaisr, the music by
M. Kreube. The piece, though lamentably defective in

point of probability and musical situation, is not devoid of
interest and spirit. The overture, a duet, several pleasing

couplets, and the finale, possess considerable merit.

The musical soiree of MM. Bohrer and Pixis was fully

attended. The first piece, a newr quintette by M. Pixis for

piano, violin, alto, violoncello, and double bass, was ad-
mirably executed by the author and his friends, and was
warmly applauded, a tribute due to its merits. We cannot
say the same of the fantasia, executed by M A. Bohrer on
the violin, and the duo on two pianos, composed by M*
C. Schunke. und executed by the uuthor and M. Pixis.

Eternal motives, resinned and laid aside at pleasure, can
have no other effect than to weary and disgust ; there can
be little or no title to praise in the execution, where there

is neither unity nor design in the thing executed. If this

be true with respect to instruments, it applies with double
truth to the human voice. Unhappily, since the decline

and fall of the grand school of Italian song, singers seem
to limit their art to the power of dividing notes with the
greatest degree of rapidity. Even Mademoiselle Sontag,
whom we heard on the evening in question, led us to make
this melancholy reflection. Never was singer gifted with
a voice more pure, equal, and flexible, than this young
lady, and never were qualities, so rarely found in unison,

so lamentably abused. The air of Mcrcadante, com-
posed expressly for her, and which is nothing but a tissue

of passages fitted to display the flexibility of her organs,
and the variations to a Swiss air, which terminated the

concert, contain such a profusion of notes devoid of all

meaning, of every moral intention, that in spite of the per-
fection and precision displayed in executing them, it was
impossible to resist the ennui they occasioned. And yet

they applauded all this, will Mademoiselle Sontag say

!

Very true ; but these applauses are merely those of asto-

nishment. Let the same hearers listen a second and a
third time to the same series of notes, and not only will

the applauses diminish, but disgust succeed in their place.

It is not pleasant to be thus necessitated to break the

illusions of youthful celebrity ; but duty demands it. A
duet was also sung by Mademoiselle Sontag and Bor-
dogni, from Pacini’s Ultimo giorno di Pomprj

;

it is

scarcely possible to imagine a more worthless production.

•It would seem that the composer has for once quitted the

Rossinian style, and attempted to go alone, but nothing

can be more feeble and tottering than the effort. And,
as if some wicked wight had so intended it, this piece of

inanity was immediately followed by Cimarosa’s Pria che

spunti. Singular, indeed, was the figure which it made
by the side of this admirable composition, in which one
is at a loss which most to admire, the beauty of the plan

( species of merit almost unknown in our days), or the

elegance of the ideas. Such music came over the sense

as a healing balm, after the infliction of Pacini.
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It would savour too strongly of nonconformity,—it would

be a fruitless struggle ogaiust the stream, a parade of

false wisdom, & perfect niaiaeric, to say aught ofanything or

anybody in the present article, save and except the Sontag.

Reports of her unrivalled talents, her matchless beauty,

her irresistible maimers, and her all-conquering foot, were
‘

the precursors of this incarnation of song, symmetry, and

elegantx*; this Pandora without her bnx; this all-gifted

present of the very gods and goddesses themselves, in

their most benign mood. Ambassadors, princes, nay

kings, it is said. are intoxicated by her charms: no wonder

then that the journalists of Germany and of France should

also be Inebriated by the draughts of delight which they

drank from her eyes, her voice, und—her feel ! No won-

der, on her advent here, ond when the " delightful vision

lighted" on the threshold, “which she hardly seemed to

touch,” that the minister of Imperial Mujesly should have

received her at his portals,—that the representative of the

most Christian Sovereign on the face of the earth, should

have led her to a throne, prepared for her by a great

English duke, where she was to receive the first homage of

that august body, the British world of** rank and fashion ”

!

All those distinguished and fortunate personages who
have the honour to visit at Devonshire House, were there

blessed by an opportunity of hearing die boasted prodigy,

on the Wednesday in Easter week ; and, on the following

Tuesday. April loth, she was visible to the pflblic gene-

rally. From that mument we judge of her by our own
senses, and not through the organs of writers ou whose

authority we, till then, were obliged to depend. In eman-
cipating ourselves, therefore, from them, wc quit their hyper-

bolical style, and descend to platu matter-of-fact language.

The doors of the theatre were opened at half-past six,

ond in less than twenty minutes the pit was completely

full. The opera chosen for this occasion was Rossini's

Barlicre di Siciglia, in which, of course the debutante

performed the character of Rosina

.

She was indifferently

supported; but no one seemed to have an eye or an ear

for anybody hut herself, consequently the manner of get-

ting up the piece attracted no notice, and is not worth a

second remark.

Mademoiselle Sontug is stated to l>c nineteen years of

age ;
she cannot exceed one or two-and-twenty. She is

of a middling stature, and inclining to embonpoint. Her
hair ami complexion are fair, her eyes blue, with that

kind of Rnxalaiic nose, the nes retrousse, which often

gives an appearance of great vivacity, though not in her

case. Her mouth is well made, hut she distorts it some-

times in singing, and it is lined by u set of teeth, the

beauty of which she does not conceal. Her countenance

indicates good temper, and is extremely pleasing, but has

no pretension 10 what is projwrly called beauty, either as

to feature or effect, and is not indicative of more than an

ordinary degree of intellect. She is, altogether, well

made, though there arc defects in her person. Her hand

and arm arc beautiful, and her foot is not unworthy of

tlic encomiums lavished on it. Her carriage is not objec-

tionable; but to judge accurately of this, she must be

seen in n character of more dignity. Estimating her by
the part of Jlonjia, we can afford her but little praise as

an actress; she here betrays either a great want of anima-

tion, or a perfect indifference to the dramatic business of

the stage.

Her voice is & true soprano. of tlie full compass, extend-
ing, we are told, from a below the clef, to e in alt

:

though she does not display its utmost limits in this opera.
Without being deficient in strength, it is not powerful,
and its quality is anything rather than disagreeable,
though not remarkable fur its purity. To us it appears
not to have yet reached that state which in a year or two
it may arrive at; it wants maturing: but its greatest

merit consists in its wonderful flexibility ; her rotate,

(flights, or runs) are as graceful os they nre perfect: she
executes arpeggio passages with the neatness of a g<>od

finger on the piano-forte; the following, for instance,

among the variations in Rode’a air;

and her staccato notes are not less finished ; they are
like drops of sound, each a whole in itaelf, and completely
detached. But when playing thus wonderfully on her vocal

orgniL, she abates iu power: all such passages are given
a mezza voce. Hence much of their effect is lost.

Her style is decidedly bravura. Execution is with her

ax everything, expression as nothing. The extraordinary

pliancy of her voice has, probably led to this ; and that

coolness of temperament which her acting seems to de-

note, has most likely exercised a joint influence in deter-

mining the character of her singing. Hence she falls

into the fatal error of striving to astonish rather than to

delight, and concentrates all her force for the purpose of

doing what an instrument can always equal, often surpass ;

while, as an almost necessary consequence, she neglects

w hat only the human voice can accomplish, and that which
is, therefore, the triumph of the vocal art.

Tlie embellishments of which she is so prodigal, often

show taste and invention. She introduced two of these in

“ Una rocc poco fa," that were no less pleasing than origi-

nal. But her ornaments want variety, and are applied to

everything alike. Her intonation U faultless ; in public

or in privuie wc have not beard her sing one note out of

tune. She is, beyond the possibility of a doubt, a good
musician; in all her rijtorimcnti, she never infringes on
the time, loses sight of the accompaniments, or forgets the

harmony.
Madlle. Sontag stamped herself as a superior singer

in her first aria, 4 * una voce," the second movement of

which, “lo souo docile,'* could not but call forth an unani-

mous encore. Nevertheless it was easy to discover that

she had not here reached the expectations formed. Her
great effort, and most decisive success, was in Rode’a air,

“ A 1 dolce canto in this she luxuriated in all the rou-

lades, arpeggios, and divisions that a florid singer most
delights in. and her triumph was as great as her perform-

ance w as unique.

In a few words, then,—the vocal abilities of Madlle.

Sontag, have been very much overrated, and her personal

charms, ridiculously exaggerated. Seduced by the un-

rivalled flexibility of her voice, .she is limited to a parti-

cular style, and this style, as has been well said, not the

best. Nevertheless, (die is a charming, surprising singer;

her appearance is exceedingly prepossessing, and lor comic

opera,—by which, however, we do not mean the downright

buffet,—she is the beat qualified performer we have ever

beard, except Mad. Ronzi, to whom she ia superior iu

voice, but uuequal in general talent.



MEMOIR OF ALESSANDRO STRADELLA

(Collectedfrom Bolkdelot, Burk by, Hawkim, Waltiibr, 9fc.J

Alessandro Stradella, one of the most distinguished

Italian musicians of his period, whose history might form

the substantia) ground-work of a modern novel, was bom
at Naples about the middle of the seventeenth century.

He was not only an excellent composer, but a great

performer on the violin ; and, in addition to these qualifi-

cations, possessed a fine voice, and an exquisite manner of

singing, llis features were without beauty, but in person

he was symmetrically formed, and being master of u lively

wit, together with manners highly polished, was much
admired and sought after by the best society in his native

country. His compositions, which are all vocal, seem
superior to any that were produced in the last century, ex-

cept those of Carissimi ; and, had he enjoyed equal

longevity, he perhaps would have been inferior in no

respect even to that great muster.

Though it has been said that Stradella was engaged by
the republic of Venice to compose for the opera in that

city, it does not appear by the correct and regular list of

musical dramas performed at Venice from the year 1637 to

1730, that an opera, or any part of an opera, of his com-
position, was ever performed there. Nor does his name
occur as a dramatic composer for any other port of Italy

in the Drammaturgia di Leone AUacci , augmented and
corrected to the year 1753. His compositions are chiefly

miscellaneous, consisting of single songs, cantatas, duets,

trios, and madrigals of four and five parts. One opera
and one oratorio, of which further mention will be made,
comprise the whole of his dramatic music, sacred and
secular, that Dr. Burney, an iudefaligable inquirer, had
been able to And.

Stradella, at probably an early period of his life, having
acquired great reputation at Venice by his talents, was
engaged by a Venetian nobleman to teach a young lady,

of a noble Roman family, named Hortcnsia, to sing. This
lady, on whom nature had bestowed a beautiful person
and an exquisite voice, having, notwithstanding her illustri-

ous descent, been seduced from her friends, submitted to

live with this Venetian in a criminal intimacy.

Hortensia’s love for music, her admiration of the talents

of her instructor, and the frequency of her interviews with

him, soon gave birth to a new passion, and, says Burney,
like Eloisa, she found, that though at first

GuilUrw »be gu'd, and listen'd while he wing,

While science flow'd seraphic from his tongue ;

From lips like his the precept* too much move
;

They mmric taught—but more, alas 1 to loeo

!

and, accordingly, she and her master became enamoured
of each other. Before their secret was disclosed, of which
the consequences might have been equally fatal to Stra-

della with those which followed the discovery of Abelanfs
passion, they agreed to quit Venice together, and fly to

Naples; and after travelling in the most secret manner
possible, they arrived at Rome in their way to the former

city. The Venetian seducer, on discovering their flight,

June, 1828.

determined to gTatify his revenge by having them assassi-

nated in whatever part of the world they could be found;
and having engaged two desperate ruffians to pursue them,
by a large sum of ready money and a promise of a still

greater reward on the completion of the work, they pro-

ceeded directly to Naples, supposing that their intended

victim would naturally return to the place of his birth for

shelter, in preference to any other part of Italy. But after

seeking him for some time in vain in that city, they were
informed that he and his fair companion were still at

Rome, where she was regarded as his wife. Of this they
communicated intelligence to their employer, assuring him
of their determination to go through with the business

they had undertaken, provided he would procure them
letters of recommendation to the Venetian ambassador at

Rome, to grant them an asylum as soon as the deed should
be perpetrated.

On their arrival at Rome, such was the celehrity of
Stradella, that they were not long in discovering his place

of residence. But hearing that he was soon to conduct an
oratorio of his own composition, in the church of San
Giovanni Lalerano, in which he was not only to play, but

to sing the principal part, and as this performance was to

begin at five o’clock in the evening, they determined to

avail themselves of the darkness of night, when he and his

mistress would be on their return home.

On their arrival at the church the oratorio was begun,
when the excellence of the music, joined to the manner of
its performance and the rapture expressed by the whole
audience, so softened the rocky hearts of these savage
beasts that they relented, and began to think it a pity to

deprive of life a man whose genius and talents were the

delight of all Italy,—an instance. Dr. Burney remarks, of

the miraculous powers of modem music, superior, perhaps,

to any that can be well authenticated of the ancient.

Both of the assassins being equally affected by the per-

formance, were alike inclined to mercy, aud accosting

Stradella in the street as lie quilted the church, after com-
plimenting him on his oratorio, confessed to him the busi-

ness on which they had been sent by the Venetian noble-

man whose mistress he had won ; adding, that, charmed

by his music, they hml changed their minds. Then, advis-

ing him and the lady to fly to some place of safety as soon

as possible, they determined to relinquish the rest of the

promised reward, and to tell their employer, that the

objects of his vengeance had quitted Rome the night be-

fore their arrival there.

After so marvellous an escape, the lovers did not wait

for a second hint, but set out that very night for Turin, as

a place most remote from their implacable enemy aud his

emissaries : and the intended assassins returning to

Venice, told the enraged Venetian that they had traced the

fugitives to Turin, a place where the laws were not only

severe, but the difficulty of escape so much greuter than in

any other part of Italy, on account of the garrison, that

S
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they should abandon the design. This intelligence did not,

however, incline the vindictive nobleman to relinquish his

purpose, but rather stimulated him to new attempts; he

therefore engaged two other assassins, and, according to

M. Boiirdclol*. prevailed on the father of Hortciisia to

lead them on, having procured for them three letters of

recommendation from the Abbf* d’Estrade, at that time

French ambassador from France to Venice, addressed to

the Marquess de Yillars, ambassador from France to Turin,

requesting protection for two merchants, who intended to

reside some time in that city ; which, being delivered by

the new assassins, they paid their court regularly to the

ambassador, while they waited a favourable opportunity of

accomplishing their undertaking with safety.

The Duchess of Savoy, at that time regent, having been

informed of the arrival of Stradella and Hortcnsia, and

the motive of their precipitate flight from Home
; and w ell

knowing the vindictive temper of the Venetians, placed

the lady in a convent for shelter, and retained the former

in her palace, as her Maestro dt Capella. Thus apparently

secure. Stradella’s fears began to abate ; when one even-

ing, walking for air on the ramparts of the city, he was

attacked by the three ruffians, who each stabbed him in

the breast, and immediately sought a sanctuary in the

house of the French ambassador.

The assault having been seen by numbers of people

who were walking in the same place, occasioned such an

uproar in the city, that the news soon reached the duchess,

who ordered the gales to be shut, and the assassins to l>e

demanded of the French ambassador ; but he, insisting on

the privileges granted to men of his function by the law of

nations, refused to surrender them. The transaction, how-

ever, made a great sensation ail over Italy, and M. do

Villars wrote immediately to the Abbe d’Estradc, to know
the reason of the uttack made by the men introduced by

him ;
and was informed by the Abbfr, that he had been

surprised into a recommendation of these assassins by one

of the most powerful of the Venetian nobility. In the

mean time Strndeila's wounds, though extremely danger-

ous, proved not to be mortal; the Marquess de Villars,

therefore, in order to prevent any dispute concerning the

rights of the corps diplomatique, sutiered the wretches to

escape.

But such was the implacability of the enraged Venetian,

that, never relinquishing his purpose, he continued to have

Stradella constantly watched by spies whom he maintained

in Turin. A year having elapsed after the cure of his

wounds, and no fresh attempt occurring, he thought him-

self secure from any further attacks. The Duchess Regent,
J

interesting herself in the happiness of two persons who
j

hud suffered so much, and who seemed born for each other, t

had them married in her palace: after which, Stradella

having att invitation to Genoa to compose an opera, went
thither with his wife, determining to return to Turin after

the Carnival ; bnt the Venetian being informed of this

movement, sent assassins offer them, who watching a
favourable opportunity, rushed into their chamber early one

morning, and stabbed them both to the heart. The mur-

derers having secured a bark which lay in the port, by

instantly retreating to it, escaped from justice, and were
never heard of more.

Walther, in his Lexicon, fixes the year 1670 as the time
of Strndeila's death ; and Wanley, who in the catalogue of
the Uarleian MSS., No. 1272, has given a short account of
Stradella, names the same period ; but Burney states that

* Hittoirc de It Muiique, Tome 1, page 43.

the event must have happened considerably later ; for the

drama which he set fur Genoa previous to his murder,
entitled 1m fo:za dell amor Paterno, and dated Genoa,
MDLXXIII, shows that the dedication of it, to Signora
Teresa Raggi Saoli, was written by Stradella himself.

The reputation of Stradella as a composer, is chiefly

founded on his orntbrio, San Giovanni Battista, the score

of which Dr. Burney critically examined, and speaks of it

at length in terms of high praise, in the third volume of his

History, where he has given from it a duet, in F minor, in

which, he says truly,
** The harmony, modulation, and con-

trivance, are admirable,’’ and show ** the perfection to

which this species of writing was brought by Stradella,

anterior to the productions of Purcell, Ulari, Stcffoni, and
Alessandro Scarlatti, whose road to fame he very much
contributed to point out and smooth.” In the fourth volume
of the FUstciiltam Music, lately published by Mr.
Novello*, is a quintet from this oratorio, a production

which alone is sufficient to prove the genius and vast musi-
cal knowledge of its author. In the British Museum, and
in the library of Christ-Church, Oxford, are compositions by
Stradella, whence Vinci, Haase, and Pergolesi, improved,

if they did not form, their styles. And a MS. collection of
his madrigals, which are very scarce, though superior to

most works of the kiud, is iu the possession of an English

gentleman well known in the musical world.

Avison considers Stradella as one of the first who intro-

duced recitative ; but he docs not appear to have had good
ground for his opinion. It has also been said that he was
the writer of some of the poetry which he set to music ;

we have not, however, now the means of ascertaining the

correctness of that statement. So far as we have been

able to trace, his name as an author has never once been

mentioned by the historians of Italian literature.

TIIE OLD HUNDREDTH PSALM.

To the Editor of the Harsionicom.

Sir, University Ciub, Jpril Mtit, 1828.

I am not learned in the musical history of Psalmody,
'

whether German or English, therefore do not pretend to

enter the lists with the Rev. Mr. Bowles, on the question

of the birth-place and authorship of the Hundredth

Psalm t. But when he adduces the accuracy with which

the English words are set to that exquisite piece of simple

harmony, as a proof that the music must have been ori-

ginally composed to them, and by Dowland, he entirely

overlooks the utter contempt for accent shewn by this

identical composer, in the very madrigal “ Awake, sweet

love!** which is cited os an evidence of Dowland’s skill,

and, I am bound also to conclude, of his respect for pro-

sody. Without going further than the first bar of this

madrigal, we find how regardless he was of that accent

which common sense, unaided, would have dictated ;

—

• See Hmrmsnimm,
Vel. r. pw 89.

t See Hmrmomesn for April Its!.
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Every line exhibits similar error : therefore, if the com-

poser of it really wer also the author of the Hundredth

Psalm—(which may, or may do/., be)—it is clear that the

correctness with which the words of the latter are there

set must have been owing to accident, and not to Dow-
land’s judgment; for he who could have violated prosody

ao grossly in one instance, would not -have been so scru-

pulously attentive to it in another.

I am, Sir, Ac.

KAHP1K0S.

To the Eoitoh ofthe Harmon icon.

Sim, Friary, St. Jamn't Palace, May bth

,

1828.

In the Harmonicon for April, 1828, p. 77, I find no

article on the Old Hundredth psalm tune, by the Rev. W.
Lisle Bowles, A. M., on which I beg leave to offer the fol-

lowing observations.

Mr. Bowles believes that tune to be, “ originally, Eng-
lish," and thinks that he proves it to be so. But, many
years ago, when the Rev. Dr. Tattersall was preparing for

the press his work on Psalmody, he communicated to me
a collection of German psalms, with their tunes, printed

for the use of the reformed church of Calvin, at a place in

Switxerland, as early as the year 1530. In this collection

I found the Hundredth psalm, with its tune, exactly in the

form in which it is generally used in England, and I

made it the beginning of my Op. IX., entitled “ The
Melody of the Hundredth Psalm, with Examples and
Directions for an Hundred different Harmonies in Four
Parts.”

To Dr. Tatters&U’s inquiry, whether any proofs existed

to show that Martin Luther, to whom it was generally

ascribed, was the real composer, I answered, as nearly as

I recollect, that in none of the records, considered as au-

thentic, I had found it given to him; and that the tune itself

contains internal evidence of its not having been originally

composed in the form in which it appears as the Hun-
dredth psalm, but of its being only an alteration of an
earlier composition.

The ground on which I rest my opinion is, that there

‘exists a well known old German hymn, which may, with

the greatest probability, be admitted as the original com-
position on which the psalm tune in question seems to

hnve been founded. It begius thus : “ Nun lob' mein* seeT

den heeren /' and consists of twelve lines in each verse.

Its melody is as natural and simple as that of its supposed
abridgment. The words of this hymn were written by Dr.

Poliander, a divine of Konigsberg, a promoter of the Re-
formation, who died in 1540. (See Danziger Getang Buck,

sixth edition, 1774.) If, therefore, we may be allowed to

conjecture that he produced it about fifteen years before

his decease, when the Reformation had made great pro-

gress, and that, soon after, it was set to music as we find

it, there remain four years for its becoming celebrated,

and being abridged aud adapted to the four lines of the

Hundredth psalm, as published in 1530 ; but by whom it

was composed is not known.
I believe that the above observations will be sufficient to

shew,—first, that the Old Hundredth Psalm tune is not

originally English, but German—unless it existed as the

former before the year 1530; secondly, it seems to be
not even an original composition in its form as the old

Hundredth psalm tune, but on abridgment of an earlier

work
;
and, thirdly, that the original, from which it ap-

pears to be altered, seems to be the old German hymn,
“ Nun lob * mein * gee/* den heeren.

n

I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,

A. F. C. Kollmann,

On thb RATIOS op the DIATONIC and CHROMA-
TIC INTERVALS, and on thb FUNDAMENTALS
op CHORDS.

To the Editor of the Harmonicon.

Si a, 263, Regent Street, March 24, 1828.

Having read the letter of your Correspondent G. II.

in the Fifty-eighth Number of your first series, on the sub-

ject of the Euharmonic Organ invented by the Rev. Mr.
Liston ; and also the reply of the Reverend Gentleman, in

the Second Number of the New Series, it was my intention

to offer some remarks relative to the matter iu dispute, as

soon as it appeared that the parties themselves had ter-

minated its discussion. On looking over your Third and
last Number, to ascertain this point, I found that nothing

further had been communicated by either party ; but, at

the same time, I observed a letter by an Amateur Corre-

spondent from Birmingham, in which he has a great deal

to say upon the fundamental assigned by me to the chord

of the extreme sharp sixth, in the Fifty-seventh Number
of your former series. These circumstances have induced

me briefly to communicate my ideas as to the true ratios

of the Diatonic and Chromatic Intervals; and also, as a
matter immediately dependent on this, upon the Funda-
mentals of Chords generally. By so doing, I think it will

appear that the doctrine maintained by the Rev. Mr. Lis-

ton is false, and his positions utterly untenable, notwilh-

withstanding his inclination to “smile" at his opponent,

G. !!., or the danger to which it may expose him, of being

hereafter converted into a *' shotten herring ;” undin de-

fiance of his “demonstration,'' although graced with a

Q. E. D. Your Amateur Correspondent will also find, that

my fundamentals result from the application of one simple

and universal principle, and not, as he seems to imagine,

from the consideration of this or that circumstance, which,

in my opinion, has nothing to do with them.

Ratio* of tk* OnnMi'ff Chromatic*
ttrloeigiHg to

Kaailaa«faiai MjuoJ*.

Ratnwof til*

Sounl* railed

yunJainenJaU.

Ratio of tke
<-'Kr»-

mttieUluaginif to

Foil luueatal
Suands.

26 . . 29 w. .31..

13-

.

...17

7 ..

A

S

-
1

. .bb.

.

c . .

.

. jrc

d . .

.

. .bf. J ...f... F
...r... — g •• •is

In this and the following diagrams, the notation is ap-

plicable to the key of c only, iu which key the fundamen-

tals are c, r, o. It is also to be remarked, that the ratio

13, in the above diagram, is only applicable to the miuor,

S 2
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and to a third mode which J have discovered, and to which

I have given the title Pathetic.

Ratio* of the T*eu«*4img
Chromati<» to the 5th of the <

Fundamental.

Ratio* of the

Ih*i

n

* lit Sonnd* which
|

i
pratin'* rh* Sth

to the Famlamenta).

Ratio of the

Attt»4\*g Chromite
to the 5th of

the Fluid .ir.rnUl.

«... ..23..

11.. „ 13

6

3
G

C gc

bd. . ..d... D Sd

Here the ratio 1 1 to the note be, whose fundamental is p,

is applicable to the minor and pathetic modes only.

Ratio* of the Dtten4i*g
Chroma tir* to the Major 31 of

the FundAm final.

Ratio* of the /hafontV
Snaod* which firudor*

the M«j>rr at IO It*
Foudjuarntal.

Ratine of the Ater+HiMf
Chromatic* to the

Major 31 of

the FuadatncntaL

37.. 41

... 19.

11

d. . . be .

.

5

E
..4*..

..bb.. B ...4

Here, and in the following diagram, the ratio 11 is ap-

plicable to the note ga only, whose fundamental is r ; and
the ratio 17 to the note d only, whose fundamental is c.

It is also to be remarked, that this note, in this ratio, is

peculiar to the pathetic mode.

Ratio* of the OrK'Wni; 1

Chromatin, to the M.ndr 34 of ;

the Fundamental.

|

Ratio of the Diatonic
Sound* which produce
the V*» t .141 to the

FusJ amen tal.

Ratio of the A*€tn4i*g
dmUlitti to the

Minor 3.1 of

the KnadaouBtal.

i

17.1, J

37. J

. 81 ... 33

....11

1 19

d. iL, bE

4-
i

bA

b6. . bB ...b

In these diagrams, the primary numbers are distin-

guished from others by being printed in a bolder charac-

ter, as it is to these that particular attention must be paid.

Hut as those which stand directly over them represent the

some note, but in different octaves, they may be considered
as the same thing, and the primary number may be made
use of as a common representative for the whole series.

The other small numbers represent intermediate sounds,
which merely sene to soften the abruptness of a sudden
skip. In the voice, and upon the violin and some other
instruments, the chromatic notes are often elegantly exe-

cuted by means of a slide from one diatonic note to ano-

ther ;
wherefore, every chromatic ratio may be looked

upon as a substitute for the infinite series existing between

the two terms expressed by the preceding and following

diatonic ratio.

By attending to the preceding diagrams, it will be seen,

that the diatonic ratios are derived from the lower primes

1, 3, and 5,—or, when the mode Is minor, 1, 3, and 19;
and the chromatic, from the higher primes 7, 11, 13, 17,

23, 31, 37, and 41, to which is to be added 19, when 5 is

diatonic, and 5 when 19 is diatonic. Also, that every

ascending chromatic ratio may be produced by adding 1

to what may be called its relative diatonic ratio ; and the

principal descending, by deducting 1 from its relative dia-

tonic ratio. Now, if it be asked by what means it was
discovered that the ratios of the diatonic intervals arise

from the primes I, 3, and 5, I answer, without fear of

contradiction, by experiment, and not by calculation ; and

so, I contend, it ought to be with the ratios of all the

chromatic intervals, which are likewise elementary,

although mathematicians have always treated them
otherwise, and thereby laid the foundation of an endless

variety of false systems and theories, w hich are therefore

necessarily either at variance with the feelings, or with their

own principles.

One thing ought not by any means to be overlooked,

should any one be disposed to call in question the truth of

the ratios 1 have assigned to the chromatic notes,—which
is, their coincidence witlr actual practice, both as to quan-

tity and position, and that in no less than three times thir-

teen, or thirty-nine particulars. Will any one contend that,

notwithstanding this, there is here no natural connexion or

dependence, (I do not say analogy, fori maintuin that it is

not a mere general resemblance, but a perfect identity,)

who must yet he conscious that the chances against such

a coincidence, if accidental, are not as a million to one, but

as millions of millions to one?
I now proceed to some of the practical consequences re-

sulting from this theory :— and, first, it will be seen that,

in the key of c, (the key to which I shall at present con-

fine myself,) the ratio, or hannonic, of the note bn is 11,

and that of gc 17, or 34 ; but as bn is derived from the

fundamental o, and g c from the fundamental c, in order

to discover the ratio between these sounds, they must both

be referred to the same fundamental, to do which, the har-

monic 11 must be multiplied by 3, and then is bo to gc

as 33 to 34. Again, the harmonic to the note bx is 19 or

38, and to the note gD, 13; but here the harmonic 13

must be multiplied by 3. for the reason already stated

:

whence it follows, that the ratio of be is to that of gD as

38 to 39, while that of the following e is 40. And again,

one of the harmonics of the note ba is 7, and that of the

note jja 11, or 22; wherefore, the ratio of the note ba is

to that of gA as 7 X 3, or 21 to 2 2, while that of the note

a is 20. Thus is it demonstrated, that the ascending

chromatics arc considerably higher tlian the descending,

conformably with the universal practice of all good sing-

ers and violin performers. Ac. And if the data upon
which these results depend be right, which they most cer-

tainly are, then is the Rev. Mr. Liston's organ improved

in two cases out of every thirteen, at the expense of ren-

dering the remaining 1 1 far worse : that is, the perfect

fifth, and diatonic major third to the fundamentals of the

key, are certainly improved ; while, on the contrary, the

minor third, and every chromatic note, is, without excep-

tion, rendered far worse than upon other fixed keyed in-

struments.
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Willi respect to the Rev. Mr. Liston's experiment, what I I shall conclude this, I fear, too long letter, with a few
he states is unquestionably true; but the inference drawn examples of chords with their fundamentals, and the ratios

from it is false. Thus, for example, if from c we tune e, ' affixed to each note, as a practical illustration of the pre-

its major third, and from e tune fio, the major third toe; ceding diagrams. But, as my work is now before the

and, lastly, if bA be tuned a major third below' the octave public, I shall not uttempt, here, to explain the difference

to the original c, then, indeed, 1»a certainly will be higher between the fundamentals marked in capitals and those in

than fio, in the ratio 128— 125. But what does this prove ? small roman and italics, except to observe, that the latter

Why, what I have no doubt your correspondent G. II., and are not generated by the upper parts, and that the others
everyone else, will admit,—that if the key of e and b\ be always are, or, rather, would he, were the intonation per-
introduced immediately after c, the note fio, the major third feet In copying from my example of the chord of the

to the key-note e should be lower than the key-note b a ; extreme sharp sixth 1»a, c, Ie, und fip, I observe that your
but this has no more to do with the ratio of those notes Correspondent from Birmingham has put fir instead of
when they belong to the key of c, than it has to do with j|f, as my fundamental.—I am. Sir, yours,most obediently,

the distance from hence to the moon. j D. C. Iltwirr.

Examples in the Key of C.

Ex. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Ratio of the Vibrations of the Notes in the preceding Examples expressed in the lowest term for each part.

Primary Harmonics whence the Notes in the preceding Examples, without regard to the particular Octave,
may be derived from their Fundamentals.

Ex. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

In the above Examples the Fundamental C is that which the ear anticipates just before, and the Fundamental F that which
it anticipates just after, the last chord is struck, while the Fundamental a or ba coincides with the Bass.
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ON THE HARMONICA, OR MUSICAL GLASSES ;

WITH AV ACCOUNT OF A RBCBMT IMPROVBMBXT

OF THIS IWBTRUMSMT.

A WRITE* in the French Enrydnptrdia, Rays he has read

in an aucient author, that the Persians, in very high an-

tiquity, produced musical sounds by striking seven cups

tuned with water, with small sticks. If such were the

fact, the pretension of Mr. I’uckcridge* to be the abso-

lute inventor of the musical glasses, can no longer hold

good, and we are again called upon to recognise a very

ancient troth, • that there is nothing new under the sun.

The celebrated Dr. Franklin improved this instrument,

of which he has given an interesting account in n letter

to Father Beccariu, of Turin. We will extract a few

passages
“ My dear Sir,—It may, perhaps, be agreeable to you,

as you live in a musical country, to have on account of

the new instrument, lately added hereto the great number

of which that charming science was possessed before. As

it as an instrument that seems particularly adapted to

Italian music, especially that of the soft and plaintive kind,

I will endeavour to give you such a description of it, and of

the manner of constructing it, that you or any of your

friends may be enabled to imitate it, if you are inclined so

to do, without heing at the expense or trouble of the many

experiments I have made in endeavouring to bring it to

its present perfection.

“ You have doubtless heard the sweet tone that is

drawn from a drinking glass, by pressing a wet finger

round its brim. One Mr. Puckcridgc was the first who

thought of playing tunea formed of these tones. He col-

lected a number of glasses of different sixes fixed them

near each other on a table, and tuned them, by putting

into them water, more nr less as each note required. The

tones were brought out by pressing his fingers round their

brims. He was unfortunately consumed, together with

his instrument, by the burning down of the house in which

he lodged. Mr, E. Delaval, a most ingenious member of

our Royal Society, made one in imitation of it, with a belter

choice and form of glasses, which was the first I saw or

heard. Being charmed with the sweetness of its tones,

and the music he produced from it, I wished to see the

glasses disposed in a more convenient form, and brought

together in a narrower compass, so as to admit of a
:

greater number of tones, and all within reach of hand of

a person sitting before the instrument ; this 1 accom-
plished, after various intermediate trials, and less incom-

modious forms both of glasses and construction, in the

following manner.”

Then follows a minute account of the Doctor's improve-

ments, for which, as they would far exceed the limits of

this article, the reader is referred to the letter itselff.

Hie instrument, thus perfected by Dr. Franklin, ac-

quired considerable celebrity, and several performers upon

it were candidates for public favour; but none among them
was so successful as the eldest Miss Davis, sister to Miss

• This gentleman, who w as a native or Ireland, was the first performer
on a serins of musical glasses of hi* own invention, lie excited con-

siderable interest at the time; hut by a fatal accident wu burned id his

bed, at hu lodgings in St, Swithin's Alley, near the Royal Exchange, in

1759, by the houie taking (ire in the night, and being destroyed before
say assistance could arrive.

y Sec Dr. Franklin's lxtiera, 4'c., on Pkiioiofhical SatyrcU, p. 428.

Cecilia Davis, the celebrated opera singer, who was
known in Italy by the title of L'Inu;le*ina. The talents

of our two countrywomen, who resided a considerable

time at Vienna, in the same house with the celebrated

Haase and Faustina, afforded a theme for the praises of
the great Metastasio; Ute elder for her performances

on the Harmonica, the younger for her vocal abilities.

The empress-queen had been so pleased with their per-

formances, that on occasion of tine marriage of the Duke of

Parma with the Archduchess Maria Amelia, the Duke de-

sired Metastasio to write a cantata, which was set by Haase,

in order to display their several talents. This cantata is to

be found iu the poets works, under the title of L’Armo-
tiica, from the name of the instrument on which the eldest

Miss Davis accompanied her sister. A letter written by
Metastasio to the Principessa di Belmonte, at Naples,

recommending these performers to her protection, will

serve as a comment on the cantata just mentioned.
** The bearers of this are two English young persons,

travelling under the conduct of their worthy parents, in

order to give testimonies at Naples of their several abilities

in music ; their names are Miss Mary and Miss Cecilia

Davis : the first performs with admirable skill on an in-

strument of new invention called the Armonica. It is

composed of glasses of different sizes, revolving by means
of a pedal, upon a spindle in which they are fixed. These
glasses, forming a regular scale of tones and semitones,

being delicately touched with welted fingers, during their

revolution, produce tones of the most sweet and celestial

kind imaginable, particularly in pathetic strains, for which
the instrument is eminently calculated. The other sister,

who is possessed of a very pleasing and flexible voice,

sings extremely well, with much art and natural ex-

pression ; and when accompanied by her sister on the

instrument in question, she has the power of blending her
voice with it so perfectly, and imiluting its tones so ex-

actly, that it is frequently impossible to distinguish the one
from the other. They have been universally admired aud
applauded ; and my august patroness, who has conde-
scended frequently to hear them, has honoured them with

munificent testimonies of imperial approbation."

Miss Davis’s performance on the Harmonica so pleased

the great masters to whom she was introduced, that seve-

ral of tlirin, particularly Padre Martini, ilusse, (luluppi,

and Joinelli, presented her with original compositions ex-

pressly composed for her instrument.

In 1806, Dr. Edmund Cullen, of Dublin, made some
other improvements on this instrument of a very im-
portant kind, and at the same time published many judi-

cious observations on the subject, of a part of which we
we shall avail ourselves r

—

“ Though a full bass/’ he observes, “ cannot be exe-

cuted upon Uiis instrument, we have always a great num-
ber of accompaniments which can easily be introduced;

more, perhaps, than upon any other instrument, the organ
and others of that species excepted. Thirds and fifths con
be occasionally introduced, and when done so with taste

and judgment, will scarcely yield to a middling bass. If

to this be added the thrilling softness of the tones, inimi-

table by any other substance, it will readily appear to be
an instrument more suited to the true style of music, of

that music which the heart acknowledges, than auy that

either chance nr ingenuity has hitherto produced. It is

indeed, incapable of those fantastical divisions to which the

tuste of modern composers so generally leads ; but which,

in our estimation, is the sworn enemy to good music.
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and serves no other end than to exhibit the dexterity of

some favourite performer, and overwhelm his hearers with

stupid admiration. This is not music ; and when I wit-

ness such feats of skill, though I acknowledge the diffi-

culty of doing them, I cannot but lament that so much

ingenuity is thrown away to so little purpose. Our instru-

ment is not capable of this, at least, not in so great a

degree as the piano-forte, violin, and some others ; yet il

the true and original intent of music is not to astonish

but to please ; if that instrument which most readily and

pleasingly seize* the heart through the ears is best, I have

not a moment’s hesitation in Setting it down as one

among the best of musical instruments, There is but one

which will bear the comparison, or, properly speaking,

they are but one aud the same instrument, I mean Dr.

Franklin’s Armonica; but I um inclined to think the

contrivance I have been speakingof is superior to his. The

first striking diiference is, the impracticability of executing

quick passages on the latter, whereas it is in most cases

extremely easy on the other. Again, the long-continued

vibration of the glass must inevitably produce discord, or

at least confusion, except the piece played be so slow that

the vibration of one glass be nearly over before the other

is heard. Now, on our instrument this may be remedied

by laying pieces of sponge between the glasses as

dampers
;

or, what is much better, it may be done by the

touch of the performer's finger, which instantly stops the

vibration. The use of this may he learned by a very little

practice, the motion here being entirely voluntary ; where-

as in the other, the motion being partly mechanical, viz.

the rotation of the glasses, this cannot be done ; and, for

the same reason, the execution of the crescendo is not so

perfect on the other instrument as on this. The want of

a shake has been objected to the Armonica, but this may-

be tolerably well effected by our admixture of seconds,

and a dexterous performer will readily make the beat in

a turned shake with a spare finger,”

Mr. Tait, an ingenious artist, has recently devoted his

attention to the improvement of this instrument, and
from the opportunity afforded us of inspecting it, we
think that he has been successful. To this, thus improved,

he has given the new name of Eumrlia. It forms a

species of table, three feet by two, standing on four

pillars.

The compass ofthe instrument is the two middle octaves

of the piano, from c to c, including the semitones. They
are arranged in four parallel rows, of which the two centre

ones contain the natural notes, and the two exterior the

semitones
;
they are firmly fixed, yet easily removable.

They are tuned by grinding the bottoms of the globuhir

part of the glass (which has the effect of flattening the

tone) lilt the tone required is produced. The vihration

is stopt by a rim of point round the edges of the glasses,

which has the same effect as the damper on a piano-forte.

They are painted with the seven prismatic colours, for the

purpose of distinguishing the notes, and for the facility of
learning them

; they are played irt the usual way, by
dipping the fingers in water.

The principle advantages of this improvement are, that

as the glasses are arranged without water, they ore always
ready for use, the trouble and delay oftuning being entirely

obviated, and that as the vibration ceases on the finger leav-

ing the glass, a waltz or any quick movement may be
executed distinctly, without that confusion of sound which
would ensue without the aid of this species of damper. The
arrangement is so simple and so easy of comprehension,

that a very few lessons are sufficient to enable the ama-
teur to acquire a knowledge of all that is necessary for

playing it. In solos, the instrument will be found capable

of producing the greatest variety of expression, while it

inuy be ernpluyed with effect as an uccompaniment to the

voice, flute, violin, piano- forte, or any other instrument.

EXTRACTS from the DIARY op k DILETTANTE.

[Resumed from p*g* 112.]

April 29th. A French journal stales, that, after various

law- suits between the relatives of G retry and the magis-

trates of Liege, which lusted upwards of three years, it ia

decided that the heart of that celebrated composer shall be

sent to his native city, and deposited in the monument
raised by his townsmen to receive it I check an inclina-

tion to smile at the solicitude which has been shewn on
this occasion—it manifests a good feeling; for let it be

remembered, that the dramatic writers and composers of

France do not ask for bread during their lives, and receive

a stone after their deaths; the laws of that country provide

amply for such as contribute to public instruction and
innocent amusement through the medium of the stage.

30/A The following story has been propagated in

Paris. It will most likely be disavowed by Madame Catalan?,

with the same promptitude that she denied the mol ascribed

to her:

—

“ In one of Madlle. Sontag’s tours, she met with Mad.
Catalani, who had never heard her sing. The latter had
recently received a new duet from Italy, and hail studied

it Some persons present at this interview entreated the

two ladies to perform it Madlle. Sontag modestly declined

attempting it at first sight, but at length consented. A
fresh difficulty now arose : there was no one to accompany.

Madlle. 8. then seated herself at the piano-forte ; the duet

commenced: to describe the admiration of the hearers is

impossible ! Mad. C. was in raptures, and the love of

the art overcame her amonr-propre : she threw herself

into the arms of her young rival, [how very French

exclaiming, “ Ta non sei cantatrice, mu san Cecilia sternal*

—Thou art not a mere singer, but St. Cecilia hersdf

!

From the same quarter it was reported, that Madlle.

Sontag had excited Sig. Rossini’s astonishment by opening

the score of La Ccnnrntola, and singing, for the first time,

the most difficult things in it wnth a firmness and grace

that could not have been exceeded had she studied them

for months. Unfortunately, however, for the credit of the

narrator, the lady had performed in this very opera at

Berlin and other places, before her interview with the

composer of it! That Madlle. Sontag is an excellent

musician is admitted on all hands
;
the fact is only likely

to be cast into doubt by such fables as this.

A German journal announces that a young sister of

Madlle. Sontag, named Nina, is engaged at the Theatre

Royal Berlin, who already promises to become a rival of

her relation.

May 2d. Don Giovanni performed last night for the

first time these three years, and drew as many people as

it did in the memorable year 1817, when it was brought

out. But how changed since then, both as to performers

and mode of performance!—The newspapers upon the

whole, and taking into consideration the effect of order#

and other influences, give a pretty fair account of it. The

3y
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Times makes a small mistake in saying that “ Signor

Zuchelli undertook, for the first time in this country, the

part of Don Giovanni,” for he represented it when last

performed The Herald cannot for the life of it keep

Hear of blunders :—e. g. “ But seemingly not satisfied

with the original richness of the piece, they [the orchestra]

introduced two airs from the Nosse di Figaro ,
in the

aupper-scene of the last act, one of which is well known

in this country by the name of the Duke ofYork’s March.”

—What a heap of notable confusion in so short a space

!

—The orchestra can have had nothing to do in the

matter:—the air from Figaro, as well as the other played

by the band, were introduced by Moxart himself, and the

former was, full forty years ago arranged for the Royal

colonel of the Coldstream regiment, upon his obtaining

the command of that corps, and then, as a march, took

bis name.
The same critic tells us, that 41 Porto is always ad-

mirable, both in comic and serious parts;" cjuite over-

looking, apparently, what he had on other occasions said

of this singer. But the following out-Herods Herod:—
“ the vocal parts allotted her [Sontag] were not adapted

to her great compass, execution, and power of voice."—

How clearly this demonstrates tliat the writer possessed

not one iota of knowledge of the subject on which he

wrote.

The Globe, though an excellent paper, as to all

matters of importance, sometimes admits paragraphs that

are nonsensical enough, and not quite worthy of the name
and rank it htis earned. This evening it informs its readers

that 44 the subscribers to the Italian opera paid in one year

about 150,000/. towards the maintenance of that establish-

ment." Divide this sum by five, and the quotient will be

near the truth. The subscribers are those who engage

boxes for the season. Tire money taken at the doors, Ac,

is a different affair. But the latter has never exceeded

15,000/. und rarely reached so high. On no public subject

has there ever been so much misrepresentation and delusion,

as the history of the King’s Theatre, if fairly told, would

bring to light.

Vaughan’s concert to-night, and not much fuller,

I am sorry to say, than that of W. Knyvett on the 25th of

April.

On this subject the John Bull mokes some spirited,

just remarks. 44 It is," he says, “with great concern we
find that, in the present over-abundant state of the foreign

musical market, our native professors and performers arc

somewhat overlooked. This is particularly discouraging,

at a period when an attempt has been made to found a

national school for music. In one department of the art

England stands alone, and in that department, at any rate

we natives might look for support. But no,— theatres and
concert rooms are overflowing and breaking down under

the weight of audiences who flock to hear what they do
not understand, and listen to what they do not enjoy,

merely because it is the fashion : while the couccrts of such

men as Knyvett and Vaughan, and others whose native

talent has so loug charmed the English ear, are totally

deserted. Surely some of those patriotic noblemen who
have interested themselves in the formation of the Royal
Academy of Music, might encourage the hopes of the

pupils, by occasionally calling in the aid of English singers

at their concerts.’*

All this is too true to he welcome ; and the Bull might
have added, that it seems to be the wish of the committee
of the Academy to which he alludes, to extinguish the

English School of singing altogether, by employing Italian

masters to teach, not only Italian music (and much of this

of a very flimsy kind), but also the vocal compositions of
Handel, Ac.— I heard his “ What though I trace,” sung
at the Academy concert lately, in a manner that would have
obtained anything hut applause from an audience accustomed
to express their feelings. The singer, poor girl, was blame-
less

; but her teacher should be desired to confine his in-

structions to music within the reach of his comprehension,
to the music of Pacini, Pavcsi, Mercadante, Nicolini, Ac.
and not to meddle with anything that ranks so high as
Handel's oratorios, and comjjositions of the same class;

particularly if set to English words.

The program of the concert given at the Argyll
Rooms this evening—said to be the joint concern of Messrs.
Welch and Bochsa—is an admirable specimen of the weak-
ness and debility to which music may be brought. The
three or four decent things performed, were those tliat are
worn absolutely threadbare. The rest (except Mr. Vogt’s
oboe solo) indescribably wretched. Most of the best
orchestral |>erformers were at Vaughan’s concert

; it mav,
therefore, be easily imagined how this department was
filled.

10/A. The Pott of this day has some gossip, in which
three suitors, all musical, are given to the reigning vocal

favourite. The pianist is represented as the one on whom
the choice is most likely to fall :—and there is not a single

word of truth in any part of the history.

1 '2th. The following letter lias appeared iu the morning
papers :—

“Sir,—Mr. Bochsa having announced that the whole
strength of the Philharmonic band will assist at the ap«
proaching concert, I am desired by the directors to contra-
dict the same through the medium of your paper.

44
1 am. Sir, Ac.

44 W. Watts."

Some few people have thought the directors wrong in
taking any notice of this. To me it seems tliat they acted
very properly : first, because it was their duty to contradict
a false statement ; for as this M . Bochsa had not obtained
Messrs. F. Cramer, Weichsel, De Beriot, Mountain, to-

gether with many others who form part of the Philhar-
monic orchestra,—and a vital part, it w ill not be denied,

—

he had no right, no pretence, to advertise the 44 whole"
strength of such bund. Secondly, because, as representing
the society, the directors were bound to declurr, publicly,

that as a body it had no connexion whatever with such an
individual as M. Boctisa.

A day or two alter the appearance of tliis notice from
Mr. Watts, the said Bochsa addressed a letter to the

Morning Pod, in which, with the effrontery of one in

whom the sense of shume is not very lively, he attempts to

sneer at three most respectable professors, three honest
men, Mr. Dance, Mr. Latour, and Mr. Neale, merely be-

cause they are amoug the directors of the Philharmonic

Society : though, perhaps, lie was not aware tliat he could

not have conferred a greater favour on them ; for the

hostility of such a man is to be coveted, and his praise

shunned.

14/A. The King entertained a small part of his personal

friends with a concert at St. James’s Palace, this evening:

the performers were nearly all foreigners,—Madlk Sontag,

Mesdumes Schutz, Caradori, and Stockhausen ; Mr. Bra-
ham, M. Schutz, Signori Curioni, Torn, Pellegrini, Zu-
chelli, and De Begnis. MM. Pixis and Scappa sat at the

piano-forte, and Mr. Lindley, with Signor Dragonetti as-
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listed in accompanying. The compositions selected on
this occasion were ns follow;

—

Quirtletto, “ Oh juudile," from // Tttrco in Ita/ta. Romini.

Aria, AJadlle. Son tap, from Drr FreucAutz, sung in iu original lan-

guage. Weber.

Duetto, Mesdamcs Stockhausen and Schulz, “ Si tu m'ami." Rossini.

Quartr/fa, Madl’.c. Sontag. Signori Torn, Pellegrini, and Do Begnis,

“ Signer! imo paro/a," from La Centreatota. Rossini.

Hornonce, Tyro/ienne, Mad. Stockhausen.

Aria. Mad. Caradori, * It bracio mio conquise.” Nicotini.

Terzetto

,

Signori Curioni, De Begnis, and Zuchclli, “ Pappstaci,” from

L'lUUiana in Algeri. Rossini.

Quartet!
o, Mesdame* Stockhausen and Schulz, Signori Curioni and

Zuchclli, 41 Cirto il mio labbro inspire," Rouini.

Duetto
,
Signori Do Bcguis and Zuchclli, ** Sc fiato in corpo arTole,"

from U Afairimonio Segreto. Cimaroaa.

Scene, Mr. Braliam, 44 Oh ! I can bear my fate no longer," Der Frei-

octtuiz. Weber.

Air l ‘ante, MadDc Sonia?. Rode.

Terzetto, Mndlle. Sontag, Mad. Stockhausen, and Signor Dc Bcgnis, 44
Jo

din." Fioravanti,

The King was highly pleased with this concert: he
placed his chuir cloae to the piano-forte, and bestowed the
utmost attention on every piece. During the evening his

Majesty conversed with most of the performers, in their

respective languages, to each of whom he addressed some
obliging remark. The only thing which the King encored
was the comic trio, “ Pappataci ;** for though it is said that

he was very much inclined to command a repetition of
Mad lie. Sontag’n air varibe, yet, out of delicacy to the
other performers, he would not indulge his wish. The
encore of the trio, being for a plurality of voices, could not
be supposed to arise from any partiality.

It is rather a curious circumstance, that, at a moment
when it is the fashion to think the Italians the only good
singers, the four ladies engaged on this occasion should
have been all Germans.

Prince Leopold, the Duke of Devonshire, the Duchesses
of Northumberland, and St Albans, the Marchioness of
Lansdowne, and others of the beau monde, have given
concerts this month, at which Pasta and Sontag, Caradori,
Schulz, and Stockhausen, and Mad. Morin, Curioni, Zu-
chelli and De Begnis, sometimes all, sometimes a part of
them, have attended; and the music has generally been,
with an exception or two, the same at every house. As the
company most commonly consists of one unvaried circle,

it follows that, with very slight changes, the identical per-
formers ami compositions are heard at each of these assem-
blies, night after night : nay, the pieces that are sung
twenty times at the Opera during the season, and at more
than half of the public concerts, are generally included in
the selection made, without any attempt at novelty, or any
effort to bring forward the numberless fine and nearly for-

gotten works of the great masters, which if chosen with
judgment and mixed with good new compositions, would
produce a variety inexhaustible in itself, highly gratifying
to the genuine lovers of music, and conducive to the
advancement of tlie art. The Duchess of St. Albans, let

il how ever be stated, in free from the reproach of suffering
performers, or equally incompetent people, to choose all

the music : she occasionally invigorates the feeble selection

by blending the strong with the weak and her Grace also

is so unfashionable as to mix English singers— such
singers as Miss Stephens, Miss Paton, Brabam, and Phil-
lips—with foreigners; thus exhibiting not only a good
feeling, but a correct judgment.
June, 1828.

15/A. Pasta’s benefit at the King’s Hicalre, who played
the part of OteUo, written for a tenor voice, with her face
blacked. The receipts arc stated at 1800/.

20/A. The Suffolk Herald, which has just been put into
my hands, says, that “ Madlle. Sontag is not to be engaged
at our Musical Festival, as her terms were not less than
four hundred guineas for two nights?’'—Sir Thomas Gooch
may well say that “ the land-proprietors cannot afford to
reduce rents to make sacrifices”— (Sec debate in the
House of Commons, April 29th)—No—certainly not !—it

the aristocracy pay for their pleasures at this rate, they,
clearly, are incapable of lowering the price of com.

24 /A. At the rehearsal of the Philharmonic Concert this
morning, the Messrs. Bohrcr’s played a duet concertanle on
the violin aiul violoncello. Their’ execution is perfect, but
their music, ifwc may judge from the specimen then giveu,
richly deserves the rebuke which it has met with from the
French critic alluded to in my Diary for April.

THE CATCH-CLUB.

This club of noblemen and gentlemen gave, for many
years, four gold medals, annually, to the best Serious
Glee, Chearful Glee, Canon, and Catch. The custom
was, after a time, discontinued, on account of the heavy
expense attending the engagement of professional persona
to try the prodigiously numerous compositions which were
poured in as candidates for the prizes. Subsequently, how-
ever, it was determined to give, occasionally, a cup, value
ten guineas, to the best glee produced by any member, or
honorary member*, of the club.

This year the prize was offered, when William Linlcy,
Esq., a member, and Messrs. Horsley, Hawes, Goss, and
R. Clarke, honorary members, became candidates for the
distinction. The decision was made on Tuesday, the 27lh
ult, and Mr. Horsley proved successful. His glee is for
four voices. The words are the subjoined beautiful verses
from an ode, written by Charles Cotton, author of “ Virgil
Travestie,” the ** Complete Angler,” &c., selected from his
“ Poems on several occasions. Cotton died in 1687.

Laura deeping.

Wind*, whisper gently whilst she sleeps];

And fan her with your cooling wings,

Whilst »be her drops of beauty weeps

From pure, and yet uamaH'd springs

;

Play in her beams, and crisp her hair,

Willi such • gale as wings soft lore;

And with so sweet, so rich an air,

As breathes from the Arabian grove.

A breath as hush'd as lover’s sigh.

Or that unfolds the morning’s door,

Sweet as the winds that gently fly

To sweep the Spring's cnamell'd floor.

• The honorary member* arc profc**ior.al gentlemen, who nr* not
called upon to share in the evpenre* of the club, but render their service*
gratuitously, for the love of the art ami the pleasure of good oucieiv.

T
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ftrbteto of iHustt.

Lavs or a Minstrel* the Poetry by T. Hawks Baylev,

£sq.; the Symphonies and Accompaniments by J. B.

Cram eh. Yol. I. (Cramer anti Co., 201, Regent Street,

and Callcott, 22, Great Marlborough Street)

It is with music in the present day as with the drama

;

for wont of new materials it is become necessary to work

up the old afresh, to revive what is almost forgotten, and

strain invention in order to give a modem exterior and a

novel title to things which, as belonging to days gone by,

would in their pristine form be as d&goGtantes (as the

fashionables say) to modish people, as a flounce under the

name of a furbelow, nr a cotillion undisguised as a qua-

drille. Hence we have airs long out of date restored as

divcrtisemenls,— as slow movements and rondos,— as

themes whereon are tacked certain variations, &c. ; the

word reminitcencea being the most favoured term now ap-

plied to such revivals.

In the light of restorations we view the twelve airs

contained iii the volume before us, for no composer rs

assigned to any of the set ; and finding three well-known

melodies among the number, equully undistinguished as

the rest, we conclude that none is meant to be put forward

as original : and our opinion is strengthened by observing

that the authors of the words, symphonies, and accompa-

niments, are distinctly named.

The first of these. The Bridemaid, and the second.

The Beacon Light, are natural, pleasing melodies, with

corresponding accompaniments, and well-adapted words.

In the sixth bar of the symphony to the latter, the ear

listens in vain for a resolution of the
J

in the previous

bar, which might have been effected without the slightest

derangement of the plan.

In the third,
44 Upon thy truth relying,” we meet with an

old end universal favourite, “ Of all the girls that are so

smart* to which the new verses are correctly set. But
why sever melody and words which have been so long

and happily united ?—When good poetry is joined to bad
music, and vice vend, we are steady advocates for a

speedy divorce, so that a better connexion may be formed ;

but when 44 sweet poesy and music do agree,*' no man
ought to put them asunder. The symphony to this shews
Mr. Cramers respect for the original, and his taste in

dressing it to the best advantage. The close is entirely

iu his own elegant style.

be glad to have with English word*. These, however,
do not exactly suit the air, and, as a consequence, the

accent is very fuuliy iu many instances. The fifth, Ade-
line, and the sixth, 44 Oh ! canst thou judge how dear
thou art,” arc both smooth and pleasing, without being
in any way remarkable. The seventh, 44

If 1 were a gay
and courtly knight,” produces effect from the clearness of

its rhythm ;
and the words are extremely well adapted,

which, in a narrative song like the present, is a point of
more than ordinary importance. The eighth, 44 The heart

of a soldier,” is a melody quite familiar to us, and has,

if we are not much deceived, appeared in our work ; but
we cannot at the moment say what it is, or point out
where it may be found. It begins thus :

—

The heart of a soldier sur - renders to thee.

The ninth, 4
* Gay to the last,” which inculcates that our

dancing days ought never to be considered as past, is in

a strain of good, cheerful morality ; but the air wants
freshness. The tenth, 44 Hand in hand, love ?* has more
of tenderness ill it than any of the preceding compositions,

and will find many admirers. The eleventh, 44 Benedicite,

daughter !*’ is a talc of a fugitive nun, who escapes clear

off from the nunnery with her innamorato. The air, like

that of the seventh, is well calculated for the telling of U
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REVIEW: STUDIES FOR THE PIANO FORTE. m
story, and has little merit beyond this. The twelfth and

last, “ Ah ! since you leave me !" is an expressive melody,

but here as in the fourth melody, the poetry does not

bend to the air, and the accent suffers many wrong*

in consequence.

The occom|>animents to the whole of these arc well

conceived, affording support to the melodies und aid to

the singer, without ever once departing from the sobriety

required by vocnl muaic, which great pianists arc, na-

turally enough, sometimes tempted to neglect.

The poetical portion of this volume will not elicit any

warm encomiums, but it ought to escape everything in the

shape of oensure. The ** Lay” which we think the most

deserving of quotation, because shewing the most feeling,

is the first.

THE fiRIDRVAID.

1 .

Tbe bridal is over, the gucat* ere all gt>n«

;

The bride's only sister sits weeping alone ;

The wreath of white rows is torn from her brow,

And the heart of the bridetnaid is desolate now.

2.

With Mwdcv and care»*es she deck'd the fair bride,

And then led ber forth with affectionate pride:

She knew that together no more they should dwell

;

Yet she smil'd when »bc kissed ber, and whisper'd farewell.

a.

She would not imbitler a festival day,

Nor seed her sweet suter in sadness away

:

She bears the bells ringing, she sees her depart

;

She cannot veil longer the grief of ber heart.

4.

She thinks of each pleasure, each pain, that endears

The gentle companion of happier years
;

The wreath of white roses is torn from her brew,

And the heart of the bcidemaid is deselate now.

Studies for the Piano Forte, as finishing lessons for
advanced Performers, consisting of Twenty-four Cha-
racteristic Compositions, fingered and elucidated with notes

, explanatory of the author's design, by I. Moscheles.
Op. 70. Book II. (Chappell, 135, New Bond Street,

and Cramer and Co. 201, Regent Street.')

The first book of this highly important work was noticed

in the 55th Number of our former series, in which we
entered at some length into M. Moscheles' general plan,

and, in his own words, explained his views, as unfolded

by himself in a clear, well-written preface. That book
contained twelve studies ; the present comprises as many,
making together the whole number promised.

Each of these now published is preceded, as in the

former part, by a statement of the author's design, and
perspicuous directions for carrying it into execution

;

every one being very fully and with great care fingered,

wherever a doubt as to the proper method might be enter-

tained, and the times marked by Maelzel’s metronome,

—

a practice which ought never to be neglected, more espe-
cially in a work like this, where the utmost precision is

absolutely indispensable, and where such precision can
only be aoquired by knowing exactly, to a mathematical
nicety, the composer’s intention.

The twelve studies now before us are rather more dif-

ficult than those which preceded them, and calculated for

such as have strengthened their hand and improved their

execution by the first set
;

yet they are attainable to any
advanced performer, and without that expenditure of time
which wc entirely disapprove, and therefore have always
endeavoured to discourage.

The first (or 13th) is for the practice of double notes,

thirds principally. The second 41
calls all the fingers into

activity,'* the third particularly. The third ** is to give a
light touch,” and a habit vf 44 withdrawing the hand from

such notes as are marked staccato.” The fourth, in b
major, is for skips of a delicate, not a brilliant, kind. This

is an adagio, and exhibits much taste. The fifth is for the

legato style. The sixth, in f sharp major, is very peculiar,

the composer says, in its rhythm :
“ Where the bass lakes

the 2nd of each three quavers, the performer must touch

such note with the utmost lightness, and place the accent

on the 1st, 4th, 7th, and 10th quaver of such bar.”—We
give one bar to exemplify^the rule.

The seventh is for reiterated notes. The eighth, in c
sharp minor, udugio, is for cxpre&siou and dignity of style.

This is masterly in contrivance, and charming in effect.

The ninth 44
is designed to promote a delicate, pearly, and

flowing touch. What is signified by a " pearly” touch, we
cannot conjecture

:
perhaps it is meant as opposed to

a brilliant one. The tenth is for the repetition of the

same notes, with all the different fingers. The eleventh

is to give 44 power ond energy of execution.” M. Mos-
clieles tells us that in

44 the conception of his plan he has
proposed to himself to characterize a conflict of de«
MON8.** This demoniacal encounter is in c minor, und
would make admirable music for an infernal scene in a
ballet. But it is anything rather than infernal as a com-
position. The twelfth is to give the performer a practice

in the strict style of the old school, and consists of a
prelude and ftigue, in p minor. The latter is on three

subjects which ore treated in the learned manner of the

ancient schools of counterpoint; and, in truth, we might
have said, the modem schools—for such still exist. In

fact, wherever counterpoint,—as it is called improperly

enough,—is not taught, the school is unworthy of a
name.
The book now noticed completes, we presume, these

studies; a work which every piano-forte player, whether

amateur or professor, ought to possess. 'Hie latter, indeed,

will, as soon as they are made known to him, consider

them as a necessary appendix to Cramer's matchless

studies ; aud recommend them to his pupils, if only for

the sake of the admirable precepts they contain. In
practice they may advantageously be taken alternately

with the other work. All who obtain a thorough mastery
of both, may consider their labours ended as learners on
the piano-forte;—they will have become finished per-

formers,

T 2
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1. Select Subjects from Haydn's Creation and Seasons,

newly adapted as Divertimentos, by J. B. Cramer.
No. 3. (Cramer and Co.)

2. Fantasia, comprising Ain from Rossini's Donna del

Lago, by J. F. Burkowks. (Goulding and D'Almaine,

20, Soho Square.)

Mr. Cramer’s third divertimento on subjects from Haydn's

oratorios, consists of the chorus, “ The heavens arc tell-

ing,'' the terzetto, “ On tlice euch living soul uwaits," and

the duet, “ Of stars the fuirest pledge,’* all from The
Creation. The substance of each piece is given with but

little alteration of the original, though the second and

third are transposed. The changes introduced are rather

for the purpose of adapting the passages to the instrument,

than with any intention of amending the text ; but sonic

augmentations are made in connexion with the subject,

which, in fact, bestow the title on the piece ; for without

them, and they do not amount to a great deal, it would

be simply a piano-forte arrangement of the three com-
positions: in which form, to say the truth, we should

have preferred to sec them. Rut the public must be

humoured, and a semblance of novelty, in the absence

of the reality, suffices. We hardly need add that this

divertimento suits both the hand and instrument well. It

may be taken up by any tolerable player, and can hardly

fail to please, for the subjects are by all confessed to be

beautiful, and they arc treated with elegance.

Madlle. Soutag's appearance in La Donna del Lago,
though not very successful, has brought the opera into

some notice again. Mr. Burrowes, who is always prompt
on such occasions, has woven some of the most popular

parts of it into a Fantasia. These are the Cavatina,
“ Oh! Matlulini alborif (jut Aurora! che torgerai) and
chorus, “ Imponga U Rtf' transposed into k four sharps;

the terzetto, “ Parla ! che sei ?" with the airs, *' La mia
spada,* “ Elena ! oh tuche chiamo ! " and " Oh ! quante

lagrime." To this, much that we have said above is appli-

cable. The muteriul parts of such publications are taken

from compositions that are either good in themselves, or

less arein vogue. They arc blended by meuns of a few ad-

ditions, alterations, and transpositions ; an introduction is

written to them, and they issue forth from the press in the

character of new, und often agreeable, divertimentos ; as

is the case in both the present instances.

1. Les Elegances de la Sontag, campriting “ Una voce,”

Rodc’s Air, the duel in II Burbicrc de Siviglia, and the

finale to La Donna del Logo, at sung by Mile. Suulog,
[arranged] by T. A. Rawlinub. (Goulding und D’Al-
mainc.)

2. The ballad, “ Love’s like a summer’s day,* (introduced

by Mad. Feron in the Cabinet,) arranged at a Rondo,
with an Introduction and Pastorale, by T. A. Rawlings.
(Clementi and Co. 26, Cheaptide.)

Mr. Rawlings has given a pretty faithful picture of the

vocal elegance* of Mile. Sontag ; and we must soy that,

however surprising they may be, when executed by the

human voice, they are more in character on the piano-

forte.
** Una voce poco IV’ is here transposed from e,

a key somewhat troublesome to young performers, to r,

and rendered much more easy. Of Rode s air, the subject

and variation in arpeggios are given
; then a small part

of the duet with Almaviva , as the singing-master
; the

whole winding up with “ lo sono docile," and a short

coda. The finale from La Donna del Logo we do not

find. There is much brilliancy in this piece,—to which

this compiler vouchsafes no name—and altogether it is

likely to obtain a considerable circulation.

No. 2 is very easy throughout. The air which forms
the hulk of the piece, is gay and pleasing, if not con-
structed of the newest materials; and the introductory
purt is composed with Uiste. Mr. Rawlings is perhaps not
aware of the perplexity produced in young players—and
for such this Rondo is intended—by writing the base an
octave lower than played. At page 5 this occurs: but
surely it would have been much more reasonable to have
written these sixteen bars in the treble clef, thus—

than in the following manner,—

At all events, a deviation from established practice ought
to have something strong lo recommeud it, which cannot
be pleaded here.

1. Douze Vai.beb Brillantes, composes par Henri
Hertz. (Boosey and Co. 28, Holle* Street.)

2. La Villauella, (Danza Camprttre) composed by Carlo
Della Torre. (George, Fleet Street.)

3. Notturno, composed by J. Harris. (Cramer and Co.)

4. The Pirnish Waltz, with Variations; composed and
published by the same.

5. Three Waltzes, composed and published by the same.

In the Waltzes (No. 1) of M. Hertz, is much of what
tiow-a-days may be called originality : at least of an effort

at emancipation from the trammels of routine. As a
proof, we insert the luller half of the second.

little Rossini*
ish, well put together, agreeable and easy.

The emblem of No. 3, the Notturno , ought to have been
a berretta di voile,—a night-cap. We got through the
first page, and could keep our eye-lids open no longer.

In one line—which is a good specimen of rosalia—wc
found no less than twelve shakes. These, wc conclude,

were meant lo keep the hearer awake.
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Nos. 4 and 5 are by the same, and much the same in
point of merit. In the last we find the following singular
cadence :

—

VOCAL.
Judas Maccabeus, an Oratorio m complete Score, com-

posed by Georue Frederick Handel; to which i

•

added an Accompaniment Jbr the Organ or Piano-
Forte, arranged by J. Addison. (Goulding and D'AI-
mainc, Soho Square.)

This is the second volume of a selection of Handel's
scores. For the first, Samson, we refer the reader to our
April number. The present corresponds to the former in
all respects

; therefore, it would be superfluous to say a
word more as to its general plan, form, Ac. Equally
unnecessary is it to speak in commendation of such a work
as Judas Maccabteus. It is true that os a whole it has
not been performed here for some years ; but the enthusiasm
with which it is beginning to be received in France, the
Netherlands, and all over the north of Europe, will, most
likely, draw to it again the attention of this country, the
place of its birth, and for which it was composed.
We would offer one hint to the adapter of the organ

part. This should consist either of the accompaniments as
they are written, so far as the nature of a keyed instrument,
to which they arc to be reduced, will admit, or else the
vocal parts ought always to contribute, when they can im-
prove, the progression of the harmony. As an exemplifica-
tion of our remark, we refer to page 7, third bar, where
are two painful 5ths in the organ part, arising either from
not taking the viola Db in its right place, or from rejecting
the Bb, and the following xb also, of the tenor voice. It*
should have been arranged thus, if instrumentally :

—

This is not the only instance of the kind that occurs in
the two volumes, or we should not have pointed it out.

Hie Messiah, with Mozart's added accompaniments, is,

we understand, to appear next. The formation of an
organ part to this will call for the exercise of a nice judg-
ment and infinite care.

1. Ballad, 44 I love thee," sung by Madame Caradoxt,
composed by T. Attwood. (Cramer and Co.)

2. Arietta, 44 La Rosa,” composed by Sia. Maestro
Coccia. (Boosey and Co.)

3. Ballad, “ I have charged thee through the battle,"

*

written by W. Hutt, Esq. composed by Martha Wil-
kinson. (BirchaU and Co., 140, New Bond Street )

4. Sono, ** Though brief thy life, sweet Rose !** written ,

composed, and published by the same.
5. Sono, “ True love,” written by Voltaire, composed by

Pio Cianchettiki. (Mori and Lavenu, 28, New Bond
Street)

6. Serenade, 44 While my lady steepeth,” composed and
published by the same.

7. Ballad, 44 He has left her in sorrow,” the words by
Harry Stoe Van Dyk, the music by John Barnett.
(Vernon, 37, Comhitt.)

8. Sono, 44 Oh Italy! dear Italy!” written by W. II.
Freeman, Esq., composed by C. W. Glover. (Latour,
50, New Bond Street.)

9. Cavatina, 44 I would not be a butterfly,” composed by
W. Kirby. (George, Fleet Street, and Lindsay, 35,
High Ilolborn.)

10. Sono, “ Wandering by the bright fountain;" sung by
Miss Patou, arranged by S. T. Smith. (Cramer and
Co. ; and Calleott.)

11. Ballad, The wandering Boy, by J. A. Barnett.
(Cramer and Co.)

12. Ballad, “ Tis best to part," composed by P. Veriki.
(Boosey and Co.)

13. Ballad, The Grecian Lover; words by T. A.
Stumpp, composed by Raphael Drkssi.kr. (All the
music dealers.)

14. Ballad, 44 Fond hope e’er will through life impart,’*

words and music by James Harris. (Cramer and Co.)
15. Song, The Serenade. (Ewer and Johanning, 20,

Tichborne Street)

16. Sono, The beauties of Nature, or the New Revciilee,
composed by Giuliani, accompaniment by M. Mollwo.
(Same publishers.)

No. I is a lovely, simple ballad, full of strong feeling, and
the words most correctly set.

No. 2 is an elegant arietta, composed iu the best Italian
taste, by a real master.

In Nos. 3 and 4, Miss Wilkinson has not been so suc-
cessful as in the instances mentioned in our review for lost

month
;

yet there is merit iu both her present songs. In
the second, “Though brief thy life,” she has mistaken the

accent in many places; “ Though brief 44 Thy noon-tide
sighs,” Ac. are quite erroneous ; the first word in each of
these lines ought to have fallen on the unaccented part of
the bar. We counsel the lady to engrave new plates for

the last,—the expense is not worth consideration,—and
remove such objectionable emphasis, which, we assure her,

is destructive of all good effect.

No. 5 is in some respects clever, but far too elaborate
for the character of the words and the class of composition
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to which it belongs. It moves heavily, and excites little or

no interest in the hearer. The accent, too—the “rock a-

beud” of so many composem— is far from faultless.

No. 6 is more distinct in its rhythm, and freer from mis-

takes in accentuation than the former. It has more
melody, also; but the words do not aeem to have been well

read, or duly considered; the sense is too often disjointed

by rests, and altogether wauls connexion.

No. 7 is a very pretty melody, and the accompaniment
good ; but why, doubtless from mare haste and heedless-

ness, suffer such a bar as the tenth, page 3, to get into

print?

No. 8 has an air, not strikingly new certainly, but still

it flows on, and rhythmically. The accent is not perfectly

pure, and the base in two or three places admits of consi-

derable amendment; in the third bar, page S, for example.

No. 9 is a melody of a very agreeable kind,—one of

those which, without having any pretension to novelty, is

not common.
No. 10 is a song arranged from a melody by Mr. Cra-

mer. The oir is quite vocal, the words are well adapted,

and the effect of the whole is exceedingly pleasing.

No. 1 1 shows emulation and a taste for harmony ; but,

at the same time, a want of experience in setting words.

No. 12 is remarkably expressive, and the poetry—which
does the authoress, whoever she may be, much credit—is

well set as regards the sentiment, and, with an exception or

two, as respects the prosody.

No. 13 is one of those things which neither descend be-
low, nor rise obove, mediocrity.

Wo cannot bestow the same praise, negative as it is, on
No. 14. We first read the words, which are surpassingly

absurd. We then turned to the music, and found it o fit

companion to the words. The author may rest assured
that Apollo, us the inspirer of wit and song, disclaims all

knowledge of him. Let him try his godship in hts third

capacity
;
perhaps he may listen to him as a medical votary.

At all events be should abandon the vocal reed; another
sort of pipe may prove more successful.

No. 15 is an agreeable song, und singular enough; for

the first half of it is in the major, and then, without any
change in the sentiment of the words, it passes into the
minor, in which it terminates.

No. 16 is a very animated, charming melody, for which,
however, Giuliani is much indebted to Rossini, or Rossiui
to him. The words suit the air perfectly, us to measure ;

though they are too numerous, considered with relation to
musical effect.

FLUTE AND PIANO-FORTE.
1. Les Fleurs de VOpera, a collection of Airs and Cavnti-

na», selectedfrom Italian operas, and now first arranged.
Nos. 1, 2, and 3. (Boosey and Co.)

2. Les AgTemens Sociales, Noh. 8, 9, and 11, of Airs
from the Operas of Rossini, Cara pa, a/icf

M

ercadante,
arranged by Antonio Diabelli, with embellishments
Jean Sedlatzf.k, of Vienna. (Wessel and Stodart,
Frith Street.)

3. Grand Duet Concertante, by Mayheder, arranged
by J. Sedlatzek. (Same publishers.)

4. Sicilian Melody, with Variations, composed by E.
Smyth and F. Gladstanes. (Paine and Hopkins, 69,
Cornhilt.)

Each number of Let Fleurs de fOpera contains an air of
one page for the flute, and three for the piano-forte ac-

companiment ; both being easy enough for the moat un-
pretending players, and arranged with some taste. No. I

contains Rossiui's air, “ Giusto Dio! che umile adoro !’*

No. 2, “ Del genitor ramiento.* by Mcrcadante, and
No. 3, " Perche turbar lacalma?” by Rossini.

Let Agremais Sociales require a flute-player of a higher
order than the former; while the accompaniments are little

less easy, and, like all the arrangements of Diabcdt, ex-
ceedingly well contrived. The first number consists of
part of the Finale from Roseini's Armida. The second
contains “ Di piacer,” the well known cavatina in La
Gazza Ladra, transposed into d ; and the third is made up
of “ Elena 1 o tu chiamo," and “ Oh quanto lagrime," from
La Donna del Logo.
This is a very recommendablc work

; what share M.
Sedlatxek’s “embellishments” hove in it we cannot tell;

but we do not exactly understand what right any man has
to couple his name thus with another, merely because he
may have added a few appoggiaturc, and a turn or two.

No. 3 is the second number of Mayseder’s duets, ar-

ranged for flute instead of violin. This is in the author's
less frolicsome, and, therefore, better style ; indeed it con-
tains name passages that redeem him from many musical
peccadilloes, and shew that he is not wholly grven up to

whim and caprice,-—that lie can now and then address
himself to others besides the court-folks of Vienna, with
whom good music is seldom heard with a favouring ear.

We do not impute to the original composer the conversion

of flats into sharps, in the third page of the piano-form
part : this has been done, we suppose, with a view to

making the passage easier; though we doubt whether it

will prove so to tolerably-experienced performers, and in

decidedly wrong in point of notation.

No. 4 is “ Home, sweet home," arranged in a shewy
manner for the flute, and with a very simple, easy

accompaniment. This is well executed, and in a popular

style.

FLUTE.

Dresslf.k's Instructions for the Flute, comprising

the Rudiments of Music, Rules for forming the tone.

Gamuts , instructions for single and double tonguing,

for aspiration, ffc. Sfc. illustrated by examples, and
twenty-seven Themesfor one or two Flutes, together with

eighteen Capriccios
, Sfc. <§*c. (Cocks and Co.)

Mr. Duessler’s very copious title-page, of which we
have given only a small portion, su|iersedes the necessity

of a table of contents to his book ;
and even what we have

inserted is quite sufficient to relieve us from the labour of

stating the particulars of all that it includes.

The author is an experienced teacher, and has been, for

some years past, an iudustrious adapter and composer fur

the flute; he therefore ought to know, and doubtless does

know, what is the best method of teaching the use of the

instrument. He confesses that there “ are many .works of

the kind already before the public,
>f
but seems to think

that another was wanted ; for though some of those which

preceded his are, he thinks, good, yet the great part of

them arc “ of very imperfect execution.” We do not

thoroughly understand the logic of this, unless the blame is

meant to be thrown on the engraver and printer. He says,

“ I have been induced to construct this treatise chiefly from

the consideration, that the progressive arrangement ol the

materials does not appear to have been the object of pre-

ceding writers ; for, in their instruction books, many
articles and passages are placed towrards the commcnce-
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merit, of which the pupil can hare no need until be has

made a considerable progress." (Prefhce.)

Mr. Dressier* system n certainly a good one, but be

might have explained it in fewer words. By a diffuseness

in his phraseology, he ha* expanded his book to an uncom-

mon breadth, and a vast number of pages ; it is, however,

charged at a very moderate price, considering- the quantity

of precepts, explanations, examples, lessons, airs, &c. em-

bodied in it His engraver, too, has used his smallest

punches, so that one-third more matter than usual is got

into each plate. If the learner fail, therefore, in gaining

instruction from this treatise, he will not have to impute

Ilia want of success to a want of rules ; the author has left

him nothing to complain of on this score ; for, in truth,

he has supplied him with everything except talent and

industry, that he can m reason ask for.

One of the advantages of a work so full as that now
under notice, is, that, where a master is not to be procured,

or where a sufficiency of lessons cannot l>c obtained, the

deficiency may, in some measure, be supplied, for a person

may Irani much by bis own unaided exertions, from such

a treatise as the present

GUITAR.

A new method of Instruction for the Spanish Giitae,

the lesson* original and selected, but principally by

CARDLLr, Giuliani, and Meibsonnibr. (Ewer and

Johanning.) *

This is not a new method, but a new hook ; and, in fact

it hardly deserves to be considered as a work for instruc-

tion, for it contains not a single rule or precept of any

kind, except for tuning the instrument. The lessons are

easy and progressive.

L Thalia, a collection of piece* for the Spanish Guitar,

by eminent composers, selected and fingered by C.

Eulenstbin. Nos. 1 to 8. (R. and W. Davis, Co-

ventry Street. Haymarket.)

2. Ajiollon h la toilette de* Dames ;
melodies facile* et

agredbte*
,
principalcment par A. Diabelli. (Ewer and

Johanning.)

3. Dolce ed Utile, a melange of original compositions, Sfc.

corrected and fingered by M. Drrwort. Nos. 8 to 12.

(Weasel and Stodart.)

4. Philomele, Recueil tTAir*, Sfc. arranges par G. II.

Derwort. No. 24. (Same publishers.)

No. I is a very excellent collection of airs of all kinds, and

by the best masters, selected by M. Eulen stein, who has

recently excited so much astonishment by his performance

on an instrument which till now was considered as a kind

of burlesque of music,—the Jew's harp, or guirobarde.

That this gentleman also possesses qualifications for mak-
ing a good editor, the present work prove*, so far os it

goes. The airs are chosen with discernment and taste,

and the few notes of accompaniment are thrown in with

skill. The work is printed in the neatest manner, in

octavo, and is published monthly.

No. 2 is likewise a very commendable selection of the

most popular airs in Italian, German, and French operas ;

from twelve to fourteen in each number
;
and all arranged

with ability.

No. 3 is a continuation of the very pretty publication in

octavo, which we have before noticed.

No. 4 has also been spoken of more than once in our
review. The present uumber contains ** Ornbra adorata”
for voice and guitar, correctly adapted.

Cbe anrifitt Conrrrts.

SEVENTH CONCERT.
Under the Direction of tks Earl of Cawdor, Wednesday, April SO/A,

1828.

Acr I.

Opening tad 1st Chorea.

Song. Vo Notcaodn.

Music in the Tempcmt.
Cantata. Nel fhiuw centra.

Chorus. Flush'd with conquest.

Trio.

Glee. Chi mai diniqua Helk.
Kong. What passion.

Duct. Come ti piece.

Chorus. Hallelujah

!

(Dettinyen Te Drum.

)

(Ariaterse.)

(Alex. Bolus )

(Dryden I Ode.)

(La Ctemrasa di Ttto.)

(Messiah.J

Act It.

Htmt.
Vim.

Pi-well.
Perqoleri.

Handel.
Handel and Martini.

BoNOMCmi.
Handel.
Mozart.
lhasn.

Overture and Chaconne.

Chorus. Venus laughing. (Theodora.)

Recit. acc. Crudele, or colei. 1

Air. Ho penluto il bcl aembiante. j

Glee. Let not rage.

Chorus. He rebuked. (Israel in Egypt.)

Sitifonia in D.
Song. Torbido mar cbe frame. (ll Pastione.)

Anthem. Hear my prayer.

Chorus. Cum Saocto Spiritu.

Jomelu.
Handel.

PilUR.10.

Arne.
Handel.
Moiabt.
Johbllx.

Kent.
PCROOLIAI.

The noble new director made very short work of the
'• Dettingen Te Deutn," this evening. We suspect that

he is not very fond of Handel, or indeed of choral music
in general. If the late good old King had seen the scheme
of an Ancient concert with six Italian pieces interspersed,

four of them at least would have been swept awuy in a
twinkling. “ Vo solcando” was, on the whole, well sung
by Madame Caradori Allan, but dragged sadly ; it is an
air that requires much force and spirit to |>roduce the effect

intended. The Cantata is a very fine performance
altogether, an admirable composition of the great master;
ami our satisfaction would have been complete had but

Madame Pasta fancied herself on the 9tage, but in an
orchestra she almost invariably drops her voice.

The storm chorus, which introduced so splendidly and so

appropriately the music of the Tempest in the season of

1826, was, to night, omitted; and why? One would
think, it was purely because it is so admirably charac-

teristic, and forming so beautiful a contrast with the sooth-

ing invocation of Ariel immediately following! Is it not

intolerable to think that such a chorus, replete with excel-

lence of every description, should be set aside to make way
for harmonized love-ditties and Irish melodics ? To be sure

we had a rich novelty to console us for our disappointment

soon after ; it was truly worthy of the taste that excluded
‘ 4

Arise, ye spirits of the storm,’* to turn a very elegant little

round in three parts (and which only can he made effective,

performed a* a round) into a dull unmeaning glee offour!
Oh, we are improving amazingly ! The instrumental trio

was excellently performed ; Dragonelti made his double

bass buz* about Cramer and Lindley’s softer tones with

most surprising perseverance.

Hie duet from La Clemenza was well sung, but we
have heard more striking compositions of the great master.

Mozart, however, cannot write without meaning, be the

subject ever so trifling.

We cannot get on without Jove descending, and Venus

laughing from the skies
;
pray Heaven we could, for a

season or two at least.

Pasta’s recitative and song was a fine performance;

but Paisiello’s style is not exactly suited to her powers

;

Pttisiello is always elegant, but rarely dignified. We skip
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over the everlasting dead height that followed* to laud that

wonderful chorus *' He rebuked,** or rather the admirable

execution of it ; we had the whole dreadful scene before

our eves ! Mozart's symphony was excellent, of course,

but not one of his imaginative efforts. Mr. Phillips's

song did not quite please us; he may, eventually, render

it an effective one, but he must be more confident in it.

—

“Hear my prayer” for the 999th time, and Pergolesi's
“ Cum Sancto Spiritu," in the wrong place as usual ; and
so concludes Concert the Seventh.

EIGHTH CONCERT.

Under the Direction of the Earl of Damiry, D'rdnetday, May 7th, 1828.

Act I.

Overture. (Ariadne.)
The second pert of Acis and Galatea.

Concerto 1 1th. (Grand.)
Glee. SwifUy from the mountain's brow.

Song. How cheerful along the gay mead.
Chorus. Ah! graiic.

| ^
Chorus. Tu £ ver.

’

Hamiiu
Hirokl.
Handel.
WtBBE.

Da. Assi.

Mozart.

Act fl.

Overture. (Zanberfdte.)

Selection from a Service.

Duello. A bbrace tain i, O sposa.

Concerto 4th. ( From hit Salat)

Glee. Deh ! dove ?

Song. Laudatc Dominum.
Chorus. He thou exalted.

Mozart.

Mozart.
Paihillo.

GlMINUSt.
Da. Cooks.

Mojart.
MarcIUo,

Though the concert of this evening had not much
novelty to boast of, yet what trot new was of the best kiud.

Hie second part of Acis and Galatea, or rather a selection

from the second part, was exceedingly welt performed,

only Phillips must be more attentive to his pronunciation

than he generally is,—he must not speak the word " prop”
praup, nor call for a poipe instead of a “pipe;” in other

respects his performance was excellent ; Hartlemnn, him-
self, never sang “ O ruddier” better. It was in very good
taste to retain the beautiful chorus of “ Mourn, all ye
Muses,” it leads so exquisitely into the charming major
4‘ Must I, my Acis.” Miss Stephens warbled this with great

tenderness, but we must still quote to her “ Speak, Sister,

•peak.'* We cannot pass over the 11th grand concerto,

without remarking that it is too arduous an undertaking
even for Mr. P. Cramer; the exertion necessary for

the correct and effective performance of the violin solos

must be fatiguing and dispiriting in the extreme, and we
strongly recommend that one of the movements (not the

admirable fugue,) perhaps the third, be, the next time,

omitted. The effect would, in our opinion, be considerably

increased. The fine scene from “ La Clenienza di Tito”
was a rich novelty, but Signor Curium was rather flat

;

B reham would have pleased us much better. The lost

chorus, “ Tu e ver," was delightful. The magnificent

overture to the Zaubcrflote was succeeded by another
composition of the great master, not so much to our taste.

If the immortal Requiem be excepted, Mozart's masses arc

not striking, generally speaking
;
they arc more cperatical

than Haydn’s, and certainly have not so much relief

of grave and simple subject. The first movement of the
4* Selection” of this evening, was anything but church
music, and clamorous, without any particularly striking

effect. The " Agnus Dei,” beautifully sung by Mr.
Knyvett, is in a very different style ; it breathes a chaste
seriousness throughout. The last chorus, too, is strik-

ingly fine, and certainly superior to the opening movement

;

it should have closed, however, on the pedal point, without

retrograding into little fiddling repetitions. But “ Aliquando
bonus dormitat, ’ and even Mozart will write, sometimes*
od captandum. We did not fancy Poisiello's duet much
ns a composition, though every justice was done to it by
Madame Caradori Allan and Mias Wilkinson. Still less
have we to say to the “ Laudatc Dominum,” though
Mozart's name does appear before it The subject of the
music is quite frivolous when the tcordt are to be consi-
dered, nor can a succession of flourishing passages, how-
ever ingenious in themselves* and however well executed*
make amends for a total unsuilableness of style. Dr.
Cooke s “ Deh ! dove,” was a delicious treat* as it always
is; and never was it more finely performed than this evening.
We regret exceedingly that 'the concluding chorus should

have been the concluding one ; it is a noble composition of
Marcello, which we do not recollect having heard before ;
and Mr. Grcatorex’s adaptation of it for the orchestra is

highly creditable to his acknowledged skill and judgment.

NINTH CONCERT.

Under the Direction of the Earl of Derby, ffednetday, May Uih, 1828.

Act I.

Overture. (Ptolemy.)
Glee. If o'er the cruel tyrant Love.
Recit a«c. Ecctfrnizola.il

IVsgtiicrs. Gran Dio! J

Recitative. Hrhold!
]

Son*. O thou that idlest. > (Mettiah.)
Chorus. O thou.
Solo ami Quartet. In my dialNN.
Concerto 2d.

Selection faint a Service. Sanrluv Domino*

.

Sonf. Pious orjtic*. (Judat Maccabmot.)
Grand Chum*. Kyrir eteiaon.

Handel.
Arms.

GcOLIILHt.

Hands l.

Marcello.
Martini.
Jomilli.
Ha noel.

Rjohi.m.

lain*.

|

Act II.

Ovcrtave.

Chora*. O the plwum
RrciUtive. Ye verdant plain*.

|

Song. Hotb, ye pretty.

Double Chom*. Your harp*.

Itecit. ace. Folle e colni. 1

Air. Nasce al bo«co. J

P*alm. (St. Matthrwi Tune.)
Duct. Tamu ! *|. (piehard l.)

Quartet and Chora*. Their sound. (Xleuiak.)
Madrigal. Flora gave me.
Double Chora*. From the cDtvr. (Solomon.)

(Ad* and Galatea.)

(Solomon.)

(.Eliut.)

Handel.

Handel.

Handel.

Croet,
Handel.
Handel.
Wilrtk*
Handel.

This was a very weak selection altogether. Madame
Caradori Allan sang Gugliel ini’s song with more than her
usual spirit; but the fine animated counter-tenor air, from
the Messiah, was utterly destroyed by tlte turning of it into

a low treble for Miss Wilkinson. She endeavoured, to the

utmost, to make some impression, but the thing was quite

impracticable
; the chorus burst out at last, and released

us from our misery 1 And why is this? Mr. William
Knyvett was never in better voice than we have heard him
this season, and there does not appear u shadow of excuse

for so barbarous a transfer. Miss Wilkinson's low notes

are exceedingly full and rich, ami there nre many songs of

Handel purposely adapted for such a voice : but, “ O thou

that tellest
!” “Tell it uot in Gath!”

Wc have already, more than once, given our opinion of

the succeeding solo and quartet ; it is a piece of “ dis-

tressful” harmony, lupibrious enough, without exciting any

particular interest, and which requires all the talent and
attention bestowed upon it by the able j>erformers, to check

the incipient gape in every part of the concert-room. The
truth is, that Marcello is, sometimes, satisfied with his

music being classical, without duly considering whether

it will be striking. The following selection from Jomelli,
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was a very different affair ; the *' Hosanna in excelsis* is a

magnificent burst, and the *4 Agnus Dei’* to the closing

chorus beautifully conceived ; there is a characteristic

solemnity in every bar.

Righini's grand chorus has many fine points in it, but,

on the whole, rather too clamorous ;
whether the com-

poser meant to introduce such drum-thumping and trom-

boneing. we cannot determine, but such a clang we have

seldom heard.

We will not pass over Miss Johnson’s ** Pious orgies

she sang it throughout with great feeling and sweetness.

Never before did we hear Miss Stephens to so much ad-

vantage as this night ;
M Hush ! ye pretty warbling choir"

she always, we think, sings better than anybody else can

sing it, and, on the present occasion, she was more than

usually successful. The flute and flageolet accompani-

ment, too, was executed in a most masterly style, and pro-

duced, as it always does, when well performed, a delicious

effect.

Phillips was thoroughly at home in “ Nasce al bosco

it was not quite Bordenian, but at no very great distance

from him.

The quartet from the Messiah, and Wylbye’s exquisite

Madrigal, had every justice done to them, but we must pause

before we give judgment upon the duet from Richard I.

The Censer chorus closed the concert
;
but it was on the

whole a meagre selection in comparison with the eight

preceding.

Cfit fJbilfrarmomt Concerts.

FIFTH CONCERT, Monday, April 28, 1828.

Act I.

Sinfonia, Pattorule .... BttruortN.
Duetto, Madame Caradori Allan and Signor Zuchrlli, Di

Cmpruxi (C*rroJuw)..... Rossini.
Concertante, .Cot-Harmonica, and (wo Guitars, Mews.
ScHub ... . . Schulz.

Scena, Signora BrambiUa, Im Pirin ( F.iloarJo t Christina) Reissim.
Overture, MS. (never performed) . J. Hk««y Gbizsbacu.

Act II.

Stnfonia, in E tint .... Mozzit.
Duetto, Madame Caradori Allan and Signori BrambiUa,

Latcutuu (U Tamereds) . . . Rossini.
Fantasia Violin, Mr. De Beriot . . .Da Bkrimt.
Aria, Signor Zuehclli, A me U Ci</ (/« Ccnsrcn/oJa) . 11o««im.
Overture, Lrt Deux Journctf . . C'iizrubini.

Leader, Mr. SpAaNOLrm.—Conductor, Mr. Atwood.

The Pastoral Symphony, both as a musical composition
and descriptive piece, grows in esteem by frequent hearing;
it only wants abridgment, particularly in the andante, to
make it welcome to all lovers of grand orchestral per-
formances. In its present state, with a slow movement a
quarter of an hour long, it is difficult, if not impossible,
to find even a confirmed fanatico who does not think,
whatever he may confess, that it hangs heavy. Why, for
the purpose of rendering it popular, it should not be
shortened, we cannot divine: we curtail the fine operas of
Mozart to suit them to local habits and manners; we even
amputate a limb if it be found an incumbrance; for what
reason, then, not surrender a few injudiciously repeated
passages, if thus the remainder can be strengthened, aud its

beauties be betterbrought out ? Reduce, therefore, say we,
June, 1828 .

this work from forty minutes, its present duration, to
thirty, a rational time, and the number of its admirers will

not only be increased four-fold, but those who now tolerate

its lengthy repetitions for the sake of its beauties, will

immediately discover the improvement, and applaud an
act which they have hitherto contemplated as a profanation.

The e flat symphony of Mozart is so well known, and
so universally a fuvourite, that it is now ouly necessary to

mention the admirable manner in which it was performed,
and the enthusiasm with which it was received. Music
of this high description enjoys a great advantage at both
the Ancient und Philharmonic Concerts: mere fashion

never steps in to either,—or, at least, never exercises any
influence—hence, what is good is never out of date there:

performed once, or at the utmost twice, a year, it is alw ays
grateful, and hailed at each return with delight.

The overture by Mr. J. H. Ciriesbach, a new composi-
tion, has some commendable points in it: a few good
modulations are mixed up in it, and the whole is not with-
out grandeur, though the latter has been purchased at the

expense of rather too much noise. It is well written, and
the character of the different instruments carefully attended
to. It wants distinctness of subject, that is, n clearly-

defined, rhythmical air, the most difficult, and yet the
most important thing that the composer has to produce.

Both this and Let deux Jourtiers received ample justice

from the band.

M. de Bcriot’s Fantasia wus a very delightful perform-
ance: the music, considered independently, though uot of
the scientific kind, is elegant and pleasing ; and so exe-

cuted, with such fullness, firmness, and purity of tone,

—

the mechanical part so perfect, and the taste so correct,

—

that it was heightened into what operated as a most
powerful charm on the audieuce, and was followed by
applause almost vehement.
The Concertante on the ./Eol-Harmonica was an unfor-

tunate business, because entirely out of its place here.

This instrument, about the size of a large writing-desk,

mounted on a stand, and having two octaves of keys, is,

as its name implies, a wind instrument,—a kind of organ,
the air acting not on pipes, but on a number of extremely
thin narrow metallic bars, or lamina? rather, which it puts
into vibration ; but the exact way in which they produce
sounds, the inventor does not disclose. It yields a remark-
ably clear, glassy, musical lone, loud enough tor a private

room, hut too weak to j>enetralc much space. The per-

former confines himself chiefly to a melody, but occasion-

ally adds what may be called a base, and sometimes chords*

He is, however, accompanied by two Spanish guitars,

which are exceedingly well managed by the father and one
son, the other playing on the ASol- Harmonica.
Much disapprobation was expressed at the introduc-

tion of this, which was considered more fit for an exhi-

bition-room than for a concert of so high an order. At
the conclusion some hissing w as heard, and muny voices

exclaimed, “Shame! Shame!" which, we fear, the very
ingenious performers took to themselves, though meant to

be addressed only to those who invited them there. It

was a great mistake, unquestionably, to bring them for-

ward in such a place, and not the first or second that has
been committed this season. We understand that most of
the directors deny having had any voice in the affair; but
such excuse is unavailing. If nearly all were against Uni

measure, they should have attended and negatived the pro-

posal. By neglecting their duty they placed a clever family

in a most painfitl situation.

The vocal portion of this concert was but mediocre.

U
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SIXTH CONCERT, Monday, May 12ih.

Act I.

Sinfoma, in A . . . . ,

Duetto, Madame Slotkhau*en and Signor De
Bob'll*, Se, tin infante (E/cit e CfauMo) .

Fantarii, Piano-Forte, Mr. Neale . •

Aria, Mia* Child?, Ak f ckrj»ru .

Overture, Jeuomta .....

Bibtboven.

Mtn:«p*vrt.
C. M. von U’eisEu.

PariM and Bomficchi.
Srona.

Act II.

Sinfonia, in G minor .... Mozabt.
Sccna, Madame Stockhausen, Inhnbttnfo Imgo

( F./rna r .Ma/rima) . , . . SOLIVA.
Quartetto, tuo Violin*, Viola, and Violoncello,

Mei*r.t Oury, Watts Guynemer, and l.in«Uey MavskoKh.
Terzetto, Madame Stockhausen, Mim Child**,

and Signor l>e IJcgni*—h rfiru *r met gntirr Frozman,
Overture, Tamerlan .... Wiwili.

Leader, Mr. Lons a——Conductor, Mr. Neat*.

Tiib almost interminable symphony of Beethoven in A
has one redeeming movement*, that in A minor, which
cannot be too highly praised ; but, judging from the prac-

tice of the Philharmonic Society, it may be compared to

a pleasant member of a disagreeable family, who cannot

be invited without asking the whole party. This move-
ment was encored, and thus the unmeuuing eccentricity

of the re*>t was balanced. On the subject of the G minor
of Mozart there is but one opinion, and that has more
than once been expressed in our pages. It is not only

perfect as a whole, but in all its parts it stands unim-
peached, because unimpeachable.

The overture to Jeasonda, an opera by Sjiohr, has more
in it than is unfolded in two, or even three, hearings. It

is a very arduous undertaking for a full band, and scarcely

ever goes as it ought till known almost by heart. The
overture to Tamerlan does very well ns a last piece.

When we have stated that Mad. Stockhauseu's Scena
in the second act was admirably sung, we have bestowed
nearly all the praise on this concert that it merits. Miss
Cliilde, us a mere girl, is very clever, and promises much.
She docs Sig. Coccia infinite credit, and it was right to

encourage rising talent by allowing her to sing here once
during the season ; but once was sufficient, surely.

The Fantasia is the Concert-Piece of Weber, of which
the march in Cf, is the most intelligible part. There is

a How of imagination throughout the whole of it, but the

meaning is not clearly developed ; it is too mystical. As
to the piano-forte part, it seems hardly to belong to the

composition: every now and then it enters for a few bars,

but always intrusively. Indeed, we could almost imagiue
,

that the performer, taking advantage of certain silences or

pianos in the orchestra, is thrusting in, impertinently, a
passage or two not in any way relatiug to the piece, except
in key. It produced no effect whatever, and was roost

indiscreetly cliosen. In fact, it had only a very narrow
escape from one of those manifestations of opinion that are

far from equivocal.

The Quartet of Mayseder proved quite unsuccessful

;

and the concert, take it altogether, was, by far, the least

praiseworthy of any this season.

* The best pert of which is published in the 16th Number of our
first Series.

t This march is printed in vol I. of our first Scries, three years and
a half ago, and only a few months after we had introduced to this

country the opera of Der French*tlx, the credit of which others have
endeavoured to wreat from the Harmtmtcom.

foreign iHusfcal Report.

VIENNA.
Karnthncrthor Theater.—A melo drama, in two acts, en-
titled II Pirata, the music by Signor Maestro Bellini, has
been performed here. There is a peculiarity about this

opera, deserving of notice. Signor Bellini, like bis breth-
ren cf the present day, is an imitator, but with this Im-
portant difference, that instead of imitating Rossini, he
has made the German composers, and especially M, von
Weber, his models. It is true that his system of imitation is

not of the legitimate kind
; he is rather a copier, and seems

fearful of trusting to his own resources. The whole drew
forth .the most enthusiastic applause, and several of the
pieces were warmly encored. Signor Rubini was very effec-

tive in the principal character, and, what is very extraordi-

nary in our age, enchanted his hearers without the aid
either of cabaletti or crescendos. His wife also, who now
supplies the place of Mad. Lalande, acquitted herself to

the general satisfaction. The other parts were well sus-
tained by Tamburini, C iccinai ra, and Bertoui.

Leopoldatadt Theater.—A uew magic opera, in two
acts, has been produced here, entitled Die gefetselte Phan-

taaie (The fettered Fancy), the music by the inexhaustible
Wenzel Muller. This composer continues to gain consider-
ably in the public favour, and the present piece contains
several melodies, as well as concerted pieces, fur above the
common order.

Theater an der Wien.—A grand melo-drumatic piece,

in five acts, has appeared here ; the subject of which is

from that rich storehouse of the dramatic composer,
the u Thousand and One Night*.” It is called Die Hohle
Honcha, (The Cave of Soucha.) the music by Kapell
meisler Roser. The piece is not without interest

; some
of the melodies arc pleasing, but the practice of increasing
the effect of certain chords by the firing of pistols and
carbines, is surely more original than pleasing*.

Joaepfutadt Theater.—This establishment keep* pace
with its rival theatres, and continues to produce its almost
monthly novelties. The best of the kiud was Die Nonno
ton Trcathfvl, (The Nun of Treothful,) a romantic opera,
in five ucls, with music by Kapellmeister Gltiser. In tho
present instance, however, Magdalena Fregia von Callot,

the authoress of the piece, certainly bears away the paliu

of interest from the composer.

In one of Shuppanzigh's late musical soirees was pro-
duced Beethoven's MS. Quatuor, which excited deep
interest.

The exhibition of musical mechanism, by Mr. Leonhard
Maelzel, is highly attractive. Various pieces arc performed
on the Metul-harmonicon, the Pan-harmonicon, and the

Orpheus-harmnnicon; and in the celebrated echo compo-
sition by Cherubini, the whole of these instruments arc

heard together.

BERLIN.

Konigliche Theater.—Cherubini's long-promised opera.

Lea Abcnctragea, has at length been produced, under the

direction of Spontini. This classical work was cast in a
very effective manner, and obtained the most Battering

reception.

• Not at all original. Handel once proposed to introduce artillery, to

be fired by a goed timeisl
;
but the fears of the Indies, who protested

against live new ioatrameoU, prevented his carrying the design into exe-

cution .—(Empluh Editor.)
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Konigstadt Theatre.—Two novelties have appeared

here, Auber's Fiorclia, and Der Waldfrevel, (The Dark
Deed of the Forest,) with music by Louis Robert. The
first piece abounds with melodies of a very pleasing kind,

and afforded Madlle. Bamberger a favourable opportunity

for displaying her talents to advantage. The opera

was well received. The accompaniments of this piece arc

of a very superior order, and possess uncommon truth

and vigour of expression.

The music of M. Robert's opera is not of the highest

order ; but it never offends by false pretension, and has

the merit of originality in the melodies.

Concerts .—One of the most interesting was that of

Kapellmeister J. N. Hummel, of Weimar, in which he

gave his new MS. concerto, in xk minor, a composition

full of striking and original effects. On the same occasion,

the Signora Tibaldi sung the national anthem of God eave

the King, in the style of Mad. Cotalani, and with a power
and truth of expression that called forth the most enthu-

siastic applause.

The anniversary of Beethoven's death was comme-
morated in a musical soiree, given by music-director

Moser, in which, among a variety of other pieces selected

from the works of the lamented composer, was given his

celebrated Marcia fvnebre, arranged for four voices by
the Chevalier von Seyfried, to appropriate words by the

poet Jeitteles. The effect was imposing in the extreme,

as was also that of a movement from one of his Quatuors,

arranged to words, entitled Beethoven's Heirngang,
(whence the Scotticism to gang home.)

LEIPSIC.

A grand new romantic opera has been produced here,

entitled Der Vampyr, the music from the pen of Heinrich

Marschner. It obtained the most flattering reception, and
has since continued to be performed to crowded houses.

On the first evening the overture was encored, and the

applause continued to increase till the close of the piece,

when the composer was called upon the stage to receive

the congralulatious of the audience. Mr. Marschner is

already known as the composer of two operas of consider-

able merit, Lucreiia and Der Hoizdub , (the Wood- stealer)

but in the present performance he has for surpassed his

former reputation. Several of the airs possess an original

character, and the concerted pieces shew the hand of u

master. An air and duet in the first act, and a romance and
duet in the second, are particularly mentioned, as well as

the highly characteristic music by which the uppearance
of the Vampire is depicted.

The following announcement has appeured here :

—

“ To be published by subscription, a complete Memoir of
W. A. Mozart, published under the auspices of his widow

;

consisting of original letters, and other documents, to-

gether with an account of all hitherto published respecting

him, engravings, fac-similes of music, Ac., by G. Nicolas
von Nisseu, councillor of slate, knight of the order of
Dannebrogk, Ac. Ac.

** Several persons have professed to write the life of
Mozart, but from the want of sufficient information, their

performances have necessarily been defective.
“ In order to supply the desideratum, and give the world

a full and authentic account of the life and works of this ex-

traordinary man, Councillor von Nisseu, the late husband of
Mozart's widow, collected materials from every authentic

source, and had just completed his task when he was
called away to another scene of existence. The present

work is the result of his labours, and cannot fail to prove

interesting to all the lovers of Mozart, as well as of the

art in general. Besides being assisted in his undertaking
by the widow of the great composer, and by all the meu
of consideration, literary, musical, and others, who had
the happiness of being acquainted with Mozart, he had
the good fortune to obtain possession of a collection of
the autograph letters ot Mozart, written principally be-
tween the years 1762 and 1787, which will be found to

convey a more complete picture of the genius and cha-

racter of the composer, than any before given to the

world. These docuracuts will present a perfect portrait of
Mozart, not only in his quality of composer, but also in

that of an affectionate sou, husband, and father.’*

PRAGUE.
During the present season, our theatre has produced
Auber's Leocadia and Le Macon, Kapellmeister Moser's
Madchenaus der Feenwelt, (Maiden from Fairy-land) and
the Axur of Salieri. In arranging the latter work for

this theatre. Kapellmeister Triebensee made some import-

ant changes, besides retouching and strengthening the

original accompaniment. Mr. Kainz, in the part of Axur,
and Mad. Ernst, in that of Aspasia, obtained deserved
applause ; the choruses also, which form an important
feature of the work, were given with correctness and
spirit, and the whole was received with unanimous ap-
plause.

The celebrated Mad. Devreint was also engaged during
the season, and besides delighting the public in Die
Schweizerfamitic, Der Freischutz, and La Dame, blanche

,

produced a deep impression in the part of Euryanthe, in

M. von Weber s opera of that name. The latter work
has not been performed here for some years, but as sung
by this excellent artist, the public appeared fully to ap-
preciate its merits, and have warmly called for its re-

petition.

CARLSRUHE.
On the birth-day of the (fraud Duke, a grand mass was
performed in the parish church of this town. It was a new
composition from the pen of music-director Brandell, and
entirely performed by the soldiers of the Grand Ducal
grenadier guard. A grand musical mass, with Latin text,

and with both the vocal and instrumental parts performed
by soldiers, is a novelty that .some years ago would have
been thought scarcely less than a miracle. We wish the
example were more generally followed. If the best voices

were . selected from military corps, and encouragement
held out for proficiency in vocal as well us instrumental

music, no doubt we should see the art cultivated among
this class of men.

NAPLES.
In spite of all that was trumpeted forth in the journals

relative to Pacini’s new opera, Gti Arabi nelle Gallic,

it was quickly consigned to the tomb of all the Capulets ;

and the old litany succeeded, Ricciardo and Cencrentola,

Cenerentola and Ricciardo; Barbiere di Sieiglia and
Donna del Logo ; Donna del I*ago and Barbiere di Sivig-

lia. At length, on the Queen’s birth-day, was produced
Pacini's new opera Margarita d'Anjou, a subject by
which he immediately placed himself in competition with
the author of II Crociato. Rut so complete was its failure,

that the old Rossinian litany was obliged to be recom-
menced the day follow ing. The very journals could make
nothing of this

;
one was obliged to confess, that, with

the exception of a masterly duet in the first act, the whole

U 2
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ofiera wa« a pitiable performance. The Milan gazette is

unusually laconic on this subject :
" This opera merely

went into the scent, e basta cos't? Another journal, which

deals largely in hyperbole, concludes with the following

remarkable sentence :
*4 It must be allowed that the

music of this composer requires to be frequently heard in

order to be duly appreciated. The value of a composition

can rarely be appreciated at u single hearing, especially

token the mutic is true to the force and meaning of the

word*?* There is only one critic who takes up the

defence of this work, and it is hinted that the said critic

is no less a person than the composer himself. After

throwing the onus of the failure upon the performers, and

pointing out a long list of excellencies, lie concludes with

the follow ing piece of naivete ;
“ In a word, we do not

think Pacini ever in his life composed a better opera :

n—

u

truism in which it is impossible not fully to acquiesce.

MILAN.

Tup. famous Paganini lately gave two concerts in the

Scala, which were erowdedly attended. By way of novelty,

he treated his hearers to a Honda obligato ad un campa-

nula; the secret of this was, that some one tinkled a hell

in the orchestra, which he imitated with his violin, a feat

which, on cerlain persons in the front seats in the pit.

seemed to produce the ellect of enchantment, but which

the more rational part of the audicuce regarded as a trick

altogether unworthy of u greut artist. It was observed

that he did not on this occasion display the same rapidity

of execution as formerly, and that in order to produce

these extraordinary tours dc force

,

he has sacrificed much
|

of his former sweetness and purity of tone. Be this us it

may, in point of execution, Paganini certainly stands un-

rivalled, hut in the cantabile he is surpassed by almost

every violinist of any eminence.

[The unnexed program shews the slate of the reigning

musical taste in Italy.]

Milan,—A public concert wus lately given here for the

benefit of Mad. Lalandc, consisting of the following pieces.

1st Pa«t-

1. Duetto. Sipnori Biondini Rod Marani, 41 D' un bell'iuo

de Turchiu '* (U Tarev in Italia) ... Kouim.
it. Aria, Signors Cortiella . . . ' . Nicoust.

3 Quintette, Signore lalandc and Corbella, Signori Rein*,

Biottdiiu, and Marant..... Gdguelmi.
4. Duello, Signor e Signora Rein* » • • . Ro**i*i.

6. Cavatina, Signora I .aland* ...» Ftoaio.

2nd Pair.

1. Cavatina, Sig. Biondtni, u Quanto c dolcc,
M (Camilla

)

Para.

2. Duetto. Signora Inland* and Sig.Bio»diai,‘‘Con paiicnxa" Fioravanti.

3. Aria, Siguor Reina. (Zrlmira) Roasts i.

•1. Duetto. Signora Corbella and Signor M Irani, '* Non temer, into bcl

cadetlo," ...... Mkrcadantx.
5. Variazioni, (vocatc) Signora Lalande . . . Donizetti.

FLORENCE.
Thk following extract is from the Gazzctta di Firenze, of

the 22d of last month.
“ Two Accadcmie (Concerts) of vocal and instrumental

music were given on the 10th and 17th of the present

month, by his Excellency Lord Burghersli.
•• Without repeating what wc have before had occasion

to say relative to the magnificence, and exquisite taste

tor which this personage distinguishes himself, in the

frequent entertainments which he gives to ail the distin-

guished company of this place, wc cannot let the present

opportunity pass, without giving language to the feelings

manifested by the auditory assembled at these musical

soirees. The music was selected from two works,
composed by Lord Burghersli, the one already known,
called L'Eroe di Lan castro, the other entitled II Torneo.

The audience, while they commended his Excellency for

the noble passion that leads him to encourage the fine

arts, and particularly that of music, not only by his gene-
rous protection, but also by his illustrious example, were
unanimous in their exultation at the successful result.

They were equally warm in their praises of the happy
inclination that leads this illustrious diplomatist so

nobly to employ his leisure, and of the talent that

shines forth in such labours. In these compositions

are recognized not only the regular forms of art, but
also the living features of genius; and the delight of
the friends of the fine arts is great in proportion as

it is consoling and glorious for them to see, that

genius, though sometimes obliged to descend into the

obscurity of the lowly cottage, is also seen at times,

with an honour to which it is entitled, dwelling amidst
the splendour of golden palaces. Several pieces of the

music in question produced so deep an impression, that

no one could refrain from hursting into prolonged ap-
plauses

;
among others we cannot refrain from mentioning

a scena and quartette with chorus taken from the opera
of L'Eroe di Lancaslro . To the words, Di guerra il

Nume, Jlardi . invocatc, $pc. t there is a harp accompani-
ment of so ingenious a kind, and a melody so full of
expression, that it drew forth a burst of enthusiasm.
“ The execution of this music was intrusted to dif-

ferent professors and dilettanti of note, as well of our
city as of English visitants. The harps were fourteen in

number, and played by as many young ladies. The
choruses were sustained by no less than forty noble
ladies, who were arrayed in dresses of a uniform and
beautiful kind, and their hair adorned with wreaths of
white flowers. They were formed into a line, and oc-

cupied the front of that part of the hull which was
formed into a kind of temporary theatre, and presented
a most beautiful spectacle, certainly unrivalled in any
theatre. AH the distinguished persons of the city were
assembled at these A academic, where they were served
with abundant refreshments. The first concert was
rendered more particularly attractive, by being honoured
with the presence of the Dowager Grand Duchess Maria
Ferdiuanda.”

The Siege de Corinthe of Rossini (.Maometto Secondo)
was performed for the first time here, at the Pergola, on
the 15th of March, and met with no success. The praises
bestowed on it by the French journals, led the critics to
expect something superior to the Gazza Ladra, the Se-
miramide, and oilier great works of the master. Deceived
in their hopes, the Florentines were insensible to the
beauties which the opera does really present. Such is the
effect of excessive praise

!

A new performer, Signor Gaetano Fiando, once an
fclfeve of our conservatory, has surprised the Milanese by
his execution on the double bass of four strings, of an
adagio and a rondo, with orchestral accompaniments, in

a concert given at the Tealro Grande: all agree in saying,

that it is impossible to draw, from so gigantic an instru-

ment, sounds more agreeable than ure produced from it

by this artist, who seems destined to become the suc-

cessor of Dragon etti.

MODENA.
Two sisters, Teresa and Margheritu Donelli, have for

some time past divided the favour of this place. They are
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natives of Reggio, and are indebted for their musical edu-

cation to the liberality of the Duke, They made their

d6bftt in Rossini’s early opera Edoardo e Christina , and

acquitted themselves in a manner to merit general satis-

faction.

TREVISO.

Giovanni Bf.llio, a young composer, has produced a new
opera for the theatre of this place, entitled Bianco e

Fernando. Report speaks highly of this production,

which is said to rank the composer far above his brethren

of the day

—

imitatores, tervum peats. The subject of the

piece, which is also said to be good, is from the pen of the

author of La Donna Caritea.

MOSCOW.
The Italian opera maintains its ground here with conside-

rable spirit ; the leader and director is Signor Morini, a

man of enterprise, ami not deficient in talent. The com-

pany has several effective members, particularly in the

Signora Anti and Madame Tegil, and in Messieurs

Peruzzi, Monuri, and Tosi. Most of the operas given are

those of Rossini. 'Hie ballet, however, engrosses the

greatest degree of interest, and the management lend

themselves to the predominant taste. The ballet of

Hercules, with some excellent music by M. Sor, and in

which his wife is principal dancer, is a splendid jxfoduc-

tion of the kind ; as is also Die drey Git riel (the Russian

Cinderella), composed by the dancer Gluschkowsky. But

we particularly mention it on account of the excellent

music composed for it by Kapellmeister Schulz ; the over-

ture is of n highly original character, and the whole
possesses great beauty and spirit The latter gentleman is

leader of the imperial orchestra, and a man of ac-

knowledged tulent.

Among artists of eminence here we would particularize

M. v. Lwow, son of the general of that name, >1.

Semcunof, eminent proficients on the violin, and Count
Mathew Wiclhorsky on the violoncello.

The celebrated pianist, Field, has determined to return

to England, his native country, after a residence of twenty-

five years in Russia. He first goes to Petersburg. It

is not known whether be will at once embark there for his

place of destination, or travel through Germany, and give

concerts on his journey.

MADRID.
Tut King has granted the licence of the Italian theatre to

three great commercial houses of this capital. One of the

party has set out for Italy and France to engage perfor-

mers. The troupe already consists of Galli, primo buffo,

and Mademoiselle Albini, prima donna. Adelc Cesare and
Clelia Dc Velo will take the parts of primi musici and prime
donne contralto ; and a new singer, Josephine Spontoni,
of w hom great hopes are eutertained, is to perform as prima
donna alternately with Mademoiselle Albini. Hie tenors

are Jean Lombardi and Ignace Pasini, and the second
buffo is Renetti. M. Camicer is appointed director.

PARIS.
In the first Concert Spirituel, M. Sebastiani, principal

clarinet to the king of Naples, was heard for the first time
publicly in this city, and possesses talent of a high order,

lie ring* well on his instrument, overcomes difficulties

without labour, and has much vigour. His manner does
not resemble that of llncrmanu, nor (the German school

;

but in his style he is effective.

It is impossible to imagine anything worse than the

concertos for violin and violoncello performed by the

MM. Bohrcr, in this concert. Modulations incompre-
hensible, airs and passages old and feeble, exhibited these

artists in anything rather than favourable colours. One is

surprised at the want of variety and the coldness of M. A.
Hohrer. HU brother, M. Max. Bohrer, has not lost any
of his talent, but he would have been better appreciated

had he displayed it in a concerto of Romberg.
Selections from a symphony by M. Scheitzhoeffer

opened the second concert, in which was much to admire,

particularly in the minuet
M. Liszt played the rondo of Hummel’s concerto, a

great deal too quick. This composition, barren in melody
and in fancy, was deprived of sonic orchestral effects which
it possesses, by the rapidity of its performance. What
pity it is that, gifted as M. Liszt is with talents natural and
rare, he should employ them only in trying to astonish by
mere sleight-of-liand tricks

!

The Leipsic Musical Gazette of last month, in its corre-

spondent's account of the state of music in Italy, has the

following short but pointed remark, which appears to drop
in quite incidentally :

—

“ But why should wc any longer wonder at the present

rank assigned to Pacini here [the account is from Naples],

when we read in an English musical journal, that in one of

the Royal Academy concerts, this composer is made to

take his place, tout bonnement
,
between Handel and

Mozart!—See Harmonicon fur July, 1827, page 146.”

What the Italian critic observes, through tile medium of
the well-known German journal, seems just; but wc hope
that he did not overlook our remarks, from both or either of
which he will discover, as well as in many other parts of

the Harmonicon, what our opinion is of Pacini’s composi-
tions.

The Academic Concerts were under the management of

a number of yielding amateurs, who allowed the singers to

name their own songs ; and we need not tell the Neapoli-
tan critic, that, whenever a performer is permitted to select,

the chances are ten to one that the choice will fall on
something of an inferior kind. Madume Pasta is remark-
able for this; except “Ombra adorntu!" and one or two
other tilings, that otherwise charming artiste has seldom
been known to sing, voluntarily, music that has any cluim

to the notice of real judges, or even lovers, of the vocal

art.

In a word, we in England spoil foreign singers; and
they, in return, try to spoil us. They succeed with a por-

tion of that small circle called the fashionable world, but
they do not vitiate the taste ofsensible people ; the Ancient
and Philharmonic concerts, and the various music meetings
all over the country, bear honourable testimony to this fact.

We trust, therefore, that the correspondent of the Lcipatc

Musical Gazette will do us the justice not to suppose that

the English, as a nation, admire the miserable imitators

of the worst features in Rossini's compositions. Wc know
how to value the works of the great musicians of Italy, and
therefore cannot be brought to approve the ephemeral pro-

ductions of those who wouki never be endured, but for

that restless desire of novelty which so commonly haunts
persons who either have no true taste tor music, or, by
indulging to satiety in its pleasures, have always a craving

after something new'.
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a»tnrflt Conmte.

The Benefit Concerts of last season were, most of them,

remarkably successful; this year, up to the 24th of May,

only two or three have been attendee! by any profit : most

have only just covered their expenses, and some have in-

volved a loss.

Mr. LINDLErS,
At the Argyll Room*, Friday, 18/A April.

The overtures to the Zauberftote and Figaro were given

by a most efficient band. Mr. Lindley played a new
fantasia of his own composition, in an admirable manner;
and, together with his son and Dragonetti, Corelli’s favorite

trio. Mr. W. Lindley performed, with Mr. Mori, a double

concerto for violin and violoncello. Mr. Cramer played,

for the first time, his fantasia. The hank* of the Lijfiry.

Mr. Spagnoletti led, aud Sir G. Smart conducted.

M. MOSCHELE8*.
At the Argyll Rooms, Monday, 21*/ April.

This was the fullest concert that the season has hitherto

produced : every corner was crowded, almost to suffocation.

Even the band were obliged to admit as many of the com-
pany among them as could find places. There were, it was
said, more belles than bow* in the orchestra. And such

was the fact. Madlle. Sontag was the attraction though
there was an abundance of other good things to draw an

audience,—M. Moscheles* sestetfo, his Anticipations of
Scotland, and his joint arrangement of La SentinelU,

among the number. To which must be added, Lubarre's

harp solo, and Vogt's fantasia,

—

the fantasia. Madlle.

Sontag sung the Serna ed Aria, composed for her by
Mercodante, and executed it exceedingly well

;
particularly

as an apology had been made for her on the ground of ill-

ness. We must not omit mentioning an heroic ballad,
“ The Tourney,” composed for Mr. Braham, by Mr.
Moscheles, and now performed for the first time, with ap-

plause. Mr. P. Cramer led, and Sir G. Smart conducted.

Mr. and Mrs. W. KNYVETTS,
At the Hanover Square Rooms, Friday, 25/A April.

All the strength of the Ancient Concert, both vocal and
instrumental, assisted on this occasion, and a very charm-

ing concert was produced. Mrs. W. Knyvett sang much,
in that chaste, unpretending manner, in the pure English

style, which much pleased the real lovers ofunsophisticated

song, in despite of the exclusive preference which it is just

now the fashion to give to foreign vocalists. Some good
compositions by Mr. W. Knyvett were produced; but, we
regret to add, to a small audience. Mr. F. Cramer led,

and Mr. Grcatorex conducted.

MADEMOISELLE SONTAG’S,
Argyll Rooms, Wednesday Morning, 30/A April.

Or course this was not merely full, but a crowd, and of

fashionable company. Madlle. Sontag sang the aria com-
posed for her by Mercadante, “ Horisoluto,’ and the sceno,
“ Wie nahte mir der Schlummer,’* from Der Freischutz.

The latter was delightfully performed. The former is a

poor affair, though it was well Bung. M. Pixis played some
variations on Rossini's “ Ecco ridento il cielo," and a

grand march for two piano-fortes, in which he was joined by
M. Moschrles. Of his style we shall hereafter have a bet-

ter opportunity of judging accurately. An overture by A.
Romberg, and a fantasia for the oboe by M. Vogt, were
the only instrumental pieces. M. Spngnolctti led, and
Sir G. Smart conducted.

MISS HINCKESMAN’S,
Willis's Rooms, Thursday , Is/ May.

This was a most extraordinary concert. The apologies
for absences were almost as numerous an the singers, and
scarcely one thing seemed to be in its proper place. The
whole presented a scene of confusion thut made us pity

the fair lady who had assembled so motley a collection of
music and performers.

Mr. GREATOREX 8,

Hanover Square Rooms, Friday, 2nd May.
A selection, in which wus much good music. Gluck's

Overture to Tphigenia, and Rossini's to La Gazzu Ladra,
were well performed. Mr. Weichsel played a pot-pourri of
his own most delightfully on the violin

; and Mr. Nichol-
son a fantasia in a very brilliant muiiner on the flute.

Mad. Pasta sang, for the nineiy-uiulh time, “ Ah ! come
rapida,” and, with Miss Wilkinson, the as-often- repeated
duet, “ Dunque, mio ben.’’ Mid. Carudori gave a charm-
ing song by Sacchini ; and then the eternal “ Coil Pali-

enza” with Sig. De Begins. Mr. Braliarn sang ** Gentle
Airs” most beautifully ; and, with Mr. Phillips, that very
pleasing old English duet, “ As I saw fair Clora.” Miss
Stephens’s song, by Dr. Cooke, was sweetly executed, aud
Miss Wilkinson gave the fine, sacred air of Pergolesi, '* Oh
Lord ! have mercy,” with gTeat feeling and judgment.
Mr. F. Cramer led, and Mr. Greatorex conducted.

THE Messrs. CRAMERS*.
At the Hanover-Square Rooms, Monday, blh May.

Mb. Cramer performed his Reminiscences of England9 , for

the first time, with much appluuse. He also played a
duet of Moscheles with his niece. Miss Cramer, daughter
of F. Cramer, a young lady with a brilliant finger, and con-
siderable power of execution

; and a concertino
, in which

that taste, so entirely his own, declared the authors
name without having recourse to the card. Mr. F. Cra-
mer, in the obbligato violin to Martini’s fourth concerto,

showed us, that what is really good in music, as in moat
other things, is not confined to time or place. M.Vogt gave
the fantasia—(how often will he have performed this ere

he quits us)—for the oboe ; and the two Lindley*, with

Dragonetli, performed the trio of Corelli. Miss Marian
Cramer, another daughter of F. Cramer, made her first ap-

pearance in public, in “ Sul'aria,** with Mad. Caradori

;

and in Rossini's “ Cara adorata.” Her voice is musical,

though at present not powerful, and her intonation is

pure ; but she was too much under the influence of feelings

which a deb fit must excite in a delicate female mind, to

enable us to form a decided opinion of her qualifications

from this essay. The leader was Mr. F. Cramer, and the

conductor Mr. Cramer.

Mrs. ANDERSON’S,
At the Argyll Rooms , Wednesday Morning, 1th May.

Mas. Andehson performed a concerto by Hummel, and

the concertante by the same, of which the popular French

air. La Sentinelled, is the foundation, in a brilliant man-
ner. Mori played some variations and Nicholsou a solo.

Mad. Caradori sang the scene of Nicolini, " II braccio mio

eonquise,” and the duet “ Con Patienza snpportiumo.” If

she were as tired of these things as her hearers ure, she

would give them a little repose ! Miss Stephens did sing

something not worn quite threadbare,—Weber’s last com-

position, “ From Chindara’s warbling fount," and has our

thanks. Leader, M. Spagiuiletti : Conductor, SirG. Smart,

* Sn out Review of this composition, in No. 4, New Srriw, of the

llartnoaicoD. t Published iu our present dumber.
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Mr. VAUGHAN'S,
At the Hanover-square Room*, Friday, 9th May.

Mr. Vauouan, who lias not yet quite recovered his voice,

sang nothing singly in this concert ; hut much in conjunc-

tion with Mr. and Mrs. Kuyvelt, Bellamy, Sale, und Taylor.

Mcsdumes Stockhausen anil Caradori, together with Zu-
chelli, assisted ; and Miss Stephens, in a Scottish air, pro-

duced a powerful effect Mr. Cramer played his Fantasia

on the piano-forte
; and Mr Mori his on the violin. Mr.

F. Cramer and Mr. Greuturex were leader and conductor.

SIGNOR DE BEGNIS’S,

At the Argyll Rooms, Monday Morning, 12/A May,

All the foreign singers, except Madlle. Sontag, and two

or three English, forming a wonderful vocal battery

,

at-

tended on this occasion. The concert, therefore, was an

interesting one, and rendered particularly so by the per-

formance of Madame de Begnis, who has not been heard

since the year 1823. She sang with Signor de Beguis,

Mercadante’s duet, 44 Non temer. mio be! cadetto," and
the air “ Batti, batti,” in both of which she shewed that

however she may have suffered in her vocal organ, her

taste is unimpaired. After all that has been heard, after

the nauseous praises that have been heaped on other

singers lately, it was truly delightful to hear a performer

of whom it would l»c difficult to speak in terms too lauda-

tory. Her voice has certainly lost all its clearness, but

this is only a temporary evil we hope ; her style, however,

is, of course, unimpaired : and as some singers reconcile

us to a bad manner by the beauty of voice, so Madame de

Begnis reconciles us to a voice under the influence of

some local disease, by the perfection of her taste. M. de

Beriot, and Signor Puzzi, played solos, and Signor Pis-

trucci improvised. M. Spagnoletti led, and Sir G. Smart
conducted.

SIGNOR T. ROVEDINO’S,
Argyll Rooms, Tuesday Morning, 13/A May.

A scena drarmnalica, by Mr. Rovedino, was performed for

the first time; a young lady, his pupil, made her debut,

and Mr. Moscheles played his British Grenadier Concerto.

Most of the usual singers attended, who sung most of Uie

usual things.

Mr. CIPRIANI POTTER’S,

At the Argyll Rooms, Wednesday Morning, 14/A May.

Part of a good symphony, a clever concerto A la chasse,

and a nmdo, A la mildaire, by Mr. Potter, none of which

had ever been heard in public, were performed with good
effect on this occasion. Messrs. Oury and Nicholson

played solos on the violin and flute; and Miss Stephens,

Mad. Caradori, Sig. Br&mhilla, with Curium. De Beguis,

and Pellegrini, formed the vocal strength. Mr. Spagno-
letti and Mr. Potter led and conducted.

Mr. NICHOLSON’S,
At the Argyll Rooms, Friday Morning, 16/A May.

There was an abundance of performers at this concert,

who sang and played some good music. M. De Beriot,

M. Vogt, and Sig. Puzzi, much distinguished themselves,

and Mr. Nicholson himself never was heard to greater

advantage. Mesdames Schulz, Stockhausen, Puzzi, with
Mr. Braham, Sig. Curioni, Begrcz, De Bcgnis, Ac. all

contributed their vocal talents. Spagnoletti and Mori
alternately led, and Sir G. Smart conducted.

Mr. BELLAMY'S,
At the Hanover Square Rooms, Friday , 16/A May.

There was some agreeable singing In this concert, parti-

cularly Mrs. W. Knyvett’s Scottish air,
44 And ye shall

walk
;

* Vaughan’s 44
Softly sweet in Lydian measures,"

—

beautifully accompanied by Lindlcv ; and Dr. Callcott’s
" Angel of life,” sung by Mr. Bellamy. M. De Beriot
performed a violin concerto admirably, und Mrs. Anderson
played the Rondo Brillante of Hertz. Miss Stephens,
Mr. Phillips, Mad. Caradori, Sigra. Brambilla, and others,

contributed their tulents on the occasion ; and two orches-
tral pieces, the Occasional Overture

,
and that to Anacreon

,

were well performed.

Mr. SPAGNOLETTI S

At the Argyll Rooms, Monday, 19/A May.

All the performers of the King’s Theatre, Madle. Sontag
excepted,—who ought to have sung for the leader—con-
tributed to this concert ; together with many others. Mr.
Spagnoletti played au elegant Tana, with variations

composed by himself ; and his pupil, young Mawkes,
performed a concerto with amazing force and accuracy.
Mod. Pasta sung an aria by Pacini

,

and with Mad. Puzzi,
a duet of Mercadante. Mad. Caradori selected the object
of Pasta's daily und nightly choice, 44 Ah ! come rapida;’’
so there are hopes that if the latter should at length become
tired of it, there is another to take it up : no matter hovtr

tired the public may be. Mad. Schulz sang “ PartO !**

from Tilo , exceedingly well, and was admirably accom-
panied on the clarionet, by the unequalled Willmun. Mr.
Spagnoletti led for himself, and Mr. Potter conducted.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC.

Oi» Thursday, May 1st, a Morning Concert, by the pupils
of this establishment, was given in the H anover-square
Rooms. Haydn’s 7th grand symphony, and the overture
to Der Freischutz were performed : the latter proved rather
beyond the powers of so young a band. A solo on th©
violin, by Lofont, executed by T. Mawkes, made us re-

gret that so clever a performer had not better music to

exercise his talents on. Miss North played a movement
from a piano-forte concerto by Hummel, tolerably well.

Dr. Crotch’s beautiful quartet, 44 Lo ! star-led chiefs,"

was very successful. So were 44 Di tanti pulpit i,” by
Miss Childe, and u duet of Rossini, by Messrs. Spagnoletti
and Seguin. Miss Lloyd sang 44 What though I trace,"

in a respectable manner, so far as her own exertions were
concerned, but it was too evident that she had been taught
this divine song by some master who has but a very im-
perfect notion of the style of music. We would fain

inquire who it is that is charged in this scademy with the

department of what may be called the English school of
singing—the school, in fact, of Handel ?* Greatly as
we admire the Italian style on the Italian stage, we yet

know how to appreciate other schools ; our own among
the number. Persuaded that at least one of the friends

of this institution—a great dignitary, and a director of
the Ancient concerts— thinks and feels as we do on the
present subject, we venture to hope that his Grace will

bestow a few minutes of his valuable time in looking into

a matter that must, to a certain degree, interest every
patriotic Englishman who is an admirer of the vocal art
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144 THE DRAMA.

Cbe JBrama.

Kino’s Thratbk.

On Thursday the 1st of May, Madame Cnradori took her

benefit at this theatre, on which occasion she chose the

Don Giovanni of Mozart, a work which stands in the same
relation, in point of merit, to other operas, as the Iliad does

to other epic poems.
This chef ifcntvre of the greatest dramatic composer

that ever lived, always draws a full house ; hut on the

present occasion, in addition to the many who attended in

compliment to the deservedly high character held by the

lady who was to reap the profits of the night, the up]iear-

ance of Mademoiselle Son tug, in a new part, and a serious

one too, attracted vast numbers ; so that every lw>x was en-

gaged long before the evening arrived, und every seat in

the pit was filled an hour before the curtain rose.

The opera was thus cast :

—

// (\,mmrndtiijrr

Dvnna E/eira

Lcporr/fo Signor Pellegrini.

Zer/tmn Madame Caradori.

Mainto Signor Porto.

It ia almost needless to say, that the great object of curi-

osity was the new prima donna. It was generally thought

that she would not he able to sustain the character chosen

by her, either as singer or actress ; the last especially :—that

she would overwhelm the airs by ornaments, and freeze the

scene by coldness. But she can l>e charged with neither,

for it would have been impossible to execute the music in a

more correct, chaste manner ; and the action, though it

mpiired to be animated by much more passion than the

performer did, or perhaps could, throw into it, yet it was not

entirely devoid of warmth, and shewed more feeling than we
anticipated. The first duet, that fine hurst of grief,

“ Fuggi ! crudele, filggi l” promised at its opening to ex-

cite the sympathy of the whole audience, hut the feebleness

of the Ottavio checked the exertion of his mistress, and

diffused a chill over the whole scene. The recitative, de-

scribing the assault made by Don Giovanni, wanted spirit,

certainly ; but what lady could relate such wrongs with

proper emotion, to a lover who heard them like a stoic?

—

The suceeding aria, however, “Or sai chi Y onore,” was ex-

ceedingly well sung. So was that exquisitely beautiful

composition in the second uet, “ Non mi dir, bell* idol

mio. In each of these, the last particularly, w as plenty of

opportunity for both the flexibility and compass of Made-
moiselle Sonlag's voice to display itself; and she profited

by the pdvantage offered.

Upon the whole, then, wc were much more pleased with

this lady as Donna Anna than wc expected to be, for we
were prepared lor a downright failure. But at -the same
time we must acknowledge that, iu our opinion, the part

has been better performed here, in every respect, except

as regards voice.

It is not likely that we shall ever see the part of the hero

of the drama acted with the ability that Ambrogetti threw

into it ; hut Zuchelli sings it admirably ; and his action is

very respectable.

Zerlina is not a character exactly suited to Madame
Caradori, though she sings the delicious air, “ Uutti, batti,”

in a very engaging manner. Pellegrini’s LeporeUo is well

conceived, but wants physical force, his deficiency in which
is strongly felt in the concerted pieces. And we take this

opportunity of saying that the quartet, sestet, and finale.

are all sacrificed now for want of equally capable singers.
What com)>osit ions to be lost

!

Porto’s Masetto is a chequered performance
; some of

it is praiseworthy, but where he attempts to be absolutely
droll, he leaves us hopeless. We all remember Angrisani
in this part!—we likewise recollect him as the Statue; his
fine, sonorous voice is still sounding in our ears: but
" what a falling off is here!

1*—the man of marble has now
no more voice than his fellow-creatures in Westminster
Abbey; and because he cannot be heard, it is this season
ruled, that the sublime accompuuiment of the tromboucs
shall be rendered almost equally weak, by being torn out
of the orchestra, and thrown to the back of the stage!

Spirit of Mozart !—but we will not apostrophize. How-
ever, before we quit the subject, we must express our
regret at the change of time, that is, of movement, which
many of the pieces have undergone this season: nearly
half of them are performed so slow us to drag al>omiimb)v;
though we are by no means friendly to the prevailing taste

for tlie prestissimo.

On the 10th of May, La Donna del Lago wras revived ;

Elena, M affile. Sou tag ; Malcolm, Mad. Schutz
;

Uberio,
Curium ; Roderigo, Zuchelli ; Douglass

,

Porto. This, as
a performance, was quite a failure. The concerted pieces,

and the chorusses more especially, were cruelly slaughtered.
On the 1 oth Mad. Pasta’s Inmefit took place, when Otello

was performed, the characters being thus allotted:

—

OtcUo Madam* Paata.

Signor ZuchcUi.
Rofteriyo Signor Curioni.

E/miro ... .... Signor Porto.

DesHemona Mademoiselle SonUf.
Emilia Madame Cutell.

We were so badly situated for seeing and hearing this

opera, on the above occasion, and as it has not been given
since, we must defer speaking of it in detail, till after

Madlle. Sonlag's night, when it will be repeuted. We can
only say, generally, what will be immediately understood
by all musicians, und assented to hv most, that a tenor part

sung an octave higher, must overturn much of the har-

mony, and render a great deal of it faulty ; and that when
a base voice has a tenor part given to it, the changes must
be numerous, and the consequences often highly injurious

to effect. Such was the case, in the present instance: Mad.
Pasta sang an octave above the notes, und Zuchelli was
obliged to contrive, in the best way he could, to excuctc

what was at least five notes too high for his voice.

THE ORATORIOS.
On Saturday the 24th, being Whitsun Eve, selections of

music, under the name of Oratorio, were performed at the

King's Theatre, on account of the lessees, und ut Drury
Lane, on Mr. Bishop’s account. Two attempts of this

kind have, within a few years, been made at the former,

and both have failed. Tlie present speculation did not

pay the expenses; and so woefully ill was the organ part

of the business managed, that in obedience to the loud

demands of the pit, that instrument was silenced. The
whole was an ill-conducted affair ; and it is impossi-

ble to let this performance pass without condemning the

policy of opening the Italian theatre, and producing the

Italian performers, to a three-and-sixpenny pit, and a

two-shilling gallery.

Drury Dane was full in every part: the selection in-

cluded many fine compositions, and the whole went off

much to the satisfaction of the audience, and profitably

for the manager.
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MEMOIR OF F. J. GOSSEC.

Francois Joseph Gossec, Member of the Academic des

Benux-Arts, and Professor of Composition in the Aca-

demic Royal e de Musique, was born at Verges, a small

village in Hainaut, about the year 1733. It is remarkable

that some of the best musicians of the French school

should have been Belgians. In them may be said to have

revived the ancient masters of that renowned Flemish

school, which flourished in the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries.

At the age of seven he was admitted into the choir of

the cathedral of Antwerp, where he received his first mu-
sical instructions, though of an imperfect kind. He has

been heard to declare, that he was himself his own master,

and that, in all his first studies, he took nature only for

his guide. Hare indeed is it that she produces such apt

scholars, and that the study of the scores of great masters

is of itself sufficient to bring talents to perfection, lie

also suffered another privation, never having enjoyed the

advantage of visiting Italy, aud maturing his taste in its

different schools.

In 1751, he came to Paris, being then in his eighteenth

year, and has ever since fixed his residence in this capital.

His first dhbfn was at the house of M. de la Popeliniere,

where he led the orchestra, under the immediate superin-

tendence of the celebrated Rameau, lie afterwards acted

in the same capacity under the Prince Condtb for whose
company he composed several little operas, and whose
esteem he enjoyed.

In 1770, M. Gossec founded the Concert des Amateurs,

which afterwards attained such celebrity, and of which the

well-known Chevalier Saint Georges was several years

leader.

In 1773, he became, in conjunction with Gavinifes and
Le Due the elder, director of the Concert Spirituel ; a post

which was taken from him in 1777, in order to be bestowed

as a favour upon a singer of the Academic de Musique,
,

named Legros,—an act of injustice, which was generally
j

reprobated.

In 1784, the direction of the School of Singing and I

Declamation, founded by the Baron de Breteuil, was con-

fided to him: a situation in which he acquitted himself to

the entire satisfaction of his patron.

The reputation acquired by M. Gossec obtained him, at

the period of the French revolution, the situation of Di-

rector to the Band of the National Guard. In this capacity

he composed several symphonies and other compositions,

for wind instruments, together with several hymns, which
|

were performed on occasions of public festivity. Among
other pieces is cited, with admiration, a hymn, beginning

Pcre de f universe, mpretne intelligence;—

the rondo of the Le Camp de Grand-Pre , of which the fol-

lowing is the burden :

—

Si vout aimer U dai>‘e,

Vend, accaurez Sous,

Bui re du vin de France,

Et denser tree notu j

—

and the Marche Funebre, executed in the Champ dc Mars,

July, 1828.

in 1791, to the memory of the brave who perished at

Nancy.
In the year 1795, a law having been passed for or-

ganising a Conservatory of Music, Gossec was choseu,
conjointly with Mehul and Cherubini, Inspector of the
establishment, and Professor of Composition ; Cate), his

principal pupil, being at the same time named Professor of
Harmony. The highest culogiuin that can be passed upon
the method of instruction followed by M. Gossec, is to
state the fact, that utmost all the great prizes for compo-
sition were gained by his pupils.

In 1811, though then in his 78th year, Gossec still pre-
served all the vigour and freshness of youth, os well in his

instructions us in his compositions. A friend, who paid
him a visit at this period, found hiui busily engaged in the
composition of a Te Deumt which, he observed, was to

console him for the loss of one he had formerly composed,
and which had enjoyed great celebrity in iu day.

Upon the death of his friend and fellow-labourer, Mt-liul,

in 1817, Gossec assisted at (he funeral service; hut, when
asked to accompany the body to the Pere la Chaise, he
whispered in his friend’s ear—" No t excuse ine ; 1 should
be giving Dcutli a hint to think of roe.”

The veteran still continues to live iu the midst of music
and musicians, and is as zealous as ever in all that regards

its interests. Not a day of his life passes, without his

visiting the Opera Coinique. Last year, as he was hob-
bling to his favourite place of amusemeut, he was seized

with a sudden weakness, and fainted in the street. Some
passers by hastened to his assistance, and, upon his return-

ing to himself, inquired where he wished to be takeu?
The reply was—“To the Opera Comique.”
The compositions of M. Gossec are numerous, and in

various styles, lie has produced a great deal for the

theatres ; but he has bceu less successful iu drmnutic
than in sacred music.

The following is a list of his works

MUSIC FOR TIIE THEATRE.

(For Ihe Comidie I(alienae)

.

In 1 7G6, Le Faux Lord; and Let Pickeun,

In 1767, Toinon et Toinelte ; Le Double Dcguiscment, &c.

(For the Academic de Muzique)

:

In 1773, Sabinas, a tragic opera
;
tin words by Chabanon.

In 1 775, Alexis et Daphne ; Philemon et Baucis ; Ilylas et

Sylvie

:

operas of the pastoral kind
;
the poetry by

Chabanon, Maogris, and Rodion.

In 1 778, La File du Village

;

the words by Desfontaines.

In 1782, Le Thhie of Qumnult.

In 1 786, Rosins ; the words by Gersain.

After the year 1789, lie gave Le Camp de Grand-Pre ; La
Reprise de Toulon , &c.

Several unpublished operas remain in his possession. Among
others a grand opera, entitled Nilocrit, the subject of which is

in the style of Semiramt.

X
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146 REMARKS ON THE PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY.

ciiirncii music.

Gossec composed a great number of motets ami masses,
aud among others, a Mass for the Dead, in 1760 ; the
latter was engraved, but singular as it may appear, the
plates were stolen from the engraver, and never afterwards
heard of ; a TV Dtum, the copy of which the composer
had also the misfortune to lose

; a second Tc Oeum, com-
posed in 1811 ; and, in 1780, an O Salutari* Hottia, for
three voices, without accompaniment. The anecdote rela-

tive to this celebrated composition deserves to be recorded.

M. de la Salle, secretary of the Opera, had a country-
house at Chetvevifcres, a village near Sceaux, where he
frequently invited the artists of the Opera. Tile curate of
the place would frequently join the party, and on one oc-
casion when Gossec and Messieurs Lais, Cheron and
Rousseau, singers of the Opera, were present, he begged
the latter to oblige him by singing something on occasion
of the festivity of the patron saint of the village, which
was that day celebrated. “ With all my heart/* said Lais,
**

if Gossec will but give us something of his own to
aing.” Gossec accepted the challenge, and calting for
some music paper, wrote, while the parties were at break-
fast, his O Salutari t Hottia. It was a moment of inspi-

ration, and this admirable composition fell glowing from
his pen. He got the three singers to rehearse it offhand,
and in less than two hours it was sung in the church, to
the great wonder and delight of the good curate and his

parishioners. The singers brought hack the unecdote to

Paris ; the amateurs were all anxiety to hear the composi-
tion, and a few days after it was performed on the octave
of Corpus Christi, and afterwards crowned with complete
success at the Concert Spirit ucl.

Wr

e must not omit to notice the Trio from the Mass
for the Dead, executed at the Conservatory, in 1807, and
received with enthusiasm. It is a composition conceived
with great power, and executed with corresponding energy,
and yet produced by great simplicity of means. 'Hie subject
la wrought upon a ground l»ass. but conducted with such
art, that neither the melody, the expression, nor the free-

dom of the modulations suffer the least constraint.

In the second volume of Latrobe's Sacred Mutir, is a
beautiful movement from the same mass, beginning Pie
Jeiu.

It may be added, that Gossec also composed the music
for the apotheosis of Voltaire, as well as for that of Rous-
seau ; that for the funeral of Mirabcau, which was after-
wards repeated at the interment of the Marshal Duke de
Montebello ; several religious marches ; a funeral hymn
in memory of the French ministers. Bonnier, Robcrjot,
and Jean de Bry, assassinated at Rastadt ; and also the
music of the choruses of Alhatic. He is likewise the
author of some oratorios, particularly of that upon the
Nativity, in which he introduced a chorus of angels, which
was executed in the gallery of the dome of the Cathedral,
and produced a magical effect.

IN.vrRUMF.NTAL MUSIC.

The first symphonies of Gossec appeared in 17 52. lie
composed u great number which were executed at the
Concert Spiritucl, and the ( oncert des Amateurs. Le Sym-

L
honie Concertante, for elevenwind instruments, is particu-
irly spoken of, but it unfortunately shared the fate of several

other of the masterpieces of’ this composer, the copy hav-
ing been lost. He has ulso published several quatuors,
trios, and duets, for the violin. The latter is Gossec’s
favourite instrument, and the only one employed by him
when he composes.

M. Gossec also published, in the name of the Conserva-
tory, a work of merit, entitled Let Principe* de Musique, in
two vola. folio ; and is likewise the author of a great
number of exercises, incorporated in the Methodc de
Chant, which is used in their establishment.
Like the great Haydn, M. Gossec has often been heanl

to regret tliat he never had it in his power to visit the
schools of Italy ; his zeal, however, and the constant study
of the scores of the greatest masters, compensated this loss.

M. Gossec lias formed several pupils of eminence, among
whom the most distinguished are M. Cute!, and M. Gasse.
now first violin at the theatre at Naples. Another, and
the moat promising of hia pupils, was the young Androt •,

of whose rising talents the arts were deprived by a pre-
mature death.

REMARKS ON THE PHILHARMONIC
SOCIETY.

To the Editor of the Haraioxicox.

Mr. Editor,
As a great admirer of music, and one who is

anxious that his country should not only keep equal pace
with other notions, but, if possible, surpass them in that de-
lightful art, allowme to olfcr a few observations on the above
celebrated society. Its formation reflects the highest
honour on the eminent men who first projected it. The
sacrifice of selfish views, and tlie liberal spirit in which it

originated, were w ell worthy of true artists ; aud that these
elevated principles should ever dwindle into the poor desire
to scramble for that which was intended as a menus to raise
and dignify the profession, would be lamentable indeed. It
is well known that the object of Salouiou, Viotii, dementi,
Cramer, and the nmny other celebrated musicians who
were its first members, was to create a taste in the public
for the most noble productions of the urt, and to stimulate
its professors into an emulation of their excellencies ; aud
that this was undertaken with the sacrifice of their time and
prolessioiial labours, the immediate payment of a subscrip-
tion, and the probability of future pecuniary loss. Yet
such was the effect produced by an orchestra comparatively
small, hut filled with artists of such high celebrity, that the
uvailubleness of the design was quickly confirmed by un-
equivocal success : the hazard of loss was converted to the

• Albert August* Androt was born at Paris, in 1781. At the age of
fifteen 1m* was admitted into the < oiucrvalory of hlu'ic, where be ob-
tained the prixe of harmony, in 1799 ;

and l as mg, in 1604, borne away
the first priae for musical composition, be was sent to Rome at the ex-
pen ie of ihe government, for the purpose of completing his studies. Here
be became the pupil of the celebrated Guglieltni, who. duly appreciating
bit merit*-, proposed to bim, in tbe mnlnt year of bis novitiate-, to com-
pose a rrywtrjH, and other pieces of church music. A miserere of hia
composition, exeruted in one of the churcltes during the 1m*1v w eek, and
before an immense emwourro of hearer*, excited so great a degree of en-
thusiasm, that the young composer was engaged by tbe director of tbe
(list theatre in Rome, and at the suggestion at Gugliduii, was set to com-
pose the music for tlie opening opera of the carnival season. Androt
devoted himself to the task with all the ardour of youth, and ihc thirst
of glory natural to aspiring genius Tlie new work had already draws
near its close, when over-ex cri ion and excess of solicitude brought on a
debility, which terminated in the death i»f this interesting artist. He ex-
pired the l9lb August, 1604, in the 23d year of his age, deepty regretted
bv all who were acquainted with his talent*, and the amiability of bis
character. A dt profundi*, which, like another Moxxrt, he finished on hia
death- bed, wr*» performed to his memory, in the church of San Lorrnxo
** tnaruia, where his remains repose, and at which all tbe artists of Rome
assisted.
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certainty of gain, and the great object of its founders was
happily achieved by the creation of a just taste in the pub-
lic for that trhich was truly great in musical art.

The fame of the society spread over all Europe ; out of

the produce of its success some original works were pur-

chased of the most celebrated authors ; dementi contri-

buted several new symphonies, which added to the fame he

hod already acquired in other departments of the art ; se-

veral efforts of much promise were elicited from youthful

aspirants; and the public went hand in hand with the en-

thusiasm of the professor. It was a fine sight to see Viotti,

8alomon, Spagnolctti, F. Cramer, Yaniewicz, Weichsel,

Vaccari, Mori, Rosquellas, Dragtmetti, Liudley, Shield, Ac.

Ac. Ac. in the orchestra ; and Clcmcnti, Cramer, and other

men of high celebrity successively at the piano. The
effect produced by such a rare combination of talent was
admirable, and can never be forgotten by those who hod
the advantage of enjoying it ; for here the true love of the

art was alone exhibited, unmingled with any base alloy.

In proportion as the funds of the society were increased,

and the number of the musicians was augmented to fill the

enlarged orchestra of the new Argyll Rooms, its members
very properly applied their now ample means to the pay-

ment of all who were engaged in these excellent perform-

ances. Time, which generally abates the ardour of the

public, produced, in this instance, a contrary effect, and
the anxiety to obtain subscriptions nt the commencement
ofevery new season, clearly showed that an increasing taste

for true musical excellence has been successfully gene-

rated. Nay, if report be true with regard to foreign feel-

ing on the master-work of the great instrumental com-
posers, the members of this society have not only wrought
this great improvement in the taste ofthe nation, but esta-

blished an asylum where these great works can alone be
heard in a manner worthy of their immortal authors. They
have, therefore, brought honour to their country, the lustre

of which is justly reflected back upon themselves.—But
unless I am misinformed, this lustre now runs great hazard
of being eternally tarnished, and all the liberal principles

on which this society was founded, perverted to the

narrow views of greedy self-interest. I have heard
that it has been proposed, seconded, and carried, in a

meeting of its members, that the funds of the society

shall henceforward be divided amongst their own families,

in proportion as the members die off. I have heard, too,

that the plea on which they found the propriety of this

wretched division of the s]Joil is, that, as it has been through

their care and attention the funds of the society hove been
accumulated, they see no reason why those who come after

should profit by the labours of those who have gone before !

Good heavens ! is it possible that men, professing a liberal

art—men, pretending to honour that art—men, who once
possessed the sentiments which gave creation to such a

society, should thns descend to reasons which would dis-

grace the very chapmen of Brokers**Alley ! What ! is all

the enthusiasm of the artist melted down, to be coined into

pounds, shillings, and pence ! Really, l con scarcely yet

believe the report to be true
; but if it be true, pray, Mr.

Editor, dip your pen into some of your most persuasive

ink, and unseat this most perverted judgment—make those

who hold it feel that their surest credit lies in a prompt
and immediate repeal of this wretched, and, in my opinion,

illegal decree. Here stands a body of men in possession of
ample funds to enable them to render the society still more
celebrated than it has ever been, without incurring the

smallest hazard. They might expend the full amount of

the annual subscriptions in raising the art to its highest

!
pitch of perfection, and still retain funds abundant for all
future emergencies

; but which, if doled out amongst forty
families, would be reduced to pittances too paltry for a re-
spectable family to receive, without appearing little better
than paupers. Nor is this the worst ; the foundation is

laid, by this obnoxious law, for the sure destruction of the
society. Its very spirit in the strongest possible proof of
this lamentable consequence; for those who would thus
appropriate to themselves that which was originally in-
tended for tl»e promotion of their art, will infallibly become
anxious for the accumulation of the expected spoil. Symp-
toms of this have already appeared. Instead of first-rate

talent, which will, and ought to be paid, we shall have
young aspirants to musical fame, (pupils, perhaps, of these
dividing members) who will willingly play or sing in such
a society for nothing. Wc shall have speculators in noto-
riety (no matter on what instruments they perform, or how
much they may degrade the diguity of the establishment by
the unfitness of their exhibition) annoying an audience now
trained to higher enjoyments, merely because they offer
their novelties without remuneration, and thus spare the
purse hereafter to be divided. The consequence will be,
that the concerts will dwindle into the common-place trash
ofthe day; subscriptions will fall off; and the best esta-
blishment ever raised in this country, for forming public
taste, will be converted into the very means of vitiating it.

I, therefore, cull upon you, Mr. Editor, to use all the
influence of the situation you possess, as a public writer, to
stop the progress of a design which threatens with de-
struction a society which has been an honour to our coun-
try. I am sure you will find strenuous abettors amongst
the members themselves, many of whom are too high-
minded to be participators in this plan of spoliation, and
who would rejoice to see you wield your pen against a
proceeding so revolting to their more liberal notions.

An Old Subscriber.

%* Prom all that we have heard on the sul^ect of the above
letter, we are inclined to believe that the measure adopted by
the members of the Philharmonic Society is calculated not only
to ensure its duration, but to promote the object for which it

was originally instituted. It is, however, to be hoped and
expected, that someone of the body will famish an answer to

our correspondent, who has expressed himself in temperate,

gentlemanlike terms,—or, indeed, we should not have given

insertion to his communication—and, doubtless, will be happy
to receive an exculpatory reply.

—

Editor.

PRESENT STATE OF MUSIC IN ROME.

Br M. Francis Kandlf.r.

For the following sketch of the present state of music in

Rome, we are indebted to the pen of a distinguished

amateur of Germany. M. Francis handler, during a
considerable residence in Italy, twice visited the an-

cient capital of the world. Among the many interesting

objects that here present themselves to the observation

of the curious stranger, the musical institutions are not

the least remarkable, and to these M. handler lias paid
particular attention. The object of his remarks is to

present an impartial account of the state of music in that

city, a» well of the church as of the theatre, and to

give a sketch of its principal artists and dilettanti. The
X 2
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statements of such a man are entitled to consideration,

and they may serve to rectify the erroneous opinions of

many travellers, who on this subject have frequently been
more solicitous to show their wit, than their love of truth.

The author of this sketch claims a right to pronounce an
opinion, from a long acquaintance with music and musi-

cians
; he made his observations upon the spot, und

lived upon terms of intimacy with the greater part of the

composers aiul artists of Rome, The little which his ow'ii

investigations were unable to supply, were completed by

Professors Huini and Randeloni, two men of whom we
shall have occasion to speak, and who are ornaments
of the Christian world. Having premised thus much,
we shall present our readers with the following sketch,

without further observation :

—

If the theorist of our days thinks that, in the Italian

music of the new school, he perceives too much refine-

ment, too much subtilty, und too great a mannerism
in the style; if, in place of that divine art, the productions

of which go at once to the soul, captivate all its powers,

and leave those profound and delightful impressions which

constitute its prindpul charm, he finds a coquetry of
|

manner, courting the suffrages of the multitude, and
seeking to catch them by showy and sparkling effects,

let it be remembered that his complaints and reproaches

are equally applicable to everything wc sec passing

around us. Such inculpations might appear strong,

did we not know that the same have been uttered in all

times ; but the sighs and laments of so many celebrated

writers of the two last centuries, evidently prove that

the very same order of things prevailed in the good old

times of music. And yet, if we examine more closely

the present state of music in Italy, it must be confessed

—

and with all due respect be it said to the stoical severity

of the critics of the north—that if, seduced by the charms
of fashion, the greater number suffer themselves to be led

into false paths, still there is no want of men of distin-

guished merit, of true und enlightened artists. I should

even be tempted to declare, that at no time has Rome
contained so many celebrated masters and singers (for at

ull timely it has had to boa&t of men of superiority) ; for, if it

be recollected flow rare are the epochs in which a number
of great men appear in constellation, and unitedly claim

the admiration of their contemporaries, and that posterity,

in enumerating the able artists of one age, frequently

couple together names that in reality have been separated

by intervals of several years, wc shall be forced to acknow-
ledge, in beholding the many distinguished artists of whom
this city can at present boast, that, all things considered,

the Romans are not so badly off in point of music, as wc
have been taught to believe ; und that they arc far from
deserving the anathemas that have been so presumptu-
ously launched against the present slate of the art amongst
them.

It must, however, be allowed, that all the chapels, not

excepting even that of the l*opc, are in a state of decline,

owing to the want of soprano and alto voices. This is a
deficiency greatly to be lamented, for the great secret of
the charms both of melody and harmony was at all times

in the possession of the soprani ; they were the able inter-

preters of the ancient compositions of the Italian masters,

and made them produce those astonishing effects, which
nown-days are looked upon as little less than marvellous.

Whoever has heard the sublime and solemn song of the

father of Italian church music in the Sixtine chapel, will

have no difficulty in confessing, that in no place has he
been so powerfully touched and so deeply affected as iu

the temple of the Divinity. That vocal music, of so pure
and elevated a kind, that magic of sounds, now swelling
along the vaults of this noble edifice, and now dying
awuy in cadences of melting sweetness, all those finely-

varied shades of expression, where are they now to be
heard ? And yet a feeble ray of bope still remains, that

these sublime choruses may, at least in part, be restored.

Such voices are now curcfully sought alter, and a school
of song has been established for them in the institution

Dcgl’ OrfaneUi. It is formed of children, or of young
persons from the different provinces of Italy, in whom
some malady or accident has produced that which the
ingenious cruelty of man formerly effected. They are
intrusted to the direction of the most celebrated of the
Roman singers of this class, the soprano Sgatelli, of
whom wc shall have occasion to give some details.*

The orchestras, also, are evidently on the decline. Since
the new order of things, the churches have become im-
poverished, and no longer possess the means to encou-
rage music as formerly. The productions for the theatre
are rare, and frequently imperfect; and, generally speak-
ing, the art no longer finds the same protection among
the great as formerly. Hence fathers of families have
neither an inducement nor a desire to give their chil-

dren a musical impulse, and bring them up to the ex-
ercise of the art. The middle classes of society supply
a considerable number of instrumental performers, but
the greater part are content to remain in -a state of medio-
crity f.

The love of the dotce far niente is a sufficient motive
to induce many of them to embrace a profession, which,
without subjecting to any painful duties, affords the means
of living agreeably. The academy, of the foundation of
which, in 1622, I was myself a witness, and which is

composed solely of dilettanti of instrumental music, might
possibly realize the hopes of the true lovers of the art,

if to those solid efforts were united the observation of that

ancient maxim, Concordia re* parta crcscunt ; dhcordul
maximec dilabuntur.

We shall presently see that among the Roman ladies

arc to be found a great number of excellent singers; but
no means have yet been devised of drawing them together,

in order that, by mutual exercise and a laudable spirit of
emulation, they might bring their talents to perfection.

Though their number exceeds that of the dilettanti of
the other sex, and they have the superiority on their side,

yet they have suffered themselves to be led astray by tho

seductions of fashion, and have paid the homage of their

talents to this capricious divinity. Hence, song appears
to share the fate of music in general : from the time that

the classic works of the old school were suffered to fall

into almost general neglect, it has dwindled into a futile

art. The taste for the true and the beautiful finds

scarcely any aliment in the generality of the productions
of the day, and I am almost afraid to say, that even ill

Rome I have discovered symptoms of its approaching
dissolution. Y’et it is with pleasure I am enabled to

state, that the revolution produced by fashion has for-

* We cannot read this without expressing our surprise that the writer

should advocate what he acknowledge* to ho cruel: nur can wc refrain

from expressing our abhorreoce of a practice, the renewal of which tho

world is not yet, we hope, base enough to encourage.— Editor,

f Though M. Handler has declared, a few paragraph* before, that

Home could never boast of a greater number of artists than at present,

yet here lie U in entire accordance with the received opinion a* to

the state of decline in which the art is at present found in this city.

Editor.
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tmutely Dot become so general in its operation as to

banish the custom established in certain musical circles

of returning to the works of the old musters, at certain

periods of the year, as for instance ut the festival of

Christmas, aud during the Holy Week. Then it is that

an opportunity is afforded of enjoying those simple, ma-
jestic, and sublime productions; the noble creations of

independent genius. The study of the old classic music

cannot fail lo produce the most happy results, and its

beauties will be duly appreciated wherever music is cul-

tivated as it ought to be. It will serve as a palladium

against the wild productions of a lawless imagination,

on which the ill-merited epithet of creations of genius is

so profusely lavished ;—against fantastic refinements,

and the insupportable duluess of ordinary operas, the

length and insipidity of which are the very bane of good
taste.

Rome, however, is not destitute of dilettanti distinguished

for their powers of song, for the very climate of this

country naturally produces full ami sonorous voices. The
basses found here are unrivalled; the tenors are less

brilliant. The academic cxercuctt in which the celebrated

Maestro, Sirietti, practised his pupils, were highly advan-

tageous, and produced several artists, in the true accepta-

tion of the term. The inconstancy of u!l human things,

narrow views, and perhaps the thirst for sensual pleasures,

relaxed the ardour of these studies : in our days they have

disappeared altogether.

If the question be asked, as to what particular class of

persons the deterioration of music ought principally to be

ascribed, whether to the pupils, the professors, or the com-
posers, I should answer that it would be unjust to accuse

any one in particular, or to fix on any individual the

weight of the blame. All parties have been equally open to

the prevailing influence of our time ; they have lent their

band to the same endeavours, and have mutually acted

upon each other. The pupils are daily accustomed to see

applauses lavished upon mediocre talents and a superficial

execution
; hence, they will be sure to make choice of such

professois as they know to be the surest guides to conduct
them to similar success, and eagerly seek for such compo-
sitions us afford tile most hope, and the greatest degree of
facility for obtaining applause. We shall presently have
occasion to give some particulars of the most distinguished

dilettanti.

Rome contains three great theatres, VArgentina t Tor-di-

Nona , and Valle. The latter theatre was rebuilt in 1821,
and re-opened for the first time at the Carnival of

1822. In the same manner as these edifices are not
worthy of ranking in the number of the finer monu-
ments of Roman architecture, so the common kind of

operas produced here are undeserving of being classed

in the list of genuine productions of the lyric muse.
Neither the theatres, nor the companies engaged in them,
can bear a comparison with several of those of the other
great cities of Ituty, though singers and composers are
frequently engaged at enormous prices for the season of
the Carnival. It is ail observation long since made by
tile celebrated Dr. Burney, that of all critics of the opera,

the Romans are the most opinionated and unrelenting

—

he might have have added the most malignant too. Of
the truth of this remark the lives of some of the most cele-

brated masters of Italy afford the most convincing proof.

We have but to recal to mind the humiliating railleries,

not to soy indignities, which they were doomed to undergo

;

in times past, a Pcrgulcsi, a Jomelli, and a Piccini, aud,
still more recently, Generali, Mayer, aud Rossini, not to

speak of other champions who have descended into the

musical arena. Ifan opera has the misfortune to displease,

the maestro is sure to lie torn ill pieces by the unpitying

satires of the very cabal, whose intrigues have prevented

every chance of its success; epigrams and lam|>ouns of

the most offensive tone are placarded at the corner of every

street*. The faults of the composer are caricatured in the

most insulting manner, and made the subject of a thousand
practical jests. Happy the composer who has established

his reputation at Rmne! It is an unfailing letter of re-

commendation to all the other cities of Italy.

The best leader of an orchestra here is Pellicia,

yet others are engaged every year. Euudoni and
Stobilini, notwithstanding the reputation they have ac-

quired, by no means deserve the praises lavished upon
them. Ratta is celebrated as a violoncello player, and
particularly for the expressive manner in which he

accompanies recitative. In other respects, as this instru-

ment is but little cultivated here, or indeed in any part of

Ituly, a deficiency ofperlormers of tins kind is very sen-

sibly felt.

No one will doubt that of all music that of the church forms

tliu most important part at Rome ; indeed its own merila

entitle it to rank the highest iu Lite scale of the art. But, it

may be asked, is religious music cultivated to such an extent

as to authorize us to enter into details without repeating

all that ha-s so frequently been said on this subject? Wc
think we nmy confidently answer in the affirmative

;
for so

many singers and composers of real and original merit are

found here, that were we to neglect to enter more into par-

ticulars respecting them, we should justly incur the re-

proach of giving only an incomplete and imperfect sketch

of the state of music in Rome. Iu the firvt place, then,

let us be permitted to offer some general observations upon
church music iu this capital.

With the cxccptiou of the Pope's chapel, and the church
of San Pietro in Vatteano, from which all instrumental

music but the organ is excluded, the religious music of
Rome has undergone nearly the same fate us that of the

rest of Italy. It is true that there are a few instances to

the contrary ; sonic beautiful compositions appear here

superior to those of the same class, produced in ant part of
Italy.

As, formerly, music was transferred from the church to

the theatre, so in the sequel il returned from the theatre to

the church, and with all that pomp and parade with which
it had been adorned und overcharged at the theatre;

while that cff*emiuale softness, that sweet insipidity, which
sprung up ill the latter part of the eighteenth century,

still continue to exercise their pernicious effects in all the

churches of Italy. Formerly, the great masters of the

* To giro *ii ulc* of the offensive tone in which the** satirists in-
dulged, 1 ih*ll Iran.' late * specimen of a lampoon launched against poor
Dune hi. ^

Home, speak e«t ihon not? Deaf would'st thou 9eem and partial.

Should this Biatichi's strange presumption ‘scape thee.

Thou s* bo pretend' si in music to give laws,

Tell me, was ever a tone opera heard ?

When a Jomelli, or Piccini erred,

The loud expression of thy wrath was spared not

;

Shall then such w retched music now bo borne f

No never.—Ah, how close tlie coni nips home ]

That cord I mean, which in trrrorem banging

Otcr the ruffian's head, still serves to awe
Ills - ci si 1 with fear of threatened punishment.

And should he swing, the duty should be thine,

Bianchi, and the honour too. to pen

A Lilrera in strains of kindred feeling,

And Mittrxrt for the wretch’s soul.
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art wrote from the inspirations of religion, and the noble
enthusiasm to which they yielded up their souls gave
birth to those immortal productions which have no rela-

tion to anything earthly, but are solely devoted to the

praises of religion, and the glory of the Supreme Being.
Nothing can surpass the genuine, pious, and elevated style

of those ancient composers, whose noble simplicity and
power of transporting the soul in an irresistible manner,
without the aid of any far-fetched ornaments, is almost
entirely lost in our days. That simplicity in music, by
means of which the principal parts are allowed to stand
forth in bold relief, produces a far more grand and im-
posing effect than all the efforts of art can attain ; for, in

proportion as the sounds succeed each other with the
greater rapidity, the less are they able to be prolonged
through the vaulted aisles, and the feebler will be the im-
pression produced. As the plastic art of the moderns,
observes an ingenious writer, yields infinitely to that of
the ancients in vigour and boldness of design, so, with
a very few exceptions, we observe the name to hold
good between the ecclesiastical music of the ancients and
that of the moderns. In the productions of our days, how
rare is it to find that precision, that conscientious regard
to truth, that effusion of the soul, by which the composi-
tions of the old masters are characterised, and which ore

so powerful in producing profound emotions, and in im-
pressing the inind with the importance of the sentiments
intended to be conveyed. This profound study is the

genuine test of a true composer, the fundamental basis of
tile whole art; it is this profound study which, joined
to enlightened theory, and carried iuU» practice with
the aid of a pure taste and a competent, knowledge of the

philosophy of the art, sheds that indescribable charm over
all his productions; which fleixes and enchants even the

most illiterate—the projanutn vulgus—without their being
able to give uny account of the cause by which such effects

are produced #
.

We will now take a rapid glance at the principal

churches of Rome, offer an opinion upon their music, and
give some account of the most distinguished artists and
composers by whose talents they are illustrated.

1. The Pope’s chapel at the Quirinal, the usual resi-

dence of the holy father, has always been considered as

the true nursery of genuine church music, and the orna-

ment of the Roman Catholic Liturgy. Of late years,

however, the music of this establishment has sensibly de-

clined in respect to its quality, on account of the wont of

soprano voices. There I have listened with delight to

compositions for four, five, six, and eight voices, by Pa-
lestrina, Agostini, Ancrio, Asola, Conniciari, Carapclla,

Carissimi, Cifra, Nanini, A. Scarlatti, Strndclla, Ter-
rudellias, and others. It is impossible to hear these

works without experiencing the most lively emotions,

while at the same time, knowledge, both theoretical ami
practical, is gained, and the foundation is insensibly laid

for a pure musical taste. The full and sonorous basses

of this choir, which always predominate in these masses

of harmony, at once astonish and delight; the trebles

appear vigorous, and gain by being heard in con-

tract with the voices of the soprani, which are now be-

come enfeebled, and partly extinguished by age. The
organ accompaniment is always imposing, and perfectly

* In this, well a* ia other place*, we have taken the liberty of

retrenching several pa***ges of that metaphysical disquisition of which

the Germans arc so fond, but which would in all probability fatigue, if

not mystify, the English reader.—Editor.

adapted to the dignity of the Liturgy, and the masculine
character of these ancient compositions. During the holy
week, this music is transferred to the Sixtine Chapel, at
the Vatican. Whatever repirds this subject has already
beeu so entirely exhausted, that I shall refrain from
touching upon it. All I shall do is to call attention to
the new Miwrtre of Baini, which i> deserving of the
highest praise. It was executed, for the first time, on the
Holy Thursday of 1821.
The most distinguished artist* of this chapel are the

following

The Abbate Giuseppe Baini. This celebrated singer
und composer, whose profound acquirements, as well in
theory as in practice, justly entitle him to the distin-
guished appellation of Movancwanor [wholly devoted to
the Muses], is the great ornament of the papal chapel.
Ilis base voice, which is of the most rich and energetic
kind, produces the most remarkable effect, particularly In
the plain song, and the rtsponsorii. If his voice is heard
above the rest of the choir, it is distinguishable only for
its beauty, fulness, and energy, without giving the
idea ot the slightest effort, or any affectation of display.
He fills the situation of Maestro di Capclla, and, if the
expression may be permitted u.% is the regulator of
the pontifical singers, who are -so accustomed to his
rhythm that they are able to dispense with the beating
of the time, which is always disagreeable, and tends greatly
to destroy the illusion of good music. The necessary
result is a perfection of harmony, and of unity of execu-
tion. 'Die less the ear is made sensible of anything
mechanical in music, to which the giving of the time,
whether by baton, fiddle-stick, gesticulation, or otherwise,
necessarily belongs, the more fully will the effect of
melody and harmony be allowed to operate, and the
more deeply will the mind be penetrated with the feel-
ings intended to be awakened *.

Yet, notwithstanding the perfection of his singing, his
excellent compositions, which are executed alternately
with those of the ancient masters, have still more power-
fully contributed to establish his celebrity. In these works
he displays all the resources of the art of counterpoint,
and a rare fertility of ideas, by means of which he is en-
abled to elevate his hearers, and transport them into the
regions of the mystic and the sublime. His whole
soul is breathed forth in the Miserere which he composed
for the Sixtine Chapel, und which is executed conjointly
with tho.se of Bai and Allegri. Every port of it is simple,
solemn, and touching, and breathes the pure expression
of a contrite heart. It is then, above all, when music is

delivered from the tinsel of instrumentation, and the com-
poser is left to simple inspiration and the native energies
of his art, that the hand of a master is particularly distin-
guishable. Were a certain number of church composers to
urise gifted with the knowledge and intelligence of Baini,
penetrated with the importance of their art, and possessed,
like their great predecessors, with resolution sufficient to
trample under foot the prejudices of the age, there would be
no great difficulty iu resolving the problem us to the most
effective means of making religious music add new beauty
to Christian worship, and a new ardour to the devotion- of
the faithful. The sight of the majestic vaults of the tem-
ples of Italy inspire the pensive soul with regret for the
powerful harmonies with which they formerly resounded.

• Wc cannot help remarking, rn pmtanf, that it would he well, if the
excellent leader of the orchentra at the King'* Theatre would attend to

thi» observation, which is of the most important kind.—Editor.
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It remains to say a few words of Baini, in his capacity

of author. Without speaking of the many historical and

critical dissertations with which at different times he has

enriched musical literature, I will only speak of his last

work, published at Florence, in 18*20, under the title of

Saggio aopra f ideniitil di Riimo Musical? e Portico. Ill

this interesting volume he examines the identity of musical

and poetical rhythm under their mutual affinities, and

considers their symmetrical relations in different cultivated

languages ; he satisfactorily proves that the rhythmus of

the Greek and Latin poets is absolutely the same as

that of modem composers, throughout the whole of civi-

lized Europe. His work "‘On Palestrina and his Compo-
sitions/* which is shortly to appear before the public, will

prove an important addition to the history of the art. It

contains an exact account of the state of music in the dif-

ferent countries of Europe at this epoch. An historical

and critical work of this nature, demanding such varied

and extensive information, and so much solidity of judg-

ment, cannot fail to excite a deep interest. I have had

an opportunity of examining the materials collected by the

author, and think I may safely ensure the work the most

complete success.

Baini has attained to nearly his fiftieth year, and enjoys

a vigorous constitution ; may his activity long continue to

enrich the world of literature and art, of which he is so

distinguished an ornament!
Cucuccione, another base singer of eminence, may vie

with llaini in respect to beauty of voice; it is true that it

is less brilliant than his, but it possesses great precision anti

purity of intonation. Bases may be said to form the

principal ornament of the chapel ; they arc equally effective

when exerted at the full, or employed in passages a mezza
voce. The manner in which these singers know how to

modulate their voices—the delicacy with which they produce

the tone—the certainty with which they sustain it—their

incomparable and ever-varied cadences, and their fine

shades of expression, relieve, in on admirable manner, the

beauties of every composition.

Among the tenors there is but one name we can mention
with distinction, and that is the Abbate Doria.

Astolfi, Fern, and Mariano Patroni, who have been
long celebrated as singers ofeminence, merit our particular

praises. Astolfi, whose once delicious treble has lost much !

of its brilliancy by age, unites to a compass of voice limited

to six notes, the greatest purity and flexibility. He shows
to what a degree feeling and art can supply the place of
nature. Astolfi enjoys a considerable reputation at Rome,
both in quality of composer and professor of song.

Ferri is the most distinguished soprano of the present
day ; no singer has applied himself with greater success
to the formation of his voice, in all the important {mints
of expression, precision, and the delicate shading of
the tones. Every part of it is delicate, mellow, and
pure in the highest degree. I had an opportunity of
hearing him to great advantage in the church De Filip-
ynm*, where he sung a solo from an Oratorio of Oimarosa,
entitled 8. Filippo Ncri c/te rcmscita Paolo Mauimi.
The neat and delicate inflexions of his voice, his perfect
intonation, and the power of his expression, distinguish
him as a singer of finished taste, and every way adapted

• According to * custom of very utient standing, oratorio, of the
inmt celebrated muter* are performed in tkiia coutent during the *ciM>n
of Lent Dr. Burney frequently alludes to it in Iub “Musical Travel*.’*
After the Benediction on Sundays, 1 have frequently heard the compo-
sition* of Cimarosa, Faisiello, and Bontichi.

to render justice to the sublime conceptions of the com-
posers whose works he has to execute.

Of all the soprani of the Pontifical chapel, Mariano

Patroni is the most esteemed. Though now at an advanced

age, he still continues to sing, though it is only on mu-
sical solemnities of importance. The delicate chiaro-

scuro of his song, and his urt of swelling and diminishing

the tones by almost imperceptible gradations, constitute

this singer’s chief merit ; added to which, his perfect

knowledge of musical tradition, of the manner in which the

master-pieces of the old composers are to be given, render

him the soul of the chapel, and cause him to be looked

upon by his brethren as a kind of oracle of music.

[7o it amtumed tm ottr next.]

THE OLD HUNDREDTH PSALM TUNE.

To the Editor of the IIarvonicon.

Sir, Athcnaum Club, June lOf/i, 182S.

I nt:o you to publish a very few observations on the

articles which sonic remarks of mine, on the origin of the

Hundredth Psalm, have called forth in your last number

:

one of which is signed and the other with the

respectable name of 11. F. C. Kollman.
With respect to Mr. Kollmaa’s observations, I shall

only here remark, that there must, I think, be some mis-
take as to dates: he says, in your last number, “ Many
years ago, when the Rev. Mr. Tattcrsall was preparing

for the press his work on psalmody, he communicated to

me a collection of German psalms with their tunes, printed

for the use of the reformed church of Calvin, at a place in

Switzerland, as early os the year 1530."

If this be so, this dispute is ended ; but, let me observe,

first, a book of tunes being printed “at a place" in

Switzerland, is no very strong evidence, unless that place

were mentioned. It is probable Mr. Kollman alludes to

Zu ingle's congregation at Basil. There is a curious

passage in one of Erasmus's Epistles, of the date of1529,
in which, speaking of this congregation, lie says,

—

“MuUcrrn cam patris csount pulmum
Gemianicu llytkmu carapositam."

(Tbc women with the bay* ling a Ptalra composed In German rhymes.)

This is a perfect confirmation of metrical psalms being
sung, at the time Mr. Kollman mentions, in Switzerland

:

but I must have much stronger facts before I can believe
that the identical melody which we sing to the Hundredth
psalm was then sung ; but, certainly, there can be no doubt
if Mr. Kollman saw the very same melody in print among
a collection of psalms, all of which were printed so early
as 1530.

Secondly,—I must observe it is stated, that “ this book
of tunes, was printed for the use of the reformed church of
Colvin/* The Zuingtians had no church in Switzerland,
till 1525 or 26; and, between this, uud 1530, it is so
difficult to conceive they should get possession of a tunc
so totally different from any thing of the kind then known,
that it appears to me as easy to imngine Pope*s * Essay on
Man* was printed in 1530! Calviu's Reformation was not
introduced into France till the year 1520, the year before
that when this tune was printed for the “use of the
reformed church of Calvin at a place in Switzerland in the
year 1530." Mr. Kollman says further, “ The well known

I
German Old Hymn may be admitted with the greatest pro

-
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bility as the original composition," &c. I must pause to

remark, that “ the well known German Old Hymn, which
•may be admitted" with the greaieti probability as being
the original, does not appear to me may be admitted with
any probability at all. How does Mr. Kollman prove it ?

the Old Hundredth neemtt to be not an original composi-
lion but an abridgement of an earlier work ?’ Moreover, he
adds, '* the original from which it appears to be altered,

•ferns to be the Old German Hymn.’*
I must confers, with the greatest respect to my voluntary

correspondent, it scents to me, that all this jjrove* very

little or nothing ; I. therefore, cannot, at present, give up
the opinion for which I before stated the reasons that

induced me, from internet evidence, to believe that the

Old Hundredth ttvn an English composition, and the

composition of Dr. John Howland*. I shall say nothing
of one of the most entire and perfect melodies in Europe
being an “ abridgement."

Respecting the remarks ofClericus I shall observe, that,

in the first place, I think the word “ Awake" much better

accented as it is,

—

3
wake, sweet lore

than if the composer had made the stress (supposing he
did not like to alter the melody) thus—

tr
vra - - ke.

Tlie making the first syllable, “Awake,” of the same
quantity as the last syllable, though, strictly speaking, not

just, yet it does not, f confess, the least grate ns an ini|>er-

fection on my ears ; but, on the contrary, seems absolutely

consonant to the character, ami aniimition mixed with

sweetness, of the whole strain. This is a matter of feeling;

but if this air be faulty in accent, what would Clericus say

to many other beautiful compositions ofu still lutcr period?

I contend, no composer of the period in which Dowland
lived, has shown so much regard for accent and expression,

as far as I can judge by the only two acknowledged com-
positions of his with which I am acquainted. If there may
be passages objectionable in this respect in his melody of
“ Awake, sweet love !

* this cannot be said of the delight-

ful, the tender, the impassioned madrigal, of 44 Come again,

sweet love! t*'

Of all our English composers, Purcell has shown the

greatest propriety and feeling in this respect
; but I could

point out passages far more at variance with proper accent

than any in Howland’s “ Awake, sweet love !" And, if I

go back a little farther towards the period of Dowland, how
would those, as refined as Clericus, be shocked, at the want
of regard to rhythm

!

Does he know (who does not?) the beautiful composition

of “ The Nightingale —Thomas Weeks, 1600 ? Beautiful

indeed it is ; but let those who are struck with Howland’s

• Ravenscroft's * Collection of Psalm-.,’ in which first appeared, York
Tunc with the name of Milton ; 84tb with the n«tn« of fVAeatf ami the

100th with the mm« of />.w/un<i; was published in I .onJon. Use col-

lection which I have was a reprint of Kavciwroft.

t In the madrigal ‘* Come ajrain," in the intermediate parts, there is

one, and, 1 believe, only one false accent,
44

to sigh,” in the bass, and,

perhaps, tenor
; but the melody is as perfect, as the composition, taken

altogether, is exquisite.

false accents in one madrigal, think of this barbarous
Thomas Weeks, or Weelks, beginning the first bar of this

sweet madrigal with the word “ The” accented thus :

—

The nigh - - -

I am, Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

W. L. Bowlks.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE VIOLIN.

From M. Caktiir’s £woi Atatortywe nr It Holm.

Simplicity, grace, and perfection are the distinguishing
characteristics of the violin, an instrument which pecu-
liarly merits the praise of being the faithful interpreter of
the sentiments ot the soul. The antiquity of the violin,

or, in other words, of the Egyptian cbelys, the origin and
type of all instruments having a concave body, whether
played with a bow or a plectrum, may be traced to the
remotest ages, and the most celebrated people of the East.
But, in all probability, the chelys was, at a very early

period, transported to the west, and assumed by degrees
the form which it has at present. The bow, to employ
an image of M. Buillot, transmitted to tikis instrument by
its Promethean touch, that living fire, which, by enabling
it to produce such extraordinary effects, has placed it at

the head of all musical instruments.

Certain modern writers have sought to give to the
violin, or at least to llic instrument that immediately pre-
ceded it, a lofty origin, by tracing it to the Greeks and
Romans. It has been pretended that the viola is indi-

cated in the writings of Aristophanes and Anacreon, in

a passage in the comedy of The Cloud* of the former,
and in the Ode to Apoltoot' the latter

;
that Plutarch, in the

seventh of his Symjtonacs
, where he attributes the 1vre to

Apollo, seems to afford grounds for believing that It was
of the viola he spoke ; that Athenseus, in his fourteenth

book, where Anaxiius distinguishes between the lyre and
the cytharu, Lucian in bis dialogue between Apollo and
Mercury , and Erasmus in bis Chyliades, have all spoken
of the viola. Others have imagined it designated in the

chelys or lyre spoken of by Ovid in his verses addressed
to Piso. But all the passages which they have cited, and
the number might easily have been doubled, have no re*

lation whatever to the violin, or any other bowed in-

strument whatever. The Greek terms,

ami the word chetyst do nut convey the idea of an instru-

ment of this kind.

The writer who principally gave rise to this erroneous

opinion, was Viginere,* who, in his work eutitled Anno-
lationi sur lea Tableaux de Philostrate, has collected all

the passages from Greek and Latin writers, in which he

imagined the viola and even the violin to be spoken of.

* Blaise de Viginere, who «u born to 1522, and died 1569, mu
successively secretary to the Doc de Never*, and Henry III., king of

France. He mu a man of immense erudition, as his numerous work*

prove ; and his authority gave weight to the error committed by him in

the case in point.
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mnd in giving which, he always translates the words

pUctrtim and peden by the term archel or bow. He also

imagined that he saw the same instrument represented in

Valeriano’s* work on Hieroglyphic*, and in the medal of

Bcribonius Libon, mentioned by the said Valeriono. This

medal represents an altar or puleal, and, according to

Viginere, the instruments sculptured upon its side. He
does not positively say that they are violins, but the

context would lead us to suppose as much. As this

medal has been the cause of error, by leading many
writers to consider it as the most certain monument of the

existence of the violin in the time of Horace, it may not

be amiss to dwell for a moment upon the subject, and

«how that it by no means warrants such an opinion.

Valeriano has an engraving of this medal in his work.

It is of silver, with a head on one side and the inscription

Paulus Lepidus concord and on the reverse, a well, or

altar, round which are the words : Puleal Scribon. Libo.

This medal was struck to commemorate a puleal, which

Libonius had caused to be constructed in the Fornm.

He had musical instruments sculptured upon it, by way of

intimation to the judges and pleaders that justice, like

music, can produce no good effect except by perfect

concord.

The figures on this puteal are lyres of a very lengthened

form, but not violins, as some writers have pretended,

who assure us that this instrument was known at Rome
in the time of Horace, because the poet, in the second

book of his Epistle*, thus speaks of the monument

:

Forum patealque Libonii

Maadabo iken j

and in support of their opinion they also cite this verse

of Ovid

:

Qui puteal
, fanumque timet, eeleresque calendar ;

and they conclude, as these two writers have spoken of

this monument, upon which these musical instruments

were sculptured, that the violin existed in Rome in their

days, and that ita invention belonged to the Romans,
because the puteal is the most ancient monument on
which it appears.

t

We would answer in the first place, that though Horace
and Ovid speak of the puleal , they do not say a syllable

of the musical instruments sculptured upon it ; and that

with respect to the violin, no consequence, direct or in-

direct, can be drawn from the verses in question, in the

next place, we would say, that even if the musical instru-

• Gio. P. Valeriano, of the ancient family of the Bolxaui, waa bora at

Bclluno, about the middle of the fifteenth century, and died at Padua
in 1558, at the age of eighty-one. So great was the progress he made
in letters, that hi* society was courted by the moat illustrious men of his

lime, and he enjoyed U»e patronage of the Medici family. The most

considerable of his works was that on Hieroglyphics, or Latin commen-
taries upon the sacred letters of the Egyptians and other nations, to which
two additional books were added by Leik> Agosliao Curioni.

V Spanheim of Geneva, a celebrated writer and antiquarian, who
died in London, ia 1710, remarks, in his translations of the Ctrtart of

Juliets, p. 34, that oar musical instruments are neither Greek nor

Roman.

menu seen upon the medal were violas, it would be no
proof of their having been invented at Rome ;

nay more,
that it might be taken as a proof that violas had been
carried from Gaul into Italy ; for at this period J. Caesar
had achieved the conquest of Gaul. Horace, who wan
born in the year of Rome 689, and died in 746, about 30
yearn before Christ, and during whose life this conquest
took place, might have known this instrument; but of
such knowledge we have no proof in any of his works.

Supposing, however, the instruments represented on the

puteal not to be lyres, but instruments with a finger-board,

neck, and strings, would it not be more natural to con-
sider them as chelys or cytheras, which were much in use
at Rome at this period? Why insist upon their being
violins ? WT

here is the proof? The surest indication of their

being such would be the bow, and where is that to be found?
Unfortunately for the supporters of this opinion, it is not
found upon the medal, and, by a just inference, we have
a right to conclude it was not upon the puteal. And yet

the partisans of this opinion have the hardihood to assert,

that the violins upon this monument were, in all respects,

similar to those now in use. But the bowed instrument
then in existence was the viola ; it resembled the Egyp-
tian chelys. In process of time, the viol of the middle
ages took the resemblance of the modern guitar; but
the violin, in the form in which wc now see it, and as it

is represented in the MSS. preserved In the church of
Saint Julien de* Menetriers, did not make its appear-
ance till towards the close of the thirteenth century, or

the beginning of the fourteenth. Those, therefore, who
assert that the form of the violins on the puteal of Libo-
nius is the same with that of the modem violin, are guilty

of an anachronism of 1200 years, or thereabouts.

To sum up the substance of this question in a few
words ;—we maintain that this medal gives no indication

of the existence of the violin: first, because it represents

no other instruments than lyres ; secondly, if these instru-

ments contained a finger-board and a neck (which they do
not), it would only prove them to be chelys or cyther®;
thirdly, no bow appears, an addition necessary to the
viola and violin

; fourthly, these instruments cannot re-

semble the modem violin, because the form of the latter

is posterior to the epoch in which the puleal was con-
structed, by more than 1200 years. Such is our opinion,

which is also that of several learned writers.^ Monuments,
manuscripts, poets, all confirm us in this opinion, and
represent the origin of the violin to be different from that

of the medal in question, on which the imagination has
discovered things which do not exist there, and which we
confidently reject.

X Bciijelon, in his Mem'/tret utldila, anil Millin, jint. Aalto*, de
France, tom. iv. ch. 51, p. 12, luvi refuted Laborde, who, in hi* Kasai
nrr la Aiumque, tom. \. ch. 16, p.357, appears to build his faith upon
this modal, and to consider it as a monument to prove the history of the
violin monument. See M. Fayolle's excellent work * Origine da /Win/
p. 7., Stc., where we find hU opinion to be in accordance with oar own,
and which he has supported by different testimonies, particularly that

of M. le Prince, wbo is of opinion that the medal in question belongs
to tbe middle age.

July, 1828.

*
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EXTRACTS non m* DIARY op a DILETTANTE.
[Retamel from p. 129.]

May '26th. I am happy to be able to add to my Diary

lor this month, that not the Duchess of St. Albans only,

but also the Duchess of Northumberland,—one of the

most accomplished women of the age, whose example
ought, and will, influence such of the upper ranks as

are not morally blind, as well as deaf, to good
music,— -has giveu a concert, the annexed program of

which shews that Madame This, Signor That, and the

Countess of T'other, did not make the selection. It is

what may be called un English concert, though half of
i

the music is German, with only oue piece in it that ought

not to have been introduced, and it was performed by her

Grace’s countrymen and countrywomen. This concert took

place on Friday, May 23rd, at Northumberland House.

FRIDAY, MAY 23rd.

Act I.

Glee, double choir, “Thy voice, O Harmony !*' . WV4k.
Song. Mi»» F. Ayion, “Bid me dbcoom** . tiukop.

Notturno, Harp, Ptano- Forte, and lionu, Miu Ka> wnuu n,
Mu. Cramer, Ac. . . • « . Cramer and Dame*.

Song, M*. D«a ham, arranged by .... Cramer.

Glee, “The Rove of the » alley” .... H’ Knyoett.

Song, Mm* Wiunaion, “ O bid your faithful Arid," ljuUry.

FanUuU, Puma Forte, Mb. C«a«* .... Cramer
Song, Mil FUahah, “ O, I can beer mv fate no longer !*’ Weber.

Glee, “ W hen wind* breathe soft” .... WMe.

Act II.

Glee, “ Hero in cool grot" .... Lord Morniuyton.

Duet, Mbs- Km vtrr and Ml Vail a has, * The manly heart" Mozart.

FanUua, Flute, Ml Nicnolsos .... A'itkolmm. I

Cantata, Mb. Vai ohas, Jlerir.( FtolonceUo, Mb. Lislby) Dr. Pepmeeh.

Duet, Mia* F. Am* and Mr. Bbaham, “When Uiy howm’’ Brahmm.
Glee. The ,1/Wyr'i Dance, Scutch air, bArmonued by If'. Knyvett.

Trio, Harp, Ftamt Forte, and Flute, Mm* KaujaniOLn, Massns.

CiuMin, and Nicuolsoh ..... Boebea

Sorg, Mm* SrxriiRsa, “ Sweet bird” (Flute, Mr. Nicholaok) Handel.

Finale, “ Now » the month of Maying" .... Morlry.

Now I am far from thinking that a concert should

designedly exclude such modem composers as Rossini,

Meyerbeer, &c., any more than that in a collection of

pictures, the works of a Lawrence, a Martin, a Wilkie, a

Callcott, &c„ should he shut out ; 1 only ask that Handel

and Purcell, Haydn and Mozart, may be blended with the

best new productions
;
just as in a complete gallery, the

ancient and modern painters ought to be seen together.

29<A. At a private concert this evening, I observed a

gentU'tmm placed close to a large folding-door, at a con-

siderable distance, at least thirty feet, from the jMsrforiners,

his ear touching the wood, and in this position he re-

mained so long as to induce me to inquire the reason.

I learnt that he was nearly deaf ; almost insensible to the

impression of musical sounds, which he could only dis-

tinguish accurately by placing his ear in contact with some
solid substance in the room where the music was going

on. Upon mentioning this circumstance to a physiologist,

he referred ine, for a still stronger case, to a letter

written by Mr. Chip|>endale of Warwick, of which the

following is an extract, shewing that even the perfectly

deaf, and therefore dumb, are not in every instance ex-

cluded from the pleasure arising from music.
** Some years back, probably five or six, a young gentle-

man named Arrow smith, a member of the Royal Academy
at Somerset House, came down into this county, and

resided some months ut Wilmington, in the exercise of his

profession as a portrait painter. He was quite deaf, as he

was entirely dumb. He had been taught to write, and

wrote an elegant hand, in which he was enabled to express
his own ideas with facility ; he was also able to read and
understand the ideas of others expressed in writing. It
will scarcely be credited that a person thus circumstanced
should be fond of music

; but such was the fact iu the case
of Mr. Arrow smith. He was at a gentleman’s glee club,
of w hich I was president, and, as the glees were sung, he
would place himself near some article of wooden furniture,
or a partition, door, or window shutter, and fix the ex-
treme end ofhis finger nails, which be kept rather long, upon
the edge of some projecting part of the wood, and there
remain till the piece under performance was finished, all

the while expressing, by the most significant gestures, the
pleasure he experienced from the perception of musical
sounds. He was not so much pleased with a solo, as
with a pretty full crash of harmony

; and if die music wan
not very good, or, I should rather say, if it was not cor-
rectly executed, he would shew no sensation of pleasure.
Hut the most extraordinary circumstance in this case is,

that he was most evidently delighted with those passages
iu which the composer displayed his science in modulating
through different keys. When such passages happened
to be executed with precision, he could scarcely repress
the emotions of pleasure he received within any bounds

;

the delight he evinced seemed to border on extasy.

“This won expressed most remarkably at our dub,
when ihe glee was sung with which we often conclude,
by Stevens, * Ye spotted snakes,’ from Sbakspeare'®
Midsummer Night'* Dream. In the second stanza, on
the words, ‘weaving spiders come not here,’ is some
modulation of the kind alluded to ; and here Mr. Arrow-
smith would Ik* in raptures, such as could not be exceeded
by any one w ho was in immediate possession of the sense
of hearing."

June 2nd. I learn from the Rerun of M. Fetis, that
a society, formed of the friends of Beethoven, amateurs of
music, have opened a subscription for the publico tion of
his memoirs, which Professor Schlasser, of Prague, ha®
undertaken to edit from original documents. They are
to be ornamented by his portrait, engraved after a picture
which perfectly resembles him, painted a short time
before Dus decease. This publication may be rendered
very interesting, and i hope much from it, for musical
literature is certainly improving rapidly.

4Ui. In a Berlin Journal 1 read that a M. ZscHiascmr
hu® lately distinguished himself as a singer, in a concert
given iu that city. Should he ami Mad. Run rcuzictisTAOH
of Vienna ever perform together in my presence, I ear-

nestly hope that no enquiring lady will ask me their names.
6th. “ It seems by the newspapers," says the John Dull

of to-day, “ that Zuchelli, the admirable Italian singer, is

an Irishman. We think they must liave confounded him
with poor Mich. Kelly, for we never heard till last week
that he was a native of the green island.” The fact isa

that Zuchelli is an Englishnum, born iu London, where
he remuined some yeans before his parents took him
abroad. But the BulCt is only an indifferent version of

Lord Arthur Hill’s conjecture:—“ He is, I have no
doubt," said his lordship, “ an Englishman, and that hie

real name is Joe Kelly."
• The Oftsrreer of this day has the following para-

graph, copied from the Chronicle of the 3th.
“ Shortly before the opening of the doors at the King's

Theatre cm Tuesday evening, a placard appeared, an-

nouncing the sudden indisposition of Madlle. SoiUag, who
was to have appeared in La Donna del Logo. We are

sorry to hear that this accomplished lady is so ill as to be
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obliged to keep her bed. The fsemiramide was substi-

tuted for the performance previously advertised ; but Mad.

Pasts being affected by a very severe cold, the opera was

represented in a very curtailed form, the scene between

Assur and Semiramide, in the second act, with several

Other passages, being omitted/'

The droll part of this is, that the Observer bemoans the

illness of MadAe. Sontag, and her confinement to her bed,

the very day after she had appeared in florid health on

the boards of the King's Theatre!—But the best of the

joke is, that she was never for one moment indisposed,

and all the while that this accomplished lady ** was so

wretchedly ill,” she was in reality enjoying the races at

Ascot. The malady was a disagreement with M. Laporte

as to the profits of her benefit. Laporte guaranteed her

£1000 profit. The receipt* were fmirabile dtc/u !) £1900.
The accomplished lady wished for the whole. The ma-

nager insisted upon it that he was by agreement to take

all above the former sum. So the uffnir was compromised,

by the Sontag having, over and above the thousand, all

the money received for the boxes beyond the ordinary

prices. This benefit, at which only one thousand eight

hundred pound* were received, was, let it be remembered,
her second. Let it also be known, that she is to have a

third at the end of the month. Three benefits,—and such

gigantic owes, too !—in the short space of two months !

—

while so many have been actual losers by a single one :

—

and others, persons of the highest talent, have but covered

their expenses ; Lindley among the number, a man who
is not to be matched in Europe. Such is a generous

British public, to use the language of this self-glorifying

country

!

9th. The French journals tell us that a M. Berlioz,

an Here of the Ecole Royair de Mnsiqur at Paris, had the

courage to give a concert on the 26th nit., consisting en-

tirely of his own compositions. The room, it is stated,

was almost a desert. No wonder, when so wild an animal
was master of the ceremonies.

Il/A. The exceedingly kind disposition of his present

Majesty may be inferred, if no other proofs existed, from
the following letter, sent yesterday by Mtyor General Sir

Andrew Barnard to Mr. Braham.

41 Dear Sir,
44 His Majesty having read in the papers of this morning

that your benefit is fixed for the evening of to-morrow, hus
been graciously pleased to command me to inform you,

that he has given up the concert which he intended to

have held at St. James’s Palace on the same evening, lest

It should be prejudicial to your interests.
44

I remain, dear Sir,

“ Yours faithfully,
w Albany, Tuesday, June 10th.** 44 A. Barnard.”

Such a communication as this, which will be an incident

in the history of the stage, is no small feather in Mr. Bra-
ham's cap, and, doubtless, added no trifling weight to his

theatrical purse. The house was crammed with good
company, and the company with good things.

12/A. Curioni's benefit at the King’s Theatre. An act of
ha Cenerentola performed instead of a ballet, the dancing
having beeu limited to an insignificant divertissement
after the first opera. A dispute between M. Laporte the
manager, and M. Petit (commonly called M. Anatole)
the ballet-master, which proceeded till the latter assaulted
the former. M. Laporte very properly delivered the as-

sailant into the hands of a police officer immediately. But,
instead of the affair ending at the quarter-sessions, where

M. Laporte ought to have taken it, h terminated in both
parties, the insuUor and insultre, being bound in recogni-

zances to keep the peace; the manager having, moat
unadvisedly, sent the ballet-master a challenge, instead

of treating the matter as an act of outrageous insubordi-

nation.

13/A. Madame Ronxi de Begnis, the moat charming
performer, take her fur all in all, as actress and singer, in

serious or comic opera, that lias appeared on the stage

since the best days of Catalani, is gone back to Italy, in

the hope that her native climate may restore her voice.

Mad. Fodor too is at Naples, to try if, by the mild breeze*
of the Mediterranean, she can recover her health, which it,

and has been for some time, in a lamentable state.
44 On the 25/A ult. died at Wrington, Somerset-

shire, the Rev. William Leeves, in the 90th year of his

age, and the 50th of his residence in that parish as rector.

Mr. Leeves composed that exquisitely beautiful and pa-
thetic air, ‘ Auld Robin Gray.* Bat,

1

4

th. A correspondent of the Times, in a letter in-

serted this day, claims the word* as well as the music of
that most popular ballad in behalf of the above reverend
gentleman : and the editor in a note thinks it necessary
to say, “There are so many claimants for this song, that
posterity will be sadly puzzled. We inoline to the opinion
which ascribes it to Lady Lindsay.”—Ascribes what to
that Lady, the words or music, or both ? I thought that

the question hud been set at rest long ago ; for as to the
poetry. Burns, Ritson, nav even Pinkerton, and all the
Scotiah writers on the subject I have ever met with, are
unanimous in giving it to Lady Ann Lindsay ; ami the
music wus, a few years ago, claimed in the public paper*
as the work of Mr. Lerves; the writer, if my memory do
not much deceive me, stating that he had that gentlemans
authority for declaring him to be the composer.

J8M. In noticing the thin attendance at the con-
cert given (literally given, for few paid) on the previous
Monday, by the Messrs. Bohrer, The Time* makes the
following pointed, but ealled-for remarks, which must be
meant to apply to a notorious foreigner now suffered to be
here, who is alone a sufficient proof of the present state
of morals in a certain class : not the highest, I grant,
therefore the epithet “ titled” is not altogether correct,
but that which is ambitious of being considered as apper-
taining to the fashionable circles. 44

It is a deplorable
truth, ' says the writer, “ that here the award due to ge-
nuine merit will frequently be lavished on the impudent
quack, on acquirements of mediocre pretensions, and even
on the swindler branded with infamy , who will crawl
before the titled fashionables and the endless fry of aping
ones, for patronage, and who will, through the debase-
ment of servility, pocket guineas by hundreds, and
laugh at the number of dupes they have made ; whilst
the well-qualified candidate for public favour, scorning to
stoop for that patronage of which real merit should stand
in no need, may exhibit himself to empty benches and
bare walls, until the day of starvation comes, unnoticed,
though well known.”

Lust season no concert filled that did not include Mad.
Pasta in its list of performers. This year her magnetic
powers have deserted her, and none but Madlle. Sontag
has drawn the crowd. Next season there will be some
new object of fashionable attraction ; no matter whether
talented or not; for two years ago C. M. von Weber could
hardly collect enough at his concert to pay its expenses,
lie was not voted u Lion.

20/A. The critics of Paris are amusing themselves by
Y 2
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laughing at what they call our Sontagmanic, and certainly

they have good foundation for their ridicule. But pray.

Messieurs, consider the hyperbolical praises you at the

same moment are now bestowing on Mad. Malibnm Garcia,

whom you are now extolling in the same terras that you so

recently lavished on Madlle. Sontag: in the same lan-

guage which you applied to Mad. Pisaroni, and to

many others; your latest favourite, whoever that may
happen to be, always being transcendant.

Mad. Malibran is the Signorina Garcia who appeared at

the King’s Theatre in 1825 ; since which time she has

been singing at New York, where she married a French-

man, is now nightly pufled by some Parisian journals,

and doubtless will soon enlist the puffers here in her

favour*

21 rtf. The Committee for the approaching Festival at

Manchester offered, it is admitted, £1000 to Madlle.

Sontag for the days fixed, and £100 to M. Pixis for

accompanying her. One thousand pounds, however, for

four day

s

—or at the rate of about £100 a song—was not

a sufficient remuneration. But as this meeting and that

at York were to take place so nearly together that the lady

and her accompanist could pass directly from one to the

other, and dispatch the whole in nine or ten days, she, or

acme one for her, suggested that an engagement should

be made for both, at a sum of £2900 for Madlle. Sontag,

and £200 for M. Pixis : which proposal, “ as the York
engagements were concluded,*' says the official notice,

could not be complied with. So that if the York com-
mittee had acceded to the proposition, the committee at

Manchester would have been ready to agree to a demand
so preposterous, that nothing short of an avow al made by
the parties, could have tempted us to believe in its pos-

sibility.—Two thousand five hundred pounds for a dozen
or two of songs !—After this, let us hear no more of over-

paid chancellors and bishops. Pray, gentlemen of the

Manchester committee, how many persons are there in

your town and vicinity, whose very existence depends on
parish relief?—and with such au overwhelming number
of paupers,—-of poor, degraded English men, women, and
children, how could you reconcile it to your consciences

to offer for a few German warbling*, a sum of money
equal to what you pay for a year’s labour,—labour at the

rate of fourteen hours a day,—to forty, nay I might say
fifty, of your countrymen, of your wretched weavers? I

anticipate your reply ;
“ It was to supply funds in aid of

the hospital.” Do not lay this flattering unction to your
aouls, sirs ; it was thut you might enjoy a kind of car-

nival ; that you might vie with your neighbours at York

;

• The bringing over M. Ptsi* was an act of no great civility to the

performer* in this country. It it haul that Madlle. Sontag «u unwilling

In tmst hcraelf in the hand* of Itaheut accompanist*
; but was it just to

extend this suspicion to such a roan a* Mr. Grestore* ?—To him is con-
fided the management of the Manchester Festival, and we cannot but

hope that lie would have refused to permit M. PiaU, or any other person,

to usurp his seat at the piano-forte, for, by complying, he would have

acknowledged either his incapacity, or hit want of integrity.

—

Editor,

that you might outstrip your brother-manufacturers a
Norwich iu extravagance, in paying enormous sums to
strangers, not one guiuea of which would be likely to
remain, in any shape, in this country of incomparable
dupes.

A sensible answer was sent, by a gentleman, to an
application made to him to become a steward at, I
believe, a Norwich Festival. He inclosed a £20 note,
but declined to act, or to attend ; for he reasoned. If
I am present with my family, my expenses will amount
to more than £100, of which about five or six at the
utmost will ever go into the pocket of the charity: while
by giving £20 in a direct manner to the hospital, that
useful institution will gain nearly four times as much, and
I shall.save at least four-fifths of what I otherwise should
be obliged to disburse. The plain Euglish of this is, that
the gentleman in question wished to render substantial
assistance to the hospital, and not to lavish five times the
sum on foreigners that in reason they ought to demand.*

It will not be suspected that I am an enemy to music-
meetings : on the contrary I recommend them wherever
I have any influence

; I enjoy them, and practically know
their utility. They bring neighbours together, they diffuse
a vast deal of innocent pleasure, they promote trade, and
contribute largely in support of public charities. But
these advantages accrue only when they arc directed by
reason, and upon the plan which, till within the last very
few years, they were managed. If they are to be pursued
at the threatened exorbitant expense, they will impoverish
the country gentlemen, deprive them of the means of con-
tributing usefully to charitable institutions, and fill the
pockets only of a few singing birds of passage, and of
their accompanists.

25tA. A coucert given at the Argyll Rooms this morn-
ing, in aid of funds raising to build a Catholic chapel
at Dungnrvon, in Ireland, entirely failed : not above one
hundred and fifty people, including free tickets, could be
collected together. And I am not surprised

; a concert
for such a purpose ought to have been given in Dublin,
not in London. The advertisements of Mr. Welsh's
liberality—(why not Messrs. Welsh and Hawes's?)—must
alone have swallowed up the receipts. This I understand
was projected by Bochsa, who conducted.

Madlle. Sontag's third benefit this evening was a
Complete failure, though the performance, take it alto-

gether, was interesting. The expenses could scarcely
have been covered.—Is the bubble burst?

—

• The following extract from * debate on tfae Poor Laws, in tba
House of Commons. April 16th, 182S, being part of a speech from Mr.
Slaney, will, or ought to add irresistible force to Dilettante's obser-
vations.— Editor.

“ From returns of week Iv wages la 1824 and 1825, paid to unmarried
men in sixteen counties, the lowest rate of daily wages was only six-

pence. There was only one above sixpence, and that was in Kent,
where |th« wages averaged eight-pence a day. In tweaty northern
and Welsh countries including Lancashire, the average of the lowest
daily wages was twelve-pence, or just double.” r

‘ In 1827, 1,800,W0
persons in England received rebel,”
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ftebteto of iflustc.

The Evening Service, being a collection of Pieces appro-

priate to Vespers, Complin, and Tenebrac, including the

whole of the Gregorian Hymns for every principal

Festival throughout the year: composed, selected, and
arranged, with a separate Accompaniment for the
Organ, by Vincent Novello, Organist to the Portu-

guese Embassy. Book 8. (Published for the Editor.)

The first six books of this work were reviewed in the

twenty-third number of our former series ; wherein we
also offered some explanation of the terms applied by the

catholic church to the various parts of its sacred service,

such as High Mass, Vespers, &c. t as found in the title of

the above publication. To the some we likewise refer

for a proof,—or at least to us a proof,—that the plain

chant, or canto fermo, was derived from the ancient

synagogue, and not from the Greeks, as many have
supposed ;* our own opinion on this subject having been
confirmed by the very conclusive reasoning of a gentle-

man, t whose learning and research entitle him to be
looked up to as au authority on all matters relating to the

ceremonies of that religion, of which be is au able cham-
pion and a distinguished ornament.

The present book corresponds in all respects to those
which preceded it ; there are the same number and de-
scription of pieces, engraved in a similarly economical
manner, and arranged on the same plan. It comprises a
Motet by Schicht ; a soprano Solo, adapted from Mozart's
Idomeneo ; a Quartet, Solo, and Chorus, by Perti ; a Salve
Regina , by Novello ; a Chant for the Stabat Mater, by the
same ; a Quintet from a Motet of Cherubini

; a choral
Motet from Portogallo

; and a Chorus, Trio, and Fugue,
arranged from Haydn's Seasons.

The Motet of Schicht, £ for four voices, is a fine piece of
writing, the last movement, a Fugue, particularly. The
soprano solo is Mozart's lovely aria, “ Zeffirelli, lusin-

ghieri;” the accompaniment nicely arranged for the organ.
The quartet, &c. of Perti, is short aud pleasing. Mr.
Novello’s Salve Regina, a solo for a treble voice, is a
sweet melody, with a beautiful and masterly accompani-
ment. The chant for the monkish hymn, Stabat Mater,
is a good piece of simple harmony

; and as a novelty to

this protestant country, we insert it.

• We also refer the reader to the first volume of the Harmonicon,
p. 33, for information concerning the history, &c. of the Gregorian Chant,

f Charles Butler, Baq., of Lincoln's Inn.

j This name is quite unknown in England. Johann Gottfried Schicbt
urw born at ZitUu, in 1753, and held the appointments of rouiic director

and of organist to tbe new church, at Leipzig—(Ed. of 11.)

The quintet of Cherubini, though it preserves enough of

the ecclesiastical character to plead its justification with

the most orthodox, shews a laudable determination in the

author to seek new effects from modem combinations, and

from greater freedom of air. It is a charming composition.

The choral motet of Portogallo is scientific, but offers

nothing new. The chorus, 4*c. from Haydn's Seasons, is

the hymn in nb, beginning, “ Endless, mighty, merciful

God!" and continuing, “From thine abundant meals,
1*

adapted to Latin words. The beauty of the latter move-
ment, commencing thus,

—

one word more on the subject.

That this publication must prove of the highest utility to

all catholic churches, it is almost unnecessary to add ; but

we beg leave to say, that, with a little industry, it might
be rendered very serviceable in our protestant places of

worship, in most of which we hear an everlasting repeti-

tion of the same things, muny of them of the dullest and
least inspiring kind of sacred music.

The Ttrolesk Melodies, with the original German
words, and an English translation , by W. Ball : the

adaptation of the Music by J. Moschelks. Vol. 2.

(Willis and Co. 55, St. James s Street.)

The first volume of this work was published about the

middle of last year, and noticed at length in our Sep-
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tember number*; in which is also an account of the Rainer

family, extracted from the same very interesting publica-

tion. We beg the reader to refresh his memory on the

subject of these airs, by turning back to what we have said

concerning them. And as to those who do not possess

our first series, it will be better that they purchase the

number in question, than that we should repeat our-

selves. * '

At the close of the late season, this harmonious family

made an extensive tour through the provinces, where, says

a short preface to this second volume, “ the moat gratify-

ing and undeviuting success has continued to attend their

performance and reward their abilities. In all those ofour

principal cities, towns, and watering-places, t where they

have sung their wild, inimitable songs, the lovers of

harmony and nature have thronged again and again.
1 to bmr
The green capt, strong limb'd mountaineer !*$

The present volume contains twelve more melodies,

many of which “ are the composition of Mr. Seidel and the

Tyrolese family, Rainer,” the editor tells us, but does not
assign to each its particular author.

It was to be expected that the second series of these
melodies would resemble the first. Swiss airs have all

nearly the same character, and, when harmonized, not only
for the same voices, but the same singers, the similarity

was almost unavoidable. We will not say that the present
set is unequal to the former, but it certainly does not strike

us so forcibly ; und this, very likely, from the effects hav-
ing been anticipated, and novelty, therefore, no longer a
prominent feature. But both as airs and as merrraux
tfensemble, they possess much beauty, and have a pecu-
liarity which distinguishes them from all other kinds of
vocal music.

The 13th (or the first of this set) has already appeared
in England, as one of a collection by Mr. Bavley and Mr.
Bishop ; iu which, however, it was published as a melody.
Here it is given, as all the others are, for four voices ; and
we insert it as a specimen of the whole ; but without the

symphonies.

The 14th, “The Mountain Lay,” is a lively air, quite

of the Tyrolese kind. In this is a redundant bar, de-

• In oar 56lh Number, it the Swiss air, Dtr ScJkwnxerbme, or, Tike

S*pim Buy, now »ingi»g everyw here by Madllc. SonUg.
t Tunbridge, Oxford, Cambridge, WorceUer, Cheltenham, Liverpool,

Manchester. Leamington, Gloucester, Chester, Shrewsbury, Bangor,
Dublin, Belfast, Glasgow, Kdinhorgh, Newcastle, York, Leeds, Uix-

oimgham, Nottingham, Leicester, Halifax, Bath, linalol, Ac.

|
Vide Hoyle Farm, by Lord P. L, Gowtr.

structure of the rhythm, but which may be remedied by
reducing the third, fourth, nnd fifth bars of page 9, to two.

The 15th, “ The Forsaken,” and the 17th, “The Switzer’s

pong of home, ’ differ from the rest in point of style ; they are

more sentimental, or expressive, and are eminently beau-

tiful. We surely trace the pen of M. Moseheles in many
parts of these. The lfith, “The Song <of the Spring,”

nnd the 19lh, "The Contented Hunter,” are agreeable

Swiss tunes, but not remarkable in any way. The 20th,
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“The Tyrolian song/' is well known ns a walls; or» at

least, something very like it has long- been familiar to our

ear. It is very effective as a (our*voiced song. The 21st,

“The happy Peasant," and the 22nd. “The Mountaineer,*

may be classed with the 18th and 19th. The 23d, " The
Tyrolese Boy,” is very pretty, and shews the singular

manner of the native performers to great advantage. The
24th and last, “The Village Chorister/’ differs in style from

the others, taking rather a dramatic form, and is not unlike

more than one concerted piece, which we have beard on

the English stage.

All of these are short, though swelled to three times the

necessary bulk by printing the notes at full length, to

every stanza. The style Wing once understood, they are

easy to perform, and require only the ordinary coinpass of

voice for which the several parts are composed. The ac-

companiment is studiously simple, and may be undertaken

by any steady hmeist.

PIANO-FORTE.

1. Variations, quasi Fantaisie, ntr le Trio de Mazanielln,
** Notre Dame du Mont Carrnrf' de Carafa. composers

par Henri Herx. Op. 43. (Goulding and D’Almoine,

20, Soho Square

;

Frere, Parity and Simrock, Bonn.')

2. Fantasia on a French Romance, composed by Sixto
Perez. (Chappell, 135, New Bond Street)

M. Here has chosen his subject from an opera that has
for several months been eitremely popular in I^ris • and
amongst its favourite pieces, this trio is always received with

most applause. The five variations on it are clever, and,

though possessing somewhat less of that difficulty of which

M. Herz, a very young man, is at present so much en-

amoured, yet it requires a good player, with a strong, sure

left hand. Indeed the Intermezzo alia Fuga, and the

finale, will call forth all the exertions of superior perfor-

mers. The Introduzione to this, an andantino cantabile,

is gracefully and well composed
;
but we would fain ask

the author why he did not write it in three-four, rather

than in three-eight time?—By using quavers instead

of semiquavers, &c., and by a slight change in the words
directing the movement, lie would have rendered his

composition twice as easy, though productive of precisely i

the same effect. Surely it is the wish, as undoubtedly

it is the interest, of an author, to circulate his productions

in a wide sphere, which can only be accomplished by

offering to the performer every facility possible, com-
patible with the main design. What we wish to recom-
mend in cases like the present, would make no kind

of difference in result; the alteration would only be
known to the eye ; the forms of the notes alone would be
changed ; in every other respect the effect would be
the same

;
the ear could never discover any difference

;

but the performer would acknowledge it, and an increased

sale would demonstrate its utility.

The Tema of this, being too long for Insertion here, and
too good not to give as a specimen of the work, is printed
In the musical portion of the Number.

Neither the foregoing composition, nor M. Perez's,

can with propriety be termed a Fantasia, but each is an
air with variations, preceded by a movement called the
Introduction. We mention this, in order to check the pro-
pensity to miseal things, which is rather gaining ground.
By whatever name a piece is designated, it must still be the
«unc

; and though the title Air with Variations
,
is become

very forbidding, yet variations written on a given theme
will be an Air with Variations, in spite of all disguise.

Tlie subject chosen by M. Perez is tasteful and expres-
sive, though not very original. His variations on it seem
to have been produced with a great deal of labour, and are
faultless

;
but, like his theme, which perhaps ought to bear

the blame, they unfold nothing new, though they disclose

nothing that is disagreeable.

1. Le Retour de Bath, a Divertissement, with an Accom-
paniment for the Flute (ad libitum), composed by T.
A. Rawlings. (Chappell.)

2. Rossini's Trio, “ Cruda Sorte/' arranged by G.
Kiallmark, and published by the tame.

8. Second Set of Three of the Tyrolese Melodies sung by
the Rainer Family, arranged as a Divertimento, and
published by the same.

4. Divertimento, i» which are introduced Bishot’s
“ Beautiful are the fields of day/

1 and the Fairy Chorus*
arranged and published by the same.

No. 1 is a Divertissement of three movements
;
au Intro-

duction, spirited and brilliant ; an Aria of that good, sim-
ple kind which will always please those whose taste is not
vitiated, on the following subject :

—

This is enlarged by a digression a la mililaire, when the

motivo recurs, and is finished by being broken in triplets of
quavers; the last movement consisting of a well-known
Irish air. The whole of this is easy, yet shewy, and
pleasing, without haviug any claim to the merit of iuven-

lion.

Rossini's Terzetto, “ Cruda Sorte !*’ is delightful In al-

most any form. Mr. Kiallmark has by certain amplifica-

tions converted It into a pleasant piano-forte rondo, though

he has not been so happy in aiding the composer’s design,

as in rendering the whole easy aud familiar: for instance,

at the 9th bar of page 3, he has brought the upper parts

and base together, instead of the one following the other in

the highly effective maimer of the original ; and in the 9th
bar of page 2 is a run in the base, which ought surely to be
a third higher, on every account. This is perhaps an
erratum.

No. 3 is an exceedingly easy arrangement of three of the

airs published by the Tyrolese Minstrels, adapted to very

young performers; to whom they will be on agreeable

relief from the practice of what they now think sever®

studies, but which they will soon learn to consider as better

things.

No. 4 is much on the same plan as the former, but cal-

culated lor a more advanced class of performers. An
Introduction, one page in length, has merit. The chord

in the sixth bar of this, in the base, is, of course, an uncor*

rCCtat error of the engraver.
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1. The French Air, “ Le vaillant Troubadour,” arranged
with Variations by Edward Dearle. (Blackman, 5

,

Bridge Street, Southicark.)

2. Introduction and Scotch Air, “ Blue Bonnets,’' arranged
as a Rondo by James Dewar, (Paterson and Roy,
Edinburgh.)

3. The Mountain Maid, composed by Mr. Sinclair, ar-

ranged with Variations by J. F. Reddie. (Dale, 19,

Poultry.)

4. Waltz, the last composition of C. M. Von Weber.
(Vernon, 37, Comhill.)

5. The Quick Waltz of Madlle. Sontag. (Same pub-
lisher.)

The first of these is a deservedly popular French air,*

with seven characteristic variations, jMissessing a vast deal

of merit, much more than such publications now can boast

of, and of a very reasonable length, which, though not

difficult, may be played by every good performer without

any compromise of dignity.

No. 2 is the air so modestly claimed by Mr. A. Lee, as

being “ partly composed” by him, and to which Mr.
Braham's singing has given so much popularity lately.

Were it not for the superabundance of triplets introduced

into this arrangement, it would lie entitled to considerable

praise as a bagatelle. The Introduction is well conceived,

and the whole, except the parts objected to, is an easy,

pleasing piece.

No. 3 is in the title-page called “ the celebrated bal-

lad,"’ though it is the first time we ever heard of it. How-
ever, we almost invariably omit all such epithets, for every-

thing is ** celebrated,” or “ popular,” or " enthusiastically

applauded,” &c. now-a-days; therefore, whenever the

terms are justly applied, they amount to no distinction.

This is intended for young players, for whom it is exceed-

ingly well arranged, short, and moderate in price.

No. 4 is a clever waltz, of a page and a half ; and, as the

latest composition of so justly celebrated a man, is entitled

4o particular notice. We cannot help wishing that a line

or two in confirmation of the fact asserted had been in-

serted in the title of this publication.

No. 5 is a German waltz of no extraordinary merit, on
which the present name is hooked as a bait. We hope

that the wise men of Manchester will take a thousand

copies of it, and distribute them amongst the sufferers in

their hospital. It may have its use.

1. The Hunters’ Chorus, from the Freischutz, arranged at

a Rondo, by L. Fesca. (Wheatstone, 436, Strand.)

2. “ Good Night,” the Venetian Serenade. Ditto. Ditto.

3. “ Kelvin Grove." Ditto. Ditto. Ditto.

4. The Bridrmaid’s Song, from the FreUchdtz. Ditto.

Ditto. Ditto.

5. 14 O Pescator,” the Venetian Air, Ditto. Ditto. Ditto.

6. “We’re a’ Noddin.* Ditto. Ditto. Ditto.

All the above arc arranged in the simplest and therefore

easiest manner possible, and may be safely put into the

hands of children within a very few weeks after the com-
mencement of their learning music.

• Published in ih« former series of the Hirmoniron.

1. The.favourite Ain in Rossini’s operaof Uotx in Egitto
{including New Aiks introduced by the author at He
representation in Paris,) arranged with Flute accom-
paniment, ad libitum, by J. F. Burrowes. Book I.
(Chappell.)

2. Ditto tn Mayer s opera, La Rosa bianca, e la Ross
rossa Ditto. Ditto. Ditto.

3. The Overture to Mayerbebr’s Margarita d’Anjou, ar-
ranged by C. Dumon. (Chappell.)

It is not generally known in England, that when Rossini
brought out his Mote at the Academic Royale de Musique,
two years ago, he made several alterations aud additions
to it, as well for the purpose of getting rid of the weak
parts, as to adapt it to French words. Mr. Burrowes, pro-
fiting by this circumstance, has pul forth a new piano-forte
arrangement of the opera, of which the present book, con-
taining one of the added compositions and four of those
originally belonging to it, is the first of the set. This ad-
ditional air, “ La douce Aurore,” is another proof of the
author s talent, and also of his wisdom in flattering the
txste of the people to whom lie is so much indebted, for it
begins in the minor, the favourite mode of the French, and
ahernutes between that and the major, in the most effective
manner. Mr. Burrowes has arranged thus much of Mote
with his usual ability

; and, looking to the sale of his pub-
lication, has carefully avoided any frowning difficulties,
but without sacrificing to the less important ease of the
performer effects of consequence.
La Rosa bianca is one of the two operas brought out at

the King’s Theatre this season ; both of which failed, as
might have been foretold by a manager of any discernment.
It may do better as a series of piano-forte pieces, in which
form its dramatic weaknesses will not be so striking.

Margarita tfAnjou is the other opera produced this
season, and which met its fate almost as soon as it ap-
peared above the London horizon. The overture, now
before us, is of the lightest kind, ouite in the Italian man-
ner, and lletter suited to a keyed instrument than to a
band: there is a certain sprightlineas about it which
renders it passable in the hands of a single player, but
which alone is not sufficient to make it tolerable in an
orchestra.

Gems or Melody, with an Accompanimentfor the Flute,
ad libitum, arranged by William Forde; six Numbers,

containing,

1. Meyerbeer's “ Giovinetto Cavalierf
2. La Suistctsc au bord du lac ,*

3. " Ruona node l amaio bene

4. “ Cease your funning

6. “ Di (anti palpiti,” and

6. Carnaval de Venue.

(Cocks and Co., Princes Street, Hanover Square.)

This is a very useful sort of publication ; airs oftwo pages
each only, quite easy for both instruments, the flute parti-

cularly, nevertheless arranged in such a manner as to free

them from all appearance of having been compiled for

novices, and even to confer on them a semblance of
importance. This has been done by taking the airs

and accompaniments nearly in their original state, and
then altering a few of the passages in which anything like

difficulty occurs. Much as we approve of these, however,
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we caution Mr. Forde from suffering progressions like the

annexed to creep into any future publications of the kind

:

such negligences—they are not numerous, we acknowledge,

—tend to vitiate what would otherwise be unexceptionable.

DUETS, PIANO FORTE.
1. Select Airs from the opera of Jessonda, composed by

Spohr, arranged by Vincent Novello. Book 1.

(The Editor, 22, Bedford Street, Covent Garden .)

2. Mozart’s Quartet in F performed at the Philharmonic
Concerts , and arranged by S. Webbe. (Chappell.)

3. M Non piil andrai,” from Mozart’s Figaro, arranged
by Vincent Novello. (The Editor, as above.)

Jessonda is an opera little known even in Germany, and
much less so, of course, in this country : it notwithstanding

contains some very fine music, music too good, in fact, for

the prevailing taste of the moment, which for the majority

of heurers must consist of nothing longer than semi and
demi*semi-quavers, of flourishes, semitonic passages, and
flageolet accompaniments. Now these are not the leading

features of Jessonda ; but it boasts of such unfashionable

qualities as gracefulness of uir, and richness. of harmony,
and an adaptation of the sound to the sense. M. Spohr.
however, it must be granted, delectates too much in elabo-

ration ; be is deeply enamoured of double sharps and dou-
ble flats, which operate very repulsively on all but the very

skilful and practised performer. In selecting from this

opera, Mr. Novello has, therefore, judiciously selected

those pieces which are in the most popular style; and
should he in the course of his present publication chuse
any of the compositions which we allude to, he will no
doubt, as he has done before, transpose them, so as to

adapt them to the industry and ability possessed by the

generality of amateurs.

Mozart's Quartet in F is rather a favourite with real quartet

players, though, even in its native form, but few are extra-

vagantly enamoured of it; for, except the allegretto, begin-

ning thus.
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there is very little in it that produces an immediate effect,

or, after frequent healing, leaves any lasting impression:
we, therefore, do not think it well chosen for arrangement
as a piano-forte duet. Mr. Webbe has, however, adapted
it in a very able manner for the instrument, and wisely

concluded it with the minuet and trio ; leaving out the last

movement, which is not calculated for a keyed instrument,

and would have rendered the piece much too long for the
intended purpose.

Jcly, 1828.

Of No. 3,
14 Non piil andrai," an air which we believe

is known to every body in every civilized part of the world*
it is only necessary to say, that it is arranged in an easy,

popular manner. Of the skilfulness of the adaptation, Mr*
Novello’s name is u sufficient guarantee.

PIANO FORTE AND FLUTE.
Fantasia, with Variations on Russian Airs, by Uenry

Herz. (Goulding and D’Almaine.)

A great deal of labour has been bestowed on this by the
composer, and as much is exacted of those who undertake
the piano-forte part, which is difficult without offering an
adequate reward for the trouble it must cost. There are,

nevertheless, some sparkling passages in this fantasia, and
a few bold modulations, but its want of novelty to relieve

the parts that have no merit but what is reflected by a

brilliancy of execution, makes it as a whole uniuteresting.

The flute part is comparatively easy.

VOCAL.
Glee, **’Tis life to young lovers," composed by J. C.

Clifton. (Willis and Co.)

Mr. Clifton’s short glee, comprised in eighteen bars only,

for two trebles, a tenor, ond a base, is one of those compo-
sitions which will be universally admired. It is a little in

the style of Stevens,—and we can hardly pay it a higher

compliment an to effect,—with a dear melody running
through it, and a harmony, which, though founded on the

ancient masters, is not, and never will be, obsolete. We
cite the following passage as an example of the latter,

persuaded that all true lovers of music will be glad to

meet with the chord of the ninth iu a modern production.

*7 "t?
For Ibe heart, oh tl

Jtz£-

The verses are not only printed with the music, but also

in a separate page ; a sensible practice, which we are glad

to sec is gaining ground. Of these there are four stanzas,

the music being the same to each.

1. Scena, ** Basla ! Basta !" Ac. from Metasta&io’s Morte

ifAbclle, composed by Charles S. Packer. (Chappell.)

2. Aria, “ Ciel Pietoso!" composed by John Thompson,
Esq. (Paterson aud Roy, Edinburgh .J

At page 20 of this volume, we mentioned, in such terms

as we thought called for, a new composition brought for-

ward at the Royal Academy of Music by one of its pupils.

Our opinion was given after a single hearing: we have

now hod an opportunity of examining the production

deliberately, and so far from finding any reason to alter

our judgment, it is confirmed and strengthened by a

closer acquaintance with the work.

This Scena is for a base voice. The words, selected

from the second part of La Morle d'A belle, a sacred drama
by Metaslasio, are uttered by Cain, ufier having murdered

Z
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Ills brother, in reply to the reproaches of Eve, which,

unable to bear, lu* interrupt*, exclaiming.
*4 BuU ! bwla! to »o: lotto comprendo

11 mi*rrt> rnn* *Uto.

Mi dtfpern 11 p*«Mto,

II pmicnle m* npprime ;

1/ awmir mi ipavaoU."

Tlie whole of the fratricide's avowal of his remorse and
despair is thrown into recitative, os the poet intended

;
and

of the next ten lines, four are set to nn andante larqhctto

movement
; the remaining six, to a prato furioso. The

musicul knowledge displayed in the nrcompunied recitative,

its hue modulations and admirable harmonies, quite asto-

nished us in so youthful a composer; but his conception of

the poetry, tlie pussion he has infused into it, and the Itold

musical colouring by which he ban in a tenfold degree

augmented its force, are little short of miraculous, when
considered as proceeding from the pen of a boy who had
not finislied his studies. Of his modulation we oiler the fol-

lowing specimen :* it seems elaborate, but comes naturally

;

Tlie simplicity, too, of his means in parts of this, is not
less remarkable ; for the art of extracting effect from such
materials is generally the bruit only of lung experience. As
an example of tins, we insert the subjoiuod burs, which ter-

minate the introductory symphony to the recitative

:

AIP. agitato.

The annexed passage, which comes immediately after

Cain tut* said, “ I well know all the horrors of my situa*

lion !" is most beautifully and pathetically composed

:

Lento.

The slow air following the recitative, is a lovely melody,

full of feeling ; and the last movement, admirably expres-

sive of the tortured and hopeless slate of the murderer's

mind, is, in another .style, quite as masterly, as regards tlie

writing, though less original. In truth, movements of this

kind generally resemble each oilier, more or less. We
would lain give a specimen of the former, but must not in-

dulge iu any more extracts. The whole may be purchased

for a trifle*, uud we strongly recommend every lover of fine

music to jiosscss himself of a copy. This however, will:

be duing but little : let u* indulge a hope that some munifi-

cent patron, some musical Mccumas, will take by the hand
a youth who holds out the fairest promise of becoming, and

that In a short time, on ornament to his art and to his

country. Let liim be snatched from the impending slavery

of teaching; a drudgery which impairs the imaginative

faculty, damps that noble ambition which alone leads to

excellence, and in most cases finally extinguishes every

sjmrk of genius.

The second of these shewn what advances music is

makingamong amateurs: we have here an Itaiiun air, which'

is worthy of a place, and would prove successful, in on opera

seria. It is composed with greul taste und feeling, and

except the eleventh bar of the third page, the base of which
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we do not like, ifds altogether an «legant production.

Gluck seems to have been the author's model ; he could

not hove chosen a better for the Cavatina

;

which name-

more properly belongs to this than that given to it.

1. The Pirate’s Serenade, tcriUen by W. Kennedy, Esq..

composed by John Thompson, Esq. (Paterson and

Roy, Edinburgh .)

2. Canzonet, “Oh! ask me not,” the poetry by Mrs.

Hemans ; composed and published by the same.

8. Sono, “I’m a bright wanderer,” by Charles Cope

Temple. Esq. (Cramer and Co. and Callcott.)

4. Sono, The Broken Bower, by the tome. (Same pub-

Ushers.)

Vo. 1 is an animated air, well set to words possessing no

less a share of animation. If many more amateurs ot the

calibre of Mr. Thompson should come forward, pro-

fessors must either exert more vigour or retire from the

contest altogether.

The air of No. 2 i9 very pleasing, but we do not like

-equally well the accompaniment
;
there is too ranch of it

for the voice, and it is not conveniently arranged for the

player. The a. a quaver, to the word “ thou," in the

second bar, should, we conclude, be a a ; it is meant as

a }, we presume, and not as that most discordant combi-

nation, a L
The titles of Nos. 3 and 4 led us to expect that the

music owed its birth to Mr. Temple ;
but on opening the

sheet we found the one confessed to be Italian, and the

other Anglo-Calcdonian. But both melodies are natural

and flowing, and the Inst is exceedingly elegant and ex-

pressive. The accompaniments shew the hand of a mas-

ter ;
but whether a dilettante or a professor, we cannot

pretend to say. The poetry, too, is pretty ; that of No. 4

being meant, we conjecture, as an imitation of, or a sequel

to, “ Here’s the bower,” by Moore.

1 . Ballad, “It is not on the battle field,” rung by Mr.

Braham; poetry bn T. Bayley, Eaq. : symphonies and
accompaniments by T. A. Rawlings. (Goulding and

D’Almame.)
2. Canzonet, 44 Sweet Spring,” composed by John Bar-

nett. (Chappell.)

3. Song, 44 Rose of Lucerne,

1

* arrangedfrom an original

Swiss Melody, by John Barnett. (Goulding and

iyAlmaiue.)

4. Canzonet, “Fare thee well! forget me not!” com-

posed by J. Jolly. (Chappell.)

b. Song, “ Sing on, tbou warbling bird,” introduced by

Madame Feron, in the Cabinet, composed by G . II on-

son. (Chappell.)

4>. The Anatomy Song, being No. I of the Ballad Singer,

set to music by J. Blewitt. (Chappell; Clemeoti.)

7. Sono, “Oh yon are bonny and good, I^ody!” composed

by G. F. Simms. (Preston, 71, Dean Street.)

•ft. Ballad, “ I’d be n nightingale,” composed by E. Sous.
(Goulding and D’Ahnaine.)

9. Serenade, “ Come down to the lattice,” composed by

J. F. Reodir. (Dale, Poultry.)

10. Cavatina, “Yet I still will follow thee,” sung by

Miss Paton. (Composed and published by the same.)

No. 1 is a sweet melody,—Scolish, we are inclined to think,

.but the title affords, us no means of judging. Why, we

wi»h to ask publishers in general, is the name of the origi-

nal composer concealed in cases of this kind?—or, if not

known, why is not some kind of notice taken, as that the

air is Italian, Irish, due. ?—There is an apparent want of

candour hi withholding such information, which is apt to

lead to a suspicion of something sinister.

No. 2 is wry and pretty ; some of the accompaniments

perhaps a little too light for the rather mournful character

of the words ; but in otherparts solid and harmonious.

No. 3 takes one of the Ranz-dcs-Vaches as a symphony,

and then continues in a Swiss air, not very remarkable in

any way. But a lithographed vignette to this, by Gaud,
merits notice for its taste and execution.

There is much expression but little novelty in No. 4 .

The harmony of the seventh bar disappoints the ear, and

is somewhat hard ; ami in the ninth and tenth bars we
find what Dr. Bunicy calls the Scotuh swap.—catching
notes, which do not quite suit the present words.

In No. 5 we trace an imitation of the Italian mc2za-
bravttra style, and not a bad one ;

much superior at least

to the tinsel that foreign singers frequently exchange for

the fifteen, twenty, and even thirty pieces of gold, which

they often receive for attending a concert for half an hour*

or thereabouts.

No. 6 is a comic song, well set to one of Mr. lloocfs

most entertaining “ Whims and Oddities.”

No. 7 has some merit as a melody, but the accentuation

is far from correct ; and the two fifths between the twelfth

and thirteenth bars of page 3, are not less disagreeable to

the ear than hostile to a rule, the power of suspending

which ought never to be trusted in common hands.

No. 8 tells something of a sighing rose-tree, with other

nonsense, that could only be tolerated in an English song.

Then the musician’s accent is ulmost equal to the poetry,

and some of his accompaniment equal to his accent ; the D
against zb, fur instance, in the sixth bar of page 3.

Nos. 9 and 10 have both of them an air, which is no

meuu praise, when the commodity is so scarce. We will not

assert that those airs arc entirely new, but they are rhyth-

mical and vocal. As to the words of No. 9, we can ouly

say, that the Stars shining bright in the beautiful misty is

the most original image we ever met with, after a long and

pretty extensive acquaintance with the lyric poet9.

HARP.

1. Mozart’s “Deh! prendi uii dolce amplesso
”

-with pas-

sages in the Overture to Tito, arranged alia Fantasia, by

N. C. Bochsa. (Goulding and D’Almaine.)

2. Divertimento, an air sung by Madlle. Sontag, in

L’ltaliana in Algeri, by Gustavus Holst. (The Author,

Howland Street.

J

3. Introduction o?id Rondoletto on a Tyroliau Air,

composed by Miss M. A. Dibdin. (Chappell.)

No. I is the pretty duettioo in La Clrmenza di Tito % with

four variations in the ordinary style ; then a few passages

from the overture to the same opera ; after which the first

air recurs, but in a military guise. The whole is preceded

by a brilliant introduction, and is what it professes to be,

not exactly a fantasia, but in the manner of one.

No. 2 induces us to ask where and when has Madlle.

Sontag sung in L’ltaliana in Algen Not that it mattera

much ; she may hereafter sing in that feeble opera, if she

has not yet done so ; the tide is, therefore, ouly a little in

iidvaoce of the fact The divertimento is easy, and that is

all we con pronounce in its favour.

Z 2
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We really cannot say much more in favour of No. 8,

than of that immediately preceding it ; though the sex of

the author makes us wish to speak of it in very civil lan-

guage. It seems to us that most teachers in the present day

feel it incumbent oti them to compose, aye, and to publish

;

for the benefit of their scholars, probably ; hence we have

an unaccountable list of soi-disant composers, but a very

scanty catalogue of music, properly so called.

FLUTE with PIANO FORTE ACCOMPANIMENT.
1. A Concertino, composed by F. Bfrbjouier; ar-

ranged by S. God be. No. 8. (Wheatstone, 486, Strand.)

S. A Ditto. Ditto. Ditto.

8. Three Brilliant Sonatas, by L. Drouet ; the Ac-

companiment by J. Mollwo. (Ewer and Johanning,

20, Tickbornt Street.)

No. I, in a minor, is a simple and easy, but a very

pleasing composition. A Romanza, in a major, though

brief, is exceedingly effective, and the Rondo, a finale, is

full of melody.

No. 2, in a major, is more brilliant than the foregoing,

and demands rather a larger share of practical skill in

the flutist. The first movement of this is spirited, and
requires some exertion in the performer. The last is

not less animated, though in a different style
;
the can-

tabite , the middle movement, is graceful. Of all writers

for the flute, Berbiguier certainly attends most to its real

character, and has the happy talent of enabling the per-

former to produce much effect with comparatively small

means. “ His works,” says Mr. James, in his valuable

essay on the flute, “all, without exception, display a

vigour of imagination, a depth of feeling, and those inex-

haustible resources of inborn energy, which plainly indicate

the disdain of all imitation. His slow and quick move-
ments are equally forcible and striking, and he seems to

possess the talent superior to any other composer, of
making his melodics so simple and easy, os to iuducc the

belief of the hearer that the performer has considerable

skill and powers of execution, whilst the fact is decidedly

otherwise.”

The application of the epithet 4 brilliant * to Sonatinas is

rather unusual, if not contradictory, and very likely to

mislead those who judge from a title-page. This publi-

cation consists of easy compositions, of three move-
ments each,—a quick opening, an adagio, and a rondo.

The first has also a minuet. In these there is nothing
brilliant, in the accepted sense of the word, the whole
being calculated for performers who have not arrived at

such a degree of excellence as enables them to play in

that style. They are all, however, agreeable compositions,

and well adapted to the principal instrument. The ac-

companiment, which consists of little more than chords in

crotchets, and a few triplets in quavers, is exceedingly

easy, though a useful adjunct.

GUITAR.
Thalia, a Collection of Pieces for the Spanish Guitar,

by the most eminent composers, selected and fingered
by Charles Eulenstein. 12 Nos. (R. and W.
Davis, 31, Coventry Street.)

This very well selected, compact work for the guitar, the

first numbers of which we mentioned in our last, is now
completed, and forms a nent octavo volume, containing

a selection of all such of the best and most popular com-
positions of the day as are suitable to the instrument.

Besides these it also includes a mixture of Italian, Scotish,

and other national melodies, forming an agreeable variety,

and thus combining, with the most modem airs, others
that have always been, and will ever continue to be,

acknowledged as excellent in their particular class,

•«# Ssitli'i u Introduction to Singing the “Vocal Tutor/’ and a few
other thing* prepared for this Number, are necessarily deferred for want
of room.

Cht 2wfmt Conttrte.

TENTH CONCERT.
Under Ike Direction of hit Grace the Archbishop of York, Wednesday.

May ‘list, 1828.

Aar I.

Overture. (Hercules.)

Pralai xxxiv. Through nil the changing iceae*.

Song. But thou didst not. 1 f , . . ,

Chorus. Lilt up your heads. J
4

eu% '

Song. Gii risonar d'intomo. (Aituu.)

Concerto (Select Harmony.)
Song. Parto, roa to. (La Clementa di Tito.)

Air and Chortn. Come, if you dare.

Recit. ace. Ah! perch#.)
\

Air. 11 enrobes. ^
)

(Perseo.)

Quintet and Chorus. Gloria Patri.

Handel.

If AN DSL.

Han cat..

Handel.
Mozart.
PrtctLL

Sactin ni.

PiaaoLisi.

Act If.

Sinfoait.

Song. Dove aei. (Rsdelimda.)

Chorus. The Gods, who chosen. (.AthaJia.)

Quintet. Doni pace. (Florins)

Motet. Glory, praise, and adoration.

Song. Ombra adorala. (Romeo e Gtuhelta.)

Trio and Chorus. See the. (Judas Maccafncut.)

Madrigal. O'er desert plains.

Chorus. Around let acclamations. (AthaJia.)

Woiart.
Handel.
Handkl.
Handel.
Mozart.

Guqlielmi.
Handel.

Waelrent.
Handel.

The old story was, in the course of the present concert,

very agreeably relieved by novelty of the best description.

We do not often hear the overture to Hercules, to which
there is one of the most delightful fugues that Handel ever

put together: the subject is strikingly bold, and is occa-

sionally relieved by a little chattering episode which guides

to it again with most felicitous dexterity. We thought

Miss Johnson might have sung her song “But thoa

didst not/' a shade faster ; the words are certainly serious,

but there is a holy hope conveyed in the sentiment which

cannot be expressed by so lengthened an accent ; in other

respects Miss J. did this beautiful air most ample justice.

Mr. Phillips was never more successful in his novelties

than to-night; the trumpet song from jEtius was, indeed,

a rich treat ; he gave it with gTeat spirit, and was gene-

rally effective, except in one or two passages, which were,

in themselves, crude, and will require a great deal of

practice to overcome ; it is a fine song, upon the whole,

and we shall rejoice to hear it again. As to Harper's

trumpet, it is beyond all praise : for clearness, brilliancy,

and strength combined, we never heard such a performer.

We must not pass by Madame Caradori Allan in “ Parto;**

though we have not much to remark upon her perfor-

mance in addition to what has already been repeatedly

said of it.

Oh ! Purcell ! Purcell ! with such variety of riches, such
exquisite gems as are contained in thy cabinet, why is

one drawer of it alone permitted to be opened, and the

rest kept constantly shut to us ?—The chorus of this
44 Come, if you dare!” was admirably performed, but

Vaughan’s voice was not in a state to do justice to*tbe
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air. Sacchini’s tcena is a fine dramatic composition ; and
a novelty too!—Madame Pasta did it justice, and its effect

was discernible in every countenance
;
those of the con-

noisseurs particularly.

The “ Gloria Patri" of Pergolesi we are truly grateful

for: it was new to ns, and a very magnificent work:

only, we are not quite sure that we comprehend the neces-

sity, or acquiesce in the good effect produced by a piano

commencement ofsuch words as 44 Gloria Patri, Ac. . Mo-
zart’s delightful symphony in c. (Oh ! that second move-
ment !) opened the second act, and then followed Miss

Stephens's “ Dove Bei,” very sweetly Rung.

If we must have Handel’s heathenish bow-vow choruses,

instead of & hundred truly and sublimely religious ones,

that we never by any accident hear ; in the name of Bel, or

Dagon, or Chemosh, or any other idol deity, let them be

a little varied.

A motet of Mozart, after the nerer failing 44 Doni pace,”

did not contribute much to our evening’s satisfaction
;

though, that Mozart should be otherwise than satisfactory

may sound a little paradoxical : the music is very fine

certainly, quoad, music, and the instrumental accompani-
ments possess great ingenuity and great variety, but where
is religion ? we trace it nowhere, and to such words we
contend that the music has no affinity whatever. By the

bye, this unsuitableness would have been far less felt had
the original Latin words been retained ; we cannot imagine
any good, or, in fact, any reason at all, for substituting

English.

Madame Pasta's “ Ombrn adorata,” was perfection.

We never heard her iu finer voice, or sing with greater

force and expression. “The Conquering Hero” is so
vital a part of & very fine scene in the oratorio from which
it is taken, that the separation is like tearing a limb from
the body ! We make our bow to Huberto Waelrent and
1590, and bend also to the very opposite kind of music
exhibited in the chorus which concluded the concert:
** Bless the true Church, and save the King !

w

ELEVENTH CONCERT.
Under the Directum of the Earl of Cawdor, JfeJaetday, Maw 2ith,

1828.

Acr L
Overture hb.
Song. Auld Robin Gray.

Giro. Peace to the tout* of ibe heroes.

Fecit. ace. Now strike, j

Chorus. Break hit bands.

Fecit, acc. Hark ! hark !

Song. Revenge ! J

Chorus. O God who in.

Trio.

Fecit, acc. lnfelice ch'io sono.)

Air. II mio cor.

Quartet and Chorus. O janctiwim* !

Chorus. Worthy is the Lamb.

(Alexander's Feast)

CJoseph)

(Messiah.)

Act II.

Sinfoaia in n b.

Song. Sorpreadermi vorreste

Scene from Tyrannic Love.
Song. In infancy our hope*. (Arlaxtrxe.t

)

Chorus. The depth*. (Israel >n Egypt.)
Musette. ( From the Sixth Grand Concerto.)

Song. O Giore Onoipotcnte

!

Glee. Return, blest day.

Grand Chorus. Hounoa

!

Martini

D*. Callcott.

Ha* oil.

Handel.
CoRELLI.

CtuanOsA.

Handel.

Moiart.
Hassi.

Pl'KCKI.L.

Da. Arm.
Ha son..

Handel.
Wisrroa.

S. Smith.
Moiart.

“Young Jamie lov’d me weel,” sighs pensively Miss
Stephens ;

“ Now strike the golden lyre again" resounds
Mr.Vaughan ; and Mr. Phillips points to a “ ghastly band,”
which we can easily fancy to be the ghosts, not “ Grecian,"

166

but of Corelli, Purcell, Handel, and Gemintant, marching
in sad procession round their sadly degraded orchestra.
44 Auld Robin Gray !" It is quite sickening. By the way,
Mr. Phillips sang the latter part of his admirable song,
with a feeling and precision almost equal to his predecessor ;

indeed we thiuk he excels him iti songs of pathos and
tenderness: for though he possesses strength of voice,
and will possess more, there is a deficiency of energy still

in the loftier walks of song : in his 44 Behold a ghastly

band,” we did not feel that we had lost Burtleman
; in his

44 Revenge ! Revenge !” we did.

The trio was as well executed as such an adaptation ofH
would admit ; but could old Corelli have heard it, how he
would have stared ! Poor Lindley's uniform features of
placidity were bacrinkUd into all manner of comical distor-

tions during his exertions, and well they might be. Cima-
rosa’s beautiful song was well sung by Madame Caradori
Allan, but terribly drawled ; it was with difficulty we
could follow the melody. Whether it be owing to the
singers, generally, or to the band, we cannot say, but there

is a great tendency to drag iu almost everything that is

performed ; we cannot be tender, or plaintive, or solemn,
without being cased in lead. 44 O Sanctissima ! O puris-
sima!" we leave in uninterrupted superlativene.ss ! We
must always bow with reverence to

44 Worthy is the Lamb ;*

but was it considerate to select it so immediately before
the full performance of the Messiah for the benefit of the
Royal Musical Fund?

Mozart again in all his spleudour, was a high gratifica-

tion ! Here also he seems to have exerted his best
energies in the second movement ; what a rich variety of
melody, what a combination of harmony without crudeness
it is ! Madame Caradori did her best for Basse’s song, but
it is far beyond her powers ; she has neither strength of
voice nor energy of style for so brilliant a composition.
Wc have before noticed Mr. Greatorex’s able and judicious
adaptation of “ Hark, my Daridcar.” The instrumental ac-
companiments are equally ingenious and effective, and give
a fullness of harmony to Purcell’s delicious melody without
encumbering it in the slightest degree ; it is a masterly
performance altogether. The Musette, from the sixth grand
concerto, was a yery appropriate introduction to 44 O Giove
Onnipotente !” and here again we have to congratulate the
able couductor on the excellence of his instrumental addi-
tions, especially of the wind instruments, which were ad-
mirably effective. We always wish to bestow praise on
Miss Wilkinson, and it is very seldom, indeed, that the
fullest is not her due; but Winter’s strikingly dignified air
requires a power far superior: we remember Grassini in
this. We have heard, but never felt it since. We are
sorry to pass over Miss Johnson, but really 44 In infancy
our hopes,1* when detached from the drama, where it it
very appropriate, is only fit for the nursery.

Stafford Smith’s exquisite glee is never out of place or
unacceptable, except, indeed, at a quadrille. It was beau-
tifully executed. We should have been better pleased to
have heard a magnificent chorus of Mozart’s in the middle,
than at the very close of the concert, amidst the rustle and
bustle of departure.

TWELFTH CONCERT.
Under the Direction of the Earl of Damley, Wednesday, June 4th, 1828.

Act I.

Overture ami Selection from AlexEoder's Feist. Hakdil.
Song. Voi chc rtfcte. (Figaro.) Mozart.
Gunla. Alexis. Perl sen.
Glee. Since first I sew your face. Ford.
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CMMitA 4lb. Curb III.

Duel. There i* r liver. Marcullo,

Selection from a Service. Beordictui. Mozart.

Choru*. Tike Lord our enemy hath. (Either.)

Act II.

Overture. ((Mho.) IIamdii

Duet Svontmi. (Qf Qroxu ed i Cteriasi.) Cimarora-

Froel Scene. ( Fifty Artkwr.) Ptlictu.
Bong. Water parted from the aea. (Ar(axerxtt) Armc.
Okr. Fair Flora. DtaiT.
Duetto. Ahprrdona! Mozart.

HMido « U mar. }

Choru*. O Lord! in Thee. (Dethngm Tr Drum ' Hasoti-.

We were not sorry to see Mr. Braham in the orchestra

again this evening, but should have been better pleased

hud he opened the selection from Alexander's Feast, and
Mr. Vaughan been allowed to retain Alexis, which he

sings so welt Braham’s power of voice would have done

Justice to the “ Happy pair.” The “ streams’’ of the
14 river” were made to flow purliugly enough by the fair

water nymphs. Mias Stephens and Mias Johnson, but it

was a languid allair altogether. The selection from u

service of Aloxart was u very great treat ; the first chorus

ami the Beneriiclus particularly beautiful : the former, if not

quite so striking as that in the Requiem, is equally

eoothing, and it was admirably sung. The last movement
is too boisterous, and not in keeping with the dignity and

solemnity of its |Hrccuraors ; we thought of the heathen

chorus “Sing we to Mythox.” Madame Pasta's powers

were put to their full stretch in Cimarosa’s very fine, but

difficult song, assuredly better suited to her than Caradori

Allan : the recitative is beautifully impressive us Pasta

aang it. aud nothing in the hands of the other. We were

.glad to sec the magnificent finale in Esther, in its proper

place this year, and not, as is generally the case, the

winder up of the concert.

The fine showy duet between Braham and Pasta was.

upon the whole, a very great performance, but much
too long, and was robbed of half its effect by being sung

in an orchestra. It is so completely a composition of

action, that it should never be taken from the stage,

where what might not be expected from Pasta’s acting? The
*' Frost scene” as usual ;

“ Water parted," a yawning piece

of husiness, but not Miss Wilkinson’s fault ; Dauby's “ Fair

.Flora,” very pretty hi the immg place, and “ Ah !
perdona,”

not exactly in the right, though exceedingly well sung. As
to the delicious quartet from the Idoinenco, we really can
odd nothing to the lavish praise we have already bestowed
upon one of the most exquisite pieces of vocal harmony
that ever elegant mind conceived! It requires, however,
the most polished singing, and that, this night, it certainly

received. The overture to this opera is showy, but not
the great composer’s best.

44 Lord, in thee,” was a very injudicious close. Wo
heartily wish that the double drums and trombones might
be always brought into full clang at this period, and only

at this.

Though we cannot yet congratulate the suaberibers to

these concerts upon any very great change having taken
place ; still, os we have had some novelty this year, and
that of the first order, we will not complain. And, as it

plainly appears that certain trifles mu»t keep their places
in the orchestra, we only hope that the noble directors will

•continue to make amends for them by a varied introduction
of what is new aud good, and of which they are in such
abundant possession. Clio.

(Cftf pfrflfcarmonu Conrtrts.

SEVENTH CONCERT, Mo»d*y, M«y2$, 1828.

Act I.

Military Stnfoma Hath*.
Am, sig. £uch«Ui

.

u A riapetuimi" (Mnc in Egttto) Kkmiiii.
Cwicerto, Bale, Mr. NicboUoo . . . NicimuoK.
Scena, Ma*L SchuU (i>rr Frtuchu(z) German words C. M. vom Wuu,
Overture, MS Pjzxa.

Act II.

Sinfoaia, in R flat . . • * • . Dbethovbm.
Aria, Madame C*ra*lori Allan, “ Deh ! ai piacer mi

vuoP’ (An Ctemmxa Hi Tito) .... Mozart.
Military Concert*at* Cor Violin and Violoncello,

principal, Mewrz. Bobrer Boiuxa.
Duetto, Madame Sebuti and Signor ZuehcUi, 14

Bella
imago** (Srmiramide) Kobsiki.

Overture to Fenut ...... Smoa.

Leader, Mr. Mow.— Conductor, Mr. Pom a.

The two symphonies in this concert were performed in «
most accurate, spirited, and efficient manner ; with the
exception, perhaps, of the last movement of Haydn’e,
which now is almost invariably played quicker than the
author could have intended. He directs it to be presto, it

is true, and it is equally certain that the time is four
quavers in a bar ; but when the passages, from rapidity of
movement, cannot be neatly and distinctly executed, and,
more particularly, when the wind instruments find it im-
practicable to render the notes unsigned to them, it is im-
possible to entertain a doubt on the subject

; for, under
such circumstances, the time cannot be such as the com-
poser wished.

The overture by Pixis, in n, disappointed us exceed-
ingly ; it is put together with ability, we willingly admit,

so far as mere mechanism is concerned. The harmony
is correct, and the character of the various instruments
duly considered ; but the animating principle, invention, is

entirely wanting—the composition is little more than A
pasticcio, a collection of passages strung together in a
musician-like maimer, undoubtedly, but with scarcely any-
thing in the shape of an original idea, from the first bar
to the last. The overture to Faust is obscure; it has not

yet unfolded itself to our understanding : we hear very

good judges assert that it is full of meaning—that the

genius of the composer is there manifested in all its power.
We therefore still continue to suspend our judgment, un-
der the hope that we may yet become enlightened.

Nicholson’s concerto was very clever and very wonder-
ful

;
but such is the state of taste as regards public per-

formances on the flute, as well us other instruments, that we
verily believe he does not dare to be pleasing, lest he
should no longer be thought surprising. The Messrs.

Bohrer executed an inferior composition in a manner so

perfect, that every one regretted the talent almost thrown
away on the music. There are a few light, pleasing pas-

sages in the concertante, we allow ; but, as a whole, it was
below the dignity of such a concert, and unworthy of such

performers. Fortunately they omitted the last trirhfl

movement, which they tried at the rehearsal and were

prevailed on to suppress, luckily for them, for we fear

that it would not have been received with that courtesy

which we always wish to be shewn to foreigners who are

strangers to our tuste and habits.

Sig. Zuchelli’s aria from Most produced a great deal of

effect; and Mad. SchuU, in the famous scene from the

Frdschutz, which she sang in the original German, de-

lighted tiie audience, and had an opportunity of shewing
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the extent of her powers. The aria from Tito went off

pretty well ; but the duet from Semiramide pleased most

at its termination.

EIGHTH CONCERT, Miraiby, Jut* 9, 1828.

Act I.

Sinfonia, in F B«rramm«.
Xertetto, *' Co«a moto,” Madame Stockhauien, Mr.

Beg rez, and Sift. De Begni* ( Le Ntsxe dt Figaro) Mouht.
Concerto, Piano-Forte, Mr. Piaii . . . Plata.

Song. Mr. Phillips, u Revenge ! Tinaotbea* erica"

(Alexander x Feast) ..... Handku
Overture, /Mr UtMerrtciter der GtitUr . . C. M. von Wcueb.

Act IT.

in - Mnuir.
Scan*, Madame Stockhausen, “ Quelle horrible deslinte"

(Mote in Egil/a) Roaeim.

Qntntetto, two Violin*, two Viola*, and Violoncello,

Me*cra. Mori, Watt*. Loder, I.yoa, and liodley Bixthotss.

Quartette, '* Cara da voi dipeode," Madame Stock-

hausen, Mr. Uegrea, Mr. Phillips, and Signor Do
Begins CHUOItm.

Overture in D . . . . • .A. RoMatao.

Leader, Mr. WeiclueL—Conductor Dr. Crotch.

Except the first movement, which is exceedingly bizarre

and anything but agreeable, the symphony in r of Bee-

thoven, No. 8, Opera 93, ought to be ranked among his

most original and ingenious productions. The allegretto

xchcrztindo movement in a fiat, the oddest, but one of the

most exciting, and, at the same lime, pleasing things we
ever heard, was encored by all the room. The difficult

arpeggio accompaniment in the trio, for the violoncello,

made even Lindley something more than warm upon its

repetition. He should be allowed two or three cambric

handkerchiefs at the expense of the Society, on such oc-

casions. The majestic symphony in o of Mozart, which

sometimes is named after the Cretan King of gods and

men, wus performed in a most magnificent manner. How
the strong bow, the vigour, the pendulum-like precision

of Weichsel was felt in this ! The fugue of four subjects,

which was given in its true time, not too fast, seemed to

act on the uudience as a new work, often as it has been

performed. Every countenance in the room expressed in

the most undisguised manner the delight which it ex-

cited.

Weber’s overture to The Ruler of the Spirits is a com-
position that gains more and more by hearing. If the

sublime can arise from musical sounds,—and who doubts

the fact?—this is worthy of being classed amongst the

works that achieve so great an end. Romberg's in d is

not a less masterly production : but we have often men-
tioned it.

M. Pixis is a most rapid player, with an extremely

neat, brilliant finger, and a powerful hand. The velocity

with which he executes his passages, and the accuracy

also, ore surprising enough. But, alas ! the pleasure, if

any, that attends this kind of astonishment, is very short-

lived : after hearing a few things of the sort, curiosity is

satisfied, ennui supervenes, and we ask, with Fontenelle,

que me trux-fv, son ate ?—Give ns a few notes that shew

feeling in the performer and excite a similar emotion

in the lieurcr ; let us in music find passion, taste, or,

what is comprehended in one word, expression. When
we are stimulated by a desire of enjoying the wonderful,

we will go to Aslley s, and there see marvellous horseman-

ship ; or to Vauxhall, and witness the still more miracu-
|

lous skill of Madame Saqui on the rope : but mechanism
is the lowest department of fine art, and is always a mere
accessory where true genius exists.

The performance of Beethoven's quintet, one of his deli-

cate, tranquil compositions, has rarely been equalled in

point of effect, even in this high temple, as it may be
termed, of instrumental music. Mori never shewed more
judgment than on this occasion. Then let the reader look
ut the names of those who were associated with him, and
all surprise will vanish at the perfectly finished manner in

which the piece was executed. All shone alike—for it

was the most equal performance we ever heard—but the
light was mild : no brilliancy, for the quintet is placid from
beginning to end. The whole constituted the very perfec-

tion of an ensemble.

The Terzetto of Mozart, in the hands of a fair Swiss, a
Frenchman, and an Italian, was cruelly maltreated ; and,
as is too often the fate of this composer's vocal compositions*

received most of its bad usage from the native of jcaUraa
Italy. Phillips’s song from Alexander*s Feast exceeded our
hopes, highly as they had been raised. His performance of
the second movement, “ Behold a ghastly band !”—that
unquestioned proof of the “mighty Master’s power over
the feelings,”—was never yet, in our hearing, equalled.

The Scene from the French Moise, one of the additions

made by Ilossini when he brought out this work at the

French opera, is for superior to most of the pieces in the
original. Some inharmonic modulations here, are as
striking as singular. Madame Stockhausen did it every
possible justice. Cherubini’s Quartet, from Lts Deux
joumtes, is a gentle, charming composition, and lost

no part of its beauty in its performance on the present
occasion.

Bfnrfit Conruts.
[Continued from p. 142.]

SIGNOR VELLUTTS,

At the Argyll Rooms
, on Monday Morning, 261A May.

Signor Velluti collected an overflowing and a very

fashionable audience on this occasion, and sang an air,
44 Sorgote, miei cari,” of Mercadante, a duet of Nicolini,

with Madame Pasta, and one by Rossini, 44 Questo cor,”

with Madame Caradori. Madame Pasta, Signor Curioni,

Madame Caradori, and Signor Pellegrini, sang each an
aria ; and Mr. Platt played a fantasia on the horn.

THE MESSRS. HERRMANN’S,

On the same Morning, at Willis's Rooms.

These four brothers, from Munich, sang some agreeable

vocal pieces, which, from the habit of performing together,

they execute very accurately. But we prefer the English

glee, of which nearly all that they performed were imita-

tions, and without hesitation give the preference to our own
vocalists in this department. The brothers also played

fragments of quartets by Haydn and Beethoven; together

with a violin and a violoncello concerto. A Mr. Cuddy,
from Ireland, performed a fantasia on the flute, and proved
himself to possess very superior powers. But few persona
were present.
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MR. MORI'S,

At the Argyll Rooms, Friday , 30/A May.

This was well attended, though not so great an overflow

as last year. Mr. Mori played a concerto by Mayseder,

and a conccrtunte with M. Moscheles, by the same, with

remarkable spirit and brilliancy of execution. The concert

was an excellent mixture of Ituliuti, German, and English,

both music and performers. The first part was led by
Signor Spagnoletti ; the second by Mr. F. Cramer ; and
Sir G. Smart conducted.

m. voars,
Argyll Rooms, Saturday Morning, 31#/ May.

M. Vckjt, who had only his talent to recommeud him,

hardly filled the smaller of these rooms. He performed

charmingly himself, in spite of his tone, which, though the

true one of the oboe, is not pleasing to English ears : we
have been accustomed to a fuller and less reedy sound.

He was assisted by Mr. Cramer on the piano-forte, MM.
Lnbarrc and De Bcriot on the harp and violin, both of

whom played very delightfully. M. and Madame Stock-

hausen, with M. ami Madame Schulz, Signor Curioiti,

Begrez, De Begnis, and Zuchelli also aided.

MR. PIO CIANCHETTINI'S,

At the Argyll Rooms, Friday Morning, 6th June.

A considerable portion of this consisted of compositions by

Mr. C. Messrs. Lnbarrc, Mori, Huerta, and many other

instrumentalists, performed, together with Madame Cnrn-

dori, Miss Cianchettini, Signor Torn, &c. for the vocal

part.

MASTER MINASTS,

At Freemasons' Hall, Friday, 6/A June.

This clever boy did wonderful things on his flute, particu-

larly a new concerto by Drouet. He was supported by a

strong party of vocalists, with Mr. Braham, Signor Curioni,

and others at their head.

MADAME SCHUTZ’S,

At the Argyll Rooms, Monday Morning, 9th June.

Every vocal performer in London belonging to the foreign

corps, including Pasta and Sontag, lent their aid on this

interesting occasion. Messrs. Moscheles, Pixis.thc Bohrers,

Spagnoletti. and Mori, also assisted in the instrumental de-

partment ;
and we hope that the receipts more than com-

pensated Mudtime Schutz for the serious loss she has

sustained by a dishonest servant.

M, DE BERIOTS,
At the Argyll Rooms, Tuesday Morning, 10/A June.

M. De Beriot hod, of course, the valuable support of

Madllc. Sontag, who sang the air from La Cenerentola.

Himself played a rondo of Violli, and an Air varie of his

own, in a most divine manner. His duet, from MoUe,

with M. Lnbarrc on the harp, was quite enchanting.

Madame Stockhausen sang a Swiss air, and a German
duet with Madame Schulz, in a simple, delightful manner.

Mr. Oury led, and M. Laharre conducted.

SIGNOR AND MADAME PUZZTS,

At Mrs. Parnthcds, Grafton Street, Wednesday,
HthJunc.

All the foreign strength contributed to make this an ex-

cellent vocal concert. Pasta, Sontag, Morin, Stockhausen,

Brambilla, with, of course, Madame Puzzi ; also Signor
Curioni, Zuchelli, De Begnis, Begrez, Pellegrini, &c.
Puzzi played a fantasia on the horn, and Labarre, De
Beriot and himself a trio. Tile rooms were filled to an
overflow, with gutnea tickets.

THE MESSRS. BOHRER’S,
At the Argyll Rooms, Monday, 16/A June.

Though under the patronage of four members of the
Royal Family, with other persons of high distinction, the
Messrs. Bohrer could assemble only a scanty audience.
Not that they had neglected to provide good performers,
and an inviting program ; for they had Mesdumes Pasta,
Schutz, and Morin, Signors Curioni, Begrez, Pellegrini,
and De Begun*, with a strong orchestra : they had also
Spagnoletti to lead, and M. Moscheles to conduct; yet
they were not the fashion ; and (such is musical taste
among the genteel mob iu London) were Apollo and his
choir of Muses to descend, they would find only Midases,
unless a certain circle had previously decided that they
were to be considered as Lions. The two brothers played
in a most delightful mauner ; Maximilian on the violoncello
particularly. Madame M. Bohrer executed the piano-forte

part of a trio of Beethoven, and “ The Swiss Boy," with
variations by herself, in a remarkably neat manner.

MR. BEGREZ’S,
At the House ofMrs. Hughes, Wednesday, 18/A June.

This was a guinea concert, and, as usual, very fashionably
attended. Except the Sorttag, all the foreign vocal per-
formers were present ; with M. Stockhausen for the harp, •

M. De Beriot for the violin, and Signor Scappa at the
piano-forte ; making altogether u strong musical corps, and
a good concert of the kind.

SIGNOR TORRPS,
On Friday , the 20/A of June.

With the addition of Madlle. Sontag, nearly the same
persons were here as at M. Regress; but instead of
Messrs. De Beriot and Labarre, Signor Torn had the

assistance of M. Sedlatzck on the flute. The tickets were
one guinea each, and many fashionable persons were pre-

sent. Sig. Gabussi conducted, and Mr. Oury was leader.

jforetgn ;fflustcal Report.

VIENNA.

Kdrnthnerthor Theater.—The Italian company has re-

vived the Mose in Kgitto, which had slept for some time

upon the shelf. Kubiui, Berettoni, and Tamburini, were

very effective in the characters of Osiride, Faraonc, and
Mose

;
not so the new prima donna. Signora Biagioli, in

whose hands the interesting part of Elcia proved a very

poor affair.

Bellini's Pirata still continues a favourite ; several of

the airs, which, as has been observed, are built upon the

German model, are becoming popular. Upon the whole,

it is regarded by the cognoscenti as a promising specimen

of an important reform in the modem Italian opera. We
trust the example will be followed.
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Leopoldsladt Theater.—A new magical drama, entitled

Sylphide , das See-Fraulein (the Sea Maiden,) was pro-

duced for the benefit of the singer. Teresa Krones. The
piece is from this lady’s pen ; aud M. Drechsler the com-
poser of the music. The latter, though without much
pretence to novelty or originality, is of a fresh, animated,

nnd pleasing character, and was warmly applauded.

Another of the same composer's pieces, entitled Der
Tausendsasa , has also been revived, nud pleased consi-

derably. An overture of much spirit and character, and
several melodies, deserved to be rescued from oblivion.

Josephstadt Theater.—A piece, in five acts, has been
revived at this house, called Schlummre, irdume, vnd
erkenne! (Sleep, dream, and learn !) the subject from the

well-known pen of the novelist, Vandcr Velde; the music

by the Chevalier Von Seyfried. It first appeared some ten

years ago, without any composer's name ;
and, from the

number of changes and additions made to it, it may be

considered as a new piece. There is much to commend
In it, both with respect to the subject and the music.

The lovers of pantomime have been treated to a splen-

did thing of this kind, in Die goldcne Feder
, from the pro-

lific Occioni. The music, which is the joint production

of Messrs. Clement and Kiotte, possesses considerable

character and spirit.

Concerts.—These have been unusually numerous of late,

and several interesting novelties produced at them. At
one of them Mr. Link executed a new Potpourri upon
the JEol Harmonica, an instrument recently invented by
Mr. Reinlein. The effect produced was of a highly

pleasing kind
;

but the instrument is not of sufficient

power to fill u spacious interior.—A new Fantasia, for

pianoforte and violin, from the pen of Franz Schubert,

possesses merit fur above the common order; and a new
Symphony, by Horzalka, is marked by great spirit, clear-

ness of conception, and knowledge of instrumental effects.

But of all the concerts of the season, those given by
Bernard Romberg, son of the celebrated composer of that

name, have been the most interesting. At the first of them
considerable interest was excited by the performance of

Beethoven’s last overture, which, among other manu-
scripts, was purchased by Mr. Huslingcr, at the com-
poser's sale. It is marked by all the peculiarities of this

extraordinary man, abounding in great conceptions, the

full force of which is not perceptible at a first or even a
second hearing.

Sacred Music.—Handel’s oratorio of Jephtha was per-

formed for the benefit of the Institution for Widows
and Orphans. It was given under the direction of Coun-
sellor von Mosel, with the additional accompaniments,
written by him for the work. The orchestra was nume-
rous, and the execution every thing that could be wished.

The solo parts were performed in the true spirit of the

master, ami the choruses were executed with that unity

of effect, which compositions of such power demand.
Haydn’s Creation was also given in aid of the funds

for the support of decayed Musicians
;

it was admirably
performed, and the object adequately unswered.

BERLIN.

Konigliche Theater.—Cherubini's opera, Lm Abencerragejt,

continues to rise in the public estimation. It is not too
much to say, thut the work has gained by its introduction
here. During Spontini's visit to Paris, in 1826, Cherubini
intrusted to him the manuscripts of his score, for the pur-
pose of its production at the Berlin theatre. At the same

July, 1828.

time, M. Cherubini, with all the candour and modesty
which belong to his character, authorised M. Spoil tini to

make such alterations and modifications in the piece as

he judged suitable. Availing himself of this discretionary

jmwer, M. Spontini, in the course of rehearsal, retrenched

some of the recitative, and compressed several of the con-
certed pieces, under the persuasion that the whole would
gain thereby in energy and effect ; and his opinion has
been borne out by the testimony of the cognoscenti.

Several of the pieces are regularly encored, particularly

the characteristic Troubadour romance, and the notturno

at the beginning of the third act, accompanied by violon-

cellos and wind instruments. Spontini continued to con-

duct the whole for several evenings in succession ; nor
could he have displayed greater zeal and energy had it

been his own composition ; and lie was well seconded by
both the singers and the orchestra.

KonigHddt Theater.—No new opera has appeared
here ; but the Italiana in A Uteri, with the excellent act-

ing of the Signora Tibaidi, continues the great object of
attraction.

Kapellmeister Hummel has left this place for Warsaw

;

in the farewell concert which he gave, he executed his

latest composition, the Concerto in A major, and an ex-

tempore Fantasia, with more than his usual power, and
left an impression at parting, which will not easily be
effaced.

There has just appeared here the second part of a mu
sical work, which has excited considerable interest ; it is

entitled Der Nordan Saat, &c., the Northern Gallery, a
collection of Swedish national melodies, with words by
Amalie Von Helwig ; and a characteristic pianoforte ac-

companiment, by A. F. Lindblad. It is pronounced by
the critics to be a work of merit, as well in a literary as a

musical point of view.

There has also appeared, in a handsome form, Joshua , an
oratorio, by G. F. Handel ; with pianoforte accompani-
ment, by J. C. F. Rex, music director in the cathedral of
Berlin. It is said to be executed iu a faithful and mas-
terly manner.

WEIMAR.

On occasion of the birth-day of the Grand Duchess, was
given here, for the first time, Rossini’s Siege de Corinthe,
which wus very .effectively performed. The general im-
pression produced by the work was favourable

; but it is

impossible not to feel that the composition is a mere piece

of patchwork, in which nothing harmonizes,—in which no
tout ensemble can be recognised. If Rossini, as the idol

of fashion, is content to receive the incense of such vota-

ries, lie must also be content, when the intoxicating fume
has evaporated, to find that nothing solid remains in his

hands,—nothing that the future will recognise as the ma-
terials of his fame.

Besides this, there was a revival ofAlexander in Persia,

a grand opera, in three act9, from the pen of music-director

Gotze. The work has been retouched and improved by
the composer, who 1ms judiciously omitted some of the old

airs and concerted pieces, and introduced others of a more
spirited character. In its present form it pleased muchr

aud several of the melodies were warmly encored. The
whole was well performed, not excepting the choruses,

which are of a superior kind.

In the tragedy of Belisar, from the pen of Mr. Schenk,
is introduced some music by the Baron von Poisl, which
is spoken of as being of a very superior kind.
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Weber’s Obrron is at last put into rehearsal, and its per-

formance expected with impatience.

Sacred Mutic,—llaydn*s Te Deitm and Sieben fVorit

were excellently performed, in aid of the public charities

of the place ; and a new mass, from the pen of Kapell-

meister Eybler, excited considerable sensation.

PRAGUE.

Dtnimn the theatrical recess, Mozart’s Clemenza di Tito

was performed here by the pupil* of the Musical Academy,
and in a manner that reflects the highest honour on the

professors of that institution. The conscientious fidelity

with which the whole was given, and the naicetc and ten-

derness which characterised the performance of Mademoi-
selles Vogt and Baranek, in the parts ofSextus and Vitellia,

were truly admirable, and led one to regret that performers,

both vocal and instrumental, should so frequently waste

their efforts in perverting the intentions of the composer,

whose sentiments they have to convey to the hearers.

In sacred music has been produced a new mass, from

the pen of Kapell meister Triebensee, and a Requiem, being

the second of the kind, by Professor Totnasehek. It is no

easy task to set the same words twice over, and be original

each time, and yet this has been done to a considerable

degree by the composer in question. His first work is of

a more tombrt east ; into the second he has endeavoured,

and not unsuccessfully, to throw more of a tender, sooth-

ing, and elegiac character, and in this respect we think he

is borne out by the text of this portion of the Roman Ca-
tholic service. He is particularly happy in his accom-
paniments, which possess greit sweetness and truth of

expression.

The concerts here have been numerous and interesting,

particularly those of the brothers Lowy, and Mr. Hindle.

The brothers Lowy obtained great and merited applause

by their admirable performances on the chromatic Wald-
horn ; and Mr. Hiudle excited admiration as a rirtuoto on
the double-bass. His merit does not, like that of Half
Occu, consist in making his instrument ting like the fla-

geolet, &c. ; but, in displaying the compass and power of
the double-bass, by making it alternately rival the violin

and violoncello, without losing any thing of its own pecu-
liar depth and power. For instance, he employed the

thumb, and the same style of bowing os on the violoncello.

In order to make the naturally harsh tones of the double-

bass os pleasing as possible, he raised each string a half

tone higher than usual ; so that when the piece was for

instance, in E flat, he had still the advantage of open
strings. We observed also, that the finger-bourd of bis

instrument hud divisions like a guitar, for the greater cer-

tainty of the intonation.

FRANKFORT ON THE MAINE.

Tub well known virtuoso and composer, Ferdinand Rics,

has, for some time past, taken up his residence here. He
has just completed his grand opera, upon which he has
been employed for some time past, and it is shortly ex-

pected to make its appearance. The composer has per-

mitted some of the pieces to be performed at different

concerts, for the benefit of his musical friends, and these

have excited the liveliest expectation. We have heard
some cognoscenti, who had been favoured with a view of
the score, declare that, from beginning to end, it abounds
ill beautiful melodies, and highly finished pieces, and that

in all respects it is likely to do honour to the German stage.

Among other things have been particularised a grand and
impassioned soprano-air in the first act, together with a
trio and quartcUo ; in the second act, a romance of an
original kind ; and in the third, a highly finished duet.

The choruses also, and concerted pieces, are said to be
effective, and the finale characteristic, and in a broad and
masterly style. The title of the opera is Die Rduberbraut
(the Robber’s Bride), ami is said to be a story lull of inte-

rest and dramatic situation.

NUREMBERG.

The anniversary of Beethoven's death was solemnised here
by all the lovers of music, and of that lamented master.

The following is a programme of the pieces performed to

his memory :

—

Firtt Part.— 1. The grand funeral march from theSin-
fonia Eroica. 2. A miserere, as sung at Becthoveu’s in-

terment, a composition in four parts, founded on a manu-
script movement, for four trombones, from the pen of the

lamented master, and arranged to the words by the Chevalier

von Sev fried. 3. Elegy on Beethoven, the words by the

poet Jeitteles, also adapted for four voices, by the last men-
tioned composer from one of Beethoven's symphonies.

—

4. An elegiac air, “ Sanfl trie dtt lebtext, hast du voltendet?

&c. (Gentle us was thy life, so thy dectiue.) in four parts,

with accouqwui invent for two violins, viola, and violoncello.

Second Part .— 1. Beethoven's Fantasia for the Piano-

forte, Op. 120, w ith orchestral accompaniment and chorus.

2. " Die Schtachl von Vittorio/* ( the Battle of Vittoria.)

The whole was under the direction of Concert-Master

Dittmeyer, and admirably performed ; all the amateurs of

the place volunteering their services on the occasion.

HANAU.

A work has recently appeared here, ofwhich critical judges

speak iu terms of praise. It is entitled, “ Erkinrung dec

gcbrauchlichstcn niinikatitchen Kuntlicorter” &c. (An
Explanation of the Musical Terms ofArt in General Use.)

for the use of young artists and others, by Heinrich

Weickert. The definition of the terms of art, given in this

work, arc said to be remarkably clear and satisfactory, and

the volume altogether is represented as highly useful.

KONIGSBERG.

An evil destiny seems to hang over opera managements

in the present day. and it has reached even this place, the

theatre of which was obliged to close suddenly for want of

funds, and the company dispersed. The last piece pro-

duced was Le Neige of Auber, which was by no means ill

performed, and deserved a better fate than awaited it.

In the absence of an opera, various efforts have been

made in the form of concerts, to relieve the ennui of the

lovers of the art. The roost interesting was that of Music-

director Keller, who introduced a new keyed instrument,

called the Avrline, the tones of which are produced by

thin lumiii&> of metal, acted upon by a current of air. It

is the invention of an instrument-maker of the name of

ll&sen.

GOTTINGEN.

During the long absence of a regular opera, every effort

has been made by Music-director Ileinrolh, to keep alive

the spirit of music, and extend the love and practice of the
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art. For this purpose, assisted by Mr. Jacobi, he has suc-

ceeded in organising an orchestra of amateurs, consisting

of 12 violins, 3 violas, 2 violoncellos, and the same number
of double basses, flutes, oboes, clarionets, bassoons, horns,

trumpets, and drums. With these means a series of con-

certs has been got up, in which some of the masterpieces

of Handel, Ilaydu, Moaart, and Beethoven, have been

performed in a manner to justify Uie best hopes. A spa-

cious and handsome concert-room, built by subscription,

has also beeu recently completed.

The Academy of Music likewise goes on prosperously,

and has produced several performers of excellence, by

whom not only the choruses of the abovemenlioned works,

but also the solo parts, have been executed in a manner
deserving of praise.

Dr. Kruuse has been giving a course of lectures here

upon the history, as well as the theory, of music, which has

been numerously attended. These lectures have been

spoken of by the cognoscenti in terms of high praise, and

are announced to be published by subscription.

TRIESTE.

Generali's much spoken of oratorio of Jefte, obtained

a flattering reception here. The composer, and Madame
Bcllochi, the singer, were more than once called for, and
were accompanied to their homes by a band of music, aud
a crowd of musical enthusiasts.

ANCONA.

Tub short opera season of this place produced nothing
new. The young singer Rosiua Lugani, ami Ix>renzina

Mayer, an extraordinary performer upon the flute, gave con-
certs which excited considerable interest. The first is a

singer of grout promise; together with considerable per-

sonal attraction, she possesses a good taste, aud a voice

of great pow er and flexibility.

GENOA.

PAGAKHVt gave two concerts here, which were patronized

by all persons of consequence in the place. He displayed all

tlic characteristic excellences and peculiarities of his style,

which, in the opinion of some amateurs is beginning to he
on the decline. lie introduced a surprising performer on
the flute, a lad only eight years old, of the name of Ginrdi,

a native of Prato. His mastery of an instrument, which
would appear to demand physical powers beyond thutuge,
was truly surprising. But is the encouragement of pre-

cocious talent l.kely to be beneficial to the art or the

artist? we feel inclined to reply in the negative. As in

nature, so in art, should not every thing await its due
season ?

CORREGGIO.
The Gazza Ladra was given in this small town, the whole
of the orchestra being composed of the pupils of the music
school founded here by the celebrated Asioli, who was a
native of this place. The whole did honour to the prin-
ciples and practice established by the founder.

MADRID.

The Crocialo of Meyerbeer has been represented upon the
Italian theatre of thhi city with the greatest success. The

principal parts wire sustained by the Signora Marietta

Alhini, the excellent bass Maggiorotti, and the young tenor

Luigi Magnani, who did justice to the numerous beauties

with which this work abounds ; the whole was rewarded by
the unanimous applause of the public.

LISBON.

Three new operas have been produced upon the theatre

Santo Carlo, during the present season. The Brat ia the

Temisiode of Pacini ; the second, Mercodante’s Ftefro «i

Grande { and the third, the name of which is not men-
tioned, is from the pen of a young composer of the name
of Evangelista. This young man, a Portuguese by birth*

is Maestro di Capel la to die royal cha|>el. He has just

obtained permission to undertake a journey to Italy, in

order to complete the circle of his musical studies. We
are assured that he is endowed by uature with the happiest

disposition lor his art. Mercadante’s Piclro il Grande,

which was originally written for the theatre at Parma, ob-
tained a favourable reception here. The principal singers

were Mndame Giorgi, the basso cantante Torri, and the

young Montresor, who, of all the tenors knowu in Europe*
is said to give the best hopes.

A noble and very rich amateur, the Baron Quintella, has

lately constructed a theatre at his villu at Larunjeiras,

near Lisbon, for the opening of which a new opera was
expressly composed by Mcrcadante, entitled. La Testa

di Bronxo, ostia. La Capanna sotitaria. It was played by
a party of amateurs, the Scnhora tonstantia Loth support-

ing the part of prima donna, and the Baron Quintella that

of buffo comico. A brilliant company enlivened the villa

on this occasion, among whom were remarked the Prince

Sck* artzenberg, the foreign ambassadors, aud the principal

English officers. The music was warmly applauded by
the audience, or, what is more probable, the Baron and
the other illustrious virtuosi ; for some connoisseurs hove
asserted dial this composition, like all the latter works of
Mcrcadunte, is devoid of invention, and a mere tissue of
Rossinian imitations.

PARIS.

Theatre Halim.— The engagement of Madame Mallibran
Garcia has given a momentary impulse to this declining

theatre. She made her debut in Scmiramide, in which,
though the could not efface the recollections of the Pasta,

she left a deep impression. After this she appeared
in the Oteflo, and lastly in the Barbiere di Siviglia. in both
which operas she displayed great talents. A French critic

docs not hesitate to say, “ that if Madame Mallibran
must yield the pulm to the Pasta in point of acting, yet
she possesses a marked superiority in respect to s.-iig;’*

she has also appeared in the character of Borneo iu Zin-
garelli’s opera, and performed it in a respectable m >nner.

But some of our journalists, who arc determined to con-
tinue the system of puffing, attempt not only to make her
equal to Madame Pasta in this character, but even to

surpass her!—The mure discreet, however, are content
with looking to the future for a degree of perfection in

this young singer, which it were monstrous to ascribe to

her at present.

Madame Mallibran has performed Botina several times*

and with success. In the scene where the Conte appears
disguised as the singing-master, she introduced a bolero,

or Spanish dancing tune, greatly to the delight of some
persons who were thereby reminded of their late bloodless
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campaign in Spain ; but much to the annoyance of those

who considered the interpolation as a violation of the

drama, and of the consistency of the music.

——It is said that Mudlle. Sontag has eclipsed Madame
Pasta in London. The English are ruled by fashion, not

by taste : but they pay singers like princes ; while they

are content to let their labouring classes subsist upon

charity.

Signor Santini, who made his dbbtit in the part of

Figuro, has a good voice, and considerable flexibility of

organ
; but he did not appear to be well read in his part,

or fully versed in stage business. His action was outre ;

indeed, it even bordered upon the grimace of the old har-

lequins. But, with all this, tus reception was favourable.

Speaking of the negligent manner in which the orchestra

accompanied this piece, a critic makes the following

judicious observation “ That an orchestra may become

wearied with performing the same thing over and over

again, is very conceivable ; but there is a conscientious

feeling in musiciuns who have a true love for their art,

which they will never betray."

Theatre de VOdhon.—A drama, in three ads, has ap-

peared here, entitled Le dernier jour de Mi**otonghi, the

words by M. Ozancau ; the music by M. Hdroid, already

known to the public by several works, and particularly

Marie. Some of the music, and, among other pieces, a

romance in the first act, an air in the second, and a chorus

in the third, is of a superior kind; but the whole can be

considered only in the light of a production got up to

meet the exigencies of (he moment.
Opera Comique.—Guillaume Tell, with the music of

Grdlry, is rehearsing at this theatre. Its production is

not without a motive, at a moment which the same subject

is expected from the pen of Rossini. The poem has been

retouched, and several pieces introduced from other works

of Grdtry ; among others, the well-known duet from Ce-
phale et Procrit. M. Bcrton is charged with the arrange-

ment of the whole of the music.

Guillaume Tall

,

a lyric drama in three acts, originally

written by Sedainc, and composed by Gretry ; the words

now arranged by M. Pelissier, and the music by M.
Bcrton, has been performed at the Opera-Comique with

the most decided success. M. Pelissier has judiciously

adapted the drama to the modem taste ; and M. Bcrton,

by adding accompaniments for wind instruments, parti-

cularly trombones, and by altering a few cadences which

are become obsolete, has given a freshness to compositions

now’ between sixty and seventy years old that few people

considered practicable. At the end, the public called out

for the authors. Being long ago numbered among the

dead, it was not possible that the demand, however una-

nimous, should be complied with ; but a bust of Gretry was
brought on the stage, accompanied by the principal per-

formers, who crowned it with laurels, amidst three several

rounds of apptause from the audience.

Guillaume Tdl continues to draw full audiences

every night.

Of two grand pianos, lately employed at a concert, one
was by M. Erard, and the other by M. Pepe; the funner,

which was played by M. Listz, is constructed upon anew
principle, and produced a fine and equal volume of sound;
the other was brilliant iu the treble, and vigorous in the

bass, but appeared to want power aud equality in the

medium tones.

€f>t IDrama.

Kino's Theatre.

The performance of Otetlo has called forth the most un-
qualified praises from all the daily critics

;
and even those

who disseminate their opinions weekly, persons whom we
generally find to be more scrupulous, chime in with the

others—that is, they have almost unanimously declared Mad.
Pasta to be the very beau ideal formed by not only poet but

musician. What, then, are we to say ?—Shall we oppose

ourselves singly to such a host of authorities ?—Dare we
avow that we viewed the whole in the same light as we
did Master Betty's representation of King Richard?—that

we considered the character, already an exaggeration, as

ten times more unnatural when personated by a female,

whose undisguisable form and voice are anything but

masculine?—that a delirium of passion, not very pleasing

in the ruder sex, is absolutely disgusting when pourtrayed

by one of that sex which can only excite our sympathy in

scenes of tenderness or distress?—Shall we hazard the

declaration that we witnessed, with a feeling little short of

horror, the noble Otetlo twist his hand in the tresses of

the woman he still loved, (with the ferocity of a savage

attacking his deadly enemy) for the purpose of rendering

his butchery more effectual ?—No !—we have not courage

enough to proctaim our opinion, to provoke such a phalanx

of opponents as we thereby might arouse. Neither will

wc enter on the subject musically, or attempt to shew how
the composer’s intentions must be thwarted, his harmonies

reversed, and his gencrul design subverted, by throwing the

whole of his principal part an octave higher than he

intended. THs in vain to resist so powerful a stream ; we,

therefore, wait patiently till it turns : then, perhaps, we
may sec Madame Pasta restored to Nature and to Desde-

mona , and again enjoy that unalloyed pleasure which we
have always experienced in witnessing her representation

of a character so exactly suited to her in every way ; a

pleasure not only felt, deeply felt, at the moment, but pro-

longed by memory.
Signor Curioni took his benefit on Thursday, June 19th,

when the opera of Medea was performed, and, in lieu of a

ballet, an act of La Cenerentola. It is unnecessary to add

to what we formerly said so much at length on the subject

of the former ; and as to the latter, it is, we repeat, one of

the weakest of Rossini’s works. Take out the quintet,

(which in 1821 was introduced into II Turco in Italia,)

part of the finale, and an aria, and nothing remains that

can be listened to a second time by those who discriminate

between good and bod in music. The house was filled in

all parts.

Drury Lane, and Covent Garden Theatres.

The musical Katherine and Pelruckio was, we conclude*

withdrawn, at Drury Lane ; we, therefore, had no oppor-

tunity of seeing it. The same fate, we fear, befel the new
opera at Covent Garden, for we have never seen it adver-

tised lately. The former closes on the 28th of June ; and

the former terminated its season on the 20th.

Haymarkkt Theatre.

Miss Bartoloxzi, the sister of Madame Vestris, and grand-

daughter of the celebrated engraver, made her first appear-

ance on any stage, on the the 17 th ult. We shall notice

her, and also the opeuing of the English Opera House, in

detail, in our next Number.



MEMOIR OF CARISSIMI.
(CoUtcicdfnm Mattokson, Bdrkit, Havkimi, fitc.)

Giacomo Carissimi was a native of Rome ; the time of

his birth is unknown, but it must have been about the close

of the fifteenth, or the be^innin^ of the sixteenth century.

Very early in life we find him appointed to the situation of

maestro di capelin to the church of Santo Apollinare at

Rome.
Pietro della Valle, an excellent judge of music, and who

ublished an interesting account of the state of music in

taly at the commencement of the seventeenth century, in-

forms us, that on the Christmas eve of 1640, he visited

the church of Santo Apollinare, where every part of the

service was performed agreeably to so solemn an occa-

sion. Though, on account of his arriving late, he was
obliged to stand the whole time in a very great crowd, he
remained there with the utmost pleasure to hear the excel-

lent music that was given. He was more particularly

enchanted by the Venite cxuliemtis, which was more
exquisite than words can describe. These compositions
were the productions of Carissimi.

Kircher, in his Musxtrgia, (vol. i. p. 603,) describes the
music of Carissimi, and the powerful effects it produced,
in terms of high panegyric. He speaks of him as still fill-

ing the place of composer to the Collegia Apollinare with
great reputation, in 1650.

Mattheson, the German writer and composer, mentions
him as still flourishing in 1672 ; and informs us, that Kerl
the younger was sent by the Emperor of Germany from
Vienna to Rome, in order to profit by his instructions, and
bring back to Germany the good taste which Carissimi hat!

been the means of fostering, and indeed of almost creating,
in Italy. He adds, that our composer acquired a consider-
able fortune by the exercise of his profession, and lived to
the advanced age of ninety.

His productions are very numerous, though it does not
appear that he ever composed for the theatre. It was in

the cantata that he shone forth unrivalled, and far eclipsed
the fame of all his contemporaries. To quote the words of
Dr. Burney, “ Though much music was produced during
those times, which might flatter the ear by the sweetness
of the harmony, yet I have met with none that was likely

to touch the heart, before the productions of Carissimi and
Stradella appeared

;
in which graceful, pathetic, and pleas-

ing melody was united with pure harmony and ingenious
contrivance. These excellent musicians had the undefin-
able power of rendering every musical phrase interesting,
either by melody, harmony, or modulation.”

It has been often asserted by musical writers, that Caris-
simi was the inventor of the cantata; but Dr. Burney has
satisfactorily shown, that these tcene da camera, or mono-
dies, had a more early origin*. To Carissimi must, how-

* The first time, ttys Dr. Barney, that I here found the term Cantata
•ated for t short narrative lyric poem, wax in (he Mwickc eerie a roor
fofa, of Signor Benedetto Ferrari da Reggio, printed at Venice in 1638,
which is twenty yearn earlier than the period at which the invention of the
cantata i, fixed by some writers, who hare given the honour to Barbara
Strozii, a Venetian lady, who, in 1653, published vocal compositions under
the title of Cantati, Ariette

,
e Dmetli.

The term Cantata, according to Du Cange, war used in the church as

August, 1828.

ever, be allowed not only the merit of transferring the
invention from the chamber to the church, where he first

introduced cantatas on sacred subjects, but of greatly im-
proving recitative in general, rendering it a more expres-

sive, articulate, and intelligible language, by its approxi-

mation to speech and declamation.

Among these compositions, one of the most interesting

is a cantata on the death of the unfortunate Mary, Queen
of Scots *. It begins by a recitative, in which she addresses
herself to the executioner, Ferma ! Iaxeia ch' io parli f ; this

is followed by an air, an adagio, to the words, A morire,

a morire! which is full of uncommon simplicity and
energy. Of this cantata, a copy of which is to be found
in the British Museum— [Harleion MSS., No. 1265.] Dr.
Burney has given specimens in his History, (vol. iv. p. 142.)

early ax the year 1314, to express what we at present mean by anlkcm,
w ith which it is still tynonimous in Germany.
The secular cantata, continues Dr. Burney, is a species of composition

extremely well suited to the chamber, in which fewer parts and great

effects, and leas light and shade are necessary, than in ecclesiastic or dra-

matic music ; far the performance being in still life, and the poet and
musician without orchestra or choir to assist in painting the stronger pas-

sions, composers aimed, for a long time, at no effects out of the power of a
single voice and a single instrument to proJuce.

* In addition to her personal charm*, captivating powers of conversa-

tion, and a knowledge of six languages, Mary pouessed sufficient skill in

music. This we learn from an account of a curious convertalion which
Sir James Melvil had with Queen Elizabeth, to whom he was sent on an
embassy by hi* mistress, the Queen of Scots. We cite his own words:
u After her Majesty had asked him how his queen dressed ? What was
the colour of her liair ? Whether tlkat or hers was best ? Which of the

two was fairest, and which was highest in stature ? Then she asked what
kind of exercises she used ? I answered,” says Melvil, *• that when I re-

ceived my dispatch, the queen was lately come from (he Highland hunt-

ing ; that when hrr more serious affairs permitted, she was taken op with

reading of histories
;

that sometimes sho recreated herself with playing on
the lute and virginals. She asked, if sho played well? 1 said, reason-

ably well for a queen.
“ The same day. after dinner, my lord of Hunsdon drew me up to a quiet

gallery, that I might hear some music, (but he said he durst not avow it,)

where I might hear the queen play on the virginals. After I had hearkened

awhile, I took up the tapestry that hung before the door of the chamber,

and seeing her hack was towards the door, 1 entered within tbo chamber,

and stood a pretty space, hearing her play excellently well. But site left

off immediately so soon as she turned about, and saw- me. She appeared

to be surprised to see me, and came forward, seeming to strike me with

her hand ; alleging that she u*ed not to play before men, but when sho

wax solitary, to shun melancholy. She enquired whether my queen or she

played best. In thit l found myself obliged to give her the praise.”

f As the poetry of this passage is not without merit,we translate a part of it.

Hold, let me speak, thou sacrilegious mao;
And what though fat* in its severity

To death consigns me like a guilty w retch,

Yet have I lived, and now die innocent.

1 boast the Stuart blood, I am a queen.

Why would ye bind my eyes ? 1 have beheld

Full many evil days, and yet have courage

To look unshrinking on ray life’s last hour;

And as 1 oped them to the light of heaven,

So can I now, without a veil, close down
These heavy eyelids upon life for ever.

Hold, hold, I say, and let me speak.—And yet

What shall I say ? Too well my innocence

Will plead with power resistless in my favour,

And ’gainst this unjust sentence will appeal

To God above, the friend of the distressed.

2 B
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Another of his Cantatas, beginning Oh), pensieri, and

which forms the XIX. of the Christ Church collection, is

truly a curiosity throughout, for the recitative, modulation,

and comic cast of some traits in the melody. It seems one

of the finest models conceivable for a baas song. It must

have been composed for a voice of that kind, of uncommon
compass and flexibility ; all the closes are particularly of

that character, and in a grand and majestic style. There

is also another Cantata, the subject of which is the Last

Judgment, of a striking kind. It begins with a recitative

to the words Suonart t ultima tromba,

Carisjumi composed, for the use of the church, a kind

of dramatic dialogue, or oratorio, entitled Jepta. It con-

sists of recitatives, airs, and chorus; and for sweetness

of melody, skilful modulation, and original harmony, is

esteemed a rare effort of musical genius. A chorus in this

sacred drama. Plomi*. Jilirc Israel* which follows the La-

tnenli dtlluJiglia di Jepta, is as remarkable for the accu-

racy of figure and imitation, as for its plaintive expression.

This chorus, which is in six parts, is inserted by Kircber in

his Mwturgia in full score, and proposed by him as a

model of perfect composition.

Another of Carissimi*s works is a dialogue or duet be-

tweeu Democritus and Heraclitus, in which lie has given

a curious example of the contrast And effects of the two
genera of the major and minor keys ;

for nearly the same
melody, which is cheerful in a major key, when repeated

in the minor, has all the effect of a different style, time,

and arrangement of notes. None of his compositions

show the depth of his genius, and knowledge of his art,

more fully than this.

Besides his numerous cantatas, duets, trios, and four-

part songs, Carissimi'ti compositions for the church, where
he was the first to introduce instrumental accompaniments,
discover more invention, elegance, and design than those of

any preceding or contemporary composer. In these he
also appears as a bold contrapuntist; striking out new
harmonies, and venturing upon new combinations, which
till then were deemed unwarrantable.

Salvini informs us, that when this great composer heard
himself praised for the grace und ease of his melodies, he
exclaimed, Ah ! quesio facile quanto c difficile t—“ Ah 1

with what difficulty is this ease acquired!'* It is a well-

known fact, that, with all their powers of invention, and
apparent facility of execution, several of the greatest ge-

niuses have been the slowest workmen. IlavTa t«
*a\«, was the striking observation of Epicharmus ;

“ the
Gods sell to mortals the great and the beautiful at the
price of immense labour.*

1

Of the apparent simplicity aud flowing ease of the clas-

tic writers, how justly does Horace remark ;

ut aibi ijuini

Spcret idem, sudet multum, frustraque tabore I

Ausus idem.

“ Each deems
The U«k how tight, yet striving to attain

,

Finds all hit efforts lost, hit labours vain."

4 ‘ There is something interesting,** says Dr. Burney, *4
in

the most trivial compositions of this admirable master, and
in his works may certainly be traced more traits of fine me-
lody, than in those of any composer of the seventeenth cen-
tury. Of twenty-two of his cautatas preserved in the
Christ Church collection, at Oxford, there is not one which
does not offer something that is still new, curious, and
pleasing

;
but more particularly in the recitatives, many

of which seem the most expressive, affecting, and perfect

that I have seen. In the airs there are frequently sweet
and graceful passages, which more than a century and a
half have not impaired. It is, however, in the division*

of this, and of all old music, that the time when it was
composed, and the changes of taste, are chiefly discover-

able. These are the fashionable forms and trimming,
which soon give way to others ; but the principal ground-
work, or materials, if good at one time, will not lose their

value at another.
44 A commentary,** he continues ** on these cantatas

would occupy too much apace, and unless t could exhibit

them entire to the musical reader, would convey but little

information ; however, some fragments are so beautiful and
fresh, that I cannot help allotting them a place, as authen-
tic memorials of musical expression and refinement, with
which the genius and intelligence of Carissimi had en-
riched the art, about the middle of the sixteenth century

He then preseuta his readers with fourteen fragments,

which, he observes, seem the archetypes of almost all the
arie di cantabilr, the adagios and pathetic songs, as well
os instrumental slow movements, that have since been
composed. They furnish examples of melody, harmony,
and modulation, to the beauties of which the greatest mas-
ters of modern times have added but little. Several of
the divisions of Caris&imi's cheerful movements were not
disdained, long after, by Corelli and Handel. With re-

spect to the latter, it has been remarked, that his chorus in
Sampson ,

“ Hear Jacob’s God/* is taken from the cele-

brated chorus in Carissimi’* Jephtha
, beginning Plorale,

filia Israel, In various other parts of his works Handel
has also imitated our great composer ; and he has done
so with very slight variations, compared with those which
he deemed requisite when imitating the works of other

composers.

Carissimi was the favourite author and model of Dr.
Aldrich, who possessed a complete collection of his works,
which he scored with his own hand, and appears to have
studied with great attention. He adapted English words
to several fine movements in his Masses, particularly one
to the words '* I am well pleased.” These were for a long

time great favourites, and regularly performed in the

chapel of Christ Church College, Oxford, the library of
which is now enriched with this collection. It is evident,

also, (hat Purcel formed his style on the productions of

Carissimi, particularly in his recitativos and secular songs.

King Charles II. was a great admirer of a little duet of
Carissimi, to the words DiU , o cieli, and once asked

Dr. Blow if be could imitate it. Blow modestly answered
that he would try, and composed to the same measure, and
in the same key, that fine part-song. Go

,
perjured man *.

* In the copy of lUnkin'i History in the British Minrun t* the following

manuscript note milled by ibe author : '* Tha song, G» perjured man, «u
first published singly, sad afterwards with the addition of instrumental

parts, ia (he Amptuon Amyhcut / but in neither of the copies are tbs

words aen*r. The song ia to be found in a volume, for the extreme scar-

city of which no other reason can be aamgned, than that it was never

thought worthy of a second impression. It is a collection of poems, en-

titled Heiprridn, by Robert Herrick, 8so. 1648. The words, such u they

are, are aa followsi—
Go, perjured man, and if thou ere return,

To see the small remainder of mv urn,

When thou shall laugh at my religious dust,

And ask, where ‘a now the colour, form and trunt

Of woman's beauty, and, with hand more rude,

Rifle the flowers which the virgins strewed;

Know, 1 have prayed the Furiee. that the wind
May blow my ashea up, and strike thee blind."

These verse* may be deficient in Christian charity, bat we carmot agree

with Hawkins, that they are not sense.
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Hawkins, from whom this anecdote is taken, gives a

copy of the duet in question.—(Hist, of Music, vol. iv.

p. 480.)

Besides the collection of Dr. Aldrich, several of Curis-

simi’s works are preserved in the British Museum [Ilar-

leian MSS., Nos. 1265, 1272, and 1501] ; specimens of

his compositions are also to be found in Stevens’s “ Sa-

cred Music,” and Dr. Crotch’s ** Selections.”

We have already seen that Carissimi brought the style

of recitative to perfection ; he was also the inventor of

moving basses. He had judiciously remarked, that the

bass, which is as it were the axis whereou a composi-

tion turns, ha<l remained without action and without ex-

pression, tending rather to encumber than assist the march
of the melody. He accordingly undertook the work of

reform ; he gave it more lively and varied forms, he dis-

membered it from its dull and heavy monotony, and reaped

the first fruits of his useful labours, by applying it to his

own compositions. This example was followed by Agos-
lino, Colonna, and Bassani, and his idea was afterwards

perfected by Corelli.

Carissimi bad also the honour of forming by his instruc-

tions, as well as by his example, several of the great

masters of the different schools of Italy. Among these

may be mentioned the great Scarlatti, Ce.sti, one of his

worthy successors in the Roman school, Bononcini, a

distinguished master of the Lombard school, whose two
sons inherited the talents of their father; and of Bassani,

one of the learned composers of the Venetian school. In

a word, in Carissimi we behold a mind in which were
united the deepest theory with the finest imagination, an
acquirement and gift that are very rarely combined, but
when joined, cannot fail to produce a truly great mu-
sician.

Extract of a Letter front Mr. A. Pettet of Norwich,

addressed to the Editor of the Harmon icon.

Norwich, July 4th, 1828.

Permit me to refer to your review of Bayley’s Minia-
ture Lyrics, (Part 3rd) in No. 3 of this year, in which is

given a melody arranged by Sir John Stevenson, and
said to be of Cambrian origin. You doubt the accuracy
of the assumption, and observe, u We feel almost sure
that we have met with it in some old collection of English
songs, with the composer’s name.” I wish, therefore,

to direct you to the first (or second, I quote from memory)
set of Felton's Organ Concertos, in which you will find
the source whence Sir John probably took the subject,
which he has certainly modernized and improved by slight

alterations. Felton has it in a as follows ;

—

Then follow eight or ten variations, of a stiff but melo-
dious character.

I remember that in my boyish days I was much
delighted to see so many great musical names brought
into the subscription list to Felton's Book, viz. Pcpusch,
Handel, Boyce, Greene, Stauley, and I think Burney and
W. Hayes ; from the latter 1 may be said to be musically
descended—my good master Dr. Beckwith having been
a pupil of the first Dr. Hayes.

MANCHESTER FESTIVAL.

To the Editor of the Harmon icon.

Sir, Manchester, 19th July, 1828.
Having seen in your excellent publication for the

present month, some remurks of a correspondent regard-

ing the intended Musical Festival in this place, which
are not strictly correct, I have no doubt you will allow
me a small comer to correct such errors as the writer has
been unsuspectingly led into.

It is true that our committee offered Madlle. Sontag
.£1 000*, but not for four days performance. If that lady
had acceded to their terms, she would have had to sing at

eight evening performances, and some of them not in thia

town, or neighbourhood ; so that the committee had
reasonable ground to suppose that the expense to them,
of such novelty and talent, would not have been one half

of the sum offered,—and yet a very pretty remuneration

to the lady herself, for a fortnight’s not very laborious

exertion.

Your correspondent infers that if the York committee
had consented to give the terms demanded by Madlle.

Sontag, this committee would have doue the same ;—anil

that it is desirous of entering into competition with the

festivals of York and Norwich. I can assure him that

he is not correct in either assumption. The committee
are as little inclined as he could wish, to countenance
the extravagant demands made by the principal foreign

singers ;—but lioth this and every other committee of the

same kind is placed in a situation of considerable delicacy

and difficulty, and is often obliged to accede to demands
which ought not to be encouraged. For inference the

* Th* sum named for M. Ptxis was merely a demand made by that

gentleman, and not an offer from the committee.

2 B 2
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second, also, I beg to say that the committee have no

thought of entering into envious rivalry with any other

place ; their sole desire is to conduct the business in-

trusted to them in such a manner as to secure the best

results to the charities. It must be obvious that the

second town in the kingdom ought to have a festival,

(if it chuses to undertake one ut all) as efficient as any

other ;—and I may add my conviction that the music

here will be as good, and as worthy to be heard, as that

at any similar meeting; and the spectacle equal to any

other, except York.
If the Dilettante could shew that the funds of our

hospitals were not in a depressed state, or that the defi

ciency could be supplied by any other means, I should

still say that he had made out no case against our en-

joying a great musical treat, if we chose to pay for it.

His remarks about the poor, therefore, however interest-

ing in themselves, appear to me to be no argument

against musical festivals, nor against the purposes to

which their profits are generally applied.

Hoping you will excuse my troubling you with these

few hasty observations,

I am, Mr. Editor,

Y'ours harmonically,

George Evans Aubrey,
Hon. Sec, to the Manchester Musical

Festival Committer.

Act IT.

Over (arc, (1a Gaxza Ladra.J , , , Rnsami.
Aris, Signor Dr Beqxii, “ Largo at factotum,*’ (II Barbiere.) Rossini.
Aria, Mademoiselle Sontag, “ Una voce poco fa,” (ll Barbiere.) Rossini.

(Accompanied on the Piano-forte by Mr. Pixri.)
Concerto, Clarinet, Mr. Win.man.
Aria Buffi, Signor De Beoni«, “ Se ho da dirla.” . Floravante .

Aria, Mademoiselle Suntao, (accompanied by Mr. Pixis,)
u The Swiss Boy,” with variations /or Voice and
Piano-forte. • • . . . Pint.

Overture, (La Clctnenxa di Tita) . . Mozart.

SECOND COMMEMORATION CONCERT^

Wednesday, Juste 1 9th.

Act I.

Symphony, No. 3. U.tmrt.
Rondo, Signor Da Ukoms/' J’ai de PargcnU” . CastrUi.
Grand Seen* (in Ocrraan). Madltc. Suntao, *

r Wic nalite mir
der Schlummer,” (Der Frtischuls.) . tf'eber.

Fantasia. Mr. Pllli, Grand Piano-forte, (Variation* on “Robin
PUu.

Duet, Madllc. Sontag and Signor dc Beonis, ‘‘ Dove mai, dove
iruvarlo Mercadante.

Concerto, Clarinet, Mr. Willman.
Finale, Seen* rd Aria, Signor D« BluSli, (U Fanatic*.) Sacchmi.

(In imitation of a fanatical composer giving directions to the
Orchestra at the Rehearsal of bis new Composition.)

m
m" We insert the above explanatory letter with pleasure,

and feel persuaded that our correspondent. Dilettante,

will be equally happy to be set right.

OXFORD COMMEMORATION CONCERTS.

These took place on the evenings ofTuesday and Wednes-
day the 17th and 18th of June last, when the Stewards of

the Music Room, anxious to procure the first-rate talent,

as well as the greatest novelty, engaged Mndlle. Sontag,
at a larger sum, wc have been credibly informed, than had

ever been given to an individual on any similar occasion.

The Commemoration Concerts have usually been per-

formed in the Music Room. Now, however, as it was
expected that the new singer would prove unusually at-

tractive, the place- was deemed too small—for, however

full at the usual price of admission, the receipt could not

have equalled the expense ; it was therefore deemed ad-

visable to obtuin from the Mayor and Corporation the use

of the Town Hall, which conveniently holds 200 persons

more than the other.

Signor De Bcgnis was the only other vocalist ; M. Pixis i

the pianist—and with such very limited means—two
singers and a small orchestra—we cannot but consider

the concerts as good as was possible. The following

are the programs.

FIRST COMMEMORATION CONCERT,
Tuesday Evening, June 17 th.

Act I,

8jrmpbony, No. 7. ...... Haydn.
Song, Signor De Beonm, “ The Savoyard,’* . . . Cattcih.

Aria, Mademoiselle Sontao, “ Ho risoluto,” (Competed ex.

press/y far her.) .... Mercadante.
Fantasia, Mr. Pixn, Grand Piano-forte. . . . Pixis,

(Variations on Rossini’s Air, Ecco, ridente il cielo.)

Duel, MUc. Sontao and Signor De Begmb, m Con pazietua,”

(il Fanatico.) .... Fiorarante.

Instrumental.

Cavatina, Signor Dr Bkoms, 44 Se vuol ballare.” (Figan.) Mozart.
Overture, (Let Horaces.) . , , Ctmarosa,

Act II.

Overture, (Men of Prometheus.

)

. , Beethoven.
Aria, Signor Dk Bco.nis, *• Per erempio.” . . Ortandi.
Song, Madllc. Sontao, “ Pmrto, mi tu ben mio.” . . Afaxart,
Overture, (Anacreon.) . . . Cherubini.
Ana, Signor D* Rigmis, " Atuor, perch*.” (tt Turret in Italia.) Rossini.
Rode’* Favourite Air, (with Variations,) MarfUe Sontao.
Finale.

That these concerts were well attended, our readers will

not be surprised to hear ; for not only the under-graduates,
but the comity families and neighbouring gentry, in
whose ears the trumpet of fame had sounded the praises
both of the talent and beauty of the fair songstress, were
now determined to see, hear, and judge for themselves.
She was warmly greeted on entering the orchestra, and
looked us prettily as she saug sweetly. But at Oxford, as
in London (and as it will be everywhere), the most effec-

tive of her performances was the last variation of Rode’s
beautiful air. In neatness of execution, and distinct arti-

culation, nothing can excel this ; although we do not
think she makes much of the simple melody itself.

" The Swiss Boy'* is too difficult, both for the voice and
piano-forte, ever to become popular. The same may be
said of the Fantasias which M. Pixis performed each
evening.

Siguor De Bcgnis received a full sliare of applause.

The scena from **
Il Fanatico,” in imitation of a com-

poser giving directions to the orchestra, entertained the

audience amazingly, and was loudly encored
; for, as at

Cambridge, but few understood a word of what il meant

!

There were exactly 700 persons in the room on the first

night, hut not quite so many the second. Upon the whole,
we could not but remark that the audience generally,

although much pleased, were a little disappointed in

Mad lie. Sontag, their expectations having bceu over-

excited. But this must be imputed to the lavish and ful-

some panegyrics of her indiscreet friends, and the vicious

extent to which newspaper puffing is now carried.

Mr. Marshall led the little band, and by his efforts made
the most of it.
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CAMBRIDGE MUSICAL FESTIVAL.

The Duke of Gloucester. Chancellor of the University,

having signified his intention of visiting Cambridge at the

Commencement, the Governors of Addenbrooke's Hos-

pital determined to have a grand Musical Festival on the

occasion, arrangements for which were commenced the

moment permission was obtained to use the Senate House

for the evening concerts. The public, however, arc greatly

indebted to the subscribers to the Guarantee Fund, at

whose risk the Committee of Management, in the short

space of a few weeks, formed all (heir numerous engage-

ments. The principal vocal performers were Mndlle.

Sontag, Miss Stephens, Mad. Caradori Allan, Mrs. W.

Knyvett, Mr. Braham, Mr. Vaughan. Mr. W. Knyveti,

Mr. Edward Taylor, Mr. Bellamy, and Signor DeBegnis.

Tire orchestra was composed of the principal performers

on their respective instruments from London ; among

whom were Lindley, Dragonetli, Ashley, Nicholson, Ling,

Willman, Mackintosh, Harper. Platt, Chipp, Mariotli,

Moralt, Nicks, Griesbach, Ella, Ac. &c. Leader of the

Band, Mr. F. Cramer
;

principal 2nd violins, Mr. Venua

(Cambridge), and Mr. Marshall (Osford ;) Mr. l’ixis per-

formed Fantasias on the piano-forte ; Dr. Chard presided

at the organ; and the whole was conducted by Dr. Clarke

Whitfield, Professor of Music in the University. The per-

formances were five iu number,—three concerts in the

Senate House, on the evenings of Saturday the 2Sth of

June, Monday the 30th, and Tuesday the 1st of July; and

two in St. Mary’s Church ;—the Messiah on Monday
morning the 30th of June,—and a selection of Sacred

Music on Tuesday the 1st of July. We subjoin the fol-

lowing programs of the three evening's concerts.

FIRST CONCERT,—Saturday Evening, June 28M.

Act I.

Gram! Siofbrtia, in E- . Romberg,

Glee, (four voice*), * Ye spotted Makes/' Mr*. W. Kkyvatt,

Menrv Knyviit, Vapdhan, and Taylor. . Stevens.

Aria, Signor De Beonis, '• The Savoyard/’ . .* Casttlli.

Seen*, Mr. Braham, “ Quc*to e fur**/' . . Zngartlli.

Soug, 44 The wMi.fu' heart/' Mrs. W. Knvvrrr.

B*1M, Miss

S

tenjesr,” Rest, warrior, rest!” . . K«Uy.

Seen*, Madame Caradori, 44 II braccio into.” « . Niathni.

Concerto, Violoncello, Mr. Lindlet. . . Limiteg.

Act II.

Grand Overture, (Zaira) . . Water.

Seen*. Mr. Braham, (ObermJ u Oh 1 ’ti* a glorious sight.” Wetter.

Ballad, Mr, Bellamy, “ Farewell to the Nymph” R. Cooke.

Duo, Madame Caiadou and Signor Dr Brqni*, 44 Con pxiicoia”

(N Frnnotieo.)

New Glee, (MS.) liarmonUed by W. Knyvett, “ The midge’*

dance," Mrs. W. Knyvett, Messrs. Knyvett,Vauohan,

and Bellamy.

Tbe Savoyard Durt, Miss STBrHEK* and Mr. Braham. Braham.

Aria, Madame CaMDOMj m Batti, batik.” . Mozart.

Duetto, Mr. Bhauam and Signor Da Beonis, ** AU’ idea." Rosuni.

Song, “ In life’s gay scenes," Mr. Vauoiian. . . Dr. Calculi,

Scstctto, Madame Caradori, Miss Stephens, Mrs W. Knttett,

Sig. Da Reoma, Mcssr*. Vayorah & TaVLOR, “ Dorc on." Mozart.

SECOND CONCERT,—Monday Evening, June 3m.
Act I.

Grand Symphony, in D. . . . Haydn.

Song, Mr. Bellamy,” Lucia amor.” . . Handel.

Song, Mr. W. Knave-ty, * 4 Bid m« not forget,” . W. Knyvett.

Scena, Mr. Braham, u The Last word* of Marmion." Dr. C. Whitfield.

Aria, Madame Caradori, 44 Sommu ciel.” . . Pacini.

Aria, Signor Db Br-usis, “ Largo hi factotum.” (R Barbiere.) Rotnni.

Ballad, Miss SrEraBN*, 44 John Andentoo.”

Concerto, Flute, Mr. Niciiolsok. . • Nicholson.

Ana, Mndlle, Sontag, 44 Ho l risaluto.” . . Alercadante.

Fantasia, P.-fortc, M . Pixrs,Variation* on Ro«ti*iV
f Ecco ridentc." Pisis.

ActIL
Overture, (Per fWbcJUi/i.) . . Weber'.

Elegy, ” The Death of Weber,” Mr. Braham. . . Braham.
Aria, Madlle. Sontao, 41 Una voce poco fa,” (II Barbiere.) Rossini.

Song, (MS.) Mr. Val'omam, 44 Fain would my heart." W. Knyvett .

Aria, Madame Caradori," Di piacer," (La Gazza I.adra.) Rosstni.

Terxctto, Madame Caradori, Miss Stephens, Mr. W. Knyvett,
” Giovincttn cavalier,” (Crociato m Kgitto.J Magerbeer.

44 The Swim Boy,” with Variations for the Voice and Piano-
forte, Madlle. Sontao and M. Phis. , . Pint .

Trio, Madame Caradori, Mr. Braham and Signor i)t Bboms,
“ Ah, qua] colpo," (It Barbiere.) . Rstini.

Grand Finale, the Solo parts by Mr. Braham and Mr. Vavohak,
“ Tu, c ver,” (La Ctemensa di Tito.) . . Mozart.

THIRD CONCERT,

—

Tuetdag Evening, July ]st.

Act I.

Overture, (Idomeneo.) . . . Mozart.

Glee, (four voice*) Messrs. Braham, W, Knttett, VacoHAN,
and Bellamy, “ Wide o'er the brim.'* Dr. Clarke Whitfield.

Duetto, Buffo, Mad. Caiudori and Sig. Da Bkoms, “ lodi lalto." Mosca.
Scena, Mr. Braiiam, "The Battle of the Angels.” . . Bishop.

Cantata, Mr. Vaughan, *• Alexis,” (Violoncello obligato, Mr.
Lindley.) . . . Dr. Pepusck.

Rondo, Signor De Beonis, 44 J‘ai de /argent/’ . CasttUi.

Grand Scena, (in German) Madlle, Sontao, (Der Freisehiitz.) Weber.
Fantasia, Piano-forte, Mr, Pixis, 4 ‘ Robin Adair," with variations. Paris.

Qaintetto, “Oh, guardate,” Madame Caradohi, Mrs. \V. Ktyvett,
Mr. Vauuhan, Mr. Bellamy, and Sig. De Beonis. Rossini.

Act II.

Overture, (Anacreon.) , . Cherubim,
Song, 44 Donald," Mrs- W. Knyvett.
Duct, Madlle. Sontao and Sic Ha Beonis, 44 Dunqueio son.” Rotsini.

Duet, Mr. Braham and Mr. K. Tayi-oh, ” A* l saw (air Clora." Hayden.
Aria, Madame Caradori, 41

II soave e Ik 1 contento." Mtrradanle.
Ballad. Mis* Stephens, ** Oh no, we never mention him."
Song, Mr. Biiaiiam, 44 Blue Bonnets.”
Rode’* favourite Air, with variations, Madlle. Sontao.
Trio, Mia* Stephens, Min. W. Knyvett, and Mr Beli-amv, and

Chorus, 44 Sound the loud tunbreL” . . Arisen.

Finale, God Save the King.

The two glees— ** Ye spotted snakes,” and “ Wide o’er

the brim,” were both well sung, and as well received by
the audience. Mr. Vnughan did justice to Dr. Calcott’s

song, “ In life’s gay scenes,” but it was ill judged to place

such a piece so late in the concert. Mr. Bellamy sang
Rt. Cooke’s ballad, “ Farewell to the nymph of my heart,”

(the poetry by Dr. Wolcot) very effectively ; we have
seldom heard him to mure advantage. He deserves our
thanks too, were it only for the choice of “ La&cia amor,”
—for through three long conceits this is the only instance

in which the great name of Handel appears! Mr. Braham,
who is at all times a host in himself, never sang better. In
the fine scene from Ofarofthe went hand-in-lmnd with the

composer. We know of no singer who possesses so much
feeling and taste, combined with such extraordinary energy.

His discrimination is also no mean part of the praise

that is his due ; witness the totally different styles in

which he sings the above scene and ” Total eclipse,” or
” Deeper and deeper still,

1*—yet how excellent is he in all!

We, however, could well have dispensed w ith his Savoyard
duet, sung by himself utid Mias Stephens. The little that

fell to the share of Mr. Ed. Tuylor, made us regret that it

was not more. Signor De Begttis was very successful.

Although we never did, and most probably never shall,

admire either the words or the music of his bagatelle,
“ The Savoyard,” yet “ IViolim* is a never failing source
of imagiuary amusement ; and we doubt if the duet with
Madame Caradori, “Con pazienza,” was ever better sung;
not that one-fifth of the audience understand what it

means. Mrs. W. Knyvett’s singing is at all times simple,
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chaste, and pleasing ; she is therefore always listened to
with pleasure. Madame Caradori's songs were more to
be praised for their execution than their choice. But what
ahall we say to our great favourite. Miss Stephens? Exa-
mine the program, reader, and let the songs speak for
themselves “ Rest, warrior, rest,’* “ John Anderson,**
and " Oh no, wc never mention him — all very pretty
domestic music ; but is there, we would ask, one among
them that can be ranked as a concert song? We admire
this charming performer too much to conceal from her the
foct, that, with her powers she should select what is bet-
ter calculated to display them advantageously. She has
one great fault—she is too modest : had she a little of the
presumption which, aided by a great deal of puffing,
pushes forward certain foreigners, she would secure to
heraelf that rank and consideration which she is in some
dauger of losing.

It now remains for us only to say a few words of Madlle.
Sontag—and we will not be deterred from offering our
candid and impartial opinion of this interesting stranger
by the nonsense that has disgraced the press, and the ful-

some, hyperbolical praises bestowed on her by those who,
we presume, call themselves her friends,—who extolled her
as something greater than ever before appeared in the
musical world—ns more than human. Madlle. Sontag
certainly possesses great talent; but to “raise a mortal
to the skies," or to “ draw an angel down,** must be left

to some future Timotheus and St. Cecilia. In the song
4* Ho risoluto” is nothing, either in the composition or
performance, that affects the heart; no passage that leaves
the slightest impression, or excites a wish to hear it again;
nevertheless, it was very well sung: but we have heard
as good singing, and infinitely better music, a thousand
times before. The scena from I)er Freischutz, whether
aung, as on the present occasion, in the German language,
or, as wc have been accustomed to hear it, in English, will,

in the hands of any good singer, never fail to pleu.se. *Tis,

indeed, a magnificent composition ; and although it cannot
be denied that Madlle. Sontag did full justice to the highly-
gifted Weber, yet we must assert that she did not elicit

any fresh beauties
; and we hope that wc shall uot lie

accounted barbarians for saying that we have been quite
as much delighted in hearing it sung by our country-
woman, Miss Paton. The same will apply to all Madlle.
Sontag’s other songs, with the exception only of Rode's
variations, in which her execution is surprising, and equals
the expectations thut had been raised of her.

This lady was engaged at the enormous sum of 300/.
for two evening concerts l (at the particular request of the
Committee of Management, Madlle. Sontag consented to
sing a song—from the “ Tod Jesu” of Grnun—in St.
Mary’s Church, but this was a gratuitous performance,
her engagement being exclusively for two evening con-

cerin), and 50/. for Mr. Pixis. We cannot but condemn
this as an act of wanton extravagance, and a precedent
replete with mischief. The evil is a growing one, and
calls loudly for redress.

The greater part of the visiters did not arrive till Sut*-

day ; the consequence was a thin audience at the concert
on Saturday evening; but on Monday mid Tuesday the
Senate House was literally crammed.
The orchestra, which was well filled, was most ably led

by Mr. F. Cramer ; and the chorus, we will venture to
say, was the most effective ever heard in Cambridge.

Mr. Pixis’ performance on the piano-forte did not, appa-
rently, excite any enthusiastic feelings of delight in the
audience.

We copy the following Statement of Receipt* end Partner ti from tho
Cambridge Chronicle:—

Amount received by three evening performance*
Ditto by two morning ditto

Ditto by saJe of book*

£. *. d.

1681 10 0
951 9 6
194 19 6

^ £ «. d. £2827 19 0
Paid principal Vocal performers 1143 0 0

Ditto Choral performer* 260 8 0
Ditto Instrumental performer* 715 10 11

Dr. Whitfield a* Conductor . 241 10 0
Printer's bill* for Book*, Ac

,
in-

cluding Advertisements . 121 7 0
Carpenter’s bill . • « 90 18 0
Incidental* . , . 168 2 8

2740 16 7

Deduct 2740 16 7

So Out the profit.* arising from the Festival were only £87 2 51

But the Ball, the Collection at the Sermon, and the amount of a few
Donation*, including fifty guinea* from the I>ukc and Duclw** of St
Alban* and the Earl de la Wanr, raised the proflu to die sum of
£484. 14*. 3d.

Miss Marian Cramer, daughter of Mr. F. Cramer, who
made a debut at her father’s late Benefit Concert, is engaged
at the ensuing Musical Festival at Hereford. We heartily

wish this young lady success, and cannot help saying, that

we shall be very glad to hear of more candidates for pub-
lic favour ; for the exorbitant sums demanded by prima
donnas and the difficulty there is in managing some of
them, require, at least, a check.

EXTRACTS from the DIARY or a DILETTANTE.
(Resumed from p. 156.]

June SO/A. A musical one-act piece brought out at the

Haymarket theatre under the denomination of vaudeville.

Thw i* the first time that the word has been employed in

England, and I am rather puzzled to find out why it

should be used here at all : unless indeed it be intended

to adopt the French language at once. The term has no
particular force, even in the country that produced it,

where its derivation appears to be a matter of doubt, and
its original meaning only known by conjecture. Accord-

ing to the current opinion, says Rousseau, it was invented

by a person named Basselin, a fuller, of Vire, in Normandy,
and as the people met in the Vat de Vire (Valley of Vire)

for the purpose of danciug to these airs, they were, it is said,

called Vauxde Vire, and by corruption. Vaudevilles. Such
also is the account given, but with cautiou, by M. Metis*

nier de Qnerlon, the very learned and industrious anti-

quarian, in his Mkmoirc Hittorique mr la Chanson
, pre-

fixed to the Antologic Franqoite : who likewise says, that

the Vaudeville had its origin about the time of Francis the

First, and is the same thing as the Panacaiilc—OT pasta -

calla of Spain, named also Chanson det Rues, or street-

tune, in opposition to the FiUaneUe., or peasant's song.

Some of the critics in the newspapers have floundered

in an entertaining manner, while endeavouring, though in

vain, to furnish some information to their readers on this

subject. Why, I would ask, might not the word operetta,

now incorporated in our language, have answered the pur-

pose? It has a meaning intelligible to the unlearned

English. But perhaps it was for this very reason that

the term was abandoned.

July 1*/. It turns out precisely as I expected :—the

French journalists, at least the majority of them, arc puffing

Madame Malibran Garcia with as little moderation as

they recently exhibited in the instance of Mademoiselle
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Sontag. Two or three of tike English papers are translat-

ing those hyperbolical praises, as a preparative, I conclude,

to the high-flown panegyrics concocting for next season.

Xu a short time, if these things go ou at their present rate,

it will be the interest of pnblic performers to get themselves

abused by the daily press, for the encomiums of many of

the writer* engaged in our journals begin to operate in-

versely as their extravagance. I wonder that no oue yet

has had the courage to draw aside the curtain, ond give

the public a peep into the room of the theatrical reporters.

3rd. On account of that excellent institution, Adden-

broke's Hospital, I much regret the failure, in a pecuniary

sense, of the Cambridge Festival. It appears from au-

thentic documents, that the charity gained but eighty-seven

pounds as a remuneration (brail the trouble taken by many
benevolent, active gentlemen, and for the risk encountered.

WhuL was collected at the ball, sermon, and from the

bounty of individuals, amounting to about four hundred

f
ounds, is not to tie set down to the account of the music.

lere is another proof of the imprudence of complying with

the unconscionable demands of foreigners. Mademoiselle

Sontag three hundred guineas for two concerts ; on suc-

ceeding evenings too!—and M. Pixis fifty for accompany-

ing her. Poor old England !—I much fear that you are
j

fast getting iuto your dotage.

6/A. In translating the account given in the Harmo-
nicon of the meeting in honour of Mr. Clementi, a French

journal cites the song by Mr. Braham,
Here's to Clemcad, whose famo

Sheds a halo of li^ht round u» a’,

the first words of which are thus whimsically enough ren -

1

dered, Voild cc Clementi

!

8th. Some few weeks ago, the following hoar was
practised on a provincial paper, aud it took in the editors

of, I may almost venture to say, every journal priuted in

these islands. It was slated that an organist had under-

taken to strike a million of notes upon a piano-forte in

twelve hours. A subsequent paragraph, which likewise

went the same round, informed the public that the (but

had been performed by the nimble-fingered gentleman, in

eight hours and twenty minutes, lie took, it is added, the

intervening three hours and forty minutes to rest in. Now
giving nine hours for the completion of the task, it must
have been necessary to strike thirty notes (I exclude frac-

tions) in every second. It requires no common agility to

tound distinctly thirty notes in a single second : sliding,

of course, being excluded. To support such an action for

ten minutes only, would require fingers moved by wheel-
work

;
muscles could not accomplish it. But in order to

continue an effort of this kind fur eight hours, the magi-
cian's aid would be indispensably necessary.—There must
be a conjurer at Spalding,

1 1/A. A German paper contains the following story :

—

“ Before Mademoiselle Sontag had made her appearance
a week in London, a lady sought an interview with her,

and requested her in the most courteous manner to spend
an evening with her, as both she and her daughters were
devotedly attached to music, and particularly wished to be
able to hear Mademoiselle Sontag display her distinguished
talents. She accepted the invitation, and on the appointed
evening went to the residence of the lady, where she found
a small circle of about six persons. After some songs, she
took tea, and was ufterwards dismissed with thanks, and
tulogiutns. Mademoiselle Sontag was not disposed to

Dumber this among the least agreeable evenings which she
had spent in London,—but tile best was yet to follow. On
the following morning. Mademoiselle Sontag received a

note from the lady, with renewed expressions of gratitude,

and with a request that Mademoiselle Sontag would
honour her by accepting the inclosed os a small token of

it—the small token was a note for one hundred and fifty

pounds sterling. Mademoiselle Sontag considered that

she could not with propriety accept of such a present, and
instantly set out for the residence of the lady, for the pur-

pose of returning it to ber. She then learned that the lady

bail come up from the country, had been residing at tbe

house only a few days, and had early that morning set out

to travel, no oue knew where. **

The Tima has singled out this, and struck at it with

the iron mace which that paper sometimes wields. “ We
look upon this story,” says Uiu editor, " as one of a series of

silly pufls which our maudlin frieuds of Germany take

such delight in. The fact is, that Madlle. Sontag. though
a very clever singer, is a woman of second-rate talent

;

and as to the personal charms which have maddened the

youth of Gcrmuny, we wish not to apeak disparagingly,

but we must say that we have seen many a nurserymaid

possessing more grace, as well as more beauty. She
is, in point of appearance, u mere passable grisette.

”

But I must beg leave to difler from this writer as to

Madlle. Sontag being a woman of second-rate talent : she

surely may be included among the first-rate*, though cer-

taiuly not by any means the first, or second, or even third,

of that high class. The story, however, will be believed, not

only in Germany, but all over the continent ; for there is

no absurdity which foreigners think us incapable of com-
mitting, in our conduct towards those public singers who
come from across sens. What shall appear incredible,

when it is known that we have given a single performer

300 guineas for going fifty miles to remain two nights,

and sing half-a-dozen songs ?

14/A. Mr. Planchtf, in his pleasant account of his

Descent of the Danube from Ratisbon to Vienna, makes
the following observations on the musical taste of the

Germans, and compares it with that of our own coun-
trymen :

—

** Notwithstanding the precautions we hsd taken, I was
too cold as well os too curious to sleep ; and as the moon
got up, so did I, and seating myself by the cabin-door,
looked on the gradually-brightening landscape, and lis-

tened to the songs of the boatmen, who, as they lazily

plied their unwieldy paddles, warbled in their own pecu-
liar style—a style rendered familiar to tbe London ears

by the * Rainer family,’ for it is not confined to tbe Tyrol
—several wild but pleasing melodies. It Is very provok-
ing that the English should be, perhaps, the only people

who have no idea ofringing in parts ; an untutored boatman,
peasant, or soldier of almost any of the continental nations,

will suddenly strike in with an exemplary and creditable

bass, though the air be led off by an utter stranger to him.
On the banks of the Maine, at Aschatiealmrg, and at

Mohdling, in the Wienerwald, I was particularly struck

by this pleasing talent, and have noticed it repeatedly, both

in France and Switzerland. Tbe complaint that the

English are not a musical nation, is, in my opinion, better

borne out by this circumstance than by the alleged defi-

ciency of celebrated composers, or the want of taste in the

mixed audience of our concert-rooms and theatres. There
is certainly no comparison between the * native wood-notes

wild' of a Devonshire ploughman, and those of a Bava-
rian bauer."

Mr. Planch^, and every one elsewho has written on this

subject, overlook two very important points ; 1 st, the in-

i cessant labour to which our lower classes are condemned.
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which allows ihcm only time for sleep, and not a moment
for recreation : 2ndly, the austerity of our Sundays, which,

contrary to the practice of the most religious countries in

Europe, treats as crime, crime punishable by law too,

everything in the shape of amusement resorted to on that

day of intended relaxation, except, indeed, the passing

whole hours in the alehouse, which is sanctioned, because

It promotes the iutcrest of brewers, and assists the re-

venue. Nay, even in these haunts, should anything in

the likeness of music be attempted on a Sunday, the con-

stable is forthwith sent in amongst the wicked offenders,

and two or three of them are pretty sure of being shut up
in the cage till the Monday morning. If, even on a week-

d«y. a fiddle is heard in the dwellings of the poor, a dance
Is suspected, and a visit to the next justice of the peace is

the certain penalty of such temerity. How, then, are our
labouring people to acquire any, even the slightest, know-
ledge of music ?—they rise to toil, and retire from toil to

bed, “ weary and worn.” And when the day of rest does

arrive, the scourge (introduced by those puritans whose
religious reign seems to be come again) is held over them
If they seek any entertainment, however innocent, except

the destructive one of tippling. How different in Ger-
many !—and indeed in France, in Italy, and elsewhere:

—

there the Sabbath is the same for both high and low

;

there, when the duties of religion are performed—and per-

formed they are with no want of devotion,—the peasant

enjoys his rustic games, his singing, his dancing ; and his

family, his wife and children, arc partakers in his happiness,

instead of being reduced to starvation and rags, by the

pleasure which he is here driven to seek in the tap-room.

17 th. Poor Velluti brought forward again this even-

ing at the King's Theatre. lie began, as in 1825, with a

benefit, and chose Jl Crociato for the occasion.

18/A. How inconsistent is The Timet!—Only the other

day it told us that Madllc. Sotting was a second-rate

singer: to-day, in mentioning the performance at the opera

the night before, it says, that “ with her admirable powers

of execution she did more than ample justice to the music

allotted to the part.” How, if she belong to the class as-

signed to her on the 1 1th, could she have done such extra-

ordinary justice on the 17th to the part of Palmide, which

demands a first-rate singer ?—The fact seems to be, that the

critiques in The Timet are not always from the same pen

:

occasionally they are masterly ; frequently they indicate

favouritism, and smell strongly of orders.

The same journal says, ll Crociato was “ not only

composed for V'elluti, but revised by him.” What arrant

nonsense!—He is about as capable of retiring a score as

of composing one. He himself does not even pretend to

such a knowledge.

One of our best evening papers is The Globe, for mat-

ters of consequence ; but in the case of less important

things it betrays vast weakness. It says in its notice of

the above-mentioned opera,—** We arc not among those

who would place Madlle. Sontag on a level, for talent,

with Catalani, Pasta, and Garda, or for grace and fasd-

nation with Caradori. That person must be an enthu-

siast, indeed, who would compare the performance of

Madlle. Sontag, in Palmide

,

last night, with that of Cara-

dori in the same character.” Such is the opinion of The

Globe, but not, I boldly affirm, of the World.

19/A. The public attention begins to be directed to the

organists of our parochial churches and chapels : a short

but sensible letter appears in one of this day’s papers,

evidently written by a person who has reflected on the

subject, though he is a little too brutque.

22nd. The subject of organists is this day again taken
up by a correspondent of The Timet. The following ob-
servations arc worth preserving from that oblivion which
is too often the fate of newspaper communications, how-
ever excellent. M The English,” says the writer, “ excel,
without contradiction, in the practical department of the
art, in vanquishing mechanical difficulties, such as hurry-
ing over a given uumber of demisemiquuvers in the
shortest possible time, or skipping the greatest distances
with the most desirable ingenuity and precision. It is,

however, very possible to attain the utmost rapidity of
finger, and neatness of execution, and yet be entirely igno-
rant of the first principles of musical science. The per-
former who trusts to his fingers for his ideas, is quite at
fault when placed at the organ ; and unless he has
acquired, by diligent study of the science, and intimate
acquaintance wiUi classical compositions, the habit of
thinking musically, there is small hope of an audience
taking any interest in, or deriving any feeling of emotion
from, his performance.”

One great point, however, is rarely adverted to, and
still more seldom insisted on, namely, the general educa-
tion of an organist. I do not absolutely mean Latin and
Greek, but that sort of knowledge of men, books, and
things which strengthens the judgmeiit and qualifies the
individual to act with discretion in whatever situation he
may be placed. The organist, if a sensible man, may
exercise no little influence over the minds of a congre-
gation, by means of solid and appropriate music. He
may—and the case is not at all rare—turn the whole ser-

vice into ridicule, by his want of discrimination, by
a desire to shew his execution, his trumpet stop, or
some new piece of his own composition, which, ten to

one, ought never to have emerged from his portfolio. But
from amongst whom arc our organists too frequently se-

lected?—It has been well answered, from among the re-

latives or friends of the clerk, the sexton, or the trades-

men of the parish who are commonly the active portion of

the vestry. Are such persons always fit to be trusted with

duties, upon the judicious performance whereof depends
much of the effect of the whole sendee?—assuredly not,

as a general rule
;
neither are the blind, with a few ex-

ceptions, proper people to fill the office, though from very

false notions of humanity they arc too frequently selected

on account of what may, in most instances, be considered

as their disqualification.

24/A. There is an admirable article in The Times to-

day, on Velluti's performance, written, past all doubt, by
u judge of music and of stage effect.

25/A. Immediately after the foregoing sentence, I regret

having to complain of the errors of another journal. This
day’s Chronicle gravely praises M. Laurent for his unparal-

leled activity in the management of the King’s Theatre dur-

ing the present M—oo. M. Laurent actually left London
before, or about the time, that the theatre opened, and
never returned till a few days ago ;

just in time to announce

a benefit before the house closed ! Whatever praise is

merited, and much is due, ought to have been given to M.
Laporte, whose vigorous efforts, so soon as he really took

the direction to himself, rescued, for a season, the concern

from the dangers that threatened it He is not responsi*

ble for the bad beginning, for the two miserable operas,

MargariUa <fAnjoti, and ha Rosa Bianca

;

they were
prepared without his knowledge, and brought out without

his approbation. When he came, he was at least active,

and produced here what turned out a capital prize,

—

the

Sontag.
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Rriufto of iHustc.

An Introduction to Singing, comprising various

Examples, witA Scales, Exercises, and Songs, in all

the Major and Minor Keys in general tise, selected, com-
posed, and arranged progressively, with an Accompani-
ment for the Piano-Forte, by R. A. Smith. (Edinburgh ,

Pimlic.)

We know not whether the growing number of books on
singing argues an increase in the number of learnem, or

the dissatisfaction of masters with the treatises already in

existence, and a confidence in their own power of gene-

rating better. Each of these causes probably has its share

in the birth of such publications, for all young ladies, and
many young gentlemen, now take lessons in singing, while

every teacher does not exactly understand how to make the

right use of Aprili, of Bonifazio Asioli, or of the Solfeget

(T Italic

;

and many arc either persuaded that they can im-
prove these well-known works, or else liecotne authors, as
an indirect mode of advertising for pupils.

It is deplorable to reflect on the sums of money ex-

pended here in the attempt at learning to sing. These are
generally lavished on Italian musters, on persons whose
names end in i, not one-third of whom are better qualified

for the task than the majority of English chorus-singers,
but who, nevertheless, look with scorn on anything less

than a guinea for a short hour: some few contriving, by
means of classes, to get ut the rate of two, or even more !

—though it is notorious that of the scholars of such
teachers, not more than one in twenty, or thereabouts,
ever arrives at a tolerable degree of proficiency : the other
nineteen commonly taking a final leave of the master and
of singing at the same instant ; hut not before they are
minus as many hours as, had the time been wisely be-
stowed, might have accomplished most of them in some
art or language,—and as much money as, half a century
ago, would have been thought no contemptible portion
for a younger daughter.

This lamentable waste of the precious moments of youth
is imputable to three causes : 1st, the custom of imposing a
singing-master on every girl whose parents can afford the
expense, whether she be endowed with natural qualifica-

tions or not : 2ndly, the nupineness which prevails amongst
learners of this class ; and 3rdly, the want of ability in the
teacher, arising oflen from his imperfect acquaintance with
the art, and as frequently from his insufficiency of power to

communicate the knowledge which he really may possess.

The first is not the most formidable of these impediments,
for perseverance often overcomes difficulties which, on an
early view, appear insuperable. The second, if not con-
stitutional, will most commonly yield to the incitement
and persuasion of a sensible master. But the last is the
crying evil, because the least easy to remedy ; for fashion,
not merit, stamps the reputation of teachers of singing;
and fashion, though both deaf and blind, most certainly is

not dumb
• An Italian singer, v* bo for seTenU years gave as many lessons, at a

guinea *n hour, as he could find time for, confessed to us, that he had
karat what he knew of the art Ay fetching 11. He was in the highest
vogue ! A countryman of his, who could not play two successive chords
Without betraying nu ignorance of music; who never sang three bars at

sight without making u many blunders, aud whose intonation was as
execrable as bis quackery was disgusting, stood equally high with the

Auoubt, 1829.

Singing is sometimes, and ought always to be, taught
on philosophical principles ; but where one master is to be
fouud who understands the philosophy of the art, fifty are
to be met with who have not the slightest conception of
what even the phrase signifies. The question now is,

not whether the master feels himself competent to
impart any real knowledge, but whether he can obtain
pupils

; while the business of parents is, not to watch the
progress of their children, but to take especial care that
they receive a certain number of lessons during a certain
number of years, at a certain expense

;
which latter is ge-

nerally enormous.

It is now time to look at the publication before us, the
subject alone of which has led us into the foregoing
remarks.

Mr. Smith's “ Introduction" is entitled to praise, so far

as it dwells much on the scales, a perfect knowledge of
which is so indispensably necessary to all who wish to be-
come singers. These he has accompanied, a judicious mea-
sure ; and his harmony, which is of the simplest kind, is

well suited to learners in their first stage ; though, had it

embraced a greater variety of chords as the pupils ad-
vanced, so as to have accustomed the ear by degrees to
the more powerful dissonances, an important advantage
might have been gained. The Exercises, mixed into the
Scales, arc all in very correct taste, and just long enough
not to prove fatiguing. Most things of this kind are
tediously spun out, and exhaust the patience of both mas-
ter and scholar. The insertion of numerous songs, mostly
in one style, many of which have been printed in collec-

tions of Scotish airs, appears to us very objectionable
;

it

swells the work to an unnecessary bulk ; it alarms the
pupil by presenting to bis view an instruction book that

threatens an age in lending-strings; and it seems to forbid

the relief afforded by the occasional use of a popular com-
position.

Still less are we pleased with the practice recommended
by Mr. Smith, of giving the syllable do to the sound c. be
the key what it may. His reason for this, namely, that the
change of solmisatiun with the change of key is “ ex-
tremely perplexing to beginners," is unsatisfactory and
weak ; for while the learner is a mere beginner, the mas-
ter should write the syllables under the notes

; and when a
certain progress is made, every scholar who wishes to sing
from book, and in tune, ought to be thoroughly instructed

in the keys. The time and trouble attending this are

trifling,—need not occupy above four lessons, if the master
possess the talent of explaining, und the pupil be gifted

with an ordinary share of docility and industry.

Other modern treatises fall into the same error, and
make c do in alt keys, though, in one recent publication,

the superiority of the other method is confessed. This in-

consistency wc do not preteud to account for. But, to re-

turn to Mr. Smith :—he says, with some plausibility, that

“ if it be intended to point out the semitones by mi and

si, those who adopt do for the key-note are undoubtedly

former, in the estimation of the fashionable world. The present dsy witl

furnish tome future writer with subjects enough for animadversion. To
him we willingly leetre the U*k.
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right in the major modes ; but the variation of the minor

modes renders this method unavailing when it is applied

to them.'* Thus it is acknowledged that something is

gained by a change in solmisation in the most prevailing

keys ;
and the author ought also to have stated, that a simi-

lar advantage is likewise obtained in the case of the trad-

ing not*, a singularly-important interval, which is the

same in both modes ; while the immutable aol-fft-ing points

out no distinctions, and is very little superior to the seven

letters of the alphabet, if these be only sounded in the

continental manner. But the argument founded by Mr.
Smith on the irregularities in the minor mode, loses what-

ever force it may be supposed to possess, if the descending

si in minor keys be altered into tra, and the mi into mo,
os many of the best masters recommend. We say nothing

here on the effect of association, which contributes largely

in support of our opinion.

Before we quit this work, we feel it a duty to recommend
the author to revise his “ General Directions,* the second

paragraph of them more particularly, in which some words
are so incorrect, and others are chosen with so little dis-

crimination, that it is difficult to arrive at the meaning
they are intended to convey.

PIANO-FORTE.

1. Gems a la Soktao, a Dramatic Fantasia, in which
arc introduced the most admired aim sung by Mndllc.

Sontag. by I. Mosciieles. (Mori and Lavenu, 28, New
Bond-street.)

2. Horn mage a Clementi, God save the King, with Va-
riations, composed by J. P. Pixis. Op. 101. (Chappell,

195, New Bond -street, and at Paris by Lemoine.)

8. The Swiss Boy, or Der Schweizerbue, arranged from
the Variations sung by Mile. Sontag, composed by J. P.

Pint. (Willis and Co., Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly.)

4. Divertimento Roksiniano, arrangedfrom the Opera

ofMoat, by H. G. Nixon. (Eavestaff, 6ff, Great Rus-
sell-street.)

The first of these is, indeed, a multum in parto

;

eight

really favourite airs in the compass of a fantasia of mode-
rate length; viz. ” Una voce poco fa," with “ Io souo
docile

;" “ Ah ! chi sperar potea," from La Donna del

Logo ; “ Or sai chi 1’ onore,” from Don Giovanni, and part

of the first duet from the same ;
" Assisa a pie d* un sal ice,"

from OUUo; “ Cielo! in qual estasi,” from La Donna del

Logo ; and Rode’s air *. M. Moscheles has joined these

by a few short links of his own, in which, however slight

as the opportunity was, he has shown his usual talent and
judgment, and compiled a piece which cannot fail to be
popular ; unless, indeed, the fact, that much of its con-
tents are already in most people's hands, should operate
against its circulation. And we are bound to add, that

for a work of only thirteen pages, which has no pretensions

to anything like originality, und could hardly substantiate

a claim to copyright, the price is excessively unreasonable.
Wc must say also, that the notice in the tillc-page, about
the embellishments having been “ added at the sugges-
tion, and under the superintendence, of Madlle. Sontag,*’

is a condescension, not to call it a humiliation, to which
wre did not suppose a professor of such rank would have
stooped. But the auri sacra fames is a powerful in-
stigator.

* Published io our Ust Number.

M. Pixis, doubtless, thinks that much homage Is due to
Mr. Clementi; for what musician does not?—but he
seems to have been determined to keep his opinion very
secret, if we may judge from the style of his variations,
which be has contrived to render so difficult and devoid of
interest, that few* people will be tempted to gain from the
publication any knowledge of his reverence for the futher
of the piano-forte. It may, nevertheless, suit the crazy
amateurs at Vienna ; and also some dozen or two of per-
sons here, whose fingers are more nimble than their judg-
ments are strong, and who, like the idols of old, have ears
but hear not ; at least to any good purpose.

No. 3 is the well-known air which uppeared in our fifty-

sixth number. We heard Mile. Sontag sing it, but must
confess that many of the passages we find here have
doped from our memory, if the nine-days-wouder did
actually perform them in our presence. We, however,
recognise the runs of semitones, which altrays act on our
nerves like the filing of one’s teeth, and are, in our opiuion,
a sure test of a musical car. Wliocver can bear them
tranquilly may rest assured that his taste is in a v^y mor-
bid slate, and should forthwith send for advice. This
piece has the excellent quality of being short, and about
half of it is easy. Wc need not here repeal our praises of
the melody itself.

No. 4 is a familiar and good arrangement of four of the
most popular airs in the opera ; not so easy as to be tri-

fling, nor so difficult us to deter players of very moderate

|

pretensions.

1. Grand March, composed by G. E. Griffin. (Cra-
mer, Addison, and Beale, 201, Regent-street.)

2. The Musical Album, No. 3, with Flute accompani-
ment, «d libitum, containing " Hark ! the lark," ar-
ranged by J. W. Holder, Mus. Bac. (tame Publishers.)

3. Brilliant Rondo, composed 6yW. Wilkinson. Op. 2.
(Ewer mid Johanning, 20, Tidthome-street).

A new work from Mr. Griffin is quite reviving, for he is a
composer of genius, and of science too: all his produc-
tions manifest the fertility of his invention and the sound-
ness of his musical knowledge, while they prove that his
taste is founded on the study of the great masters.

His present publication consists of four movements ; an
Introduction, larghetto ; the March, with a Trio; and an
Allegro con brio. Though divided in nearly the same
manner ns his very popular march, and in a similar key, it

differs entirely from it in style. This is more classical,

and gradually unfolds its beauties; that makes itself known
immediately, and is familiar at the very first hearing. There
is much grandeur in the opening of the march :

—
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sind the following passage in the lost movement shows

that graceful sequences, a Fanciennr, are still justly va-

lued by one modern master at least

No. 2, Dr. Cooke's extremely beautiful glee in an ar-

ranged form, is very pleasing as a piano-forte piece.

Indeed it would require some ingenuity so to transform its

features as to deprive them of that charm which they

always have possessed, and for ever will retain, for people

of unprejudiced, genuine taste. Mr. Holder has executed

his task like a good musician and an experienced pianist,

but he has not attempted to throw any new light on his

subject, nor curiched the harmony, as he would have been

1

'ratified in doing, by the use of modern combinations; he
las merely extended the original by means of a few pas-

sages in proper relation to it, and well adapted to the

instrument for which it is arranged. To this is prefixed

an introductory characteristic movement, of two pages.
There is much melody in No. 3, and the subject is kept

in view throughout, with a laudable perseverance. The
composer seems to possess a great flow of spirits, for his

animation never once flags during the whole of a Hondo
extending to fifteen pages. But he wants experience, and
neglects to resolve his discords according to rules which
the ear never patiently suffers to be violated. The piece
is also much too long ; abridged of nearly half its quan-
tity, and carefully revised, it will have a greater chance of
success than can possibly attend it in its present state.

1. The March in Bisnop’f Caractacus, arranged by G.
Kiallmarr. (Goulding and Co.)

2. Sestetto from Cost fan tutle, arranged a* a Rondo by
Charles Hopwood. (Same publishera.)

3. PoLACCA/rom Hjmmel's Fanchon, arranged by M. C.

WiLflO*. (Cramer and Co.)

The march In Caractacus has always been rather a popular

composition, but so long a time has elapsed since we saw
it in the author’s notes, that we cannot say how much of

it m its present shape belongs to Mr. Bishop, and what
part to Mr. Kiallmark. It now appears in an easy form,

though by means of a drumming base of demisemiquavers,

it may be passed off on the uninitiated as a piece requiring

vast execution. The introduction does not exhibit much
of either imagination, or harmonic skill.

No. 2 is the last movement of the second finale to Mo-
zart’s lovely opera, converted by means of a little amplifi-

cation into a rondo. We cannot say that such a subject

is well suited to the purpose ; the holding notes are ex-

ceedingly proper for voices or instruments, that can give

continuous sounds, but not for the piano-forte. We, how-
ever, have no fault to find with either the arrangement or

the additions now made ; the one is pretty faithful, and the

other blameless.

The third of these is light and airy, so far ns Himmcl is

concerned ; the augmentations, though not censurable, are

uninteresting ; or, to declare the honest truth, arc very dry.

1. Twelve Waltzes, k la Suntag, composed by J. N.
Hummel, Chapel Master, &c. (Chappell.)

2. Three Waltzes, composed by John Hewitt. (Schwieso,

263, Regent- Street.)

3. Three Waltzes, in imitation of a musical snuff-box,

composed by A. T. McDonald. (Goulding &. D’Almaine.)

4. Mlsard’s Fourth Set of Quadrilles, entitled Queen
Elizabeth’s Court, performed at the Marchioness of Lon-
donderry's Fancy Bait. (Boosey and Co. 28, Holtes-streei.)

5. Les Fleurs du Printemps, a set of Quadrilles, com -

posed and arranged by M. Cremont. (Wheatstone,

436, Strand.)

6. L’Amusement de Famille, nouteiie re union de Quad-
rilles, contposees, avec accompagnement pvurte Guitare,

par Louis Marin. (Wessel & Stodart, 6, Frith-street.)

The twelve waltzes of M. Hummel are all in the same key,

and may, if desirable, be considered as one connected piece,

consisting of so many strains, or parts. Why they are said

to be “ k la Sontag” we cannot tell, for they do not in any
way, that we can discover, imitate her manner, but are

avowedly in the Styrien and Tyrolean style ; they, therefore,

resemble the national airs of those countries, which she

sometimes sings, and only so far resemble her. But this

is of little moment ; their best recommendation is, the in-

trinsic merit they possess. That they are clever, as

compositions, muy be inferred, almost to a certainty,

from the name of the author ; they arc also graceful, and
calculated to please very generally. The third and ninth

arc particularly ingenious and attractive
;

(the latter we
have, for want of room here, inserted amongst the music
of this number, as a specimen of the whole.) We recom-
mend them to the notice of all tolerably good performers

:

and, eveu to the junior classes they may be made useful,

for being short, the labour which each will exact from such
players, will not be of sufficient duration to tire.

No. 2 are well composed, and remarkably pleasing.

The a flat in the second and fourth bars of the first w altz,

2 C 2
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wrc must impute to the engraver : Mr. Hewitt is too good
a theorist to use a $ on the seventh of the key descending

to the sixth—or the discord of ihe seventh without a pro-

per resolution.

No. 3 are the prettiest musical toys we have for a long

time met with. Played on only one string, and with the

open pedal in active use, it will be difficult to distinguish

any difference between the piano-forte and the slender burs

of the minute instrument which it is intended to imitate.

We can truly say of No. 4, that there is much of novelty

in their style, incredible as the fact may appear, for the

subject-matter of such things seemed to be quite exhuu&ted.

As the assembly for which these were composed was meant
to imitate the costume ofQueen Elizabeth’s court, the dances
ought to have corresponded ; the sarabande, the passacaille,

the courantc, Ac., should have been introduced ; but as it

was otherwise ordained, the author of the present qua-
drilles acted wisely in stepping out of the common path,

and in producing what could not be easily associated with

modern times.

No. 5 possess a considerable share of melody, ami are

exceedingly easy. Nearly the same character may be given

of No. 6 ; though wc conjecture that the author of them is

less in the habit of using the piano-forte than some other

musical instrument.

VOCAL.
1. The Swiss Boy, with Coucertantc Variations for the

Voice and Piano-Forte, at performed by Mile. Sontag

and Mr. Pixis at St. James's Palace ; composed by J.P.

Pixis. (Willis and Co.)

2. The Evening Song of the Tyrolese Peasants, the tcords

by Mrs. H khans, composed by John Goss. (Same pub-

lishers. )

3. Suno, The Lovers Vow, the poetry by G. F. Richard-
son, Esq., the music by Pio CtANCiiETTiNl. (Chappell.)

4. Scotish Ballad, “ O’er the mountain,” sung by Miss

Paton, composed by G. A. Hodson. (Chappell.)

5. Ballad, “The lost heart restored,” the poetry by Ro-
samond Wadams, composed by W. Kirby. (Gonlding
and D’Alinainc.)

6. Song, “ Ellen’s not here,” poetry and music by the

same. (Same publishers.)

7. Ballad, “ Never home came he,” the poetry by Cun-
ningham, composed by W. Kirby. (Cramer and Co.)

8. Ballad, “ The Rose upon the tree,” translated from
Goethe by G. Bancroft, Esq., composed by T. Phillips.

(Willis and Co.)

9. Song, “ The Savoyard's return,’* composed by II. J,

West. (Preston, 71, Dean-street.)

10. “ The lay of poor Louise,” the words by Sir Walter
Scott; the music by William Eavestafp. (Eaves-
biatf. Great Russell-street, Bloomsbury.)

11. Ballad, “The bunnie bush,” suns by Miss Stephens,

the words by Miss Paton, composed by John Hewitt.
(Schwieso.)

12. Duet, between Prince Charles and Lady E. Wemyss,
the words by Miss Paton, the music arranged by J.

II ewitt. (Schwieao.)

13. Duet, “The Rose and the Thistle,** and the Old Cel-

tic March, arranged by Maria Hinckesman. (Mori
and Lavcnu.)

14. " They tell me thou hast gone composed 6yT. Reed.
(Card* 98, Quadrant.)

15. Ballad, “The Irish Harper,” sung by Mr. Sapio, the
words by C. Freeman, Esq., composed by J. Watson.
(Mori and Lavenu )

16. Sono, “Oh! murmur not, love,** the poetry by S.
Wild, Esq., composed by G. Warne. (The Author,
73, St. Paul's Churchyard.)

17. Ballad, “ The blue harebell,” composed by B. G. H.
Giosone. (Lindsay, 35, nigh Holborn.)

To the beautiful simplicity of The Swiss Boy ill its pris-

tine state we have borne ample testimony. To the laugh-
able figure it makes in the masquerade dress in which M.
Pixis has now equipped it, we are also ready to bear wit-

ness. An air that ought not to fill more than half a page,
is here spread over no less than eleven, and this gentle-

man, who, in his own country, would have thought ten or
a dozen florins a liberal price for the copyright of his ad-
ditions, actually puts the sum of four shillings on each copy
of a song not his own, but which be has turned iuto ridi-

cule by what he calls “ coucertantc variations,” forsooth !

No. 2 is a pretty air, easy, and of very limited compass,
with a simple accompaniment, and symphonies modestly
imitative of the Tyrolese style.

No. 3 is clever : there ore some pleasing effects pro-
duced by a continually moving arpeggio accompaniment,
in which also a few good modulations occur ; but we
doubt whether it is calculated to become popular, though
likely to gain the suffrages of real connoisseurs.

No. 4 will be found to possess many charms by those
who love Scotish melody : and who in these islands does
not number himself among such ?—This is perfectly easy,

and suited to the most moderate vocal powers.
Everybody has heard of Rousseau's air on three notes

:

No. 5 is—it cannot be called an air—a something on one
note. Tile voice repeats the words to the sound a. and
the accompaniment is Weber’s Freischfltz waltz. There
is novelty at least, in this.

No. 6 is more entitled to praise for its taste than its

originality.

No. 7 consists of a short recitative, which has consider-

able merit, and an air. The latter in e, is too tranquil

ami soothing for words so full of sorrow ; though, consi-

dered independently of the poetry, it is rather pleasing.

No. 8 has a melody, and the words, which are not very

rhythmical in a musical sense, are as well set with re-

spect to accent as their nature admitted. The accom-
paniments arc all very correct.

Of No. 9 wc can only say that we detect no errors in it.

No. 10 is equally free from guile.

The melody of No. 1 1 is thoroughly Scotch, but the

symphonies und accompaniments are in a very florid style.

The effect of the whole is decidedly good, though the ca-

denza must be excepted from this praise, being wholly

out of character with both words und air. The engraver
of this has left an unusual number of errors, some of which
will puzzle inexperienced performers.

Nos. 12 and 13 arc both the same tune, which is said

to be that to which Prince Charles, the Pretender’s son,

danced, with Lady Eleanor Wemyss, at the last ball at

which he was present in Holyrood palace, in 1745. The
air is a very remarkable one, and deserves a good base

and skilful accompaniment. Mr. Hewitt has nearly, but not

perfectly, succeeded in his arrangement. Whether his

engraver has misrepresented him, as in the foregoing, is a

question : there are certainly errors in the copy before us,

though we do not venture to say to whom they ought to

be imputed. The following, for instance, is, past all doubt.
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faulty, but as it occurs twice, we hesitate in fixing; the

blame.

There are also more passages that require correction.

Of the other version of this we are compelled to declare,

and we seriously regret the necessity of appearing so uu-

gallant, that a publication so full of the most intolerable

errors, a work betraying so utter a disregard of the sim-

plest laws of harmony,—nay, of those rules which a good

ear alone would have taught, never came under our view.

We would fain have considered the faults as blunders of the

engraver, but they are too obviously arising from another

cause, to admit of the excuse which we were willing to make.

It would be u waste of paper to give a single example of

them ; and we must add, as an apology for our bluntness,

that there is an air of unusual pretension in this, which

shows that the author, who has before challenged criti-

cism, ought now to hear the plain, undisguised truth,

unpleasant as it will, doubtless, sound.

No. 14 attempts much, but produces little: its chief

reliance seems to be on the key, x flat. The same may be

said of No. 15. Neither of these two show any invention,

but both are written with feeling.

No. 1G would do exceedingly well if set to sacred words,

but as a song it is too psalm-like. No. 17 is a smooth
air, with an accompaniment that once or twice leads one
to hope for some new effect ; but the whole is deficient in

the vital quality—originality.

foreign iHustcal Report.

VIENNA.
Kdrnthnerthor Thrater.—The Signora Favelli made her
debUt here, as Ottavia, in Pacini’s Ultimo Giorno di Pom*
pej\ but neither the lady, nor the attempt to revive a
condemned opera, proved successful.

There was also produced Das be/rryte Jerusalem (Jeru-

salem delivered) a grand pantomimic ballet in five acts,

by Samengo, the music by the Count von Gallenberg.

The spectacle is of the most showy kind, and the music
far superior to the generality of compositions of this sort.

On the 30th of June, this theatre closed with the new
ballet, the first act of the successful opera. II Pirata,

and the first part of La Gas:a Ladra. Thus ended the

term of Barbaja’s management, which does not appear

to have been sufficiently successful to induce him to

renew it. It is said that Count Robert vou Gallen-

berg made an offer, but that his proposals were not

acceded to ; so that, in all probability, this theatre will

remain for some time closed. The German part of the

company has been transferred to the Josephstadt boards,

wc must now therefore look to that quarter lor the exertious

of tlic lyric muse.

185

Josephsladt Theater .—Two novelties have been pro-

duced here, Das Ostereyerfest zu Siegenfdd (the Easter

egg-feast at Siegenfeld), a romantic piece, in four acts,

founded on a popular superstition, and Das goldene Klee-

ball, oder, Miinncrlreue auf der Probe, (the golden trefoil,

or the test of truth.) The music of the fir^t is from the

pen of Mr. Barlholemy, and contains some things of a

pleasing kind; the other is the composition of Kapell-

meister Riottc, but is inferior to many other of this

masters works of the same class.

Leopoldxtadt Theater.—This house has kept pace with

its rival, and also brought out two new’ pieces, Btgeben*

heilen zur Marklzeii (Market Occurrences), a burlesque

piece of some merit, and Viel und AUerlcy (Olla podrida),

a grand comic-sccnic panorama, with songs, groups, gym-
nastic exercises, aud feats of strength. The music of both
these pieces is by that indefatigable kapellmeister, Wenzel
Muller, and, as suited to such subjects, is by no means
devoid of merit ;

some of his comic colouring is very

original.

The celebrated Paganani has paid this place a visit, and
excited a degree of enthusiasm but rarely witnessed.

Much of his execution is certainly admirable, and de-

serving of every praise ; but, unfortunately, the worst parts

of his performance seemed to call forth the loudest applause,

such, for instance, as his imitation of bells, his laborious

performance upon a single string, Ac., all of which, in

the eyes of the true amateur, savour more of ch&rlalauism

than of the legitimate objects of art.

An ingenious mechanist of this place, of the name of

Promberger, has invented a new keyed instrument, to

which he has given the name of Sirenion. It has not yet

been exhibited publicly, but several amateurs who have

inspected it, pronounce it to be a highly interesting dis-

covery ; and that for beauty and clearness of tone, sim-

plicity of mechanism, and ease of execution, it stands

unrivalled. The inventor has obtained a patent for nine

years.

Among recent musical publications, few have excited

greater interest thau a selection of 44 Songs from Stiak-

spearc’s plays, set for a solo voice, with piano accompa-
niment, by Joseph Klein.’' This composer is said to have
caught the true spirit of these highly characteristic parts

of the works of the greatest of English poets, and his

accompaniments are pronounced to be highly characteristic

and expressive.

BERLIN.
Konigliche Theater .—There have been two successful re-

vivals here, the Jessanda of Spohr, and Aubefs Fioretla, in

the last of which the well-known tenor, JUger, made his

debtit in this theatre.

Shnkspeare’s Richard the Third has been produced
here in the translation of Schlege), and with an overture

of considerable merit and music for the interacts aud the

appearance of the spirits in the fifth act, from the pen of

G, A. Schneider. This music, as well as the whole per-

formance, obtained the most enthusiastic applause.

Weber’s Oberon , as set by Weller for a military band,

has been heard with the greatest delight but causes with

which we arc not acquainted, have, as yet prevented

its appearance at the theatre. It is still announced as

shortly to make its appearance.

A commemoration of the great artist Albert Durer,
took place in the great hall of the Society of Arts and
Sciences. On this occasion were produced a new sym-
phony, (or more properly overture) and a new cantata.
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from the pen of Felix Mendelssohn Bartoldy. a young
composer of great promise, and nephew of the celebrated

philosopher Mendelssohn. Both compositions are in a
good style, abounding with melody and expression, and
were admirably performed.

A concert given by music-director Moser, and which
was one of the best patronised of the season, gave uni-

versal satisfaction. Beethoven’s unpublished quartett

was performed for the first time ; it was admirably exe-

cuted, and produced a very profound impression. Hie
work is daily expected from the press.

MUNICH.
Rossrxi’s Maometto has not pleased

; ft survived only a
few evenings. What else could be expected from a com-
position whieh is almost entirely made up of concerted

pieces, and those of the most noisy kind imaginable?
Mossini evidently feels the decline of his talent

; he has
written himself out ; he has nothing of melody, nothing
of the soul of genius left, and, like a skilful general, he
endeavours to cover his retreat under a heavy cannonade.
All that the drum, trumpet, trombone, and double Janis-
sary bands on the stage can effect, he has put in requi-

sition, and all this too in the finales con moto accclrrato.

It is impossible that m these parts the singers can be
beard ; if they are wise, they will merely open their

mouths for appearance’ sake, but not articulate a syllable

;

Instead of the music director, they have need of a posture-
master to teach them attitude, and that will suffice. It

was really painful to see that great singer, Madame Ves-
permann, struggling against a torrent of sound, and
wasting her powers npon mere noise and vociferation,

without any moral object. With the exception of two
airs and a duet, nearly the whole of this opera consists
of music of the kind here described. The evil has evi-

dently reached its summit, and must have an end.

The celebrated Mademoiselle Schechncr, the formidable
rival of the Sontag, has been here, and delighted the public
by her admirable acting, as well as singing, in DU Vestalin
and Fidelio. She improves daily ; the tone of her per-
formance, which, in the beginning, had a character of exag-
geration about it, has been sobered down, and she is, in

every sense of the word, becoming a finished actress as welf
as singer.

In our concerts, wc heard the Fraulein Shauroth, who
displayed her admirable powers in oue of Kalkbrenner’s
latest concertos, and variations to some national airs ; and
the Signora Passarini, who passed here on her way from
Naples to St. Petersburg, where she is to fill the place of
prima donna

,
gave us a specimen of her talents. She

appears to possess great powers, but was by no means
in good voice

;
possibly it had been affected by the keen

air of the Alps, which she had just passed.
The Mcstiah, of Handel, has been performed here, but

not so effectively as could have been wished. Such music,
however, cannot fail to delight even in the hands of second
rate performers. The choruses, perhaps the most import-
ant parts of this gigantic performance, were correctly and
powerfully given by the united choirs of the place.

FRANKFORT.
The musical society, called Dcr CetcUia-vertin, had lately

a splendid meeting, at which were performed a magnificent
Credo , by John Sebastian Bach, the Davide Pcnitente of
Mozart, and Handel’s Alexanders Feast. The whole of these
splendid productions were executed in a highly satisfactory

manner; the orchestra was composed of the artists of the

theatre, with a number ofamateur performers, and the whole
was under the direction of Mr. Scheibe.

NUREMBERG.
A senseJumox monument was lately erected here to the
memory of that great, early artist, Albert Durer. On tbia
occasion. Kapellmeister Frederic Schneider produced his
new oratorio, entitled Chridut dcr Meatier, and which he
directed in person. The spaciousTown Hall was crowded
to exceas, and the work obtained die most flattering recep-
tion. Several of the airs are of the most pleasing kind;
indeed, it was remarked that this work abounded more in
melody than the author's other compositions of the same
class. Mr. Schneider also composed a piece in four parts,
to words by Albert Durer himself, which was performed
in the procession to the grave of the artist

KONIGSBERG.
The Signora Marianna Sessi, who announces herself as
first singer to the King of Naples, and President of the
Philharmonic Society of Bologna, has been on a visit to

this place. She performed in several operas, and produced
considerable effect in Zingareilfs Romeo e GiulUtta. She
also sang with great spirit the national anthem ofGod save
the King, together with Vim Frederigo, in both of which
she obtained great applause.

The opera of this place has also been enlivened by the
performances of M. F. Siebert and his daughter, from the
grand-ducal theatre, at Baden. They performed in Johann
von Paris, with various airs introduced from Caraffa and
Rossini, in Taneredi, Camilla

, and Dcr Frcischutz, and
were successful in all.

A grand ballet, in three acts, entitled Dcr Cottar, was
lately produced here

;
the music by a young composer of

the name of Worst, who conducted the whole. It obtained
great success, chiefly owing to the music, which is of a
very original cast. Indeed, it was a matter of regret that

compositions of so much character and spirited expression

should be allied to materials of so perishable a nature.

In sacred music there have been given a grand mass by
Frederic Schneider, a magnificent motett from Palestrina,

and a Palemotler, by Homilius, to both which latter pieces

appropriate instrumental accompaniments had been added

by music-director Ncubert,

MILAN.
Teatro alia Scala.—The season opened with the Elisahctla,

which proved a failure ; David sang wretchedly out of tune,

and Mademoiselle Unger could make little or nothing of
her second-rate part, though her voice and action are ex-

cellent.

Recourse was then had to Donizetti’s old opera, II

Borgomattro di Saardam, otsa I due Pietri ; but the pub-
lic took a dislike to the two singers, Ricci and RavagUa,
—so that, in spite of the excellent acting and singing of the

Unger, it also proved unsuccessful. Speaking of this

opera the Milan Journal says, that “ Donizetti has imi-

tated (and that too in an unskilful manner,) Citnarosm,

Rossini, Mercadonte, and Pacini.” Imitate Mcrcadante

and Pacini ! themselves the most servile of imitators

;

then must poor Donizetti’s opera be indeed the shadow
of a shade.

After the failure of this second opera, Rossini's Oicllo

was a dernier resort, and in this Madatne Lalandc pro-

duced some impression ; but the second-rate character

was misery itself. The management appear to have

been so alarmed at the poverty of the troop, as to feel it
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necessary to make a diversion* and, foe this purpose, all

the Venetian senators* in the first scene, were accoutred d
la Turque, with turban* of extraordinary magnitude.

BOLOGNA.
The season of the Carnival here proved dull in the ex-

treme. A nameless opera* by a nameless composer, had
fallen to the ground, and the spacious interior of the Teatro

Communale constantly remained empty. At length ano-

ther attempt was made with a new opera of Pacini, enti-

tled II Falegname di Livonia* but this also failed. Not
only was the music feeble and without spirit or character,

but the singers also were scarcely above mediocrity. The
first tenor was Poggi, the singer who made au unsuccessful

dkb&t at Paris, a year or two ago ; the other actors were
Lugnani, and the buffi Cola and Lombardi.

In order to break the spell of iH-luck by which the bouse
seemed beset, the management revived Rossini's Italiana

in Algeri* and Coccta's CtoiUde, both of which were well

received, but particularly the latter, which is a delightful

composition, and deserving of being better known. The
desired effect was now produced; and dilettanti, whom
disgust had kept away from the theatre* flocked to it

again.

NAPLES.
Teatro San Carfo.—Pacini's IJltimi giorni di Pompej
was revived for the opening of the season. This opera,
from its local nature, continues to please here ; and, at the
close of the performance, the composer and singers were
called upon the stage to receive the congratulations of the
audience.

After this was produced UEsule di Roma, a uew opera,
from the pen of Donizetti. According to some journals,
the music was excellent ; while others assure us that it was
devoid of merit, and that nothing rescued it from destruc-
tion but the powerful talents of the Tori and Labluche.
Two new operas are announced,— (//use in Ilaca* from

the pen of Signor Ricci, and II ProscriUo* by Signur Do-
nizetti, who is now becoming extraordinarily prolific.

The young composer, Magagnini, is also engaged to
compose two new operas for next season he is said to
be a musician of great promise. Time will show.

Teatro Nuovo.— A new opera by Conti, entitled GU
Aragonat in Napoli, has obtained a favourable reception
here. Part of the music is said to breathe something of
freshness and originality.

Robinson Crusoe
, with music by Fioravanti the younger*

is in preparation.

PARIS.
Ecole Royale de Mwrique.—A grand concert was given
here* under the title Hommage d la Mcmoirc de Beethoven.
The programme consisted entirely of the works of this
great master. The principal parts were sung by Madame
Cinti and MM. NJurat and Levasseur.
The triumph of Beethoven was complete. From the

heroic symphony, which was enthusiastically encored, to
the last chorus of the oratorio, all was transport and adrni-
ration. The whole was admirably executed by the Hite of
the Parisian orchestras, and the choruses were given with
admirable precision by the pupils of this establishment.
M. Baillot was particularly happy in the violin concerto,
which is a composition of a most elaborate kind, full of new
and extraordinary effects, and admirably conceived through-
out. Such was the eagerness shown to pay a tribute to
the memory of Beethoven, that more than three hundred

applications for'admission were refused ; and three thousand
francs were offered the artists fora repetition of the concert
at the Opera House, but the proposal was not accepted.

Srnrfft ©ontfrts.
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M. AND MADAME STOCKHAUSEN’S,
At the Argyll Rooms

, Friday Morning, June 27th.

Though not fully, yet this concert was most genteelly at-

tended. The performance was a highly interesting one,
and rendered so chiefly by some delightful German and
Swigs compositions* in the former language, sung by
Madame Stockhausen, M. and Madame Schulz, in a
highly characteri&Lic maimer, and in very superior taste,

to M. Stockliausen’s accompaniment on the harp.

M. POrGNIFS,
At the Argyll Rooms, Monday Morning* June 30/4.

M. Feignid, an excellent performer on the violoncello, of
the best French school, came here originally with MM. de
Beriot and Labarrc, with whom he is generally associated
in private parties. The strength of hi* concert consisted
of instrumental piece*, in which himself and his two friends
took the greatest share : but he was also assisted by MM.
Puzzi, Cianchettini, and Carcassi, the latter playing *
fantasia on the guitar. The vocal party was composed of
Mesdamcs Stockhausen, Pusrzi, Brizzi, De Vigo, and Sig-
nora BrambiUa

;
together with MM. Begrez and Gmbtlei.

©bt Drama.

King’s Theatre.

On the 25th of June, MdTIc. Sontag took another benefit*

which, having been the third, including that at the Argyll
Rooms, during her short engagement this season, failed to
draw the public, though the performance really consisted

of some excellent things : amongst which were, the prin-

cipal scene of Der Freitchfiiz in the original German, the
part of Agata by Mdlle. Sontag, and that of Annachtn by
Mud. Schfitz ; and an interesting portion of Weigl’a
Schweizerfamilie. The latter was the great novelty, un4
enabled Mdlle. Sontag to apnear in a more favourable
light than anything she had before performed here. A
vast deal of unexpected animation was now discovered in

her acting ; and the inuric* of a light* airy kind, ralhec

than studied and grand, seemed quite congenial to her j
she played it most charmingly. Mad. Schfitz, too, is

deserving of much praise for her excellent performance in

this abridged Operetta , for such it is when even in a com-
plete slate. All the earlier parts of the piece were omit-

ted, which occasioned the loss of a good quartet and
quintet : but what was represented was so arranged, hy

M, Schfitz we understand, as to form a whole, and afford

a sufficiently distinct notion of the plot and spirit of th*

original.

On the 94th ult., M. Laurent (to whom a lease of the

theatre for one year was granted at the commencement of
the season* but who immediately departed for Paris, am!
only returned about the middle of July) likewise took a
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benefit, when this Schweizerfdmilie was repeated to a

very full bouse. On the same evening, Mdlle. Sontag

performed with Mad. Paata in Tancredi, taking, of course,

the part of Amenaide, a character in no way suited to her

style of singing ; but, as there was no else who could

perform it better, it necessarily devolved on her.

Signor Velluti reappeared, on the 17th of last month,
as Armando

,

in II Crocialo in Egitto. Having, as faithful

critics, no choice, we are bound to state, though it is with

great reluctance we say what may cause pain to an

amiable, unfortunate man, that he never appeared to so

little advantage as on that evening. Roth his deportment
and voice lead us to fear that he was suffering from some
serious ailment. Madlle. Sontag undertook, at a very

short notice, the part of Palmide, and gave us great

pleasure by her performance. Had she infused a little

more spirit and warmth into it, the dramatic efTect would
certainly have gained much ; but her singing showed a

very laudable respect for the composer—it was chaste,

and afforded a further proof of her being a well-educated

musician. On this occasion some of the newspapers
have, as usual, betrayed, in their remarks, a total absence

of musical knowledge—two immoderately praised the

new Palmide ; one as unjustly undervalued her. The fact

is, that Madlle. Sontag did herself credit by this under-

taking ; and we have no hesitation in adding, that it has

never been better performed.

Madlle. Mars gave this town an opportunity of seeing

what is called genuine French comedy, several times last

month. We are quite ready to do homage to her refine-

ment, her gracefulness, and her perfect articulation ; but

neither in face nor figure could she conceal the progress

of Time, who, unawed by her dignified manner, unin-

fluenced by her talents, has committed not fewer depre-

dations on her person, than on other less-gifted people of

her age. To us, therefore, we must confess, there was a

want of illusion in her performances which neutralized

the effect that her abilities were otherwise calculated to

produce. But for this she would have been irresistible in

Let deux Vieillards

,

and in Valerie. In Le Manage de

Figaro she surely is too much the lady. The French
waiting-woman is, we are well aware, a person superior

in every respect to the same character here, for she has no
English hauteur to depress her; nevertheless, Sutanne
is still a soubrefte, young, witty, full of animal spirits, and
not, by station, condemned to so much etiquette as la

Comteue

;

therefore should, even according to the direc-

tions given by the author himself, be more of a ** rieuse”

than Madlle. Mars makes her, and indulge in a greater,

yet not less decent, freedom from aristocratic restraint.

Haymarket Theatre.

Miss Bartolozzi, the lovely Josephine, whose mother

resembled Venus in many things, though she bore but two

Graces, and those at different births,—finds among the

public more votaries to her personal charms than to her

vocnl talents. It is a fair presumption that the former

influence the latter ;
for how rare is it to find one who

might, by a single look, have a dozen slaves at her feet,'

possessing self-devotion enough to become the slave of a

laborious art ! Mad. Veslris, it is true, is an instance of

such devotion, but the exception only proves the rule.

Miss B., therefore, has not been so professionally success-

ful as was expected ;
people go more to see than to hear

her ;
nevertheless, she has qualifications which, with in-

dustry—but it must be persevering, unwearied industry

—

would raise her to great eminence. Her voice is a rich
mezzo-soprano, not entirely devoid of a certain—what
shall we call it ?—we do not like to apply the word in
such a case, but it must be used—a certain roughness, a
huskincss, which however is, we can almost guess why,
not absolutely displeasing. Has not honey, it was well
asked, a roughness as well as a sweetness to the tongue?
This interesting debutante chose the part of Rotina

, in

The Barber of Seville, for her first appearance. Herein,
we think, she was ill advised

; the undertaking was too
arduous a one for the present, and provoked comparisons
that might more safely have been encountered after a
year’s experience of public singing. There was, notwith-
standing, much to be pleased with, and great applause,
from beginning to end, afforded every possible encou-
ragement.
We have since seen Miss Bartolozzi in the Beggar

t

Opera, as Polly . But here, again, she has met with inju-

dicious instruction, for those simple airs were, with scarcely
an exception, so loaded with what the teacher, no doubt,
calls ornaments, that the originals were hardly discemihle.

She wns very indifferently supported, also, by Mr. A. Dee,
as Macheath, whose iron-bound visage and want of ani-

mation threw a terrible dull over the piece.

Enolish Opera House.

Tins pleasant theatre opened on the last day in June with
The Freebooter

t

and The Maid and the Magpie. In the
former, Sapio is changed for Wood, formerly of Covcnt
Garden, an alteration not very advantageous to the opera.

H. Phillips, however, still retains his port, and, where he
is, much that is indifferent may lie overlooked.

Miss Betts, who possesses an invaluable quality,—which
will certainly enable her to attain considerable rank, if not
the highest,—that of being a good musician, is consider-

ably improved : let her but sacrifice a little of what is

sometimes termed energy to taste, and she will meet with
abundance of support from the iiltimatcly-iufluenlial part

of the public.

Madame Fernn, as Mrs. Glossop must, we suppose,
still be miscalled, has appeared here, for the first time, in

The Barber of Seville, in the character of Botina. We
earnestly wish that this lady might sing for one half

season at the Italian Opera House : she would do more in

that time to bring vocul variations, and un-vocal passages of

semi-tones,—that detestable barbarism,—into disrepute,

than half a dozen critics could achieve in half a dozen
years.

A new piece, under the name of TAe Noyadet, or Love
and Gratitude, from La Vilaine Tele, one of G rattan’s

tales of Highway* and Byewayt, was brought out on the

14th ult. The whole weight nearly of this fulls on Miss

Kelly, whose acting throughout is admirable, and has had

every possible influence in the success of this new produc-

tion, or historical anecdote, as it is denominated. The
music is by Mr. Moss, and, whether our attention

was too much engaged with the heroine, or that the com-

positions of this new candidate for fame faded from our

memory the instant we quitted the house, we cannot tell,

but certain it is that we have forgotten ull we heard, so

little impression did it make ; and, if we must, perforce,

deliver our opinion on it, such opinion must be uttered

next month, provided wc can then do more than report on

the manner in which Mozart’s exquisite opera. Coti fan
tulle, is adapted to the English stage, and how our English

singers treat the gems of harmony in which it abounds.
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ALBRECHTSBERGER.
Joiunm Geoug Albreciitsberoer was l)orn at Klos- I

temenburg, a small town in Lower Austria, February 3d,

1736. Ue manifested a disposition for music at a very
j

early age, and in his seventh year was received into the

chapel of his native town. From thence he was removed

into the abbey of Moelk, where he conducted a charity

6chool. He afterwards received instructions on the organ

and in composition from IVIonn, the court- orgunist. Hav-
ing perfected himself in his studies, and outrivalled the

talents of his instructor, he was himself appointed to the

situation of organist at Kaub. Having acquired a name
in this place, he w'as moved to the more lucrative ap-

pointment at Maria-Tafer], and afterwards to Moelk,
where he continued for upwards of twelve years. The
works which he published during this interval having ex-

tended his reputation, and the situation of court-organist

at Vienna having become vacant, he was appointed to it

in 1772. So greatly did he distinguish himself in this

situation, that the musical academy of Vienna admitted

him as one of its members in 1793, and in 1798, he re-

ceived the same honour from the Academy of Stockholm.
Albrechtsberger married Rosalie Weiss, daughter of

the celebrated German sculptor of that name, by whom
he had a numerous family, but out of fifteen children three

only survived to console his declining age. He died at

Vienna on the 7th of March 1809, and not in 1803, as is

wrongly stated in the DicUonnuirc Ilistoriquc des Mu -

iiciens.

Albreclitsberger was one of the most learned of modern
contrapuntists. 11c formed a great number of eminent
scholars, and had the distinguished honour of being the

master of Beethoven. Besides this extraordinary man,
lie also reckons among the number of his pupils, Jos.

Eybler, first kapellmeister to the court of Vienna ; Johann
Fuss, who died at Peslh, in 1819; Jos. Prcindl, kapell-

meister of St. Stephen, and St. Peter, Vcinna, who died in

1823; Johann Gaensbacher, who succeeded the above;
J. N. Hummel, kapellmeister to the Duke of Saxe
Weimar; the Baron Nicholas von Kreufft, who died ut

Vienna, in 1818; the Chevalier Ignace Seyfried, kapell-

meister and director of the opera at Vienna
;
and lastly,

Joseph Weigl, the celebrated composer. Ilaydu had the

greatest esteem for Albrechtsbergcr, and, on more than

one occasion, paid him the highest compliment that could

be offered to his talents—that of consulting him profes-

sionally on various points relative to harmony and compo-
sition. Indeed, this learned man was looked up to with

respect and reverence by all the great musicians of Ger-
many, and was universally acknowledged as possessing
equal talents as a didactic writer, an organist, and a com-
poser of sacred and instrumental music.

The number of works that proceeded from his pen is

extraordinary. Prince Nicholas Esteriiazy-Galanlha pos-

sesses the following in manuscript ;—1. Twenty-one
masses, of which nineteen are with an orchestral accom-
paniment, one with the organ, and six for four voices, a
capelin

;

2. forty-three graduals, or anthems
; 3. thirty-
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four offeratories ; 4. five complete vespers ; 3. four lita-

nies ; 6. four psalms; 7. four Te Drums; 8. two Vcnit
Sancte Spiritus ; 9. six motets; 10. five Salve Regina;
11. six Ave Regina; 12. fivcAlma Rtdemplorit

;

13. two
Tantum ergo; 14. eighteen hymns; 15. one Alleluia;

16. ten sacred pieces, such as De profundis, Inlroil, lea-

sons for the Tenebree, responsories, &c. ; 17. the follow-

ing oratories. The Pilgrims of Golgotha , The Invention of
the Cross, The Nativity of Christ. Applausus Musicut,

De Nativitate Jesu, De Patsione Christi; 18. nine can-

ticles; 19. a German operetta; 20. forty-four fugues.

Op. 1, 2, 5, 7, 10, 11, 16 and 19; 21. forty-two sonatas

in quatuors, Op. 14, 16, 20,21, 23, 24. and 26 ; 22.

three sonatas in double qtiuluors. Op. 17 ; 23. thirty-

eight quintets for two violins, two violas, and bass. Op.

3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 22, 25, and 27; 24. seven septuors for

two Gulins, two violas, violoncello, and double bass ; 25.

twenty-eight trios, for two violins aud violoncello ; 26.

thirty-eight detached pieces, such as serenades, noctumi,

and divertissements ; 27. six concertos for different instru-

ments such as the piano-forte, the harp, the organ, the

mandoline, and the trombone; 28. four symphonies, with

full orchestra.

The works published by Albreclitsberger are os follows;

1. Organ fugues; op. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 16, 17,

aud 18; preludes for the organ, op. 3, 12, and 29;
fugues for the pianoforte, op. 1,15, 20, and 27 ; eighteen

quatuors for two violins, alto and bass, op. 2, 19, and 21 £

six sexluors for two violins , two violas, violoncello and bass
,

op. 13 aud 14 ; a concertino for the pianoforte, with the

accompaniment of two violins and bats, Vienna ; a qua-
tuor for the pianoforte, with accompaniment for two
violins and bass, Vienna, 1792 ; six duos for violin and
violoncello, Lcipsic, 1803; a quintett for three violins,

alto and violoncello ; sonatas a deux chceurs, for four
violins, two altos and (wo violoncellos, Vienna.

The didactic and elementary works of Albreclitsberger

are the following:

—

1st. Griindlichc Anwrisung zur composition, &c. “ Ele-
mentary Instructions in Composition, with easy and co-

pious Examples, intended for self- Instruction ; with an
Appendix on the Quality and Treatment of the Instruments

in general Use,” Leipsic, 1790, 4to.

Of this excellent work M. Choron has given a French
translation, under the title : Methode clkmrntaire de Com-
position, 9fc.t enrichie dun grand nombre de notes et

declaircissemcm, Paris, 1814, 2 vols, Svo. A new edition

of this work in Svo. was published by Breitkopf and
Haertel of Leipsic, in 1818. Though it is very metho-

dical, and illustrated by examples written with purity and
clearness, yet it is not altogether free from reproach.

In his attempt to be precise, the author has sometimes
fallen into dryness and obscurity. The most difficult parts

of the fugue, such, for instance, as the response and the

counter-subject, arc merely touched upon en passant, and
the examples are not sufficiently varied

;
yet, with all

these deductions, it deserves the esteem in which it is
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held in Germany. It has advantageously superseded the

Gradus ad Parnasntm of Fux, which, as having the plain-

chant for its basis, is too far removed from the modem
system. Albrechtsberger has also avoided the faults of

Morpurg’s Treatise on the Fugue, which is more adapted

to teach the instrumental style, than composition for the

voice.

2d. Kurzgefasste Methode den general ba** r.u erlernen ,

(abridged method for learning thorough bass), Vienna,

1792

;

3d. Klaviertchvle fur Anffinger, (piano-forte school for

beginners), Vienna, 1800 ;

4th. Awtweichungrn an

*

c dur nnd c moll, in die uhri-

gen dur-und mott-Tone
,
(Passages from the keys of c

major and c minor, into nil the major and minor keys),

Vienna, Leipsic, and Bonn. The second part ot this work,

entitled, Inganni TrugtcMus«e fur die orgel oder piano-

forte ,
(Cadenzed'inganno for the organ or piano-forte), con-

tains a full scries of all those manoeuvres or deceptions, in

Which, after a due nnd full preparation for a cadence, the

ear is agreeably disappointed by the introduction of a pause,

or some unexpected transition, instead of the looked-for

finale. The third part has for its title ; Unterricht uber

den (lfbrauch dcr rerminderten und uberminderten inter-

ralien, (Instruction for the use of the augmented and

diminished intervals), and is very full and satisfactory.

The Chevalier von Seyfried has lately published a com-

plete edition of the theoretical works of Albrechtsberger,

under the title: J. G. AlhrerhUhergcr* taemmtliche Schrif-

ten uber General Base, Hannonie-Lchrc und Tonsetz kumt
turn Selhstunterrichte, Vienna, Anton Strauss, 3 vols. 8vo.

without date.

ON THE QUACKERY OF MUSICIANS.

[ From ihr Frtneh vf SI. Faria.)

Ip I am not greatly mistaken, the mere perusal of the

above title will excite unpleasant emotions. It will be

asked, who is the writer that is so unwise, so mischievous,

»o insane, as to divulge our secrets? and what advantage

can he expect from exposing our defects to the public?

Gentle reader, be not alarmed! This is no personal satire,

but a picture of which every one is at perfect liberty to

appropriate to himself just as much a* he may deem fit.

No one is individually pointed at, and should a few traits

of resemblance be discovered, I am not to blame. Should

any name be introduced, it shall be that of some one of

too remote a date for him to complain. You have only to

fancy that they are portraits, the originals of which are no
longer in existence.

From a natural love of the marvellous, mankind have

always been induced to despise what is purely reason-

able, just, und simple. Such is their disposition in this

respect, that, even with the certainty of being deceived,

they eagerly court illusions. The universal existence of

this unfortunate propensity has, down to our own day,

made the fortune of every artful pretender. History is
j

filled with the tricks of quacks in politics, religion, and

science, and with the frightful evils which they have

produced. The quackery of men of letters and of artists

has, at least, the advantage of being merely ridiculous

}

and if it sometimes enable mediocrity to triumph over real

merit, posterity revenges the injustice of contemporaries,

and assigns to every thing its true value.

With respect to music, we find, by its history, that, in

the remotest times, it had its quacks. The fictions of

Orpheus taming wild beasts, and of Amphion building the

walls of Thebes by the magic of his lyre, originated in

the vanity of a people ambitious of ascribing u divine

origin to every thing that belonged to them. Tiinotheus
exciting or allaying at will the anger of the conqueror of
Darius, is a nursery tale, on which, however, sober-minded
men have grafted long dissertations. There are writers

also, who, for many centuries, gravely repeated the history

of the qunekery of Pythagoras, who, after having listened

to the sounds produced on the anvil by the hammers of
several blacksmiths, is said to have had the hammers
weighed, in order to ascertain the gravity or acuteness of
their sounds ; a story which betrays a gross ignorance of
the laws of physics.

The quackery of appropriating to oneself the merit of

others is not of more recent date. Nero, who gloried in

passing for a skilful musician, was often guilty of this,

either by seizing upon the works of professional musicians
who dared not complain, or by mingling in their concerts,

and arrogating to himself the applause they had received.

He was the first, too, who employed those hirelings whom
we denominate claqueur* ; the only difference between him
and our artists is, that they pay for upplause, and that he
put to death all who withheld from him their pruise.

The sixteenth century, so prolific iu great men, gave
birth to many able musicians. It was during this century

that the theory of music was greatly advanced, and the

foundation laid of that which is now generally followed.

It was in this same century that the opera was invented

;

in short, it was at this period that Palestrina, Marenziu,
Tallis, Birde, and many others too numerous to men-
tion, gave to music an impulse which still continues

to be felt. At the period in question, flourished many
men of genius, composers who instinctively followed their

happy inspirations
; and there were also many who, find-

ing it impossible to invent, depreciated the master-pieces

of their time, and affected to prefer the ancient music of
the Greeks, of w hich they could have no idea, und which
they pretended to draw from oblivion to substitute in

place of the works of their contemporaries. The writings

of this period abound with reveries on this subject, and
false views of science, which found many partisans, und were
injurious to the progress of art. Some able men, such us

Vincent Galileo, and even Zarlino, were not exempt from

this quackery, which often destroys the merit of their

otherwise useful works. Dotii, who possessed rcul know-
ledge, was the most ardent champion of this pretended
music of antiquity, of which, however, he could not pro-

duce a single phrase, and passed part of his life in extol-

ling it at the expense of the great artists who then flou-

rished in Italy.

Scarcely were rational views restored on this subject,

than another species of quackery arose, and gave a tem-

porary eclat to a fresh class of pretenders. Attempts had
been made in the schools, to reduce the principles of har-

mony to as simple rules as possible. Among other things,

the progression of intervals hnd particularly attracted the

attention of professors; and, as these progressions were

few in number, rules of practice were deduced from them,

which hud the advantage of being easily acquired, and of

affording composers the means of attaining a chaste and
elegant style. Suddenly, Rameau, who had become a

good musician by this method, conceived the idea of

grounding the theory of music on natural phenomena

;

and, though possessing but a very slight knowledge of

mathematics, summoned calculation and geometrical prin-

ciples to his aid, for the purpose of raising a system
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which had nearly proved the ruin of music in France.

Figures were heaped up by him in obscure books to esta-

blish arithmetical ami geometrical proportions between

the intervals, and to deduce those proportions from the

resonance ofheavy sonorous bodies.

No sooner was it proposed to call mathematics to the

aid of music, than every mathematician thought himself

born a musician, and began boldly to discourse on an art,

while ignorant even of its first principles. D'Alembert,

who could not distinguish a major from a minor third,

composed his Elements of Music according to the princi-

ples of Rameau ; La Ballifere, Jamard, and Scrre ofGeneva,

who were nearly as destitute of car, also entered the lists.

It is singular that Rameau, displeased that all his ideas

were not odopted by his commentators, reprimanded

them for wishing to correct his work; and that D'Alembert,

who wrote a book to demonstrate the truth of Rameau's

system, ultimately proclaimed this very system erroneous,

asserting, that sonorous bodies can of themselves give no

idea of proportion.

Nor is tliis all : J. J. Rousseau, who was scarcely more

of a geometrician than a musician, but whose natural taste

was tolerably pure, took for the ground-work of his Musical

Dictionary the lollies of the system of the fundamental bass,

preferring it, os he said, to the theory of Tartini, but of

which he did not comprehend a tittle more, and which, in

fact, is of no greater value. A pedant, who was neither a

musician, au arithmetician, nor a man of taste, having

turned over the leaves of Rameau's book, felt convinced

that he was become a great harmonist, although, by his

own confession, unacquainted with a note at forty. This

pedant, the Abbe Roussier, went still farther than other

quucks in science, and heaped figures upon figures to

demonstrate that Durante, Leo, Pergolesi, and Joinclli,

were pitiful beings, who understood nothing of their art,

and that if they did produce pleasing airs and good har-

mony, it was merely through a blind and unreflecting

Instinct Though the good AbbtS ought in charity to have

been consigned to the care of a physician, still he gained

warm partisans, became the organ of a sect, and, at length,

completely turned the heads of the French musicians.

Music is, at once, both an art and a science ; by its re-

sults, it is the one, and by Its processes the other. As a

science, independently of natural qualifications, it demands

long study, not from the difficulty of comprehending it,

but that, to Imp useful, the knowledge acquired must become

habitual. Hence the necessity of beginning tills study at

an early age, to prevent its interfering with the imagination

at the time it logins to unfold. It is the duty of a profes-

sor to conceal from his pupils the disgust that may some-

times arise from occasional difficulties ; but, so far from

doing this, it seems as if the generality of harmonists took

w pleasure in making the science appear an inextricable

labyrinth, either to enhance the merit of their own know-

ledge, or from a fear of increasing the number of the

initiated. There is nothing more curious than the air of

mystery in which they enw rap themselves when questioned
j

on this subject. It would seem as though some occult

science was in question, for which all the resources of the

human mind were hurdly sufficient. Take the language

which the celebrated Fux puts into the mouth of Uie

muster and pupil, in his firadus ad Parnassum.
•* Pupil. I am come to you. Sir, for the purpose of

learning the art of musical composition.
** Master. You kuow not, my friend, to what you

expose yourself. Doubtless, you are unacquainted with

the vast extent of the ocean on which you wish to embark.
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JVtrt you to live to the age of Nestor, you would stilt have
an immensity before you. I know that every condition
has its difficulties

; no one here below is exempt from
troubles

; but I am convinced that the profession of a
composer has infinitely more than any other.**

It would appear that, in spite of his German goodna-
ture, old Fux was uot exempt from the quackery of which
I have just been speaking.

If learning has its quacks, so has ignorance. Paradoxical
as this may appear, it is only necessary to cast an eye on
what is going forward at the present day, to be convinced
that whut I advance is true. Louis XIV. called the Duke
of Orleans fanfaron da vices ; we would remark, by the
way, that the sort ofswaggering which, during the regencyv

gave the ton at court, had something passable about U ;

uow-a-duvs, a musician deems it u part of good taste to
know nothing of what was learned by Handel, Haydn,
and Mozart ; nor would a man p&ss for a genius unless lie

made an open mockery of these good people, for submit-
ting, as they did, iu their simplicity, to the trammels of art.

But, as it is not possible for a man of genius to write

much, and not acquire by himselfsome positive knowledge^
he puls gross solecisms in his works, iu order to preserve

that air of independence which sits so well upon fine natu-
ral talents. What, I would ask, is all tliis, if it be uot
quackery ?

There is another species of quacks, who, without deny-
ing the utility of science, affirm that nothing is more easy
of acquirement, and engage to communicate it olf hand,
as if it were merely a move in a game of chess, or one of
the rules of whist. How many books arc filled with theso

deceitful promises, and yet cootuin nothing that we wish to
find \ How many schools are opened with eclat and pom-
pous pretensions, and quickly deserted by the dupes whom
quackery has made ! Nor let it be thought that, seduced
by the appearance of an improved method, professors am
under an illusion as to these pretended discoveries ; there

is not one who does not kuow that long usage alone can
give that facility which the practice of a difficult art re-

quires. No, though bom only in live in obscurity, their

wish is to obtain a name and a fortune ; the progress of
the art and the improvement of their pupils aic the lust

things that enter their thoughts.

Without doubt, the present method of teaching admits
of improvement ; for, of all sciences, music is that in

which the language is most defective ; and this ameliora-

tion ought naturally to be expected from those academies
which were established with a view of forwarding the inte-

rests of the art ; but academicians are too fond of tbeir

case, and assert that academies were instituted for the
purpose of doing nothing. Yet, when any innovations

are in agitation, the reunion of distinguished artists acts

as a public security: it ought not, therefore, to excite sur-
prise, if the inventors of new methods ere seen submitting
them to the examination of learned societies. But, unfor-
tunately, there is, in societies of this description, a sort of
quackery called esprit de corps. The operation of thfs

spirit is such, that if a member is himself occupied with

the object in question— if he has written or published
something of the same kind, the fraternity think that their

honour is concerned in opposing any thing which might
be better, and every menus is employed to stifle the voice
of truth.

It is rare to meet with a disinterested love of the art, a
desire for its advancement, and n kindly feeling towards
beginners, in the mind of musicians, or, indeed, of artists

in general. Thev are exclusively occupied rather iu

2D2
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repairing the breaches constantly made, or supposed to be

made, in their reputation by the success of others. With

them, self-love, the first principle of emulation, degenerates

into egotism ; and, provided they obtain places, wealth,

and honours, every thing appears correct. But the ap-

pearance of a new candidate for public fame, even when
not prejudicial to themselves, throws them into the

greatest alarm ; and of them it may be more especially

said, that they shrink from the expansion of others

—

for no sooner does any out, hitherto unknown, exhibit

an appearance of talent, than immediately all are in con-

sternation ; his name, disposition, and character are not

disclosed ; he may be a man of unblemished integrity—no

matter—he must be an enemy, for be lias dared to emerge

from obscurity ! From this lime, every contrivance is em-
ployed to his prejudice, or at least to retard his progress

;

and the same journals which are besieged by these men to

trumpet their own praises, overflow with opinions dispa-

raging the new aspirant ; and this is more readily done,

because he is unknown, and to be unknown is an unpar-

donable fault with journalists, who like ready-made opinions.

The same arts that have been resorted to, to obtain ap-

plause for themselves, are employed to effect the downfall

of a rival. But, as real talent must ultimately triumph,

the new artist, in his turn, becomes eminent; ami, having

now soared above opposition, he is enrolled in the brother-

hood, and then pursues towards others the some line of

conduct of which he might himself have been the victim.

How then, it may be asked, is it possibte, that those

who give themselves such unnecessary trouble, should not

perceive that their illiberal proceedings are unmasked by

time ? Injudicious criticisms and unmerited praise dis-

appear before that master- test, w hich alone assigns to every

tiling its proper place. Let no one, then, deprive himself of

the noble gratification of benevolence, or withhold the sup-

port due to those who are pursuing the same career; and
should he encounter talent superior to his own, let the

glory, at least, be his, of having afforded it all the protec-

tion in his power.

TlfE •* MUSIC OF THE ROCKS" OF
SOUTH AMERICA.

From (he Bakos db Hum noun's Troveto.

We were obliged to pass the night upon a shelf of bare

rock, called Pcdra dc Carichana vieja. This granitic rock

is one of those, where travellers on the Oroonoko have

heard, at various times, towards sunrise, subterraneous

sounds, resembling those of the organ. The missionaries

call these rocks laxa* dc musica (musical holes). " It is

witchcraft (cow dc brvxa*,)” said our young Indian pilot,

who could speak Spanish. We never ourselves heard these

musical sounds either at Carichana virja

,

or in the Upper
Oroonoko ; but from information given us by witnesses

worthy of belief, the existence of a phenomenon, that seems

to depend on a certain state of the atmosphere, cannot be

denied. These shelves of rock are full of very narrow

and deep crevices. They are heated during the day to 48°

or f>0°, 1 often found their temperature at the surface,

during the night, at 39°, the circumambient atmosphere

being at 2f>°. It may easily be conceived, that the diffe-

rence of temperature between the subterraneous and the
j

external air obtains its maximum about sunrise, or at that

moment which is at the same time farthest from the period

of the maximum of the heat of the preceding day. May
j

not these sounds of an organ theu, which are heard when
j

a person sleeps upon the rock, his ear being in contact
with the stone, be the effect of a current of air, that issues
out through the crevices? May not the impulse of the air
against the elastic spangles of mica, that intercept the
crevices, contribute to modify the sounds ? Is it too much
to suppose, that the ancient inhabitants of Egypt, in pass-
ing incessantly up and down the Nile, had observed the
same thing in some rock of the Thebaid ; and that the
music of the rocks there led to the juggling of the priests
with regard to the statue of Memnon? Perhaps, when
41 the rosy fingered Aurora rendered her son, the glorious
Memnon, vocal • * the voice was that of a man hidden
beneath the pedestal of the statue ; but the observation of
the natives of the Oroonoko, which we relate, seems to
explain in a natural manner what gave rise to the Egyp-
tian belief of a stone, that poured forth sounds at sunrise.

Almost at the same period at which M. dc Humboldt
communicated these conjectures to the learned of Europe,
three French travellers, Messrs. Jomard, Jollois, and De-
villiers, were led to form ideas analogous to these. They
heard at sunrise, in a monument of granite placed at the
centre of the spot on which the palace of Karuak stands,;

a sound resembling that of a string breaking. Now this

comparison is precisely that which the ancients employed
in speaking of the voice of Memnon. The French tra-

vellers were of opinion, that the passage of rarified air

through the fissures of a sonorous stone might have sug-
gested to the Egyptian priests the invention of the juggleries
of the Meninonium. See vol. i. pp. 103. and 234 of that
splendid work, Description dc VEgyptc publiet par let ordres

dc Napoleon,

SALISBURY MUSICAL FESTIVAL.

We believe that no festival on so large a scale has ever
been carried on at the sole risk and expense of an indivi-

dual, till the present. Here was no guarantee-fund, as

at the late festival at Cambridge—No stewards, as at the

triennial and other meetings, to become responsible for

possible losses ; the friends of Mr. Corfe were, therefore,

reasonably enough, anxious as to the final result of an
undertaking which involved the interests of so deserving a
professor. There were six performances ; viz. three mis-

cellaneous concerts in the assembly rooms on the evenings

of Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, the 19th, 20th and
21st; and three performances, consisting of two selections

of sacred music, and the Messiah, in the cathedral, on the

mornings of Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, the 20th,

21st and 22nd of August. The principal vocal performers

were Miss Paton, Miss Grant and Mad. Caradori. Mr.
Braham, Mr. Terrail, Mr. Ball, Mr. Godwin and Mr. Ed*
Taylor.

Leader of the Bund, Mr. Cramer; Principal Violoncello, Mr. Lindley;
Oboe, M Ling1

; Clarinet, Mr. VYi liman ;
Rule, Mr. Card; Bassoon,

i!t. Mackintosh
; Horns, Messrs, plait and Hu

;
Tt matter, Mr. Harper j

the Oqpui, by Mr. J. I). Corfe, of the Cathedral, Bristol; and the

whole under the Direction of Mr. Corfe.

Among the other instrumental performers were Messrs.
Anfossi, Brooks, Morult, Marshall, Nicks, J. T. Loder,

Mariotti, Chipp, &c. &c. The selections of sacred music
did credit to the taste of the conductor. But to enable

I

* These are the words of an inscription, which attests, that sounds

were heard on (he 13th of the mooth Pachon, in the tenth year of the

I reign of Antonians, feee MoauiD.de 1’ Egypt* ancieaue, vol. ii. pi. xxtt.

I
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oat reader* to judge for themselves, we subjoin the follow-

ing programs.

On Wednesday Morning.

Part I.

Introduction nod Chorm, “ We praifo thee, O God.”—Air,
Mr. K. Taylor, 44 Vouchsafe. O Lord."—Solo, Mr. Terrail,

and Chorus, M0 Lord in thee.” (Dettingen Te Drum.) Handel.

Air, Miss Grant, 44 To Him our all of Life we owe.” (Orato-

rio of Job) . . . . Ruttell.

Recit. and Air, Mr. Braham, 44 Total Eclipse."—Air, Miss

Paton, “ O magnify the Lord.** . . Handel.

Grand Chorus, “The Arm of the from «i Motrtt of
Haydn

,
introduced in the Oratorio ofJudah, by Mr. Gardiner.

Air, Madame Cakadohi, “ Tuu« your Harp*."—Chorus, “Tho
Lord oar enemy hath slain."—Duett, Mr. E. Taylor and

Mr. 1.bulbs, “Mount Lebanon." — Chorus, 44 For ever

blessed." (Either.) . • Handel.

Part II-

Double Chorus, 44 Immortal Lord.” (Deborah.) • Handel.

Air, Mr. Kd. Taylor, “ The fall of Zion." . •
>

Pauietlo.

Recit.and Air, Miss Paton, m From mighty Kings."—Air, Mr.

Braham, " Sound an alarm."—Chorus, 44 We hear the dread*

ful •wind.'* (Judai Maeeabeut.) . • • Handel.

Air, Mad. Caradori, “Gratia* agiruus," (Clarinet Obhgalo,

Mr. Hillman.) . - GugHehn.
Introductory Symphony to La Patnone, • . liuydn.

Chorus, 4* Rex tremend®.”—Quartetto, 44 Madame Caradori,

Messrs. Terrail, Braham, and Ed. Taylor, ‘* Recorder*.”
,

—Semi-chorus, ‘ 4 Lacrymosa."—Chorus, 44 Sanctus, Sane*

tua,"—Quartetto, “ Benediclu*." (Requiem.) . Mozart.

Grand Chorus, 44 Hallelujah." (Mount of Olivet) Beethoven.

Part III,

Recit. Mr. Braham, 44 *Tis well.''—March.

—

Air, Mr. Braham,
and Chorus, 44 Glory to God." (Joshua.) . . Handel.

Recit. and Air. Madame Caradori, 4‘On mighty Plumes."—
Rccii. Mr. Ed. Taylor, 44 And the Angels. —Trio, Misa

Paton, Mr. Bramam, and Mr. E. Taylor, 44 Most beautiful

appear."—Chorus, 44 Jehovah reigns.”—Air, Mr. E, Taylor,
44 Now, Heaven in fullest glory.”—Recitative and Air, Mr.

Braiiam, “In native grace."—Chorus, 44 Accomplished U
the glorious work." (Creation.) . . Haydn.

Recit. Mr. E-Tatlor, 44 When King David."—Grand Chorus,
14 God save the King." (Redemption) , , Handel.

On Thursday Morning, the 2 1st, the Sacred Oratorio of the

Messiah, with the additional Accompaniments by MozarL

On Friday Morning.

Part L
Opening and First Movement of To Deura . , Graun.
Air, Mis* Grant, 44 He was eyes unto the blind." (Redemption.) Handel.
Recit and Air, Mr. LxrrLRn, 44 Shall I in Mature’* fertile

pUin."—Chorus, 41 For all these mercies." (Joshua) Handel.
Motc-tt, 44 O God, when thou appearest." . . Mozart.
Recit. and Air, Miss Paton, 44 With verdure clad."—Recit

Mr. Braiiam, 44 In splendour bright." — Chorus, * 'Hie

Heavens declare.” (CWnhw.) . . . Haydn.
Recit.and Air, Mr. Braham, “Gentle airs," accompanied on

the Piutoneello by Mr. lAndJey (Athalia) Handel.
Recit Madame CamdoBi, 44 But bright Cecilia."—Solo, Mad.
Caradori, “ As from the power.”—Chorus, 44 The dead
shall live." (Dryden s Ode) . • . Handel.

Part II.

Choru«, 44 Give unto Jehovah."—Snlo, Madame Caradori,
and Clioru*, 44 O, 1» joyful."—Solo, Mr. E. Taylor, 44 O
Lord, rebuke me not."—Chorus, u Lord have mercy.”—
Solo, Madame Caradori, and Chorus, 44 Blessed lie the Lord
God.” From Hadyn't Matt, No. 2, adopted to Engluh
words by Mr. E. Taylor, far the late Norwich Festival.

Recit Mr. Braiiam, 44 Deeper and deeper still,"—Air, Mr.
Bramaw, 44 Waft her, Angels."—Recit Mbs Paton, 44 Ye
sacred Priest**"—Air, Miss Paton, 44 Farewell, ye limpul
springs.” (Jepktht

)

. . . Handel.
A»r, Mr. B. Taylor, 44 O God of truth." Belshazzar. . Handel.
Grand Chorus. 4 - Glory to God in the highest” From Garde-

*er*» Oratorio of Judah. . . Beethoven.

Part HI.
Overture, (Saul)—Air, Mr. Tsrrail, “ Return, O God of

Hosts."—Air, Madame Caradori, 44 Let lbs bright Sera-

phim." Trumpet Obligato, Mr. Harper.—Chora*, 44 Let
their cetestial concerts ait units.''—Air, Miss Paton, 44 Holy,

Holy.” (Sampson) . . . Handel.

Air, Mr. Braiiam, and Clioru*, 44 Luther's Hymn.”
Chorus, “Gird on thy sword.” (Saul.) . • Handel.
Duett. “The Lord b a man of war."—Recit Mr. Braiiam,

44 For 111* host of Pharaoh."—Solo, Miss Paton, 44 Sing ye

to the Lord."—Grand Double Chorus, “The Lord shall

reign." (Israel in Egypt.) . . . Handel.

There were no programs or books of the evening per-

formances ; a neglect, the cause of which we cannot guess,

that casts considerable blame somewhere. We were glad

to sec Miss Paton enter the orchestra, uAer a long absence

from her public avocations, apparently in perfect health.

She was warmly greeted on her appearance, and sang the

Seotish ballad,
44 Jock of Hazledean,” the words by Sir

Walter Scott, in her usual fascinating manner—and was
unanimously encored. We ubhor all invidious distinctions

of country where real merit is to be found, but when such
preposterous sums are lavished on foreigners, and the

houses of many of our principal nobility arc open exclu-

sively to them, it becomes doubly our duty to cherish and
encourage such of our native artists as possess real talent,

and some we have whose abilities are indisputably of

the highest order. Mad. Caradori appeared, on the first

evening, to be affected with a slight cold. She, however,

sang very well. Misa Grant, who is almost new to the

public, was ill-advised, or indiscreet, in the choice of some
of her songs—“ A Compir” is, at present at least, entirely

out of her sphere ; it is beginning where others are con-

tent to leave off. We have so frequently had occasion to

notice Mr. Brabant's impressive manner of opening the

Messiah—and the masterly manner in which he sings
44 Deeper and deeper still,” together with other pieces which
arc striking features at all musical festivals, that we have
nothing to add, and, certainly nothing to withdraw, from
our former commendations. Mr. Ed. Taylor, as principal

bass, has now added to the reputation he gained at the

last JLent oratorios in London, lie acquitted himself like

an excellent musician. To him, too, wc arc obliged, not

only for adding English words to, atid bringing before the

public, part of Haydn's admirable Mass, (No. 2.) but also

for furnishing a little novelty on the present occasion, in

selecting, we may say rescuing almost from oblivion, two
admirable bass songs, hitherto but little known

—

44 O God
of truth,’' from Handel's Belshazzar, and 44 The fall of

Zion," by Paisiello, to which English words have been
adapted by himself. Mr. Leffier, a base, from the cathedral

at Wells, is a very young man, and possessed of talent.

If we are not deceived, we shall hear more of him on

future occasions.

Mad. Caradori and Mr. Braham sang, for the first time,

a duet, partly Italian and partly French, beginning 44 O
lieto momento,” from a French comic opera, lees 1’oilurcs

VersLes, from which, we believe, more effect was expected

tlum was produced. In fact, it is the popular old French
air,

44 Au clair de la Lune,* with some rather pleasing vari-

ations, by Boietdieu. It was well sung, however.

The orchestra was rather select than numerous
; but

with Mr. T. Cramer as leader, Mr. Moralt as principal

second violin, and Mr. Lindley ns violoncello, the band

could hardly go otherwise than well. Mr. Corfe, juti.,

presided at the organ in the morning and at the piano-

forte in the evening, with great judgment, and evidently

proved he had been educated in a good school.

The festival, notwithstanding the wet weather, was well

attended. A fourth of the profits are to be appropriated to

such charitable purpose as the Dean and Chapter may direct.

(
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on the revolutions of the orchestra.

Br M. Fbti».

Every department of music has undergone periodical

variations, but none has experienced greater changes

than the formation of Orchestras. These changes have

arisen from various causes : on the one hand, the invention

of new instruments, the disuse of many, the perfecting of

Others, and above all, the increased skill of performers

:

on the other, the advancement of music, the necessity for

novelty, the empire of fashion, the satiety necessarily pro-

duced by objects of the simple kind—all these were more
than sufficient to produce revolutions more or less re-

markable, and to lead us imperceptibly to the grandeur of

the Rossiuian orchestra.

It is interesting to trace the revolutions of this depart-

ment of the art, which, in our day, is become so important.

I shall proceed to examine the actual state of orchestral

arrangements, nnd the improvements of which they ore

susceptible, and examine this question which presents

itself—What are the natural bounds to the development of

an orchestra?

The sort of instruments in use at the time of the

first attempts at dramatic music, could form only in-

effective and heavy orchestras: they were violas of five,

•even, or nine strings ; tenor violas, which were tuned

a fifth lower than the treble ; bass violas, or rioU da
gamba\ and double bass viols, which were mounted with

nine strings, and were nine feet in height 5
. The violin,

to which France gave birth, was already in existence, but

had got but little into general use; the harpsichord, the

guitar, the theorbo, and the harp, were always united to

the concerts of violas, and the organ supplied the place of

wind instruments; the latter, however, were already known.

There were flutes with mouth-pieces, pierced with aix,

nine, and twelve holes; some had a key, which was
always inclosed in a barrel perforated with a considerable

number of vents, to let the sound escape ; the last were
called flageolets, the treble was termed the soft flute, the

tenor the chalmay, and the bass flute the laridon. All

these instruments formed complete harmonies, which were
termed flute concertsV

With regard to instruments formed of brass, they were
employed at the theatre to express only warlike or

hunting movements : they consisted of the military trum-

pet, which resembled our cavalry trumpet
;

the straight

trumpet, called bombarde, pierced with seven holes, with a

key to stop the seventh 4
; the horn, or cornet d bouquin ,

which had also seven holes, and a key to stop one of

them—the mouthpiece was that of the trumpet •
; and,

lastly, the trombone, which the French call sackbul
, and

the Germans posaune, and which had then the same form

as at present.

• The viol* and the tenor viola ware played upi>n the knee, with the

bow revered, la the sixteenth century, these violas had fr*U on the

finger-boards like the guitar
;
the viola da gamba was held between the

leg*, but was played with the bow reversed.

This Instrument is seen in the picture of the Marriage of Cana, by

Paul Veronese.

« The flute with sis holes, and without a key, was then knows, but

only in Germany ; it was afterward introduced into France, Italy, and

England, and there took the name of German flute.

• This arrangement of the bombarde and come/ a bouquin bos been

revived and perfected in our days, in the keyed trumpet, ophtcleulet, &c.
• The born, or cornet a bouqtnn, was in shape like a horn ; it was still

ki use at tbo beginning of the reign of Louts XIV. It was ouly at the

close of the seventeenth Century that the art was discovered of forming

curved horns
;

these at first were only used for the chose.

At the commencement of the sixteenth century, a Jargw
rustic hautboy was used in Germany, called irutnAor/t
(curved hont), because it had the form of a pastoral staff!

This instrument had six holes ; they were of various
sizes, fur the first and second treble, and for the tenor and
bass; but till the seventeenth century no species of haut-
boy was used at the theatre.

The oldest record we have on the formation of an
orchestra, is the opera of Orfio, composed by Mtmle-
verde, in 1607, that is, about ten years after the first essay
of dramatic music had been made at Florence. Of this
work two editions appeared, the first in 1608, the second
at Venice, in 1615; at the head is a list of the instru-
ments employed in the accompaniments. Tliey are enu-
merated in' the folldwing order:

—

Duoi gravicembali (two harpsichords).

Duoi contrubaw da viola (two viola double basses).
Died riolc da brazxo (ten treble violas).

Un arpa doppia (u double harp/.
Duoi violini piccoli alia Franctst (two small French

violins.)

Dttot chitaroni (two guitars).

Duoi organi di legno (two wooden organs)*.

Trc bassa da gamba (three bass viols).

Qualro tromboni (four trombones).

Un regale (a regal, or portable organ)5.
Duoi cornctli (two cornets).

Un Jiautina alia rigessima seconda (a flageolet) 4
.

Un darino con trc trombe sordini (a clarion, with three
trumpets a sordino, i. e. muffled 5

).

These instruments were not all played at the same time.

Monteverde disposed of them in an appropriate manner,
according to the quality of the personages which they were
to accompany. Thus the two harpsichords played the
ritorneUi, and the accompaniment of the prologue, which
is sung by Music personified. The two double bass
viols accompanied Orpheus; the ten treble violas executed
the symphonies of the recitative sung by Eurydice ; the

double harp served for accompaniment to a chorus of
Nymphs ; Hope was announced by a ritomello on the

I

two French violins; the song of Charon was accompanied
by two guitars

; the chorus of infernal spirits by the two
organs ; Proserpine, by three bass viols ; Pluto, by four

trombones ; Apollo, by the little regal organ ; and the

final chorus of shepherds, by the flageolets, the two cor-

nets, the clarion, and the three trumpets a sordino.

The effect of separating all these instruments must cer*

taiuly have been meagre in the extreme ;
but it cannot

be denied that considerable variety must have been the

result. At a later period instruments were united in more
imposing masses of violins, violas, and basses ;

but wind
instruments disappeared almost entirely from the or-

chestra. In 1634, Stephen Landi, a musician of the

Pontifical chapel, wrote a musical drama, entitled, II 8.

Alt-mo, in which the orchestra is composed of three dis-

1 The double harp had two seta of Hiring* to augment the strength of

the sound
; it was invented in Ireland in the middle age*.

* By a wooden organ the author mc^ns a row of stopped flute?,

such ax U found in our large organa.

The regale was a email portable organ. \ The regal stop is rtill to ba

met with in tome old organs. v

* The flageolet U here Indicated under tiV name ofJlamtima alia

xigemma trconda, became it* deepest note sounded th« tnplo octavo of

an organ pipe of four feet, which was taken a* ihc bass of voices *oJ

instruments.
t

k This is the only place in which I have ’ trunnji«ta so indicated,

and I confess that 1 do not understand what i« null'll by the term. Tb*
clarion was a small trumpet which sounded lha higher octave. .

V
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Mnet part*, nf violins, harps, lutes, theothos, hass violas,

end harpsichords for the sustained bass. Such an assem-

blage in the present day would appear very heavy, but the

effect produced could not blit be original.

Tire orchestra of the compositions of Cavalll, Carismmi,

and Lulli, were principally composed of violins, violas of

different sises, bass and double bass violas, which the

Italians termed ria/ani. The violin parts were written In

the o cliff, on the first line, and the different kmd nl

violas in the mean, or c cliff on the first, second and

third lines. All Lulli's scores present this disposition ot

parts. This composer introduced some wind instruments

into his orchestra. In many parts of his works we find

notice of flute*
1

, hautboys* bassoona", fagotti", and Irombii .

But although the number of instruments was mcreased,

and their accents had become more varied, yet on most

occasions the accompaniment only followed the voice;

the ritomelli alone had acquired a greater degree of

tightness This monotonous manner was perpetuated in

France UU the lime of Haineau : oven Italy was hardly

more advanced till lVrgolese appeared. Leo and Du-

rante were the first Italian composers who discovered the

secret of imparting a particular interest to an orchestra

without increasing the number of instruments ; but it was

Mojo and Jomelli who brought this art to much greater

perfectimi. . . ^ . .

The invention of the clarionet, in 1690, by John Christo-

pher Denner*, the introduction of German flutes into the

orchestra, and the improvement of the French horn, fur-

nished composers with the means of producing a variety

of etfectB. the whole merit of which was not at first per-

ceived, hecause the necessity for such variety had not been

felt. The art was yet new ; the forms of wing were far

from being exhausted ;
they alone attracted attention, and

• It must sot be forgotten that these were flute* with mouth-pirve*,

jail not liftman flute*, which only became general toward* the year 1710.

» The ancient hautboy ^IWO) had eight hole* and no key ; us

entire length wa» lv*o feet, ami it* sound coarse and baish. The tenor

hautboy, railed doucitx, wan one-fifth lower than the treble ; k W
two feet four mche* long, Had eight hole®, one of which was *tnpt with a

hey inclosed is a barrel, pierced with hole*, called girvmefii. The baa*

hautboy »u five feet hmg with eleven hole*, of whirh lour were stopt

with Levs inch red in a bo*. This instrument, which ww *tra'rght. and

formed like the hautboy, was played with a mouth-piece like tho h»«««on.

• The ha«oon waff of one pier®, and had no funnel like the bans

hautboy
;

it had twelve bole*, and four keys, and bad a lower compavs

than the* bote hautboy. It wa» aUo played with a mouth.piece like the

ba»*oon.
. , . .

• The /yaf/o, an instrument belonging to the genus hautboy, vraa

Invented in Italy, at the beginning of the seventeenth century, by a

priest named Affranio. It wa* formed of several pieces. Like the k—
soon at present in use- There were three varieties : the first Had tw

holes and three keys ;
the second had the same number of holes, but

no keys. Many of these Hole* were stopt with pega, which were taken

offer put on to produce certain tones. The third fagotto was termed

cowrtotrf as being smaller than the others
;

it had eleven holes and three

key*. U was used for the bass of lire bagpipe.

The last instrument <i( the hautboy specie*;* n* the cervrlas, which had

the form of a barrel, and wav ouly five inches long ; it was played with

a hautboy reed. It was pierced with sixteen holes upon the roundest

part, and vu so contrived that It produced a* deep a note as If it had„

been three feet and a half ta length.

v These trombones were nothing moro than the cornet 1 boiujuitt.

s Juhn Christopher Dvnncr, a celebrated muaicaHnslrutnent m&uu-

{arturer. was born at Lcipsic, the 13lh of August, 1635. At eight y**ra

old he went w ith his parents to Nuremberg, where they took up their

residence
;
he learned from the earliest age to torn flutes, an art ia

which his father excelled. Joha Christopher, being |Uai with an in-

ventive spirit, sought to bring liii* insUumcnt to perfection, and beside*

the clarionet, invented the instrument* known by the name of the tiock-

fajoti and the rachtUm /Insff, which have long ceased to be ured.

Dentier died at Nuremberg, the 40th of April, 1707, leav mg two aoos, who

Worthily supported the reputation o! their Esther.

the men of gehiu* who adortted the beginning of tho

eighteenth century, afforded the public the highest grati ft*

cation out of the most simple menu*- At a later period, the

expression of words, dramatic situations and sentiments

became important objects to artists and amateurs. Thfl

moment was not yet arrived for seeking resources in the

combination, more or less felicitous, of many instruments.

The only innovation was, that the nccompaoiment of

songs began to be detached from the principal purt, and

to assume ail individual character. The skill of musicians

increasing in proportion as composers had occasion to

augment effects, allowed the forms of melody to be varied

in the orchestra. Jomelli, Piceini, and Gluck, to whom
many happy innovations of this kind are owing, followed

rather the bent of their own genius than the taste of the

public ; which was still far from discerning, in the general

effect of music, that purt which belonged to the orchestra.

It might be said that the Utter was considered by them

rather troublesome than agreeable. Song, and song

alone, attracted attention ;
whatever interfered with this,

was disliked. Hence it was that the musicians I have

just named incurred the reproach of sacrificing too much

to instruments.

The development of the forms of the ojvera huffa by

Galuppi gave birth to many pieces in which the principal

interest was thrown into the orchestra, while the singer

only carried on a sort of conversation of holes and icords.

This idea, brought to perfection by Paisiello, Cimaroaa,

Guglielmi, Mozart, and Rossini, is become the source of

numberless charming effects, and of pieces perfect in their

kind.

Haydn, towards the year 1760, in perfecting the forms

of the symphony, prepared the way for the importance that

the orchestra was about to assume in dramatic music.

But for Moxart was reserved the glory of creating this

importance, without its being possible to reproach him

with seeking to produce instrumental effects at tho e*-

pense of sir, expression, or energy. Gifted with a truly

original genius, he created at will melodics of every cha-

racter, the soft, the expressive, aud the energetic ;
and as

his all- musical soul led him to improve whatever he

touched, he knew how to give to the instrumental parts

a degree of interest hitherto unknown, aud he also knew

how to stop at the exact point, which it seems cannot be

passed without injury to the air or fatigue to the senses.

It must be recollected, that his beautiful works were com-

posed between 17fc6 and 1792, and that before this epoch

no other musician had studied like him the resources

afforded by the different qualities of sound peculiar to

each instrument; his orchestra is always the result of

lively and profound sentiment, and never of calculation.

It may be said without fear of contradiction, that in the

finale of the second act of the N<<zze rf» Figaro, and in

almost the w hole of Don Giovanni, and H Flanlo magico,

Mozart has attained the highest point of instrumental

perfection.

The labours of Paisiello, Clmarosa, and their successors,

have added nothing to the inventions of this great artist

:

these musicians have even remained far behind him, both

with respect to variety of harmony and orchestral effect.

In France, Mehul and Cherubini have, to the resources

created by Mozart, added the improvements of metal

instruments *, and of symmetrical and obligato forms of

* U is ia their work* that we meet for itw first time witL four boms

ia dstfereot key*, uni s felicitous n*e of the stopt sound* aI this in-

strument.
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accompaniment which, when not abased, may be turned

to advantage. Bat Italy was destined to be the theatre

of a complete revolution in the system of harmony, as well

as of accompaniment,—a revolution which we ourselves

have witnessed, ami of which Rossini is the author. After

borrowing from Mozart, Beethoven, Cherubini, and Mchul,

their modes of producing effect, which he has made to

Undergo the modifications of his own genius, lie has him-

self advanced still further, by the additions he has made to

the means employed by his predecessors. His composi-

tions present the first examples of four violin parts, the

formidable union of four boms, common trumpets, keyed

trumpets, trombones, ophycleides, Ac., all united for the

accompaniment of particular movements. The varied forms

of design and harmony drawn from these instruments,

would appear but little appropriate, and still less the

constant employment of the double drum, cymbals and

triangles. And yet the admirable effects he has drown
from the abuse of means, have in a great measure justified

his temerity ; and nothing can lie a better proof of his ge-

nius, titan his having caused all this noise to be received by

a people who before had an aversion for all strong accom-

paniments*.

Yet while we render due justice to superior talent, it

must still he acknowledged that the proportions of the

orchestra ore broken by the frequent use of such noisy

instruments. The basis of an orchestra will alwuys be

the violin und the bass
;
but as their number has not yet

been augmented in the theatres of the chief towns of

Europe, the consequence is that the stringed instruments

are overpowered by (lutes, hautboys, clarionets bassoons,

horns, trumpets, trombones, ophyclcidcs, timbals, double

drums, and cymbals. At the Opera ol Paris, where the

violins and basses are very numerous, this defect is uot

so striking; but it is already perceptible at the Italian

Theatre ; in the provincial orchestras it is much worse.

In a word, in increasing the masses of sound it is not

always possible to preserve a just proportion ; the scarcity

of artists, and the want of space, present important ob-
stacles. It is, therefore, distressing to have arrived at a

point when an excess of effects is necessary, but which in

the emj prove detrimental to each other.

But supposing that a due proportiou could be every-

where established, still a question arises
; it is this

setting apart the creations of genius, what means
will be devised to continue progressively multiplying

those effects which at preseut are sought alter with

such avidity ? Is it hoped to obtain new ones by increas-

ing the means of making a noise ? No : for even these

menus are denied us, unless we increase the diameter of
drums aud timbals. Besides, noise becomes wearisome,
as well as everything else. And yet, on the other hand,
there would perhaps be great difficulty in bringing back
the public taste to the simplicity of the orchestra of
Cimarosa and Paisiello; for it must be recollected that

much greater genius would be required to cause this re-

trograde movement to be adopted than was necessary to

conduct us to the point where we are. What then re-

mains to be done ? It appears to me that some means
may be devised. My ideas on the subject are us follows :

—

It is well known that variety is the grand desideratum in

tile arts, nnd yet, of all things, is the rarest to be met with.

• It would be uncaodid not to admit, that M. Fells is neither logical
ttor cuiui»te«ii in hi» praise of what be cdU Rossini's innovations—which,
by-the-by, did not originate with this composer—after haring declared
tlmt Mozart had attained the highest point of tastrumcuUI perfection.—
(Editor of Uarmonkvn.)

The way, then, to obtain the best orchestral effects would
be to establish this variety in the accompaniments, instead
of adopting the name system for every piece, a plan which
has been followed ever since the invention of the musical
drama. All the operas of the seventeenth century have for
their accompaniment, violins, violas, and bass violas ; those
at the beginning of the eighteenth are accompanied by
violins, basses, flutes, and hautboys. It is true that re-
sources have been progressively augmented, but the forms
of instrumentation have always remained the same, be-
cause one system only has prevailed. In our days, it is

rare to And an air, a duet, or a ballad even, that is not
uccompouied by two violins, treble, violoncello, double
bass, flutes, hautboys, clarionets, horns, trumpets, bas-
soons, double drums, &c. What a source of monotony is

this obstinate adherence to the constant reproduction
of the some sounds, the same accents, the same associa-
tions ! With such on increase of means, why not imitate
the happy idea of Monteverde, by imparting to each piece
a particular character, by employing die variety of sound
afforded by different instruments? We should have airs,

duets, ballads, quartets even, accompanied only by stringed
instruments of different kinds, or even of one sort, such
a9 violoncellos, or violius and trebles; or, in fine, of
double quatuors, one played with sustained, the other with
pizzicato sounds. In the same manucr, flutes or clario-

nets might be employed alone ; also hautboys with Eng-
lish horns and bassoons. But in order to do this, it

would be necessary to complete certain systems of instru-

ments, for instance that of the flute and clarionet.

That of the violin offers a complete series, in its first

and second violins, trebles, violoncellos, and double basses.

The hautboy, which is also divided into first and second,

has for its fifth the English horn, the violoncello has the

bassoon, and the double bass the contra fagotto; in short,

the metal instruments have a complete double system;
that of the common trumpets, horns, and trombones,

the sound of which is chiefly modified by the lip, and that of

the keyed trumpet1
!, ophyclcidcs, treble, basis, aud tenor.

Blit tile flute ami clarionet have not these advantages.

Iwan Mfiller, to whom we tire indebted for the improve-

ments of this Iasi Instrument, was struck with the circum-

stance, and has produced the treble clarionet, ami is at pre-

sent employed iu the construction of a rioloncrtto clarionet.

I am ignoraut of the result of his experiments, but should

he succeed, he will accomplish nn important object. W'ith

respect to Uutcs, a way might be found of supplying their

insufficiency in certain cases
;
and that would ba to have

in the orchestra a row of organ pipes, composed of every

possible scale of flutes, both of the open and stopt kind.

This variety of effect which I propose, might be adopted

not only iu different pieces, but even in the course of the

same scene. All these resources might be combined in

striking situations, inJinaUs, &c., and the effect would b©

the greater from this reunion seldom taking place.

It will be said, all this is not genius. Of this I am
well aware, and it is fortunate that it is so ; for if there

were a formula for making good music, it would no
longer be an art, und would cease to be listened to. But
why not offer to that genius, without which nothing can

be effected, all the resources discovered by experience and
reflection ? Why limit its domain ? If Mozart and Ros-
sini were restricted to the four instruments of Porgolcse,

though beautiful airs, and even elegant harmony would
remain, the powerful effects so much admired in their

compositions could no longer be produced. How is it

possible to imagine the existence of such a scene as that

Digitized by Google
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of the last act of Don Giovanni,
or the finale of Mosi, with

no other means than violins, trebles, and bases ? There

can be no doubt that these beautiful effects are producible

only by a powerful orchestra, and by that genius which

knows how to employ it to the best advantage. The

great masters of the old schools also invented effects of

another kind, with much more simple meaus. And why,

let me ask, should not these means be rendered available ?

why not lay them all under contribution? As to the par-

ticular mode of their employment, that is the affair of

genius: every one has remarked, that pieces sung at the

theatres without accompaniment always please, when well

performed : this is the natural consequence of variety, and

of a change of means, independently even of the manner,

more or less happy, employed by the composer.

There has been, as I have shown in the early part of

this article, a constant and progressive advancement in

instrumentation, even to our days : the question is—can

this be carried still further? In my opinion it cannot.

What then must be done to avoid sameness? In this

the whole question is comprised ; and I think it may be

resolved by proposing a retrospective view of the past,

not for the sake of giving up what we possess, but to

enrich ourselves with what has been already given up too

inconsiderately.

THE POLYPLECTRON.

A NKW iNtTRCMOT, INVESTED BV M. DlETI.

CFrom the Revue Muticnte for July Intt.)

It is an old remark, that the great defect of stringed in-

struments, particularly those of the pianoforte species, is

the absence of the means of sustaining the sound. The
advantages possessed by the latter instrument are highly

important, comprising as it does the whole scale of an

orchestra, from the deep sounds of the double-bass to the

acute notes of the octave flute, and affording the means of

producing complete and simultaneous chords ; the only

thing to render it perfect would be the possibility of pro-

longing the sounds, and modifying the accents, as on the

violin, alto and bass ; for it is not the imitation of wind
instruments that is sought to be obtained ; the organ per*

fectly fulfils this object.

But it is much more easy to draw true harmony from

•quarc or cylindrical pipes, by artificial means, than to

intone elastic chords, which borrow a part of their sound
from the body upon which they are mounted. The bow,
in the hands of an able performer, has power to act upon
the mass of air contained in the sonorous body of the

violin, alto or bass, and to bring it in contact with the

external air ; it is difficult to produce the same effect by
means of a mechanical bow. If it is sought to give it suf-

ficient power Cor this purpose, the motiou of the machine
becomes hard, restive, and almost impossible. On the

contrary, if that degree of suppleness be left to the bow.
which is often necessary, the only sound obtained is

meagre and devoid of intensity. All the researches and
trials heretofore made have failed in removing these ob-

stacles ; in his attempt to overcome them, M. Dietz has
encountered happy and unexpected effects, and has far

distanced all the endeavours of his predecessors.

It was, I believe, in 1717, that a harpsichord-maker of

Sept., 1828.

Paris invented an instrument, to which he gave the name
of Clavecin vieilr, either from its resemblance to a cymbal
placed upon a table, because, instead of a bow, a wheel

was employed, or, what is more probable, from the resem-

blance of its sound to that of the cymbal. This instrument

obtained the approbation of the Acad/mie de* Science*, and
the model is still to be seen in its collection of machines.

It is the first essay made, of a harpsichord or pianoforte,

adapted to sustain the sounds.

It appears that a considerable time elapsed before any
idea was formed of perfecting what this ingenious instru-

ment maker had begun. Towards the close of the last

century a mechanist of Milan, of the name of Gerli, pro-

duced an instrument, which was employed in several con-

certs, and even introduced into some churches. It had
the power of a pianoforte, and was mounted by catgut

strings; and, if we may believe the report of the Italian

journals of the time, was played by horse-hair bows. It is

difficult to conceive how horse-hnir could have been em-
ployed for these bows, unless they were made to act hori-

zontally, as in the hand of a performer. It is probable

that this instrument was found to have insurmountable
defects, for it soon fell into oblivion.

The next attempt of the kind was by Schmidt, a piano-

forte manufacturer at Paris, who produced an instrument

in the form of a long square chest, which was shown in the

Exhibition of the products of industry, at the Invalidtt, in

1806. At one of the extremities of his iustrumenl was a
key-board, with the mechanism of a common piano-forte

;

at the pther was another key-board, intended to put in

motion a number of small cylindrical bows, by means of

which the catgut strings were intoned. The sounds
obtained by this mechanism had the inconvenience of re-

sembling those of the cymbal ; not corresponding to the

intention of the maker, who sought to imitate bowed in-

struments : however, M. Schmidt obtained an honourable

mention for his endeavours.

Some years after, Poulcau invented bis Orchcstrino
.

,

which bore a considerable degree of analogy to the in-

strument of the last named artist. It is true, that the

sounds possessed more sweetness, but they had less

volume. In my opinion, however, this was the most suc-

cessful attempt previous to the time of M. Diets. What
particularly distinguished the Orchestrino of M. Poulcau

from all other inventions of the same kind, was a horse-

hair bow', made without any visible suture, the secret of

which he never revealed*.

In an article in the Effemeridi Litterarie di Roma,
(vol. v. p. 29), it was stated, that the Abbate Gregorio

Trenlia had invented a violin-cembalo , in the year 1822 ;t

but, though the particulars given of the instrument were

not of a kind to allow any precise idea to be formed of its

mechanism, yet there was enough to lead to the belief that

it bore too close a resemblance to M. Schmidt's to be

called original, for its bow was also cylindrical. It strikes

me us being some instrument on the principle of the sos-

tenenle piano-forle. of Mr. Mott of London.

Lastly, M. Gama, a pianoforte manufacturer at Nantes,

announce<), during the course of last year, that lie had com-

pleted an instrument of the same species, to which he gave

the name of Plectro-Euphon,J and which, according to the

• The writer of this seem* never to have heard of Ike Celtthna stop

Invented by Daniel Walker, and exhibited by his brother, Adam, tiw>

celebrated lecturer nn uatural philosophy. Sec pages 37 and 79 of this

v oiumc .—(Editor.)

f See Hannonicoo, for this year, p. 79.

I Ditto page 37.
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inventor’s own account, was far superior to any thing- of
the kind that had yet appeared. It so happened, how-
ever, that the experiment he made with it at Paris, some
months after, by no means corresponded to this pompous
announcement. The sound, which was altogether defective

in the bass, was produced in a satisfactory manner only in

the treble parts ; and for this reason it was that the artist

who played the instrument, kept his hands continually on
this range of notes, and seldom ventured upon the others.

The attempt was altogether unsuccessful.

The principles, according to which M. Dietz has con-
|

stmeted his instrument, are more conformable to what
observation teaches with respect to the resonance of in-

struments of the bow kind, than those adopted by his pre-

decessors. Whether the bow act longitudinally, or whether
it be cylindrical, its horizontal movements can necessarily

produce only a feeble sound, because, in acting upon the

string, it can make it vibrate only in an opposite direction

to the vibrations of the sounding board. This is the pre-

dominant defect in all the instruments I have described

;

and the observation of this led M. Diet* to form the idea

of making his how act perpendicularly upon the strings,

after the mBimcr that the violin, bass, and every other

bowed instrument is played. In order to effect this, he
had need of as many bow s as notes ; and this he has

effected by means of a piece of mechanism of the most
Ingenious kind.

Numerous bows, composed of thin slips of leather,

circulate upon a cylinder placed on the upper part of the

instrument, and over pullies ranged on the lower. The
motion of the key brings the bow in contact with the

string, by means of a small thin piece of cop|ier, and the

sound is instantaneously produced. This sound is capable

of assuming different characters, according to the degree

of pressure applied to the key. Thus when the artist

plays with a firm touch and legato, be obtains the effect of

an excellent organ, and of a voluminous tone. If he plays

with lightness, w hether legato or Mtacrato, he produces the

effect of bowed instruments. In the deejier part of the

scale, and in the medinm, the analogy is almost perfect

with the double-bass, violoncello and aJto. In the higher

ranges of notes, the sound assumes the character of dif-

ferent kinds of violas, rather than of the violin : for, to con-

fess the truth, M. Diet* has not yet succeeded in producing

the long sought imitation of this admirable instrument

;

the tone is that of a peculiar instrument, which may be

considered as an acquisition, and which is of a very agree-

able kind, but which does not answer the expectation* of

those who wish to trace in it the sound of a Straduarius

or an rfmati. If the question be asked, whether M. Dietz

is likely to succeed in realizing the expectations of amateurs

in this respect? I answer, that I hope so: every thing may
be expected from his ingenuity and unwearied perseve-

rance ; add to which, he is animated by a true love for his

art.

I must not forget to notice, that the Polyplcciron is,

also, distinguished from the other instruments of its kind

by the rapidity of its articulations, which allows of its

being played with all the facility of the piano, in executing

the most rapid and complicated passages.

A number of literary men of eminence, among whom
were MM. Prony, Savart, &c., and a select company of

distinguished artists, consisting of MM. Cherubini, Paer,

Reichn, Hers, Zimmerman, Rhein, Bcnoist, Woctz, Ac.,

met, on the 1 1th of last month, at M. Dietz’, to make trial

of the instrument, and testified in the wannest terms the

satisfaction it had afforded them. The decided opinion

was. that in the construction of his instrument M. Dietz
has approached much nearer to perfection than any of his
predecessors.

The price of the Polyplectron does not exceed that of a
common elliptical pianoforte.

PRESENT STATE OF MUSIC IN ROME.

By M. Francis Kandler.

(ContiHur ifrom p. 151.)

The chapel of San Pietro ul Vaticano is under the direc-

tion of Fioravanti. In imitation of the Pope’s chapel, all

instruments, the organ excepted, are interdicted here

;

and unfortunately the same fate awaits this throughout
the whole of Italy. Nothing but the most futile music
is heard upon it; frequently even pieces from the
comic operas in the modern style. The prediction I
was led to make some five years ago has been but too
truly realized. Rossini, said I, has acquired an irresistible

influence over the theatre ; in order to complete his tri-

umph, he bus only to make his way into the church ; and
the time is not far distant. In fact, that moment has now
arrived. All the protestations of men the most enlight-

ened have proved unavailing. In vain is the reproach
made to the maestro di capella that this chief of temples is

profaned, lie shelters himself uuder the feeble pretext

that no other music is at present in favour, and that the

churches would remain empty if the severer music of the

old composers was executed there, however belter appro-
priated it might be to the character and destination of
such an edifice*. Among the pieces of music which I

heard there, those of Pittoni, Foggia, Ballabenc, Costanzi,

Colonna, Clari, Bcncvoli, composed for a double choir,

appeared the most beautiful; and yet they did nut alto-

gether answer my expectations. On the whole, this

chapel is far inferior to that of the Pope, though it has

to boast of several distinguished artists.

At the head of these is the maestro di capcllu Fioravanti.

This composer, whose operas are known and esteemed
throughout Europe, was appointed to this situation shortly

after the departure of Zingarelli for Naples. At this pe-

riod he began to quit the theatrical career, which he hud
so long pursued with success. His compositions in this

department ore admired for their simplicity, their perfect

modulation, and their true and original expression ; it is

on the opera buffo, in particular, that his reputation is

grounded. In these he displays genuine comic humour,
which, disdaining common forms, launched into sallies of

a truly original cast, and imparted to his scores a

character of individuality. Yet, as the vivacity of his

imagination is always tempered by reason, his works for

the theatre may l>e recommended without reserve to the

student, as subjects for study. His parlante (the iuo-

* The curate of one of the most frequented churches of tin* capital,

having been reproached by bis superior, respecting abuses of the same

kind, introduced by the organist of the establishment, who played little

else than opera air*, said in reply, that it was lo this Ycryahuu- numbers

of the poor were indebted for subsistence. He added, that if the organ**!

was prohibited from playing tb*ae pieces, it would be the ruin of hi*

parish. He declared that, aiooa the introduction of the new inu»ic, the

receipts for the poor bad augmented weekly from ten lo thirty acudi,

whereas before they had never exceeded ten.

Difficile est satyram non aertbert.

r
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dulated language of the bujfi) has never been surpassed.

His compositions for the church, which are arranged for

one or two choirs, deserve more esteem than they generally

appear to enjoy. If, considered as wholes, they arc not

always satisfactory : if the plan is not sufficiently digested

and well conducted throughout; if the style is not always

sufficiently elevated, or the ideas profound, these defects

are compensated by other qualities. Had Fioravnnti

been more severe towards himself, had be devoted more
time to the study of the ancient style of religious music,

he would doubtless have become one of the most dis-

tinguished composers in this deportment of the art.

Fioravanti is now in his sixtieth year ; he leads a very

retired life, and divides his time between his family and
the art to which he is devoted. The last attempts he

made, some years since, in theatrical composition, were
not attended with success.

Tlie most remarkable singers ofthis chapel are, the mxuico

Sgatelli, the contralto Pellegrlui, and the tenor Todran;
there is no base singer worthy of particular distinction.

Sgatelli claims, incontestably, the first rank among the

singers of this chapel. His theory of song is considered by
connoisseurs as one of the best existing, and his instructions

arc eagerly sought oiler at Rome. I have already said that

be holds the situation of Mattiro drgli Orfanelli, where

the young pupils of his own caste occupy his particular

attention. He is a well read man, and in all respects one

of the most cultivated of the soprani of Rome.
Pellegrini, though now verging towards the decline of

life, preserves all the freshness, purity, and flexibility of his

voice. I know of no singer who possesses, in so superior

a degree, the art of swelling and sustaining the tone, and
of modifying it at pleasure into every delicate shade of

which it is susceptible
;

this is the reason why his Instruc-

tions are so eagerly sought after.

Todran, a distinguished tenor, possesses, like Soretti, a

singer of the church of Santa Maria Maggiore* a voice of

the most splendid kind. Both have a remarkable talent

for song, whether as exercised in the church or the concert-

room , they never appear to sing the same composition in

exactly the same manner—their style is ever varied and
ever original. In truth, without talent, the most perfect

organization of the voice is nothing ; an inanimate instru-

ment, uninspired by the creative breath of genius, excites

our regret If from the lips of a singer proceed sounds
devoid of animation, how can they penetrate and rouse the

soul of the hearer?
What has here been said of religious music in general,

and that of Saint Peter** in particular, may, with some
restrictions, be applied to the church of San Giovanni
haterano. The maestro di capelin, Terziuni, is distin-

guished for compositions in which the rules of counter-

point are rigidly adhered to without any detriment to the

natural and easy flow of the melody
;
a quality which may

be justly termed the perfection of the art If he has not
more genius than his colleagues, if he yields to them in

point of energy and spirit he has studied more pro-
foundly and has more solidity of judgment. This worthy
man passed seventeen years of his life in the capital of

Austria, where he gained numerous friends, and was
courted as a master of song of the first class. I will not
wound his modesty by tracing a more minute detail of his

merits ; but I am bound in good feeling to notice the ex-
treme kindness with which he forwarded my musical
researches in Rome. No sooner had he learned that I

was in search of materials for a history of the music of
this country, than he immediately volunteered his assist-

ance, beginning with the contents of his own library, which
were by no means unimportant, and bringing me a variety

of manuscripts and original letters of ancient masters.

Several of his observations upon music, and particularly

upon song, struck me as being so original and instructive,

that I took a note of some of them at the time, and feel a
particular pleasure in imparting them to the reader.

“ Music is the poetry of sounds, and comprehend*
eloquence and painting; while poetry is composed of
eloquence, music, and painting.

<( Music and poetry are, if I may so express it, our
second elements, the creation of which has been reserved

for us by nature herself.

*• The rules of music, dictated by nature, are neither to

be made by the musician, nor to be annihilated by him.
41 In music there is a logic, a rhetoric, and an icsthetic

;

they ought to be studied with care by every composer.
44 Our heart can comprehend, without the aid of words ;

when once it is touched, every tiling has been effected.
44 A judicious composer will produce great effect, by re-

presenting the good and the beautiful, in an agreeable
manner—that good aud beautiful, which are found united
in nature.

44 The composer who, by means of his art, knows how
to move the souls of his hearers, is the only one who has
penetrated the mysteries of harmony. Numbers,—which
to the eyes of u geometrician without genius, are but exam-
ples of calculation—are, in his regard, so many propor-
tions, so many magic preparations by means of which
he bids an ideal world start into existence !

“ It is the artist only who knows how to curbt he ec-
centric sallies of his genius, by patient study and appli-
cation, and who, when he has obtained the necessary
knowledge, govern* the world of sounds

; it is he only
who kuows how to employ the most striking means of his
art, and introduce them in the places where they will

produce most effect

" History informs us, that, in the first operas, when the
orchestra was stationed behind the wiugs of the stage, each
persouage of the drama was accompanied by a single in-
strument, which was never varied through the whole piece.

This instrument was appropriate to its particular character
in the piece. What a lesson for the composer* of our
time, who are always studying how to produce noise !” *

The church of Santa Maria Maggiore, the third in rank,
had for its maestro di captlla, Del Fante, who died some
years ago. He was an artist of the most accomplished
kind, and, at the same time, a man of the world. Hencet
to obtain the favour of the public, he sacrificed too much
to fashion. His predominant idea was to effect a union
between the severe and vigorous style of the ancients with
the elegance of the moderns. Doubtless, a composer ac-
tuated by these views, would find in the domain of religioua

music a vast field on which to exercise the resources of his
genius, and the profoundness of his views ; but, as we have
already remarked, the influence of the taste of the time, an
overweening fondness for instruments, a number of pretti-

nesscs in air,— all this led him astray, particularly in the
latter years of his life. The principle which he everywhere
proclaimed, and which could not fail to excite the interest

of the Romans, was, 44 That it was necessary to spread
abroad a taste for the w'orks of the great masters, and that

the old classical composers were far better calculated than
any others, to direct this taste and the profession of

* M. Randier may find much wiadom in these apothegms : we hare
not been so fortunate.—(Editor.)
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this principle obtained him a threat number of scholars and

partisans. Hud the zeal of those, who indiscriminately

eulogized all the compositions of this master, been more i

wise and discriminating, Del Fante would not have fallen

so often into the prosaic and the common-place, which at

last had nearly proved fatal to his reputation. His place

is filled provisionally hy Maestro Gregorio Basili, of

Loretto. In other respects, the chapel presents nothing

worthy of remark.

The church of Santa Maria Traslcvcrr. The mantra di

capclia, here is the veteran Guidi, a pupil of Magrini of

Florence, who was formed in the school of Clark This

master of Roman church composers is distinguished for

his power and energy. At once rigid and judicious, he

disdains all empty ornaments, and every thing like osten*

tation in the practice of his art. He has never departed

from the method of the ancient masters, in spite of all the

changes that time has produced. His harmonies are

always correct, and his basses perfection itself. He is not

deficient in genius, but he does not cultivate it with suffi-

cient care. It is for this reason that his compositions,

though abounding in all the beauties that counterpoint

can afford, have always something dry and uninviting

about them. We arc tempted to apply to him the words

which, Schubart informs us, Agrcll, the kapellmeister

of Hanau, was accustomed frequently to pronounce. It

was his remark, that he considered music in the light of

an arithmetic in disguise. “If/* said he, “when I efface

the ornamental notes, I do not find the skeleton of the

most subtile arithmetic, my thesis is false.’* It is precisely

in this manner that Guidi acts and thinks at the present

day. He may be considered as a very model of constant

and undeviating application.

The amiable Morroni, a pupil of the Florentine school of

Sborgi * and Guidi, is a distinguished composer, and his

talent as a singer is not less remarkable. He is gene-

rally spoken of as the first and finest tenor of all Rome.
This artist had the kindness to oblige me by singing, in

a select circle of friends, some of his latter compositions.

His grace and purity, so truly Italian, quite enchanted

me. Simplicity and unaffected feeling are the distin-

guishing characteristics of his airs. They do not so

much command attention as win their way to the soul.

They do not contain many new ideas, but these ideas are

always well managed, and presented in an interesting

form. In a word, Morroni gives evidence of an exquisite

taste, and of profound knowledge in the harmonic and
technical branches of music. We hod also occasion to hear

him in different concerts, and he invariably excited in his

hearers the sentiments that the composition was intended

to convey. Every thing breathed of love in Haydn's de-

lightful duet, Sapor vorni sc in'ami. But how attempt to
j

* Guparo Sborgi. maestro di capella to the Grand I)ukc Leopold «nd
Ferdinand, ami the ea-king of Etruria, was born at Florence, in 1 737,
and «u director of a society of professors, who had taken St. Cecilia as

their patroness. Thu composer, full of seal, and possessed of considerable

talent, is of the school of lUrlolooico Felici, and writes in the purest style.

His compositions for the church merit a place among the classical works

of this kind.

best evidence of his taste and judgment, he sings no other
than those things which accord with his individuality.

The pure and silvery tones of a voice still full and young;
a moderation which is astonishing, considering the abund-
ance of his means ; an exact calculation of the effect which
such and such a sound will produce upon his hearers ; all

this insures to Moronni a superiority over all his rivals.

With talents so superior os his, he could not fail to succeed
upon the slage ; but a dread of the intrigues of a theatre,

and the necessity which it frequently imposes of deceiving
the public, and betraying the cause of truth, have hitherto
prevented him.

Migliorucci, a pupil of Zingarclli, and formerly music-
director to the ex-king of Spain, is one of the most dis-

tinguished pianists of this city. His compositions for this

instrument are not less esteemed. He courts, and success-
fully too, the approbation of that portion of the public,
which, in the midst of its enjoyments, loves to give an
account of the motives of its enjoyment. The qualities

admired in his music are, unity of design, originality of
thought, and an agreeable and natural melody, the source
of all true expression in music. I have heard him accom-
pany in private circles, in a manner that nothing could
surpass: he has the art of seconding and supporting the
singer in the most delicate and effective manner. He also
possesses the happy talent of reproducing in minialvrr,

with the most surprising fidelity, scores of the most difficult

and complicated kind, of causing the essential or accidental
march of the instruments to be distinctly heard, of artfully

preparing every species of transition ; of executing with
surprising facility transpositions of the most difficult kind.
Migliorucci is in his fortieth year, or thereabouts, and is a
man of polished manners.

Bandonelli, equally celebrated as a poet and composer,
is a pupil of Padre Teofilo, who acquired so great a repu-
tation for his sacred compositions, and who was of the
school of Clari and Sacchioni. In song and poetical ex-
pression he was formed by the instructions of Zingarelli.

I consider Bandonelli as a genius with respect to poetry,

and as a successful scholar in regard to music. As a
poet, he creates ; as a composer, he arranges. His works
are all according to the rules of art, uud show considerable

depth ofjudgment. He has composed the music to some
sonnets of Petrarch, and sonic stanzas of Tasso, with so
much spirit and effect, that to every word is given its

aesthetic and metrical value. If Bandonelli were os original

and as rich in invention as he is happy in the choice of
airs, he would insure n place in the temple of immortality.

Hi* Preghiere a Dio, for three voices, published at Naples,
is his masterpiece. Bandonelli leads a very retired life,

regretting like a philosopher the errors of the age, which
he often lashes in his satires with no unsparing hand.
His lust unpublished poem, Sulla Mutica odierna

,

which
is of the didactic kind, is full of passages sparkling with
wit, ami lively port ra its of the composers of the day. It

is a work that well deserves the honour of a translation.

( To bf eoncludtd ia ear next.)
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ftetotcto of iHusic.

Songs for Spring Mohnings, the Poetry by T. H. Rat-
ley, Esq., the Symphonies and Accompaniments com-
posed and arranged by Henry R. Bishop. (Goulding
and D’Altnaine, Soho-eqtiare.)

In our Number for March last, we reviewed the Song* for
Winter Night*, by the above gentlemen. We have now
before us vocal recreation for the vernal quarter. By the

time that summer is passed away we shall have its songs

on our table
;
and when the winter solstice is arrived, may

expect to be in possession of amusement for the autumn

—

a season which has always opened to the poet a fruitful

source of imagery—for Messrs. Bayley and Bishop will, as

a matter of course, nay of necessity, because in justice to

the purchaser of the parts already published, complete the

circle, and sing the charms of each great portion of the

year:

—

Poms <Ul Autumnus, formosa eat meuibas JEtUs,

Ver prebel flores, igtia Icvatur IItems.

Following the plan of the former book, the present con-

tains eight airs for a single voice. The first, “ Though
the summer may have roses,** is a French air, which,

if suug with the requisite expression, will please very

generally. Its compass (from the first line to the third

apace) is so limited, that any voice except a contra-tenor

may sing it: the tenor or base an octave lower, as is al-

ways understood in such cases.

The second. Fashion and Nature, is the subject of Stei-

belt's Storm Rondo, transposed into G. The intrinsic

merit of the air secures to it a certain value, in whatever
shape it may appear ; but afier being accustomed to it in

the original form and key, we must confess that it loses

much of its spirit in the guise it now assumes.

The third, “ Fairest, we hail thee Queen of the May,’*

a German air, owes everything to the symphony und ac-

companiments, for the melody, in the waltz manner, is

common enough ; but to whom the better parts are to be
ascribed we have no means of learning, for the ambiguity
of the title-page leaves us in a state of perfect ignorance
on the subject.

The fourth, 44 Come over the lake, love !" is called a

Portuguese air. The words, in whicfi a belief in fairy

influence is insinuated, are not suitably united to the

melody of a country where the slightest hint, even in poetry,

of any invisible agency, that of the saints excepted, would
be immediately visited by Don Miguefs inquisition, clothed

in all the terrors of the sixteenth century.

The fifth, ** Alas
!
youth's gay spring-moments pass,**

brings to our notice “ a Burmese air,” or at least one so
denominated. But in this we find the intervals of the
fourth and seventh used without any reserve, though we
have been always told, and lately, too, on good authority,

that these sounds are rejected from the Burmese scale, the

latter resembling that of the ancient Scots. From which
circumstance, as well as from certain internal evidence, we
unreservedly declare our opinion against the claims of our
late Indian foes to the present melody. But that the I

reader may exercise his own judgment, we insert the air.
|

WUh Path fit .
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A - Us! Youth's fay spring • momenta pass

I .ike nods through old Time's glass, Where

pleasure throws Her sweetest rose
;

To - morrow comes a

1
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grief, To spread the yel - low leaf! The

fairest things Hare fleet -est wings; What then
!
gay Hearts to

s:
night May catch them in their flight.

The sixth,
14

*ITie Spring-time of the year,” is a pathetic,

pleasing melody, and an original one it is stated, but only
the initials of the composer, M. P. R., ore given for con-
jecture to feed on. The measure of these verses is ruthef

hobbling, and it was next to impossible to cure them of
their lameness in the setting : hence the words do not
appear to be well accented by the musician, who, however,
is blameless.

The seventh, 44 Up ! march away !” is another Portu-
guese air, and a very common-place thing it is. The
eighth, 44 The forward Spring,” is a German waltz, hav-
ing as small claim to the distinction conferred by origi-

nality as that immediately preceding. But we select the

words of this as a specimen of Mr. Baytey’s portion of the

work, not on account of their poetical virtues, but as con-
taining a useful lesson for precocious young people of both
sexes.

Spring once wot impatient of schooling and Mining,
And grew veryfine tor a season so young ;

Her playthings ahe scorned, artificially forcing

The charms ol her person, the wit of her tongue :

Her snowdrop* neglecting, her roses displaying,

And singing—as summer bints only *AuW</ slog

;

She amili d, and the world, her attractions surveying,

Declared it had ne’er teen so forward a spting

!
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But mod thu Mine world, which U never unwilling

To lower pre tension* it sanctioned in haste,

Perceived that her mornings and evening* were chilling,

And all her forced fruit was found wanting in tiato.

“ Alas !
H

cried the young year, “ the charms that l boasted,
“ If laviihed too early, too early decay ;

u I've lost the pure pleasure of Spring, and exhausted
“ The green leaves that migki have made summer look gay/'

And now I will venture to look for a moral

In this little *ong, which »o simple appears ;

Go, cAifdAood, and play with your bells and your coral.

And sigh not for pleasures unfit for your years.

Though infancy, tutored by art, prematurely

May Imitate man in look, action, and tone

;

Life's summer will not be forestalled, and too surely

The charm of life's spring-time for ever is gone.

PIANOFORTE.
Guji.no Concerto, with Accompanimentsfor an Orchestra,

composed, and dedicated to His Imperial Majesty of

Austria, by J. P. Pixis, Op. 100. (Chappell, 135, New
Bond-street.)

The music trade must every now and then submit to

publish that which cannot be expected to make a quick

return, if any at all, for the sake of keeping up their cata-

logues, ns well as for the purpose of supplying the de-

mands of those, however few in number, who might com-
plain of their want of enterprise and liberality, were they

only to bring out what was sure of a general and rapid sale.

Unless actuated by such motives, it is not to be supposed

that any house would have courage enough to print a

work like the present, which has no great chance of being

purchased, except by performers of the very highest class,

and by a small number of professors, who feel it a duty to

become acquainted with whatever appears under a well-

known name ;
together with a still smaller number of

amateurs who play, or at least always make a point of

attempting to play, everything new that appears.

Such being the case, some little credit is due to pub-

lishers who encounter considerable risks in buying copy-

rights and engraving plates with the certainty before them
of deriving no profit from their undertaking, but, on the

other hand, with a prospect, and by no means a dim one,

of losing to u considerable amount.

The composition which has drawn from us these re-

marks, was performed by M. Pixis at the last Philharmonic

Concert of the late season. It is in the key of c, and con-

sists of three movements ; the first, an allegro moderato

of twenty-one pages ; the second, an adagio, in a flat, of

three ; and the last, a rondo, allegretto, scherzando, of

eighteen. The design of each of these is not without

originality and consistency ; some new effects are disco-

verable in various parts of the work, and there is no de-

ficiency of bold, and occasionally striking, modulation.

But the composer has contrived so to envelope all that

would otherwise have reflected honour on him os an artist,

in a cloud of |mssagcs that scarcely one—and of this one

we have some doubt—except the inventor, will be able to

make any way through, that his concerto will be likely to

prove little better than a dead letter ; to the majority cer-

tainly, and to the minority also, we shrewdly suspect. In

saying this, wc do not intend to imply that M. Pixis ex-

cels in point of execution some other public performers
here and abroad ; he has written passages to which, acci-

dentally most probably, he has devoted a great deal of
practice, and passages which are as peculiar to him as
impracticable to others. Nearly every master possesses

some exclusive dexterity of the kind, and by habit can do

with ease a few things that are almost impossible to every

one else. But a master of judgment keeps these for his

own particular use, and takes especial care that his shall

be the only booth in the fair where they arc to l>e met
with. They astonish while unexplained, though the mo-
ment the mystery is stripped olF them by the process of

printing, that moment the difficulties are discovered to be

mere siight-of-haiid accomplishments.

1. Souvenirs a la Sontao, ou ChoixdcsAirt ehantespar
MUc. Sontag, arranges par J.P. Pixis. (Clemeuti and
Collard, Chcapside.)

2. Toccata, by Pio Cianciiettim. Op. 17. No. 2.

(Chappell.)

3. “ Ah come rnpida arranged by Auo. Meves. (de-
menti and Co.)

The Souvenirs consist of a certain number of the airs

by llossini and Mcrcadoute, together with a little bit of
Weber, sung by Mile. Sontag while she sojourned here
and showered the blessings of song over us as a compensa-
tion for the plague of showers by which we were, during
the same period, visited. The pieces chosen are exactly

what we might have anticipated from such a taste as
predominates in most of the publications by M. Pixis ;

but he has arranged them with a view to sale, and has
therefore made them showy without colling upon the per-

former for any extraordinary effort.

M. P. Ciancfiettini’s second Toccata is written in the

same scientific manner, blending the ancient and modern
styles, as his former publication under the same title. We
give the preference to his first, decidedly ; for though there is

much to admire in the present, yet there are in it harmo-
nies that the ear highly objects to ; and though in most of

the cases he may plead the rule of passing notes as a legal

justification, and may also cite many precedents, he never-

theless cannot stand acquitted by the modern laws of good
taste. Indeed, in one or two instances he has no defence

but that of oversight ; the following, for example, being

the eighteenth bar, page 2

But though we prefer his first Toccata, and see some
objectionable points in this, we are not blind to its merits,

whether as a composition, or as a lesson for practice ; it is,

on the whole, calculated to improve the touch, its avowed
design ; and, what is of still greater importance, to

strengthen a liking for harmony, the only real, tlic immu-
table foundation of all good music.

No. 3. is the Cavatina composed by M. Meyerbeer, for

Mad. Pasta, when she appeared at the Theutrc Italicn, in

his Crociato in EgiUo , and was substituted for ** Caro
Mono.” M. Meves has arranged it in a simple, sensible

manner, adding little to the original, only os much, indeed,

as became necessary in converting a vocal air into an in-

strumental Rondoletto. This is short, and suited to a

large class of performers.
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1. A Divertimento, in which it introduced an Irish

Dance, composed by J. A. Moralt. (Chappell.)

2. L'Elcgante, an Air with Variations, composed by
J. Calkin. (Same publisher.)

3. Gkan Yalzer con Coda, composed by Carlo Della
Torre. (George, Fleet-street.)

The Divertimento of Mr. Moralt is a graceful, flowing
composition, requiring only very ordinary powers of exe-

cution, and a band of equally common extent. The com-
poser docs not appear to have bent his steps in search of
novel effects ; if he did set out in quest of such rarities,

he assuredly missed his way, for he has picked up none
;

but he is never deficient in delicacy, and always imparts an
expression to his music which seldom fails to render it, to

a certain degree, attractive.

No. 2. is a pretty air, and not undeserving of the title

bestowed on it ; but it would have been quite as well if

the author had left it to others to bestow a name so lau-

datory as that which be has given to his own production.

The variations, five in number, are very much in the usual
prattling style of such things, and betray either a want of
vigour or a poverty of invention.

No. 3. is a very agreeable trifle, in which some symp-
toms are shown of an effort to escape from a common and
tiresome routine. It is quite easy, and we can discover

nothing in it that calls for so high-sounding an epithet as

Gran.

The Scrap-Book for Vie Piano-Forte and Flute, con-

taining Select Movements from various Authors, ar-

ranged, and Original Compositions by the most popular
Authors. Books 1 and 2. (Chappell.)

The Preface to this work states what to us appears unan-
swerable, for it repeats what we have so earnestly and
perseveringly endeavoured to inculcate from the very com-
mencement of our publication, up to the present hour.

Aud if, as we conjecture, the publication be the specu-

lation of a great music-dealer, the confession it makes, as

coming from an experienced source, is an irrefragable

proof of the correctness with which we have viewed and
remarked on the lengthy compositions to which it so

pointedly alludes. **
for, after all,” observes the

writer, *' that can be said in favour of regular pieces,

wrilteu by the first masters, in preference to selections, it

cannot be denied that, to the amateur, who studies music
chiefly as an amusement, they are generally too long, and
contain so much of matter for the mere practice of the

finger, that they become tedious and uninteresting to those

whose chief aim is to please themselves, and those friends

by whom they are surrounded * • • * •
• * * for it often happens, that a beautiful move-
ment is interwoven and surrounded with so much of what
is really tedious and uninteresting, that it deters the stu-

dent from wading through the whole, and thus many
beauties of the best writers have been lost to the world."

—This is a virtual acknowledgment that long pieces do
not sell, and assigns a reason why

;
a reason built, no

doubt, ou the declarations of the purchasers of music.

The Scrap-book gives three pieces in each number, for

piano-forte and flute, the latter being printed separately as

well as with the other part. In No. 1. are the Preghicra
from Rossini's Mose, arranged by Burrowes ; the French
air, “ GeniiHe Annette, 1 * from a Rondo by the latter ; and
the andante from Mozart's Symphony iu a minor, also

adapted by the same. The second No. contains an air

of three pages with an introduction by Rawlings, re-

duced, we rather think, from one of his divertimentos

;

Rossini's *' Una voce,” and " lo sono docile;" a polaeca

by Corafa ; and a movement by Camilie Pleyel. In all

these, the convenience of the performers, on both instru-

ments, has been consulted, aud the intention obviously ia

to give a popular character to the work, in which the

editor has succeeded, the selections having been made
with discrimination, and being of such a nature as will be
likely to suit a large portion of amateurs. The flute part

is obbligato. As most of these pieces, if not all, have ap-

peared before, we do not enter critically into their merits

;

therefore have only to add that the publication is well

brought out, and not at any very extravagant price.

1. Divertimento, in which is introduced “ C’est 1'Amour,"
icifA an Introduction Brillante, composed by J. W.
Holder, Mus. B. (Pettet, 15*1, Oxford-street,)

2. Le Vaillant Troubadour, with Variations, composed
by J. F. Burrowes. (Same publisher.)

3. The Muleteer, an original Spanish Air, composed by
Alfred Pettet, Composer Extraordinary to His Ma-
jesty. (Same publisher.)

4. A Grand March, and Quick Movement, arranged,
with an Introduction, by the same. (Same publisher.)

Mr. Holder's is a very spirited amplification of the excellent

French air*, which he has " to advantage drest," and
carried the subject through some bold modulations with
great consistency and effect. Mr. H.'s talent is in writing

well for the hand ; he enables the performer to make the

most of practical acquirements, which is no small re-

commendation of his publications. Besides this, he is

always correct ns a harmonist.

Le Vaillant Troubadour is another admirable air from
that country which we were long taught to believe pos-
sessed no talent or taste for music. Prejudices wear out

in time, though, the brevity of life being considered, 'tis a
pity that they are made of such lasting materials. Mr.
Burrowes has added five good variations to this, which do
not adhere to the worn-out method in quite so slavish a
manner as is observable iu some tilings that pass under
our notice. His also is the praise that we have just be-

stowed on Mr. Holder: he consults the ease of the per-

former, and though possessing but little of the inventive

faculty, never violates either good taste or rule.

Mr. Pettet's two publications are mere bagatelles, and as

such shall not be examined with too critical an eye. We
cannot, however, refrain from expressing a wish that he
would erase the word ** Grand” from the title-page of his

March : had we not obliterated the epithet from our copy
of it, we must have shown that it was anything but appro-

priate.

Les Elegantes, ou, Contrb-dANses Varies*, suivrh stun

Value, composies par Henri Herz. Op. 35. (Payne

and Hopkins, 69, Cornhill.)

For the order of music to which these belong, they are

very superior to the general run of such compositions, and

require on able performer, with a strong, capacious hand.

They exhibit more variety than we arc accustomed to find

in dance-tunes, and being written at full length, wi»U few

repetitions, are devoid of that monotony which to many

)y Google

* Printed in the 3rd No. of the First Scries of the Hermonicon.
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people, ourselves among the number, renders the amuse-

ment of the ball sometimes very unentertaining.

This publication need not be strictly confined to the use

of dancers ; it may also be considered and recommended as

a collection of brilliant piano-forte pieces—short, showy,

and original in manner, if not absolutely new in melody.

Select Overtures, arranged, with Accompaniments of
Violin, Flute, and Violoncello, by J. If. Hummel,
and J. Moscheles. No. 1. (Boosey and Co., 28,

Hollrs-slreet.)

The proprietor of this work is, if we arc not much
deceived, the gentleman who lately brought out the

symphonies of Mozart and Beethoven in a similar form,

for which purpose he engaged M. Hummel to make the

arrangements, and then printed them in a very correct,

handsome manner, at his own individual risk, and this by

no means an inconsiderable one.

The first number of his new undertaking consists of

the overture to Don Giovanni, and, take it as a whole, we
never yet met with so good an adaptation. M. Hummel
has perhaps received a friendly hint on the subject ; for the

present arrangement does not demand so powerful a grasp,

and so many fingers as he lias called into action in the

symphonies : he has not only exacted less, but has cleared

away many vexatious difficulties, by so altering, but with-

out at all injuring, certain violin passages, as to make them
congenial to a keyed instrument, a discretion which is not

exercised sufficiently often in such cases.

The piano-forte part of this is perfect, as such, without

the accompaniments. That these augment the effect of the

composition, it is needless to say. They altogether form
a quartet that cannot but prove interesting to social music-

parties.

1. Practical Lessons in various styles, selected from the

most celebrated romjx)sers, with fingering, intended as a
sequel to his Piano-forte Preceptor, by J. Jousse.

(Cramer, Addison, and Beale, 201, Regent-street,)

2. A New Piano-i orte Preceptor, with the Rudiments of

Music, ejrjrtained in Question and Answer ; the whole
illustrated by Examples, in Thirty-eight Lessons, com-
posed and arranged by W. Shephard. (Preston, 71,

Dean -street, Soho.)

The first of these is a sequel to a work which, never hav-

ing seen, we cannot judge of the connexion between the

two, or how fur the one is a fit and proper addeudum to

the other : we must, therefore, form our opinion of this

from its owu merits, and not in relation to that which pre-

ceded it.

The very first thing thut met our eye, in the first line of
the first page, was an interpretation of the phrase, alia

zoppa , which is explained as denoting a “leaping effect."

Surely M. Jousse is too well acquainted with the Italian

language not to know, that zoppo signifies lame, and that

no two things can be more unlike than leaping and lame-
ness ; that, therefore, alia zoppa should have been described

as a limping, certainly not as a “ leaping" style. He will,

we are persuaded, sec the difference the instant it is

pointed out.

In the next page we are told, that “all double notes
must be struck simultaneously." What are double notes?
—If the definition be, two notes put dowu at the same
instant, the rule is superfluous : hut if the term be used to

signify two notes held down together, then the rule is only

good according to circumstances. At all events, it ought
to have been qualified ; for in the case of slow, expressive

passages, a performer of taste and feeling will play such
notes in rapid succession, holding on the first struck

; that

is, he will play them arpeggio, rather than exactly together.

Cold, mathematical precision in a tender, adagio move-
ment is fatal to effect, and only practised by mere me-
chanics. But besides this, syncopated passages often con-

sist of double notes, strictly speaking, and these ought to

have been excepted from the rule laid down.

M. Jousse declares that his lessons are all selected from
celebrated composers ; he has, therefore, a fortiori

,

written

none of them himself. Of this we do not complain ; far

from it ;
we wish there were fewer composers : but we do

regret that he should have suppressed the names of those

by whose works he has profited, and put his own to a
book which he confesses does not contain a single bar

that he can claim. The merit of the fingeringhe is entitled

to, of which much must necessarily be right ; but in many
instances we difTer from him entirely.

The second of the above works is another proof added

to the many wc have had before, that the cacoethes scri-

bendi is a very serious malady ; and the worst of the evil

is, that it most commonly exposes the sufferer to public

view. The very act of printing, however, is the height

of the disease, as well as the first step towards recovery,

and criticism generally completes the cure. If this fail,

the case is beyond the reach of art, and time is the only

remedy on which any reliance can be placed.

The number of elementary books extant might lead one
to expect that no reasonable man would wish to increase

their number, unless convinced, on the authority of others,

that he could improve on those already in circulation.

That Mr. Shephard felt this conviction we have no doubt,

but cannot so easily believe that he was encouraged to

publish his present work on the recommendation of able-

judging advisers ; for the unobjectionable parts of it have

been repeated over and over again, and where he has not

followed others he has too often failed.

In the first place, then, the author inflicts eight-uid-

twenty folio pages of rules and explanations upon the

learner before a note is touched ! amongst which are

definitions of the terms diatonic and tetrachord, together

with a mass of other matter that never should be hinted

at till utter many months, nay years, if the pupil be very

young, have elapsed.

Next we find the lines and spaces, continued to the

fourth additional line below the base, and the fifth above

the treble !—mercy on us !—or, rather, mercy on the poor
child who is to be subjected to such punishment!—Here
we have the word ledger instead of leger ; and throughout,

stave is written for staff; &c. But these are comparatively

trifles. Further we find a character introduced which
ought not even to lie named till the scholar is far advanced.

Tliis is the half-demisemiquaver, which Mr. S. has thought
advisable to call a Quadruple Quaver,—(the reader may
well raise his hands and eyes.)—Was there no dictionary

in the writer’s part of the country to teach him that quad-
ruple signifies fourfold?—According, then, to his nomen-
clature, the half-demisemiquaver is, after all, neither more
nor less than a Minim !

Most of the lessons are the fruits of Mr. S.’s own genius,

though we should not have blamed him, had he, in prefer-

ence, drawn his materials from other sources. His finger-

ing, however, so far as we have examined it, is according

to the true system ; and, with the exception of a few
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wh
!

ch "raI **>e days of our grandmother, his book
will not injure the ta*te of the learner.

It is unnecessary to dwell further on this work
; bot of

the language employed by the author, particularly in the
preface, we must say that it wants revision. We do not
require fine writing from a musical professor, neverlhc-

r
"* *xp”t ,h“* his phraseology be, to a certain degree

polished, and his grammer correct, when he voluntarily
addresses himself to the public.

1

DUETS. PIANO-FORTE.
1. Overture to “ Les deux Aveugles de Toledo, byMrhui, arranged, with an Accompaniment for Fluteand Violoncello, by Richard Sharp. (Chappell.)
2. Here's Qoadriu.es, Les Elegantes, arranged by A-C. Whitcomie. (Paine and Hopkins.)
Meiiul’s overture, in c. does not appear to have called
forth much of his inventive power

; it does not abound in

“rr

, T'l Vt
n tha' Producc anY very striking

effect , but it is animated and showy, while at the sametime it is easy of execution to all the parties engaged in itfor its original construction is exceedingly simnleTand thearrangement is well made.
1

No. 2 are the same compositions as those already
noticed, but here put into the form of duets, bv whichmeans they are, as a matter of course, improved; for four

Ihands to such music as requires brilliancy of effect andvolume of sound, are better than two.

VOCAL.
Gi.EE/or Four Voices, •• Thou cheerful Bee,” written byProfessor Smyth, of Cambridge, nmpoted by T FVV almisley. (Paine and Hopkins.)

'

This is a smooth, well-written composition, and veryconci iRtory towards the singers, upon whom it calls fmvery little exertion. The words are set with great,.m-
pnety, the third line particularly, "Delight me wilhthvwand ring hum,- which is expressed in a^ha^y mannerthe imitation being strictly legitimate, and kept within theboundaries presenbed by good sense. If no extraordinary
talent appear in this glee, it is at least free from fault, andthough it certainly ,s not likely to raise delight or exalesurpnse, yet .1 cannot possibly offend the nicest ear or thoseverest critic.

i. Bahad, “ Alice Gray,” rung by Miss Stephens and
”

i o^dZT PmL,F CPettet
’

2
1

“ 1 pril
J.'

ec P" mc Wk my heart," rung byMr. Braham. Compared and published by the same.
*

Soso, "And will thy spirit view,” compared by JonsLodoe, Esq. (Chappell.)
y

4. Soso, Now at moonlight’s fairy hour.” Composedand published by the same. P
There four arc by amateurs, and not less creditable tothe authors than indicative of the progress making by theart as a branch of genera! knowledge To say the tntthami we wish to utter it a, inoffensively as possible, there

1

«ems to be more activity of mind among dilettanti at thepresent moment than among professors : those have betterpreteostons to originality than these, and, past all dism te
<

are more governed by the sense and pro,if, „f the woC’though we willingly grant that the tatter arc beginning to '

Iahew greater respect for the poet, and certainly bTcom-
| J

jk jw lcM n*gBgent in technical matters, than heretofore Itis unnecessary to ad, I that „ur assertton i,

J g&i-srjsrateS
r mel^v

lW
th^5 by Mr8 ' Millar<l owe »n their beauty to

i;

“ ' fr'shneM *•>« ^er, though pleasing and well Lt ta

»aryt"4Teh°f7,

"“ft

stvta°'.h

4
.,

iS

r
a .“ne °f tW" "’ovements, in a very mixed

SrS&ftcsrsret-£S
sollened upon 'finding TRm^ort «ho" 'hid

*"^

*

He £.12'

J.foZuL. (PoweTstrandS
ACCamPamm'nt b»

2. Ballad. Tlie tired Soldier, compared by T. Comde theAccompaniment by J. C. Cl.ftom. (ClLenti and 'co ). Soho. Cupid and Time, icritlen by R. Moroav Ks,,compared by C. Smith. (Pettet.)
’

4. Ballad, “ Young love one day a roving went ” the
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Pand lhe B“' “* Alfred

T
' Ijail<1 °f F*“*. «Miff by Mr. Sapio, the

A^pT-msr
11 Mo*<UN > Estl'> imposed and publuhed by

. Ballad, ^ay, did I bid thee gem thy hair?" the
'

kTrsT
S%RO,'“(l,D Madams, arranged, &c. by VKirrv. (GouIdingandD’Almaine.) # ’

9. Soso, “The song for thee,” poetry and murk bu th

,

tame. (Some publirherr.J
** the

No. 1 is a revival of the Plevel <td. ... , ,
quavers in . bar, .and ,he accompaniment Zt'mJngZ
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chords with the melody. The cadences of this are quite

of the last age
;

e. g.

Nevertheless there is a simplicity in the ballad which ren-

ders it rather pleasing*

No. 2 is rhythmical* and has likewise the merit of being

simple : hut why is not some effort made to shake off such

threadbare phrases as the annexed ?

—

— r—i
: 1

—
1 •

-/hrP —

r

a-—m • |_oW—s— —
and why will a versifier compel a composer to give

long notes to the word tired ?

—

The only laudable part of No. 3 is the poetry, which is neat

and epigramatic.

The composer of No. 4 is one of those musicians who,

having been educated in a choir* and brought up amidst

the classics of the Ancient Concert, never loses sight of the

great old masters : his school may always be traced in his

publication, ;
though he also shews a perfect acquaintance

with the modern masters, and a taste lor their beauties, aud

blends the two styles together very agreeably.

No. 5 is not one of l hose unprofessional productions to

which we alluded a little above ; it is full of hacknicd pas-

sages, and the words have no redeeming quality.

We like the moral of No. 6 better than cither the verses,

the music, or the lithographed title-page.

No. 7 is one of those Johii-Bullical songs in which, in a

strain of egotism far from uncommon in these isles, an

Englishman boasts of his country’s trophies. The music

is much in character with the words, and we should have

no doubt of its success if roared out manfully in the Ports-

mouth theatre. But let the composer get rid of liis rests

from the last bar of page 2, and let him also transfer the

pause on ** hand,” page 3, to ** fame,’ if he intend the sense

of the words to be understood.

Of No. 8 wc can only say, that the poetry, as it is called,

and the music arc right worthy of each other.

The words of No. 9 are intelligible, and out of the notes

issue a melody, but are we gainers by either the discovery

of Mrs. Wadatn’s meaning, or the developement of Mr.

Kirby s air ?—When will the following peroration be al-

lowed to retire from the musical service ?

—

Sacrfd Sonos, viz.

—

1. “O Eon! supreme,” poetry by Mr*. Joanna Baillir,

competed by Tnos.Attwood.

2.
44 O sacred star,” composed by ditto.

3. (Duet) “ Songs ofpraise,* poetry byJ. Montgomery,
Esq., composed by ditto.

4. 44
I weep, but not rebellious tears,” poetry by Miss C.

Bowler, composed by H. R. Bishop.

5.
44 There seems a voice,

1"poetry by Mrs. Opie, composed

by ditto.

6. “ Weep not, O Christian,** poetry by W. Knox, Esq.,

composed by W. R. Calloott.

7. “ My path, O Lord,” poetry by Mrs. Opie, composed by

J. B. Cramer.

8.
44 Stand up and bless the Lord,” poetry by Montgo-
mery, composed by John Goss.

9. “When the Disciples,” poetry by Mrs. Opie, composed

by J. W. Holder, Mus. Bac.

10. 4 ‘ Go to dark Gcthsemane," poetry by Montgomery,

composed by Wm. Horsley, Mus. Bac.

11. “ O Lord, while the shadows,” poetry by W. Knox,

Esq., composed by Ciias. Smith.

12.
44 Those, Lord, who lift their soul s,”poe/ry by Mrs.

J. Baillie, composed by the same.

(All published by A. Pettet, 154, Oxford-street.)

The foregoing ore all selected from a collection of sacred

music, published about a year and a half ago by Mr. Pet-

tet, and noticed in the 54th Number of our First Series.

Wc have, therefore, only to mention them here as being

printed separately for the convenience of such as have no

means of performing pieces in parts, as well as of those

who have no wish to purchase the entire work.

HARP AND PIANO-FORTE.
1. Divertimento, introducing Airs by Bishop, composed

by W. H. Steil. Goulding and D'Almaine.

2. Introduction and Variations to the Ballad* 44 Smile

again, my Lonnie lassie,” composed and published by

the same.

An easy compilation for both instruments, comprising

an Introduction and two Airs from the Opera ofAladdin,

namely. 44 Are you angry, mother ?'* with three familiar

Variations, and “ My Araby,” set as a Rondo.

The second of these is calculated for performers of the

same calibre as the foregoing. The air, which is a very

pretty one, is augmented by three Variations, a March,

aud a Pastorale, in none of which can we trace a new

idea, but neither can we discover any thing blamable. It

will please for its short hour, and this is all that is in-

tended by the compiler, or, perhaps, wished for by the

performer.
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A thirty-times-told tale is not half so tiresome t if pre-

sented for a nuisance no grand jury would think ofignoring

the bill.

IIARP.

1. Quicr March, h la Turque, and a Waltz fre.m Dcr

FrieschOtz, composed by W. H. Steil. (Cramer & Co.)

2. Air, 44 Cease your funning,*’ with Introduction and

Variations, by the same. (Same publisher*.

J

3.
44 Erin’s Harp,” a Ballad by Willis, arranged as a Di-

vertimento by T. H. Wright ofBrighton. (Willis& Co.)

4. Fantasia on 44 Ah ! come rapid*,” Meyerbeer, ar-

ranged by Gustavus Holst. (Chappell.)

No 1, a march, is without the slightest pretence to an

original thought; there is not a bar in it that every taarp-

Digitized by Google
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player who has learned a couple of years has not performed

over and over again. The well-known waltz in Weber's
opera, a little enlarged, makes up the remainder of this

weir piece.

The second is a degree less common : the introduction

has a good chord or two ; but the routine of the variations

to the air iu The Beggar a Opera is the same (hat has been
adopted for the last thirty years. However, both this and
the above are easy to play—for how should passages

printed five hundred times before be difficult ?—being,

with the exception of a few octaves, within every body’s

compass ; and, as they are called new publications, will,

we conclude, find purchasers.

No. 3. is an expressive air, arranged instrument&lly in a

judicious, tasteful manner, and free from common-places.
This is short, and, though easy, not below the notice of su-

perior players.

No. 4. is the whole of Meyerbeer’s air, of which Home
mention is made in a former page. Including a clever

introduction, this makes three full movements, arranged
with great spirit, ability, and effect, and altogether forms
a brilliant piece for performers of a superior class.

FLUTE, WITH PIANO-FORTE ACCOM-
PANIMENTS.

1. Ninth Concerto by Bejlbhiuieb, op. 54. (Paine and
Hopkins.)

2. " Le Gentil Hussard,” with Variations by E. Smyth;
the accompaniment by F. Gladstones. (Pcttet.)

Berbiguier's Concerto, in d, like most of his music, is

more brilliant than scientific, but admirubly adapted to the
instrument, the powers of which he manages to display
at less expense of labour to the performer than any other
composer for the flute. The first movement of this is full

of animation and showy passages ; amongst which, how-
ever, we find one of those hateful runs of semitones which,
did we not suppose them to be written to conciliate bad
taste, would lead us to suspect the author's. The andante
is an elegant melody, beginning thus :

—

u
A lively, but a rather long rondo follows, which calls the
performer’s practical skill into full actiou. This is ani-
mated and sparkling, and therefore proper as a finale, but
it has less to recommend it to the real critic than the other
two movements.
No. 2. the very popular French sir, is ably put together.

It is short, but there is enough to display both the expres-
sion and execution ofa good flutist. We should not recom-
mend it to ordinary performers

; unless, indeed, as practice.
The piano-fortd part is a mere accompaniment, and may be
taken up by anybody who can keep tune.

FLUTE.
Twenty-four Original Cadences in every Key, by Raphael
Dressler. (Cocks A Co. Princcs-Slrcet, Hanover- Square.)

The author tells us, in language, by the way, not very clear,
that his object in this work is to teach how to invent and
introduce ornamental passages ; for which purpose he has
selected portions of popular airs as a medium. But his

plan will be best understood from an example ; we, there-

fore, insert his first lesson, a fragment of Rousseau's dream,
to which, it will be seen, he has added a cadence, leading,

we presume, to the last portion of the air.
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The design is a novel one, and the autiior has so carried
it into effect as will render his Utile publication (of only
five pages) as useful as it is new.

GUITAR.

1. A Se/ecfc'on o/French Melodies, with Symphonies and
Accompaniments, by Chari, its Eulenstein ; and Eng**
lish words by W. H. Bellamy, Esq. Four Books.
(Eavcstaff, 60, Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury.)

2. Seven Popular Sonus, arranged with an accompani-
ment, by the same. (Willis and Co.)

3. Six Favourite German Melodies, arranged, Ac. by
the same. First Book. (Ewer and Johanning, Tick-
borne Street.)

4. Select Ains, arranged and composed by W. Haoart.
Books 1 and 2. (Edinburgh , Paterson, Roy, and Co.)

5. L’Alrore, ou Journal de Guilarc, Ac., No. 4. (Ewer
and Johanning.)

The first of the abovu list is a work of great merit, re-
viewed in former numbers of the IIarmonicon, and now
adapted to the Spanish guitar, by a professor iu every way
equal to the task. There wants an index to these airs.
If, instead of giving a title-page to every number, a
practice in which there docs not appear to be the least
utility, a table of contents, and an explanatory preface
were added to such publications, the purchasers would be
more satisfied, and the dealer would find himself a con-
siderable gainer.

No. 2. contains " I’d be a Butterfly" by Mr. Bayly

;

“ Hurrah ! for the bonnets of blue,” to which the editor
has put the name of A. Lee, and thereby assisted in the
deception practised on the public ; together with “ Come
buy my cherries/’ by Sir John Stevenson, and four other
songs that have recently been much sung and applauded.

No. 3. gives in a small compass six very good airs by
Weber, Himmel, Bornhardt, and Beethoven, arranged well

2 F 2
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for the guitar; but not so fortunately for the English

words, some of which are cruelly tortured to make them
fit the notes.

No. 4. is a publication that deserves patronage, both on

account of the correctness of the harmonizing and the

moderation of the price. The airs are chosen with taste

in most instances.

No. 5. comprises no less than seventeen airs for the

guitar alone, and four for the voice, with an accompani-
ment. The selections are carefully made, and the arrange-

ments are good. We see, with no little satisfaction,

a progressive improvement in the harmonies of pub-
lications for this instrument, an advance which must be

ascribed to improving taste, as well as to the state of

musical criticism ; a branch of literature which now exer-

cises an influence over the art that never was calculated on
a few years ago.

EXTRACTS from the DIARY of a DILETTANTE,
[Resumed from p. 180.]

July 27th .—Tne Affair of tiie Heart.—M. Gretry, the

celebrated French composer, has been numbered with the

host of departed harmonists ever since the year 1813, but

his heart has never known ease since the immaterial part

of him joined the celestial choir. This seems paradoxical,

but is not difficult to explain. Gretry when he died left

his heart to Liege, his native city. Flamand Gretry, his

nephew, never executed the will of his uncle; and, after an

extraordinary exertion of patience, the citizens of Liege,

who long had sighed, but in vain, for the heart of their dear

townsman, brought their claim into a court of law. M.
Flamand Gretry pleaded that, on his uncle's demise, he

desired the authorities of Liege to send for the heart, winch

he had carefully preserved ; but that they, devoid of that re-

finement in feeling which distinguishes true Frenchmen,

desired him to forward to them the noble remains of his

deceased relative by the stage-coach, carriage paid. Such a

reply naturally enough filled M. Flamand with unappeasable

wrath ; and, vowing that the Liegeois should never benefit

by his relative's will, he deposited the bequest in an urn in

the garden of the hermitage of J. J. Rousseau at Mont-
morency, which had become the property of F. Gretry.

Tile case was heard and decided in one court, the deci-

sion appealed against in another, referred to a third, and

so on, the lawyers profiting amazingly, as they always take

care to do, by the dispute ; while numbers ofthe composer's

admirers, nay many of those who most esteemed and loved

him, declared that his heart was not in the right place.

At length, in 1823, ten years after the commencement
of the struggle, the Cour Hoyale gave judgment in favour

of Liege, and on the 19th of last July, five more years

having elapsed, the decree was carried into execution. I

must now translate from a Freuch journal :

—

44 The Prefect of the Seine and Oise had refused to

sanction the decree, by which the heart was to be trans-

ferred to Liege, where a public monument had been pre-

pared for its reception. The refusal of the Prefect was

approved by the Minister of the Interior in 1825; but a

Royal ordonnance of the 2d of April last annulled this

ministerial decision, and authorised the execution of the

decree of the Cour Royale. Accordingly, the Mayor of

Montmorency, accompanied by the Chevaliers Rcgault de
Rochefort and Anseau, commissioners deputed expressly

for the occasion by the city of Liege, M. Query, their ad-

vocate, and Doctor Sauberville, who had embalmed the
heart, proceeded to the hermitage of Jean Jacques Rous-
seau, for the purpose of exhuming the precious relic. The
Curt of Montmorency was also present, and took part in
the ceremony by reciting the usunl prayer, and sprinkling
the heart, or rather the box which contained it, with holy
water. This box, wliicli was of lead, and in the form of a
heart with all its veins and uncries, after a careful exami-
nation by Dr. Sauberville, and the workmen who had been
employed in placing it in the garden, to ascertain its iden-
tity, and that it had not been opened, was bound round
with a riband, the two ends of which were sealed with the
seals of the Mayor of Montmorency, of the Commissaries
of Liege, and the arms of that city surmounted by a mural
crown. The box and its valuable contents were then placed
in a second case, prepared for the purpose, and delivered
to the Commissaries of Liege, who, on going away, left

with the Curtf the sum of 100 francs for the poor of Mont-
mo^ency.

,,

The Regency of Liege have had a meeting to arrange
the ceremonial which is to be observed upon the entry of
this long-contested property into the city; and I shall doubt-
less soon be enabled to record the particulars of its recep-
tion, and, perhaps, of the heart having at length reposed.

28/A.—What nonsense we find in the chit-chat articles

of some of the daily papers, respecting the Italian Opera!
To-day it is said, in one of them, that 44 Sir John Gallini
was the last proprietor and manager combined, who
realised a profit by the King's Theatre, until the present
season." Mr. Laporte, who is alluded to, was not the
proprietor : but n’importe. I would ask the writer of the
foregoing paragraph, how Mr. Taylor, Mr. Goold, and
Mr. Waters made their money, if not as proprietors of
the Opera House ?—Taylor began with nothing, and after

living in a most expensive manner during many years,
will have left to his executors nearly 50,000/. Goold
was a considerable gainer by the concern, though death
stopped his successful career in the short space of three
years. And Waters is now enjoying the affluence which
the Don Giovanni season secured to him, though obliged
to reside in France while the Chancellor's decision re-

lative to the theatre is pending. When that is given, he
will be a rich man. And even poor Ebers, had he known
how to manage the concern, or had he been wise
enough to suffer those who did understand it to manage
for him, might have been wealthy at this very moment.
He declared, some years since, to more than one person,

that he had gained 10,000/. by the season of 1821—

a

sum by no means improbable, when it is considered, that

for the use of the premises, and all thereto appertaining,

he paid only the ground-rent, the taxes, and the insurance

of the house ; that he obtained most, if not all, of the

proprietary boxes at 100/. each, which he Te-let very

advantageously; and that the season was remarkable for

the brilliancy and numerousness of the audiences, and the

uncommonly high prices at which the boxes were taken by
the night.

The Globe laughs at the paragraph quoted above, and
remarks that 44 the rent, and salary of the three prime
donnas of the present year, have amounted to nearly

20,000/."—and more too, one way or other, it might have

been stated. The writer continues, ** hitherto the ma-
nagers of the Opera House have gone on reducing the

sums paid to persons in a subordinate station, until the

amount received by the chorus-singers (twenty-eight in

edbyC
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number) for the whole season, has been brought down to

less than that paid to Madame Pasta, or Madlle. Sontag,

for about one fortnight’s services ; and os to the poor

box-keepers, their salaries amount, on the average, to

about fifteen pounds each for the season, or ten shillings

per week.* The poor box-keepers would be very glad

could they find this put into a course of proof : they have

eighteen pence per nighty or four pounds ten shillings for

the season!—for which they attend from seven o'clock

till one, and often later ; are expected to appear in a clean

shirt, cravat, and shoes, and to be strictly honest! Many
of the band receive only fifteen shillings per night

; and
this would not be quite so bad, were it not that the re-

hearsals, for which nothing is paid, occupy nearly all the

mornings during the season ! The figurantes and chorus-

singers get seven shillings : these likewise receive nothing

for rehearsals.

Aug. 2nd. From a French journal I learn, that a

medal in honour of M. Boieldieu, and bearing his effigy, is,

by order of the government, to be struck forthwith. On
the exergue will appear the words, Homeur au Talent.
This clever composer is already a chevalier of the Legion
of Honour, and likewise enjoys other distinctions. France
is making rapid progress in whatever is truly valuable to

a country and conducive to its happiness, for which she i9,

in a considerable measure, indebted to the wisdom and
liberality of her present government. Music h there mak-
ing great strides, and such a stimulus as tins must add
to the rapidity of its progress. Where an art is rendered

thus honourable, men bom to fair expectations, who will

bring a good education to its aid, und whose circumstances

render it unnecessary that they should submit to the

enfeebling task of teaching, which stifles genius, will

pursue it as a profession. The great composers gave no
lessons: Handel, ilaydn, Mozart, and Beethoven may
have had a few disciples, but did not expend their time

and blunt their talent, on children in boarding-schools.

3d. C. M. von Weber was very jealous of what he con-

ceived to be a leaning in his friend and fellow-pupil, M.
Meyerbeer, towards the Rossinian style. 11a thus ex-

presses himself on the subject, in a letter to M. Godefroy
Weber :

—“ Meyerbeer is becoming Italianised (itl gam
Italien verfallen)—where are now all our brilliant expec-

tations T— lie afterwards says, “ Meyerbeer is going to

Trieste, to bring out his Crociaio,—he will afterwards

return to Berlin, where, perhaps, he may write a German
opera. God grant he may !— I have made several appeals

to his conscience." Surely Weber’s apprehensions were
needless, judging from his friend's known works, for the

Crociato is more German, ami less Italian, than either of

his earlier productions ; his Margarita <TAnjou, and
Emma von Resburgo. If any useful light did break in

upon him from the ascendant star of the operatic world,

he would have shewn himself blind or obstinate in not

deriving from it all the advantage it could afford ; and
stroug, indeed, must be the prejudice that will not allow

Rossini the merit of having founded a school in which
there is something to admire, and from which something
is to be learnt. But the national (not personal) jealousy

of Weber was of a mistaken kind : Rossini, as a musician,

has more in him of the German than of the Italiaq. What
are his most striking accompaniments ?—Founded on the

German. But in straining after increased effect, he has

not unfrequently caricatured his model. Whoever will
analyse bis best orchestral writing, will trace him to Ilaydn,
to Mozart, and to Beethoven. To these he was first led by
the example of Mttyer. He then became better acquainted
with the originals, and pursued a less indirect course of
imitation. If he still continue to compose, this tendency
towards the real school of grand harmonic effect will be
more and more apparent. His stock of new melody is

exhausted,—he has for some time past depended on his

former productions for a supply: but novelty, arising out
of combined sounds and improvements in the orchestra,
is, to a real master, a vast storehouse, that yet contains
an abundance of unwrought materials.

4th. Mr. Laporte has taken the Opera-house for one
more year (not for three as reported) at a rent of 13,0(K)l.
To pay this he must keep up the high price of the boxes,
and even by such ultimately injurious means he will hardly
be able to avoid loss. But will the subscribers still con-
tinue to submit to these terms ?—They were long promised
that when the property-boxes fell in the prices should bo
reduced. Instead of this they have beeu augmented. I

repeat, will the fashionable world submit ?—On the subject

of rent, the Times of this day has the following remarks.
“ The assignees of Messrs. Chambers would be satisfied

with nothing less, it seems, than 25 per cent, on the sum
advanced on the building (53,0007.) by which those bankers
became the mortgagees. It must be no longer matter of
surprise that the concerns of this theatre have hitherto

involved so many losses, and even entailed ruin on
some, when an immense portion of the receipts is neces-
sarily absorbed by rent alone. The absence of competi-
tion has encouraged the extravagant demands of its pro-
prietors, and to lower their pretensions is not an easy
achievement, a promise having been originally given by a
high personage to the founder of the present building,
that no license should be granted to another house for

llaliuu performances."

Tiere is a great deal of error in all this. I have stated
before that the losses, ruin, &c. are little more than imagi-
nary ; or, rather, excuses for the evils resulting from a
great deal of personal extravagance and some mismanage-
ment. As to rent, Taylor, Goold, and Waters paid none,
Ebers entered into an agreement to pay 15,000/. per annum,
though 8,0001. would have been a fair sum. What was the
consequence?—the grasping but dim-sighted assignees
were obliged to accept half a crown in the pound.

7th. A Parisian journal thus mentions two singers:

—

“ The dilettanti will learn with enthusiasm, that inde-
peudantly of la diva Sontag, who is about to be restored
to them, they will possess this wiuter again the sublime
Malibran.’*

This “ sublime" lady does not come from the Porte,

but from New York, and is neither more nor less than
the Madlle. Garcia, who appeared here in 1825, when
she was thought a very pretty singer, though too much
addicted to old Garcia's vicious habit of overlaying every-

thing, by a weight of ornament that became vulgar from
its excess.

This, however, is the beginning of a series of puffs by
which we shall be inundated as the ensuing season ap-
proaches. The following is of the same kind, and will,

from its blunders, be immediately recognised as having
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appeared ia a morning paper which often admits such.
“ Fesaroni and Madame Garcia are at present more po-

pular on the continent than any other females who have

not been already engaged at the King's Theatre/’

Mad lie. Sontag has refused an engagement offered her

from the Konigstadi Theatre, at Berlin, at a salary of

11,000

crowns. And why?—because she knows that

greater noodles are to be found in London.

9/A. I see by the report of the fashionable newsman,
that the newly arrived French felon, alluded to in a late

number of The Ilarmoiucon as a fresh importation, has

been permitted to have a benefit- concert in the house of

an Englishman of high rank. Is it to ignorance of facts,

or indifference to character, that we must impute these

instances of patronage bestowed on the most profligate

of foreign outcasts ?

10M. Concerning the future management of the King’s
Theatre, the subjoined anticipations appear this day in

The Spectator, a new weekly newspaper, and one that has
not been seduced by freedoms, boxes, orders, and all the

theatrical bribery by which criticism, particularly that of
the diurnal press, ia too often muffled, and not unfre-

quently perverted.
“A mixture of prodigality and mesquinerie has been the

order of the day hitherto
; the prodigality will, probably,

be discontinued, the maujuinerie made the ruling prin-

ciple. The great performers have been paid exorbitant

prices, the minor appointments placed on the narrowest
possible footing. The improvement of the next campaign
will, we arc given to believe, consist in omitting the first

extravagance, the other deficiency being left unreme-
died. We shull have no Pasta, and we shall have
CasteFlis, Devilles, el ri simile*. With all the boasted

success of the post season, the managers only shared
£4000 between them; and they did not lay out one
stiver on the properties of the theatre, an expense which
is only postponed till next year, unless, indeed, they in-

tend to conduct the theatre in the most beggarly con-
ceivable style. By sparing this required outlay last year,

they increased by so much their surplus of profit : but
the charge, or public disgust, must be encountered next
Season,”

14/A. A rooming paper, which often amuses us by its

email mare, states this day, that “ Braham and Miss Paton
are engaged to sing at (he music-meetings in the country.

They commence at Salisbury, to which beautiful cathedral

these eminent vocalists are already gone, preparatory to

the rehearsals/*—If gone to reside, as the language im-
ports, in the cathedral, beautiful as it confessedly is, so

many days before, and in such weather, they will most
likely be present at the rehearsals, and so far ready ; but

as to singing at them, the sacristan will probably be able

to point out the impossibility of the thing. Let, how-
ever, the lovers of song hope that such promoters of it

will find less deadly quarters than the churidi can supply.

12/A. Superlative excellence too often quits the town at

this season of the year, and seeks the medicinal wells, or

the sea-coaut. Of this I am convinced by an extract from

a letter, dated Hastings, primed in the Morning Chro-

nicle.
—“ There are few professors equal to Mr. Hart on

the piano, or Mr. H. Powell on the harp ; not forgetting

the Young Birch on the flute : the solos of each of the

parties astonish and delight."—Knowing nothing of Mr.
Hart, or Mr. H. Powell, I have no right to doubt the elec-

tric effects they produce, and have only to regret that

London baa not been allowed to witness them. But I

shall never forget young Birch; not exactly on the flute,

I must confess ; and though he always excited my asto-

nishment by his solos, truth compels me to acknowledge
that he never succeeded in delighting me. The writer then

goes ou to aay,

—

M Yamold’s ballads are equal to some of

our first professors of die vocal world, while Miss Gould
is much improved!—The indelstigble conductors have

engaged Master Sparle from London/* Mr. Yamold is,

I dare say, destined to vindicate English vocal art from
the aspersions of foreign critics

;
and the improvement of

Miss Gould is a truly interesting theme to a dilettante,

whatever it may prove to the enterprising Emperor of all

the Russias. Bot alas ! for London ;—everything is

snatched from it now ; even Master Spark b—what this

youthful Apollo does I have yet to learn ; doubtless

something marvellous, by the triumphant tone of the

Chronicle’s correspondent. I trust that the “ indefati-

gable conductors” will be nobly rewarded. Perhaps some
of tlte barons of the Cinque Porta may mention their

pretensions in parliament. They may be worse employed.

16/A. Marille. Deraeri, maintmaot Madame Gloasop,

says a foreign journal, made her debut at Lisbon, on the

19th July, in an opera entitled // Posto Abbandonato, and
failed. “ Why," exclaims a doily paper, “ she is called

Madame Gloasop— the real Mrs. Glossop, alias Madauie
Fearon, being still alive,—-we are at a loss to imagine.”

—

Why? why because Mrs. Gloasop having left her spouse

behind her, the French lady, Madlle. Demeri, appeared

in It Posto Abbandonato . Q, E. D.

20/A. Stows or this Times.—Madlle. Sontag refuses

1 1 .000 crowns for singing one season at Beilin. Mad.

Pasta declines accepting 2000 francs per night for per-

forming at the Thtdtre Katie.n. Madlle. Georges ap-

pears on a French provincial stage, decorated with

300.000 francs worth of diamonds.

24/A. An attempt is making to still further reduce the

salaries of the orchestral performers of the King’s Theatre.

They are already paid five-and-twenty per cent, below

their value ; and, it is a fact worth recording, that the

icAofe of tills excellent band, including persons who can-

not be matched in Europe, were, during the late season,

not paid, per night, one half of what Mad. PaMa, or

Madlle, Sontag, received for a single performance. I

am no promoter of combinations; but when an attempt

is made to screw down what is already so unreasonably

low, it behoves the parties to act together and to resist. It

united they must succeed, for the threat of importing a

band is as impotent as ridiculous. The thing is impos-

sible; and would be, I should hope, scouted by the public,

were it attempted. But union, and an individual resist-

ance to the French fellow who is employed to diminish

their scanty pittances, are sure means oi success.
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foreign iHusical Report.

VIENNA*

Theater an der Wien.—The only musical novelty here

has been a grand romantic melo-drama, in four acts, en-

titled Abenthcuer des Ritters Floremund, oder Der Ge-

richtshof der Lithe (Adventure of the Knight of Flori-

mund, or the Tribunal ofLove.) The subject is taken from

the annals of chivalry, and contains some situations of

interest. The music, which is from the prolific pea of

Kapellmeister Glaser, is not the best part of the piece, but

it contains some chorusses and marches which are not

defective in spirit. In point of costume, dances, decora-

tion, and machinery, the piece docs credit to the liberality

of the management.
During the close of the principal theatres, the amateurs

have been compensated for the absence of the lyric muse
by the admirable performances of Paganini ; which from

six concerts, as first announced, have extended to twelve.

The seventh was to have been positively the last, accord-

ing to the announcement, but the public have so long for-

gotten to look upon these things as articles cf faith, that

what our forefathers would have deemed itn unpardonable

liberty, is now quietly suffered to pass without notice.

After this extraordinary artist had worn out the patience

of even the most strenuous lovers of the wonderful, by his

capriccio and rondo cotla campanelta, his military sonata

upon the a string, and other curious feats of execution,

he suddenly surprised the lovers of genuine music, by

performing, in a style of unrivalled grace and feeling, the

the celebrated concerto of Kreutzer. The peculiar tact

and gaiety which he threw into the rondo, as contrasted

with the tenderness and deep feeling of the cantabile

movement, drew forth a spontaneous burst of applause,

which lasted for several minutes. It is the humour of

this extraordinary man to take the public by surprise. He
afterwards gave the celebrated Hexentanz, (Witches'

dance), of which the anecdote is related, that whenever
any travelling German artist in Italy found himself upon
his last legs, he had always recourse to this magical com-
position to recruit his finances. In one of the movements
of this piece, the master imitated with extraordinary truth

the nasal sounds of a scolding old witch, and drew forth

the peals of laughter.

The last concert given, was at the express command
of the Emperor, who was pleased to honour it with his

presence. On this occasion. Paganini introduced the na-

tional hymn, '* God preserve the Emperor," which he per-

formed with a truth and fervour of expression, that seemed
to impart a novelty even to so familiar a theme. On the

autne occasion he also produced a new composition of his

own, calculated to show off, to the best advantage, all

his powers upon an instrument, which, beneath his

touch, is almost made to speak every language. In on
allegro maestoso, recitative and variation, which were all

given on the o string only, he astonished and delighted

all present, and seemed to rivet the attention of his Ma-
jesty, who himself set the example of applause.

It is announced in * the Court Gazette, that the

Emperor of Austria, wishing to give a testimony of i

his admiration of the talents of the Chevalier Nicolo Pa-
ganini, had sent him a diploma, appointing him one of his

chamber-musicians, which was expressly stated to be ,

free from Uic usual fees of office, and accompanied I

by a splendid gold snuff-box. set with brilliants. Both
these were presented to the artist by Count Rudolph too
Czernin, principal chamberlain to the Emperor.

All these were too good things to be suffered to pass
without notice, and accordingly, at the Theater an der
Wien , was produced a piece in two acts, called Der Falsche
Virtuose, oder Das Concert auf der a Suite: (The
Counterfeit Virtuoso ; or, the Concerto on the o String)

;

the music by Kapellmeister Gliiser. The overture is inge-
niously made up of the principal subjects of Paganini's
concertos, ludicrously contrasted with counter- subjects of
a popular kiud. Several of the quod1 1 bets (medleys) arc
full of humour, and these, with the bou mots and auecdotes
interwoven in the piece, have tended to render it a very
amusing production of the moment.

BERLIN:

Koningstadt Theater.—A new singer, the Fraulein von
Schtitzel, made her ddb&t here, as Agatha, in Dcr Frei-
schutz, and obtained the most flattering reception. She is

only in her sixteenth year ; has a very prepossessing per-
son, and a soprano voice of considerable compass, and

I

purity of tone. She bids fair to be a great acquisition to
the German stage.

A grand Concert of sacred music was given here,
under the direction of Spontiui, for the benefit of the
widows and orphans of decayed musicians. The in-

strumental pieces selected for the occasion were Beet-
hoven's new symphony, and his overture to Coriolanus.
The vocal pieces consisted of a Kyrie and Gloria from
Beethoven's last mass, a Credo in six parts, from Seb.
Bach's incomparable mass in a minor, and the cele-
brated Sand us for double chorus, and Bear dirtus from
Emmanuel Bach. The whole was admirably performed,
and among the principal performers the public were de-
lighted at recognising the young singer, the Fraulein
SchlUzel, whose fine soprano voice is admirably adapted
to sacred music.

MUNICH.

Macbeth, a new tragic opera, from the pen of M. Che-
lard, a native of France, was lately performed here in the
Theatre Royal, in presence of the king, queen, and the
whole of the royal family, and produced a profound sen-
sation. Die Ftora, a Bavarian journal, enters into a par-
ticular examination of the different parts of the composi-
tion, and concludes in the following terms :

—

44
It is not a

little remarkable, that the first grand serious opera, writ-

ten in the large and dramatic style, that has been heard
in Germany for a long time, should be the production of
a native of France ; and it is still more remarkable, ns in

the latter country, where fashion exercises so imperious a
sway, that the grand opera, when not influenced by the

genius of a Cherubini and a Kpontini. is obliged to yield

to the modem taste, which has dwindled into litlleuess and
party spirit.”

Among the performers. Mademoiselle Scheduler, who
sustained the principal character, particularly distinguished

herself. She possesses a voice of a very first-rate kind,

and in all the parts of her singing, shows the superiority of
her school.

So greatly was his Majesty, the King of Bavaria, struck

with the talent displayed in this opera, that he signified

his desire to see the composer, who was accordingly intro-

duced to a private audience. His Majesty was pleased to
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accept the dedication of the work, and nominated the com-

poser as his Mattlro de Cape.Ua.

WEIMAR.

The military music-director, C. T. Theuss, gave a mu-
sical soiree here, which was patronised by all the princi-

pal people of the place. Besides a new rondo, by Hum-
mel, for four hands, which was excellently performed, and

other novelties, the cognoscenti were treated with per-

formances on two entirely new instruments. The first, to

which is given the name of the Aeolosklavier,
was invented

by M. Schortmann, of Buttclstedt ; and the second, which

is called the Aeloinc, by M. Eschenback, of the same
place. Both instruments are sounded by a current of air

acting upon thin plates of metal, which current is pro-

duced by bellows, put in motion in the same manner as

those used by bagpipe players. The tones resemble those

of the Aeolian harp, and are ingeniously contrived to as-

sume all the shades of the sounds of that ethereal instru

ment. The pieces which those instruments were used to

accompany were, the romance from Euryanthe, the dream
from Oberon , and the well known variations for the violin,

by Rode. We should think that they might be intro-

duced with effect into the orchestra, for accompanying the

appearance of spirits, representing the music of the

spheres ; and on all occasions where effects of the most

soft and tender kind arc required.

MILAN.

Teatro alia Scala.—Pacini a new tragic opera, I Cavalieri

di Valenza, has at last appeared ; but, upon the whole,

obtained only a cool reception. The first act was a com-
plete failure ;

but (he good acting of Lalande, and a sea-

fight in the second act, were just sufficient to keep it from

sinking. The poem, which is from the pen of Rossi, the

author of Tancredi, Serniramide, Gintera di Scozia , II

Crociaio ,
and some of the best libretti of the day, is by

no means defective in dramatic situations, and deserved a

better fate than that devised by the ingenious cruelty of

the tyrant Mezentius. The music is full of reminiscences

of the most glaring kind, und even these are tacked to-

gether in the most clumsy manner imaginable; the rest is

eked out with tragi-comic cabaletti, and pieces of the

most whining and insipid choracter. But to compensate

for this, we have peals of bells, dances, violin and violon-

cello solos ; double bands on the stage, cannon, mortars,

bombs, and all the rattle and roar of a sea-fight, with an

orchestra running wild the whole time. Oh, Music, thou

art surely fallcu upon evil days, in this thy once che-

rished domain ! Fortunately, in spite of the applause of

the galleries, and of various persons adroitly stationed in

different parts of the pit, the piece survived but a few
nights, and the credit of our city is, in part, redeemed.
Lalande and Mile. Unger (the German singer,) distin-

guished themselves in a manner deserving of every praise;

and it is only pitiable to ace such excellence wasted upon
mere noise and inanity.

The place of this opera was supplied by Adelaide e

Corringio , one of Fioravauti's old operas ; but as, unfor-

tunately, the cars of the public are habituated to noise,

and as everything would appear meagre after the rattle

of Pacini, the simple, yet appropriate accompaniments of
this master, were obliged, forsooth, to be strengthened by
drums and trumpets ; and a buffo duet, in the latest taste,

was forcibly dragged in to form a violent contrast to the
toue and character of the rest of the music.

After this was revived Rossini’s early opera, Edoardo e
Cristina, the principal parts in which were sustained by
Mile. Unger, and one of your countrywomen, of the name
of Lewis ; the first, iu man’s clothes, obtained deserved
applause for her excellent acting and singing : the latter

is a performer of promise, and will succeed if she studies
closely, and is not spoiled by the silly praises that are la-
vished upon her in the theatrical journals.

Next came a new opera from the pen ofVaccaj, entitled
Saladino t Clotilde, in which the Cesari sustained a prin-
cipal part ; but both singer and opera displeased, and
disappeared together.

After this there was another attempt at Pacini, which
was more successful ; it was his old opera, Gli Arabi
nelle Gallic

.

TRIESTE.

The opera season here has been of the most stormy kind.
It opened with a new work by Generali, entitled II Di-

vorzio Pcrsiano, o il grand Bazzaro di Baxsora, which fell

flat, to rise no more. Paer's Sargino was then attempted,
but the piece was so feebly cast, and betrayed such a want
of study on the part of the performers, that the house was
in a complete uproar for several hours. No satisfactory
explanation being given, a body of infuriated amateurs
rushed out of the theatre, and besieged the stage entrance.
The Signor Prividali, who had unfortunately undertaken
the management for the season, was demanded with such
fury, that he became alarmed for his safety. Not having
the courage to make his appearance, the passage was
forced, and a body of the assailants rushed towards the
manager's apartments. lie had just time to conceal him-
self in a large hamper, and, like another Falxtaff, was con-
veyed in it out of the theatre. But his fears did not end
here; a vessel was under weigh in the harbour—he
hastened aboard, and has not since been heard of. The
circumstance is to be regretted, as Signor Prividali had
begun his management with spirit, and had effected seve-
ral important reforms, and among them not the least im-
portant was that of the orchestra, which he had ably
reinforced.

In consequence of this commotion, the theatre was
closed for a considerable period, and a number of poor
singers were thus unfortunately deprived of their means of
subsistence. At last Signor Bossi, the performer, had the
courage to undertake the formidable office of Imprexario,
and the theatre re-opened with the Barbiere di Siriglia, in
which Mile. Annette Fischer obtained the most enthu-
siastic applause, and proved the incans of a perfect recon-
ciliation on the part of the public.

PALERMO.
Teatro Caroline.—The season opened with Donizetti's
new opera, Otto mesi in due ora , which was produced last

season at Naples, with tolerable success
;

but, in spite of
some pleasing pieces, it proved an entire failure here.
The principal cause of this is ascribed by the public jour-
nals to the weakness of the company

; und it would appear
that there is some justice in the reuson assigned. The
only remedy for the Impresario was to fly for protection
under the sheltering wing of Rossini.

VICENZA.

The management of the opera of this place is in the hands
of Signor Camillo Circlli. The operas given were the
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fwiulielta e Romeo, of Vaccaj ; the Donna del Logo ; and

Il Malrimonio Segreto;—all ofwhich were excellently per-

formed. The approbation of the public was warm and
sincere ; and the spirit of the manager in engaging a good
company was adequately rewarded.

The following are some of the latest arrangements in

the Italian Theatres

Giovanni Bat. Verger, after having terminated his en-

gagement at Genoa, is gone to Rome, where he is to sing

for two months ; after which he has a short engagement
at the Teatro Commitnale, at Bologna ; and then returns

for the Carnival at Venice.

The Signora Favelli, Signora Clelia Pastora, and Domi-
nico Reina, are engaged at Milan for the autumn season.

The Signora Giovannina Devechi, as prima donna

;

Antonio Tumburini, as buffo comico, and the tenor Gentili,

are engaged by Barbaja, for Naples.

Dominico Coselli, batto canlante, ia engaged for the

Carnival at Bologna.

Cesare Bndiali, bano cantante, is engaged for the same
season at the Tcaire Carlo Felice, at Genoa.
The Signora Giuditta Grisi, and Signora Amalia Bram-

billa are engaged, as prime, donne aseolute, for the Carnival

of 19*29, at Trieste, which is to be opened with a new
opera, from the pen of the indefatigable Pacini

—

who, in spit*

Of *11 bit evil stars, will write.

GENOA.
The new theatre opened with Bellini’s opera of Bianca e

Fernando, which was written for Naples, and first appeared
under the title of Bianca e Gemando. Several pieces from
this master’s other works were introduced, which served
to diversify the piece ; and, upon the whole, it was not
without interest. The Company of the season is one of
the best in Italy : among the number is David, Tamburini,
and Madame Tosi.

VENICE.

Teatro Fcnice. — This house opened with a new opera
from the pen of Signor Persians, entitled Gastone diFoir.
The subject is good, but the music weak and languid, and
escaped a complete failure only through the excellent per-

formance of Signora Favelli. Tacchinardi also exerted

himself to save the piece : he is still a great singer, though
but the wreck of a fine voice is left him.
A new ballet was also produced, the subject of which

was

—

Hamlet

!

The music wus execrable, and, fortunately,

for mere association’s sake, the thiug was hooted from the

stage.

PARIS.

Theatre Italicn .—The novelty of this theatre has been
the return of Madame Schulz, and the dtfbui of Mad.
Adelina Catalan], whom the Italians denominate la co-

enata della famoaa. With respect to the former, the public

were greatly divided in opinion ; we might say of them
with a celebrated comedian,—*' Gentlemen, you have de-

cided the same cause in two very different ways, e tempre
bene.** The piece chosen for the occasion was Jl Tancredi,

and in the great ordeal, the Di tanti palpiti, in which even
the Pisaroni failed. Mad. Schutx acquitted herself in a
manner to merit the warmest approbation.

With regard to Mod. Adelina Catolutii, we are certainly

bound to respect in this lady a celebrated name, and to

acknowledge that her school is not bad
; but when we

Sept., 1828.

have said this, we have said nearly all. Speaking of her
in character, we are obliged to remark, that, shame to
that model of chevaliers, Tancredi, the hero of constancy,
was obliged, in order to remain faithful to time and tune,

to be unfaithful to his Amenable.
The Journal du Nord his the following paragraph.
“ LiUe .—The religious solemnity of the Fete-Dieu,

which was celebrated here with great pomp, was embel-
lished by a new mass from the pen of M. Lescur, super-
intendent of the chapel royal at Paris. The numerous
amateurs who heard this fine composition were struck
with the noble si mplicfly which it displays throughout—

a

simplicity which might be thought exempt from art, were
it not known, that it is itself the very triumph of art. The
Gloria and Credo abound with beauties of a high order, but
the Benediclut was the point of triumph of the piece.

The whole breathes a vigour, a power of melody sustained
and enforced by the purest harmony, that mark M. Lescur
as entitled to rank among the first of living church com-
posers."

The opera in which Madlie. Sontag is to make her re-

appearance before a Parisian audience, is the Corradino of
Rossini, in which she will sustain the principal character.

Madame Mainville-Fodor, who was so long the delight

of the dilettanti of the Theatre Italien, has been spending
some days at Lyons with her husband. This celebrated

singer is on her way to Italy, in order to re-establish her
health in her native air.

A medal, with the head of M. Boieldicu has just been
struck by order of the government, in conformity with the

report of the prefect, rectorand inspectors of the Academic.
On the reverse of the medal is the epigraph : Uon.neur
au Talent.
The Meuiah by Handel has just been printed here in

score, by subscription, at 36 francs. 'Die marked price

is 120 fr. [ In Paris music is sold, to all but the unwary,

at half the price marked.]

LEcole des Vieillard* produced little effect at the King’s

Theatre in London. Madlie. Mars was visibly vexed.

The actor most applauded was M. Laportc, and it was
he who most abominably disfigured the character which he
represented. It wus in vain that the sensible part of the

audience protested against success obtained by grimace;

M. le directeur of the King's Theatre found his fame

trumpeted forth each morning by the English journals,

which proclaimed him a great actor! [The French

editor seems to know the secret of our newspaper

criticism.]

Paganini is said to be here incognito.

M. —, who very recently was branded for forgery, and

then allowed to transport himself, is in London, where

he has found a noble patron!—London is to Paris what

Botany Bay is to London.

CIjc Srania.

Kino’s Theatre.

At the time of our last report from this theatre, it was

on the eve of closing, we therefore have not much to

say now.
Madlie. Sontag appeared for the last time this season

on Thursday, July 24th. iu the operas of Tancredi and

Die Schweiser-familic. A shower of laurel crowns was
2 G
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poured upon the stage. Mons. Schutz placed one of

them on the head of the songstress, am! delivered the

others into her hands. She pressed them to her lips,

making at the same time her obeisances. “ Wc believe/'

says a daily journal, “ that this is the first occasion on

which such a compliment has been, in this country, paid

to any actress.** And we well knew dial it would not be

the last, for, of course, the friends of Madame Pasta took

care that she should receive the same token of public

approbation when she bade farewell, on Saturday, the

2nd of August, in the character of Medea, the house

closing on that evening.

The newspaper reporters blazon these theatrical tricks

as the acts of the public, though they know, or ought to

know, dial in England certainly, and often, but not com*
nionly, elsewhere, they are got up either in the manager’s

room, if he be addicted to quackery, or in die performer's

logs. The real English public do uot encourage such

practices, because they are aware of the source* whence
they originate ; and are equally certain that, were diey to

join in these performances off the stage, and only in cases

where die tribute might he merited, such tokens of appro-

bation would soon come to * * shewn to inferior per-

formers, provided diey would be at the trouble and
expense of hiring people to scatter the green paper crowns
on the stage.

For the next season Madlle. Pisaroni and Mad. Mali'
bran, (late Garcia) together with Donzelli, a tenor, are

engaged, it is industriously reported ; but contracts are

not signed, nor is the permission of the French govern-
ment yet obtained. These, if they come, are to perform
the three first months, and then be replaced by others.

Who, however in such a case, is to be the soprano ?

—

for the above-mentioned ladies have both cout/alto

voices
;
and M. Luporte has |Kisilively refused to re-

engage Madame Curadori. After May, and certainly

not before that time, it is said that Sontag is to try her
popularity for another brief season ; and a silly story

appeared in some one or two papers, stating, that

site had eutered into an agreemeut to perform, provided
she did not in the interval contract a marriage with a
royal personage. Absurd as this appeared to persons of

commrin sense, and groundless as is the whole story of
an illustrious innamorato—another theatrical trick—yet

many believed it, and speculate on the event.

English Opera House.

Mozart’s delicious opera. Con fan tulle, was brought
out at this house, under the title of Tit for Tat, on
the 2ft lit of July, the drama imitated in English, and in
part translated. The characters were thus cast

(iuglieima

Ferramto

Dm Alfonao

Fiordihgi

Dorobel/it

Dcrpiru*

Ur. Thoxxi.

Mr. Wood.
Mr. H. Phillip*,

Mitt Birr*.

Mis* Caw *K.

M*dime Fsarom.

The plot, as well as the characters in the opera now
anglicised, are the same as given in the Italian libretto,

only with this difference, that in the original drama, the
two ladies, regardless of their plighted vows, actually
accept the offers of the persona whom they believe to be
new lovers; whereas, in the English translation, Fiordilifi

and Dvrabxlia become acquainted with the stratagem of

of tlte sceptic in female faith, Don Aljbruo, and punish for

a time their innamorati, by favouring their addresses
in their supposed unknown disguises. Thus the pre-
sent adaptor (Arnold, Juu., Esq.) is more just to the
sex, than the Italian author:—or, what amounts to the

same thing, the sex has had its share in the general moral
improvement that has taken place since the first plan of
this drama was formed, upwards of a century and a
half ago.

We join in the praises so liberally bestowed on the
manager, Mr. Arnold, for bringing forward this delicious

work in an English dress; the only one, indeed, in

which it could, appear on his stage. We arc still further

indebted to him, for uot having permitted any of the per-

formers, or any of the composers attached to the theatre,

to interpolate music not belonging to it. But we have to

regret the rejection of one, at least, of Mozart's compo-
sitions, tlte lovely duet, ** II core ri dono,” and were not
ovcr-rcjoiccd to find two airs retained, which, on the

Italian stage, have generally been omitted. Without consi-

dering either Miss Bctts.or Miss Cawsc, Mr. Wood, or Mr*
Thorne, adequate to such ports, we must admit, that they

exceeded our expectations. The character of Despina is,

on all Italian stages, assigned to an inferior performer.
Fiordiligi and Dorabella being always allotted to the prin-

cipals
; hence Madame Feron gave some respectability to

the SoubrtUe. Hut we wish she would have mercy on our
ears in a small bouse, and not strain her voice, naturally

of a very piercing quality, till it becomes thoroughly un-
musicul. Her shakes, ton, may be economised with a
great saving of lubour to herself, and with wonderful ad-

vantage to her auditors. In some of them we really

thought she meant to be comic, and to burlesque what is

at best an ornament of doubtful merit, and only producc-
ublc now in the music of Handel, in which long-esta-

blished habit seems to render it necessary. II. Phillip's

Don Alphonso, is admirable, and enough in itself to re-

deem any imperfections in the other parts ; nevertheless,

we would recommend to him rather more philosophic

deliberation in the dialogue, and more astuteness in his

manner. 7s* aid i was perfect in this character, for craft

wus natural to him ; he did not act, but merely unfolded

it.

Taken as a whole, and considering the difficulties of

producing such nn opera on an English stage, it is per-

formed in a very respectable manner. The ensemble is

effective, and the individual weaknesses are atoned for

by the unremitting loveliness of the music. Much praise

is due to the orchestra for its share, un important one, in

the performance. The time of some few of the pieces was
not accurately understood the 6rst night, but subsequently

corrected.

Tit for Tat, as Mozart’s opera is now called, fills the

house tolerably well, but not equal to the Frcischulz when
first produced ; the real lovers of music go to hear this for

the same reason that they went to the other, but the ad-

mirers of mere diablerie find no point of attraction in a
drama founded on common passions and ordinary events.

Haymarket Theatre.

Miss Bartoloxsj has appeared in Midas, but her success

has not been very decided. She wants either more natu-

ral talent or better musical instruction.

We regret to say that the music performed at this theatre

during the present season is, with scarcely an exception,

far below mediocrity.

iogle



MEMOIR OF GEORGE FREDERIC PINTO.

(From a Cob Ri*rox dent.,)

The great-grandfather, on his mother’s side, of the subject

of this memoir, was Signor Guglielmo Pinto, a native of

Naples, though his ancestors came originally from Portu-

gal. He was allied to the most distinguished families of

both places; and, amongst others, nearly related to Pinto,

Grand-Master of Malta. Guglielmo Pinto received a very

liberal education, and understood nine different languages,

many of which he spoke fluently. He held a post of con-

sequence in the administration of his country, but having

written a work which gave offence to the government, he

was threatened with imprisonment, to avoid which he

concealed himself till he found a favourable opportunity

of escaping to England in disguise.

Having by his flight abandoned all his appointments,

together with the whole of his property, he was compelled,

as a means of subsistence, to exercise professionally those

accomplishments which had been bestowed on him as a

gentleman. After some time he married an English lady,

by whom he had three sons ; but being a strict catholic,

and his wife a rigid protestant, they soon separated—he

taking charge of the children. Averse, however, to their

being brought up in the principles of the Roman catholic

religion, Mrs. Pinto applied to a court of justice, by the

decision of which the children were consigned to her care.

Thomas, the eldest son, gave such indications of talent

for music, that his father inveigled him from his maternal

parent, and educated him for that profession to which he

seemed - destined by nature. Thomas Pinto became a

celebrated performer on the violin, and was considered

the greatest leader, as well os performer at sight, that the

art had ever produced. There are still some few persons

living in Scotland who remember his leading the band,

and playing a solo of Corelli, at St. Cecilia’s Hall in Edin-
burgh, when he was only nine years old.

Young Thomas Pinto, having attained great celebrity,

and become his own master, entered into a matrimonial en-

gagement with aGermaulady, Signora SibbelaGronamen,
the daughter of a clergyman, who having many children,

some oi whom possessed great musical talent, wisely deter-

mined that these should adopt music as a profession.

Signora Sibbela first saw Mr. T. Pinto at Clontarf castle,

near Dublin, where she was on a visit to her cousin, Mrs.
Vernon. The latter lady was the friend and companion of
the Countess of Kdmonsoe, a favourite of George IF.—Captain Vernon, a man of fortune, having met with

that lady abroad, there paid her those addresses which, on
his return to England, whither she also came with the

countess, ended in her becoming his wife. The king having
seen her during his visits to the countess, was so struck

by her talen and good sense, that he presented Captain
Vernon wit.i Clontarf castle, and the lands appertaining,

as her marriage portion ; which property is now in the pos-

session of George Vernon, Esq., her grandson.
Mr. Thomas Pinto had many children by this, his first

wife, of wlhom all died young, except two, a boy and girl.

The boy .entered into the army, and died at Madras : the

October, 1828.

daughter is the mother of the highly-gifted individual of
whom we have principally to speak.

Thomas Pinto, after remaining siugle for some time,

entered again into the matrimonial state, with the cele-

brated Miss Brent, by whom he had seven children.

Although Mr. and Mrs. Pinto obtained a large income by
their talents, yet his expensive mode of living, together

with his generosity in affording assistance to indigent

merit, kept his circumstances in a constant state of embar-
rassment, and materially injured his family. With a view

to improve his finances, he purchased a share in Mary-le-

bone Gardens, conjointly with the late Dr. Arnold, but

owing to an uncommonly wet summer, lost two thousand

pounds by his speculation. Shortly after this he went to

Edinburgh, where having lived some years, enjoying the

caresses and respect of all who knew him, he died. His
daughter then came to London, and married Mr. Sanders,

by whom she had a girl and boy. The former did not

long survive its birth; the latter was named George
Frederic Pinto Sanders. By the advice of his friends he
dropped the last of these, and retained that of Pinto only,

on account of the similarity of his talent and pursuits to

those of his maternal grandfather, and in order to per-

petuate the name.
George Frederic Pinto, whose memoir we are now

writing, was bom at Lambeth, on the 25th of September,

1805, and was remarkable for an unusual share of beauty.

His father died young, and his mother immediately re-

trenched every expense that might interfere with the edu-

cation of her child, who early indicated so uncommon a
genius for music, that she resolved to cultivate this natural

talent. While yet an infant he sang with great taste, and
upon the repetition of an air, would add some elegant

grace of his own. When listening to a full band, he be-

trayed such emotions as strongly marked his sensations

of delight. A viAtin master was procured for him, under

whom he made a rapid progress, and became a concerto

player at a very early period. At the request of his

mother, whose absence from him was frequent and un-

avoidable, Mrs. Pinto (the Miss Brent before-mentioned,)

occasionally undertook the care of the child, and to the

excellent understanding and education of that lady he

was indebted for the enlargement of mind which he so

early displayed.

When eight years of age, he was supposed to surpass

his master on the violin ; it was therefore judged neces-

sary to obtain one of superior abilities. This led to his

introduction to Mr. Salomon, who perceiving the child’s

talent, consented to instruct him, and without the slightest

remuneration; adding the useful admonitions of a man of

the world, and the invaluable advice of an experienced

professor. And although several youthful follies produced

little differences between them, yet the youth always suc-

ceeded in re-establishing himself in the good graces of his

friend, for whom he entertained the highest respect, and

ever felt the most grateful affection.

2 H
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After he had been some time under the tuition of Mr.

Salomon, his name became more celebrated, and his

master introduced him to concerts given by people of the

first distinction, amongst whom he gained many friends.

His mother being now of opinion that he should not

depend upon one instrument only for support, had him

taught the piano-forte, a knowledge of which is absolutely

necessary to a composer, and which would enable him to

give lessons. This became his favourite instrument : the

proficiency he made on it is well known to the musical

world. After performing at private concerts for some
time, he was, at twelve years of age, engaged to play

concertos at Covent Garden Theatre, which considerably

increased his reputation. He also performed at the Bath

ooncerta, and the meetings at Oxford, Cambridge, and

Winchester, where he exceeded the most sanguine expec-

tations, and the name of Pinto shone again, but with

double lustre. At fifteen Mr. Salomon took him to Edin-

burgh ami other principal towns in Scotland, where he

met with wonderful success, and was beloved and admired

by all. not only on account of his professional abilities, but

also for his engaging qualities. He possessed a very

handsome person, a good understanding, and an exceed-

ingly fascinating address. He made many real friends in

Scotland, and shortly after confirmed his reputation by

the favourable reception which he met with from a Gallic

audience—an additional proof of well-grounded preten-

sions. His success induced him to make a second journey

to Paris the following year, and he returned to England

rich in both fame and emolument.

At the age of sixteen be produced his first composition,

in which he introduced the Venetian melody, “ Mamma
mia,” and a French air. from the Opera of Rickard Carur dc

Leon , which attracted the notice of Mr. John Cramer, who
entertained the highest opinion of his abilities. He soon

after composed a set of lessons for the piano-forte, dedicated

to Miss Griffiths, which, for invention and science, few have

equalled at his age. His next production was a sonata, de-

dicated to his friend Mr. John Field ; and sometime after he

published a first set ofcanzonets, dedicated to Lady Ayles-

fbrd. These truly elegant compositions, full of pathos and

beautiful melody, greatly enhanced his reputation. He
then wrote a second set ; also some piano-forte lessons ;

a concerto for the violin ; duets for the same instrument

;

and likewise a set of sonatas for the piano- forte, with a

violin accompaniment, dedicated to . Miss F. Gordon.

Besides these, he printed many canzonets singly, of which

the following are the most celebrated—“ Dear is my little

native vale;" “The Tear;" “The Wish;" “ L*Amour
timide ;** “ Sappho to Phaon “ 1 live alone for love
44 No longer now I seek delight 44 In vain to forget

the dear maid,
r

all of which had a rapid sale. He in-

tended to publish many others, but heaven's decree de-

prived the world of a genius that promised everything

that the art of music could afford.*

In July, 1805, he went to Birmingham, to perform at

a benefit concert. Sleeping there in a damp bed he caught

a cold, attended by a cough. Believing this to be of little

importance be used no precautions, and in consequence

of his neglect a slight discharge of blood from the lungs

* Among the BISS, left by Mr. G. F. Piatowcre thcMtxurrin A ^pub-
lished iu the second Vol. of our first aeries, page 21, (to which wc added
aTaio, in order to afford an opportunity of repealing the Minuet) and tba

R« Non in E t\ which appeared in the fifth Vol. page 209. The.w alone

are sufficient to prove the genius and Uute of him who produced them.
Either would do credit to the name of the greatest composer that ever
lived. Editor,

came on, but by the assistance of an eminent surgeon,
together with his own care and attention, he soon re-

covered. But his love of gaiety and high spirits led him
to neglect future precaution, believing himself to be out of
the reach of danger. His health continued variable for

some time, till by repeated colds a return of the hemor-
rhage was produced, and though this was arrested at the
time, he never recovered from its effects. In November
he was engaged to lead and play concertos at the seven
annual concerts at Oxford.

Of these he could only attend one ; at which, though
very ill, he fully sustained his reputation by his exertions.

Thin was bis last public performance. On his return from
Oxford lie resided in the New Rood, hoping, by retiring

from company, to recover his health and have leisure for

finishing some compositions, from which be hod reason to

expect considerable emolument. But his increasing ma-
lady disappointed these hopes. At one time he was con-
sidered much better by his medicul attendants, and change
of air being ordered, he accepted an invitation from a
friend who resided at Mitcham in Surrey. Here every-
thing was attempted that might lead to his recovery, and
he was declared convalescent ; he could not, however, be
prevailed on to remain long in the country, but returned
to the New Road. His mother now advised him to ask
the advice of Dr. Pitcairn. Hint great physician paid
him every possible attention, and if mortal aid could have
saved him, he would assuredly have been restored to the

world.

He then went, though in a very feeble state, to Little

Chelsea, to try another change of air; but all was un-
availing ; the disease had reached its last stage ; he felt

the fatal moment approaching ; and on the 23rd of March,
1806, after embracing his mother in the tenderest and
most affectionate manner, he gently expired, with fortitude

and resignation, at the age of twenty years and six months.
He lies at St. Margaret's, Westminster, beneath the same
stone which covers his grandmother, Mrs. Pinto, once
Miss Brent, who loved him as her own son.

Pinto was well informed ; be had read much, possessed
an excellent understanding, and could converse sensibly

ou most subjects. Had he been educated with a view to

any other pursuit, such were his mental capabilities, that

he would, in all probability, equally have distinguished

himself. His attainments, though great, were not more
conspicuous than his humanity and generosity. A youth of
eighteen visiting prisons, sympathizing with the inmates,

distributing the contents of his purse among them, and
contributing more than he could afford to support an un-
fortunate friend with a large family, is an instance of rare

occurrence. His active humanity even extended to the

inferior creation: many a poor animal has he rescued

from the cruelties too commonly practised by the lower
orders in this country, and cither given it a home in his

own apartments, or prevailed upon 4 friend to afford it

shelter.

As a performer on the piano-forte, few exceeded him
in taste, precision, and brilliancy. But he most excelled

on the violin, on which instrument he could best express

his fine enthusiastic feelings. In the pathetic, none could

touch the soul more powerfully, none could more effec-

tually enliven the mind by a gay movement. His
last performance at Bath will never be forgotten by
those who heard it. Mr. Salomon, a keen an*d accurate

observer, said of him, that had he lived and bAen able to

resist the allurements of society, England would! have had
the honour of producing a second Mozart. 1
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THE PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY.

To the Editor of the Harmonicoet.

Sir, August 19th% 1828.

I was disappointed on opening the Harmo-
SftcoN for the present month, to find that the letter of an

Old Subscriber in your July number, concerning a recent

measure of the Philharmonic Society, had not been an-

swered, though surely the remarks called for notice, and

your invitation of a reply was too distinct to be misunder-

stood. For want then of an abler advocate, allow me to

offer myself in defence of so public, and, as regards the

art of music, so important a body, whose conduct in

passing the law which has called forth the strictures of

your correspondent, requires, I am thoroughly convinced,

only to be explained to be approved. ,

I am anxious, however, to do justice to the motives of
“ An Old Subscriber." He manifestly has only the conti-

nuance ofthe society, and, through their agency, the support

and advancement of music, at heart ; but be nevertheless

appears to have founded his opinion on some export

c

state-

ment, and not to have had an opportunity of examining

(he arguments on both sides the question. It shall be my
endeavour to place the matter in such a point of view that

not only your correspondent, but the public at large, may
at least be furnished with materials for judging correctly

On the subject. For this purpose I must take a glance at

the origin of the institution.

The Philharmonic Society was formed by a select body
of the most respectable professors, in 1813, for the pur-

pose of exciting in this country a taste for the highest

class of instrumental music, which had very rarely been

produced in public, and when brought forward had, in

most instances, been first barbarously mutilated, liken cruelly

murdered.
The members of the new union had inveterate habits

and obstinate prejudices to encounter ; they had private

interests opposed to their project, and, starting as they

did entirely on a risk, and not at all anticipating the extra-

ordinary success by which their endeavours were speedily

crowned, they agreed, both for themselves and such other

professors as they could persuade to assist them,—the

wind instruments excepted, which were paid—to contri-

bute their services under a condition of receiving no sort

of remuneration for their labours
; considering this resolu-

tion as the best guarantee they could give of the disin-

terestedness of their views, and the most likely means of

attracting the notice of those whom they wished to weao
from the trashy music then prevailing.

On this plan the society nourished for three years, and

as the expenses were small and the receipts large, a con-

siderable sum was accumulated. Neverthelem, at the

end of the season of 1815, personal differences broke out

among the members, and ail opposition concert, under the

name of The Professional, was carried on for one year by

the schismatics. But the attempt proved as abortive

as it had been ill judged, and the deserters were glad in

the following season to again flock to the standard they

had abandoned.

This temporary alienatiou of some of the performing

members made it imperative on the directors to engage

other assistance, upon the usual professional terms, which,

as a matter of course, led to the payment of all who formed
part of the orchestra. This change in the constitution of

the Society has drawn many bitter laments from those

whose judgments are led astray by high-soundiug words.

and who do not consider that the springs of human nature

act as powerfully in artists of all descriptions, in despite

of their love of glory, as in other people ; and among the
number that sadly deplore, and take deeply to heart, this

alteration. I think I may reckon “ An Old Subscriber/
But, let me assure him, as well as all who feel as he does,
that, but for the abrogation of the law concerning gratui-

tous service, the Society could not have been kept together
another year. The object for which personal sacrifices hod
been made was attained—public taste was invigorated and
refined, and that very public would soon, and of their own
accord, have protested against the impolicy, as well as the
injustice, of any longer suffering professional men to exer-
cise their talent and exhaust their strength, without the
prospect of that reward which, however enthusiasts may
declaim, is the surest stimulus to continued exertion.

The latter remark leads me naturally to the more
immediate purport of my letter, which is, to vindicate the
Society for having resolved that the fruits of their en-
terprise, judgmeut, and labour, shall not hereafter find

their way into the pockets of some half-dozen survivors—
perhaps of those who hail had the least share in gaining
them ; or, what might have occurred, from being divided

by future members yet unborn. For we must take men
as they are, and not as painted in romance. The ex-
isting proprietors might at once have distributed among
themselves the whole of what had been gained ; and their

moral as well as legal right so to have appropriated the

produce of their own speculation and efforts, no one could
fairly have disputed. But, instead of this, they determine
that, of the fund created, and remaining from season to

season when all expenses are discharged, a proportionate

part shall be paid to the representatives of every member
on his decease : thus keeping the bulk of the accumulation
untouched for many years, and therefore applicable, to the

last shilling, to the purposes of the institution, and holding

the Society together by oue of the strongest bonds of union

that can be devised, till the death of all its present mem-
bers at least. Without some such vinculum as this, there

would have existed continual danger ofjealousies, jars, and
divisions. We have already seen that these did actually

take place when the strong tie was wanting; for musicians

belong to the genus irritabilc, and I have had no reason,

after some experience, to think that they arc more blessed

with high-mindedness than the learned professions
;
they

arc about as capable of resisting such tempting prospects

of profit as might possibly have seduced them from the

Philharmonic ranks, as a barrister in moderate practice U
of refusing the bench—or the rector of a parish of saying

in his heart nolo episcopari , when a good bishopric is

placed within his grasp. No, Sir, the members of the

Philharmonic Society are like other men : indeed, in this

instance, they have acted much better than numbers placed

in very exalted stations have done, are still doing, and will

long continue to do, when exposed to the allurements of a
good bait.

I believe I am correct in stating that, when this question

underwent discussion in the Society, it was supported by
some of those among the members who ought least to be

suspected of acting from sordid or selfish motives—gen-

tlemen to whom the institution is indebted for having car-

ried it through every storm and difficulty which it has had
to contend against

;
who have never gained from it, either

directly or indirectly, the fractional part of the smallest

coin, but, on the contrary, have sacrificed considerably

in iU support, and to whom the trifling sum that can

by any chance ever accrue to them, was a consideration

2112
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which must have been as dust in the balance. They sought

only the permanency of the association, and knowing of

what materials men are constituted, made their calculations

accordingly
; but they were still governed by a sense of

justice, and in looking to the expediency of the measure
proposed, did not for a moment suffer their notions of the

strictest propriety to be influenced by their desire, anxious
as it was, to perpetuate the society, much as it has done
for the art, and much as the future advancement of music
depends on its prosperity.

Common Sense.

PRESENT STATE OF MUSIC IN ROME.

By M. Francis Kandler.

( Concludedfrom p. 198.)

Siiuletti, pupil of Jannaconi*, is distinguished as a con-

noisseur, pianist, and composer. It is in his method of

accompanying ancient compositions that all the power of

his talent is displayed. His execution of the psalms of
Marcello is really a triumph of art. I was present at

several musical parties in his house, which were nume-
rously and respectably attended, and in which the most
distinguished singers of Rome, male and female, volun-

teered their services. It was there that I again heard the

Signora Marconi-Schoenberger. The impression pro-

duced at hearing, for the first time, a tenor voice from
female lips was by no means agreeable; on the present

occasion she had the good taste to make choice of a solo,

from Marcello’s twenty-eighth psalm ; she seemed to

throw all her soul into her voice, and enchanted every

hearer. The tenor, Gioannini, and the powerful bass,

Sarti, did not a little contribute to the effect produced in

the execution of these psalms. Among these compositions,

we would particularly instance the twenty-third and
twenty-sixth. The last not only possesses a greatness of

character and a truth of expression which are inimitable,

but is also remarkable for the spirit of the choruses, which
are expressive of jubilation and triumph. But to return

to Sirletti
; it is as a composer for the piano that he is

particularly distinguished. His compositions are charac-

terized by unity of style, vivacity, and truth of expression,

melody of a flowing and attractive kind, and a simplicity

which disdains useless ornament and laborious trifling. It

Would be well for many of the composers of the day, who
are ambitious of singularity, addicted to mannerism and
fond of affectation, if they would but imitate the w isdom of

Sirletti, Asioli, and Pollini ; their laboured compositions

would not then lead us so frequently to regret the absence

of pure and beautiful air, and of chaste and natural

harmonies, derived from the pure sources of the art.

Grazioli (who must not be confounded with the com-
poser of the same name, who died in Venice, in 1820t,)

* A Roman composer, who died a abort time since, the majesty of

whose style, particularly in his psalms for set end voices, merits all our

admiration. Perspicuity, justly-proportioned effects, learned and ex-

pressive harmonies, great art ia the composition of recitative and decla-

mation, a profound acquaintance with all the materials of music, an ac-

quiescence in the taste of the age, which never degenerated into servility,

«—such arc the qualities hy which this composer was distinguished.

t Gmioli, of Venice, filled, for the space of fifty years, the situation

of organist to the church of St. Mark, at Venice. In accepting this place,

he was obliged to engage to publish a certain number of compositions

every year. It is to this tenure that we are indebted for several su-

perior works of this master, w hich, it is to he regretted, are not puhlishcd

for the benefit of the public. Their author is a worthy successor of such

masters as Legrcnzi, bitH, Loll*, Galuppi, and Bertoni.

has published several operas, and a considerable quantity

of church-music. It is the opinion of several critics, that

he would do well to conflne himself to compositions of the

first class. He does not appear to have studied deeply

enough to succeed in music of the religious kind ; for it ia

not given to man to produce anything great without con-

stant labour. This maestro composed a grand mass for

the celebration of the feast of St. Joseph, in 1821, in the

celebrated Rotunda (at present known by the name of
Santa-Maria ad Martyrat). It was executed in a supe-
rior manner, as well by the orchestra as the singers. It

abounded in brilliant passages and new effects, which
would have merited the highest eulogiums in any other

place titan the temple of the Deity. Indeed, it is a
subject of the deepest regret, that all that which, in the

compositions of the ancient masters, was calculated to

inspire sentiments of piety and religion, has been banished

from it. Hence, during the performance of the composi-
tion in question, it was in vain that I sought to trace any-
thing like religious emotion in the countenances of the

audience. The impressions it produced upon the hearers

seemed in no respect different from those felt at the repre-

sentation of an opera. I could never have imagined that

compositions of so secular a character would have found
their way into this temple. It is to be hoped that Grazioli

will follow the real bent of his genius, which is decidedly for

theatrical composition. In his Pellegrino bianco are pas-
sages which would have done honour to the greatest

masters of the art. One thing, at least, he has achieved ; he
has permitted his singers to sing, and to be accompanied
by the instruments; while so many modem composers
make their instruments ring, and give but a secondary

port to the singers. One fault I had to find with him, and
that was a habit of repeating himself.

It remains for me to speak of the dilettanti of Rome.
When men, gifled with intelligence, solidity of judgmeut,
and purity of taste, act in concert, for the purpose of col-

lecting the scattered elements of excellence, and uniting

them for a worthy purpose, advantages are likely to result,

which, as history shows, exert a great influence upon art.

It is thus that taste is directed and purified. The public

are taught to estimate what is beautiful, and to form a
judgment of works of art, unbiassed by any other consi-

derations than those that have the art itself for their object;

and thus by degrees they learn to recognise the genuine

masterpieces of music. Considered in this point of view,

dilettantism may be regarded as a kind of standard by
which to ascertain the degree of civilization which a
country has attained.

But the horizon begins to overcast when I speak of the
state of dilettantism in Rome. Whatever be the merit of
individuals of this class, they are divided ; there does
not appear to be an idea of union among them. Nay,
more; I do not think I hazard too much when I

assert, that neither in Rome, nor in any city of Italy,

would such a union be of any duration. By union, I

mean an association of men of talent, excited by an earn-

est desire to raise and ennoble an art, which in our days
has greatly retrograded, and to teach it to appropriate to

itself, and make its own, whatever is excellent and distin-

guished. Insulated as they are, their points of contact

are but few, and those only of the moment
; they are not

animated with one heart and soul, tu the pursuit of the

legitimate objects of music ; and are wearied before that

pursuit is crowned with success. Generally speaking, the

course of events has given to the taste of the nation a

direction which appears retrograding from perfection
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with pant paces. They cannot, they dare not, op-

pose the pretension of the fantastical productions of the

day, productions which offend not so much by their meagre-

ness, as by an excess of colouring. They cannot help

being fond of them, and forget the essential, the great,

the sublime, which awaken the feeling of the beauti-

ful, and raise and ennoble all the faculties of the soul.

I heard several of the masterpieces of Haydn, Mozart,

and Cimorosa, executed by these dilettanti; and am
obliged to acknowledge that they neither appreciated nor

comprehended all their beauties.

The amateurs of song arc the most numerous, and, as

in a musical point of view, they are the principal ornaments

of Rome, it would be unpardonable not to mention the

most distinguished among them. The Marchese Ceva,

II Signor Conte Bolognctti, the Signori Sardi, Cartoni,

Fontana, Moncada, (who exert their taleuts with success

tn the opera,) Campagnoni, Giovanini, and Baratti, are

remarkable for beauty of voice, and excellency of school.
' Besides these, we must not forget to mention the Signore

Carradori, Pellegrini, the Duchessa Lante, (for whom
Zingarelli composed his Geru*alemmc LiUrata,) the three

sisters Ferretti, (who are at the same time distinguished

pianists ;) the Signore Perugini, Agricola, Paulina, Marti-

nelli. (a pupil of Sgatelli,) Grossi, (who is an admirable

performer on the violin and violoncello,) Mast, Hac&er,

(well known in Germany, who murried the able lawyer,

Vera,) and last, but not least, the Signora Marconi

Schoenberger.

When we proceed to examine what result is obtained

by so many distinguished talents, (and the list I have

given might be very considerably augmented,) and find

that there is not in this city a single musical society,

even of secondary importance, the individual merit

of these amateurs, however remarkable in itself, can-

jaot iiul to lose much of its interest. It is true that, some
years since, .a society of this kind, consisting of about

thirty members, was formed under the direction of the

young Marchese Muti Papazum (an intelligent and

talented pupil of the veteran Guidi, and distinguished not

only as a composer of vocal music, but also as an able

performer on the violin and piano ;) but whether this

cumber of members was not found sufficient, or from some

other cause, the society could never be said to have been

properly organized ;
only a few occasional meetings for

the performance of airs, duets, &c., took place, and these

at the wiU of the director. With respect to instrumental

performers, it was too feeble to compare with those of

some of the smallest towns in Germany. Nothing was

aimed at but effects, and efforts were made to conceal a medi-

ocrity that was but too evident, and w kith could not cheat

the experienced musician. I learnt, however, with satis-

faction, that hoiws are entertained of re-organizing this

society under more favourable circumstances.

I will finish these remarks, by making mention of seve-

ral friends of music, whose merit is everywhere recognised

and honoured. In the first place, I would name II

Signor Conte Buccclla, who is a pupil of Guidi, and

thoroughly versed in the Science of counterpoint. His

perfect acquaintance with musical authors has obtained

him the first rank among the dilettanti of Rome. His

psalms, composed after the model of those of Marcello,

would not fail, if published, to add to his reputation. The
Count resides at present at Civitavecchia, where he fills a

place under government.

Signor Pezzella, a pupil of the Padre Sabbatini, and
son of the able composer whose name he bears, acting

upon the best principles, derived from an extensive ac-

quaintance with the belles lettres, and the sister arts,

joins, to a profound acquaintance with mathematical

learning, a perfect knowledge of the theory of music*

Known as a distinguished connoisseur, his opinion is con-

sidered Were as the true touchstone of the merit of every

musical performance.

To conclude, I must not forget to speak of the Abbate
Fortunate) Santini, and his celebrated musical library, which
deserves to be visited by all those who feel an interest in

the art. This distinguished individual has been engaged
for these thirty years past, in forming a collection of all the

excellencies produced by the art since its birth. Here we
find all the productions of Dante, Petrarch, Tasso, Ciam-
poli, Capilupi, Balducci, Chiubrera, together with those of

Giustiniani, Savcrio Mallei, Kvasio Leoni, Fr. de Rogutio,

&c. ; all the most remarkable compositions performed from
year to year, in the Pontifical Chapel, the Patriarchal

Church, as well as in all the churches and theatres in

genera]
;
and all the masterpieces of the Roman, Neapoli-

tan, Venetian, and Bolognese schools. These are ar-

ranged and classed in a catalogue raisonnde, which i»

the admiration of all who refer to it. Add to this, that the

liberality of the possessor of these treasures is boundless.

He permits copies of any of the works of his valuable col-

lection to be taken, and these may be obtained for a mo-
derate consideration. Santini possesses a perfect acquain-

tance with the literature of music, theoretical as well as

practical ; his opinions upon artists, and their productions,

are full of interest. It U his belief that the subjects of the

ancient composers, however strange they frequently appear
to the ears of the present generation, are more rich in psy-
chological and esthetic truth than the philosophy by whiclv

they arc frequently too rudely dissected is willing to allow.

Hence he deduces it as a consequence, that if art is to

remain art, and not to be considered as a mere peulime,

more attention is to be paid to these classic works than is

now generally bestowed. Indeed, who will pretend to deny
this truth ? For, independent of the iutcrest these works
are calculated to excite with relation to the history of
music, they possess an expression of sentiment, an indivi-

duality of character, which esnnot fail to delight, as well

as instruct, those who love Nature in her unsophisticated

purity, and whom heaven has gifted with the faculty of
feeling and comprehending. It is true, that we ought to

keep pace with the age ; but those only can really do so,

who know how to determine with precision what has been
really done by modern composition, and this can be effected

only by comparing, which implies a perfect acquaintance
with the merits of the old masters.

La Music* merits d'esser studiata,

Sis delta per animir U fiovenlil . . ,

Ah, noo laasitr rtmcramcote perir quell*

Aliml>lie •clean I * Snrmi.

HEREFORD MUSICAL FESTIVAL.

The Hundred and Fifth Meeting of the three choirs

of Gloucester, Worcester, and Hereford, for the benefit of

Widows and Orphans of Clergymen in the three Dioceses,

* Music deserve* our study, were it but

To kindle gene rout feeling in oar youth . . ,

Let not a science excellent as title

Be suffered miserably to perish !
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took place at Hereford, on Tuesday, Wednesday, and

Thursday, the 2nd, Srd, and 4th of September.

Steward*

:

—Sir E. F. Scudamore Stanhope, Birt. Holme Lacy.

Richard Btakemore, Eaq. the Ler*, near Monmouth.

Lieutenant General Armstrong, Hereford.

The Han. end Kev. Jm. Sumer* Cocks, Prebendary of Hereford.

Rev. Hugh Morgan, Canon Re»id*ntiary of Hereford.

Rev. Henry Lee Warner, Tiberton Court.

Principal focal Performers

:

—Madame Caradori Allan, Madame

Torn* Putri. Mr*. William Knyrett, Mb* Marian Cremer, and Miss

Felon ;
Mr. Brabam, Mr. Vaughan, Mr. W. Knyvett, Mr. BeUainy, and

Signor De Begeia.

Principal Instrumental Performers .-—Leader, Mr. F. Cramer 1

Principal Second Violin, Mr. Marshall
;
Viola, Mr, Aridey ;

Violoecello,

Mr. Lindley ; Double Baas, Signor Dragonetti ;
Oboe, Mr. Ling

;

Clarionet, Mr. Williams ; Flute, Mr. Nkbohon; Bassoon. Mr Mack-

inV*h ; Horn, Mr. Platt; Trumpet, Mr. Harper; Trombone. Signor

MarioUi ; Piano-Forte, Mr. Chark* Clarke j
and Organ, Mr. Mutlow.

Pantaaia* on the Horn, by Signor Pi an.

Conductor, Dr. Clares Wuitvieij>.

We believe that these “ Grand Muucal Festival*'' as

they are now generally termed, were originally nothing more

than a meeting, or a union of the strength, of the three

choirs, who exerted their talents, and raised their voices

—(aided by a Charity Sermon)—for the benevolent pur-

pose above mentioned. And though, in order to keep

pace with the improvement of the times, the nature of the

performances is very considerably changed, yet the object

is still the same.

As we know from the concurrent testimony of numerous

readers of our work, that H is not only gratifying to them

to see a statement of what is performed at the provincial

meetings, but also the wish of many to have lists for future

reference; and as we likewise consider ours as an histori-

cal work, we insert the various programs in the order of

performance.

On Tuesday Mormmg, at the Cathedral.

in thi cotass or thi nmoi,
Overture, Ruber Handel

Grand Deltingen Te Drum • • • • • Handel.

Anthem, “ Blesaed is he" • • * • Dr. Boyce.

Duet, “ Here shall soft Charity” . . . Dr. Boyer.

Coronation Anthem . . • * • "• Knyrett.

On Tuesday Evening, at the iVf» Shire Hal/,

A Muciluniovi Coscut.
Act L

Overture—-(La Gaxzx Ladra) • « • • Rosnni.

Glee, “ Ye Spotted Snake*" ...» Strata*.

Ballad, Mr. Bellamy, “ Farewell to the Nymph of my Heart.” R. Cooke.

Scena, Miss Maiuan Cmamsh, “ Car* adoraU ’ . . Homni.

Aria, Signor Di Baa ms, “The Savoyard” . • Casietti.

Celebrated Scena, Miss Paton, “ Bcfure my eye* beheld

him” Wrier.

Duet, Madame Pi zn aid Mr. Brabam,

“

Amor, polecat# nome” Hauimt.

Aria, Madame Caraoubi, u
II braccio mio” . . AVoafie*.

Scena, Mr. Brajiam, “ Battle of the Angela'’ • . Bishop.

FanUaia, Flute, Mr. Nicholson, (Reminiscences of Ireland) Nicholson.

Act II.

Grand Overture, (Zaira) ..... Winter.

Song, Mr. Vaioban, “ In Life’s gay scenes" . .Dr. Catiadt.

Ballad. Madame Caradori, “ When shall we three meet

again." (Accompanied by herself on the Piano Forte) . Horsley.

Fantasia, Horn, Signor PviXI . . • • Pass*.

Duo, Madame CAaAooai and Signor Di Blasts, ‘‘Coo Paxi-

n*a.” (II Fanatko) Mayor.

Aria, Madame Puzri

Ballad, Mbs Paton, “Jock o’ Haricdean," (Accomptmted by

herself on the Piano Forte.')

Duo, Mr. Brabam and Signor Di Beonis, 44 All Idea," (11

Barbiere) .
Rossini.

Song, Mr*. W. Rnyvett, “ Donald."

Scotish air, Mr. Baa ham, “ Kelvin Grove.”

Grand Finale, (Cod fan tutte) , , • « Mozart.

On Wednesday Morning, at the Cathedral, the Messiam,
with the additional Accompaniments by Mozart.

On Wednesday Evening, at the New Skirt Halt,

A MttciiLANiova Conceit.

Act I.

Grand Symphony in D. . . . . . Haydn.
Song, Mr. Bit.tJiMr, “ Lasria Amor," (Orlando) • , Handel,

Ballad. Mrs. W. Kntvett. u Bid me not forget" . W. Knyrett.

Aria, Madame Ptiu, “ Ah che torse,” (Horn Obligato, Signor

Przzi) ....... Rossini.

Duel, Miss Paton and Mr. BnanAM, “ Ah, perdona,” (Tito) Mozart.

Aria, Signor Di Bionik, m Largo al Factotum,” (11 Barbiere) Rossini.

Sariss air, Madame Caradori, “The Swiss Boy,” (la German).

Flute Obligato, Mr. Nicholson.
Concerto, Violoncello, Mr. Likdiby . , , . JJndtej,

Irish Melody, Miss Patou, “ Savourna Deelish."

Quintotto, “ Oh, guardsto," (II Turco in Italia) • • Rostim.

Act 11 .

Overture, (Der Frebcbiltz) ..... • Weber.
Ballad, Mias Paton, “ Oh, no—we never mention him.**

Doo, Madame Caradom, sod Mr. Braiiam,” O Ikto momonto." BaieMien.

Scena ed Aria, Madame PutXI. “ Ombra adorata” . . ZmgardA.
Glee, “ The DewMat’s Meditation," Irish Air harmonund by Harrissm.

Recit. ed Aria, Miss Marian C ranks, " Dove son.” (Figaro) Mozart.

Song, Mr. B sabam, “ Blue Bonnet*."

Trio, “ Giovinetto Csvslier" .*.-•• Meyerbeer.

Finale, Military Movement. ...... Haydn.

On Thursday Morning, in the Cathedral.

Act I.

A Selection from tiii Oratorio or Jifhtba.

Act IL

Selection, from a Service, “ Sancton Deminas," kc, (The

Solo Part* by Mr*. W. Enttett) .... Jomdh.
Recit. and Air, Mr. Brabam, “ GaniloAin,"(Violoncello OUi-

gmtio, Mr. Lindlev) Handel.

Solo, Mr. Vacgban, and Chorus, ** The Triumphal Song of

Israel" • Mbsmrt.

Air, Mrs. W. Knwktt, ** O magnify tbe Lord” . • Handel.

Air, Madame Caradobi, “ With Verdure cUd" (Creation) . Haydn.

Quartet, u Benedictus," and Chorus, “ Cum Sancto Spiritu" Mozart.

Air, Mbs Paton, “ Gratias Agimus,” (Clarionet Obllgatio)

Mr. William* . * . . . . GuyMmL
Offertorio, MS. Solo, Mr. Bellamy, and distant Chorus, “ Dies

Ine ! Dies Ills P* . . Dr. Chard.

Air, Mr. W. Kntvett, 14 0 God, wash me from mine iniquity" Ciampi.

Luther’s Hymn, Solo, Mr. Bsauam, and Chorus, (Trumpet

Obligato, Mr. Hanna) lather.

Grand Chorus, ‘4 Tbe Arm of tbe Lord" . . » Haydn.

Recit. and Air, Mr. Vaughan, « Lord, what is Man" (Re-

demption) ......... Handel.

Air, Madame Caradori, “ Let the bright Seraphim" (Trum-

pet Obligato. Mr. Harper) Handel.

Duo, Mew*. W. Knyvktt and VAt>ouAN,afid Chorus, “Sing

unto God" (Judas Maccabeus) ..... Hands!

^

On Thursday Evening, in the Shire Halt

,

A Grand Miscellaneous Concert.

Act I.

Overture, (Idomeneo) • . . •

Glee, “ Wide o’er the brim” ....
Aria, Madame Punt, “ V«l che sapete” (Figaro.)

Hondo, Signor De Beoni*. “ J’ai de Targem"

Fantasia, Horn, Signor Ptzii

Aria, Madame Caradori, “ 11 wave bel contento.’*

Scent, Mr. Braham, “Oh ! *tb a glorious sight"

Cantata, Mr. Vaughan, * Alexia,’’ (Violoncello Ob-

ligato, Mr. Lindlet) ....
Duo, Mbs Paton ami Siguor Dr Beonis, “lodi

tutto"

. Jfcrarf.

Dr. C. Whitfield.

, Mozart.

. CastetH.

. Puzzt.
Mercadante.

• . Weber.

Dr. Pejmsck.

. Mosca.
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Act EL
Groad Overture, (Antcreon) . . . , • Cherubini.

Sony. Madame Ctuoou, “ Should he upbraid" , BUSop.
Glee, “ The Midges Dance. ^ Harmonised by . TV. Jutyre/i.

Song, Miw Patou, “ Tre been roenjing,*.» , * . Iftm.
Duo, Miss M Asia's Ckamkk and Mr. Braham,
“ Cradcl, prrebe, (Figaro) I . . , . Mozart.

Song, Mr*. W. Ksttett, “ Tbo waefu’ heart."

Song, Mr. Bbaham.
Scent, Signor Dr Becxii, “I VioHni," (1) Paoatico) . Sacchini.

gS, ^
“ Sound the load Timbrel" • • • • Aviso*.

Finale, “ God save the King." Vena and Chorus.

Madame Caradori acted wisely when she determined to

study Handefs music—it has been the principal means of

making her part and parcel of our musical festivals ; but,

although we know of few foreigners who pronounce the

language so purely, yet she does not reconcile us to the

absence of Miss Stephens,—particularly in ** I know that

my Redeemer liveth." We are of opinion, too, that

“ Gratios agimus” should have been given to Madame
Caradori, and ** Let the bright Seraphim ** to Miss Paton.

But while the prima donnas will insist on choosing their

own songs, instead of leaving it to the judgment of the

conductor to select what is most fit for them—or, rather,

while managers will be so weak as to submit—we must,

too often, put up with gross improprieties. These, in

genera], are more conspicuous in the Evening Concerts

than in the performances in the church. And who with

any taste but must grieve to witness the highly-talented

Miss Paton—after singing Weber's Grand Seena from the

Frtischulz, in the very highest style—descend to 44 Oh !

no we never mention him,” and “ Savouma Dcelish,"

—

the words of which evidently show they were written for

the other sex ? We have more than once had occasion to

remind another charming songstress of similar indiscretion.

If, however, this be allowable, Mr. Phillips may, with as

much propriety, snatch a popular song from the character

of Rosetta, and sing

“ Young I aid and torn afraid :

—

Would you hart a harmless maid?"

Miss Marian Cramer is the daughter of Mr. F. Cramer,
and the pupil of Mad. de Munck. Her voice is of a soft,

pleasing quality, and, making due allowance for the agita-

tion and embarrassment attendant on a first public ap-

pearance before so large and mixed an audience, it may
with great justice be said, that she acquitted herself to the

entire satisfaction of all who heard her.

We do not think Mudtime Caradori was eminently suc-

cessful in ** The Swiss Boy —we liked it better from
Mademoiselle Sontag,—although we are not in the list of

that lady's most enthusiastic admirers. Weber's splendid

seena,
44 Oh ! 'tis a glorious sight to see," (from Oberon,)

was given by Braham in his finest manner,—as was, also,

Bishop's “ Battle of the Angels.” The latter may be
considered as exclusively his own song ; for there is no
other singer who possesses a tithe of his energy and vocal

power. Mr. Vaughan was as serene and unoffending

as ever. We always listen to him with a tranquil pleasure.

The same commendation is due to Mrs. W. Knyvett,

who never assumes any improper consequence, and unhe-

sitatingly complies with the arrangements of the Conductor
without a whisper of discontent We do not know a more
usefiil peiformer, or one who is more esteemed. 44 G ratios

agimus ” was not so complete as we have sometimes heard

it, for want of Willman. We see no reason why the good
folks of Hereford are to be deprived of the best performer

on the clarionet in the world, merely because a native of
j

die town happens to play the some instrument. We do
not deny that Mr. Williams has talent, but it is not of the
first order. Employ him by all means, but in less trying
things, and he will doubtless be useful.

One principal English bass singer is not enough for a
Musical Festival consisting of atx performances. On the
present occasion, the whole of the business—songs, trio*,

quartets, and other concerted pieces, both morning and even-
ing, devolved on Mr. Bellamy. He, however, got through
his laborious task in a manner whichought to have convinced
his hearers that his not being engaged at music meetings
so frequently as formerly, must be traced to some other
cause than any abatement of talent. In the selection of
sacred music, on Thursday morning, Mr. W. Knyvett in*

troduced a very sweet air by Ciampi, which he song with
much judgment and feeling. Signor De Begnis was, as
usual, the Moraus of the evening. In the quartetto, 44 Oh

!

guardatc,” he certainly is very comic ; and not less so in
the bulfa air by Sacchini ; though people are almost tired

of it.

Among the instrumental performances, the fantasias on
the horn by Signor Puzzi were the greatest novelty. He
also accompanied Madame Puzzi in an air of Rossini,
which was most deservedly applauded. Lindley's inimi-
table performance in

44 Alexis" is a never-failing source of
adiniratkm and delight, and leaves all competition at an
immeasurable distance. The band was excellent, having
been selected from the principal performers at the Opera,
the Philharmonic and Ancient Concerts ; and was most
ably led by Mr. F. Cramer, who it appears, from a printed

document now before us, has occupied the same post ai
the Triennial Meetings during the last eight and twenty
years, and always to the entire satisfaction of all parties^

whether managing committees, or performers ofevery class*

The Meeting was very well attended ; but we understand
that the expenses so far exceeded the receipts as to leave

the Stewards about one thousand pounds minus I

DERBY TRIENNIAL MUSICAL FESTIVAL.

This Festival for the benefit of the General Infir-

mary, took place on the 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th of Sep-
tember, under the patronage of the Duke of Devonshire,
Lord Lieutenant of the county, the High Sheriff and a
long list of nobility, including the Dukes of Norfolk,

Rutland, and Newcastle. The morning performances
were in All Saints Church ; the evening concerts, in the

theatre. The principal vocal performers consisted of
Madame Catalani, Miss Stephens, Mrs. W. Knyvett, Miss
Wilkinson, Madame Puzzi, Mr. Braham, Mr. Vaughan,
Mr. W. Knyvett, Mr. E. Taylor, and Mr. Phillips. Mr,
Greatorex conducted, and the leaders were Mr. F. Cramer,
and Mr. Oury. In the list of orchestral performers we
observed the names of Messrs. Moralt, Ella, Nicks,
Gledhill, Griesbach, Watkins, Daniels, Lindlcy, Drogo-
netti, Anfossi, Nicholson, Willman, Cooke (oboe) Mack-
intosh, Puzzi, Harper, &c. &c.

The selections, both for morning and evening, so much
resembled those made at Hereford, which we have already

given in detail, that it would almost amount to a work
of supererogation to insert them in our present report.

On Monday morning a general rehearsal took place,

when, for want of arrangement on the part of the manage-
ment, no little bustle and confusion ensued. A reasonable

portion of discontent, too, was expressed by several of the
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London performers, who after travelling all night to reach

what they conceived to be their station, were told that

“ there was some mistake
;

they were not engaged.”

So that after having encountered the expense, and endured

the fatigue of a cross-covmtry journey, they had nothing

wherewith to console themselves, save only the sight of

the country they passed through in a dark night. Some
held themselves engaged by Mr. Greatorex

;
others by the

Rev. N. P. Johnson, Chairman of the Committee ; and
between the two, the old adage concerning too many pro-

fessors of the culinary art was never more fully verified.

Another cause of dissatisfaction was an additional

morning's performance without any additional renumera-

tion. Though we entertain the highest respect for Mr.
Greatorex's talents and gentlemanlike manners, we must
acknowledge that there is sometimes about him a philoso-

phical indifference, an apathy, which is not exactly suited

to a situation requiring so much promptness and activity.

We also have no doubt that the Reverend Chairman is

exemplary in all the relations of private life, but of his

qualifications to carry a great musical festival into effect

we have yet to learn.

From the commencement of the rehearsal, some cu-

riosity was felt by many professors as to the state of

Madame Catalani’s voice, but their anxiety on this head

was not relieved till the end of the day’s work, when she

sang “ Domine labia mea,” and convinced her hearers

that though her tones are become somewhat hard, she

still retains nearly the same compass, and all the force

of former years. Two or three of her upper notes have

certainly fled.

Of the first morning's performance we reluctantly say,

that we never heard Handel's Chorus, “ How excellent

thy name,” more indifferently performed ; and as to Dr.

Hayes’s accompaniments to the Hundredth Psalm, we
hope never to fall in with them again. There is not the

least keeping in them ; they are musical impertinences,

nuisances which ought immediately to be abated. So
noble a tune, in its pristine state, and in all its beautiful

simplicity, is quite sublime; but when metamorphosed
by violins, &c., moving in semiquavers, is like an arch-

bishop in pantaloons dancing a hornpipe.

Madame Calalani, on her entering the orchestra on

Tuesday evening, was warmly greeted. In the first act

she sang a scena of Rossini, “ Sospcndi il tuo rigorc

and in the second the duo “ M'abbraccio ” with Mr.

Braham ;
neither of which was encored. At the end of

the second act she let loose upon us “ Rule Britannia,”

which being illustrated by the same theatrical action that,

our readers may perhaps recollect she practised four

years ago, produced the same effect on honest John Bull,

and obtained an encore. The most striking feature of

the evening was a song by Miss Wilkinson, “ O bid your

faithful Ariel fly,* from the Tempest, composed by the late

Mr. T. Linley. It was remarkably well sung, and as well

accompanied by herself on the piano-forte. She was re-

warded for her taste in bringing this charming song for-

ward, by a very spontaneous encore. Young Mawkes,
from the Royal Academy of Music, executed a concerto

on the violin, by Mayseder, with great neatness. He
shows much genius for the instrument ; but we wish that

some of his wealthy patrons would supply him with a better

one. Unfortunately his first string broke just ns he was
about to commence to a thin audience on Wednesday
morning. This might properly enough be called a concert

of choruses, there being no less than eighteen in the

morning’s performance. In ” Total eclipse” Mr. Braham

almost outdid his former «elf ; we look upon this to be
second only to his own ** Deeper and deeper still.” We
did not think Miss Stephens so happy in “ From mighty
Kings” as we have sometimes heard her. Madame
Catalani sung “ Angels ever bright,” but in Ek : also

Luther’s Hymn. The power and quality of her voice have
certainly undergone less alteration than we anticipated

;

she still retains the power of sustaining her notes, but in di-

visions and rapid passages, where flexibility is required,

there is (to say nothing ofa convulsive motion of the throat

and under-jaw) a sluggishness that forces on ns a painful

comparison with the brilliancy of years gone by, when she
so deservedly ranked as the greatest singer of the age.

In the concert on Wednesday evening, the Symphony,
Haydn's No. 12, or military, and Beethoven's overture to

Prometheus were better performed than Beethoven’s in c
minor and the overture to the Freischutz were on the pro-

ceeding evening. The physical power of the band was
equal to the two former, but not to the others. Mr.
Oury’s Concerto on the violin afforded much pleasure.

Of the vocal pieces. Miss Stephens’s Scena from the

Freischutz was the most remarkable: would that she

more frequently selected such music ! We roust not pass

unnoticed a very clever song composed and sung by Mr.
E. Taylor, " O Peace it does him credit ; but we never
heard a more lamentable performance than the " Grand
Finale," as it was termed, to Tancredi— it was a bad bur-

lesque. Mr. Braham bad nothing of importance allotted

to him this evening. The theatre was very thinly at-

tended.

On Thursday Morning was given The Messiah, and be-

fore saying one word on its performance, we must condemn
the judgment that could permit the introduction of
44 Grotias aginius” by Madame Cutalani, between the first

and second parts ; and, without particularly adverting to

the singing, impartiality compels us to state that we never
witnessed a more ludicious exhibition : wc cannot describe

it, but really felt for Mr. Willman. Mr. Braham’s

“ Comfort ye,” and “Thou shalt break them,” were both
in his finest style; and we never heard Mr. Vaughan to

more advantage than in the recitative “ Thy rebuke.”

The feeling which he imparted to this, and to the succeed-

ing air, " Behold, and see,” made its way to the heart of
every hearer. Miss Wilkinson’s name stood in the book
for the song, “But thou didst not leave his soul in hell;’*

it was however sung, as it usually has been, by Mrs. W.
Knyveti. Wrhy was it attempted to be taken from her?
Who can sing it better? The choral band was more
efficient now than on Tuesday or Wednesday ; but the

choruses in The Messiah are now so generally known*
that they are, with very few exceptions, well sung every
where. The church this morning was well attended.

Thursday Evening.—The concert commenced with the

pastoral symphony of Beethoven. With an orchestra so

constituted, we cannot but think it indiscreet to introduce

so gigantic a work, which in this country can only be well

executed at the Philharmonic concerts. It is also too long
for a mixed audience ; and if curtailed by the omission of

the Andante, as was the case on this occasion, justice is

not done to the “ mighty master.” Mr. Onry, however,

judiciously took the movements in moderate time, so that

what was played of it went as well as could have been

expected. By desire of the Duke of Devonshire, Mr.
Mawkes repealed the concerto he played the first evening,

and with the same success. Mr. Phillips sung Dr.
Callcott's “ Angel of Life” admirably ; and the obbligato

accompaniment on the bassoon, by Mr. Mackintosh, de-
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serves the utmost commendation. Mr. Braham’s and

Mr. Lindley*s ** Alexis
**—for it ought always to be con-

sidered as a duet when in such equal hands—proved at

Derby, as it does everywhere else, an exquisite treat. It

will enslave our attention, though we know it by heart,

and extracts applause even from those niggards who ge-

neral!v bestow approbation most reluctantly. What were the

homs'about in “ Tu cl»’ accendi" ? If Mr. Puzri undertake

to do the business of the orchestra, as well as to play con-

certos, he should attend to it. The theatre was, for the

first time, well attended.

On Friday morning, at the church, the performance

commenced with a very fine motet by Mozart, adapted to

English words by Mr. Gardener of Leicester, whose name
is well known in the musical world for having brought

into public notice that magnificent chorus, 4 ‘ The Arm of

tlie Lord,** and whose zeal and love of the art (if his ar-

dor were under a little restraint) would render him a use-

ful assistant at musical festivals. We were again much
pleased with a song from Mr. Taylor, ** The fall of Zion”

by Paisiello, aud have no doubt it will become a favourite.

But there was also a ** Grand Scena” by Beethoven, “O
Jerusalem,** which we hope never to hear again, unless

some of our offences be thereby washed away.

The first part of The Creation was. perhaps, the most

perfect performance, and gave the most general satisfaction,

of any thing included ill the long (and iudeed they were

very long) morning selections ; which all concluded with

Handel’s Coronation Anthem, M Zadock the Priest,” The
church was not so well attended as ou the preceding day.

Mr. Cramer led all the performances in the church, and

the second concert at the theatre. To Mr. Oury the first

and third concerts were allotted.

Were we disposed to indulge in what might, by some

be called captious remarks, the blunders and carelessness

manifested oil the present occasion would afford us ample

opportunity. Even in the priuting department, there was
much negligence. In the book of the selection for Wed-
nesday morning, are no less than four omissions ; viz., the

recitatives preceding “ From mighty Kings’*—“ Return,

O God of hosts”—** Shall I in Mamre’s fertile plain,”

and “ Sound an Alarm.*’ Again, on Friday morning, the

very important recitative, “ Rejoice, my Countrymen
1* was

left out. The printer could only insert that which he re-

ceived ; we, therefore, exonerate him. But in whose de-

partment does this lie ? Let the blame, not only on ac-

count of the books, but of other matters likewise, fall

where it is merited.

The receipts »t this Festival were as follow* ;

—

Account of tickets sold £2944 17 6
Do. of books . - . • . • ,6-410

Cash from ticket boxes. • • • • • • .500
Donation* at the Church doors

1 at day £267 6 11

2nd do. 230 10 0
3rd do 216 5 0
4th do. 247 3 0

961 4 11

Donatioo from MUs Stephen* * 50 00
£4025 3 5

• “ TV»» 1 an evening paper observes, “ adopt* a proper mode of
showing the cDantabkness of her disposition. la justice to her own
talents, she will oot consent to receive a leas sum than is paid to other
aingera of equal merit ; but no sooner is “ the pounds, •hillings, and pence
pert" of the transaction over, than she liberally contributes to the charity on
behalf of which *he had been engaged. We have heard of no instance of
this kind in any of the talented foreigner* who have '* for value received"
lent their aid to the different Musical Festivals.

October, 1828.

ROSSINI’S NEW OPERA

—

LE COMTE ORY.

(EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM PARIS.)

September 24fA, 1828.
* • • With respect to Rossini's new opera, depend

upon it, whatever the public journals may say to the con-
trary, the musical world are disappointed, and look upon
it us little better than a failure. In the first place, as to

the subject : this is nothing more than an old vaudeville

of MM. Scribe and Poirson, newly furbished up, full of
improbable situations, and feeble in the extreme. The first

act is what is here termed a mere hors-d'eruvre, a kind of
epilogue tacked on to the original vaudeville, for the pur-
pose of bringing in the greater part of Rossini’s occasional
opera II I'iaggio a Reims. Among a multitude of other
pieces already familiar to the public, I noticed the follow-

ing : the whole of the introduction as far as the scene of
the governor and the page ; the air of the Countess, Une
lente tovjfrance

;

the finale of the first act; the duet. Ah l

<juct respect, Madame: all these pieces are taken without a
single alteration from II Viaggio a Reims, and the recog-
nition, by a numerous assemblage of amateurs on the first

night of representation, might have the charm of surprise,

but it certainly had no other, and led to a variety of re-

flections, not the most favourable in the world either to

the good faith or the talents of Rossini. Even the jour*
rials roost devoted to the Maestro are obliged honestly to

confess their disappointment, and in the very lameness of
their apologies, convey u more bitter reproach than all the

critiques of the opposite party. “Strictly speaking,” says
one of these journals, “ the music of the Comte Ory has a
right to be considered as a new production, because it

contains a great proportion of new pieces, and the

others belong to an opera that had but few representa-

tions
, and cannot therefore be familiar but to few persons.

It cannot, however, lie denied, that, in the present com-
position, Rossini has shown a more than usual fouduessfor

his favorite crescendos, cabaletti, and those systematic re-

petitions of phrases pursued even to satiety.”

Another journalist has the following remarks: “If I
were asked, whether there are many new ideas, many de-

partures from the mannerism of Rossini in this new work,

I should be obliged frankly to answer No. It is always

Rossini, though Rossini modified in a manner that never

fails to please. There never was a great musician
who had not a particular impress of his own, which ap-

pears stamped upon all his productions. This he could

not attempt to change, without ceasing to be bimself, and
becoming the copyist of others. Nature allows even to the

best organized individuals only a certain number of original

ideas. Whether these be expended in a few years, or during

the course of a long life, matters not
;
when the circle has

been run, it is necessary to begin again. Happythose who,
like Rossini, are treated as spoiled children; who arenever

refused, ask what they will. What can he add to his glory ?

what can he do to render his reputation more universal ? All

the favours of nature and of fortune, the most bountiful

that man could desire, have been lavished upon him:

let him enjoy them in peace; let him multiply our

pleasures by multiplying his works (?), but let us not be

unjust by requiring him to be more than mortal. His

portion is already enviable enough.” A singular apology

this for such a production as the Comte Ory / Who would

not be led to suppose this a wicked piece of irony in dis-

guise? • • * • It is said that M.Troupenos has purchased
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the score of this work for the sura of 12,000 francs. Glory

with Rossini is no unsubstantial thing, no being of air aud

vapour. * * *

BAND OF THE KING S THEATRE.

To the Editor of the IIarmoxicon.

Sir, Haymarket , Sept. 13, 1828.

The statement in The Diary ofa Dilettante for last

month, concerning an attempt making to reduce the sala-

ries of the bond at the King’s Theatre, is but too true

;

and the conditions of engagement now proposed to the

performers are of so extravagant, so insulting a nature,

that it is to be hoped they will for once have spirit—I ought

to say prudence—enough to resist, and defend themselves

against designs which never could have originated with

M. Laporte, but must have been planned by some unprin-

cipled knave, who is as ready to recommend as to execute

any kind of dirty work that may for the moment curry a

little favour, however injurious ultimately to the real inte-

rests of the establishment.

We are required to engage for fifty nights Instead of

sixty *, at reduced terms, and to play on all extra-nights

at half-price t: to perform on certain occasions, gratis ;

to hold ourselves in readiness, and to keep ourselves un-

employed, not only on the regular opera night**, but on
every evening during the season, except those on which the

Ancient and Philharmonic Concerts take place. Thus,

though we may be paid for only fifty nights, we must keep
ourselves disengaged for one hundred and fifty. Now, taking

the band at an average of fifteen shillings each per night,

which is about the mark, it will be evident that if they are

to hold themselves in readiness—that is, to remain unem-
ployed—one hundred and fifty nights, and are only paid

for fifty, (a very probable case,) they will, in fact, perform

for five shillings per night ; and this, without receiving a

sixpence for rehearsals, which swallow up more than half

the mornings in the season, and exclude such of us as might
teach, from the power of giving lessons, which would aug-
ment our miserable salaries.

But besides these grinding conditions, we are also

called upon to sign an agreement, by which we are bound
never to take our instruments out of the theatre during
the season

; and not only to obey all the regulations made
Rt the time of subscribing, and to agree to all the oppres-
sive fines, Ac., but even to accede to such laws as may be
made after we have signed, without knowing what they
may be, or how degrading and ruinous they may prove.

And who do you think, Mr. Editor, is, among others, to

have the power of enacting these laws?—Why, that most
honourable man, that profound admirer and obedient fol-

lower of all that « legal and virtuous. Monsieur Bochsa !

!

• The subscriber*, if not very dim sighted, will gather from this what
trick U intended to be played on them next season.—-Ed.
f These extra- rights, it b suspected, are to be on Thursdays, and on

which the regular subscribers will have no right of admiaien.—

E

d.

—It is not enough, then, that we are to be oppre6sed,^but
we must also bend oor’ necks to the yoke of such an
oppressor as this

!

What, therefore, is to be done ?—Why, to unite.—Let
uot a few who cannot be spared, be mean, be unfeeling
enough to allow themselves to be bought off, leaving the
rest of their friends and fellow-performers at the mercy of

!

people who would, indeed, make them 44 serve with
rigour,” were they abandoned by those who have the
power, and who, as honest men, ought to see that justice
is shown to their old companions, who, if deserted by the
principals, will, indeed, 44 have none to hdp them.**
A union in a just cause is always praiseworthy, and

can hardly fail in its object In the present case its suc-
cess would be certain : but if five or six suffer themselves
to be cajoled now—who will infallibly be sent adrift when
an opportunity presents itself—1be rest must either succumb
or retire ; that is, they must have recourse to a measure
which is either painful to their feelings, or injurious to
their families.

You will, perhaps, ask, what is the motive for this un-
precedented attempt to make beggars and slaves of the
orchestra,—at least, of a vast majority of its members ?
It is this : Monsieur Bochsa, among his good qualities
certainly cannot pretend to reckon modesty; he, therefore,
is trying to set up for a conductor of concerts, in which
capacity he asks as much, per night, as he thinks he can
get. Those who have benefit concerts, which are now
become very numerous, both morning and evening, have
to encounter the chance of a rehearsal at the Opera House
on the very day they have fixed, by which their band would
be taken from them, unless the managers be conciliated in
their iavour. If, then, Monsieur Bochsa is engaged—it

matters not whether he is qualified or not—to conduct
such concerts, he will take care that the performers are not
on those occasions called to attend at the King's Theatre.
If not retained, he, of coarse, summons them to a rehearsal,
and a strange, poor band, picked up from all quarters of
the town, is the only alternative left to him who has adver-
tised his day, and sold his tickets.

I think I have plainly proved to the orchestral part of
the musical profession, how much injury they must sustain
by acquiescing in the tyrannical conditions meant to be
extorted from the performers at the Kings Theatre. If I
am not deceived, it will appear equally clear to all who
have any interest in other musical performances—such as
concerts of all kinds, oratorios, meetings of every descrip-

tion in the country, and even private parties,—that the
project should, by them, both individually and collectively,

be opposed ; and that two or three foreigners, even if each
of them were respectable in character, ought not to be
allowed to trample on a considerable body of professors,

and levy an arbitrary tax on many others ; to say nothing
of so impudent an attempt to monopolise the islite of our
public instrumental performers, and to let them out (for it

would soon come to that) like a gang of slaves, on their

own selfish, exorbitant, and injurious terms.

I am. Sir, Ac.
One of the Band at the Kino’s Theatre.

Digitized by C
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&tbteto of iflustc.

Songs of tub Flowers, the Poetry and Music by J.

Aug ustink Wade, Esq. No. 2. (Latour, 50, New
Bond Street.)

In our fifth volume we reviewed the former part of this

work, which, as we there stated, is distinguished by a

simplicity that appears to have been the great aim of the

author, both in the airs and accompaniments. The present

exhibits him in a more learned vein : studied harmonies,

sudden modulations, and even canon, are the attributes of

most of these six songs, which therefore should have been

chanted by exotics, rather than by the simple, native

flowers that ore made to give them breath. But we do
not insist on this, and shall feel no offence, if our readers

accuse us of adding another conceit to the concetti (very

pleasant ones, however), of Mr. Wade.
But why did the composer bind himself, even in a single

instance, to the stubborn rules of obsolete canon ?—As a

poet, and not a had one, does he waste his time in writing

acrostics, except to amuse the tenants of the nursery ?

—

were he an artist, would he be guilty of the absurdity of

painting a picture with three colours only ?—Wherefore,

then, tie down the melody of the parts to a progression

that must sometimes prove offensive, and often inferior

to what it might be, released from such restraint? Phy-
sicians apply a strait- waistcoat to prevent evil; musicians

to produce it. Though we confess with satisfaction that

the practice among the latter has almost fallen into

desuetude, and are therefore more inclined to feel vexed

at Mr. Wade, a man of enlightened understanding, for an
attempt to revive so mechanical, line-and-rule a mode of

composition. Let him look once again at the song

wherein he has introduced some of this pedantry, and he

will feel bound to acknowledge that, had he not enslaved

himself by submitting to the laws of cation, he might
have improved his effects infinitely, by a better flow of

melody, by getting rid of much dry, meagre, grating

harmonies, and substituting what his own good, un-

fettered taste must strongly have urged him to indulge

in.

The piece we allude to, the “ Song of the Convall

Lilies," is, as a whole, very ingenious and pleasing, and
we unreluctantly declare that a portion of it is not a little

indebted for effect to the resemblance in Uie melodies of

the parts. It would not be difficult to show, on philoso-

phical principles, why imitation* (using the term in a

musical sense,)—being merely such, are agreeable; but

to render them so, they must be free. Not more arduous
would be the task to demonstrate practically, that when
the various parts are strict copies, following each other at

distances (in point of time) and intervals (in regard to

sound) determined on at setting out,—i. e. when they are

in canon—they must be stiff, ungraceful, and often com-
bining to produce most disagreeable harmony. “ Non
nobis, Domine" will, doubtless, be put forward, with the

usual air of triumph, to refute us. Our reply, however,
la ready ;

—

exceptio probat regulam. Show us a plurality

of such canons, and we will at least become silent on the
subject.

Hie first of these, the *f Song of the Hyacinth,*** is a
deliciously plaintive strain, in a minor, of which the fol*

lowing is the subject

*
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• Th* sneient poetical Hyacinth i* alludod to, Mr. W. tell ua, which

i« generally supposed to be our Bed Itartagoo-Lily.
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Hie whole in eminently beautiful, and alone would stamp
a value on the book.

The second, a “ Song; of la Fleur d* une heure," is in a
lighter style. The break after the word “ here” in any
thing but contributary to the sense. The third is a trio

for two sopranos and a contralto, or a tenor. This is the

song, composed partly of a canon, of which we have just

spoken. It is a studied work, containing many good,
new passages ; and though a few notes might be altered

for the better, and some accents be amended, yet, alto*

gcther, it will be much admired.

The fourth, the *' Song of the Evening Primrose/’ is

quite charming, both air and accompaniment, and wholly
free from anything that the most fastidious critic could

object to. We must extract a fragment of it.

The •• Song of the Bee-Flower,” the fifth of the set, is

of a more lively character than the others
; but though

the melody is agreeable and animating, the whole is rather
common.
The last, a “ Chorus of Night-Flowers, 1

’ in e b, for the
same voices as the third, is as clever as new. The three
parts move pretty much together, in simple counterpoint,
and ting remarkably well. The changes in time from
four crotchets to four quavers, and then to six, produce
variety without iulcrfcriug with the unity of design, which
is here very obvious, and proves that the whole was
planned before a note was put on paper.
The subjoined transitions will show the boldness of the

Hi
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We have in this work further evidence of the progress
making, or, we ought rather to have said, the skill ac-

quired, by amateur composers. “ Another and another
still succeeds." Let professors, English ones we mean,
spread out their paper, mend their pens, and get ready
for a harmonious conflict. They must bestir themselves,

and quickly too, or, so far as the present generation is

concerned, " be for ever fullen ;* unless, indeed, they can
be contented io play secondJiddU,
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PIANO-FORTE.

Introduction, Storm, and Polacca, with accompani-

ments, ad libitum, for two Violins, Tenor, Violoncello,

and Double Bass,
composed and dedicated to the Em-

peror of all the Russias, by Frederick Kalebrenner.

Op. 93. (Latour.)

After the great and really merited popularity of Steibclt’s

Storm-Concerto

,

which maintained its ground upwards of

a quarter of a century, and is still as much admired, and

almost as frequently used, as it was when at its flood-tide

of favour, it is a proof of no little courage in Mr. Kalk-

brenner to challenge comparison with so clever, so univer-

sally-approved a work, by publishing one in which the

principal movement takes precisely the same name, and

in the whole of which a similar intention is not even

attempted to be concealed. Nothing short of undisputed

success would have convinced us that it was prudent thus

to enter into rivalry with a composition which has estab-

lished itself so firmly in public opinion, not through the

influence of fashion, but by dint of its own merits, and

which will be practised when ninety-nine hundredths of

the productions of the present age have found their way to

the “ gulf of human possessions.”

We say at once, then, and without any circumlocution,

that this production does not justify the hardihood of its

author. Considered independently, and without reference

to anything else, it wants fancy, invention, and is lament-

ably deficient in air. It is laboured and dry, and consists

of a long string of passages that require and display no-

thing but mere execution. Though we need not add that it

does not contain anything objectionable in regard to science
;

Mr. K. has too often given proofs of the goodness of his

musical education to make it at all likely that he should

ever fail in that point. And indeed he has frequently

shown his talent, which, if not of the first order, entitles

him to a veiy respectable rank among the best piano-forte

composers of the day. In this, viewed os a work of de-

cided pretension, he has certaiuly failed
;
and wc have to

regret, either that he has lost his labour, or that the pub-

lisher will be disappointed in his speculation.

1. Piccola Fantasia Drammatica, on airs from Mozart’s
Opera, Cosi fan tuttc, arranged with an accompaniment

(ad lib.) for the Fi.ute, fcy J. B. Cramer. No. 1.

(Cramer, Addison, and Beale, 201, Regent Street.)

2. Introduction and Variations on an Air in the ojtera

Le Pavsan Millionnaire, by Charles Czerny. (Paine

and Hopkins, 69, Cornhill.)

Mr. Cramer’s dramatic Fantasia is composed of a

number of airs from Mozart's lovely opera, connected by

a few bars of union added to each. The pieces he has

selected are, the duet, “ Prenderd quel brunettino the

chorus, “ Bella vita militar part of the finale, beginning
** Ecco il Medico the arietta, “ E' amore un Ladroncello;”

and the aria, “ Donne mie, la fate a tanti !” These he

has taken almost note for note from the original, and,

except what he has been obliged to do in the way of

adaptation, has confined himself to the author’s text.

This is certainly laudable ; but we doubt whether such a

aeries of arranged airs come properly under the term

fantasia. The whole is very easy ; the “ Introduction”

particularly, which is comprised in eight bars
; and here

Mr. C. certainly has not exerted any of his strength.

No. 2 is familiar in style, and, considering the propen-

sities of the author, what may be called easy ; while it is

capable of being made a showy affair
; particularly as the

tinklers, or extra-additional notes, are pretty frequently

called into uction. The air is pleasing, without being in

any way striking ; and the whole, except a hideous run of
semitones—which we recommend every performer of taste

either to alter or cut out—is not devoid of a certain kind
of merit.

1. L’Aline, Introduction and Polacca, composed by J.

A. Moralt. (Cramer and Co.)

2. '* Un Moto di Gioja,” a Fantasia on Melodies q/"Mozart,
arranged by John Beale. (Cramer and Co.)

L*Aline, No. 1, is neither more nor less than a version

of the Polonaise by the Count Oginsky, published in our
second volume, with some very curious particulars concern-

ing its origin. The original is pathetic and beautiful, and
though Mr. Moralt has not introduced anytiling very irre-

levant, yet, except his introduction, which is good, wc pre-

fer the composition in its native form. It is agreeable,

however, in almost any shape ; and as it is more easily

obtained in that it now assumes than in the other, it may
be recommended to supply its place.

We will just remark, bv the way, that though the words
Polonaise and Polacca only differ, inasmuch as the one is

French, the other Italian, nevertheless the latter is com-
monly applied to a movement meant to be quick ; while

the former retains much of its ancient gravity. Mr. M.
therefore, has rather erred in changing the title of the air,

for it cannot be supposed that he means it to be fast, after

prefixing the term grazioso to it

No. 2. is made up of shreds and patches ; a mixture of
heterogeneous materials forced into unnatural union, but

as unblcnding as half a dozen Englishmen rammed together

in a stage coach. Amongst the things thus joined by

Mr. J. Beale, are, the duet in the ZauberAhte
,

** Der liebe

holdes,” (or “The Manly Heart,”) and part of “ E voi

ridete” in Cost fan tulle, the former being made to dance

to the gigue time of the latter ; to wit, vivace

!

If this

do not make the reader stare, he roust be an apt scholar

of the Roman satirist, and proof against all surprise.

In the second bar of page 4 we have the following reso-

lution of an inversion of the diminished 7th,

—

and in the last bar of the 5th page is the subjoined pas-

sage, which, we rejoice to say, is not very common ;

—

gva.
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That this Fantasia may have originated in an uncon-

trollable transport ofjoy is very possible, but it was by no

means necessary to let us into the secret. Much less was
it incumbent on the composer to make the annunciation

in a strange tongue,—in a language wherewith, it is fair

to presume, he is not better acquainted than with his own,

and which, moreover, docs not express the thought a whit

more forcibly than that taught him by his mother, or his

nurse. Our ire at such foibles as this, is sometimes
Charmed away by the strains that follow them : when there

is no such influence exerted, no such peace-maker to inter-

pose, we feel very roach inclined to consider a use like the

present of foreign language, as little better than downright

affectation.

1. Ma Nacelle, Fantaisie sur une Romance compose par
Ch. CfiAULiEU. (Cramer and Co.)

8. “Forget me not!" Introduction and Rondo com-

posed by Augustus Voiot. (Cramer and Co.)

S. La Salle d’Apollon, a collection ofWhvntn Ac. Nos.

87 and 88. (VVessel and Stodurt, 6, Frith Street.)

No. 1. has all the freedom and some of the fancy that

belong to the true Fantasia; which term, if we under-

stand it correctly, siguific* a sudden flight of the imagina-

tion—a someUling, not previously thought of,—an im-

promptu production—therefore divested of all formality and

apparent study. The present is intelligible without being

insipid, and remarkably brilliant, though not difficult. The

subject is lively, but has no new feature ; and wilhout

being able to boast of anv thing like originality, either in

general outline or particular passages, there is au agree-

ableness about it that will introduce it into plenty of good

company.
Mr. Voigt has taken Mozart's beautiful air, to which the

almost equally beautiful English words, “ Forget me not

are set, as an Introduction to what he calls a “ Rondo in

the operatic style." We are glad to meet with the former,

in almost any attire, and Mr. V. has very little changed its

original dress. The Rondo is in the style of some opera

airs, we grant, but not the best. There is, however, a con-

siderable degree of sprightliness about it.

The 37th number of La Salle <?Apollon contains

a charming waltz by Czerny, with a trio by Schubert,

formed, we believe, out of his air, “ Ich komme vora

Gebi rge her," The 38th number gives the last produc-

tion of Weber, a waltz in A b, which is very characteristic

of him, and full of vigour, notwithstanding bis dying state

at the moment he wrote it.

Six Overtures, with accompaniments for Flute, Violin,

and Violoncello, (ad libitum), composed by Haydn
Wiwoh, Organist of St. Mary, Newington, (dementi

and Co ;
and Chappell.)

W r. cannot venture, from these specimens, to encourage

Mr. Haydn Wilson to continue his career as a writer of

overtures ; but would recommend to his notice a few works

which pass under the same denomination, composed by

certain foreigners who are pretty well known at most of

the music shops by the names of Mozart, Beethoven,

Winter, Cherubini, and Romberg.

• We .shall feet gretdy indebted to any reader of the Hanmonicon who
will furniib u* with the name of tbe author of these verses, or point out

toy channel through which we can obtain information on the subject.

—

Ed,

1. Sequel to Labour’* Instructions for the Piano-
Forte, illustrated by numerous Examples and Exer-
cises, selected from the works of Classical Author*.
(Latour.)

2. A Practical Treatise for the Piano-Forte, con-
taining upwards of two hundred Progressive Exercises

on an entirely new plant by J. Fhyee. (Cramer and Co.)

The object of Mr. Latour's sequel is, to furnish the stu-

dent with that knowledge of the practice of the instru-

ment which cannot be given to a beginner, and therefore

ought never to be attempted to be imparted through the
medium of a mere elementary work. He lias here treated

of the use of the pedals ; explained the nature and differ-

ence of Accent and Emphasis; laid down rules for Touch*
and for Transposing,—the latter bring necessarily fol-

lowed by an accouut of the different Clefs. He then
enters on the subject of the Scale, which naturally leads

to some notice of the Keys ;
to all of which, other useful

matter is added.

What Mr. L. says of the open pedal is correct, so far as ii

goes, but he suggests nothing concerning its use in cases

of one continued harmony, and seems to confine its opera-

tion rather too strictly. We wish that he had not men-
tioned the sofi pedal ; this should only be employed by
adepts : if trusted to learners, the instrument will never
be in tune a whole day together. In fact, the command of
loud and soil should be in the finger of the performer.

The remarks concerning Staccato aud Legato are very

clear, but a literal translation of the terms ought to have
formed a part of this section.

The chapter on Accent and Emphasis, though contain-

ing nothing new, makes (lie matter perfectly easy to be
understood, by means of the examples.

Much more might have been added on the subject of

Touch. All which appears is perfectly correct, but is only

what almost every scholar is taught, by almost every

master : certain refinements, known only to a few, are not

mentioned. Perhaps the author, who is, doubtless, well

acquainted with them, may have thought that their intro*

Auction here would have been premature.

We are disappointed in not meeting with the classical

examples which the title-page Ted us to expect. It is true

that a few of the lightest opera airs of Mozart and Rossini

and even Handel’s “ See the conquering Hero comes," are

inserted, but these by no means reach our notion of what

is meant by “the works of classical authors;" we ex-

pected extracts from the best of Haydn’s, Mozart’s, Beet-

hoven’s, Dussek’s, Steibelt’s, and Hummers compositions

for the piano-forte* the instrument for which Mr.Latour has

exclusively compiled his book, and not a collection of vocal

airs, that do very well to excite the attention ofchildren, but

are unfit studies for the more advanced performer, de-
menti's Instruction Book is a model, so far as relates to

selection. His are really classical examples, and though

too difficult, certainly, to commence with, are admirably

calculated to form the taste of such as have been well

initiated in the elements of music and the first lessons.

Mr. Fryer 8 title-page leads to a supposition that his is

a work of general instruction for the piano-forte, whereas

it is exclusively devoted to one subject—fingering ; and

his principle appears to be, to accustom the practitioner to

use all his fingers indiscriminately in the same succession

of notes, or passage. In a preface, not very clearly or

correctly written, the author says much in praise of system,

• We Jo bo! mention Clemeoti’ior Cramer their work* bringproperty.
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and his is in one sense a systematic plan ;
bot it is syste-

matically subversive of every system of fingering extant.

He makes the learner finger the same notes in seven differ-

ent ways, and seems to consider them all equally worthy
of adoption. Now this at once annihilates method, and
destroys that connexion which ought to be indissoluble

between passages of ordinary occurrence and a certain

tnode of fingering.—For instance, every experienced

teacher will agree that the annexed sequences ought to be

fingered only according to one of the following methods,
and most will grant that that marked by the upper line of
figures is the best :

—

But Mr. F. requires the scholar to practise the same
succession, thus, likewise ;

—

This is like learning to write without using the thumb.
What possible advantage, we would ask, can ever result

from practising the subjoined fingering ?

Almost every word admits of being spelt in more than
one manner, and equally well, too, but it is universally

Agreed to adopt a single method, anti for reasons so ob-
vious, as not to need pointing out. So it is with fingering,

and so it is with nearly everything in which facility depends
on h&biL
We exceedingly doubt the utility of a work fifly-two

folio pages long, containing nothing but dry, unconnected
passages. We are quite satisfied that no pupil of genius
will ever submit to the drudgery of studying it ; and are

equally persuaded, that if some few plodders are found to

devote to the exercises the time that their author, we
presume, requires, they will always play with hesitation

that which is not perfectly familiar to them, for want of a
habit of associating certain successions with certain fin-

gering.

Select Ams from the Opera of Cost fan tntte, composed

by Mozart, arranged with an Accompaniment for the

Flute, ad libitum, by Vincent Novello. (For the

Editor, 66, Great Queen Street, Lincoln*s Inn-fetds.)

This opera has been repeatedly arranged ; sometimes in

a manner little conducive to the composer’s reputation,

had he stood in need of support—as in the instance ofFio-
jillo’s adaptation ; and occasionally in a way that Mozart
himself would not have been displeased at, had he been
living— as in the case of Burrowes’s, published some years

ago, ami now Mr. NoVelio’s, which has just appeared. Of
the latter it is only necessary to say, that it is executed

with the same correctness and judgment tliat distinguish

his other publications of a similar kind. The present book
comprises seven pieces ;

" La Mia Dorabella :
”— “ E voi

ridele; **— ** E la fede ;

”— “ Una bella serenata; ** Ah

!

guard a, Sorclla — **Se questo mio core:” and 44 Sento,

o Dio!”

DUET PIANO-FORTE MUSIC.
La Belle Union, Rondeau Brjllant, precede rt'une

Introduction, composite par Igkacjs Moscheles. (Eucre
76. (Chappell

; and Cromer and Co.)

This is the composition executed by Mr. Cramer and his

niece. Miss Antouetta Cramer, at hi* brother's Last benefit,

and is dedicated to the performers for whom, and on
which occasion, it was written. Mr. Moscheles has evi-

dently bestowed a great deal of labour on it ; his friendship
for Mr. Cramer and the debAt of his pupil strongly com-
bined to make him wish to produce something of a
superior order ; and so far as musical science is concerned
he has succeeded. But how commonly do we see, tliat

when the imagination, the inventive faculty, is roost soli-

cited it hi least complying, though at other times it yields

its treasures spontaneously. Such appears to us to have
been the case in the present instance. Rich as the author
of this work is in musical ideas, he was not able to

draw upon his stock for a supply of them at the moment
when his duet was called for ; it is the result of industry,

not of inspiration. There is a sterility in the subject which
shews, at the very outset, that not much can spring from
it ; and though the resources of such a musician as Mr.
M. are great, yet, unaided bythis muse, they have now
been able only to furnish what, for him, is comparatively

dry and uninteresting.

This composition is in Ek. The introduction is a Largo
of two pages to each part. The Rondeau is an allegretto

grazioso, four-quaver time, of fourteen pages. It is, we
conjecture, written partly in complimentary imitation of
Cramer’s own style, and has less of that boldness of man-
ner and suddenness in modulation, that are remarkable
traits in the productions of M. Moscheles. There arc

some good passages scattered among the pages, and it is

obviously from the pen of a master ; nevertheless it is

ineffective. Wc need hardly add, that it requires two able

performers, though there are very few bars in it that

skilful amateurs need shrink from, or to acquire which
would cost any extraordinary devotion of time and appli-

cation.

The Messiah, in Complete Score, with the Accompani-
ments for wind instruments added by Mozart, and a
Piano- Forte or Organ part, by J. Addison. Part 1.

(Goulding and D’Almaine, Soho Square.)

The present, when completed by the two other parts,

which are to be expected in November, will be the third

oratorio of Handel brought out in this very useful and
complete manner by Messrs. Goulding and D’Almaine,
whose spirited undertaking entitles them to much praise ;

for though the work must ultimately pay itself, and well,

yet a considerable time will elapse bkore the publishers

can be reimbursed the capital invested in it Oratorios

do not sell like songs, or scores like qnadriltes—they are

not born and buried in the space of a few moons ; but, if

worth anything, measure their age by lustrums, and do
not arrive at their manhood, or zenith, of popularity till

after ten or fifteen of those periods have passed away. It

is now nearly ninety years since this very work, this

sublime conception, was first produced, and it has not yet

reached the summit of its fame. It is now becoming
public in France, and even in Russia: in Germany it has

been longer known; and in a few more years it will

probably have found its way into Italy, where, however,

effeminacy in music is one of the symptoms of effeminacy
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in manners, and where Mozart’s Italian operas are not

yet permanently seated, though composed in the language

of the country, because too vigorous and intellectual.

Much of the increasing favour with which The Messiah
is received, is owing to the wind-instrument accompani-

ments of Mozart, an enthusiastic admirer of Handel,
whose only fault in making these additions is, that he was
too sparing of them, too diffident in executing bis task.

Had the gigantic genius, the composer himself possessed

the orchestral means of a later age, he would, according

to a very fair calculation, have used them more freely than

was deemed prudent, under the circumstances of the case,

by the modest Mozart, whose supplement was made
under a feeling that his augmentation might possibly ex-

pose him to the charge of vanity, and a spirit of interpo-

lation. Nay, such actually was at first the cry in this

country ; and it was only through the streouous efforts of

a contributor to a daily newspaper*, that the added accom-

paniments w ere suffered to be performed at Drury Lane
Theatre, where they were introduced by Sir (3. Smart, in

the year 1813. At the Ancient Concerts they have hitherto

been resisted ; but as a stronger light seemB lately to have

broken into the Hanover Square Rooms, we may hope

that it will shortly illuminate the royal and noble directors

on the subject of Handri’s Messiah ;
particularly as we

find that the most influential among those personages has

sanctioned their use at the Festival now celebrating in

the Cathedral which gives to his grace his archiepiscopal

throne.

VOCAL.

1. Two Canzonets composed % John Thompson, Esq.

{Edinburgh; Purdie.)

2. Tyrolese Evening Hymn, the words by Mrs. Hemanb
;

the music by her Sister. (Willis and Co.)

3. Song, •• Glide, lightly glide,” by Charles Cope Tem-
ple, Esq. (Cramer and Co. ; and Callcott)

4. Song, “ Oh ! list to the sound of my Lute {composed

and published by the same.)

5. Ballad, Lovers’ Oaths, composed by Thomas Att-
wood. (Willis and Co.)

6. Ballad, “ One hour with thee,” written by Mrs. Corn-
well Baron Wilson, composed by William Carnaby,
Mm*. Doc. (Willis and Co.)

7. Cakzonetta, “ Almen se non poss* io," poetry by
Mktastasio, music by Pio Cianchettixi. (Chappell.)

8. Cavatina, u
I'll away to the surf-beaten shore,” poetry

and melody by W. Ball ; symphonies and accompani-
ments by J. Barnett. (Pettett, 154, Oxford Street)

9. Song, " I’m a gay and gentle sprite,” composed by

Gesualdo Lanza. (Chappell.)

10. Serenade, Leonora, composed by Charles T. Sykes.

(Goulding and Co. ; and Cramer and Co.)

11. Song, “The memory of past recollections,” the words

by James O’Connell, Esq. the music by H. Schwieso.
(J. Schwieso, 79, Wimpole Street)

12. Ballad, The Remembrance, written by Mrs. Turn-
boll, composed by Walter Turnbull. (Chappell.)

13. Air, “ List! Hermit, list!” the poetry by R. Ryan,
Ike music by E. Solis. (Goulding and Co.)

The two Canzonets of Mr. Thompsou arc marked by
strong feeling, good taste, and appropriate accompani-

ments. The melody of the first is not so free and chan -

tanle as that of the second, which is very flowing, but the
words are well expressed; though some few of them
might have been better accented,—“ bosom friends must
part” and “ the warm and feeling heart,” for instauce.
The discord in the lost bar but three is rather too power-
ful for our ear ; such a retardation of the baas is hardly
justifiable by the laws of harmouy. The second is free

from all reproach.

No. 2. is ultra-simplicity. It is possible to be too
natural as well as too artificial. Art ext celare artem ;

and there must be art in music, in poetry, and in painting,
however it may be concealed, else they do not deserve their

titles. But the present composer errs on the right side,

and from what is here given, we are incliued to augur
that, with a little less diffidence, and rather more enter-

prise, she may produce better effect, without violently

striving against her natural bias.

No. 3. is the Seotish (or Anglo-Caledonian, as it is here
called) air, “Saw ye my father?” set to some very pretty
verses written by the adaptor. The words and music
blend extremely well, and, aided by an accompaniment of
good, plain harmony, shew an excellent old song in a new
and pleasing tight.

No. 4. is the subject of the well-known symphony by
Haydn, beginning

to which Mr. Temple has adapted ins own words, and
added an unassuming, judicious accompaniment.

No. 6. is an elegant, expressive ballad, not entirely devoid
of what arc politely termed reminiscences, though these by
no means amount to anything in the shape of plagiarism,

or even conscious imitation. How be could manage to

make wliat he has out of the words, is our wonder : but
Mr. Atlwood, having been during many years a dramatic
composer, is accustomed to nonsense- verses.

No. 6. is in the best style of the composer of “The braes
of Yarrow*.” The music of this is os full of tenderness

and delicacy as the poetry to which it is set ; each is

worthy of the other, and united form a charming song.

No. 7. is a clever composition, but requires a singer

who can express the feeling of both the poet and musician

:

if sung without giving proper utterance to their sen-

timents, it will only pass as one of the mob of modern
songs.

No. 8. is common, though not vulgar: there is no
offence in it ; unless, indeed, the title should give umbrage
to people who are addicted to correctness. It is not a.

cavatina, but a ballad.

In truth No. 9. has not more claim to our praise than

the last, except in being properly denominated.

No. 10. is an admirable specimen of musical twaddle

:

everything in it is of the most hacknied kind, except the

manner of setting the name, Leonora, which to us is quite

new

—

r-fc-gi-' Vj - --- --it-* u j . u • i 7w *-•

—

ft-a— i—z *
A * - rite, Le-.-o--no--r»

This is certainly making much of the poet's mistress.

ized by Google

• Morning Chronicle for 1813. • Published many year* ago In a set of soags.
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Nos. 11 and 12 are both act with great feeling. The
former shows a good deal of zeal, which, if properly di-

rected may lead to success. The latter is much indebted

to its key, a b ;
and also exhibits some full, smooth har-

mony.
There is a melody in No. 13, and we must further say,

that its cadences are fully sanctioned by time and constant

use. The two octaves between the voice part and bass,

in the last bar of page 2, and the first of page 3, and

which are afterwards repeated, should be a warning to

Mr. Solis of the danger of dealing in notes, without hav-

ing first laid in a stock of harmonic knowledge.

HARP.

Concertino, The Reminiscences of Scotland, with full

Orchestral Accompaniments or Piano- Forte, composed

by N. C. Bociisa. (Goulding and D’Almaine.)

This, though a continuous piece, may be considered as in

three movements, joined by means of a cadenza at the

end of the first and second. The first movement intro-

duces “ Scots wha ha’ wi* Wallace bled ;** the second,

“ The yellow-haired laddie ;
” and the third, “ The while

cockade.” These airs are given in their true times for a

few bars, but the adaptor soon yields to his natural bent,

and breaks them into various passages, in which hurry

and confusion,—sometimes called brilliancy—are the

leading traits. There are, however, portions of this de-

serving of considerable praise ;
namely, some bold and

effective transitions, and certain glimpses of taste that are

not very usual in M. Bochsa’s productions, which are

seldom deficient in spirit, never fuulty in harmony, but

rarely, if ever, graceful or expressive, and wholly devoid

of what is properly called originality.

To perform this Concertino, a first-rate player is re-

quired : in such bauds, and with some accompaniment, it

will generally please.

FLUTE.

1. Twenty-seven Melodies for one or two Flutes, in

the most usefil major and minor keys, with a Prelude

to each, composed and arranged by Raphael Dress-

ier. Op. 70. (Cocks and Co.)

2. Air, "Non piu mesta/ from Rossini's Cenerentola,

and a favourite iVallz, with Variations, composed by

Antonio Minasi. (Fentum, Strand.)

No. 1. is really an excellent collection of airs, and well

adapted for the flute ; but as it almost wholly consists of

a selection from other masters, there being but two or

three trifling things by Mr. Dressier, would it not have

been a proof of discretion and modesty in him to have

left the word "composed” entirely out of his title-page?

This is meant as a Supplement to Mr. D.'s Instruction

Book, nnd a very useful, pleasing one it is.

Young Minusi’s Variations were written to shew his

own execution on the instrument, and ure well calcu-

lated to display his powers. They are, of course, only fit

for very able performers to attempt, unless os exercises,

and merely for practice.

The song* in Thr flottU Imp

,

which were overlooked till loo late

for the prevent number ;
together with Hummel'* Concerto, Cohan's

ditto, Novdlo's Periodical Collection, Ac. Ac. will be reviewed in our

next.

October, 1828.

EXTRACTS from the DIARY of a DILETTANTE.
[Resumed from page 206.]

September 1«/. The musical critic who signs himself

X. X. X- in the Journal des Debats
, and who is known

to be M. Castil-Blaze, the adaptor of many of Mozart's
and Rossini's operas to the French lyric stage, tells us that

on the rc-appcarance of Madlle. Sontag at the The&tre
Ilalien, she sang all her high notes entirely out of tune.

This certainly surprises me ; for her greatest perfection

was intonation, in which 1 never once heard her fail

during the time she was here, though I was present at

her performances, both public and private, four or five

times every week. Some of our Gallic neighbours impute
this alteration to our fogs, in spite of the fact that

not a single one happened all the while Madlle. S. was
in Engluud. Others hint at another cause, and seem to

think that hers has been

“ • a fate which every one mutt ta*te

:

Some won, tome late, but all must burn at Lilt.”

If so, the mischief gained admittance, not through the

channel of the eur, but, as Moth thinks possible, " through
the throat,” and the ephemeral fuvotirite '* swallowed love

with singing love.”

3rrf. Apropos de brouillard*—The Milan Gazette
gravely informs its readers, that Signor Velluti is returned

into Italy to recover from the injurious effects of the

English fogs. English fogs!—as if fogs were never seen
in Paris, in Florence, in the marshes around Venice, and
even in Rome. I expect next to hear the Belgians,

perhaps the Dutch themselves, reproach us with this vice

of Nature, in which she indulges to such excess in their

climates—so moderately in ours. But the musico was as

fortunate as Madlle. Sontag, and never, in his late visit

to London, encountered one of these " nebulosities,” as

Dr. Johnson called them. Moreover he scarcely ever had
to contend with one of our east winds, and himself ac-

knowledged how civilly the climate had treated him. The
truth is, that the Signor inet with no encouragement to

return again, therefore makes English fogs his excuse for

not once more passing the Alps and the Straits. This
muy be called inistifying his countrymen.

The Morning Chronicle of this day promulgates a
notable discovery made by one of its reporters. “ The
forte of Weber,” it says, ** is in the extremes of Ida

country's music, ami belongs to what may be denominated
caricatura ; at least it is in the expression of passions and
incidents supposed to be least fitted for musical subjects,

that he has established his reputation.” So, because he
has accompanied the diablerie in the Frcuchutz with

characteristic sounds,—sounds, by the way, that none but
so poetical, so rich a mind as his could have conceived

—

all his best compositions are to be condemned in a mass,

as caricatures ! By this rule of judging, the music iu

Macbeth is caricatura ; and so is that iu the Zauberflbte.

But what rash criticism this is; and how totally without

any premises !—for by far the greater part of the pieces in

Weber's most celebrated work are founded on love, hope,
uud despair, passions exactly adapted to musical ex-

pression, or else every great composer, and every able

metaphysician who has written on the subject, have com*
2 K
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initted gross errors. Hi* Oberon too, that lovely opera,

how very small a portion of this can, with any regard to

truth, be said to be devoted to subjects not suited to

music ; unless, indeed, all that is romantic or superna-

tural be unfitted for musical expression. In which

case, what is to be said of that fine effort of genius,

Purcell's Tempest ? Weber’s overtures, also, to Euryanthe,

to Der Rchernrher der Gcister, &c., have these contributed

nothing to establish his reputation?-

But let us hear what the same critic, in the very same

article, says of another work by Weber.—** There is the

same originality and vigour,—the same display of natural

and highly-cultivated genius—the same abundance of gay,

brilliant and sparkling combinations in Syhana , which

mark and distinguish the productions of Weber, already so

popular and familar in this country."

Now let this be compared with the foregoing, and the

inconsistency of the two will immediately he obvious. Un-
fortunately likewise, for the writer’s credit, Syhana is an

opera which, had the composer produced nothing else,

would not have made his name known beyond the pre-

cincts of a few (ierman towns, for it was composed when
he was only fourteen years of age, und considered by

him as a very immature production— a mere boyish at-

tempt.

5/A. That sort of false criticism which provoked the

foregoing remarks, is not confined to the British press.

The Gazette de France
, No. 239, thus alludes to M. Hoff-

mann, a litterateur of some reputation, who lately died ill

Paris :
—** A celebrated critic, who in our own times carried

on a furious war against the composer of Don Giovanni,

has cpiittcd life without ever having been able to discern

the difference between a note in tune and a note out of

tune.” This state of ear was quite to be expected in one

who could not discover the merits of a Mozart.

7/A. As a constant reader of the Atlas, and an admirer

of the spirit with which the musicul articles in that paper

are often written, though I have not iuvariahSy acquiesced

in the opinions therein avowed, I was not a little surprised

and grieved to meet with the following lines
—“ In Eng-

land we always venerate ‘ men of business,’ though their

playing, singing, and composing be but scurvy. It was

but a short time ago that a man. Sir W. P ns, from

an indifferent fiddler, became an excellent justice of the

peace."

Sir William Parsons, a doctor in music, and the person

so contemptuously mentioned in the above flippant para-

graph, was master of the King’s band, an office of the

highest rank and emolument iu his profession, in which

capacity he was as successful in setting the birth-day odes,

as any of his predecessors, though Green and Boyce had

filled the station. He was no " fiddler,” either in the

literal or disparaging sense of the term, but an excellent

musician, and not only the most esteemed, but the best

singing-master of his day. He was educated in West-

minster Abbey, by Dr. Cooke, and completed his stu-

dies in Italy, under the first professors. To his instruc-

tions, Harrison, the elegant tenor, owed much of his vocal

taste, and he formed more good amateurs than any pre-

ceding teacher or contemporary. He was a well-educated,

well-informed man, and a perfect gentleman in his conduct

and manners; qualities which introduced him into the

highest society, and, joined to his great sagacity and love

of business, led to his appointment as a police magistrate,

a post which he filled with honour to himself and credit

to the Duke of Portland, who, at the recommendation of
the late King, appointed him to that situation.

Iu consequence of his attendance as a master on the
princesses, Sir William Parsons had the honour to pass a
great deal of time with the royal family, by whom he was
much respected for his acquirements, his excellent temper
and high character. An illustrious personage once said

of him, that he always showed n readiness to further the

interest of his professional brethren, but that he never
knew him utter a syllable injurious to any one of them.

Such was the man whoso name has been so unneces-
sarily brought forward, and treated with a disrespect that

nothing but great professional ignorance or bad moral
character could have warranted. Even truth, when spoken
of the dead, ought to be told with a decent regard to

the feelings of the living, which ought never to be dis-

turbed, except for some very useful purpose.

10/A. Signor Barbaja, the active impresario of the

opera at Naples, Milan, and Vienna, is not to have the

latter theatre under his direction this ensuing season : it is

to be managed by a relation of the Chevalier Micheroux;
Madame Pasta therelore will perform in that city, and is

collecting forces in Paris and elsewhere to support the

undertaking. Thus far I am informed by a French cor-

respondent; but the Vienna Gazettes state, that no Italian

opera will be opened there, it being the determination of

government, that all theatrical performances shall be in

the German language. I am disposed to believe tho

former account : it would be bud policy in the Austrian

government still further to offend its Italian subjects, and
to deprive such of them os are residing in the Imperial

capital, of the only amusement they can enjoy, or even
understand.

12/A. Rossini has promised—hut promising with him
is not tantamount to performing—lo prepare an opera for

the King's Theatre against the ensuing season, the foun-

dation lo be his Matitdr dr Shahran, which he is to alter,

amend and augment, in the manner he treated his Fiaggia.

a Reims, when he converted it into Le Comte Ory. If

he is not more successful than in the latter opera, he may
as well spare himself the trouble; or rather, save our
Italian Theatre tho expense. The chancrn are, tliat he
will produce nothing more of consequence: he is grown
rich and fond of indulgence, lies late in bed, and enjoys

the pleasures of the table without much restraint. He is,

nevertheless, still employing himself, it is said, on his

Guillaume Tell, for the Avademie lloyale de Musiqve.

My belief is thuL lie will long continue to be slill em-
ployed in it, unless he is allowed to make it a pasticcio,

by constructing it chiefly of materials from his least known
aud unsuccessful operas.

14/A. The last No. of the Foreign Review—in an article,

by the way, which exhibits no great knowledge of musical

history—relates the following curious fact. “ We remem-
ber," says the writer, “ Mozart obliged to take off his ring

while performing at Naples ; the poetical and music-loving

people of that land of song could only account for hts

divine genius, by the belief, that a spirit inhabited the

jewel on his finger.**—No. III. page 23.
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It is easy to believe that when the antediluvian Julwl
~ - struck the chorded shed,

His Utteaiag brethren stood around,

And wotid'ririjr, on their faces fell

To wordiip the c#le*tial sound,

lew than a God they thought there coaid not dwelt

Within the hollow of that shell

That spoke so sweetly and so well.

But it is difficult to imagine that only about sixty years

ago, a belief in a magic ring should pervade such a class

of persons as would have the means of hearing a musical

prodigy ; and this belief, too, unconnected with religion !
—

However, the writer, (who can be no chicken now, for

Mozart was at Naples in 1769)—states the circumstance

from his own memory ; therefore I must not for one
moment doubt the uutiienticily of the story.

The opinion of the author of the article above-

mentioned, on the subject of Rossini’s Otello, shews great

judgment and accurate discrimination. I cannot but

think, that he had read some remarks on the subject in

the lUanoNicON*. The whole of his passage is worth

extracting.

“ We do not fear to say, that the subject is altogether

nnsuited to the lyric drama ; and that, supposing the con-

trary, Rossini of all composers was the most unfit to treat

such a subject iti music. The catastrophe in the English

tragedy is necessary ; we see it from the beginning as

through a long and gloomy vista. We weep, we shudder,

we draw a long sigh of dcs]rair, and feel that it could not

have been otherwise. But in the opera, Otello is a ruffian,

without excuse for his crime. Wc have suddenly a beau-

tiful woman running distracted about the stage to a

symphony—and a very noisy symphony—of violins, and
butchered before our eyes to an allegro movement. What
would Metastasio say to this ? or to Arsuce stabbing his

mother to the first bars of * Life let us cherish ? * Sub-

jects in themselves horrible become more horrible, more
insufferable, when illustrated by the fine arts, and shock

us, from a sense of incongruity, as well as from the

poignant vividness of the impression.’*—Page 28.

15/A. The last affair of the Heart. The heart of

Grdtrv is, I sincerely hope and really believe, now at

rest. M. Cost il-Blaze gives the following account of the

manner in which it was received ; and though be does not

describe the ceremonial of its deposition, that it did take

place is naturally to be inferred.

* Our col respondent allude* to the first volume, page 82 ; and to the

last July Number, pa$e 172. As the foimer may be forgotten by many
of our reader*, and be totally unknown to some, we reprint it in tin*

note.

OVeMi is, upon the whole, a heavy, fatiguing ope/a in representation
j

partly because the composer lias expended too much of his strength

upon a partirular portion of it ;
hut chiefly because it U one of the Worst

subject* for the musical drama that could have been ctitwen. Jealousy

is a pa— ion that can And no corresponding notes in the widely•extended

scale of harmony
, but amongst its harshest discord*

;
and with melody it

i* at open war. It brood* user real or supposed injuries, and u prone

to silence. When it jpeaki, it utter* short, abrupt, mysterious sentence*,

mid ha* nothing vocally continuous in its mode of enunciation. How
then can such a pa** inti l»e imitated by musical sound*, which depend

for ctlect upon their connection with each other, and upon a rigid adhe-

rence to mea*«r* ?—Lose, Hope, Joy, *ng naturally. Grief, when the

violence of its first emotion* have subsided, indulge* in plaintive me-
lody. Even Anger, which U clamorous, may he exprxvved hy modulated

Bounds. Rut fear. Revenge, Envy, and, above all, Jealou-y, are not

within the reach of muscat expression
;
and to this cause w« must

impute the inferiority—for inferior we consider it, notwithstanding our

high praise of some of its parts—of the serious opera of OieUo.’*

The reception, he says, of the heart of (InRry by the

inhabitants of Liegd, was accompanied by solemnities

which were terminated on the 9th of last month by a
concert given in the theatre. A cantata written on the

occasion by M. Lafontaine, and set to music by M. Daus-
saigne, together with an overture by a young composer,
M. Jaspar, were much admired. A fortunate accident

brought to this musical tele the celebrated composer
Meyerbeer. The moment he was recognised, every one
wished to shew him some mark of respect, aud his lively,

melodious overture to La fau**e Agnes was immediately

performed, with »s much spirit as taste. He relumed
his thanks to the Liege orchestra, by one of the commix*
sioners, for the flattering attention shewn him, and sub*

scribed liberally towards the monument about to be
erected to the memory of the composer of Richard Carwr

de Lion.

17/A. Madllc- Sontag has met with all kinds of falla

since she quitted London. That down a flight of stairs,

which her surgeon fears will keep her from the stage many
mouths, perhaps years, I sincerely regret for her sake,

though I am not one of her idolaters. Another fall hinted

at, will turn nut, I hope, to be into great good luck, and
a coronet. She has certainly fallen in general estimation

ns a singer ; owing, possibly, to the exaggerated praises

bestowed on her by the French and English puff-makers

and dealers, who blind the public for a while, and when
the latter begin to see, their indignation commonly leads

them into another extreme. Le Globe, a French jour-

nal of deserved reputation for judgment and moderation,

speaks in the following strong terms of Madlle. Montug's

performances on her return to Paris.

—

La Gazza Ladra was given twice last week, and these

two performances have been most remarkable. It is long

since we witnessed at the Theatre Ilalicn a representation

so miserable, so disgusting. We actually were made to

regret Madlle. Rlasis in the part of Ninetta, und M.
Snntini in thut of Fernando f—who would have believed

this possible?—not but that Zuchelli occasionally shone,

but he wants nerve and ardour for such a character. As
to Madlle. Sontag, she actually stupefied the audience.

Those who had never heard her, imagined themselves

deceived by the public reports; and those who knew her

well, and thought her a singer, had their eyes opened, and

could not persuade themselves that they had not all along

been misled. It was impossible to sing, not only in worse

style, but in a manner more dull, [/erne] more insigni-

ficant. She did not even, as usual, introduce her tinsel

ornaments—her tnock hrilliaacies. No; nothing but

failures and fulse intonation.

It seems to us, says the critic, that Mile. Sontag must have

been ill. This much is quite certain, that a great change

has taken place in her voice. But this is no excuse; for as

she has vocal power enough to sing, nothing should prevent

her from singing like one who understands her art, if she

really possesses a knowledge of it.— If she has any mu-
sical expression in her composition, she should shew it,

though her voice may not be in prime order.

A great musician often remarked, that, to judge cri-

tically of singing, the performer should be heard when his

voice is not in its best state.

21*/. The Literary Gazette tells us that the subjoined

account of Paganini, contained in a letter from Vienna,

2K2
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•was set up long since, but not published for want of room.

It is a vivacious production, but rather loosely worded,
and appears to have been written, or translated, off-

hand.
“ The great novelty and prodigy of the day is one M.

Paganini, an Italian performer on the viulin. This is the

first time he has left Italy; but I heard him previously,

about five years ago, at Milan, in competition with M.
La font, whom he beat fairly, lie is, without contradic-

tion, not only the finest player on the violin, but no other

performer, upon what instrument soever, can he styled his

equal; Kalkbrenner, Rode, Romberg, Moseheles, Jew and
Gentile, are his inferiors by at least some thousand de-

grees: they are not fit, as we say in Germany, to rnach

him water. He is Mathews on the violin, performs a

whole concert on a single string, where you are sure to

hear, besides his own instrument, a harp, a guitar, and a

flute. In one word, lie is a necromancer, and bids fair to

beat la Giraffe. YVe have here hats, shawls, gloves, and
nonsense of every description, d la Giraffe

;

but yesterday

I actually ate Auflaufy,—(you will caution your trans-

lator against rendering the won! by the gathering of a
mob )—which is merely a very innocent, rather insipid,

sweetmeat

—

a la Paganini."

“ There is a great deal of romance in the report about
his former life, and the means and vicissitudes by which
he has attained such extraordinary skill. Already a clever

performer, he killed his wife from jealousy, or threw her

into the water, which amounts to the same thing, as it

shews the same kind disposition. For want of evidence,

however, he was not executed for this crime, but con-

demned to ten years* imprisonment.'*

(There was much cleverness in escaping, but not much
in slaying bis poor wife ; for such is the natural inference

from a sentence so constructed.)

“ His judge, it seems, must have been an amateur, for he
allowed him to take his violin to his place of confinement

;

but by the whimsical proviso he made, one might think

this same judge must have been an Englishman ; for.

although he allowed him his violin, he would by no means
grant him u supply of strings ; so that poor Paganini was
reduced to one only : when, after seven y ears’ imprisonment,

the King of Naples (for the whole happened at Naples,

and under the reign of Napoleon.) chanced to pass his

prison-house, heard him harp upon his last string, and was
so enchanted by his performance, that he immediately

issued orders for his release. All this, however, he con-

tradicts, by an article in the Beobacier and the Modemfi-

lling, ofwhich I send you u copy.
** He has already performed twice to crowded houses in

our great masquerade-hall. The beginning of the concert

was, as usual, advertised for half-past eleven : at eleven

not a pin dropping from the roof would have reached the

ground; people were already there at nine o’clock. He
came hither with six florins in his pocket : now you may
style him a warm man. From Vienna lie intends to pro-

ceed to Paris, and thence to London."

23rd. Signor Paganini, however, it appears is not likely

to reach cither London or Paris : and if he really be so

wife-killing a person, his presence here is not much to be

wished by the ladies :—he may teach his art. The an-

nexed is not a more favourable account of his health, than

the foregoing is of his gallantry.

Musicians, it has been said, are enriched in Eng-
land, honoured abroad. The sums received by Madame

Pasta, Madlle. Sontag, Ac., are a proof of the one : the
foreign journals of the other. The Gazette of Leipzig
announces that Paganini, whose health is in a deplorable
state, has put himself under the care of the eminent phy-
sician Marcnzeller, who is treating him according to the
homeopatique system of Haneman. This illustrious [tic in
orig.] violinist is gone to the baths at Carlsbad.

dforcujtt iflustcal Report.

VIENNA.

Leopoldstadt Theater.—A musical farce was given here,
entitled Die Giraffe in Wien ; odrr, AUe* d la Giraffe, the*

music from the pen of Kapellmeister Drechsler, the sub-
ject by Mr. Adolph Bliuerle, for whose benefit' it was pro-
duced. The principal point of this piece is a happy hit at
the ridiculous fashions imported from Paris

; but, besides
this, the plot of the piece is good, and the music spirited
and characteristic : some of the airs were encored.

Theater an der Wien.—The novelty at this house has
been a romantic opera, in two acts, entitled Elisabeth, oder
Die Braut der Kronstein, (Elisabeth, or the Bride of
Kronstein,) the music by Kapellmeister Gllisc r. The
overture is spirited, with some new and happy effects;
some of the songs and concerted pieces, also, are not
without merit.

At the same theatre was also produced Der Zauber-
kampf (the Magic-combat), a grand pantomime, in two
acts, by Occioni, with music by Faistenberger. As far as
decoration and machinery are concerned, the whole was
excellent; but, as to the music, " it belongs,” savs the
Musical Gazette, “ to that class which is vulgarly distin-

guished by the appellation of didledumdy.*

It is now understood that the Couut von Gallenbcrg has
taken a lease of the Kiirnthnerthor Theatre for ten years ;

and that his Majesty the Emperor has granted the yearly
sum of fitly thousand florins towards its maintenance. It
is said that a determination 1ms been made to give German
operas only. How far such a plan will be relished by the
numerous partisans of Rossini and the Italian opera re-
mains to lie seen. The Chevalier ignntz von Seyfried is

to have the principal direction of the musical department

BERLIN.
Kiinigliche Theater.—Among the dehftts that have taken
place here, that of Mademoiselle Roser has been the most
promising. She performed with success in Der Freyschutz%

Die Zaubcrjiote, Don Juan , La Dame Blanche, Die Schwei-
zerfamilie, and Lea deux Journces. Her voice is a mezzo
soprano, of great compass and power; to nil agreeable
exterior, she unites considerable talents for the stage, and
though she possesses neither the deep feeling of Mile.
Scheduler, nor the facility of execution of Mile. Sontag,
she would prove an important acquisition to this theatre

;

but unfortunately, following the evil example that has been
set her, her pretensions are too high to warrant a hope of
her being engaged for any term. This is a growing evil,

to restrain which, some vigorous measures are absolutely

necessary.

Konigstadt Theater.—A new opera, from the pen of M.
Eberwein, entitled Leonore, lias been produced here, and
obtained some success, which, if we are to believe the
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common report, is more attributable to the talents of that

excellent actor and singer, M. Haitzinger, than to the

merit of the music*

The anniversary of Schiller was celebrated here by a

grand Academia, consisting of a selection of music, and

dramatic recitations from his works. It opened with a new
and very effective overture, from the pen of Concert-master

Henning, and, after several appropriate pieces of music

connected with his Wilhelm Tell ,
Wallenstein , &c., closed

with Beethoven’s celebrated Marcia Funebre in the Sint'o-

nia Eroica, which was admirably performed by a very

powerful orchestra, and awakened a train of associations

that sank deep into every heart.

DRESDEN.
The princes, and influential men in Germany, have always

cultivated music, not as a frivolous art, worthy at the best

to fill up hours of idleness, but ill good earnest, and with

all the zeal of professed musicians. Charles VI. com*
posed fugues, and other difficult pieces, in so pure and

correct a style, that Fux declared him worthy of being a
kapellmeister / Frederick II., King of Prussia, composed

a considerable part of the music which he executed upon

the flute; and his sister, the Princess Amelia, composed
several operas, which were published, and which bespeak

considerable talent. The compositions of Prince Ferdi-

nand, who unfortunately fell in the campaign of 1806, are

well known. His Majesty the Emperor of Austria is a

good performer on the violin, and is in the daily habit of

playing the qualuors and trios of Mozart and Beethoven.

The Grand Duke of Darmstadt possesses a perfect acquain-

tance with alt the departments of music, and manages in

person all the details of his chapel and theatre; in a word,

we have now performing in the Court-Theatre of Dresden,

an opera, the music of which was composed by the reign-

ing king. This work is entitled La Nascild del Sole, and
was composed several years since, on occasion of the

birth of Prince Frederic, and executed at the time in his

private apartments. The beauty of the melodics was ad-

mired even by musicians by profession; but the rapid

march which instrumentation has pursued within these few

years, obliged the august dilettante to recompose a part of

his score. On the present occasion, the principal parts were
given to Mile, Schia.setti, Mad. Pallazzesi, Mad. Velthcim,

and M. Zezi, who acquitted themselves so entirely to the

satisfaction of his Majesty, that he did the artists the

honour to assist at the last general rehearsal, to offer

several useful suggestions, and to congratulate, in person,

such of the artists as particularly distinguished themselves.

Wolfram’s new opera. The Norman on the. Throne of
Sicily, did not obtain nil the success that had been antici-

pated, and Weber’s Oberon was substituted in its place.

The particulars of tile performance of the latter opera I

shall give in my next.

Rossini's Elisabetta and Meyerbeer’s Crociato were

well executed at the Italian Opera; but at Dresden, as

everywhere else, people grow tired of eternal repetition,

aud think it desirable to have novelties of merit.

PRAGUE.
Mademoiselle Josephine Ilagenbruck made her dtbflt

here in the part of the page in Jean de Paris, and Annchen
in Der Prieschutz, and obtained the most flattering success.

She is a pupil of the Musical Conservatory, and promises

to do honour to the establishment. Her voice is sweet and
flexible, aud possesses considerable compass ; aud her style

of performance is chaste, simple, and expressive.

BREMEN.
Ciierubino’s Lodoiska was recently performed here for

the first time, and executed with a precision and spirit that

would do honour to any orchestra. A young and promising
singer of the name of Conrad made a successful debut in

this opera.

FRIBURG (in Brisgau).

An event, altogether new in the theatrical annals of this

place, has lately occurred here—and that is no less thau
the production of an entirely new opera. It is entitled Lhe

Siege of Mmolonghi. The music is from the pen of M.
Frei, and bespeaks considerable talent. The overture and
several pieces were warmly encored.

MILAN.
Teatro alia Scala.—Donizetti's Etule di Roma, which had
been promised for the opening of last season, but was
replaced by Pacini’s unsuccessful opera / Cavalieri di Va~
tenia, has at length made its appearance. Though the

composition is not of a nature to excite much enthusiasm,

yet a terzetto, a duet, and a grand air (Tardi, tardi, il pie

Id volgi), sung in u superior manner by Madame Meric-
Lalunde, were heard with pleasure. Lablaclic had not

recovered from his indisposition, and did not appear to

his usual advantage—but Winter surpassed himself. The
public testified their satisfaction by twice calling the per-

formers on the stage.

Teatro Carcano.—La casa a rendere, an opera bufla by
the young composer Suivioni, originally composed for die

Teatro Argennes at Turin, was produced here, aud, as a
maiden production of some merit, did not obtain the notice

to which it was entitled. It was followed by the Clotilda

of Signor Coccia, a work abounding with many beauties

— die Agnese, and II Uarbiere , in all of which the tenor

Bottari, a singer of great merit, obtained great aud deserved

applause.

Teatro Re.—The only novelty at this theatre was the

appearance of two new candidates for public favour, Giu-
seppina Merolaatid Angelina Corri, sister of the well-known
English singer, Fanny Corri-Paltoni. The first in man-
characters, and the second in Kosina in It Barbiere, ob-
tained a favourable reception.

Roucoui, the celebrated singer of the old school, alibrded

the public an opportunity of admiring his talents in the

church .San Vittore de Falignami , where, on the festival

of St. John the Baptist, he sung the principal parts in a
grand mass, from the pen of II Signor Maestro Bonfichi.

Both the innsic and the virtuoso produced a profuund im-
pression on the hearers.

FLORENCE.
Teatro Pergola.—Mozart’s Don Giovanni was given here
at the opening of the season, and was greeted with warm
applause. Both the instrumental and vocal parts were
performed in a manner highly creditable to the establish-

ment. The music of this master begins to be more fully

understood in Italy ; and, in proportion as it is understood,

will not fail to lie appreciated The poverty of composition
that now prevails among the Italians will naturally have
the effect of bringing them back to the classical masters,

to regenerate their taste. Afterwards was given a new
opera bufla, from the pen of Signor Mazza, a scholar of
the celebrated Matei. It is entitled L’Albcrgo Ineantato,

and contains several pieces of merit, far above the com-
mon. It is this composer’s second production; his first

was also an opera buffo, aud called La Vigilanza Ddtisa*
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Signor Mazza certainly possesses talent, which it is to be

hoped he will turn to good account. One reason for

this hope is. that, to a certain degree, he is free from the

great besetting sin of the modern Italian composers—

a

spirit of servile imitation.

Lord Burghersh is still among us, and testifies his usual

zeal in the cause of the art. Several pieces of his own
composition have been performed and admired.

A singer of great promise has appeared here, the Sig-

nora Serafini Tocchini. Nature has been liberal in her

gifts to this young artist, both as to voice and person. She
is a pupil of Signor Checcherini, and does honour to the

taste of her master; her style is pure, and her ornaments
chaste and subdued.

BOLOGNA.
Teatro del Com.—No new opera appeared here tliis sea-

son. The only novelty was a Madamigella Mayer, who
surprised the public by her admirable performance on tlie

flute. The applause was enthusiastic, and the journals

loud in their praises of this extraordinary artist. A Ger-
man performer on the basset-horn, of the name of Sihulk,

also excited considerable interest by his spirited execution

on this instrument.

BERGAMO.
The veteran Mayer is still indefatigable in the cause of

the art; he is engaged in the composition of a new Ora-

torio. The King of Naples, in order to show his sense of

the merits of this composer, hus lately commanded his

name to be enrolled as corresponding member of the

Royal Neapolitan Academy of Fine Arts.

TURIN.

Tub Teatro Sutera, a small but handsome house, lately

fell a prey to the flames, through the negligence of a

workman engaged in some necessary repairs.

MANTUA.
Meyerbeer’s Crociato was the opera that opened the

theatrical season; it was received with ati enthusiasm but

rarely witnessed. The journal of the place, jealous of the

success of a foreign composer, has the following remarks :

•f Madame de StUel has justly characterized Prussia as the

« native land of thought,* atid to this land does M. Meyerbeer

belong. But to temper the rudeness of his Teutonic tones,

he felt it necessary to descend into the milder clime of Italy,
'

in order to catch a portion of the spirit of her composers,
j

In writing an open for our stage, he felt the obligation of *

abandoning the strong but coarse effects that please bis

countrymen, and of adopting the forms of Italian song:
\

hence he has largely laid under contribution the beautiful
j

motives of Rossini and other Italian masters. This sacri-

fice ofhis originality has, however, deformed his production

(disnattiro la produzione), nor, after all, has he succeeded

in satisfying the taste of cither nation.” It goes on further

to state that the favourable reception of the piece was attri-
j

butuble to the excellency of the singers ;
but in this, as in

j

his other assertions, the journalist is not borne out by

facts.

PARMA.
Thk new theatre erecting here is nearly completed. An
application is said to have been made to Rossini, to write

j

a new opera for the opening of the house, for which one

thousand louis-d’ors (or according to others thirty thousand

francs) was demanded, with the stipulation that the maes-

tro should not be obliged to quit Paris, to superintend its

progress on the stage. We are informed that the manage-
ment would not consent to the latter part of these terms.

LORETTO.
Il Signor Maestro Basiij, the pupil of Zingarelli,
having resigned his situation here, the Padre Bonfichi, of
Milan, has been appointed to fill it. It having been
stated in one of the numbers of the musical journal
Die Ceccilia, that this composer w'as dead, he wrote to the
editor to correct the mistake, and at the same time enclosed
a sketch ofhis life and productions*.

GENOA.
Tiie season opened with a new opera, by Donizetti, enti-
tled Alina , Regina di Oolconda, a worn-out subject, which
has run its round of play, opera and ballet, and which
gained no addition of interest in its present shape. It
was a thing of shreds, patches, ami reminiscences, and
survived but u few nights. A new opera by Morlacchi
was announced in the bills ; but it was put otf from time to
time, and at last no more was said about it. Perhaps this
maestro had his forebodings, from witnessing the fate of
his brother composer.—Next came Rossini’s Awdio di
Corinlo, which pleased generally, but excited none of the
enthusiasm so loudly vaunted of in the Italian journals.

It has been discovered here, that Rossini has taken the
whole of his Greek march, from beginning to end, from
Mayers Oratorio of Alalia. It is not forgotten in what a
miserable manlier Rossini conducted this composition*
some few years ago, at Naples.
A Miserere has recently been performed here, which is

from the pen of II Signor Maestro Filippo Mercadaute
the younger, a composer whose name we hear for the first

time. It is a composition of merit, aiul excited consider-

able interest.

INTRA.

A new theatre has been opened in this little town, situ-

ated in the Lago Maggiore, opposite the inland Borromeo.

The piece given was certainly new here, but is tolerably

well know n elsewhere—II Rarbiere.

VENICE.

Teatro Fenice.—Morlacchi 's new oj>cru, Eufemia di 3f«-

sina , ossia, I Saraceni in Sicilia , did not please on the

first performance, but after undergoing the process of

trimming and shortening, it obtained a good reception. It

contains several pieces of merit, particularly the overture,

the chorus, Tra i forti d' Italia , a duet, the ntretla , and

the crescendo of the first act, and a preghiera in the second.

Several critics do not hesitate to pronounce it one of the

liest works of this master.

ROME.
Rossini's Affine, with the new pieces introduced by the

composer in Paris, was performed for five successive even-

ings, in the saloon of the Palazzo Sinibaldi, by a company

of dilettanti, under the direction of the Marchese Muti Pa-

pazzeri. The performance was attended by several of the

cardinals, and of the first people in the city.

For .several months oratorios by the different masters of

this capital have been executed in the convent of San
Filippe , in the oratory called De' Padri FUippini. It

• This biographical notice will ahortJjr be presented to the readers of

the Hauxonicok.
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appears that the fathers of this convent, who maintain

that the first musical dramas of this kind were executed

in the oratory from whence they take their name, were
desirous of reviving this custom, hut either the pecuniary

means, or the parsimony of the community, would not

allow of their being given vith the same eelfttas formerly.

A proposal was made to different artists to take upon
themselves the expense of the execution, but not finding

the goodnature of these gentlemen so superabundant as

to induce them to accept the proposul, they had recourse

to the kindness of amateurs, by whom, for the most part,

this service is performed.

NAPLES.
Tealro San Carlo*.-—Donizetti’s new' opera, UEsult di

Roma , was given here, and obtained a favourable recep-

tion. Several parts of this subject arc full of dramatic
interest, to which the composer has faithfully corresponded.

There is a terzetto in the second act which is full of ani-

mation, and contains some new ideas ; the recitative is full

of truth of expression, and the accompaniments blend well

with the song without overpowering it ; but the finales are

too meagre and abrupt, and several of the melodies trivial

and out of keeping. It was succeeded by n new opera
aeria, from the pen of Signor Ricci, entitled Utisscin Itaca ,

which, though it could boast of some good pieces, hod
not sufficient power, as a whole, to support itself.

Teairo Ar«OFO.—The novelty at this house was Gli
Aragonesi, a new opera seria, by Signor Conti, which
pleased.

Tealro Fondo .—This theatre opened with a new opera,
Osmano, Pascid d Kgitto, from the pen of Signor Maga-

,

gnini, which, upon the whole, was but coldly received. The
composer is a young man of promising talents, ami per-

\

haps, as is often the ease, in proportion os his work is

more known it may be better relished.

PALERMO.
Teatro Carolino .—The only novelty produced at this theatre

has been Donizetti's Otto men in due ore, but it was not
successful. The composition is feeble in itself, and it

appeared doubly so in the hands of the weak company by
which it was performed. The prirna donna is a German
of the unmusical name of Funch.

MADRID.
The Italian opera, which was heretofore performed in

the Theatro Croce, has been transferred to that of Santo-

Pedro . One of the latest novelties was the d&but of a
young singer of great promise, of the name of De Velo.
'Die opera selected for her appearance was Zadigc cd
Astartea , one of Vaccaj’s latest productions. The singer
pleased greatly, but not the music, and the distinction

was very unceremoniously asserted by several persons in the
pit, possessed of vigorous lungs. The tenor, Tasini, and
the basso cnntanli, Renetti, appeared in the same piece,
but produced very little effect.

CADIZ.
The gTeat favourite here is the Signora Ercolina B Tessa,

a native of Milan, who has been performing in most of the
principal theatres of Spain and Portugal, with increasing
applause. On the evening of her bidding the audience
farewell, previous to her departure for her native land,
laurel wrreaths and sonnets on emblazoned paper were
Showered upon her from the boxes. She is a performer
of captivating manners, and considerable powers of ex-

pression. Her last great performance was in Tl Crociato,

in which she produced a profound impression.

LISBON.
Political troubles are destructive to the reign of the arts ;

this is found to be the case at present in this city. The
two favourite singers ore Mademoiselle Demeri, (now Ma-
dame Glnssop) and the tenor Magnnni. One of the

latest operas performed was It Crociato, which was received

with stormy applause, if, indeed, the applause could be

separated from those frequent bursts of political feeling

which disturb every* performance. In a word, it is impos*

sible that an Italian theatre can subsist at all at Lisbon,

if the political state of the city does not experience some
modification. It is no rare occurrence to see the per-

formances interrupted hy scenes of violence, which are

sufficient to drive the muses from their favourite retreat.

Porto, the celebrated Portuguese singer, known for his

voce di tesla, is arrived in Paris. Me fled from his coun-
try in the fear that Don Miguel might wish to rob him uf

his vocal powers, the only properly he has to lose.

PARIS.

Academie Royale de Musique.—The musical world has
lieen upon the qui trice at the re-appearance of Rossini

before the public, in the Comte Ory. Various are the

opinions and feelings respecting this production, but it

must be confessed that the most predominant appears to

be that of disappointment. As the Siige de Corinth was
but the Maotnctto served up under another name, so it

would appear that the Comte Ory is but a transmutation of

II Fiaggio d Reims. Rossini has grown indolent, and in

a great measure indifferent to the public, and to any addi-
tion to his fame ; and therefore he is content to spare

himself the labour of composition, by copying and re-

I copying himself. (See Extracts from a letter from Paris,

p. 223 of the present Number.)
Theatre I/alien.—The success of singers is subject to

strange vicissitudes ; of this Madlle. Sontag is a striking
: proof. Though most liberally paid at Paris, she was
tempted by the prospect of something still more liberal

,

in London. But in grasping at gain, she left her thea-

|

trical fame unguarded, and in the hands of a powerful

j

rival. No sooner had she departed, than Madame Ma~

j

libran Garcia stepped in to fill her place, and did it so

i effectively, that the absence of her rival was no longer
‘ felt In being tempted from her sphere of success by the

apple of gold, Madlle. Sontag has to thank herself for the

kind of indifference with which she has been received. In
fact the case is evident ; the numerous empty benches in

the Theatre Italien prove that this singer is no longer the

vogue*. The eagerness, the ardour ofsome short months
ago has cooled ; the former friends of Madlle. Sontag
have lost the greater portioii of their conviction and de-

votedness. Whatever be tile cause, whether the influence

of the climate she has just quitted, or, as the whisper goes,

an alteration in the state of her health, certain it is,

that the cognoscenti look in vain for the same certainty

of intonation, the same graceful lightness of ornameut,
the same delicacy of manner. She begins to force the

volume of her voice, a proof that there is something wrong;
ami the consequence is, that she is frequently out uf tune,

a capital fault, which, if she does not take heed, will

;
counterbalance every advantage she possesses. In her per-

* It is a fact now well known, that Madlle. Sontag did not draw fifty

pound* a night to the King’s Theat/e during the term of her tec-md cih
I gage meat hot season.— (Ed. of Harmomtcon J
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/brmance both of jLa Cenerenlola and the Donna del Logo

,

there was much to desire, and she looked feeble by the

side of the Pisaroni, who is the column on which the latter

opera rests.

Opera Comique.—After a long recess, this theatre Is

strain in activity under a new administration. The pieces

with which the house opened were Marsollier s Adolphe
ei Clara , and La Dame. Blanche. Madame Pradher and

Damoreau particularly distinguished themselves.

We trust this theatre will be more fortunate under its

present auspices. M. Boieldieu has promised to devote

himself to the score of his projected opera, which we
understand is to be entitled Let Deux Nuit*. Should the

health of the composer allow him to satisfy his engage-

ment, it will be every thing for this theatre
;

for Boieldieu

and success are now become synonimous.

We learn from the Vienna Gazette of the present

month, that the celebrated Paganini is labouring under a

aevere indisposition, and is gone to the baths of Carlsbad,

pursuant to the advice of his physician. The report,

therefore, of his having been in Paris incognito, was utterly

void of foundation.

By the Milan Gazette, we also see that Signor Velluti

is on a visit to the waters of Recoaro, for the re-establish-

ment of his health, which has not been improved by the

fogs of the North.

Cl)t Drama.

English Opera-House.

Ox Friday, the 5th ull. WcigPs opera, L'Amor Marinaro,

was produced at this theatre, under the title of The Pirate

of Genoa.
Dramatis Persove.

Captain Tornado, a Genoese Pinto •

Jhrimuntr, hi* Son . . . . ,

Count Orival
,
biend of Dorimante .

Signor Solfeggio, a deaf professor of music, cap-

tured by the Pirate . •

Hferftna, an adventurer, pasting as the brother of

Claretta ....
PosgnaJi, servant to Tornado
Claretta. an opera singer, assuming the title of

Countess ....
Jjtieil/a, disguised as a sailor, under the Dame of

Picrotlo .....

Mr. H. Phillips.

Mr. Wood.
Mr. Tiiokm.

Mr. G. PsHsnrr.

Mr. J. Bla*i».

Mr. J. Res hill.

Madame Feros.

Miss Cawse.

The dramatic part is, we understand, a free translation

of the Italian opera ; but it matters little from what source

a thing so flimsy is derived. The moral is its greatest

novelty.

Dorimanle, the Pirate’s son, and one of his honourable

crew, is the hero of the piece ; while Litcilla, who is

desperately in love with him, and serving in disguise as

another of the gang, is the heroine. Claretta , a pretended

Countess, wins the affections of Dorimanle , and is on the

point of being married to him ; but the cheat being dis-

covered, he returns to his faithful forecastle-icomo/i, who,

unknown to him, lias always been about his person. Sol-

feggio is one of the party, only for the purpose of intro-

ducing the comic duct, “ Do, re, mi, fa.” Merlino is an

accomplice of Claretta; and Tornado is, of course, a

blustering sea-bear and sea-thief.

The party of pirates move through the drama as if their

calling were of the most dignified and laudable kind : the

author never once lets a hint escape him that the trade

of his principal characters entitles them all to be hanged.

Nay, the chief robber’s son is as indignant at the idea of
marrying u prima donna, as if he were descended in a right
line from Charlemagne, and wore his hat in the presence
of his Most Christian Majesty.—(Listen to this, ye Princes
of Hardenberg, and ye Earls of Clanwilliam !)—In short,

it is a naval banditti enjoying themselves on shore, in a
fine house, finely furnished, in fine clothes, with servants
in fine liveries, and everything fine about them. They are
rich, secure, and happy. Nothing in the shape ofan apo-
logy is ottered for their practices; and Hymen with his

torch closes the drama, instead ofJack Ketch with half a
dozen of his strongest halters.

Some one of the newspapers tells us that the word pirate
is an improper translation

; that it should he privateer. The
writer of this excuse must have paid as much attention to
the dialogue as the licenser, Mr. Colman, did to the moral.
But it matters not much, in such an age as the present; and
we must he understood as half ironical in what we have
uttered. Thieving is a flourishing trade ; and we have high,

or at least magisterial authority, for saying that, when
carried on prudently, and upon a large scale, it is even
respectable.

The prevailing character of the opera is feebleness. Wc
cannot mentiou a single air that produced, or that was
likely to produce, any ettcct. The Romance, from which
much was expected, was quite a failure, and the overture

is exceedingly jejune. Wcigl has throughout imitated the

lighter compositions of Mozart, particularly in the accom-
paniments; but how inferior to the model we need not
describe. And we must in justice add that this is one of

bis weakest operas. However, there are two short duets

in it which arc elegant and expressive*:—the trio, at the

beginning of the second act, (the Pria ch'io Cimpegno of
the Italian Opera,)t has long been a favourite in this and
every other country, though it does not tell in its present

guise :—the duet between a master and his scholar is not
less clever thau the trio, and equally well known;—and the

Maestro
,
giving his directions to the orchestra, has often

been heard and applauded in our public concerts, particu-

larly as it was performed by that prince of buffi, Ambro-
getti.

Mr. H. Phillips has hardly a single bar that is worthy
of him to sing in this opera; nevertheless, he shews as

much zeal as if he had a better part. Messrs. Wood and
Thorne are very respectable: Miss Cawse extremely cor-

rect and pleasing: Madame Feron anything in the world
but agreeable; and Messrs. Pcnsnn and Russell the main
props of the piece. Without their farce, it would, in all

probability, have come to an untimely end.

Drury Lane and Covent Garden Theatres open on the

1st Oct. The company at the former is strong, though we
do not yet hear of anything in preparation that threatens

to take the town by storm ; but we have great confidence

in the activity and energy of Mr. Price. Covent Garden
advertises a drop-scene ! and appears to build its

hopes of success on that which is to shut out the stage, aud

its performers, from public view!

la our account of the Salisbury Festival we stated that no book* of

the evening performances had been printed, which, we find, was

a mistake of our Correspondent. They were not mid, and as

I*"* they, therefore, were not pressed on the company in the usual

way, when a profit i* to be made by vending them,—tbe writer of

the article aid not see a aingle book,sad concluded that none were
printed.

• Printed in our present Number. t Arranged in this Number.



AUTOBIOGRAPHY AND POSTHUMOUS WORKS
or

CARL MARIA von WEBER*.

It was announced several months ago, in the German
musical gazettes, that the widow of the lamented Carl Maria
von Weber intended to publish the papers left by her hus-
band. Among these, particular mention was made of a
work entitled Tonkuiutlers Ltben (Life of a Composer),
fragments of which had already appeared, and of which,
under an assumed name, Weber was really himself the
hero. The impression we received from reading such an
announcement was, that die whole of the work existed

among the composer's papers. This, and the other MSS.
in possession of Weber's widow, were stated to have been
placed in the hands of Counsellor Wendt, a gentleman of
considerable literary and musical reputation at Dresden,
for the purposes of arrangement and publication. No men-
tion has, however, been since made of the work ; and in

the meantime appear the volumes now* before us.

In his preface, the editor informs us that he is guardian
to Weber’s two sons—that, for a number of years, he had
been the intimate friend of the composer—and that the

unpublished papers, forming part of the contents of the pre-
sent two volumes, as well as of a third that is shortly to ap-
pear, are in his possession

; but as to the manner in which
they came into his hands, he is altogether silent— nor does
he say a word of Webers widow, or even allude to her in-

tention of publishing the literary remains of her husband.
This silence, added to the fact that the principal piece in

these volumes—the Tonkunstlera Lcbcn—consists mainly of
the fragments that have already been published in different

,

journals, and at various periods, leads us strougly to sur-

mise that the present is not the work which the public were
led to expect, but an anticipation of it.

But, be this as it may, the volumes before us are full of
interest, and contain much valuable information respecting
the lamented Weber and his productions ; and as every-

thing that tends to ihrow a light upon the talents and
character of an artist who ended Ilia days among us, and
bequeathed us the last, the expiring sounds of his lyre, can-
not fail to excite the deepest interest of our readers, our ex-
tracts will be considerable.

The contents of the first volume are as follows

1. A Sketch of the Life of Weber, from a MS. in the com-
poser’s own hand-writing.

2. Fragments of his Correspondence to the year 1826.
3. TonkunslUr* Leben, cine Jrabetke (the Life of a Com-

poser, an Arabesque).
4. Detached Thoughts on Music.

The second volume consists of a review of musical
works, and notices of the state of music in some of the
principal German cities, from the year 1809 to 1816.

—

These are principally extracted from the German musical
journals, and other periodical works.

* Hi»lerU««cnc Schriften von C«rl Maria von W«ber. (Poslliumou*
Works of Carl Maria Von Weber, edited by Theodore Hell.1 2 vok 12mo.
1828.

November, 1828.

The third volume, which is announced as shortly to ap-

pear, is to contain, among other matter, a selection from

Weber's poetical compositions ; for, like Salvator Rosa, he

was versed in the three sister arts— with this difference,

that the former devoted his after life principally to that

which the other quitted ut an early age, to devote himself

exclusively to the science of sounds.

We will take these materials in the order in which they

stand, and begin with the interesting sketch which Weber
has given us of himself. It is dated Dresden, 26th Murch,

1818:—
“ I was bom the 18th December, 1786, at Eutin in

Holstein. My education was conducted in the most care-

ful manner; and as my father was a musical man, and had
distinguished himself by his talent as a violinist, a pre-

ference was almost unconsciously given to my pursuit of

the fine arts generally, and of music in particular. The
original tone of my mind was also influenced by the

retired manner in which my family lived, and by the cha-
racter of the few visitors we had, who were chiefly middle-

aged men of various accomplishments. Care was also

taken to keep me from the company of wild and boisterous

playmates ; and thus i was early taught to seek compa-
nionship within myself—to live in the little world of my
imagination, and to seek therein my occupation and my
happiness. My time was principally divided between
painting and music. Of the former art, I successfully

cultivated several branches ; I worked alternately in oil, in

water-colours, and in crayons ; and also obtained some
portion of skill in the employment of the etching-nccdlc:
but I did not follow up these occupations with any degree
of ardour; and they were, I know not why, silently suf-

fered to be discontinued. Music unconsciously engrossed

my whole soul, and succeeded in entirely supplanting her

sister.

“ Peculiar circumstances, and occasionally mere caprice,

induced my father frequently to alter bis place of resi-

dence. This was attended with its disadvantages in re-

spect to me; for the consequent change of masters pro-
duced ail uncertainty in my studies, and it not unfrequcntly

happened, that a fresh teacher would raze to the ground all

thut his predecessor had been endeavouring to build up.
These evils were, however, more than compensated by
the necessity which it compelled me to feel of becoming
my own instructor, and depending upon my own energies.

I reflected, analyzed, and compared ;
and sought to

deduce a series of well-grounded musical principles from
what I heard, read, and thought. To the excellent

Hauschkel, of Hildburghausen, I am, however, indebted

for whatever skill I possess as a piano-forte player; his

zeal and care laid the foundation for a characteristic and
powerful, though simple, style of play ing. He was very
particular in rendering me equally adroit in both hands.
I enjoyed the benefit of his instruction in the years 1796-7.

“ My father observed the gradual developemeut of
2 L
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my talent, ami, with the greatest kindness, resolved to

spare no sacrifice to give it every degree of cultivation.

With this view, he took me to Salzburg, and placed me
under the care of Michael Haydn. I was aware of the

value of the instructions of so celebrated a man, and

laboured earnestly, but I cannot say with any degree of

success. That master was then far advanced in age, and of

a very grave turn ; there was too awful a distance between

the old man and the child. At the same place, in 1798,

my kind parent, by way of encouragement to future exer-

tion, printed my first production, consisting of six Fugketti,

which was very favourably noticed in the Musical Gazette

of the same year. Towards the end of 1798, I went to

Munich, where I received instructions in singing from Val-

lesi, and in composition from the present organist of the

Royal Chapel, Mr. Kalcher. To the kind and luminous
instructions of this master, I am indebted for much impor-

tant knowledge of the means of art, and for the facility of

employing them
;
particularly with respect to the treatment

of subjects in four parts, the lows of which should be as

familiar to the composer as those of orthography and
metre to the poet ; for it is such knowledge alone that will

enable him to present his ideas to his hearers with clear-

ness and perspicuity.
" I continued to apply to my studies with unwearied

assiduity, and now found a preference for dramatic music

r
owing rapidly upon me. Under the eyes of my master,

composed an opera, called Die Macht der Licbc und des

JFtint (The Power of Love and Wine). I wrote, besides,

a grand mass, several sonatas, and variations for the piano-

forte, violin trios, songs, &c. ; all of which, however, were
afterwards wisely committed to the flames.

** About this period, the art of Lithography was first

brought before the public by Von Sunnenfels
; and the

restless activity of the youthful mind, which seeks with

eagerness all that is novel and exciting, again diverted my
attention from its legitimate object, and created within me
the idea of rivalling that ingenious person in his singular

pursuits. I procured a variety of tools and setting myself
earnestly to work, at length almost fancied myself the ori-

ginal inventor; at least, I felt sure that I had hit upon
a more perfect system, and could construct a superior

machine. Full of this notion, and anxious to carry on
the process upon a larger scale, I urged our removal to

Freyberg, where all the necessary materials could be more
readily procured. This mania, however, quickly subsided ;

the mechanical nature of my new occupation, the fatigue

and annoyance attending it, und, above all, its tendency to

cramp and deaden the more intellectual faculties, soon

made me glad to give it up, and I returned with redoubled

zest to my musical pursuits.
“ l now set to music Das Waldmadchen (the Wood-

Girl), an opera, from the pen of the Chevalier von Steins-

berg. It was first performed in November, 1900, and
spread farther than I could afterwards have wished, being

given fourteen times in Vienna, subsequently translated

into Bohemiun, and likewise performed with applause in

St. Petersburg. It was a very crude aud jejune produc-

tion, though in some parts, perhaps, not altogether desti-

tute of invention. The whole of the second act was com-
posed in the space of ten days—one of the unfortunate

consequences of those marvellous anecdotes of celebrated

men, which uct so strongly upon the youthful mind, and
excite to imitation. In the same manner did on article in

the Musical Gazette awaken within me the idea of com-
posing in a style quite different to that I hud previously

adopted, of bringing again into use old, forgotten instru-

ments, Ac. Family affairs having called me to Salzburg,
I composed there, according to my new plan, Peter Schmali
und seine Nachharn (Peter Schmoll and his Neighbours),
in 1801. On the appearance of this opera, my old master,
Michael Haydn, either finding, or fancying he had found,
some original talent therein, honoured me with a kind
mark of his esteem. [This will Ik? found mentioned in
Gerber’s Dictionary of Musicians.] This piece was per-
formed at Augsburg, but, as may be imagined, without
any particular success. The overture I subsequently re-

touched, and had it engraved by Gambard.
“In 1802, my father proceeded with me on a musical

tour to Leipsie, Hamburg, and Holstein, where I dili-

gently collected and studied theoretical works. Unfortu-
nately. a Doctor Medicines destroyed atl my beautiful sys-

tems with the constantly recurring question, “ Why is this

so? 1* and overwhelmed me m a sea of doubts, from which
only the formation of a system of my own, founded npon
natural and philosophical principles, gradually delivered
me, as I sought to trace the excellencies of the old masters
to their fundamental causes, and to form them into one
definitive whole within myself.

“ I now felt myself strongly impelled towards that great
emporium and resort of musical talent, Vienna ; and, on
visiting it, might be said, for the first time, to have entered
the world. Here, in addition to the society of other emi-
nent masters, among whom was the immortal Haydn, the
venerable patriarch of his art, I became acquainted with
the Abbe Vogler, who, with the generous feeling common
to all great minds, of cheerfully assisting the earnest en-
deavours of others, opened to me, in the frankest spirit,

the treasures of his knowledge. By his advice, though
not, I confess, without much reluctance, I gave up several
favourite projects, suggested by the fervour of youthful
inexperience, and dedicated nearly two years to the most
intense study of the works of various great masters, ana-
lyzing the structure of their compositions, the execution of
their ideas, and their employment of means, all of which I
Rtrove, as far as possible, to make my own. I published
nothing at this period but two trifling works—variations,

and a piano-forte arrangement of Vugler’s opera of Sa~
mori.

4 ‘ An invitation to fill the situation of music-director at

Breslau opened to me a new field of exertion, and afforded

me fresh opportunities for acquiring a knowledge of effect.

I there created a new orchestra and chorus, retouched
several of my earlier works, and composed the greater por-
tion of the opera of Rubezaht. which afterwards appeared
under the name of Professor Rohde. The numerous du-
ties and occupations of my office did not, it is true, admit
of my paying any great attention to original composition;
but, at the same lime, the better was I enabled to digest

the various principles of art I had from time to time
adopted, and to convert the more valuable pertiuu into

wholesome intellectual food.
14 In 1806, that true lover of the art. Prince Eugene of

Wurtemberg, invited me to his court at Carlsruhe, in Sile-

sia. where I composed two symphonies, several concertos,

and other pieces of music. But war having destroyed the

neat theatre and elegant chapel of this prince, I was
obliged to proceed upon a professional tour, under very

unfavourable ami disheartening circumstances, but com-
mon enough at this turbulent period. I, therefore, came
to the resolution of renouncing the art for a time, as her

public servant, and resided at Stutgarri, in the house of

the Duke Louis of Wurtemberg. While in this situation,

incited and encouraged by the friendly suggestions of that
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excellent man, Danzi, I completed the opera of Sylvana,

or rather remodelled it upon my former work. Dir IVald-

madehen, and composed a piece called Der erste Ton (The

First Tone), besides several overtures, choral pieces, com-

positions for the piano forte, &c.
“ At length, in 1810, with renewed fervour and reno-

vated hope, I once more started on a professional tour;

and from this epoch I may date my final, uureserved, and

irrevocable devotion to the art. All that time has since

done, or may effect, with regard to my talent, is the

smoothing off, as it were, of sharp angles, and the ripening

of my powers of conception.
“ I traversed Germany in various directions ; and the

eagerness with which my performances were ucccpted, and

my endeavours crowned—the attention bestowed upon

them, in spite of the unfavourable circumstances of the

times, and the evil endeavours of some—called all the

powers of my mind into action, nud, as it were, conse-

crated me a true priest of the art.

** At Frankfort, Muuich. Berlin, Vienna, &t\, were my
operas performed, and my concerts well attcuded. At this

period, too, and but a very short time before his decease,

I had the happiness to spend some days with my old

friend, the Abbd V'oglcr, auil beheld, with deep interest, the

venerable man devoting the last remnant of his faculties to

the instruction of his promising disciples, Meyerbeer and

G&nabacher. In company with the latter, [ spent some of

my happiest hours.

"At Darmstadt, in 1810, I composed an opera, entitled

Abon Hassan. I afterwards returned to Vienna, just In

time to see the Abbd Vogler breathe his last. Peace to his

ashes

!

“ During tlie interval from 1813 to 1816, 1 directed the

Opera at Prague, after having completely re-organized that

establishment. Devoted wholly to my art, and living in

the perfect conviction that I was bom only to cultivate and

extend it, I relinquished the management of Prague, my
object being attained, and every tiling done that could be

effected w ith the limited means of a private management.
All that it henceforth needed was an honest man to watch

over its welfare.

“After this, I again lived for some time unoccupied,

visiting a number of places in succession, and calmly

awaiting tha summons to an enlarged sphere of activity.

I received many handsome offers from various quarters

;

but an invitation to me to found a German opera in Dres-

den was the only one that had sufficient attractions to

induce me to accept it. I have now entered, I trust, with

becoming industry and care, upon this interesting duty;

and, if a stone should be laid over my grave, these words

may with justice be inscribed thereon

Here lies One
WHO MEANT HONESTLY, AND WISHED TO ACT UPRIGHTLY,

BOTH TOWARDS HIS ART, AND TOWARDS 11IS FELLOW* MEN.”

4 ‘ Poor Weber!” exclaims an intelligent critic, ** in all

human probability, he little dreamt, when, at the age of

thirty-one, he penned this inscription, that in eight short

years it would be put into requisition!

Pursuing, with undeviating aim, the calling whereto

he had devoted liimself, and having just accomplished the

execution of his very finest performance, he fell, in a

foreign land, the victim of a wasting disease ; and the

tranquillizing earth now covers a bosom once fraught, ac-

cording to all evidence, both with genius and virtue.”

We cannot better continue this spirited sketch of auto-
biography, than by giving extracts from Weber’s corre-

spondence*, which we are enabled to do up to the period of
his journey to our capital.

To M. Godfred Weber, Editor of Die Cttcilia.

“ Dresden, April 10, 1822.
“ My Dear Friend,

“ How can I describe to you the delight your
letter has afforded me ! Of all the success which heaven
has allotted to my share, none ever affected me in so lively

a manner. You will understand me when 1 say that f
love you as a brother, and that I imagined 1 had forfeited

your friendship; but, thank heaven, it is not so. I am still

as endeared to you as ever.
4 ‘ 1 am delighted to think my Freytchiilz has afforded

you pleasure. I need the approbation of men of merit to

stimulate me to activity. Carried to the height I atn by
the storm of applause, I am ever in fear of a fall. How
much better is it to pursue one's way in peace and quiet.

“ During my stay at Vienna, I was seriously indisposed,

and obliged to keep to my room for nearly three weeks.
Next month, I hope to breathe a little country air, and
then all will be right again. I hope my wife will give me
an addition to my family by the end of May. Heaven has
taken three of my children; I trust it will be pleased to

spare this.

“ My next journey will be to Vienna, where I am to

bring out my new* opera of Euryanthc. After this, 1 must
lie by for a year or so, lor God knows how long one has to

live

!

“ Meyerbeer has grown quite Italianized. What are

become of all our fine dreams and flattering hopes? His
new opera, UEsulc di Granada, has had great success at

Milan/’

12fA, 1820.

“ My best thanks for the analysis you have sent me ; It

is admirable. With respect to the dissection of syllables,

1 had hoped I knew something of the way in which verses

should be declaimed ; but are there no cases in which the

truth of declamation ought to give place to the rouuding

of the melody, and vice rend? But who the deuce is in-

fallible ? I am sure I can speak for myself, for no one

has less pretension that way.
M Only think that my good woman has played me a

trick, by giving me a boy a month before her time ; but

thank God, they are both doing well. * * * Bu why do I

say this ? Perhaps I may be foolish enough to drop off

before you ; and, upon my soul, I am almost certain that

such will be the case.’*

Dresden, 2nd December, 1822.

** .... All is well with us, and I wish with all my
heart that it were the same with you, and that your little

darling. Op. 2, were as merry and hearty as my little Max,

Op. 1. Again 1 am indisposed; and unfortunately have

so much upon my hands, that 1 am obliged to lay my
EuryanUie aside for the present. I have struggled and

suffered a great deal ;
but now, at least, I know how it is

with me, and form no foolish hopes beyond itf. Besides,

• Of Weber’* tetter*, ami of the valuable bint* he could throw out in a

pisine end familiar way, our renders bare already had two specimens to

t Weber alludes to bis appointment a* Kapellmeister to the king of

2 L2
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I should only have the same business to go over again.

I can now calculate upon something like a competency
for the rest of iny days; that is the point. It may grow
into something better ; but I have taught myself not to

calculate upon mere possibilities.’*

“ Dresden , 1 bth December, 1 823.

“My dear Brother,

“ I should have answered your letter upon
receipt, hud I not been overwhelmed with professional

duties. Morlacchi set out for Venice the very day alter

my return ; my other colleague, Schubert, is indisposed,

so that the whole weight of duty has fallen upon myself;

and, moreover, I have the pleasant prospect of this state

of things being prolonged through the winter, unless there

come down to me some Deus ez marhina

;

and I pray

most devoutly for his appearance. Yes, my dear brother.

Congratulate me, I have succeeded in obtaining llis

Majesty’s consent for Gltnsbacher to fill |he situation of

music-director. What a happiness for me to be able to

act in concert with such a man, and to have restored him
to the art, which insures him a peaceable existence for

the rest of his days ! My litLle Max, who still remains

Op. 1, is suffering from his teeth, his mother from

anxiety, and myself for both. As for you, may God bless

your studies

;

you are already got to Op. 8.
“ The effect produced by my Euryanthc is precisely what

I anticipated. My indiscreet friends have, in this instance,

lent their hand to my enemies, by requiring that Eury-
anthe. should seduce the many as the Frcyschutz had done;
both the one ami the other are equally foolish in so doing.

The three first representations at Vienna, which I myself
directed, were received with indescribable enthusiam. I

was present in the hock of a box at the fourth ; 1 was
called for a dozen times over. Even to the last repre-

sentation, the suffrages of a numerous audience were
always the same.’’

“ Dresden , 4th February, 1824.

My joy with regard to Gtinsbacher was altogether

gratuitous; hut, thank God, it is all for his good. The
situation of Kapellmeister to the cathedral of Vienna has
been given him, with appointments far superior to any we
could have o flu red him here. The burthen which now
rests upon me, and upon me alone, begins to grow insup-

portable, and unfortunately a colleague is given me not
the most suitable in the world to my wishes. Unfortu-
mately Meyerbeer is daily drifting into a wretched routine

What a glorious bud of promise has he crushed ! How
much did we not hope from him! Oh! accursed hunger
and thirst for success ! I am at this moment studying
his Margherita itAnjou. He is writing the third opera
for the Carnival at Venice, and is to %be in Berlin in

April. So they say, but I do not believe it ; lie is ashamed
of facing us.

44 The action pending at this moment in the courts of
Berlin against Spoutini, which, if it he given against him,
will have the effect of proving him not to be the author of
Die Vestalin, is the general theme of conversation. The
whole affair is unique in its kind.

“ You guess right: I do not compose for the moment

;

I have a perfect indigestion of music, caused by the multi-

plicity of repetitions and re-repetitions of every kind, and

in every language. Perhaps in the course of the summer
I may be in the vein; if so, 1 shall finish my comic opera
of The Three Pintos.”

** Dresden, 17th March, 1824.
41 I am still in a state of the greatest uncer-

tainty respecting GUnsbacher. Kapellmeister Schubert is

since dead. I am driven almost to desperation ; everything
rests upon my shoulders; I am sacrificing my health, I
am waiting for Gknsbaeher, who after all is not come ....

** Olympia ?—many fine things, and of the grandiose
loo

!
[Bui does it command our] respect? no!

44 Meyerbeer is to be in Berlin in April ; I also am to

be there to bring out my Euryanthc. On the 20th I shall

give his Margherita d"Anjou. It has much that is excel-

lent, and that bespeaks the hand of a master, though fre-

quently too Rossinizcd. .

.

44 Dresden, 0cfo6*r 22, 1S24.

44
I find nothing to add to your article for the European

Review *, for all I could say would resolve itself into a
species of personal praise that ends in the ridiculous. It is

all the better for us interested people, that you arc charged

with the performance of such a task. Only do not give way
to that weakness to which we Germans arc so liable, and of

which such a specimen is to he seen in * * • and • • •,

in their apprehension of being thought partial to German
productions, and incapable of duly appreciating the merit

of strangers—the effect of sheer pedantry, which ought to

he drummed out of all our German scholars. To escape

this reproach, they care not what they pull to pieces that

is German, while they exercise all their ingenuity in ex-

cusing the faults of foreign productions, or in crying them
up-

," The latest news with me is, that I am writing an opera

for London, and that I shall set off in March or April

next, to superintend the bringing it out at Covcnt Garden.

... I then hope to be able to give you a meeting at Frank-

fort, when we can shut ourselves up and chat the whole

day long . . . My comic opera of The Three Piritos is

again obliged to be laid aside.

“ I cannot help again reverting to the pleasure your judg-

ment upon Euryanthc afforded me. liut, in the name of

heaven, what do you menu by sentiments outrageously vir-

tuous. Here you are wrong. What then would become
of Shakspeare s Cymbdine, his Romeo and Julid , and a

hundred other works ?
u Your Ctrcilia pleases me the more l see of it. If I

do not become your contributor, you must set it down to

my want of lime, and to my repugnance in setting up for

a judge, a feeling which I am sure you will approve ....
Last Thursday I had the great happiness of having Mey-
erbeer with me the whole livelong day. Surely you must have

felt your ears tingle ! It was truly a fortunate day, a remi-

niscence of the good old times at Manheim. He is looking

extremely well, and is scarcely at all altered. To add to

the happiness of the day, came a letter from Gtfn&bacher,

announcing his ccrtuin installation as Kapellmeister to the

Cathedral of Vienna, as well as his approaching marriage.

We did not separate till very late at night. Meyerbeer is

• This promising Journal advanced only to the *ixtb number. Tho
article in ^uesiion may be Keen in the fourth.—fEditor.

)
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going to Trieste, to bring out his Croeiato ... In a year

or so he is to return to Berlin, where he will perhaps write

a German opera. Pray God he may ! I made some very

home appeals to his conscience.”

" Dresden ,
April 15, 1825.

••
. , . How alarmed I am at your long illness !—

I

cannot describe the feeling that came over me at the

thought that l might have lost you during an interval of

accidental silence ! What a frail aud trausitory being is

man—and what care should tried friends take to strengthen

the ties of affection by au unremitted interchange of kind

offices and constant communication, considering how short

is the span allotted to us all ! When one thinks what

trifles, what nothings, arc able to interrupt the course of

friendship, one is tempted to forget all bounds, and stamp

the very earth with vexation.
**

I, too, have been obliged to keep my room for six

weeks ; 1 have had so severe a hoarseness, as entirely to

take away my voice, accompanied by a convulsive cough.

My medical adviser was apprehensive of a disease of the

larynx. You can easily conceive that all this is enough to

paralyze my powers : but God’s wnll be done

!

44 It was only in February I received the third act of

Oberon, and they wished me to be in London by Easter;

this was carrying the joke rather too far : they must give

me til) next winter at all events.
44

I recollect that I have not written to you since Oct.

1824 : I blush at my neglect ; but I know you will not be

angry ; and though you call me u selfish fellow (tlic deuce

knows why), I know you still love me.'*

“ Dresden , October, 1825.
44

. . . I am quite iu despair when I sec day after

day eaten up by the routine of business, without leaving

me one poor moment for composition. The festivities for

the marriage of Prince Mux. torment me terribly
;
we nre

getting up Olympia for the occasion. This was the only

opportunity possible for having it executed with extraordi-

nary pomp. I superintend all the rehearsals, which con-

sumes a fearful portion of the solid day, and makes me the

very slave of the theatre.”

44 November 20.

14 Pardon me, my dear Brother, for not auswering your
letter of the 1st till to-day. I sat down to write to you a

few days since, but threw the letter into the fire. I had
suffered myself to break out into some very useless trans-

ports, which could lead to nothing, since neither you nor

I can make things better at present. Besides I wanted a

quiet moment to send you my observations upon the Re-
quiem of Mozart.”

44 Dresden , January 10, 1826.

44
I hear that Euryanthe has not succeeded at Darm-

stadt, for you could not find the leisure to drop me a single

line, to say how it had been executed, which is too bad.

—

Well, an accident at Darmstadt may be well compensated
by two such instances of success as those of Munich and
Berlin,”

44 February 14, 1826.
44

. . . Is it not possible then to pursue that fellow

judicially with respect to the piracy ? Tills is really mon-
strous ! Would to heaven I had been a tailor, aud that

people had left me in peace and quiet—I should then have"

enjoyed a Sunday of my own, and had a merry life of it!”

A few days after writing this note, Weber set off for Lon-
don.—The rest is but too well kuown.

In our next we shall give an analysis of the Tonkunstlers

Leben, in which it will be seen that, though Weber's habi-

tual tone and temperament was of a melancholy cast, he
had a strong perception of the humorous ; and could occa-

sionally quit the field of philosophy, and indulge in ridi-

cule with effect.

THE PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY.

To the Editor of the Harmonicon.

Sir, Oct. 15, 1828.

1 will begin by freely acknowledging that I am one
of those who most decidedly, though least vociferously,

disapproved the resolution of the Memliers of the Philhar-

monic Society concerning die ultimate appropriation of
their funds.

1, amongst others, saw a copy of that resolution, and
heard an account—an authentic one I believe—of the

arguments used on both sides of the question, given by a
gentleman who had had the best means of knowing what
was said by the advocates and opponents of the measure
at the meetings held for the purpose of considering it.

But either the able reasoning of Common Sense, in your
last number, was not employed on those occasions, or the

report made to me of the debate which took place was a
very imperfect one, for I certainly heard of nothing that

carried half the conviction with it that your correspon-

dent's letter does, which, if I am not egrcgiously deceived,

came from a member of the society, one who can speak us
well as write, and therefore not a likely person, being pre-

sent, to neglect stating everything that could be advanced
in favour of a proposition which he, it is well known,
warmly supported.

I honestly confess, then, that the arguments of Com-
mon Sense have wrought conviction in my mind, and I

now perceive the policy of the measure which hus been
adopted. Let it not, however, be hence inferred, that my
opinions are lightly formed, or that I am inconsistent.

1 was, till lately, rather imperfectly acquainted with the
history and affairs of the society, and never, I find, pos-

sessed any accurate information on the subject, till your
correspondent's letter, and the explanations which it led

to, fumished me with the means ofjudging impartially and
correctly.

But while I admit my former error, and announce my
conversion, I must be allowed to say, that the society is

bound to make fresh provision for hereafter. I will ex-
plain myself. When all the present members are 44 gathered
unto their fathers,’* the funds, now existing, will have
passed over to tfceir sons and daughters, and nothing be
left to bind the future members of the Philharmonic Society

together ; no vinculum , as Common Sense expresses it.
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will remain ; neither will there be any security against the .

possible event of u losing season, which, beyond all doubt,
|

would at once dissolve the body, were its members called I

on to make up any considerable deficiency out of their

own pockets.

Granting then that it is necessary to the well-being, if

not to the future existence, of the society, that a second

fund be accumulated, by what means is this to be ef-
j

fccted ?

—

I would propose, thus:— 1st. Equalize the subscrip-
(

lions, by calling on the families of members and associ-

ates to pay the same as the other subscribers. 2nd, Ad- i

vonce the annual contribution of members and associ-

ates ; to which they could not object, or ought not, as 1

they are actual gamers by any thing that promotes a gene*
j

ral taste tor music ; and the Philharmonic, when properly

directed, is a school in which professors of all ages and
degrees may constantly improve their knowledge of the

art. 3rd. By carefully, impartially, and fearlessly exa-

mining into the expenses of the orchestra, and by reducing
such as have been incurred through a spirit of favoritism,

'

or are not warranted by the terms on which the same per- ;

sons perform at other concerts. I would, however, pay
the band well,—better than elsewhere, but not give them
twice ns much as they willingly take at other concerts

;

concerts too in the preservation of which they feel no In-
k

teres t, except so far as relates to their personal engage- i

roent.

By measures like these, and with a subscription always

full, the finances of the society would never fail to supply

it with the tneaus of supporting the best concerts in the

world,—of paying the performers in a most liberal man-
ner, and of amassing a sum that would enable it at all

times to meet any unforeseen expense, and guard it against

any contingency that might arise.

Before I conclude, permit me, Mr. Editor, to mention
a rumour that has lately reached my ears, and which I

sincerely hope is founded on some mistake; namely, that

a proposal to give a piece of plate to an officer of the

society is to be made during the ensuing season. Should
such a motion as this be carried, I should indeed consider
the decline of the Philharmonic Society as near at hand. '

Where would this stop ?—would not the directors, who
serve gratuitously, soon expect the same compliment?

—

would not former officers who have gone through their ,

labours without any acknowledgment, look for some
I

honorary rewurd, the withholding of which would amount
'

to a reflection on the manner in which they had performed
their duties?—But I will abstain from going further into

j

the matter at present, hoping either that what I have •

heard is without foundation, or that the good sense of the
1

society will nip such a design in the bud. If, neverthe- i

less, the evil genius of any member should lead him to

bring forward a proposition of this nature, and should it
j

not be immediately discountenanced by the body at large,

you may depend on hearing from me on the subject, and ,

on being furnished with not only general but particular

reasons why such a motion ought never to have been
made ; and if made, why it ought to be immediately
negatived by all who wish to uphold the Philharmonic
society by preserving the unanimity of its members.

An Associate.
j

YORK MUSICAL FESTIVAL.

The Third Yorkshire Musical Festival, for the benefit

of the County Hospital, and the Infirmary of Leeds, Hull,

and Sheffield, took place—under the patronage of Hia
Majesty—on Tuesday the 23d of September, and three

following days.

It is not unworthy of notice, that almost every music
meeting throughout the country, where a dozen or fifteen

violins nre collected together, is announced as a Grand
Musical Festival ; while at York, when six hundred per-

formers are assembled, and where the epithet would be
most appropriate, the word is omitted, and the meeting is

modestly announced as above.

The following is a brief sketch of the general program.
On Tuesday morning, in the Minster, the first part of
Haydn’s Creation , with a selection from the works of
Handel, Mozart, Beethoven, &c. On Wednesday a selec-

tion of sacred music, from Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Beet-

hoven, Marcello, Millico, Pergolesi, &c. On Thursday,
The Mvttiah

:

and on Friday a selection of sacred music
from Mozart's Requiem, and other works by the same;
by Haydn, Beethoven, and Graun, with the most cele-

brated double chorusses of Handel, Leo, &c. On Tuesday
Wednesday, artd Thursday evenings, concerts in the Fes-
tival Concert Room.

Vocal performers—Madame Catalani. Miss Stephens,

Miss Paton, Madame Caradori Allen, Madame Stockhau-
sen, and Mrs. W. Knyvctl*; Mr. Brabant, Mr. Vaughan,
Mr. W. Knyvett, Mr. Tcrrnil, Mr. Phillips, Mr. Ed. Taylor,

and Signor De Begnis. Leaders of the band :— Morning,
Mr. Cramer; Evening, Mr. Mori ; Conductor of the whole,

Mr. Grcatorex. Dr. Camidge presided at the organ, and
Mr. Grcatorex at the piano- forte.

The orchestra consisted of 250 instrumental, and 350
vocal performers, exclusive of the principal singers ; viz.

90 cantos, 70 altos, 90 tenors and 100 basses.—In the

instrumental band were Mr. Moralt (principal 2d), Mr.
White and 91 other violins ; violas Mr. R. Ashley and
31 others; violoncellos, Mr. Lindlcy and 22 others;

double basses. Signor Dragonetti and 15 others ; Flutes

Mr. Nicholson and 5 others ; oboes, Mr. Ling and 12

others; Clarionets, Mr. Willmau and 5 others; bassoons
Mr. Mackintosh and 11 others ; serpents and bass horns
Mr. Davis and 7 others; trumpets, Mr. Harper and 5
others; horns, Mr. Platt and 13 others; boss trombones,

Mr. Muriotti and 4 others; tenor ditto, Mr. Sehoengen
and 2 others ; alto ditto, Mr. Smithies and one other

;

double drums, Messrs. Chipp and Taylor.

There was a general rehearsal of the whole band in the

Minster at nine o'clock on Monday morning; and al-

though it is our peculiar province to speak of the music,

and the manner in which it was performed, yet we cannot

pass entirely unnoticed the complete and elegant prepa-

rations in the Cathedral, affording an accommodation for

an audience of between five and six thousand persons.

The orchestra was well constructed and judiciously dis-

posed, and presented a very grand and striking object.

Every performer appeared to possess more room, and, con-

sequently, a greater share of that ease which gives greater

effect to exertion, than is usually provided. The centre

aisle, which at the two preceding meetings was an even,

flat surface, now formed au inclined plane, giving an in-

creasing elevation of about an inch iu a foot. This was a

• By the refinement of Mrs. P. Alkiuson, Ute Miss Goodxlt, the Com-
mittee were deprived of her auuUoce.
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vast Improvement, and added very considerably to the

beauty of the spectacle ; at the same time affording addi-

tional convenience, ami a better view to the audience in

every row. The decorations were in admirable taste, and

the whole harmonized well with the interior of the noble

and venerable edifice.

FIRST SELECTION.— Tuesday, September Med.

Firrt Part.

Opening of DeUingen Te Deum (to the end of * To thee,

Cherubim”). Handel.

Quartet (u Semi Chores, five each Vocal Part) ** Ix», my
Shepherd” • • Haydn.

Sung, Mr, Vavokam, 44O I.iHerty.” with Violoncello Ac-

companioicut, Obligato. Mr. Iarolet .... Handel.

Cbonm, 44 No* pulvk*’*
' Mozart.

Song, Mr*. W. Knwrtt. 41 0 magnify” • • . . Handel.

Chorus, 11 Kyrie clieson” Rigkmi.

Song, “ Madame Csradoxj, “Tunc your harp*," (Esther) . Handel.

National German Hymn Haydn.

Sour, Mr. Bkaham, “Sound an Alarm," (Judas Maccabeus)!

Chores, u W* hear.” ...... .J
Luther’s Hymn, Madame Catalato and Chorus .

Chorus, ' 4 Fix'd In hi* everlasting seat,” (Samson) . Handel.

Sxcord Part.

FIRST PART OF THE CREATION .... Haydn.

Third Part.

March, Air, Mr. Vauoma* and Chorus, “Glory lo God,”)
(Joshua) ......... r Handel.

Song. M iu Pato* . . . . . . . . |

Trio ami Chorus, “ Sound the loud Timbre.” . . . Aviso*.

Song, 44 Mr. Braham, ” In native worth” (Creation) . . Haydn.

Chorus, u Ve Sons of Israel,” (Joshua) .... Handel.

Psalm, 44 Thro* all the changing ,” Mr*. W. Ksyvktt and

Chorus.

Song, Madame Catalam, * Angels, ever bright” . Handel.

Chorus, “ Gloria in ctceUis" . . . t . • Beethoven.

bong, 44 Let the bright Seraphim,” Mw* Str-*

fhev«, with Trumpet Obligato, Mr. liARraa. I (Samson) Handel.

Chorus, “ Let their celestial Concerts” . . J

No composition could have been found better adapted to

the place and occasion than the DeUingen Te Deum. There

is a simplicity and grandeur in the first four bars, the whole

orchestra, including even the drums, moving together in

unison, that is at all times, if tolerably performed, quite

sublime ; and we much doubt whether the sensation which

it excited in the whole audience was surpassed or even

equalled, by anything that followed. The chorus 44 Nos
pulvis,” by Mozart, though not much known, deserves to

be classed amongst the best works of the master. Dr.

Camidge's introduction to Luther’s Hymn was in good
keeping with the composition. Would that we could com-
mend the vocal performance of it by Madame Catalan! in

the same terms, but it was out of tune from beginning to

end. With the same impartiality ami with more satisfac-

tion, we 'state that her “ Angels ever bright,” transposed

into e b, was extremely well sung. Miss Paton, who now
was heard at York for the first time, evidently made a great

sensation in the air " If guiltless blood.’’ The whole of

the first part of The Creation went well; but Miss Ste-

phens, and not Madame Caradori, should have sung 44 With
verdure clad.” The Chaot, let it be spoken to the credit

of the instrumental band, who rarely obtain their equitable

share of praise and public notice, was never better per-

formed.

It did not, nevertheless, appear to us, during any port of

the morning’s performance, that the effect of this vast band
was equal to its numerical strength. There was a pleasing,

but confused mass of sound Boating around ;
while, at a

distance, nothing was heard distinctly. This must be

attributed to the orchestra having been erected under the
vast hollow, or dome, of what is called the Lantern
Tower, which absorbs the sound before it can travel to the
distant purls of the building. We have no doubt that the
power of the band would be nearly doubled were the
orchestra erected at the extreme west end of the Minster.
The church was well attended this morning. We have
not the exact number at present, but were informed that

there were about five thousaud.

FIRST CONCERT.— Tuesday Evening, September 23.

Firjt Part.

Grand Symphony (No. 10.) Haydn •

Glee, “ lit the merry month of May” .... Cooke-
Aria, Madame Stolehaurls, 44 Dorr ki»u” (Le None di

_
Figaro) Mozart.

New Duetto with varintiost, 41 I've teen a tweet” Mis* Sri-
rHisi and Mr. Braiiaw ...... Btemtt.

Aria, Madame Catalami, 44 Ah quel giorno” (Semlramidr) . Roostm.
Arm, Signor Dx Bsosi*. Largo ai factotum (II Barbiere di

Sivigha)
_

Rossini.

Concerto, Violin, Mr. Morn Mori.
Alia, Maoamk Caradori, * Ah che for**” . . ,1 n .

(with Como Accompaniment Obligato, Mr. Putt) .J
tionJ'e "*

Tersetto,

44 Cruda sorte” (Kiccixrdo), Madame Catalami,
Mr. Biuham, Mr. Pmili.im Rossim.

Song, Mi*i Patos, “The bank* of AlUu Water.”
Finale. “ Ehi di cam,” (11 Barbiere,) beginning at *• Fredda

rd immobile.” •««..... Rossim.

SieoiD Part.

Overture. (Semiramide) Rosstni.

Aria, Madame Caradori, 44
II braccio mio," . , . Nicotism.

Quintetto, “ Giuro ogDimo” Semiramide) . . . Romm,
Scena, ML* Starnes*, ** Softly aigh* the voice,” (Der

FreLrbut*) Heber.
Aria Buff*, Signor Di Biomu, 44

1 Vicdioi totti,” (II Fanatico
per la Muaica) . SaccktM.

Swis* Air, Madame Stockuavrin.
Cantata, Mr. Braham, “Alexlx" (Violoncello Accompani-

ment Obligato, Mr. I.isdlit) ..... Pepstack.

Bolero, Madame Catalasi.'4 Al mevto cor la pace” . , Sarmiento.
Song, Mr. Phillies, 14 Oft in the stilly night” . National Melody.
Duetto, Madame Caradori and Signor D* Bkgsi*, 44 lo

ditutto” Afotaa.
Finale, *' Rule Britannia,” Madame Catalaki and Chores . Arne.

The band at the concert room being more select than
at the Cathedral -'consisting of twelve London violins

on each side, and every principal part well appointed
—Haydns Grand Symphony in e flat (No. 10.) was
exceedingly well performed. Madame Stockhausen, whose
talent is daily making itself known, sang 44 Dove sono,”
from Figaro, with much judgment ; and in a Swiss
air, which she gave with all the naivetS of & moun-
taineer, was much applauded. Mr. Mori’s Concerto
was performed in his superior manner. By the way,
we would fain ask, why it was announced as his own
composition, when not only every professor, but the

whole musical public, know it to be May seder’s? What
Mr. Mori played is the wrell-known air, with variations,

in e four sharps, in which poor Kiesewetter shone so

brilliantly, and which was the last piece he performed hi

public. Mr. Mori has merit enough of his own ; he need
not poach on the property of another. Miss Patou was
loudly encored in the ballad, 44 On the' banks of Allan

water,*' which she sung with her usual sweetness.
Mr. Braham and Lindley’s 44 Alexis” commanded, and
always will command, a large share of public approbation.

Mr. Phillips’s beautiful ballud, 44 Oft in the stilly night,”

was sacrificed by being placed at the end of a very long
concert. Signor De Begnis’ efforts were as successful as

usual. In the first act he sung 44 Largo al factotum,*' and
in the second, 44

1 violiui/’ in both of which he was en-
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cored, as was also Madame Catalani, in her acting and

singing “ Rule Britannia," which at midnight finished the

concert. The room was about two-thirds full.

SECOND SELECTION.— Wednesday, September Uth.

Fimt Past.

Chorus, * How excellent." Song, Mr. PiiiLurs, )

“ Brave Jonathan’’ I

Chorus. " Eagle* were not so twift" . , . » (Saul)

Song, Mis* Staphin a, “ In sweetest Harmony" . I

Chorus, M0 day" J
Quartet and Chora*, “ Then round about" (Samson) .

Song, “ Mr. 11miu«, “ Gentle air*" (Athalla) with Violon-

cello Aecomp. Obligato, Mr. Lindley ....
Chorus, “ Arise, O Judah" ......
Song and Chorus. Mr. Phillips, “When Storms'* (Athalia}

Song, " What though I trace," Mn. W. Iurrirr
Chorus, “ How excellent is thjr Majesty," ("Cum Sancto,"

12th Mass)
Song, Madame CaraookI, “ Polca quel planto" . . .

Trio and Chorus, “ Sing unto Jehovah" . . • •

Handel.

Handel.

Handel.

Haydn,
Handel.

Handel.

Mozart.

Patt>rifo.

Haydn,

SfCOND Paar.

Chorus, “ When his loud voice'* . . )
ReciL “ Deeper and deeper alilt" . . I

Air, “ Waft her AngeU" Mr. Bbaham . V (Jephthe)

Recit. “Ye sacred Priests," ... I

Air, “ Farewell
!

ye limpid Streams" Miss J

Snniiai.
Chorus, *' Hark ! Death"

Trio, Miss Stkphens, Messrs. Vavohan and Phillips, “Fal-

len is ihy Throne" ..... .

Song of Benjamin, Madame Caradori, (Joseph) .

Motet, “Glory, praise, and adoration" .

,

.

Song, Madame Catalani, “ Holy, holy” . . .

Chorus, “ Immortal Lord" (Deborah) . • . •

Handel.

Iltmmel.

Millica.

Mehul.
Mozart.
Handel.

Handel.

Tmao Past.

Chorus, “ Hallelujah" (from the u Mount of Olives") . Beethoven.

Recit. and Song, Mis* Paros, ** From mighty Kings" . . Handel.

Chonu,
u Father, we adore thee" Haydn.

Air and Chorus, Madame Stocihausin, “ Praise the Re-
deemer's mercy” ....... Beethoven.

Chorus, "Hosannah" ....... Mozart.

Solo, Mi** SnniiNA, and Quartet, “In my dUlress" . , Marcello,

Double Chorus, “ He gave them Hailstones" (Israel in

Egypt) ......... Handel.

Song, Madame Catalani, “Gratia* Agtmus," with Clarionet

Accompaniment, Mr. Wili.m an Quahetmu.

Coronation Anthem, “The King shall rejoice" . . . Handel.

The performance commenced this morning with the

chorus, “ How excellent thy name,” from Saul. The
whole band, choral as well as instrumental, did this grand

scene,—for such it is—ample justice. Jn the song, “Brave
Jonathan,” Mr. Phillips reminded us of Bartleman, and
we can hardly say more in his commendation. “In
sweetest harmony,” must not be included amongst the

happiest of Miss Stephens’s efforts at York : we have
heard her ship it infinitely better. For the performance
of the lovely song from Athalia ,

“ Gentle airs,” we know
not whether to bestow the laurel on Mr. Braham or Mr.
Lindley :

“ let both divide the crown.” Madame Cara-

dori introduced a recitative und air, “ Potca quel pianto,”

by Pnisicllo, which entirely failed ; she should not have
ventured on that in which Madame Pasta produces so

much effect. Miss Paton’s “ From mighty kinds’* was,

so far as the mere singing went, quite perfect
; but

we fearlessly assert, that the transposing it from a three

sharps to A four flats, entirely changed its character,

and destroyed half of its effect. “Gratia* agimus” by
Madame Catalani, suffered very little less by being trans-
posed into o. The song, “ When storms the proud to
terrors doom," by Mr. Phillips, followed by the chorus
“O Judah,” both from Athalia, afforded us vast pleasure

;

and, though Handel's, may be reckoned among the

novelties of the performance, so little are either known.
The Minster was not quite so well attended as on Tuesday.

SECOND CONCERT.— Wednesday Evening, Sept. 24.

Pi rat Part.

Grind Symphony, (in F) Beethoven .

Glee, “ When winds breathe soft" (The list Movement with

double Choir) ........ ffehhe.

Ari», Madame Caradori," II toave bcl cootento" . . Pacini.

Fantasia, Flute, “ Recoiled ions of Ireland,” Mr. Nicholson. Nicholson.

Terzetto, “ Mandina ainahile" Madame Cahajkjai, Mr. Bra-
ham. ami Signor Dr Bioms .... Mozart.

Song, Mr. Vavohan, ** Gentle Lm" .... Hartley.

Duetto, Miss Stiphins and Mr. Braham, " Crudel percha"

(Le None di Figaro) ...... Mozart.
Song, Miss Paton, u Oh no, we never mention” (Accom-

panied by herself on the harp.)

Ana, Madame Catalani, “Parto ma tuben" (La Clemema
di Tito), Clarionet accompaniment Obligato, Mr. Wiliman Mozart.

Quintette, " Oh, guardate" (II Turco iu Italia) * . . Romm.

Slcond Part.

Overture,
,

,

Song, Mr. Braham, “ 0 1 *ti$ glorious a sight tol
jn>TO

°B

Quartet, “ Over the dark blue waters." . (
®*>eroB

Swiss Air, Madame Stockhausen.
Duetto, Madame Caradori and Signor Da Blums, “Per

piacere" (II Turco io Italia) Romm.
Song, Miss Stephens, “ Jock o' Haxetdean’* . . Scotch Melody.
Duetto, Madame Catalani and Mr. Phillips, “ Bello imago"

(Semiramide) ........ Rattint.

Aria, Signor Da Bionjs, “ J'ai de 1 'argent.**

Finale, “ Presto, presto,’* (II Don Giovanni) . . . Mozart.

The room was absolutely crammed with company. The
concert commenced with Beethoven’s eccentric and very
difficult symphony, in r. That this was not a judicious

choice, the coldness with which it was received demon-
strated ; and Weber’s overture to Oheron, which formed
a part of the selection, is not yet sufficiently understood
out of Covent Garden Theatre to do it full justice else-

where. Webbe'a delightful glee, " When Winds breathe

soft,” a composition as beautiful as it is scientific, was
admirably sung. We were particularly glad to bear it

on the present occasion. We were also much pleased

with the performance of Mozart’s terzetto, “ Mandina
amabile,” by Madame Caradori, Mr. Bruhntn, and Signor
de Begnis. Miss Stephens was not herself to-day : she
pleased us as little this evening in “ Crudel perche,” as

she did in the morning in the air from Handel’s Saul

:

in

both she was occasionally too sharp. Madame Stock-

hausen again sang a Swiss air. On its being called for a
second time, she introduced a different air. This may be
termed an Irish encore.

|

ff'cher.

THE MESSIAH.
Thursday Morning, Sept. 25.

Mr. Braham’s opening of The Messiah was, as here-

tofore, everything that we could wish. Mr. Edward Tay-
lor sang, with his usual judgment and discrimination,

the two bass songs “ But who muy abide,” and “ Thou
art gone up on high.” To the latter, which is not a
very popular air, he imparted an interest that we have
but rarely witnessed. To Mrs. Knyvett (not Mr. W.
Knyvett) was allotted ** O thou that tellest,* and to

Madame Caradori, “But thou didst uot leave,” instead

of its being given to Mrs. Knyvett; and nothing was
gained by the change in either case. Mozart’s accompa-
niments to “The people that walked in darkness,” pro-

duced an immense effect : the wind instruments deserve
all the praise that can be bestowed. The magnitude of
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the building was,' in some degree, the cause of this, by
subduing and mellowing the combined tones of the

instruments. It was a rich treat!—Not so Madame
Catalani’s 44

I know that my Redeemer liveth,"—for, in-

dependently of its being transposed a note lower, (from

z to o !) the duty we owe to our readers compels us to

say, we never heard a more lamentable performance. The
chorusses were admirably executed throughout—every
individual exerted himself; and each being perfect in

what he had to do, sung with a confidence that could

not but succeed; the whole producing an etfect as if

their number, since the day before, had been greatly

augmented. The church was very well attended.

THIRD COSCER T.—Thurvlay Evening, September 25.

First Past.

Grand Symphony (in D) ...... Mozart.

Song, 51m. Knvvrtt, ** Did me rot force! thy Amite” . W. Knyvett.

Duetto, M Adame Cahadori and Mr. Draiiav, “ O lieto mo-
roeoto." ........ BwMiw,

Song, Mr. Patutn, Angel of Ufe,” (Bassoon Accompani-
ment Obligato, Mr. Mackintosh) ... * Calkott.

Song, Mim Pa ton, ** Lo her* the gentle Lark" . . Bishop.

Aria, Signor Da Biqmir, “ Amor Pcrebe" (II Turco) . Rotiuti.

Concerto Violoncello, Mr. Ijndlkv .... Lindley.

Aria, Madame Stockuaubn, “ Che k> perdetse" . • Sapienut.

Quartrtto, “ Cara da voi” ...... Cherubini.

Aria, Madame Catalans, “ Re>plendi ft Sol beato" . . Morlacci.

Finale, “ Signori di fuori,” (Le Notre di Figaro) . . Mozart.

Second Part.

Overturns (Anacreon) Cherubim.
Seetia, Mr. Braham, Ztnyarrlli.

Sung. Miss SnnilNl," Savourneen derlinh” . . Iruh Melody.
Terzetto, M Qua! ilet.xio*' (with Double Choir) . . AUvood.
Aria, Madame Caxapori, “ Steh nur Auf," (The Svris« Boy

in German.) with variations,—Flute Accompaniment Obli-

gato, Mr. Nicholson.
Duetto. Mias Stephens, ami Signor Db Bbonis, “ Con

piXtcnxa"J ........ Floraeanti.
Swi*« Air, Madame Siockual'skn.
Duetto, Madame Catalani and Mr. Brahau, “ Ah, so di

mali irnei” Rossini .

New Rondo, Signor Da Rcr.Ni a. “ Je suis le petit tambour,”
Composed by bimaclf—(d'liprt-i la rumance Francais* Je
auU, Ate.), eipre*ftly for this Festival . . . /Je Beynit.

Finale, “ God Save the King,” Madame Catalani, and Choru».

The Symphony, Mozart's, in d, and the Overture to

Anacreon, were both well performed. There was nothing
in the vocal department that demands particular notice

;

save only, that in the last act, instead of one there were
two Swiss airs : one as usual by Madame Stockhausen

;

and the other by Madame Carudori ; the latter being
44 The Swiss boy," which Sontag so well sang—and
with whom Madntne C. had much better have left it. It

was accompanied by Mr. Pixin’s difficult and outrecs vari-

ations for the Piano-forte, adapted for the flute.

THIRD SELECTION.—Friday, September 28M.

First Part.

Coronation Anthem, u
I was glad'* . . . . » /Htwood.

Song, Mrs. \V. Knyvett, •* Agnus Dei*' .... Mozart.
Chorus, ** (Juoniam tu solus" ...... Beethoven.
Song, “ Pious Orgies," Mi** Srrrnr\* .... Handel.
Chorus, " Rex trenicnda.*'* Quartet, “ Recordarc’‘(Requiem) Mozart,
Duct. Madame Stockravsbn and Mr. PiiiLLirs, and Chorus,
" By the* with bliss" (Creation) Haydn.

Chorus, “ Die Storm" Haydn.
Luther's Hymn. .

Air, Mr. Valchan, and Quartet, l( Eternal God" . . Beethoven.
Song, “ On mighty plumes" (Creation) .... Haydn.
Chorus, M Gloria Patri" (Jubilate) ..... Handel

November, 1S28.

Second Part.

Chorus, “ Glory to God" ....
Song, Mist Paton
Chorus, “ The mighty Power” (Athalia) .

Song, Mr. Phillips, “Tear* such m*” (Deborah)
Motet (in « flat) (Tenor Solo, Mr. Vacohan)
Song, Madame Caradori, “Deb pariate" (11 Sacrifizio

d’ Abrame) ........ Cimnruin.

Chorus, “ The Arm of the Lord" . . • . • Haydn.
Song, “Total Eclipse," Mr Braiiam . . . Handel.

Solo, Miss Stephens, and Chorus, “ As from the Power” Handel.

Third Part.

Double Chorus, “ From the Censer" (Solomon) . . . Handel.
Song. Madame Catalani, “ Domine labia mea” . Cianchettmi.

Double Chorus, “ Your harp* and cymbals" (Solomon) Handel.
Song, Mi** Stephen*, u Return, O God of Holts"
(Samson) Handel.

Double Chorus, “ Praise the laird” (Solomon) . . . Handel.

Song, Mr. Braham, “ Pleasure my former ways" . . Handel.
Double Choru*, “ Sicut cral” ...... Leg.

Trio, * On thee each living Soul awaits" Mrs. W. Kntutt,
Mr. Vacohak, aod Mr. Phillips (Creation) . . Haydn.

Double Chorus, (with Solo), “ 'Hie Lord shall reign" • Handel.

The church exhibited a splendid array of company this

morning. The number of remarkably fine women, present

on this and the preceding occasions, was immense. We
heard a gentleman remark, that he had never, till he came
to the York Festival, supposed that this country so far

surpassed the rest of the world in the beauty of the sex,

as he was now persuaded it did. The chorusses oil this

day were superior, if possible to the two former perform-

ances, with the exception of one or two modern compo-
sitions, which had not been sufficiently rehearsed. The
performance opened with Attwood's Coronation Anthem;
a just tribute to the merit of a living author; and had he
been present, his gratification would have been great, to

hear his fine composition so performed. Madame Catalani

repeated (by desire !) Luther's Hymn, which she now sang
a note lower; but this did not remedy the evil which was
so very glaring on Tuesday—the Intonation was quite as

imperfect as before ; and the tones of Harper’s majestic

trumpet were, by the change of key, rendered wholly

ineffective.

Madame Catalan! sang a song of Cianchettini, "Domine
labia mea.” It was to all appearance an oj>era bravura,

mid little suited to the situation in which it was heard.

There was an accompaniment on the violin, executed by Mr.
Cramer.— This gentleman is, undoubtedly, one of the first

leaders of his day ; and to him, we feel convinced, much
of the success of these performances is attributable.

Rraham sang very feelingly in "Total eclipse it was by
fur the best effort of his during the w eek.

This day’s performance closed the musical business of
the festival. Long and laborious as the execution of the

pieces was to the performers, we believe the termination of

them was generally spoken of as a matter of regret. As
soon as ** The horse and his rider” had concluded, the

company in their splendid equipages, flanked by brilliant

groups on foot, pursued their devious way through old

Ebor's narrow streets, with anxiety visible in many a fair

countenance, to take n slight refreshment, and commence
the interesting task of preparing for the fancy dress ball.

We may notice that the weather was extremely favourable

to the whole undertaking. The sky was overcast and
lowering occasionally, but, with the exception of a very

slight shower or two, the visiters were enabled to pursue
their pleasures without interruption.

The following is a list of the sums pud to some of the

2 M
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andel.

• Handel.

. . Mozart.
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performers :—Madame Catalan), 630/.; Madame Cara-

dori, 200/.; Miss Stephen*. 200/.; Miss Paton, 200/.;

Mrs. Knyvett, 100/.; Madame Stockhausen, 100/.; Mr.

Bmham, 230/.; Mr. fireatorex, 150/. (50/. less than

Madllc. Sontag required for her pianist
!) ; and Madame

Cnrodori contends for an extra 50/. as contingent on the

success of the festival. On this subject, and the inade-

quate pay of the instrumentalists, we have often expressed

oar sentiments unequivocally, and have not now room to

aay half as much as the facts deserve. It rests with

committees themselves to remedy the enormous evil, which

will otherwise soon put an end to their occupation as

managers of festivals. It is a grievous mistake to ima-

gine that a meeting like the one at York stands in need

of any single name. The choru&ses are, and ever will be,

its great glory and attraction ; they can be beard in such

perfection no where else; & single voice may be heard,

perhaps, better in fifty places. A sixth part of COO/., ex-

pended in providing correct copies of the chorusses in

good time for the necessary rehearsals, would have pre-

vented many of those slight, but provoking errors, which
disfigured several of these unequalled and almost perfect

triumphs of the art. The experiment as to what consti-

tutes attraction, was tried at Norwich, and succeeded

—

why should York fear to resist extravagant demands in

any quarter, and to trust to her mighty minster, and her

native choral strength ?

The following is an account of the receipts and num-
bers present :

—

MORNING PERFORMANCES.
Thursday . , . 22 1C

Friday .... 1500
Total 7044.

Stvt* SaiLUKoa.
Tuesday ... 428
Wednesday . . 730
Thursday . . . 1667
Friday .... 850

Total 3675,

In addition to this, 500 tickets each day for the West Gallery were

it*m by the Patrons, making the total number of guinea tickets dis-

posed ot
f
about 3552.

EVENING PERFORMANCES.

Monday’s Ball, 7s. each , . about 750
Tuesday’s Concert, 1 5s. each • « . 850
Wednesday’# ditto, 15s. each • . • 1500

Thursday's ditto, 15s. each . - • • 1000

Total 3100.

Making the total present about 17370, and the greatest number in one

day, Thursday, 4375.

The total receipt*, including a few hundreds of pounds

in donations to the charities, amounted to above 16,500/.

;

but we shall hereafter give a short and corrected statement

of the whole.

Gl'IMEA Ticket*.

Tuesday 507
Wednesday , • • 289
Thursday « • 492
Friday . 264

Total 1552.

FirrtEX Shillimos.
Tuesday . . . 1851
w-j i~ 1477

MANCHESTER MUSICAL FESTIVAL.

At length we have to relate an account of a musical fes-

tival at Manchester. From what cause it has happened

that a place so populous, so wealthy, and situated in the

very midst of a chorus-singing people, should thus long

have been without an enjoyment which many of the

second and even third-rate towns in England have in-

dulged in, we do not pretend to know, but its inhabitants

have at length aroused from their musical apathy, and a
meeting on a magnificent scale has taken place.

The morning performances were held in the Collegiate

Church, on Tuesday, September 30th, and three following

days. Those of the evening at the theatre.

The worthies of Manchester seem to have supposed that

the only mode left them of out-doing every other Festival,

was to engage all the singers, both male and female,

known and unknown, that they coaid collect : their list of
principal vocal performers, amounting to no less than
seventeen !—viz. Madame Catalani, Madame Stockhausen,
Madame Puzzi, Madame Caradori, Miss Paton, Mrs. W.
Knyvett, Miss Love, Miss Godfrey, and Miss Stephens

—

Mr, Br&ham, Mr. Vaughan, Mr. W. Knyvett, Mr Ed.
Taylor, Mr. Isherwood, Mr. Phillips, Signor Curioni, and
Signor Pellegrini.

To assign to each of these his or her due share of
business, required some address ; but so lamentable an
example of mismanagement in this department we have
seldom witnessed. For instance— if we but look at the

cast of The Messiah

:

to Madame Caradori was given only
the first half of “ lie shall feed his Flock,*

1
which, having

nothing else in the Oratorio to ring, she declined taking.

This we grant, however, was quite unjustifiable; for

being engaged, and on most liberal' terms, to perform, it

was her duty to sing whatever was allotted her
;
provided,

as in the present case, it was within the compass of her
voice, uud not derogatory to herVank as a principal singer.

As to the paucity of her share in the Oratorio, she had no
right to do more than remonstrate : she might have
resisted any attempt to overload her, but to demand any-

thing beyond what the Committee thought fit to assign,

was highly unbecoming, and the refusal to sing the beau-
tiful air set down for her, ought instantly to have voided
her engagement.

To Miss Love were given both the counteT-tenor songs
and the Duet, leaving nothing for Mr. W. Knyvett. This
arrangement he very properly resisted, and established

his claim to “ He was despised,”—which it is no dis-

paragement to any other singer to say is his by an undis-

puted title. Catalani was allowed to interpolate “ Domine,
Labia mca,*’ which actually was printed as part of the text

of The Messiah t There were many other gross blunders

in the programs, as an excuse for which the Committee
may probably plead their inexperience. But whul apology
can be made for the conductor ? The band, the Committee,
the public had all a right to expect from him, so well

qualified os he is far the task, a correction of all such pal-

pable errors.—We feel inclined to say much more on this

subject ; but knowing that Committees sometimes inter-

fere very indiscreetly in these matters, we refrain from any
further remarks, lest we should cast blame where it is

least merited.

The selections were by no means remarkable for novelty

;

they were also very carelessly arranged. In one act

were four soprano songs, and one duet for the same,

almost in succession ; and in the same act were two pieces

accompanied on the harp, by two different harpists, with

only one intervening chorus. The two double chorusscs,
“ He gave them Hailstones/' and “ The Lord shall reign/*

were separated only by the air of '* Sad my soul/* We
repeat that these and such like proofs of bad taste ought

to have been corrected by the conductor.

There was nothing in the execution of any of the songs

that calls for remark : they were nearly the some us at th«

preceding festivals of York and Derby. The consequence

of engaging such a host of principal sopranos was anti-
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cipated by all experienced persons. Miss Paton and Miss
Stephens had, each of them, ouc son?, or ballad for each

concert;—so that in the three evening, Miss Paton only

sunt; •* Savourneen deelish”—" Lo here the gentle Lark,'

and “ Tlie banks of Allan Water."—Miss Stephens, “ I’ve

been roaming ,'

*

*' Auld Robin Gray," and “ John Ander-

son my Jo.” In fact, the concerts presented a combination

of the merest commonplaces—df the most hacknied pieces

that ever were strung together.

We beg it to be understood that these observations are

only dictated by a desire to elevate the character and pro-

mote the success of our music-meetings. These ought to

have, and must have, a powerful influence over our mu-
sical taste : if they fail, thut must degenerate also. We
give the Manchester Committee all the credit they can ask
or desire for the public spirit and liberality with which
they conducted this, their first undertaking of the kind.

Some of the mistakes into which they fell, were, perhaps,
nseparable from a new attempt. We have reason to

believe that they are aware of their errors, and will avoid
them in future. In a pecuniary point of view the success

of the meeting was complete—we believe every ticket

was sold before le premier coup d'archet.

With what regardlessness of expense the whole was
planned and conducted, may be inferred from a single fact.

The Theatre and the Assembly rooms are separated by a
street; and as it was anticipated that neither of these
spacious buildings would be sufficient to hold the com-
pany at the fancy ball, it was resolved to nnite them.
The street was, therefore, blocked up, and converted into

a splendid and spacious supper room, elegantly hung with
drapery all around. The sceue-room of the Theatre was
changed into an ample eastern tent, which, together with
the whole of the stage, was similarly clothed. We under-
stand that more than thirty thousand yards of material
were used in the preparations for this night's entertain-
ment.

[We have no doubt that every arrangement made for

this Festival, displayed the liberality of the wealthy town
of Manchester. We are only surprised that a place in

which are so many individuals distinguished for their

literary and scientific knowledge, should not have furnished

a Committee better prepared for the details of such an un-
dertaking. We are amused at the wonder which evidently
has been excited in our corresponds ill’s mind by the 30,000
yards of drapery ! The astounding appearnucc of five

places of figures made him overlook the circumstance that
he was in the very land of cotton, and that the whole of
these acres of hangings would not cost more than two or
three hundred pounds : to say nothing of the use to which
almost every yard of them would certainly be afterwards
applied .]—Editor ofHarn\onicon.

BURY ST. EDMUNDS MUSICAL FESTIVAL.

A Musical Festival—(grand of course) under the pa-
tronage of His Royal Highness the Duke of Clarence,
wns held at Bury on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, the 7th, 8th, 9th, and 1 0th of October. There
were three miscellaneous concerts in the theatre on the
evenings of the 7th, 8th, and 9th, and three performances
in St. Mary’s church, viz., two selections of sacred music,
and The Mcuiah—on the mornings of the 8th, 9th, and
10th. The principal vocal performers were Miss Paton,

Madame Caradori Allan, and Miss Marian Cramer : Mr.
Braham, Mr. Terrail, Mr, Horncastle, Mr. Edward Taylor,
and Mr. Phillips. Leader of the band Mr. F. Cramer

—

Conductor, Sir George Smart. In the list of the instru-

mental band—which, as far as it regards the London
performers, was more select than numerous—were the

well-known names of WagstatF (principal 2nd violin,)

Moral!, Nicks, Anderson, Slarshall (of Oxford), Lindley,

W. Lindley, Anfossi, Nicholson, Ling, Willman, Mack-
intosh, Platt, Harper, Chipp, Ac. There were, however,
a great many provincial performers both in tlie instru-

mental band and the chorus, tlie total number amounting
to about one hundred and eighty.

On Wednesday and Friday, the performances at the

church consisted of selections from a new uutheiu by Mr.
Shield; from Haydn's Mass, No. 2, in c.; from Hum-
mel’s in z flat ; and from the Oratorios of Samson, The
Creation , Israel in Egypt* Mehul’s Joseph, Ac. Ou
Thursday The Messiah was performed. The programs
of the Evening Concerts did not present a single piece

which laid not been heard, in London and at the various

meetings, over and over again ; we thcrefurc will not try

tlie patience of our readers by either inserting or referring

to them.

St. Mary’s Church is a large, handsome. Gothic
building, though very badly adapted to the present pur-

pose, for it is full of obstacles to the free passage of
sound, which can scarcely reach the extremity of the

centre aisle, tlie place set apart for the wealthy patrons

of the meeting, and the admission tickets to which were

one guinea each. The natural consequence was, that, on
the second and third mornings, but few were sold ; people

not being very willing to pay so monstrous a price for

seats where it was next to impossible to hear.

Miss Marian Cramer was engaged for, and undertook

that portion of the business which is usually allotted to

the second female singer. This was placing her in rather

a responsible situation ; but she went through her task

respectably. Mr. Homcastle, whom we now heard

at a music-meeting for the first time, possesses talent;

and if not at present of the first order, will be found

exceedingly useful where a good second tenor is wanted,

more particularly as he is an excellent musician. In the

ballad,
44 Oh ! speed my bark,” we were better pleased

with his singing than with the composition.

A selection from Haydn's Mass, No. 2, to which Eng-
lish words have been very successfully adapted,—afforded

us much gratification. The chorus, 44 Give unto Jehovah1*

is, in every respect, worthy of Haydn ; and the bass song,

‘‘O Lord, rebuke me not in tby displeasure,” by Mr.
Edward Taylor, deserves marked approbation. A serenade

for five voices, of the old school, by Wilson and Saville—

“ By eliding river* to whose falls

Melodious bird* sing madrigal*,"

and Horsley’s glee, 44 By Celia’s harbour,” were, to the

credit of the audience, most favourably received.

With these nnd a few other exceptions, the music per-

formed was nearly the same as that which had been

previously selected for the Derby, Hereford, York, Man-
chester, and other meetings: indeed, we cannot help

regretting that a little more variety is not sought oiler.

The singers too, generally speaking, were chosen from

among those who had been at nearly all the above

places ; their talents, fn fact, commanding engagements
wherever they are inclined to perform. On this occasion

Miss Paton, Madame Caradori, Mr.Braham, Mr. Phillips,

2 M 2
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Ac. were present, of whom we have so frequently spoken,

as well os of the music sung by them, that it would

weary our readers, and exclude other newer, and therefore

more interesting matter, were we to repeat—for we could

but repeat—what we have said before.

We cannot, however, refrain from noticing the visible

improvement in Miss Paton*s voice since we heard her at

Salisbury in August last, and may safely venture to say,

that she is now, in every respect, " herself again .'

*

This is the first time that any musical festival, upon

& large scale, was ever attempted at Bury. Had it been

attended with the success to which the excellence both of

performers and performances justly entitled it, it would,

wc believe, have been repeated every third year : but the

un prosperous result of the present effort will forbid any
similar undertaking till some very distant period. For-

tunately there was a guarantee fund, out of which the loss,

amounting to about three hundred pounds, will be made
up ; so that no individual will, ultimately, be a loser to any

injurious extent.

It is due to the Committee of management to say, that

I

their duties were performed with great ability, and not

less urbanity. Ouc error only can be imputed to them,

but this was a fatal one ;—the terms of admission were

fixed at infinitely too high a price. Twelve shillings and
sixpence for a pit ticket at the theatre, was exceeding all the

bounds of moderation; and demanding a guinea for the

tcortf seals, in point offact, in the church,—though they were

considered as the preserve—was as unreasonable as ill-

judged. Bury is not a large, populous town
; and though

its neighbourhood boasts of many highly respectable fa-

milies, and some noble ones, yet there are not the same
number of great land-proprietors, and of rich manufac-

turers as are to be found ill the vicinity of York, Liver-

pool, Manchester, Ac., therefore not the same means,
whatever the inclination may be, to patronise un enterprise

of this future, when formed on so large a scale.

DENBIGH EISTEDDVOD AND MUSICAL
FESTIVAL.

Compared with the grandeur of the York, the Manchester,

and such meetings, that at Dcubigh was but small ; still

as its object was the promotion of Literature, Poetry, and

Music, it must not be considered unworthy of a brief

notice.

On Tuesday morning. Sept. 16, a number of premiums
and medals were awarded for poems, essays, Ac., on va-

rious subjects connected with ancient and British history ;
and on Wednesday morning, the 17th, six minstrels con-
tested for a silver miniature harp, which was gained by
Edward Jones, the blind harper, of Llangollen. After
which Richard Roberts, of Carnarvon, who also is de-
prived of sight, and Rice Jones, of Liverpool, became
competitors for an elegantly-executed miniature gold harp.

Both performed extremely well, but the former was de-
clared victor, and invested with the emblem of Cambrian
harmony by His Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex,
amid the acclamations of upwards of a thousand persons.

On Tuesday and Wednesday evenings concerts were
given at the Town Hall, which was crowded each night.

The performers were— Messrs. Braliam, Collycr, Atkins,
Parry, Parry, jun., J. J. Jones, Puzzi, Miss Stephens,
Miss Johnston, and Madame Puzzi, who exerted them-
selves most successfully. Mr. Jones presided at the

piano-forte, and Mr. Parry, jun., accompanied several na-
tional airs on the harp.

On Thursduy morning a Selection of Music, from the
Messiah , Itract in Egypt, Jephtha, the Creation, Ac.,

was performed in the church, which was completely filled.

The chorusses were well executed by an efficient vocal

band, selected from the Liverpool Choral Society.

Each performance was fully attended ; and besides gra-

tuities to aged bards und minstrels, encouraging donations
to promising aspirants, Ac., a very handsome surplus was
left, which the Committee have determined to present to

the Denbigh Dispensary7

, and some other charitable insti-

tutions in Wales.

Mr. Novello, whose publications, of what may in the

strictest sense of the term be called Classical Music, have

done him so much honour as a man of judgment and as

an editor of zeal and ability, has announced his intention

of printing & uniform edition of Purcell’s Sacked Com-
positions, including those in the liooks of York Cathedral,

the Fitzwilliam ami Bartlemau’s Collections, and the Bri-

tish Museum, all of which are yet only to he found in

manuscript
;
together with such as have already appeared

in Boyce’s Cathedral Music, Playford’s Ifarm on la Sacra,

Uoodison’s, and other editions. Most of these ore utterly

unknown to the generality of not only amateurs but pro-

fessors ; and as several of them, to our own knowledge,
perhaps the whole, arc among the best of the ‘immortal

composer’s works, we recommend the protection of the

work to all who have a taste for, and wish to promote,

sacred music,—to Deaus and Chapters particularly.
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3&rineto of iflustc.

PIANO-FORTE.
Grand Concerto in a minor, by J. N. Hummel, with

cilher quartet or full orchestral accompaniments. (Cocks

and Co. 20, Princee Street, Hanover Square.)

Of all the many works for this instrument, published by

M. Hummel, and they are grown into a very voluminous
collection, the present is that on which he ought to rest

his fame, 90 far as unity of design, dearness and beauty

of melody, richness of harmony, ingenuity of modulation,

and impressiveness as well as brilliancy of effect are con-

cerned. His subjects are all most happily chosen, and he

has treated them in a masterly, a felicitous manner.
Originality, however, in the strict sense of the word,

is not the characteristic of M. Hummers compositions.

Allowedly a studious man, evidently a very scientific, ex-
perienced musician, and possessed of great discernment, he
has profited, but in a perfectly honourable manner, by his

intimate acquaintance with the works of the great modem
schools, and has not only enriched his own productions,

but actually formed a style, a composite order in piano-

forte music, out of die beauties and most valuable qualities

of those masters that are now looked up to as founders

;

beginning with Mozart, whose disciple he was, and ending
with Cramer, the last survivor remaining in the profession*.

Hence the present concerto is more distinguished by the

merits above mentioned, than by any absolutely new fea-

ture. The unabuting vigour, the great skill, and the taste

of the composer, are more apparent than his invention

;

and, nevertheless, though his work is uncommonly long,

and abounds in passages which might have been rendered
much more practicable without any loss of effect, yet real

connoisseurs will not be very willing to abridge it
; and the

few, the very few, performers who shall endeavour to

execute it, will be reluctant to abandon the attempt, if

industry and perseverance may enable them to overcome the

difficulties which brisde in almost every one of the forty-

eight pages.

The first movement is an allegro moderato, in common
time. The opening at once fixes attention. We give the

first five bars with the figuring as marked by the author in

this and all the tutti parts ; a revival of an old and useful

practice which we hail with great satisfaction,

f * = 132.

* dementi, ibt ndmirable Clemcnti ! whose beautiful cwn^Mitioni
we, now alu ! only known to the few who are well-rand in cUsetcal music,
» still living, but wholly withdrawn from »cU»« pursuit*.

Now this very commencement tends to prove what we
have above advanced. It cannot be heard without culling

up in the memory Cramer' s fine concerto in o minor

;

though it would be the extreme of injustice to hint a charge
of plagiarism against M. Hummel, when the resemblance

is of so general a nature.

How delicious the few complaining notes that immedi-
ately follow the above:

—

\ -r r* 0 pir
, y 1

1 .

h *
—M£=L_J

The latter is the predominating motivo in the movement,
and never recurs without exciting an increased degree of
pleasure.

At page 10 is the annexed favourable specimen of what
is termed a -weaving passage

;
which has obtained its name

from tbe motion of the hands.

**•*«*«
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The second movement in r, is a larghettn of four pages,

in the cantabile style, and though upon the whole elegant,

does not call for any particular notice.

The Hondo is even more spirited, and exacts more from

the performer, than the first movement. The subject, com-
pounded of two musical periods, is as follows :

—

* 8 8 8

At page 32 are some passages, consisting of chords of

sixths, in triplets of semiquavers, that are both novel

and pleasing. These and much more were necessary

to counterbalance the effects of a hideous passage of

thirds in semitones in the succeeding page, which are to

the ear what deformity is to the eye, or putrescence to the

nose, and vrould lead us to questiou the soundness of the

writer's understanding, did we not know that he is in the

habit of making sacrifices to prevailing fashion, however
vicious.

1. The Gcaralha, an Air de Ballet from La Muctte de

Portici. arranged by Henri Her/.. No. 1. (Moulding

and D'Almatne, 20, Soho Square.)

2. The Boleko. Ditto ditto ditto. No. 2.

3. The Tarantella. Ditto ditto. No. 3.

La MxteUe de Portici is an opera by Auber, now per-

forming with wonderful success at Paris. M. Hera has

seized the moment of its popularity, to convert into piano-

forte pieces, of nine pages each, three of its dance tunes,

and reversed his usual plan of making the straight ways
crooked, with the praiseworthy view, we hope, of render-

ing these publications useful. But whatever his intent, we

are quite sure that, in departing from his usual practice,

he will increase his profits
;
and though he may not feed

the vanity of some two or three dozen of slight-of.hand

people, he will be thought much more wise and agreeable

by the public at large.

The Guaracha is not at all in the national style of that

dance, but a Cis-Pyrtnean production
;
very gay, how-

ever, and, by frequent change of movement, loses the

sameness of effect, which is apt to accompany a continued
succession of quavers in six-eight time.

The Bolero is more characteristic ; but, by the way, what
have we to do with a Spanish dance in a Neapolitan story?

This is very animated, though not devoid of a certain

flippancy inseparable from dolled semiquavers alterna-

ting with shorter notes. We remark in this a mode of

notation which we trust will not be followed, for it is a
departure from established usage, without any advantage
whatever being gained. Instead of writing the quaver
with a mark of shortness, of staccato, over it, Mr. Hera is

endeavouring to introduce a new method : e. g.

We cannot believe that any but fanatical lovers of

change, and people who cannot reason, will prefer this

new notation, to the following old, established, and simple

manner

The word innovation, wc beg however to say, has nothing

in it alarming to our ears. Vaccination, which has nearly

banished small-pox, was an innovation.—But let us not

submit to have a new system forced upon us to the exclu-

sion of a better.

The Tarantella (or tarantula) is the dance given us by

many English travellers, and which we have often heard

performed *. It certainly is a very exciting kind of music,

—such, wc have no doubt, as would, if played in an acce-

lerating time, iucrease the pulse of any auditor possessed

of a musical ear. There is a vast deal of character in this

air, which we conjecture was comj)osed at about the be-

ginning of the last century.

1. Rondo in d, composed by C. Czerny. (Cramer and

Co.)

2. Rondo in Bb, composed and published by the same.

3. Marcia Funebre, sur la mart du celSbre L. V. Bee-

thoven, composee par Cu. Czerny, Op. 146. (Paine and

Hopkins, 69, CornhiU.)

The first and second of these were published in the Har-

monicon \ the former in 1827, the latter in 1825. Of course

we thought well of them as bagatelles, or we should not

• Wa hardly lived inform our reader*, that the whole story of the bito

of the tarantula, aad its mode of cure, are a fraudulent conlrtranee of the

Apulians to extract money out of the pockets of credulous Irarellera.
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have admitted them into our work. They are exceedingly

pleasing, elegant trifles.

No. 3 calls up many reminiscences of Beethoven’s own
two celebrated funeral inarches •, which wc conclude was

the result of design, and meant as a delicate compliment

to the memory of the great composer whose loss wc had

so recently to deplore. It is in c minor, followed by a trio

in the major key, the whole shewing taste, feeling, and the

pen of a master.

1. Toccata, composed by Pio Cianchettini. No. 3.

Op. 17. (Chappell, 135, New Bond Street.)

2. Divertimento, 11 Seraglio, from Mozart’s opera
,

arranged by Augustus Metes, (Preston, 71, Dean
Street.)

3. Rondo, L'Esperance, with Flute Accompaniment, com-
posed by George Price. No. I. (Cocks and Co.)

4. Waltz, My Aunt’s Favourite, composed by F. Kalk-
BR-knker. (Payne and Hopkins, 69, Comhill.)

M. Cianciiettini’s Toccata, like the former two pub-

lished by him, is a study, an elaborate composition, in

which a great deal of what is termed musical learning is

displayed, and not less industry and patience
;
both of

which must have been ealted into action in the mere
Copying of such a crowd of notes

;
for the whole of the

first movement, an andante in e k, twelve-eight time, is

continually in five, and frequently in six parts. The
second movement, an allegro moderato in common time,

though devoid of the intricate, chromatic combinations of

the former, requires a powerful hand that can grasp ten

notes without difficulty. This certainly must improve the

touch of the student who will devote time enough to it

;

but we doubt whether it will be found sufficiently attrac-

tive to tempt the ordinary practitioner to bestow on it the

hours, the days, which will be required before a mastery

over it can be obtained.

No. 2 are two airs that have appeared in our work, and
which are now again arranged in an extremely easy manner
by Mr. Meves.
Though we are not very susceptible of the emotion of

surprise in our critical vocation, yet now and then we are

thrown off our guard. In one of these unprepared mo-
ments we took up No. 3, which, we confess,^as somewhat
astonished us. Is it possible that its author can be so

blinded by self-love, or so incapable of distinguishing

between good and bed, as not to have discovered that his

rondo is the veriest trash that ever was stamped upon
pewter?—we will not waste another word on it.

Mr. Kalkbrenner’s waltz may be his aunt’s favourite.

If so, she must have had a collection of mighty common
things to choose from, or else beauties which to us are

in a thoroughly latent condition, are to her in as com-
pletely patent a state.

1. The Favourite Airs in Auber’s opera t La Muette de
Portici, arranged with an accompaniment for the Flute
(ad libitum) by T. Latour. (Latour, 50, New Bond
Street)

2. Alas a LA So ?rrao, arranged and published by the

same.

Tub airs from Auber’s new opera, arranged by Mr
Latour, are entirely different from those adapted by

• The most celebrated of which was printed in the first volume of the

Hsnaoeicoo, in 1623.

M. Herz, noticed before. The latter, as their title shews,
are the dances introduced ; while the former consist of the
barcarole, a march, chorusses, and the finale. We find

nothing very striking in any of these, though there is a
certain kind of prettiness in them ; not, however, entirely

free from feebleness and common -place. They are all per-
fectly easy.

No. 2 are Kode’s air, to which Mr. Latour has, we think,

unnecessarily written n new bass; and “ Una voce poco
fa,” from II Barbiere di Siviglia, transposed into c. An
introduction to these is composed with much taste ; and
all are well adapted to the instrument.

1. '* See the conquering hero comes,” arranged with an
Introduction and Variations, with an accompaniment
for the Flute, {ad lib.) by T. A. Rawlings. (Latour.)

2. The Fairy of the Danube, a German air, arranged with
Variations by Augustus Voigt. (Cramer and Co.)

Tiie simple and beautiful air from Handel's Judas Macca-

beeuSy which has preserved its popularity for nearly a cen-

tury, and will for ever maintain it, while melody has power
to charm, has been so well treated by Beethoven, that we
rather regret to find it chosen as a subject by any other

person : unless, indeed, the object had been either to adapt
it to the capacity of children, or to improve upon what had
keen done before. Mr. Rawlings has not condescended
to the former ; and we will not offend him by supposing
that the latter was his intention, or flatter him by saying

that, jf it were, he has succeeded. His design has obvi-

ously been, to make a few shewy additions to a national

tune; to suit these to the ability of the mob of amateurs;
and to pay a kind of compliment “ to the great Captain

of the age who, let us hope, will turn out the great

statesman of the age

;

then Mr. R. may write variations to
** The Pilot that weathered the storm, and also dedicate

them, as he has these, to the Duke of Wellington.

No. 2 is very simple, exceedingly easy, unpretending,

and fit to mix occasionally with better things, in order to

afford a variety to quite young learners.

ORGAN.
A Collection of Movements selectedfrom the Sacred Vocal

works ofMozart, Haydn, Beethoven, Himmel, Che-
rubini, Rombero, Spohr, Winter, Rink, Graun, Per-
colrsi, Marcello, Ha3SE, &c. &c. and arranged as

Voluntaries, by W. II Callcott. (J. P. Callcott,

Great Marlborough Street.)

The masses, motets, &c\, of the composers enumerated in

the above list, contain many beautiful movements, which,

from their vocal nature, are capable of being well ex-
pressed on that instrument to which “ vocal breath is

The chorusses of Handel, it has long been discovered,

may be performed with excellent effect—an effect little

inferior to a choral band, and far superior to an indifferent

one—on the organ ; it follows, therefore, that other com-
positions of the same class, and written for voices, may be

equally well adapted to the same instrument, and answer

the purpose of voluntaries during service, and middle

movements, admirably ; though those of the gentler and

more delicate kind, such as the present collection consists

of, are not calculated for playing the congregation out of

church, when grandeur, and consequently a great body of

sound, is required.
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Mr. W. Callcott has here presented the public with a

selection made with great judgment and taste. He has

really introduced nothing into it that haa not gained the

suffrages of all judges of music to whom the compositions

are known. Among these are the Benedictus and Record-

are of Mozart ; O quam triads / from Haydn’s Stabat

mater, and Devs meus from his Passions; the El incar*

natus, the Benedictus, and Requiem trfernam from masses

by Cherubini ; the verse Qual anrlante from Marcello's

psalm; u Sanctus by Beethoven; the Te ergo quamtmus
from Graun’s Te Deum, and the same verse as set by

Andreas Romberg; together with other movements
amounting to twenty in number, of the first rank in point

of merit : all of which are arranged in a sensible manner,

so as to enable the organist,— if he happen to be a modest,

judicious person, with wit enough to keep his finger under

proper restraint—to soften the feelings of his audience, by
some of the loveliest strains that inanv-voiced Harmony, in

her divinest moods, ever gave utterance to.

We ought not to neglect mentioning the very beautiful

manner in which the work is engraved, in quarto plates:

nor should the neat cloth boarding in which it is sent out

be passed unnoticed.

DUETS, PIANO FORTE.

1. A selection of Alas from Cimarosa’s opera, II Mntri-

monio Segreto, arranged by P. Pavixi. (J. H. Callcott.)

2. “ Giovinetto Cavalier," from Meyerbeer's Crociato in

Egit to, arranged and published by the same.

Tiir Matrimonio Segreto of Cimarosa is remarkable for

being one of the most talked of, one of the most extrava-

gantly praised, operas that ever was heard on the lyric

stage
;
yet it is rarely performed, and when produced,

never, in any theatre of Europe, draws a full audience.

The fact is, that though it has an abundance of gentle,

smooth air flowing through it, there is a want of vigour

in its harmonies and accompaniments: it is calm and
faultless, from beginning to end, but never excites ; and
experience teaches us that quiet is the parent of ennui.

This character in the music is, of course, rather more con-

spicuous in its present form, than when attended by all

the accessories of scenery, decorations, action, &c.; but as

the quantity is small, there is no time for the sameness to

be felt, and we escape the weariness that is sure to come
on long before the entire opera is finished.

This publication comprises the favourite aria, " Pria che
spunti in ciel, Aurora —“ No! non credo and the duct,
44 Le fnccio un inchino all carefully adapted as instru-

mental pieces, easy to execute, and pleasing to such as do

not require contrast in music.

No. 2 is the composition we have had to review in so

many various shapes since the opera was produced in

1825. The present is a very good arrangement of it, and
the ease of the performers, particularly of the second, stu-

diously attended to.

VOCAL.
THE BOTTLE IMP.

The poetry by E. Fitz-Bali. ; composed by G. Herbert
Rouwell, and published by Goulding and D’Almaine.

1. Recit. and Air, 14 They mourn me dead," and “ All

!

Maiden, cease those pearly tears," sung 6y Mr. Wood.

8. Serenade and Chorus, 44 Ye bright and glittering

palaces," sung by the tame.

3. Ballad, “At the silent liour,” sung by Miss Cawae.

4. Song, 44 Ah no ! *tis promised to me,” sung by Miss
II. Cawse.

5. Song, “I’m going all alone.”

The words of the above songs, from an opera which is ren-

dered popular by its diablerie alone, ore, with an exception

or two, accurately expressed and correctly accented : they
arc also pure in respect to the laws of musical composi-
tion ; but os to originality, we must either remain silent,

or aver that there is not a single idea in any one of them,
whether in melody or accompuuiment, which has not been
in common use for the last ten or a dozen years, at least.

No. 1 is the best, because it possesses most air, is ani-

mated, and does not hangfire.
No. 2 owes everything to the scenery and stage effect.

The whole reminds the hearer of parts of Meyerbeer's
Crociato ; but the distance between the two is infinite.

Why in this air divide the words 44 fancy’’ and 44 magic,”
by a little tooting accompaniment? As it stands it is

downright nonsense. The sense should first of all have
been completed ; then the composer might have indulged

in his tweedlc-dce less offensively.

No. 3, common as it is, has some little taste and feel-

ing, to recommend it. The last is in the Spanish waltz

style, and pleases by a regularity of rhythm, which seldom
fails in effect.

1.

“Canzonet, 44 Oh ! bid me not cease to remember,"
written and composed by I. Augustine Wade, Esq.

(Lotour.)

2. Ballad, 44 There is a light about those eyes,” written

and composed, and published by the same.

3. Ballad, “ Sing not my song yet,” written and com-

posed, and published by the same.

4. Cavatina, 44 l*ve gazed on many a lovely rose," the

music by F. H. Bernard, Esq., of the 68th Light In-

fuutry. (Latour.)

5. Ballad, The Orphan Boy, writlcn and composed by
J. Dimsdale, Esq. ; the accompaniments by Johnson
Swage, Esq. (Payne and Hopkins.)

6. Ballad, The dying Girl to her Lover, the poetry by G.
F. Richardson, Esq. ; composed by Pio Cianchettini.
(Chappell.)

7. National Antiiem, 44 God Save the King,” newly
arranged and harmonized, by J. C. Clifton, (de-
menti and Co.)

8. Ballad, The Swiss Boy’s Complaint, the words by
Montgomery, composed and arranged, and published

by the same.

9. Song, 44 Oh! when youth first wanders forth,” the

poetry by T. H. Bayly, Esq.; the music by John
Barnett. (Cramer and Co.)

10. Cavatina, “ Morning of Childhood,” sung in the opera

of The Maid of the Mill, written and composed by \V. H.
Hamerton. (dementi and Co.)

11. Song, 44 Wery ridiculous f* sung by Mr. Keeley ; the

words by Mr. Beuler; music by J. Blewitt. (de-
menti and Co.)
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12. Comic Chant, Conversation between the Monument
and St. Paul’s, arranged and published by the same,

13. Sono, M Fill to the brim,” tcritien by T. B. Olives,
Esq., composed by S. Bryan. (Goulding and D'Almainc.)

14. Ballad, “ Oh ! would I ne'er had seen him !* sung

by Miss Stephens, composed by E. Perry. (Mori and

Lavenu.)

15. Ballad, Love and the Rose, composed by O. H.
Toulmin. (George, Fleet Street.)

No. 1 is less simple than some of Mr. Wade’s very suc-

cessful songs, but the labour bestowed on it, particularly

on the accompaniment, is anything but thrown away.

The d5 in the fifth bar of page 3, is rather grating in its

fall : it should have followed a regular progression, and

risen ; though ds| is a preferable note. This, however, is

a clever canzonet.

No. 2, ill at, is un effective ballad, notwithstanding that

the verses do not seem to fit the music with the nicety

that is observable in most of this gentleman’s compo-
sitions. The word “ hue” is made much too long for the

sense; and “ blissfully’' lingers, instead of going “trip-

pingly off* the tongue.” We would advise, moreover, that

" night-birds” be altered into ere-birds. To compare the

voice of one’s mistress to that of the “ clamorous owl that

nightly hoots,"—to the " fatal bellman,”—is not over

gallant.

No. 3 is an exceedingly good melody ; simple, and in

that strongly-marked rhythm which never fails to act

universally. The sudden halt of the symphony produces

a novel and striking effect.

No. 4 is well set in every respect. The air is not only

pretty, but the praise of elegance may justly be bestowed
on iL The chord of ' jn the second bar, is out of the

beaten path, and promises favourably from the very be-

ginning. We beg to advise a retrenchment in the opening
•ymphony.
No. 5 also is a happy adaptation of sound to sense and

metre. The air, which is somewhat in the Scotish

manner, is not very new, but the mode of treating it is

unexceptionable, and the ballad will please generally.

No. 6 is a very pathetic, beautiful song,—erroneously

denominated a ballad : the words arc full of tenderness,

the spirit of which M. Cianchettiui has entirely entered

iuto, and done ample justice to them. The first two
verses arc in a minor; but in the third, when the dying

girl—(the term “ girl" we do not much like)—bids her

lover think of her, if her memory soothes his soul, the

major key is skilfully introduced, and lias a most impres-

sive effect.

No. 7 is an arrangement in solo, duet, and trio, of what
has obtained the name of national anthem , the third verse

of which is now arranged in a clever manner ; the two first

being the air in its accustomed and most simple form.

No. 3 begins with the Ram des Vache

s

as a symphony.
The air is in the style of the Tyrolean melodies, and the

whole together is in true character with the words. But
of the lithographed frontispiece we must say, that, pretty

as the landscape is, the “ Swiss Boy” himself is one of the

most effeminate figures wc ever beheld,—in a dress, half
,

female, half ancient Spanish !

No. 9 has what is now so rare,—a melody, and a very
|

natural, engaging one. Except an ill-timed, forced mo-
dulation at the word “ soothing,” this song has pleased us
in no common degree.

No. 10 opens well ; the first movement is delicate and

November, 1628.

tasteful, but the second is a humble imitation of the
Italian aria of the last age. If Mr. Hamerton wish his
vocal compositions to have any wide circulation, he must
contrive to confine their compass to the extent of female
voices in general, and divest his accompaniments of difficult

piano-forte passages.

Nos. 11 and 12 are comic songs, and not to be tried by
any musical tests. They are both droll ; but the vignettes
by Cruikshanks, particularly the first—a full-length minia-
ture of Keelcy—arc admirable, and alone are worth the
price of the songs; words and music put entirely out of the
question.

No. 13 is in style like those Bacchanalian songs that
were just gone out of fashion when we were in our transit

from infancy to childhood. The following passage is now
so great a novelty that wc must insert it :

—

No. 14 shews that, in this at least, the composer has not
been goaded on by the ambition of doing what never was
done before : he has found phruscs and cadences ready made
to his hund, and availed himself of them.

No. 15 is a very wretched affair indeed !—surely some
demon now and then whispers in the ear of confiding
musicians, “Print your song;” and straightway the
victims expose themselves.

FLUTE, with PIANO-FORTE Accompaniment.

1. Grand Drier Concertante, cc/mpoted by Mayseder;
Op. 32 : arranged by Jean Sedlateer. No. 3. (Wea-
sel and Stodart, Frith Street.)

2. Lc Geutil Ilussard, arranged irith Variations for the

Flute, by Edward Smyth. The accompaniment by F.
Gladstanes. (Pet let, 154, Oxford Street.)

M. Skdlatzek has here chosen a well-known duet for

adaptation ; one that, with such as like the style of May-
seder,—which is almost wholly devoid of sentiment, or
musical expression,— is a great favourite. It is in e, ex-

ceedingly brilliant, and only fit for two good performers,

the flute part particularly. Indeed the piano-forte part

presents many awkward passages, such ns an experienced

master of the instrument, a composer of sense, would not
willingly write, except for some especial purpose. The
Scherzo to this, in e minor, and the trio which follows, are

very remarkable, and please invariably, by their singu-

larity. The rondo, too, is built on a charming melody,

and though obliged to submit to a few freaks of this giddy

musician, commands attention to the last note.

No. 2 is the pretty French air in the Swiss style ; set

with some sparkling variations for the flute, and requiring

a tolerably expert player on that instrument: while the

piano -forte, a mere simple accompaniment, may be under-

taken by nny one who can keep time steadily. The whole
is agreeable. But wc canot pass, without a remark, the

maimer in which the notes are spread out, so os to make
the whole together occupy nine pages; while the separate

2 N
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flute part,—which is not only printed over the netompa-

xiimeni, but also detached—is got, without crowding, into

two pages !

GUITAR.

1. Instructive Exercises, containing Twenty-four Pro-

gressive Loiom, by F. Horetzky, Op. 15, Book 2.

(Boosey and Co., Holies Street.)

2. Divertissemens pour Guitare seule, composees par

Felix Horetzky. Op. 17. (Johanning and Ferry,

Tichbomc Street.)

8. Dolce ed Utile, a Melange, Sfc. Nos. 13, and 14.

(Weasel and Stodart.)

Tiie first of these contains the twelve lessons, which so

far complete the work. Whether it is to be extended,

or to stop here, we know not. These ore free from faults,

and clear enough as to the music, but they would have

been much improved by some occasional fingering, which

b beneficial to the learner in two ways,—by aiding him

when without a master, and by saving the time of the

teacher when he is giving his lesson.

No. 2 consists of seveu original divertimentos, of about

a page each. That is to sav, they are not made up of

popular airs, or portions of airs, with variations, but are

offered as new. But it would be no easy task for us

to point out any one passage to which the praise of ac-

tual novelty could justly lie given. There are, however,

no faults to complain of, and the taste in which they are

written is commendable.

The two numbers of the compact little octavo work,

—Dolce ed Utile, comprise much in a small compass:

—

two Irish airs
;
a Scotch melody ; an air from the Cene-

rentola, and an allegretto; adapted by Giuliani, Legnani,

and Derwort.

EXTRACTS from the DIARY of a DILETTANTE.
[Returned frwn p. 234.]

October &lh. The accounts of the York Meeting, in two

or three of the provincial journals, outdo all the outdoing*

of the Ixmdon press, uninformed as the latter (I mean the

daily) generally is in musical matters, and well disposed,

as I commonly find it, to puff certain favoured (or favour-

ing ?) performers. Some of the worst features of the Fes-

tival are most praised, while many things that were likely

enough to escape the notice of the multitude, being much
too refined to strike them, are passed without a single

observation. The Hull Packet

\

however, contains, with

an exception or two, an impartial, able statement and cri-

tique of the whole affair ; and the York Gazette, though

a little prolix, is faithful and judicious.

— It appears, from authentic documents, that what

I have already stated concerning Mile. Sontag’s demands
for singing at York, the accuracy of which has been denied,

is perfectly correct She refused the offer of 1000/. at

Manchester, unless ulso engaged at the above Festival, and
required 2300/. for herself Air the two meetings, and 200/.

for M. Pixis to accompany her in her songs;— a proposi-

tion most insulting to the many excellent professors of all

nations now in England—amounting, in the whole, to

2500/. for eight day's performance, in two successive weeks!

I cannot blame the incredulity of those who at first

doubted the foci; it is next to incredible: but while it

shews what Uie opinion on the Continent is of our mis-
chievous folly and stupid extravagance, and which, I must
confess, has agTeat deal too much foundation, let us hope
that out of evil will come good ; that our eyes will at

length be opened, and our purses almost closed ; we then

shall find all the foreign talent at our command on our own
terms, and shall have some surplus of the enormous re-

ceipts, worth transferring to the various charities for whose
benefit such large collections are supposed to be made.

In a letter from an unknown Correspondent, are

the following observations, which are very apropos to the

subject I am upon.

“In turning over the Epistles of that great luminary of
the western church, the venerable St- Augustine, I was
struck with the following passage, the sentiments of which
are singularly in accordance with tho.se you were induced

to make in your excellent Diary for April, and again in

that for June. “ Perversa corda mortalium felices res

humanas putunt, cum thcatrorum moles exstruentur

;

chin gloriosa est effusionis insania, et opera miscricordiaa

deridentur; cum ex his qus divitibus abundant, luxuri&n-

tur histriones, et necessaria vix habent patiperes." Epist.

138.
“ Men, in the perv erseness of their hearts, think human

affairs in a flourishing state when vast theatres are erected;

when a mad spirit of extravagance is thought glorious,

while works of mercy are laughed to scorn ; when actors

and buffi>ons riot hi the wealth of those w ho abound in the

good things of thi* world, while the poor have scarcely the

necessaries of life.”

6/A. The French journals often accuse ns, and most
justly, of introducing translations of their dramas on our

stage, and of giving their music adapted to English words,

without the slightest acknowledgment of either one or the

other. This certainly has arrived at a pitch to which the

mere English public have no notion. Three-fourths of our

theatrical productions, for many years post, have been

taken, either directly or indirectly, from French originals:

and a list of the music, the property of our neighbours,

that, under various disguises, I have detected here, would

excite no little surprise among our unsuspecting, un tra-

velled amateurs. But *• give a dog an ill name,” &c., is a

proverb that well applies in the present case. M. Castil-

Hlazo, in the Journal dea Debats of the 27th of Septem-

ber, first accuses us of such mol-pracliccs generally, and
with reason ; but, when he adds that “ the advertisements

of London huve often announced Josephe en Egypte, as

compose*! by Bishop, though every traveller knows it to be

Mehufs", he is guilty of great injustice to both the indi-

vidual therein named, and to the national character. That

M. Casli 1-Blaze has been misled, perhaps from not being

uble to read English, I have no doubt ; but he should not

have asserted a particular fact of such a nature, without

having had the best evidence of its truth.

1 1/A. In a morning paper of this day, I find the follow-

ing remarks in a criticism on the peHbnntDOe of “ Native

Land —“ Miss Hughes sang extremely well as Ctymante

—her song, to the air of Di piacer mi balsa it cor, de-

served repetition, and, therefore, it was not again called

for. Nothing can much more strongly illustrate the bad

judgment of our modem adaptors than to make the same
air, which in Italian runs to words which mean * With

delight my heart is bounding,' apply to the Euglish wonli
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sung* by Mlsa Hughe*, * There i* a grief which no one

knows.’ * The justice of this stricture none can deny, awl

it was loudly called for, though the impropriety had till

now escaped exposure. But only observe the contradiction

herein contained :—the absurdity of the adaptation is well

pointed out, nevertheless the critic is angry that sucli folly

was not encored

!

14/A. Some weeks back The Times newspaper said that

** the modification in the attractive causes of the Italian

opera dates with the earlier displays of Madame Paata’s

talents.*' 'This was well answered at the time in the Sun-

day paper. The Spectator—and I must add, that the writer

in the former journal, in his hasty, ill-considered assertion,

also did manifest injustice to the talents of Signor Ambro-
getti, who, in 1817, in the character of Liberia, in the opera

of L'Agnrse, first proved the possibility of exhibiting the

finest acting in a drama wholly musical. Two of our great

tragic actors saw his performance in that piece, and de-

clared it to be one of the most artist-like, perfect histrionic

exhibitions they had ever witnessed oil any stage.

18/A. The annual distribution of prizes to the musical

students in the Institut Royal has taken place. Upon this

occasion an able writer, in a much-esteemed French jour-

nal, makes the following observations, which are well

worthy the moat serious attention
“ How does it happen that the introduction to the pub-

lic of a pupil attracts so vast a crowd ?—Perhaps the an-

nouncement of a great genius is expected. But such hopes

are constantly deceived by the event ; for one thing is cer-

tain— namely, that the composition to which the prize is

awarded is not the best, but the least bad of the produc-

tions of the candidates. Listen, however, to the relations,

the master, and the friends !—the young victor is, accord-

ing to them, sure to become a Mozart, a .VIehul, a Ros-

sini. Inflated by such expectations, the future great man
sets out for Rome. After having passed some years there,

he returns to Paris, where he cannot find an opportunity

of trying the value of a talent no dearly acquired. His

only ambition in to set a little drama in one act for the

Theatre Feydeau. He then publishes a collection of ro-

mauces—happy if necessity does not compel him to work
for the little suburb theatres; or even to make bases to

dance-tunes, ravished from the airs of n serious opera.

The real truth is that, during five-and-twenty years,

twenty-five (Sftm— all announced an great geniuses

—

have been sent as pensioned students to Rome. Among
thin number, only a single one, who certainly did not
want such means of developing itself, hus offered any
proof of talent on his return. This undeniable result—for

it is proved by figures—ought to induce the administration

of the Institut Royal to abandon a practice which is proved
to be not less expensive than useless.*

19/A. In The Spectator of this day is the following

article on musical boxes. The writer evidently is not

aware, while suggesting the possibility of making on a

large scale such an instrument as he has been eulo-

gizing, that the thing has actually been done, though the

inventor lias not hitherto met with any patronage, and is

almost unknown.
“ Of all the machines that the ingenuity of man hath

devised for the delectation of ladies in summer bowers, to

sweeten the labour of their embroidery, or to soothe them
into soft slumbers, these tiuy repositories of fairy music
are the chief. What a crisp and delicate rush of liquid

notes the invisible performer achieves ! How unerring his

execution! What an untiring finger he possesses ! But
besides the mechanical perfection to which these instru-

ments are now brought, and the deep and exquisitely full

tone which vibrates from a little bar of metal hardly three

inches long, [the bars are hardly one inch in length,] there

is something else that will strike the musical observer

—

namely, the possibility of carrying; forward the principle

of Ike invention into an instrument of such magnitude as

should produce large bass notes , the whole having a regular

chromatic scale, to allow of the arrangement of pieces of
harmony in any key, and of their being perfectly tunc t.

If the touc improved in proportion to the enlargement

of the instrument, (which is no irrational surmise, for all

sounds produced out of thick and solid bodies are heavier

and richer in their quality than those out of a light ma-
terial,) one of the grandest nnd mo“t bpautiful instruments

in the world would result from the experiment. A little

more than a century and a half has nursed the science of

harmony and melody to its full growth ; but w* believe

that to this day the knowledge of musical effect is in its

infancy; and that instruments of such ravishing beauty

remain to lie discovered, that all that have as yet been

heard shall have been as nothing in the comparison.

When the organ was first invented in Greece, (as ancient

chronicler* inform us) such were the transports of the

people on hearing it, that many of the audience fell on
their backs in a kind of extatic epilepsy, and were obliged

to be carried out, kicking and shrieking, by the more
phlegmatic individuals of the company. This must have

been like drinking in at the ears the celebrated gas, which is

supposed to give people who imbibe it a snatch of heaven.

In our most sanguine moments of desire for the discovery

of new instruments, and the improvement ami beautifying

of the quality of tone in one already existing or yet to be

found out, we hope to escape the effects attending the

pernicious beauty of the first Grecian organ, and to retain

our free agency. By the way, who the first organist was
we have never learnt ;—the science must have come to him
by intuition.**—;

—

The instrument I allude to, invented by a Dutch gentle-

man, M. Van dcr Burgh, and exhibited by him in lb 14, is

in the form of the smallest square piano-forte, and played

on in a similar manner ; the sounds proceeding from bars

of metal, instead of strings, the longest of which does not
exceed five inches. One end of each bar is inserted in u

block of wood, ami the vibration is produced by means
of a revolving cylinder, which communicates motion to

an intermediate plate of brass, the latter being brought

into joint contact with both cylinder and bars, when acted

upon by the pressure of the keys.

The sounds produced from this instrument, when ren-

dered separately, imitate exceedingly well— indeed I may
say perfectly—the flute, clarionet, uud bussoou ; but when
combined together in chords, they lose alt distinctive cha-

racter, and produce the eilect ofun organ that consists only

of unison or octave pipes.

The advantages that might result from the introduction

of this instrument are not unimportant:—it would supply

the want of wind instruments where they could not easily

lie obtained ; it will never go out of tune ;
will stand in a

very small space; is extremely portable, and might be

made ut a trifling expense. It possesses great power, and

this power might be augmented by increasing the dimen-
2 N 2
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sions of the bars. At Copenhagen there is, or was, one

of these instruments, made on a large scale, and as power-

ful as a great church organ.

The expense, however, is to be considered ; and this I

think was estimated by the maker at a most exorbitant

rate; unless he really made use of materials in them-

selves costly. When he informed me that the price of one

of his instruments would amount to two hundred guineas,

and added that the expense to him would lie one hundred
and fifty, I asked him if gold or platina formed any part

of the composition of his bars: but he declined answering

my question. If he use either of these in any quantity,

the high price is accounted for. But it is well known, and
the experiments of the late Dr. Gray, of the British Mu-
seum, proved the fact, that gold is not so favourable to

the production of sound as the cheaper and more elastic

metals ; and it has also been shewn, that platina, as a

sonorous body, can only be ranked with silver and bell-

metnl. It is possible, therefore, to manufacture the instru-

ment at a small expense, even were its power consider-

ably increased, and to apply it to many musical purposes

;

country churches in particular. The greatest difficulty

that seemed to operate against its general use, was the

labour attending the performing on it. The touch re-

quired so much force, that it appeared impossible to exe-

cute any music on it, except very slow movement* ; and
the strength exerted by the player was little less than that

demanded of the CariUoneure in the Netherlands.
Nevertheless, u female, and not one of Amazonian muscle,

the wife of another inventor, performed about the time that

I mention, publicly in Baris, upon an improved instrument
of this kind, and executed on it every sort of music, from
the most expressive to the most rapid and brilliant. In-
deed I am convinced that, by increasing the power of the
lever which acts on the bars, the great difficulty that

attended the touch may be much lessened, if not wholly
removed.

NEW MUSICAL LANGUAGE.
[f/sw the Rivet Mc»icai.s.J

M. Fran. Score, formerly pupil of the Conservatory at
Paris, had some time ago conceived the possibility of creat-
ing a new musical language, by means of certain combi-
nations of sounds, made to become the signs of ideas
more or less developed. It can well be imagined, that
the great difficulty in the formation of such a language
would be the bringing together a sufficient number of
signs for the expression of ideas, without their being too
complicated. We are not yet acquainted with the process
by which M. Sudrc has arrived at his results

; but we
have reason to believe that he has overcome the main dif-
ficulties of his undertaking, for, after having submitted his
system to the examination of the Academic da Beaux
Arte, and made numerous experiments, he has obtained
the following—

Report on the Musical Language invented

by M. Sudre.
Gentlemen,

In your sitting of fhe 26th of January last, you
gave a hearing to M. Sudrc. He had the honour to ex-
plain to you his system of p musical language, to speak

,

on his violin (parler eur eon violin), to write with musical
signs, and to cause a translation of the same to be made
on the spot by his pupil. Dclderez, a youth of eleven years
of age. Several experiments were made in your pre-

sence. all of which were attended with success. The
youth always translated what was transmitted to him by
M. Sudre, through the medium of musical tones, and this

translation was always conformable to what several of you
hud dictated.

The Academy was desirous that its Section of Music
should make a report upon M. Sudre’s work. Your Sec-
tion was of opinion, that, in this case, it would be useful

to solicit the attendance of several members of the dif-

ferent academies of which the Institute is composed, in

order to avail themselves of their information in the exa-
mination in question. Our wishes were acceded to and
we met on Monday, the 15th ultimo, iu one of the halls of
the Institute, This commission, which was composed of

the following members—Messieurs de Prony, Arugo, Le
Baron Fourier, Rftoul-Rochette, Cherubini, Leseur,
Bcrton, Catel, and Boieldieu, after having token cogni-
zance of all the particulars relative to the plan pursued by
M. Sudre, for the formation of his musical language ; and
after several experiments, made and repeated in their

presence, unanimously agreed, that this gentleman had
perfectly attained the object in view, viz., that of creating
a true musical language. The commission were of^opi-

nioa. that to supply men with a new means of com-
municating their ideas, and of transmitting them to con-
siderable distances and amidst the obscurity of the
darkest night, was a real service rendered to society

;

and, above all, that in the art of war, the employ-
ment of tills language might, in certain cases, prove
of great utility, and serve as a nocturnal telegraph under
circumstances in which military bodies are frequently un-
able to hear the orders necessary for the execution of cer-

tain movements. Almost all wind-instruments might
serve for the employment of these means, especially the

small clarionet, an instrument to be found in every band.
There is scarcely any military station, particularly in

France, in which some officer does not understand music;
und, as it has been satisfactorily proved to us that, in

eight or ten lessous, a person tolerably versed in music,
can speak and write M. Sudre’s musical language, as well

as translate it, in the same manner as the youth Delderex
had done,—we are justified in the belief that this method
might be easily and usefully employed in our armies, as a
musical telegraph for the transmission of communication.
An officer on receiving the order of his general through
this medium, would translate it into sounds, and transmit
it from one bank of a river to another, or from one camp
to another, by one of the band of his regiment. The ex-
periment was tried one night from the Pont des Arts to the
Pont Royal, and perfectly succeeded. We think it but
right also to observe to the Academy, that wc feel assured
it will be very easy, by means of musical transposition, to

obtain the necessary varieties for the transmission of this

language, similar to those employed in diplomatic corre-
spondence by means of ciphers and other signs, and in
such a manner also as to prevent an important inconve-
nience arising from the transmission in signs, viz., the
facility of being in a short time deciphered and known.
The commission is also of opinion that this new medium

for the communication of thought may, under other cir-

cumstances of life, present important advantages ; in a
word, that the system of M. Sudre comprises all the germs
of an iugenious and useful discovery.

r
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We hare the honour to propose, Gentlemen, that your
approbation should be granted to our Report.

(Signal) De Prony, Araqo, Members of the Academic
des Sciences.

Lb Bakos Fourier, of the Aeadcmie Fran<;aise.

Raoul-Rochktte. of the Academic des Inscrip-

tions et Belles-Lettres.

Cherubini, Leskl*r,Bkrtox,Catki., Boieldiec,
Members of the Acadcmie des Beaux-Arts.

H. Bbrton, Reporter.

The Academic adopts the conclusions of this Report.

Certified accordingly:

—

Quatremerk oe Quincy, Perpetual Secretary

We hope shortly to he able to communicate to our
readers tlie principles upon which the mechanism of this

musical language is founded.

Jforetgn iHtustcal Report.

VIENNA.

Leopoldstadt Theater.—A new historical drama, in two
acts, has been produced here, called Die MclaUsehmelze in
Vinedig (the Metal Foundery in Venice), the music by M.
Salzmenn, Professor of Composition to the Conservatory
of Music. Considering the quarter from which the music
came, classical correctness, and the absence of those de-
fects which shock the learned ear, will of course be expected;
but, in point of fancy and warmth of composition, the
whole was sadly defective. As the great mass of the peo-
ple do not come to a theatre to criticise learned harmonies,
ami dispute about the employment of particular chords,
but to be moved and to be gratified, it is no wonder that,

in spite of all its correctness, this opera failed to please.

Theater an der Wien.—There have been two revivals

here, Roderick und Kunigunde, by the Chevalier von Sey-
fried, a piece containing several melodies of interest, and
Weber's Preciota, in which were introduced several of the
single songs of this master. Though ail the compositions
of this kind that proceeded from Weber’s pen bear the
peculiar stamp and character of his geniua, and are, there-

fore, valuable in themselves, yet it is more than question-
able, as to the propriety of forcing them into a context for
which the master did not intend them. The whole, how-
ever, pleased in its altered form, and ran for several nights.
To managers this is a sufficient solution of any difficulties.

From a Report lately published by the Musical Conser-
vatory of this place, it would appear that the establishment
is in a very flourishing state, and that the public are justi-
fied in expecting from it an abundance ofthe means of admi-
nistering to their musical enjoyments, without being obliged
to have recourse to foreign aid. The following is a state-
ment of the number of pupils -in the singing department,
54 girls and 51 boys. In the instrumental classes, 46
violins, 6 violoncellos, 4 flutes, 4 oboes, 6 clarionets, 6
horns, 4 bassoons, 3 trombones, 4 trumpets. Which, toge-
ther with 26 pupils iu the school of thorough-bass, make,
in all, 224 artists in embryo.
Among the most learned and devoted of the amateurs

of this place, is Counsellor von Kiescwetler. His musical
soirees, which are crowded by all the cognoscenti, are de-
voted almost exclusively to the productions of the old

school. Some time since, was performed the music of a
comic opera, entitled II Don Chisciotte, said to be the pro-

duction of Francesco Conti, who flourished in 1719. The
secret has, however, transpired, that this supposed relic of
an old master is no other than the composition of the Coun-
sellor himself, who has thus taken the amateurs by a ruse

de guerre. It is a composition of great merit; And the

whole is in admirable keeping with the tone and character

of the music of that period, and liatl been loudly praised

as such. The best part of the joke however is, that, though
the piece is now recognised as the production of Counsellor

von Kiesewetter, several of the older amateurs remain un-
shaken in their persuasion that it is the work of Conti, and
Conti alone. But this is not the first instance where
wounded self-love has sought refuge in self-delusion.

BERLIN.
Konigliche Theater.—A second Sontag has appeared at

this theatre, and is carrying everything before her. Pleas-

ing in person, as she is rich in the accomplishments of her
art, the Madlle. SchUtzel will not fail to prove a great

treasure to this establishment*. The impression inode by
her as Agatha in Der Freyschulz, has been confirmed by
her subsequent performance in the arduous character of
Donna Elvira in Don Juan, to which she imparted all the

impassioned effect of the original. Her performance drew
forth appluuse of the most enthusiastic kind. In Lt Colpor-

teur of Onslow, produced here under the title of Der
Hausirer, she performed the pleasing part of Maria, and
showed herself equally effective in scenes of softer feeling,

as in those of a more lofty bearing. She continues to per-

form to overflowing houses.

At length the long-expected Oberon has been produced,
and has afforded all the delight to the lovers of Weber that

might naturally have been expected. In point of scenery
aud decoration, no expense was spared ; and the effective

manner in which the whole was cost and performed does
every credit to the managers, and in particular to the Baron
von Lichtenstein, whose exertions to do justice to this last

effort of Weber’s expiring energies were unremitting, and
ore deserving of every praise. The only subject of regret

is, that the whole was not given in strict conformity to the
intention of the composer, to whose memory a conscien-

tious regard to the text throughout was due. Why intro-

duce two ballet-pieces in the second act, when Weber felt

no necessity for so doing? It is true, that if anything could
atone for this departure from the letter of the original score,

it was the excellent music of M. G. Schneider, which wras

admirably in character with the tone of the rest of the com-
position.

Konigstadt Theater.—The Pseudo-Oberon has been
obliged to give place to the enthusiasm excited by the

genuine work, which it was presumptuously intended to

anticipate ; and which, with all due allowance made to

the spirit of rivalry, was not the most creditable thing in

the world to the management, who should have remem-
bered that, though they were the opponents of the other

theatre, they were the country men of Weber ! The great

run at the rival house was, however, a moment that re-

quired exertion, and two novelties were successively pro-

duced, Der TeufeUstein in Modlingen, the music by Wenzel
Muller, and Die Wanderlampe, set by Carl Blum. The
subject of the first is not without interest, and both com-
positions abound with pieces of a popular kind.

• To show the point of this sentence. we ought to inform our non-
German readers, that ScMUset signifies a litUe treatmre.
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At u concert lately given by M. Hausmann, the object

of which was of o charitable kind, the 3/c*rmA and the

Seasons were both admirably executed.

M. George Meyerbeer, Iwother of the celebrated com-
poser of that name, has just published his Ranz de

Vaches (TAppenzeU, both as solos, and arranged as duets,

with French and German text, and au appropriate accom-
paniment : it is admirably executed, and has become very

populur.

WEIMAR.

Wiber's Oberon has been brought out here, and performed

to crowded houses. We read, not without surprise, the

following critique in the Gazette of this place: “The
different pieces composing this opera, possess the highest

merit taken as single pieces; hut the whole is defective

in totality of efTect. It is not a single painting on a grand

scale, but a gallery of pictures, highly finished, but uncon-

nected with each other."

llossini's Siege de Corinthe still keeps on the stage,

but though excellently performed, does not make much
impression.

An Oratorio in three parts, entitled Kraft des Glaubens

Was produced here lately, und excited considerable interest.

The subject is the deliverance of Jerusalem, by Godfrey of

Bologne, and is treated in u superior manner. It is from

the pen of M. Moltke, a young man of promising talent.

The music is by A. F. llkser, and abounds with melodies

of great beauty and truth of expression, and with con-

certed pieces which denote the hand of a master. The
repetition of the piece was eagerly called for.

STUTGARD.
The novelties here have been Das Landham am IVaide.
(the House of the Forest.) the music by Isouard. This
excellent work of a French composer of merit, has well

repaid the labour of revival, having obtained a very favour-

able reception. Fdknrich Rummelpujf, odcr Das gross

e

Concert in KrUhwinfal, a pasticcio ofsome merit, in which
a number of popular airs are happily introduced ; and
lastly. La Siege de Corinthe. Aided by the animated sing-

ing of the Signora Canzi, and under the admirable direc-

tion of Kapellmeister Lindpaintner, all these pieces went
off well. Rossini’s opera did not, however, obtain any
extraordinary degree of success. Few pieces during the

season pleased more than Auhers Concert au Cour, which
was owing in part to the excellent acting of M. II User, in

the part of Austuecio: an air of his own composition, in-

troduced by him, is always sure of an encore. A new
ballet was given towards the latter part of the season,

called Zephyr und Itosa ; we particularize it on account
of the light, graceful, and characteristic music of Kapell-
meister Lindpaintner.

Nothing can he more praiseworthy and unremitting
than the zeal of this master, and his exertions to promote
the cause of the art. He is now engaged upon a new
grand opera, called Dcr Fampyr, of which the highest

expectations are formed.

MUNICH.
Cm elard's opera of Macbeth still continues to maintain
its ground in the public favour. There is a depth of feel-

ing and a greatness of design in this composition, that

cannot fail to extend its reputation beyond the limits of
this place. The delightful singer and performer, Madlle.
Schechner, becomes daily a greater favourite with the public.

We feel assured that she will outrival all the siugers ofthe
day ; for to a becoming modesty and diffidence, she joins

the most unremitting application. The voice of public

applause, which turns the head of so many young and
promising artists, seems to have produced no sinister

effect upon her judgment; nor to have stilled that internal

impulse of true genius, which never rests satisfied with the

exertions already made, but always cries en avant

!

Rossini's Siege de Corinthe has been given, but the gloss

of novelty once worn otf, it has ceased to interest. Like
most of Rossini’s later music, it strikes by the force of

contrasted effects, but possesses little or nothing of that

quality which renders the good and the beautiful kindred

to the heart, and fixes it there for ever.

DARMSTADT.

M. Chexard, who lately arrived here from Munich, had the

honour to be presented to his Highness the Grand Duke,
who received him in the most fluttering maimer. After

conversing for some time with M. Chelurd respecting his

opera of Macbeth , and congratulating him upon the success

it had obtained at Munich, the Duke ran over the score,

with which he appeared perfectly satisfied. He afterwards

gave orders that it should be immediately put in rehearsal,

in order to be brought out as early as possible at the court

theatre. His Highness was afterwards pleased to send M.
Chelurd a testimony of his munificeuce. On quitting

Darmstadt, this composer intends to proceed to Berlin,

where, it is said, offers have been made him.

COPENHAGEN.
The interests of music continue to be cultivated in his

capita] with increasing zeal. This may be in part attri-

buted to the laudable exertions of the two well known
composers, Wevse and Kuhlau. From the pen of the

former we have lately had two operas, FloriMta, aud Ein
Abentheuer in Roscnburger Garden (an Adventure in the

Garden of Rosenborg), an operetta, in one act. Both
these compositions abound with melodies of the most pleas-

ing and original kind, and display a truth of expression,

and an acquaintance with the means of art, that entitle

them to be ranked with classic productions. From the

latter composer we have also had two new works. Lulu
,

a romantic opera, in three acts, and Hugo und Adelheidt

also in three acts. M. Kuhlau does not possess an equal

vigour of fancy with his brother composer, but yet the

compositions just named are by no means defective in

merit.

REVEL.

The celebrated Madame Mara has, for some time past,

been labouring under a severe indisposition, but has now
happily recovered her usual tone and spirits; for, even at

her very advanced age, her society is much courted, and she

still displays |H>wcrs ofconversation that are surprising. She
lately had the kindness to assist at one of the meetings of

the Singing Academy, and frankly to give her opinion and

advice to some of the singers. It is painful to reflect that,

after a long life of laborious exertion in the cause of art,

the fruits of all her economy should, in an unfortunate

moment, have been consumed in the flames of Moscow;
and that, even at this advanced period of her life, she

should feel it necessary to receive pupils. One among
them, the Frttulein von Kaulbars, is a singer of great pro-

mise, who appears to have imbibed the spirit of her in-

structress, and caught all her enlarged views of the art.

ay Google
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MILAN.

The season here terminated with La Prova (fun Opera

teria, by Gnecoo, which was favourably received : La-
blache obtained great applause in the character of the

Maestro di capella.

Generali's oratorio of Jefle was lately produced here,

but did not please. The principal part was intended for

the Favelli, but her prolonged indisposition rendered the

substitution of an iuferior singer necessary. The public

thought they discovered numerous reminiscences in the

piece, and particularly from the Scmiramide. and were not

pleased with the frequent employment of means which

might have had tile charm of novelty when Generali first

used them, but many of which, the fumous crescendo for

instance, have been repeated by Rossini even to satiety.

Not that he invented them, for poor Mosca ran wild about

Milan, exclaiming that Rossini hod rubbed him of his

crescendo ; but by making so constant a use of them, he

appropriated them to himself, and has taught the world to

look upon them as creations of his own.

Apropos of reminiscence*, the Gazette of this place

maintains that the march of the Greeks in the Sie^e de

Corinthc, is taken note for note from Mayer's Ataiia , and

that the romance of the I'-Pillow in Otcllo, as well as seve-

ral other pieces in the operas of Rossini, are copied from

old works. If strangers had said this, it might have

been set down to the account of envy, &c., but when an

Italian journal of rc9|>cctahility makes the assertion, and

that assertion is not contradicted, what are we to say ?

A concert was lately given here by a musical prodigy, Gia-

como Filippa, a native of Savigliano, now in his eleventh

year, and member of the Academia Filarmonica of Bo-

logna ! One journal terms him “ il prodigioso celebre pro-

fessore,'* and another characterizes him as Paganini in

miniature. He performed, among other pieces, one of

Mayseder’s grand concertos, and with a firmness, preci-

sion, and spirit, that astonished a very numerous audience.

It is announced in the bills of }>erformancc, that he stu-

died under Polled ro, and completed his studies under Pa-

ganini ; the latter assertion Paganini is said to have con-

tradicted, and with justice might he ; eleven years of age,

and completed his studies ! Where will folly and presump-

tion stop ?

NAPLES.

Not only In France, Germany, and England has Boicl-

dieu's Dame Blanche been heard with delight ; its success

has been as complete at Naples. In proof of tills we are

enabled to cite the following passage from a letter of

Rubini, dated August 14. For nearly two years. La
Dame Blanche has been the ornameut of most of the

theatres of Europe. On my return to Vienna, I expressed

a wish to appear in the character of George, and I have
a right to congratulate myself upon the choice I made,
for I could not possibly have had greater success in any
other. Our Donna Bianca is the Signora Bimini,[though,

by-the- by, this lady is os brown as a berry] ; she lias juBt

quilted Naples, but her part is transferred to another singer.

We arc at this moment busily engaged in rehearsing it,

for it is the interest of the management not to interrupt

the representations of an opera for which the public have
shown so decided a partiality."

Teatro S. Carlo.—Vaccaj's new opera Giovanni <fArco ,

which had been some time promised, appeared at last, but
proved unfortunate. AJ1 the efforts of Tamburini and the
Tosi were unable to save the work from the cunui which

it inspired, and at the very moment the public were yawn-
ing in desperation, a ridiculous accident came quite
apropos to their relief. In the second act, where Jean
d Arc is in prison, and where she is deploring, in a grand
air, her unhappy destiny, the workmen were unable to
change the scene ; so that the singer was obliged to talk

of dungeons, and lament the horrors of her abode in the
midst of a magnificent palace. This was droll enough

;

but the admirable singing of the Tosi so captivated the
uudience, that they overlooked every thing else. But
about the middle of the air. the machinery being properly
adjusted, the scene-shifter, jealous of losing the effect of
his prison scene, pushed it on in the middle of ihe air.

This was too much ; it was impossible to contain any
longer: the king, the court, the public, and the singer

herself, all—save the unfortunate composer, who sat on
thnms in the orchestra—burst into a fit of convulsive

laughter, which it was impossible to check, and the curtain

fell in the midst of it,

PARIS.

Academic Royale de Musique.—Lafont, a promising

singer, made his d£bAt here ill the part of Masaniello in

La Muette da Porlici, and was well received. He possesses

a good tenor voice, and is deficient neither in energy nor
intelligence.

The jierformance of Le Comte Ory is suspended for a

time.

Thititre Italien.—Since the retreat of Madlle. Sontag,

whose fall (occasioned, as all the world knows, by a peach
stone) appears to be attended with very serious conse-

quences ; and awaiting the return of Mad. Malihran, M.
Laurent's theatre experiences an interregnum of ennui.

In vain does Mad. Pisaroni, day after day, lend it the aid

of her admirable talents—she is unable singly to support
the weight of the whole edifice. Hence, the interior of

this house which, but a short time since, was so brilliantly

peopled, is now become a desert, the solitude of which sad-

dens the eyes and awakens melancholy ideas.

The eternal Italiana in Alqieri is again announced; and
by the way of freezing the courage of the most intrepid

dilettanti, a young pianist of fourteen is to perform between
the acts. But let us be just. The young Woetlitzer exe-

cuted, in a correct and brilliant manner, variations bristling

with difficulties. This interesting youth does more than
announce success

; he has already obtained it.

The Signora F. Marinoni, who some time since made
her debut incognito, appeared in the part of the Italiana.

She does not possess very extensive means, but her voice

is just and agreeable; she has a good musical feeling, and
her method is far from being bad. She is, besides, a
pretty person, and when a little more hubituated to the

stage will, no doubt, form an acquisition to the esta-

blishment.

Opera Comique.—This theatre, which has remained
for a long time closed, was lately opened with La Dame
Blanche. The principal character was sustained by M.
Damoreau, the singer who, a short time since, married

the Signora Cinti. He has a pleasing person, and a voice

of considerable power.

LIEGE.
Thr concourse of visitants to (ilia town, on occasion

of the fete given on the reception of the heart of Unftry,

was very considerable. In accordance with an old church

term, thi9 solemnity was entitled the Translation. A car

of triumph had been prepared to carry the precious relic.
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The house in which ihc composer was born was decorated
1

in a tasteful manner, as well as all the neighbouring houses,

and the streets through which the procession passed.

—

Discharges of artillery announced the moment when the

heart entered the gates of the town ;
fireworks enlivened

the evening, and a concert was executed by above three

Hundred musicians. These, with the representation of an

occasional piece at the theatre, a ball, and lastly the depo-

siting of the heart of G retry in the handsome monument
prepared for its reception, were the ceremonies which filled

up the 7th, 8th, and 9th of September*.

Immediately uftcr appeared, from the pen of M. Fre-

molle. an author of some note, a work in prose and verse,

entitled, Hommage aux Mdnes de Gretry, au moment de la

restitution du cctttr dr ce grand homme d ta patrie, ornt de-

ton portrait ; ruin' des reponset de Cauteur aux articlet der

Courrier des Pays-Bas, &c. Brussels.

This pamphlet contains a Dedication to the Friends of

the Art, Historical Reflections ujMjn GnJtry, an Essay, in

verse, on the Power of Harmony, and an answer to the

critiques of the journal in question.

It has been said in several journals, that Mile. Sontag

had been appointed first singer of the Chapel Royal at

Berlin, with a very handsome pension, and that she was
on the point of departure to enter on her situation. We
find that the report is totally void of foundation. Mile.

Sontag's term of engagement with the Theatre Italien is

till November, 1829.

We ore happy to say that, in spite of the deplorable state

of his health, the illuttriout Paganini has given a very pro-

fitable concert at Carlsbad. The baths, nnd the home-
opatique system ofHanemann,musl have had a very speedy,

as well as salutary, effect.

We are requested to state that His Majesty has muni-

ficently bestowed a donation of two hundred pounds upon

the Royal Academy of Music.

*
#* We have received a letter from Mr. Novello, in

which he requests us to contradict a report of his being
the author of the “ Summer's Ramble amongst the Musi-
cians of Germany a work of which he thinks highly,

but has no wish to deprive the real author—(whose name
he knows, but is not at liberty to reveal,)—of the credit

due to him, for “one of the most pleasant and amusing
volumes,” he adds, “ that have keen written upon mu*
steal matters since the time of Dr. Burney.”

JBramn.

Drury-Lank Theatre.

Thk only musical novelty presented by Mr. Price this

season, is Miss Russel, a pupil of Signor Lama, the

master to whom the public arc indebted for the best half of
Miss Stephens’s vocal qualifications, who has appeared

* Sec our last Number, p. 233.

here, for the first time on any stage, in the character of
Susanna, in what is called, or rather miscalled. Mozart's
Nozze di Figaro. Her voice is rather sweet Ulan powerful,
and she sings well in time and tune. She is very youthful,
and quite inexperienced in everything connected with pub-
lic performance ; though her cadences, which were intrin-

sically bad, and marvellously ill adapted to her songs,
must be imputed not to her, but to her master. How
wonderful it is, that English singers will persevere in these
abominations, and that the public will tolerate them, when
they are driven out of every other part of Europe !—Miss
Russel's person is not remarkable, but her acting is full of
vivacity. She certainly promise* well, but is brought out
rather too early.

Miss Milford's new tragedy has proved so successful,

that no new musical piece, nor even a revival, has yet
been brought forward.

Covent Garden Theatre

On Thursday the 2d of October, Miss Forde and Mr.
Green, both from Bath, made their first appearance in

London in The Rarber of Seville, in the characters of Rosina
and Figaro. Tile lady*s voice is thin and harsh in singing,
but pleasant in speaking: her correct intonation, however,
makes some amends for the former defect ; and she appears
to be well educated as a musician. She is young, pretty,

well formed, and a good actress,—qualities which ob-
tained for her a most favourable reception.

Mr. GnsE.v, with a barytone voice ofconsiderable sweet-
ness, but quite destitute of power, will not be likely to

succeed as a singer, if only for want of vocal strength

:

indeed it is said that he means to abandon this line, and
devote himself to comedy, for which, both in person, man-
ner, and temper, he seems admirably qualified.

Mr. Bianchi Taylor, son of a very respectable orches-
tral performer, has appeared at this theatre, in the cha-
racter of Young Meadows ; he has a high tenor voice, but
it is so much below the average in point of strength, that

we fear he will never be able to perform with any satis-

faction to himself in our large theatres. This is the more
to be regretted, because his style is good, and he shews
every indication, so far os his vocal means enable him,
of being an excellent musician.

Madame Vestris is returned to Covent-Garden. On the

21st she performed Susanna in Figaro
, and did it, as usual,

most admirably. We regretted her introduction of a silly

ballad—at least a ballad which was quite foreign to the

general character of such music; but it was vociferously

applauded, and encored by three-fourths of the voices in

pit, gallery, and upper boxes : while “Crude!
t percheJinora

one of the most exquisite productions that musical genius

ever gave birth to, was passed without the slightest notice!

This theatre does not fill : the deserted state of the

benches throws a gloom over whatever is performed, and
we do not at present see any chance of amendment, for we
hear of nothing in preparation—no new performer, that is

likely to prove attractive. Nevertheless, a Sunday paper
has told us that “ this favourite theatre is crowded nightly.”

The crowds, then, must either have gone away before we
entered, or have arrived after our departure—for wc have en-
countered none ofthem, most assuredly. But Miss Baton
is engaged

;
she will retrieve the fortune of the theatre, if

it be in a recoverable state. Let us hope that her health

will permit her to be regular iu her attendance ou her pub-
lic duty.
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BRIEF MEMOIR OF GEORGE ONSLOW, ESQ.

Til* subject of this biographical notice—for it hardly de-

serves the title of memoir—whose claim to be ranked high
among the ablest composers of the present age is un-
questioned, was born at Clermont in Auvergne, in 1784.

His father, the Honourable Edward Onslow, youngest
son of George, Lord (afterwards Earl of) Onslow, pre-

ferring foreign habits and muiiners to those of his own
country, settled abroad, where he married a French lady,

and the first fruits of this union having, at a very early

period, discovered a strong predilection for music, his

parents, during their stay in Hamburg, had him instructed

on the piano-forte by the celebrated Dussek ; and he after-

wards received lessons in London from the no less eminent
J. B. Cramer. It was not, however, till he had arrived at

bis twenty-third year that Mr. Onslow began to study
composition, the highest branch of the art, for his know-
ledge in which he is indebted to the distinguished writer

on the theory of music. Professor Reicha. of the Corner-
vaioire Royal?, What benefit he derived from the tuition

of this great theorist, is sufficiently evinced in the works
he has published, most of which abound in talent, and all

of them display a depth of musical science that not many
professors attempt to fathom, and still fewer ore able to

reach. Some of his violin quartets are admirable speci-

mens of elaborate composition, though belter suited to

the limited circle of genuine connoisseurs than to the con-
cert-room. His two piano-forte duets arc both masterly,

that in e minor particularly, which is full of thought, rich

in harmony, and, to such as admire studied combinations
and the mysterious in music, highly effective. Two of the

best known among his quintets are greatly admired by
judges ; and the same number of his trios for piano-forte,

violin, and violoncello, are high in repute in England,
Abroad, all his works are much more in use than in this

country, and stand proportionately higher in reputation.

Time, the infallible test of excellence, will show whether
it is that (he taste of the English is not yet sufficiently ripe

to enjoy some of his productions, or whether they are too
crude to please generally at any period. Many of Bee-
thoven’s finest works were at first condemned, and by
good judges too, os extravagances, though after further

acquaintance with them, the same critics were eoger to

confess their error, and to proclaim the merits of the very
compositions they had so much undervalued. Such may
be the destiny of those works by Onslow which now are
least appreciated.

But Mr. Onslow’s fame has arisen much higher since

the production of his operas, VAlcalde della V'ega*,
brought out ill Puns, in 1824, and Le Colporteur

, per-
formed in the same capital in 1827. The success of the
first w us of a marked kind ; but that of the last has rarely
been exceeded: the opinion of Paris is almost unanimous
in its praise ; it filled the Feydeau night after night, and

• Ore or two piece* from tbi* have been printed in the llarmonicon
December, 1828.

still continues to draw a good house w henever the manager
has nothing else on which he can safely rely.

Though an artist in one strict sense of the word, yet

Mr. Onslow has never made his talent his calling. He
profits by his compositions, it is true, as Lord Byron did

by most of his poetry ; but neither the one is a musician,

nor the other an author, by profession. Not that it would
derogate from the rank of either to be so considered, for

the world is fast emerging from that state of barbaric

ignorance in which it was taught to value men accord-

ing to their titles and additions, and not according to

their personal endowments and power of adding to the

stock of human happiness. Born of wealthy parents, and

married to a rich lady of Rouen, Mr. Onslow lives in his

native city as a private individual, devoting the greater

portion of his time to his favourite pursuit—music. He
regularly, however, spends three months in Paris, among
his friends and admirers, who not only value him as a

great composer, but love and esteem him us an agreeable

companion and an excellent man.

The following is a list of his published works :

—

15 Quarters, for stringed instruments.

10 Quintetts, for ditto.

1 Sestet t , for piano-forte, with accompaniment of wind inslru

ments and contra-basso.

G Trios, for piano-forte, violin, and violoncello.

G Sonatas, for piano-forte and violin.

3 „ ditto and violoncello.

2 „ ditto o 4 main*.

1 „ piano-forte solo.

1 Toccata, for ditto.

4 Sets of airs, with variations, for pianoforte.

2 Operas, of*.,

L’A/eade della Vega, comic opera, in 3 acts, 1824.

Le Coljnrleur, ou 1' Enfant du Bucheron, Nov. 1827.

ENGAGEMENTS WITH FOREIGN SINGERS.

To the Editor of the Harmon icon.

Sir, November 7, 1828.

After the conclusion of the Musical Festivals of the

last year, I offered some remarks, through the medium of

the llarmonicon , to the consideration of those whom it

might concern, on the policy of engaging principal

singers at enormous salaries. I founded my reasoning on

facts recorded in your pages. The subject is a highly

interesting one, and hence I feel disposed to resume it at

the interval of a year.

First, allow me to quote the concluding paragraph of my
letter (see llarmonicon, No. 60, Old Series, page 239).
** The present year, I hope, will form an eera in the history
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2G4 ENGAGEMENTS WITH FOREIGN SINGERS.

of music. It has taught hath wingers and committees a

useful lesson. The former will learn lhai, however great

their reputation, it is possible to pay them more than they

arc worth, and that it is also possible for a festival to be

held without them. Hence they must he content to re-

ceive according to the same scale as olher singers, or their

services will not be required. Committees and conductors

of Festivals will also learn that the presence of any indi-

vidual singer is not indis]>ensable to success. They will

treat all exorbitant demands with disdain, and find that

their surest ami safest road to success is the selection of

good music performed by a powerful, well-chosen baud.

And these materials arc always within reach ; while ojitdi-

cious employment of them will do more to improve the

musical taste of the country, and hence to command as

well as deserve support, than the engagement of fifty suc-

cessive singers at enormous sums. Catalani began this

sort of game, and Pasta has followed : hut the bubble is

now burst, and the reign of common sense began. Our
experience has been dearly bought, but we hart acquired

it ; and ifagain tct are guilty of the folly , imprudence and
injustice of thus squandering our money

,

ire can hare only

oursetvts to blame**

The events of the last few months have proved that I

had looked too soon for the reign of common sense.

Delusion and folly have enjoyed a triumphant sway during

another year. The same experiment has been repeated,

and the same result has followed. We have gained the

experience of twelve more months. Will it avail any
tiling?—Shall we he the wiser lor it?—Perhaps not.

Be it remembered, that the opinion above given was not

thrown out at random, but a necessary and inevitable

deduction from certain facts. Most of the managers of
Festivals have thought fit to disregard it. " They can
have only themselves to blame,'* The Cambridge Com-
mittee took the lead by engaging SouLag. The result was
a profit of eighty-four pounds on an expenditure of 3,000/.

;

and if those gentlemen had taken the trouble of applying
one of the simplest rules of arithmetic to their calculations,

they would have found that it was impossible that their

undertaking should succeed. It was not that the receipts

were small; but that the portion of them which ought to

have l»cen profit, was absorbed by Madlle. Sontag and her

pianist.

Salisbury followed, and there Mr. Corfc had the good
sense to refuse the tempting overtures which were made
him by Catalani, and conteut himself with the talent of

Patou and Caradori. The successful termination of his

speculation proved that he had judged wisely. Before
this festival took place, it was announced that Catalani wrs
engaged at York for *tr hundred guineas !

One is really at a loss to conceive upon what principle,

or by what process of reasoning, the York Committee
could have come to the conclusion that such an engage-

ment was either necessary or likely to be profitable. Was
their former experiment unsuccessful? Fur otherwise.

Yet then Stephens and Caradori were their principals.

Was it that Catalani had been acquiring new fame and
earning fresh laurels during the last four years on the Con-
tinent? Quite the contrary. During that time her name
had been unheard of at any of the continental cities where
music most flourishes. Her last appearance In London
was at Drury Dane, where she shouted “ Rule Britannia”
between the play and the farce for a fortnight, and where
she was to be heard for sixpence. Below this there was
but one step. All this the Committee knew', or ought to

have known, and if they were acquainted with it, the

question again recurs,—upon what ground could they
have imagined it to he a prudent speculation to give her
600 guineas? However, they did engage her, and what
was the result? How much did she draw ? If she did prove
a great attraction, we should expect to find that at those
jwrformances in which she sung the most, the receipts

would have been the greatest. The very reverse, however,
was the case: for on the Thursday morning, when she had
the least to do, (haviug in fact only one song to sing) the
number of persons in the Minster was larger by 15S9,
than on any of the other mornings: the number ou
Thursday being -4375, and on Tuesday (the next largest)

only 2786. But without entering into particulars, let us
look at the result of the whole. fVitk all this additional
expenditure, was the Festival so attractive as the former
one, without it? We know it was not. The expenses were
very much larger, and the receipts considerably smaller.

I beg of the Committee, then, to read over the advice
which I gave them last year, and to say whether it was
judicious and worthy of being followed, or not. That
advice was equally applicable to York as to Norwich.
Precisely the same results huve followed the same conduct
in both places.

I enter into no comparison of the respective merits of
the principal female singers in this view of die matter; I
put out of the question the superiority of Patou or Cara-
dori to Catalani as artists ; I merely look at the engage-
ment of the latter as a profitable or an unprofitable specu-

lation. Though inferior to most, if not to all the other

female vocalists, if the public had been at all likely to think

otherwise, there might have been a plea for the engage-
ment. But the public thought quite otherwise, as the

narrative of the Yorkshire Festival abundantly shews.
'Hie York Committee, above all others, ought to have
44 treated every exorbitant demand with scorn, secure of
success in the assemblage of such a powerful und well-

choscii band,'’ as no other place, Loudon excepted, cull

collect. Possessing the might of giants, they huve acted

with the cowardice, hut without the cunning, of dwarfs.

They ought and may feel sure of success, if they will only

place a proper reliance on the powers which are given into

their hands. A singer may be heard any where, and
perhaps any where better than in York Minster; hut
York Minster, filled by such a baud as was lately as-

sembled there, is a point of attraction which precludes all

hope or possibility of rivalry.

The Derby meeting preceded that of York, hut the en-

gagement of Catalani was a consequence of having suc-

ceeded in her application to the Yorkshire Committee.
Having secured this, she was at liberty to olfer lower terms
to the olher festivals. Probably the Derby Committee may
have speculated on the curiosity which many would feel to

witness her re-appearance. And, no doubt, some were so

influenced. But even with this attraction, her engagement
was a failure; for that meeting cannot be called success-

ful where the receipts (independently of the donations)

were not sufficient to meet the expenses. And such was
the case at Derby.

J pass over Hereford, as the festival in that city is not

undertaken with the expectation of any profitable result;

the engagements, therefore, depend on the sum of money
which the stewards are disposed to expend.

The principle on which the Manchester people avowedly
proceeded was this:—Ours is the second town in the king-

dom, the cost of our engagement is a matter of no moment
to us

;
profit is a very secondary concern, and we mean to

exhibit a larger list of vocal performers than any other
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/estival ever boasted*. Now, whether this was an en-

lightened or prudent mode of proceeding—whether it did

not savour rather too much of an ostentation of wealth I

will not say; it is quite clear that such a precedent cannot

be followed by any other town in the kingdom. One thing

will not be denied, namely, that the success of the festival

did not hinge upon the engagement of any one singer.

Nor will it be contended that the receipts would have been

twenty pounds less had she who received by far the largest

sum been absent.

You have imputed the failure of the Bury Festival to its

true cause. With a church of ample dimensions, ihe Com-
mittee fixed their prices so high as to exclude the middling

classes from attending it. Had they acted otherwise, there

is no doubt but that the success of the meeting would
have been as complete as it deserved to be. The selection,

the performance, and all the orchestral arrangements, were,

justly, the subjects of unqualified praise. I learn that its

success in this respect was so complete, that it is intended

to repeat the experiments after an interval of three years.

The conclusion to which I arrive after this investigation

is, that the engagements of Cutalani and Sotitug have been

unprofitable. From all the data on which we can reason,

I think this conclusion inevitable; hence the accuracy of

my arguments last year is abundantly confirmed. Whether
the added experience of another year will be thrown away
on future committees and conductors, time only can she;v.

That, in time, they will feel the justice of my reasoning, I am
quite certain; for one of two things must happen,—either

the expenses of festivals will be so increased, that little or

no profit will remain, and they will he abandoned ; or it

will be found that their surest and safest road to success is

by the employment of those measures which I have now
agaiu advocated.

Coda.

ON MUSICAL CANON.

[It must he obvious to our readers that, were we to full into a
habit of publishing remonstrances against the judgments given

in our review, we should soon fill our pages, to the exclusion of

all other matter, with appeals from disappointed and querulous
composers

;
for wounded vanity will always get np something in

tin? shape of a defence. In nearly the same situation should we
find ourselves placed, were we to give indiscriminate insertion

to Ihe letters of such as might, in the unassumed character of
disinterested controversialists, questionthe validity of theopinions
we occasionally deliver on musical subjects considered abstract-

edly. But when any doctrine that we advance is convertible into

a cue—if live law phrase may be so applied—and when any
new facts or useful information are likely to be elicited from its

investigation, we are most willing 1o afford the means of discus-

sion ; tor the improvement of the art, ami the enlightening of all

who devote their attention to it. are among the main objects of

our publication. Considering, then, the letter of our correspon-
dent G. II.—whose communications are always valuable—os
belonging to that class which have free inquiry' for their only
object, we most willingly print it * and shall follow it by a few
explanatory remarks of our own.]

To the Editor of the IIahmonicon.

Sir, Edinburgh* October 26, 1828.

In your Review of Mr. Wade's Song* ofthe Flowers ,

in your October number, you state au opinion respecting
Canon , which I wish, with much deference, to bring under

* The exprntes of ihe Norwich feelival were only one-thinl of those at

Mucheftier, although die hau l wu larger el the former place.

your re-consideration. Your opinions are in general bo
sound, and so evidently the result of great learning and
taste, that you can afford to have them occasionally called

in question without any detriment to your high reputation;
and you are always so candid and dispassionate, that I
am certain you will receive my remarks (right or wrung)
in the same friendly spirit w ith which they are made.

I do not mean to inquire whether or not Mr. Wade has
done wisely in introducing a canon into one of the songs
of the flowers, or whether he has been successful in the
treatment of his canon. But your remarks go the length
of an absolute proscription of this form of composition,
in all instances whatever. I have read what you say over
and over, in order to guard against misconception

; and
this is decidedly the import oi your opinion.—You speak
of the “ stubborn rules of obsolete canon;**—you compare
canons to acrostics in poetry, and to painting with three

colours—you call the rules of canon pedantry ; and you
state it as a proposition capable of proof, that, although
imitations are agreeable, yet, in order to be so, they must
he free ;—and that when the parts follow each other in

strict canon, 14 they must be stiff, ungraceful, and often

combining to produce most disagreeable harmony/*—'The
practical result of ail which is, that the canon is essentially

and universally a bad thing, and ought to be abolished.

Now I really think thut such an opiuion as this, stated

so broadly, and through such an authoritative medium as

the Harrnonieon, is calculated to hurt the study <>f musical
composition. Pedantry, and an over fondness lor the rigid

rules and forms of the older schools of composition, are

not the vices of the present day. The great complaint
among the best-informed artists is, that our composers
are too little conversant with the mysteries of counterpoint.
It has ulways been held that a profound knowledge of
harmony, and a facility in the use of the most abstruse
forms of composition, will shew themselves even in the

accompaniment of a song. These attainments will appear
in the masterly progression of the bass, in the arrangement
of the harmony, and in fine points, and pieces of imitation,

which flow spontaneously (as it were) from a mind richly

imbued with the treasures of double counterpoint, and
familiarly conversant with every possible manner in which
a subject, or fragment of melody, can be treated. Ac-
cordingly, years of discipline in the composition of fugues,

canons, and pieces of double counterpoint, have always
been considered as necessary to form a great composer in

any style—for the theatre as well ns the church. In the

church, the actual use of the.se forms of composition is

far from obsolete. They are generally unsuitable to

the lightness of dramatic composition; but even in the
theatre they are still occasionally to l>c found. The
present Italian writers for the stage (the imitators of
Rossini) write feebly—not because their music wants pretty,

and even expressive, melody, but because there is un
absence of that masterly treatment which adds tenfold

beauty even to the melodies of Mozart. It is, therefore,

I humbly think, a pity to impress our students with an
idea of the total worthlessness of those forms of com-
position, to be thoroughly conversant with which is essen-

tial to th * character of a truly great master of the art.

Were a pedantic affectation of this kind of learning the

prevailing vice, your remarks would have been unobjection-

able-^ as they would at once have been understood to be
levelled against the abuse only of a thing in itselfgood—
but where no such abuse is prevalent, then your remarks
will be held as directed against the thing itself. To
preach against fanaticism, to u cuugrcg.it ton ready to
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hang themselves from religious gloom, would be highly

useful ; but the same discourse directed to a party of free-

thinking libertines would be apt to do more harm than

good. To judge from the style of the compositions that

daily issue from the I^ondon press, it does not appear that

their authors are in any danger of making unnecessary

displays of learning. To do this, they must have some
learning to display. From this remark exceptions must
be made, and they are obvious ; but you will readily

admit, that it is not too much learning, but the reverse,

which is the general characteristic of the present English

school.

But I am far from considering the value of the canon to

consist entirely in its being a useful exercise in the study

of composition. A well-written canon is in itself a good
thing. You yourself say, that imitations, being merely

such, are agreeable. If an imitation is agreeable, as such,

then the more perfect the imitation is, the more agreeable,

as such, it will be. This, I think, is self-evident. If an
imitation please, as an imitation, then every thing that de-

tracts from the exactness of the imitation, must lessen the

pleasure. But you say that a perfect imitation cannot be
produced without the introduction of ungraceful phrases

and bad harmony. If this were the case, then, of course,

the cause of canon would be untenable. But (not to men-
tion Non nobis Domittc) there are many canons which
combine the pleasure of a perfect imitation in the parts,

with graceful air and pure harmony ; and the effect of such
canons is not only quite delightful, but they have a charm
peculiar to themselves, which cannot be produced by any
other means.

Such canons as Non nobis Domine, or those in which
the parts imitate each other in the intervals of the fourth or

fifth, are, no doubt, excessively difficult, particularly where
there are more than two parts

; and certainly it would be
impossible to produce a plurality of fine canons on the

model of Non nobis Domine. But there are multitudes of
charming canons in the unison or octave ; and this form is

so far from being obsolete, that there is not a great com-
poser of the present day who has not produced several

of them. I do not happen at present to have at hand
a sufficient number of musical works to enable me to

specify many of these ; but you urc well aware of the fact.

Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Cherubini, dementi, &c.,

may be referred to as composers of exquisite canons.

Every hotly knows the minuet, in Haydn's symphony in

E minor, beginning

And another in his quartett, No. 76.

In one of Mozart's quintet!** are a minuet and
trio, in canon throughout, the cation in the trio being re-

versed. In all these minuets, the melody is as free aud
graceful, aud the harmony ns pure, as if they had been in

simple counterpoint ; while they have an exquisite beauty
derived from the clear perception which the listener has of

a perfect and faultless imitation in the parts.

Beethoven's works might be referred to for similar pro-

ductions. There is one, made out of Weigl’s famous
" Pria ch’ io l’impegno,” (in the piano-forte trio, Op. 11,)

which is so curious that I shall transcribe the w hole music

:

• Tbo first quintet, in C minor. The cation it in the octave, and confined to the fir»t vii.-lin and violoncello, the three inner parts merely filling

up the harmony. The canon, .41 /fovrane, in the trio, is a new subject, and treated much more scientifically than the former, which is sery free.

Both, however, arc exceedingly beautiful ; and not lets so from the licences which the great composer ha» granted himself.— Hpitvh,
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dementi, in Iris great work, the Gradua ad Pantasaum,
has (fjven us several canons, some of them very long, in

which the rules are most strictly observed, witliout the

smallest sacrifice of grace or purity of harmony. Nobody,
in perusing these masterly works, would ever dream of

accusing their illustrious author of pedantry. Indeed, if it

is pedantic to compose a canon, then all the gTeat men
whom I have named (and indeed every gTeat composer)

have been guilty of pedantry—a conclusion not very easily

to be admitted. You compare a canon to an acrostic. All

the (rreat composers have written canons ; but have Shnk-
speare, Milton, Pope, or Byron, written acrostics ?

Canons may, of course, be out of place
;
and were your

remarks directed to the over use of them, or to their intro-

duction in improper places, I should not have troubled

you with this pleading in their behalf. A regular and
entire canon, for instance, would not be likely to have a

good effect on the stage, where the music, to preserve a

dramatic character, must smell as little as possible of the

lamp. But even in operas wc shall find fragments of

canon, such as that iu Mozart's duet, “ Se potesae un
auono egual," which runs thus:

—

In vocal music of a grave cast, the canon is in frequent

use, and is productive of many fine effects.

Trusting that this epistle may induce you to modify in

some respect (or at least explain) your opiuion as ex-

pressed in the article in question,

I am, very respectfully.

Yours,
G. H.

The cquou which drew from us some general observa-

tions in our review of The Song* of the Flotcert, is in the

4th and 8th below, aud not in the unison. Had we
more distinctly pointed this out, we might have saved G. H.
tiie trouble of an expostulation : but then our readers

would have lost his clever, well-written essay.

In employing the term “ obsolete,* we thought that the

nature of the composition was sufficiently described, for

canons in the unison, or octave, are not obsolete, but in

frequent use, and are oflon to us, as well as to others, the
source of great pleasure. But even this species is only cal-

culated to gratify those who understand its construction.
*' Perfida Clori,” Cherubini's happy and lovely composi-
tion, we have heard performed scores of times, and never
knew it please any but such as were, to a considerable ex-

teut, skilled in music. Such likewise we can assure our
correspondent is the fate of the two canons he cites—
Haydn’s and Mozart’s minuets—when performed at the

Philharmonic Society. In that audience it is true there

are many professors to be found : also an unusual propor-
tion of good amateurs, who understand the nature of these

compositions and feel their beauties; nevertheless, the

mujority—aye, the greater part of the company—are in-

sensible to their merits. Alter all, the canon of Haydn in

e minor, quoted by G. II., is only in two ports, and the

composer thought it prudent to fill up the harmony

—

to cover what in fact would have sounded rather inea-

gre—by parts out of canon. Nay, the very extract from
Beethoven’s trio shews that he deemed it necessary for

the sake of effect—and what iu music is valuable but
effect?—to depart from the rule. As to the five bars

from theducltiiio in La Clemenza di Tito , they were hardly

of sufficient weight to bring forward ; for the canon, ifsuch
a scrap be entitled to the name, breaks off* at the sixth bar.

Our correspondent evidently directs his. view chiefly to

the canon in the unison, and he will perceive how nearly

we agree with him, so far as such a species is concerned.

Indeed in some pan of our work, which we cannot now
refer to, we have shewn that we entertain no dislike to

this sort of composition ; and have even granted that in

the achool all kinds of canon may, as youthful exercises,

be admitted
;
provided the teacher take especial cure that

the study of them be not carried so far as to destroy

(their natural tendency) all taste for melody, and thereby

prepare the student for becoming a dull pedant in his

after years.

We arc not inclined to deny that the great masters

mentioned by G. li. have occasionally composed canons
in the unison, though but very rarely. We believe, how-
ever, that not a solitary instance can be shewn of any ono
of them having written and preserved a canon answered
in the intervals of the 4th, 5th, &c.—or four-in-two, &c.
Handel, the greatest master that ever lived, did not leave

;

behind him even the fragment of a canon iu any shape

;

and it does not appear that he ever thought of one.

But we have lately met with some splenetic remarks on
this subject, couched in language very different from that

employed by our correspondent, and betraying great sore-

ness, a temper anything but philosophical, vast assumption,
and a want of good-breeding. Those remarks tempt us
to go further than wc intended in our inquiry relative to

canons ; if therefore we can find time for the purpose, it

is our inteulion to say a few words more in an early num-
ber,—the next if possible—when wc shall endeavour not

only to do justice to the subject, but to treat in the way it

deserves the attack made on those who think os we do
concerning this kind of musical composition.
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ftrtuctu of jflustc.

Sohqs i ox Autumn Gvenimos, the Poetry by T. II. Bay-
,

j.y, Esq.. the Symphonies and Accompaniments com-
po*rd and arranged by II. H. Bishop. (Goulding and
D'Almaine, Soho-tt/uare.)

Passing over the Songs for Summer Evenings which, if

published, we have never yet received, we come to those

for Autumn, and ore glad to be able to mention them
while there are still onc-aud-tweiity days remaining, during
which they will he in season.

This book corresponds with those already published

;

Comprising eight songs in thirty-eight pages, the words
printed a second time on a separate leaf, with a litho-

graphed frontispiece. The first, ** Not a summer-friend
would stay,” a Sicilian air, is directed to be sung " with

melum holy expression ;** but the opening bars will shew
that the style of the air, the dotted semiquavers, the skips

in the melody, and the staccato accompaniments, are little

calculated to indicate much of sadness :

—

Mjr gnnlcK one* di*jd»y'dc*cli Our- leaf'd »utaaurr tom • • or.

* • • =

The second, “ Harvest-Home,” set to a German melody
or, in fact a waltz, is lively and well suited to the words*

The simplicity of the air and accompaniment is character-

istic, and a certain jollity in the whole song conveys a good
idcB of the gaiety of rustic music.

Hie third, “ lliongh at each step,” a second Sicilian air,

is a pleasing melody of sixteen bars, uncommonly easy
both to the singer and accompanist, and perfectly intelli-

gible to the most untutored car. Mr. Bishop has here re-

lapsed into that carelessness of accent of winch we have
had frequent occasion to complain. For instance, he
makes the insignificant word '* some*' emphatic, instead of
the epithet M withered." Wc counsel all who sing this, to

alter it thus :

—

Though «t eich step we prc«* some withered k«f,

The two succeeding verses admit ulso of similar correction.
The fourth, “ Wake, dearest love f’ introduces us to a

Persian air, so called
; though our readers may perhaps

have remarked that we have always been rather sceptical

on the subject of these oriental melodies. Travellers, very

few of whom have any accurate knowledge of musical no-

tation, hear a tune that pleases them
; they write it down in

their own manucr ; then pul it into the hands of some
person skilled in music, who arbitrarily interprets the im-

perfect signs, and lo! a Persian or a Hindoostanee
; nay,

a Hottentot, an Esquimaux, or any other kind of air, is

brought forth ; but w hich betrays, in nearly every feature,

that it is at most only quarter breed—that the European
predominates exceedingly. Such is, we are inclined to

believe, the case in the present instance: the air, though

not very striking, is yet too good for any composer of
Shiraz. But in justice to the Persians, we must also admit

that their musicians never treat the poetry of Hafiz with

so little respect, os regards accent, as Mi. Bayly has met
with in the present song :

—

e. g.

Again—

When cloud* come od, repose at ease.

But do not wt»tf night* (air aa these.

loo soon will wane the harvett moon.

But in ray heart there still will be.

Fortunately these may, without trouble, be amended by

singing the first half of the iambus to a last quaver in the

bar preceding.

The fifth, “ Sec the monarch* of lilt* forest,” is another

|

German air, and d la Voter, like the former.

The sixth, “ Take again all you gave,” set to a Spanish

air, is upon the whole, more calculated for general effect

than any in the collection. The rhythm—a most essential

matter, and which can never engage too much of a com-
poser’s attention—is strongly market!, and the accent pure

throughout. The accompaniment is quite national ; we
imagine the mandoline in every bar. The waltz style, the

slow true Spanish waltz, prevails too ill this, but in a very

agreeable manner. The followingfew notes will convey a

clear idea of the entire song

The seventh, " On the hills T wander'd early,” a French
air, has many excellent qualities, and no drawback thut

we can discover, unless a want of newness of cadence

—

a quality so rare—be considered as one.

The eighth and last, " Teach, oh ! teach me to forget f
set to a third German air.—but not a waltz—has also con-

siderable merit. Wc should have been marc satisfied with
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it had the word " hopelessly" not been split into two by a
rest, thus

—

Lope - less

Wc grant that it is very unyielding in its present posi-

tion, but it would have been less objectionable set thus

—

hopeless Ijr . •

A drawl on the unmusical syllable ly, could not have been
avoided ; consequently, there was uo plea (on such ground)
for sacrificing sense to sound.
These songs offer every possible facility to the performer,

whether as to compass, execution,or accompaniment. They
are within the reach of any tolerable proficient; for accom-
plishing which object some credit is due to Mr. Bishop,
for the arrangements all seem natural, and not as if con-
trived with a view to the ease or the limited vocal powers
of the general purchaser.
The poetry of this volume betrays symptoms of having

been written invita Minerva; when the muse was not in u
favouring humour. The bearing a “ golden sheaf ofT from
the meadow, ’ as related in the second song, is, perhaps,
only a proof ot haste : new-mown hay would, in one re-
spect at least, have answered Mr. Buyly’s purpose better.
The following, however, is poetical, and not only by far the
best in this collection, but possessing positive merit of uo
mean kind.

Wake, dearest lore ! the moon is bright

;

Dream not away *n sweet n night.

W ben clouds come on, repose at cm,
Dutdo not waste nights fair a« these.
The very birds are all awake

!

The swan is roused and -kinu the lake l

The world’s so bright, the summer-bee
Believes ’lia noon !— then come to ine

!

Oh ! *tis the time for serenades!
W hen the moon peeps through orange shades,
Guitars and voices gain a tone
Of sweet enchantment, not their own !

There's a wild cadence in the breeze !

A murmur in the trembling trees

!

The silver ripple of the sea
Has music in it J—come to me

!

And few such nights are left us bow,
The yellow tint is on the bough ;

Tlie farewell whisper summer fives
Just curls the lake, just fans the leaves.
Too soon will wane the harvest moon,
The Utcst rose will fade loo soon,
But in my heart there still will be
A summer—if you’ll come to me.

PIANO-FORTE.
1. Grand Variations on Me Chorus of Greeks,from Ros-

sini's Opera, The Siege of Corinth, composed by II. Here.
Op. 36. (Wiliis and Co., Egyptian Hail, Piccadilly.)

2. Second Favourite llosoo, composed by J. Mayseder.
(Weasel and Stodart, Frith Street.)

The theme on which the first of these is written, is a very
animated chorus, in Rossini's best and most spirited man-

ner, introduced in Le Siege de Corinthe, when he formed
this opera out of his Maomettn Sewndo, and produced it

as a new work at the Academic Royale de Muaique;
where, in its altered condition, it proved successful, though
in its original shupc it had been condemned whenever
performed •. On this subject has M. Herz composed five
variations and a finale, and prefixed to these an intro-

duction of two pages. Of the latter we can speak in terms
of unqualified praise ; there is a taste, an expression, an
elegance in it, which ought to recommend it everywhere.
But of the variations, including the finale, which must be
considered as one of them, we can only say, that—much as
they display the author’s industry, and well as they are
fabricated, lor the purpose of exhibiting that kind of cxe»
culion, that manual dexterity, which is generally acquired
at the expense of whatever is really valuable in the art

—

they contain little that the impartial critic can praise,
or the true lover of music can admire. A succession of
extravagances meet the eye in every page,—studied diffi-

culties wholly destitute of effect; howling runs of semi-
tones

; passages of thirds descending in the treble and
ascending in the base at the same moment, clashing
in a manner most hostile to harmony ; distances beyond
the reach of mortal hand, and notes with Jive tails, which
we suppose must be clept demisemidemisemiquaoers, for
want of a better name by which characters so barbarous,
so much worse than useless, may be described. Of such
materials is this publication, the Introduction of course
excepted, made up ; and if we had not seen that M. llerz
can, when he pleases act more rationatly, vre should hope
never again to meet with his name.

No. 2 is another testimony of M. May-seder's man-
nerism,—of his predilection for the most frivolous style
imaginable, if it can with propriety be called a style. Von
Esch a few \ cars ago was thought a trillcr, and the general
opinion of the profession then seemed to do him no injus-
tice ; but compared to the other he really stands so high,
that ere long we shall begin to look upon him as an ill-

treated man, and seriously to consider whether he ought
not, at least by comparison, to be ranked as a classical

conijKiser. M. May seder can do better w hen he chooses,
but his natural taste is evidently bad ; and we are to judge
an artist, not by what he has the power to do, but by what
he wittingly and willingly docs.

1. “ See ! the conquering hero come9 !" arranged, with an
Introduction, Variations, and accompaniment (ad
lib.) of Flute, by T. A. Rawlings. (Latour, 30, New
Bond-street.)

2. Variations on the air,
“ M* ha delta la mia mamma,*

by Johnson Savaoe. (Paine and Hopkins, 69, Cornhill,)

3. M Adestc Fideles," with Variations, composed by W.
E. Tipper. (Cramer, Addison, and Beale, 201, Regent
Street.)

Next to the air itself of No. 1, the best part of the publi-
cation is the gentleman-usher to it, the Introduction, which
is well composed, and makes a sufficient display without
taxing an ordinary performer to the utmost of bis means.
Of the merits of Handel’s subject it would be a logs of
time to utter a single syllable—it has never been disputed;

* Mean. Willis ami Co. bought of Signor Rossini the right of print-
ing in England the new pieces in this opera, and hare hail English words
adapted to the whole of it, which is now published by them. Wo
mention this to account for the English title appearing hero.
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but of the variations now written on it we cannot express

ourselves in terms of commendation ; they want novelty,

and are feeble. They are, however, few and short ; and

brevity is not only the soul of wit, but an atonement for

the absence of it.

No. 2 is not entirely free from the defects of the former,

though it shews rather more vigour. But if Mr. Rawlings
sometimes repeats himself, and is too much addicted to a

routine, he is at least always scrupulously correct, a praise

to which the variations now before us do not entitle their

composer : they exhibit errors that not only every mu-
sician, but every good ear will detect, and which the

critic is bound to notice. We therefore call the author's

attention to the octaves between the treble and base, page

4, ninth bar ;
and again at page 8, sixth bar:—to the c$,

page 6, sixth bar, which, as the leading note of the key,

ought to have ascended to i>; and to the eg, page 8,

seventh bar, which on every account should also have
risen a semitone.

No. 3 we have reason to suppose is a juvenile effort

;

therefore, after recommending the author to revise such

progressions as appear at page 4, bar 2, uml page 6, bar

13, we take our leave of him, for the present.

1. Six Rondos, in the style of waltzes and quadrilles,

composed by John Ross. (Preston, 71, Dean Street.)

2. Portuguese Air, with variations, composed by
George Prick. (Cocks and Co., Princes Street,

Hanover Square.)

8. Rondo, Netley Abbey, composed by William Shep-
hard. (Preston.)

4. La Salle d’Apollon, a collection of Waltzes, Nos.

39 and 40. (Wessel and Stodnrt.)

In each of the Rondos of Mr. Ross—who, if we mistake

not, is the sweet melodist of Aberdeen—we find an air,

which immediately makes itself understood, and though
we may trace in it the lineaments of old acquaintances,

yet we also discover some feature that is pleasing, and was
before unknown to us. These are intended for quite

juvenile students, to whom they will prove useful and
agreeable.

No, 2. manifests a strong inclination to escape from the

long-frequented road, and in the second and sixth

variations, the composer has actually discovered something

like a new path ; hut it wants foundation; it will only hear

what is light ; solid harmony could not be admitted in it.

No. 3 is air)’, simple, and easy, and will please young
performers, though it is not calculated to invigorate their

judgment, or strengthen their hand.

The two numbers of the Salle d'Apollon contain a

gallop-waltz, with flute accompaniment, made up of a

lew very common phrases ; and two short waltzes by

Mosclieles, in which we do not perceive any striking trait

of that ingenious composer.

1. The Tyrolese Quadrilles, arranged as Dears, by-

Charles T. Sykes. (Willis and Co.)

2. Le Bouquet, nouvelle Quadrille et Valsz, avec

accompagnrment de Harpe, par Fanny Steers. (Cocks

and Co.)

3. Les Connoisseurs, the subjects from Rioel, May-
seder. Onslow, Diadeli.i, and Czerny, arranged

with Flute accompaniments (ad lib.) by W. EthER-
i noton. (Monro and May.)

No. 1 is, wc need hardly say, from the celebrated Tyro-

lese melodies, arranged in an easy, pleasant manner for

two performers. Quadrilles, thus executed on the piano-

forte, have all the effect that an instrumental band can
give them; the only difficulty in unceremonious, social

parties, is, to find two persons who will deny themselves

the pleasure of the dance in order to enable others to

enjoy it.

The authoress of No. 2 should have asked advice

previously to venturing upon the public with her bouquet:

there is not a page in this collection which does not shew
some inadvertency of no trivial kind.

No. 3 is a pretty set, made up of fragments well selected

from the composers whose names appear in the title-page.

DUETS, PIANO FORTE.

1. Brilliant Variations on an air introduced by Rossini

in the Opera of Count Orv, composed by F. Kale-
brennku. (doubling and D’Almaine.)

2. The favourite Airs in Pacini's Opera L’Ultimo giorno
di Pompei, arranged by A. Diabelli. Book I.

(Booscy and Co.)

3 Brilliant and Easy Variations on The Swiss Boy,
performed by Mr. J. B. Cramer and the Author ; com-
posed by J. P. Pixis. (Willis and Co.)

4. The Fryor, a Glee composed try Dr. Callcott, and
arranged for Two Performers by W. II. Callcott.
(J. II. Callcott, Great Marlborough Street.)

The air in Le Comte Ory, whether Rossini's or not, has all

his animation ; and in the variations Mr. Kalkbrenner has
ciLsured it from growing vapid, for lie has not only kept up,

but added to its exhilarating qualities, and altogether pro-

duced one of the most spirited compositions that ever came
from his pen. The upper part will require an expert
player, with a light, brilliant finger, and an abundance of
vivacity ; for a heavy touch and a grave style would prove
quite fatal to it. For the same part, a performer having
five fingers and one thumb on the right hand, or four

fingers am) two thumbs—no matter which—will be neces-

sary, if such a person can conveniently be found
;
as the

annexed chord in the Introduction will shew:

—

6va.

But if no fortunate individual is to be met with to whom
Nature has been so bountiful, then one of her ordinary pro-

ductions must contrive to strike the two lower notes by
placing his single thumb on half of each key.

In selecting from the opera by Pacini, M. Diabelli has
certainly chosen the best it afforded for his purpose, ami
done justice to his choice by a remarkably good arrange-

ment. The present book contains the Introduzione,

“Viva Sollustrio !’’
the Coro di Donne; and the Grand

March.
The Tyrolese air, The Swiss Boy, is charmiug in any

shape
;
and its expansion here by means of four brilliant

variations, is an ogrceuble continuation, in which no part
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of its native sprightliuesa is lost Though any thing but

easy, this duet may be undertaken by players not having

exactly the same powers of execution as those who, it

would appear, originally performed it. Indeed the Secondo

requires only that kind of ability which is very commonly
found among amateurs.

No. 4 is the beautiful glee, or three-part song, so well

known by the name of “ The fryar of orders gray,'* put

into an instrumental form, with a little filling up, and thus

making a pleasing duet of the easiest class.

1. Tipper’s Mcstc Primf.r, or Teacher*$ Assistant, con-

taining nearly three hundred and fifty short and easy

progressive Practical Lessons

,

Ac. Ac. To which are

added a Short Introduction to Singing, and a Copious

Dictionary of Musical Terms, 8vo. (Cramer and Co.)

2. Rudiments or Music, or an Attempt to facilitate the

Practice of Psalmody ; by David E. Ford. (Westley,

Stationers* Court,)

That the author of the Music-Primer has been success-

ful in the applicatiou of his system we believe, having his

word for the fact ; but we doubt whether many masters

are sufficiently gifted with the powers of persuasion to in-

duce pupils to wade through such a mass of preliminary

matter, to toil through so many exercises, without preju-

dicing them at the very outset against the study in which

they have embarked. To so great a length has Mr. Tipper

carried his system, that no leas than twelve pages are filled

with musical times.

We agree with the author, that pupils are generally

suffered to begin to play a tune lufore they have acquired

anything like a knowledge of the earliest and simplest

principles, and that this is the reason why so few ultimately

succeed ; but there is a vast difference between makiug a

child understand what may be printed on half a dozen

pages, and compelling it to drudge through—to compre-

hend will be next to impossible—upwards of sixty,—sixty

pages, too, containing such terms, and in such language,

as the volume now before us exhibits.

At the very commencement, the learner, a child we may
suppose of seven years, is expected to understand the fol-

lowing definition of the scale :

—

u Ttic Diatonic Scale U > series of eight progressive rounds, proceed-

ing by tonet and semitone*, which may be traovpoeed into various degree*

of gravity or aculenen.'’

Now what has a child to do with such terms os diatonic,

acute, grave? But independently of the obscurity of this

sentence to those, be their age what it may, who are quite

ignorant on the subject, it involves a capital error,—for

the scale is not only progressive, but retrogressive : it goes

backward as well as forward. The chances, however, are,

that the definition will not be understood. If understood,

it must inevitably lead the scholar astray.

In the same page (the first) the pupil is asked, 4
‘ What

note to another forms a scale ?”—He who solved the riddle

of the Sphinx might perhaps have answered such a query:

we confess our ignorance of its meaning. In the second

page is the question, 44 When written between the lines,

where are they [the notes] placed ?**—This is the counter-

part to the nursery puzzle, Who teas the father of Zebcdee’s

children ? Page 4, the rests are said to be of “ the same
name and duration as the notes.” According, therefore,

to the author's nomenclature, a crotchet rest is a crotchet.

When we come, at page 16, to the sharps and flats, we
find, to our surprise, that their order is not set down ; nor
December, 1828.

is the learner told that they have any fixed succession !

—

In the table of times, however, there is not the same de-

ficiency, for no less than twelve different kinds are in-

serted ; among which are, |,y, and the poor clqld

is to write exercises on these, which, in all probability, s he
will never meet with again in the whole course of her life.

How to know the key. 14 Examine the last note in the

bass, and that note will be the key-note, if it be a regular

piece of music.'* In order to test this rule, we opened at

random a volume by Haydn, and found a sonata terminated

by four last notes in the base, c, e, a, c. Now, in such a
case, which is a most common one, we would fain ask
Mr. T. how we are to determine the key by his method.
When the author had told us that the enharmonic, or

quarter, tone, 44 cannot be expressed on the piano-forte,**

he should have stopped : 1st, because what he adds is not
what he meant to say; and 2ndly, because when he sub-

sequently tells us that b five sharps is the enharmonic of
c seven flats, he not only contradicts himself, but affirms

what is untenable.

The part devoted to singing consists of little more than

a series of scales and distances. The bases to these might
be improved ;

but the few maxims at page 64 are un-

objectionable. In this part the author indiscreetly meddles
with musical history, and talks about Guido d’ Arezzo
having taken the syllables Do, Re, Mi, Ac., from tbe Latin

hymn, 44 O Pater Alme!’* though it is now universally

allowed that they form )>art of a hymn to St. John, begin-

ning 44 Ut queant laxis.”

The dictionary of musical term?, at the end of the

volume, is of course, as all dictionaries must tie in some
degree, compiled

;
but it abounds in errors which shew

that, either from want of industry, or of knowledge, the

compiler was not calculated for such a task. Thus we
have octavo for ottava ; justo, for giusto ; erpressione,

for erpressione ; etoufee, for rUtuffe ; fieble, for fiebile

,

Ac. The definition of canon is,
44 a composition in the

fugue style ;** of decani, 44 the singers of a cathedral ;’* of

sotlo roce, 44 moderately loud ;** of symphony, 44 a com-
position similar to an overture of tempo ntbato, 44

to

accelerate or retard the time ;’* of Polacca, 44 a Polish

dance, the accent or emphasis of which is on the last

crotchet in the bar ;’* offarce, “ a short, comic, musical

play," Ac., Ac. No attempt seems to have been made at

translating the terms. Thus Corcio is rendered, “ hunt-

ing music;
1
’ da capelta ,

44 church music;" Ac. Rut of

all that may be called the literary part of the work, we
con only speak in terms of regret : it is very open to

censure.

If the author's object were, as he informs us in his

preface, to " facilitate the acquirement of a competent

knowledge in the theory of music,** he has failed, for there

is not in the whole volume a word of whut can lie properly

termed the theory of music. It is a beginner’s book, con-

taining the mere elements.

It would nevertheless be unjust not to state that parts

of this work may be made useful, though we perceive

nothing among these that is not to be found in other

introductions. Our general opinion of this Music Primer
(an odd title for a book which is to teach the theory of the

art) will be very apparent to the reader. The writer’s

own opinion of it may be gathered from the following

extracts from his preface. 44 The author thinks he cannot

too strongly recommend this little work.” 44 The plan

is so simple, short, and easy, that it caunot fail to render

music a delightful study.
1 44 The Introduction to

singing, although not an elaborate production, contains

2 P
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perhaps all that is necessary for private amusement,"

Then, if so, we must aay that it comprises a great variety

uf matter indeed

!

Mr. Ford's little unpretending work, two or three

copies of which may actually he carried in each waistcoat

pocket, contains a great deal of useful information in a

small compass, and conveyed in appropriate language,

but addressed, we presume, to adults who wish to qualify

themselves to join in psalmody, and not to juvenile stu-

dents. To the latter, however! it will prove an excellent

musical vade mccum, after they have made some progress

under a master ; for the memory of young people requires

to be frequently refreshed—a purpose which this treatise

in miniature will answer well, after the learner lias been

taught the first rules in terms better adapted to a youthful

capacity.

VOCAL.

1. Sacaio Music, consisting of Chants, Psalms, and
Hymns, for Three Voices, with a part for the Organ or

Piano-forte, composed by John Ross, Organist of St.

Pouts Chttrch t of Aberdeen. (Preston.)

2. Sacred Music, consisting ofTown, Sanctuses, Dox-
ologies, Ac. sung in St. George's Church, Edinburgh ;

edited by R. A. Smith. (Robertson, Edinburgh.)

3. Sacred Harmony of the. Church of Scotland, in

four vocal parts, adapted to Oic Psalms, &c., used in

the Presbyterian Churches, Ac. ; edited and chiefly ar-

ranged by R. A. Smith. (Robertson.)

The collection by Mr. Ross is upon a very extensive

scale, and divided into three parts : the first comprising

the Easter chant; the Venite exultemus ; Te Deum ;

Benedicitc ; lieuedictus ; Jubilate; Doxologies; Magni-
ficat; Cautalc Domino; Nunc Dimitris ; and Dcus mise-

rcutur,—all set to chants of various kinds, most of them
resembling those used in our cathedrals ; while some are

varied and expanded into duets and trios. The second

part contains forty-five psalm tunes, including the choicest

of the fine old compositions to which we have been so

long accustomed, together with about thirty by the editor.

The last part consists of nineteen hymns, also the com-
position of Mr. Ross.

Natural and pleasing melody is the principal charac-

teristic of these ; and the harmony, though with scarcely a

trait of the modern school, is pure, and well adapted to

tile subjects. The words arc set with a correctness quite

exemplary, and the charm of simple elegance spreads
itself over the whole work. “ As the work is intended,"

says Mr. Ross, “ to promote the performance of sacrcil

music in private families, us well us for tile service of the

church, the author has arranged it for three voices only

;

a fourth, or alto, being seldom to be hud in one family.
*

Wc have more than once remarked on the increasing

number of elementary works on music, and hinted the

probability of its becoming a practice, at no very remote
period, for every individual master to write and publish a
book of instruetious for his own pupils. So we begin to

surmise, that ere long each organist will deem it neces-
sary to collect ami compose a course of psalmody for his

ow n particular church or congregation, either because he
may feel dissatisfied with what he shall find already done
to his hands, or think it beneath his dignity to use any,

the old established tunes excepted, but such as he shall

select, adapt, or write. An evil of some magnitude will,

we fear, arise out of this, for the vanity of composers is

not amongst the least of their foibles, and the cheapness
of pewter-plate engraving tempts many to publish what
it would be much more prudent and becoming in them to

conceal.

Let it, however, be understood that we do not moan
these observations to apply to any of the volumes here
classed together ; our view is prospective, and if the men-
tioning our apprehensions shall have any tendency to

prevent that which we fear, our only object will have been
attained. *

No. 2 is a large collection, amounting to upwards of
eighty in number, of which twenty-eight ore original, and
chiefly by Mr R. A. Smith ; though the Rev. Dr. Tbom-
sou has contributed three, composed in a good, orthodox
style, and Mrs. P. Gibson one, in which the repetition of
the fourth line produces a novel and impressive effect.

The major part consists of the ancient tunes, together with
several made up from the works of various musters of the
last and present age. We do not always approve of Mr.
Smith’s harmony : for instance, the concealed 5ths, in the

second and third bars of page 9, are very displeasing;

and the chord of J is sometimes used in a bad position

;

in the last bar of page d, for example. The words, how-
ever, are all soberly set, and, with very few exceptions,

carefully accented ; and if no great indications of genius
are to be traced in the work, it is, taken altogether, got up
with good sense and some taste.

No. 3 is in a smaller size and cheaper form than the
foregoing, though it contains a rather greater number of
tunes ; most of which arc to be found in Mr. Smith's
larger work.

Sanctim, with the Responses to the Commandments, com-
posed by Thomas Attwood, composer to Ills Majesty’*
Chapels Royal, he. (Willis and Co.)

Ma. Attwood’s Sandus is a solid piece of harmony, in

a mixed style, and tlicrcforc calculated to conciliate the

advocates for both the ancient and modem schools, unless

their prejudices are very deeply rooted. But the Respon-
ses form by far the most curious part of this publication,

and arc constructed on the following melody, which is

treated as a canto fermo, or plain song, and given suc-

cessively to each of the four parts :

—

—fl—a—' • —=> n
.*7£j

r
_T
.1IA 5

dine - cur heart* to - keep IfaU Uvt,

The key is changed to a minor for the third response,

and to c minor for the fifth, seventh, and ninth ; thus

preventing thut monotony which this part of our cathedra)

service is apt to produce. The whole is not merely in-

genious, as that would be only the praise of a good school

exercise, but it is appreciable and effective.
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Musical Souvenir for 1929. 12mo. (Tilt, Flegt Street;

Chappell, New Bond Street ; and Longman, Ludgate

HiU.)

By an extraordinary effort we did reach the thirty-first

page of this Souvenir, and shall not forget what we suf-

fered while doing such penance.

We first opened on a song entitled “ Cheerfulness,'

*

Which is admirably illustrated by its opposite, for never

was anything half so dull : but not more dull than long,

being dragged through no less than fourteen pages.

Next comes another bitter pill : a song “ To the flower

Called Foroet me not;’* Mrs. Opie’s pretty words, which

arc treated with extraordinary cruelty. We give one

stanza as accented by the composer.

t owl memory's flower, of wire dye

Ptr-uut thy herd one boon to crate

:

Wbcn in dearth’* narrow lied I Uc,

Oh 1 bloom around my bumble grate.

To talk to such a person about iambic verse, would be as

rational os to discourse to a blind man on the nature of

colours.

Then we have a trio, “ The Sky-Lark." This is bad

enough, it must be acknowledged
;
but really not worse

than we have often encountered in many a ponderous

tome of glees.

The fourth piece,
14 Bachelor's fare," is a song. Beyond

the symphony of this we could not proceed. “ You have

not got through one-third of the volume,” cried Duty, '* I

wonder how I got so far,” answered Nature. Duly urged,

but Nature could no further go : and thus endeth the re-

view of the Musical Souvenir.

1. Trio, “ At the silence of Twilight’s contemplative

hour," with an accompaniment for the piano-Jorte ; the

poetry by Thomas Campbell, Esq. ; the music by W.
H. Callcott. (Callcott, Marlborough Street.)

9 . Duet, “The speaking eye,” sung by Miss Stephens

and Mr. Braham ; the first movement by J. Blewitt ;

the finale taken from a duet by Sir John Strvenson.
(Willis and Co.)

3.

Duet, “ I loved a fair young Shepherdess,” or ** J’ai-

mais une jeune bergfere," the words and melody by
Rousseau ; arranged with an accompaniment for the

piano-forte and guitar by E. Devin. (Willis and Co.)

No. 1 is for tenor, treble, and bass, with a very gentle

accompaniment. This, like many of Dr. Callcoll's glees,

maybe considered as a harmonized air; for, except a short

solo given to the bass, the three parts move together, the

two upper chiefly in thirds and sixths. The melody,

though not uncommon, is extremely pleasing, and wlieu

joined to the accompanying voices, will, we arc persuaded,

gain much notice in small parties, to which only it is

adapted.

In the hands of such singers as No. 2 is written for, it

must please
; but though very simple in construction,

and apparently easy to execute, it will require great nicety

of performance. We much prefer the first movement,
though the second is very animated, and are glad to see

that at least one person has the good sense und candour
to state distinctly what belongs to himself and what to

another. We do not find the equivocating phrase, " partly

composed and arranged" here ; Mr. Blewitt, doubtless,
is above such quackery.

No. 3 is a delicious little duet when sung to the original

French words, which arc inserted over the translation.

The latter does not suit the music, though, by a little

management, the singers inay much improve the accentua-

tion. Rousseau is not a model for honnouy, and here a
skill ui accornpauist will correct or cover the errors of the

composer. We beg leave leave to ask Mr. D. why, in the

first page of this uuet. he claims the authorship of it ?

—

for we presume that the words “ composed by E. Devin,”
are thus meant to be understood.

1. Twelve Sosos, sung by the Rainer Family, with Eng-
lish words, arranged with an accompaniment for the

Piano-Forte, by J. Moschei.es. No. 2. (Willis and
Co.)

2. Ballad, “ The laM Green Leaf.” the words, and part

of the melody , by T. II. Bayly, Esq. (Willis and
Co.)

3. Soxo, “The wan Moon is waning,” written by Burns;
composed by John Ross. (Preston.)

4. Ballad, “The Tyrolese Girl,” with English and French
words, composed, sung, and accompanied by Madame
Mamukas, at Paris, in II Barbierc di Siviglia. (Willis

and Co.)

5. Ballad, “ Life's bleak Winter Day," composed for the

character of Hawthorn, in Love in a Village, by T.
Phillips. (Willis and Co.)

6. Canzonet, “ Caost thou forget?" from Lord Sirang-
ford's Camoens, composed by U. Price. (Goulding and
Co.)

7. Ballad, “ My Clara, when each Summer flower,” com-
posed and published by the same.

8. Canzonet, “ Oh ! take away that mournful Lute," the

words by Rosamond Wadams
; composed by W. Kirby.

(Preston.)

9. Sosa, “To my Zelia," composed by E. Devin. (Willis

and Co.)

10. Ballad, “ Say what shall hapless Woman do?*' written

by Mrs. C. Ward ;
competed by Wii. Daniels, of the

R. A. ofMusic. (Paine and Hopkins.)

No. 1 is the second set of Tyrolese airs, reviewed some
time ago in the Harmonicow, and uow arranged fur a single

voice. This is a neat, cheap work, and will be highly use-
ful to those who cannot collect a parly to sing the original

compositions, which require four voices.

No. 2 is a beautiful, though but little knowu, Irish me-
lody, somewhat augmented by the author of the words,
and well accompanied by Mr. Gibsonc. The sweetness
and pathos of this air, when sung slow and with feeliug,

will be felt by all who have an ear for song : and on such
as have no taste for music, the words, if the singer will but
allow them to be understood, can hardly fail to make some
impression.

No. 3, a charming song in the modern Scotish manner,
set to Burns’s pathetic words, “ Oh, open the door,”

—

though the beginning of the second verse is given by Mr.
Ross as the title—is a valuable addition to the almost in-

numerable collection of Caledonian airs. It is iu every
way worthy of being classed amongst the richest of those
musical treasures.

No. 4 makes us acquainted with another composer.

Though a close imitation of at least half-a-dozen Swiss
2 P 2
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and Tyrolean airs in our possession, this ballad is, never-

theless, put forth as new ; and, it appears, was suffered to

be introduced in Rossini's best comic opera, to the exclu-

sion of the appropriate air, or of some other worthy of the

situation. The French applauded it, because being sung
in their own language, their national vanity was gratified ;

and when performed on our Italian stage, which probably

it may bct it will be welcomed, because not in our vulgar

tongue.

No. 5 has afforded U9 much pleasure. It is a sweet

melody, and the words are most correctly set. Strictly in

character, it is simple, unaffected, and seems to flow from

a heart in harmony with all about it It blends well, also,

with the other music in the opera : a proof of the com-
posers musical taste and good sense.

No. 6 is really below criticism, unless intended as a
satire on modem composition ; in which cose it is clever,

and may answer a good purpose. No. 7 is little better

than the other, if meant seriously ; but inferior as a bur-

lesque.

No. 8 is perfectly inoffensive. No. 9 is a very poor affair

indeed, whether musically, poetically, or grammatically

considered. But the plates, paper, and printing shall have

our praise.

No. 10 is a pleasing, easy ballad, the words of which
are, in all respects, judiciously treated. The absence of
every thing like pretence in this, so uncommon in a young
composer, augurs well of the future.

Here our printer has been compelled to curtail our Review, for

want of room. Several compositions therefore, must aland over till next

month, when we dial! certainly bring up all arrears, at tc*»t.

PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY.

Tit e Concerts of the ensuing season are fixed for the fol-

lowing Monday nights:—February 23 ; March 9 and 23;
April 6 ami 27 ; May 11 and 25 ; and June 9.

The Rehearsals, which are only open to the members,
associates, and a few admitted by directors' tickets, lake

place on the Saturday morning immediately preceding each

concert, at twelve o'clock ; except the last, which begins

at ten o’clock.

We earnestly recommend the new set of directors to pay
more uttention to the vocal department than was bestowed

on this brunch last season. Let us not have to complain

of the introduction of singers without talent, or even the

reputation of it. And let whatever they perform be

chosen for them ; for they ought on no account to be al-

lowed to select for themselves ; unless it is intended to

again try the patience of the audience by the trash of Nico-

lini, Pacini, Sapienza, and such pretended composers.

We also hope that everything like a system of patronage

and favoritism will be discountenanced, and that all ques-

tions in any way affecting the interests, or interfering with the

prejudices, of the directors individually, will be invariably

decided by ballot. Thus, much that was highly reprehen-

sible in the last series of concerts, may be avoided in those

which are to come.
Lastly, let us entreat the directors to insist on the rooms

being properly lighted and cleaned. The darkness of the

late season threw a gloom over everything in the place,

whether in or out of the orchestra. While the stnte'of the

walls and furniture—which, for eight long years, had been
exposed to all the accumulated evils which masquerades,
and such orgies, had inflicted on them—was a continual

source of annoyance and subject of complaint.

A NEW INSTRUMENT IN THE ORCHESTRA
OF THE KING'S THEATRE.

[ From a CokuuroxDiNT.j

It is said that the managers of the Italian Opera have been
in vain perplexing the mathematical instrument-makers
with an order for a highly-sensible and accurately-graduated
meter, to hang up in the orchestra, which was intended to

point out when the spirit of any of the sous of Apollo
should rise too high, even in thought, so that the eye of
the manager might instantaneously have caught the indi-

cation, and put the insurgent at once under wholesome
control. And really the project was a very reasonable
one ; for why should men like Lindley, Spagnolctti, Dra-
gonetti, Wiltman, Mackintosh, Anfossi, Nicholson, &c.,
who have, it is true, spent their whole lives in mastering
their art—but, after all, how short is human life ’—why,
I ask, should such men pretend to have any will of their

own, or any command of their time beyond that which the
high intelligence of the manager deems fit and becoming
for men in their situations to exercise?—men, too, who are

so munificently rewarded out of the paltry sums which our
parsimonious nobility dote out for the support of the esta-

blishment. For it is currently reported that the splendid
circles of this spacious theatre only produce, in subscrip-

tions, the annual insignificant sum of 36,000/., indepen-
dently of the money taken at pit and gallery doors ; a per-
fect bagatelle, when the generous remuneration made to

this ungrateful orchestra is cousidcred. Now it appears
that the only trifling return that the kind-hearted manager
requires for the prodigality of their pay is, that the whole
time of the band shall be entirely at his disposal. Surely
a more reasonable request could not have been urged, and
the liberality on the one side cannot but strike every one
as a remarkable contrast to the monstrous pretensions on
the other.

It must, however, be highly gratifying to the public to

learn that the manager has organized a plan that cannot
fail to subdue this turbulent propensity of the orchestra,

and in the most effectual way imaginable. Messrs. Flight

and Robson arc busily engaged, under managerial direc-

tion, in manufacturing a machine to supersede the necessity

of the band altogether. Every popular opera is to be
regularly set on barrels, with proper rests for the accus-

tomed applause, and nothing but the harp solos are to be
left out ; thus providing a splendid opportunity for a most
notorious harpist to display the orchestral powers of that

instrument to the highest advantage. The Impresario
himself is, it is reported, to become the regular grinder

;

and it cannot be doubted that he will grind to admiration.

EXTRACTS from the DIARY or a DILETTANTE.

[
Hrturnedfrom page 258.]

October 24/A. The French are at present uncommonly
active in their endeavours to improve music in all its

branches. The English are quite as busy—even more
industrious, but their object is to improve their finances

—

to get money. The consequence is, that the art is ad-

vancing, and rapidly too, in France ;
but in England it is

at least stationary, if not retrograding. I speak of the

art, not the trade. A number of new instruments, or im-

provements on the old ones, have been exhibited in Paris

within the last few years, among which was recently

shewn the Poly-plcclront (or many-bowed,) produced by

'gle
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M. Diets, a well-known piano-forte maker in that capital.

It* object is to imitate the quatuor, that is, the quartet

formed by two violius, a tenor and violoncello. This is

not the first attempt of the kind ; I have been witness to

more than one in London and elsewhere : but the chief

defect of all hitherto attempted was, that their tones re-

sembled the hurdy-gurdy rather than the violin, &c. The
cause is obvious

;
there was only one bow for all the

strings, and the pressure of the touch forced the strings

on the bow instead of the bow being pressed on the strings.

M. Dietz has succeeded better than could have been
expected in remedying the defects of former artists. His
instrument has an equal number of bows and strings.

The former are made of leather. Horsehair was almost

useless, for the bow must be perpetual, and leather is the

only material that admits of an inperceptible seam. The
bows are placed over the strings, in a cylinder, to which
a pedal easy to act on gives a rotatory motion. The tone

thus produced is not exactly like the violin, but very near

it. The lower strings are singularly beautiful, and the

instrument when well played has a novel and charming
effect

; for owing to the multiplicity of bows it admits of
even more expression than the piano-forte : it continues

the sound, and increases or diminishes it while holding,

in a manner quite equal to the bow on the string of violin.

26th. While in Paris last year, I heard au orchestral

Instrument, made by a M. Triebert, called the bariton, or

tenor-hautbois, which admits of being rendered eminently

useful. It has an equality of tone that is never found in

the Como di bassetto ,—or English-horn, as it is sometimes
called—to which alone it can be compared. Its sounds
are rich, and much resemble the high tones of the bassoon.

It is, in fact, exactly what was wanted to fill up the inter-

val between the hautbois and the latter instrument,—to form
a complete chord by instruments similar intone, and dif-

fering only in dimensions, and, consequently, in their scales.

I heart! the cathedral service performed this morn-
ing in a place of worship in London, which forced upon
me a comparison between a choir of high name, in the

metropolis of the empire, and that of a provincial town,
Windsor. One Sunday in last September I attended St.

George's Chapel, and never before was so much impressed
with the beauty, the sublimity, of our venerable church
music. But it was performed in a manner so superior to

what I till then had ever heard, that it seemed no longer

the same service. The lay-vicars were twelve in number,
of which only one could be considered as inefficient. Of
boys there were ten. The whole of these were, evidently,

not only well trained, but sang con amove; felt an indivi-

dual as well as a joint interest in what they were about

;

did not perform the duty as if a task, but as a pleasurable
occupation—as an act of unfeigned devotion. A few
Sundays passed in St. Gcorge'M Chapel, would, I verily

believe, convert to Christianity the most bigoted Maho-
metan. But let not such an experiment be made in

St. Paul's Cathedral. There, notwithstanding, the vast-

ness of the structure, and importance of the place, the

establishment, rich as it is, only maintains five lay-vicars,

two-fifths of whom attend by deputy, and one at least of
the number is wholly ineffective. So that, in reality, only
four men’s voices are ever heard in that immense fabric

;

and ofien even less

!

New, I. A French work, speaking of the success of
Rossini’s opera, Le Comte Ory—which success, by-the-by,
kept the theatre half empty—says, “ This new production

of a genius who, at thirty-six years of age, has acquired the

most extraordinary fame that ever was attained in the

science of music,” &c.—Such is too often the language of
what is called criticism !—One would think that the writer

of such a fanfaronnade as this had never heard even the

names of Handel, of Haydn, of Mozart, or of Beethoven

!

Or is it that he has an object in view in thus prostrating

himself before n reigning favourite ?—We shrewdly sus-

pect the latter, for he caimot be so ignorant as not to know
that Rossini is just as far below those great men, as he is

above the living multitude of his imitators. Though not
possessing exactly that knowledge of orchestral effects as-

signed to him by a writer in the Examiner,—unless hia

one passage, his crescendo, entitle him to such praise;-—

yet he has “ struck out,” as the same critic adds, ,4 some
exceedingly pretty melodies, and a few clever concerted
pieces ; but, generally speaking, his compositions are of
that order of talent which attracts the applause of the
million, from the circumstance of their lying so much on
the surface, and rarely displaying great forethought or
depth of design.” The writer might with safety to his re-

putation have acknowledged a few of Rossini's airs to be
not merely pretty, but beautiful; and some of his concerted
pieces to be admirable, almost perfect, specimens of dra-

matic composition. But compare the amount of his best

works with the number left us by the four German giants;

look, too, how these men equally excelled in several

branches ofthe art; while theltaliau confined himselftoone,
and but once attempted to go beyond its bounds, when he
not only did not succeed, but failed in a manner that the
future musical historian will have no motive for overlooking.

3rd. The Herald of to-day, in an account of the last

concert at the Royal Academy of Music, says, 44 The horn
we heard twice only, and its sounds were so soft and
spirit-stirring, that we regretted not to hear it oftener.**

I have read of the
44 spirit-stirring fife," and dnim also,

but here is a new quality discovered in the 44 mellow horn,"
particularly when played sofl. I doubt much whether
people ever examine the musical criticisms in the daily

papers: if they bestowed the slightest attention on most
that appear, they would discover with how little know-
ledge of the subject they are written ; nay, what gross ignor-

ance is often displayed in such reports, as they arc called.

5th. The musical world is certainly turned upside down.
Nothing but Italian opera is listened to at the great French
theatre, and only French opera gains any utlcntion on the

principal Italian stage. Rubini, the famous tenor, thus

writes from Naples.

—

44 La Dame Blanche has been the

main support of our theatre upwards of two years ; it has
been got up at various times, with different performers, and
always with renewed success. On my return from Vienna
I requested to be allowed to reappear in the character of
Georges, and I have abundant reason to be satisfied with it,

for it was impossible to meet with greater success in any
part that I could have chosen. Our Dame Blanche, Ma-
dame Bonini, has quitted Naples, and her character was
immediately given to another performer. We are now re-

hearsing, for it is the interest of the manager not to inter-

rupt the representations of an opera for which the public

shews so decided a predilection.”—La Dame. Blanche is

the first French opera ever successfully performed at

Naples. “ Every thing,” says M. Fetis, 44 must have a
beginning: who knows but that some day our composers
may repay the Italians all the pleasure they have so long
afforded the French nationV .
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7/A I am grieved that so respectable a paper as the

Globe should take in the pufls of any one, particularly of

such a man as Rochsa, who has the modesty to style him-

self the manager of the King's Theatre ; as will appear

from the following, no doubt paid for, article :
—** We un-

derstand that during the ensuing season public concerts

will take place in Bath and Bristol, upon the same liberal

and attractive scale (!) as those given at the above places

by the manager of the King's Theatre during the last two

winters." I hope that this advertisement will operate as a

hint to the magistrates of those cities, and that they will

provide the concerts with a due number of police officers.

10/A. A dispute has arisen between the Committee for

managing the York Festival and Mad. Caradori. The
latter states that she engaged herself for the sum of two
hundred pounds with a proviso, that if the undertaking

succeeded, she should be entitled to fifty pounds more.

If this were the unqualified condition, she certainly has a

legal claim ; but 1 much question whether it will be dis-

creet in her to persevere in demanding a larger sum than

met the wishes of Miss Stephens, who was content with

two hundred pounds. Mercy on us, what times we live

iu!—when a public singer, a very charming one certainly,

but not unique, is justly praised for moderation, because

satisfied with two hundred pounds for four morning and

three evening performances, though only called on to sing

what she knew by heart

!

12/A. The report that Lablache, the celebrated bass-

singer, is engaged for the Opera next season, is void of

foundation. He is under articles to Barbeja, the impre-

sario of La Scala at Milan, which do not terminate in

less than twelve mouths, when it is believed they will be

renewed. A letter is in town from Barbajn, by which it

appears that Lablache will on no account be permitted to

visit London, as reported. Indeed, it is doubtful whether

he received any offer that might have tempted him, had he

been at his own disposal.

Not a siugle new singer is yet definitively engaged

for the King's Theatre, except Madame Pisaroni ; for such

is her name, if she herself be any authority, and not either

Pesarom, or Pezzaroni, as, for some strange reason, it

has been pronounced aud written in London. Curioni

is once more to be the primo tenure 1 aud Zuchelli the

basso . The orchestra will lose all its force : Spagnoletti,

the two Lindleys, Dragonctti, Anfossi, Nicholson, Will-

man, Mackintosh, and many others, have, with becoming
spirit, refused the conditions attempted to be imposed on

them, and retired. It is utterly impossible to supply the

places of most of the performers whose services are thus

lost to the theatre. An effort is making to bring others

from abroad. If the attempt prove successful, another

troop of foreigners will be quartered on the town, to the

serious injury of our own talented countrymen,—many of

whom are absolutely without any equals—and also of

tliose who by long residence among us are entitled to

protection.

15/A. The question concerning the characters of keys is

argued in si spirited, pleasant manner, in the Spectator of

this day. The writer entitles it “ Influence or Kbys in

Musical thinking. A Nut for tub Metaphysicians."
“ No one there is who known music, but will allow

that it is easier to be tender in Ab than in D; and of con-

sequence, that it is an hard to attain a respectable degree

of ferocity in the first, an it is easy in the last. Why dif-

ference of pitch, which seems to have nothing to do with

|

musical thought, should influence it, is a problem hard of
* solution. In proportion os you gain sharps or flats at the

|

signature of your composition, you take a more stimulating

mental dram to provoke ideas. It is the hardest thing in

the world to write a good thing in the key of C. What
seems a fair production in the key of F sharp, will sound
commonplace in that of C. We cannot well accompany
the Devil in any key but F sharp minor. Witches and
other such -as Johnson used to rhyme upon the word,

may do well with B minor. A distracted lady takes

naturally to C minor, a lover to Ab or Ki major,
an army of soldiers have D major, priests become F, and a

I ghost must speak in D minor, though on this point Gluck
i Mozart, and Rossini, differ. The phantasm which ap-
1 pears in Semiramide, addresses his late but still substantial

spouse in F minor. Rossini has kept the shade of Ninua
no long on the stage, that we grow familiar with it, and
feel inclined to ask it to supper— for the sake of a little

news of the other world. But this is not to our purpose.

The question why certain keys best usher in the visits of
supernatural beings, seems to us thus satisfactorily an-
swered—that those keys are seldom heard in the orchestra,

and therefore when used convey an emotion of solemnity
to the mind. If they were common, they would no more
surprise us wben heard, than it would to meet our friend

walking arm-in-arm with a friend in Bond-street, such
being his every-day practice. Still the difficulty of dis-

covering the cause, why a composer, who being equally

familiar with all the keys, should more readily discover a
melody with four or five flats or sharps under his Angers,

that none—remains the same—with that additionally

puzzling fact, that a key sometimes invests a commonplace
with beauty, it may be supposed that we assume some-
thing in this statement ; but we appeal to all those who
do compose, or have composed, for the confirmation of
what appears a mere hypothesis to the uninitiated. The
Harmonicon, in a late criticism upon a certain song, re-

marked that it was much indebted to its key A b ; and
this true observation suggested some doubts, which we
shall feel happy if M. Su nan's new musical language help

to clear up."

18/A. I have been made very unhappy for many days

past, by a report of Spohr’s death, which at length I learn

is uufounded. Such a man would have been a serious

loss at any time, but nt the present, irreparable. The
quantity of musical genius is, from one cause or other,

now very much diminished, and the prospect of any in-

crease seems to be far distant. Spohr, as a dramatic com-
poser. is daily improving; if he will but thin out and
simplify his scores a little, if he can be persuaded to let

his characters sing in rather less studied strains, he will

become a public benefactor, during such a dearth of real

talent.

22nd. An attempt is to be made next opera season, to

reduce the number of nights from sixty to fifty, but to

keep the subscriptions up to the prices endured while

sevent y of the best boxes in the house were alienated from

the proprietor, or the lessee. It is also the intention of

M. Laporte not to open the house till March, and then to

perform three nights iu the week. Will the Lord Cham-
berlain permit this ? Will the subscribers crouch to such
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terms?—They are certainly a very tame set of folks when
iu the hands of foreigners, but if they submit to what is

proposed, they will deserve to be worse treated every suc-

ceeding year. The rumours, too, concerning hulf of the pit

being converted into n preserve, and cut off entirely from

the remaining part, together with the proposed exclusion

of the pit company from the uvenues to the boxes, and the

intended refusal to let the holders of box -tickets continue

to benefit by the privilege they have enjoyed from the

very first establishment of the theatre, a century and a

quarter ago, ought to rouse a spirit, if any still exists, in

the frequenters of the opera.

foreign jfluotcal Report.

VIENNA.
Theater an der fPeirt .—A melo-draina, in five acts, has
been produced here, entitled Ugoiino, odcr Der Hunger-
thunn (Ugoiino, or The Tower of Hunger,) founded on
the celebrated episode in Dante's Divina Commedia

.

The
dreadful story ia effectively told, and the music, by the

Chevalier von Seyfricd, powerful and characteristic.

Among the pieces most admired, were a Troubadours
song, in four parts, a romance, two cliorusscs, and the

music of the tower-scene. The piece, however, does not

appear to be of a character to maintain its place long in

the public estimation.

Lcopoldstadt Theater .—A new fairy opera, in two acts,

has appeared here, called Langokra Vcrwaitdlungen

,

the

music by Wenzel Miiller. Some of the pieces are not

without merit.

Jotephstadl Theater.—The indefatigable Mr. Roser is

again before the public, in a romantic opera, in two acts,

entitled Die Hockzeit zit Pistoja , oder Der Herzog und der

Hirte (the Wedding at Pistoja, or the Duke and the

Herdsman), Unawed by the anathemas of criticism con-
tinually hurled against him, this plodding composer jogs
on in hU old way, constantly failing, but sometimes mak-
ing a tolerably happy hit 'Hie present work is not, how-
ever, of the latter kind, and had but one or two songs to

redeem it from utter ruin.

We are fetill without any positive information as to the

future arrangements of the Kdrnthnerthor

;

but our cog-
noscenti live in hopes that something will shortly be
done.

BERLIN.
They write from Berlin, that his Majesty the King of
Prussia Ins atxepted the score of Macbeth, upon the re-

presentation of Spontiui, and that His Majesty has given
orders for its being put immediately in rehearsal at the

Kuiiigstadt Theatre. The King, at the same time, sent

M. Chelord a superb diamond ring, accompanied by a note
ii» tits own hand-writing. Such condescension oil the part

of royalty, and such generous conduct on the part of a
rival composer, do real honour to the art.

HANOVER.
A new candidate for public favonr appeared here in

M. Guy, who perfornud the part of Telnaco in the Fernand
Cortez of Spoutini. His voice is a baritone of good qua-
lity, his style not defective in purity, and his acting easy
and intelligent. He was favourably received by the
public.

Weber's Oberon was also given here, and very respfcct-

ably performed ; Madile. Huber, daughter of the cele-

brated actress of that name, made her deb fit in the cha-
racter of Fatima, and pleased.

FRANKFORT.
Die Rduberbraul (The RoWier’s Bride,) nn opera in three
acts, the music by Ferdinand Rie«, was produced here on
the 16th (October), and obtained a triumph but rarely

witnessed. The finale of the first act, a composition of
great effect, was followed by the most enthusiastic ap-
plause, and the composer was loudly called for. Nearly
ten minutes elapsed before he could be prevailed upon to

appear ; but the desire of the public was testified iu so de-

cided a manner, that he was induced to come forward.
When a moment of silence was obtained, he returned his

acknowledgments to the public, and said the most effec-

tual way to repay their kindness, was to continue to con-
tribute to their enjoyments, and this he hoped to do in a
second opera, which he should shortly have the honour of
submitting to their notice. This announcement was fol-

lowed by u shout of approbation, in the midst of which the

composer retired. The execution of the work was excel-

lent throughout. The promising young singer Mdlle.Hauss,
Mad. Backofeti, aud Messrs. Riescr, Hauser, and Dobler
seemed, on this occasion, to surpass themselves in their

zeal to do justice to the conceptions of this esteemed mas-
ter. With respect to the music, we shall give you a full

detail in our next.

MILAN.
Teatro alia Scala.—Gnccco’s opera. La prova <£ nn opera
serin, has continued longer a luvourite than was antici-

pated. The work was originally written for this theatre,

and performed, for the first time, in 1805. It was after-

wards revived at the Teatro Canobbiano, in 1809, and at

the Teatro He, in 1816, and always obtained a fair pro-

portion of success ; for which it was indebted not so much
to any novelty of ideas, as to the magical effect in the dis-

position of the comic pieces, a disposition which forms the

principal merit of certain Italian composers, and which for

a long time was sufficient to obtain them success. But the

public having been since dazzled—shall we say spoiled—
by the brilliant harmonies and sparkling effects of the

master of Pesaro, no longer find in the score of Gnecco
the same charm as formerly. Lablache and Mad. Corri-

Paltoni arc the supjiorts of the piece. The former is ac-

knowledged to be the most perfect buffo cantante of our
day; with respect to the latter, she is defective in that

neatness and spirit necessary to do justice to the tnusic of
the opera btiffu ; but her vocalization is good, and her song
agreeable. She showed her mechanical ability In Rode*s
Variations, which were forcibly dragged into this opera,

with what consistency we will not stay to determine.
Teatro Carcano .— Lately was performed here a grand

Cantata, entitled Pygmalione, the music by II Signor
Maestro Bulgarelli, a name with which we became ac-

quainted for the first time. " The score,’’ observes an
Italian journalist, ** bespeaks a profound knowledge of
counterpoint; but though this science is admirable in

itself, it will never suffice to produce good dramatic effect."

Nothing can be more just than this remark.

The young tenor. Gin. Bat. MonIresor, is now here
without any engagement. He is lately returned from Lis-

bon, where he obtained great success. He is the son of
the famous Malanotte, one of the greatest singers of Italy,

Digitized by Goog
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and, together with a voice of great purity and power, in-

herits no small portion of his mothers school.

TURIN.
Teairo Carignano . — The Matilda de Shabran has had
a tolerable run here, for which it was in no small degree
indebted to the talents of Mdlle. Fischer, Badiali, and
Frezzolini. It was followed by a revival of Pier's Camilla,

which was also received with great applause.

GENOA.
Tri Italian Journal, I Teatri, contains observations on
Moriaccbi's last opera, Crulofo Colombo, which lately ap-
peared at the Teairo Carlo Felice of this city. After
examining the texture of the poem, the critic proceeds to

speak of the music. He remarks the care which the com-
poser has taken to distinguish, by a local and particular

colouring, the song of the Spaniards, and that of the natives

of America. This contrast of colouring produces the most
happy effects, and has greatly contributed to the success

of the work. It is particularly in the chorus of the third

scene of the first act, and in that beginning Fiva, viva che

vince primiero ! that this idea has been happily carried into

effect.

The execution was admirable throughout; indeed it

could not fail to be otherwise, if we may judge from the

manner in which the piece was cast : the Signora Tosi
(Zilia), Signora Lonnzani (Fernando), David (Zatnoro),
and Tamburini (Columbus).

LUCCA.
Pacini’s opera, Gli Arabi tuBe Gallia, has been produced

with success upon the theatre of this town. This work,

which was originally written for the Scale at Milan, and
which, in the first instance, was received somewhat coldly,

has now risen in the opinion of amateurs, and is performed
with applause in most of the theatres of Italy.

PARMA.
We hove beforo bad to speak of a young composer
promise, of the name of Mililotti. A new opera from his

pen, entitled La Salvezza inatpdtata. hns recently been

produced here, but obtained no very decisive success.

This is attributed to the weakness of the company ; for it is

asserted by competent judges, that the music is excellent,

abounding in new effects, and melodies of a novel and
delightful kind. Generali’s new oratorio of Jefle was given

here, and, though excellently performed, obtained, upon
the whole, but a cold reception.

BERGAMO.
Nicomni’h new opera, Ilda d' Avend, is in preparation

here, and is shortly to be produced. Madame Bonini is to

sustain the principal character. It will be seen in this

opera how far Nicolini is able to compete with a great

living composer, for in selecting the same subject, he de-

cidedly puts himself in direct competition.

CREMONA.
Teatro ddla Concordia .—An Italian journal happily ob-

serves, that a concert was given at this theatre, under the

title of Edoardo e Crittina. The fact is, that with the

exception of the introduction, the finales, the air of the

tenor in the first act, and that of the prima donna in the

second, little or nothing was retained of the original

score. The rest was mere patchwork: for instance, the

overture to La ecala di scta, by no means one of Rossini's

best ; a grand air and sccna from Nicolini’s Annibale in

Bitinia ;
the duet from Zelmira ; a rondo from Persiani’s

Danao, See. The public was not pleased with this musical

olio, and it survived but a night or two.

VERCELLI.
On occasion of the passage of the King and Queen of
Sardinia through this town, several fetes were given, in

which the Zelmira was performed. The general execution

of the opera was very satisfactory
; and ihe three singers.

Signora Morticelli (Zelmira), Binaghi (Antenori), and
Signora Padovani (Emma), were warmly applauded. A
cantata was also performed, composed expressly for the

occasion by Signor Frasi, formerly of the Conservator)' of
Milan. It bespeaks a composer of considerable promise.

NAPLES.
Teatro San Carlo.—On occasion of the Queen’s birth-day.

a new opera was produced here, entitled Alexi. The
greater part of the work was from the pen of Signor Conti

;

but a severe indisposition having prevented the composer
from proceeding beyond the third scene of the second act,

the remainder was completed by Signor Vacenj. The
opera was thought long and tedious, and obtained but a

cold reception. Upon its being withdrawn, after but two
representations. La Donna Bianca was again resumed.

It is become un established favourite here.

Teairo del Fondo.—The revival of Paer’s great master*

piece, the Agnese, has obtained the roost brilliant success.

TTie Signore Tosi, in the part of Agnese, and Tamburini

in that of Uberto, surpassed themselves in the spirit and
truth of expression which they threw into the strong situa-

tions of this piece. In particular, ihe duet in the first

act, Qual sepolcro ! excited the greatest enthusiasm in the

whole audience. The Prince and Princess of Salerno,

who honoured one of the representations with their pre-

sence, warmly applauded both the music and the singers.

Among the theatrical engagements in Italy, are the

following :—for Bologna, Madame Bonini as prima donna ,

Gio. Bat. Verger, as pritno tenore, Coselli and Bianchi, as

rimi barn. For Florence, Mad. Hippolita Ferlotti, and
fad Santini Ferlotti ; as also Mad. Ronzi-de-Begms,
who has afterwards an engagement at Naples. For Trieste,

Madame Camporese, aa prima donna .

MADRID.
Teatro della Croce.—On occasion of the King’s birth-day
was performed a species of musical interlude, entitled El
mejor alcade el Roy (the best alcade is the King), founded
on a very old play which was long a favourite on the

Spanish theatre. The music is by Sefior Rimondo
Camicer, and was much applauded ; or, rather, we should

say, there was much applause, for his majesty was present

on the occasion. It was executed by the Italian artists

Pazini, Benetti, and Rossi, and by Mcsdamcs Albini and
De Velo, two Spanish singers of eminence. Between the

acts of the play was also sung, by Mad. Loreto Garcia, the

famous air ofJutepe, taken from Gamier's opera,La Noticia

Feliz.

A spirited production has lately appeared here, entitled

" Satire contra el furor filarmonico, 6 mas bien contra

los que desprecian el Teatro Espanol, (A Satire against

the Musicomania of the day, and particularly against those

who depreciate the Spanish stage,) by D, Manuel Breton
de los Herreros, 1828.
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BARCELONA. RIO JANEIRO.

Italian Theatre.—It will be remembered that we spoke of
the strong rivalship existing between the two popular

singers, Mademoiselle Ekerlin, the contralto, and Made-
moiselle Medard, the soprano, and of the extremes to

which this party-spirit was carried by the supporters of

each. At length, iu the Semiramide, the public voice

evidently preponderated in behalf of the Ekerlin : the

effect she produced in the part of Araace was immense,
and the McdardUts were absolutely driven to despair.

The fact is, that in their cooler moments, even these

zealots will be unable to deny that, in point of lightness

and purity of tone, as well as excellence of school, their

favourite is unable to compete with her captivating rival.

Two other singers have been very successful here: Trez-
zini, a tenor, who posseses a flue voice, but whose style is

unequal
; and Inchindo, u basso cantante, of considerable

power.

The orchestra of this iheutrc Is one of the most com-
plete in Spain ; indeed, by many competent judges, it is

considered as superior to tlmt of Mudrid. It is led by uu
artist of judgment, who is ever ready to consult the fume
of his author, in preference to his own.

SEVILLE.
The Semiramide has been presented with uncommon suc-

cess upon the Ituliau theatre of this city. The Signora
Florinda Michelessi performed the character of Araace,

being her first appearance on this stage, and gained the

same applause with which her talents have been rewarded
at Cadiz. She is a young singer of considerable personal

attractions, and possesses a voice of great purity of tone,

and power of expression.

LISBON.
San Carlo*.—On occasion of the birth-day of Don Miguel,
Signor Coccia's favourite opera, Clotilda , was revived at

this theatre. It was the first occasion of this personage
visiting the opera, for it will readily be supposed that to a
mind constituted like his, music has no very transcendent
charms. The inode in Which this visit was paid is too
curious not to be noticed

;
as, in all probability, it is with-

out precedent in any country. Constant patrols of in-

fantry and cavalry, the whole way from the palace to the
theatre, were occupied in clearing the way, though three
was no crowd. The object was not to allow any one to

stop in the street, and no sooner were two or more per-
sons seen talking together, than they were ordered to go
about their business. Near the theatre is the fountain of
Lorctto, but not a single servant or water-carrier was
allowed to approach it. or cross any of the streets, from
the afternoon till Don Miguel left the theatre. Many a
Curse, though not loud vet deep, was muttered against a
tyrant, whose excessive fears lor the safely of his person,

j

caused such serious inconvenience to the public.
As a matter of course, all the Miguelite nobility were at

the theatre, and none but persons hired for the occasion
were admitted into the pit and boxes.

Oil u former occasion, in order that the theatre might
be closed on the two festivals of Don Pedro, it was taken
suddenly from the hands of the honest manager, Murnrn,
—thn« robbing him of nearly a month's receipts. Add to
this, that ot uiv -Pindar annual allowance of 20,000 mil-
recs (4,000/.), without m.ui, tUc u,v«w. „nnnoi be I

up, and which is allowed by law, not a &rthiu<r * Dwn
paid. So much for Miguel’s lov# oflhr •«ts !

Dec., 182S.

Vast as is the extent of the Brazilian empire, there are in

all but three theatres, at Pcrnambouc, Bahia, and Rio
Janeiro. We shall say a word of the latter, for neither of
the others are worthy of mention. It is built upon the
site of an elegant ball, which Joa VI. raised at a great
expense, and which was burnt dowm. The fumade has but
little hurmony with the rest of the building ; the interior,

which is of considerable extent, is handsomely decorated ;

there arc three tiers of boxes, the front row of which is

furnished with chairs, the others with scats. The pit is re-

gularly apportioned out, each person having his arm-chair ;

it is intersected by three alleys, which traverse it from the

one end to the other, in the direction of the orchestra, and
w hich readily admit of the passage of two persons abreast.

Above the central entrance is the emperor's box, in form
of a saloon : it is ornamented with mirrors and hung with
crimson silk. At the back is a small gallery, for the ac-

commodation of his majesty's suite. The front of the

gallery is of open iron-work, after the fashion of a bulcony,

and highly ornamented. The interior has lately been
lighted with gas. The dimensions of the stage arc in

good proportion with the rest of the house, but it has no
machinery, the change of scenery being performed by
hand : the decorations are miserable, few in number, and
in wretched taste.

The usual performances are Italian operas, and Portu-

guese and Brazilian pieces. The Portuguese company is

very mediocre; the Italian company possesses some
singers of merit, and several caslroti. The ballet is com-
posed of French dancers, at least of those of the second
class. The ballet is calculated upon as the support of the

opera. The new director is a Frenchman, of the name of

Lefevre, who is now engaged in the project of raising a

second theatre, by subscription, for the performance of
vaudevilles in the French language ;

but it is a matter of
doubt whether this species of entertainment will succeed

here. In order to be properly relished, the geuius and
humour of the French language should be understood,

and this the Brazilians have not yet attained : iu the

mcun time, however, they make umeuds by perfectly com-
prehending pirouettes and entre-chats.

PARIS.

Academic Royal de Muaique.—Nothing could be more
wretched than the slate of this theatre for a considerable

time past. Formerly, Melpomene, Thalia, and Terpsichore

were in credit amongst us ; but of late, tragedy has de-

scended into the tomb, Celimene allows the door-keepers

to have an easy life of it, and Paul, as lie springs in the

air, and overlooks the lamps, has the mortification to see

that he is pirouetting to empty benches. The return

of Mad. Cinti-Damoreau and Nourrit has somewhat en-

livened the scene, and peopled the deserts of the pit. .

,fx®

former made her debut in the old ufTair of I - -waatgnof.

Mchul used to sav, that “ he felt uuea** • **** ** a,n P,cces

were performed, lest there «** ** 41,1
^

f

rangers pro-

sent:" we e»p*ri.r-
• -» ..me unpleasant ««»««,on on

witnessing «>»* P,ece * feel,nS at oncc for lhe ^“powr
and the hcare*» of such music. Certainly there is no law

airainst r**4,Pos*nH^ music
; for, if so, how would it fare

•,i a host of dealers in notes? But Boileau has justly
observed:-—** 11 est certains degrfcs du mediocre au pire

;

if the pire of which he speaks be absolute flatness, you
have, iu two words, the character of Le Roaaignol. It is

2Q
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an insult to such names as Boicldieu, Auber, and Herold,

to continue pieces of this slump on the lUft
Nounrit re-appeared in La Muette de Porftei, and ob-

tained a warm reception. He was one of the first singers

who convinced the public that music and declamation are

not the same thing; and who, steering a just course be-

tween the flatness of the old French school, and the excess

of ornament of the Italian singers of our day, has marked
out the true line of good taste in this regard.

Optra Camique.—A new opera, entitled La VioltUe, the

music by Carufa, has been produced here, and obtained

considerable success. Several of the melodies are pleasing

tind characteristic, and some of the concerted pieces possess

great merit. Signor Carafe, having been praised in some
of the journals for the beauty of the finales of the first and
second acts, has given the public to understand that these

are not his compositions, but from the pen of M. Lebome,
a young artist, lately one of tbc pensioners of the king, at

Rome. These pieces do him great honour, and will, no
doubt, lead to the employment of lib talents upon an entire

subject.

This theatre is now all activity ; an operetta, in one act,

entitled Le Samedi Soir, is in rehearsal. The music is by
M. Riffaut. It will be followed by La Fiancet, a new
work, in three acts, by M. Auber. Great hopes are formed
of this composition.

M. Boicldieu has refused to allow bis new opera. Let

Dear Nuits, to be performed, unless the management will

engage Pouchard to perform the principal character.

It is said that this composer is engaged, in conjunction

with M. Labarre, a young musician, known for his fine

talents on the harp, in the composition of an opera iu

three acts, to be entitled Le Cid rfAndahime.
They also speak of Ln Mnette, another opera, in three

aefs, by Carafa; and a poem of M. de St. Georges, of

which Wallace is the hero, to be set to music by C’atel,

who is also re-touching some of his older works.
Theatre. Halim ,—The reception of Mad. Mallibran, on

her return to this theatre, was fluttering in the extreme.

The part of Desdemona, which is so well calculated to

display the deep feeling and fine acting of this per-

former, was a field for fresh triumph. Never did she shew
such elevation of style, or produce a more profound im-
pression upon her hearers. She afterwards appeared in

the Darbiere and Ccnerenlola. Her performance of these
characters is also excellent ; but she must see that the
taste of the public, as well as the peculiar bent of her
genius, call her to the serious, rather than the comic, opera.
Her brother, Mauuel Garcia, attempted the character of
Figaro, but without success. He is evidently a good
musician, but other requisites are necessary to form a
good singer.

M. Choron has lately translated, from the German, for

the use of the pupils of the Institution Royal de Musique
Religieuse,—“The Practical Organ School” of M. Carl
**

* rincipal organist to the Grand Duke of Hesse.
H.
It is puLiir*

nvenient form, and dedicated to the
vicomte dc
Germany as one of the

uU. This work in considered in
^

“^w^libject. To the technical

knowledge of his art, M. Rink unites the learning of a
classical scholar.

In tlie latest catalogue of French music, appears the fol-

lowing :

—

'T'is the lad Rote ofSummer, melodic Ecossaise,
pri-cedce dTune introduction variie pour la flute, avec
aceompagnement dVirchestr 1 ou de quutuor, dediee a Sir
Walter Scott, Bart., &c. Par J. Gtiiliou, premiere tldte

de la Chapelle du Roi, et de IWcmlemie Royale de
Musique, membra de 1’ecole royale.

Among the works last received from Germany, is Ala-
thildc de Guise, an opera in three acts, by J. N. Hummel;
arranged by the author for the piano-forte, with Italian and
German words.

Some of the German journals have announced the death
of the celebrated composer, Spohr, which has l>een re-

peated in several of the continental journals. We have
reason to hope that this report is unfounded, for we have
seen letters from Cassel of a recent date, which arc silent

on the subject. Spohr, as is well known, is Kapellmeister
to the Duke of I lease Cassel, the sole support of the mo-
dem German theatre, and the last scion of a school which
has produced so many distinguished artists*.

The celebrated Meyerbeer is at present on a visit at

Spa. The devotion to his art testified by this couq>oscr,

and the zeal uud persevering industry with which he la-

bours, though bom to a splendid fortune, form a striking

contrast to the conduct of another great musiciau of the

day, who, though not much his elder, seems content to sit

down beneath the laurels he has gained.

M. Prony has recently discovered iu a MS. of Aris-

tides Quintilian, which is in the BiUiolhtque du Roi, a
Greek musical notation of the highest antiquity; a notation

unknown till the present day, and anterior, by several cen-
turies, to that attributed to Pythagoras.

Zf)t Srama,

At neither theatre has anything of interest to the musical

world occurred, except the debftt of a Miss Ryfiei.d, who
promises much, and the re-appearance of Mr. Bkaham.
The sudden closing of Covcnt Garden Theatre has pre-

vented our hearing the former in a manner that enables us

to deliver a full opinion of her merits, of which we shall

speak in our next.

The transfer of the performances to the English Opera
House, has given infinite satisfaction, and opened the eyes

and ears of everybody to the advantages which a theatre

of moderate dimensions affords to every kind of dramatic

representation.

• In the Music of the present Number will b« found a specimen of

his talents in lighter compositions for the voice.
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MEMOIR OF MATTHEW LOCK.
[C&icjly eaUntedfrom Ike Historic* of lliwkisa and Diikiy.]

Matthew Lock was a native of Exeter, and a chorister in

the cathedral of that city, where he was initiated in music

by William Wake, the organist. He afterwards received

instructions from Edward Gibbons, and very early in life

attained a considerable degree of eminence in his profes-

sion. We learn from the continuation of Baker’s Chro-

nicle, that he was employed to compose the music for the

public entry of Charles If. at the restoration, and not long

afterwards we find him appointed composer in ordinary to

that monarch.

His first publication appeared in 1657, during the inter-

regnum, under the title of A LilUe Consort of three Parts,

for Viols or Violins, consisting of pavans, nyres, corants,

and sarabands, the first twenty of which ore for two trebles

and a bass. .

Some of his compositions also appear in the second part

of John Playfbrd’s Continuation of Hilton’s Catch that

catch can ,
published in 1667. In the second part of this

work, which consists of " Dialogues, Glees, Ayres, and
Balluds, of two, three, and four voices,” wc find one of the

most pleasing of Lock’s compositions,—AVer trouble thy-

self about Times or their Turnings; a glee for three voices # .

Lock may be considered as the first composer who at-

tempted dramatic music for the English stage, if we except

the masques performed at court, and at the houses

of the nobility, in the time of Charles I., and during

the reign of Charles II. When musical dramas were

first attempted,—which Drydeti styles 44 heroic plays” and
*• dramatic operas,”—Lock was employed to set the greater

part of them. Circe, written by Sir W. Davenant, was
comj>osed by Banister, but the semi-operas, as they were

called, were set by Lock. The first of these, the Tempest ,

was given to the public early in 1673 ; and in the same
year. Psyche. This last was a close imitation of a musi-

cal drama written in Freuch by Moliere, and set by Lullv,

in 1672, in the manner of the Italian operas, by which

Cardinal Ma2arinc amused Louis XIV. during his mi-

nority. The music of Psyche, as performed in London,
was not printed till 1675, when it appeared with the fol-

lowing title : “ The English Opera ; or the Vocal Music

in Psyche, with the Instrumental therein intermixed. To
which is adjoined, the Instrumental Music in the Tempest.

By Matthew Lock, Composer in Ordinary to his Majesty,

and Organist to the Queen.’’ This publication is dedicated

to James, Duke of Monmouth.
There is a preface of some length by the composer, i

• See mutic of the prelent Number.

Jan. 1629.

which, like his music, is rough and nervous, exactly cor-

responding to the idea which one is led to form of his

private character by the sight of his portrait in the music-

school at Oxford. It is written with that petulance which

seems to have been natural to him, and which probably

gave birth to the many quarrels in which he was involved.

He begins with a complaint of the tendency of his brother

musicians '* to peck and carp at other men’s conceptions,

how mean soever may be their own. And expecting to

fall under the lash of some soft-headed or hard-hearted

composer,”—he seta about removing “ the few blocks at

which they may take occasion to stumble,” with a degree

of indignation that implies an irascible spirit under no
great degree of governance. The first objection which he

anticipates as likely to be made, is to the term opera ; to

this he answers, that it is a word borrowed from the Italian,

and distinguishes such a kind of drama from the comedies,

which, after a plan is laid, ore spoken extempore

;

whereas

this is not only designed, but written with art and industry,

and afterwards set to suitable music. He goes on to state

that in this idea he has produced the following compositions,

which, for the most part, are “ in their nature soft, easy,

and, as far as his abilities could reach, agreeable to the

design of the poet. For in them there is ballad to single

airs, counterpoint, recitative, fugue, canon, and chromatic

music ; which variety, without vanity be it said, was never

in court or theatre, till now, presented in this nation.’’ He
confesses, however, that something had been attempted

before in this way of composition, but more by himself

than by any other; and he adds, “ that the author of the

drama, prudently considering that though Italy wan and is

the great academy of the world for music and this species

of entertainment, yet as this piece was to be performed in

England, which is entitled to no such praise, he mixed it

with interlocutions, as more proper to our genius.”

Here we have a short history of those early attempts at

dramatic music on our stage, in which, as in the most suc-

cessful representations of the kind in later times, the chief

part of the dialogue was spoken
,
and recitative, or musical

declamation, which seems to be the true criterion and cha-

racteristic of Italian o|>eras, but seldom used, unless to

introduce some particular airs and choruses.

The music appears to have been composed upon the

model of Lully. The melody is neither recitative nor air,

but partaking of both, with a change of measure as fre-

quent as in any of the old serious French operas. Lock’s

genius would have enabled him to surpass bis model, or to

cast bis compositions in a mould of his own ;
but such was

B
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2 MEMOIR OF MATTHEW LOCK.

the passion of Charles II., and consequently his court, for

every thing: French, that, in till probability* Lock was in-

structed to imitate Camhert and Lully •. That he might

confidently have depended on his own resources, without

seeking any foreign aid, is abundantly evinced by his music

in Macbeth. This, when produced in 1674, was more

smooth and niry than anything of the time, and its beauties

are unchanged, after the lapse of a century and a half.

In his third introductory music to the Tempest, which is

culled a curtain tune, probably from the curtain being first

drawn up during the performance of this species of over-

ture, he has, for the first time, introduced the use of the

crescendo, diminuendo, and lentando , under the words
** louder by degrees,”—“ soft and slow by degrees.” No
other instruments are mentioned in the score of his opera

of PjycAet* than violins for the ritornels; and yet so slow

was the progress of that instrument during the last cen-

tury, that in a general catalogue of music, dated 1701,

scarcely any compositions appear to have been printed for

its use.

Evidence lias already been given that Lock was a man
of an irascible disposition* but he was sometimes un-

avoidably involved in many broils and disputes, one of

w hich was his quarrel witli the gentlemen of the chapel

royal, early in Cliarlcs the Second’s reign. Being com-
poser in ordinary to the king, he produced for the chapel

royal u morning service, in which he set the prayer after

each of the ten commandments, to cliilcrcnt music from

that to which the singers had been long accustomed. This
was considered as an unpardonable innovation, insomuch
that, on the first day of April, 1666, the king being present,

a disturbance was raised, and its performance was for some
time impeded. To convince the public that this did not

arise from any fault in the composition* Lock thought it

necessary to print the whole ; and it accordingly appeared

In score, on a single sheet J, under the title, “ Modem
Church-music pre-accused, censured, and obstructed in its

Performance before his Majesty, April 1, 1666 ; vindicated

by the Author. Matthew Lock, Composer in Ordinary to

his Majesty§."

• Cambert »»« organist nf the church of St. Ilooort in Part*, and the

first French musician who Attempted to set in opera. Hating quitted

France in chagrin, on account of lieing deprived of the management of

the opera, which was conferred by Louis XIV. upon Lully, he came to

London, and was appointed master ufthe band to Charle* II. His opera

of Psmtme teems to late been performed at rourt in itsoriginallanguage.

After this hi* Ariwlne. or the Murrwyc of /hr/vAw, translated into

English, 44 wa» presented by the Academy of Music, at the Theatre

Royal, iq Covenl-Gardcn, 1671, by the gentlemen of the Academy of

Music.” It is said in DlaiQviUe’* Hidturr tie Mttsifwe, that Camhert,

who died in l»ndon in 1677, broke hi* heart on account of the bod suc-

cess of his works in England.

t We learn from Downes, the prompter, that the scenery, dresses,

machinery, and other decoration* of this opera* cost upward* of 800/./ a

very considerable sum for that period.

$ Thi* rare and curious paper may be seen in Hawkins'* illustrated

copy of his 44 History" (Vol. iv. p. 418)* which ia in the British Museum.

$ It i* prefaced as follows

He is a slender observer of human action, who finds not pride gene-

rally accompanied with ignorance and malice, what habit soever it wears.

In my case, real was it* vixor, and innovation the crime. The fact-
changing the custom of the church, by varying that which wa* ever sung

in one tunc, and occasioning confusion in the service by ill performance.
“ A* to the latter part of the charge, I must confess I have been none

of die fnrluimtest that way * but, whether upon design or ignorance of

some of the performer*, it ao happened, 1 shall neither examine nor judge

(they are of age to understand the value of their own reputation, and whom
they serve)

; nor is it my hu vines* to find eyes, cars, or honesty for any,

or answer for other men’s faults; but, that such defects should take tlwir

The following* however, is a clear proof of his quarrel-

some disposition and obstinacy :

—

In 1672, a clever hook was published, entitled, “ An
Essay to the Advancement of Music, by casting away the

Perplexity of different Cliffs* and uniting all sorts of Music,

Lutes, Viols, Violins, Organs, Harpsichord, Voice, Ac. in

One Universal Character, l>y Thomas Salmon, A. M., of

Trinity College, Oxford.”

The author’s plan wa« to reject the eight or nine clefs

then in use, and express the whole scale of sounds, on the

five lines and spaces iu the following simple manner.

—

G, in every part of the scale, being on the first line, A on
the first space, B on the second line, &c, ; the letters sig-

nifying Bass, Mean, and Treble ||.

This ingenious proposal, which betrays nothing cither

absurd or impracticable, could not escape the acrimony of

Lock, who, in a pamphlet entitled ** Observations on a
late Rook, called an Essay* &c.,” treated it not only with

contempt, but with obloquy and unbridled abuse. Salmon
answered it in “ A Vindication of an Essay to the Advance-
ment of Music, from Mr. l^ock’s Observations H.”

rise from the difficulty or novelty of the composition, 1 utterly deny
;
the

whole being a kind of counterpoint, arid no one change from the begin-

ning to the end, but what naturally flow* from and returns to it* proper

centre— the key. And for the former, the Contrary h w> notoriously ma-
nifest, that all relating to the church know, that that pari of the liturgy

assigned for music »m never but variously composed by all that undertook

it ; witacss the excellent composition* of Mr. Tallis, Byrd, Gibbons* aud
other*, their and our contemporaries* on the 7V Drum , Commandment*,
/Vrwi, Magmt/Scat, Ac,, in u»e to this day, both in his majesty's chapel, and
tbe cathedralain this nation. And to speak rationally, should it beotlicrm«e,

art would be bo mote art, composer* useless, and scieocepiatoned for de-
struction. If, therefore, in imitation of them, 1 have, according to art

and the bature of the words, contrived and varied this little composition,

and, as to the true manner of speaking, conducted it in the midway be-
tween the two extremes of gravity and Icvily, 1 hope 1 may, without os-

tentation
,
affirm myself guiltiest, and retort the crime (run. whence it

tame—yfcM»p‘* manger.
* 4 And here might I fairly lake notice of a thing lately crawled into th«

world, under live notion ofcomposition, which, in the height of it* perform-

ance, is both out of lime, out of tunc, and yet all to the same tune, had I

the itch of retaliation; but since the accuser ha* been .pleased to pax* a
public censure on the tender of my duly, I shall only at present take the

freedom (though it was never intended (ora public view) in this manner
to expose it

;
that all capable of judging may see there is neither heresy

nor schism, nor any thing of difficulty as to performance, either in the

matter or form of it. In tine, this vindication offer* at no more than de-

nying those to bejudges in science, who are ignorant of its principlea."

||
Several French writers on mu*ic have done Salmon the honour of

approving his plan, *o far as to wish to make it their own, and to pass for

its inventors. But though the plan for abolishing the clef has been recom-
mended hy subsequent French writers, the plagiarist* seem never to have

been detected. I udeed , the French have frequently disputed among them-
selves the inrentioo. In January, 1766, u proposal for adopting the single

clef, a* a new discovery, was puhliihed in the Journal tie /'on* ; and

Gentry, iu bis Euau mr h Music, is a strong advocate for nch a reform.

See also, on Uus subject, Hakmomcon* vol, iv. page 47.

*5 To the reader who is curious to see a specimen of the lone and temper

in which tins controversy wa* carried on, we present a few extracts :

—

Lock thu* opens the fire.

“ To my worthy friends and fellow -sen ant*, the Gentlemen of Hi*

Majesty** public and private music, and all other approved professors

and understander* of that science.
44 Gentlemen, the abusiveness not excellency of the pretended

VmvrrtaJ Ckartcfer, gave me occasion of presenting you with these

remarks, wherein I have endeavoured to manifest the fal-ilv, insignifi-

cancy, contradict ion. anil, in some parts, impo**ibi|ity of it* author's

proposals. But ere I proceed, I will tell you a tale. 44 Once

Dii
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The musical world is indebted to Lock for the first rules

ever published in this kingdom for thorough-bass, in a

book entitled Mclothesia, Iaoxtdon, 1673, oblong qunrto.

—

It is dedicated to Roger L’Estrange, Esq., afterwards

Sir R. L’Estrauge, himselfa good judge, and of an ancient

Norfolk fumily. which always cultivated and encouraged

music in an eminent degree. This publication, besides the

rules for accompaniment, contains lessons for the harpsi-

chord and organ, by hiuisclfand other masters.

Lock was also the uuthor of several songs published ill

“ Tlic Theater of Music,’* “ The Treasury of Music,” and

other collections of that period. In “ The Theater of

Music'* is a dialogue, or duet, “ When death shall part us

from these Kids,” which, with Dr. Blow’s 44 Go, perjured

Man/' was ranked among the best vocal compositions of

tlie time.

The music in Macbeth is, however, his masterpiece ; a

composition of which Dr. Burney observes, that its “ rude

and wild excellence cannot be surpassed/'—though the

epithets “ rude and wild" are woefully misapplied.

It is presumed that when Lock was appointed composer
in ordinary to the King, he was professionally a member of

! the church of England ; hut towards the latter part of his

,

life he became a Roman Catholic, and was appointed

,

organist to Queen Catharine of Portugal, the consort of

Charles II.* He died in the year 1667.

Though all the productions now generally known of the

com]K»ser are of the secular kind, there are extant several

! of his works for the church, which are evidences of his skill

in sacred music. Amongst these may be mentioned the

I

two anthems, ** Not unto us, O Lord,” and 44 Turn thy

face from my sins :** likewise one for five voices, 44 Lord 1

I
let me know my end/’ inserted by Dr. Boyce in his ex-

1

cel lent Collection of Cathedral Music.

The professional character of Lock is thus summed up
by Dr. Burney, in a single sentence He was the first

who furnished our stage with music in which a spark of

genius is discoverable; and who, indeed, was the best

secular composer our country could boast, till the time of

Purcell/*—But this is cold and inadequate praise. The

“ Once upon a time, whoa 1 was a schoolboy, hod got a smattering of

the Syntax, could sing iny part, put three or four parts together in

music, and play a voluntary and service on the org*n {perhaps well

enough for the time), I began to admire niy own excellency, despise

others, and (Lucifer-like) thought on nothing but setting up for myself

;

Dot doubting but fame and fortune would attend those so suddenly

acquired accomplishments, which they (silly fellows) had been so long

groping after to *o little purpose. But hero my good geniu* put a slop

to my career, and (with a teetl thorn a mam true i» hit own eye* t—there

u more hope of a foal than of htmj presented the publication uf my
folly; that, by longer study and expedience, 1 might become sensible of

the vanity and'impudency of it. And truly, when 1 began to write two*,

••id had conversed in the world, it proved w
;

for, notwithstanding the

fair progress 1 had made, 1 found tt was but at the beginning of my
journey ; which, tho more seriously I rejected oa it, the closer it

obliged me to proceed cautiously, and not judge uf any thing 1 was not

certain I knew.
44 Gentlemen, you have the privilege to make what application you

please of this to'the groat Vntreraal Eesayer .... His telling us that a

beginner may learn as well his way a* ours, is at much to the purpose,

aa if in teaching one to road, I should persuade him that A signified

blockhead
;
or a mother sooner teach her child to go on oil* lours,

rather tlun upright, because a puppy, commonly bis first plav-fdlovr,

gave him the example
« The viol, he seems, most knight-emntly, to take for a distressed lady,

•nd to fight for her relief: but instead of accomplishing it. (O misfortune

in m> great an adventure he bas both pmioacd and fettered her; for

where the old timing give* her the fair liberty of all sorts of key*, in all

kiads of music, he confines her to one thit can hardly dk> either, saving

euch lean stuff a* Fortune my Foe, or, John, row kite me now, which is

enough to make a healthy man sick, and a rational one mad. . ,

“ The organ aod harpsichord (all next under his lash. These, far Use

advancement of his humble T, he has left emptier than three blue bean*

iti a blown Madder; not so much as allowing them the privilege of a

poor Welch harp, without the hopping and skipping of his servant

BUT, upon all occasions.

« His dear empress, the lute, briags up the rear of his examples, but

w-ifii the like success (poor dumb thing!) as the rest; for, at first dash

(a* a true friend to confusion), he sets her at defiance with her sister

instrument^, tw buzzing her in the head that she is supreme; which is

a* absolute a tale of a Tuh as ner wanted bottom or truth. . .

“ If l have used too much gall in these lines, ilia only to let hia» know

that 1 cau write with his own ink, and that 1 intend to vindicate the old

scale till t meet with a belter, as long as I am capable of subscribing

myself

“ From my lodging* near the Soroy, 11 Your servant,

April 11, 1672.
14 M. Lick,”

To tbi* Mr. Salman replies m a corresponding strain of bitterness and

insecure

“ Moorfield*, or the Bear-garden, *s an entertainment only fur the rabble

;

and should I spend my time in wrangling, scratching, and pulling by the

hair, the reader would have good reason to think himselt but rudely

treated; but l«sl he should grow drowsy, he will allow me to be pleasant

upon this subject.
*’

* Do but turn over the leaf, p. 2, and you will find me indebted to the

Observer fur a tale, and indeed, Sir, I was never so indebted to any man
in my life ; toe he has described himself to be an arrant foal, out of good-

will to prevent all venturesome young men from being like him. There
he stands, like a frightful *carc-crow stuffed with straw, and furnished

with an old bat and a muckinger, holding forth his arms; See hero,

young man; when I wtn a schoolboy, Ac., then wat I, Lucfer-hJte ifc.,

which U I lie same ax to say that he was proud and a* false a* the devil.

One would long to be acquainted with the Observer, in order to know
what kind of man such an ill-lwgun boy has made.

** Sir, 1 must inform you (hat our Observer has two excellent eyes:

one, to sc* such things with as nobody else can see
;
aod oue, not to

see those things which every body else con see. With the Utter he can
look upon a printed page, and see nothing but a piece of dean while

paper; to tbe former, the letter* will appear so double, that be cannot

read a word. With tbe negative eye* he read* the first pages of my
“ Essay," aod blinks them into confusion; but thit nonseeing *ye being

closed, he opens the other, which is hi* left, and which looks something

asquint, and with thi* he see* *ufFi visions as never appeared.
44 Next come* Madam Viol ; for our (Horner will needs have her a

distressed lady, and professes himself able to play nothing but John
,
come

hit* me man

;

and, it she turn away tier head. Fortune my Foe. For my
part, 1 cannot help hi* inclinations; if he should (all in love with the top

ofa brJ-potl, ’li* nothing tome. Hut though he is notable to enlarge

hi* captivated fancy above these two amorous airs, 1 know many person*

of good repute that play excellent suits of lesson*, according to this very

same ridiculous, sickle timing, as be is pleased to term it

“ Truly his book i* nothing but shreds nod patches, which being

stitched together with blue thread, looks like a tailor's apron, or a foul's

coat. There is no question, that a man of ordinary capacity might so

improve himself in one week's time at Billingsgate, a* to answer suffi-

ciently his most substantial objection*
;
though really same of his book hi

so dirty, that a decent man would be afraid lu touch it with • pair of

tonga."

Is it possible, one i* tempted to exclaim, that nil this ill-blood could

have been generated by an ingenious attempt to improve musk !

• The Queen was permitted the exercise of her religion, and had a

chapel in which mas* was celebrated, with an organ, and somethiet; like

a choir. After the death of Charles, she Itad au ecclesiastical establish-

ment in Somerset House, of which the following lixt i* given in Chain-

beriayne's
41 Present Slate of England, 1C94."

Cardinal Howard of Norfolk . . . Lord Almoner,

Mr. Poulo do Almeyda ....
Mr. Emanuel Diaz s

Father Christopher dc Kozario . . Confruor.

Father Huddleston* . . . . .

Father Michael Fcrreyra .... j- Chaplain*.

Tli roe Portuguese Francbcaos, called Arrabuloet.

And a Lay-brother

Mr. James Martin

| Chapel Boy*.Mr. Nicholas Kennedy ....
Mr. William Hollyman .... 1

Mr. John Bxplist* Draghi .... Organist,

Mr. Timothy de Faria

Mr. Jaine* Read ....... > Fergen.

Mr. Anthony Fernandez . - . . J
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4 ON THE PNEUMATIC ORGAN OP THE ANCIENTS.

music in Macbeth is a lasting monument of the author's
creative power, and of his judgment. If the age in which
it was produced, the infantine state of dramatic music at
that period, the paucity and imperfectness of instruments,
and the humble condition of vrhat was then called an or-
chestra, be all duly considered, his work will be described,
not as a spar», but as a blaze of genius, the brightness of
which neither years nor comparison have been able to
dim, and which, could it have l»een aided by the enlarged
means so plcntermsiy afforded in after times, would now
have shone with a splendour that has rarely been equalled
in any age or country.

ON THE PNEUMATIC ORGAN OF THE
ANCIENTS.

Few questions are enveloped in more obscurity, than that
concerning the nature of the organs of which some writers
of antiquity have left descriptions almost unintelligible.
Without speaking of the clepsydra or hydraulic organ, the
invention of which is attributed to Ctesibius. a mathema-
tician of Alexandria, who lived in the time of Ptolemy
Evergetes, and who is known to us only by the enigmatic
details of his disciple Heron, and of Vitruvius •, every par-
ticular relative to the pneumatic organ, to the period of its
invention, the principle of its construction, its mechanism,
and dimensions, has remained buried in obscurity, in spite
of the laborious researches of the learned. Forkel is of
opinion, that the invention of this instrument was anterior
to that of the hydraulic organ, but lie has no proofs to pro-
duce of the fact. The orgun spoken of by Athemeus t, is
no other than the clepsydra. The most ancient notions
that have reached us of a species of pneumatic instrument
bearing some analogy to the orgun, are found in a Greek
epipam of the Anthology, first noticed by Ducange X. and
which has since been cited by several authors.
The epigram in question contains the description of an

orpin, said to have been possessed by Julian the philoso-
pher, or as some term him, the apostate. But as in thin in-
strument there is no mention of bellows, but of a leathern
bag, and as it appears that the person who played it did
not make use of a key-board, but only opened and shut
with his fingers the holes ol a pipe or pipes, to give pas-
sage to the wind, it struck me, that the kind of instru-
ment here spoken of might lie that which the Greeks
termed iA,. the Latins hbia utriculari*. and which
we call the bagpipe. rather than any species of organ §.
This conjecture lias determined me to make some re-
searches respecting the monuments which represent this
instrument. These monuments, it is true, are hut few in
number, but, in my opinion, sufficient to justify the induc-
tions which I draw from them.
A faun holding a bagpipe, seen upon an engraved cor-

nelian, as represented in the work of Ficcaroni
|| ; a basso-

relievo m the Palazzo Santa-Croee, cited by Bianchini 1 •

a bronze in the Villa-Albani, representing a herdsman
playing upon this instrument

; together with a small tnar-

* I° h“ * Notkiag n.»r« ikticahin, „» IsImjrnrd <'*» the "ibJUio. g..n of llu, by Perreotlu,l othOTi
f Drtfjno'opA. M. if. c. 23 .

J «MMf, med'cr cl imfjmtr Lai., in voce Orfamim
°f » VftPr jnined to tbe pipe, of ..orgmn (hg. 13. Ub. 2.), la hi* DuserUUon be trims oenerius ,rutru.meat >rum munear vetrrwm, it purely im&rinarv

|| Trait, dttle Matehrre, Ub. &3, p. 214.
7

t Loc. ciUL, Ub. 2, fig, 12.

ble statue of a young shepherd holding in his arms the
TiOavXij, belonging to the museum of the Marchese Ve-
uuti, and of which the Abbate Orazio Maccari lias given
a description in Le Mcmorie dtU* Academia di Cortona
(tom. 7.), are all the evidences furnished us by antiquity re-

lative to this instrument ; but I consider them as ample and
incontestable. Some varieties arc seen in the form of the
instrument represented in these monuments

; for instance,
the tibia utricvlaris of the Faun, cited by Ficcaroni, has
but a single pipe for the admission of w ind into the leathern
hag (tibia inja/oria), while it has several of different
lengths by w hich the air escapes in sounding the instrument.
In the figure given by Bianchini, a single pipe pierced with
lateral holes, appears destined to modify the sound, and
two large pipes which are found at the upper part of the
instrument, and which have the form of antique trumpets
of the struight kind, seem intended to produce the effect of
the drone. The instrument of Ficcaroni’s figure appears to
have more analogy with ;the organum than that of Bian-
chini. Tlie opinion of the latter writer, who also observes
that the organum pneumaticum may be uothing else than
the tibia utriculari*, is as fallows :

** Subjccimus organum
pneumaticum tibise utriculari, cum ad genus ulriculariuni
tibiarum pertinere videalur.”

—

(De tribits gen. instr. Vet.

p. 11.)

If we refer to the Epistle to Dardanus,** commonly
attributed to St. Jerome, we learn that the ulricularia had
but two pipes of brass, one of which was used to inflate
the leathern bag, and the other to produce the sounds. The
words of this author arc: “ Antiquis temporibus, fuit
chorus quoque simplex, pellis cum duabus cicutis a*reis,

et per primam inspiratur, secunda vocem ennUit.*’ But
the question here evidently is of the chorus or simple utri-
cularia , as represented in Bianchini’* figure, and not the
organum pneumaticum

, of which Ficcaroni has given a

j

representation. Besides this writer expressly says, that he
is speaking of ancient times (antiquis temporibus), that is,

limes considerably distant in reference to the period in
which he is writing; now we have nothing to indicate that
anterior to the third century there was any instrument like
the organum pneumaticum. It is true, that upon some
medals of the species called contorniates

, and particularly
upon one with the head of Nero, there is a figure bearing
some resemblance to the organum

;

but it is now' known
that the contorniates were struck only from the age of
Constantine to that of Valentinian *; so that this authority
does not hold good when the question is to show the high
untiquity of the organ, as the term is now understood.

Vie find the term rtOauXrj employed by some writers of
antiquity, to designate the players upon a certain instru-
ment, affirmed by some to be the ulricularia . but denied to
be so by others. Before examining this question, it may not
be useless to stop and examine the etymology of the
Greek word acKuvXtjn, by which the players on the utri-
cularia are sometimes designated. It comes from d<nros,

a leathern bag, and at-Ao*, a flute ; in other words a
leathern bag joined to a flute. This word is also em-
ployed by some Latin poets, and particularly by Martial,
who, in speaking of a certain Canus, a celebrated player
on the flute, who would have thought himself dishonoured
by changing his instrument for the ulricularia

, says:

Credit hoe, Pritce,
Vocem at loquitur P*itUcui cotbumicis,
Et cuacupiscat e#*e C&nut ascau/es.

• See Millie, Diciiotutaire tics Btaux-Ant, tom. i. p. 340.
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Wiih regard to the etymology of the word rtOavXij , we
have less certainty than for ascattle* , though it evidently

means the player of a flute composed of several parts.

Scaliger * pretends that this word comes from xtOov, ajar

of earth, and a*Xo», a flute, upon the supposition that there

were instruments with several boles, in which these jars

supplied the place of the leathern bag. On the contrary

Berth ol inu s t and Boulanger | are of opinion that these

pythaules, instead of an utricularia or bag, mode use of

a barrel of wood, called cadta, which, according to them,

supplied the place of the bag, like the wind-chest of our

organ, and distributed the air into pipes pierced with

holes. The following verses of Propertius seem to coun-

tenance their opinion. The poet, celebrating the victory

which Augustus had gained in Asia, thus expresses himself:

Kpxrgitc me lymphis, carmrnque reeenlibu* aria.

Tibia mygdouiis iibet eburoa cadis.

—

Eleg., lib. iv. 6.

It is, however, probable that in these verses there is as

little question of a barrel aa of a jar ; for, independently of
the inconvenient form this would have given the instrument,

it is not easy to conceive of what utility these barrels or

jars could have been in communicating air to the pipes §.

It is much more probable, that Propertius has employed
the word cadus in the sense of leathern- bag, os Virgil has

done in the following verse :—
Vina bonus qu» dainde cadis oncraret Acestes.

All these strained etymologies ought, therefore, to be

rejected, by which it has been attempted to represent an
instrument with different pipes, and of which ancient

writers have spoken in very obscure terms, as resembling

our organ, instead of considering it, what it really appears

to have been, no other than the bagpipe. I think that

Vossius, Ducange||, and Bianchini seem settled in their

opinion, when they say that pythaules signifies merely a

player upon the latter instrument

The testimony of Suetonius has been often cited to

prove that the organ was known in the time of Nero: but
the greater part of those who rest their opinion on the

text of this author, were not sufficiently versed in what
relates to the history of music, to see that this very text

condemns their opinion, and that the supposed organ is

merely a bagpipe, and a chont* or hydraulic choraula, an

instrument of which it is impossible to form any distinct

idea, considering the obscurity of the inscriptions, and
the absence of monuments relating to it. It is thus that

the Latin historian expresses himself:

—

M Sub exitu

quidem vine palain voverat, si sibi incolumis status per-

mansisset, proditurum sc part® victorite ludis hydraulum,

* In Catalecl, p. 118.

f lit Tibiu trier, lib. Hi.

X De Theotrit, lib. ii. cap. 19.

$ The use, however, of certain contrivance*, well as large tube*, not

for generating sound in Ibe first instance, but for augmenting its power

after being produced, has lately been very distinctly and satisfactorily

shewn at the Royal Institution, by Mr. Faraday, who stated that be

wu indebted to ilr. Wheatstone for the subject-matter of his lecture.

It is not a little curious, that nation*, advanced but one degree from

barbarism, such as the Burmese, &c., are, and have been long, acquainted

with a means or increasing the strength of sound, of which the philo-

sophers of Europe have, till the present moment, remained in total

ignorance. To the collection of Burmese instrument* collected by Sir

Stamford Raffles we are pertly indebted for this discovery
;
concerning

which the learned M. Fetts can hardly yet have received any information.

When the inquiry into this subject shall he further pursued, perhaps

we may he enabled to form a more correct notion of what has hitherto

very much puzzled antiquarians,—the Echtea, or acoustic vases, used,

according to Vitruvius, by the ancient* in their Ttat theatres, foe the

purpose of augmenting the power of the performer's voice. (Fitruv.

1*6. v. cap. 5.)

—

Editor.

||
Glouar. voce Utricularia*,

choraulam et Utwculaiuam." This passage refers to the

vow which the emperor made to play at the public games
upon the choraula or the utricularia* if the gods restored

him his health. It is seen that the term orgrmum docs not

at all occur in the text.

The only difference between the ancient and modern
employment of the bagpipe is, that at present it ranks

only as a vulgar instrument, while with the ancients it

was used in public ceremonies, and formed a port of

theatrical music. Seneca tells us, that pythaules, or per-

formers on the utricularia, were heard in the theatre of

Naples
;

rt et hie (id est in thentro), ingenti studio, quis sit

pythaules bonus judicatur." ( Epist . 77, lib. x.) • Flavin

Vopiscus also iuforms us, that among the tnima?, the

histriones, and the parasites of the emperor Carinus, there

were also a hundred pythaules:—“ Kt item centum psal-

pistas uno crepitu concinentes, ct centum camptaulus.f
etiam pythaules centum, pantomimos et gymniens mille.

Pegma pneterea cujus flammis scena conflagravit**

In order to terminate my proof that the bagpipe is the

instrument designated in the description given by ancient

writers, it will be sufficient to quote the elegunt passage

of Virgil, in which he has so well described the shepherd

Tonius playing upon the tibia utricularia :

—

Et com muttifofi Tonius cui tibia baxo
Tandem post epulas, et pocula, multicolorcm

. Ventriculuui suuipsit, bucruque inflare rubentes

incipient, oculos aperil, riliisquc loatis,

Maltotienque alto datum e pulmonibus haustum

t iretn implet ; cubito vocem dat tibia presso,

Nunc hue nunc illuc digito aaliente.

In all this there is nothing but what is strictly appli-

cable to the bagpipe. In vain has it been attempted to

discover in the instrument of this period the bellows,

pipes, and dev-board of the organ, acted upon by the

fingers : when soberly considered, it presents nothing but
pipes pierced with lateral holes, and an inflating pipe,

which the musician applied to his mouth to fill the bag
with wind J. There is no question that the instrument now
kuown by the name of the organ, with its key-board, was
invented iti the fourth century only, and everything leads

us to believe, that, anterior to the reign of Louis-lc- D4-
bonnaire, the instrument called by this name had no
relation willi that now employed in our churches. It is

* And here (that is, in the theatre) the greatett teat it thovm in

adjudging which it the bttl pythaute* (rulgo, bagpiper). At every turn in

our literary researches, we are reminded of tho old adage, ‘“that there is

nothing new under the »uu." VV bat is the above but a faithful picture of

that which tales place annually in the theatre of Edinburgh, on the

occasion of adjudging the prize pipes to the best player ?—-Editor.

f Turnebius thinks that, instead of camplaulas, wo should read

aM-auItu ; aa emendation that appears excellent.

Hvginus, and Horae* in his Art Poetica, inform us that the pythaules

also appeared in the Pythian games. The former adds: '* Pythaules qui

Pythia eanlavcrat, seplcm habuit palliatos, unde poslca appellatus est

cboraules." ]t would appear from this passage, that the instrument of

the lythaules was the same as that of the Choraulcs. Perhaps the

hjrirtndtc choraula differed from the uirtcu/aria in this respect, that the

inflating pipe agitated water in the vase to which the sounding pipes

were attached. If such were the case, the conjectures of Scaliger,

Bertholinus and Boulanger would not be without foundation.

X There is a passage in the Greek writer, Dion Chrysostom, in which,

speaking of the emperor Nero, it is said, that he played on the flute with

a bladder, or leathern b*S> under hi* arm, filled with wind. The reason

given for Nero's preference of the Tibia utricularu it curious:— 111 He
made choice of this, that he might avoid those contortions of the counte-

nance occasioned by the flutes blown by the breath, and which to

greatly dugutied Minerva."

From the various descriptions given of this species of wind instrument,

we must conclude that, at the period in question, it bad attained a state

of considerable complication and refinement—.Editor.
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true, that in the 8th Book of his Harmonia Univcrtaiit,

p. SS7, Meraennus informs us that the antiquary

Naude had sent him the figure of a positif or small organ,

found on one of the basso-relievos of the Villu-Muttei, at

Rome, where a woman is seen playing upon a key-board,

while a man, stationed behind the instrument, is supplying

wind with a pair of bellows, similar to those at present

in common use. The work of Mersennius has not an

engraving of this basso-relievo, but it was found among
the papers of Haym, editor of the Tesauro-Britannico ddle

Medaglie. antichc . Hawkins bus given a copy of it in his

** History of Music,*" and Forkcl caused it to be engraved

as a frontispiece to his work. But there is nothing to

indicate to what epoch this monument belongs. It greatly

resembles a figure seen in certain miniatures in manu-
scripts of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and of

which the authenticity is not satisfactorily demonstrated.

I, therefore, think myself justified in coming to the con-

clusion, that it was not the organ, but the bagpipe that

was known to antiquity, and designated in the quotations

I have given.

Pent.

ON THE CHARACTERS OF KEYS.

To the Emma of the Hakmonicon.

Sir, London , Dec. 1828.

In the Diary of a Dilettante for last month, some
remarks appear on the peculiarities of certain keys, to

which I venture to add a few observations.

It seems to me that the particular character of many
keys arises from what in tuning is called temperament, a

process well known to most musicians, who are aware

that if instruments were tuned so as to make every 5th

perfect, only certain keys could be used without violently

shocking the ear. To remedy so great an evil, it becomes

necessary to depress, or flatten, some of the 5ths, an

operation requiring great nicety of discrimination arising

from long experience.

To such of your readers as arc not conversant w ith the

subject, the annexed diagram, or scale, with the observa-

tions that follow, may perhaps afford some insight into the

matter.

C t> K Y 0 A DC

D E O A B

The upper division represents the real distance of each

note of the diatouic scale ; the lower exhibits the distances

of the intervals as tunerl according to the system of tem-

perament now adopted ; from which it will be seen, that

in tuning upwards from c, the first 5th, o, is flattened ; the

next btlis, n, a, e, flattened likewise, though not quite so

much as the first; and the b almost perfect; from which

note all the 5ths are made perfect to 03 . In tuning

downwards from c, all the 5tha are made as sharp os the

ear can bear them.

It will be observed, that each of the principal keys with

flats has its 3rd formed by one of the above lowered notes ;

and thus is produced the tender, or more properly the

melancholy expression of such keys.

The reverse is the case with respect to keys with sharps

:

for the bths being tuned perfect after 0 , and the flattened

notes becoming the key-notes, or tonics, the Srds nnd 5ths

of these keys are more perfect, and produce a brilliancy of

tone that keys with flats cun never possess. The key of

h (five sharps) for instance, is perhaps the most brilliant one
we have, from having its 3rd and 5th quite perfect ; and,

according to the theory mentioned by * Dilettante,’ belongs

to festivities and rejoicings. The same cause operates

in minor us well as major keys ; and c minor, on account
of its flattened 5th, is more plaintive than n minor.

On stringed instruments, where it is easy to make a
distinction between gj and xb, c$ and nb, &c.„ the differ-

ence is very rarely attended to, though these notes are

stopped with different fingers. Indeed such nicety would
lead to mischief in orchestral performances, unless the

wind instruments had the means of adjustment. The im-
perfection (if it must be so termed) is a very happy one

;

for were it possible to produce a perfect 3rd and blh in

every key, xb would not be more pathetic than xlf, nnd
much very beautiful musical effect would be lost. Weber’s
charming cavatina in Dcr Freiechutz, for example, if per-

formed in a key with sharps, loses half of its effect.

Formerly organs were tuned with the bths all perfect,

consequently were intolerable in three and four flats ; so

much so in fact, that some were provided with extra pipe*

tuned to accord with those keys.

Should, however, the characters of certain keys appear
to be attributable to any other cause than thut 1 have here

suggested, I shall hope to beset right by any of your cor-

respondents who may be better informed ou the subject.

Nevertheless, trusting that the few hints I have thrown
out may at least prove interesting to some of your readers,

and possibly lead to further investigation,— moreover, not

being aware that 1 have ever been anticipated in any
musical work,—I beg leave to offer them to your considera-

tion ; and am, &c.

T. S.R.

C. M. VON WEBERS POSTHUMOUS WORKS.

TONKUNSTLEES LEBEN, BINE ABABESKE.

(THE LIFE OF A COMPOSER, AS ARABESQUE)

By Carl Maria vow Weber.

Chapter the First.

And off flew the hummer from its joint—ami crash

wentsume halfdozen strings—with such fury did I dash ray

hands upon the keys of the piano-forte. In one corner lay

the scribbled music-paper, and in another the music-stool

;

with lengthened strides I paced my Utile ehumber, and
zigzagged in and out of every corner, adroitly avoiding,

however, even in the height of my agitation, every sharp

angle of the furniture.

What for months before had caused me daily annoyance,

had, within the last few weeks, risen to its height and grown
absolutely insupportable. That indefinite yearning of the

heart for something from which we hope for relief, without

being able to give ourselves any satisfactory reason urhy ;

Digitized by Google
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that painful struggle of the internal powers, which are kept

hound in fetters by the consciousness of the unattainable

ideal, a bondage from which, at times, there appears no

hope of gettiug free ; that irresistible impulse to labour,

which raises gigantic images, and after ail exhausts itself

in mere empLiness of thought ; that chaos of fluctuating

and anxious feelings, which so often overpowers the whole

soul of the artist, had at this moment entirely overwhelmed

my own.

All the wishes dreams, and resolutions connected as

well with the art, as with the general affairs of life, which

had frequently before sprung up at shorter intervals, now
came upon me with redoubled violence, and drove me ab-

solutely frantic.

The burden of existence weighed heavily upon me
j

fain

would I have sought relief from it in the solace of art; but

as art exists by life alone, and life by art, they, mutually,

combined to destroy both themselves and me.

Exhausted, ut length, by my internal struggle, I half un-

consciously took my customary seat at the piano-forte,

and leaned my head upon it to sleep, as a last resource

—

an evil prognostic

!

The composer who draws his materials from his instru-

ment, is little else than a child of distress: or, at all events,

is on the high way to poverty of spirit, and its inseparable

companions, vulgarity and commonplace. Yes, even these

hands, these cursed piano-forte fingers, which by eternal

hammering and practising assume, at last, a kind of in-

dependency and will of their own—even these become
the ignorant tyrants and task-masters of the creative fa-

culties.

They invent nothing new ; nay, what is worse, they are

ever ready to war with whatever is not old. Cunning and

roguish, like true handicraftsmen, they patch up, from

musty antiquated materials, forms of tone that have almost

the look of new figures ; and these, as they have something

taking in their sound, bribe the ear, which sits as judge

in the first instance, and secure a favourable reception.

How very differently does he create, whose inward ear

is the judge of what is created, and which, in the very act

of its invention, is submitted to the ordeal of criticism. This

mental ear has a wonderful tact in receiving the forms of

tone, and assigning to them their relative value. Herein lies

that divine secret, which is known only to the initiated, and

remains incomprehensible to the many.
An ear like this, hears whole periods, nay, entire pieces

at once. It passes over little occasional Incurne and ir-

regularities, content to leave them to be filled up in some
happier moment ; and afterwards, as time and opportunity

sene, will review the whole in its parts, and not refuse

to abbreviate and retouch, where maturer judgment shall

point out.

An ear like this delights to gee some finished whole ; a

form of tone with that individuality of features, which, if

but once seen by the eye of a stranger, will be recognised

again. This is whnt it desires, and not a mere lay-figure.,

a thing of shreds and patches. If the mind has conceived

such an image, it must be content to let it go its time ; for

good things will have their due season of maturity
; it

must be fed with proper nourishment, and be reared with

care.

At length, an internal voice whispered to me: “ Thou
must depart—forward, forward ! The artist's sphere of

action is the world. What avails thee to bury thyself

longer in the narrow-minded circle of thy acquaintance?

What, the gTacious favour of some little Mcctenas, ex-

tended to thee in payment for some tune reluctantly fur-

nished, to suffer from his stupid and heartless rhymes?—
What, the boisterous applause of the multitude on parade,
for a successful march ? What, even the friendly squeeze
of the hand by a pretty neighbour, as the reward of a cou-
ple of spirited waltzes? Forward ! try thy genius among
strangers, and when the exercise ofthy talent has given satis-

faction to men ofjudgment—when thou hast advanced their

knowledge of thy art, and appropriated to thyself their in-

formation,—then return to thy home of peace, and enjoy
the fruit of thy industry.”

I immediately packed up my instruments, embraced the
few individuals whom I counted as friends, requested two or
three introductions to families iu the next little town, and
commenced my journey in the humble pad-wagm (stage),

which the state of my purse very strongly recommended.
It was late in the evening ; like dumb shadows my travel-

ling companions sat beside me ;
not an observation dis-

turbed the deep repose, and I soon settled into a placid

sleep, from which I was aroused at early dawn, by the

ready band of the driver, who demanded his fee.

I beheld the unfolding of day in placid grandeur.

—

The holy cri»ce«rfo of nature, displaying itself in a beauteous

succession of colours, awakened in iny youthful breast a
glow of devotional feeling. Filled with serenity and con-
fidence, my inmost soul turned to that power who had in-

fused iuto my mind a disposition for an art which was to

stamp my future life, and which once implanted, could

never again be rooted out. I felt conscious that I was
acting up to my vocation, and enjoyed the internal satisfac-

tion of duty fulfilled.

Nature operates on me in a peculiar mauncr. That qua-
lity of the mind, in which all the other faculties concen-
trate—call it talent, vocation, genius, what you will—re-

stricts within its magic circle all our powers of vision.

Not only to our physical, but also to our mental eye, is its

particular horizon assigned. Both may be varied by
change of position; and well is it for the artist, if, in his

progress forward, he can enlarge it; for to go out of it is

impossible.

Nay more—all objects assume the peculiar colouring of

the artist’s mind, and imperceptibly partake of the charac-

teristic tone of his life and sensations. At least, I acknow-
ledge that such is the fact in my case : with me, every

thing is associated with musical forms, and becomes modi-
fied accordingly.

The contemplation of a landscape is to me like the per-

formance ofa piece of music. I feel the effect of the whole
upon my mind, without analyzing, or dwelling upon, the

individual parts of it. In a word, strange as it may seem,

the landscape has upon me the effect of a rhythmical

movement ; it is to me a successive enjoyment But it is

equally a source of delight and of pain : of delight, when
I calmly contemplate the manner in which interesting

objects are harmoniously blended together; and of pain,

when I see these objects mingled und confused, us they are

beheld from the window of a stage coach. A correspond-

ing confusion is communicated to my mind; all my asso-

ciations become wild and disorderly. Good heaven ! per-

haps at the very moment I am beating out a confoundedly

complicated fugue, a rondo theme will start up, which in

its turn is supplanted by a pastorale, and that again by a
furioso, or a funeral march. By my fellow passengers,

ignorant of the peculiar workings of my mind, and de-

terred from conversation by my strange and unsocial de-

meanour, I am, of course, set down as one of the stupidest

fellows in existence

!
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Chapter the Second.

In the mean time, we had reached the pleasant little

town of X — , and so powerfully did I feel the mania of

essaying my musical powers, that, contrary to my first in-

tention, I resolved on sojourning there for a time, in order

to gratify it. ** None but a faint-hearted simpleton,’* said

I to myself, *' suffers himself to be dejected.*' So humming
Pedrillo’s air in Die Entfuhrung (Mozart’s Seraglio), I

sought the refreshment of my couch, full of buoyant hopes

respecting my projected concert.

On the following morning, 1 made the best figure I

could, and waited on Mr. von Y , of the musical taste

of whose family I had heard a great deal, and who was one

of the tnoaunfluential personages in that small town.

He saluted me with, “ Ah, welcome ! I am extremely

happy to make your acquaintance ; I assure you, in several

letters I have received, your name has been very favourably

mentioned.—(I bowed.)—You, of course, know my newest

sonatas ?'

I was strangely embarrassed. 44
I beg pardon, but

really I cannot say that—

”

“ But,” interrupted he. “ the quartett !**

4 I am very sorry,’’ said I, stammering and blushing at

the time ;
** but I do not remember—

”

“ Well,” said my host, not a little disconcerted, 44
at all

events, you must be familiar with my set of capriccios—at

least, if you read the journals, or are at all conversant with

scientific literature/*

I felt that these perplexing questions must be put u

stop to, and so plunged at once into the desperate confes-

sion.
44

I am ashamed of my ignorance ; but was really

unaware of the fact, that Mr. von Y composed/’

The good gentleman's countenance fell ; and lowering

instantly the tone of his voice, he said, “ My dear friend,

I am really very sorry ; but understanding that you propose

giving concerts, I must candidly tell you that you have

very little chance, very little indeed, of doing any good

here. The people of this place. Sir, are critical judges
;

critical as the Viennese themselves, and—(here a new
thought seemed to strike him)—unless, indeed, you could

prevail on my daughter to sing: in that case
”

At this moment the door of the room opened, and a

young female entered, whose figure and appearance were

of a kind to provoke observation, not unmingled with

mirth. She was her father's Opera 1™, and a truly droll

specimen of composition did she exhibit. Do but picture

to yourself a diminutive creature, burdened with a tremen-

dously large head, covered with block shaggy hair, and or-

namented with a tiara of false diamonds of unconscionable

size. From her mouth, at the formation of which the

Graces did not certainly preside, issued a voice which

resembled a pitch-pipe of the days of good Guido Aretinus,

and screeched such tones, that my ears enjoyed sensations

similar to those produced by scratching on a pane of glass.

The delicate daughter threw her spider-like arms around

her papa, who introduced her to me as a scholar of the art,

and said,
44 You must sing this gentleman a part of your

grand seena
;
you know how much I admire it. Sir, il is

a composition at ouce lofty and profound.’* (I bowed).

The young c&ntatrice eyed me from top to toe, with that

kind of patronising air which your long- pursed amateur

know so well how to alTect, and then, turning, said to her

father, “ Papa, you know (and here she strove to get up a

cough), you know what a cold I have got ; I am absolutely

hoarse to day
;
(here she began a strained croaking ;) good

heavens
!
you yourself hear in what bad order my voice is.”

The fact is, that nature had denied the lady organs ca-
pable of producing any thing like an endurable tone

; and
when she began again to essay, I felt alarmed. I, how-
ever, suppressed my repugnance, and feeling that interest

prompted mydoing the polite thing, I interposed, and begged
that the lady would honour me by singing a few bars.

The condescending maiden (evidently nothing loth)

complied. She squatted down before the piano-forte, and
after hammering out a few chords with all her might, and
blundering on unfortunate slip-shod run through the semi-
tones, she screamed a bravura air of Scarlatti.

I showed all the interest I could feign, striving oc-
casionally to get a peep at the notes, over her active and
brood-spread shoulders. At every dozen bars, she would
exclaim, with a languishing turn of the head, 44 You see, I

can't muke it out at all !’* She then coughed again, and
offered little appoggiatura remarks upon her hoarseness,

and amidst increasing interruptions, at last got to the end
of her task. I struggled against nature to say something
handsome of the performance, formy very teeth w ere set on
edge ; some of her upper notes were for all the world like

those of the hurdy-gurdy. Nothing could be more dangerous
than udmiralion at such a moment

;
for I saw she was upon

the point of treatiug me to another specimen, when luckily

her mother entered. This lady was a perfect copy of Xan-
tippe, in a high state of preservation. The moment she
came in. she set up a shout of admiration, compared to
which, the noise of one of Wranitz's allegros is but as the
rustling of a few leaves. I thought it but common polite-

ness to contribute my quota of admiration at the same
time

;
but my feeble 44 bravu l'* died away unheard amidst the

tempest of her applause.
“ My daughter. Sir,” said she at last, after she had some-

what recovered from her raptures, 44
is a true musical

genius : the talent she possesses is astonishing ! and
though she did not begin to study music till thirteen, she
has frequently corrected the Sladt-musikant [musician in

ordinary to the town] in generaipatch. And then, Sir,

you should hear how beautifully she plays ou the Stroke
harmonica. O, go and fetch it ; there is nothing to com-
pare to that charming instrument !*

The agonies of death seized me, in anticipation of this

new ordeal, and I could only stammer out, that it cer-

tainly was an instrument adapted to Adagios.
44 True,” said the pertinacious mamma, 44 Adagios, that

is the very thing: so, my dear, pray play us Mozart’s
Bird-catcher/’

I could contain myself no longer; disgust gave way
to an inclination to laugh, ami in spite of all my strug-

gles, the suppressed titter at leugth broke forth. The
countenances of the whole family underwent an instanta-

neous change
; and, from a smirk of self-complacency, fell

some dozen inches in length. They whispered to each
other: my ear caught the words, 44

Utterly destitute of all

taste”

—

44 No more ear for true music than an upe,"—and
iu the course of five minutes, ( found tnysclf left quite alone.

The father was called away upon particular business, the

mother was wanted in the kitchen, and the Siguora figlia,

complaining of head-ache, scampered away to her boudoir.

I drew breath as though my lungs were obliged to supply
the bellows of the great organ at Westminster; and, after

a moment’s pause, layiug my finger on my nose, I performed
the teala deecendendo, and walked quietly out of the house,

fully resolved never again to attempt to propitiate the pa-

tronage of a musical family.

I determined to go directly to the Stadt-musiJcus, to en-

gage the necessary performers for my concert.
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Chapter the Third.

I had not proceeded far in the street, when I met a group

pf chorus* Binders, who were preparing: to treat the towns-

people to a piece of music. They were coughing themselves

tight lustily into good voice.

Oh divine human organ! thou first instrument bestowed

upon us by the Creator, according to which all others are

modelled ; thou that alone art capable of truly and effec-

tively moving the feelings ; how admirable do thy powers
appear to me in choral song, which, even when exercised

in a humble degree, put me quite in a glow, and strike to

my very heart

!

Though full of my project I halted, prepared to listen to

a chorus, simple, touching, and in every respect adapted to

the feelings and capacity of the people. But my evil stars

had doomed me to-day to nothing but vexation and an-

noyance ;
and what should my gentlemen strike up hut one

of the latest airs from the opera of Fanchon ; and even this

they so dreadfully mangled, keeping neither time nor tune,

that 1 made no scruple of accosting the lanky singer of

the bass, who stood next to tnc, and who, as he was filling

up his pause in the piece by voraciously swallowing a

jorum of bread and milk, appeared the least likely to suffer

any interruption, inquiring ofhim the direction of Mr.
the Sladlmtuikut. “ Sir, Dcr Herr Principal lives yon-

der to the right; you cannot possibly miss the house; you
frill be sure to hear them, for this is the very hour they arc

practising the Russian horn-music; but I don't think you'll

find any vacancy at present.*’

Not a little chagrined at the fellow's coolness, I answered
rather testily, that I was in want of no such situation, and
turning sharply on my heel, I steered my course directly to-

wards the house. Sure enough I had no difficulty iu finding

it ; for of all the horrid noises I had ever heard, this was
assuredly the most appalling. Feeling considerable alarm

for the drums of my ears, I cautiously approached the

scene of uproar, and at length making a bold effort, en-

tered the school. The scene that presented itselfwas whim-
sical in the extreme. In a circle of from ten to fifteen boys,

who were blowing their horns with all their might, or at least

stood in the act of blowing, was stationed Mr. the Stadt-

mitsiktt*, who grasped in both hands u musical baton of

formidable size, with which he beat the time upon a piano-

forte that stood near him, and occasionally ujhiii the head

of the unlucky wight who happened to miss the time
; and

all this had the additional accompaniment of his feet, with

which lie stamped with all the fury of one who had lately

escaped from the madhouse. They were performing an

overture of his own composition, in which the horns had a

Very predominant part, and which his scholars were play*

ing after the Russian fashion— a horn to every single note.

To the right and left were ranged other performers on the

violin, clarionet, bassoon, trombone, &c., who were work-

ing away with all their might, giving every passage fbrlii-

*tmo ; and in the midst of this terrible din wus, at every

instant, heard the infuriated exclamation of the director

:

" Wrong, you blundering dog ! too high ! too low ! too

quick ! too slow ! attention there !** Ac.

My appearance in the room did not mend matters ; there

was something more novel in the appearance of a stranger

than in their master's score, Bnd every eye was turned to-

wards me, to the good director’s no small annoyance. The
moment was critical ; they hod just come to the allegro

movement, and the master, wishing to rally the attention

of his scholars, and bring his favourite passage to bear,

waxed warm in the fervour of direction, and beat and
stamped with redoubled fury. At this unlucky moment, a

Jan. 1629.

long board, which served as a music-stand, and which over-
hung the piano, having become loosened by such power-
ful and incessant vibration, come down with a crash upon
the piano-forte, and sent the sounding board in shivers into

the air. A burst of laughter, altunitono , followed, and
there was an end of every thing like music, at least for this

sitting. Profiting of this moment, I stepped forward, and
introduced myself to the worthy director.

(To be continued.)

THE PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY.

To the Editor ofthe Hahmonicov.

[Letirr II
]

Sir, Nor. RM, 162S.

The report I alluded to in my letter of the loth of
October last, concerning the intention of some members of
the Philharmonic Society to vote a piece of plate to the
Treasurer—a report to which I really gave little credence

—

was too well founded. At the annual general meeting held
on the third of this month, the sum of fifty pounds was
ordered to be applied to this purpose, and without any
attempt having been made to prevent so unjust, so in-

jurious a measure, from being carried into execution!
It was confidently expected, thut a member, whose opi-

nion was known to be unfriendly to such a step, would
oppose the motion ; but he, it appears, was out of town at
the time it was carried ; and I can only express a hope that
his absence was unavoidable.

When the motion was made, one gentleman proposed
to “ fill up the blank’’ with the sum of one hundred
pounds ; but another, rather more sane, named fifty

pounds
; and if a third, soberer than cither, had recom-

mended the latter sum to be halved, his advice would have
been followed

; for the resolution passed only because none
had the courage to question its propriety. 1 have good au-
thority for asserting, that many who were present disap-
proved of the thing altogether, on the following grounds:

—

1*/. Thut the office of Treasurer has always been hono-
rary, and that voting a piece of plate of so high a value to

him who discharges its duties, is only indirectly paying
him for his labour.—

2nd. That if the present Treasurer be entitled to such a
compliment, when his duties are performed with so little

trouble, more is due to those who field the office at a time
when it required much thought and consumed a great deal

of time ;—to those who never exhibited their services to the

Society through a magnifying glass, or dealt out hints that

were likely to call forth some well-meant, but thoughtless

proposition.

—

3rd. That if the Treasurer, an honorary offieft*, is to be
remunerated, why are not the Directors to be rewarded in

a similar way ? It is well known how troublesome the latter

office has proved to many gentlemen who have held it

;

how much time it has cost, and how entirely it has often

compelled them to neglect their own affairs
;

particularly

at that period when they were struggling to save the So-
ciety from an attempt to annihilate it : why, then, not

vote a piece of plate to all who have actively served as

Directors, and who have never touched one shilling of the

Society's receipts, in any form, but, on the contrary, have

often been largely out of pocket in discharging the duties

most disinterestedly undertaken by them ?

—

4Ih. That if the Society is so embarrassed by its riches

that it seeks to be relieved from part of the burthen, it

ought first to exercise its liberality on those who, at a mo*

C
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tnent of extreme peril, saved it from destruction. If these

refused to take any of the pressure from its shoulders, and

the weight of its wealth still proved too heavy to be borne,

it would then be time enough to look out for others to

whom the Society is not at all indebted, on whom part of its

load might be cast*.

That in these opinions two of the best-judging members
of the Philharmonic Society coincide, I affirm from my
own knowledge ; and I repent, from unquestionable infor-

mation, that several others, too timid to object in a public

manner to a proposal they heartily coudemned, only regret

that a ballot on the question had not been demanded.

I am. Sir, Ac. Ax Aesociate.

THE BAND OF THE KING’S THEATRE.

To the Editor of the IIarmonicon.

Sir, Dec. 10/A., 182S.

In your October Number you have published a

sensible, well-written letter from “ One of the Band at the

King’s Theatre,” whereby the public are made acquainted

with the scandalous terms on which it is proposed to

engage the band for the ensuing season. Whoever may
be the author of that letter, he is entitled to the gratitude

of every orchestral member of the musical profession,

and to you also, for having given publicity to it, and

thereby exposing the heartless contriver of the most un-

just, insulting, and tyrannical articles that were ever

dreamt of, and which none but a degruded outcast could

have had the impudence to ask a respectable Englishman
to sign. In this one act, Mr. Editor, you have done more
to serve the profession— I mean, of course, the orchestral

performers—than, as a body, they ever did to serve them-

selves Had your advice been follow ed, and a general meet-

ing of the Band called, some proper and manly resolution

might have been entered into, which must have been

productive of goodf : und I cannot but think that the

neglect of so salutary a measure shows a want of spirit

on the part of the Baud (upon a point, too, where their

own interest is so materially concerned) that does not

tell much in their favour.

The English are said to be a moral people, and I

should be sorry to bint, or to suppose, that our musicians

are less so than any other body of tnen ; but how can that

nation, or any one class of it, be called moral, when it

tolerates a man wholly destitute of moral character? The
Directors of the Royal Academy of Music did. indeed,

net with great propriety, when, with a becoming feeling,

they first suspended (an ominous word) the expatriated

Frenchman, to give him an opportunity of vindicating

his character, and, upon his failing so to do, finally ex-

pelled him from that establishment. And when this man
was first brought to the Opera House by Mr. Ebcrs
(merely because he offered to serve for little or nothing).

* The no k t paragraph of our correspondent '« letter we have omitted,

thinking it of too personal a nature. We hare also taken the liberty to

convert the names he ha? introduced, into more general terms.— Eirnos.

t Since this letter was written, I hear that a partial meeting of the

Band has taken place, but the result has not reached me. The meeting
ought to have been general—(.V*Or •/ An Ottzirea.)

The principals of the band not only assembled, but resolved to reject

the terms proposed. No good could have arisen from a meeting of every
individual belonging to the orchestra, because there are among the num-
ber creature*, some of them mere boy*, of M. Boch«a, who would not

only be inclined, bnt feel themselves obliged, to subscribe to any articles

that might be imposed on them. Up to this moment the band, i. e, the
efficient members of it, have acted with spirit and consistency.-—Emto it*

had ihc Band then acted with a proper spirit, and shrunk
from the degrading contact of such a person, many
grievances, nay evils, that have since been experienced,

would never have been heard of. For this the musicians

have entirely to thank themselves.—I am, Mr. Editor,

year otalivnl scnruit, A„ Observer ;

but oof one of the Band at the King' t Theatre.

ITALIAN OPERA AT BRIGHTON.

To the Editor of the IIarmonicon.

Sir, Brighton , Dtc. 19/A.

That the musical world may be put in possession

of something like an impartial account of the Italian Opera
speculation which has just been tried here, I transmit

you a few particulars concerning it.

The undertaking was a partnership concern of Madame
Carud ori. Signors Curioni and Pellegrini, Mr. Mori, and
Nicholas Charles Bochsa ; for so little respect had the first

four for themselves, that they actually suffered this person

to join with them ! The agreement was a participation of
profits; but when the forty pounds per night for the

theatre was paid to Mr. Russell, and the other expenses

defrayed, together with the travelling, lodging, living, &c.

&c. of the parties themselves, the account turned out, I
have reason to know, a very beggarly one. The theatre

was not half full, or near it, of real payers, on the first two
uights ; and as to the third, nothing like the expenses
could have been covered. Indeed it was at first intended

not to open the doors on the Saturday, but the lessee giving

it to be understood that he should nevertheless expect his

rent, the performance, such as it was, took place.

Madame Carodori was very respectable in her parts, but
to undertake the Desdemona after Pasta, was, by dispas-

sionate people, considered a rash step. But one of our
ncwsptqKTs here thought it vastly fine ; and after finding

out that Curioni ’s voice is become mellow, even praises a
Sig. Piozzi for his singing of La Cahtnnia, and poor M.
Deville for his Iago l

It is impossible to describe to you the wretchedness of
the hand, or the miserable work it made of everything

:

it was so bad as to be almost amusing. This co-partner-

ship had agreed to try the same experiment at Bath,
Birmingham, and Liverpool, but the failure at tills place

has broken up the firm : Madame Curadori found out that

she was not likely to gain in any way by the association

;

she saw' that the whole business was like “ Hamlet in a
barn," a kind of operatic High life below stairs, and—fell

ill! Miss Patou was called in to supply her place, and her
leaving out all the recitatives, that is to say, (he dialogue,

produced on effect truly comic. But in the grand air,

" Una voce poco fit,” she certainly far surpassed the

other. The Gazette blames her for introducing an Eng-
lish song in an Italian Opera, and the thing in itself was
rather ridiculous; but was it more so than Mdlle. Son-
tag’s Swiss air, and Signorina Garcia's Spanish one, in the

very same place.

Guttcridge’s concert is stated in the same paper to have
had three hundred people present There were not two
hundred tickets sold ; and as he had to pay Miss Paton
sixty guineas, and the attraction that she might have
proved having been diminished by her performance in the

Darbicrc on the preceding Saturday (for which Mr. Gut-
teridge was indebted to his friend Bochsa) lie must have
lost considerably. An Amateur.
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ftcbteto of iftustc.

A Periodical Collection or Sacred Music, selectedfrom
the fml Master* of the German and Italian Schools,

with a few Original Compositions ; the whole composed,

selected, and arranged with an Accompaniment fir the

Organ or Piano Forte, by Vincent Novello. No. 1.

(AU the principal Music-sellers.)

This first Nnmbcr of a Collection intended for the use of

the Catholic Church, but applicable to other purposes, con-

tains Mozart’s Litania de Venerabite Sacramentum, for

-which the Editor is indebted to the MS. score in the

possession of the Rev. Mr. Latrobe. It is written for the

four choir voices, and comprises five chorusses, two solos

ibr a soprano, and one for a tenor.

We have more than once had occasion to remark on the

character of the sacred music used by the Catholics for

above a century past, particularly of that which has pre-

vailed during the last fifty years. Belonging to the re-

formed church, and brought up in the very bosom of pro-

testant cathedral music, we perhaps are, unconsciously,

under the influence of prejudice, however wc strive to

divest ourselves of it, and may owe our opinion rather to

the force of early habit than to any infallible test: never-

theless wc cannot but think that, when addressing the

Deity, and in words too of the most fervid devotion, “ light

quirks of music, broken and uneven,*
1—airs as gay as those

of the theatre,— arc wholly incompatible ; and that to slug

the Kyrie Eleison to a melody as sprightly as a dance-

tune, is not a whit less preposterous than were the priest

himself to “ trip" to the high altar “ on the light fan-

tastic toe.”

Such levity, according to our notion, is the besetting sin

of many of Haydn’s, and also some of Mozart's masses;

and such is the glaring error in ports of the present Litany.

We shall cite one instance only, and our readers will be

somewhat surprised to find such words so set and so

accompanied.

We are not among the number of those who would
throw a gloom over the service of the Church, therefore,

much as we admire Tallis, Uyrde, and Farrunt, musically,

have always felt that in the Te Drum, a hymn of praise,

und in the Benedictus, a song of thanksgiving, their minor
keys and dolorous strains are evidences of falsejudgment

;

but we can never hear so solemn a petition as the ubove,

sung to an air more vivacious than most stage music,

without having a suspicion raised, that all the surrounding
scene is mere theatrical display, ami that not of the most
serious kind, moreover.
We now proceed to consider this merely as a com-

position, in which character it deserves, as a whole, high

comine ndution. The opening is magnificent: what an
Introduzionc it would make to an heroic opera!—the

sudden change, however, to adagio, when the voices come
in, is devotional and imposiug.

The three solos have not the same claims to notice as

the other parts; they are rather long, and, generally

speaking, common ; some of the passages would, in fact,

be thought almost vulgar, under less protection than

so great a name affords. But the chorusses make amends
for the weaknesses of the rest

; in them the science in

which they abound is only conducive to effect ; not a
chord is inserted to catch the applause of the pedant.

Even the unskilled hearer will have a strong emotion
excited by the fugue “ Pignus futura?,” without being
able to assign uny reason fur the fecliug ; though the

philosophical musician would be at no loss to explain the

cause.

The adagios, “ Verbum caro factum,’ 1 and “ Viaticum

in Domino morientium,” are the finest parts of the work
in respect to the setting of the words, and likewise in

regard to modulutiou. The gentleness of the conclusion,
M Agnus Dei !* is not less admirable : here we find no
allegro raolto ;

no fortissimo ; no furioso ; all is slow,

subdued, und cipressivc of true piety.

This work is clearly engraved, (hough close, and very

correct. We must say thut the title does not pleuse us s

the phrase “ composed, selected, and arranged,” is only

fit for that description of persons with whom Mr. Novello

neither wishes nor deserves to be classed. Its inaccuracy

is proved in the very first page. If the “ whole” is com-
posed by the editor—for he introduces no saving or—
why at the onset give the name of Mozart ? Mr. N. will,

we feel assured, ascribe our remark to its true motive ; we
are solicitous entirely on his own account. Even in a
matter of such secondary importance, we are pained to

see him drawn Ut to mingle with the herd.

Select and rare Scotish Melodies, the poetry by the

Ettrick Shepherd ; the symphonies and accompani-
ments composed and the whole adapted and arranged
by II. 11. Bishop. (Goulding and D'Almaine, Soho
Square,)

Scotland really possesses an ever-flowing fountain of
melody : we thought that ere this it must have been
drained to the dregs, for half the world have been drawing
from it for the last fifty years, and yet the stream runs fresh

and pure, and for the lover of genuine song, has lost none
of those qualities which so long have been admired, and
still will be confessed.

C 2
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The present collection contains no less than twelve

such airs which to us were before unknown. Two of them,

indeed, are newly composed, by the poet himself, the

Etlrick Shepherd,* Mr. R. Hogg ; but all have more or less

claim to notice, and some urc eminently beautiful, parti*

cularly the first, second, fourth, seventh, and ninth. The
fourth, which we have selected as a specimen, composed by

the author of the words, therefore more than ordinarily

interesting, will be found amongst the music of this

number, and shew'B what may be produced when, like the

bard of other days, the poet and musician are united in

one and the same person. The collection, in fact, com-
prises thirteen songs, but one of them is by Mr. Bishop,

and, consequently, not to be numbered with Scotish

melodies.

We have been exceedingly gratified in examining this

work ; its beauties arc manifold, without auy drawback

—

not a single defect do we find worth noticing, or that will

be noticed. The airs and words are exactly suited, and the

accent is irreproachable. In two or three instances we
had our doubts on the latter point ; but recollecting that the

northern and southern extremities of our island differ oc-

casionally as much on this subject us in latitude, we no
longer hesitated, for in a Scotish song, Scotish accent

roust be the most correct.

The symphonies and accompaniments are precisely

what such accessories ought to be
;
they introduce the

melodies with propriety, and lend them support, at the

same time enforcing, so far as inarticulate sounds have the

power, the sentiments of the poet. True to the character

of the music, they are Scotish in outline, and a few

modest touches of German harmony are no more incon-

gruous than a tropical (lower in the braids of u Caledonian

beauty. They are indeed highly creditable to Mr. Bishop’s

musical taste, and to his judgment.

PIANOFORTE.
1. First Grand Concerto, with Accompaniments for a
full orchestra, composed by J. Cohan. (Mori and La-
venu, 28, iVirtc Bond Street.}

2. Fantasia and Grand Variations, on the Jagcr Chorus
in Der Freischiltz, by the same. (Liverpool, by Yanie-
wiez and Weiss.)

We shall have but very few words to say of these two pub-
lications, notwithstanding their bulk, the lnbour bestowed
on them, and the important air they assume. The author,

who is we understand a very young man, is evidently a
must enterprising composer, full of ambition, and by no
means devoid of talent ; but it is talent that wants expe-
rience, ambition which must be restrained, and enter-

prise that requires to be guided. Without considering

that music is meant to please, he has united a series of
passages which few will attempt, still fewer will be able to

execute, and none—save perhaps the writer himself—will

enjoy. He seems to believe that to produce difficult

music is a proof of ability, not being aware that almost
every performer is capable of doing something on his

particular instrument which no oilier can accomplish
without great labour; and that this something is that

which vouthful composers are at first so anxious to publish,
and afterwards so willing to suppress.

We are far from wishing to discourage Mr. Cohan, but
on the contrary, counsel him to proceed, though by a dif-

ferent road. Let him turn his thoughts to melody, to

design :—let him learn that good harmony does not con-
sist in a crowd of notes, but in a selection of the best:—let

him understand that what is called execution, is mechanical

;

and that he who prepares work for an automaton, is a
mechanic, and nothing belter.

1. Bacchannle, en forme de Rondeau, compote par Ferd.
Ries. Op. 106, No. 3. (Gouldiog and D'Altnaine).

2. Rondino, Op. 127, No. 3. Composed and published
by the tame.

In all Mr. Rios’s productions, the well-educated, excellent

musician is apparent, lie is not one of those who design
at the instrument, and hammer out bar after bar as a
smith manufactures nails. His compositions form a con*
nected whole, for he never writes without a real subject,

of which he rarely loses sight, and always treats in a
masterly manner. But there is occasionally a dryness iu

his music which, in spite of its other merits, does not
tempt the hearer to cry out “ encore 1" with the warmth
excited by some things,—his Cossack and Russian airs,

for instance.

Both of the above will be listened to with attention, for

they have a meaning, and deserve to be spoken of with
respect, because they are clever ; but well contrived as

they arc for the hand, uud decidedly the production of no
ordinary man, they are not calculated to become popular,

though both open in a very promising way, and the motivo
of each strikes the ear at once. The truth is, they are

too long, and, for the nature of the pieces,—a Bacchanalc
and a Rondino ,—are over elaborated, and the quantity of
air is not proportioned to the quantity of pages.

La doixezza, 1 Three characteristic Notturnos, com-
La melanconia,> posed try Henri Herz. Op. 45.
La scimplicita. ] (Goulding and D'Almaine).

To meet with three such compositions for the piano-forte

as these, is an occurrence not very frequent now-a-days :

hustle and glitter are common enough, but delicate taste

and deep feeling are scarce commodities, and though
valuable at all times, are rendered still more so at present,

on account of their rarity. The author is still very young,

—

two or three-and-twenty at the utmost—therefore, what
may not be hoped for from him, should lie persevere in a
style so fur superior in every way to that in which lie com-
menced his career as a composer, and for which his genius,

or temperament, seems decidedly to have prepared him.
La Dolcezsa is nn andantino iu a fiat; twelve-eight

time, on n subject so vocal, that were words set to it, it

might become popular as a cavatina. It passes through

some fine modulations, but so gently, that the changes are

hardly perceived at the moment they occur. A short

agitato is useful as a contrast, and gives increased effect

to the reluming subject. In this, nevertheless, are the

boldest consecutive 5ths we ever encountered, and being

repeated three times, it is to be concluded that they are

intentional. Wo can quote but not defend them.
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REVIEW: PIANOFORTE, ORGAN. 14

La Melanconia , in o minor, moderato, in twelve-quaver

time also, is an air not less beautiful than the former.

This is given, with scarcely any other notes, to the right

hand entirely, the left being employed in accompanying
it In wide arpeggios ; e. g.

The composer has not in this, or indeed in any of the

three, been sparing in hia directions; there is scarcely a

bar without some Italian word, and in one there are no less

than three lines of instructions to the performer

!

La Scimplicita, in Bb, allegro moderato, three-four

time, is in a familiar style, and the air is still more predo-

minant, more decidedly vocal, than in either of the pre-

ceding. This is by far the easiest to execute, the others

requiring n great deal of that which practice alone will not

give; though, like the last, it requires a hand of great

compass for the base accompaniment, as the four opening
bars will shew. They will likewise afford a general idea

of the whole piece, as well as of the author's passion for

directing.

—

These Notturnos arc meant for such ns udmirc und cul-

tivate the expressive style, to whom we strongly recom-
mend them. To those who have no taste for music of this

description, wc will not address ourselves in the words by
which the Carmen Scculare opens, whatever may be our
propensity thereto.

1. Premier Melange, sur let Ain tires de Dcmctrio e

Pulibio de Rossini, arrange
t par P. Pavini. (Call-

cott. Great Marlborough Street.)

2. Deuxifhne Melange, sur let Airs tires de Tnncrcdi de
Rossini, arranges par P. Pavini. (Callcott)

The airs in No. 1 are smooth and rhythmical, but with-
out an original idea. They arc exceedingly easy, and on
the whole well arranged

; but a few passages shew a want
of attention to rules which ought never to be violated

without a good excuse; for instance the following, which
occurs several times:

—

No. 2 is rather late in the field: Tancredi , like the
Freischutz, has been put, sometimes tortured, into so many

shapes, that we thought it would never appear in another.

The adaptor has chosen the best parts of the opera, un-
doubtedly, and, by close engraving, has compressed much
into a comparatively small compass and ul a moderate price.

The arrangement too is blameless, and us free from diffi-

culty us the above.

1. Fa stab ik Brillante, sur Us themes de rOpera Semi-
ramide, de Rossini, par Francois Hunten. Op. 29,

(Cocks and Co.)

2. Maysedf.r’s Variations, Op. 40, arranged with a new
Introduction, by the same. (Same publisher.)

3. Les Recreations Utiles, a collection of favourite melo-

dies, composed and arranged in afamiliar style, by the

same. (Same publisher).

4. Lk Bocaoe, a Collection of familiar Pieces, arranged
and published by the same.

Thr Fantasic, No. 1, combines in itself the choice tilings in

Semiramide, admirably arranged in every resfiect, whether
in relation to the various parts, which arc well condensed,

or for effect, or with regard to the convenience of the per-

former. The latter must be of rather a superior order to

do justice to this, though there is in it nothing that a little

practice will not speedily subdue. Whoever possesses it

may rest assured that he has some of the most beautiful,

animated, and popular compositions the opera can boast,

in his possession •.

No. 2 is not one of Mr. Mayseder’s happiest airs : it has
no meaning that we can make out, or any claim to notice

$

but it is intended as a mere trifie.

Nos. 3 and 4 arc agreeable collections for the use of

such as have just learnt the names of the notes, &c.

M. Hfintcn is a young German recently settled in Paris,

and a very rising composer, as well as a much-admired
performer.

Short Preludes, intended as Exercises, divided into two
classes, composed andfingered by T. Latoir. (Latour,

New Bond Street.)

These arc intended for the younger classes, to whom they

will be found useful. The general plan is good, and will

give the learner some notion of the manner in which har-

mony may be broken into arpeggios, &c. But thut appear-

ance of spontaneousness which should characterize all such
things, will not be found in these Preludes ; and this is, un-
questionably, au imperfection in them.

ORGAN.
A second scries of Effusions, containing Fugues with

Introductions, Swell, Diapason, and other pieces, by
C. Bryan, Organist of the Mayor s Chapel, and St,

Mary's, Bristol, 5 Numbers. (Goulding and D'Al-
mainc.)

We are glad to meet with new compositions for the
organ, for they are wanted occasionally

;
though we

grunt that the classical music of ancient composers, the

Oratorios of Handel, the Masses of Haydn and Mozart,
nay, even the graver parts of modem operas, furnish

an inexhaustible supply, when judiciously pruned aud
arranged for sacred purposes. Still the talents of our
organists ought sometimes tube called into action, and the

• Nome of the piece* in tbu FbtiUmc litre appeared in different form?,
in the former series of the Hartnomnn.
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RJSVIEW; HARP, AND VOCAL MUSICu
very name of novelty, whether the reality exist or not,

carries a charm with it, even into the church.

t These five numbers bear testimony to Mr. Bryan’s skill

as a musician, and shew that he has a full knowledge of,

and a true feeling for, the noble instrument he professes,

together with a proper sense of the nature of an organist's

duties. He is a good harmonist, and evidently has no
prejudices against modern combinations: at the same
time, he is not unmindful of melody, the animating

principle of music.

Each number, the first excepted, contains three move-
ments at least, one of them a fugue. They are all adapted

to the geuius of the instrument : we find no rapid pas-

sages, no arpeggios ; the pipes are allowed time to utter

their real sounds; a semiquaver is scarcely to be met
with, and of any shorter character there is not a sign

The slow movements are solemu, the lighter ones in good
taste, and the fugues pleasing. The admirer of the Scar-

lattis, of Sebastian Bach, Marpurg, Albrechlxbergcr, &c.,

must not, however, look iti the latter for an adherence to

the severe rules of the ancient school,—they are written in

a free style, and set up no claim to profound science. The
Tvork is calculated to please a mixed congregation, and to

further the objects of a religious assembly.

HARP.
1. Souvenir du Wolfberg, Faxtaisie, composed by Theo-

dore Labarre, Harpist to the King of France. Op.
83. (Mori and Lavenu.)

“2. Theme and Variations, Op. 34, composed and pub-
lished by the tame.

3. Swiss Air, with Four yariai ions, composed and ar-

ranged by W. Etherinotox. (Monro and May,
Holbom Bars.)

4. Introduction and Variations to the air ** Stance di

Pascolar,” sung by Mud. Catalani, arranged and pub-
lished by the same.

More imagination is exhibited in the first of these than

we are accustomed to meet with in compositions for the

harp, for which instrument, since the death of Dussek and
Mud. Krumpholtz, and the retirement of the Yicomte de
Marin, but few things “ in the fancy bred’’ have appeared.
Arrangements of all sorts have issued in shoals, and many
very good ones, but these ask no invention, uo effort of
geuius ; a sufficient acquaintance with the rules, and with

the instrument, are ull that the best of them require, and
very ordinary minds may become possessed of such know-
ledge.

The wildness ill the opening of this Funtaisie imme-
diately draws attention, and the theme comes iu the fifth

poge just when the cur desires more regularity of air.

This is a very sweet melody, and the descant on it—for

the term variation seems misapplied—is simple, but
ingenious, and interesting.

No. 2 has a most spirited Introduction, in character

with the subsequent air, which is en mUitaire. In this,

too, the liveliness of the author’s fancy is constantly

present to us, Qnd takes a most agreeable form. Neither
of these demand any extraordinary effort from the per-
former, but they should be undertaken only by those who
can enter with spirit into the author's meaning.

Nos. 3 and 4 arc easy variations on two very pleasing
airs. Both are short, and the last has an Introduction to

it which makes a good prelude, either to this or any other
piece in a suitable key.

VOCAL.

A New and Complete Introduction Us Singing, Ac.

Ac. Ac., extracted from the best authorities, by T.
Goodean. (Boose)’, Holies Street

,

and Preston, Dean
Street.)

Had we inserted the long title to this book, we should have

given a large portion of whul the writer imagines to be its

contents. He tells us, as will be seen above, that his is a
44 Complete’’ work, and thereby leaves nothing for the

critic to say, if inclined to praise ; while he makes it impera-

tive on him to deny the assertion, should he not acquiesce

in the perfectness ascribed by its author. His apology for

so courageous un epithet will be, perhaps, that he is wholly

indebted to others for his pages, and that he may unblush-

ingly extol that which he dill not produce.

That this Introduction is a compilation, we are ready to

give evidence; likewise that the rules are, with au ex-

ception or two, quite orthodox. But Mr. Goodban, in

beginning with the chromatic scale, departs from the

practice of the best musters, and will not be able to defend

such a method upon any valid principle or good authority.

His giving the syllable do to c, be the key what it may, is

equally objectionable, though be has precedents for it cer-

tainly. But where he found the accompanimcuts which

appear in pages 5, 6, and 7, we cannot guess ; they are

very “ complete,” in error, and prevented us from ex-

amining further into his harmony.

In a word, then, this publication was quite uncalled for;

the originals whence most of it is extracted, are far superior

in every way, and the few departures from those arc not

improvements. We, however, admit thut there is ill the

language a perspicuity rarely met with in such books,

though it has no pretensions to the praise of elegance.

1. Sacred Melodies, the words from classical Authors,

adapted for the Piano-forte or Organ to airs ofMozart,
Millico, Blanoini, IIimmel, Winter, $fc. % by Sophia
Taylor. Books 1 and 2. (Payne and Hopkins,

CornhiU.)

2. " Domine ! labia mea aperies,’’ and “ Gloria Patri,”

as sung by Mad. Catalani at York and Birmingham,

composed by Pio Cianciiettim. (Willis and Co.)

Much may be said in favour of the adaptation of sacred

words to popular music of the secular kind, provided that

no very ludicrous or vulgar associations be thereby raised.

But this requires great musical judgment, and considerable

moral discernment, otherwise the finest compositions may
be grievously disfigured, (a fact which has been strikingly

exemplified,) and the most serious subjects l>e combined
with ideas of very questionable purity. 44 The d—

l

should not have all the best tunes to himself/’ said John
Wesley, and to a certain extent we agree with him ; but

we would leave such as the prince of durkuess made his

own, in his sole possession, till the grounds of his claim

were utterly forgotten ; an oblivion which half a century

is pretty sure to produce.

The compiler of the present work, however, has avoided

the latter of these errors ; all she has chosen, so far os we
can trace them, are unobjectionable as to associations

;

except, perhaps, the Duchess of Devonshire’s air, from

The Stranger, which is quite os well known in union with

Mr. Cauuing’s parody, as to the original words of Sheri-

dan. Equal good fortune has not attended the treatment

of all the music, though well selected. The first piece

ia Mozart’s “ Porgi amor,” from Figaro , written by him in
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* b, and now unhappily transposed into c, which deprives

it at once of a most beautiful feature. But this is not all

;

by changing a few notes in the accompaniment at the

opening, its character is lost, and it sinks to a common
level. The accent of the words in this, and their dis-

junction, are faults which we must notice. We refrain

from sayiag anything on the 44
classical*' rank given in the

title-page to certain names ; and shall only add, that these

books contain fifteen pieces of music, many of which arc

excellent, and all unobjectionable.

No. 2 may have produced a certain kind of effect when
delivered by Madame Catalan! with her stentorian voice

and freedom of action, but calmly examined by the critic

in his study, it exhibits only a repetition of passages which
were used in opera songs, from nearly the beginning, till

towards the close of the last century. The cadences too,

arc of about the same period, and the whole together is a
glaring instance,—but not without an abundance of high
authorities for the practice,— of the unfitness of the orna-

mental and bravura styles for such words.

1. Duet, written by T. Bayly, Esq., adapted to a Swiss

air by Sir J. Stevenson, Mum. Doc. (Willis and Co.)

2. Serenade, The Minstrel Lover, from Neele's Romance
of History, the music by T. Attwood. (Willis and Co.)

3. Ballad, 44 Meet me at sun-set; written by A. Watts,
Esq., composed by John Barnett. (Willis and Co.)

4. Cavatina, 44 Would you know where Tve been stray-

ing?" Sung by Miss Patou ; thejtoctry by J. Bird, Esq.,
the music by Miss A. Melville. (Willis and Co.)

5. Sono, 44 Oh! fly from the halls;'* poetry by II. Pear-
son, Esq. ; composed and published by the same .

6. Waltz, sung by Miss Foote; written , composed, and
published by the same.

7. Sono, 44 Oh ! do not forget me," composed and published
by the same.

8. Ballad, sung by Miss Stephens, composed by Joseph
Coggins. (Coggins, SB, Piccadilly.)

9 . Ballad, “ The slave of Love I'll never be," sung by the

same ; composed by E. Perry, jun. (Mori and Lavenu.)

Our English vocal list this month does not enable us to in-

dulge in those terms of praise which we always use with

more willingness than the language of censure, or even of

iudilTerence : but w e must submit to circumstances, which
are not at the present moment, we suppose, propitious to

song.

No. 1 may be a much admired air in the adaptor's

circles, but is not so in those we frequent; and we cannot
bring ourselves to sec unything in it, except its extreme
simplicity and ease, that can be urged in its recommen-
dation.

lu No. 2 the composer has not met with his usual suc-

cess, and the accentuation of tile words is not distinguished

by that correctness which we so generally find in his com-

f

ioRitions. The mark of six-eight instead of three-four,

eads to a conjecture that this song was first written in

the former time
; which suits the measure of the poetry-

much better than the latter.

No. 3 will please by its simpleness and distinct rhythm

;

but the first of these qualities approaches too nearly to

monotony.
Nos. 4, 5, 6, and 7, have all been sung, the authoress

tells us, either with 44 enthusiastic,” or with 14 unbounded*
applause. Wc would not be so ungallaut as to question

the accuracy of this statement, even were we qualified
;
but

the fact is, that we never heard any one of the songs per-

formed, nor ever met with even the titles of them, till now.

They possess an airiness, and are correct ; but what in

them cxciled such extraordinary manifestations of appro-

bation, we cannot for the life of us guess. *

No. 8 is announced as an answer to Mrs. Millard's po-

pular ballad “ Alice Gray,** and is slated to have been sung
at the “ nobility’s concerts and musical festivals, by Miss
Stephens.

1* If so, the charming songstress by introduc-

ing such a thing as this, proves that her taste in selection

is not equal to her talent in performance.

No. 9 is a very inferior production in every respect.

Here we have consecutive fifths and octaves, skips not

vocal, and other faults, without one redeeming quality.

The Symphonic* and Accompaniments of the first seven of
the following Scotish Sosos, are by Mr. Alexander
Robertson, of Edinburgh , who has likewise arranged
them, and is the publisher.

1.
44 Lass, gin ye lo’e me.**

2. 44 My love's in Germany," a Jacobite baUad.

3. “ Oh! was I to blame to love him?" written by
Smyth, Esq.

4. “ How klythely the pipe thro’ G Ienlyon was sound-
ing,** the poetry by Joseph Mac Gregor, Esq.

5.
44 My ain fireside."

6.
44 Laddie, Oh ! leave me."

7. ** O waly, waly, up the bank."

8. “ Pibmck of Donuil Dhu,” written by Sir Walter
Scott, Bart.

;
arranged, with symphonies, 9fc., by R. A.

Smith. (Robertson, Edinburgh.)

9.
44 O wha’s for Scotland and Charlie?” a Jacobite song

t

arranged and published by the same.

10. 44 Thou art gone awa frae me, Mary,** with sym-
phonies, fyc., by J. Dewar. (Same publisher.)

No. 1, a plodding man's reasons for not going often to

woo, is quaiut enough. The history of the courtship of a
most celebrated and highly popular London surgeon, may
he collected from this song.

Nos. 2 and 3 arc pathetic and beautiful. Both are in

tile minor key, and of the olden times.

No. 4 is a good martial song, but the rattling accom-
paniment in the second page, and the flourish on the word
44 home,” smack too much of the prevailing taste of the

English galleries. There is nothing Scotish in such ports

of it.

No. 5 is not remarkable. No. 6 is a lovely old air, and
the words are worthy of the music. No. 7 everybody

knows well.

Mr. Robertson’s share in these entitle him to tbe praise

of moderation and good sense. He has swerved very

little from that simplicity of accompaniment best suited to

the subjects
; and his harmony is blameless.

No. 8 is just the sort of music to inspire great bodies of

men with martial ardour: bold, somewhat rude, and so

strictly measured, that every man may beat time to it with

his broadsword on his targe : while from its inartificial

construction none would be deterred from joining in the

animating chorus.

No. 9 is as spirited os the former, but more melodious

:

yet very simple.

No. 10 is one of the most generally known of all the
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Scotish airs ; but the elegant manner in which it is now '

introduced and accompanied, is an apology for re-publish-

ing it. The Ejf in the second bar is delicious, but, as the

leading note of r# minor, it ought to have risen :—the ear

expects it to ascend.

ORCHESTRAL.
The Orchestral Accompaniments to Haydn’s Masses,

Edited by Vincent Novello. No. 1. (The Editor,

66, Great Queen Street , and all the principal music-

selters.)

This first number contains the accompaniments for a full

bond to Haydn’s Mass in ah.

Mr. Novello’s edition of the seventeen masses by this

composer was, our readers may recollect, the subject of

two articles in our fourth volume, to which we refer those

who desire any information concerning them. Mr. N’s.

objects in the present publication are, 1st.
44 to afford an

opportunity of having these masterly compositions per-

formed by an orchestra exactly as the composer intended,*

2nd. “ To enable a email band to execute them in amateur

societies, when a full orchestra cannot be obtained. For
this purpose, instead of having the stringed instruments

engraved with resit upon the old plan, the promincul

passages of the wind instruments and roir«r ore inserted

in a smaller character, wherever the rests formerly oc-

curred
; so that the leader may not only see what is going

forward in the other parts, but will also be able to supply

tbe place of the flute, oboe, &c., in case those instrument*

shall be deficient. In the same manner, the second

violin will be enabled to supply the obligato parts of the

second flute, &c. when necessary: the viola of the horns,

and the violoncello of the bassoon, when requisite.'*

Tbe advantages of ibis kind of arrangement must be too

obvious to need pointing out. But there are other con-

veniences attending this publication, which will at once

be felt by those who possess it, though it is unnecessary

to name them here.

We hope, and indeed are assured, that the means thus

Afforded will very much promote the performance of these

fine compositions among amateurs, who ore increasing in

numbers and in skill to a degree that to us was as unex-

pected as it is surprising.

PIANO FORTE AND VIOLIN.

Three Duets Concp.rtantk, composed by J. Mayseder.

Nos. 2. and 3. (Weasel and Stodart, Frith Street)

These are new editions of very favourite works, with the

violin part fingered by Sig. Spagnoletti. No. 2 is the

duet in EV, Op. 31, and No. 3 that in E major. Op. 32.

Not being new publications, we, of course, do not

€nter into an examination of them ; but merely odd, that

they are among the best of Mayseder’s compositions.

FLUTE AND PIANO FORTE.
1. Recollections of Ireland, introducing Airs varia-

tions, composed by C. Nicholson, (dementi, Collard,

and Collard, Chcapside.)

2. Original Theme, with Variations by Eugene Walc-

kiers. (Paine and Hopkins.)

3. Rossini’s Trio, 44 Cruda Sorte,” arranged by Tulou.

(Cocks and Co.)

The first of these was performed by the author at his last

Concert, and produced great effect, being calculated, we

hardly need say, to display to every possible advantage

all his powers as a flutist. As this was the main object

of the composition, and which it fully accomplished, it has

the merit of having been successful ;
besides which, parts

of it are as pleasing as some ore extraordinary from their

difficulty. How a flute-player of the last century would

stare at such a work, could he revisit earth and take a

look at it,—Florio, or Dc Camp, for instance!—The airs

introduced are Boyne Heater; The Young Man's Dream;
Ptanxty Kelly; and The Sprig of Shillelagh.

No. 2 is a gentle, elegant air, which, with its three

variations, may be undertaken by all good amateurs. The
Piano-forte has as much to do in this as the flute: it is

strictly a duct. As a composition it has no great claims

to notice, though portions of it are very agreeable.

No. 3 is a most useful and faithful arrangement of one

of Rossini’s best compositions, and iti a perfectly prac-

ticable form for flutists in general. In fact M. Tulou has

done little more than extract the melody of each part, with

the accompaniment, from the German adaptation of the

score; and, except making a few slight changes, this is all

the share he has had in the present publication.

FLUTE.

The Elements or Flute-Play i no, according to the

most approved principles of Modern Fingering, by

Thomas Lindbay. (The author. East Street, Ued-

Lion Square, and all the principal dealers.)

This is really a very comprehensive treatise, and on ex-

tremely clever book. ’Die author is evidently a man who

has thought much and deeply on the subject, and to a good

purpose. His here reprinting Gunn’s essay on Musical

Sound in relation to the Flute, shews that he is sensible of

the importance of studying an art philosophically ; and his

own remarks dispersed throughout the work, prove that he

himself has so studied it.

It appears by the Preface, that Mr. Lindsay ha* freely

profited by former publications on the subject, and with

becoming candourond manliness he avows his obligations.

44 Thus,** he says, 44 the elaborate MSihode* de Flute ol

BERniouiER, and of DroURT; the well-known treatise of

Devjknne; the celebrated of Hugot and Wun-

derlich, adopted by the Conservatoire, at Paris ; the

philosophical, and, in many respect*, admirable Treatise

of the late Mr. Gunn ; the practical works of Mr. Nichol-

son, Mr. Monzam and Mr. Weiss, besides other autho-

rities, have been all freely consulted."

The 44 Practical hints on the choice, care, and manage-

ment of instruments," are not the less useful because

already known to experienced persons. An elementary

work is meant for such as ore uninformed ; nnd, more-

over, we never recollect to have seen anything in the

shape of such hints before in print.

The author begins w ith the very first principles ; the

scale, the clefs, &c., and before entering on the subject

of time or measure, he very properly teaches the method

of producing sounds from the instrument on which he

treats. The times, characters, &c. follow ; and we cannot

withhold our praise from his chapter on Accent, which is

as lucid as it is correct. This introductory part, how-

ever, might have been compressed : it is not too long or

too elaborate and minute for those who love study, but

mav discourage persons of another description, who gene-

rally form by far the largest class.

Then follow fifty-two duettinos and seventy exercises.
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in various keys and measures, which are chiefly selected,

and with judgment.
The size and price of this work, to such as have been

in the habit of using Wragg's Preceptor, may appear

alarming; but let it be recollected that the flute and its

performers are not what they were thirty or forty years

ago
; a* they have advanced, so has the mode of Instruc-

tion. Who now would learn from, or recommend, such a

book us Wragg's?—and yet it has in its day worn out 110

less than eighteen sets of plates ; equal to about 40,000

copies

!

Select Airs from Mozart’s Figaro, arranged, with

Embellishments, by Charles Saurt. (Cocks& Co.)

This is the first number of a Collection of Mozart’s

operas, to be selected and arranged in a similar rummer,
by Mr. Saust. Jt is a neat, moderate-priced publication;

the pieces are welt chosen, ami adapted to performers who
have reached the usual degree of practical skill.

GUITAR.
!. A Complete Instruction Book, composed by E. Du-

YBRNAY, Guitarist to the King's Theatre. ( All the

principal music shops.)

2. A Complete Preceptor, composed by N. Jalkalde.

(Published by the Author, 15, Finsbury Street)

M. Di'Vernay’s book, which is both in English and

French, consists of seven pages of preliminary instruc-

tions, and thirty-six of lessons and exercises of various

kinds ; together with a useful plate containing “a general

descriptive representation of the whole extent of the

finger-board of the guitar, and of all ihe harmonic

Rounds/* We do not discover anything in this work that

has not been often said before : indeed the author lays

no claim to originality, as will appear from the following

modest paragraph in his introduction.—“ I do not pre-

tend to lay before the public a newly-invented system

;

on the contrary, I have endeavoured to collect the best

notions that were to be met with, and to these have added

the result of my own experience, and have founded my
method less oil new principles than from ancient ones

modified and corrected."

The grand desideratum of most guitarists—for so they

are now called—is a correct knowledge of harmony.

—

How complete a master of this was Sor!—That M. Du-
vernay is not very learned on this subject, the following

Exercise will shew :

—

This is not the only instance we have met with of error

;

and as an intimate acquaintance with harmony, the very

foundation of music, is more necessary to the performer

on the guitar than that on any other instrument, the

orgau, piano-forte, and harp excepted, we cannot be very

liberal of praise in a case where we find such information

either wanting or not called into use.

M. Jauralde's work consists wholly of precepts, and
brief examples of these, with scales and exercises. He is

decidedly opposed to the practice of giving airs, &c. to

Jan. 1829.
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the learner, until he has acquired a full knowledge of the
rule*, and is sufficiently acquainted with a good mode of
fingering. We are quite agreed with the author on this

point, and doubt only whether he will persuade his pupils
to be of his mind. If he is mi fortunate, so much the
better for him and for them. Tbit is a sensible book,
and adapted for sensible people; but M. JauraJde has
met with a very indifferent translator,—for we presume
that he did not write the original iu English—who has not
always clearly expressed what the author doubtless meant.
In truth, the book requires much revision in this respect.

THE MUSICAL BIJOU.

In bringing up our arrears of Review, we have already
exceeded the number of columns usually allotted to that

department; but The Musical Bijou being a work pecu-
liarly belonging to the season, and, we will be candid
enough to acknowledge, we are so much struck by its ex-
terior. the beautiful scene on its cover, the excellence of
the three lithographed plates within, and the neatness of
the printiug, not to mention the gay richness of the gilt

leaves, that we feel bound thus far to notice it now’, though
we have not had time to examine its music, poetry, or tales,

which will occupy our attention for next number ; and
would have done so this, but that the works now reviewed
had all of them so undeniable a claim to priority, that it

would have been unjust to defer any one of the number till

next month.

EXTRACTS mo vi the DIARY op a DILETTANTE.
[/?riirmrrffrom /uni i'utmmr

]

November 24 th. The Milan Gazette has a curious article,

in which the writer asserts that the Greek March in the
Siege de Corinth (Maomelto Secondo) is taken, note for

note, from the Alalia of MUyer. He also adds, that the
romance in Otello , mid inauv other celebrated pieces in

Rossini’s operas, are copied from old works. Of the
truth of the first charge there is not the slightest doubt,
because the music, so unceremoniously copied, is in many
hands. The Italiuu writer, however, is hound to produce
distinct proofs of his further assertion ; which, from the
genera] character of the journal, I nm persuaded he has
at hand. Among the musical critiques that appeared in

the Morning Chronicle some few years ago, many in-

stances are pointed out in which the fashionable com-
poser had boldly availed himself of the productions of
others ; and time will probubly unfold many more. Never-
theless, we are highly indebted to him for much that he
has done. Some of his works will live to a very distant

age. But neither he, nor any one,of his real friends, is ob-
liged to those who strive to save from that oblivion which
is their best refuge, such of his productions (and they are
numerous) as would do no credit, even to the lowest of
the many low dramatic composers who are boring the
cities of Italy with their miserable attempts. When I see
the efforts continually making by a few people with more
influence than taste, to bring forward again, in spite of
frequent fuilure, such things as VInganno Felice, La Cene-
rentola, &c., 1 am, in my wrath, almost provoked to ex-
claim, “ Would that Rossini had never lived!”

26th. “ At a meeting ’of the Cambridge Philosophical

Society, on the 24th of November, the Bishop of Lincoln
in the chair, a paper was read by Mr. Willis, ofCains Col-

D
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lege, '* on ihe vocal sounds and after the meeting, expe-

riments were exhibited illustrative of the doctrines as-

serted. It appears that the vowel sounds may be pro-

duced by means of a loose reed in the order i, e, a, o, 6,

u, by successively contracting the aperture of the cavity

in front of the reed. It seems also, that by fitting on a

tube of gradually increasing length, the sounds produced
are the above scries of vowels in a direct order, and the

same in an inverse order, with intermediate positions giv-

ing no sound
; and that this cycle is repeated ut equal

lengths of the tube.

Mr. Willis was, no doubt, aware, that many years ago,

M. Kratzenstein, and likewise M. Kempelen, produced

machines in the form of reed organ-pipes, which imitated

with the utmost accuracy many sounds of the human
voice, particularly those of the vowels. In Young’s Course

of Lectures on Natural Philosophy, plate 26, vol. i., are

sections of die pipes employed by Kratzenstein for pro-

ducing the sounds of the different vowels; generally ac-

complished hv means of a larynx resembling the mouth-
piece of a reed-organ pipe ;

but in the case of the vowel

s, by simple inflation through a tube with a bent channel.

(See Dr. Young.) I hope these investigations will be

further pursued. German writers have lately thrown much
light on the subject, and lead me to believe that things are

in a very fair train for explaining most of the phenomena
of speech.

29th. One of the most barefaced tricks that the town .

has lately witnessed, is that at present playing ofT at the

Argyle Rooms, where four Jews, who hove long been !

known in Whitechapel as cigar-makers, and in Margate and '

other places as itinerants, are now posted, under the

title of The Bohemian Brothers
, and pretending to sing

native German melodies, &c. There is so accurate and
lively on account of them in the Literary Gazette of this

day, that I must transfer it to my diary.
" They have been taught, we were going to say, to

Ring; hut that would not be true. T)ie two middle
brothers chant in a manner that has nothing peculiar about
it ; hut the wonders of wonders are the two outside voices.

To begin at the bottom, there is a deep bass, so deep that

it is as perfect a grunt as ever issued from the throat of an
aged animal of the kind held in abomination by the Jews.
The person who utters it appears to be a hollow man, and
the sounds which he squeezes out are no more notes than
they are cadences. [Chords would have been better.] To
counterbalance this grrat bore, there is a soprano, with a
sham voice, at the other extremity, who is a still greater
pig : his squeak, in vile imitation of Velluti, is unpa-
ralleled. The whole four make a noise together; as for

being in concert, there is no such thing; sometimes the
middle two sing in unison ; but the grand effort is, when
Signor Soprano utters chuck, chuck, chuck, us if he were
calling to fowls (not fools) around him, and then he
squeaks, and bass throws in a growl, enough to make the

audience exclaim— * Well, we never did hear anything like

this before!’ Nor did they, and we trust they never will

again; for it strikes us to lie as sheer a piece of trickery

as ever was got up to be-noodlc the musical amateurs of
this sensible and tasteful metropolis.’’

30th. The E.raminer of to-day assists in exposing so
very impudent an imposition as the above, and gives
the credit of it to Bochsa. But I understand that this

man has a partner in the concern ; one worthy to be his

associate.

90m. I cannot help regretting the letters which have
appeared in the papers from Mr. Guichard and Mr. No-
vello, and the still more intemperate paragraphs that have
followed them. But the Portuguese minister is most to
blame in suffering the names of two organists to appear
in his household

; the one ought to have been distin-
pushed by ihe word mb, or deputy. But the truth of the
mutter rests on the answer to this question: Who does the
ambassador return to the Secretary of State for Foreign
Atrairs, m Downing Street, as the regular officer in the
establishment?—which, in plainer terms, is the one ex-
empted by such appointment from the King’s uses?—He,
whosoever he may be, is the itmo fide organist ; in spite
of special pleading and calling of names.

Dec. 1st The newspapers too often get incorrect ver-
sions of fashionable anecdotes; one proof whereof is in
the following manner of relating a story which has some
foundation in truth. •• When Rossini,

'

' says tile Atlas,
14 was at the Palace ut Brighton, he is reported to have
congratulated a certain lady of quality, who moved be-
tween him and the Duke of Wellington, that she stood
between the two greatest men in Euro|ie.” U ought to
have been thus told:—The Countess * * *

•, in passing
to her own refreshment-room, took the arm of the Duke
of Wellington and likewise that of Signor Rossini,
remarking to both, that she was then conducted by the
two greatest men, &c. The fact is, that, whatever may he
Rossini's opinion of himself, and of his rank in the eye* of
the world, he never acts with impropriety, but in society
invariably shews a well-bred deference to all present,
accompanied by a demeanour which, though manlv and
independent, is anything rather than vain and assuming.

The last Spectator inserts some caustic remarks on
Mr. A. Lee’s music, and let* the cat out of the bug. An
evening paper, in rather a maudlin tone, endeavour* to
propitiate the hebdomadal critic, but the puff indirect is
clumsily concealed. It is vexatious to read such profitable
paragraphs in the latter journal, which on all great points
is so ably conducted.

2*<f. In a biographical sketch of Braham. published in
the Revue Muticalr for September, the writer fixes his
birth in 1771,—makes him the composer of The Cabinet,
The English Fleet, and other operas to which he only con-
tributed the pieces sung by himself—and finally takes him
off the stage, and confines him to concerts and oratorios.
How surprised M. Kelts will be to learn, that he is about
to perforin at Drury-Lane Theatre in an adaptation of
that composer's own French opera.

The same journalist makes the following pointed re-
marks on the benefit concerts of London, after translating
the account of them from the Harmonicon—" If the be”
neftt-concerts are numerous in Paris during the season,
they are nothing in comparison to those ofLondon, where
they succeed each other for nearly two months, at intervals
of only a day or two: sometimes there are many on the
very same day. Such are the resources of that countrv, that
they seem inexhaustible in paying performers. But the
talent of these is no recommendation unless they are pro-
tected by some powerful family, for in that land of liberty
everything depends on patronage. There talent is not
received with those attentions that are heaped on it in
France, and which exalt its dignity. The esteem of the
English is manifested by the gold they bestow. I have
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met with great artiste, who acquiesce entirely in this mode
of being admired, and who revenge themselves by ridi-

culing- such/o*AkM*aA/e»."

3rd. A letter in the Herald of this day, which bears
every mark of an advertisement, says, that Mademoiselle
Sontag only asked 4000/. for singing at York, &c„ last

summer, and was to have paid M. Laurent 40,000 francs

for his permission ; besides travelling expenses, Ac. Now
this betrays itself by proving rather too much. It has
never been said that she asked 4000/., but 2000/. There-
fore, if she would have had to give the French manager
1600/. and to pay her expenses, die certainly could have
received little or nothing for her labour ; a folly of which
none suspected her. 1 trust that, on the next occasion,

she will find a better advocate. And as to the 40.000 francs,

something like a proof of such a demand ought to have
been produced. I believe that little more than one- fourth

of the sum was even asked. But Madlle. Sontag is not so

much to blame as her advisers
; and, perhaps, they are

not very culpable ; the fault lie* with those who submit to

be duped.

6/A. I really blush for the writer of an article, in a
Sunday paper of this morning, on the subject of the dis-

pute between die two organists—for two there are. it most
clearly appears—to the Portuguese embassy. If an in-

ference injurious to a man's character is to be drawn from
the similarity of his name to that borne by un assassin

above a century ago, who with a common appellation is

free from danger ?—It is not long since thut a murderer,
with a common name, turned king’s evidence, und was
sent to New South Wales :—is every one who a hundred
years hence inay bear that wretch’s name, to be charged
with the like crime?—One paragraph such as that I

allude to, is more fatal to the power and lilierty of the
press, than a dozen criminal informations.

8/A. An Italian opera, the Barbicre di Siriqlia of
Rossini, performed at a theatre built and licensed for the

encouragement of English music !—The Spectator does
not reason on this subject with its usual acuteness and
foresight:—

*

4 We hope, the writer says, “they (the pupils

employed) may succeed ; and to this end, thut we may
have a cheap Italian opera in this country, supplied by
English singers.'* If we should have uu economical

Italian opera, performed by natives of this country, the
audience may, perha[>s, lie able to count many connois-

seurs and lovers of music among their number; but
fashion will fly from it at once. And, to confess the truth,

I am a great advocate for Italian performers on the Italian

stage, and for British performers on the English stage.

A foreigner never can pronounce the language like a

native ; and, among many other reasons, is it not de-

sirable to have something like a school for the pronuncia-

tion of Italian, the study of which is gaining ground so

fast ? It will be argued that the imperfect pronunciation

of the English pupils on this occasion not having been
discovered, except by a few, it matters very little at any
time how the language, when united with music, is pro-

nounced here. But this is striking at the root of im-
provement, and checking the advance of knowledge.
Besides which, let it not he overlooked, that the audience

at this performance came to admire or applaud, some from
one motive, some from another, and not to listen with

critical ears. The Italians themselves very liberally made
every kind of allowance ; but would they, would foreigners

in general, to whom the language is more familiar than to

us, be equally indulgent in the King’s Theatre—in a theatre,

which is partly indebted for its licence to a feeling enter-

tained by government, that it is both prudent and polite

to find some amusement of a mixed kind for suclt

strangers ns visit the metropolis?—No!—they would im-

mediately see and proclaim the absurdity ; their opinions

would speedily influence the fashionable world, as it gene-

rally does in such matters, and. even if no other cause

operated, the main supporters of the house would uhandon

it, declaring it to be mauvai* gout to listen to an Italian

lyric drama performed by an English company.

This country is every day becoming more and more

musical,—let, therefore, a sufficient supply ofgood English

singers be raised and kept up for our British theatres, our

oratorios, private parlies, and numerous country meetings

and concerts ; let foreigners not lie engaged at these, par-

ticularly at the preposterous sums they now demand, and

there will be plenty of occupation for such singers ns Miss

Stephens, Miss Paton, Mr. Brahim, Mr. Vaughan, Mr.

Knyvett, Mr. Phillips, &c. &c., without forcing them on a

stage where they can never feel themselves at home,

—

where their talent will never have a fair opportunity of

developing iteelf, and where it w ill generally be under-

valued.

The remarks, however, in the same journal, on the ex-

clusive performance of one composer's music, I heartily

agree in.
—“ The friends of Rossini’s music in this country

have brought it so often before the public, that he is nowr

the stalest of stale composers. We know every bar of II

barbiere by heart. The finest work in the world would

not bear unintermitling repetition, and what wonder is it

that wc begin to hate Rossini? Since his operas first

made their appearance in England, they have had almost

sole possession of the Italian Theatre, and have occupied

by far the greater share of concert-bills," [the Ancient

and Philharmonic Concerts excepted], ** And this favour

has been shown to one who, by universal confession, is

the greatest plagiarist of himself that musical history can

furnish."

9/A. A correspondent of the Herald this day writes a
letter,—for the admission of which he most undoubtedly

pays—full of heroic panegyrics on Madlle. Sontag, and
denouncing all who say thut her long confinement is

owing to anything but a peach* stone. He tells us that she

shall return here with increased glory ; that all the greatest

and the best shall be present at her re-appearance to greet

her, and shall wave their white handkerchiefs as demon-
strations of their love and of her purity. He forgets to

say whether the two Houses will adjourn on that occasion.

They ought, as guardians of the revenue, for pufla now
pay a handsome sum to the Stamp Office, and I am much
deceived if Mademoiselle has not contributed nobly in

this way
;

particularly in the shape of such letters. But
this is just as it should be: part of the large sums raised

to pay foreign singers, fall again thus on our own soil in

those refreshing dews to which Mr. Burke so eloquently

alludes.

13/A. There is a great deal of good feeling and good
sense in the following observations. The writer, never-

theless, rather mistakes the musical theorists : they assert,

and truly, that the minor third—the chief characteristic of

the minor mode—is not produced by nature : that is, it is

not the true harmonic third. This is a physical fact. But
that it is one of the commonest intervals dictated by the

D 2
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mind to the vocal organ, is a moral fact which they never

have disputed. It may perhaps be thus accounted for:

1st. Because it is easier, or requires less ellurt, to sing a

minor than a major third. 2nd. Because the minor mode
prevailed in the earliest music of the church of which any

record is left, and it is probable that the airs of the min-

strels and the troubadours were imitated from this, and

then transmitted. But the author shall speak for himself.

" It has been said (hat airs which hit the taste of a great

number of people, must contain something good. This we
do not believe to l>e true of tunes which suddenly spread

far and near among the population of a city, and gradually

sink into oblivion ; but it appears eminently true of me-

lodies which live in the memory like Sailors' ditties or the

Christmas Carol. Wc must look at the comparative dura-

tion of Uie two, to fiud which is genuine and which so-

phisticate. The tearful chant with which poor people are

now daily coming under our windows, telling us to “ re-

member Christ, our Saviour,” has not been sung since last

year, and in a few weeks' time will not lie sung again tilt

the next—no copy assists the singers, and yet it will go on.

This is the kind of immortality which a musician most

vehemently desires for a melody. To write a tune which

shall sink into the hearts ofa people, is perhaps an achieve-

ment beyond the reach of art ; and therefore few of our

well-known great composers are known to have signalized

themselves in this way. The musician unaware»—one
who gives way to his feelings, and follows the rules of

composition without knowing them— is the man to write a

lasting popular melody. Musical mathematicians aver that

the minor key is not in nature. How comes it then that

Sailors' tunes, the Christmas Carol, and the old Monkish
Chants, between which there is remarkable similarity,

should purtukc so much of this mode? These come down
to us from remote periods : the Argonauts might have

invented the first, and the Shepherds of Bethlehem the

second, for anything we know of the matter. It is hardly

to be supposed that in the infancy of the language of

sound, people who merely vented their feelings should

affect a refinement beyond nature. But let us hear the

two combinations. The major chord, which is the natural

and perfect combination, as mathematicians impress upon

us, conveys nothing beyond a satisfactory sensation to the

cur. The minor chord, on the contrary, carries the senti-

ment of melancholy in its sound ;—a shade passes over us

as we hear it. It would be a pleasant deduction to draw
thence, that ait the misery, pain, or unhappiuess that are

to be found in the world, are but perversions of Nature's

intentions, like the minor key ! Banish sorrow-, ami wc
should have no more sympathy with so sophisticate a mode,

that could only have come into fashion ut the fall of man

!

We believe that none of those quaint minor tunes with

which mariners are wont to sooth the dreary hours of their

watch, have ever been pricked dow n in notes.'’

—

Spectator.

14/A. In tiie Examiner is the following narrative.

“ Compact bstwebk Kiuuteen-penny Song-writers
and Singers—A Truk Story.—A. applies to B. to sing

an air for him, offering B. 20/.; B. declines receiving

money, and A. sends her a muff and tippet value fifteen

guineas. B.'s husband hears she is to sing this song for

A. ; calls upon him, and demands the ** usual compliment*

upon the occasion. A. dares not give husband B. any
htut about the muff and tippet, so presents him ten pounds
more. When the song is to be brought forward, half a
dozen wide-mouthed colleagues can at any time obtain an

encore, and newspapers next day announce its success

accordingly. Such are the tactics of these people ; and
so long as the management of our principal theatres is to

be dictated to by the singers, as to what pieces of music
shall be introduced, so long will they be infested with

trash, to the benefit of two or three individuals, and the

detriment of good taste. If Madame Ventns were de-

termined to sing a song written by Mr. A. Lee, does auy
one believe that the manager would run the hazard of
refusing her?"—I believe with the Examiner, that few
managers have firmness to act as becomes them. But
where docs the fault really lie?—Why with the public,

who sufTer the theatres, managers, authors and composers,

to be dictated to by a couple of dozeu of cUupteun, (sent

in we see how,) who by their impudence and perseverance

enlist the half-drunk, half-stupid portion of the audience

into their service, and keep out the sober, discriminating

part of the public by exactly the same means.

16/A.—Suppose a person, ignorant of the manner in

which part of the daily press conducts its business, were
to read the two following accounts of Miss Baton’s ap-
pearance when she performed at Brighton in II Barbicre,

what inference would he draw ? First, Morning Post.

“ Wc never saw her in better looks or spirits."—Then
Morning Herald. “ Miss Paton sung very sweetly, hut

looks a mere wreck of what she was : the London public

will be shocked on her return to Covent Garden, to behold

what ravages time has wrought in her form/'

19/A.—In an account of the performance ofL inganno
felice by the the pupils of the Royal Academy of Music
last night, the Globe ,

violently bent on making a flourish

with technicalities, whether right or wrong, tells its rea-

ders that Seguin’s voice (a deep base) is a fine con-

trallo !—This is quite on a par with the Morning Chro-
nicle,

which once expressed its regrets that MO thou that

tel lest good tidings to Zion” had not been given to Bel-

lamy instead of W, Knyvett, because the air so much better

suited the voice of the former. But, I have before re-

marked, it would be an endless task to point out the

blunders of the musical critics in the daily press. The
phraseology too of some of them, which never meflnt

much, is absolutely worn thread-bare : we bore for a
time with “Braham was in fine voice,”—“ Miss Stephens
sang in her very hest manner,"—" Madame Vestris was
as fascinating as ever,”—knowing that the writer dare not

venture on precise terms, lest he should expose himself:

but the sameness of the thing at length grows intolerable,

and we fiy from it as from Wright’s champugne, or his

masquerades.

22nd.—I am rejoiced to learn from the Milan Gazette,

that Coccia’s uew opera, VOrfano della Selva (The Orphan
of the Wood) has completely succeeded at the grand the-

atre, La Scala. In the same it is stated, that M. Laporte
has engaged Madame Lalandc and Lablache for the

seasons 1830 and 1831 ; the former at a salary of 50,000
francs, with a benefit guaranteed at 25,000 francs, making
the sum of 3125/. for four months:—and the latter at

160,000 francs for the two seasons ; or about 3,330/. for

each, to which benefits are, no doubt, to be added. But
this cannot be true, because, 1st. The assignees of Messrs.

Chambers have been publicly told in Chancery, that they

can only let the theatre from year to year. 2nd. It is not
likely that either the creditors, or Mr. Taylor’s executors,

or Mr. Waters, will allow the theatre to remain much
longer in its present state. 3rd. M. Laporte is not quite
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so foolish as to make such engagements ; and even if he

were, and still held the theatre, it is probable that the

public indignation would at length be roused, and a stop

be put to what would otherwise become a national dis-

grace.

24/A.—The report of Spohr’s death, and also of his

paralytic attack, appears, by a letter from Cassel, to be

utterly void of the least foundation. He never was in

belter health.

^foreign iHustcal Report.

VIENNA.
Theater an drr Huh.—In the absence of the higher

efforts of the lyric muse, through the prolonged suspension

of performances at the KUrnthnerthor, this theatre is all

activity. During the month of October two new pieces

were produced ; the first a romantic opera in two acts,

entitled Armida, die Zauberin im Orient (Armida, the

Enchantress of the East), the music by Kapellmeister

GlUscr ; the second, Vetter Luca* ron Jamaica, a comic

opera in two acts, the subject of which has long been

familiar to the public, but which has been much improved

in fitting it to receive the music of Kapellmeister Hioltc.

Both pieces are by no incans deficient in merit ; some of

the concerted pieces are good, and several of the melodies

of a popular and attractive kind.

There is also in rehearsal here, Die reitenden Operisten

(the Itinerant Artists), a comic opera in two acts, taken

from Fioravanti’s well-known work I Virtuosi ambulanli.

Jascphstadl Theater.—The rivulship existing between

these two theatres has also produced two new pieces at

this house ; the first entitled Die Entfuhrung de.r Prin-

zessin Europe , a mythological caricature in doggrel

verse by Meisl, the music by Edward Hysel, Kapellmeister

to the Society of the Friends of Music. The humour of

the piece is well supported by the characteristic music,

which, if it does not possess any high degree of merit, is

at least free from the pretension of the second piece,

entitled Die Schauer-Nacht in Fdsrnthale (The Night

of Terror in the Valley of the Rocks), a romantic and

magical drama in three acts, with songs and other

pieces, intended a* companion-piece* (Seitenstiick) to the

Freyschutz
,
the music by Kapellmeister Drechsler. It is

evident that the publie did not view this intended rival of

Weber's matchless production with the same complacency

an the composer, for it obtained but a cold reception, a

fate which, iu all probability, was hastened by the very

pains that Mr. Drechsler had taken to revive a recollection

of the old adage that “ comparisons arc odious.’’

A concert, which was crowdedly attended, was given at

the KUmthnerthor Theatre, by M. llindle, the well-

known rival of Dragonctti and Dali’ Occu on the double-

bass. This favourite artist has just returned from a suc-

cessful professional tour through the north of Germany.

He astonished all the lovers of the wonderful, and justice

also bids us add, delighted all the cognoscenti, by the

admirable manner in which he performed a difficult rondo

of B. Romberg for the violoncello, und several variations

in the manner of Paganini, imitating with astonishing

exactitude the sounds of the flageolet, and other instru-

ments. Curiosity in art is not, however, proficiency ii*

art, let them be confounded as they may.
There seems now every hope that the last-mentoned

theatre will be shortly opened. It is positively stated that

Count Robert von Gallenberg has taken the house for a

term of ten years, under an express compact that only

German operas and operattas are to be given, including

ballets. ** May this establishment,*’ exclaims one of the

German musical journals, M again become one of a truly

national kind ! Let it hold out encouragement to our native

artists, and show that it can satisfy the wishes of the most
fastidious without the aid of foreign attraction.” We can.

only say, that we wish this may be effected with safety to

the pocket of the worthy Count, who is himself &
practical musician of ability.

The Emperor has granted for ten years the lease of the

Kftrnthnerthor Theatre to the Count de Gallenberg, com-
poser ofthe ballets of Alfred-le-grand, ofJeanne*<TArct &c*

BERLIN.
Konigstddt Theater.—A new opera has been produced here,

founded on Madame Cottin’s celebrated tale of Elizabeth,

entitled Die Waite au* Russland (the Orphan of Russia),

the music by Carl Blum, known as the composer of
Didone, and several other works of merit. Two of the

airs, as well us a duet, and several concerted pieces, were
warmly applauded. There was also a revival of Citnarosa’s

Matrimonio Secreto ,
which was excellently cast, and in

which the Signora Tibaldi, in particular, was very effective

in the part of Beatrice.

Konigtiche Theater.—Drr Hausircr (Le Colporteur), of

Onslow, still continues a favourite, or, to speak more pro-

perly, is daily growing into favour. There has been no
novelty here of late, except the uppearancc of the Fraulein

von Schttlzel in the part of Zerlina may be so termed.
This highly gifted and interesting performer has won every
heart, and is generally considered as amply to compensate
for the absence of the Sontag. Her performance of the

character of Zerlina was u grout additional triumph for

her talents ; nothing could exceed the native grace and
artless simplicity which she threw into the part, and at the

fall of the curtain she was enthusiastically called for.

Handel’s Alexander * Feast, which was once before given

here, but proved defective in several essential requisites^

was again performed with an orchestra of above three hun-
dred performers, and with a precision and unity of effect,

which forms the nearest conceivable approach to perfection.

The solo parts were performed by the elite of the two the-

atres, including, of course, the Fraulein Schnitzel, who
enters perfectly into the spirit of the music of this great

master. Madame Turrschmidt, a member of the Aca-
demy, was particularly effective in the treble parts, in w hich

her pure and silvery tones were displayed to great advan-
tage. The choruses and instrumental accompaniments
were all that the most fastidious could desire.

In one of the musical soiree* of the celebrated traveller

Alexander voii Humboldt, was produced a new cantata of
Rcllstab, set to music by Felix Mendelssohn, with full in-

strumental accompaniments. It excited general admiration

»

and is a proof that this gifted young composer is more
anxious to tread in the footsteps of the ancient masters,

than to follow those seductive novelties, which, like me-
teoric exhalations, glitter, but mislead.

Wc hear that Kapellmeister Schneider is engaged iu the
composition of a new romantic opera, founded upon Sir

W. Scott’s novel of Quentin Durward.

Carafa’s Solitaire is said to be in preparation at the
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Kuuigstadt, under the title, Der Klausner auf dan ttHsien

Jkrge.

The drama has lately experienced a great loss in the

poet Fius Alexander Wolff, author of “ Predosa," and nu-

merous other dramatic works. He possessed, in a superior

degree, the gill of improvisation, a talent rare in Germany.

MUNICH.

The Baron v. Poisal, known as the composer of several

operas and other compositions of merit, has at length

undertaken the entire direction of the German opera of this

place. Kapellmeister Sluntz, who succeeded Curl Maria

r. Weber in this situation, found it no very easy task to

become the substitute of such a man, and did not succeed

in gaining the favour and confidence of the public.

A desirable change has also taken place ui the Italian

Opera, the direction ofwhich has passed into the hands ofM.
Month, a gentleman who has long filled the situation of

concert director, and who is know n as the first professor of

this place on the violoncello. He has already commenced
an important reform in the orchestra, into which a certain

Turkish and Chinese taste had gradually made its way.

His first care has been to add to the number of the violins

and violoncellos, at the same time making an important

reduction in the drums, cymbals, triangles, oltavinos, &c.

;

a measure which will entitle him to the thanks of all true

lovers of the art.

Handel's Messiah was lately performed by a company of
amateurs and artists, to the number of a hundred, under

the direction of Professor Stupel. It was given for the

benefit of the different charitable institutions of the place,

and attended with such success, as to induce the director

shortly after to give the Judas Maccabeus, which was well

performed, and not less crowdedly attended.

Professor Slope!, of whom mention is here made, is the

editor of the new “ Munich Gazette of Music,” which has

now entered its second year, and upj)ears to have esta-

blished itself in the public favour.

MAGDEBURG.

A new opera has just appeared here, which has excited

great interest: it is entitled Der Vampyr , the music by
J. Marschner. Objections have been made to the subject

of which the composer has made choice, but he is said to

have treated it with great power and originality of con-

ception. Among the pieces particularly spoken of, are a

chorus of witches in the first act
;
a Bacchanalian chorus,

a quartctl of the same character, and a grand recitative

and air in the second, besides several lesser airs of great

beauty. We hope soon to be able to give a satisfactory

analysis of the composition.

BRESLAU.

This town at present enjoys a high reputation for the zeal

and success with which church music is cultivated by its

amateurs and artists. The following list of pieces per-

formed, will show that their claim to lliis character is well

founded.

In the Church of St. Marx', in three successive weeks,

Were performed the following classical works, with an
orchestra ofmore than one hundred and fifty persons

1. Newkomm’s Grand Cantata, or, more properly

speaking. Oratorio Der Ostermorgen (Easter Morning).
2. A grand Te Deum of Hasse, with additional accom-

paniments by Professor Siegert.

3. A new Te Deum, ami Grand Mass and a Cantata
(all MSS.) by Professor Siegert

4. Haydn’s Creation , and
5. To wind up the whole with honour, the Messiah of

Handel, with nearly a hundred additional performers,

who volunteered their services from all the neighbouring

towns and village*
; the whole under the able direction of

F. W. Berner.

Professor Siegert has established a society for the per-

formance of ancient music, which consists of one hundred
and seventy members. The following list of pieces per-

formed may not be unacceptable to the lovers of the good
old school, and will serve as a guide to others in the

choice they make. I. The Psalm, Out of the depths have I
cried to thee . 0 Lord; 1st verse, in five parts, by J.

Kkkard (I&97); 2nd verse, in four parts, by Hans Leo
llasslcr (1 60ft); 3rd verse by J. S. nacli. 11. Cor
mundum crea , in five parts, by Orlandus Lassus (1667);
the choral song Like a lamb teas he led hfc., by J. G.
Ebeling (1667); and the Crucifixus of A. Lotti (1696).

MILAN.
Teatro alia Scala.—At the close of September, Pavcai’s

promised opera, II Maldicente, ossia, La Bottega del Caffe ,

was produced, but did not obtain the success which the

ill-advised zeal of this composer’s friends had taught the

public to expect. The audience maintained the most freez-

ing silence—an infliction more terrible to the artist than

all the opposition ill the world. The opera bears (or

rather bore, for it is gone to its long rest) all the murks of

being composed in haste. The melodies were common
and trivial, and even in their triviality were but imitations ;

the accompaniments were below criticism : in a word, it

contained nothing calculated to awaken (he attention of

the hearers. And as if to throw into stronger relief the

poverty of PavcsP* score, what should be iulroduccd but

the fine quimett from Le Trame deluse. of Cimarosa, and
Guglielmi’s piquant duet, Oh, guardatc chcfigures

!

The
latter piece, which was sung in a superior manner by La-
blachc and Madllc Ungher, called forth the loudest ap-

plause.

The success of the new opera, VOrfano della selva is

every day more and more confirmed. The pieces which
please most are, the introduzione and finale to the first

act; the trio between Labi ache. Winter and Biondini; the

duet for Mad. Lalaude and Lablache, and the last grand
rondo of Mad. Lalaude.

BOLOGNA.

The Journal of this place gives a splendid account of the

success obtained at Odessa, by the Signora Adelaide Mo-
riconi, who fills the place of prima donna. At a musical

entertainment given by the Count Woronzoff, at which
several of the members of the Imperiul family were pre-

sent, she is said to have produced an impression most
flattering to her talents. She is a contralto of great

power, and was a pupil in the Musical Lyceum of this

place.

FLORENCE.

A soprano singer of great promise has made her debfit

here, the Signora Matilda Cuscelli Hyuterland, a native

of Naples, daughter of a German artist who had long been

settled there. Considerable expectations are formed of

this young singer, who, to great compass and flexibility of

voice, unites much personal attraction.
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TRIESTE.

It Signor Maestro Pacini seems to have become

strangely enamoured of the titles of Meyerbeer's operas.

Last year he produced his Margherita d’Anjou, which

proved a failure, und he is now engaged in composing U
Crociato for the theatre of this place.

COMO.

It is said that Madame Pasta has lately purchased an

estate in this beautiful neighbourhood, where she will, in

all probability, eventually repose when the fatigues of her

professional life are closed. The selection of the spot is

a proof of her good taste. Madame Meric Lalande is

also here. Her situation—that in which

All wire* are proud to be who lore their lord*—

renders her retirement from the stage fur some time ne-

cessary. She took her leave of the inhabitants of Milan

in the Ernie di Roma

,

and the spirit which she threw into

her parting representation served to uugmeut the regret ex-

perienced by all amateurs. She was uncommonly effective

in an adagio sung by herself, Lablache, and Winter, which

was re-demanded, and sung, if possible, in a still more

finished manner. The following extract from the Musical

Journal, II Teatri, will at once show the degree of interest

which she excited, and tile mode which the Italian journals

have of expressing it. “ The public concentrated all their

applause in her alone ; nor was it unrninglcd with regret,

fur wc were about to lose her. Enthusiasm was raised

to the highest pitch, and after the grand aria in the finale,

she retired amidst stormy and long-continued applause.

The public could never be satisfied with gazing on this

delightful singer. Fortunate Bellini ! it will be for you

to restore her to our enthusiastic admiration. Well is he

worthy to compose for her, whom our hearts more elo-

quently proclaim os the queen of song, than the medals

which are at this moment struck in her honour.*’

BARCELONA.

Teatro ItaUana .

—

For a number of years there has been

no such favourite at this theatre, as Mudlle. Fanny

Eckerlin. She possesses a very fine voice, between a

contralto and a mezzo soprauo, which she knows well

how to display to the greatest advantage, without however

sacrificing her author to any passion for such display—

a

rare exercise of discretion ! Her method is excellent, and

she sings with a warmth of soul that carries the hearer

along with her. To these qualities she unites a perfect

acquaintance with stage efTect, and the whole is enhanced

by considerable personal attractions. In the part of

Arsace in the Srmiramide of Rossini, and in Generali’s

Bacchanali di Roma

,

she obtained a degree of applause

but rarely witnessed here.

Madlle. Eckerlin is a pupil of the Conservatory of

Milan, where she received instructions from the well

known Professor Bauderali ;
she does ample honour to

the method and talents of her master. Her engagement

here terminates shortly, to the great regret of all, when

she leaves for Paris, where she has signed a contract for

the Theatre Ferrari.

BRUSSELS.

Madame Schutz, who gained considerable applause ill

London, has appeared here, and been successfully re-

ceived, particularly in the parts of Rosina and Tancredi,

in which she displayed the varied range of her talent.

A Tyrolese air, which she introduced as her singing

lesson In the Barhiere, gave universal satisfaction.

Though this lady’s voice is by no means of the first order,

yet her intonation is so just, and her expression so true,

that every fault is overlooked.

A M. Dapreval, a ten; r of considerable promise, made
his debut here as George, in La Dame Blanche, and
pleased, as well by his chaste style of singing, as by his

excellent acting.

CASSEL.

The death of the maestro, Suto», of Hanover, has led

all the journals into the error of supposing Spohr to be
the maestro meant. We are happy to announce that
THIS DISTINGUISHED MUSICIAN, WHO WAS RILLED SO SUD-
DENLY, is in excellent health. He performed lately, at

the first subscription concert, a symphony-coocert&nte of

his own composition, with M. Wicle, who is considered as

one of Bail lot’s best pupils.

VENICE.
The theatre of La Fenice, which has lately been com-
pletely repaired, opened this autumn, under the directions

of Signor Joseph Crivelli, [the tenor who was in London
in 1H17] who has, amongst others, engaged Signora.

Brambilla as primo muuco assolulo, and Porto as primo
boMO.

Cfjr ©rama.

Drury-Lanb Theatre.

On the 4th ult. an operetta, under the title of Lore in

lFrinklen was produced at this house, the dramatic part

translated from that exceedingly ingenious and fertile

French writer, M. Scribe, and the music adapted from the

original of M. Fetis, editor of the Revue Muncalc
, by Mr.

Rophino Lacy. The two principal parts are sustained by
Miss Love and Mr. Bkuiam, and the latter has perfectly

astounded many of the newspaper critics by having burst

forth all at once as an actor, to which character he has

hitherto made little pretence. His efforts in such a line

were certainly unexpected ; therefore, the success that

crowned them naturally enough excited some surprise.

But Mr. Braham is a man of sense, of strong feeling, of
much knowledge of the world, and of great theatrical expe-

rience : ifthen, with these qualifications, he essayed another

field, it is no wonder that he won it
; und we trust that the

praise he has so richly merited, will encourage him here-

after to shew, what has rarely been exhibited on the

English stage, that the great singer and good actor may
be united in tlie same person.

The music, though not strikingly new, or possessing

any very prominent features, is all pleasing and good, and
the piece has been quite successful. But we shall return

to it when again performed.

Covent Garden Theatre.

A rind of operatic farce, called The Sublime and Beautiful,

which is only a stupid extension of the tiresome but short

farce, The Sultan, taken by Uickerstaff from Marmontel’a
admirable tale, Sul,man II., was brought out early in last

month, und, thanks [to the prettiness and popularity of

Madame Yehtims, together with the absolute want of dis

crimination in the audiences of our winter theatres suc-

ceeded : that is to say, was not condemned ; but its suc-

cess is negative, and does not promise to replenish as
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exhausted treasury. If the dramatic part (for so we must,

for want of a better term, call it) is weak, the musical is

still more so : such a heap of trash has rarely been got

through without opposition ; and the encores urc in pro*

portion to its vapidity: the worst things are most loudly

called for a second time,—nay a third. But the secret his-

tory of this encoring is spreading ; therefore we may
hope that the practice, which is enough to drive all

rational people from the theatres, and actually deters

thousands from entering, will soon be abandoned : it is a

great nuisance, and ought to be abated. Miss Hughes
sings an air, in the midst of direst woe, with something in

the shape of a tail to it that has well been named " the

Paddington coachman's whoop.” Such a barbarism we
can only find one term for. Yet the brutal deformity

is always encored ; by the hirelings in the gallery and
at the backs of the boxes, no doubt; but the real pay-

audience have not spirit enough to resist so great a

waste of time, so violent an outrage on common sense.

Mr. Wood’s style is not bad, and when we have heard him
he sings modestly enough, but his intonation is intolerable;

he was constantly half a note below pitch when we under-

went the punishment of sitting out The Sublime and
Beautiful* which, but for an occasional word and posture

from little Kkeley, and a constant view of Madame Vts-
TRI8, we could not have borne for mure than ten or fifteen

minutes.

English Opera House.

The pupils of the Royal Academy of Music, who had

been engaged during great part of the autumn in studying

two Italian operas, with a view to un exhibition of their

talent in the foreign lyric drama, performed publicly three

times during the last month, at this house. On Monday,
the Sth ult., with the assistance of Signor De Begiiis,

who took the character of Fi"aro, they gave Rossini's

Barbiere di Siviglia, the parts being distributed in the fol-

lowing manner:

—

U Contr Atmaviva . , , . • • • Rnizzi.

Ihm Bartotu ........ S*no.
Ration ........ Ml** Chu.de.

Banho ......... Statu*.

Berta . Mix Bromley.
Figaro Sionok I)e Bkosi*.

The orchestra also wras wholly composed of the pupils,

C. A. Seymour being the lender, and Packer acting as

maestro at the piano-forte : and as the piece commenced
with the commencement, namely the overture, we will

begin by saying, that this was vastly well performed ; and,

putting tile Opera House out of the question, would not

have been disreputable to any ofour London theatres. This
band likewise went through the whole opera in an equally

steady, correct manner, and gave very few opportunities

for even the best judges to detect an error of any eon-

sequence. The overture was encored ; but this, which
has been much dwelt on in some of our daily prints, lead:,

only to one conclusion ; for as the house was filled with

friends, either to the institution or to the pupils, it must
be considered as having arisen from a desire to encourage
the youthful parties, to put them in spirits for the re-

mainder of the performance, aud not us an irrefragable

proof of any comparative superiority. The same obser-

vation will partly apply to other encores.

Miss Childe’s Host n

a

was, taken as a whole, the part

best filled in the opera: her aria, “Una voce,” was sung
with great firmness and admirable correctness. To the

sensible instructions of Signor Coccia, this young lady

ought to feel herself indebted to the latest moment of her
professional life.* Next to Miss Childe, Seguin' deserves
the highest praise : there is a self-possession in his

manner that promises much for the future ; and his fine

base voice, which has plenty of time to improve, united to
a style not yet adulterated by any false ornament, must,
with prudence and a little inure spirit, leud him to emi-

nence. Sapio’s Don Bartoto exceeded our expectations;

it is u very difficult character for so young a man. and he
entered into it in a way that shewed no small share of
observation. As a singer he is still rather heavy, a fault

which, if he does not speedily divest himself of, it will

become habitual. Brizxi as Almaeiva performed much
bettrr the second time than the first; but at present there

are no decisive indications of the future, cither in his

voice or style. Of course we do not mention De Beg mis.

On the 1 8th, the pupils gave Rossini’s Inganno fdicc,
a one-act piece, now swelled into two by the addition of
certain compositions, which, with the exception of a

scena by Radicati, were even inferior to those in the

operetta itself, which is allowed to be one of the com-
poser s worst works, and well calculated to vitiate, rather

than improve, the taste of learners. It was performed
very indifferently ; but it must l>e confessed that such
music, and such a drama, were not likely to excite the

zeal of the pupils, who, if we may judge from appear-

ances, did not much relish cither the piece itself, or the

feeble things grafted on it.

On the SUth the Barbiere. was given a second time,

without any alteration in the characters.

Mr. Arnold, we understand, lent the use of the house
gratuitously, and as the expenses must therefore have
been very inconsiderable, some profits we hope have ac-

crued. These are to be divided between the Academy
and Signor I)k Beonis, the latter taking a moiety for his

trouble in getting up the performances. The assertion

that the proceeds are to go to the fund for the Spanish

and Italian refugees is entirely unfounded; indeed it is

difficult to imagine how such a report could have ori-

ginated. Justice ought to precede generosity, or the old

adage is much in fault ; and the Committee have, very

properly, determined to act on this honest maxim.
VVc would fain suggest to those who control the affairs

of the Academy, that, as un institution for the advance-

ment of English music, as well as for the improvement of

English musicians, the performance at the next opportunity

of good English operas would hold out real encou-

ragement to native students ; while the preference shewn
to the works of foreign composers, even to their worst,

cannot but depress the hopes and check the ardour of

those who thus have the painful certainty forced on their

notice, that should they perchance ever rival our Arne,

our Lintey, our Arnold, or our Shield, they will, in all

probability, become the same victims to fashion, and
be exposed to the same chilling neglect.

Let us also add, that an opera in which the two prin-

cipal characters—we might have said four—are performed

by foreigners, cannot be considered as got up by an

English academy, but rather leads to a suspicion that

the institution, with all its efforts, finds it impossible to

exhibit itself on the stage without the aid of strangers.

* Signor Cocci* ha*, »c regret to *ay, quitted Kngiaod. He had too

much real ability, and too little cunning and suppleness, for this country.

He is an hottest, upright man, a* well as an excellent musician ; and, to

his honour, refused to hate any connexion with an infamous swindler

and condemned felon.
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MEMOIR OF LEONARDO LEO.

Leonarho Leo was bom at Naples in the year 1694. He
received his musical education at the Conservatory of

Santo Onofrio, which at that period was in the zenith of

its fume. Alessandro Scarlatti was the chief professor, and
Durante, Vinci, Porpora, with a host of other celebrated

men, were the fellow disciples of Leo. Under the instruc-

tion of this truly great master, his progress was extremely
rapid. After becoming versed in the art of song, and of

vocal composition, and being furnished with all the re-

sources of counterpoint, he applied to instrumental music,
in which he also made great proficiency.

At the age of nne-and-twenty he composed his first

opera. La Sofonisba , which was produced at the theatre of

his native city, and it met with success. Encouraged
by the applause with which his first effort was rewarded,

the youthful musician was excited to fresh exertions in

the same department of his art. Accordingly, in 1720, he
produced his Caio Graeco, several of the airs of which
were long popular.

The author of Notitia de Teatri di Venezia complains

this year of the enormous salaries of the first singers, and
says, that more was then given to a single voice, than need

to be expended on the whole exhibition. Formerly, says

he, the sum of a hundred crowns was thought a great price

for a fine voice; and the first time it amounted to one
hundred and twenty, the exorbitance became proverbial.

But what proportion, continues he, does this bear with the
present salaries, which generally exceed a hundred sequins

[the sequin values 9a. 6d.]; and which has such an effect

upon the rest of the troop, that the demands of every one
goon increasing, in the ratio of the first singer's vanity and
overrated importance. The consequences, indeed, are

fatal, when the performers combine, as often happens, in

a resolution to extort from the managers a contract for

certain sums, of which the uncertainty of success in public

exhibitions renders the payment so precarious.

In 1722 appeared his Tamrrtano, and in 1723 It Timo-
crate, in which the principal characters were sustained by
Nicotini and the celebrated Tesi.

Dr. Burney says, “ The first opera of Leo’s composition,

that 1 have been able to find, is Sofonisba, which was per-

formed at Naples, in 1718, and the last, Siface, in Bo-
logne, in 1737. Between these he produced three operas
for Venice, and four for RomeV This is incorrect; for

subsequent to the year 1737, we find the following operas:
La ZingarMa, 1738; the comic opera, II Festo Teatrale.

and the serious opera, Ciro riconosciufo, 1739 ; Achilie in

.Sirifl, 1740 ; and Votogeso, in 1744. “ Leo," says Dr.
Burney, “ also set the Olimpiade of Metastanio, in which
the duo, Nei giorni tuoi ftlici, and the air. Non si donde
viene, are admirable

; as also is Per qudpaierno amptesso,

in ArUuene., the only uir of that opera, by this composer,
that I have seen."

Flexibility of talent was a distinguishing characteristic

of this master
; he adapted his style with equal success to

the serious and the comic opera. He was alike excellent

• History o/ Mu»\c> voL ir. p. 544.

Feb. 1829.

in each, and his first opera of the latter kind, entitled Cioi,

was received by the Neapolitans with such enthusiasm,

that it was represented on all the other theatres of Italy.

The subject of this piece is u man who has the habit of

adding eioc (that is to say) to every thing he utters, and
who, in endeavouring to be explicit, mystifies all who
come near him. The opera abounds with some well-con-

trived and highly-ludicrous situations, and we have heard

an Italian composer of eminence give it as his opinion, that

this composition, if revived and retouched in the accompa-
niments, would not fail to become a favourite.

The rival of Vinci and Porpora in dramatic composition,

Leo was also desirous of emulating Durante in sacred

music; and as in the former department of his art lie hod
been by turns pathetic and gay, scientific and natural, so
in the latter he attained to eminence, and produced nume-
rous compositions of a character imposing, dignified, and
sublime. Among these works, his Miserere is particularly

celebrated Tor its profound knowledge of counterpoint, for

grandeur and purity of style, and natural and ingenious

employment of modulation and imitation. Several critics

of eminence have not hesitated to prefer it to the works of

the same kind by Allegri and Joinelli. Dr. Burney, in

speaking of this composition, says, “ Leo’s celebrated

Miserere, in eight real parts, though imperfectly performed

in London, at the Pantheon, for Ansani's • benefit, in 1781,

convinced real judges that it was of the highest class of
choral composition. More than forty voices were called

into action, and if there had been more frequent rehearsals,

I can conceive, from such movements as were correctly ex-

ecuted, that the effect of the whole would have been won-
derful, and have greatly surpassed all the expectation which
the high reputation of the composer, and the uncommon
magnitude of the enterprise, had excited t."

Leo also set Metastasio’s two oratorios, La Morte di

Abete, and Santa Elena at Calcarto. Of the latter Dr.
Burney says, that he had seen some very fine airs.

Specimens of this great master's sacred compositions may
be found in Latmbe’s “ Selections of Sacred Music but
the finest parts of the Dixit Dominut, and many other

compositions by the same, ore published in Mr. Novello's

admirable Fitzwilliam Music.
To Leo is attributed the invention of that species of

air, called by the Italians aria d’ostinazione., or obligato

air. His compositions in this style are highly classical,

particularly that beginning Ombra dUetta e cara, which is

still known throughout Italy.

Leo was the founder of a school in Naples, that very

widely spread the fame of his country, and became a

nursery for those celebrated singers, who afterwards filled

* Giovanni Ansani, or Anzarit, «u an Italian finger and composer of

eminence- He was of the irritaUU yettut. and bis wife, the Signors

Alaccherini, belonged to the name class, but far outvied ber spouse is

violence of temper. It is laid, that when employed in the same theatre,

if one happened 10 be applauded more than the other, wbirh was lure to

b« the case, at the lady was but an indifferent singer, they have been
known to hire persons to bias the successful rival.

t Tbit Miserere is printed io the third volume of tbe Harmomcon,
page 196.

E
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the Italian theatres of the different European courts.

The Solfeggi which he composed for his scholars are yet

studied by those who wish to become scientifically ac-

quainted with the art. The ornamental passages in this

work are of an unfading kind. Many of them are so un-

impaired by age, that Rossini has frequently availed him-
|

self of them ; and not a few of these flowers of song will be

found scattered through the operas of the grand maestro,

with no unsparing hand.

Among the most distinguished disciples of this master,
|

are, Nicolo Sala, author of the celebrated Rcgoli del '

Contrapunio Prattico; Pascale Caffaro, Jomelli, Piccini,

Salvatore Uertiui, and Adrcas Fioroni.

The masses and motets of Leo, which arc numerous,

and which, to al) the learning of the seventeenth century,

unite a degree of expressive melody before unknown, are i

carefully treasured in (lie libraries of the curious: several

of them are still performed in the churches of Naples,

and latterly they have been heard at our provincial
j

meetings and London oratorios.

In respect to the art in which Leo was so distinguished

an ornament, it may be justly said, that what Alessandro
j

Scarlatti began, he continued ; and that what Porporu !

and Sarro hud only indicated, lie carried into effect and
j

completed. II is efforts tended in a great degree to re-
;

lease melody from those restraints by which its beauties
1

were hidden, and its elements perverted. It came puri-

fied from his hand, ami fresh in native grace ami truth of

expression. His style is elevated without pretension, ex- !

pressive without extravagance, and grand w ithout inflation.
|

This great musician and reformer of the art died at •

Naples, in 1745, at the age of fifty-one. His death was !

unhappily precipitated by un accident, to the effects of

which hut little attention was at first paid. A tumour
gradually formed on his right cheek, which in time growing

to considerable magnitude, he was advised to have re-

course to a surgical operation ; but whether from the un-

skiltulness of the operator, or from a bad habit of body, a

modification ensued, which cost him his life.

The following is a list of his principal works. In Sa-

cred Music:

—

Santa Elena, oratorio ; La Morte di A bile,

oratorio ; Miserere (alia capclla) for eight voices ; another

Miserere a 4 voci soli, col basso ; a Dixit Dominus, for

four voices ; a Te Deum for the same ; two Magnificat*,

one for four, the other for five voices
;
Cantata per il glo-

rio$o San Vincenzo Ferreri, a 5 voci, con Strom. ; Cantata

per it Miracolo del glorioso San Gennarv, a 5 cod', a
grande orck. Among his numerous masses, that for five

voices in B, is particularly distinguished ; of his various

motels, the two spoken of as entitled to the greatest praise

are, JLu nos miteros (alia cajnila) d 5 voci, and Jam
surrcj.it dies gtoriosa, also for five voices.

In Music for the Theatre:

—

Sofonisba, 1718; Caio

Graeco, 1720; Tamcrlann , 1722; TimacraU, 1723; Ca-

tonc in Utica, 1726; Argone, 1728; Il Cioe, 1729; Ari-

anne e Tesco, 1730; Olintpiade, 1731; Dtinofoonle,

1732 ; Andromacha, 1733 ; Lt Nozze di Psiche con Amove,

1734; La Clemcnza di Tito, 1735; Sifacc, 1737; La
ZingartUa, 1738; Ciro riconosciuto and II Festo Teairale

,

1739; Achille in Siria, 1740; and Vologeso, 1744,

His other vocal works mentioned are

—

Serenata per /j.

pagna, 2 parte, and Campanimenti Pastorali, 2 parte.

The oidy instrumental compositions of this master
known to he extant, are a set of Trios, for two violins and
a has*, which are pronounced by Dr. Burney to be " su-
perior in correctness of counterpoint, and elegance of
design, to any similar productions of the same period."

ON THE CHARACTERS OF KEYS.

To the Editor of the IIarmonicon.

Sin, Warwick, Jan. 6, 1829.

Your first number of the new year, page 6, con-
tains a sensible article, by T. S. R., on the Characters of
Keys, exemplifying at the same time a clear, simple, and
correct system of tuning ; near the close of which, he says,—“ Should the characters of certain keys appear to be
attributable to any other cause than that 1 have here sug-
gested, I shall hope to be set right by any of your cor-

respondents who may be better informed on the subject*."

Now, Sir, although 1 do not pretend to more infor-

mation on tile subject than your correspondent possesses,

yet I shall veuture to commit to paper the few ideas that

have suggested themselves. In the first place, then, I do
not think that the peculiarity of keys,— I will not say cer-

tain keys, because, if the rule be applicable to one it must
to all, for all arc differently imperfect,—I say, then, that the
peculiarity of keys does not depend wholly on the tempera-
ment in tuning or method of performing, but also on the pitch
of the key or the grave and acute qualities of sound. To
these, probably, we may add a third auxilior, namely, the
kind and quality of the instrument, and its centres, orf-d*
in which sound concentrates after reflection ; for it is known
by the laws of acoustics, that “ every apartment or con-
fined space has a certain musical note or notes proper to

it." How far tli is may affect the characters of particular

keys, I leave for others to determine
j but that it does

affect them I cannot doubt.

To those of your readers who are not versed in acous-
tics, the annexed figure, taken from Dr. Anioti's Elements
of Physics, will illustrate my meaning more clearly.

“ Sound is reflected from smooth surfaces, and hence
arise many curious and pleasing effects, called echoes,'* &c.
“A regular concave surface, as eg, may concentrate

sound, and bring all which falls upon it, as from abed

,

to the same centre or facta, at f so as to produce there a
very powerful effect.”

“ The concentration of sound by concave surfaces pro-
duces many curious effects both in nature und in art"—
-See his Work, p. 494 f.

It is evident that the flute, hautboy, and bassoon are
tuned on the same principle as the piano-forte, conse-
quently partake of a similar expression of melancholv in
particular keys ; and although the violinist be capable of
playing perfectly in every key, still he does not, though
he approaches nearer to perfection than performers upon
the before-mentioned instruments. So far this agrees with
T. S. IL; but what shall we say of the horn, trumpet, and

la a not* to Ike live* <>( Haydn and Maxarl, it teem* to me that the
author has given an over-florid complexion to the nature of keys: be,
however, think* “it is sufficient to bate hinted at these effects: to ac-
count for them (he says) is difficult.”

t The whole of this admirable Treatise on Acoustics is worthy of at-
tention ; it* simplicity, its ingenuity, its originality, its truth, all commend
it to the admiring observer ot great Nature's work--.

ized by Google
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clarinet? the former two of these by means of their

crooks, and the latter by change of instruments, with

music properly adapted, arc nearly as perfect in one key as

in another; yet there is a difference of expression in the

same, and each has its beauties, effects, and peculiar qua-

lities. The Axolian and other harps are of this class, the

effects of which are widely different according to the

length, thickness, and tension of the strings, yet the

chords are perfection itself at any given pitch. After

these comes the human voice.

Undoubtedly, the most beautiful and perfect of all in-

struments is Nature’s own, or that which Nature h&9

made ; for the more we examine her works the more per-

fect they appear, and the less so those of her sister, but

feeble imitator,—Art. Now, this is the great question,

—

la the human voice alike perfect in all keys? 1 ahull not

hesitate to pronounce in the affirmative : four persons

singing together, without accompaniment of any sort, will

produce as perfect harmony in the key of C with sharps,

as in any of the dozen. This proves that the pathetic, or

martial, &c. character of the key does not at all depend on
the temperament, or intonation, when applied to the voice.

What, then, can produce the phenomenon ? It must be

the pitch, or grave und acute qualities of the key ; and
yet I conceive that pieces performed a seini-lone higher

or lower than the real key, when persons are singing

without an accompaniment, the most delicate and scientific

ear could not detect
;
but whole tones, or more upward or

downward, become very perceptible. If a glee, for in-

stance, in E fiat, were sung without accompaniment, the

effect would be bat little different from the game sung in E
four sharps or I) two sharps *

; for how frequently do even

our best performers, when singing in glees, fall imper-

ceptibly more than a semi-tone lower before they finish

than when they began ? Still the change of key produced

by such sinking, is a great offence to the sensible ear.

When an author composes u piece of music, he first deter-

mines the key, and ufterwards confines his ideas to the

proper compass and expression of the voices, guided prin-

cipally by his instrument and the character of the key;

therefore the key-note, or tonic, should be held inviolate.

Having shown that the voice, when employed in sepa-

rate keys, is a very different affair from an instrument, it is

this consideration that makes me object to songs, glees, or

any other vocal pieces being performed without instru-

ments f. Nearly all music is composed to some kind of

instrument; consequently, to be given in perfection, the

piece must have the expression of the key in which it was

composed imparted to it, und this can only be done by

means of accompaniment.
We may conclude, then, that, principally from the im-

perfections in instruments, and from the pitch of the

key or the grave and acute qualities of sound, come the

character of keya
;
but, should my theory be false, 1 am

still open to conviction, and wish to see so interesting a

subject continued.

Perhaps, Mr. Editor, you will find space for these scat-

tered thoughts in your amusing and useful pages.

I remain, Sir, &c. J. S.

• There might be no difference perceptible by our correspondent, but

to tu it would be ?ery striking indeed.— (Editor.)

t So far m rHatei to glees, which an intended to be unaccompanied,
we fe«l called upon U> dissent from the opinion of J. S .

—

(Editor.)

ON THE TREATMENT OF THE VIOLIN,
IN A LUTTER FROM

THE CELEBRATED TARTINI.

Tint letter here presented to our rentiers, was published

by Dr. Burney, in 1779, under the following title: " A
Letter from the late Signor Tarlini to Signora Maddulena
Lombardini (afterwards Signora Sirraen). Published as an
important lesson to performers on the violin. Translated

by Dr. Burney.” This little tract having become scarce*

and its practical value to the artist coming recommended
to us by so high a name, vie have been induced to reprint

it in our journal.

A Letter, &c.

Padua
, March 5, 1760.

My very much esteemed Signora Maddalena,
Finding myself at length disengaged from the

weighty business which has so long prevented me from
performing my promise to you, a promise which was
made with too much sincerity for my want of punctuality

not to afflict me, I shall begin the instructions you wish

from me, by letter; aud if 1 should not explain myself

with sufficient clearness, I entreat you to tell me your

doubts and difficulties, in writing, which I shall not fail to

remove in a future letter.

Your principal practice and study should, at present, be

confined to the use and power of the bow, in order to

make yourself entirely mistress in the execution and ex-

pression of whatever can be played or sung, within the

compass and ability of your instrument Your first study*

therefore, should be the true manner of holding, balancing*

and pressing the bow lightly, but steadily, upon the strings ;

in such a manner as that it shall seem to breathe the first

tone it gives, which must proceed from the friction of the

string, and not from percussion, as by a blow given with

a hammer upon it. This depends on laying the bow lightly

upon the strings, at the first contact, and on gently pressing

it afterwards, which, if done gradually, can scarce have

too much force given to it, because, if the tone is begun
with delicacy, there is little danger of rendering it altor-

wards either coarse or harsh.

Of this first contact, and delicate manner of beginning a
tone, you should make yourself a perfect mistress in every

situation and part of the bow, as well in the middle as ut

the extremities ; and in moving it up, as well as in draw ing

it down. To unite all these laborious particulars into one

lesson, my advice is, that you first exercise yourself in a

swell upon an open string, for example, upon the second

or a4a-mirt

:

that you begin pianissimo, and increase

the tone by slow degrees to its fortvuimo ; and this study

should be equally made, with the motion of the bow up
and down, in which exercise you should spend at least an

hour every day, though at different times, a little in the

morning, and a little in the evening ; having constantly

in mind, that this practice is, of all others, the most dif-

ficult, and the most essential to playing well on the

violin. When you are a perfect mistress of this part of a

good performer, a swell will be very easy to you ; begin-

ning with the most minute soilness, increasing the tone

to iu loudest degree, and diminishing it to the same point

of softness with winch you began, and all this in the same

stroke of the bow. Every degree of pressure upon the

string, which the expression of a note or passage shall

require, will by this means be easy and certain; and you

will be able to execute with your bow whatever you please.
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After this, in order to acquire that light pulsation and
jilay of the wrist, from whence velocity in tmwiug arises,

it will be best for you to practise, every day, one of the

allegros, of which there arc three in Corelli's solos, which
entirely move in semiquavers. The first is in D, in

playing which you should accelerate the motion a little

each time, till you arrive at the greatest degree of swift-

ness possible : but two precautions arc necessary in this

exercise
;
the first is, that you play the notes slarcalo, that

is, separate and detached, with a little space between
every two: for though they are written thus,

they should he played as if there was a rest after’ every
note, in this manner,

The second precaution is, that you first play with the
point of the how

; and when that becomes easy to you, that

you use that part of it which is between the point and the
middle ; and when you are likewise mistress ol‘ this part
of the bow, that you practise in the same manner with the
middle of the bow ; and above all, you must remember in

tlie.se studies to begin the allegros or flights sometimes
with an up-how, ami sometimes with a down-bow, care-
fully avoiding the habit of constantly practising one wuy.
In order to acquire a greater facility of executing swift
passages in a light and neat manner, it will be of great
use if you accustom yourself to skip over a string between
two quick notes in divisions, like these,

—

Of such divisions you may play extempore as many as
you please, and in every key, which will be both useful
and necessary.

With regard to the finger-board, or carriage of the left-
hand, I have one thing strongly to recommend to you,
which will suffice for all

;
and that is, the taking a violin

part, either the first or second of a concerto, sonata, or
song, any thing will sene the purpose, uud playing it upon
the half-shift, that is, with the first finger upon G on the
first string, and constantly keeping upon this shift, playing
the whole piece without moving the hand from 'ibis
situation, unless A on the fourth string be wanted, or D
upon the first

;
but. in that case, you should afterwards

return again to the half-shift, without ever moving the hand
down to the natural position. This practice should be
continued till you can execute with facility upon the half-
«hift any violin part, not intended as a solo, at sight.

After this, advance the hand on the finger-board to the

whole-shift, with the first finger upon A on the first

string, and accustom yourself to this position till you can

execute every thing upon the whole-shift with as much
ease as when the hand is in its natural situation ; and
when certain of this, advance to the double-shift, with the

first finger upon B, on the first string; and when sure of

that likewise, pass to the fourth position of the hand,

making C with the first finger upon the first string; and
indeed this is a scale in which, when you arc firm, you

may be said to be mistress of the finger-board. This
study is so necessary, that 1 most earnestly recommend
it to your attention.

I now pass to the third essential part of a good per-

former on the violin, which is the making a good shake,

and I would have you practise it stow, moderately fast,

and quick ; that is, with the two notes succeeding each

other in these three degrees of adagio, andante, and prtslo ;

and in practice you have great occasion for these different

kinds of shakes; for the same shake will not serve with

equal propriety for n slow movement os for a quick one

;

but to acquire both at once with the same trouble, begin
with an open string, either the first or second, it will he
equally useful ; sustain the note in a swell, and begin the

shake very slow, increasing in quickness, by insensible

degrees, till it becomes rapid, in the manner following:

but you must not rigorously move immediately from
semiquavers to dcinisemiquavera, as in this example, or

from these to the next in degree— that would be doubling
the velocity of the shake all at once, which would be a

skip, not a gradation; but you can imagine between a
semiquaver and a dciniscmiquaver intermediate degrees

of rapidity, quicker than the one, and slower than the

other of these characters; you are therefore to increase in

velocity, by the same degrees in practising the shake, as

in loudness, when you muke a swell. You must atten-

tively and assiduously persevere in the practice of this

embellishment, and begin at first with an open siring,

upon which, if you are once able to make a good shake
with the first finger, you will with the greater facility

acquire one with the second, the third, and the fourth or

little finger, with which you must practise in a particular

manner, as more feeble than the rest of its brethren. I

shall, at present, propose no other studies to your appli-

cation
;
what 1 have already said is more than sufficient, if

your zeal is equal to my wishes, for your improvement. I

hope you will sincerely inform me whether I have ex-

plained myself clearly thus far
;
that you will accept of

my respects, which I likewise beg of you to present to the

Prioress, to Signora Teresa, and to Signora Chiitra, for

all whom I have a sincere regard ; and believe me to be*

with great affection.

Your obedient and moat humble servant,

Giuseppe Tahtini.
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ON MUSIC IN SPAIN

The following article is taken from a work of considerable

interest, which is shortly to make 'its appearance, entitled

Mkmoirc* (tun Apothicaire rur la guerre d'Eipagnr, and

which is to form a part of the Collection dts Memoir*s con-

iemporainn. Political events, the anecdotes of the day,

and interesting details on the theatres and music of the

Spaniards, and the manners and customs of this nation,

written in a spirited and original manner, enliven the

more sombre details of war and its attendant horrors.

The author of the work is a medical gentleman whose

name is not unknown in the musical world ; we may have

occasion to quote from other parts of his work that bear

on the subject of music.

—

(Revue Muticale.J

The Moors were fond of music, and cultivated it as

a science. There are existing, in the library of the

Escurial, Various manuscript treatises of Alfarubi and Ali

ben Alhashani, on the music of the Arabs
;

but they

contain little that is interesting to the amateurs of the art.

The Moors established a school of music at Cordova, and

the pupils formed therein arc said to have been the delight

of Spain, and of the Arabian dominions in general.

The Spaniards jjossessed the same taste as the Moors,

and imitated them by establishing schools in which the

art was professed. They founded a chair of music in the

university of Salamanca, where it still exists. St. Isidore

of Seville is one of the patriarchs of the musical art.

Bartolomeo Ramos, an Andalusian, after having been pro-

fessor of music in Salamanca, was called to Bologna, in

Italy, by Pope Nicholas V., to fill the same situation in

that city that lie had done in the former; the school of

music thus founded at Bologna afterwards rose to

uncommon celebrity. He published a treatise which was
twice printed in 1464*. Antonio Cabezon, of Madrid,

and Angela Sige, a teamed lady of Toledo, wrote upon
the suine subject, in the beginning of the following

century. To them succeeded Nassart* and Lorente. The
treatise of Nassure far exceeds in value all the works of

his contemporaries, and served to form the chapel*masters

of Spain. Rodriguez Hita laboured, not without success,

to overcome a number of ancient prejudices; he composed
in a new style, and wrote a treatise, which, for its exacti-

tude, and the laconic form of its precepts, was held in

high estimation. He dedicated his work to the celebrated

Farinelli, who was at that time at Madrid, and enjoyed
the confidence of Philip V., and under his protection it

obtained the greatest success, and triumphed over the

efforts of the partisans of old-fashioned dogmas, who, in

the first instance, had banished it from their colleges

as a work replete with heresy.

[The anecdotes given by the author of Farinelli, and the
influence he obtained with the monarch by whom he was
protected, are too generally known to render it necessary

to repeat them here.]

• The writer ha* heir been betrayed into an error; it wa» in 1482
that Kamos de Percja's book was printed, It is entitled Dr Mau<A
tractatm, not mutira practice. Rummur, dam rum 16* pubtier legertt,

impretM, xi Man, 1482. The second edition appeared iu less than a
month after, with this addition to the title : Rditto aitera a/afuanlu/um

maia/a Hantmur, die Jam,, 1482. In this work Kamos attacked the

doctrine of Guido Aretinu*
;
Nicholas Burn of Pa'ina warmly undertook

the defence of the monk of Arezzo, in a pamphlet of a very violent kind.

Ramos nude no rrpfjr, but £pataro, his pupil, published, in 1491, an
apology for hi* principle*, which provoked a very levero reply from
(Jaiibrio.

Among the composers and contrapuntists of the

Spanish school, the most distinguished are. Bails, the

Padre Tosco, the Abbe Eximcno, Morales, Ortiz, and
Rcmachu. The latter, who was maestro di capella to

Charles IV., died a victim to the simplicity of his heart,

lie remained at his post on tile arrival of the new king,

Joseph Napoleon, and did not quit it nt the departure of

the French; but when Ferdinand Vll. came, he drove

him from his situation. The musician was astonished at

suffering that injustice from his own monarch which he

had not experienced from conquerors and strangers, and
took it so deeply to heart, that he fell a victim to grief and
disappointment. Ledesma, another composer of merit,

whom political reasons obliged to fly his country, sought

refuge in England, where he now teaches with success.

The Spaniards claim the invention of temperament, ami of

the bwvto conttnuo , or figured base. The first was disco-

vered by Bartholoineo Ramos, the second by Juau-Luiz

Viana, whose name has by several writers been converted

into Ludovico Viadanu, on the supposition of his having

been an Italian composer*.
There arc no other comjioseni of music in Spain than

the maestri di capelli, and they produce no music but

that of the religious kind. The king's chapel is a con-

siderable establishment, and well endowed; all the situa-

tions are obtained by competition (per oposifion) ; and
such is the case in all the cathedral churches.

The taste for music is very general in Spain ; the piano-

forte already begins to take the place of the guitar, anil

Italian is sung in preference to the native language. The
musicians attached to the dilferent national theatres used

to compose the lonadilla

*

and zurzudla* ; but for above
thirty yean* past this custom has ceased. There is at pre-

sent an Italian opera at Madrid, Barcelona, and Seville; all

the masterpieces composed iu Europe sire heard there, and
their lieantics duly appreciated. At their concerts the best

pieces of the (iermun, French, and Italian schools arc per-

formed. The celebrated Boccherini composed all Ids

quatuors and quintetts at Madrid, and the productions

of that highly-gifted master are still preserved there.

The most known among living composers are, Frederick

director of the king's chapel, and Juzcnga, his associate,

both Italians ; DoyogQe, chapel-master and cauou of Sala-

manca, a man of superior genius ; Niclfa, chapel-master

to the Incarnation at Madrid ; Carnicer, who succeeded

Mercadante in the direction of the Italian theatre at Ma-
drid, author of Elena y Constantino, and Luwiano, two
serious operas, which are great favourites with the public.

Carnicer is the only Spaniard who has devoted his talents

to theatrical composition ; his manner is vigorous, and his

melodies full of grace and originality. He w as in London
in 1826, and published some good Spanish airs, notturnos,

Ac.f To these names may lie added Moretli, whose musi-

cal grammar and School for the guitar, but more particularly

his spirited songs, have obtuiued him a great name ; Sor,

Agimdo.and Ochoa, professors on the guitar, and composers

of considerable talent. Nor must I forget to mention Hon
Virues y Espinola, a general in the army, and a poet and

musician of ability: he is the author of several theoretical

works on music, which as yet have only been circulated

among his friends in manuscript, as well as of several

* ll wav Yriarle, tUc autlior of the celebrated poem on Music, v* J.o

originated this mistake. In the note* to Ins third canto, he has attributed

to the said Luiz Viana a discovery which, undoubtedly, belongs to Ludo-
vico Yiadaru of l.odi, whe was a maetfro di capella of some mXe at

MaoOn.

f See Harmonic**, VoL IV. pqn 7i, 76.
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quatuors and symphonies. There is also another name
which I must not pass over in silence, for few men were

ever gifted with so fine a talent. Juan Carlos de Arriago

Was a native of Bilboa, and received his education at the

Freuch conservatory. This young composer, who died at

Paris in 1326, at the age of nineteen, united to an imagi-

nation of the most brilliant kind, a knowledge of counter-

point that w ould have done honour to the most experienced

musician. Only one work of his composition has been

published; it is comj>osed of three quatuors for two vio-

lins, viola, and bass, which display the inspiration of a

musician bom to effect vast improvements in his art.

Among the singers of this nation, the most celebrated

are the family of Garcia, the Senhora Aurigo, and Madama
Albir.i. all of whom have distinguished themselves upon

the principal theatres of Europe*.
There are engravers of music at Madrid and Barcelona,

but few foreign compositions, however, are printed there.

The distinguishing character of music purely Spanish,

is great vivacity of rhythm, which even borders on vehe-

mence in compositions of a lively kind. ' Most of their

national airs arc in the ternary movement, and in the

minor mode. The species of music in which the Spanish

most delight is the romance
;
they have several beautiful

compositions of this kind: the song is of a languishing and
drawling cast, and almost always finishes smorzando.

Their lively airs terminate suddenly; the tonadilla, Yo
que soy contrabandist*! , the seguidilla, E* el amor un c/ego,

the tirana, Iba un triste calese.ro, are known examples,

which will give a pretty accurate notion of all these different

kinds of airs, the greater part of which are traced out upon
nearly the same pattern. The guitar is the instrument

most generally employed ; it is quite as national as their

beods and their chocolate, and is to be found in every

house, from that of the peer to the barber. The Spanish

guitar is constructed with double strings, each pair being

tuned in unison, with the exception of the lowest, which
are tuned in octaves. All play the guitar; all have a

tact in playing it, from the amateur who performs por
mvsica, as they express it, to the artist who employs it

professionally (aficionado.) These aficionados allow the

nail of the fore-finger and thumb ol the right hand to

grow to a considerable length, for the purpose of pro-

ducing more neat and decided tones. As the cigarito is

also constantly held between these nails, they acquire a

yellow tinge, which seems to be considered as ornamental
The rasgado [from rasgar, to scrape] is the favourite mode
of playing the instrument among the peasants; almost

every leading chord is formed by striking all the strings

together with the thumb or back of the hand. This ras-

gado has no unpleasing effect, where an aficionado, or

some bright-eyed Segnorita, introduces it with judgment,

and imparts to it variety of expression. The song of the

Spaniards is full of feeling ; their inflections of voice are

highly impassioned, and their features, in playing, assume

a variety of expression, analogous to the sentiments

uttered.

Serenades are very frequent in Spain ; the nights in

this climate being so beautiful, and the lovers so unwearied

in their gallantry. Theinnamorata steals to the window of

the maiden of his heart, and favoured by the silence of

night, breathes all the fervour of his soul in the romances

* The two latter certainly have (kstmymshrd themwtve*, but by any.

thing rather than their superiority. Aa to die fanaty of Garcia, tnc

fctfler wm once a clever tmger of the florid school
;
and the daughter

succeeds in the same style : but the mother was wretched, even in the

peanut paru
;
and the sua is a very poor creature.

which he sings, in which, as the Lindoro of the theme, he
docs but describe himself. Sometimes he comes attended

by his companions, and then a number of voices and guitars

are heard in concert ; the favoured Segnorita listens from
behind the curtain, proudly conscious of the power of her

charms, and readily distinguishes the voice which goes

most nearly to her heart.

The Spaniards have no instruments peculiar to them-
selves. The castagnets, used by their dancers to mark
the rhythm of the fandango and bolero, and which they

employ with such grace and agility, have been kuowu for

ages in Provence. The pipe and labor of the Biscayans
are the same with those employed in the south of France.

The bagpipe of Uallicia and Catalonia resembles the

instrument of the same kind common ill Beaujolais and
Auvergne. The pandero , which is sometimes of a round,

sometimes of a square form, in no respect dilTers from the

small drum or tabor. The zambomba does not merit

the name of a musical instrument ; the same may be said

of the didzayna of the peasants of Valencia. The sounds
of this primitive kind of pipe arc shrill and discordant;

scarcely any thing like a melody can be played upon it;

and, indeed, it more resembles the voice of a cat than

any other sound. The Valenci&ns are, however, pas-

sionately fond of this miserable instrument
;

it figures in

their fi&tes and processions ; the viaticum never leaves a
church, without being accompanied by a number of pious

pipers, who rend the ear with the screams of the dul-

zayoa *.

From what is here said, and which I had abundant
opportunities to verify, music, properly so called, lias

extended its dominion ouly to Madrid, and the larger

cities of Spain : the rest of the country is in almost total

ignorance of this enchanting art.

C. M. VON WEBER'S POSTHUMOUS WORKS.

T0NKUNSTLER3 LEBEN, EISE ARABESKE.

(THE LIFE OP A COMPOSKK, AN ARABESQUE.)

(Continued.)

Chapter the Fourth.

THE CONCERT.

[Of this chapter and the two following, nothing appears

but the following outlines.]

On leaving my lodgings in the morning, I see a most in-

teresting young lady get into a coach—learn that her name
is Emily—-am determined to inquire further respecting

her—Engagement of musicians—the oboeist’s wife will not

allow him to come to terms, unless the same conditions are

agreed to with her friend the clarionet-player—scruples

with regard to precedency—at last six flutes are engaged,

and among them a dilletonte, being his first performance

on the instrument—am thus addressed by my landlord, on

my return to my lodgings :
** So, Sir, you are going to

give a concert ; it is known every where
;
the girl who

went to fetch our beer beard them talking it over in the

public-house."—Evening comes—concert empty—all the

world gone to see the dancing-dogs, which had just arrived

in town—more than half my band decoyed away to this

exhibition, twenty-four kreutzers [one shilling] a head more

* The tame kind of pipe v»at touch used in France and other countries

during the midde ages
;
U ha* aUo given iu name to one of the stops in

the organ.
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having been offered them—the thought of Emily inspires

me, and makes me play my part with spirit.

Chapter the Fifth.

Departure for a larger town—feeling of solitude and lone-

liness among strangers—introduction to Dihl and his

friendly circle—who should I meet there but Emily, the

lady whom I had seen in the act of depurture front X ,

and who had made such an impression on ray heart

!

Chapter tds Sixth.

Sleepless night—data for a musical madhouse.

[Here occuru a break in the MS. of acveral chapter$.\

Chapter the Fifteenth.

LETTER TO BRNSTHOF.

Well, I have taken leave of my good friend A., and
have again dashed into the vortex of the world. I can

better endure the storms and bullets of fate, than the

gnawing pangs of disappointed hope that prey upon the

heart in secret. As the soldier learns to despise peril in

the dangerous sports of death, so will I acquire confidence

and self- possession amidst the trials and tumults of the

world.

I could never bring myself to admire those boasted

martyrs to their own fancy or enthusiasm, who have ren-

dered themselves illustrious either by self-destruction or

some other striking^/ui/ chord.

The smallest flame has its moment of brightness, and
there is a moment (1 might term it the focus in the

burning glass of existence) in the life of every man, in

which he feels himself euki tidied, and capacitated to perform

something great.

The petty trials, the constantly recurring vexations of

daily life, are the true touchstones by which the glittering

gold of your philosophers is put to the test, and which,

when submitted to this scrutiny, is so often found to sink

into common metal.

How often lias it fallen to my lot to observe minds, which
were called great, and which ut a distance appeared so

estimable, and so free from imperfection, dwindle into the

most absolute littlene*a, when seen within the narrow limits

of the domestic circle. Abroad, ever gentle in comport-

ment and pleasing in demeanour; ut home, acting the

tyrant, and storming at the poor passive wife, if but a pipe

be laid out of its proper place. Calm and unmoved amidst

the ruins of a falling state ; fretful and discomposed if but

a favourite flower droop and die.

Yet, knowing and feeling all this, how impossible have

I always found it—how impossible do I find it at the mo-
ment 1 nm writing this—to soar above the annoyance* of

the moment, and attain to any thing like the simple repose

of greutness,

>Vhnt life is more full of perpetually recurring annoy-
ances, of petty evils and vexations, than that of an artist?

Free as a god, he ought to stand erect in the consciousness

of his power, and to be armed in his art as in a panoply of
steel.

The world, the world i* mine 1

can he exclaim, as long as he keeps from mingling in Us
tumult; hut these airy dreams vanish, and the semblance
of power disappears, the moment he enters the empty circle

of action of every-day people.

Scarcely have I set my foot over the threshold, than I

am beset by such a host of evils and annoyances, that, in

•pile of my experience, in spite of my resolution to perse-

vere, I would fain change my purpose and retrace my

steps. Were not single moments capable of compensating
long years of suffering; were it not for the certainly of
possessing a friend who anticipates my every thought,

what would become of me in this ever-renewed vortex of
conflicting feelings, in which my soul is tossed?

Scarcely do 1 recognise thee again ; thy figure flits

before my fancy surrounded by flames, like some divinity

encircled by a halo of glory. Never will the moment of
our meeting be obliterated from my memory. Amidst tlie

conflict of elements did fate cement that union, which the

base and the designing had attempted to destroy. O, let

unc again recall to your remembrance the day ou which I
lost all, and found ull ; let roe renew the fading image of
those years, in which I experienced the tender cares of the

best of mother*—years which are the more precious, as
their number was so small. My father, who was then in

affluent circumstances, spared no expense in giving me the

best possible education ; I was the idol of his heart ; every
care was taken to instil into my mind, which was naturally

susceptible, an early love for the arts. The little talent I

possessed began to unfold itself, and was in imminent
danger of being mined for ever ; for my father knew no
other happiness than Lhat of shewing ine off*. Every thing

I did was excellent ; to the numerous strangers who visited

our house, he cried me up as a prodigy ; I was placed on
a level with the first of artists ; and thus, without being

aware of the extent of the evil, he was gradually destroying

lhat feeling of modest diffidence, which is the life and soul

of youthful exerliou. At this critical period, heaven sent

me in my mother a guardian angel, who preserved me from
the precipice. At the same time that she convinced me of
my nothingness ami insufficiency, she had the address not

to stifle the struggling flame— not to cramp those ener-

gies which lead to excellence— but to give them a proper

direction.

At this period I was fond of romances, and frequently

ventured far beyond my depth. I travelled early into

the dangerous ideal world, but not altogether without

advantage ; from the images of the innumerable heroes

successively presented to my mind, I learned to cull out
the ideal of excellence. My father travelled with me;
I saw a grout part of Europe, but only as in a mirror

or in a dream, for I saw it through the eyes of others.

I increased my stock of knowledge, and from being a
mere empyric, betook myself to theoretical works. A
new world was opened to me: 1 thought to exhaust the

treasures of all knowledge ; I devoured all systems ; I
blindly built my fuith upon the authority of great names,
according to the estimation in which they were held in the

world, and

—

I knew nothing

!

At this period, my good mother died ; she had not laid

down any determinate plan for me to pursue, but the had
informed and stored my mind with those general principles

which w ill ever form the props and ground-work of my
future life and conduct.

I lived with you in the same towm ; and though you
were un artist like myself, aud on the same instrument too,

yet I was long on friendly terms with you, without cherish-

ing any other feeling than that of honourable emulation.

At length designing aud malicious persons whispered into

my too credulous ear, that you bad spoken of me and of my
talents iu terms of disrespect; that you were env^us of

my growing lame, and had been devising a thousand
schemes to supplant me. My self-love was wrought upon,
and, poor weak mortal that I was, I suffered myself to

be imperceptibly betrayed info bitterness against you, and
ended by hating and despising you.

Digitized by Google
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The alarms of war broke in at this period, to disturb

the general repose. You had lately returned from a pro-

fessional tour, in which you had greatly added to your

former fame, and were about to proceed on another journey

of the same kind. I was desirous of following your ex-

ample, but could not obtain the consent of my father. At

this time a horde of plunderers overrun our little town

;

and all was depredation and alarm. My father’s house

fell a prey to the flames. Distracted at the idea of losing

my fuvourite books, and forgetful of every thing, and of

myself too, I rushed up the burning staircase, and not

appearing for some time, was given up for lost. Scarcely

had I reached the street in safety, when I learnt, that at

the risk of your life, you had rushed into the flames to

save me. My breast which had been but too long

closed against you, was at once opened to the impressions

of love, gratitude, and aflfcctiou. The entreaties of a

father, the urgent representations of the multitude, death

Itself staring me in the face, nothing could prevent my
rushing into the burning ruins, to perform the same office

of affection in your regard, which you had exercised towards

me. Through waving flames, falling beams, and suffo-

cating smoke, I forced a passage, and found you, who
were anxiously seeking me. Forgetful of danger, we flew

into each other’s embrace, and in the midst of the raging

elements, and at the momentary hazard of falling a sacri-

fice to delay, we cemented that bond of love which was

never again to be dissolved.

The generous service which you thus rendered me ; the

subsequent kindness with which you imparted to me
without reserve the fruits of your knowledge and experience,

showing me the world as it is, and not as it hod been seen

in my day-dreams—teaching me to feel, that, after all, the

man is before the artist, and that due honour is to be paid

to the citizen and to the relations in which he stands;

—

how can I repeat all this, and not feel impressed with a
deep sense of what I owe you ; with a desire to proclaim

aloud, that if you have given to tile world an artist, he is a

grateful one, and that it is from your abundance he has

been replenished.

It is a source of painful reflection to me, that the very

course you took to serve me, should also prove the cause

of our separation. You gave me to reap the harvest of

that soil, which you hod sown and prepared. The part of

Germany through which you intended to make a profes-

sional tour, where you were expected, announced, and
recommended, you transferred to me. If the rare self-

devotion of an artist, in deputing another to fill his place,

raised the curiosity of many in my favour, and if the

incitement not to dishonour your recommendation gave

a new impulse to my exertions, and rendered my per-

formance not altogether unworthy of notice, to whom is

the merit due, but to yourself? You, whom I so misunder-

stood ; you, who with the generous heart and enlarged

soul ol a true artist, thinking you recognised in me a

true vocation to the art, watched over my weal, and
laboured to promote my rising talents.

Those only who know the thousand ramifications

through which the interests of a professional lour arc

spread— who know that the fame of an artist travels

through the world in a direction peculiar to itself, and

that the same sparks which emanate from genius will be

kindled into a flame in one place, while in another they

will be suffered to evaporate without notice—those only

can justly appreciate the greatness of the sacrifice which

you made in my behalf.

1, however, can duly appreciate it; and if I now repeat

it with honest pride and triumph of heart, it is because
I feel its value more sensibly than ever I did before.

See, dearest brother, how I am constantly betraying
myself; at one moment exhibiting a humbling pride, at

another a proud humiliation; alternately elevated and
depressed.

But am I a solitary instance of this? or am I to con-
sider it as belonging to the nature of artists in general? I
could certainly wish that the latter were the case, but can-
not see sufficient reason for concluding it to be so ; I
think it must rather be ascribed to that dark power, which
I feel at times bearing the mastery within me, and whose
weight I cannot always shake off.

But I think I see you laughing at my reveries : I there-
fore return to the purport of my letter.

It has often been a subject of regret to me, that all I
know both of the theoretical and practical parts of my art,

(and I have read and studied much.) has been learned in a
desultory manner

; one part being tacked on to another,
rather than forming a consistent whole.

I have experienced the evil of this in many instances,
and particularly on a late occasion. A Doctor Mcdtcin<r,

a confoundedly shrewd fellow, applied to me to learn
thorough bass. He so pestered me with his tchys nndi
wherefore*, and setting at nought all the respect due to the
authority of great names, was so bent upon giving a
reason of his own for everything, that in spite of all my
book, learning, 1 was frequently reduced to silence. These
daily disputes grew at last so annoying, that I was obliged
to come to something like terms with my restive pupil

;

I therefore at last succeeded in bringing him to agree that
certain things were to be taken for granted as allowable,
aud others as prohibited, without stating the why, or
being at the trouble to learn the wherefore.

It is said that Bach did this, that Handel would not
have done that, and that Mozart would have done the
other ; and should a composer have the good fortune to
hit upon something which these geniuses did not, there
are not wanting those who would have it struck out of the
piece altogether, because no precedent can be found why
it should be so. In no art is there so great a want of
standard rules, of a sure foundation upon which to raise

the superstructure, as in music. It is always feeling, and
nothing but feeling—but who will have the presumption
to say— ' mine alone is the right one f Henceforth, there-

fore, I am resolved to treat the art, like every other science,

conformably to school rules. To the disciple in other
scieuceu it is said : ‘ You have first to learn this, and then to

proceed to the other ; from such a principle such a con-
sequence follows; and so on till you are finished.’ Finished?
you will say : assuredly

; always understanding the term
relatively, and within certain limits.

[Here occurs a lacuna in the MS. of several chapters,]

Chapter the Twenty-eiohth.

Fragment of a Musical Tour, which may, perhaps, some
day make its appearance.

The Dream.

Delighted with the performance ofan admirable symphony,
and satisfied with un excellent dinner, I fell into a gentle

slumber, and in a dream beheld myself suddenly trans-

ported back to the concert-room, where I found all the

instruments in motion, holding grand council under the

presidency of the sweet- voiced Oboe. To the right, a

party had arranged themselves, consisting of a Viol d’A-

mour, Basset-horn, Viole di (Jumbo, aud Flute Douce, each
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pouring forth melancholy complaints as to the degeneracy

of tike present era of music, and full of regrets for the good

old times: to the left, the lady Oboe was haranguing a

circle of Clarionets and Flutes, both old and young, some

without keys, and some decked in all the finery of modern

additions ; and in the centre was the courtly Piano-forte,

attended by several sprightly Violins, who had been formed

in the schools of Pleyel and Girowelz. The Trumpets and

Homs had formed themselves into a drinking conclave in

a corner; while the Piccolo-flutes and Flageolets occasion-

ally filled the whole room with their squeaking and infantine

strains. Surveying the whole with an air of satisfaction,

the lady Oboe declared, that the whole of this arrangement

was admirable, quite & la Jean Paul, and in strict con-

formity with the system carried to such perfection by

Pestalozzi.

All uppeared very comfortable, when, on a sudden, the

morose Contrabasso, accompanied by a couple of kindred

Violoncellos, burst into the room in a transport of passion,

and threw himself so impetuously into the director’s chair,

that the Piano-forte, as well as all the rest of the striuged

instruments, uttered au involuntary sound of terror.

It were enough/’ he exclaimed, “ to play the devil

with me, if such compositions were to be given daily.

Here am I, just come from the rehearsal of a symphony of

one of our newest composers ;
and although, as is known,

my structure is none of the weakest, and my constitution

pretty tough, 1 could scarce hold it out longer; five mi-

nutes more, and I am sure my chest must have given

way, and my life-strings have been snapped in twain.

Really, my friends, I have been made to bellow and bluster

like an old he-goal in hysterics ! If any more such work

goes on, and I am left to do the duty of a dozen violins

and my own too, curse ine if I do not turn kit, and gain

my livelihood by the performance of MQller and Kauer’s
J

country dances !

”

First Violoncello (wiping the perspiration from her fore-

head). “Certainly; cher pCrt is right; I am perfectly

exhausted by the task I have had to perform. Never since

the operas of Cherubini, do I recollect experiencing so

violent an echauffement/’

AU the Instruments. “ Explain, explain
!”

Second Violoncello. “ What? the symphony? No words

could explain it, and if they could, you would not endure

to sit and hear it. According to the principles which my
diviuu master, Romberg, instilled into me, the composition

we have just executed is a sort of musical monster, which

has no other merit than that of a vuin attempt to be new and

original, at the expense of truth and consistency. Why, we
were here made to climb up aloft like the violins and*’

—

First Violoncello (interrupting him). “As if we could

not do it quite as well !

”

A Violin

.

" Let every one keep within his own rank."

A Viola. “ Aye, or what will remain for me to do, who
stand between the two.”

First Violoncello. “ Oh, as to you, you are out of the

question. Your utility is merely to keep in unison with

us; or, at best, to produce a tolerable tremolo, as, for

instance, in Der Wassertrdger [the Water-Carrier]
; but as

to what regardsJine lone
M—

First Oboe. “Ah, as to that, who will venture to contest

the point with me ?”

First Clarionet. “ Madame, you will surely allow us to

say something on that head. I suppose we may claim a

talent"

—

First Flute. “Yes, for marches, and for pleasing the

hoi yday folks.”

Feb. 1829.

First Bassoon. “ Who comes nearer to the divine tenor

than myself?”
First Horn. “ Why, surely, you won’t pretend to the

delicacy ami power which all the world allows to me V*

Piano-forte (with dignity). “ And what is all this, com-
pared to the body of harmony possessed by me ? While
you are severally but parts of a whole, I am all-sufficient

;

and”

—

AU the Instruments (vociferating together). “ Peace,

peace, braggart ! You have not power to sustain a single

uote.
M

First Oboe. “ No portamento.”

Second Flageolet. “ Ye«, there Mamma is in the right/’

Second Violoncello. “ If a stranger heard this uproar.

Ladies and Gentlemen, might he not say with justice, that

sticklers as we are for individual merit, we are, as a body,
the very foes to harmony.”

Trumpets and Drums (foiling in, fortissimo). “ Silence!

hear us ! What, pray, would be the effect of any composi-
tion without our assistance? Unless we kept the game
alive, who would applaud, think you?”

Flutes. “ Noise delights vulgar souls ; the true sublime

consists in the soft and the touching.
1*

first Violin. “ And but for my conducting, in what a

pretty predicament would the whole of you be !

M

Contrabasso (starting from the chair). “ You will at least

allow that I sustain the entire effect ; and that without me
the whole would be nothing.”

Omnes (each starting up). “ I alone am the life and soul

—without mono composition would be worth the hearing!"

At this moment, the Director entered the apartment ; all

was agitation and alarm, and the different instruments

huddled into the comer together ; they knew whose power-
ful hand could call forth and combine their powers.

“ What!” cried he, “ again in open rebellion! Now,
mind me—the Sinfonia Eroica of Beethoven is about to

be performed ; and every one of you who can move key or

member will be then put in active requisition.”

" O, for heaven’s sake, any thing but that f* was the

general exclamation.
“ Rather, '* said the Viola, “ let us have an Italian

opera ; then we may occasionally nod/’
“ Nonsense !’* replied the Director, “ you must ac-

complish the tnsk. Do you imagine that, in these en-

lightened times, when all rules arc set at nought, und all

difficulties cleared at abound, a composer will, out of com-
pliment to you, cramp his divine, gigantic, and high-soar-

ing fancies? Thank heaven, there is no longer any ques-

tion as to regularity, perspicuity, keeping, and truth of

expression ; these are left to such old-fashioned masters as

Gluck, Handel, and Mozart. No ! attend to the materials

of the most recent symphony that I have received from
Vienna, and which may serve as a recipe for all future

ones.—First, a slow movement, full of short, broken ideas,

no one of which has the slightest connexion with another

—every ten minutes, or so, a few striking chords!—then a
muffled rumbling on the kettle-drums, and a mysterious

passage or two for the violas, all worked up with a due
proportion of pauses and stops. Finally, when the audi-

ence has just entered into the spirit of the thing, and would
as soon expect the devil himself as an allegro, a raging

movement, in managing which the principal consideration

is, to avoid following up any particular idea, thus leaving

more to the hearer to make out himself. Sudden transi-

tions also from one key to another should by no means be

omitted : nor need this put one out of the way
; to run once

through the semitones, as Pucr, for instance, has done in
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bit* Leonorc, and drop into that key which w most conveni-

ent, i« sufficient, and you have a modulation off hand. The
grand thing is to avoid every thing that looks like a con-

formity to rule—rules are made for every-day men, and
do but cramp the freedom of genius."

While the learned Director was thus declaiming, sud-

denly a string of the guitar, which was hanging on the

wall near me, snapped, and I awoke, to my no small vexa-

tion, for 1 was in the high road towards becoming a great

composer of the newest school.

I ought, however, to have been thankful for the little

incident that had awakened me, for I had overslept

myself; and 1 hastened to put a finishing hand to the

piece that I had left upon my desk. On running it

over, I was delighted to find that it was not according to

the recipe of the learned Director, and with spirits buoyant

with hope, I went to finish the evening at the theatre, and
witness the performance of Don Juan.

(To be continued.)

THE LATE YORK FESTIVAL.

The accounts of the late Yorkshire Musical Festival were

audited on the 29th of December, and agreeably to our

promise ( see our last foL, p. 248 ), we now submit a

corrected statement of the w hole. As, however, we have

been favoured with the sight of a minutely detailed accouut,

(except, indeed, of one department,) and as the ex-

penses of so vast an undertaking have exceeded those of

any former festival, it will prove an interesting record

for future reference, if we give the items somewhat mure
fully than we had intended or expected to do. The excep-

tion alluded to will be readily seen to relate to tlic instiu-

menuil performers, and glad we should have been had we
been enabled to state the precise remuneration which some
of the distinguished principals among them received for their

labours. We do not even find the names of Mr. Cramer
or Mr. Mori, the leaders, in the paper before us ; and
while that of every tradesman or music furnisher is speci-

fied, there is no separate account of the respective charges

for the vocal and instrumental band. We have only room
to observe that this statement, defective, no doubt, merely
from the habit of considering the instrumental performer

as quite an inferior person in musical arrangements

—

affords a strung corroboration of the truth of the remarks
which we have from time to time made on this subject,
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Other ticket* a 21r. . . 1631 14 0
Ticket* m 15*. . . . 5285 6 0

Ditto a 7«, . , • • 1380 6 0—— 10,339 3 0
SV1BIICO rCXFORMASCKS.

Three concert*, . • . . a 2,412 2 0
Firit bell, . . . . 247 3 0

Fancy ball, • * . • . 2246 0 0—— 2,493 3 0
Casual admissions ... 39 4 0
AdtniMicm* li> sec the Minster, , 43 6 0—— 82 10 0
Books for tbe mornings, , 360 16 7
Ditto evening*, ... 107 6 G
Ditto and tickets after tbe Festival, . 40 2 0—— 503 5 1

Donation*, ..... 694 15 0
Sale of cloth, malting, Ac. • • • • • 239 13 5

16,769 11 6

PAYMENT.
VOCAL rtRFOtllXjU. £ t. d. £ «. d.

Madame Catalan i, 630 0 0
Madame Caradori, 210 0 0
Mi*« Stephens, 210 0 0
M»»* Patna, . 210 0 0
Mrs Knyvett, . • lt)5 0 0
Madame Stockhausen, 105 0 0
Mr. Brabam, . . . 262 10 0
Signor de Regina, . 126 0 0
Mr. Vaughan, . . . 105 0 0
Mr. Phillips, . 94 10 0
Mr W Knyvett, . , 52 10 0
Mr- Terreil, , , # 47 5 0
Mr. E. Taylor, . . 47 5 3— 2205 0 0
Instrumental performers and chorus • . . 4324 12 6

coKoueroBANO assistants.

Mr. fJrealorex, 150 0 0
Mr. Csmidge, , 100 0 0
Dr. Gamut go, . a 120 0 0
Mr. White, 120 0 0
Mr. P. KnapUm, . a 100 0 0

.. 590 0 0
Loan end preparation of musk, a 295 3 9
Organ tuning and altering, See. • • . 66 12 O
Ret rtalimenu for principal perfumers. • • • 39 14 0

ruarauATtoss is the miniiir:—
Loan of Umber, • 2108 9 11
('loth and cord, . . 262 11 6
Carving, , . . 22 0 0
Ironwork, 78 10 11

Matting and bagging, . . . 107 6 0
Slating, . . . *23 18 0
Unen cloth, &c. . 52 7 0
Paperhangings, • . # . 220 16 0
Architect* and clerk, 196 18 0
Sundries, . . . . 15 1 5

3087 18 9
co!*ckht anon.

Two ga* chandeliers, . , a 163 8 0
Seat covers, . 93 2 0
Alteration of orchestra, . . . 413 12 6

670 2 6
Use of Assembly-rooms, , • 105 0 0
Fitting up ditto, . . . • 72 15 *2

—— .. 177 15 2
Fitting up the Guildhall, • • 37 14 6

COM'Em > AND HALLS.

Lighting, Ac. • . , . 87 16 3
Refreshmeets. . 427 13 0
Quadrille band, , . 195 G 0

,i i 710 15 4
Engraving tickets, . , 262 13 0
Printing books, . • . 514 2 0
MutceHanrou* printing, . . # 126 15 6
Advertising, , . . « . 364 11 3
Stationery, Ac. • a . a 45 13 0

1313 14 s
Police. . . , 30*2 9 0
Attendants, . . . 278 2 0
Sundries, • . * * * * • • 35 17 10

14,135 12 0
Balance • 2,631 19 6

16,769 11 6

AAer retaining 83/. 19#. 6d. for contingencies, the sum
of 2!>50/. was paid over to the Directors ofthe concert-room,
who, when they had paid 1010/. for additional accommoda-
tion and improvements to the property, and reserving 140/.,

divided 1400/. among the four infirmaries of York, Leeds,
Hull, and Sheffield. The value of the chandeliers and
other fixtures retained, makes the total profit to llie chari-

ties about 3000/. The sum of 60/. paid for lodgings for

a noble Duke, was discharged by the chairman from his
private purse.
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THE ORCHESTRA OP THE KINGS THEATRE
AND M. LAPORTE.

The dispute which for some months past has existed be-

tween the principal members of the Opera orchestra and
M. Laporte. having ended in an open rupture, and in the

resignation of nearly all the most efficient performers, the

latter have published “ An Explanation of the Differences

existing between thfc Manager of the Italian Opera and the

non-conforming Members of the late Orchestra. Written

among themselves,”—a pamphlet of fifty octavo pages,

very temperate iu language, strong in facts, irrefragable iu

argument, and conducing to all who are not determined to

support such an alien as Bochsa against a body of most
respectable musicians, of native talent that may challenge

Oompetition with the finest performers in Europe. Com-
petition, did we say!—where are to be found the equals of

such artists as Lindley, Nicholson, Willman, Mackintosh,
Harpur, Ac. Ac.?—they are not to be matched in the

world ; and yet an attempt is made to reduce their aala-

lies, now too low, and to degrade them, though already

too much depressed, by requiring them to sign conditions

which the humblest mechanics would revolt at ; and, what
is worse, more insulting than all the rest, to set over them,
with almost unlimited power, such a man as the notorious

Bochsa !—Nay, to call upon them now to bind themselves

to obey regulations not specified or even hinted at, but
such as it may hereafter suit the caprice or the personal

views of that man to issue

!

Receiving this pamphlet just on the eve of going to

press, we have only time to make a few extracts from it,

and to add such remarks as occur at the moment
A sufficing reason for the publication is given in a

short preface ll is probable that the following pages
would never have been written, had not a menace from
M. Bochsa, in October lost, first suggested the idea, and,
indeed, iotimated the necruity of a public explanation.'*

The menace alluded to was uttered in demanding to

have on paper the objections of the band.

—

44
I must,” said

Bochsa, *• have a written proof of your refusal of terms,

os the whole of these proceedings shall come before the

public." After a threat of this kind, M. Laporte cannot
complain of the orchestra for anticipating him. And
here let us pause for an instant, to admire the progress

making by impudence :—a man like Bochsa talking of an
appeal to the public, is indeed a sign, an appalling one, of

the times! But let us proceed with the history of the

affair.

44 The name of M. BochsA is too welt known to require com-
ment; nor will it appear strange that such a man, selected as
Managerial representative, should, in advocating the cause of
his absent Principal, have frequently excited disgust, while
striving to produce conviction.

*' M. Laporte having been long in France, left M. Bochsa
charged with the commission of engaging such orchestral per-
formers as might be required. M. Bochsa summoned to his
presence at different limes a variety of instrumentalists, by a
proportionate number of circulars. They appeared succes-
sively; and, according to their respective temperaments, senti-
ments, or necessities, either signed or rejectee the ' New Re-
gulations.* Entry principal performer of anv celebrity

spumed the idea of affixing his signature to 1 regulations' ex-
acting obedience * to all rules made, or that nuiy tie made'

—

regulations, too, proffered by the hand of a 1 But we re-
serve exclamations for some future occasion, and proceed to
particulars. The importation of a 4 whole French band, ready
to embark,’ was menaced. * These were to be had at so much
a head; and nothing but the' (benevolent) • desire of encou-
raging native talent,' prevented the certain influx of a swarm of

hungry competitor*. Ashamed of detaining the indulgent
reader, we will pass over these scene* in haste.

44 The attempt at intimidation having no effect on sundry
stubborn or sceptical auditor*, other devices were to be played
off; second instruments were urged, by the allurement* of
promotion, to supersede their long-tried friends, the principal*,

leader* were applied to for the purpose of removing the effi-

cient and veteran Spagnofetti. Such acts generally failed
; and

those who declined the temptation look back with conscious
approbation on their eonduct. However, a few, from various
motives, engaged with M. Bochsa ; and at last M. Laporte re-

turned to England. As, during his absence, it was a matter
of extreme doubt how far that gentleman would sanction the
4 new regulations/ the announcement of his return produced
the sudden determination of addressing to him a letter of re-

spectful remonstrance. This letter was written under strong

suspicions that Bochsa was the real author of the 4 new regu-
lations.' Tlie suspicion was the more probable, as M. Laporte
was previously distinguished by an apparent dislike to inter-

fering with the band
;
and Bochsa had been several times heard

to say, that 4 next season he would have regulations very dif-

ferent to the present.* Who is the Solon that produced the

Code, in reality, has not yet transpired. Bochsa firmly denies

being the person, and protests that he has absolutely w rit tea
4 sermons' to M. I-aporte, on the theme of its severity. (The
reader will not, perhaps, much wonder at the inefficacy of M.
Bochsa** 4 sermons ;* and hence, possibly, a part of our mis-
fortune.) But be the merit of invention whose it may, the

reader will perceive that the effect is the same to the band;
for (and we speak it with unfeigned sorrow) M, Laporte pro-
claims the * regulations’

4
not unjust.*

The annexed is a summary of the
44 Rules" proposed to

be inflicted on the band.
44

Fifty Operas to be given at the usual salaries. An un-
specified number to be given on half salaries. And three to be
performed erati*.

44 For the purpose of carrying this plan into effect, wo are
4
to well understand that the Performers are at aii times to be

at the disposal of the Manager if required (the performances

of the Philharmonic Society and King's Concerts excepted), and
no other engagement to be accepted, without the express sanc-

tion of the Manager, who is to consider
4 how far such indul-

gence may interfere with the business of the theatre, or how far

it may tend to injure its interests.’
44 Payments to be made monthly'.
44 4 Any infringement of these Rules, or of any that may be

made/ is
4
to give the Management discretionary power of penal-

ties and expulsions/
44 4 An unperaiittttd absentee will he subject to an immediate

discharge, and to forfeit any proportion ot salary that muy be
owing to him.’

"

The following obvious remarks are made on the above.
44 To play fifty nights on customary terms requires no com-

ment
;
but to play on any occasion for half price carries with

it a degree of dfgradation, not only inimical to our feelings as
men. but also (and surely it may be said without arrogance)

unjust to our reputation as professors. What man of respect-

able feelings and decent circumstances would subscribe to laws
that should leave him, for the time being, scarcely anything of

personal liberty ? To engage at a morning Concert is forbidden,

because an Operatic Rehearsal may be called ; to engage at an
evening Concert is prohibited, because an extra Opera may, by
chance, seem a safe speculation.

44 Thus, by an act of authority on the part of the Conductor,

we may be capriciously deprived of the profits of from twenty

to thirty Benefit Concerts, merely because a few Operas, at un-
fixed periods, are to be given at half fx-tce, and three perform-
ances at no price, during a space of many months.'*

The just and liberal spirit in which this pamphlet is

written may be collected from the subjoined declaration of

confidence in M. Laporte's good laith iu money matter*.

44 In discussing the subject of 4 monthly payments/ we feel it

impossible to found an argument on a doubt of M. Laporte's

F 2
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integrity. So fnlty alive are we to the merits of his character in

this particular, that we lwg to add onr testimony to the general

voice, and to declare unequivocally, that within the time of our

experience, no Manager has possessed a stronger claim to con-

fidence. Still, however, the arrangement is obviously objection-

able, as affording a dangerous precedent. One season spent

under such a mode of payment, and the practice will become a

custom. We grant that with M. Laporte there is no cause of

apprehension
; but who can say the same of his successor, who

probably may be an entire strancer ? Yet be he who be may.
with what grace can wc withhold from him the latitude allowed

to his predecessor ? Would not the refusal amount to almost an
insult ?

"

The above extracts arc contained in n letter written by

the members of the orchestra to M. Laporte, on the subject

of the proposed regulations. Ills reply is next inserted,

the arguments in which—very weak ones—are trium-

phantly combatted, and completely demolished in the “ Re-
marks on M. Laporte’s letter," by which it is followed.

In order that, in perusing the following extract, the

wader may have the advantage of a comparison, he ought
to know that, one way or other, Madame Pasta and
Madlle. Sontag received something equivalent to 150/. per

night, if not more, for their performances last season ; and
that inferior performers got at the rate of 20, 30, nay 40/.

for each night they actually appeared. Let these sums

—

many of them paid to persons of ordinary luleut—be com-
pared with the remuneration grunted to men who have no
equals and whose places cannot be adequately supplied.

But first we insert that part of M. Laporte’s letter to which
the extract is an unswer.

41 * They're not humiliating [the rules] nor even new, as the
gentlemen who feel hurt at live proposal of half-pay for exlra

nights, receive that very same naif for the rehearsals of the

Philharmonic and Ancient Concerts, which are, in fad, very
excellent morning concerts, and are considered by the subscrib-

ers as important to the subscription as the evening ones.'
"

Here is the reply.

** It is impossible to reply to this unmeasured assertion

without feelings of regret, that any man should have had his ear
abused by misinformation so gross, und his judgment warped
to a conclusion so erroneous,

“ The same performers who receive 2/. 2*. at the Opera, re-

ceive 3/. 3s. for a much less fatiguing performance at the Phil-
harmonic. Ami those to whom M. Iapoite pays 1/. Is. and
under, receive for each of the aforesaid concerts I/. II*. G//.

So much for llw two classes of nightly performances
;
and now

for the rehearsals.
44 What allowance is made for those at the Opera ? These

amounted to about sixtv-five last season, and occupied, on an
average, from three to five hours each. The times fixed for

them would, more than once, have authorized our saying
“ Even Sunday shines no Sabbath day on me." What remu-
neration has been given, or is proposed to be given, for those
fatiguing duties? Not a penny! But the Philharmonic
acts upon a widely different principle ; and positively gives
1/. 1 1«. <wi for a morning's rehearsal of three hours, to tlie

same persons who at the Italian Opera obtain only 2l. 2*. for a
nightlyperformance offire hours. This proportion of payment
for rehearsals applies to every member of the Philharmonic
Band

;
and before we dismiss the subject, we will tell M.

Laporte, that the * Subscribers" to this institution do not
* consider the rehearsals as important to the subscription;’ for

no auditor can enter the room during the reliearsal, without the
written sanction of the Directors, This prerogativ is circum-
scribed by a boundary too narrow to admit any number that

can, in a professional sense, be said to constitute an audience.
Having despatched M. Laporte s luckless attempt at a hapless
parallel between the Opera and Philharmonic, we now pro-
ceed to the Hanover-square Rooms.

“ The performers at the Ancient Concerts are generally (we
.believe unexceptional)

) paid upon the same liberal plan. It

is true that the amount for each rehearsal and performance
does not equal that of the Philharmonic

;
but still it far

exceeds the vaunted Opera. It is true, also, that the Ancient
Concerts admit subscribers to rehearsals; but then the per-
formers are paid for the entertainment they afford. Now the
Opera House, during last season, admitted at least as nume-
rous an audience to its rehearsals : but imparted none of it*

benefits to the Band, except, indeed, the edifying sight of
* honest I ago.' on the stage, breaking the time with a long mop-
stick, in order to enhance his consequence by astonisiiing

the inexperienced. The Ancient Concerts, besides the above-
named advantages, possess others highly pre-eminent over the
Italian Opera. Their payments are secure and liberal, their
performances are regular, and their employment is permanent.
They have no Managers gifted with M. Laporte's mode of
reasoning—no conductors blessed with M. Bochsa's mode of
acting. They would not proffer a man chains, of unusual
weight and pressure, and outrage the feelings of nature by
telling him that there is not any evil in their coercion so long as
the wearer will la-ar them quietly. Such is the substance of
M. Laporte's letter (paragraph 20), if it have any meaning
at all."

The despicable figure made in this business by M.
Bochsa, is happily exposed in the subsequent pages of the
pamphlet, from which we have no space left lor further ex-
tracts; but being published at ihe small sum of eighteen-
pence—hardly the cost price—it is worth the while of all

who led interested in musical matters to put themselves in
posteriori of it forthwith.

The signatures to this “ Explanation" are,

R. Lindlit,
C. Nicholson,
TltOS. L. WlLLMAN,
John Mackintosh,
Hknry Platt,
Thos. H arper,
S. P. Anpossi,
F. W. Crouch,

Jas. Taylor,
WlLLII. WagSTAFP,
James Rak,
Philip Powkll,
W. Lindlhy,
Geckos Anderson,
Georgs Nicks,
W. Card

-

A word or two in conclusion:—
The gentlemen of the hand complain of their being re-

quired to sign agreements for their part of the contract,
mid to trust to M. Bochsa’s verbal assurance for a liberal

construction of the conditions an his part. Now, though
we are by no means prepared to say that in such a
case they should have taken his word in preference
to his bond, it must not lie forgotten that he has
already had many unpleasant things said about his signing
papers, and particularly in cases where he has represented
another person. M. Bochsa may have been through life

so correct a man in all his dealings, that lie may continue
to grow older without the least desire to grow more honest;
but it is too much to suppose dial, with all his experience,
he should not have grow n wiser. We arc, therefore, bound
to conclude that his determination to absiaiu in future
from signing papers has resulted from his experience of
the unpleasant consequences which may occasionally result

from so doing.

If this our apology for M. Bochsa require illustration, it

will be found in the report of the proceedings of the Court
of Assize, in Paris, of the 17th Feb. 1818.
As to the liberal and correct intentions of M. Hochsa.

towards the baud, can there be the least shadow ofdoubt?
his former history will show what he is capable of doing.
Not to enlarge upon his conduct towurds the performers
at the Oratorios, the students of the ltoyal Academy, the
present Opera bund, and indeed to all who ever came
within the reach of his strange and unaccountable influ-

ence—conduct which wc may safely venture to pronounce
unmatched in professional liistory,—his immortal fame
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mast for ever rest upon his doings in Franc*, before our

country was benefited by his talents and his virtue*.

The niece of Madame de Gcnlis, and also the son of

that deserted and ill-used lady, can bear testimony to his

domestic worth.

MM.Berton, Boieldieu, Mehul, andNicolo, may vouch

for his personal integrity as a private friend, and profes-

sional associate.

Lafitte and Co., the Paris bankers, and the share-

holders of the Theatre Feydeau, can prove that a disincli-

nation to sign papers was not formerly among the failings

of M« Bochsa.

This list of referees to the character of M. Bochsa
might be very much enlarged ; but were we to add to it

the Duke of Wellington, Count Pozzo de Borgo, Count

Decaze, and many other illustrious personages to whom
the fame of Bochsa is familiar, we might raise upon his

cheek, if not the blush of modesty, at least a hectic flush

arising from his consciousness of their being able to say

more of him than the stale of hia nerves would at all times

bear.

How could the Opera Band ever have put themselves

in such a situation as to have cause of quarrel with such

A WAN !

THE MOLINA.

fT*

T

We have great satisfaction in being enabled to lay before

our readers the most accurate and detailed account which
has yet been published of a new musical instrument, now
eiciting in an unusual degree the attention of the public

;

and to render our description of it more intelligible, have
prefixed to this article a correct representation of the most
complete form in which it has yet been manufactured, of
precisely the same dimensions as the original whence the

drawing was made.
The iEoLiNA, from the originality of its construction

and the beauty of its effects, is a decided novelty in the

musical art; the expressive sweetness of its tones, the

richness of the harmonies it renders, and the contrasts of

its exulting swells and dying cadences, realize the poetical

descriptions of the Harp of ./Eolus, and greatly surpass its

practical results ; while the regularity of its scale gives it

advantages of the most important kind, which that instru-

ment does not possess. From the dose resemblance of

its tones to those of this harp of the wind*, and from the

analogous circumstances under whitrh the sound is pro-

•dnoed in both instances, the name of the /Eolina has been
derived.

A single .Eolina is thus constructed. A row offrom six

to len parallel rectangular apertures, differing in length ac-

cording to the sound required, are made in a plate of

metal about two inches in length ; elastic metallic laminre,

or springs fixed at one end only, are then accurately fitted

to these openings, but in such a manner that they may
vibrate freely within them without touching their sides.

When at rest, the free ends of the springs stand above the

apertures, leaving them partially open, those producing
the graver sounds being more raised than the others. The

breath being directed against one of these springs, throws

it into a vibratory state, and the aperture is thus alter-

nately closed and opened ; the current of air being in

this manner periodically intercepted and transmitted, con-

densed and rarefied, undulations are produced correspond-

ing in frequency with the vibrations of the spring. The
number of the vibrations, or the pitch of the sound, is de-

termined by the length, thickness, and elasticity of the

spring; nevertheless, the sound is not immediately pro-

duced by the vibrations of the spring, but by the peri-

odically interrupted current of air; and any other means
that can be devised for opening and shutting with the

necessary frequency an aperture through which a current

of air is directed, will produce the same sound. Thus Pro-

fessor Robison produced musical sounds by rapidly open-

ing and closing the passage of a stop-cock through which

a stream of air was passing ; an idea which has been im-

proved upon in the Syren, an acoustical instrument

invented by Baron Cagninrd de la Tour.

TTic -Eolina represented in the wood-cut, consists of

three chords of ten notes each, tuned so as to form the

perfect major chords on the tonic, dominant, and sub-

dominant of the key of A. By this arrangement a com-
plete diatonic scale, extending through three octaves, is

obtained ; any unmodulating melody may, therefore, be

performed upon it, and be accompanied by the three simple

harmonies of the key. Some, more limited in compass,

are constructed only of two chords, and others agaiu con-

sist but of a single one. The latter are confined to the

imitation of the modulations of the .Eolian Harp, and to

the performance of bugle-horn airs. The instruments under

the improved forms we have described are manufactured
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only by Mr. C. Wheatstone, by whom they were first in-

troduced to the public at the Royal Institution in May
last ; but, in less perfect forms, similar instruments are

universally popular on the Continent. Those made by

Mr. W.t with two or three chords, are set in ivory frames,

and all of them are made of argentum, or German silver,

a new metallic alloy, possessing many valuable properties.

To perform on the instrument, the side on which the

separating ridges are placed should he pressed against the

mouth, ami it should be held so that the springs may be
horizontal, and that the one corresponding with the gravest

sound may be the lowest in position. To produce the tones

a gentle breath alone is necessary ; but to give them every

degree of intensity, so as to render the crescendos and di-

minuendos perfectly effective, some management is requi-

site. The clearest sound is obtained when the internal

cavity of the mouth is enlarged to its greatest extent by
the depression of the tongue

; or, which is the same thing,

when the mouth is in the position proper for pronouncing
the vowel d. The lips must be sufficiently open to allow
the breath to pass through one, two, three, or more aper-
tures, as may be required, and the free ends of the springs
must be placed opposite the middle of the aperture of the
lips, so that the breath may be directed against those more
readily vibrating parts.

It now only remains for us to trace tire history of this

invention. As a musical toy it has not been in use above
a year or two

;
but wc find the principle fully explained by

Dr. Weber, in his Leges Oscillation in, & c., published in

1827, and he refers ua as liis source of information to an
article by Strohmann in the AUgemeinr Musicalische '

Zeitung for 1813. Hut the principle was many years he-
J

fore described by Professor Robison, in the Encyclopedia I

Britannica, under the article Musical Trumpet, and being
unacquainted with any prior claim, we are bound to assign
to this distinguished philosopher the merit of its invention.
As the passage in which his experiment is described is in-

teresting, and an instance of a principle susceptible of a
variety of useful applications having been allowed to re-

main entirety neglected till its re discovery at a later period,
we shall terminate the urticle by inserting it. After de-
tailing several imperfect attempts made by him to imitate
the tones of the ^olian harp, he adds:— *' Other methods
were tried which promised better : a thin round plate of
metal, properly supported by a spring, was set in a round
hole, made in another plate not so thin, » as just not to
touch the aides. The air forced through this hole made
the spring plate tremble, dancing in and out, and produced
a very bold and mellow sound. This and similar experi-
ments are highly worth attention, and promise great addi-
tions to our instrumental music."
We reserve lor a future number the descriptions of

other applications that have been made of this hcautiful
and useful discovery, which will show our readers that
Professor Robison's anticipations are iu a fair way of
being tully realized.

EXTRACTS FROM THE DIARY of a DILETTANTE.
[ttmmrdfrom page 20

. ]

Dec. 29th, 1929. The New York papers tell us that
much regret is felt in that city on account of the disper-
sion of the Italian Opera, which made an attempt to gaiu
a settlement in the western hemisphere. What a few
dozen talkers say in such matters, particularly if they are
people of condition, is generally assumed as the opinion of

the maoy, and often erroneously, as in the present caae ;

for a friend settled in New York informs me, that the

operas, got up so imperfectly as they were, pleased only a

few who ape the taste of London and Paris, and were dis-

approved by most sensible people. But the loss incurred

by the enterprise is the best test of the opinion entertained

of such representations.

A Philharmonic Society is established at Washington,

I naturally expected that my correspondent would be brim-

ful of the praises of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven,—-of
symphonies, overtures, and quartets ; but no !—it appears

that the music-loving society have performed—what?

—

The Poor Gentleman, for the benefit of the ungentleman-

like poor of the city ! So much for the lovers of harmony
in the American capital.

30/A. “ A Birmingham Amateur" has addressed a

letter to “The Dilettante," for the purpose of adding to

his “ collection of curious and diverting specimens of

newspaper criticism." From among the number of cases

sent, I select three, of a writer in a morning paper who
pompously announced that he had made a journey to

Birmingham, on the occasion of the last Festival, in order

to judge for himself. The first proof of skill given by this

musical Aristarchus was, in an account of an evening con-

cert, in which, said he, Mozart’s Sinfoniu, (Jupiter) was
rang in fine style by the whole assembled chorus." His
qualification was next shown in the following opinion

:

—“ Mr. Bellamy sung * Thus saith the Lord of Hosts*

very creditably, but the part should have been assigned to

Braham.” He then resolved to once more coll evidence of

his ability, to confirm the belief of his readers in the pro-

fundity of his musical knowledge, and Bellamy was again

his witness, who, lie says, “ gave as much effect as the

limited compass of his voice (all agreeable counter-tenor)

would allow," &c. The proprietor of the paper put him-
self, methiuks, to very unnecessary expense in sending

such a reporter-extraordinary; u common porter would,

most likely, luive succeeded far better in a mission of the

kind. If I mistake not k was the same intelligent critic

who once assured his readers, that Miss Stephens 4
* led

off' the Hailstone Chorus iu fine style.*’

January \st, 1829. I am glad to read some good re-

marks on our national opera iu the Sun of thi* evening;

a continuation of an article commenced a few days back in

the same paper. But the author is mistaken when be
supposes that the genuine opera— that is, where the

dialogue is throw u into recitative— is adopted in Germany.
The German opera is a melodrama, like our own, and I

am not aware of the existence of a single one in that

country constructed after the Italian model. His si net urea

on tile size of our theatres, the engagement of Stars, and
the system of encoring, are quite just, and ought to make
some impression. I wish, however, that Lite writer would

divest himself of a prejudice which, perhaps unconsciously,

is lurking in his mind against one or two popular per-

formers, who rather follow than lead the public taste,

and therefore are not responsible for the Imrbaroug state

in which it appears in our winter theatres, owing tn the

clamours of a tew half-drunken, vulgar people, and the

apathy, the non-resisting spirit, of the major portion of the

audience.

4/A. Tlie French seem just to have discovered the

merits of Beethoven’s symphony in C minor. At the first

performance for the preseut season of the Societe des Goa-
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certs, on the 21st of December, this stupendous compo-
sition was performed, and received with transports of
admiration, aknost amounting to frenzy. It met with

nearly as warm a reception at the Philharmonic Concerts,

no less than sixteen yearn ugo, when, owing to the deter-

mined perseverance of one or two of its members, it was
there performed, for the first time out of Germany. Some
resistance was made to its introduction ; even Salomon
thought it*

4 mod and rm practicable.” and was only induced

by the earnest entreaty of a friend he much valued, to

consent to lead it at a rehearsal, by way of giving it a trial.

But when the band had got through about one-third of the

first movement, he stopped, and, with that candour which
so strongly marked his character, exclaimed, “ This is

the finest composition of Beethoven that ever I heard !”

The French orchestra on the above occasion, covered

themselves with glory , we are told ; and, doubtless, they

did it justice, for they have an abundance of skill, and their

enthusiasm is unbounded. Nevertheless, if the audience

were so affected at the performance of this composition by
a band to whom it was new, how would they have felt had
they heard it executed by the Philharmonic orchestra, to

which it is almost known by heart?—Strait waistcoats

would have been necessary.

6th. At Berlin there is an aunual exhibition of musical
instruments; and at the last, a piano-forte, with pedal

note*. manufactured by M. Schlcipe, was shown, and en-

tirely approved by the many professors who examined its

mechanism and tried its effect. Should these get into

general use, a considerable change may possibly be
brought about in the style of music for this instrument,

which, for some years past, has been losing that high
character which it had attained in the early part of the

jwesent century. On this subject a Sunday paper ol>-

serves, that “ rapidity of execution wifi, by-ond-bye, give
way to the beauty of full performance ; for, in the former,

after a certain degree of skill is obtained, the pleasure of
the hearer does not increase in proportion as the performer
becomes more and more brilliant in his execution; whereas,
in the latter, the greater the numlwr of parts going, and
the greater their distinctness and expression, the more com-
plete will be the hearer's delight.” Certain it is, that

whatever new invention shall correct the present fashion-

able style—and novelty alone can combat it—will be
heartily welcomed by those who know how to discriminate

between good and bad in the art. Pedals will give a

greater solidity to piano-forte playing, and bring harmony
more into request But they are not without their danger

;

some half-dozen or so of coxcombs will, perhaps, acquire
an agility of toe, and give us galloping passages an
octave below gamut. This will he worse than the
tinklers , the extra additional notes, and make us wish
again for the tyranny of the lingers, rather than that of
the feet

9th. Thb Puff-Devious,—When a man is so well
known that all communication, except by direct advertise-
ment, with the honourable part of the London press is

denied him, let him form some sort of liaison with a coun-
try editor ; let him send his paragraphs to this friend, who
probably will insert them ; and thus, as articles of news,
they may creep into many respectable journals, without
being, for some time at least, detected. Such paragraphs
I cadi puffs-detious. Whoever will look into a certain

Sussex journal may immediately understand what I mean:
he will perceive—by minor articles which contain just as

much truth as prevents the falsehoods from being sus-

pected—that the renowned M. Bochso has formed exactly

the connexion which I describe, and thus occasionally, and
in disguise, gains his point by a detour. The paragraphs

in that paper relative to the Opera House, its repairs and
performers, (half of which, however, are obliged to be con-

tradicted the following week.) are of this description. The
wandering Jews too, or Boh'.mian Brothers, set up by
Bochsa and Co., come in for their share of notice, which
they owe to the same influence. I uni curious to know if

the purveyors ofsubjects to the Edinburgh anatomists have
their particular journal also. If not, they are less adroit,

not half the men of the world, that i took them for.

IMA. “The harmony of the King’s Theatre,” says the

Examiner of to-day, “ is at present disturbed by the

machinations of the ****** * Professor, who h»
4
at his dirty work again.* It seems that he is employed

in the work of retrenchment, and has commenced with the

weakest and those who are least able to contend with him.’*

—The Eraminer is, however, I suspect mistaken, and the

fellow will find that he has at length roused a spirit which
will not easily be allayed. Give a dog rope enough, &c.
“ Had he endeavoured,” continues the writer, " to lower

some of the salaries of the principal singers and dancers,

little might have been said against it.” Here is another

error; the principals of both these classes always find

champions among a certain few of the subscribers, who
have their own purposes to answer. “ But ao,”—the

writer goes on,

—

44 he attacks the performers in the orches-

tra, whose acquirements have cost them years of trouble

and exertion, for which they reap less emolument than any
other branch of the musical profession. ****••*•*
The aforesaid highly-respected professor not only wants to

reduce their salaries, but to biud them down not to per-

form at concerts, uulcss with the permission of the ma-
nager ; so that all concerts and musical performances, not

held under his auspices, are to be deprived of the first ta-

lents in our country ! Even Lindlsy, the favourite, and
almost the pet of the public, is to lie pushed from his stool,

to make room for some foreign performer, most probaWy
at higher pay, and certainly without half the talent ; for it

ia understood by every one acquainted with the state of
music on the continent, that he is altogether without a
rival.” The man’s object is so thoroughly exposed in a
letter from one of the band, published in the Harmonica«
for last October, that it is needless to my another word oq
the subject.

The following lines appear io the same paper;—

THE KEPJ.Y.

“ Bah !— talent 1” quofh Nick,—“ why, scarce one of the band,
44 From Leader to Drummer, can sign his own name.”

His auditor answered, 44Us true, that each hand,
44 In signmg yjur rules seems reluctant or lame

;

44 But each can write hb otm name, (I’ll vouch for my brother;)
44 Though they yield you the palm, Nick, in signing another's'*

Thk Outcast of an Outcast.*'

12/A. There is so much good sense in the following re-

marks on Modern Lyric Poetry, published in The Spec-
tator, last December, that I must give them a place in

my Diary. The writer, however, is not perhaps aware,

that many of Purcell'S songs betray a great disregard of
accent, though he was purity itself, compared with many
of his contemporaries. The fact Is, and it ought not to be
concealed, that if composers were taught to read lyric

verse, they would rarely set it wrong, as regards accent.
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*4 Musical criticism does not furnish n more frequent

censure than that of defective accentuation. The blame of

such a charge does in some sort lie with the composer

;

but the weight of the fault is certainly lightened, when we
consider that the writers of songs, who are generally

ignorant of music, and consequently unskilled in the

choice of words fit for singing, often lead them to use such

as jar against the car, and are wholly restive, even under

the most careful and artful disposal of the composer. Ex-
cept Moore's Melodies, which exhibit good specimens of

elegant and correct vocal poctrv, the best songs, in point

of smoothness and good accent, happen generally to be

the most nonsensical ; for where the authors have not

been fettered with a meaning, they have had more leisure

to be euphonious. The songs of Purcell, and Pibdin's

Sailor Songs, show that the English language, when pro-

perly written and set, flows as naturally out of the mouth
in music as any, except the Italian. The present prevail-

ing fashion of a ditty in England, is a bastard production

—

neither French, German, Italian, nor native, but a mixture

of the whole. We have been infested with waltz tunes

from Germany and France ; and our music has been so

mixed with the melodies of various nations, that it is per-

haps no wonder if our language does not well amalgamate
with a style so heterogeneous. Greater art and some
study of music are to be wished in the writers of sougs.

Metastasio was so sensible of the delicacy and nicety

requisite in adapting poetry to music, that he spent his

whole life in perfecting himself in the knowledge of them.

Others among the Italian writers have done the same.

Mozart’s operas are throughout but an impassioned kind

of talking. In musical matters of a higher aim than the
,

mere amusement which is found in songs, it will be found
j

that the truth of expression depends more on accent than
|

is thought. A powerful effect cannot be produced where
!

a bungling artist leaves bare his ill-working machinery
for the beholder to laugh at.”

13(Ji. The Courier of this date contains some account
of a Society Jrmonica, which is neither more nor less

than an indirect puff of a certain buffo singer. I have
no right to object to this gentleman’s profiting by a sys-

tem which has become bo general, but I do object to the

latter part of the paragraph, which may lead the unwary
reader to believe that Miss Chiide, whose talents are there

said to have been publicly developed by the person alluded

to, is his pupil. She is the scholar of Signor Coccia, who
brought her before the public at the Hauover Square
Rooms, in 1827, where she appeared to infinitely greater
advantage than on the stage at the English Opera
House.

16/A.—The annexed is an account of the sums received

at all the theatres in Paris, (the Italian Opera excepted,

which is by subscription,) during the two months of No-
vember and December last ; in francs and centimes :

—

fi. c.

Academic Royale de Musique, 86,311 00
Thelitre Fran^ais, 64,413 36
Opera-Comique, 83.786 61
Odeon, - - - - 25,487 05
Theatre dc Madame 110,425 70
Vaudeville, - 54.782 10
Nouveautea, - 92,422 50

Carried forward 517,628 32

Brought forward

Vari<£t£s» • - -

Guile, - - -

Ambigu-Comiquc,
Porte St. Martin,

Cirque, ...
Total,

Net produce.

Rights of Authors,
Tux, for the poor.

/' c.

517,628 32
114,334 55
70.433 86
53,593 85
124,426 05
120,955 20

1,001,371 83

792,752 70
72.068 43
91,033 80
45.516 90

Total, 1,001371 83

or £i 1,723. It will be seen by the receipts at the minor
theatres, how much melodrnmes and vaudevilles are in

Paris preferred to the legitimate drama and regular

opera.

17/A. The writer of a letter in the Spectator of this

date, defends the conduct of M. Laporte, in his dispute

with the Band of the Italian Opera, denying the right of
the public to interfere in the matter ; and grounds his

argument on the fact of the theatre being a monopoly.
This, in my mind, is the very reason why the public are
entitled to interpose : a monopoly of the kind could not be
suffered on any other terms. What

!
grant a man an exclu-

sive right to furnish a commodity, and at the same time
keep no check over him,—divest yourself of the right to

inquire into the goodness of the article he alone is licenced

to provide 1 Such a doctrine was never heard of before.

I do uui mean that he is to be rendered liable to legal in-

terference, but I do mean that he is to be governed by
public opinion ; and how is such opinion to be declared
except through the medium of the press? It is not enough
to say, ** if you do not like my performers, stay away.”
This could not be endured, for there is no other Italian

Opera to go to; and if it is proper to have such a place

of public entertainment, it is quite monstrous to allow a
manager virtually to shut his doors in the public face ; for

such, in point of fact, would be the effect of allowing him
to engage persons whom nobody would go to hear, or to

reject those whose talents, and theirs only, the public

approve as a means of entertainment.

As to the Opera being a losing speculation, I assert

that it generally has beeu a profitable one ; and, if well

managed, could not fail to be a very lucrath’e concern
to the lessee, as well as a cheaper and better place of

amusement to the subscribers and to the public in general.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Mr. and Mrs. Knyvelt, Mr. Vaughan and Mr. Bellamy,

are now on a professional tour through the northern coun-

ties and the south of Scotland, which has proved tolerably

successful.

Mr. R. A. Smith, precentor of St. George’s church,

Edinburgh, died lately in that city, lie was the author

of several vocal compositions, sacred as well as secular;

among the latter of which is the popular song of “ The
Flower o’ Dunblane. But he deserved well of the musical

world, chiefly by his publications on Scottish and Irish

minstrelsy.
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ftriueto of iHttstc,

Thf. Musical Bijou, an Album of Music, Poetry, and
Prose, for M.ncrn.xxix. 4to. Edited by F. H. Burney.

(Goulding and D’Almaine, Soho Square.)

In our last, we cast a glance at the ornamental parts of

the present volume, a publication which may claim the

merit of being the first-bom of musical annuals; for

though something on a similar plan preceded it, so far as

relates to the actual time of appearance ", yet it proved a

complete failure, and will soon be forgotten by the few

who happened to open it, if not already vanished from

their memories.

We have now to direct our attention to the interior of

this work, and, regardless of all extrinsic allurements, to

examine with an unprejudiced eye its musical pretensions

chiefly, taking a slight view of the pages devoted ex-

clusively to poetry and prose.

To begin then with the musical part This comprises

seventeen compositions,—twelve vocal, four for the piano-

forte, and a quadrille. Of unset poetry there are five

pieces. The prose consists of two tales, and a comic
fiketch.

Mr. Bishop has a larger share of the volume than any
other of the contributors, lie supplies four pieces ; two
arrangements, and two original compositions. Of the

first are,

—

The harp of Oman, from the powerful pen of

Ihc FMrick Shepherd, and worthy of it, set to an expressive,

charming Scotish air, with a judicious accompaniment of

simple chords ;—and “ My Emma, my darling,” an invi*

tation to the pleasures of a town life, written by the same,
but in a very different, and by no means so happy a
strain ; the melody, which is unknown to us, being much
on a level with the words. His two new productions

arc,

—

44 Oh ! tempt me not with jewels bright,” a song in

rather a common style, both words and music, and set

without much respect for prosody. Thus we have tro-

chees for iambuses,

—

Oh tempt, and To me, instead of

Oh tempt and To me, Sfc. His other composition, a glee,

for soprano, countertenor, tenor, and base, 44 While the

moon shines bright,” the poetry by Mr. J. Pocock, shews
the experienced and able harmonist

; but we cannot think

that either the music or the measure of the verse is well

adapted to the words : to be in character, this dirge should
be sung extremely slow

;
in which case, however, some of

its effect would be lost, for we suppose largo, not molto
adagio, to be intended, though no direction is given.

Mr. Rawlings Ims one song, 44
I have known thee in

the sunshine/' written by Mr. T. Haynes nayly, whose
part in it pleases us more than that of his colleague, for

there is much feeling in the poetry and but little in the air,

the latter assuming in some degree the manner of the
guaracha. The accent too—(we will have a starling

taught to repeat this word)—the accent is continually

erroneous, e. g.

• See Harmonicon for December Jait.

Fed. 1829.

44 smile
1

* is obviously the emphatic word, therefore the
accented part of the measure is its proper place. The
passage may be amended thus ;

—

The trochees
44 beauty,” 44 sickness,” and 44 proud ones/*

should have had one quaver to each syllable, and the suc-
ceeding monosyllables ought each to have taken two
quavers; thus:

—

beau •* !Tr and Ihy bloom.

rick - ness and thy gloom.

proud ones of the earth.

If Mr. Rawlings compares the above with the following,

which is his own, he will, we feci assured, be candid enough
to acknowledge the correction.

aick - ness, and thy gloom,

proud ones of the earth.

This is a subject we have often dwelt on, and shall

continue to press, knowing its importance, and being per-

suaded that much of the indifference, not to say dislike,

to vocal music, felt by many people of excellent under-
standing and taste, arises from the composer’s neglect of
prosody.

False Rosabel, a song, written by Mr. Bellamy, and
composed by Mr. C. Horn, is in a familiar style, and will

be admired by those who like passages and cadences which
have received the sanction of time.

Mr. Barnett’s name appears twice in this votume : first

to a duet, 44 Will you come where the sweetbriar grows?'*

written by the ingenious Mr. Stoc Van Dyk, whose receut

death we, in common with many others, have much de-

plored ;—and a song, 44 Now the lamp of day has fled/*

the words by Mr. R. llyan. The duet is very pretty, and
here and there exhibits something like novelty. The
second part might in two or three instances be made to

sing better, but as a whole this is easy and will generally

please. His song, though wanting variety, and |>osse$sing

no remarkable feature, is in a style that will secure many
suffrages in its favour.

Botii the words and music of a song, 44 My gentle lute,”

owe their birth to Mr. S. Lover, a name quite new to us.

We cannot refrain from expressing our surprise that a
poet knowing enough of the mechanism of musical com-
position to set his own verses, should have been guilty of
such numerous and glaring prosodial errors. Independently

of these, his present production is not destined to im-

mortalize him either as poet or musician. In the latter

G
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character he assuredly is not likely to pain any reputation

for originality of thought or elegance of manner.

We pass on with much pleasure to u song in the Scotish

manner, ** Pledge me brim to brim,** written with a great

deal of point and spirit, by Mr. Fitz-Blll, and composed by

Mr. Rodwell. There is so much simplicity, such unaf-

fected ease, in the whole of this, that it lias every chance of

becoming popular. Would that we could speak in the

same terms of the next thing we turn to !—a song. The
Dream , by Sir John Stevenson, to which we are obliged,

not without considerable regret, to assign a very inferior

Tank amongst the pieces in this volume ; a duty the more
painful, became the jioetry, by Mrs. Cornwell Baron Wil-

son, is remarkably beautiful, and worthy of an equal and

happy match in its union with the sister art.

To the instrumental portion of this work Mr. Burrowos

and Mr. Holder have contributed waltzes, the aim of which

is to stir up, to exhilarate, by a certain gaiety of manner,

and they succeeded, though both are more remarkable for

animation and correctness, than for invention. Mr. Kiall-

mark's air and variations are rather feeble. But there is

some elegance in another thing of the same kind by Mr.
Valentine : it is easy, and though not new, is not charge-

able with that wearying triteness which is now almost as

common as poaching, swindling, and murder. The quadrille

is composed of airs from the popular French opera, Im
Muettr de Portici, and well arranged for the piano-forte.

Of Webers last composition, his waltz in Ab. republished

here, wc need say nothing; it appeared in the Harmonicon
for December last

;
our readers therefore may form their

own opinions of its merits.

The prose pieces in this volume are three in number;

—

The Craig Foot, or The Smugglers Son ,
" a tale, founded

on fact,*
1

by Edward Fitz-Ball :

—

II Fanatico per la Musica,
4 ‘ by a Musical Amateur,"—which might have been called

The enraged Dilettante , for it is built on Hogarth’s Enraged
Musician :—and The Music-master of Venice, a brief nar-

rative, by Richard Ryan. On these we cannot bestow any
very high encomiums ; but though they possess no charms
for us, they may nevertheless amuse others, whose tastes

may, perhaps, he far superior to our own.

By the perusal of the unset poetical pari, however, we
have been extremely gratified. This consists of a moral

poem, by Mrs. Cornwell Baron Wilson, under the title of

The place for all !

—

The Maid ofNcidpath, by Sir Walter

Scott ;—and The Lady of Kienart Tower,
“ a legend of the

Riesengcbirge by J. R. Planch*?.

Mrs. C. B. Wilson, in unaifected, elegant, harmonious
Terse, shews the true stations for different ages, conditions,

an<l ranks. An exalted morality breathes through the

whole of this short poem ; the language is polished and
forcible, the imagery natural, and the colouring warm. Four
detached stanzas we insert, by which a tolerably correct

notion may be formed of the whole.
“ Where t* ihe mother'* place ? Be tide

Her infant'* cradlo-bed

;

Watching with all a matron’* pride

Th1 expanding blossom spread

;

With patient love, unwearied care,

Training each leaf unfolding there,”

Where is the patriot's place ? Beside

Hi* liege King’s regal throne.

Stemming Corruption** ’whelming tide
;

Not rtriring for hi* own
But country'* good

; her w*al the end

And point to which bis action* tend.*’

• The Riesengebirge ii one of the jtafU-momUamt in Silesia.

" Where is the Hero’* place ? The Add
Where struggling foemen lie,

When Valour lifu hi* spear and shield

For native liberty.

If conquering, with an arm to save :

If conquered, filling Glory’s grave !”

The next stanza points out the place chosen by the rich
man, not the station where he ought to be found.

*' Where is the Rich-nun's place ? Ala* !

Too oft where Fashion’* train

Throng, the best hours of life to pan
In follies light and vain

;

While Pleasure fill* her goblet high,

And wake* unhallowed revelry.”

Sir Walter Scott relates, in four delicious stanzas, the
catastrophe of a story well known in Tweedale; every line
in a picture, and every thought full of exquisite feeling.

The tale narrated by Mr. Planch^ is of the fair, hut cruel
Cunigunda, whose history is told at length in Runners
German Tour, and we hope will operate as a warning to
all proud, flinty' hearted damsels.
We will not close the present article before we have

staled, as in justice we are bound to do, that The Musical
Bijou is brought out in a very liberal, superior manner,
and, all the circumstances of the trade considered, at a
price, which the most frugal must agree with us in think-
ing remarkable for its moderation.

SACRED MUSIC.
Purcell’s Sacred Music, Edited by Vincent Novello.
No. 1. (The Editor, 66, Great Queen Street, and all
ihe principal dealers.)

Mr. Novello is no lingering publisher; his appearance
generally follows close at the heels of his prospectus : and,
moreover, he performs with equal punctuality the promises
he holds out.

This is the anthem written by command for the thanks-
giving ordered in 1687, by James II., when his queen was
declared in a state of pregnuncy. From its mournful
character,—adhering to the key of G minor with remark-
able pertinacity—the Protestant party might, half in joke,
half in earnest, have given Purcell the credit ofjoining in
the suspicions and fears excited on that occasion ; for a
less joyous composition, from beginning to end, can
hardly be imagined. The fiat 3rd, however, was in high
favour at that period, and employed indiscriminately
without any regard to the character of the words. Many
of Purcell’s finest anthems are in the minor key, but we
do not number the present among his best

; there are
some masterly passages in it, past all doubt, but as a
whole it wants contrast, and is unremittingly sombre. But
we did not mean to criticise Purcell's works in a Review
devoted to new publications.

Mr. Novello’s editorial fidelity is irreproachable, and wc
would be the last to attempt to shake so invaluable a
virtue; nevertheless, in cases where the composer’s in-
tention is at all doubtful, it is not only allowable, but, in
our opinion, a duty, to exercise a salutary discretion in
correcting manifest errors. A case of this kind occurs
twice or thrice in the present anthem, though we shall
only cite that very striking one to be found in the seventh
and eighth bars of the symphony, page 2, which we are
fully convinced exhibits what was never intended by
Purcell, and that the notes forming three hideous fifths—
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imperfect ones, it is true—must either have been an over-

sight of the author or an error of the copyist.
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By changing A at the asterism to O, the evil is remedied.

Indeed, we cannot but believe, that the perfect chord, not

that of the 6th, was the composer's design, whatever he or

his amanuensis may have put down.
This work is engraved and printed on extra-sized plates

and paper, so that a larger quantity of music is comprised

in a given number of pages than at first appears. Not-

withstanding which, we think that Mr. N. will be acting

with policy by either increasing the quantity or diminish-

ing the price.

At the end are introduced five chants, by Purcell, by

his father, and by his uncle. That by the latter, generally

known as the Funeral Chant, is so beautiful, and takes

up so little space, that we reprint it here. Dr. Bur-

ney could not discover its merit
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PIANOFORTE.
1. La Melancolie et la GaTte, Romance and Rondo

brillante, composed by F. Kalk brenner. (Goulding
and D*Almainc.)

2. Introduction and Rondo on the air

,

** Let us haste

to Kelvin Grove,” with an accompaniment for the

Flute (ad libitum ) composed by D. Schlesinoer.
(Cramer, Addison, and Beale, 201, Regent Street.)

3. Divertisbment, composed by James Satchel!, (de-
menti, Col lard, and Co Hard, 26, Cheapside.)

The first of the above is in three movements,—a short

Introduction adagio

;

a Romanza ; and a Rondo, alle-

gretto, Vivace

;

all in e. 'Die romance is, of course, the

sentimental part, ** the sweet melancholy, and the

rondo its opposite, or " sport and youthful jollity." There
is more expression, more gentleness and delicacy, in the
former than Mr. Kalkbrenner usually displays, for his

natural leaning seems to have been towards the brilliant

style. The present work, however, shows that he can be
trauquilly graceful when inclined. He is, in truth, getting

older, and it is but just that, as we add to our stock of
years,—a wealth of which we seldom are very ostentatious

—

we should increase in judgment, tile parent of taste, an
acquisition so valuable, as almost to reconcile us to the

conditions on which we obtain it, and whereof we ought to

be proud. This requires a good player, by which term
we do not exactly mean one of the slight-o'-hand people*

but a performer with a Cramer touch, an active finger, a
free left hand, and some feeling.

Mr. Schlesinger’s Rondo demands the same sort of
player as to proficiency and execution as the above, but
his composition has little of the expressive in it, the bril-

liant predominates; nevertheless, it is an elegant pro-

duction. 'Die air is universally allowed to be delightful,

and it is here treated in not ouly a masterly, but a very
attractive manner.

No. 3 is, if we mistake not, by an amateur, for it ex-

hibits much of that novelty in manner which, generally

speaking, is more likely to be met with in the class of
dilettanti than umong professional musicians, the ideas

of the latter, from the nature of their daily, their hourly

pursuits, being too often governed hy what is constantly

present to them, and which exercises a despotic control over
their minds. But if the professor thus loses in freedom,

he gains in method, or arrangement, and in correctness.

Mr. Satchel!, with an unfettered imagination, seems to

have wanted a little of that advice which the laborious

musician, the patient drudge, might have imparted : we
find asperities in his pages—in the first few bars, and the

seventeenth, of the Introduzione, for instance—which an
experienced composer would have smoothed down. Never-
theless there is enough to weigh against these ; a great deal

of melody, much vigour, and a lively fancy. The divertise-

ment consists of an Introduzione alia Marcia, a pleasing

Military Air, a slow Interlude, and a Rondo. It begins in

o, but ends in A ; another irregularity which we cannot
countenance. The whole is easy, and of a moderate
length.

1. II Rivocato, Dosser's celebrated Duet
, Op. 38, newly

arranged, with Flute, or Violin, and Violoncello
Accompaniments, (ad lib.) by J. B. Cramer. (Cramer
and Co.)

2. The Ballad, " Alice Gray,*' composed by Mrs. P. Mil-
lard, arranged with an Introduction and Variations,

by Philip Knapton. (Pellet, 154, Oxford Street,)

No. 1 is the well-known duet for harp and piano-forte in

Eb, arranged for the lutier instrument only, but with ac-

companiments that are useful though not essential. We
are rejoiced to see this resuscitation, or rirocofo, as Mr.
Cramer calls it: first, because it is a work that deserves

to be rescued from neglect ; and secondly, as it probably

is a pledge of other restorations of the same inestimable

composer ; who, in spite of his almost unrivalled merit as a
w riter of piano-forte music, is, in the language ofAlmacks,
said to be passe. Such is the destroying effect of un-
diocriminating, tasteless fashion, which is beginning to

number Mozart among the ancients, and always treats the

ancients (Handel included) as barbarians

!
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44 REVIEW: PIANOFORTE MUSIC.

Mrs. Millard’s pretty melody deserves to be generally

known, and as the pianists outnumber the vocalists, we
yield to circumstances, and welcome so pleasing a ballad,

even in the guise of an air with variations. Mr. Knapton's

gentleman-usher to it is everything that can be de-

sired
;
he has also given the subject and its accompani-

ment as much in conformity to the original as the cose

admits ; but his first and second variations are rather

egarZes, and his coda drives the melody into a state of ab-

solute distraction. Imagine, reader,—with the last two

lines of the ballad fresh in your memory,

—

“
i my heart is breaking

For the love of Alice Gray !"—

•

imagine a dance-movement, in six-eight time. Vivace, as

a wiuding-up, to an air set—appropriately set—to a de-

sponding lovers dying words

!

1. The Swish Air, as sung by Madlle. Sontag and the

Rainer Family, arranged with Variations, by T. A.
Rawlings. (Clementi and Co.)'

2. “ Ah ! che forsc,” the air sung by Signor Velluti, ar-

ranged, wilh an Introduction, by G. F. Kiallmark.
(Clementi and Co.)

3. La mia Dorabella, the Trio in Cosi fun tuttc, arranged
by Augustus Meves. (Latour, 50, New Bond Street.)

Mr. Rawlings* variations on the deservedly popular Swiss

air are short, few in number, easy yet showy, and not in

the very common style of such things. They are likewise

well arranged for the hand,—a feature in all Mr. R.’s pub-
lications which is not one of their least recommendations.

Mr. Kiallmark also generally consults the convenience of

the performer. No. 2 is a proof of this, out of which some
degree of brilliancy may be produced at the expense of

very little trouble. This circumstance will operate in its

favour, even on those who think with us that the air has

been valued much too highly by the admirers of Signor

Velluti. Let us, however, direct Mr. Kiallmark's attention

to certain errata in the busc of the fourth and fifth bars of

the Aria , and also of the second bar, last staff, page 5, of

the quick movement. In the former the fifths and octaves,

and in the latter the sharp seventh of the key falling, are

highly displeasing to a well-educated ear.

Mr. Moves has announced but one-third of this diver-

iisement—for such it is—in his title
;
he has not only given

us a< La mia Dorabella,’* which makes a first movement,
but likewise “ Di pasta simile” from the same opera, as a
second, and “ E voi ridete" as a third. Such on instance

of omission is indeed a rarity in the present day, when for-

bearance and modesty are not always the attributes of
arrangers. Mr. Meves has done little more than copy
these from the originals : what he has done beyond this he
has done well.

Les Bagatelles.

No. 1. A French Air, selected and arranged by J. B.

Cramer.
No. 2. •• Donne, I'Amore,* ditto by Auoustus Meves.
No. 3. •• The Violet,” ditto by A. Voigt,
No. 4. “ Jock O’Hazeldean,” ditto by T. A. Rawlings.

(Cramer and Co.)

These are meant for beginners, and very useful are such
publications, when selected and executed with judgment,

|

and mixed with graver things, for they encourage the

youthful learner, and tram the ear to melody. The four 1

airs are pretty, and all well calculated for the end in viewr
except the second, which is not arranged in so natural and
smooth a manner as the others. An Fjf, too, here, in the

base of the fourth bar, falling to c instead of rising to o, is

objectionable. The most strict attention to rule should lie

paid in the construction of these nursery rondos, for the

future taste of the student much depends on their correct-

ness. It is easy enough to make a good early impression .*

very difficult to efface a bad one. Some may perhaps
smile at our stooping to criticise so mere a trifle, hut an
error in a horn-book is fraught with more mischief than in

a folio. Each of the above is limited to two pages, and
the price is the minimum ever fixed on musical publi-

cations.

The Favourite Airs in Rossini’s New Opera, Le Comte
Ory, arranged, with an accompaniment for the Flute,
ad libitum, by T. Latour. (Latour, 50, New Bond
Street; and Troupenas, Paris.)

As a Piece de Circonstance in honour of the Saere , or

coronation, of Charles X., Rossini produced Lc Voyage
d Reims, at the Academic Royale de Musiquc. Being
composed for a temporary purpose, the opera, as a matter
of course, soon ceased to be performed ; but the author,

unwilling thut the fruits of his labour should be so almost
immediately thrown aside, introduced most of the pieces in

the new work which he had engaged to write for the same
theatre, and thus, with some alterations and many addi-

tions, was formed Le Comte Ory, the copyright whereof,

so far as relates to Great Britain, Mr. Latour bought, and
the two books now before us comprise the best things, or
at least those that are most likely to please here, arranged

for the Piano-forte. Never having heard the opera per-

formed in any shape, and not even having hail a glimpse
of the score, it would be rash to deliver any opinion of its

particular merits from an adaptation of this kind ; but we
can with propriety speak of the publication as a collection

of instrumental pieces, in which character it may be said

to contain many movements more distinguished by their

animation and brilliancy than originality, a specimen,

of these, the popular chorus, will he found amongst the

music of the present number. The arrangement is made
with that knowledge of what suits the public generally

which Mr. Latour possesses in so eminent a degree; and
in respect to difficulty and style, is on a level with his

adaptations of the other operas of Rossini, as well as those

of Mozart.

Select Airs from Mozart’s opera Cosi fan tutte, per-
formed at the English Opera House under the title of
Tit for Tat, arranged, with a Flute Accompaniment
(ad lib.) by George Perry. 3 Books. (Pellet)

So many arrangements of this opera have appeared, that

it would seem to be a work of supererogation to add to

their number. There is no law, certainly, against the

multiplication of such publications, and the facilities

afforded by pewter-plate engraving tempt many to go
before the public, the sale of a few copies covering all

expenses ; while the labour of transcribing the German
vocal scores, and the trouble of making a few alterations in.

these,—to which the efforts of most are limited—are hardly

worthy of consideration to those whose time is not wholly

absorbed in other professional pursuits. *Tis true that'

they thus generally enter into competition with very able

and experienced persons, losing, possibly, some credit by
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REVIEW : DUETS, PIANO FORTE MUSIC. 4>

the Comparison challenged; but this is a question of

prudence, and for them to consider, not us.

As this arrangement appears to have been suggested by

the performance of the opera with English words, we

naturally expected the Engligh titles to the several pieces

;

instead of which we find the Italian only. This however

matters very little-, aod we only mention it as an inconsis-

tency. Mr. Perry’s object is to render his adaptation as

easy as possible, and he has succeeded. Indeed such is

the comparative simplicity of Cosi fan tutte, that it would

be a difficult task to put it into any difficult form.

Grand Concerto by Mozart, arranged with accompani-

ments of Flute, Violin, and Violoncello, including

Cadences and Ornaments, expressly written for them by

J. N. Hummel. No. 2. (Chappell, 133, New Bond

Street.)

This is the second of a set of Mozart’s twelve grand con-

certos which a spirited individual is publishing at his own
risk, having engaged M. Hummel to reduce the full orches-

tral accompaniments to three instruments, in order that

these compositions may get into gcnerul use ; and, like-

wise, to afford the piano-forte part the advantage of the

added notes up to c, in such cases as the uuthor himself

would most likely have employed them, had they existed

in his time. M. Hummel has also written cadences to the

two now edited by him, a practice he is to continue, ami if

with the same success that has attended his present effort,

his labours will considerably augment the value of the

work.
The concerto now published is in c, in three movements,

as usual—an allegro maestoso,—common time ; an an-

dante, in f, three-four time; and a finale, allegretto, in

two-four time. The greater part of it is in a bold, vigorous

style ; the author seems to be overflowing with spirits

:

brilliancy therefore is its characteristic, and to exhilarate

its effect. The performer must not look for many of those

touching passages, those fine, unexpected modulations,

that are so richly spread over most of Mozart’s compo-

sitions, they are thinly scattered here, but runs of semi-

tones,—which were beginning to be fashionable at the lime

the concerto was wriilen,—in great abundance. These,

however, are more than expiated by the two invaluable

qualities so conspicuous in this composition, namely, a

very masterly design, and an uninterrupted flow of melody.

1. Three Waltzes, composed by James Satciiell. (de-
menti and Co.)

2. The Welch Quadrii.lkb, composed and arranged by

the author of “ The Captive Knight.” (Willis and Co.)

3. Le Pamasse, Nouveau Recueil de Waltzes , compose par

J. l)c Masamau. Op. 10. (Willis; Latour; dementi
and Co.)

No. 1 are, we believe, by an amateur, and contain a great

deal that is remarkably pleasing, and more of novelty than

we have for a long time past met with in the same species

of music. We find u note here and there which on expe-

rienced person will, for the sake of effect, alter. Among
these are the three d’s, page 6, bar 18, which would be

much improved by a flat.

No. 2 are Welch airs converted into quadrilles, and if

easiness alone were merit, these would be worthy of un-
bounded praise. But they are all in one key, c, which

Jurver changes, except for a few bars into the relative

minor ; the monotonous effect they, consequently, produce

is quite fatiguing.

No. 3 is a collection of waltzes dedicated, with true

French gallantry, aux Muse*, one to each. They are all

very pretty, and not by any means common in style, but

shewing a rather superior taste.

DUETS, PIANO FORTE.

1. Rhinish Carnival, Air, with Variations, by Ferdinand
Ribs. Op. 148. No. 2. (Goulding and D’Almaine.)

2. Overture to Cosi fan Tutte, arranged by Georoe
Perry. (Pellet)

3. Overture to Beethoven's Leonora, arranged for two

performers, with accompaniments for Flute, Violin,

and Violoncello, (ad libitum) by W. Watts. (Cramer
and Co.)

4. Hkrz's Quadrilles, Les Favorites, arranged and pub-

lished by the same.

Notiiino can be more simple thun the Rhinish Air, which

is in the small compass of twelve bars

Upon this Mr. Ries lias written five variations, sparkling,

and, in one or two instances, not very easy, but taken alto-

gether, will rather bestow the reputation of great execu-

torial powers on ihe performers, than really require them.
This Ls an enlivening duet, and will please both the per-

formers and hearers, without their being able exactly to

assign a reason for the pleasure they receive, or to mention,

any one particularly striking feature or memorable passage

in the whole composition.

The overture to Cosifan Tutte is the easiest but not the

best of this class of Mozart’s works. It is more in the

Italian than German style, though the great master fre-

quently peeps out, and shews us that even while trifling,

he can do more than most others have doue in their gravest

moments. The arrangement is very well executed ; indeed

it could hardly have been otherwise, the simplicity of the

tnatcriuls considered.

Beethoven’s overture to Leonora entirely differs in style

from the foregoing, and required all Mr. Watts’s skill and
experience so to arrange it as to preserve as much as pos-

sible of those beauties which can only be perfectly developed
by an orchestra, and that a very complete one. It would
be absurd to say that he has retained in his arrangement
all the effects which the composition is capable of yielding,

but he has made the best use of the score,—from which he
has evidently worked, and not from a German piano-forte

part,—and has conveyed as accurate an idea of the author’s

intentions as means so comparatively limited would allow.
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The quadrilles. No. 4 of the above, have been noticed

by us, both in their original state, and arranged as duets.

The present arc admirably adapted for very good per-

formers, but rendered, unnecessarily, too difficult for the

generality of those who amuse themselves by playing

dance tunes.

‘ HARP.

1. Grand Etude, conlisting o/Eioht Studies; to which

is added, Rule Britannia, with grand variations, by

Theodore Ladarre, Harpist to the Kino op Franck.

Op. 30. (Mori and Lavenu, New Bond Street.)

Those who expect to meet with Studies for the harp that

shall equal as musical compositions some we have for the

piano- forte, will be grievously disappointed. Few people

aim to arrive at the same degree of excellence on the

former as on the latter instrument; exercises, therefore, of

the masterly kind, difficult consequently to execute, are

not in request, and there is no adequate motive for pub-
lishing them. Besides which, who is there to produce

such high works ? The Vicointe de Marin, the only man
in our time who could have composed what might have

had a chance of being put on a level with the studies of

Cramer and Moscheles, never set about the task ; and all

of the kind, with which we are acquainted, are of a lower

order; that is, are written for more general purposes;

and, moreover, are mostly devoid of any pretension to

originality.

M. Labarre has here laboured to raise the character of

this class ofmusic, and has partly succeeded—but we can-

not say wholly. He has introduced some bold modula-
tions, and passages which require the utmost command of

hand, together with great activity of foot and finger
;
pas-

sages that are excellent practice ; but many of the pages
Want interest, and hold out but little of that temptation

which stimulates to exertion and rewards industry.

To Rule Britannia are added five variations of the roost

brilliant kind, and fit only for first-rate performers ; though,

for the convenience of others, he has reduced some of the

difficulties, in additional staves. We have heard the com-
poser of these play fhem,—and in his hands their effect is

as pleasing as grand.

HARP and PIANO-FORTE.
The Swiss Air, as sung by Madame Stockhausen at St.

Jameses Palace, arranged by N. C. Bochsa. (Latour.)

The title of this should be in the plural, for there are four

airs, detached, and in quite different keys, Swiss, Tyro-

lean, and all such mountain melodies, are very pretty, and,

till we are accustomed to them, captivating from their

naivete and newness
; but they at length become weari-

some from their gTeat sameness, and we must confess that

they begin to pall upon our ear. These were sung before

the King, at a concert his Majesty gave last year, and
pleased exceedingly. They are arranged in a very easy

manner for both instruments, and comprised in a few
pages.

HARP AND VIOLIN, or FLUTE.

Souvenirs de la Muette de Portici. Auber’s Opera
,

arranged as a Duet, by T. Labarrk, and C. de Beriot.
(Clement! and Co.)

Two of the finest performers of the present day have
united their powers to produce what very inferior talents

might Have accomplished nearly as well ; for this is an
arrangement that does not mean to give the greatest

possible effect that might be obtained from the instruments,

but such as can be extracted from them by performers of
an ordinary kind. To these the present publication may
be recommended, os one that cannot fail to please both

plnyers and hearers: the former because it requires no
great deal of preparation or exertion ; the latter because

the subjects are well chosen from a work which deserves

the popularity it has obtained.

VOCAL.

GLER,
t

/frero/c«, “When should Lovers breathe their vows,*
the poetry by L. E. L ;

composed by T. F. Walicisley.
(Pettet.)

Trio, “ Like as a father,” arranged from Cherubinis
Canon,

“ Perfida Clori,” by Joseph Monds. (Eave-
stn.tr, 9, Russell Street, Bloomsbury.)

Duet, “ Yet a moment, young-eyed Passion,” words by
W. F. Cot. la an, music by Sir John Stevenson, (de-
menti and Co.)

Mr. Walmisley’b glee is a piece of very correct vocal

harmony; the parts sing well, to use a technical

phrase, and the poetry is accurately set, except
towards the end, where the repetition of “ glisten” and
“ listen,” produces something like a play on the words,
which we cannot suppose was intended. Nevertheless, it

wants the touch of genius,—has no distinguishing trait,

and is what any one tolerably conversant in the laws of
counterpoint might have produced without an effort.

Such indeed is the history of the great majority of glees, of

which not five in a hundred are destined to survive a very
few forced performances.

No. 2 is Cherubini’s beautiful canon in the unison, with
sacred words set to H. And this is all that should have
been said in the title-page. We would have added, that
they answer the purpose very well. It is difficult to help
smiling at seeing “ Perfida Clori” dedicated to a reverend
gentleman, not by the composer, but by an English
musician who happens to have put to it some words from
David's psalms.

The duet. No. 3, has some pretty passages in it, which
will be very effective if the singer of the upper part be
able to articulate them distinctly and neatly. It is in two
movements, an andante and an allegretto; yet the whole
is short.

1. Ballad, •• There is a light about those eyes,” written
and composed by J. Augustine Wade, Esq. (Latour.)

2. Song, “ Tis the season of friendship,” the words by
W. F. Collard, the music by J. C. Clifton, (de-
menti and Co.)

3. Ballad, “ O my love has an eye of the sofiest blue,
1 *

words by the late Rev. C. Wolfe, composed by F.
Robinson. (Clementi and Co.)

4. Ballad, ** *Twas sweet to look,” composed and published
by the same.

b. Ballad, La Ninl Morena, translated from the

Spanish by J. G. Lockhart, Esq., composed by B. Long,
(Clementi and Co.)

6. Ballad, “ The Birks of Aberfeldy,” the melody by
Mrs. Millard; the symphonies

, $c. by P. Knapto.y.
(Pettet.)

7. Ballad, “ Many happy returns,” the words by T. H.
Bayly, Esq., the music arranged by I. Willis.
(Willis and Co.)
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8. Ballad, u
I'll live, but ne’er shall smile again*" writ-

ten by R. Morgan, Esq., composed by J. Barnett.

(PetteL)

9. Ballad, “ I gaze upon the moon’* bright beam,'*

words by W. Warriner, Esq., composed by W. Turn-
bull. (Latour.)

10. Romance, Cupid caught, composed by W. Kirby.

(Latour.)

11. Ballad, ** Ah! tho* my harp," the poetry by W. Mon-
criepf. Esq., composed by J. Blewitt. (Dale, Poultry.)

12. Cavatina, Love’s escape, sung by Miss Love ; the

poetry by F. Thornhill, Esq., composed by S. Nelson.

(Dale.)

13.
|

14. Little songs for little singers, composed by J.

Ifi. Green. (Green, 33, Soho Square.)

16.

No. 1 is in a graver and more expressive manner than

most of Mr. Wade’s songs, ft is full of feeling, but not

bo original as many of his productions.

No. 2 is in praise of Christmas festivities, therefore

comes too late, perhaps our readers may say, but is, never-

theless, in good time. It is a song, and a chorus for

three voices, part of the former and the whole of the

latter being the delightful Venetian duet, “ O pcscator

dell’ onda," a little altered, and a base part added to the

choral part.

Nos. 3 and 4 both shew a refined taste, and apparently

are the production of a good musician. The words are set

with care, and the accompaniments arc excellent. We do not

often meet with ballads possessing so much merit as these.

The words of No. 5 are set with considerable ability, and

the task wtls not an eusy one to an inexperienced com-

poser. The air is pleasing, and the accompaniment good.

We would recommend Mr. Long to expunge the Bb from

the second chord of Eb in the ninth bar.

No. 6 is a charming ballad. The fair author of the

melody has a right to claim by far the greatest share of the

praise due to this, for her’s 19 the rarest talent ; but some-

thing is due to Mr. Knnpton for what he has done, which

evinces a very correct taste.

No. 7 is a well known and admired air, but we can-

not at this moment call to mind its title. The words are

here set twice, however, and we must confess our pre-

ference for the former of the two.

Nos. 3 and 9 are faultless, but do not indicate any effort.

The next three are likewise free from actual error, but

not containing a single note that is entitled to the critic's

observation.

No. 13, 14, 15, and 16 may be called nursery ballads.

They are priuted in octavo, with a pretty lithographed

frontispiece to each, and composed, l>oth with regard

to air and accompaniment, in the simplest manner pos-

sible. The last is the Tyrolean air, “ The Swiss boy,’*

put into the easiest form that could be devised. These
are all calculated to answer the purpose they have in

view: they pretend to very little, and that little they per-

form. The songs here noticed arc numbers 2, 3, 5, and
6: we have not received the intermediate numbers.

This is a selection in the form of a divertisement, from
the very popular opera of Auber, containing a few of the

most favourite airs blended in one piece. In addition to

the piano-forte part, those for the violin, and for the flute,

are printed separately, each of which is within the reach

of very moderate perforate rs. The duet is of a rea-

sonable length.

VIOLIN.

Fantasia, with an accompaniment for the Piano-Forte,

composed by P. Rode. Op. 24. No. 7. (Monzani and
Hill, 28, Regent Street.)

Tills is not a Fantasia, but an air, with a slow introductory

movement. Be, however, its title what it may, it is a
mast graceful composition, and ought to be possessed and
valued by all violin players, whether amateur or profes-

sional. To the former some passages in it will appear
difficult; but to either the fine, pure taste displayed in

every page, almost in every bar, will be as improving as

gratifying.

FLUTE.

1. Social Pieces, with an accompaniment for the Piano-

Forte, by Charles Nicholson. No. 1. (dementi
and Co.)

2. Barcaroi.la from the opera of Fiorella, by Auber,
arranged as a Rondo, with an accompaniment for the

Piano-Forte, by L. Dkouet. No. 12. (Monzani and
Hill.)

3. Fifteen Tyrolian Melodies, arranged with cm~
bcltuhments, by C. N. Weiss. (Cocks and Co.)

4. Troubadour du Tage. with Variations, and an accom-

paniment for Piano- Forte fad lib.) composed by Georok
Price. (Cocks and Co.)

On opening No. 1, we were agreeably surprised by a
Preface, wherein nre promulgated opinions which we have

often laboured to impress on our readers, and, are in-

clined to hope, not unsuccessfully. “ Mr. Nicholson,’*

we are here told, ** has been induced to commence a work
of this kind, from the many complaints made respecting

the difficulties of modem compositions, and which indeed

are frequently so great, as to require more time and
trouble to overcome them than most are inclined to bestow,

and to deter many from even attempting them." This

declaration from the most brilliant flutist in the world

ought to have, and will have, its weight, for it is high

time that the eyes of all musicians should be opened,

whatever instrument they may profess, to their own interests

and to the interest of the urt itself. To publish what

none but themselves can play, and what they accomplish

by dint of great labour only, is not merely to deter the

reasonable amateur, but to strike at the very root of

music, by substituting difficulties which no one really

enjoys, for taste and expression which everybody admires.

Mr. Nicholson has given in this first number of his laud-

able work, a Spanish, aq old Irish, and a Russian air,

together with a Rondo of his own, all of them pleasing

and easy ; and the accompaniment is so exceedingly

simple, that it may be played by the merest tyro, if a good

timeist. He has in fact realized the hope expressed in his

preface, for these compositions “ are such os will afford

much of the usual gratification with but little of the

usual toil."

The lo\er of the grand in music must seek for grati-

fication in the Barcarolle ; its charm is in its simplicity.

No. 2 is an instance of this ; the air ucver changes the

key, except an occasional cadence to its relative minor and
dominant: nevertheless there is something in it so na-

tional, so natural, and the rhythm is so distinct and com-
prehensible, that it will affect tliose who are obtuse to more

I scientific things. The flute part is midway, between tbc

(
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extremes, in point of execution ; and the accompaniment
easy.

No. 3 contains chiefly the airs sung- hy the Rainers, with
a few others that have been performed since that family in-
troduced a taste for the melodies of the Tyrol. Most of
these have two variations added to them, which, with the
ornamental notes, are written with judgment.

No. 4 is a French air, and an admired one too, though
wc never could find out the reason why, but it is not the
composition of Mr. Price, as the wording of his title-page
might lead some to suppose. The variations on it arc
more difficult than so meagre a subject can justify; but
after an inspection made rather in haste, we do uot here
find any errors to complain of.

FLUTE and PIANO-FORTE.
1. Dr Beriot’s favourite Air varied, arranged by C. N.

Weiss, No. I. (Boosey and Co.)

2. Ditto, No. 2.

Nos. 1 and 2 have, in their original form, as violin pieces,
keen reviewed in this work. We are always glud to see
compositions in which so much taste is manifested, put
into ns many different shapes as they can be made to
assume without sustaining any serious injury, because by
-such means they become better known, the author receives
greater encouragement, and the pleasure they afford is

more widely diffused. As now arranged for the flute, their
effect is very good ; not equal to that of the violin, cer-
tainly; but quite sufficient to justify the adaptation.

The copy of these sent to us has the original violin part
printed over the piano-forte accompaniment, and the flute

part is detached. Whether this was intentional or not, we
are not quufified to say, but are very sure that such an
arrangement renders the work doubly useful.

GUITAR.

1. Giuliani’s thrre Rondos for two Guitars, revised and
fingered by G. H. Dkrwort. (Paine and Hopkins.)

. 2. Dolce ed Utile, a melange , fyc. Nos. 15 and 16. (Wessel
and Stodart, Frith Street.)

3. Three Italian Ariettas by Asioli, arranged by
J. A. Nuskb. (Ewer and Johanning, Tichborne Street.)

Duets for guitars!—what a feast for those who delectate

in congregated nasal twangs ! But, seriously, this instru-

ment, so romantic and charming in it* natural vocation, is

little better than a mockery when florid compositions, such
as most of these, are given to it- The guitar is for the

bower, or the boudoir, and to accompany tender tales of
love. It is not amiss as a companion to the dessert, to

assist the voice in a romance, or in an unpretending arietta.

But give to it brilliant compositions, requiring the execu-

tion of a violinist, and suited, so far as manner is con-

cerned, to the concert-room, it then becomes as ineffective

as a piping bullfinch perched on a trombone in the midst
of a great military band.

No. 2 contains a rondino, an Irish air, and two waltzes,

by Giuliani also.

No. 3 ought perhaps to have been placed among the
vocal music. It comprises “ Ah che sento il destino,"

—

“ Chisento intorno,”—and 44 Se resto sullido/* well-known
airs by Bouitazio Asioli, with a good guitar accom-
paniment.

jfomgit iHusical Report’.

PARIS.
The revolutions in the history of the arts are productive
or singularities scarcely less remarkable than those effected
in the history of nations. The habit acquired by the pia-
nists of the present day. of overcoming the greatest difficul-
ties, and that contracted by the public, of hearing a
multitude of notes played in movements of the most rapid
kind, are the causes why the fine music of the old school
has fallen, if not into disrepute, at least into disuse. Not
only Haydn and Mozart, but even Dussek and Clementi.
have become little else than historical names, in regard to
modern virtuosi. There is no difficulty in accounting for
this. These gentlemen's great tact is in surmounting the
most elaborate difficulties, and in executing tours de force
calculated to surprise and to astonish. There is liule or
nothing of all this in the music of the masters we have
just named : to do justice to their compositions, soul,
feeling, and expression are required; and in these qualities
the greater part of the modem artists do not superabouud.
It is therefore impossible that the antiquated sonatas of
Haydn, and the old-fashioned quatuors and concertos of
Mozart, in a word, all the Gothic music of the times pre-
ceding the new revolution, can maintain their ground in
our days. Beethoven may still shine in the orchestra

; but
at the piano, he is nothing.

From an article in the Leipsic Musical Gazette of Decem-
ber last, wc learn that Meyerbeer is at present in Berlin,
and that he has nearly completed his new opera, from the
peu of M. Scribe, which is to be entitled Robert te Diable.

Ojt ffirama.

Toe attractions at both theatres have been, according to
custom at such a season, their pantomimes. At Drury
Lane, musical performances arc suspended during Braham’s
absence. He is, or has been, performing at Bath.
At Covent Garden, a new opera was produced, on the

15th ult., under the title of The Nymph of the Grotto;
or, a Daughter's Vow, written by Mr. Dimond, and com-
posed by Messrs. Liverati and Lee. This is altogether
so feeble a work, that, at present at least, pressed as we
are for room, we will say no more about it. Should it con-
tinue to be performed, we shall consider it worthy of further
notice,—not out of respect to the piece, but in deference to
public opinion.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC.

On Saturday, the 24th ult., and on the following Tuesday,
the pupils of this institution, and Signor De Begnis, re-

peated the two operas which they before gave, cast and
performed in exaetly the same manner: the Barbicre di

Siviglia on the first day, and VInganno Felice on the last.

The theatre (the English Opera House) was respect-

ably attended on both occasions, the state of the weather
considered, which has been much against all theatrical

performances.

• In consequence of the great influx of matter of temporary interest,

after the first part of the present Number hail been sent to the press, oar
Foreign Report, for the promt month, is little more tln^n nominal.
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MEMOIR OF WILLIAM SHIELD, Esq.

William Shield was born at Swalwell, in the county of

Durham, about the year 1749. He received the first rudi-

ments of music from his father, a singing-master, and at

the early ugc of six began to practise the violin, and after-

wards the harpsichord, on both of which instruments, but

particularly the former, he soon acquired considerable pro-

ficiency. When he had attained his ninth year, he had the

misfortune to lose his father, who left a widow and four

children, with very scanty means of subsistence. As it

now became imperatively necessary that he should think

of some business as a future means of subsistence, he had

the choice proposed to him of becoming a barber, a sailor,

or a boat-builder. He fixed on the tatter, and was ac-

cordingly bound apprentice to Edward Davison, of North
Shields. He has often been heard to describe his feelings

when he packed up his clothes, not forgetting his violin

and little stock of music left him by bis father, bade adieu

to his mother, little brothers and sisters, and proceeded

with a heavy heart to the place of his destination. He,
however, found a kind and indulgent master, who so far

from checking him in his favourite pursuit, encouraged his

love for music, and even forwarded his views, by enabling

him in several instances to turn his talents on the violin

to account, by playing at the musical meetings of North
Shields, as well as at the parties of the principal families

of the town.

So soon as the term of his apprenticeship was expired,

he resolved to quit the trade of boat-building, and devote

himself to an art to which not only his disposition inclined

him, but the encouragement he had already received ope-

rated as uii additional stimulus. He had by this time

made such progress on the violin, as to be ublc to lead the

Newcastle subscription concerts, where he repeatedly played

the solo parts of Geminiani’s and Giardini’s concertos.

His talents attracted the notice of the celebrated Avison,

"known by his elegant " Essay on Musical Expression,**

who, with that kindness which characterized him, gave

him lessons in thorough bass. He shortly after afforded a

striking proof of the manner in which he had profited by

this instruction. A new church was to be consecrated at

Sunderland : be composed an anthem for the occasion,

which was accepted, and performed by the choir of Dur-
ham Cathedral, to an immense congregation. The best

judges pronounced it an excellent specimen of church
music ; the dignitaries of the church invited him to their

tables, and his reputation began to rise from this moment.
He was shortly afterwards invited to undertake the

direction of the fashionable concerts at Scarborough, and
became the leader iu the orchestra of the theatre, for

which he composed several songs, written by his fricud

the much-admired pastoral poet, Cunningham, who was an
actor in the Scarborough company at that period. Here
he became acquainted with those well-known performers
Borghi and Fischer, who were so satisfied with his talents

and execution, that they strongly advised him to visit Lon-
don ; and afterwards represented his abilities in so favour-

able a light to the celebrated Giardini, leader of the band
Makch, 1829.

at the Opera House, that an engagement was offered him
in that orchestra, which he accepted. He took his station

among the second violins ; but, the season following, at-

tracting the notice of Mr. Cramer, who had become leader,

he was promoted to the rank of principal viola, a post

which he retained for upwards of eighteen years.

His first appearance as a dramatic composer was in the

year 1778, in the music to the afterpiece of the Flitch of
Bacon, which obtained great success. The words were

from the pen of the Kev. Mr. Bate, afterwards Sir Henry
Bate Dudley, being ulso his first dramatic attempt. Some
time after this he accepted the situation of composer to

Covent Gardeu Theatre, in which cupacity several of

his most popular works were produced. A difference,

however, between himself and the manager, respecting

pecuniary matters, induced the former, after having filled

the situation for several years with great success, to send

in his resignation.

In the year 1790, while on a visit to Taplow, he had
the good fortune to make the acquaintance of Haydn;
and he has been heard to declare that he gained more
important information in four days’ communion with that

founder of a style which has given fame to so many
imitators, than ever he did by the best directed studies

of any part of his life.
**

I bad seen him,” says Shield,
** at tlte concert of Ancient Music the preceding evening;

and having observed his countenance expressive of rapture

and astonishment at the performance of the chorus in

Jothua, * The nations tremble at the dreadful sound,' I
took the favourable opportunity of asking his opinion of
that composition. His reply was: ' 1 have long been ac-

quainted with music, but never knew half its powers till I
heard this. I am quite certain,' added he, * that only one
author, and that author inspired, ever did, or ever could,

pen so sublime a composition.’

*

“ Having afterwards been presented with a manuscript

score of Jl ritorno di Tobia, by its author, I endeavoured

to make some suitable return, by requesting his acceptance

of a copy of Jephtha. On expressing my admiration of

the recitatives in Haydn's works, which abound in the

finest specimens of the enharmonic, this great man proved

his liberality and judgment, by exclaiming * Ah, Sir,

what is all this to the deep pathos, and contrasted power
of the 4 Deeper and deeper still

!' ” (Rudiment* of Thorough
Ba*», p. 69.)

He also relates the following anecdote of the father

of modem harmony. “ When Haydn accepted an engage-

ment to set accompaniments for a violin and violoncello to

one hundred Scotch songs, and when he viewed some of

the words and passages, which generally appear uncouth

to foreigners, he condescended to refer to me, instead of a

glossary, while he played his accompaniments on the

piano-forte, and sang the melodies. The violin part to

the air Todlin home, proved ao delighting, that with it and
the melody we formed a vocal duet. He observed, that

when first requested to harmonize this air, he proposed to

relieve iu monotony by a progression of some of iu rela-
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50 MEMOIR OF WILLIAM SHIELD.

tive keyR ; but the attempt convinced him, that modulations

and contrasts would destroy its character, and prove less

leasing than its repeated passage. He used to say, that

c had blotted many a quire of paper to no purpose, in

attempting to compose a second strain to thut hue little

air. The Broom of the Cowdm Knows. This leads me to

mentiou an anecdote, communicated to me by a most

respcct&hle traveller. He says, that so highly did Haydn
think of our Scotch, Irish, and Welch melodies, that he had

a number of them, with his own symphonies and accom-

paniments, framed and hung on the walls of his apart-

ments. So singular a compliment to our national music,

from so great a man, is surely worthy of being recorded.”

{Ibid. pp. 30. 31.)

In the summer of 1701, Mr. Shield paid a visit to his

native town, where his aged parent was still living, and

over whom he watched with a solicitude that furnishes one

delightful proof, among many that might be adduced, of

the excellence of his heart. He took advantage of this

occasion to collect several of the airs that are still tra-

ditionally sung in the counties of Durham, Westmoreland,

and Northumberland, which, hr says, in his infancy he

was taught to play and sing, and were then known by the

appellation of Border tunet. Several of them he has

introduced in his ** Rudiments of Thorough Bass," (pp.

35—38.) ** These hitherto neglected flights of fancy,”

says he, " may serve to augment the collector's stock of

printed varieties, ami may, perhaps, prove conspicuous

. figures in the group of national melodics.*

He had long been upon terms of intimacy with the

eccentric critic and editor, Joseph Ritson, who was a

native of the same county. In the autumn of 1791, he

invited our composer to accompany him to Paris; a

proposition which was accepted. In that city he formed

acquaintance with several foreign composers, as well as

countrymen of his own. Many of these being anxious,

like himself, to improve their musical taste in the native

lund of song, a party was made to Italy ; and Turin,

Milan, Bologna, Piacenza, Parma, Lodi, Modena, Flo-

rence, Sienna, and Rome, were visited in turn. At the

latter place, he was induced to take up his residence for

a time, in order to profit by the friendship and example

of some of the great masters of that capital, and to obtain

a more perfect insight into Italian Music.

On his return to England, in the autumn of 1792,

he renewed lus engagement with the manager of Covent
Garden Theatre ; but another difference of a pecuniary

nature arising, he entirely relinquished that situation,

and devoted his time to other musical pursuits. HU
residence in Italy, though short, was followed by the

most important results to him, as a musical critic and
writer on the principles of the art, for it removed many
prejudices at that time not uncommon among English

musicians, and furnished him with abundant materials for

thinking, of which his active and intelligent mind made
the best possible use. But it is quite erroneous to state

that as a composer he derived much advantage from

this tour : his two best operas, namely, Retina and The
Poor Soldier, were produced several years anterior to his

Italian journey. In these he displayed that genius for

melody, which no study, no intercourse with even the

greatest of foreign artists, could have imparted, or in any

considerable degree have improved ; and melody was his

forte.

Of the advantages gained from his Italian journey he
gave no mean proof, a few years afterwards, by the publi-

cation of bis well-known Introduction to Harmony. 'Hie

principal object of this work is, to facilitate the acquisition

of practical know ledge of harmony, by simplifying its laws,

and divesting the science of that forbidding complexity

which deters so many from venturing into its precincts.

In 1909 Mr. Shield printed a volume of Ballads,

Rounds, Glees, Duets, Terzettos, Ac., under the title of

A Cento, but being published by subscription, its circu-

lation was rather limited, and very little of its contents,

—

we may almost venture to say, not a single piece—is now
known, except to a small number of those who never allow

any work of merit to escape their notice

A second edition of his Introduction to Harmony ap-
peared in 1917, dedicated to his present Majesty, then

Prince Regent In this he says, “ Those who have been
fortunate enough to hear the judicious remarks of your
Royal Highness on the musical productions of the mo-
dems, and even of the ancieuts, must have felt that they

could proceed only from a person possessed of an accurate

ear. a tenacious memory, and a taste delicate and refined.

For my own part, indeed, it is but justice to assert, that

they have assisted me greatly in distinguishing what to

admire, aud what to condemn, what are imitations ami
what plagiarisms.**

In the preface to Part the Second, he observes, '* Com-
positions are frequently overrated as well as undervalued

by prejudice ; therefore, it has appeared to me the most

liberal plan to let every musical illustrative example re-

commend itself by its own intrinsic merit, and not by the

name of its author. Beauties are often found in strains

which arc seldom heard, and many of the most popular

compositions arc not entirely free from defects ; but I

should have betrayed a malignant mind, if I had made my
selection to exalt a friend, to depress an enemy, or to

diminish the happiness of any contented lamily, by an
attempt to injure its supporter in his professional prac-

tice.”

The tone in which he concludes his observations is

highly sensible and praiseworthy : “ if this book should ex-

ceed expectation, und prove the best of its kind, I hope

it will not continue to merit that distinction long; for

although the necessary endowments to form so great and

good a musical historian, as the one we have recently lostf,

may never again adorn an individual, we have still many
living professors, excellent lecturers, classical translators,

profound theorists and didactic authors, whose pens will,

I hope, be constantly employed to facilitate and extend

the harmonic art.* He adds, * 4 I lie under particular

obligations to my much-honoured master, Sir W. Parsons J,

(indeed so do all grateful musicians,) whose merit and

conduct have given a consequence to a profession, which

it never before experienced, at least in England.”

Speaking of songs, he remarks,—** Harmony should

never destroy the character of melody. The conclusion of

a composition in three or four parts, without a major third

being heard in the chord immediately preceding the final

key-note, is displeasing to modem ears—those of Scotch-

men or Irishmen excepted. I hope I shall not be mis-

understood, however, by any one supposing that I am.

arruigniug the taste of the Caledonian or Hibernian bards,

whom I venerate; for had I not been partial to their ori-

• From Oiete we have selected faor, which appear in the present Num-
ber, as specimen*, In addition to the many extant, of a genias that to long

charmed, and Mil) continue* to delight, every umopHiaticated admirer of

geeume aco? to whom bu coanpowtioes art known.

f Alluding to Dr. Burney.

J Then master of the King's Band, of which Mr. S. was at that time a

member, and therefor* calU Sir W. P. hi* *4 matter.**
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ginal simplicity, I should not have succeeded in those

imitations of it, which have by many been denominated my
happiest compositions/'

The same year appeared his Rudiments of Thorough
BassJbr Young Beginners, SfC., a work of considerable in-

terest as well wi utility. This is inacribed to John Cros-
dil. Esq..* " as a testimony of regard for his superior

talent, and of gratitude fur his geoerous friendship, under

the roof of whose residence the following pages were chiefly

written.
- A note informs us that this was at Escrickef,

** where the author not only experienced the gratifying

advantage of hearing the best music, but also of examining
the best foreign theories, with accomplished linguists, and
many other encouraging auxiliaries, which can never be

erased from his memory. ’*

In the concluding chapter are the following observa-

tions :
—“ The harmony of o well-arranged score is the

picture which charms the mind of a well-educated musi-

cian. who in silent admiration feels and appreciates all its

beauties. But the ear must have been previously formed
to the true intonation, and the eye to the accurate percep-

tion of harmonic combinations."

On the death of Sir William Parsons in 1817, the Prince

Regent, (His present Majesty) advanced Mr. Shield to

the situation of Master of the Band of Musicians in

Ordinary to the King, This uppoinlment was given in a

manner as creditable to the feelings of the illustrious

personage who bestowed it, as to the professional and
general character of him on whom it was conferred. The
Priuce, who had long known Mr. Shield** value, both as

a musician and as a member of society, seized the first

opportunity that presented itself of serv ing a distinguished

artist and a man whom he esteemed, without waiting for

even the slightest request; and when Mr. S. attended at

the Pavilion to express his gratitude, his Royal Highness

interrupted him in the midst of his acknowledgments, by

the flattering words,—** My dear Shield, the place is your

due
;

your merits, independently of my regard, entitle

you to il.**

At the late coronation, he, in his robes of office, con-

ducted the musical part of that ceremony in Westminster

Abbey; but as the performance of an ode at St. James’s

Palace on the King’s birth-day and New-Year's-day

never was culled for during the time he held the appoint-

ment of master of the band, he had no opportunity of

shewing his zeal in the execution of this, the most im-

portant part of the duty that used to attach to the oflice.

He enjoyed his two hundred and fifty pounds per annum,

and Mr. Southey, the poet-laurvat, his one hundred

pounds, (the latter being a commutation for a butt of

sack) rather as the reward of past services, than us a
retaining fee for services never, perhaps, intended to be
required.

Mr. Shield was one of the original members of that

body which has wrought so remarkable a change in the

musical taste of this country, the Philharmonic Society,

thAugh he never took any active share in its management.
Indeed he began to feel the infirmities of age rather earlier

than usual. He was naturally disposed to corpulency,

the tendency to which was not diminished by the sedentary

habits that grew on him. During the few latter years of

his life, his health and strength visibly declined, and in

* The celebrated violoncello-player, but who bed loaf retired from the

MofeuioB.

* KtcncJtr, near York, the ecat of the late Richard Thompson, E*q,
end which waa almost the home of Mr. Crosdil for many years.

the beginning of last winter, symptoms of water on the

chest assumed too decided a character to be mistaken.

The disease made rapid progress, and on the 25lh ot

January last, he expired ot his house in Berners-street,

where he had long resided, leaving a widow, but no chil-

dren, to lament his loss*.

His remains were interred in the cloisters of West-

minster Abbey, permission for this purpose having been

mml liberally and promptly granted by the Dean, Dr.

Ireland, who, as a further proof of his respect for geniud

combined with virtue, also allowed the corpse to be placed in

the choir while morning service was performed, (an honour

rarely conferred on any but members of the church) during

which the lay-clerks, or gentlemen of the choir, assisted

by the children of the Chapels Royal, ami many profes-

sional friends of the deceased, sang the fine anthem of

Dr. Greene, appropriated to such occasions, “ Lord ! let

me know my end : the funeral service being afterwards

read by the Precentor, William Dakins, D.D.
Mr. Shield waa endowed by nature with a lively

imagination, and a strong, inquiring mind. Though his

early education had been rather neglected, his thirst

for knowledge led to exertions which enabled him to

teach himself much more than, in all probability, he

would have learnt in the time-wasting routine of a

grammar-school. He devoted all his spare hours to

reading, and well digested what he read : added to which,

he lived during the greater part of his life much with

men of letters, whose society was his delight, and to

whose conversation he was indebted for a large portion of

that cultivation which all who knew him, and could appre-

ciate his acquirements, readily acknowledged. His moral

character stood unimpeached—Detraction herself never

ventured to assail it He had, in fact, no enemy, for such

was the uprightness of his conduct and the sweetness of

his temper, that he won the confidence of honest men,—

•

awed without offending less scrupulous persons, and

appeased the most irascible and vehement.

As a composer his genius was for melody; and the

great, the captivating feature of his melodies is simplicity.

The natural manner in which they flow, aud the facility

with which they appear to have been produced, lead some

to imagine that they have only to make the attempt to

become equally successful : but the moment the experi-

ment is tried the illusion vanishes, and they then learn the

truth of Carissimi’s reply, ** Ah
!
questo facile quanto e

difficile Another great merit in his airs is accuracy of

rhythm : his periods are so well proportioned that ex-

pectation is never disappointed. To this we may add,

that his words are always set with a strict regard to their

meaning, and a never-failing attention to accent The

placidity of hie mind is reflected in his computations

:

in the bustling scene where loud obstreperous music is

required, and in scenes of deep passion which demand

appropriate harmony, he is comparatively unsuccessful.

The rural opera was most congenial to his feelings, and in

* Musician* seldom die rich, aJid Mr. Shield U bo exception to the

rule, though he ha* lelt his w idow in * elate of independence. But there

is a legacy in hu will deserving of notice. In terms highly respectful

and proper he bequeaths hi* fine viola, or tenor-violio, to U»e King,

humbly entreating his Majesty to accept it a* a testimony of his gratitude.

This being comimuiicHU-d through Sir Frederick Watson, by the testator's

executor, Thom as Broadwood, Kmj
,
the King wu pleased to signify, in

the kindest and i»o*t cowlcscendiug term*, hi* acceptance of the legacy;

hut at the same time directed that the utmost value should be set upoa

the instrument by competent judge*, il being his Majesty’s determination

that Mr. Shield's widow shall be uo sufferer by a bequest which so

strongly proves Use attachment and gratitude of his late faithful servant.
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this he is yet unrivalled ; witness his Kotina, his Poor
Soldier, his Marian, his IVoodman, and his Farmer

:

for

Love in a Pillage, which might be put in competition with

these, is a pasticcio, a delightful one certainly, and not

the production of a single mind like the foregoing, but a

selection from the favourite works of many eminent
musicians, though the credit of the whole is almost uni-

versally ascribed to Arne.

His instrumental music wants the condiments of the

modern school. It was not iuferior to most of its class

when written, but would now fail to keep attention alive.

Haydn was only beginning to be known when Shield first

composed ; the fame ofMozart had not passed the Danube ;

ami the slender overtures— sinfonias as they were called

—

of Galuppi, Paisiello, &c., were the models on which most
others were formed. In truth, Shield's strength lay in

Vocal music
;
in the ballad principally ; though some of

his sea-songs are excellent, and two or three of his

hunting-songs have not less claims to notice.

liis finales, and small number of concerted pieces,

(for the latter were but rarely introduced in his day) are,

when compared with those of the present period, feeble.

What, however, we have said of his instrumental music
may justly be applied to these. His was the age of

melcdy ; ours of harmony ; and as beautiful melody
is perennial in its nature, and cannot permanently lose the

power to please, so Shield's airs will never be wholly dis-

carded, but, like those of Arne and Purcell—the former of
which have stood the test of seventy years, and the latter

of nearly a century and a half—be often re-produced,—will

appear at each revival in unfaded loveliness, and recover

that influence which was gained by their early charms.

The following is a list of the principal of his published
works :

—

" An Introduction to Harmony," 4to. London, moo
A second and augmented edition do. 1814
'• Rudiments of Thorough Bass,” do. 1815

A Cento, &c. • •
•

0 18U9

Flitch ofBacon, comic opera, acted at the Ilaymarket

Theatre . , . , , 1778

Lord Mayor's Day , , Covent Garden 1782
Botina • , . ib. 1783

Poor Soldier . , ib. 1783

Harlequin Friar Bacon • ib. 1783

Robin Hood • . . ib. 1784

Noble Peasant . , Haymarket 1784

Fontainebleau . . Covent Garden 1784

Magic Cavern . ib. 1784

Nunnery ... ib. 1785

low in a Camp, musical farce ib. 1785

Choleric Fathers, comic opera ib. 1785

Omai , , ib. 1785

Enchanted Castle , . ib. 1780

Marian ,
musical entertainment ib. 1788

Prophet, comic opera . ib. 1788

Highland Reel ib. 1788

Crusade, historical romance . ib. 1790

Picture of Paris , . ib. 1790

Oscar and Malvina . • ib. 1791

Woodman, comic opera ib. 1792

Hartford Bridge, operatic farce ib. 1792

Harlequins Museum . ib. 1793

Midnight Wanderers, comic opera . ib. 1793

Sprigs of Laurel , . ib. 1793

Travellers in Switzerland , . ib. 1794

Netley Abbey, operatic farce . . ib. 1794

Arrived at Portsmouth, mus. entert. , ib. 1794

Mysteries of the Castle ib. 1795

Lock and Key, musical entertainment ib. 1796

Abroad and at Home, comic opera . ib. 1796

Italian Pillagers . . . ib. 1797

The Farmer, musical farce • • ib. 1798

Two Faces under a Hood, comic opera ib. 1807

Shield also published a Concerto , a set of Six Canzonets,

a set of Trios far two violins and a bass, and another of
Duetsfor two violins.

Among his numerous detached songs which still remain
popular, we may mention The Thorn, 0 bring me Wine,
The Wolf, The Heaving of the Lead, 'The Post Captain, Old
Towler, awl Dtnm the Bourne and thro' the Mead, tin* last,

by an unintentional compliment, being frequently found in

collections of genuine Scotch songs. The words for this were
written by the composer's friend, Holcroft.

PRESENT STATE OF MUSIC IN ITALY.

This following Letter, addressed to a Professor of the

Ecole Royale de Musique, by one of his pupils, who is on

his musical travels in Italy, contains some interesting de-

tails on the state of music in that country, which may
not be unacceptable to our readers.

Rome, 20th Sept, 1828 ; Naples, AUi OcL,

and Rome
,
lUA Oct.

In compliance with the wish you expressed, I send

you such details respecting the actual state of music in

Italy, as I have been able to collect, and I trust they may
tend, in some degree, to satisfy your curiosity.

It was at Genoa that I heard Italian music for the first

time. At Turin the opera season was on the point of

commencing, and Matilda di Shabran was the piece

chosen for the opening, but my stay was too short to allow

of my hearing it. I speak of Genoa merely in the order

of time, for nothing could be more wretched than what I

met with there. At Lucca I first really heard an opera ;

this was II Trionfo della Croce, by Pacini, which ap-

peared to me to possess but little intrinsic merit. The
orchestra was in a great measure composed of amateur*,

a thing usual in Italian towns of the second order, and
was tolerably good. There was no want of precision, but

it was defective in vigour of execution : the wind-instru-

ments, the flute and first horn excepted, were very in-

different. I remarked in this orchestra a vicious practice,

which I have since found to be common, namely, the

double bass accompanying the recitative by adding to the

chords struck little extempore Jioriture, which are not

only in bad taste, but have the disadvantage of interrupt-

ing the progression intended by the composer. The
choruses here were excellent, both with respect to pre-

cision and justness of intonation, but totally deficient in

every thing like shading, the men and women straining

their lungs to the utmost even in accompanying the airs,

and in giving the passages which relieve the aria of the

principal singer. This company, which is in high repute

in Tuscany, is very inferior to that we generally have in

Paris. The Signora Lorenxani, a contralto, possesses
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talent: her voice is somewhat hard, hut her intonation

just, and her school good ; her action too is correct, and
her whole manner vigorous and energetic. The prima
donna. Signora Grisi, who is the great favourite, is ex-

tolled to the skies; but she is by no means so good a

singer as the former lady ; she is deficient in vigour of

execution, and unable to contend even against the small

orchestra of this place. But the indulgence shown to

singers in Italy is extreme ; thus the first tenor, Rcina,

enjoys a reputation here, which a single representation

among us would be sufficient to destroy : I can only say

of him, that I know some dozens of amateurs who sing

far better. The rest of the company do not merit the

honour of a notice. I shall say nothing of the opera,

which is servilely traced upon the pattern of Rossini.

Some of the choruses are not ill-constructed, and an
inter-act is well conceived ; but, as is the case with all

Pacini’s compositions, the whole wants that developemeut
which murks the hand of u master. In one piece, a

preghiera, the ritornello to which, for the cornu di bas-

sello, announces something good, terminates in a so-

prano air, deficient of all expression, uud is followed by

a chorus of women, as colourless as their own while
dresses.

The abuse of means employed by Rossini, and espe-

cially that of heightening the effect by la banda sul palco
(the band on the stage), has become general

;
you have

the noise of the great drum, of cymbals, octave flutes, und,

above all, of trumpets, the performers on which appear to

make a merit of drowning the whole orchestra; and all

this frequently in defiance of consistency and truth of
costume.

At Florence there arc two theatres, 11 Teatro Nuovo and
II Teatro Goldoni. The company of the first, who were
performing the Giulietta t Romeo of Vaccaj, are below
criticism; the Lucca performers, of whom I have just

spoken, ure impatiently expected to fill their place. At the

other house they were playing Tebaldo ed Itolina

;

the

part of Tebaldo by Madame Casimer Ney, of Paris, who
acquitted herself very respectably ; but nothing could be
more wretched than the prima donna, whose name I was
not tempted to inquire, and yet the good-natured Floren-

tines overwhelmed her with bravos. C'rivelli sung the

tenor, if indeed singing it could be called; for he has not

even the wreck of his former splendid talents. His voice,

which has sunk towards the bass, is unable to support itself

at its old elevation ; when he passes the e, the efforts he is

obliged to make arc painful ; all his ornamental passages
are made in the bass octave ; and yet the great singer was
still visible in the duet Ombre terribili !— llis air was alto-

gether a failure, though he was compelled by the cruelty

of his friends to repeat it. In the third act is a scene, the
decorations of which arc magnificent iu the extreme, and
which was one of the best things in the piece; it appeared
to inspire Madame Casimir, for she sung her romance
with more than usual spirit.

11 on the stage 1 have found little to admire, yet in

private circles 1 have met with some singers of talent

;

and among the rest, the daughter of the Content Testa,

to whom 1 hail the honour of being presented, and who
delighted me with a voice and method of the first order.

She is a pupil of Velluti, and of Ceccherini, first tenor to

the Grand Duke of Tuscany, whose powers I heard to

great advantage, in a grand mass, for he does not siug at

the theatre. The Signora Carolina Testa does honour to

these masters: she has a magnificent contralto voice,

great power of expression, extraordinary flexibility of organ,

which she never abuses, and, what is better than all, great

amiablcness of character.

This morning, the 22nd, I beard at the church di Santo
Ewtlalio, a grand mass, executed by the singers of the

Papal chapel. The execution was very good, ami yet I
cannot help thinking the chapel of the King of France
superior, as well in an instrumental as a vocal point of

view, except in as far as the castrati are concerned. Their

voices have a degree of vibration, not possessed by those of
women, and a character which no other species of voice

can supply: it is impossible, without hearing them, to

judge of the effect produced. Two of these individuals

singing the soprano, and the same number the contralto

parts, equal the pow'er of six tenors and as many basses

;

but it is necessary to hear such voices at a certain dis-

tance ;
when too near, they produce a strange, and by

no mcaus agreeable, effect upon the nerves. I after-

wards heard the same singers at the ceremonial of the

beatification of a saint, in St. Peter's ; the general effect of
the music was admirable. With respect to this singular

ceremonial, I must reserve the details till another oc-

casion.

Yesterday evening, I was at the Teatro Volte, to hear
the Ilaliana in Algeria Execution bad, overture heavily

played. The tenor had good musical intentions, but his

voice betrayed him; there were several prettincsses in his

air, Languir per una beUa, as well as in the duet. The
part of Mustafa was not amiss, but deserves no honourable
mention : the female singers und Lite choruses detestable.

Aelmira is in preparation here ; I hope to sec it and
David on my return. Adieu, my dear master, to-morrow
morning at four, I start for Naples.

• * • • •

Naples is the city of enchantments; in a picturesque
point of view, nothing in the world can compare to it : I
shall have a thousand tilings to say on this subject:

at present, I shall confine myself to music only. At the

Tealro Rondo, I heard Pair’s Agnese, which was excellently

cast. The principal parts were sustained by Tamburini
and the Tosi. With Tamburini I was greatly pleased, as
well with respect to singing, as to the jiower and truth of
his dramatic action. His voice is a barytone, rather than
a bass; he reaches with ease the e and r in alt. His
ornaments are sparingly employed, and in good taste.

Doubtless, the Tosi has talent, but I cannot help thinking
her below the rank which public report has assigned her.

She never is exactly in tune, and yet it is too much to say
that she sings false. She is not deficient in warmth, and yet
one rises from her performance unsatisfied : there is an
absence of that nameless charm which hangs round true
excellence.

At the San Carlot, the excellent orchestra of which
merits honourable mention, I heard Bellini’s opera he.

Pirate. It is an absurd composition as a whole, but con-
tains pieces which shew that something better may be
expected from this master

;
particularly a duet for soprano

and tenor, a chorus, some parts of the finale of the first

act, and, above all, an air which terminates the piece,

adinirubly sung by Rubini, a singer whom you knew at

Paris. He fills the principal part in the opera; his wife,

formerly Chaumol (la ComeUiJ

,

the second; and the bass

part is sung by a young Neapolitan, named Tatta, who has
a fine voice, but w ants many of the requisites of a finished

singer. The choruses are good ; the orchestra numerous
and intelligent: it accompanies correctly, but is deficient in

nerve and vigour of execution. I have since heard the

Siege de Corinth twice performed, and have no reason to
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alter my opinion. Thin opera is got up with core; it was

produced for the first time oil occasion of the king's birth-

day, when San Carlos was in all its splendour; the illu-

mination was complete ;
the boxes a blaze of beauty,

diamonds, &e. Tamburim sung the part of Mahomet,

Rubini that of Neodee, and the Tosi was Palmira;

the execution was good. Nothing could be finer than the

manner in which Tamburini sung his uir, Maometto intomo

ttnife, oji^li miei. Though his voice is not very striking

in the chords of the bass, yet it is full and round, and never

fails to please by its sweetness and flexibility. By the way,

his diminutive figure is but ill calculated to convey an idea

of the haughty master of the East. The Tosi sung her

part very correctly, and the execution in general was very

satisfactory. I take my leave of Naples with a very

favourable opinion of the Tcatro San Carlos

;

but with

respect to this part of Italy, I cannot bring myself to con-

aider it, as the Italians do, as the native country of music,

out of which there is nothing excellent. Our opera, if not

better, is at least us good ; and at all events, we succeed

in producing a totality of effect, which is not found here.

By the side of one actor of some distinction, is found a

host of something less than mediocrity; and so thoroughly

are these children of poverty penetrated with a conviction

of their deficiency, that they make no effort to gain atten-

tion
;
hence no one opera can be said to be heard entire

:

it is a mere series of fragments.
• • • # •

At last I have obtained my wish
; for yesterday (Octo-

ber II) I heard in the Teatro Valle, at Rome, the cele-

brated David in Rossini's Zelmira ; and—must I candidly

avow it—he afforded me no satisfaction. His voice is

in ruins; it is with difficulty he can render his middle

notes available ; he is therefore obliged to have recourse to

a falsetto, and transports all his ornamental passages to

the higher octave, so thut be seems as if imitating one of

the castrati of the papul chapet ; the quality of his falsetto

being extremely decided. This perfect resemblance carries

with it something very disagreeable
;

but, what is still

worse, David is always out of tune, a defect particularly

felt in the recitative, in which the chord struck by the bass

always differs by half a tone from the musical phrase

that follows. Yet, notwithstanding all this, the Romans
overwhelm him with applause; and were I not writing to

one of my own countrymen, I should not dare to utter

what would be construed into blasphemy, and expose me
to the risk of being pelted in the streets as a musical

heretic.

The execution of the rest of the work was feeble and
without effect, neither the singers, orchestra, nor choruses,

displaying any vigour, or apparent wish to exert them-
selves : the latter, in particular, sang so dreadfully out of

tune, that even those of no very delicate nerves sat in a

state of agony. In the ritorneilo and accompaniment of

the first air of Zelmira , we were regaled with a solo on
the corno Inglese, a thing which, had I not heard it with

ray own ears, I should have deemed incredible ; the effect

was for all the world like the crackling sounds produced

by the peasant boys blowing through the leaves of the

coloquintida. Vidal, the violinist, whom I met the same
evening, expressed himself scarcely less astonished than

myself, though somewhat habituated since his residence

here to monstrosities of this kind. I knew that this ex-

cellent artist was in Italy, and was delighted at meeting
him.
My dear master, let me entreat you to excuse this

rambling and unconnected letter, written at twenty diffe-

rent intervals. On my return to Paris, I hope to give you
those particulars, vira voce, to which I have not the ability

to do justice upon paper. I write this in fulfilment of the

promise I made you, and to prove to you that, amidst all

the delights of this land of music and the arts, I have not

forgotten one to whose kind instructions I feel so deeply

indebted.

ON T1IE INSTABILITY OF MUSICAL FAME.

A lover of music feels something painful in the reflection,

that the art is so liable to change. A great poet is sure of

immortality, and of the best kind—that which arises out

of the unceasing admiration of his works. The poems of

Homer and Virgil have survived, for ages, the languages

in which they were written ; languages that are dead, but

embalmed and preserved for the sake of the treasures of

genius which belong to them. And, among nutions yet

unborn, the original accents of our Shakspeare and Milton

will be mingled with the sounds of languages not yet

called into being. Even the painter cujoys, to a great

extent, a similar immortality. Michael Angelo, Raphael,

and Titian, are not mere barren names ; their works live

and breathe before us, inspiring a love and veneration

for their authors ;
ami so religiously are these divine

productions preserved, that it is impossible to assign a

limit to their duration.

How different is the case with the musician ! His art is

as ancient as poetry or painting; it is as immediately

founded in nature; as universally delightful, and calls as

strongly into action our best affections and feelings, and

our highest powers of taste and intellect. It is the sister

art of poetry and painting—a relationship which has ever

been acknowledged. Yet the fame of the musician ia

evanescent and perishable. Go back two or three cen-

turies, and we have the names of men who were the de-

light and ornament of their age, whose strains were in

every mouth, and whose praises were on every tongue.

On them the epithets of " illustrious" and " immortal” were

bestowed as liberally as on any of' their successors. And
yet, where are they now? Where is Monteverde, whose

wonderful genius penetrated farther into the then unex-

plored regions of harmony than any one who has come
after him ? Where is Palestrina, who, to the most sublime

conceptions, united powers of harmonical combination

which have never becu surpassed, if, iudeed, they have

been equalled? Where are the great old luminaries of the

English school—our Tallis, Bird, and Gibbons? “All
buried midst the wreck of things which were !

” Their

names are still mentioned by musical critics and histo-

rians, and their works remain also—on the dusty shelves

of libraries, or in the undisturbed repositories of black-letter

amateurs. Who, even in Italy, knows any thing now of

Corissimi, on whose splendid compositions our Purcell

formed his style? And Purcell himself—thedivine Purcell

—

who was so long the idol of England, we may almost ask,

where, too, is he ? His name is still mentioned with the

customary veneration, and his works continue to be studied

by a limited portion of our musicians. But excepting,

perhaps, 14 Britons, strike home,” which has assumed the

character of a national air, what does the English public

know about Purcell? Since the days when Madame Mara
sang 44 Mad Bess," and Bartleman “ Let the dreadful

engines,” his strains have hardly ever been heard in

an English theatre or concert-room. The solitary in-

stance of the recent attempt to revive 41 Edgar and

Emmeline,” is hardly worth mentioning- Even at the
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concert of Ancient Music, Purcell is nearly laid on the

shelf—an indication of the oblivion into which his works
have been, unhappily, falling;.

The mighty Handel, who, only a century ago, bestrode

the musical world like a colossus, already exhibits signs of

old age. Ilis name (like Purcell’s) is still repeated with

the wonted reverence—but it has been gradually becoming

a name. Fifty years since his works were familiar to

every one who had any pretensions to musical taste or

knowledge. Now, The Messiah, and about a dozen de-

tached pieces, selected from nil bis other works, are per-

formed at the Music-meetings and the Ancient Concerts;

and this is all. By the great body of singers and per-

formers, both professional and private, his music is hardly

ever looked at. Now and then a venerable gentleman of

the old school is to be met with, who talks with fond regret

of the days of Joah Bates and the Commemoration, keeps

a chamber-organ, and makes his daughters sing and play

the songs and choruses of the great master. But such
an occurrence is as rare as it is delightful. As to his

Italian dramatic music, which was once the object of as

unbounded attention as that of Rossini is now—it is

utterly forgotted.

In Italy, the illustrious composers of the eighteenth cen-

tury—Durante, Pergolese, Jomelli, Cimarusa, Paesiello,

&c. all are forgotten. Of their exquisite operas hardly n

note is now to be beard, in public or in private, from the

Alps to Vesuvius. The school of Naples has given way
to the school of Pesaro. A similar change has taken place

in Germany. How few, even there, know any thing now
about the illustrious Bachs, Hasse, Gruun,—or, indeed,

any composer older than Haydn and Mozart ! The operas

of Mozart himself, even in his own country, are beginning
to be rarely performed; for, in general, they are made to

give way to the productions of Rossiui, and some popular
composers of the present day.

In consequence of the fertility of the present age in

literature, the works of our older poetical classics are less

read than they ought to be. But this happens, because
those, whose time for reading is limited, naturally bestow it

on that which has most novelty. Those great works, when
they are read, inspire us with undiminished admiration.

But the works of the old musicians, when performed,

have no longer the same attraction for the listeners. The
standard of beauty, in music, has been constantly chang-
ing ; and works which rouse the enthusiasm of one gene-
ration, are listened to by the next with coldness or dislike.

Is this the consequence of some quality inherent in

music, which mu&t necessarily operate in future as it has
done in time past? Is every succeeding race of musicians

to push its predecessors into eternal oblivion ? And are the

names of Haydn, of Mozart, and of Beethoven, to perish

in their turn? This is so painful a conclusion, that one
feels anxious to escape from It ; and there seem reasons
for hoping that the future history of music may not, in this

respect, be entirely similar to the past
After the dark ages, the art of music was revived from

the foundation: so was painting. But painting sprang
np at once in a state of maturity ; while music had a long
and feeble iufancy, and can only be said to have recently

attained her full growth. The invention of harmony
opened so vast a field to be explored and cultivated, drat

no single genius, nor, indeed, the united genius, of any
cringle age, could do more than advance a very few steps:
and the adventurera often missed their way, and reiro-

Cded rather than advanced :—nature and melody were
• sight of, and music became the art of constructing

harmonical enigmas. By the successive efforts of men
gifted with powers, which, in happier Limes, would have
made them Mozarts or Beethoven*, the art was gradually

disencumbered of its scholastic load, and its true principles

were discovered. This progress occupied the period be-

tween the revival of music and the days of Hundel—who,
by one gigantic stride, brought it, in some of its highest
branches, to all the perfection it has yet reached, or is

perhaps capable of attaining. In the grandeur of his

choruses he has never been equalled
; and in the subli-

mity, tenderness, and beauty of his melody, and the purity

and richness of his harmony, he has never been surpassed.

Since his time, however, the developement of the powers
of instruments, and the introduction of a lighter style of
air, have given to his works an appearance of heaviness,

which has in part contributed to the comparative neglect
into which they have fallen. This is particularly the case
with his Italian operas, which, admirable as they are,

could now never be listened to, even by the greatest lau-

dator temporit arlt, after those of Cirnarosa, Mozart, or
Rossini ; and they, therefore, have doubtless sunk into

perpetual obliviou.

In so far, then, as music has been in a state of real im-

provement down to the present time, those productions

which have been succeeded by superior works of the same
class, will naturally be superseded by the more modem
compositions, and forgotten. This must be the fate of all

the dramatic works of the Italian school prior to the days
of Cirnarosa ; of all the German dramatic works prior to

those of Mozart; of all symphonies prior to those of

Haydn ; and of most of the compositions for the violin,

piano-forte, &c., prior to those of the present generation.

But the changes in the state of music have not always

been progressive. Music, more than any other of the fine

arts, is subject to the influence of had taste, fashion, and
caprice. A single composer, of brilliant parts, but of in-,

correct judgment and an ill-regulated funcy, may, by pro-

ducing very attractive but faulty works, and calling forth

a swarm of imitators, entirely corrupt and vitiate the ge-

neral taste, so as to render the public insensible to the

beauties of a chaster school. In so far as the neglect of

the older authors is to be traced to this source, it may be

considered as merely temporary.

In the vocal, and particularly the dramatic music of the

present day, there is a tone of exaggeration which is not
to be found in the works of the preceding age. Look at

what we shall call (from its greatest ornament) the school

of Cirnarosa, and observe the sparing use of modulation

and chromatic harmony. If an air of Cirnarosa is meant
to convey one unvaried sentiment, his modulation seldom

goes beyond the dominant, and yet his melody ib both

varied and expressive. If he has to introduce some change
of feeling, or sudden emotion, he is thus enabled to do it

by tbe simplest means. A flat seventh, or an unexpressed

minor third, are sufficient with him to thrill the hearts of
the listeners. In like manner his harmony, though beau-

tiful, is generally confined to the diatonic scale or the key

in which the air happens to he at the time. Its charms

consist in the exquisitely skilful movement of the bass an<K

inner parts. The harsher dissonances and chromatic in-

tervals are introduced only when the purposes of exprea- i

sion require them ; and their effect Is consequently always

striking and powerful. An orator, or writer, whose style

is calm and simple on ordinary occasions, has a large stock

of stronger language at his command ; but if he is in the

habit of garnishing bis ordinary discourse with exclama-

tions and superlatives, lie will find, when he wishes to be

y Google
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impassioned or impressive, that, in point of appropriate

language, he has left himself nothing in reserve. A
painter, whose general tone of colour is moderate, can

deepen the gloom and heighten the brilliancy of his pieces,

when necessary, much more effectually than an artist, who
on every occasion employs bright colours, strong lights,

and deep shadows. Our modern composers are so lavish

of their transitions, dissonances, and chromatic intervals,

that their style has acquired a general character of un-

meaning emphasis. Some of the older writers have been

too sparing of the resources of harmony in situations where

they would have been appropriate. But this remark is

certainly not applicable to the charming Mairimonio se.

greto, a work which, for beauty, spirit, grace, variety of

expression, and dramatic effect, has not been surpassed

even by Mozart. Mozart used the riches of modulation

and harmony more freely than the more frugal school of

Cimarosa allowed, and thus improved upon that school

generally. In this respect lie appears to have attained the

point of perfection. Some of his successors have passed

it, and got into a very different region.

To explain our meaning more distinctly, we shall quote

or refer to a few passages from the older and more modern
composers ; and if we must have recourse to Rossini and

Weber for examples of what we conceive to be the fault

of the present school, we trust we shall not be accused

of want of respect to those two great masters, in whose
works may he found innumerable examples of the highest

beauties of the art.

The Mairimonio segreto is one continued example of the

quiet and unexaggerated style of the school of Cimarosa.

The beautiful duet ut the beginning, Cara, cara, which
expresses so finely the tenderness of the two lovers, merely

modulates slightly into the dominant, and the harmony
does not contain an interval not belonging to the diatonic

scale
: yet it is neither languid nor monotonous. The still

more tender and expressive duet which follows never de-

viates from the key of c. The voice part contains two or

three slight chromatic appoggiaturas, hut the accompani-

ments have not a single accidental flat or sharp. The
quartetto, Sento in petto tin freddo gelo, is animated, im-

passioned, and dramatic, and remarkably brilliant In its

instrumentation .

The passage beginning at 44 Tal sarpresso,” and ending
at * 4 che mi viene a lacern,” is an instance of most power-
ful expression, effected by a modulation of the simplest

kind ; but too long to extract.

The famous duet between Paolino and the Count,
Signore conccdete, at the words “ Pensate! riflettete !*’

contains another specimen of fine modulation.

The flnale to the first act, which is very long, and full

of bustle and incident, has only three decided modulations;

from the key of d to ik ; from that to c, und then, by
some very simple gradations, back to the original key of d.

Tlie modulation from d to eb is very dramatic. All the

different personages, except Carolina and the County leave

the stage, after a piece of full harmony in d, on which
chord there is a pause. The orchestra then strikes the

chord of eb, and a short symphony in that key introduces

with great effect the t$te-n-tetc between the old lover and
his mistress. There is afterwards a passage of loud ulter-

cation among all the characters, which is interrupted by
Fidalma exclaiming ** SUcnsio , sUenzio! che vien mio
fratcllo r The loud passage closes in zb, and Fidalma’

s

call of “ silence !
M

is thus introduced .*

—

which the older Italian composers, by means of interme-

diate passages, soften the transition from one key to

another, and thus avoid those “ modulations etranglces"

which are too common in the modern music.

There would he no end of these examples were we alone

to consult our own pleasure in searching for them. But
we recommend our readers to undertake the task, which

they will find equally delightful and improving. We shall

only point out one more, in the Terzetto in the second act,

“ Sento ahime !* where a most beautiful transition intro-

duces the perplexity and distress of Caroline :

—
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We now turn to Mozart. As this composer added much
to the strength of musical colouring, we shall take his

opera where this is most apparent ; namely, ** Don Gio-

vanni.’* But it will be found, even there, that his har-

monies and modulations are much more simple than those

which have become common since his time.

On a careful examination of this opera it will be seen,

that though the harmony is fuller, and the orchestra more
effectively employed, than in the operas of Cimarosa, yet

there is a similar moderation in the use of strong musical

language. Even in the wildest parts of the piece, sudden

and violent modulations very seldom occur, and never with-

out some strong and obvious dramatic reason. The long

Introduzione commencing with Leporello's soliloquy, and
ending with the death of the Commendatore, is written

nearly throughout with all the simplicity of Cimarosa; and
the stronger colouring which it assumes towards the end,

is a necessary consequence of the tragic character of the

incidents. Yet, even in this part, the modulation is na-

tural and gradual, and the harmony perfectly simple. The
duet that follows, “ b'uggi.' crudele/fuggi f is of the most
impassioned character ; and yet while the music expresses,

with unrivalled power, all the phrenzied griefofthe daughter

and the tenderness of her lover, it does not contain a mo-

dulation or a combination, that is not to be found in the*

most trifling ballads of the present school. When Mozart
uses chromatic intervals, he seldom gives them to the
voice. When he does, they have some peculiarity of ex-
pression—as in the quartetto M Non ti fidar,” where the

following phrase of Don Giovanni

Lx po-ver-a ra-gazza e paxza, a-mi-ci mi - d.

contains the very accents of coaxing persuasion. The
scene beginning with the duet between Zeriina and
Masetto ,

** Presto, presto,* (with the exception of greater

richness in the instrumental score) does not exhibit a bar
which Cimarosa might not have written ; and the spirited

quartetto, “ Riposatc vezzosc ragazze" is precisely in the
style of that master. Not a single strong modulation
occurs from the beginning of the opera to the situation in

the masquerade scene, where Zeriina suddenly screams for

help when she is about to be carried off Here the beau-
tiful minuet in o is just terminating by the orchestra, when
it is suddenly interrupted by Zerlinas scream ;

—

How fine, and bow simple, this is ! And yet there are

hardly half a dozen such transitions in the whole opera.

The trio, ** Ah taci, ingiusto core,” has some sudden
modulations ; but these are employed to give effect to a

succession of abrupt and passionate exclamations from

Elvira, which, indeed, are of the nature of accompanied

recitative—a species of composition wherein an unlimited

range of modulation is absolutely necessary, and has been
taken by all composers, ancient as well as modern.
It contains, besides, one enchanting transition (from

e to c) to introduce the “ honied words’
4
of Don Gio-

vanni ;

—

~ ' ~~p~ :B*=

i=sl

Des - cen - di, o trio - » ia

*
bel - la.

IJuL "j*1

*•

The famous scene where Son Giovunui compels his

servant to ask the Statue to supper, affords Mozart, of
course, full scope for wild musical effects. The grotesque
Maacn, 1829.

horrors of the situation, accordingly, ore inimitably ei-

pressed
;
yet there is not a change or chromatic interval

introduced, that is not obviously indispensable to the nature

I
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of the dialogue. And even in the last tremendous scene of

the supper, it is quite surprising to observe by what simple

means the most appalling effects are produced. Observe

the instrumental passage, which, on Elvira's quitting the

room, introduces her scream at sight of the statue, and the

wild effect of that scream itself, though it is merely the

flat seventh :—and then Leporello’s going out, and cry

of terror on seeing the portentous visitor,—the effect of

which, though quite different from the former, is produced

by only an inversion of the very same harmony. In the

awful dialogue between Don Giovanni and the Statue, the

utmost powers of musical language were called for, and
have been employed. This scene, therefore, is much
wilder in its harmouy and modulation than any thing else

in the whole of Mozart's vocal works
;
although his »uc-

cesoors have been often equally wild, without the same
reason, and, consequently, without the same effect.

[Tbit subject will be resumed in ovr next.]

DESCRIPTION OF THE NEW TUNING-
SPRINGS.

The instruments in general use as standards for deter-

mining the pitch of the voice, and variable musical instru-

ment*, have many disadvantages. The pitch-pipe is

cumbrous in size, and is not easily adjusted with accuracy

to the sounds required. The tuning-fork, preferable to

the pitch-pipe in many respects, is inconvenient from the

force required to put it into vibration, from its engaging
the hand of the tuner, and from its tones not being suffi-

ciently continuous. The extreme portability of the sound-
producing principle employed in the construction of the

Molina, (which instrument was fully described in our
last number,) added to the facility with which steady and
continuous tones are obtained from it, suggested to Mr.
C. Wheatstone its applicability to the purposes for which
the preceding instruments are employed. The wood-cut
prefixed to this notice is an accurate representation in

shape and size of one of these tuning-springs, which in

fact is only a single note of the AJolina placed in a frame,

convenient for handling, or for holding in the mouth.

The most usual key or pitch-notes are c for the piano-forte,

a for the violin, the Spanish guitar, and the flute, and Eb

and ch for the single and double action harps. Sets of
springs for tuning a complete octave of the harp or the

piano-forte with the proper temperament, are also manu-
factured ; a set for the harp, consisting of a diatonic scale

in the keys of sh or cl*, and for the piano-forte of a
chromatic scale from c to c.

POWER OF MUSIC.

[Prom Sir John Malcolm's History of Pmw, Vok II. p. 443,

2nd Edition.]

The chief delight of the wandering tribes of Persia is to

sit together, smoking their pipes, and listening to songs
and tales, or looking at the tricks and grimaces, uml en-
joying the witticisms of buffoons*, (who are to be found
in every quarter of Persia,) and some of whom are per-
fectly skilled in their art. A Persian chief of a Kurdish
tribe, who remained several days with the British missions
near Kermanshah, in 1S01, hod in Iris train a jester, who
possessed very versatile and extraordinary talents. One
day upon the march, the fellow, addressing the English
envoy, said,

14 You are, no doubt, very proud of the dis-

cipline you have established amongst your Persian ser-

vants, who march in your front in as regular a style as
your own soldiers. How long, sir, has it taken yon to

introduce this order among my countrymen About
six months," was the reply.

44 Now," said he,
44

if you
will permit me, you shall see that I will, in less than six

minutes, destroy all that you have done in six months.**

Leave being granted, he rode near the Persian horsemen,

who were leading the state-horses, and who had strict

orders not to leave their ranks. He had noticed that they

were almost all of the Lac and Fylee tribes, whose chief

residence is among the mountains of Louristan ; and he
began to sing, as if to himself, but in a clear and loud

voice, a song, which commenced, 44 Attend to me, ye
sons of Louristan

; I sing of the glorious deeds of your
forefathers.** Before be had finished his song, to which
all were listening with attention, the whole cavalcade was
thrown into confusion by the kicking of horses, the Per-
sians having broken the line of march, and crowded round
to hear him more distinctly. The jester laughed heartily

at the success of his joke, and said to the envoy, “ Do
not be distressed at the fate of your fine discipline : I have

heard of a man who, with nothing but the song I have

jnst sung, collected an army, and was called a king for

several weeks."

This, I am assured, was the feet. A chief of no pre-

tensions had, during the confusion that followed the death

of Nadir Shah, gone about Louristan with some mu-
sicians and singers, who continually played and sung this

favourite air ; and he by this means collected about five

thousand followers, and proclaimed lumself king.

On the subject of Persian mnsic in general, Sir John
Malcolm has the following remarks.

“The Persians deem music a science; but they cio

not appear to have made much progress in it. They have

a gamut and notes, and different kinds of melody, adapted

to various strains, such on the pathetic, voluptuous,

joyons, and warlike : the voice is accompanied by instru-

ments, of which they have a number; but they cannot be

said to be farther advanced in this science tlian the In-

dians, from whom they are supposed to have borrowed it-

Their strains are often pleasing, but always monotonous,

and they want that variety of expression which is among
the channi of this art.**

• Tb® Persian definition of a good Ijootter, or buffoon, »«, that be

ou(ffct to be able la laugh, cry, weep, sit still, and dance at the hbip

moment. Some of these jesters approach very near to this idea of per-

fection.
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fcebteto of iHustc,

SACRED MUSIC.

1. A New Morning and Evening Service, in Scort,

consisting ofTe Drum, Jubilate, Magnificat, Nunc
Dimittis, Kyrie Eleison, and a Chant, as sung at

the Foundling Chapel, composed byj. C. Nightingale,
Organist of the Foundling Hospital. (George, Fleet

Street.)

2. Anthem, '* Though I speak,” as performed at the Phi-

lanthropic Society* Chapel, May 29th, 1828, composed

for the occasion, by Susannah Collier. (Harmonic
Institution, 246, Urgent Street)

3. The Lord's Prayer, arranged for the Voice and Piano
Forte, or Organ-, by T. S. Ray. (Chappell, 135, New
Bond Street)

4. “ Fair are the Flowers, ^from the Oratorio ofThe Fall

of Jerusalem, as sung by Miss Patou at the Bury Musi-
cal Festival, composed by George Perry. (Pet tel,

154, Oxford Street.)

Though tully persuade*! that much of the effect of cathe-

dral music is attributable to its age and to early associa-

tions, yet we are always glad to see the stock increased

by new contributions, inasmuch as it shows that the taste

for a species of composition, to which we owe nearly all

that is valuable in the art, is not extinct
;
and, likewise,

because the new, if good, will, in time, be endowed
with the qualities of that which has so loug held jiosacs-

sion of the church, and by thus constantly adding to the

quantity to be selected from, afford that variety for which

there is bo universal an appetite.

Mr. Nightingale's Service is quite orthodox in point of

arrangement and style. It is very much in the manner
of King, whose compositions are in almost daily use in

every English cathedral. It is short, but he very wisely

has not repeated the words, or interrupted its progress, by a

single pause or change oftime in the Te Drum, and hut one

in the Jubilate and Nunc Dimiitis. The whole proceeds in

an easy, agreeable, unassuming manner, the design being

rather to please by natural melody and simple combina-

tions, than tn strike by sudden transitions and abstruse

harmony. We meet wilh none of those points, those fig

-

heUi iif (if the double dimiuutive may be allowed) that are

so remarkable in Orlando Gibtons and Child—none of

the hard discords of Blow, or the quaintnesses of Tallis,

Byrde, and Bevin, but smooth air, simple modulation and
plain uccompunimeuLs.

The title of this publication should have been, a Morn-
ing Sen ice in c, and an Evening Service in c ; an entire

sen ice should be in one key. In the whole range of our
cathedral music, he will find no precedent for the plan he

has adopted. And bis chaut with a da capo is equally at

variance wilh a practice, from which we never before met
with any deviation.

The second of the above is, when considered as a com-
position generally, deserving of very great praise. The
air is good, the accompaniments excellent, and the chorus

shews much thought, wilh no inconsiderable share of in-

vention. But it is more in the style of a scena than an
anthem ; not that it wonts the gravity which is so becom-

ing in sacred music, but that there Is an entire absence of
the maimer which long-established habit—a habit that

we should be sorry to see broken through—leads us not

only to expect, but to require. Perhaps, however, this

is the kind of composition approved by the congregation

for whom it is written ; in which case our objection, in

this particular instance, falls to the ground, and we have
only to congratulate them on so valuable an addition to

their collection. Vie may also add, that this is exactly

calculated for those domestic parties in which music set

to sacred words is in use : it is not difficult, not long, and
can hardly fail to please.

No. 3 is a very clever production, but we regret to see

Bach a prayer set to music; it is not in any way suited to

the purpose, and following the practice of the Christian

Church universally, should only be delivered in the man-
ner in which it was originally uttered. Let us hope,

nevertheless, that a composition of so much merit will ap-

pear in a shape to which the above objections will not ap-

ply ; for though the music in its present state of combina-
tion is quite out of character, yet it is far too good to be

lost, and may easily be joined to words better adapted

to it.

In the duet, No. 4, are commendable parts, hut as a

whole it is a common-place sort of production. Long di-

visions are, it is true, found in classic composers, in Han-
del for instance, but they are among his defects, and tole-

rated for the sake of his innumerable beauties. They
here have little to assist in redeeming them, and appear in

all iheir native deformity. A semitonic passage, too, in

the introductory symphony, shews that the composer is

conscious of his weakness and feels obliged to enlist on his

side those who, having no taste at all, admire, from pure

ignorance, what they suppose to be difficult of execution*

and, therefore, by an inference natural to such persons*

praiseworthy.

1. A Selection or Sacred Melodies, from the works of
the most celebrated composers, viz. Beethoven, Cramer,

Haydn, Mozart, Rossini, Spoiib, &c., adapted to ap-

propriate words by Bishop Hkber, Campbell, Cowfer,

&c., also Chants and Responses, composed and ar-

ranged by John Blocklry, organist of Hendon.

(Cramer, Addison, and Beale, 201, Regent Sired.)

2. A Selection of Psalm and Hymn Tunes, adapted to

the Mannal of Parochial Psalmody, by the Rev. T. M.

Horne, M. A., the whole arranged by Thomas Hen-
shaw, organist of St. Pancras. (Balls, 406, Oxford

Street; Cadell, Strand ; Blackwood, Edinburgh.)

3. Church Psalmody, a Collection of Tunes harmonized

for Four Voices, with an Organ accompl. expressly

adaptedfor a Selection of Psalms and Hymns, by a

Layman. (Cocks and Co., Princes Street, llanover

Square.)

Mr. Blockley's is a large collection, comprising nearly

sixty melodies, besides chants and responses. The airs

are selected from the favourite compositions of many
I 2
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authors, the number of which is augmented by several of

his own. We must here repeat what we said in a recent

number, namely, that in transferring theatrical music to

the church, only that should be chosen which is beginning

to be forgotten—or, at least, the original words of which
are not quite fresh in every memory ; otherwise, associa-

tions not particularly religious are unavoidably formed.

In the present volume, we have '* Prenderd quel brunet-

tino* from Co»i fan tutte; “ Deli
!

perdona,” from Tito i
44 Voi, che sapete che cosa e Amor, from Figaro, and

other amorous ditties, all in the recollection of every one,

act to the most solemn words. And who, except the

Messrs. Clodpole and Hobnail of the village, will, for the

next twenty years to come, ever hear the latter air, without

having the image of Madame Veatris as Cherubino imme-
diately presented to his mind ?—Though we cannot con-

ceive a much more agreeable earthly image, yet it would

not be in keeping with any tiling connected with Christian

worship.

While on the subject of 41 Voi, che sapete," we mast
not silently pass by a misrepresentation of the aullior. In

the original at those words, the base falls from the key-

note to the note below
; therefore, takes the chord of the

sixth and fifth. Mr. B. gives us the flat fifth without its

accompaniment. In the next bar he boldly changes a a

and e, into a n and o. We will place the composer’s
passage and the arranger's version of it before our readers :

thus the possessors of the work will be enabled to restore

the real notes.

We find a few other proofs of incorrect judgment in the

course of the work, but they are not many
; and take it

altogether, the harmony is pure. One glaring exception,

however, we must notice in the York chant, p. 62, where
two most outrageous fifths astonish us by their unpardon-
able effrontery. The fault may be the composer’s, iti

which case it either ought to have been corrected, or the

chant at once rejected. It is a more agreeable task to

praise two or three of Mr. Blockley's own melodics, par-

ticularly the first, which has gratified us much. The
work is extremely well brought out, and shows a very re-

spectable list of subscribers.

No. 2, being a selection made to suit Mr. Horne’s new
and excellent ** Manual,” lias not hud novelty so much in

view, as a good arrangement of the standard tunes, pro-
perly adapted to the new versions. Nevertheless, while

Mr. Henshaw has retained many of our fine church me-

lodies, which have »o long been familiar to the ear, he haa
added to them several modern and deservedly popular
tunes, together with some compositions of distinguished
foreign masters, the whole of which are so arranged, as to
unite simplicity of style with facility of execution. The
new tunes arc Peterborough, St. Philips, Rouen, Paris,
and Redemption. Three of them are of French origin.

Mr. Henshaw was brought up in the King’s chapel, of
which he was afterwards for many years sub-organist

; his
qualification, therefore, for the task, was presumed by
us before we opened the work. An examination of it

thoroughly confirmed our belief.

No. S is engraved without words, being intended for

the use of such as possess the volume mentioned in the
title-page ; consequently we can say nothing of the merits
of their adaptation. The selection is good, and the harmo-
nizing of such tunes as we have examined, faultless.

PuiCELi/s Sacred Music, selected by Vincbnt Novxllo.
Numbers 3, 4, and 5. {The Editor ; all the principal
Music-tellnt in Town ; and Robertson, York.)

Oi’R readers will perceive that this work goes on quickly

;

extensive therefore us it will be, we are likely to witness its

completion in a reasonable time, and soon to be enabled to
possess a perfect collection of the church compositions of
the ^reat Purcell. No. 2 contains “ Thy word is a lan-
tern, * in c, for contra-tenor, tenor, and base. No. 3,

M O
praise God in his holiness,’* in at, for contra-tenor, tenor,
and two bases, with symphonies, and accompaniments
for two violins, viola, and violoncello, and a chorus for a
double choir. No. 4,

44 They that go down to the sea in
ships,” in d, for contra-tenor and base. A curious history
of this last is given by Sir John Hawkins, of which the
following is the substance. Charles II. having built him-
self a yacht, made a party to sail down the river and round
the Kentish coast, and to add to the good humour of the
company, Mr. Gostling of the Royal chapel, a remarkably
fine base voice, was requested to be of the number. When
off the North Foreland, a violent storm arose, and to pre-
serve the vessel, the King and the Duke of York were
obliged to assist in handing the sails, and work with the
common seumen. The danger and distress he had wit-
nessed made such an impression on the mind of Mr.
Gostling. that, on his return to London, he selected from
the Psalms those passages which declare the wonders and
terors of the deep, and giving them to Purcell to set for
him to sing, this anthem was produced. That it wus
composed for a voice of no ordinary compass, such as
Mr. G. possessed, may be seen in the very commence-
ment of it *.

• In a note to this anthem, Mr. Novrilo tells us, on the authority ot
Mr. Richard Clark, that the word* ofWebbe’s fine “ When winds
breathe soft,” ware a versification by Mr. Gostling of the above anthem.
After Mr. Clark’s intrepid assertion, that Dr. Boll composed ,l God save
the King,” the absolute fallacy of which was so completely shewn by
Dr. Kitclwaer, we are more disposed to rdy on what he shall prove, than
what be may advance. That Mr. Goslling wai ibe aullior of the verses
U more than improbable

; bot since publicity U given to the assertion, it

becomes Mr. Clark, either to support it by tact*, or to state the ground*
of bia belief.

—

{Ed. of Hmrmmicxm.)
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PIANO-FORTE.

1. Air Suisse, with, an Introduction and Variations,

composed by Hknri Her/, Op. 46. (Gouldiog and

D’Almaine, Soho Square.)

2. Rondeau Turc, compote par F. Hbrold. (Cramer

and Co.)

8. Brilliant Fantasia, on air* in Rossini's rwio Opera ,

Le Comte Ory, by F. Herold. (Latour, 50, New
Bond Street.)

The first of these is The Swiss Boy (ecc© iterum !) with

an Introduzione, in which are a few charming bars of

pastorale* six variations, and a finale. Half of the varia-

tions are very good, and even new ; the rest flighty and

full of no-meaning. A singular passage in the second

deserves notice, and is worth practice :

—

The whole of this is difficult; parts of it exceedingly

so ; but there is quite enough in it to reward courage and
industry.

No. 2 is very light, pretty, arid shewy. How the d$
and b$, the last notes of the Introduction, can have

entered the head of M, Herold as leaders Ui the subject

In c, is beyond our power to explain. We advise the

performer to make the following notes gentlemen- ushers
to the Rondo

~rt— g-- • - - av - —-It-
r - ¥rM3

No. 3 proves, by the manner in which the various airs,

&c. from the opera arc blended into one piece, the judg-
ment of M. Herold, and his knowledge of the instrument.

His introduction is not much to our taste, and admits of

very considerable curtailment.

1« In tan to Erminin, a Diyehtisement, on airs from
Rossini’s Matilda di Shabrnn, arranged by Augustus
Meveb. (Cramer and Co.)

2,

La Petite Capricieuse, Air Varik* par G. F. Kiallmark,

(Clcmenti, Collard and Collard, Cheapside.)

3. Recollections of Switzerland, a Divertimento, by T*
Valentine. (Willis and Co., Egyptian Hall )

4. “ Auld lang sync," with an Introduction and Varia-

tions composed by E. Perry. (Mori and Lavenu, 28,

New Bond Street)

No. I is rather a pleasing air, well arranged in an easy

manner, and very short.

No. 2 exhibits no aLtempt to depart from the umial

course of such things. The variations are such as we
have daily met with during the last five-aud-twenty years ;

but the air is agreeable, and as no part of it presents the

slightest difficulty to tbe performer, it will do for a large

class of players.

No. 3 is The Swiss Boy again!—eked out with n
Hanz den Vaches.
No. 4 may be described in the same terms as we have

adopted in giving our opinion of No. 2.

1. Les Charmes d'Edinbourg, Introduction and Rondo,
composed by Charles Haroitt, Jun. Op. 8. (Gould-

ing and D’Almaine.)

2. Divertimento, Le Caprice, by the same. (Cramer
and Co.)

3. Divertimento, “ The Sylphe Aerien/ by the same,

(Pnrdie, Edinburgh.)

We are glad to meet with this gentleman again, for his

publications evince not only a constant effort to break loose

from the trammels of indolent custom, but a great deal of

vigour and invention. He is a good harmonist ; some of

his modulations would do credit to great and experienced

composers. The Introduction to No. 1 is a superior pro-

duction ; and No. 2 possesses much of that which is now so

rare—originality. No. 3 is graceful, without being so new
in its general character as the others. All are pleasing,

and within the compass of every tolerably good performer.

Those who ore more willing to make an agreeable im-

pression on their auditors than to astonish such as have

no feeling whatever for music, will find these compositions,

the two first particularly, better adapted to their purpose

than many things that appear under the sanction of great

names.

Tn® Scrap Boos, for Fiano-Fortb and Flute, contain-

ing select movements from various authors and original

compositions. Nos. 3 and 4. (Chappell.)

These are a continuation of a very useful work noticed

before. Amongst other tilings the present numbers contain

“ II tenero affetto,” adapted by Dressier
;
part of Mozart's

air in a, but transposed,—and not very happily,—into o ;

a slow movement from Haydn’s seventh grand symphony ;

a rondinoby Moscheles; the Russian air, “ Shone Minko,”

&c. j
all of which are arranged in a very familiar manner,

and the work is published with uncommon neatness and

care.

A Series of Preparatory Exercises, by J. C. Clifton.

No. 3. (Clemenli and Co.)

Tins is likewise a continuation of a work that we thought

promised to be very useful. The number now before us

supports the character of the first, giving the learner some
insight into the deeper recesses of music, and preparing

him for the enjoyment of compositions that do not depend

on fashion for support, hut improve by time, and arc better

liked the oftener they are heard. This is an object which

every good musician should keep constantly in view, and
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to which hi* publications ought more or less to tend. He
will in the long run be recompensed by the adoption of

such a system.

HARP.

^trenne* aux Dames, six select Airs and Waltzes, ar-

ranged by Gustav us Holst. Nos. 1 to 6. (Weasel

and Stodurt, Frith Street.)

Thrse are a collection of short easy airs, of four pages

each on an average, calculated for young players, and very

well arranged as to effect, the limited means being taken

into the account ; for it is obvious that when every difficulty

is to be avoided, the same results cannot be prodaced as

when the composer, or arranger, is under no such re-

straint. This is a useful work.

VOCAL.

1. Duet, Herrick and AmariHls, the poetry by Robert
Herrick, the mime by S. J. Oxley. (Brown, Holywell

Street.)

2. Soso, M My heart’s tme pulse,” the words by Mrs.

Cornwell Baron Wilson; the music by William Car-

naby, Mus. Doc. (Willis and Co.)

9. Sown, The Crusader, comp<j»ed by Augustus Meves.

(Chappell.)

4. Canso*etta, “ Grazie agli inganni tuoi," the poetry

by Metasiaaio; composed by Pio Cianchlttini.

(Chappell.)

6. Arietta, “ By those eyes/ the poetry by L. E. L.,

composed by T. F. WalmULBY. (Chappell.)

6. Ballad, ** You softly spoke," the nuuic by Francis
Robinson, (dementi and Co.)

7. Song, The smile und sigh, sunt; by Miss Patou ;

adapted to litresini’a Cavatina in La Donna del Lago,

by C. E. Horn. The words written by I*. Turner, Esq.

(Horn, 28, Alderman bury.)

8. Song, Orock's Daughter, composed by J. Kkekes.
(Faulkner, 3, Old Bond Street.)

9. Song, The Alpine Bride, sung by Mr. II. Phillips; the

poetry by Miss Laudon ; the music by Charles T.

Martyn. (Cailcolt.)

10. Ballad, “ Donald is gone to the wars,” written by

Harry Stoe Van Dyk ; composed by Lewis Leo.

(Mayhew and Co., 17, Old Bond Street.)

11. Scotch Ballad, “ Hurrah ! for the bonnet and plaid,”

sung by Miss Love in Guy Manncring; composed by

L. Zerbini. (Wybrow, Ralhbone Place.)

12. Ballad, The Sylphs of the Flowers, written , composed

for, and dedicated to, II. R. II. The Duchess of Kent,
by F. E. Lacy. (Lutr, (treat Russell Street, Bloomsbury.

13. The Lady-Bird,

14. The Recruiting Serjeant,

15. The little Frog’s Song,

composed by J. Green.
’

j

(Green,33 , Soho Square.)

Whenever No. 1 is performed, we suspect that the singers

will have the duet all to themselves, unless they take

the precaution to enlist a third, as an accompanist ; in

which case there will be present, Herrick, Amaritlis, and,

perhaps. Sir G. Smart
There is a want of distinct rhythm in No. 2, and too

much monotony. It is not u happy effort.

Part of No. 3 is pleasing, but the long symphonies
alia marcia are disudt antageous to it us a song, and the

author's general design has been anticipated in many in-

stances: still there is a something in the style of this

which will give it a chance of becoming rather populur.

No. 4 is set with much feeling, and the composition as

a whole is elegant in its style, though the passages are not

very original. Indeed one or two of the cadences are so

common as to induce us to advise the singer to take the

same liberty with them that Signor Velhiti has with other

parts of this canzonetta, and alter freely. Not, let it be

understood, that we approve all the substitutions of the

latter, many of which, like half of his embellishments, are

exceedingly puerile and whining.

No. 5 is very expressive, and the accompaniment ex-

cellent.

No. 6 brings again before us a composer who has re-

cently been noticed with approbation in our review. His
present Ballad exhibits the same good taste and feeling as

his former productions. An enharmonic roodillation in

thia (a bold thing in a ballad !) produces au effect which

justifies the introduction of so formidable a key in a species

of composition that is usually characterised by simplicity.

No. 7 is Aurora, ah sorgerui l" with Euglisli words.

No. 8 has not a single distinctive feature, as regards

melody; and as to the accompaniment, the author will

do well to call all his harmonic knowledge of harmony

into action, and then proceed to the task of revising his

publication.

No. 9 is a charming song in the Scotish manner;
moderate in compass, and easy to sing.

No. 10 is in the same style as the former ; but that is

light and airy,—this inclining to the pathetic. It is an

excellent imitation of Scotish melody.

No. 1 1 is also indebted to Caledonia for its style. The
success of “ Blue Bonnets'’ has engendered this, aud
others of the same degree of merit.

No. 12 exhibits symptoms of inexperience^ particularly

in the opening symphony.

Numbers 13, 14, and 15 are the Little Songs for Little

Singers continued. These are hardly fair subjects for

criticiam. The intent of the publication is laudable, and
the execution blameless. The best part of No. 14 is au
air by Weber, published in a former volume of the J/ar-

monicon, and not merely a M suggestion of Weber,” as

Mr. Green tells us.

FLUTE AND PIANO-FORTE.

1. Italian Fantasias Concertante, composed by Ra-
phael Dresslsr. Nos. 1, 2, and 3. (Cocks and Co.)

2. Cimarosa’s Air, “ Udite, tutti udite,” /rom II Matri-

monio Segreto, arranged by W. Bark. (Payne and
Hopkins, 69, Cornhitt.)

3. Kuffner’s Serenade, arranged and published by
the same.

Mr. Dressler tells us, in his title-page, that he has
M introduced" certain subjects into his fantasias. He
ought rather to have stated, that they are altogether made
up of such airs, und that his share in the work has been
nothing more than adapting these, and connecting them
by a few analogous l>ars scattered here and there. The
first number contains '* Ansisa a pie d'un salice," from

Oteilo
, and " Cara, del* aUcudimi,” from Zelmira. The

second, Meyerbeer's chorus, “ Nel silenzio,” from It Cro-

riato, and “ Non piu mesta,” from La Cencrmtola. The
third, Rossini’s** Buona notte," und “ La inta Dorubella,*

from Cost fan tulte. These are arranged so as to suit

two pretty good players on the respective instruments.

.'Die flute part is unobjectionable, but that for the piano-

forte has many passages which lie very awkwardly for the
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band, and for which there is no reasonable excuse, as they

might, without any detriment to the effect—iodeed with

an improved effect—have taken a much more natural and

easy form. The selection, however, is good. Hot have

not these airs been thus arranged often and often before ?

—

If so, why not have searched for others less known, and

less threadbare?

No. 2 is a striking contrast to the foregoing. The one

filled with semi-demisemiquavers ; the other with plain

crotchets and quavers. But the moment for the return of

simplicity in music is not yet arrived, and, excellent as is

this air of Cimarosa, and well as it is adapted, we doubt

whether there will be half the number of applications for

it as fi r the very worst composition of Rossini.

No. 8 consists chiefly of an extremely pretty polonaise,

with the easiest piano-forte accompaniment possible.

VIOLIN.

Six Progressive Duets for two violin*, by Campaonoli,
Member of the Royal Academy of Sweden. (Vernon,

Comhill.)

Ijj these we discern the composer who knows the value

of melody, and who possesses taste and judgment, though

from the peculiar nature of the work the author has been

kept within very narrow bounds, and, if possessed of

genius, allowed very little opportunity of displaying it.

The six duets arc all easy ; tl»e first four may be under-

taken by a learner of a fortnight's standing, and the other

two are nut much more difficult.

FLUTE.
Mozart’s Cosi fan tutte, arranged with embellishment* by

Charles Saust. (Cocks and Co.)

The present is the second number of a work noticed in

our last, and contains a good selection from the opera,

arranged in the same rather easy manner as the former.

EXTRACTS prom the DIARY or a DILETTANTE.

(Returned from page 40.)

Jan. 25th. Poor Shield ! one of the most distinguished

of English musical geniuses, died this morning. A more
worthy or more amiable man never lived ! A writer

who evidently was well acquainted with his dramatic pro-
ductions, very aptly compares him to Grfctry. “There is

no composer,” says be, 44 who seems to resemble the

portrait drawn of this great musician by his contem-
poraries, so much as our countryman Shield. Their hearts

are alike
; their heads are alike ; and their melodies pos-

sess the same character of pathos and simplicity.*’ 8o
long as beautiful melody has power to charm, Rosina
will be admired. So long as kotina is admired, Shield

will lie held in remembrance.

26th. No time has been lost in filling the office of
Master of the Royal Band of Musicians, vacant by the

decease of Mr. Shield. Mr. Christopher Kramer, master
of the king’s private band, is his successor ; and though,
for the sake of encouraging English art, such an appoint-
ment ought to have been bestowed on on English musi-
cian, yet It must be confessed, that, so faT as having
created the finest wind-instrument band in Europe en-

titled him to preferment, Mr. Kramer had a strong claim

to reward. But who succeeds him as composer of the

minuets, a sinecure of 150/. per annum ?—some celebrated

English composer, doubtless?—No!—Some person much
distingnished in the profession by his great merits?—
No !— the appointment is given to a bookseller !—Well-
should his Majesty collect another library in lieu of that

most magnificent, most royal one, mode by the late king,

and recently presented to, or rather thrown away on, the

British Museum, perhaps some ingenious musician will

be employed to search for rare ixioks, to select the

choicest editions, to hunt out the best copies, and to

class and arrange the whole, and then be named librarian,

os alt acknowledgment of his professional abilities. Dr.

Petty, afterwards Sir William, the ancestor of the Mar-
quess of Lansdown, applied for the professorship of
physic at Gresham College. He was told that it was
already given away, but that the professorship of music
would soon be vacant, which should be at his service.

Accordingly, he was shortly afterwards made Lecturer on
Music. The application of this is easy enough. .S'icul

erat in principle, &c.

A Trial night, or evening for the trial of new
compositions, of the Philharmonic Society. The piece*

performed were, an overture by Mr. H. Griesbach, hi

e l> ; Onslow’s overture to hr Colporteur, in c ; a sym-
phony by Mr. Cipriani Potter, in e k ; Spohr^s overture

to Pietro von Albano, in a \> ; an overture by Mr. Hill,

junior, in r minor, the same as tried last year, but much
altered and improved; aud an overture by M. Perex.

The overture by Spohr, a most elaborate, difficult com-
position, put the ability of this band to a most severe

test. They played it at sight; but the best judges might
have concluded that they had rehearsed it hal? a dozen
times before. I doubt whether so marvellous a perform-

ance as this can t>e matched by any orchestra in Europe.
Where, indeed, is there a bund that unites such talents a*

this?—All of these were approved, some more, some
less, except the last, which had not many suffrages in its

favour. A Mr. DanneUey sent in a composition, which
was politely rejected. Query,— is this the gentleman
whose Dictionary of' Music was so completely ahewn trp

in the fourth volume of the Harmonicon? If so, he would
44

lie still were he wise.”

Mr. Moscheles has written a new symphony.
Whether it will be performed at the Philharmonic, or any
other public concert in London, this season, is not known.
Those who have heard it in private, speak of it as a pro-

duction of extraordinary merit, exhibiting high talent for

this most difficult species of composition.

28M. A French journal of this date bints at the sys-

tem carried on by some of the singers in Paris, in order

to attract the notice of this country. They get puffs of

the most extravagant kind inserted in two or three of the

minor papers in their pay, and as these articles generally

find their way, in some shape or other, into the English

journals, a reputation is thus gained which often enables

performers to obtain engagements here on terms of the

most preposterous kind. A game of this kind is now
playing by a lady who wishes to share in the spoils of

the British nation. Praises are heaped on her in the

same prodigal manner that they were bestowed on Mile.

Sontag, but with even less justice, for the best and im-

partial critics consider the new candidate for public
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favour as but an imitator, or caricaturist, of Madame
Pasta,

31*/. The King's Theatre opened this evening, for the

season, without a pritna donna , without a primo basso,

and without nearly all the best and experienced orchestral

performers

!

Feb. '2d. Another youthful prodigy in music has been

started at Hamburgh
; his name Theodore Klein, and his

age nine years. A dealer in music in that city has al-

ready published a collection of the compositions of this

child, who is about to set out on his travels. I trust he
will not find his way here. But if he must come in quest

of our gold, I hope he will leave his paper behind him.

All juvenile wonders are nuisances, but a composing one
is, or ought to be, indictable at Quarter Sessions.

4th . The dispute between the present manager of the

King’s Theatre, M. Laporte, and the principals of the

band, has afforded an opportunity to a few of the writers

in newspapers, to show their liberality and good manners.
The Morning Journal—which lately distinguished itself

by something very like high treason—has been talking of a

quarrel ** between a manager and his fiddlers and the

Athencntm, in the same spirit of good feeling, echoes the

gentlemanlike language of the scribe in the ex-AVtc Times.
*' The ex-fiddlera/’ says he, " Lindley and Co., being

much prized on the score of their concerto-playing,

imagined that they were equally valuable in the orchestra.”

Now, though one may venture to assert, that it matters

very littte to such “ fiddlers,” as Lindley, Crouch, An-
fossi, Nicholson, Willman, Mackintosh, &c. &c., how they

arc spoken of in such journals, yet let it be recorded, that,

in the nineteenth century, persons were to be hired at

about three-halfpence a line, to write in so very decent a

style. But in addition to this pay, I admit there is the

hope, nay the certainly, of being further rewarded by
orders, by means of which these three-halfpenny gentry,

and their respectable friends, are enabled to mix with the

company in the pit at the Opera ; nay, often to obtain

boxes for themselves and their companions. Such
persons, as well as their abettors, should take care how
they throw stones, considering what houses of glass they
inhabit. How is the manager himself, being a player,

designated in our strictly legal language?—a vagabond.
But did he ever meet with a being in the form of civilized

man, who could so grossly violate decency, as to apply

such a term to a respectable actor ? Certainly not. Then
when these ruffians of the press apply for their expected
reward, let M. Laporte show a generous spirit, and drive

them from the door of his office, with that disdain which in

such a case it becomes every man possessed ofproper feel-

ing to exhibit

5/A. I find the following character—for it is no cari-

cature, though so called— in the new novel of Rank and
Talent. “ There was scarcely a piece of music which
Miss Henderson could not play at right; but her style of
playing was such os to weary rather than fascinate, and
to listen to the young lady’s dexterity on the piano-forte,

was called * undergoing one of Miss Henderson's sona-
tas.’ ” Do we not meet with these Miss Hendersons every
day ?—and is not the practice of nine masters out of ten,

to endeavour to qualify his pupils rather to astonish than

to please ? The fact is, that the one is comparatively an
easy task j the other requires taste, good sense, and a

much more extensive knowledge of the art, its real object

and capabilities, than the majority of masters possess.

Part of the blame, however, must be placed to the account
of parents, who too often are satisfied if their daughters

can make a little present display, without asking whether
their acquirements are of a permanent kind, and likely to

contribute to the happiness of that state in which they hope
to pass the greater portion of their lives.

7/A. On (his day, according to the newspapers, died
" at his house in Southampton Place, John George tJraeff,

Esq,, in his 68th year.” Mr. Graeff was bom at Mentz,
where his father held an office of some importance under
the government. Though intended for the church, his

strong predilection for music led to his being placed under
the tuition ofAbel, and subsequently of Haydn. He arrived

in London in 1784, where, assisted by Mr. Clemenii, he
became a piano-forte muster, and rose to eminence, though,

in point of fact, the flute was his instrument, in which he
excelled. He amassed a considerable fortune by his

teaching, and having formed a highly respectable matri-

monial connection, retired some yearn ago from a profes-

sion, the credit of which he had assisted to uphold, by his

gentlemanlike conduct and excellent character. He was
the composer of some pretty, easy piano-forte music, and
of a set of canzonets, that possess merit, though, appear-

ing at the time when Haydn's were in everybody's hands,

they attracted but little notice.

• A morning paper of this day talks of the *' me-
lody” of Mad. Pisaroui’s voice, and the “ tact" of her

style

!

The Spectator—a weekly journal, conducted with

great ability and propriety—has a remark to-day, which,

without seeming to be so intended, applies to the coarse

language mentioned above. '* Among our barbarous an-

cestors,” says the writer, " surgeons and lawyers were in

small repute ; musicians and architects were denominated
• fiddlers and masons * poor scholars’ were presented

with a license to beg ; and players were ordered to the

buttery. Iu process of time, however, these professors

attained their due distinction.”

8/A. The following account of Mr. Shield's funeral

appears in the Examiner.
" The remains ofthis eminent musician and most amiable

man, were removed from his residence in Bcrncris-strcct

on Wednesday morning last, (the 4th ult.) and deposited

in the south cloister of Westminster Abbey, amongst other

men of genius who have done honour to their country.

The procession was of the most simple and unostenta-

tious kind, like the estimable composer himself, and con-

sisted merely of a plain hearse and two mourning coaches,

containing a few of Mr. Shield’s most intimate friends,

followed by the private carriages of some of his other ac-

quaintances. The mourners were Mr. Thomas Broad-

wood (the executor,) Col. Cmsdill, Mr. J. B. Cramer,

Mr. V. Novello, Mr. Blake, Mr. Taylor, Mr. Parkinson,

and Mr. Cahusac.
“ The body was received at the door of the Abbey (where

it arrived about twelve o’clock) by the gentlemen of the

choirs, of which there was a most numerous attendance,

and the musical part of the service began. It consisted

of die admirable service in o minor, by Dr. Croft. On
the entrance of the coffin iuto the choir, and after the

mourners bad taken their places in the stalls, the fine

igitized by Coogle
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funeral chant by Thomas Purcell was performed. This

was followed by Dr, Greene's masterly anthem in a minor,
* Lord, let me know mine end,’ in which the fine process

tional base, stalking throughout the movement, had a

most charming efTect. The coffin was now removed to-

wards the cloisters, during the progress to which was

performed the inimitably fine verse composed by Purcell,

to the words, * Lord, thou knowest the secrets of our

hearts ;* which Croft, who composed all the rest of the

service, would not even attempt to reset, as he despaired

of producing anything at all to compare with this exqui-

site specimen of Purcell’s deep feeling and pathetic ex-

pression. On the body’s being lowered into the grave,

(which is quite close to that of his old friend, Mr. Salo-

mon, and not very far from his still more intimate friend,

Mr. Bartlemnn—who lies in the west cloister, by his

roaster Dr. Cooke), the remainder of the service was con-

cluded in the most solemn and affecting manner, by the

voices alone, which contrasted most powerfully with the

preceding movements that were accompanied by the

organ, and produced an indescribably striking and im-
pressive effect.

“ Nearly the whole of the most eminent members of the

musical profession surrounded the grave. Seldom have

we seen more genuine sorrow and regret than were de-

picted on the countenances of all present at this sad

ceremony ; and never had we to record the committal to

-his
4 parent dust’ of any one more universally or more

deservedly respected and beloved, than was the late

William Shield.”

9th. The Oratorios thia season ore to be under the

direction of Mr. Hawes, who has resolved to resist the

demands of the lady-singers, and wc hope he will be able

to persevere in his determination. It is high time to

oppose such pretensions. He offered, I am told, Madame
Caradori and Miss Paton, fifteen guineas per night, and
they demanded twenty. Mr. Lindley, 1 believe, is con-

tent with five, and the other principals in proportion !

—

and there is only one Lindley; but many Patons and
Caradoris.

The Sunday Times of to-day, in alluding to this, tells

us, that Mr. Hawes “ has the entire management of the

vocal musical department at St. Paul's Cathedral, and

the Chapel Royal.” What nonsense these reporters send

forth to the world 1—Mr. Hawes belongs to those two

choirs, certainly, but has no more to do in managing the

cathedral service than the verger or the door-keeper : such

duty is allotted to the respective sub-deans, who consult

with the organists, and with them only ; except upon very

extraordinary occasions, when the whole choir may be con-

vened for a special purpose.

The same paper says, that Curioni has only (and enough
too) 800/. this season at the Opera, though he had 16U0/.

ast year; and that Madame Caradori demanded 16 or

1$0U/., therefore was not engaged.

10/A. We are continually told of the losses sustained

by tiie managers of theatres, yet we never hear of a want
of competition whenever those establishments are offered

to bidders. There is a mystery in this that ought to be

explained. By a speech in Chancery, a statement which
remains uncontradicted, it appears, for iustance, that the

average receipts and disbursements at Covent Garden
Theatre leave a large balance in favour of the concern.

For in a suit now pending, counsel estimated “ the scale

of annual expenses at from 47,000 to 59,000/., which, by
March, 1929.

the number of performances, amounts to between 300/.

and 400/. per night. The items of this expenditure arc

—

Performers, 26,000/., Tradespeople 9,000/. ; annuitants

4,500/: ground-rent and taxes, 3,500/. The receipts

varied from 50,000 to 80,000/., yielding an average profit

of 12,000/. a year.”

14/A. The opera of La Donna del Logo was performed
this evening with just half the characters omitted. This
is rather too bad, in a theatre which demands a subscrip-

tion of three hundred guineas for fifty nights, and four-

teen and sixpence for good places in the pit, and there-

fore ought to be provided with doubles in case of need.
Even Donzelli was ill, though he did perform. A morn-
ing paper, which will insist upon appearing learned in

musical matters, says that his hoarseness did nut betray

itself " in the jtortamenls di voce *’—What next ?

In the same journal is a most barefaced puffof the
Bohemian Brothers, as the cigar-making Jews are called.

Every piece they sang, we are told, was encored. No
doubt ;—for Messrs. Welsh and Bochsa take good care

that this shall happen. Claqueurs now form part of the

establishment at ail these exhibitions, aud areas necessary
as paragraphs and free tickets. Rut the article I allude

to further states, that “ the vibration of the singer’s

chest was heard as distinctly as the vibration of a string.”

Good heavens !—the vibration of muscle, fat, and skin

!

It is impossible to say whether profound acoustical know-
ledge, or strict veracity, predominates most in so very
learned a remark. What geese these advertisers must
take the public for

!

16/A. But the ne plus ultra of puffing is, if I mistake
not, to be found in the following paragraph, which I ex-
tract literally from the Post :—** The celebrated Mr. J.
White, the conductor of the music at the Royal West
London Theatre, has been appointed Master of the Pri-
vate Band of Captain Whitehead, of the Honourable Com-
pany's Ship the Duke of Sussex.” If so ** celebrated” a
person is preferred to the office of master of the private
band of so important a personage as Captain Whitehead,
who will the latter find of sufficient rank to become the
master of his public band, should the East India Company
furnish him with one?—Who ?—Why Mr. J. Brown, direc-

tor of the orchestra to the Royal Ambulatory Puoch-and-
Judy Theatre—to be sure.

The credulity of the public is great, but if they took
the trouble to reflect' for one minute on an assertion which
has just run through all the papers,—namely, that Ma-
dame Pasta made 17,000/. in this country last season,

they must have discovered its absurdity. She received
about 6000/. from the Opera,—a most preposterous sum

—

and about 1,000/. elsewhere. Thus 7,000/. is in an instant

swelled into 17,000/. She hod not one country engage-
ment, let it be recollected ; she attended very few public

concerts, and not many private ones, for Madlle. Sontag
was the pel of the season. The above therefore is the out-

side of her receipts in 1 928. They were more by three or
four thousands the former season, I believe; a fact which
tells very little in favour of the common sense of my
countrymen, 1 must acknowledge. And Madame Pasta’s

mother thought so too ; for, on arriving at Culais with her
daughter on their way from England, and being charged
immoderately at the Lion d'Argent, she exclaimed to the.

landlord, *' What! do you take us for English asses?”

K
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We shell* however* prow wiser by experience. The story

related in Galifnanfi Memengrr of an entertainment given

by Madame Malibran Garcia*, in which a proverbe dra-

maiiqur was introduced for the purpose of ridiculing the

English, will certainly assist in curing an infatuation

which makes us laughed at in all societies abroad.

HMA. Those who wish to see a specimen of rmisico-

dramntie criticism should read the Herald ol this date,

where will be found an account of last night’s performance

at the King's Theatre, that for downright imbecility may

vie with anything on record.

22nd. The following caution in The Time

*

is very well

worth the notice of the frequenters of the Opera, in what-

ever character they may go. It is impossible to mistake

the person to whom it applies \ there is hut one such.

The amateurs of ballets should never be hasty in giving

credit for all the good music occurring in them, to indivi-

duals who make the appropriation appear as the production

of their own genius. There arc persons ns ready to set

down as their own that which they have conveniently

copied from other composers, as they have shewn them-

selves apt to take liberties with other people's signatures."

Z\)t philharmonic Concerts,

FIRST CONCERT, Mowtiy, Feb. 23* 1829.

Act l.

Sinfunia in C Minor . . . BftmovSS*.

Ann, Signor Donzelli, “ Ah ! *1 per voi," (Oie/U) RuatiNt.

Double Quartette, four Violin*, two Viola*, and

iwo Violence!lot, Mes*™. Weichael, Waits,

Moralt. and Lind lev, Oury, A. Griwbach,

Lyon, and W. LindWy (never (terfonned at

the»c Concert*) .... Sronn.

Duetto, Madame Slodthaown and Signor Don.
zclli, “ Fug$i ! crudclc” (ZZ Horn Gumimm) Mozast.

Overture, (/<* Cu/portemr) ... Oauoa.

Act II.

Sbfoniz in E flat, (Letter t.) . . Hays*.
CaciUta, Madame Stock hauMjn, u Noo temer”

(Piano Porti* obbligato* Mr. Cramer) . Mozart.

Concerto, Violin, Mr. Tolbecq . . Kaairrzia k Tol»*cq.

Terzetto, “ Tretuale ! empj, Tremate Madame
SlockhauMn* Signor Donzelli, and Mr. Phillip* Dcetuovcn.

Overture, Ca/ypto .... Wnrtna*

Leader, Mr. F. Cramer.—

C

onductor, Mr. Chanir.

Since good modem music has been nearly banished the

Opera, and most private concerts, the Philharmonic per-

formances have increased in interest and attention.

There may be heard the best works of the great composers

of the present, and latter part of the former, century.

Where else can they be listened to with satisfaction ? Now
and then at a benefit concert, when the major part of this

hand is engaged, which can happen very rarely. Some-
times a symphony or overture is well got up at a country

festival ;
and occasionally at an oratorio ; but this is quite a

matter of uncertainty, and while the attempt completely

succeeds once, it fails nineteen times at least.

This first concert of the present season was an admira-

ble selection ; we had almost said a perfect one. The
merits of the symphonies we need not descant on,

having repeatedly dwelt on them in this work. The
overture to Calypeo, also, has often been noticed by us.

• Sr« our Foreign Report in the present number .—(Editor

J

Hut Onslow’s is quite new here, having only recently been
produced at the French Opera. There is more air in this*

a greater quantity and a better distribution of light and
shade, and less of the abstruse, than in any instrumental

composition we ever heard of the author. The principal

subject is exceedingly melodious, and accompanied by a
rich but not overwhelming harmony, the power of the in-

struments being very much kept down, so as to produce a
larger continuation ofgentle sounds* than is common in this

class ofcomposition ; by which means the effect of the for-

tissimos is far greater than when they are prolonged, and
when the ear is allowed no repose till fairly tired out by un-
interrupted bursts on the tympanum. As to the originality

of this overture* in a rigorous sense of the word* wc cannot
say much : its author manifestly is well read in the orchestral

works of Mozart, Beethoven, and Weber, and deeply
impressed by their beauties. So richly is his mind stored

by these, that, unintentionally and unavoidably, they often

become so mingled with the product of his own imagina-
tion, that what would otherwise be his alone, takes sponta-
neously a colouring from that with which it is so constantly

associated, and gives an appearance of premeditated imi-

tation, to what is in reality only an accidental resemblance.

We hope that this will be repeated during the season : it

will make a much stronger impression on a second hearing.

The double quartett of Spohr was another novelty. It

is in four movements. The first an allegro, and the

second a scherzo, each in the minor, though written, that

is to say put together, in a very masterly manner, smell

too much of the lamp, and are heavy from excess of
learning. The latter movements, an adagio and a finale,

both in the major mode, atone for the “ palpable obscure
n

of the two first. A lovely air meanders through the

adagio, assisted by a full but not confounding accompa-
niment; and the last movement is on a light, playful

subject, admirably worked, but the labour concealed, so

as to bear every appearance of having flowed naturally

from the mind of the composer, ready fashioned, and
complete in all its parts. We must allow, however, that

we discovered no effect from this double quartett that

might not have been produced in a single one. We ex-

pected a conversation-piece,—subjects given out by one
side, replied to by the other; augmentations and dimi-

nutions. But nothing of all this ; it might as well have

been called a concert aute at once. The performance of it

cannot be too highly praised ; but the names of those to

whom it was entrusted speak for themselves. Weichsel

was, of course, the most conspicuous. He gives confi-

dence to all who are united with him, and his superb tone

diffuses itself in every part of the room, without exercising

any undue superiority over that of his coadjutors.

M. Tolbecq, who is newly arrived from Paris, is a very

good performer. The opening of his concerto promised

more than the subsequent part fulfilled,—we speak of the

music—end one slow variation in the lost movement was
very effective ; but the whole was tediously long, and
wanted variety.

The vocal pieces were selected with great judgmeut.

Donzelli sang the aria from Otdlo in a manner far supe-

rior to anything we have been accustomed to from Opera
singers, since the elder Crivelli was here. But we shall

say more of him elsewhere. His duet with Madame
Stockhausen shewed how much he might excel in such

music, were he but encouraged to give his thought to it,

though neither of the two were quite at home in this

masterpiece of dramatic composition. Madame Stock-

hausen, in the fine but excessively difficult cautata, was
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highly respectable. She was much indebted to Mr.
Cramer for his accompaniment, which excited many gentle

murmurs of approbation during its progress. The Ter-

zetto, quite & la Mozart, was. we feel morally certain, on

early production of Beethoven, though marked as his

opera one hundred, or more. It is a charming composi-

tion, but seems to want stage action, with a view to which
it appears to us to have been written. The voices of Don-
selli and Phillips blended most charmingly in this piece.

The concert was led with vast animation by the inde-

fatigable F. Cramer, and the whole went off with a

apirit which shewed that the zeal of the performers is

quite unabated. Very few subscribers appeared to be

absent on this occasion, and consequently the room was
remarkably full. We should be glad could we say that

it is in such a condition as the public have a right to ex-

pect. And as to the ante-rooms, the one looks like a bam
metamorphosed into a theatre ; and the other resembles

those parlours in the Greenwich taverns, where the removal

of a sliding partition throws two into one. The darkness.

However, of the great saloon is in favour of its present con-

dition, for the dirt is not so visible as if the lights were
more powerful. But the cold which attacks the feet is a

more serious evil. We counsel the ladies to bring foot-

muffs with them, and the gentlemen to come in French
clogs, while the wintry winds continue, or they may be

drawn into a more frequent intercourse with their physi-

cians than is either desirable or profitable.

^foreign jflustcal Report.

VIENNA.

Theater an der fVien.—A new romantic opera, in four
acts, was produced here, entitled Meister PUgram , Er-
bauer des Stephanthurmes in fPien, the poetry by Ed.
Duller, the music by Kapellmeister Glaser. The subject

which is calculated to awaken local interest, and abonnds
in patriotic feeling, is happily chosen, and several of the

musical pieces are pleasing and characteristic ; but as a
whole it is not of a kind to attract any permanent atten-

tion.

Josephstiidt Theater.—A new romantic drama, in lour

acts, has appeared here, entitled Der Stock im Eisen, the

music by Kapellmeister Kessler. Several of the choruses
and other pieces in this composition, prove the author to

possess mure tliau common merit.

Leopoldtiiidl Theater,— In the course of the last month
was produced here, for the benefit of Music-director
Raimund, Der A lpenkonig und der Mcnschenfcind, a grand
romantic opera in two acts, the music by Kapellmeister
Wenzel Muller. The piece possesses considerable merit,

both in a literary and musical point of view. The over-

ture contains several characteristic and original passages,
many of the airs and concerted pieces are excellent, and
the accompaniment contains several pieces of musical
painting, which bespeak talents, of which the public are
justified in forming no mean expectations.

The Count voii Gallenbcrg, the new manager of the
Klirnihnerthor Theater

,

bos just issued a prospectus, with
which the public in general seem highly satisfied. The
subscription is to be moderate, and u pledge is given that

all uovclties of merit, but in particular those of the Ger-
man school, shall be promptly brought before the public.

Tire house is to open with C. M. von Weber’s* Oheron . It is

to be followed by Mehul’s Fatcntine dr. Milan, Marschner’a
Vampyre, Onslow’s Colporteur, Muurcr s Aloyse, Rossini’s

<Seige de Corinth, and Lc Comte Ory, Anber's Mucttc de
Portici, &c. Some of the original compositions of Courad
Kreutzer, Gyrowetz, and Lachtier, are to be revived ; the

works of Spohr, Fesca, Lindpaiutticr, Ac., are to be put
into requisition; not, of course, forgetting the classical

masters of the old school.

The success which has attended the publication of Hum-
mel’s “ Piano-forte School,’* may be estimated from the
fact, Ural, on the day of publication, more thau eighteen

hundred copies were disposed of.

BERLIN.
Konigliche Theater.—T\p» only novelty here has been
Isouard’s sprightly opera, Le Dtjeunv

, which was excel-
lently cast; Madlle. v. Schhtzel, as the young widow,
and M. Bader, as the bon vivant, were admirable. The
music of this piece is of that light and pleasing kind, which
is always sure to give satisfaction, and there is much comic
humour in some of the scenes : that, for instance, of the

double chamber.

Madlle. v. Schiitzel continues to rise In public favour;

in proportion as her diversified talents become more
known. She has appeared in the following characters, and
done justice to each : as Henriette, in Aubers Mapon, in

which the negligent grace and nai vete of her performance
were wurmly applauded; as Amozily, in Spolirs Jrtsonda;

and, lastly, as the Genius, in Spoutini's Nurmuhal, all of
which operas have been performed to crowded houses.

Ko/iigitiidt Theater.—A new and very spirited operetta,

has been produced here, entitled Neues MiUe.l Wtihtr zu
curiren (a New Way to cure Wives), the music by Mr.
Bohmer, member of the Royal Chapel. Several of the
airs and concerted pieces have merit, and were much ap-
plauded. It is to be hoped that the success of his first at-

tempt will encourage this artist hi continue to cultivate his

talents for dramatic music, us they appear to be of a very
promising kind.

After this was performed the Elisa und Claudio of Mer-
cadante, in which Madlle. Sicbert particularly distinguished
herself. The opera, which was in the German language,
appeared to afford general satisfaction.

Sponlini has at length completed his graud topera of
Agnes von Hohenstaufrn , of which it will be recollected

that one act only was produced some time since, on occa-
sion of a particular court festivity.

The expected romantic drama of Quentin Durward, to

which Kapellmeister Schneider is composing the music, is

said to be in a state of great forwardness, and from the
specimens that have been heard of the music, the liveliest

expectations are formed. The cognoscenti are curious to
know how a master who, ns yet, is known only by church
music, atid works of the severe kind, will succeed in dra
matic composition.

MUNICH*
Mr. Lindpaintner, Kapellmeister of Stutgard, has just
obtained fresh laurels here in his new opera Der Vamp^r,
which was performed to one of the fullest houses of the
season, und obtained decided success. Several of the airs

and concerted pieces were encored, and at the fall of the
curtain the composer was loudly called for. Madlle.
Scheduler did not a little contribute to the success of the
piece, by the truly dramatic manner in which site performed
the principal character.

K 2
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HALLE.
Music, and particularly that of the religious kind, has

recently experienced a serious loss here, in the person

of the Chancellor, Aug. Hermann Niemeyer. He was the

munificent patron ofevery musical undertaking, aiul parti-

cularly of the Singing Academy, which, under his auspices,

had attained to a degree of repute before unknown. In

honour, therefore, of his memory, the Requiem of Mozart

was performed.

NUREMBERG.
At a meeting of the magistrates and principal citizens of

this town, a gold medal wus voted to Kapellmeister Frede-

ric Schneider, of Dessau, as a testimony of respect to his

talents, uud for the zeal with which he exerted himself on

occasion of the meeting to commemorate the anniversary

of their celebrated townsman, Albert Durer; for which this

composer produced his new oratorio, Chri»tust der Meister.

A letter of thanks was sent him, enclosing also a numerous

list of subscribers to his forthcoming oratorio.

MILAN.
Madame Pasta has undertaken the management of the

Carcano Theatre. She is also engaged to perform at

Vienna, where the public have long been expecting her,

and by the means of her talents look forward to the res-

toration of the Itulian Theatre.

LISBON.
Opera concerns go on here but very badly ; at no time has

this city been the favourite resort of the Muses, and at pre-

sent they have nearly deserted it altogether. There has

been a revival of Coccia’s pleasing opera. La Festa della

Rota

,

which was well performed.

A Jeu d'npril has been handed about, of which I send

you the following fragment ; the spirit in which it is written

may easily be seen, as well as to whom addressed.

To meet you (here upon the shore shall Mind,

With fiddle and with fiddlestick in hand,

That crown'd Ros*ini of meJodiou* skill,

For whom ye ran so well, and fought *o ill, >
Your liege, the tuneful David of Brazil.* J

lie who would reign by revolution*,

Who from a throne hymns constitution* j

Whom Mar* and I'ImtHu* both call son j

Who plays a twofold part;

In music, quite a Wellington,

la battle, a Mozart.

PETERSBURG.
After a considerable interval, a new Italian company hus
been organized, and the season opened with two novelties

—novelties under this degree of the meridian

—

Zelmira
and the Cenerentola. The company, however, is but
indifferent ; the Signora Melas, the primu donna, has a

tolerable soprano voice, but inclined to be shrill ; she ob-
tained but little success in the first opera, but succeeded
in redeeming her credit in the latter, and particularly in

the finale of the second act. Nicoliui, whose voice is a
high bariton, sang the tenor parts, during the absence of
a singer of this kind. Though he has rather a pleasing
voice, he succeeded but little, his style being crude, and
his action bad. The favourite of the public is Tosi, the
primo buffo , who in effect is the best singer of the com-
pany. Zamboni, another primo buffo and director of the

* The illustrious individual here alluded to U said to be the composer uf
tbc Portuguese Constitutional Hymn, though w« have reason to believe
that it u from the pea of Signor Coccja,

theatre, is extolled by the journalist of St. Petersburg, us
the very first of all IJaroni

;

in what part the good director

will take the compliment, it is not for us to determine.

As to Zumhclli, and the Signora Monart, they appear to
be singers of so very mediocre a class, as to be undeserv-

ing of notice.

PARIS.

Til K following curious paragraph appears in Galignani's

Mnxengcr. We are sorry to find a young lady of talent

so deficient in the good sense which would have prevented
so ridiculous a display, and so wanliug in that grateful

feeling for former support in this country, which, just at
this moment, it would be to her interest at least to appear
to possess :

—

" A fund of remark and ridicule has been supplied to the
fashionable circles these last few days, by the eccentric

vagaries of a celebrated young Opera ginger of the Theatre

Halim
, who, it appears, during the last week, gave an

evening party, to which, it was ostentatiously announced,

that none were invited who had not been previously pre-

sented at court ! Passing the pitiable silliness of this piece

of pretension, in such a quarter, the young Signora is also

accused of a more grave offence against good taste. It is

said, that with other entertainments selected for the amuse-
ment of her distinguished guests, among whom were many
English, was a dramatic proverb, in which the English na-

tion was ludicrously caricatured and held up to derision, in

a character supported with infinite piquancy and spirit by
the amiable hostess herself. If this be true (and our au-

thority is too good, we fear, to admit of a doubt,) we must,

in plain language, characterize it as an act of vulgar, low-

bred impertinence, especially unbecoming in one who, if

we recollect rightly, has herself been indebted to the hos-

pitality of the nation which is now the object of her ridi-

cule, and which, notwithstanding its ulleged deficiency in

musical taste, which was particularly the subject of satire

with the Signora, is the best friend and most munificent

patron of musical talent in the world. It is right, per-

haps. to add, that Mdlle. Sontag is not here alluded to,

that lady having been engaged on the evening in question

at the palace of his Royal Highness the Duke of Orleans.**

Theatre Halim .—Signor Gennero, a young tenor lately

arrived from Italy, made his debftt in the Donna del Logo,

hut without success. It appears, that some short time
since, he attempted the part uf Don Ottavio at Florence,

and by no means shone in the character. An Italinu

Journal excused him by saving, that the part was ill-

adapted to the singer; had the phrase been reversed, it

would have been far nearer to the truth. His voice is

pleasing, but he is completely devoid of style, method, and
other necessary requisites for a singer of nny pretension.

Rossini has completed his Guillaume Tell, but an ob-
stacle has arisen to prevent its appearance. Madame
Damoreau-Uinti, in ceasing to be a virgin-votary of the

Muses, necessarily exposed herself to inconveniences,

which, as might naturally have been expected, have come
to embarrass not only the singer, but the manager also.

What was to be done ? The three great French singers,

Fodor, Lalande, and Fuuvcl (Favelli

)

are under engage-
ments, and no choice was left but a German. Terms have
accordingly been entered into with Mad. Maraffa-Fischer,

daughter of the composer of the well-known minuet, which
bears the name of Fischer. This singer, after gaining

great applause in her native country, made her debftt in

Italy, in lb*26, since which time she has sung in the

theatres of most of its principal cities. The only question
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that agitates the cognoscenti here, is how the lady is to

manage in a French opera, for it is whispered thut she is

no great proficient in the language. The general im-

pression, however, appears to be, that an infliction of Teu-
tonic accent is preferable to a longer deprivation of an

opera, which is pronounced by all those who have heard

it at the piano, to be the masterpiece of Rossini’s genius.

This, lime alone will shew. In the meanwhile much is

said, among other wonders, of the Oath of the Three Swi**,
the subject of which is from a well-known picture by

M. Steub, and which terminates by a triple chorus of the

three cantons, a piece calculated, it is said, to turn the

heads of all our amateurs.

Institution Royale de Musiquc Rcligicuse. This institu-

tion proceeds with spirit, and from the freedom and judg-

ment shewn in the selection of the best pieces of every

achool, promises to be highly conducive to a diffusion of

a just and enlightened taste in the French capital. The
following are some among the many novelties promised to

the subscribers :— Handel’s Judas Maccah&iu ; Graun’s
Tod Jam; Schiller’s celebrated cantata. Die Glodec *, set

by Romberg ; three pieces from Palestrina, Chori Sancto-
rum virginum, Misericordia Domini, a lamentation for

four voices, and Eram quasi Agnus, a responsorio ; Allegri’s

celebrated Miserere ; Josquin Depress Lament on (he death

of his master, Ockenheim (1500) ; Carissitni’s classical

production II Sacri/izio de Jephta

,

and the three following

singular madrigals of this extraordinary master. Testamen-
tum mini , Melos debarbd Capucinontm, and the declension

of the pronoun Hie, here, hoc

;

and a selection of madrigals
from Palestrina, Marenzio, Monteverde, Venosa, the
Scarlutti, Durante, Slaffani, and Clari.

Theatre Italien.—Mdlle. Sontag made her re-appearance
at this theatre in It Barbiere. Such was the curiosity of
the public to witness her return, that every box was en-
gaged weeks beforehand. They were anxious, says one
of the journals, to ascertain whether their iavourite still

preserved that freshness and flexibility of organ which
she possessed before her journey beyond tea; in a word,
whether the cloud by which this

. theatrical star had for

some time been eclipsed, had entirely disappeared, and
left it in its former unsullied lustre. She acquitted herself

to the general satisfaction in her air, duet, and in Rode’s
variations, alia Catalani, and appears to have suffered no
diminution of her powers.

The veteran Lesueur has just published his oratorio of
Debora , which has been performed before the Royal
Family, in the Chapel Royal, and excited the deepest in-

terest. The piece is said to be marked by great variety of
effect, from the simple air to the impassioned geena ; from
descriptions of placid emotion, to those of the anguish
and despair of the vanquished, and the triumph and exulta-
tion of the victors. The introduction, which is descriptive
of a storm upon the banks of the torrent Kison, is highly
imposing in its effect, and contains passages of musical
painting of a high order. The pieces which appeared to
produce the most strking impression, were, the air, Dux
daccndit de monte Thabor, a composition full of energy and
melody of the inspiring kind ; the chorus. Sic pereant
inimici (ui, Domine

;

and the air, Surge, Debora, which
is murked by so touching an expression as to come home
to every heart The work is dedicated to his Majesty the
King of Prussia.

* “Th« Btll." A very spirited Emulation of this masterly production
ha* appeared from the pen of Lord Francis Lev e»oa Gower.

In the last list of music published at Paris, we observe

the following:—“Premiere composition de Rossini: Se il

vital la Malinara , canzonetta.”

Cftr Srama.

Kino's Theatre.

This house opened on Saturday the 31st of January, with

Rossini’s Donna del Logo. The parts were cast thus

•

Giacomo V. (James V. of Scotland)

DouglOt .* •

Rodrigo (Roderic Dhu) ,

Elena (Bllcn) . .

Malcolm (Malcolm Grmme)
Albina , , •

Sio. Ccbioni.

Sio. Ok A*oiu.
Sio. Donzklli.

Mad. Monyicslu.
Mad. Piiaroni.

Mad. Castkuj.

We have entered at large into the merits of this opera in

the first volume of our former series, and need only say

here, that it is not one of those which will transmit the

name of Rossini to posterity, though there are some few

good things in it

Our attention now will be directed to the three per-

formers who, on this occasion, appeared for the first time in

England ; and we begin with Madame Monticelli,
whose personal attractions and merits as an actress far

exceed her vocal talents, ller style is not bad, but her

voice wants both quality and strength
;
and her appear-

ance—which, however, ought not to have been compared to

that of Madame Ronzi, which is vastly superior—is the

greatest recommendation she possesses. As Seconda
Donna, Madame M. may be very useful : she cannot with

prudence again appear as u prima.

Madame Pisaroni possesses a mezzo-soprano voice of

very unusual compass. It is still powerful, but has been
more so ; and its quality, though retaining much of its

fulness, was infinitely richer and sweeter a few years ago.

She now is obliged to force it in certain passages, lest it

should not obey her will with the promptitude and correct-

ness that it was wont to do ; the consequence is, that

many of her notes have a hardness in them quite unletni-

nine, and far from agreeable. She is decidedly a good
musician, according to the general acceptation of the term,

for she is invariably steady in time ; and in ail her embellish-

ments, as they are called, and wanderings from the notea

set down for her, is uever unfaithful to the composer’s har-

mony. In the concerted pieces, too, her exactness in her

own part, and the care with which she adapts that to the

others, are additional and very strong proofs of her skill

and experience. Besides which, her intonation is perfect.

These ore high qualifications, certainly ; but if pure taste

is to be included as an essential part of musical knowledge,

then we shall not so readily admit Madame Pisaroni’s

claim. She overlays every thing with ornaments, and ap-

pears to have a mortal aversion to a held, orsustained, sound.

Nearly as much dislike does she seem to have for those

smooth diatonic successions which are so delightful, and
therefore takes every opportunity of either breaking them
into zigzags, or of splitting them into minute parts by
means of the chromatic scale, which, as now used, can

only be compared to the love-song of a domestic animal

notorious for its hostility to mice and to music.

Nevertheless Mad. Pisaroni is—perhaps we ought to
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say has been—what is commonly called a great singer.

We candidly admit that excellentjudges have so considered

her, and that some of these still hold the same opinion.

Perhaps her style may not be her own choice, but a sur-

render of her judgment to the perverted taste, or rather

the fashion, of the age. This is a point we cannot pretend

to decide
j

but we will throw off unnecessary disguise,

and declare, that all the circumstances of the case taken

into consideration, if the opera were the sole object of our

visits to the King's Theatre, we should not be again

anxious to enter its doors when the lady was expected to

perform.

Signor Donzelli possesses a tenor voice of extraordi-

nary beauty, compass, and power. It is so sonorous and
pure, and he sings with such undeviating accuracy as to

tunc, that we could be almost content to sit and hear him
were he to do nothing more than to practise the scale up
and down. Its quality is much the same as that of the

elder Crivelli, but exceixls his in strength
;
and also re-

sembles what Garcia's was many years ago, though in-

finitely more musical. He has a falsetto, or voce di testa,

which reminds us of Incledon, nnd he is equally prodigal

in the use of it. This is his defect : not satisfied with wiiut

nature has so bountifully bestowed on him, he has re-

course to that which is artificial, useless, and displeasing

to the real connoisseur. We have not vet heard enough
of him to judge conclusively of his style. His power of
sustaining, and also his taste, seem to incline him in

favour of that which, for nearly four hundred years—from
the time of Castiglione down to the present moment—has

been considered by true judges as the most perfect, indeed

the only, standard. That he is calculated to excel in this,

he gave many convincing proofs on the present occasion,

though the part by no means suited him. He has flexi-

bility sufficient for the most florid style, and displays quite

enough of it, but whether as a propitiatory offering at the
altar of fashion, or to shew his power of execution, or to

indulge a natural propensity, we are not prepared to de-
cide.

This opera was performed six nights successively, no
other having been in a state of preparation, and heartily

tired the public were of it, for it was, as a whole, very badly
got up. For instance. Signor De Angeli was the base,

—

the Douglas! We need say no more.
On Tuesday the 17th ult. L'ltaliana in Algeri, almost

the worst opera its composer ever produced, was revived,
and, it Mud. Pisaroni and Sig. Donzelli be excepted, a
performance more discreditable hus seldom been exhibited
on these boards. A Signor V. Gulli,—very incorrectly
said to be a brother of the famous singer,—made his

debut in the character of Mustafa , and a most wretched
part he made of it. His voice appears to have scarcely
any means of issuing

; he sings as if his mouth were half
filled with macaroni, and his attempts to execute passages
of the least motion—we will not say agility—proved ab-
solutely abortive. If this is to be the base, the foundation
and support of all the concerted pieces till after Easter,
we pity those who, night after night, are obliged to hear
out an entire opera : that is to say, we pity the band, the
prompter, and the scene-shifters.

Of Madame Pisaroni os Isabella we can only say, that
the part is exactly suited to her voice*, and as exactly

• The Timet rather authoritatively calls PU&rooi't voice a soprano,
•n*i in the same style adds, that the part was originally written for a
aoprano. We are sorry to And that paper imitating the'Wonders of the
Herald, Post, and such prints.

unfit for her person. She ought to appear as sel-

dom as possible out of male attire. Donzelli’s singing

in the character of Lindor was admirable ; but his

powers are wasted on such music. The rest was really

execrable.

The loss sustained this season by the retirement of all

the best performers from the orchestra, (Dragonetti ex-
cepted, who is engaged, though he refused to sign the

term*.) is sensibly felt. Poor Spagnoletti is to be eornmis-

serated; his force of violins is reduced to sixteen, out of
which not more than half a dozen ore really efficient.

But M. Laporte has shewn great judgment in engaging
the two Gambati as trumpeters : they completely drown
the band, and screen all its weaknesses and failures front

detection. M. Bocbsa's staff of office—a certain mopstick,

by which we are told he contrives to break time—is the

only noise that does not merge in their blasts
;
and this

is precisely the sound which ought first to lie over-

whelmed. Who now fills Lindley's post as first violon-

cello ?—Let him, whoever he may be, learn to accompany
the recitatives better. Who is seated at the piano-forte ?

Alas! not Scappa, that excellent pianist;—not Cocda,
the able, the watchful maestro

:

but some one who un-
dertakes—we do not assert that he fulfils—this important

duty at twenty shillings a night

!

The entrances to the pit are improved, and the rise in

the back seats is an advantage gained. The complaints

about the condition of the house are not quite reasonable

;

it looks clean, the gilding is refreshed, and the general ap-

pearance of the house is respectable. As to the stalls,—

one of the most imprudent innovations ever attempted, and
which, if permitted, will ruin the pit, by dividing its com-
pany into two classes—of these stalls, we shall quote what
has been well said in a Sunday paper, and with which we
close this article.

“ We cannot conclude without saying a few words to M.
Laporte, who has completely broken his pledge to the pub-
lic, that the stalls, or what might more properly be called

his cribs, should be open to the public, excepting only such
as are engaged nightly. This promise was made when he

was under fear of a disturbance, and now that he can rely

upon the public apathy, he has condescended to deceive

them. The fact is, that on Tuesday night not one half of

the seats were let, and yet they were locked up and kept so

all the evening; nor were half the persons who occupied

them, persons who paid at the doors ; numbers of them
being actors, musicians, painters, &c., who were admitted

free ; though, be it remembered, that M. Laporte distinctly

stated that it was to keep the classes distinct that he
adopted this new regulation. The fact is, he has attempted

an impossibility, and flounders about on the borders of

truth, to conceal a paltry attempt to extort more money
from the frequenters of the opera, worthy only of his friend

and privy counsellor, M. Bochsa. What does he mean by
select company, and imputations thrown on those who sit

on the outskirts of the unhallowed ground? Are there

any persons who cannot occupy the sacred precincts by
paying four shillings extra to have their stalls well littered?

and who are more likely to pay than those [people seldom
of the best character] who trouble themselves least of all

with measures of economy ? The whole thing is as absurd
as it is contemptible ; and though he may find asses and
calves enough who will be content to turn into his stalls,

he will probably find the larger family of the bulls not so

easily gulled. At present he but acts the dog in the

mauger, and denies others the provender not wanted by
himself."
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MEMOIR OF MAURICE GREENE.
(Ckiejtjf cci/cHetlfrom the Hiiloritt */ Hmmkimt and Burney.)

Maurice Greene was the son of the Reverend Thomas
Greene, Vicar of St. Olave Jewry, London, and nephew of

John Greene, Seijeant-at-Law. He was educated in the

choir of St. Paul’s, and when his voice changed, was articled

to Richard Brind*, the organist of that cathedral.

He was early noticed as an elegaut organ-player and

composer for the church, and obtained the place of organist

of St. Dunstan in the West before he had attained his

twentieth year. In 1717, on the death of Daniel Purcell,

he was likewise elected organist of St Andrew’s, Holbom

;

but the follow iug year his master, Brind, dying, Greene was

appointed his successor. The Dean of St Paul’s at that

time was Dr. Godolphin, a musical man and the friend of

Greene, through whose influence with the chapter nn aug-

mentation of the salary of organist was obtained, by the ad-

dition of a lay-vicar’s stipend f. In 1726, on the deulh of

Dr. Croft, he was appointed organist and composer to the

Chapels Hoval; and on the death of John EcclesJ in

1735, obtained the office of Master of his Majesty’s Band.

In 1730 the degree of Doctor in Music was conferred ou

him by the University of Cambridge, his exercise being

Pope's Ode for St. Cecilia’s Day, which was performed with

great applause §; and as an additional testimony to his

* Briod had also been brought up in the same choir. Ho composed

two anthems, now forgotten.

f Thus, the scanty choir, which then consisted of only aia lay-vicars,

was robbed of a member, leaving but five, of whom one at least is gene-

rally inefficient, to fill the vast area of that immense cathedral :— while

there are do less than four canons and twenty-six prebendaries, who are

rarely seen within the walls of the church. Such ia the manner in

whien our cathedral service ia provided foe, and ecclesiastical retenues

are distributed

!

X Ecclos was a composer for the theatres, of act-tunes, Sic., and such

incidental songs as occurred in the comedies of his time. His name is

very conspicuous in all the old collections published at the end of the

seventeenth and beginning of the eighteenth centuries. The three-voiced

song, 14 Wine does wonders every day,” which retained its popularity for

more than a hundred years, is by KccSes. He succeeded Dr. Staggiua

about the year 1698, as Master or the Band to Queen Anne.

$ At the request of Greene, Pope condescended to make considerable

alterations in this poem, and laserted one entirely new stanza,—the third.

Aad as it differs materially from tbc ode as published, and has never

appeared in print, except in Hawkins’s history, we insert it as a literary

curiosity. I.

Descend ye Nice ! descend and sing
;

The breathing instruments inspire
;

Wake into voice each silent string,

And sweep tire sounding lyre

!

In a sadly-pleasing strain

Let the warbling lute complain :

In Biorn lengthen’d notes and slow

The deep, majestic, solemn organs blow

:

Hark I the numbers soft and clear

Gently steal upon the car

;

Now louder they sound,

Till the roofs all around

The shrill echoes rebound

:

Till, by degrees remote and small,

The strains decay;
And melt away,

la a dying, dying fall.

if.

By music minds an equal temper know,
Nor swell too high, nor sink too low.

If in the breast tumultuous joys arise,

Music her soft, assua-ive voice applies;

Or when the soul is sunk in cares.

Exalts her with enlivening airs.

Warriors she fires by sprightly sounds;
Pours balm into the lover’s wounds:
Passions no more the sdUl engage,

Er’n factions bear away their rage.

Amphion thus bade wild dissensions cease,

And soften'd mortals team'd the arts of peace,

April, 1829.

merit, he waa shortly afterward*, on the death of Dr. Tud-

way *, elected Professor of Music to the University.

hi.

Amphion taught contending kings

Pram various discords to create

The music of a weU-tun'd state

;

Nor slack nor strain the tender strings,

Those useful touches to impart

That strike the subject'- ausw’ring heart,

And the soft silent harmony that springs

Prom sacred uuiun and consent of thing*.

nr.

But when our country's cause provokes to arms,

How martial music every bo-utn warms!
When the first vessel <Ur'd the seas,

The Thracian rais’d his strain,

And Argo saw her kindred trees

Descend from Peiion to tlie main.

Transported demi-guds stood round,

And men grew heroes at the sound.

Inflam'd with glory's charms!

Each chief his sev'nfold shield display’d,

Aud half unsheath’d his shining blade :

And seas, ami rocks, and skies rebound,

To arms, to arm*, to arms l

v.

But when thro* all th' infernal bounds

Which flaming Phlcgethon surrounds,

Sad Orpheus sought his consort lost,

'Die adamantine gate* were Inrr'd,

And nought was seen, and nought was beard

Around the dreary coast.

But dreadful gleams,

Dismal screams.

Fire* that glow,

Shrieks of woe,

Sullen groan*,

Hollow moans,

Aad cries of tortur'd ghosts

!

Bui hark ! he strikes the golden lyre,

And see ! ih* tortur’d ghosts respire

;

See the shsdy forma advance I

And the pale spectres dance !

The furies sink upon the iron beds,

And snakes uncurl'd hang lisl’ning round their heada,

VI.

By the streams that ever flow,

By the fragrant wind* that blow,

O’er the Klysian flow’rs
;

By those happy souls that dwell

In yellow meads of asphodel,

Or aramaulhinc bow ’re

;

By the heroes' aroied shades

filin'ring thro’ the midnight glades,

By the youths that died for love,

Wand’riag in the myrtle grove,

Restore, restore Eurydico to life.

Oh Lake the husband, or return the wife i

VII.

He sung, and hell consented

To hear the poet’s pray'r;

Stern Proserpine relented,

And gave him beck the fair.

Thus song could prevail

O’er death, and o'er bell,

A conquest how hard and how glorious!

Though Pale fast had bound her,

With Styx nine times round her,

Yet music and love were victorious. ,

• Thomas Tudway received his education in the King’s Chapel, under

Dr. Blow, and was a fellow-disciple uf Henry Purcell. He was patro-

nised by, and lived much in the company of, the famous Earl of Oxford,

for whom he made a large collection of music, chiefly Italian ; aad also

scored with his own hand, for the same nobleman, seven thick quarto

volumes of the most valuable sen ices and anthem* by English composers,

which now, as part of the Harlciaa MSS., are deposited in tha British

Museum.

L
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On the arrival of Handel in this country, Greene

courted his friendship with an assiduity that bordered on

servility ;
insomuch that his visits to him at Burlington

House, and at the Duke of Chandos's, were rather more
frequent than welcome ; for the former discovered that, in

his disputes with Bononcini, Greene had acted so disingenu-

ously as to render it desirable to decline much further in-

tercourse with him : in consequence of which, the latter

availed himself of every opportunity to decry the produc-

tions of Handel, aud extol those of his Italian rival. He
was a member of the Academy of Ancient Music, and,

with a view to exalt the character of Bononcini, produced,

in the year 1728, the madrigal 44 In una siepe nmbrosa,”

really composed by Lotti, but claimed by Bononcini,

which gave rise to that famous dispute which terminated

in the disgrace of his friend. Not able to endure the

taunts of those who resented his pertinacious behaviour in

this business, he withdrew, and established another concert

at the Devil tavern •.

Dr. Greene, however, had many excellent connexions,

which not his talents alone, but the respectability of

his family, procured him. He enjoyed the friendship of

Bishop Hoadley, at whose table he was always a welcome
guest, and set to music many elegant pastoral poems,
namely, ** Florimel,” " Phoebe,” and others* written, as

supposed, by Dr. John Hoadley, a son of that prelate. He
bad also interest with the Duke of Newcastle, of political

memory, probably through the Duchess, who had frequent

musical parties at Newcastle-House, and these Greene
used to manage, but without accepting any remuneration,

which, on such occasions, he invariably declined, choosing,

with a very becoming spirit, to visit on the independent

footing of a guest. The mother of the Duchess was Hen-
rietta, Duchess of Marlborough, whose patronage of Bo-
noncini was an additional motive with Greene for con-

tracting a close intimacy with him ; for the doctor was a

man of understanding, and formed connexions of the best

kind. By his personal civilities to Mrs. Anastasia Robin-

son t, he so recommended himself to her, that, upon be-

coming Countess of Peterborough, she took every oppor-

tunity of evincing her gratitude.

Dr. Greene and the Rev. George Carleton, Subdean of
the Royal Chapel, married two sisters named Dillingham,

whose little pittance amounted to about five hundred
pounds. This was all he had to begin the world with;

nevertheless, by industry and economy, he was enabled to

bring up a family of children, and make considerable savings.
His uncle, Serjeant Greene, a single man, left a natural son,

a barrister, to whom he bequeathed an estate in Essex,

called Bois-hull, worth seven hundred pounds a year. The
latter dying about the year 1750, left the whole of his

property to Dr. Greene.

In the state of affluence to which he was raised by this

event—for such a rental at that period may fairly be esti-

mated as equal to two thousand pounds at the present

day,—Dr. Greene, reflecting on the corruptions of our

church music, occasioned by Uie multiplication of copies,

and the ignorance of transcribers, resolved to correct aud
also to secure it against future injuries. He accordingly

collated a great number of manuscript services and an-

thems, and reduced them into score. By the year 1755
lie had made considerable progress

;
but his health failing

him. he transferred the further prosecution of the work to

his friend and disciple, Dr. Boyce who. in a manner

* Upoo this Handel remarked, '• De lodor Creeoe is gone to de TeriL"

f A celebrated singer in Handel's time.

J See Memoir of Dr. Boyce in the second volume of the Harmotucvn.

worthy of the projector and of himself, completed it, and
gave to the world a collection that is without rival.

Dr. Greene died on the 1 st of September, 1755, leaving-

only one child, a daughter, married to the Rev E>r.
Michael Festing, rector of Wyke-Rcgis, in Dorsetshire,

the son of Mr. Michael Festing, an eminent performer on
the violin *.

M Dr. Greene,** says Burney, who knew him, “ was an
intelligent man, a constant attendant at the Opera, and an
acute observer of the improvements in composition and
performance which Handel, and the Italian singers em-
ployed in his dramas, had introduced into this country.
His melody is therefore more elegant, and harmony more
pure, than those of his predecessors, though less nervous
and original. He had the misfortune to live in the age
and neighbourhood of a musical giant, with whom he was
utterly unable to contend, but by cabal and alliance with
his enemies. Handel was but too prone to treat inferior

artists with contempt : what provocation he had received

from Greene after their first acquaintance, when our
countryman had a due sense of his great powers, I know
not

; but for many years of his life, he never spoke of him
without some injurious epithet. Greene's figure was below
the common size, and he had the misfortune to be very
much deformed, yet his address and exterior manners were
those of a man of the world, mild, attentive, and well-bred.’*

Dr. Greene composed many cantatas, songs, and other
pieces of secular music, which were very popular in their

day; among which “ Go, Roset."—** Dear Chloe, while

thus beyond measure,”—** Busy, curious, thirsty flyj,"

and 44 Fair Sally §,” have never ceased to be admired.

The sonatas, unfairly printed by Wright, being a publica-

tion unauthorized by him, must be considered as a work
intended for some particular purpose, therefore not ame-
nable to criticism. His reputation rests on his forty

Anthem* for one, two, three
, four. Jive, «x, *et*n, arui

eight voice*, in two volumes. These place him, in our
opinion, at the head of the list of English ecclesiastical

composers, for they combine the science and vigour of our
earlier writers, with the melody of the best German and
Italian masters who flourished in the first half of the

eighteenth century. Dr. Burney's review of these is any-

thing rather than impartial and just. He must have writ-

ten either from a very imperfect knowledge of the contents

of the volumes, or under the influence of a prejudice not

quite excusable in a historian. The divisions and shakes

of which he complalus, were the faults of the day,—the

bad tagte to which a composer was obliged to yield ; and
where are the first of these to be met with in greater pro-
fusion than in the compositions of Handel himself? In
order, however, to shew the inconsiderate haste in which
Dr. Burney pronounced judgment on the works of the great

musician who is the subject of this memoir, it is enough
to say, that in his list of them and remarks on their merits,

he never even alludes to those which confessedly rank as

the finest in the whole collection; namely, 44
I will sing

of thy power," lor five voices;
44 Lord, let me know mine

end, for four; 44 O clap your hands together,*
1

for five;

and, mirabite dicta,
44 God is our hope and strength,” the

most celebrated, and the most generally admired of all

Dr. Greene’s numerous productions for the church.

* M ichael Christian Festing wu a pupil of Gemini* ni. He was leader

of the King's Band ; and on the budding of the rotunda in Ranelsgh

Gardens, had the sole management of the performances there. He was
one of the founders of the Royal Society of Musician*, and for aomc
years discharged gratis the duly of secretary to that institution.

f Printed in our fourth volume.

X Printed in the present number. § Ditto.
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ON THE INSTABILITY OF MUSICAL FAME.

(
Concluded from p°f* 58.]

The immediate successors of Cimarosa and Mozart

—

Ziugurelli, Moyer, Paer, Winter, &c., followed those mas-

ters in the moderation of their musical colouring. Rossini,

however, has given vogue and currency to the exaggerated

tyle of the present day. In his earlier works, though re-

markable for the brilliant and florid character of his

jnelody, he was light and simple in his harmony. In this

respect. Tancredi and IlBarbiert di Stnglia leave little to

be wished for. In his later productions, Rossini adopted

a German style of harmony, which he soon carried beyond

even his models. Any of his more recent operas would

afford many examples of the overcharged style which he

lias thus introduced ; and we shall take OUUo as being

oue of the finest of them. Our readers will observe that we
are not writing a review of this opera, and that our subject

docs not allow us to indulge in the pleasure of remarking

its many beauties. Our purpose is to point out in it in-

stances of that vitiated style which belongs exclusively to

the modern school, and is not to be found in the works of

Mozart or Cimarosa.
One fault of Romani's Inter style is, loading simple pas-

sages of melody where nothing remarkable is meant to be

expressed, with heavy and chromatic accompaniments.

They are often so crowded, that they lose that transparency

so delightful in Cimarosa and Mozart, which, while it

enables the bearer to perceive and enjoy the movement of

the parts, would enable him also to detect and be offended

by any impurity in the harmony. RoBnini’s harmony is

often indistinct and turbid, of which the hearer is quite

conscious, though unable at the moment to detect many
impurities which the author’s desire of fulness has made
him admit into it. ’Hie following examples will sufficiently

shew the fault now described.

The terzetto "Ah viaii* contains the following pas-

sage, which » twice repeated
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This passage is continued for some time. In the first place

the voices are obliged to hold upon the note b, while the

basses in the orchestra, in a legato passage, come upon

the ajJ immediately below, an intolerable clashing of

sounds, hardly possible indeed to be accomplished, for the

voices must be pulled down by the instruments to the

semitone below. And there is, further, the crude combi-

nation of the a$ with the chord b, d$, r#, and xb. We
will venture to say, that nothing approaching to such

passages as the above arc to be found in the whole

works of Mozart, though they are frequent in those of

Rossini
;
end they could only be tolerated by a person

whose delicacy of ear has been blunted by the stunning

noise of a modern orchestra.

For instances of exaggerated musical language we may

take the duet, " Vorrti eke it tuo pertsiero* between Des-
demooa and Emilia, which occurs almost at the beginning
of the opera, and is wholly unimpassioned. It consists

of some quiet, moralizing reflections, which ought to have
been conveyed in music as calm as the words. But the

former exhibits chords and modulations so gloomy, that

a person unacquainted with the language, and hearing the

music for the first time, would imagine that Desdemona
and her confidante had already reached the acnW of tragic

distress. The duet is in o ; and immediately after the

smooth melody with which it commences, it breaks into

the following portentous modulation, in which the tran-

sition in the voice parts is rendered still more remarkable
by the repetition of the gloomy chord of the extreme sharp
sixth in the accompaniments

:
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It is no justification of this passage to say, that it con-

tains the words *' languente" and " dolor. Where the

whole tone of the poetry is calm reflection, or remark, (as

is the case here,) it is puerile to make the music express

languor or grief, because these words happen to be in-

troduced.

Towards the end of the same duett the music breaks out

into another most extraneous modulation, and goes on for

a short time in a manner that might have suited the lan-

guage of despair, but which, as the mere repetition of a
reflection made in the utmost tranquillity of mind, is ab-
solutely unmeaning. The passage is somewhat long, yet

we quote it as a striking instance of the fault we are en-

deavouring to exemplify.

The nuptial hymn, *' Santo /men,” is expressive
throughout of happiness

;
yet, in one part, where the tide

of joy is at the full, the music breaks into u passage which
is as startling as any thing in Don Giovanni. It is ex-

actly one of that kind which Mozart introduced on sonic

sudden and appalling interruption of the business of the

scene.

The consequence of employing this powerful language
so often, without necessity, is, that when it is really called

for, the composer must either be content with what he

had used on common occasions, or he must endeavour to

heighten it still further by rugged intervals and noisy

accompaniments. The opera in question contains many
passages which, in themselves, are beautiful and expres-

sive, and modulations calculated to produce grand and
striking effects. But these passages want the relief which
would have been afforded had not the general colouring of

the piece been so high. In some of his other operas this

is still more remarkably the case, as in Semiramidt; in

many respects a magnificent work, but where chromatic
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xhords and crowded accompaniments hardly ever leave,

the ear in repose.

Even the admrable Weber has, it appears to us, yielded

in some degree to the taste of the modem school. This,

of course, will not be admitted by those whose veneration

for him is boundless. But, as he has carried his love of

the chromatic and enharmonic much fnrtheT than Mozart,

it must be admitted, either that he has gone too far in

-4hii» respect, or that Mozart has not gone far euough.

Our perusal of Euryanlhe, we confess, was attended with

more admiration than pleasure. The voice parts, with-

out having the brilliant difficulties of the Kossinian school,

have difficulties of another and much less effective descrip-

tion— those arising from all sorts of crabbed and u rising-

able intervals ; and the harmony is so incessantly full,

thnt a few simple progressions of common chords, in the

old Italian style, would be welcome as " cold waters to

the thirsty soul." In the Freiachulz, Weber was in his

element, and certainly spoke the language of fiends,

earthly and unearthly, as it was never spoken before. In

Oberon there are marks of an imagination chastened

by a more mature judgment ; and this his last work is

immeasurably superior to any of his former ones. The

subject of Oberon, besides, was congenial to Weber—afford-
ing ample room for those wild flights so peculiarly his
own. But even in this splendid work some indications

of a love for ultra-modulation and harmony may he found,
and some passages in which a greater attention to the
purity of Italian melody would have bean of advantage.
As the subject admits, generally, of very high colouring, it

is in the lighter parts chiefly that any instances of exag-
geration in this respect arc to be found; and the two
following are sufficiently remarkable:—

In the duet between Fatima and Sherasmin, “ On the

banks of sweet Garonne,’’ which is wound up in a style

of the utmost gaiety, with the words,

** Let'* be merry as we're true,

Love our song, and joy the chorus,

Dig and delve, and bill and coo,

A* Eve and Adam did before ua,"—

in the middle of a most joyous repetition of these words,

there occurs the following transition, which would have
been very appropriate had “ a change come o’er the spirit*

of the song, and had the singers been suddenly affected

by some melancholy sentimeut. The duet is in c major.

—

This, in its proper piece, would be very good music ;

but, taken in connexion with all that precedes and follows

it, and with the general spirit and sentiment of the duet,

it is o complete contractu.

A similar conlresens occurs in one of the most enchanting
things in the whole opera—the scene where the evil

spirits endeavour to seduce Huon by their blandishments.

The airy and graceful chorus, ever and auon broken in
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upon by the indignant accents of Hnon, is most admirable. But, in the middle of this chorus (which, it must be ob-

served, preserves its gaiety of character to the very last) there is a modulation of deep gloom which is not sanc-

tioned by any thing either in the words,
“ Por th«e bath beauty deck’d her bower,

For (hce the cup ofjoy i» fill'd,”

or in the situation.

It might have been imagined, that the evil spirits,

finding themselves baffled, would have continued their

Chorus—though with a change of toue, unveiling their

design and its disappointment
;
producing an effect some-

what like that ofthe national air of Malbrouk, in Beethoven’s
“ Battle of Vittoria,” played first in a bold and martial

style, as expressing the courage and high spirits of the

French troops, and then in a minor key, and with wild

harmony, as expressive of their defeat and sadness. But,

had such an effect been intended, the change of character

must have gone on to the end ; whereas, after the passage

in question, the original key is restored, and the chorus

ends as gaily as it began—evincing that here the composer
had no design beyond dial of exliibiting an ingenious

piece of modulation.

The consequence of the greatest composers of the day

having sanctioned this style of composition is, that the

inferior writers (who always find it easier to copy the

faults than the beauties of their models) have improved

upon it immensely ; so that the present vocal school may
be said to be made up of a combination of the faults of

Rossini and Weber—of garish, fiorid, instrumental melody,

full of sudden modulations and chromatic intervals, and
accompanied by crowded harmony, and all the noise that

the orchestra is capable of producing. Every composer
who has any learning thinks it necessary to bestow it on
the most trifling ballad ; and those who have it not (the

most common case) shew their wont of it by heaping
together all sorts of disallowances and blunders. The
result of the whole is, that we have fed so long on
ragout*^ curries, and devil*, that our palate has lost its

natural sensibility, and can And no savour in the plain and
wholesome food of our forefathers.

Shall we go on, requiring stronger and stronger stimuli
,

or shall we return to a taste for simplicity? The latter

will probably be the case. Rossini's orchestras have
carried the stimulus of loud and piercing sounds as far as

U can well be carried ; singers liare been compelled to

strain their throats to the utmost possible extent ; learned
harmony and modulation have been lavished upon every
sort of subject, till all gradations of musical colouring have
disappeared. In this situation we cannot long remain
stationary—and if we cannot go forward, we must go
back. Weber’s Oberon, as compared with some of hi*

own earlier works, is a return to simplicity. Within this

very short time, the monopoly gained by Rossini has be-
come less exclusive, and the Italians have taken from the

shelf a few of their favourites of former days. Some of
Cimarosa's operas (in particular) have been revived

; and
the audiences of Milan and Florence, who had not heard
them for many years, have hailed them with acclama-
tions of delight. The works of Mozart are begiiming to

be more frequently performed in Germany. Handel, who
formerly was hardly known out of England, is now be-
coming popular in the same country, where his oratorios

are frequently produced on a magnificent scale. They are
even making their way in France, where, in Lhe course of
some dozen of years, it is probable that his best com-
positions will be well known. All these are strong symp-
toms of a tendency to return to the love of chaste and
simple music ; and if that love is once revived, how absurd
will the present taste appear! As absurd os the taste for

hoops and toupees, since our ladies have accustomed
us to the natural elegance of the Grecian costume.
Much will depend on the taste and judgment of those

to whotn the education of our young musicians is intrusted.

And we cannot help saying, that it would give us much*
more pleasure to learn that the pupils of the Royal Aca-
demy of Music were deeply engaged in studying the works
of the great contrapuntists—of Cimarosa, and of Mo-
zart,—than that they were able to draw together fashion-
able audiences by performing the Barbiert de Sioigiia or
L'Inganno Felice.

.

g.h.
Edinburgh., January, 1839.
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DEATH AND FUNERAL OBSEQUIES OF
GOSSEC.

The Nestor of musicians, the founder of the modern

French school, the venerable Gossec, died on the 16th of

February last, at the very advanced age of ninety-six.

He was a remarkable example of what industry and native

energy of mind are able to effect. Though the son of a

humble labourer, deprived of all the advantages of fortune

and the assistance of masters, he not only succeeded in

educating himself, but in making that progress in pure

and classical knowledge, to which everything around him

seemed to present such insurmountable obstacles. Placed

in the midst of a school of musicians, imbued with preju-

dices the most inveterate and the most destructive to the

true interests of the art, he was so fortunate os to escape

their contagion, and to lay the foundation of that school,

which has since attained to such eminence. The study of

classical models, and that kind of presentiment of science

which genius is sometimes permitted to possess, led him

to anticipate the period when that science has acquired a

greater degree of organisation and consistency. After-

wards, when circumstances arose to second his wishes and

his efforts, he was seen struggling against the weight of

years, and lavishing upon studious youth those instructions

for which he was self-indebted, and which were the fruit of

incessant labour.

The contemporary of Rameau and of Rossini, how
many and what extraordinary revolutions had not Gossec
witnessed in his art ! The good man was the idol of the

amateurs of the time of Madame de Pompadour, and had

even then been successful in almost every kind of compo-
sition. A predecessor of Haydn, he had long heard him-
self distinguished by the flattering appellation of U Roi de

la Symphonic. Three or four very successful works had
placed him at the head of the composers of sacred music,

and he had the honour of being crowned in the theatre.

Could such a man be induced with ease to renounce his

glories ? lie continued to enjoy them to the last, but with

modesty, and without envying the fame of younger and
perhaps more successful artists. He saw G retry, Mehul,
Cherubini, Nicolo, Boieldieu, Bertoti, Lesueur, in fine,

Rossini himself, successively rise into renown without

ceasing to admire them os artists and esteem them as

friends. When he beheld certain composers armed in

fierce rivalry against their fellow-artists, he was content

calmly to look on, and exclaim, “ Well, be it os it will, I

have had my day.
1*

For the last three or four years he resided in a state of

comfortable independency in the village of Passy, where he

breathed his last with all the tranquillity of a child who
sinks to rest. All Paris remembers the venerable com-
poser, bent beneath the weight of years, quitting his lodg-

ings precisely at five, to repair to his favourite resort, the

Theatre Feydeau. He always halted half way, at the Cafe
des Varietes ; and after taking his favourite beverage, re-

sumed his course, and was to be found, immediately after

the opening of the doors, in his favourite corner to the left

of the pit. Like a veteran, he continued faithful to the

last to the post of his early glories.

Though Gossec had for some years ceased to live in the

midst of his brother artists, he had left in their minds a

lively recollection of his many services and useful labours,

as well as a persona! esteem which remained undimi-

nished. Hence, notwithstanding the distance to the vil-

lage of Passy, a great number of artists repaired thither

to render him their last homage. A deputation from the

Academic Royale des Beaux-Arts, the professors and pupils

of the Ecole Royale de Musiquet several musicians of the

King’s Chapel, of the Opera, and of many of the otner

theatres, as well as a number of amateurs, met there, at

an early hour of the day. At twelve, the procession

moved towurds the church, where several pieces of music
of this master's composition were performed in an im-

pressive manner by the numerous musicians present.

Among other compositions, we particularly uoticed a Pie

Jesu, written by M. Panseron for this mournful occasion,

and which was remarkable both for the beauty of its

harmony, and the purity of its style.

After these religious ceremonies were concluded, the

procession directed its course towards Paris, On reaching

the cemetery of Pere la Chaise, where a place is destined

for a monument to the composer, M. Fetis, the celebrated

composer, and editor of the excellent RcoucMusual?

,

pro-

nounced the following discourse.
“ Gentlemen, Plato has said ' that a long life granted by

the gods is the recompense of the honest man.’ If this

remark is not always found to hold good—if talents, united

to virtue, frequently yield their produce in the spring-

time of life; yet the observation of the sage of Athens
can with justice be applied to the venerable artist whose
tomb is now before our eyes. Gentlemen, arc we not

all prepared to render this tribute to Gossec—to declare

that he is the honest man of whom Plato spoke ? But if

our voices Rpeak not, there is one which will not fail

to pronounce the tribute due ; it is the voice of that

long period of glory, which to this artist had already be-

come a kind of posterity. He is indeed an artist entitled

to our veneration. Born beneath the humble roof of
poverty, he raised himself by degrees to a rank in social

life, the most honourable and distinguished ; and, what is

more, he raised himself to that position by the single

energy of unaided talent. He is surely entitled to be
called an honest man, who, without ambition, without
intrigue, without depressing the interests of others to

build up his own, has pursued the path of honourable
exertion ; who has passed two generations without en-

countering a single enemy; and who has measured his

strength with a host of competitors, without finding a

single rival. And such was Gossec, such was the artist,

to render the last homage to whose memory we are now
assembled in this spot of melancholy yet ennobling asso-

ciations.

** It is for us, above all others, to testify our gratitude

to this Nestor of musicians; we, who have been educated

in the school of which he laid the first foundations, and
who are, more or less, indebted to him for the knowledge
we possess. For it must not be forgotten, that Gossec
was born in a country, and at a period, when the study of

his art had taken a false direction, and that it was by mere
natural strength of mind, and by soundness of judgment,
that he escaped the prevailing system, and led the way to

sounder doctrines, both by precept and example. He
perceived what was wanting in France to place her at the

head of musical civilization ; and his constant efforts were
directed to supply that deficiency, and obtain for her that

preponderance. This became the ruling passion of his

heart, which, joined to that love of exertion which had
animated him from his earliest years, and that kindness

of disposition which prompted him to aid the efforts of
youth, made him forget the approach of age, and the in-

conveniences by which it is attended. Far from seeking

that repose which nature seemed to demand, he was seen,

to the last, dealing forth to his pupils that instruction of
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which he had himself so sensibly felt the necessity, and

devoting to the interest of his art the relics of his ex-

piring energy, and the close of a long and honourable

existence.
44 Yes, in raising my voice over the grave of this vene-

rable artist, in order to proclaim his benefits and our

gratitude, I obey the twofold call of duty and affection

;

and though the feeble tribute ofmy praise can add nothing

to his glory, it may not be unconducivc to our own. This

let posterity know, that in descending into the tomb, Gos-

sec led not behind him ungrateful hearts in those for whom
he had prepared the way to eminence and renown.’*

By the death of Gossec, a place is left vacant in the

Institute (the Section des Beaux-Art*.) Among the

names of the aspirants to the honour of filling it, that of

M. Auber stands first in the list: his competitors are

Messrs. Herold, Reicha, and F£tis.

N. B. For * further account of this distinguished composer, the reader

is referred to the Memoir of (Jouec, in the first volume of the new series

of the Harmonica*, page M5.

ON THE CHARACTER OF KEYS.

To the Editor of the Har,monicon.

Sir, London , February lOfA, 1829.

In your Inst number [for February] I find some
remarks by J. S. on the opinion I offered concerning the

character of keys ; I beg leave, therefore, to say a few

more words in defence of iny theory, as I still think this

to he attributable only to temperament.

J. S. believes pitch to be one cause. In answer to

which I would observe, that concert-pitch is about a

semitone higher than it was fifty years ago. If then, any
specific quality once naturally belonged to certain sounds,

that quality must still exist ; consequently, the keys which

formerly had sharps for the signature, though now having

flats, ought still to be brilliant ; and those which had flats,

though now having sharps, should be the reverse. But on

the contrary, the nominal scales used to express emotions of

love, sorrow, &c., by the old authors, are the same as

those employed for a similar purpose now ; though it is

not probable that mucti attention was paid to temperament
formerly ; and even in the present day it is too much
neglected.

Not only has every apartment or enclosed space its

peculiar note, but each solid substance is in accordance
with some particular key, or we should not hear small

articles of furniture in a room rattle or vibrate, when
certain sounds are produced. The same vibration takes

place, but in a slighter degree, when the 3rd and 5lh of
that key is struck. Every note has a sympathetic con-
nexion with its 12th and 17th, and it is not possible to

produce a more beautiful combination of sounds, than that

of the key-note, the 5th and 10th.

The extracts from Dr. Amott do not shew that a sound
is flattened by reflection from any particular surface. One
surface may have the power of soflening the harshness

of sounds more than another; but the same difference in

character will exist between the keys of Eh and e#,

whether heard in a square or circulur apartment, or in

the open air •.

On the horn and trumpet, the 3rd and 5th are perfect,

but all the other notes of the scale are imperfect. The
imperfection is remedied by the slide. Sufficient attention

is seldom paid to the character of the key by performers on
the horn and trumpet, by which neglect they are not

always strictly in tune with the rest of the orchestra.

As to the clarinet, the scale for boring that instrument

is graduated upon the same principle as for the flute, Ac.

The variety of clarinets is only to facilitate execution ; for

when a piece is composed in the key of Eb, it is beyond
comparison easier on u nb clarinet, the same music being

written in p, than it would he to play in the original key
upon a c clarinet. When a composition is in e, the play-

ing upon an a clarinet, the music being transposed into

o, is attended with equal convenience.

The .Eolian harp cannot be classed among the useful

instruments
;
and other harps are, or ought to be, tuned

upon the same principle as the piano-forte.

The last observation of J. S. refers to the human voice.

The wonderful flexibility of the organ giving it u power to

produce the slightest variation of sound, of course enables

it to render every interval perfect; but whether they are

really made so, entirely depends on the ear of the singer;

for an imperfection amounting to onc-eighth of a note is

no more felt by an uncultivated car, than are a dozen
consecutive fifths in succession. All singers receive their

instruction at a keyed instrument ; and though they may
occasionally practise without one, yet continued reference

is made to it, for the purpose of ascertaining whether
voice and instrument agree. Thus, the mind becomes
mechanically, though insensibly impressed with the pecu-

liar nature of each key ; for the question, why such
peculiarity should exist, does not occur to one singer in a
hundred

;
but none expects to sec a flourishing bravura

in four flats, though as easy for the voice to execute in

that key as iu any other. When the key is once seen,

its character is immediately fell by the performer, almost
by instinct, and the voice is at once adapted to its pecu-
liar character.

I agree w ith J. S., that were a number of glees per-

formed without accompaniment, the perfection of the

intervals would be much the same in one key as another;

a monotony would in time be felt, and much effect would
be lost. Singing without accompaniment is rare by com-
parison, and scarcely any vocal composition can be
properly expressed if unaccompanied.

I am, Sir, Ac.

T. S. R.

• Bacon, in hi* St/tra Sy/eantm, or SatnraIt Histone, make* some
very ingenious and original remarks on musical sounds, though little »u
thought of temperament in his day.

April, 1829. M
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ftthteto of Jflustc.

PIANOFORTE.
1. Nonmo, with an, Accompanimentfor the Violoncello

or French Horn, ad libitum, composed by F. Kalk-
bren'n i:r. Op. 95. (Chappell, 135, New Bond Street.)

2. Les Coquettes, Quadrilles de Coxtredaxses bril-

lantet ft varit'cs. with a Grand Waltz, composed by

Henri Here, Pianiste de la Chamhre du Roi. Op. 49.

(Gnulding and D’Almaine, 20, Soho Square.)

3. Swiss Air, with brilliant Variations, composed by J. L.

Von BGhner. (Pettct, 154, Oxford Street,)

The prevalent style of piano-forte music—we allude to the

foreign chiefly—is not calculated to confer immortality on

k, assuredly. In most of the compositions of this class

which have appeared during the last six or eight years,

there is a manifest want of that clearness of design, that

seutiment and grace, which so distinctly mark the true

school, and in lieu of these high and permanently- pleasing

qualities, we have too often a confused subject, if any at

all ; a skittishness, mistaken for gaiety, and a succession

of ineffective difficulties, miscalled brilliancy
;
plainly indi-

cating either an inferiority of talent in the composers, or a

degeneracy of taste in those whom all artists, generally

speaking, must strive to conciliate, however great the

sacrifice of future fame ;

—

• For those who pleas* to live, mu«l live to pleaac.”

These remarks apply in a certain degree to the style of

the first and third of the above publications. Mr. K.alk-

brenner was bred in a good school, and most of his com-
positions shew, some more some less, his acquaintance

with the best models, ancicut as well as modern, but his

pow ers of execution run away with his judgment more fre-

quently than his warmest admirers can approve, and lead

him to mix up with compositions otherwise likely to sup-

port his reputation, passages which will consign them to

early oblivion. The Notturno before us is an instance of

this. The first movement, an Audunte, equally divided

between the keys of p minor and major, displays the mas-
ter, and possesses great merit. The themu which follows

has to boast of much originality, and in this, as well as in

the three variations on it, are very effective passages, re-

quiring rapid execution, it is true, but producing effects

that offer something like an equivalent for the cost of
labour. Unfortunately, however, there are extravagancies
blended with these that have no relation to the general
design, are immensely difficult, and yield no effect. Even
in the mode of notation it seems to have been M. Kalk-
brenner’s study to evade the facility offered him, os the
following two bars from p. 7 will evince :

—

How much more easy, how much more rational, and how
almost precisely the same as to effect would tliis passage

be, if written thus,

—

8va -

rfr-&
if f

iHlilll^==3
butthen there would be no display of agility; no rivalling

of the conjurer’s quickness,—of his slight-of-hand. In a
word, there would be no quackery, and no exclamations

from the spectators, (we will not say audience) of “ what
a surprising player f*

—“ wonderful execution !” &c. No—
not one of those epithets which people are so prone to use

when they suppose they ought to admire, and therefore

think it will prove their judgment to applaud, would be

heard. The succeeding variation, however, has enough in

the first half of it to redeem many of the little sinuings

against reason that surround it. Something like imitation

appears here, and the subjoined harmony, which shew*
what the author is capable of, makes us forget his va-
garies.

. — Digitized by jGaogie
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The octaves and concealed fifth* here generated by similar

motion, are as offensive to the car as hostile to rule : or

—

for we wish to he clearly understood on this point—they

are ungrammatical because painful.

The variations are spirited, though not uncommon ; but

the ninth is of a higher order, and there is some cleverness

iu the last, or the finale.

1. Capri ccio, composed by J. X. Hummel. (Monzani
and Hill, 28, Regent Street )

2. A Fourth Grand Fantasia, in tchich it introduced the

Scotch Air, Little Fanny's love, composed by Charles
Neate. Op. 17. (Cramer, Addison, and Beale, 201,

Regent Street.)

Capriccio on a German Air, composed by the same. Op.

18. (Cocks and Co., Princes StreeX.)

The accompaniment to this is easy enough for the violon-

cello ; not so for the horn. The one will not require a
Lindley ; bat none inferior to a Puzzi or a Platt will be
equal to the other.

The Qoadkili.ks of M. Herz, if really meant ns dance-

tunes, are infinitely too good for the purjtosc : they ought
rather to be viewed as a collection of elegant, attractive

rondos, the subjects original, and these diversified in not

only a tasteful but a very superior manner. This work
is not intended for indifferent performers, it will require a
neat, expert player, with a hand of some power, to do the

compositions justice. But the pieces are short, two of

them being contained in two pages, and four in four, there-

fore not likely to put the practitioner’s patience to any
severe test ; and being also in the most modern style, of

which they are favourable specimens, they will serve to

initiate those who are yet strangers to it, in an agreeable

manner. We have before alluded to M. Herz*s prodigal

use of Italian terms. Though we should be very glad to

see the musical vocabulary reformed, yet wc have no desire

that it should be enlarged by any unnecessary additions.

But if improvements, or changes of any kind in the art,

render necessary the introduction of new words, let these,

at least, he correct, be grammatical.

The introduction to No. 3, an andante in f!>, is by far

the best part of the work, and we most willingly bestow
that commendation on it which is the meed of true musical
expression and delicacy of taste ; but w?e cannot extend

our praise to the thema, though a Swiss air wc are told,

and therefore very fashionable just now, for it is cold and
meagre, faults which will be much aggravated if the air is

played so quick as allegretto assai and three- eight time

imply. The subject acknowledges its poverty at the very
onset:—

The Capricdo of M. Hummel is one of the few musical

publications of the day that will survive the present age

and be transmitted to posterity. It is formed of solid

materials, and fashioned in such good taste,—a taste

arising out of an intimate acquaintance with the best com-
posers of all times and countries,—that, though it may
not at once become the rage-, it will soon attract the notice

of all true lovers of piano-forte music, and never be paxsee

in the opinion of such persons.

After four bars of entrata> an expressive adagio begins

thus

b *
~={!

3
/ ¥pSsipiii

i n =£=i

This passes into an Allegro agitato, a very original move-
ment, commencing in the following spirited manner

M 2
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This subject is worked in a masterly way, and leads into

an agreeable air, allegretto scherzando, not unlike Carnffa’s

“ aure felici":

—

Steibelt, whom Mr. N. has had in view, succeeded d wier-

veilte in such passages ; but Steibelt was, in his way, a
giant.

We very much prefer Mr. Neate’s Capriccio to his

Fantasia; it has more design, more air, is written in better

lustc, and altogether smells less of the lamp ; though
there are many passages in it that are less the product of

genius than of persevering industry. The opening move-
ment in a minor, is good ; it seems to have flowed na-
turally; and the German air in a major, is pleasing. The
last movement too, beginning at the vivace, is auiuiuted,

but towards the conclusion betrays more of hard work than
of invention.

1. " O give me back ray Arab steed,** a ballad, arranged
with an Introduction, by T. A. Rawlings. (Chappell.)

2. Andante and Hondo, from Rossini’s Seminunide,
arranged by Auo. Mkves. (Same publisher.)

3. “ Hey the bonnie breast-knots," the air composed and
sung by Mr. Sinclair, arranged, with an Introduction

and Variations, by P. Knapton. (Mori and Lavenu.)

4. Weber's Cradle song, arranged with an Introduction

and Variations, by A. C. Whitcombe. (Paine and
Hopkins, Cornhill.)

After much ingenious modulation, the adagio in r re-

curs, and then the allegro agitato, now in the major key,
concludes the piece, which, for sweet melody, and clever
contrivance devoid of pedantry, hits not often been equalled.

Mr. Neate’s Fantasia shews that it has occupied a

considerable cpiantity of time and cost no little labour.

Ports of it arc ingenious, hut as u whole it is rather dry,
and too much in imitation of that ultra-German school
which wc mentioned in no very laudatory terms in our
last page. As to the three black leaves of tremando, the
swarm of semidemisemiquavers at pages 9, 10, and II,

we really cannot consider them as constituting a legiti-

mate variation on so sprightly on air as “ Little Fanny’s
love.*’ they arc more lit to express the hate of a Shvlock.
This, however, we would have endeavoured to pass over,
had they been effective in themselves, but the fact is, that
they make u vast bustle without any proportionate result.

All the above arc in a very familiar style, and three out

of the four are more distinguished by negative than posi-

tive merits. They arc studiously easy, just the sort of

music that is calculated for present sale, and for cir-

culation in boarding-schools, where novelty is in great

request.

No. 1 is an air ascribed by Mr. Rawlings to the name
of Hodson ; but he will find it in Rossini's Barbiere di

Siviglia, if he will turn to the finale of the second act.

Mr. R. has made rather a showy piece of it-

No. 2 is the fine chorus *' Giuro ai nurni,** from Semi-
ramide, os the andante, and an air, the title of which we
do not at this moment recollect, from the same opera, as

a quick movement. Of the first it is needless to speak in

praise; Mr. Moves has given it in the notes of the com-

poser, utid followed it by a few appropriate additions of

his own. The second movement is not so striking as the

first ; and both together only make five pages.

The subject of No. 3 no doubt is Mr. Sinclair’s, as he

claims it, but it is very like the Scotish air, “ And are ye

sure the news is true?’* Mr. Knapton has arranged it in

a very skilful, happy manner: his merit in this case is

positive. The introduction to it is brilliant, without being

difficult ; and, us a bagatelle, the whole does hint much
credit.

The introduction to No. 4 is the l>cst part of it. We
presume that the two lust chords in the sixth bar of this

should he, not »:b, a, c, but a!», c, f; and wc recommend
the omission of the o and r in the two base chords in the

following bar, to prevent octaves of a faulty kind with the

tipper part.

1.
** Cruda sorte,” the trio from Rossini’s Riccinrdo e

Zoraide, arranged, with an Accompaniment for the

Flute (ad libitum), by J. C. Nightingale. (Longman
and Bates, Ludgate JliU.)

2. Divertimento on airs sung by Madlle. Sontag in

Wf.iol’s opera , The Swiss Family, arranged by T.

Valentine. (Chappell.)
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3. “ My lodging is on the cold ground,” arranged itriih

Variations, by the tame. (Pettet.)

4. ** La hell a Brunette,** a Venetian melody, arranged

with Variations, by the tame. {Same publisher.)

No. 1 is little more than a transcript from the German
vocal score of the opera: the share which Mr. Nightingale

has had in the publication is, as was to be expected,

quite unexceptionable.

No. 2 is brief and easy. We do not trace the airs ar-

ranged, but they are well adapted to the instrument, and

to those who are unwilling to encounter musical difficulties

of any kind.

No. 8 is the air so admirably arranged as a rondo by
Dussek, who felt the beauty of the melody, and had too

much taste to pervert it. We have now a variation mar-

ziale, and another allegretto e leggiero, with Alberti bases

in demisemiquavers, runs of semitones, and other flights

of fancy. It is transposed also from r, the original key,

to A.

In No. 4 we likewise find u marziale, and more of the

Alberti base. One variation, however, the fourth, has

something like novelty in it, and the whole is short, and
perfectly free from difficulty of any kind.

1. *• One hour with thee,” an Air sung by Mr. H. Phillips,

composed and arranged, with an Introduction and
Murch, by William Carnaby, Mum. Doc. (Willis and
Co., Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly.)

2. An Introduction" and Rondo, composed by Susannah
Collier, tale student at the Royal Academy of Music .

(Welsh, 246, Regent Street.)

3. “ Adestc fideles," with Variations, composed by Joseph
F. Reddie. (Longman and Bates.)

4. A second set of three Waltzes, in imitation ofa musical

snvff-bor, composed by A. T. Macdonald. (Goulding
and D’Almaine.)

No. 1 is an admired song, but this is no reason why it

must necessarily make a favourite divertimento. In

fact it is not at all calculated for adaptation, which the

puerile, obsolete base,

-1 »- -1
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and the namby-pamby triplets prove beyond contradiction;

for would Dr. C*. have had recourse to these if anything
better had been left open to him ? The march, too, how
out of character! unless the “ One hour with thee” is

addressed to a drill-serjeant.

There is a certain degree of prettiness in the light sub*
ject of No, 2, but the composer has not been so successful

in this as in her vocal work noticed in our last.

That the Portuguese hymn is a beautiful melody and
incapable of amendment, will be allowed by most people,

yet Mr. Keddie has undertaken the task of altering it.

How well qualified he is for so hold ati undertaking, the

taste of his additions to the following few bars of the air

will shew. Our extract is made note for note, turn for

turn, shake for shake. If it does not make our readers

turn up their eyes and shake their sides, we shall be sur-

prised.

All this too, the douhle turn included, is to be played
with one hand. The firsL variation is also in two-four

time, is marked allegretto, therefore tolerably quick, and
yet is full of xemidemisemiquavers. Good Heavens!—

a

racing hymn! But j>crhaps the author meant the whole aa

a joke, and may plead in excuse, that the Portuguese com-
position itself was intended for Adam’s race.

No. 4 has pleased us no less than the former set by the

same. Played very softly, with the open pedal, it will be
difficult to distinguish these, when beard on the piano-

forte, from the best musical boxes.

DUETS, PIANO-FORTE.

1. Grand Rondo, a la Polonaise, composed, arranged, and
dedicated to His Majesty the Kino of Prussia, by I.

Moscheles. (Chappell.)

2. Divertimento, La Rencontre dc la Sontag’ et de
Velluti, on the duet “ I) tenero affetlo,” by Pio CiAN-
ciiettini. Op. 18. (Mori and Lavenu.)

3. Rondo on “ Piu lieto, piii bella” in Rossini’s Eliza-

beths composed by F. Hlntrn. (Cocks and Co.)
4. Tykolian Air, with Variations, composed and published

by the same.

5. The Plough-boy, Dosser's Rondo, arranged by George
Pf.rrv, (Pettet,)

The Grand Rondo by M. Mosehclcs is, we may venture
to assert, the result of much study, and will cxucl in-
finitely more from those who may have the courage to
undertake the upper part of it. This is an exceedingly

clever composition ; there is an abundance of air in it,

—

but of the frolicsome, polncea kind,—and of very masterly
modulation. Many of the effects are quite original, and it

is impossible either to play or listen to it without feeling

highly exhilarated by the gaiety of the style, which never
abates for a single moment, though the duct extends to
twenty-nine close pages. In the midst of our udmiration
of a work in which so much skill is exhibited, we could not
help regretting the introduction of a hideous descending
passage of semitones, for which not the slightest apology
is to be made, for M. Moschelcs ought to set u good ex-
ample, not follow a had one. lie may regulate the

public taste, therefore should not suffer his own to be
influenced by tile unaccountable freaks of a few of his

wild countrymen, which are often imitated here by both
players and singers, but particularly the lutter, and these

chiefly, if not entirely, of the Italian party.

No. 2 is Meyerbeer’s beautiful duet in// Crociato in Egtita,

including, " Da qucslo istantc,” making a slow and a quick

movement. The original is in e, and Mr. Ciunchettini has

iransjjosed it into p, by which he has certainly rendered it

more easy, thereby attaining a grant object for players in

general, and securing a wider circulation of his duet; but
the effect suffers from the change. This it is our duty to

stale, though in such a case we should have deemed it

prudent to adopt exactly the same measure. We wish that

he had also changed the time from three-eight to three-

four, and converted the notes into others of twice their

apparent length. This would still further have diminished

the difficulty to the performer, without altering in the least

the effect ; for the words Larghetto non troppo Unto would
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have brought it to exactly what it is in its original form.

Mr. C. has of course introduced all the ornaments of the

Signor ami the Fraulein, he has also nugmeuted the whole

by his own additions, which do not depart from tile cha-

racter of the vocal composition.

No. 3 is a good arrangement of an air that has, on the

continent, been much overrated. M. HQnteti has extended

it by some florid passages, which make the part of the first

performer uot very easy to execute.

The Tyrolian air. No. 4, is not that which is 90 well

known in this country, but a very inferior one, and pos-

sessing none of the characteristics, except the measure, of

the melodies of the Tyrol. The seven variations on it are

arranged in a brilliant, but not remarkably taking, manner;
there is too much of the modern tinsel in them to plcuse

the admirers of sterling music ; but they will not appear

wholly destitute of merit in the eyes of those whose taste

varies with the fashion of their dress.

The popular air of Shield, The Ploughboy, was converted

into an excellent rondo by Dussek, and formed part of one
of his early and most admired concertos. At the public

concerts and oratorios he performed it incessantly, and
those who could master it—for it was then considered fit

only for first-rate players—were expected to produce it in

all private parties. Thus it was heard utque ad naueeam;
consequently soon became vulgar, and then was laid on the

shelf. Mr. Perry has taken it down, hut in arranging it as

a duet has not brought much more effect out of it than it

yielded in its native state. It is not, in fact, the kind of

composition thut requires four hands; there is very little

full harmony in it, the air is everything, and the accom-
paniments are thin. Nevertheless, we ure always glad to

sec a good thing rescued from obscurity, and this is cer-

tainly not less agreeable in the shape of a duet than in its

original form.

A. Rombero’s Grand Symphonies arranged, with accom-
panimmti for Flute, Violin, and Violoncello, by

J. N. Hummel, &c. &c. &c. No. 1. (For Uie Pro-

prietor, by Chappell.)

To the same gentleman who has for some time past been
engaged in printing at his individual risk the symphonies
of Mozart and Beethoven, and has just commenced a series

of the best overtures by the celebrated musters, all arranged

for him by Hummel, the public are indebted for the present

publication, which will, it is to be presumed, be followed

by one or two more by the same, and assist in forming a

complete collection of the symphonies esteemed as musical

classics. It is executed mi the name plan as those of the

former that have already been noticed by us, and in point

of adaptation is in no way inferior to them ; though we do
not pretend to place its author on a level with either of

those great men; as u symphonist he stands in the next de-

gree, and may lie ranked with dementi, Spohr, and Riea.

This work is in d, the opening adagio commencing thus,

and the quick movement opens in the following manner:—

v
The minuet and trio, also in d, are very spirited, and quite

h la Haydn, for neither of the Rombergs can be said to

have a style of their own, though there is an abundance of

original ideas to be found scattered among their works.

The andante, in o, is an elegant movement, and may be

taken as a favourable specimen of the author. The finale

is bold and energetic, and is kept up with increasing spirit

to the conclusion.

1. The Favourite Airs in Pacini’s Opera, L’Ultimo
giorno di Pompei, arranged by A. Diabelli. Book L
(Boosey and Co.)

2. The Overture to La Cenerentola, with an accompani-
ment for the Flute (ad iib.) by Gioacchino Rossini.

Pacini’s opera. The last day of Pompeii, succeeded at

Naples and at Vienna ; but we by no means offer this as any
proof of its intrinsic merit, for the taste in both those capi-

tals is at a low ebb, the present composer, together with

Mercadnnte, Puvcsi, and such diluters of Rossini, being

there in high esteem, and listened to while Mozart cannot

obtain a hearing. In a despotic government, with an

effeminate nobility, it will generally be found, that weak
and slender music is most patronised and approved ; for

tlmt which is the result of deep thought, and which to be
understood requires some mental effort, suits not a spirit-

depressing government and a drowsy aristocracy. Cicero,

nearly two thousand years ago, was aware of this fact, and
connects the decay of a state with the decline in its music.

It is not fair, perhaps, to judge of a work from a small

part of it, and that part only a piano-forte adaptation,

without words and without anything like an accompani-

ment Our impressiou from what we here sec of the opera

is not a favourable one ; but we must not be understood as

giving any opinion on the subject at present.

The overture to La Cenerentola is well arranged, by a
Mr. Bark we understand, though he has either thought it

infra dignitatem to put his name to a mere adaptation, or

is too modest to appear to claim any share in a work of

which he is not the author.
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Ladies’ Thorough Bam, containing explanation* of the

Interval*, the Keys, and their Mooes, the Rule of

the Octave, with remark* on cadence*, modulations*

Ac. Ac.; also in the Accompaniment of Vocal Music,

and Figured Hasses, Ac., with numerous Examples,

by T. Latour. (Latour, 50, New Bond Street.)

Thorouoh-basr, as it is called, is seldom really learnt,

because, among other reasons, many of those who under-

take to teach it, either are themselves in want of instruction

on the subject ;
or, understanding it, have not the power

to communicate their knowledge in an intelligible manner;

or else are so pedantic and tedious, that the pupil abandons

the pursuit in disgust and despair. The uulhor of the pre-

sent work seems to be well aware of the importance of this

branch, or rather root, of the art, and very correctly says,

that a knowledge of harmony facilitates the reading of

music, particularly where many chords arc written in suc-

cession. for these frequently embarrass even such as are

naturally quick and have acquired the art of reading with

ease notes in every other form.

By the very title given to his book, Mr. Latour announces

that it is popularly written—meant for amateurs, or non-

professors, and not for those who wish to become pro-

found in harmony. Hence it is not the result of learned

research and deep meditation, but of a practical knowledge

of the less abstruse parts of what is commonly termed the

science of music, set down in so familiar a manner that
** ladies” may understand it, without any great exertion of

intellect or expenditure of time. The reader will therefore

iufer, and correctly, that general utility has been the au-

thor's object; and wc will arid that his work is likely to

prove useful, for, taken altogether, it is correct in prin-

ciple aud accurate in definition; though a few verbal

amendments and more careful punctuation would render

it still clearer to the youthful student.

But we beg leave to call Mr. Latoui^s attention to cer-

tain parts of his book to which he should give his attention

in the next impression. At page 2 he calls the interval

c H a fundamental seventh. He ought to have said, c dI».

Page 5, the terms cadence, and coda are considered as

identical : but cadences occur continually in every portion

of a composition; the coda never but at the end. We
find the words tonic, dominant, Ac., often used, but with-

out perceiving that they are anywhere explained. Page

21, it is staled, that “ the chord of the diminished sevenlh

produces the real enhurmonic change, but always in

minor keys;
1*
and this proposition is thus demonstrated;

—

why should this*, not also modulate into n major ? Add a

sharp to all the d's, and the error immediately becomes
apparent. The author devotes page 17 to prove that the

minor key has two relatives ; a relative major in the 3rd

above, which everybody admits, and another in the 3rd
below, which nobody, we should think, will grant. Take
A minor os an example. It* relative major is C, because
neither key having any sharps or flats at the signature.

there is a strict relationship between them. But f, the

3rd below a, and according to our author another relative,

has a nb in its signature, which creates an essential dif-

ference between those two keys. There is, we admit, only

a change of one note in the chords of the two keys, as

Mr. L. state* ;

—

but such is the case in all keys so situated ; for instance,

c minor and a!> major ; pg minor and d major
;
yet who

would venture to call these relative keys? The question
however is not of chords, but of scales : it is the scale, not
the chord, that determines the key. The latter arises out,

of the former. It is from the kindred nature of the scales
that the term relative originates.

Mr. L. tells us of several great masters who have used
w hat he now for the first time calls the second relative. He
might most truly have stated the same of every composer,
great and small, from Palestrina to Pacini, but would
thereby only have proved that they frequently followed the
minor perfect chord by a major one a third below. He
gains nothing therefore by this argument, unless he also

shews that they considered such chords as belonging to

relative keys, of which he can produce no evidence what-
ever. And even if he could, he would only have the

sanction of their names in support of a demonstrable
error.

We have entered at some length into this subject, from
a wish to assist in simplifying music ; aud as one im-
portant step towards this, to reduce rather than increase

the number of its terms. But though we differ from the

author on some points, we find much to approve in his

work, and again state, that it may be rendered highly ser-

viceable to those for whom it is designed.

VOCAL.

1. Canone, “ Me heato il ciel,”/or four ttrices, by Mis#
Bbllchambers, pupil of the Royal Academy of Music.

The words by Pistrucci. (Chappell.)

2. Ballad, The Soldier’s return, composed byMns. Philip
Millard. (PetteL)

3. Serenade, “ Love, art thou waking or sleeping?1*

composed by John Thompson, Esq. (Edinburgh*

Paterson, Roy, Ac.)

4. Sono, The Arab to his steed, written by W. Kennedy,
Esq., composed by John Thompson, Esq. {Same
publishers.)

5. Ballad, Love and young Romance, composed in the

Scotish style* by J. Blkwitt. (Chappell.)

6. Song, ** Vain are music's soothing sounds," composed

and published by the same.

7. Song, “ Know ye the land,” the words by Lord Byron,

composed by Alfred Ben.net, Mus. Bac. (Same pub-
lisher.)

8. Song, A heart for sale, composed by S. Henshall of
Liverpool. (Buo.sey and Co.)

9. Song, 44 Why does my mother say. Beware,
1
* composed

and published by the same.
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10. Ballad, “ I saw thee weep,” written by Lord Byron,
composed by G. A. Hudson*. (Same publisher.)

11. Ballad, “ O lady, weep not o’er my bier!” composed
by J. Blockley. (Cramer and Co.)

12. So.vo, The little baby’s dance, composed by J. Green.
(Green, Soho Square.)

A canon from a female pen is so great a novelty, that on
receivings the first of these vocal pieces, our curiosity was
not a little excited. >Ve need not say that this is in
the unison, for a lady would hardly meddle with so un-
graceful a thing as a canon in the 4th and 8th below. The
subject is elegant, though not exceedingly new, and there
are some pleasing bars in the composition ; but there ure
also a few dissonances to which the car will not easily
be reconciled. Such an attempt, however, from so young
an artiste, and a female one too, is very laudable, and
ought to be encouraged.

No. 2 is another lovely production of a lady, who, as a
melodist, not only rivals, but bids fair to surpass our
professional composers. We do not find an exceptionable
note, or the most trifling error of any kind, in this charm-
ing hallad, which, being moderate in compass, easy to

execute, and sure to please, we recommend to the notice

of our readers.

Nos. 3 and 4, both likewise by an amateur, are dis-

tinguished by an originality that is anything but usual

now-a-days. The first, extremely simple and in the bolero

style, will be very generally admired, both for its melody
and distinctness of rhythm. The second, which is almost
eccentric, begins in f£ minor, passes into the relative

major, and concludes in p;t major. The effect of the whole
is very remarkable, and while it certainly must prove agree-

able to many, will, front its singularity, have some hands
raised ugainst it. The long note given to the word
“ wind/* ut page 2, bur 8, by detaching it from what fol-

lows, quite obscures the sense, and should forthwith be
amended, which will be no difficult task.

No. 5 is a very pretty melody. The second part in the

minor key, and the air recurring afterwards, has a good
efTect. But this should have been named a rondo ; it cer-

tainly is not u ballad. No. 6 is at least equal in merit to

the poetry, which is exceedingly below par.

No. 7 is clever and effective, equally displaying the com-
poser’s knowledge of music and his superior taste. That
he has studied Weber and imbibed some of his notions of
harmony is upparenl in the very commencement of this

Rong, though he has made a perfectly fair use of his ac-
quaintance with thut great composer’s works.

Wc can say nothing in praise of Nos. 8 and 9, ** whose

lovely form/ instead of " whose lovely form/* is lmd, as to

accent ; and the resolving the chotd J by thut of the 7th,

(see last bar of first page) is quite as objectionable in

regard to harmony. We regret to say that we do not find

any counterbalance to these defects.

No. 10 is full of the most faulty accents: •• 1 saw thee

smile;"—“ and then methougbt,*’ &c. Afterwards, from
an error in setting, the nymph is made to " smile the

sapphire’s blaxe/' for such is the sense given to the

words by the misplacing of a quaver rest. The punctua-
tion of the second verse alone shews how the poetry has
been read.

We are not much refreshed by No. 11, after the weary-
ing task of examining the three preceding songs. It is

certainly free from the positive errors of those, but not less

devoid of any agreeable feature.

No. 12 is the tenth of the collection in octavo of “ Little

Songs for Little Singers,” mentioned by us before. This

is pretty, but the air is “ Galloping dreary dun," or much
like it.

IIARP.

1. Theme and Variations, composed by Theodore La-
barre. Op. 31. (Mori and Lnvenu.)

2. Fantasie Irlandoisk, In which are introduced two
Irish Airs, composed and published by the same. Op. 32.

No. 1 is more valuable for its Theme than for either the

Variations on it or the movement by which it is introduced.

In the whole there is a want of variety, arising from fru-

gality in modulation. Great diversity may be obtained

without having recourse to the alia marcia, alia polacca#

&c„ which, four times in five, are inappropriate and
absurd ; but then, to produce such diversity, a rich fancy is

required, regulutcd by an extensive knowledge of the best

schools, and an acquaintance with the great masters of
each.

No. 2 consists chiefly of variations on " My lodging is

on the cold ground,” some few of which are good, but,

generally speaking, M. Labaure does not seem to have
understood the true character of the air. These publications

are suited only to performers of a superior order : they

have more of the brilliant than the expressive in ihein, and
are cast in the fashionable mould, therefore calculated for

the present, with little chance of longevity.

FLUTE.
Fantasie, Recollections of Ireland, for Three Flutes, in

which are introduced “ Garry Owen,” and “ The last

Rose of Summer," by Tulou. (Mori and Lavenu.)

Never having had an opportunity of hearing this per-

formed,—for it is not an easy thing to get together three

flutists—we scored a few passages out of it, and from
these venture to form an opinion favourable to the whole.

M. Tulou has evinced his judgment in writing variation*

on the beautiful air, “ Tis the last Rose,” suitable to it,

and then introducing the lively tune as a finale, in-

stead of turning the former into a jig, according to the very

reprehensible practice of the day.

EXTRACTS from the DIARY of a DILETTANTE.
(Rereme-i /rim page 66.)

Feb. 24 th. I have heard a good account of a per-

formance, on the 3d instant, at Leicester, by the Choral

Society of that town. They mustered upwards of a hun-

dred performer*. The people of this great metropolis are

little uware of the degree of perfection to which these

societies,—which are to be found in nearly all the great

towns in the north,—have arrived. Many years ago,

while on a visit to Lord Derby, in Lancashire, Mr. Grea-

torex had an op|>ortiiiiity of hearing a society of weavers

perform the choruses of Handel, and acknowledged that

he had never known them executed with more, if so much
exactness, even in London.

Feb . 27th. It was intended to erect a tablet in the

cloisters of Westminster Abbey, to the memory of the late

*

I
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excellent nod truly English composer, William Shield, and

to defray the expense by subscription ; but the generosity

of a public-spirited individual has rendered such a measure

unnecessary. John Fuller, Esq., formerly M.P. for the

county of Sussex, has taken entirely on himself the charge

of shewing this well-deserved mark of respect to the vir-

tues and talents of his deceased friend. The present is

only one instance out of many that might be enumerated,

of this gentleman's liberality and good feeling.

March 3rd. The seceding members of the opera band

—that is to say, the whole of the effective part, two only

excepted—have published in the Timet, the following letter

to the editor, as a reply to the remarks of M. Laportc on

their pamphlet*. He has not rejoined, for the best of all

possible reasons ; he cannot furnish anything like a satis*

factory answer to a single assertion in this very temperate

and complete refutation :

—

Sir,—Our long *i!wice on the object of M. Laportc'i letter of the

31st ait. must, we are sensible, have naturally excite! a strong prepos-

session in favour of that extraordinary effusion. However, strange as it

may appear, see cjui conscientiously aver, that our sceining acquiescence

has arisen from no irresolution uf purpose, but solely from the unforeseen

mischances incidental to a party destitute of organ ililion. These have

hitherto opposed insuperahlc obstruction* to our wishes, and the manager

has been enabled to ' walk the course alone/
“ But as truth cannot lose all its value merely because accident hat ren-

dered tardy it* disclosure, and a* no man who has the mean.* of self-justifi-

cation can be fairly expected to remain unmoved while assailed by gross

misrepresentation, wc cannot deny our*elres the gratification of thinking

that our evidence may still have its effect in removing injurious impres-

sions. Few words w ill suffice for the utterance of a false charge, white

the task of refutation may require many. For this reason wc can at pre-

sent select only three instances from thirteen kindred o«e«
r
of M.Laporte's

unscrupulous inode of assertion. These, we are of opinion, will form a

striking exemplification of his own coarse expression, and prove, almost

to demoostr.itioo, what peculiar propensity gives the strongest claim U>

gaining an end by 4 disgraceful means.'
4 ‘ M. I.aporlc say* that 4 he has offered us a return to former salaries/

We solemnly declare, that a more untrue assertion has never, to our
knowledge, been practised upon public credulity.

44 He say* also, that 4 our malice has so far exceeded all bounds of de-

cency, as to apply to (he Lord Chapiberlaiu to oblige him (M. Laporte)

to agree to our arrogant terms.*

“ The letter respectfully addressed to the Lord Chamberlain contained

no expre««iou warranting the charge, and was positively founded upon a

totally distinct motive. In proof uf Ous, the copy of that innocent docu-

ment is at the service of any editor who will favour us by giving it pub*

Hefty.
*• Wc deny, fearlessly, the charge of 4 keeping the public waiting while

some of us were quietly returning from Cambridge.* If M. Laporte will

take the trouble of consulting dates, be will discover the fact, that

there was no public performance at tbc Opera-house on the evening of

our return.

“ The only instance w e can remember of tbe 4 public hav ing been kepi

waiting,' happened on the occasion of two concert* given in Bath and

Bristol. In these, M. Laporte felt so lively a personal interest, that he

attended both himself, and returned to linndon with tbc performers on

Saturday evening. March 22, an opera night
“ M. Laporte describes Anfossi as

4 deploring the introduction of fo-

reigners.' The thought never existed, saving in the inventive fancy of

the accuser.
4* We have now, Sir, performed our promise, and we believe that his

literary advocates can find no creditable pretext for attacking ua until they

can re-establish the fame of the manager.
u Wc have the honour to aubscribe ourselves, Sir, your very obedient

•nd humble servants,

(Signed) R. Lindlky, C. Nicholson,
T. J. Willman, John Mackintosh,
T. liaRraa, H. Platt, &c. 4c"

6/A. I have just seen an account, in a Berlin Journal,

of the manner in which the anniversary of Beethoven’s

birth-day has lately been noticed at Dresden. I wish that

* See Harmoiticom tot Ktbraar last

April, 1829.

our musicians could he inspired with a little of that feeling-

which animates foreign professors, they would not only

become better friends but better artists. This celebration

was in the form of a concert, given at the house of music-

•

director Moeser. The saloon was decorated with green
boughs and with the bust of Beethoven. Many of his

compositions were executed, among which were the Sin-

fonia Eroica, the fine air “Adelaida,” uiul the overture to

Egrnont. Tile evening terminated by a supper, during
which the memory of this great genius was drunk in a
most solemn and reverential manner.

The Oratorios commenced this evening at Covent
Gurdcti Theatre. The beginning was inauspicious, so far

as relates to the number of auditors.

7fA. A provincial paper, w hich takes in paragraphs from
the Opera-house, says, 44 Mad. Monticelli has had a tempt-

ing offer for a continental engagement, which it is not

improbable she will lie induced to accept.** This is art-

fully enough meant to imply that she was worth engaging

here, and, by a rust which betrays its author, to relieve

the management from the blame of haviug brought over

a performer so perfectly inadequate to the situation of

prima donna.

9th. The newspapers, with scarcely an exception,

are unusually severe in their strictures on the per-

formances at the King’s Theatre, and on II Conte Ori .

So much for the talent of Monsieur Ic Directcur /

1 1/A. The Pott of to-day tells us, that 41 Handel founded
his 4 Happy We’ [in Acis and Galatea) on the fine old

Welsh air. The Riting Sun; and Mr. Parry,” the para-

graph continues, " has done the same with the Bardic Ode,

in Castration." This article contains internal evidence of

its source. When I read it, I thought that I should split

my sides with laughing,—Handel and Parry in the Harae

sentence ! This is
44 how we apples swim,” in the highest

state of perfection.

» The accounts of the Philharmonic Concerts in the

same journal are fur too good to come from the pen of

ihe sage musical critic who twaddles in that paper. But
why allude to the recent hluck-balling in the society?

and by name too. The mentioning such a fact could

not be pleasing to the individual, and certainly does no

honqur to the body. I hope, however, that the eight noes

will take the earliest opportunity of redeeming their own
characters, and of doing justice to a gentleman of the

highest professional taleut and most unblemished private

character.

Mr. Hawes, who has undertaken the manage-

ment of the oratorios this season, is determined that the

character of Handel’s greatest work shall not be unknown
to the world ;—he advertises it as the celebrated,—The
celebrated Messiah ! This is quite the counterpart to

“ Hamlet, a Tragedy, by the celebrated William Shak-

speare. Esq., formerly of Stratford-on- Avon, in Warwick-

shire.” But everything musical is celebrated now-a-days:

Mr. Lee’s songs are celebrated; Messrs. Welch and

Bochsa’s cigar-makers arc celebrated ;
Mr. Rowland Ste-

phenson, a very musical man, is celebrated; nay, even

M. Bochsa’s character is celebrated ;—why, then, is not

the Messiah to be celebrated also? I see no good reason

for withholding the honour.

igitized by Google
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1 4th. The Spectator of this day has Borne remarks on
the union of Italian music and English words, in which a

little error is blended w ith a great deal of lively criticism.

• •* The junction of Italian music and English words,”

says the writer, “ forms generally a most unhappy metalli-

once. The intractable hardness of the sounds and the

boldness of the ideas are rendered unpleasantly con-
spicuous by the very beauties of the melody with which
they are in forced association. Our language is not eupho-
nous, but its expression in connexion with simple native

airs is not displeasing. The songs of the Beggar** Opera
arc lull of the grace of appropriateness und simplicity;

the music is level to the sentiment. In Cornua, the style

of which is ambitious, we have something of the halt of
the language to the lyre. But to take the examples of our
ow n duy : listen to any bravura, the words of which arc

English, and say whether an effect is not constantly pro-

duced on the sense like the setting ofa saw, or the grating

of a slate pencil to the ear. There is a mechanical offence,

besides that to the understanding. Our words arc espe-
cially indocile and unaccommodating. The consonants are

too strong in the verbal constitution, and refuse to submit
themselves to the convenience of the composer who re-

quires their adjustment to divisions, turns, or flourishes.”

The wit of the songs in The Beggar** Opera reconciles

us to the sound of the words. Take the very first, for

instance, and where will cacophony be found in greater

perfection ? But this, it may be said, is little more than
recitative, or ut best a comic tune. Let us then turn to

the lovely melody from Purcell's Diocletian, adapted to
" Virgins are like the fair flower/' This is by all admitted
to be one of the most beautiful und effective airs in the

opera ; hut is it possible to find words more unmusical,

more studded with obdurate consonants, and better cal-

culated to thwart every attempt at graceful singing? They
however have meaning; we relish them, therefore do not
discover their hardness. Such is not the case with the

nonsense- verses to which Mozart’s and Rossini's operas
arc set ; our ears are immediately assailed by the harsh
sounds whereof they are composed, because they have
neither wit nor elegance to divert our attention from the

ruggedness of their component syllables.

That English words may be associated with exquisite

music, without either bringing their companion into dis-

grace or exposing their own infirmity, is shewn in the

union formed between the two in Handel's oratorios.

The fact is still more striking in the adaptation of that

great master’s Italian songs to English words, in the .pas-

ticcio called The Redemption, in the execution of which a

sensible man. Dr. Arnold, proved that opera airs might
be joined to English words without losing a single par-

ticle of their own beauty, and without exciting the slightest

suspicion in the auditors of any mesalliance. As to what
is said of the bravura, I answer it by producing “ The

I

soldier tired,” an imitation, an exact and excellent one, of
the Italian aria (fagilita

,
or bravura, of that day. In

hearing this very fine song—for such it is in spite of pre-

judice—who ever finds out that “ an effect is produced on
the sense like the setting of a saw”? None, I believe;

except perhaps a few of those ladies who, when they give

a soiree musical*, would as willingly admit the cry of on
oyster-wench into their programme as allow the intro-

duction of an English air. But lest Arne's popular
composition should not be sufficiently convincing, I will

add “ From mighty kings/’ and ** Rejoice greatly, O
daughter of Zion,” the two best known and most admired
of lluudcl*s bravuras

; is there any u grating of a slate

pencil
1
’ in either of these ?— I am not one of those who

contend that the English language is as euplionons as the
Italian, the Spanish, or even the French, but that it is at

least as much so as the German, all will admit : vet who
that has had a fair opportunity of judging, will deny, that

good music properly set and well sung to German words,
is very little deteriorated, even by sounds which, it was
said by Charles V., should only be uttered when speaking
to one’s horse?

1 5/A Tl»e following appears in the Examiner of this day.
“ A letter addressed * d Monsieur, Monsieur tExaminer*
has been received by us, the contents of which are a few
bars of music, with French words attached to them. Sup-
posing that they may be the production of M. Bochsats
prolific brain, we haalen to give them insertion, which we
suspect is more than the highly-gifted author and com-
poser anticipated from us.

“ Fragment
, formant parti* d'un Vaudeville qui va paraS-

tre tres incessamcnt,
“ ‘Quand 1’Examiner va dire quelquc chose,

Chacun s'aMcnd X uno absordit*
;

Chaeua s’y prepare, c( n’est jamais fromp^.*

“ We will conclude with a parody of our own r—
“ ‘Qtund Mon«ieur ie Format va faire quelque chose,

Chaeun %' .itlend X une grande larhete
;

Chaeun n'y prepare, el n’est jamais trompl.

M. L'Examiner did right to reject the notes of M. Lt
Galcricn, but he should have adupted the parody to

L'Hymne des Marseillais.

20/A. Paganini is to be here by the beginning of May.
This is quite certain, so far as any engagement made with
so uncertain a being can be relied on. He not long since
gave a concert at Prague, which he announced in the fol-

lowing manner. “ The Chevalier Paganini, artist of the
chamber of llis Majesty the Emperor of Austria, will have
the honour to give on Saturday, 20th December, in com-
pliance with tile general wish, another concert, which must
be the last, and in which he will perform, among other
pieces. The Storm, a dramatic sonata, with grand orchestral

accompaniments, and with appropriate decorations [scenic],

together with solos and variations on the fourth string of

the violin by Pagauini. 1st part, the approach of the
storm; 2nd., commencement of the tempest; 3rd., the
prayer ; 4th., raging of the sea ; 5th., hurricane ; 6th., con-
fusion at its height ; 7th., the return of calm ; 8th., a burst
of the most lively joy.”

In spite of the success of this performer at Vienna, he
has found many Germans who do not join in the crowd of
his admirers. 'Die Musical Gazette of Berlin contains a
letter in which great surprise is expressed at his success in

the capital of Austria, once the seat of good music. The
author adds, that it is impossible for anybody possessing
taste and reason to be pleased with his harl«|uinades, after

having heard the real violinists of the present day. We
shall hear and judge for ourselves.

28/A. The w it, truth, and spirit of the annexed obser-

vations, which appear in the Spectator of this date, intro-

ducing a critique on I Meuicani, entitle them to a place in

my diary. They ought, and prubahly will, find a corner
in every scrap-book in the dominions of our Sovereign
Lord the King.

u The French Stage has it* little piece* de drconstance. which are fuD
of spirit and gaiety : our Italian Opera luu also its pieces of circum-
stances, but they are pieces of unfortunate circuaoatances, and the effect
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SaMSH sadly of the dolorous origin. I Memiemmi n of thi* latter family ; I

it i*, we arc frankly lold, Ihe offspring of necessity. Necessity is pro-

verbially the mother of invention; in this instance, however, *h- » the

rent’ of patchwork, and the production of need is appropriately a

ggar’s raiment of divers stuff* and hoe*. M. Bocnaa baa cobbled up

the opera out of o<kla and ends, and remnants of Rossini, Stour, and

BtKTMO'VtK ; and when the crnto of ill-assorted materials is brought out,

with some touch of natural shame, distress is pleaded in apology. Now
we are as companionate critics as any under the chandelier,—we yield to

one in gentleness of disposition,
—

"but wr protest that it greatly exav
perates us to bear the difficulties of a huge bouncing theatre, with its pit

of half-guinea* and its boxes of three hundred a year, urged in excuse of

faults.—not chance medley faults, but committed prepense and of malice

forethought. A darn, said Riu mki.l, is more vicious than a hole, inas-

much a* it show* premeditated poverty. Such is our quarrel with / Mr»-

aicam. It is a wicked example of the premeditated poverty. The house

was even shut up while M. Horns v was stitching away at this mendicant

ment Poverty, like murder, which it resembles in atrocity, can only

palliated by the absence of design ; and a plot of ail weeks’ announce-

ment for the pic-nic of a beggar’s wallet is not to be pardoned by gods nr

men. Whatsoever you do, says Horack, let there be a unity, a single-

ess, and iutrgrity in it : and more especially is this observance becoming

and useful—//«/<•< ft dn&rom—in the buwnes* of unlicensed approuri-

atioo. called in the vernacular tongue theft. Tiic two broom-venders

Illustrate this point of moral prudence. The one finding that the other

constantly undersold him, at last did liomngc to his rival's superior suc-

cess ; at the same time frankly expressing his surprise at it,—for, said he,
1 My regard to toy family i* such, that I make an invariable rule of

stealing the materials for my brooms.' 4 Ah ! but,' replied the other.
|

‘I understand trade better than that, for I steal my brooms ready-made.'
|

This r* exaclly the system we would recommend to opera managers—let •

them steal the brooms ready made: let them not give us a handle of
j

Rossini's rosewood, a twig of Srmin'* laurel, a branch of BarranVtN’s I

cypress ; for brooms so ill assorted will pro** besoms of destruction, and
'

weep the public from (he house. Rather than this, we recommend them
to take down a good old opera or two from the dustiest shelf, and produce

U a* the work of any Signor Crotchetiani in the orchestra. To robbery

we are not so prudish as to object
;
but robbery and inurdt*r, as beard in

J Mr*., can, exceed our liberal toleration. Above all, let no more be
j

said of meceuity—which, if it has no law, baa also no quarter. The plea

of Hccruittf for an / Mrmcani it to be answered by ihe circomrpfrr of i

the spectator. Look around that house, the finest ra Europe, the richest

in iu receipts, and say what grounds should exist for Ihe pretext of dif-

ficulties. The fact is, that there is not half a company of singers. In the

periods of (he greatest embarrassment of tbe theatre, wc had comic as

Well as serious opera*. Now wr. liave the serious alone, and a serious I

bore of sameness it is becoming. We do not allow the exception of !

L'Iml,ami, because as perforcied it proved an eminently grave enter-

tainment. We are not so unreasonable as to call upon the proprietor to

engage rlan ; good vocalists, not of tbe first name and da**, may make
p a very pleasing comic opera."

THE YORK ORGAN.

It has been publicly slated that the fine organ lately de-

stroyed with other parts of the choir of York Cathedral,

wan erected by Green. This is one of those errors which,

for want of better information and neglect of inquiry, get

into circulation, and after a time are difficult to remove.
The splendid instrument, now lost, was built in 1803,
by Messrs. Rlyth and Sons, of Isleworth, in Middlesex,
seven years after the decease of Mr. Green, whom they
succeeded ; no part of the old organ being retained, except
the case, which was far too valuable, on account of its an-
tiquity, to be lost.

This organ contained the following stops :

—

(-•real Organ .— stopt diapason, first open diapason,

second open diapason, third open diapason, principal,

gTeat twelfth, nason, fifteenth, sesquialtra three ranks,

furniture three ranks, cornet five ranks, trumpet, treble

trumpet, and bass-clarion. Choir Organ ,—stopt diapa-
son, dulciana, principal, flute, fifteenth, and bassoon.

Swell ,—stopt diapason, open diapason, principal, dulciana,

comet four ranks, trumpet, and hautboy
; with seventeen

pedal keys-

EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM EDINBURGH.

To the Editor of the Harmon icon.

Sir, Edinburgh , Feb. 8, 1829.

Your last Number, which is au excellent one,

contains a very beautiful song by Mr. Geary. I heard it

sung tbe other evening, and it gave great pleasure; but

we agreed that the passage allotted to the voioe, in the

third bar from tbe end, at the word *4
die,’* is awkward,

ami that the effect is immensely improved by throwing

those notes into the accompaniment, thus

—

If you agree in this opinion, the song is so very good, that

it might be worth your while to suggest to your readers

to perforin it in this way.

1 was in hopes that your dilettante, who, in his clever

diary, shews up the absurdities of the London newspapers

in mnsical matters, would have noticed, iu the terms it

merited, on article in the Morning Journal ,
two or three

j

weeks ago, on the subject of the pamphlet published by
the seceding members of the opera band, so full of vulgar

insolence aud scurrility, as to be a disgrace to the paper

in which it appeared. It occupied a conspicuous place in

the ** leading article,” usually destined to discussions on
weightier matters, and therefore I have no doubt obtained

this situation “ for a consideration.
n

We are very dull here this winter in respect to public

amusements. The theatre is deserted, though the company
is excellent, and the manager unwearied in his exertions.

Our professional society have been obliged to discontinue

their subscription concerts for want of encouragement, a
great misfortune to tbe lovers of music, as they were got

up in such a manner as to alfbrd much pleasure even

to those who are uccustomed to the music of London.

Catalani gave three concerts last month, which, however,

were well attended—one of them an overflow. This great

singer (who has not, I think, appeared lately iu Loudon)
is no longer what she once was. Her voice has lost both

compass and flexibility, and her intonation has become
very uncertain: still, however, she is a magnificent singer.

Madame Stockhausen, who was of tbe party, was very

popular; and our young ladies are all working away at

her Swiss airs.

A few evenings ago, a concert took place for the benefit

of tbe family of tile late R. A. Smith, a man who was very

generally known and liked here, and whose untimely death

is much regretted. The concert was given in St. George’s

Church, of which Mr. Smith was precentor

;

it was
planned and managed by the clergyman of the parish (the

Reverend D. A Thomson), and, through his active and
benevolent exertions, proved so successful as to clear be-

tween 2<XM. and SOW. for the musician’s family. As a
N 2
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Presbyterian church must not be profaned by the admission
of instruments, the music was entirely vocal; yet it was
wanderful with what accuracy and effect the performers

(about 40) sung a number of difficult and complex pieces

of sacred music, both of the English and German schools.

Some of the best of Mr. Smith’s compositions were sung;
but the most effective performance of the evening was a
Funeral Anthem composed for the occasion by Mr. John
Thomson, (the non of Dr. Thomson) a young amateur, of
whose genius you have spoken more than once.

The only other intelligence I can send you is, that an
organ has lately been erected in one of the dissenting

Presbyterian chapels in this city, and is used every Sunday
in accompanying the psalmody. Much clamour has arisen,

of course, umoug the “ unco guid and all sorts of direful

calamities are predicted from such an unhallowed act
The congregation, however, which is a large one, arc, 1

understand, delighted with the organ, and, I trust, will

not be molested in the enjoyment'of it : in which case, I

hope soon to sec many more, even in our established

churches. I am always.

Sir, yours faithfully.

Cfcf 3nrirnt Concerts.

FIRST CONCERT,
Under the Direction of Hi* Grace the Arehbithop of York,for Hit Royal

Httjhnet* the Duke of Cumberland, Thursday, March bth
f
1829.

Act I.

Coronation Anthem. The king iball rejoice.

Duetto. Te ergo. (T« Deum

)

Motet Ne pubis el cinis.

Song. What though I trace. (Solomon.)
Trio and Chorus. Sound the loud timbrel.

Concerto 4lh.

Song. Let the bright

Chorus. Let their celestial.

(From hi* Soto*

)

£ (Samton)

Monody. Forgo c. bleat »hadc.

Kccit Eccouti sola.—All padre! 1

Air. Gran Dio! chc del mio cor.

)

Cborus. Cum aaocto. (From a Service

)

Hanokl.
Grain.

Mozart.
Handel.
Aviso*.

pBNINIANI.

Handel.

Dr. Callcott,

Goourlmi.

Mozart.

Acr II.

Sinfoni*. (Jupiter)

ciL j
Solo and Quartet. In my distress.

Movement from the treasons.

Sestet and Chorus, This i» the day. (Anthem

)

Song. Holy, holy. (Redemption.)
Chorus. Hallelujah. (Memiah)

Mozart.

Handel.

Manolmi.
Handel.

D*. Croft.
Handel.
Hanokl.

Wk very deeply regret that the noble directors of these

concerts appear determined to persist in the old system,

and thereby depriving us of what we should feel a very de-

lightful employment, tu., the critical illustration of many
exquisite compositions, which are still suffered to moulder
on their library shelves amid dust and cobwebs. We are

fully aware that a small portion of the subscribers (and it

is but a small oue) prefer the perpetual repetition of the

same songs and choruses every seuson, and, unfortunately

for the subscribers generally, this small portion consists of

those highly titled individuals to whom the directors, highly

titled themselves, feel it decorous to pay deference at the

expense of the majority, and totally indifferent to their dis-

appointment, whether perceived or not. So long as the

subscribers choose to submit to this treatment, and will

continue their subscriptions notwithstanding, there will not
be the slightest effort made to render less irksome the in-

sipid sameness which has characterized the Ancient Con-

certs for the last twenty years. Let them, on the contrary;

shew some little spirit, and express their disgust and ennui

by withdrawing their support for a time, and it is not the

highly distinguished patronage of a chosen few, that could

prevent the total reform of the whole concern : a change

must be for the better.

At the first concert of the present season there was but

a thin attendance ;
it w as remarked that the call of the.

House of Commons was the reason. Whimsical enough,

this. The subscribers not come to town yet—another

somewhat belter cause. But tee think there has been a
falling off of subscriptions, and not a slight one. Para-

doxical us it may appear, we affirm that, for the good of

the concerts, we hope it may prove so.

The first duetto was not well chosen : heavy and unin-

teresting in itself, it did not receive much relief from the

performance of Miss Stephens and Miss Johnson. Miss
Johnson, indeed, professes to give all due effect to the low
treble notes, but why Miss Stephens is to descend we can
really see no just cause. Mozart’s motet wc thank his

Grace of York for: the chorus was exceedingly well sus-

tained, and a very admirable specimen of the great master

in his more serious vein it is. Mr. Phillips will do, pro-

bably, his purt more justice the second time. This evening
we hardly ever heard him less energetic. ** What though
I trace,” was never more chastely or more feelingly sung
than by Mrs. W. KnyveU: such airs are peculiarly adapted

to her voice and style. We heard Miss Stephens’s twice

in “ Let the bright seraphim,” but, ear ct preterea, &c.
We did not much fancy Guglielini’s song, but Madame
Caradori Allan did it justice.

Of Mozart’s fine chorus it is unnecessary to speak. The
violin rattle at the close is the only objection. Phillips

opened the second act with great effect ; the Jupiter sym-
phony which preceded seemed to have inspired him.
Of all that followed wc have only generally to remark*

that the performers did the pieces ample justice. As to a
musical critique of the several compositions, our readers
have only to take up any volume of the Harmonicon since

we began our Ancient Concert notices, and they will be
sure to find one; whether the first or last, will be very
immaterial.

Where is Mr. Braham this season?

SECOND CONCERT.
Under the Direction of the Ear/ of Darn/ey

, for Hi* Royal Highness
the Duke of Cambridge. IFednesday, March 1 Ith.

Act |.

CbZ!£
t'

Ilow .xnll.nl.} (0*0 H«»u_
Song. O Lord, have mercy. Peroolesl
Trio. Nod c Amor. (A/cina.) Hanokl.
Concerto 11th. (Grand) Handel.
Selection from Israel in Egypt. Handel

Cborus. He gave them hailstone*.

Chorus. He sent a (hick darkness.

Chorus. Ho smote ail the first bora.
Chorus. But as for his people.

Chorus. He rebuked.

Chorus. He led them through.

Chorus. But the waters.

Duet The Lord is a man of war.
Chorus. Thy right hand.

Chorus. The Lord shall reign.

Siafonia iu D.
Duet. Deh

!
prendi.

Chorus. Ah
!
grazie.

Trio, Quello c di Tito.

Kccit. Ma, che giorno

Cborus. Tu 4 ver.

Act II.

(La Clemensa di Tito)

Mozart.
Mozart.

Mozart.
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Song. Hoaour and arm*. (Samson) Handel.

Choru*. Exaltabo t«, Derain*. Piturnna
Concerto 4ih, Corelli.

Glee. When wind* breathe »ofu W«m*.
8onp. Piou*orgic*. Handel.

Chorus. Gloria Paid. kao.

Could wc have anticipated the mental treat of this even-

ing, we should not, probably, have felt so disposed to

censure, as was the case last Wednesday ; not that the

noble director has introduced any novelty—but then, if

there were no uovelty, there was no frippery, and it will

indeed be a very great point gained if we should find that

the directors generally have, at length, opened their eyes to

the inconsistency of intermingling with compositions oi the

first order, sleepy songs turned into sleepier glees and

three-part glees, into grand choruses !

Lonl Darnley has, /or several seasons, diversified his

selections most satisfactorily, and on the present occasion

has fully succeeded. The magnificent opening of Handel’s

Saul, followed up by the sublime chain of choruses from

Israel in Egypt, produced a very powerful effect. These

wonderful specimens of the great master’s genius and

judgment, are, generally speaking, performed separately,

and at different periods of time ; but how much more sub-

lime the effect when the counexion is preserved, and the

various tremendous bursts, each astonishingly descriptive

of the awful visitation represented, follow, without inter-

ruption, till the glorious shout of the prophetess proclaims

that the terrible judgment is o’er

!

Wc wish not to make Miss Wilkinson suffer for the bad

taste and total want of judgment in those who wiU persist

in letting her sing w hut only ought to be a bass song ; but

we advise her, for her reputation's sake, to resist a repeti-

tion. For our part, we do not like, at best, to hear the

silvery warble of the femule voice turned into that non-

descript croaking they cull a fine contr’ alto. No dis-

paragement to Madame Vestris, or Miss Love, or even to

Madumc Pisaroni.

We did not recollect the terzetto from Alcina; and, to

say the truth, Handel’s though it be, we have no very

violent desire to have it further stamped upon our memory.
Cramer, we delight to say, gets steadier and steadier !

every year. His performance to-night was perfection in

all its bearings, and the band most bravely supported him.

Proceed we now to the rich opening of the second act

;

Mozart’s exquisitely spirited symphony in d, followed by

the no less delightful seena, from his Clemenza di Tito.

But the duetlino in this, “ Deh! prendi,” as sung by

Madame Caradori and Miss Wilkinson, was downright

comic. They added to it something so like variations,

and vastly ridiculous ones, that wc were divided between

laughter aud resentment. Query,—have not the directors

the power to interdict broad farce? Vaughan was in his

usual pure style and sweet voice, and the return to that

heavenly strain " Ah! grazie si rendano,” after his elegant

solo, might “ almost persuade J ustice to break her sword ’

—

or, lit other words, not quite so poetical as Shakspeare’s,

tempt Clio to scold no longer.
“ Honour and Arms” was admirably sung by Mr.

Phillips ;
we never heard him more energetic, or his lower

tones more full and rich. He made full atonement for a

little tameness and apparent negligence at the first

concert.

The '* Exaltabo te, Pennine” of Palestrina, is a fine

specimen of the ancient Italian church music. We thought
we traced the germ of the Amen Chorus of the Messiah,

towards the close of it. Though nobody cuu manage these

matters better, if so well, as Mr. Greatorex, we confess

we should be always better pleased were these very ancient

religious pieces performed with simply the organ and
voices. The solemnity is sadly disturbed by the introduc-

tion of drums and trumpets, and a redundancy of orchestral

accompaniment, however ingeniously managed.

Mias Stephens’s ** Pious orgies," it would, we fear, be

almost high treason to attack: but Miss Stephens, Miss
Stephens, though wc make great allowance for that harass-

ing satiety that must be the consequence of endless repe-

tition, you should not quite fancy yourself on '* downy
couch reclining.”

THIRD CONCERT.

Voder the Dimtion of the Ear/ of Dorn/ry, Wednesday, March
18/A, 1829.

Act I.

Overture. \

Recit Thi* <Uy a solemn. >

Choru*. Awake (he trumpet'*.

I

Duet. There i* a river.

Madrigal. O’er desert plain*.

Recit. Folle A colui. i

Aria. Na«ce al bo*co.)
Choru*. O Father.

Overture and Requiem.
Song. Lord I to thee.

Chorus. When hi* loud voice.

fWJ

tMm)

(Judas Mae*.)

(Theodora.)

(Jephthak

)

Marcello.

IL Waklkknt, 1690.

Handel.

Handel.
Jowklli.

H ANDEL.
Handel.

Act If.

Overture. (Zauberf&te.) Mozart.
Duet. Ah ! perdona. (La C/emensa di Tito.) Mozart.
Frost Scene. (Amy Arthur.) Ptrcell.

Glee. Swiftly from the mountain’* brow. Wcnnt.
Song. Parto na tu. (La C/emenza di Tito.) Mozart.
Concerto 4th. (Oboe.) Hap* del.

Anthem. Hear my prayer. Ksnt.
Kecit. Dehold! a 'irgin ihall.j

Song and Choru*. O thou. I

Kecit acc. For Behold. > (Messiah.) Handel.
Song. The people that walked. I

Choru*. For unto u*.

That such leaden things as “There is a river’’ and " O’er

desert plains,” should ever have found admittance at all

to the Ancients is not a little surprising; but that we
should be loaded with them from year to year, sans inter-

mission, is almost as great an infliction as “ Hear my
prayer.” In regard to the venerable production of 1590,

if it is produced as a specimen of the old madrigal

of that day, we can only say that the selection is lame
and insipid in comparison with many we could men-
tion of the same date ; and if we descend a little later, we
come to such Madrigalians as Wylbye, Weelks, Ford, &c.,

from whose works are to be culled the richest specimens

of fancy, under the correction of the purest and soundest

counterpoint.

We would advise Mr. Phillips not to throw so much
force into the upper tones of his voice; it is a very difficult

matter to sing loud without bordering on coarseness, and
strength sufficient may be given to •' Nasce al Bosco,”

without any strain whatever to the voice ; for if the words

are attentively considered, it will be perceived that vivacity,

not energy, is required in singing it. We remember
Bartleman's animated expression in this fine song, and yet

in ringing it his tones never “ caine o’er our ear" more
mellow and subdued. On the whole, however, Mr. P.

performed it with great judgment and feeling.

For the rest of the act, vide any Harmonicon—ilenira

iterumque

!

The magnificent Overture to the Zaubtrflolt, followed
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by " Ah
!
perdona,” was a high and complete gratifica-

tion to us.

The Frost Scene as usual, and Mr. Phillips sang with

his usual ability. The shivering, however, which he throws

into his Toice is a little too like a regular succession of

shake*; and, by the way, though Purcell meant, as may he

seen by looking at the score of the song, that die “ cold

genius” should thus express his sensation, yet it is no

easy task to accomplish. Bartleman came the nearest

to the natural tremble ; and if Phillips will be a little more
subdued and irregular another time, he will gTeatly in-

crease the effect of this admirably characteristic song.

The “ Parto" from “ I*a Clemenza di Tito,” sang os

it was by Madaine Carudori Allan, proved a high

treat. Nor must we pass over Willman’s delightful clario-

net accompaniment : we know not which must to admire,

the brilliancy of his execution, or the exquisite richness of

his tones. In the oboe concerto which followed, it would

be injustice in us to neglect mentioning too the perform-
ance of Mr. Ling on another wind instrument, ami one so

difficult as rarely to he completely mastered. Mr. Ling,

in point of sweetness and delicate precision, h:ts, however,

beyond all question, obtained this mastery ; nor, since the

loss of poor (iriesbach, has he met with any competitor.

There is, we believe, a Mr. Vogt, or some such name;
but “ Ods' ducks and ducklings," as Acres would say,

,

defend us from him

!

The selection from the Messiah, which closed the con-
cert, was, as it should he, since it uotfobe: hut the Lords
Directors do not, we believe, attend the whole performance
of the Oratorio at the en 1 of the season.

Cfte ptjtUinnnomc Coiurrtsf.

SECOND CONCERT, Monday, March 9, 1829.

Act I.

Sinfonia Eroica .... Beetuoyen.
Duetto, Madame Caradori Allan and Sipnor Begrcz,

** A che qnei tronchi accent! ? "
(Zrtmirm

)

. Rosstm.
Bextunr, Pitnn Forte, Flute, Clarinet, Horn, ila«*o«n,

and Double Beu, Mrs. Aadtnun, Messrs. Nicbal*

Ron, Willman, Platt, Mackintosh, and Dragooetti Omsujw.
Scena, Madame Caradori Allan, “ Tu m' ablandoni,

bigrato” ..... Sroiia.

Overture, T\r ftufrr of the Spirt(i . . C. M. vow Wild
Act II.

Sinfonia in D . . . . . Mozart.
Duetto, Srpnor Begrrz and Signor Pellegrini, “ Son

iodntlo” ..... pAlaniLUk.
Qu arteKo, two Violins, Viola, and Violoncello,

Mesvra. Mori, Watts, Moralt, and Lindley . Haros.
Terzetto, “ Coaa »ento " Madame Caradori Allan,

Sipnor Bcgrez. and Sipuor Pellegrini { Nozze
di Firjarv ) ..... Mnim.

Qxtrtun, l>ra Abencerages . , . CNanunmi.
Leader, Mr. SrAGNoLETn«^kMKlucior

y Mr. Buntor.

This first act of this concert seemed rather heavy, owing to

so many of the pieces being in one key, Eb. The Heroic
Symphony contains much to admire, past all doubt, but it

is difficult to keep up admiration of this kind during three

long quarters of an hour. It is infinitely too lengthy.
The marcia funebre in c minor is exceedingly beautiful,

but the whole of what may be termed the coda, which con-
stitutes three-fourths of it, should be omitted. Sacrificing
a part to save the whole is prudent in all cases, and if this

symphony is not by some means abridged, it will soon fall

i to disuse. Nothing but the unique manner of its per-

formance at these concerts keeps up the attention even of
this audience. Mozart's in d produced an unabated effect*:

the middle movement was encored. Weber's overture,
full of imagination, gains upon frequent hearing. Suck
music docs not suddenly unfold all its beauties, but requires

some acquaintance with it. Cherubini’s Abcncerages makes
a good finale.

The Sextnor of Onslow was in all its parts admirably
executed. Mrs. Anderson did it the fullest justice, and the

names of her coadjutors will be sufficient to shew how she
was supported. The first movement is uninteresting, but
the andante and finale arc as charming to the ear, as they
are masterly in their construction. Perhaps we ought
rather at once to have stated, that they are masterly be-
cause charming. Hie greatest treat of the evening, afier

Mozart’s symphony, was the quartet by Haydn, bis

S*2nd in ab, one of the most benutifol things that ever came
from the pen of this author, who has no equal in this class

of composition. It is impossible to praise too warmly
Mori’s performance of it, or to value too highly the merit
of those with vritom he was joined.

The vocal part of the concert was not quite equal to the

instrumental. The sccna from Faust,
** tu nC abbandoni

is an elaborate work, and Madame Caradori sang it re-

markably well, but it is not one of those things that capti*

vate an audience. The duet from Nina produced little

effect. The terzetto always pleases, and did not fail on the
present occasion. The duet from Zelmira might have
been omitted ; it is ill calculated for Pellegrini, a buffo, and
not either accustomed or equal to serious music ; and it

was accompanied in a most imperfect manner ; the time
ill kept, and the instruments infinitely too noisy.

THIRD CONCERF, Monday, March 23, 1829.

Act I.

Sinfonia Patloralc , . , , Beethoven.
Sccna, Mr. Sapio, * Through (he Fomls," (Urr

FmxcAiitz) . . . . C. M. ton West*.
Introduction and Theme Vari£, Clarinet obligato,

Mr. Willman . , . . Kurmta.
Scent, Mi** l’alon, 14

Si, lo aento," (Pont/) . Spuiie.

Overture, MS. u Der Fampyr ’*
. Mahaciinee.

Act II.

Sinfonia, No. 7 .... Haydn.
Aria. Mr. Phil Urn, 44 Quf «drgno non Vacccnde **

(// Finite .... MoIaR.
Concerto Violin, il. Artot, jun.(his fir*t performance

in this country) .... Kbeutter.
Duvlto, 44

Ella, obcirl,
M
Min* Paton and Mr. Phillips,

( Torva/do r Dorhtka) . . . Rossini.

Overture, JXm Mmdtta , .A. Kombieo.
Lender, Mr. .Moti.—Conductor, Sir O. Smart.

The Pastoral Symphony was never better executed than
on the present occasion. This, and Haydn’s in d, one of
the grand set, or those written for Salomon, have been
repeatedly noticed by us. The overture to The Vampire
is a very palpable imitation of Weber's Frcisrhulz and
Oberon. Well put together it certainly is, and proves the

composer—or plagiarist—to be a good mechanical musi-
cian ; but so far as he is to be judged by the present sample,
possesses very little indeed of the inventive faculty. Au-
drexs Romberg’s overture is light and airy; its merit con-
sists in the melody that flows through it uninterrupted by
any of those instrumental bursts which, when without a
distinct object, as is too often the case, only conceal the
want of design and feebleness of the composer.

Mr. Willman ‘s beautiful tone and perfect execution af-

* Tti« minuet aud trio of thu are printed in our prrtcnt Number.
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forded much delight, as was manifested in the applause he

received. The piece he played, a waltz with variations,

has little claim to notice as a composition, but is rather

pleasing ;
though we regretted that he had not found

•omething more worthy of such a place. The young

Artdt, a French boy, about fourteen years of age, and an

tflfcve of Kreutzer, reminded many who recollected Pinto

of that extraordinary genius. His playing is principally

distinguished by an enthusiasm which is seldom felt, or

if felt rarely exhibited, by so youthful a performer, and by

a strength of hand and firmness of bow not less remark-

able. He has too much of that sliding of the finger up the

string which was so conspicuous a defect in Kiesewetter,

and like him be is too fond of those squeaking notes which

may shew a degree of mechanical skill, a sort of practical

wit, but also betray the weak part of the instrument, which

becomes, to our ears at least, distressing the moment the

second shift is exceeded. He is certainly a very talented

boy, but has yet much to learn, and something to unlearn.

Mr. Sapio sang the eternal “ Through the forests," with

much animation. Miss Baton's scena,—the same which she

has before performed here,—was admirable; she has quite

recovered her strength, though the strain ou her voice

produced by this long and fatiguingcomposition, evidently

rendered the latter part of the air a great labour to her.

The accompaniments too were here again quite over-

whelming in the forte parts, for which some blame attaches

to both leader and conductor. They ought to impress on

the orchestra that the fortissimo and the forzato of a vocal

piece is not the same as an instrumental ooe, but that the

prevalent degree in the former being piano, the other terms

should only be considered as indicating a slight iucrease of

strength, and not be construed in a literal sense. Mr,

Phillips obtained an unanimous encore in “ Qui sdegno."

It was a beautiful specimen of vocal elegance. The duet

of Rossini is only fit for the stage, and even there cannot

rank as one of his best. But this is a composition that

should never be put in any other hands than those of

Italians. Such was decidedly the impression of every one

present on this occasion.

M- Moschei.es has recently composed a symphony, his

first, which will be produced at bis concert in May. The
most lively curiosity is excited in the musical world, to

hear a work of such magnitude, by a writer who has so

much distinguished himself by his piano-forte composi-

tions. but to which he has hitherto almost entirely limited

his efforts.

jforctgn JHusual Report.

VIENNA.
Theater an der Wien .—A new romantic opera, in three

acts, has been produced at this theatre, entitled Seraphine,

oder, Der Kri<gxgefmngene (Seraphina, or the Captive of
War,) taken from Kotzebue’s tale of M Benjowaky." The
music is by that industrious composer, Adolph M tiller, and
contains several pieces creditable to his talents.

JovphstUdt Theater.—Two new pieces have appeared
here, Derma, oder, Die Sohne der Itache (Hernia, or, the

Expiation of Vengeance) a romantic drama in five acts, the

words by Madame Birch-Pfeiffer, the music by Kapell-
meister (llttser; and Die Dime (the Bee,) an occasional

operetta, consisting of a selection of popular airs, comic
scenes, dances, and tableaux, so arranged as to form a kind
of connected piece. The first is a drama of considerable

interest, founded on one of Vandervelde’s well-known
novels, entitled “ Der Bohmische MStgde-Krieg*.* ’Die
music is some of the beat and most spirited we have had
for a long time from the good Kapellmeister, who, if not
one of the most classical, is certainly among the most
prolific, composers of the day. The curious in these mat-
ters have cast up their account, and found that his name is

to no less than a hundred and twenty different works
; and

so far from his powers appearing exhausted, he seems
likely, at the rate he continues to produce, to see his name
to as many more.

The AT/rnfAnerMor Theatre still continues closed, except
to occasional concerts. Among them was one lately given, in

which appeared one of those vntnder-kindc (wonder-chil-
dren,) whom it has been the fashion of late yeans to push
into notice, in order to stifle at once that precocious tulcut,

w hich, if properly cultivated and prudently kept back from
flowering too early, might have " yielded fruit in due
seasou." The talent of the little prodigy in question was
that of imitating, or rutlicr mimicking, 1’sigonini so exactly,

as to produce a complete illusion.

We hope shortly to be able to give you some satisfactory

information as to this theatre, and the plans in progress for

its effective management.
M. Christian Heinrich, the well-known musical-

instrument maker of this place, in conjunction with his

nephew, Johann Bauer, has constructed a new instru-

ment, to which they have given the name of Orchestrion.

It is said that in this instrument a problem has been re-

solved which before appeared insoluble. Instead of being
furnished with a single cylinder, it has three, which are

connected with several registers of a different nature, and
set in motion by a single weight, ingeniously adapted to

the purpose by means of a chain. The greatest difficulties

have been surmounted, and nothiug can be more admirable
than the manner in which the inventors have succeeded in

rendering the most delicate shades, as well as the most
massive effects, of orchestral music. Overtures of the

most complicated kind are given with an exactitude and
a unity of effect, that is entitled to every praise. Tlic

metal instruments, which have hitherto been defective in

machines of this kind, are remarkable for their excellence.

The particular character of oil these, which are faithfully

employed according to their distinct natures is strikingly

preserved
; and all their harsh and defective sounds have

been regulated or avoided. These artists intend proceed-

ing to the capital of Russia with their invention, where
they are led to hope for the most lilwral encouragement.

A new musical instrument is also announced in the

Nuremberg Journals; but from the general description

given, we should consider it to be nothing more than a

variety of the Phynharmonica. It is said to combine great

power with much sweetness of effect.

BERLIN.
Koni&tUdl Theater.—Aube/s opera. La Muctte de Portid,

!

has been produced here under the title Die Stumme von

• I may take tbit opportunity or expressing my surprise that the name
of this talented and popular writer should be unknown to ywr litera ture.

In power of description and higb-wrooght dramatic interest, several of bis

romances w ill hear a companion wstii Uiose of tbv great Necromancer of

the Ncrth himself.
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Porlici, ami was received with great applause. It was
brought out with great splendour of decoration, and very

effectively cost.

A misunderstanding has unfortunately arisen among the

renters of this theatre. It appears tliut this undertaking,

by far the most enterprising of this capital, both for the

variety and interest of the works performed, and the great

number of distinguished artists employed by it, does not

pay its expenses. The receipts of the last year amounted,

however, to 1 10,000 dollars (nearly 21,000/.) a considerable

sum for Berlin, where the disbursements are so moderate,

compared, for instance, with Paris or of our own capital.

A law-suit is mentioned ; but several of die renters limit

their demands to an investigation of the entire affairs of the

theatre, and an abolition of the abuses that have crept into

the administration.

DRESDEN.

The first representation of a German opera, in three acts,

entitled Librlla , took place here at the close of last month.

Tile music is by a young composer of the name of Reis-

aiger*, who has lately been chosen to fill the place of con-

cert-master and director of the opera here ; a position

which has assumed a double importance and responsibility

since it was held by C. M. v. Weber. The success of the

piece was decided, though that success is difficult of attain-

ment here. The fact is that it is the fashion here to cry

up the Italian to the prejudice of the native German opera;

and in consequence of this feeling, the fashionables were

content to remain neuter during the first act; but during

the second this reserve began gradually to wear off, and at

the close the applause was warm and unanimous, and the

composer was culled upon the stage to receive the con-

gratulations of the public. We shall shortly be enabled to

give further particulars of the nature and character of the

music.

PRAGUE.

Weber's Obcron was represented for the first time on the

theatre of this place, on occasion of the birth-day of the

Empress of Austria. It was received with all the enthu-

siasm that might naturally have been expected to be excited

by the last accents of a musician who does so much honour

to Germany. The execution was worthy of the work.

Madame Ernst, as Reiza, distinguished herself both as an

excellent actress and a sound musician ; and Madame
Podorski, as Oheron, and Binder, as Huon, shewed them-

selves worthy of the favour of the public. The third even-

ing's performance was devoted to the benefit of Weber's

family ; the house was an overflow, and the object in view

adequately answered. The interest, after a number of

successive representations, remained undiminished.

COLOGNE.

A new theatre has been built here, which was completed in

the short terra of nine months. It is said to be a very

handsome and commodious structure, capable of contain-

ing nearly two thousand spectators. The stage is remark-

ably broad and spacious. The opera chosen for the open-
ing was the Jessonda of Spohr, which was performed by a

highly respectable company. We trust that this under-
taking will meet with all the encouragement it deserves.

• A work by ihi* clever voting composer *« lately published in the

Uarm-jnuvn, and another will appear in our next Number.

MILAN.
During a temporary close of the theatre, a concert wan
given by the mucical society of this city, Del Giardino,

which excited universal interest, as it afforded the Milanese
an opportunity of hearing Madame Pasta, after a long
period of uhsence. She charmed one of the most numerous
audiences witnessed here for a long time, by the admirable

manner in which she sung the cavatina from the Crocialo

,

the air of Tanrredi, the romance of Tcbaldo ed Judina,

and in the celebrated quartelt in Nina. *• So great,” says

one of the journals, “ was the emotion of the orchestra at

the rehearsal, that they were scarcely able to accompany
the singer ?’ On the same occasion, the Signora Tenelli,

and the tenor, Berardo Winter, distinguished themselves

by the goodness of their school, and afford hopes of two
singers of excellence.

The SocieU't del Giardino in order to render durable the

recollection of the pleasure which Madame Pasta hod
afforded them, gave orders to the sculptor Marches! to

execute the bust of this celebrated singer in Carrara

marble. It is to be placed uinong those of the great

artists that adorn the saloon in which she sung.

The enthusiasm excited by the talents of Madame Past*
among the umateurs of her native city, led to a wish to

witness their display on the boards of the Scala. After

considerable solicitation, the lady was at length prevailed

upon to comply with the general wish, and application

was made to Signor Barbaja for the use of his theatre.

But it seems thul the manager had had some altercation

with the singer, and in consequence thought proper to

refuse. The dilettanti in question, and particularly the

members of the Sociela del Giardino, resolving not to

brook the caprice of the impresario> immediately entered

iuto terms with the proprietor of the Teatro Carcano, and
intend giving a scries of representations of classical works,

in which Madame Pasta is to perform. Signor Barbaja
will find himself awkwardly circumstanced in consequence

of this competition, and may, perhaps, have reason to

repent his ill-humour.

BOLOGNA.
The winter concerts have commenced at the Casino, and
the first of them presented a display of artists and umateurs

both Italians and foreigners, hut rarely witnessed here.

Madame lu Comtesse Merlin, of Paris, the Signora Cec-

coni, the Signora Julia Grisi, and the tenors Mnrchionni

and Pcdrazzi for the vocal part ; the celebrated clarinet,

Ivan MQller, and the Marchese di Villa Campo, the well-

known amateur on the piano-forte, for the instrumental

part, gave this meeting an extraordinary eclat Both the

selection of pieces, and the manner in which they were
executed, left nothing to be desired. The Signora Grisi,

a contralto of extraordinary power, who recently made her

first appeurance in public in the Zelmira
,

is niece to

Madame Grassini, and promises to tread in the footstep*

of this great singer.

FLORENCE.

On occasion of the ffcte celebrated in honour of the emperor

his master, the Count de Bombelles, the Austrian minister,

had the Italiana in Algeri represented upon his private

theatre. The work was executed by amateurs, among
whom was the Ludy Ambassadress, who is distinguished

no less fur her beauty and the extent of her voice, than for

her profound knowledge of music and of the art of song.

The opera went off admirably well, both as regarded the

singing, and the orchestral performance.
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Lord Burghersh’s opera, II Torneo, was afterwards re-

presented upon the same stage. According to the Italian

journals, the music of the noble diplomatist does no
less honour to his talent than to the musical art in

general. Besides two of the airs, the introductory choruses

are mentioned with particular eulogium. The whole was
executed with a degree of precision hardly to be expected

from an amateur party. The principal characters were

supported by the Ladies Williams, Festa and Orbicchi,

and by MM. Franeeschini.

Persian i’s Gattone di Foil was attempted at the Teatro

Pergola , but fell flat at the first representation.

TURIN.
Teatro Reale.—The Didone abbandonata of Mercadante
was the only piece produced, and it proved true to its

title. The deserted Dido had to pour forth her sorrows to

empty benches.

FERRARA.

The theatre of this place opened, by way of novelty, with

the Elisa e Claudio
, and the ballet of Fcdra, neither of

which pleased ; but the Inganno felicct
which was well

cast, put the public in good humour again—a trifle can

often do so.

BERGAMO.

The Barbiert, even if performed by the best company,
cannot be expected to please for ever : and such was the

case here. It is a wonder that managers do not learn the

art of catering better for the public taste ; toujour* perdrix
will no more answer on the stage, than in the dining-room.

The Clotilda of Coccia followed, and helped to set things

right for a time; it is a composition which contains much
that is excellent, and the subject is of a pleasing kind. It

is surprising that the piece is not in more general

requisition.

PARMA.

Zelmira was the piece chosen for the opening of the
season; but in spite of the efforts of Madame Botiini and
Cosselli, it did not succeed. And what was there to re-

place it?—the Semiramide l

BOLOGNA.
Teatro Commurtale.—There is a satiety in music as in

every thing else, though managers seem to find a difficulty

in bringing themselves to believe it ; and it was owing to

this cause that the Barbiere di Siciglia produced no effect

in this theatre, though supported by the superior talents of
an accomplished young singer. Signora Giulietta Grisi,

the tenor Regoli, the basso cantante Moncada, and the

buffo comico Spada.

ROVEREDO.
Signor Giuseppe Antonio Bridi, a wealthy proprietor,
and learned amateur of this place, lately gave a selection
of music, attended by circumstances of too interesting a
nature to be passed over unnoticed. He has a delightful
garden, laid out in the English taste, in which he has
lately constructed an elegant temple to the Genius of
Music. It is a rotunda in the ancient style, supported by a
range of columns in the Doric order. The interior is

painted in fresco by Signor Craffonara, and is considered as
a masterpiece of tills artist’s talents. In the centre Is re-
presented, resting upon a group of clouds, the Genius of
Music ; in one hand he holds a lyre, and with the other

April, 1829.

points to the Temple of Immortality, faintly portrayed

in the distance. Ranged below him arc the figures of
the following great artists : Palestrina, Gluck, Jotnelli.

Handel, Mozart, Haydn, and Sacchini, surrounded with

appropriate emblems of their characteristic talents. The
choice of these seven heroes of their art may have been
made either with reference to the number of the Muses, or
of the musical tones. Upon the lower part of the rotunda,

and immediately below these figures, are inscriptions to the

memory of the several composers.

In unother part of the garden is a solitary grotto, over-

hung with weeping willows, in which is a tablet of marble

with the inscription

i&mibud. |Ho$art. &atrum

Below this are the following words in Gcrtuuu

:

I1ERRSCHER I>KR SKELE
DURCH MKLOD1SCHK DEXEKRAFT

With the following translation in Italian :

S1GNORK DELL* AN'IMA

PER LA FORZA DELLA MKLODIA
K DEL PBNSISBO

Upon occasion of opening this garden to his friends, a
temporary orchestra was formed, in which various pieces,

both vocal and instrumental, from the masterpieces of the

immortal men to whose honour the temple is raised, were

admirably performed.

MANTUA.
The Semiramide was given here, and, though not very

effectively cast, was received with satisfaction.

TRIESTE.

The Schiava di Bagdad of Pacini has been produced, but

met with a very cold reception. After this, the greater

part of the singers fell indisposed—and most opportunely,

for there was no other opera ready to replace the unsuc-

cessful piece.

VENICE.

The accounts received from this place, respecting the

effect produced by Rossini’s new opera, V jUsedio di

Corinto , at the Fen ice, are of a contradictory kind. Ac-
cording to one statement it was attended with success;

while the other represents it as a decided Jiasco. At all

events, it is universally allowed that the Signora Grisi, and
the tenor Verger, distinguished themselves by their excellent

acting, as well as singing.

ROME.
At the time of the decease of the late Pontiff, three theatres

were open here, a thing by no means usual, and the fol-

lowing pieces had been represented :

—

Teatro Valle.—La Contessa di Fenen , a comic opera by
Fioravanti ; but iu consequence of the indisposition of the

prima donna Manzocchi, it was performed but twice. It

is a composition of merit, but not a new piece ;
it was

written some years since for Marcolini and Zamboni, who
gave it an eclat, which it is not likely it will again enjoy.

The subject is taken from a well known French piece. La
Femme u deux Maris. The principal parts were given by
Manzocchi, Cavalli, and the tenor Ravaglia. It was suc-

ceeded by Donizetti’s opera, L* A to nell* imbarrazzo, a
piece that pleases by its buffoonery.

Tealro Tordinone—Teobaldo ed Isolina was the piece

given here, and it met with tolerable success, though the

O
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theatre can boast but of one singer above mediocrity, the

Signora Pctralia, who in engaged to make her debut in

London, in the month of December, 1929 (?).

Teatro Argentina.—Pacini’* opera, GliArabi nelle Gal-

lie,
wo* given, but without much success. Recourse was

then had to / Pirate, the work of a young composer,

but it did not succeed. It is but justice, however, to

state, that its failure was more owing to the wretched

performers than to the defects of the work Itself; though

by no means trifling, they are yet redeemed, in some
degree, by a few pieces of merit. But as to the execu-

tion, nothing could be more lamentable. We have seen

a letter from Rome from a young artist of promise, who
thus expresses himself upon this subject:—“ What a the-

atre ! what an orchestra, and what a singer, too, this so

much vaunted David ! It would be impossible for one who
had not witnessed it himself, to form any ideu of such u

spectacle of utter wretchedness. But it is a fact, that

Rome, once so favoured in all that relates to the art, is

now regarded by the Italians, and with justice, as the

tomb of music.”

NAPLES.

San Carlos.—Donizetti’s Esule di Roma has been pro-

duced, but obtained only a moderate degree of success.

It gave place to the Ultimo giomo di Pompei, of Pacini,

which pleased. Lablache, who had for some time been
indisposed, produced in it his usual effect ; and Hubini
and the Tosi were also deservedly applauded. The operas
now successively performed are VEsule di Roma , L' Ultimo
giorrio di Pompei, and Le Priale

;

not a single classical

work has been attempted.

PARIS.

Acadcmie Royale de Musique.—Madame Marnffa -Fischer,
who made her first appeuranee here in the Siege de Co-

rinthe, and who was so much affected by what Figaro terms
le mal de la peur, has produced but little impression

;
so

little indeed, that the administration are in the same em-
barrassment as before her arrival, relative to the production
of Rossini’s long-expected opera of Guillaume Tell. There
are two versions of the story : some say it is to be deferred
till the return of Mudame Damoreau-Cinti, which will not
be yet for some time ; according to others, Rossini objects

to his work being produced in the summer months, so that

its appearance will, in all probability, be deferred till the

composer's return from Italy, where he is shortly going to

spend some months. In the latter case, a new opera of
AIM. Scribe and Auber, which is in preparation, will be
produced in its stead.

There was lately given here Un Concert consacre a la
Mimoire de Haydn . which, with the exception of the open-
ing piece, Cherubini’s Elegy to his Memory, consisted
entirely of the compositions of this great master. “ It was
apprehended,” says a musical journal of celebrity, “ that

the selection might be found monotonous, and produce
upon a numerous audience an effect the very reverse of
what was intended; that they might appear weak and
colourless to persons accustomed to the strong emotions
of Beethoven. Such, however, was not the case; and the

genius of Iiuydn, triumphant over every obstacle, still

shewed itself fresh in youth, in grace, and in power.”
Theatre Italicn.—Madame Malibran and Mile. Sontag

have ap|ieared together in Tancredi. Has the attempt
completely succeeded? asks one of the journals. The
answer is in the negative, but the following explanation is

given. ** We are not surprised at this ; indeed we were

prepared for it It is now known that Mad. Malibran is

never at the height of her talent, the first time she per-

forms a character. Time must be allowed her to dwell

upon it, to weigh effects, and to perfect her outline. Be-
tween her first and second representation, very perceptible

changes of manner will be observed. We therefore con-

sider it our duty to pause before we pass a definitive

opinion upon her TancredL Mile. Sontag was in better

voice than on her first appearance. She was not so often

guilty of the fault of pitching it below the note, in

order to replace it afterwards, a vicious habit which has

been visible since her return from London, nnd which
appears to have been the consequence of some momentary
alteration in her organ. It is to be presumed that an
entire establishment of her health will restore that purity

of intonation which she possessed on her first arrival in

Paris. The throat of this artist is a real componium of

vocal foriture. [A very equivocal compliment, by the

way.] The facility of her execution is really prodigious

;

one would say, that it costs her less effort to execute

difficulties, than to sing with simplicity.” Surely all this

has very much the appearance of satire in disguise. We
remember it is upon record, that when Handel was praised

by his pupils for his brilliant execution of a rapid and
flowery passage, he exclaimed: “ Ha! my friends, it is

much more difficult to play two notes well, than two
hundred !” and Handel is some authority in these matters.

Signora Dotti, a pupil of M. Choron, made her debftfc

in the part of Malcolm, in the Donna del Lago. The
choice was injudicious, after the effect produced in that

character by Mudame Pisaroni, and the young singer felt

its effects.

Opera-Comique .—The novelty here has been Pierre] et

Catherine, a comic open* in one act, by M. Adam. It is

the maiden production of this young artist, and augurs
well for his future fame. The overture contains some
original effects, ami was warmly applauded, as well as two
of the airs, a duct and a trio. Several other pieces excited

considerable sensation, particularly a march with chorus
to the words, Aranfons en silence

:

it is full of dramatic

effect, and terminates piano

;

it was loudly encored. A
French journal thus speaks of the author. “ M. Adam
was already known to the public by some pieces which be-

spoke talent. In the present composition we see that that

talent has acquired consistency, and we are pleased at

finding in the greater part of the pieces an acquain-

tancc with effects, and a knowledge of arrangement, which

arc expected only in a practised musician. To these

advantages is joined another, which is the gift of nature

alone, we mean a feeling for dramatic effect, a quality

which practice may render perfect, but which cannot be

acquired. M. Adorn not only possesses this quality, but

he belongs to a school which will enable him to turn it to

good account ; he is the pupil of Boieldieu, who of all the

modern French musicians is the best acquainted with the

art of rendering a phrase with truth and energy of ex-

pression.”

A concert lately given by M. de Bcriot, in the saloon of

the rue de Clery, drew a large audience. Madlte. Woke,
a young pianist of the highest talent, the pupil and almost

rival of M. Kalkbrenner, was heard with great applause.

The young Vieuxtemps, an infant of eight years, who
plays on the violin like an able and experienced artist,

also drew forth lively proofs of admiration. But the

highest honours of the evening were destined for M. dc

Beriot. We can only give an udequate idea of his ex-

traordinary powers, by saying that he united all the talents
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which arc found in the most celebrated violinists. He
played four pieces, two of them his own composition, full

of grace, and written m the finest taste. The Sonate du
diable *, by which he terminated the concert, produced a

surprising effect: it in impossible to perform with more
ease difficulties which may truly be called infernal.

The sister of Madlle. Sontag was heard for the first time

in public on the 9th of last month, at a concert given by

M. Pape. Her voice is flexible, and of a good quality,

but study and experience are wanting to give that firmness

to the young singer which is so indispensable.

A young person who has been educated in the Eeole de

Chant of M. Choron, a Madlle. Dotti, has attempted the

part of Matcom, in La Donna del Logo, at the Tht'dlrc

Italien, and failed so completely, that she never will appear

again, in all probability. The hisses were most formidable.

MISCELLANEOUS.

A musical subscription library has been established by the

house of Sctdesingcr of Paris, upon the following singular

plan. For the consideration of fifty francs a subscriber is

entitled, for the term of one year, to two pieces of instru-

mental music at a time, which he is at liberty to change

every other day ; and if any of these pieces are found par-

ticularly to his taste, he is entitled to select from among
them, to the value of seventy-five francs. The subscriber,

therefore, has not only access for a whole year to u large

collection of music grata, but also receives to the value of

twenty-five francs, over and above his subscription.

An amusing votume has appeared at Paris, entitled

Memoires (fun Claqueur, par M. Robert. All the theatres

huve furnished the author with anecdotes, and had he ex-

tended Ins researches beyond the limits of his own country,

and crossed the Channel, he might have found somethiug
worth collecting in this way.

Oje Drama.

Kino's Theatre.

Never since this house was built has it ever been, for so

many weeks together, in such a deplorable state. A com-
pany without either a pritna donna or primo basso ; half

of the scanty number of the performers ill ; no provision

made for supplying their places ; and a broken-up orches-

tra. All this at a time, too, when M. Lnporte boasts of
having the finest company in the world, and actually is

supported by the largest subscription ever known before

Easter! Nearly one-third of the abridged season is

elapsed, and not a single performance has yet been given

that would not produce an outcry in a barn !—Yet the

subscribers are paying a guinea per night for each neat, a

price unheard of before, and fourteen shillings lor the

best places in the pit, a thing equally unprecedented. If

this is tamely submitted to, we shall no longer blame the

lessee, but the public ; for it will then be clear to demon-
stration that they either have more money than wit.

* For an account of this SoqaU, mote Life of Tartiai, in the first ter.es

«f the HarmumcvM.

or not spirit enough to shew their displeasure at a system

of exaction and mismanagement never hitherto suffered

here, or equalled in auy theatre iu Europe.

The first attempt made to give anything in the shape of

novelty was after the theatre had been opened a month,

when, on Saturday, the 28th of February, II Conte Ori

came out, thus cast

U Conic Ori .

II Tniort

Imlirro. (i! paffljio)

Raimltault .

Ferrnntr

Dt Conimn di Fjfmoniicra

Hodmifonda ,

Alice

. Sto. Cvrioni.

. Sto. Galli.

• Signora Specchi.

. Sic. Dr Anorli.

. Sto. Drvili.

. SlO. Mo.HTlCRl.il.

• Sie. CartsLLi.

• Sio. Ntvu.Lt.

The story is from an ancient French ballad, dramatised
years ago by M. Scribe, and lately revived in Paris, in

order that Rossini might adapt to it the music of his Fmg-
gio a Reims, an opera produced on the coronation of

Charles X., a piece de circonstance
, as the French call it*

to which he added a few new things, and lo ! the Conte
Ory appeared, a work that has had no success in Paris,

though got up therein a splendid manner, and which it was
clear to all who understood any thing of the matter, would
never do for London. Nevertheless it was forced on us, and
a more complete failure in every possible way was never
witnessed. It is beyond comparison the worst work of
Rossini

;
but bad it been far otherwise, it was brought out

in so incomplete, so wretched a manner, that its condem-
nation would have been equally certain and decided.

Many persons have suspected that ull this was the result

of design, and for the purpose of producing with more
eclat I Messicani (The Mexican*), a Pasticcio kneaded
by M. Boch&a, made up of certain heterogeneous ma-
terials of Pacini and Spohr, More-adante and Beethoven,

together with some few others supplied by the honest and
talented director himself: the three principal characters in

which are

—

Alonso, a Spaniard

Xoura, a Mexican .

And OrosivAo, tier father

Signora Piiimim.

Madtle. Blari*.

Sig. Dosicli i.

In advertising this, M. Bochsa, aware that his name
would not be a tower of strength to it, withheld any an-
nouncement of his being a contributor, thinking that, per-

ad venture the enterprise proved successful, he should come
in for some share of the applause

; and in the event of fail-

ure, hoping that he might remain concealed. After several

weeks had been employed in the concoction of this pastic-

cio, it was at length drawn forth on Tuesday, the 17th ult.;

when it experienced the same fete as its predecessor, the

Count Ory, and was as completely condemned as the prac-

tice of this theatre will allow. We did not hear one voice

raised in its defence, but many hands made ail effort to

support it, for the pit and gallery were densely peopled
with claqueurs. All attempts, however, proved fruitless;

and after a second trial, in a much reduced state, and with

another overture, it was finally sentenced, and now will

settle itself on the same shelf that hides from shame Mon-
sieur Boc lisa's Deluge, an unfortunate oratorio hissed out
of Drury-Lane Theatre some years ago, and other drama-
tic miscarriages of the some invariably unsuccessful \vight

Nothing could have been worse than the general getting

up of these two pieces ; no attention paid to costume, to

scenery, to processions, or to any of the properties. In

I Messicani w era employed scenes belonging to Greek
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and Roman dramas, exhibiting the architecture belonging

to both

!

Poor Signor Donzelli,—what a waste of such talents

!

—was made to roar out so loud and so often in the last of

these ojxrrus, that those who had not before heard him were

unwilling to believe him to be the singer who had been

described in such glowing term9. We will only add, that

this was advertised as an opera in one act, divided into

two parte, unother artifice resorted to, with a view to its

beiug judged with that lenity which is usually shewn to

a mere operetta. It would be a waste of the reader’s

time to go further into the demerits of either ol these very

contemptible productions, of which we hope to hear no

more. But we must mention a debutante in II Conte Ori,

a Signora Specehi, whose real name is Spech, one of

M. Laporte’s strongest company that ever was collected, no

doubt, but who, if engaged at more than eighty, or at the

outside a hundred pounds, will prove a very bad spec,

indeed, to the concern.

Madllc. Blasts, a French lady, with a soprano voice, who
has sung with applause in Paris, made a successful debut

here in La Donna del Logo last month. She came hither

without any engagement, and very opportunely for the

manager, for had not this lucky accident happened the

house must have closed its doors. Before next month we
shall have had a more favourable opportunity of hearing

Madlle. Blasis, of whom we shall then speak more at

large.

Drury-Lank Theatre.

On the 10th of March a comic opera in three acts, under

the title of The. Casket, which owes its origin to a French

piece, La Premieres Amours, was brought out at this

theatre ; the music selected from Mozart, and the whole

adapted to our stage by Mr. R. Lacy. That it has not met

with much success is attributable, in some measure, to its

length, for, except the last scene, which is new in concep-

tion and extremely interesting, it drags exceedingly, and

stands greatly in need of more sprightly dialogue. It would

be better were it compressed ; and some of the music may
be well spared. This is selected from Mozart’s works

generally. Two or three pieces are fpotn his Idomtneo :

one, at least, of which is neither suited to our stage uor to

the prevailing taste. Two short airs, published with

English words in an early volume of the Harmonicon, are

introduced, but are sung rather too slow to produce the

true effect. The whole weight of the vocal part of the

opera falls on Mr. Braham ; and the want of a female

singer of his own rank is much felt. Miss Betts is an

able musician and a good performer upon the whole, but

has not yet acquired the art of winning an audience,

though she never fails to command their respect.

Covent-Garden Theatre.

On the 23d of February Miss Paton re-appeared on this

stage, after an absence of two years, and was received in

a manner worthy of her talents, and honourable to the

feelings of a public who are so much indebted to her for

the high gratification they have for so many years derived

from her exertions to please. The character chosen by

her for this occasion was Reiza, in Oberon , which owed
much of its first success to her admirable performance,

and in her hands loses none of its attractions by repetition.

Her voice is as strong as ever, and she seems to have

recovered cutirely from the effects of her long and trying*

indisposition.

On the 7 tli of March was produced an opera from the

pen of Mr. Lacy, named The Maid of Judah, the plot of

which is taken from Sir Walter Scott’s Ivanhoe, the music

selected from Rossini’s Semiramide. This has succeeded

in u very marked manner, but we heard it uuder circum-

stances so unfavourable,—jammed in with three others at

the back of a box, two of them (with long mustachios)

being half tipsy and exceedingly noisy—that we must defer

cutcring inti) its merits till our next, by which time we hope
to have been able to hear it unmolested.

THE ORATORIOS.

On Friday the 6th of March, these Lent performances

began at Covcut-Garden Theatre, and will be continued

to tiic end of the season at the two houses alternately.

Mehul's Oratorio, Joseph, with English words, has been
performed with great and merited applause. The cho-

ruses in this possess a grandeur, arising from extreme

simplicity, to which the fugue can never arrive : that at

the commencement of the second act, “ Dieu dTsrael," in

plain counterpoint, is an undeniable proof of this fact

How sublime the effect of two or three perfect chords

with their inversions, and a few notes sang in unison ! We
once heard this performed in Paris by one hundred and
eighty voices, and the deep impression it made still lasts in

our memory. The two romances * are delicious airs; and
other parts of this excellent work are equally entitled to

admiration.

The Messiau was given at Drury Lane on the 1 1th, and
so far us Bruhnin alone could contribute to its support,

was a perfect performance : to which let us add, that the

choruses went exceedingly well, l>eing executed with great

precision and spirit. But to produce this Oratorio now,
without the additional accompaniments of Mozart, is either

a proof of the most unaccountable neglect in the manager,

or of an obtuseness in his perception, that cannot be too

strongly censured. Mozart, as wc have said a hundred

times before, only hud recourse to nicuns which there is

every reason to believe Handel would gladly have em-
ployed, hud they been within his reach. Mozart has not

altered a single note ; he has only supposed himself in

the great composer's place, and done exactly what he

was justly entitled to conclude Handel himself would
have done, had he written his Messiah, at the close,

instead of the early part of the eighteenth cen-

tury. The charming serenatn, Aria and Galatea. has

also been performed, and portions of Samson and of

Israel in Egypt. The choral and orchestral parts of these

went extremely well, for Weichsel led, and the seceding

instrumentalists of the opera band assisted. But there is a

great want of principal singers. Braham and Phillips—

the latter only on Fridays—can only take what is written

for the tenor and base : it is too much to expect that Mad.
Stockhausen should shine in English sacred music : Who
then is there to sing the soprano songs? Alas ! there

is no satisfactory answer to be given ; and the public stay

away, though the journals strive to draw them to the

theatre, and endeavour to persuade us that their efforts are

successful.

* Doth published in tbc Uarm<mt<xu* ; set Vol. II., page 31, and

Vol. V., p*g* 44.
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Rev. Mo. LISTON’S EUHARMONIC ORGAN.

To the Editor of the Harmonicon.

Manat of EccUtmachan,
Sir, 16th Feb., 1829.

Havino a great aversion to controversy, I have
hitherto omitted to answer Mr. G. H.’s second letter, in

the Harmonicon for May lost, respecting the errors he
imputes to me. Believing that my letter in the Har-

monicon tor February, 1 828, would satisfy every one, who
Should take the trouble of making the experiments I

proposed, I was very well content to let him have the last

word. I find, however, a new antagonist in Mr. D. C.
Hewitt, in the Harmonicon for June. I will, therefore,

now offer a few observations on Mr. G. H.’s reply, and on
the scheme of my new assailant

Mr. G. H. complains of the style of my letter as sneering

and sarcastic, and that I have treated him cavalierly. It

certainly was not in such a temper that I wrote, and 1

regret that the tone of my letter has been fell as such. It

ahall be my aim to avoid any thing that may appear
offensive to either of my adversaries*.

, Mr. G. H. begins by fortifying his opinions respecting

the semitones, by the authority of M. Choron. I recollect

very well being much surprised at the passage quoted

;

but let us examine it a little. M. Choron blames Albrechts-

berger (whose authority by-the-bye, if authority in such
matters were of avail, is certainly not inferior to any) for

holding the common opinion ; and he observes that the

error is general among practitioners, so that at least this

passage docs not support Mr. G. H. in saying that his doc-
trine is universally acknowledged and acted on. ** The
error,” he says, '* is so much less excusable, that it is con-
trary both to observation and calculation (raisonnement).

Jt is matter of the greatest certainty, that in the division

of the tone from c to u into two semitones, the one from
c to c# is greater than that from c# to d.” Let us take

an example. Let these three chords be tuned ull perfect.

Calculation tells me that the semitone from c to eg, is

much smaller than from eg to d ; and on trial I find it so.

I find besides, that the progression thus tuned is extremely
agreeable. I then make eg a little sharper, so as to make
the two steps as nearly equal as I can. I find the major
chord to a considerably worse than before ; it is barely
tolerable on the piano-forte, and I know that on the organ

• I take this opportunity to correct 'tome typographical error* in nay
former letter. 1Iaiu«onico>i, No. II. New Srric*.
7ia Cat. Ala*

28 8 from bottom, for derivation read derivative,

it 2 22 read that the fifth n b r, &c.
i6. 35 for * c j reed a c fc a ; and line 36, far c b read c $.
29 2 12 far practical part read practical fact.

30 1 5 for * b read r |
A. 26 from bottom for remits read result.

ib. 2 5 for read f-tb.
And further dowo, the word alt has fallen out
May, 1829.

it cannot be tolerated. I find besides, that the whole effect

of the progression is injured
;

I make ctf still sharper by
little and little, and find the effects still worse and worse ;

till having made the step from eg to o very small, I find

that the very semblance of a major chord is lost. It is

completely symphonia discors, and, with Horace, I would
rather go without music altogether than listen to such a
chord. I leave it to be enjoyed by those, whose theory,

or predilection for very small semitones may reconcile

them to it. I conclude, therefore, that the error is with
M. Choron ; and all my respect for him cannot make me
account that to be a vulgar error, which I find irresistibly

proved to be truth.

The authority of Chladni, in the very passage quoted
by my adversary, seems to be all in my favour. He
acknowledges the same ratios of the diatonic and chro-

matic semitones which Mr. G. H. condemns the British

theorists for teaching, and accounts for the tendency in

performers on perfect instruments to sharpen the not*

which is to be resolved upwards, by the desire of the ear

to anticipate, as it were, the note to which the progression

is going ; and this I think a natural account of it, and pro-
bably the true one. It is one of the sources of error in the

.
performance of the best musicians on the violin tribe of

instruments, to which I referred in my former letter. He
contends for temperament of the intervals in keyed- instru-

ments, and its necessity is unquestionable when the dia-

tonic scale consists of only seven sounds in the octave. I

have shewn, not in theory merely, but by actually producing
an instrument capable of it, that all the chords may
always be had true. He contends that there must be a
temperament on perfect instruments. To me it seems
that iu a good orchestra, the intervals in chord are not
tempered ; that the consonances are made as perfect as can
be attained ; consequently, that the movements from
chord to chord are not in every part always by perfect

intervals. This is the method adopted in my organ, as I

shall explain a little more clearly below ; and I think that

thus I have assimilated the organ to the violin tribe in

this respect.

Mr. G. H. may easily find a host of authorities for the

opinion that the true intervals cannot be preserved, espe-
cially on keyed-instruments. When I first published a
prospectus of my organ, affirming that it made ull the

intervals perfect, the theorists in England laughed at it,

and considered it as a hoax. I have somewhere read an
anecdote that the very same year in which Holland com-
pleted his achromatic telescope, a mathematician gained
a prize by an essay, in which he proved, from the nature of
light, that it was impossible to increase the power of re-

fracting telescopes, except by additional length.

If Mr. G. H. had produced the authority of able

judges, who had heard ray organ, and who pronounced a
judgment that though the chords were good the general

effect was had, because the semitones were quite per-

verted—wade great wheu they ought to be small, and
rice versa—such authorities would have had some wcighL
As it is, those which he does produce have none at all.

“ In regard to observation," says Mr. G. H., " I have
long ago satisfied myself on the subject by my own ex-

perience. Mr. Liston, on the other hand, affirms on
similar evidence, (that of his own ears) that the major
semitone, even when resolved upwards, is a larger in-

terval than the minor semitone. His letter, it must be
observed, is nothing more than a number of changes rung
on this assertion. lie gives a number of examples, and
appears to reason on them, as well as on the example
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given by me ;
but bis remarks on every one of these ex-

amples involve the assertion that the major semitones con-

tained in them are more turrceuble u> his ear when per-

formed on his orpin than in the ordinary way. Hts
assertion and mine, therefore, most be allowed, at present,

to neutralize each other.” Now the trials I pointed out
appeared to me quite decisive of the question, whether the

diatonic or chromatie semitone were larger; in my sim-

plicity, taking these words in their ordinary acceptation,

tJtz. the diatonic semitone to be that which occurs be-

tween the third and fourth, and between the seventh and
eighth of the major scale, or between the second and
third, and between the fifth and sixth of the minor, and
a chromatic semitone to be the difference between a

minor and major interval of the same name. But I

now find that Mr. G. H. means another kind of semi-

tone altogether, which he calls a diatonic temiiane, but
which was never called so before. Now that l under-
stand him, I shall not contend that thi* new interval is

larger than chromatic semitone, either in his sense or in

the ordinary acceptation; but I shall, in the course of

this letter, endeavour to shew that it is inadmissible into

the scale, from which either harmony or melody, such as

has hitherto been heard in modem Europe, is to be drawn.

By a similar piece of simplicity, when I had shewn that

the enharmonic changes made on my organ are such as

make the major thirds perfect, while the opposite would
make them too sharp, 1 imagined that 1 reasoned con-

clusively. But I reckoned without my adversary ; for 1

find that he is no way startled by major thirds more than

1| comma too sharp, (of which also in the sequel,) so that

Mr. G. H., instead of being convinced, as I expected,

finds me only ringing changes and appearing to reason.

But I did somewhat more than merely assert that such or

auch things were agreeable to my ear. 1 challenged the

experiment, and pointed out a way of making it on his

own passage. Now it is no answer to this challenge to

say that he had long ago satisfied himself by his own ex-

perience; neither is he entitled, without making the trial

proposed, to say that his assertion and mine at present

neutralize each other. Had he found himself warranted
to say, ** I have tuned the intervals as you direct, and on
trying the effects in the passage in question, I find that in

your way the effect is bad
;
and what you call bad, I find

on trial to be better than what you approve of, though the

Dk is still sharper than I wish, and the c# flatter than it

onght to be.” Had he said something like this, then the

opposite assertions might be supposed to neutralize. But
when he goes to his old experience, to which I object a*

liable to error, and does not allege that he has made mv
experiment, I appeal from Mr. G. H., partially informed,

to Mr. G. H. after he shall have tried the test proposed by
the opposite party in the dispute. ** But when Chladnt,*

be continues, '* mentions the fact as being the result of

observation, though irreconcilable to theory, and when
Choron states the fact to be not only undeniably esta-

blished by experience, but also confirmed by reasoning,

the evidence on my side of the question preponderates ;

and I have, in addition, to say, not only that I have heard

the observation confirmed bv many practical musicians,

but that I confidently nppeal to the testimony of your-

self, and of every musician in England, whose testimony is

of any value.
1"

1 am perfectly willing to join in these ap-
peals, the umpires having heard my organ, or having tried

the effect of a few chords such as it makes them, and of a
few which result from my adversary’s scheme, as I shall

point out in the sequel. In the mean time permit me to

oppose to the opinions of those who have not heard the
effects of my instrument the testimonies of some who did
hear them, and who if witl be admitted were very com-
petent judges. The following letters were, with the per-
mission of the writers, published in my Emty on Perfect
Intonation

* Bernere Street, May 27/A, 1811.
* Sir, *

“ 1 heard your organ, and am happy in giving it my entire

approbation. You have made every key perfect, and I can truly say,

(hat I never heard any harmony oa keyed instrument* at all comparable
lo it The improvement of the very best keys is decided and striking.

Tbeae delightful effect* appear to me to he obtained with very Irttla

trouble to the performer, certainly with much less than ia given by thg

pedals to the harp*. 1 can therefore have no hesitation in recommending

thi* instrument. I hope, indeed, soon to see it* general adoption, by
those at least who have sensibility and taste to relish pure harmony.

** I am, dev Sir, with much respect,

“ your obedient servant.
" The Rev. H. Liston." * W*. Sum**

To this let me add, that in his Sttpplemmt to the Intro*
duction to Harmony, the same excellent musician and
excellent man, whose death is announced while T am en-
gaged in writing this letter, speaks of my organ in high
terms of approbation

H N*. 70, AW** Street, June 2*d, 1811.
u Sit,

“ It appears to me that you have completely attained the object

you had in view, of making the arale perfect; and t assure you I re*

ceired much pleasure in hearing the harmonies undisturbed by beats,

which your Invention prodace*. There is some difficulty at first la

managing the pedals, but a little practice would soon familisriie one to

the right use of them.

* I remain yonr humble sen ant,

u Mr. Liston.** ** Thom as Gararoari.*

* 15, .1fartlet Court. Bow Street. Cotent Garden.
* 81*,

“ I hat* great pleasure in giving my decided approbation to

your organ, which I Have heard w>th great delight. 1 think the tesla it

now rendered as perfect as possible
;
sod with respect to the pedals, the

use of them is easily attained with very little trouble ; and whatever

pains it may coat, the performer will be most amply repaid by the great

gratification of playing on so perfect an instrument.

“ I remain your obedient servant,

'* The Rev. Mr. listen.
N “ J. Damr.”

Mr, Samuel Wesley, after speaking of the improvements
of Mr. Ilawkes and Mr. Loeschman, proceeds thus

“ Mr. Wesley approvod of Mr. Hawkot’s invention oa account of its

facility and simplicity in the action. He also approved of Mr. Loescb-

num’s, because it carried the perfection of the harmony to a greater extent,

although, by the necessary addition or pedtU, the action becomes un-

avoidably more complicated. He baa now oo hesitation in yielding hb
moot unequivocal approbation to Mr Liston's very masterly scheme of

improvement, which, though requiring considerable study and practice

to raoder quite familiar, ia yet attended with at hide difficulty (when it!

wide extent 1* duly reflected oa,) at . any mechanical contrivance can bo

expected to have, where such minute intervals of aosmd aru so truly

obtained.

“Mr. Wesley, therefore, has much satisfaction in assuring Mr. Lisfot

that he regards his invention as highly ingenious, quits practical in exe-

cution, and a great and del ightful acquisition to a nice musical ear."

These testimonies do not go immediately to the point in

dispute respecting the semitones, hut they imply that the

effects were excellent in progressions, where the semi*
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(nes. m I moke them, must bare been of continual oc-

currence. btt me add, t hat when I had completed the

great organ for the Scottish church at Calcutta, many
eminent professors came to hear it, and the effects of the

compound Mops especially, were heard with so much ap-
probation, that Mr. Shield, Mr. Mszxinghi, and Mr, Ashe,
or Mr. Nicolsoa, (I cannot bow recollect which,) came
to roe, and of their own motion proposed to recommend it

to the Philharmonic Society, and procure me the approval

of that celebrated body. U nhappily another member of
that society, whom I will not name, hod promised me to

do the same thing, and from delicacy to him I was un-
willing to take it out of bis hands, A hollow friend is

worse than an open enemy. The matter was either not

proposed to the Philharmonic, or the propostion was not
acceptable under such auspices, and { lost the great advan-

tage offered me by these respectable professors.

To return to Mr. G. H. •* According to Mr. Liston,’

nays he, “ the imperfection of the scale, on ordinary keyed
instruments, arises from the circumstance that the scale

contains various smaller intervals than those which are

given fay these instruments.'' Let me tell my own story.

On a Mop of an organ, tune ce, od perfect fifths, and do
perfect octave downwards: d is the interval of tone above
c. Again, tune os', aV perfect fifths and eV octave

downwards. It is plain that s' bear* the name relation to

n that a does to c. Now try the chord c a'o ; it will be
found (as is well known) very bad : so bad indeed that it

cannot lie endured. The s' is a great deal too sharp os

major third to c, and as minor third below 0 . Flatten,

then, the e' gradually till the major third be guile perfect

;

the same operation will have made it perfect as minor third

below o. It is plain that the E lost tuned is at a smaller

interval from t> than the latter is from c. Hence the dis-

tinction between major tone and minor tone ; the difference

is called comma, sod it is u very considerable Interval, in-

somuch that one-fourth of it, taken from the perfect fifth in

the ordinary tuning of the organ, makes a very sensible

deterioration of die fifth; and even une-rdeventh of it,

taken from the fifth in the tuning of the piano forte, when
(he scale is divided Into twelve nearly equal semitones, is

sensibly felt Now take e octave to x, and try the chord

a'cc ; it will be found aa bad a minor chord aa the major
chord first tuned cl's. Flatten a' gradually till tha rah
ae be quite perfect : try the chord aea, it will be found
perfect: or try the ehord of sixth css, it will be found
equally satisfactory. Therefore I think it indisputable

that *, as lust tuned, is the right major sixth on the scale

of c and the tonic sound of its relative minor. From e
the octave to c tune r perfect fifth below It ; try Use chord
fjs t, or the chord of fourth and sixth era; thay will be
quite satisfactory. Lastly, tune o s perfect major third,

and prove the chord a a d. The sounds thus tuned give us
the diatonic scale major, cssra.se, as laid down by
British theorists (and I might aay all others) and the trial

of the effects of these cadences puts beyond question the
truth of the theory.

I affirm that any one. who it not resolved against it, will

find these progressions exactly what they ought to be : not

only each particular chord good, bat each succeeding its

predecessor in the most agreeable manner; that the ascents

and descents between x and r and B and c, and particu-

larly the resolution of tire greater fourth vs by these two
semitoocn, is exactly what is desirable. Let it not be raid

that this is merely my assertion; I appeal to the trial.

The chords are few, and the experiment easily made. I

am convinced that if Mr. G. H. make this experiment, he
will yield to it—no small eotnptiment to his candour,

seeing his own system is concerned. I here make him aa
offer. If be drop me a note, signifying his willingness to

make this experiment, and others respecting the effects of
the intervals resulting from the semitone for which he con-

tends, aa I shall point out below, t will go to Edinburgh.
In die workshop of Messrs. Wood and Small, organ-

budders. I behove ,we shall find the mesas. Mr. Bruce,

of that form, shall tune the chords
; lei same professional

or amateur friends be present to judge, and let the penalty

on him who shall be found in the wrong be, that by a
latter in the Hamhhucos he publicly acknowledge the

error.

If the chord B r a be now tried, it proves very bed ; both

the intervals n'r and n'a are two email by comma. If then

another, o', be tuned perfect fifth below a. or perfect minor
thfoml below r, it will be found to accord not only with the

fourth and the sixth of the scale, but with the key-note

itself, or, in other words, die following forms of the sub-

dominant chord will be found excellent.

This new sound, therefore, 1 add to the scale, and calf

the grave second. It is gives by the same finger -key with

a, the change of pilch being effected by means of a pedal.

By this addition I not only make the subdotninant chorda

of die major mode perfect, but I complete the scale of the

relative minor ; fur this grave second to c major is the

tone fourth in the scale of a minor, and it will be fonuil to

harmonise perfectly in the subdominant chorda of that

mode.

Mr. G. H. says, “ that by this grave second, I disturb

the established order of the scale, which prescribes thst

the interval between the Uinic and the second shall he
major second.'* Had I contended that the Interval should

be minor tone to the exclusion of the other, there might
have been some ground fur llic remark. But when I

leave the major second in the foil enjoyment of its rights
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as belonging to the dominant chord, and bring in my new
sound where the other cannot be udmitted, 1 apprehend
that I enrich the scale, and do not disturb its order. The
following sequences of sixes.

will be found to go very agreeably both upwards and
downwards, where the d is grave, where the ascent to the

major third is first by step of minor tone, and then by

major tone, and the descent conversely by greater tone and
lesser tone. In other progressions, us in dominant closes,

the reverse takes place. But this, instead of being an

inconsistency, appears to me to furnish a new source of
variety in melody. If it will help to reconcile Mr. G. II.

to this grave second, I may remark, that by means of it

the two letrachords in the scale of c are materially similar,

and that in two forms. That just described, which is the

same as the tetrachord from o to c, when the modulation
continues within the key. When again the modulation
passes to o, the a which is sixth to c and grave second in

the scale of o, by my scheme becomes acute, that is comma
sharper, greater tone above a to harmonize in its dominant
chord : and then the upper tetrachord resembles the

lower when d is not grave.

Let us now attend to the progression from the sub-

dominant to the dominant chord.

As the d is grave in the subdominant chord, the pedal

marked by the arrow pointing downwards is pressed, and
when the dominant is struck the pedal is released, as indi-

catcd. Two circumstances are here remarkable; first, the

bass leaps downwards by fifth too small by comma, or up-
wards by fourth too large by comma, and the d in the upper
parts which was grave in the subdominant rises comma to be

true fifth to a. It is not easy to point out a method of trying

the efTecl of this on the common orgun. Yet it may be
managed by two similar stops, one being tuned with d
and the other with d'; a bye-stander may push in the

stop when d is grave, and draw out the other, when the

chord of a comes. However, I assure the reader that

the effect, so far from being offensive, is extremely agree-

able, and hundreds heard it with pleasure ; nor did ever

any one express any thing but admiration of the effect.

My doctrine then is, that though a fifth, consisting of
the sum of the intervals of perfect major third and grave

orfalse minor third, be inadmissible in chord, a movement
by tliis fifth, or by its inversion the fourth too large by
comma, may be made ; and this is one of the means of

preventing that departure from the key, which would often

result from a series of movements by intervals, all per-

fectly consonant
After the same manner a consonant minor third is

made up of the intervals of major tone and semitone. A
minor third consisting of minor tone and semitone is in-

admissible in a chord of perfect fifth, because it makes
either the major third too great, or the fifth itself too

small by comma; but os 'an interval of movement iu a
part from chord to chord, it is perfectly legitimate. Let
me here quote a short passage from my Essay on Perfect
Intonation , Part II., § 32. 1 subjoin a translation of a
passage from Huygen’s Cosmotheoreos, as quoted by Dr.
Smith

(
Harmonics, Sect. X.) 44

I say then, if any one
should sing successively the notes which musicians call

c.r, n,o, c, ascending and descending alternately, by
intervals absolutely perfect, the last note c, would be
graver than that c with which he commenced, by a whole
comma, as it is called ; so that if the song were repeated
nine times, the voice must necessarily have descended by
almost a greater tone. But the car by no means suffers

this; it remembers the original pitch, und returns toil
again. Thus we are obliged to use some secret tempera-
ment, and to sing the intervals imperfect, from which much
less offence arises (than from leaving the key). And this

kind of temperament, melody needs almost everywhere.*
4 The reader will easily see that the 44 secret temperament”
which nature obliges us to use, is that pointed out in the

preceding pages. It consists not in tempering every
interval, as the celebrated author quoted seems to think,

but in moving by an interval of fifth or fourth, differing

by the whole schism of comma from the perfect intervals,

or by grave minor third or acute major sixth/ Thus if

we write the notes which Mr. G. H. quotes from
Chladni, in the bass, and fill up the chords thus,

the movement from r to d will be by perfect minor third,

and the d will be grave; whence the ascent to o the domi-
nant will be, as already explained, by fourth too large by
comma. But if we give d a major chord thus.

making a jtortial modulation through the key of o, the

movement from f to d will be by grave minor third, and
thcncc by series of perfect intervals to c.

Such appears to me the principle which ought to guide

the occasional temperament of voices and perfect instru-

ments. Something of the kind certainly takes place in

symphonies and choruses, when the voices are not con-

strained to make false chords by the accompaniment of

keyed instruments, in which the chords themselves are

tempered. Performers indeed arc not perhaps aware that
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in making their chords perfect, (which I think the car con-

strains them to do) some of the parts do not move by per-

fect intervals ; and the correction, not being guided by

principle, it
t
is to be supposed, is not always made in the

proper part. But were an orchestra to be guided in their

rehearsals by a single stop of an organ of my construction,

there can be little doubt, that the occasional tempera-

ment being guided by a clear and rational principle, some-

thing would be gained in point of accuracy, and in purity

of effect ;—even in such an orchestra as that oFthe King’s

Theatre, or of the Philharmonic Society.

Mr. G. H. is not accurate, when he says that I endea-

vour to banish from the scale the minor third, consisting of

lesser tone and semitone, or in supposing that this is the

sole object of my grave second, as is plain from what is

said above. ** And after all,” he continues, “ he duds it

necessary in many cases to retain this false minor third.

All these imperfections arise from Mr. Liston’s method of

rendering the scale of c perfect, by the introduction of one
additional sound. What multitudes of similar conse-

quences must arise from the variety of other sounds which

he has added ! Of course he will not admit them in so

many words to be imperfection*. But if the true ratio of

the minor tliird be as 6 to 5—a simple, and therefore, a

consonant ratio—can that be a perfect scale in which it is

necessary very often to introduce, as a minor third, an

interval, the ratio of which is as 32 to 27—& complex,

and therefore a dissonant ratio? And does Mr. Liston

really admit this imperfection by his attempts to get rid of

this false and dissonant interval, which, notwithstanding,

forces itself upon him in spite of all his endeavours ?"

But why not admit a dissonant interval, if it produce a
good effect ? Are not the seventh, the greater fourth, and
lesser fifth, with many others dissonant intervals ? And as

au,ch were they not long rejected ? And has not harmony
gained a great deal by their admission? A major third

consisting of the intervals of two greater tones, and a fifth

consisting of the intervals of perfect major third and of
grave minor third I reject, because they are execrable in

every combination and every inversion. But the grave

minor third (made up of lesser tone and semitone) and
the sixth produced by its inversion are good, though dis-

sonant intervals, and produce good effects in many com-
binations. Therefore I adopt them ; and so far from

allowing in so many words that this is an imperfection,

forced upon me, notwithstanding my endeavours to avoid

it, I claim it as a valuable discovery.

The greater fourth, between the perfect fourth and

major seveuth of the diatonic scale, and the lesser fifth,

between the same seventh and octave fourth, arc both ex-

cellent dissonant intervals. The resolution of the former

on minor sixth by the two parts moving from each other

in opposite directions by diatonic semitone, is most satis-

factory ; and equally satisfactory is the resolution of the

lesser fifth on major third. Now this lesser fifth consists

of the sum of consonant minor third and of grave mi-
nor third. But the interval bf' (consisting of the sum
of two consonant minor thirds) is bad, and its resolution

equally unsatisfactory; therefore I reject it in every com-
bination. When the tone lesser fifth is accompanied with

minor third, the effect is very good, notwithstanding of

the dissonant minor third d r : and what is very remark-

able, by making r acute, that the upper third may be
perfect, the whole combination b d f' is bad. But I do not

determine, as Mr. G. H. says 1 do, that the dissonant

third shall be always at the top of the chord. On the

contrary I find that, making the n grave, the combination

bd> is still very good. Now if we add a minor seventh

to chord of lesser fifth (as on the major seventh of the

major scale, or on the second in the minor mode), I deter-

mine that the whole combination shall be b or a, not b d fV
—why ?—because this latter combination has a bad effect,

while the former has a good one. No other thing forces

it upon me, for my organ can perform the one as easily

as the other. I prefer the former chord, though in a
sequence the seveuth in the succeeding chord be not

perfectly prepared—because this circumstance gives no
offence. “ in this case, then,” 1 say in the Eiuay on
Perfect Intonation,

“ the minor seventh is not perfectly

prepared, and, for this reason ; before the construction of

the euharmonic organ, I used to imagine this progression

not legitimate. The experiment, however, has proved

that the chord of minor third, perfect fifth, and acute

minor seventh, is so smooth and pleasant of itself, that

this use of it gives no offence whatever.”

Mr. G. H. doubts this ;—if he heard the progression his

doubt would entirely vanish. He calls it a theoretical

imperfection. But if the goodness of the discord, which

in this case is not prepared, warrant the use of it without

preparation, or with this quasi preparation, it is entitled to

be emancipated from the restrictions which theorists have
imposed on it. And the theory must be corrected by the

experiment.

After the same manner the interval of diminished

seventh, between the leading note of the minor mode
(major third of the dominant), and the minor sixth of that

scale is an excellent interval, and resolves, the extreme
ports moving each by the diatonic semitone, in the most
agreeable and satisfactory manner on the perfect fifth.

Now this interval consists of the sum of two consonant

minor thirds and one grave minor third. I determine,

therefore, that the dissonant minor third sludl be in the

middle of the chord, being that between the second and
fourth of the minor scale. For this is the only arrange-

ment by which we should avoid a bad lesser fifth in some
part of the chord. Thus arranged, the lesser fifth to the

bass is accompanied by a consonant minor third, and that to

the third of the chord with dissonant or grave minor third.

The whole combination thus arranged, is of moat excellent

effect in all its positions and inversions. On the other
hand, if we make all the three minor thirds consonant, the

chord and its resolution become bad and unsatisfactory.

Such are the reasons which induce me to contend that

this dissonant third ought to be admitted among musical
intervals. The question is entirely a question of effects ;

and by these my opinion must be supported or rejected.

[To be concluded in our iwjU.)

ON THE CHARACTERS OF KEYS.

To the Editor of the Harxonicok.

Sir, Colchetter, \2th March* 1829.

I was much gratified by seeing in your numbers
for January and February last, two letters on the Cha-
racters of Keys, and hoped that the investigation of so

interesting a subject would be resumed this month. As
no one at present appears to enter into further dis-

cussions on this matter, I shall feel obliged by your in-

serting the following remarks in your next, if you think

them at all to the point.

It is very clear, Sir, that on imperfect instruments, (as
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the Piano-forte,) for the reasons assigned by T. S. A.,

page 6, certain keys will unavoidably assume peculiar

characters ; bul it seems to me that this is not all that may
be said on the question, which should include the inherent

nature ofkeys, and be altogether divested ofany character

derived from particular instruments, which cau no more

change lire real nature of any key. than a coloured lens

con really impart its own tint to an object viewed

through it.

It has long been my opinion that the characters of key*,

considering the question abstractedly, exists only in the

imagination
;
and for the following reasons:

—

It will of course he granted, that the diatonic construc-

tion of the octave is the same, whatever key-note is

adopted ; and tile same may be said of the chromatic

scale. Hence It will follow, that the several intervals,

whether diatonic or chromatic, forming any scale must
bear the same relative proportions to each other, in all

other scales.

The following figure represents the two scales, It is

divided on die upper side into 8 intervals, representing

those in the diatonic scale, and on the under side into 13

equal parts, representing the semi tones in the chromatic

acnle, including the octave to the key note, and numbered
according to their distances from the key-note, reckoning

in both cases that note as 1.

JHaltmlc Satie.

I * 3 4 6 0 7 8
\ 1 1 . 1

I
1 i 1 1 i

1 1

1 3 3 4 5 6 ? 8 9 IQ 11 IS 13

Saa/e.

As an example, I give the following chant by Purcell,

in two different keys, but without the baas.

The upper figures in the above, refer to the diatonic

intervals, and the lower to those of the chromatic scale.

It will be seen on comparing these examples, that the

notes iu any given chord stand iu exactly the same relation

to their respective tonics ; aud the same will be true if

they are transposed into any other key. Hence it is

evident, that as the 3rds and 5ths (which in an imperfect

temperament constitute the peculiar character of any key)
when correctly produced, are in all keys at the same relative

distances from their respective tonics, no key can assume
a more brilliant or plaintive character than the rest.

I cannot help thinking that the ascribing a specific

character to particular keys, may be in some measure
attributable to educational prejudice, and to a blind ac-

quiescence iu commonly received opinions ; but chiefly

to hearing pieces iti those keys performed on, or accom-
panied by, the piano-forte and organ, or in the orchestra,

where the natural perfection of the stringed band is

compelled to yield to the imperfections of the wind
instruments.

I oiler these opinions with much diffidence, being on
this subject at issue with some for whose judgment 1 have

great respect: nevertheless I communicate the result of

my own reflections, in the hope of gaming further infor-

mation, and not with the view of entering kite controversy ;

1 shall therefore be glad to see in your pages any further

observations on the subject that may either confirm my
prescut belief, or shew that it is erroneous.

1 am. Sir,

very respectfully yours.

SIGNOR BELLINI'S NEW OPERA, LA STRANIEJRA,

ExraxCT or a letter from hulajk.

Milan, March 1.

***

*

An extraordinary sensation has been excited here

by the appearance of La Slraniera, an opera by the young
composer Bellini, already known by bis popular work,

I Pirate. The most flattering success attended this new
production of a young artist, whose first essays afford the

promise of something like a regeneration m the modem
Italian music.

The subject of the piece is taken from a romance of the

Vieorote D’Ariincourt, and the libretto, which is from the

pen of Romani, comprises almost all the requisites for a
work of tliis kind—scenes of strong dramatic effect, a happy
disposition of parts, as well in regard to aim, duets, &c*. as

concerted pieces ; and is, m many respects, far superior to

die generality of things of this kind, which have been
tolerated for years past. Not that it is free from some of

those precious inconsistencies which abound in such pro-

ductions
;

for instance, in the first act, the Baron de Val-

debourg receives a wound from a sword, and falls from
the top of a rock into a lake, and yet this does not prevent

his coming on some few moments alter, and singing an
aria con eoro, as if nothing hud happened. Such things

may be rendered tolerable in a romance, because time i«

there allowed the author for preparing bis events; but on
the stage it is impossible to reconcile -them with probability.

But what then? In the present case it was indispensable

fhat Tamburini should have an air, and that the piece

should go on. There is nothing to be said to this; the

music is tire main thing in on opera, and provided the poet

has furnished hi* libretto with musical situations that tell,

he ho* done his part. 1 will, therefore, come to the music*

The Italian composers of the present day find it conve-

nient to dispense with overtures, and are content with

limiting themselves to a sort of lengthened ritomelloto

precede the rising of the curtain. If I ain not mistaken,

it was Rossini who first set the example in this respect,

which has been followed but too scrupulously by Bellini,

in his new composition. 1 think him wrong in so doing.

If indolence finds its account in negligences of this kind,

the public Tecognise a prescriptive right of which they

will not be defrauded with impunity ; at the same time

that tiie work itself suffers. The latter gains greatly by

the cheering brilliancy of u good overture, while the hearer

is better disposed by the foretaste given him by the must*

cian of what may be expected from his powers. And in

the present instance, the injury done by Bellini to his work
by the absence til a good first impression, was the greater,

as the introduction, which is of a pastoral character, is one
of the feeblest part* of the whole opera. Luckily the

duet that followed, and which was admirably sung by

I

by Gc
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Tamburini and Mile. Unger, operated fawnMy, and gyve
an impulse to the applause which was bestowed on the

greater part of the other pieces of the opera. This duel

is of a masterly kind, and marked by areal truth of ex-

pression, especially m the phrases of the melody to the

words Ogrti epeme <? a te rapita—Che riponi nett amor,

and in the concluding movement. Natrondcr eltrui le Ha-

grime. The romance, with a harp accompaniment, to

the words
Secntnrnt* W cur ekeJfda

Nel eemeo del turner !

was enthuviastically encored. It was sonar '** * superior

manner by Madame Lalande, though written somewhat
too high for her voice

;
a fault, by-thc-bjre, which struck

me as predominating through the greater part of the

single pieces of the opera. The duet which followed,

between Reina as Arthur, and Madame Lalande aa Ade-
laide, is full of real beauties, and produced great effect,

though I cannot help thinking that that effect would have

been still greater had the piece been a third of the length.

It is the misfortune of composers that when they get

hold of a good thing they know not how to part with it.

They ought to bring themselves to feel the value of that

excellent maxim of the Jesuits, the Sanair ri faire regretter.

This duet is followed by a hunteda-chorus, composed of

two movements, and it will give yon no mean proof of

this young composer's talents, when I tell you that he has
treated this very kacknied subject in a manner entirety

new. nnd in the highest degree characteristic. It would
be difficult to describe the enthusiasm which this piece

excited, and from this moment the success of the opera
was decided. After this came a terzetto, sung by Lalande,
Reina, and Tamburini, the first movement of which is of

a very novel and striking kind, and indeed the whole is

imagined with considerable power and knowledge of dra-
matic effect. The only fault is that the tirttta, though not
deficient in spirit, does not correspond to the vigour and
beauty of the previous movements.
The aria con coro, with which the finale commences,

and the duettmo that immediately follows, did not pro-
duce the desired effect, and are not entitled to rank among
the good things of the opera

;
but the grand air of La-

lande. with which the finale terminates, amply atones for

the previous deficiency. It commences with the words,

IIn grido to sento, and affords the singer an opportunity of
displaying her diversity of talent, both m sustained effect

and brilliancy of execution.

Tbe grand air of Tamburini, at the commencement of

the second act, seems destined to fill a distinguished

place among baas airs of the first rank. The andante, no
less remarkable for sweetness of melody than grandeur
of dramatic expression, was followed by repeated rounds
of applause, a part of which was doubtless due to Tam-
burini, whose execution was admirable. 44

It will be long,"
exclaims the Editor of the journal / Teatri, “ very long
before the public will forget the terminating movement of
this air, Afeco #u vimi, o misera ! and the highly impres-
sive manner in which it was executed*
A duet between Reina and Tamburini, a grand quartette,

and Madame Lalande’ a air in the finale, were the other

ports of the second act that made the greatest impression.

In all these pieces, Bellini has shown great knowledge of
scenic effect, much originality of thinking, and a care-
ful attention to the rules of art He waa several times
coiled upon the stage in the course of the performance, by
the unanimous voice of the public, to receive the testimony
of their satisfaction.

Among the eutnginms passed
-

upon this young com-
poser by the journalists here, I must not omit to notice

a critique, for which indeed I was prepared, in looking

over the score of his Pirate. “ Surely,” exclaims one of

them, in II Cenmtre Universale dei Tenth, ** Bellini, in

quitting the Italian style, and seeking, through preference,

to introduce into his music the dramatic philosophy of
other schools, and particularly of the French, seems to

have forgotten that Ziogarelli was his master.” The whole

article, contained in the fourteenth number of this journal,

turns upon this point, and concludes with an address to

the composer, in which he is called upon to become more
Italian, if be wishes eventually to succeed. Not being able

to deny the originality of his manner, that very originality

is accused as an excess, and an extravagant attempt at new
effects, h is to be hoped that the young composer
will view these remarks in the same tight aa discerning

amateurs do—as the highest possible compliment that

could be paid to his talents, and to that noble independency

of mind, which, scorning the beaten path of routine and

servile imitation, dares boldly think for itself, and draw

upon its own resources.

Rossini has written himself out; the revolution produced

by him has had its day ; its good results are preserved,

its errors and defects begin rapidly to subside and to d»s»*

appear. If Bellini feels this to be the moment to establish

a new order of things, and is conscious of the power to

effect it, his mission will be hailed with joy, and will

have many vows for its happy issue. The desire of such

a change is universally felt throughout Italy at this mo-
ment. The first who seeks to satisfy that desire must,

however, expect to hear clamours raised against him on

every side
; but if he is born to execute what he undertakes,

he will succeed in triumphing over every obstacle, and will

see among his admirers the very men who at first clamoured

the most loudly against him. Let Bellmi pursue with

firmness the career he has marked out for himself, and he

cannot fail of success. • • • *

C. M. VON WEBERS POSTHUMOUS WORKS.

TONKUNSTLERS LEBBN, BIN ARABESKB.

(THE LIFE OF A COMPOSER, AN ARABESQUE.),

r~ Chapter XXV.

Thk company had assembled early, and, as nsual, the fine

arts, and everything connected with them, were the topics

of conversation. In the midst of a spirited discussion, Dihl

hastened in with a face brightening with joy, and exclaimed,
44 Only imagine ; we are to have the tragedy of Wallen-

dean 9 : and what is more, it is to be represented entire

—

entire, I repeat it. I feel assured that you will all join me
in saying, that it will be a moat gratifying thing to all the

lovers of Schiller. We have hitherto been accustomed te

see this production of his muse fly with clipped pinions;

now shall we see the royal eagle soar majestically on high

with strong and unimpeded flight.”

• Of this masterpiece at SchilWr’s genius, in admirable tranaUlioa has

appeared from (he pen of Mr. Coleridge, tad it may be permitted to re-

mark, that the public do not appear to bare done it that justice to wfc»efc

Ha merits are entitled.

—

Trwmlmtor,
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“Bat tell roe," said he, turning to Felix ;
“ how could

any management have been so silly, as never to have at-

tempted this before?"

Felix. The fact is, that what actors and managers

chiefly aim at is effect ; the public wish to see the whole

of a piece. It is, however, in consequence of such effect

being produced, that the public are led to wish for the

exhibition of the whole. Such is the case with the works
of Schiller, and such will be the case with respect to

Shaksponre.

Diiil. I am quite of your opinion; it was indeed a

strange perversion of things. It Is my Arm persuasion,

that totality of effect can be produced only by the whole

of a composition.

Felix. Undoubtedly so, if by totality of effect you mean
the realization of the aim and intention of the poet.

The poet first imagines his work ; he weaves it of

those invisible threads, the ends of which attach to

the original designs on which the foundation is laid.

Hence his poem will often extend beyond the limits which
custom has prescribed as the measure of duration to dra-

matic works. One of your quick-sighted managers, ac-

customed to judge of the proportions of a production by
|

.certain rules of practical utility, or rather of convenience,

takes the book in his hand, and begins to cut and clear the

forest. In so doing, he doubtless sacrifices much which is

excellent in itself, and which, according to the poet's views,

is absolutely necessary to the piece. But it is really not so,

provided the connexion of the parts and the consistency of

the whole be preserved ; for then the spectator will be ena-

bled to supply, by his own feelings, the subtle interior orga-

nic designs conceived and carried into effect by the poet.

The process is this: the spectator is moved, and is de-

sirous of repealing the enjoyment within himself. There
are single moments of delight which he wishes to seize,

and as it were to embody for ever. He recals to mind
what excited his emotions in Uie representation; and after-

wards, upon perusing the work entire uud uncurtailed, he I

is delighted to find that the same feelings which arose in

his mind during the representation, are developed in the

work of the poet; with this difference only, that they are

more perfectly and vividly portrayed there, and assume
a beauty and consistency of form which they could not

attain in his own vague and fluctuating fancy.

Now he has full possession of the poet; and from this

moment he is desirous of having the work represented in

its original form, uncurtailed of any of its fair proportions.

Now does he discover deficiencies where none before

were seen to exist ; now does that appear to be a mutilation,

which before seemed to be nothing more than a necessary

compression. Now has he also enlarged his'patience, so

that he can bestow a longer and more undivided attention

than he before imagined possible. A well-known garden

now lies before him; at every step he expects to meet with

flowers whose beauty and fragrance were already known
to him; and he enjoys in anticipation the lovely prospect

that will burst upon his view. He is already familiar

with this, yet it raises fresh delight every time it is seen.

The first pleasure experienced in hurrying over the scene,

was of a more indefinite kind ; now that he is become
familiar with the objects, it assumes a more positive, and

therefore a more tranquil character.

Dihl. But, my good Sir, who compelled this man to
"** hurry over the scene," as you express it. Why did he
not begin by taking a quiet walk, and surveying everything

leisurely? Here lies the mischief of the thing, that when
people travel to see the monuments of art, or to visit the

theatre, they must needs put on the seven-league boots of
the pigmy in the fable.

Felix. Omni* comparalio claudicat, as the old adage
has iL But, tell me, do you not think that the usual
measure of time adopted for dramatic works has been cal-

culated according to the nature ofthe spectators
; and that,

like all measures and degrees of proportion, it has, when
once established, imperceptibly acquired the force of law in

human life? Tell me, whether in following the develope-
ment of a dramatic work, you are able to keep attention

upon the stretch for more than three hours in succession?
Tell me, also, whether the impatience felt to trace the

progress of the action has not frequently deprived you
of the quiet enjoyment of the single parts, and of the
beauties which accompany their slow and gradual deve-
lopement ? I see you are prepared to controvert my posi-

tion by the argument, that if these be the object and end
of a drama, it need not be seen a second time, as all

interest would cease after a first representation.

Not, however, that I consider these as the principal end
aud object of the drama : on the contrary, 1 am convinced
that that must be a poor one indeed, in which the in-

terest of the plot is wanting.

And yet, after all, the dry fact is not of such fearful im-
portance ; and what can be comprised in three Hues of a
newspaper, need not be a subject of such terrible alarm.
No; it is by the proper employment of the ways and
means of art, in representing the operations of the interior

life, and the actions resulting therefrom—in other words,
characters and effective pictures of passion—it is by these

that the poet fulfils the task imposed upon the dramatic
art by the spectator. If in the repetition of a dramatic
work, with the plot of which we are already acquainted,

these do not produce the same interest as at the first repre-

sentation, it is a proof that the means have failed in pro-
ducing their effect. Such a work is entitled to no other
appellation than that of a knaU-und r/fckt-tlurk, (a thing
“ full of sound and fury, signifying nothing,") a piece
without the charm of interior truth, aud consequently with-
out the principle of enduring life.

Dihl. 1 am curious to know how you will apply all this

to dramatic music. To which will you allow the prece-

dency—to the action, or the repose of the passions, as the

proper groundwork for music? By the term rtpou (a very

unsuitable one perhaps) I mean the seizing a moment of
passion, in contradistinction io Uie inarch of the action.

Felix. You have hit off in two words the great stum-
bling-block of all operas and of their composers. How
difficult is it for the latter to prove themselves capable of
creating a grand object, one which being once received

into the mind, remains stamped for ever there. This is

the work of master-minds only. It is for men of middling
talents to dazzle and surprise ; to captivate the senses by
single beauties, leaving totality of effect wholly out of the

question. In no production of art is this fault more diffi-

cult to be guarded against than in the opera. This is the

great divergent poiut between the drama and the opera—
I mean such an opera as the German taste requires : a
complete work of art; a work, in the formation of which
all the tributary arts, by blending one with the other, and
sacrificing their own individuality, create a new being,

which at once is, and is not themselves.

Now what is the history of operas in general ? Is it not

a few single favourite pieces that decide their success?

These single pieces do not melt and bleud into the whole,

so as at the conclusion of the piece to disappear in the

general effect, but stand prominently forward as insulated
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groups, having little or no connexion with the main figure.

In a perfect opera, the first thing that ought to strike

us is the whole effect ; afterwards, upon a more intimate

acquaintance, we may dwell with pleasure upon the single

component parts. But the peculiar nature and mechanism
of an opera, which consists in an assemblage of different

parts, each perfect in itself, and yet each essential to the

perfection of the whole, presents difficulties, which but few

heroes of the art have been able to surmount. Every

single piece employed in the structure of the musical edi-

fice should form a perfect organic whole, and yet in the

general aspect of the building should disappear as a part.

In a word, an ensemble piece will present a kind of Janus
head, in which two different faces will be seen at once, yet

both belonging to the same individual.

The epoch in which we live, fruitful In excitement,

has subjected us to the two extremes, the two rigid task-

masters, death or pleasure. Overwhelmed by the horrors

of war, and rendered familiar with every species of misery,

men have betaken themselves to the more coarse and
exciting pleasures of art, os a means of relief against the

pressure of evil. The theatre has been changed into a

rareeshow, in which, impatient of that calm and quiet enjoy-

ment which the masterpieces of art afford, the restless mind
seeks relief and excitement in splendid scenery, in broad

humour, in melodies calculated to tickle the car, or har-

monies of the most stormy kind, and by machinery in-

genious in its contrivance, but without object or moral

purpose. Accustomed in daily life to the strong and the

stimulating, nothing but pieces of that character was
relished by the frequenters of the theatre.

Ah ! exclaimed Dihl, how seldom does the hearer bring

with him that calm and unbiassed state of mind which

is necessary to the proper enjoyment of a work of art ?

The claims made upon the musical art, increase in the

same proportion as the English national debt, and in both

instances the debtor and the creditor may be considered as

but one and the same person. But these claims upon the

ways and means of the art must have their limit ; other-

wise what else can be expected than a total bankruptcy?

The riches of the musical art, which have grown out of

the improvements in the instrumental department, have

been most shamefully abused. Harmonic luxury, or the

Introduction of overloaded accompaniments, even on the

most trifling occasions, has grown to its height. The
trombone is a common seasoning, and no composer can

make any progress without four horns at least
;
and

as the French have refined their gotit to such a pitch, as

to have blunted the very edge of taste, in the same manner
our blotters of music paper, mistaking, iu the giddy ver-

tigo of their delirium, ears for feeling, and feeling lor ears,

have perfectly revolutionized the art. They have butchered

clearness and simplicity, us heretofore they butchered the

freedom of the people ; they have trampled on the laws of

harmony, as they once did on the laws of nations; they

have broken down the protecting barriers of the pure and

the beautiful, and with savage joy.

Hold, hold ! cried Fei.ix ; don't let your zeal thus hurry

you away. In the midst of your flaming declamations,

you forget, that though Spontini (for I know it is to him

you allude) was more misled than benefited by his at-

tempt to reach the depth and romantic enthusiasm of

Mozart, as well as the truth and power of the declamation

of Gluck ; though he was compelled by the obtuse nerves

of the public for which he wrote, to be in continual search

of strong effects, to underline every word with harmony,
anti carry every string to the very verge of caricature

;
yet

Mat, 1829.

that he is a composer gifted with great genius, that his

works are cast in a mould of his own creation, and that

even if they are not destined to enjoy a very prolonged
existence, on account of the absence of pure classical

taste, yet will they always be remarkable in the history of
the art, as singular examples of the amalgamation of two
opposite styles.

But still more injurious, and, for the moment, more
powerful is the influence of the Rossinian taste. It comes
like the Sirocco-wind from the south, but its burning heat

will soon be cooled. The mania will be but of short

duration, like the bite of the tarantula, which sets people

dancing like lunatics one moment, and leaves them ex-

hausted on the ground the next.

At this moment a gentleman, who was seated at the

pianoforte, interrupted the conversation by striking up the

Tarantula dance, which he rattled out at a most furious

rate. And what should he append to it, by way of a

parody, but the famed Di tanti palpiti, with variations,

to the infinite amusement of the whole company.
In the meantime Dihl, who iiad thrown his brown

cloak round his head, in the form of a Capucin's hood,

silenced the burst of laughter, by delivering the following

parody on the opening scene of the Camp of ff'aU

Untiein

Highly tight) ! DidJledumdce !

And do you call this music! Now to me
It seems mere raving, mere inanity.

And call you these composers ? On my life

A Turkish band, tor every mischief rife.

Oh monstrous outrage, strange indignity !

The sacred muses are condemn’d to ace

Their godlike leader, the divine Apollo

Straining his throat to reach a huntsman's holloa !

Egyptian plagues are in th' orchestra found,

Shrill octave-flutes, and drams of thundering sound.

Come, stand not there with idly folded arms

;

Hark ! war it raging with its loud alarms:

The guardian bulwarks of fair song lie low.

And poor Italia falls beneath the foe.

Composer*, boasting from all rule release.

And scorning nature, follow wild caprice;

For sound far more solicitous than sense.

Willing, foe rhyme, with reason to dispense,

In glory's temple anxious for no niche,

lau moved by palms that wave, than palms that itch;

Content the strange fantastic praise to gain

Of having turned the giddy hearer's brain.

The lovers of the art meanwhile forlorn,

Humbled in sackcloth and in ashes mourn,

While the director, studious but of Cocker,

laughs in his sleeve, and snugly fills his locker.

Our masters now with mu*iy rules dispense,

And counterpoint with them is countersense;

Our melodies are maladies at best,

Poor sickly things in tinsel finery drest.

Scarce from the nursery freed, see unbreech *J boys

Push’d forward in the world to make a noise.

Well, in the world to make a noise, U now
To make a world of noise, you must allow.

Talk not of classic taste. Mis all mere stuff

;

Nought goes down now but vapour, noise, and puff.

But whence is this 1 Tis easy to conceive

:

The thoughtless many are content to live

On others' judgment ; if thry loudly laud it,

A thousand chime in with their ready plaudit.

After a cadence, be it good or bad,

These fuglrracn of taste, lead off like mad ;

Of course the many follow without fail—

After the ass, the proverb sars, his tail.

Thus taste and common sense are kept it biy.

And muse and hireling vivas win the day.

Gluck, so they say, wrote something that is sure

As long at Music’s self shall last t* endure
;

And Morarl too bad pow er to create

Works full of fire, and in effects bow great

!

Q
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Yet, do we read that the** were utiUught loobies,

Who laughed at learning like our modern boobies ?

Beshrew me, *tba vexing thing to think

That the &*me prodigality of ink

That *» wasted upon wretched common places.

Might have been used for work*, on which the Graces

Had left the impress of that lising power

No veers can dim, no rage of time devour.

But come, let 11* another truth reveal

:

"Hiere's a commandment that * thou ahalt not steal

Well, surely our composers,
y
ou will *ay.

That precept conscientiously obey

Yes, sure they do; they u*e no n»e* disguise.

But plunder openly, before all eyes.

Frum their Cell talons, deadly where they fix,

From their ten thousand arts and wily tricks,

No piece is sacred
;

not the air alone.

The very bass i» made the plunderer*' own

;

Change hut the movement or the mode, and see,

German or French, it suits them to a T.

What say* the preacher ? Coirtenii estotft

Which mean*, if I translate what here I quota ye,

“ There, take your daily bread content/’ l «*y,

** There ’* something more to clap ; now, go your way.”

But mbv blame the composer!' they, be sure,

Who*r folly courts the evil they endure,

Should bear the blame r let th»*>e w ho make the Cool

Be still content to bn his humble tool.

Faux. Hold, my good sir, you ovmlep your mark j

At u* composer* you are free to bark ;

But in our presence, prithee, hive a care

How you defame the public—nay, beware !

Dihl (dartingfrom his seat). Anti do you too beware
how you defame my favourite Rossini. Do you suppose
that though I know his faults to be numberless, I love

him the less? No, I am fond of this enfant gate de la for-
tune. Behold with what a charming though reckless air

he strolls through the room ; what sprightliness and wit

sparkle in his eye ; what pretty posies he throws into the

laps of the ladies as he passes. And what if, in the glee

of the moment, he treads upon some old gentleman’s

toes, or dashes to atoms some valuable mirror? wc pardon
the froward urchin, we take him in our arms, aud coax

him into good humour with sweetmeats and caresses.

What I most dread is the time when he shall take it in

his head to act the wiseacre. Heaven grant this fluttering

butterfly a flowery death, ere, trying to become a bee, he

is transformed into a wasp, to the annoyance of all about
him.

(Tb rvntinwd.)

FERDINAND RIES, AND HIS NEW OPERA,
THE ROBBER'S BRIDE.

[Ejtract of a Letterfrom Frankfori-on-the-Maine.]

April, IQLh, 1819.
****** Yon will naturally expect me to say some-

thing of Ries’s new opera Die JUiuberbraut, which has been
making so much noise here for some time past. I have
seen it frequently, and now that enthusiastic admiration
has subsided, and critical judgment has resumed its sway,
I will state to you my impressions, and give you the best
analysis I am able of the piece.

If you ask me whether l think the Riiubcrbraui destined
to take its place by the side of the great masterpieces
of German art, I should not hesitate to answer in
the negative; but I have no difficulty in saying that
it is entitled to stand ut the very head of German

operas of the second rank. First of all, to begirt

with the beginning, the overture is very striking. It »
not a piece of patchwork in the latest fashion, made up of

the most showy parts of the opera, but a consistent whole,

calculated to serve os a preparation to the affecting story,

and to dispose the mind to receive it. The opera opens
with a chorus of peasants, which b of a very pleasing cha-

racter, and calls attention to what is to follow. The
duet between the Count and his daughter abounds with

delightful melody, and is remarkable lor its accompani-

ment, which is at once simple and effective. A recitative

of the leader of the robbers, and the chorus by which it b
followed, are highly characteristic. The recitative and air

of Laura, which follow, are among the most attractive

pieces of the whole opera ; they are highly impassioned, and
full of dramatic truth. A duet between Fernando (tenor)

and Carlo (baryton) does not correspond to the power of

Ihe former piece, and suffers by the force of contrast, as

also do the recitative and air of the Count, though they

possess merit peculiar to themselves. The finale of the

first act is full of life and vigour, and preseals a picture of

tones calculated to impress the most inattentive hearer. It

is impossible to convey to you an idea of the truth and
power of this without describing the situation of the

parties, and that would far exceed my limits.

The first piece in the second act of any particular note

is the romance of I^uiro, a composition of delightful sim-
plicity, and expressive of repose. The following terzetto

of Laura, Giannina, und Fernando, is full of spirit and
brilliancy. The transition from the more formal effect of &
canon to a free allegro vivace, is happily imagined. The
cavatina which succeeds this, in the bolero style, is well

executed, and harmonizes admirably with the duet between
Giannina and Carlo, which is happily expressive of

thoughtless gaiety, and coquettish petuhmey. The reci-

tative and air of Fernando, in the Polonaise style, is

another of the choice pieces of the opera, which cannot
fail to please universally. The robbers song and chorus,

with the air of Roberto, is very judiciously made to follow

this, as they form a happy gradation of interest till the

entrance of the finale. In a word the whole of this part of

the opera proclaims Mr. Kies's great talent for dramatic

composition.

But here I must pause in my eulogiums, aud point out

a serious defect. The third act by no means corresponds,

in musical interest at least, with the two preceding, which
I consider to be a vital fault in a dramatic work—not, how-
ever, that this act is deficient in striking aud effective music,

as witness the song of the robbers, in four parts, which is

admirably conducted throughout ; and the grand duet
between Laura ami Fernando. Many critics consider the

latter as the radiating point of the opera ; and assuredly, if

a pic ture of intense feeling and profound pathos, designed
and executed in every part with a truth and fidelity which
are at once the triumph of the art, this triumph has
Mr. Ries achieved in the piece in question. The modu-
lation at the moment Laura reveals the dreadful secret

that she is the bandit's bride, is of the most thrilling kind,

and marks the hand of a great master. The finale of the

whole is highly dramatic, and Mr. Ries has assigned to all

the various characters their appropriate emotions, and done
ample justice to the conception of the part. In closing this

very imperfect account, I feel happy in being ahle to inform

you, that the King of Prussia has commanded this opera to

be prepared for the theatre at Berlin, and that it is on the

eve of being published in JLetpaic. • * * *
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ftrtttrtD of iflustc.

The Elements of Musical IIa&mo.w and Composition,
intended as a compendium for tuition, and a guide for
self-instruction, by Frederick Schneider, Music-

. director and Organist at Leipzig. Translated from
the German by the author of the. Musical Reviews in

Ackermann's Repository of Arts. (Chappell, New Bond
. Street, 1829.)

This is a translation of Schneider’s Uementarbuch und
Tonselzkunst, a work so largely indebted to Gottfried

Weber's Theorie der Tonsetzbunst *, that the author of the

latter has thought proper to reproach M. Schneider pub-
licly, but g^nlly, for having 44 worked with his property

admitting, however, that he has much more, faithfully ad-
hered to his ideas, and, at ail events, used them with in-

comparably more judgment and good sense, than any of the

other imitators, 44 whose barefaced plagiarisms” (to use

ihe translator’s words) 44 and blunders he exposes.”

M. Weber’s book is in such high repute in Germany,
that a second edition of it, in four thick volumes, has lately

appeared, though it is not long since the first was pub-
lished. A voluminous and elaborate treatise of this kind
would not, we fear, find many readers among even pro-

fessors in this country,—where indeed they read little, we
regret to say, on the subject of their art,—a work therefore

iBmiilar to that now before us, of a limited extent, is much
more likely to become useful in England than one requir-

ing a great devotion of time, the most patient application,

and the exercise of no inconsiderable quantity of thought.
** This work,” tlie translator observes in his preface,

** touches, however concisely, on every subject falling

within the range of musical science.”—(He should have
qualified his assertion by the word practical.)—44 That
such a variety of matter,” he continues, 44 could not be

treated in detail, within the space of one hundred and

twenty-five pages, is self-evident : at the same time it will

be found that the most important branch, that of Har-
mony, has received the author's principal attention, and,

compared with others, has been developed with a con-
siderable degree of fulness."
* To the troth of this we willingly assent, and, after a
-careful perusal of the volume, agree that some notice has

been taken of every branch of what, for want of a better

term, we must call the practical science of music: the

acience, let it, however, be understood, as founded on
Gottfried Weber’s principles. That M. Schneider’s atten-

tion has been directed to almost everything concerning
harmony and composition, a rapid view of the contents of
his work will shew. To the intervals and scales he gives

seven pages. To the Theory of Harmony, including Fun-
damental Harmonies,—the Transformation of these,

—

Harmonic ambiguity, and affinity of Tonics and Scales,

he devotes twenty-six pages. To Modulation . ten. To
* In his preface M. Schneider acknowledges his oblig*tions to

M. Weber, and ukh, Ihst such it ihe high merit of the work which he hat
taken u his guide, (hsl he fell himself bound not only to follow the order
end method, bat men to “ adopt, in moet instances, the principles which
it establishes."

Rhythm, five. To the Movement and Progress of the

several parts of a -Score, thirty. To the Nature and Em*
ploymatt of the various Instrument* of Sound, twenty-
seven. To the Union of Song with the Orchestra, one.

And to the different Styles, whether considered Kith refer-

ence to technical Treatment, or to the different objects of
Musical Compositions, fifteen.

Hence it is obvious that subjects of the deepest interest

and highest importance to the musical student, w hether he
be professional or otherwise, arc treated on in this publi-

cation ; subjects on which every musician ought to seize

all opportunities of either extending or strengthening his

knowledge ; it being at the same time a duty incumbent
on him to become acquainted with whatever is stirring in

his art that has novelty to recommend it, not only with the

hope of enlarging his own stock of information, but for the

purpose of detecting error and arresting its progress. He
may certainly be a gainer by an attentive perusal of the

present work ; and he will as surely, or we are much mis-
taken, meet with what he cannot altogether approve^
though the good preponderates very decidedly, and of that

which in our opinion is objectionable, much may perhaps
be resolved into a question of taste.

Perspicuity is not generally Utoforte of German writers

on music, but M. Schneider is less chargeable with the

fault of obscurity than most of his countrymen. His trans-

lator, however, by proving too true to the text, by render-

ing it too literally, has now and then introduced terms
which are foreign to the English reader, and will therefore

embarrass him, while they are not more clear than those

to which he has been accustomed. As, for instance,
44
tonic system,* (tonsystemj ;

44 half a tonic degree,” (halbc

tonslufe) ; &c. The definition of music too, as 44 the art

of expressing sensations or feelings by means of tones

(die kunst, dutch tone empjindungen auszudrucken, nennt
man ; tonkunstf is neither philosophical nor correct.

But these are matters of comparatively little moment
The question of the minor scale is of more importance.

M. Schneider first gives this according to long-established

usage—in conformity to a practice so universally adopted
by theorists, that we know not where to find any respect-

able authority for a deviation from it—
CDEirOABC.
c ak sk 6 r ik do.

In the very next page, however, he introduces the follow-

ing system, to which he adheres in all his subsequent ex*4

atnples ; it is therefore to be inferred that such is the

minor scale he wishes to establish.

—

c d ik f a sk sty c.

c b1] aI> a f eI> dc.

In defence of this the translator has added a long and
somewhat authoritative note, in which he endeavours to shew
that such a scale is the only true oue, and necessarily arises

out of the nature of the fundamental base. Now we
demur to so very peremptory a decision, opposed as it is to

all authority, and also protest against any attempt to re-

fa 2
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introduce ancient shackles. Fundamental base is an ex-

tremely useful principle when confined within its proper

aphere, but if departing from its legitimate bounds it is

employed to fetter melody, then it ought to be regarded

only as a pernicious restraint on genius. The skip of a

minor third in a scale which by long-established usage

proceeds only by tones and semitones, is a contravention

of a rule, and a change that ought not to be acquiesced in

on slight grounds. If the fundamental base will not

apply to the received progression, employ some other.

But we deny the allegation, and the base of the following

harmonized scale given by M. Schneider (page 19) would

be just as good were the sixth note (the xb) natural instead

of flat.

\~r *
1

-

'7|-_LQ TO Q_^ —:—d: q__ii.

-a d—e «—e u-

We confess that the ascent of the flat 6th and natural

7th is rather agreeuble to us, (hough not so we believe to

people in general ; but to the manner of descending by

the same intervals, adopted by M. Schneider, we could

not become easily reconciled.

The third chapter, on The. progression of some intervals,

must be read cautiously by the inexperienced, for it would
seem to countenance u laxity in regard to the rule con-

cerning perfect fifths in similar motion. Such however is

not the author’s intention, and his sneer at quint-hunters,

(QuintenjUger)—an excellent appellation— is only at those

pedants who. blind to the beauties of a composition, can
only see defects which, in a master of real genius, are

commonly but the consequences of haste. We roust here

observe, that those fifths which the author says bear the

character of passing notes, and of which he has given ex-

amples, are in reality nothing but passing notes.

In the fiflh chapter it is justly said of melody, that it

44 must possess good rhythmical order and arrangement:

like poetry, it must consist of small and greater sections

following each other in proper order and keeping, afford-

ing to the mind seasonable points of repose, and must be

clothed in a defined system of measure. In the movement
of its individual sounds, too, a due and agreeable sym-
metry should prevail. Notes of long duration, for instance,

ought not to alternate at random and without order with

notes of rapid execution
:

protracted syncopations and
other disturbances of the measure, ought not wantonly

to interrupt, or perhaps even destroy, the sensation of
rhythmical regularity impressed on the mind.*'—Page 61,

Tin* whole of this chapter, and the next, on The structure

of Harmonic Accompaniment in general, are well worthy
of attention.

The sixth part. Of the nature and employment of the

various instruments of sound, commencing with the most
important of them all, the human voice, is full of useful

precepts, and should he read over and over again, not

only by students in composition, but by many of those who
style themselves composers, though without having taken

the precaution to qualify for the title. The long but not

tedious dissertation on musical instruments is equally in-

structive.

'Hie author's observations on dramatic music are marked
by good sense. As it has, he says, ** to depict the pas-

sions and feelings of the persons in the action, an exact

delineation of character becomes one of its essential requi-

sites. There may be, indeed there are, operas which, with

regard to melodic, and even harmonic treatment, and con-

sequently in a musical point of view ill general, are en-

titled to every praise, and received with applause ; but

which, nevertheless, cannot be called genuine dramatic

compositions, because they are wanting in the musical

delineation of character above adverted to. The most

glaring transgressions against this requisite, amidst others

of a different nature, are to be found in the productions of

Rossini. With him every person of the piece sings alike,

let the character of the part be what it may, let the situa-

tion be ever so different. In this respect, on the contrary,

as in all others, our immortal Mozart has evinced such rare

perfection in his operas, that they will be found to afford

an endless store of instruction, and excite the most pro-

found admiration of his genius.**—Page 119.

The same sound critical judgment is manifested in hia

remarks on theatrical singing. “In no species of operatic

music should mechanical dexterity of throat and lungs be

furnished [w ith] the means of gaining an ascendancy. On
the contrary, the grand aim of the composer throughout

ought to be, ufier considering maturely the character of the

whole opera, as well as the individual agents in the drama,

to do full justice to the text with reference to such con-

sideration
; and to delineate with truth and fidelity, and

without gratuitous additions of his owu, the varied ex-

pressions of the feelings and passions of the dramatic

character. It is by a delivery and an execution full of

feeling, that the singer ought to produce the greatest

effects, and not by an abundance of musical freaks and
flourishes, which can only draw the mind of the hearer

from the situation in which the representation of the

character may be placed at the momeuL In short, the

singer should rather seek to move the heart of the hearer,

than overwhelm his mind by illegitimate stimulants."—

Page 120.

We will make one more extract, which proves that

M. Schneider's taste in piano forte music has been formed
in the same orthodox school as his opinions on the nature

of the lyric drama. 41 The piano-forte,’* he states, “ is un-

questionably best adapted to compositions for exclusive

solo performance, because it affords an opportunity of

combining the melody with every possible kind of har-

monicfigures, [/iarmooic variety would have been a better

expression] and for displaying in great perfection the me-
chanical skill of the performer. Every one knows what
admirable works of art of this class have been produced
for this instrument by Mozart, Clementi, Dussek, Beet-

hoven, J. B. Cramer, Hummel, Ries, &c.t and to what a

degree of perfection its mechanical treatment has been
carried in our days: indeed it is but too true, that many of

the more modem works consist of little else but accumu-
lations of harmonic and executive difficulties.”—Page 121.

M. Schneider is more to be looked up to for his doc-

trines—or perhaps we ought to say, for the doctrines of

M. Gottfried Weber—than lor his exemplifications of

them. In his own examples he has not shewn that be

considers music as the art of combining sounds in a
manner agreeable to the ear—the well-known definition.

But at page 71 the harmony is so displeasing that we are

persuaded there arc some great typographical errors
; in

Ex. 2 particularly, where the c d in the base must
surely be o e. The English Edition, however, faithfully

copies that of Leipzig, in which the same faults appear.

Indeed the fidelity of the whole translation is entitled to
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the praise which truth always merits Wc will neverthe-

less candidly avow, that we wish the translator had occa-

sionally allowed himself a little more latitude. But he is,

we understand, a native of Germany, and as such he,

doubtless, not only was reluctant to deviate, even in the

slightest manner, from the original, but did not feel him-
self on such sure ground as if the English language hud
been his own.

PIANOFORTE.
1. Weber’s Valse au Chalet, arranged a* a Rondo, by

J. P. Pixis. Op. 104. (Clementi, Collard, and Col-

lard, 26, Chcapside.)

2. Concertante Variations, on an Original Theme, for

the Piano- forte and Violin, or Flute. Composed and
published by the same.

3. Introduction, Air with Variations, and Polonaise,
composed by Henri Here. Op. 8. (Same publishers.)

The False au Chalet is a trifle it is true, but the trifle of a

man of genius. It is original, and the very marked cha-

racter of its rhythm, together with the simplicity of its

construction, will command attention, and please almost

every variety of bearers. On this subject, occupying but

a few staves, M. Pixis has formed a most animating

rondo, which, though extending to the length of fourteen

pages, never drags, but leaves the ear with an appetite for

more.—in that state which, in the case of the stomach, is

supposed to be the criterion of a healthful repast. The
first opening of this will lead to a supposition that it affords

more facilities than usual to the performer, for crotchets

and quavers are very predominant, but the mistake is

soon discovered ; in fact it will be found to require a

performer of some skill and an agile finger, though neither

gTeat strength nor compass of hand is called for : it there-

fore will be accessible to a numerous class of performers.

No. 2 has cost more in labour, while it exhibits less of
genius, than the above, but there is much elegance in the

greater portion of it, and considerable beauty in some parts

;

the theme particularly, which has the merit, and a great

one it Is, of being a good ground-work for the variations

that follow. The latter are chiefly in the brilliant style,

and are ouly to be executed by such as have a full com-
mand of the instrument. The violin, or flute, is indispen-

sable in tiie performance of this piece as a whole ; it there-

fore ought, perhaps, to have been classed among the duets,

but by omitting one entire variation and abridging another,

the remainder may be made independent of the accompa-
niment

; not, however, without sustaining some injury.

No. 3 is a very graceful composition, free from those

senseless passages, those unmusical rants, which we trust

M. Herz, as he gets older, and consequently refines in

taste, will altogether discard from his repertory. The In-
troduction prepares us for something of a superior kind, and
the air, an andante moderato in r, realizes the expectations

formed. The variations are chiefly in the expressive style,

but at the some time display the execution of the per-

former
;
for though the composer’s mind has been intent on

harmony, he has blended, or rather deployed

,

this in many
brilliant passages, producing variety and effect.

1. Windsor Forest, a Characteristic Divr.aTiur.VTo h la

Chasse, with an accompaniment (ad. lib.) for the

Flute, by T. A. Rawlings. (Goulding, D’Almaine,
and Co., Soho Sauare.)

2. “ Bella Imago,
,r

from Rossini's Semiramide, arranged
by Augustus Meves. (Clementi and Co.)

Ill

3. " Oggetto amnbile," from Rossini’s Sigismondo, ar-
ranged and published by the same.

4. Rondino, by Francois Hunts*. Op. 30. No. 1.

(Cocks and Co.)
5. Ditto. No. 2. Ditto.

6. Ditto. No. 3. Ditto.

We class the above together, because all are written in a
familiar style, arc easy, and calculated for schools, where
the brevity of the lessons and the prevailing taste of such
establishments make music of a higher order less in request
than that which is taught with little exertion and acquired
without much time or practice.

No. 1, a hunting divertimento, is better adapted to these
• 4 piping times of peace,” than imitations of battles, sieges,

naval-fights, and such notable events. Mr. Rawlings has
appropriately enough taken Shield's popular Hong, “ Old
Towlcr," as the subject of his finale, and worked up this

with his other materials into a popular piece for youthful-

performers.

Nos. 2 and 3 are suited to rather more advanced players

than the foregoing, and indeed may be taken up by any de-
scription of performer, for the airs are good, and well ar-
ranged for the instrument. Both pieces, though in three

movements, are short, one consisting of six pages, and the

other of five only.

Of the three rondos by M. Hiinten, the first is from
Rossini's Matilde, the second is

44 Le petit tambour," and
the third, 44 Non pin mesta,” from La Cenerentola. They
are adapted to the instrument with great care and judg-
ment, and very respectable players would have no occasion
to blush if detected in the act of performing auy one of
them. Each is comprised in exactly five pages.

1. " II soavc e bel contento,” arranged for Piano-Forte
and Violoncello, by F. W. Crouch. (Chappell.)

2. Fantasia and Variations, on an air in The Lover's
Mistake, composed by W. T. Lino. Op. 32. (Willis

and Co., Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly.)

3.
44 Rule Britannia,” arranged, with an Introduction
and Variations, by T. Valentine. (Clementi and Co.)

4. Introduction, and March with Variations, composed
by S. Pihlpot, pupil of the Royal Academy of Music,
(Chappell.)

5. Rondo Polacca, composed by Charles Chaulieu.
Op. 70. (Cocks and Co.)

Strictly speaking. No. I is a duet for piano-forte and
violoncello ; much of the air—one of the few good ones of

Pacini—is thrown into the latter part, and the accompa-
niments, which are active and full, are given to the other

instrument. This is an arrangement of a superior kind,

and the effect to be drawn from it by performers of taste

will be found to be very considerable. Neither part re-

quires any rapid execution, and that for the violoncello

may be taken by any player having feeling and judgment.

Mr. Ling is profiting by experience: he is evidently

acquiring a better style of composition by controlling his

inclination for crowds of notes, and by thinkiug a little

more of simplicity and melody. The air on which the

greater part of this piece is built is pleasing, and the five

variations on it are sober without being dull. But the

term Fantasia is not exactly that which ought to have been
applied to this composition; it is an Introduction aud
Air, with Variations.

It was not to be expected that anything new in the

form of variations would be elicited from 44 Rule Britannia,”

after so many had worked the subject, and made it take
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more shapes than ever the Carpathian Proteus, hat! he

turned his thoughts to music, would have deemed possible.

If then Mr. Valentine has not been able to give to this often-

metamorphosed air an appearance that it never before as-

sumed. he at least has not put it in a displeasing or objec-

tionable lorat. His Introduction, a maestoso movement of

two pages, is characteristic, and the whole is rather

brilliant.

We should have fell it our duty to mention No. 4 in

favourable terms, without any reference to the age of the

author,—who, styling himself a '* pupil,” we presume to be

young,—for it beurs the stamp of judgment, and exhibits

pot the slightest symptom of youthful carelessness or

false taste. It is short, pleasing, and shewy, without

being difficult.

Mr. Cliaulieu possesses an enterprising spirit and a

lively imagination, qualities which ought to be encouraged

at a moment when there is so lamentable a scarcity of

both. His rondo is of the Rossinian school, but free of

all unworthy imitation, and kept up in a spirited manner.

It is remarkable, however, that the author should have

advanced to his seventieth opera, and yet be so little known.

From his mode of writing, we should have beeu led to

conclude that lie is not a very practised composer, though

not at all deficient in fancy. That is, he seems to want the

tact and finish which experienoe generally bestows on
those to whom nature has previously given, as in his case,

some share of creative talent. His rondo is also too long ;

Its effect would be much improved by curtailment. At
page 0 we find a tremendously long term, of seven syl-

lables, belonging to no lauguuge known to us. Instead of

malincollicamtnU , the author, it is to be supposed, ineaut

to write malinconicamentr. The more economical word
jnrsto would have answered his purpose full as well, aud
made a saving of a dozen letters.

1. Les Caracteres, a set of original Quadrilles, composed

by Charles Neats. Op. 19. (Chappell.)

2. La Gaiete, seventh art of Quadrilles selected from the

works c/’Srohh, by Z. Zfkmm. (Weasel and Stodart.)

3. Do. selectedfrom the works of Henri Here. Do. Do.

When a master of Mr. Neate’s eminence affixes his name
to a set of quadrilles, and also distinguishes them as an
opera ,

we naturally expect something out of the common
way. In the present instance, however, we do not meet
with any striking effects, any particularly new feature, and
therefore feel some disappointment. But though our

hopes are not quite realized,—hopes perhaps unreasonably

indulged—we most willingly acknowledge these to be

very pretty quadrilles ; nay, further, that they are superior

to many of the ordinary kind, and, without being too

trifling, are very easy to play, and likely to get into general

circulation. The price too is moderate by comparison,

being one-fourth less than is charged for many that are

not half so good.

M. Zerhini is a most indefatigable adapter of quadrilles.

He basin his present two sets selected some good airs from

Spohr’s Jessonda, and from a set of dances by H crz. But

the latter have suffered much by being thinned out so

unmercifully, and so reduced in every part, by which

means they have lost nil originality of character, though

at the same time they certainly are stripped of all their

original difficulty.

1. Beethoven*® Grand Symphonies, arranged for the

Piano-Forte, with accompaniments of FLUTE, Violin,

and Violoncello, by J. N. Hummel. No. 4.

(Chappell.)

2. Select Overture®, arrangedfor the same instruments,

by J. N. Hummel and J. Moscheles. No. 2.

(Birchall and Co.)

The above is the pastoral symphony, and the fourth of
the scries by Beethoven arranged by Hummel, publishing

by the same spirited editor. This is adapted upon a plan

similar to that of the six, by Mozart uucf the three by Beet-
hoven which have preceded it, for an account of which we
must refer the reader to former number® ofthe Harmonicon.
We will only here add, that the present maintains the cha-

racter so well merited and universally gained by those its

precursors.

No. 2 is the overture to La Clemenza di Tito, the second

of (he set commencing with that to Don Giovanni. It is

impossible not to observe a marked difference between the

present ami all former adaptations of the same, so many
inure notes, und important ones, are here taken ill. Bu$
this of course could only be accomplished by throwing

more on the performer, who is now called upon for greater

exertion. He is, however, rewarded by a proportionate

effect.

DUETS PIANO-FORTE.
1. The Tioer Chorus, composed by Bishop, arranged as

a Duet, with an Accompaniment for the Harp, by

J. Mazzingiii. (Goulding and D’Almnine.)

2. The favourite Airs in Winter’s Opera , II Ratio di

Proserpina, arranged by J. F. Bun rowes. (Falkner,

3, Old Bond Street.)

No. 1, a deservedly favourite composition, is arranged in

that popular style which renders all Mr. Mazzinghi’s pub-

lications of this kind so successful. He contrives to make
a little skill in the performer tell for much—to produce con-

siderable effect from small means; a valuable talent, what-

ever the sturdy advocates foT that kind ot' execution which
must necessarily be confined to a few, may say. It in

true that this plan could not be attempted in the case of

those rich and elaborated works wherein every part is iti

active motion and conspicuous, nnd to do justice to which

two of the ablest players are hardly sufficient; it is only

applicable to composition® rather simple in oonrtructkm

though full in harmony, and containing passages which,

while perhaps quick and loud, are mere runs, arpeggio®,

or tremandos.
We rejoice to see Winter’s lovely opera in any shape,

and only regret that Mr. Burrowes has here given us so

little of it. He has confined his selection to the three

most generally known pieces, namely, the terzetto
14 Mi

lasci, o Madre arnata,” and the duets, “ Vaghi Colli,'’ and
14 Ti veggo—T’ abhraccio to which he has added the

chorus, ** In quest i Soggiomi.*' All of these he has adapt-

ed with a view to the general utility of the publication.

Indeed, such is the natnre of the compositions, that he

could only have given any degree of brilliancy to them by

departing widely from the author's text. Mr. B. may
without any difficulty find four other things in the same

opera worthy of being arranged in a similar manner.

VOCAL.

Glee for four voices, u Sweet Echo !* Jrom Milton*®

Comus, composed by J. M'Murdie, Mu*. Bac. (Cramer,

Addison and Beale.)

This is a very pleasing piece of vocal harmony; the parte

move smoothly, and though there is no great deal of air

Digi
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in any one of them, not even in the highest, yet they all

blend so well, that the deficiency in melody—a common
defect in glees— is not felt; which indeed may in some

degree be attributable to the shortness of the composition,

for the ear has no time given it to become satiated with

mere harmony. Neither does it, for the same reason,

find the sameness of key wearisome ;
before the want of

modulation is perceived, the final close arrives. It would,

nevertheless, have been as well if what may be called the

second movement, at the words “ Cans! thou not tell me.'*

had deviated a little from the key, the return to which

would then have been attended by much heller effect.

The words are on the whole correctly set. It were to

be wished, however, that Mr. M’Murdie had not fallen

into the error of echoing the words “ Sweet Echo!”—but

this, alas ! is one of those cases that are seldom under*

stood by composers.

PETER THE GREAT.

1. Song, '* Be happy to-day,” sung by Mr. Young.

2. Sown, “ Oh! what a happy life !” sung by Miss Love.

3. Song, 44 You know what,” sung by Miss Love.

Composed; or selected and arranged, by T. Cooke, Direc-

tor of the Music, Sfc. at the Theatre Royal Drury Lane

.

(Clementi and Co.)

One of these three songs is adnally the composition of

Mr. Cooke, and only one. Why then should he not have

ascribed the others to the rightful owners, instead of

using those mystifying words, selected, ottered, and ar-

ranged? The practice is really indefensible, and we
seriously recommend publishers honestly to set their faces

against it for the future.

The first of the above is well-known, though we cannot,

at the moment we are writing, recollect what or where it is.

The second is a stranger to us, and we are not solicitous

of Us further acquaintance. The third, which Mr. Cooke
claims in distinct terms, is the best of the three, and has a

fair chance of becoming popular, should not a certain

pruriency, for which Mr. Kenny is responsible, alarm the

fastidious, and check its sale.

THE MAID OF JUDAH.
1. Cavatina, “Fortune’s frowns” sung by Miss Paton.

2. Martial Sono, 44 When the trump of Fame,’* sung

by Mr. Wood.
3. Sono, 44 All by the shady greenwood tree,” sung by

the same.

A. Ql aktktt, “ Fatal and dark despair.”

The music of the whole by Rossini ; written, arr. and
adapted to the English stage by R. Lacy. (Chappell.)

Mr. Lacy has adopted a very different course from that

pursued in the instance just mentioned ; he has openly

announced the name of Rossini, and put himself forward

only as the author of the words and adapter of the music

of The Maid of Judah. This is manly and intelligible,

and that he will in the end gain the public confidence by

such conduct he may rest assured.

Three of the above arc from the operu of Semiramide,

and one is the march in Mo**, and each has long since re-

ceived the stamp of public approbation. In their present

guise they have not been less successful, so far as an
English audience is concerned, than in their original garb.

That the new words do not combine with the airs so well as

the original Italian ones wc acknowledge, but at the same
time arc quite aware of the difficulty of uniting any lan-

guage W notes instead of that to which they were first set.

While we admit, therefore, that most of the words to these

compositions prove rather rough companions,—that some
of them by being repeated, as in No. 2, border on the

ridiculous—and that they now and then are downright

nonsense-verses, as in No. 3—granting all this, we make
great allowance for any awkwardness in the execution,

of such a teak, when we consider the haste in which
theatrical pieces are almost invariably got up, and the

many obstacles thrown in the way of the writer and com-
poser. The fourth of these, however,—a short and very

effective quartett—is toierahly free from any objection as

to the number and sound of the syllables. Of the mean-
ing of the lines, of which they are the component purls, we
will be silent

1. Ballad, 44 Oh !
gallop away, my own dear knight,” by

Thomas Haynes Bayly, Esq. (Cramer and Co.)

2. Scotch So.no, the tcords by Burns; composed by
Finlay Dun, {of Edinburgh.) (Chappell.)

3. The Mad Maiden's Song, the poetry by Herrick, com-

posed and published by the same.

4. Ballao, "You softly spoke,”- the music by F. Robin-
son. (Clementi and Co.)

b. Ballad, 44 Twas sweet to look,” the words by L. E. L.

;

composed and published by the same.

6. The Orphan's Prayer, written by the Rev. W. B.
Collyer. comj>osed by Ci. A. Hobson. (Chappell.)

7. Kondf.vu, 44 When I think of the days that are past,"

composed by J. Parky, Jun. (Goulding and Co.)

8. Song, 14 If the heart but truly love," sung by Mr. Bra-
ium, written by T. H. Stirling, Esq., the music by
C. Walther. (Lee and Lee.)

9. Ballad, Cupid and Fortune, composed by J. Blf.witt,

(Clementi and Co.)

10. Ballad, "And must I hid thee now adieu?” in the.

Bottle Imp, the word* by L. Stephens, Esq. th - music
by J. Harroway, pupil ofthe Royal Academy ofMusic.
(Clementi and Co.)

11. Ballad. " Believe me the spell is unbroken,” sung by
Mr. Sapio, composed by II. J. West. (Clementi & Co.)

12. Comic Sono, Widow Mahoney, the music by J. Blew-
itt. (Clementi and Co.)

No. 1 is animated, and the words well set; but between
the second and third bars is an error in the base of a
grievous kind, and such as few cultivated ears will bear.

The two next are by a composer whose name as such
we have never before seen, but hope ofieu to meet with it

again, for he is evidently a sensible musician, who chooses
his words with judgment, and sets them with great correct-

ness and strong feeling. No. 2 is avowedly in the Scottish

style, to which a tremolo accompaniment of a few bars im-
parls an agrceuble novelty, without at ull militating against

the nationality of the air, which is a very churming addition

to the rich Caledonian treasury of song. It was no easy
task to set the words of No. 3, which are among the most
beuutiful of Herrick’s effusions

;
they have often been at-

tempted, hut never, at least to our knowledge, successfully

till now, and full justice is at length done them. The air, in a
minor, is exceedingly pathetic, the accompaniment quiet,

but consisting of well-chosen harmony, and the poetry not
only accurately but eloquently set. Both these compositions

are within a moderate compass, and easy iu point of

that which is called execution, though requiring what per-
haps is less common, and certainly more valuable, well-

regulated taste and pathos.

The following two support the reputation which Mr.
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Robinson has acquired by former productions. No. 4 is

exceedingly expressive, and the accompaniment displays

no ordinary ability. An enharmonic modulation from xb

to a major, not pedantically introduced, nor very common
in a ballad, has a remarkably good effect: the relief it

affords is particularly striking. No. 5 is a pleasing melody
of eight bars only, repeated to three verses. The accom-
paniment judicious and pure, though we think that, on
revision, the author will find one bar too much at the end
of each symphony.

A very slight inspection of No. 6 convinces us that its

author had better control his composing propensity, and
study a little more before he again publishes. He thus

unites two movements.

And the subjoined is his notion, in the year one thousand

eight hundred and twenty-nine, of an ornamental close to

a symphony.

No. 7 is the composer’s *' first publication,” and as such

is creditable to him.

No. 8 will not make a reputation for the composer.

Let him look again at his third bar, ami at the penultimate

bar of his concluding symphonies: if he does not acknow-
ledge these to stand in need of correction, his case is

hopeless.

How could Mr. Hlcwilt have been so imprudent as to

waste his time on such words as No. 9 exhibits !—His
music shews that they had not the power to inspire him.

The composer of No. 10 is still a pupil, it appears,

from his title-page ; wc will therefore only caution him

not to be in too much haste to publish again. The seventh

bar of page 3 we supposed at first to be an error of the

engraver, but finding it repeated at page 5, can only ex-

press our surprise at such a base and such notation.

No. 11 is very common as to melody, and the rhythm

by no means satisfactory.

No. 12 is a comic song, the words rather entertaining,

and the music suited to the words. A lithographic vig-

nette, by Cruickshank and Gauci, representing the widow
Mahoney on the point of wedding a second husband, and

her supposed dead one making his appearance, is exqui-

sitely droll, and worth all the price of the song.

IIARP AND PIANO-FORTE.
The Market Chorus and Barcarolle from Aubk.r’s

Gtoera La Muette di Portici, as performed at the King's

Theatre under the title of Masaniello, arranged by

N. C. Bochsa. (Goulding and Co.)

The Barcarolle in this is familiar to the readers of the
Harmonicon, it having been published both vocally and
instrumental lv in our work, a distinction to which its

merits entitled it. The chorus whereby it is here pre-

ceded is not less characteristic, and introduces the other
very effectively. The whole makes a lively and shewy
duet, and is arranged with a due regard to the nature of
the two instruments.

HARP.
Les Fleurs h la Pisaroni. et i» la Donzelli, Fantasia, in-

troducing the most favourite themes in La Donna del

Logo, tcith the embellishments and cadenzas sung by
the above singers, composed by N. C. Bochsa. (Gould-
ing and Co.)

After an introduction, the air u Elena f' with “ O quante
lagrime,” the popular march, &c., and “ Se s* involva,"

slightly varied, follow in succession. These, blended to-

gether by a few cadenzas, and extended by some corre-

sponding passages, constitute the whole of this Fantasia,
“ composed” by M. Bochsa.

VIOLIN AND PIANO-FORTE.
Dreskler’s selection of favourite Melodies, arranged
byTuo. Howell. Nos. I, 2, and 3. (Cocks and Co.)

Thrse are arrangements of arrangements, or adaptations

originally made for the flute and piano-forte, now adapted

to the violin, with the same accompaniment. The airs in

the present numbers are “ Le petit Tambour”—“ Rous-
seau's Dream”—and the March in jlfote in Egitto ; each
three pages in length; the piano-forte part exceedingly

easy, aud that for the violin only a degree more difficult.

VIOLONCELLO and PIANO-FORTE.
Dresbler’s Beauties of Caledonia, arranged with embel-

lishments by W. H. Haoqart. Nos, 1, 2, and 3.

—

(Cocks and Co.)

WnAT we have said of the foregoing may, with very little

alteration, he applied to the present publication ; only, the

airs are Scottish, and both parts arc rather less easy for

the respective instruments.

FLUTE.
1. Mozart's Operas, arranged with embellishments by

Charles Saust, No. 3. (Cocks and Co.)

2. Airs from Rossini’s Semiramide, arranged as Qua-
drilles for one or two Flutes, by John Hewitt.
(Cocks and Co.)

3. Hrrz’s Quadrilles, arranged for ditto by the same.

(Cocks and Co.)

No. 1 is La Clemcnza di Tito, arranged in a manner
similar to the two preceding numbers.

Nos. 2 aud 3, arc useful publications, each in five very

neatly engraved pages, aud making agreeable, easy duet-

tini for onlinary players.

Overture to La Clemeuza di Tito, arranged for Two
Flutes and Piano-Forte, by W. Forde. (Cocks & Co.)

It must lie obvious that the flute parts to this overture can

be nothing but accompaniments : as such they augment
the effect by their sustaining powers, and are therefore use-

ful additions. Besides which they promote social music,

and this wc are always most happy to encourage. The
arrangement for the piano- forte strictly follows that of

Leipzig : the flutes are reduplications of the upper notes.

Digitized by Coogle
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EXTRACTS mux the DIARY or * DILETTANTE.
(Returned from page 89.)

April 2nd. Our neighbours the French are not very

active in their search after, and in producing, the works of

the great masters ; it was only last month that Beethoven's

symphony in a was heard in an entire state in Paris, it

being then performed by the Societe des Concerts, at the

Conservatoire Royal dc Musique. A writer of a French

journal very naturally inquires, why a composer whose

productions are now applauded with so much transport,

should have remained so long unknown ?—was it necessary,

he asks, that the tomb should separate the illustrious

musician from his rivals before justice could be done to

works distinguished by an imagination so fertile, by con-

ceptions so gigantic ?—It is true, he adds, that the success

of this symphony has now been great, but the success

would have been more complete, more satisfactory, had

its author himself known of it. The enthusiasm of the

public would have been for this great mail the soothing

recompense of his vast labours : nowit is only the homage
to his memory. All this is very just; but the writer might

have gone back a century further, and demanded why his

countrymen should only so recently, and even now not

very generally, have discovered the merits of Handel's

Messiah ;—why nearly all the works of him who is the

greatest of composers, are yet utterly unknown to them

why, while they are bestowing the loudest applauses on

such trash as Elisa e Claudio and JJ Italiana in Algeri,

so few of the Parisians are aware even of the existence of

those sublime and matchless efforts of art, Judas Macca-

btrus, Israel in Egypt, Samson , & Allegro ed il Pensieroso ,

Acts and Galatea, Alexanders Feast, &c. &c. ?

3rd. Tlie Spectator says that “ an absurd outcry has

been raised about the exorbitant terms of some of the

principal singers.” This remark is made in allusion to

the Oratorios of the present season. It may be true that

while the admission to these performances continues so

high, the vocalists have a right to expect their full share

of the profits which ought not all to go to the individual

who, whether qualified or not for the undertaking, may
take the trouble to engage a band, light the house, open

the doors, and make dull selections of music. If the en-

trance-money must needs continue on the terms which

have existed for several years past, let us have double the

number of persons in the orchestra ;
let efforts be made

and expense not be spared, in reviving great but forgotten

works ; let premiums be offered for new compositions, thus

giviug a stimulus to talent, whether native or foreign

;

such premiums to umount to a real compensation, so that

many a latent genius, now condemned either to toil in the

orchestra, or to deaden his imagination by teaching fashion-

able music, may, by the temptution of a remuneration that

shall afford a prospect of ultimately gaining a moderate in-

dependence, instead of being finally left to subsist on cha-

rity, he brought to light and encouraged to active exertion.

Thus the receipts arising from excessively high prices might

be made to flow in the right channel, and singers would

then, let us hope, be satisfied with more moderate terms,

seeing that a fair proportion of the public contributions

would go to the rightful claimants,—to those upon whom
nature has bestowed a high and rare faculty,—and not to

any adventurer (such as Bochsa, for instance, who en-

gaged the theatre for one season) that may hire the mono-
poly of Drury Lane and Covent Garden for certain nights

during Lent.

May, 1829.

3rd. I am glad to read some pungent remarks in

the same Journal (the .S^cr/ator) on the anniversary

dinner of the New Musical Fund. The introduction of
those impostors, the '* Bohemians,” was very dis-

graceful to all who managed the concern
; it was *• an

offence against decency, and propriety,” and 44
if such

things are tolerated, men of character and rank in their

profession must, in their own defence, absent themselves

from such meetings.” Indeed I cannot but think that

performers holding the station of Messrs. Nicholson, Will-

man, M‘Intosh, Harper, and others, who it seems were
present, and contributed their talents, were insulted by
being mixed up with Jew cigar-makers. One of the great

faults of many musical professors of eminence is, that

they do not sufficiently respect themselves, and, as a mat-
ter of course, that they do not obtain that respect from
others which, os honourable men and exercising a talent,

they might otherwise command. Most of them are at

length quite sensible of their imprudence in ever having
been connected with an infamous foreign swindler well-

known in London : they now feel assured that, when they

have in any way associated themselves with him, they

have not been able to raise so degraded an individual to

the level of their own characters, but, on the contrary,

have been dragged down to the deep abyss in which he is

plunged.

The first concert of the season, at the King's

Couccrt*Room, by the pupils of the Royal Academy of

Music. The instrumental parts better than the vocal ; the

latter was deficient in spirit. The loss of Signor Coccia
to this establishment must be severely felt, for he pos-

sessed more real knowledge and good sense than nineteen-

twentieths of his brother professors. I am afraid, indeed

I have some reason to believe, (hut Rossini, and his imi-

tators, Pacini and Mercadante, are in high favour there,

and that, though a little of Haydn and Mozart may be
forced on the teachers’ notice, yet Handel, and such Goths%

ure utter strangers to the institution.

1(M. All that tends to honour the memory of so

excellent a musician and so amiable a man as the late

William Shield, is worth recording in the Diary of a Di-
lettante. Some “ Tributary lines,” having this object in

view, lately appeared in one of the daily papers, written

by the well known John Taylor, Esq., and though they

exhibit no strong proofs of that poetical talent which, in

prologues, epilogues, &c , has long been acknowledged
by the public, yet, as the testimony of an intimate and
discriminating friend, some few of them are worth pre-

serving ;
particularly the following, which delineate fea-

tures that could be known only to intimnte acquaint-

ances.

41 So mild thy temper, it could none offend
j

!3ut insult offered to thyself or friend

Would make at once thy manly spirit rise,

Glow in thy heart, and glisten in thine eyes.

To honour others thou wert always prone,

And to promote their fame would*! slight thine own.

Deep thy knowledge of frail humankind,
Who found in thee a sympathising mind.

True humour mark'd thee in the social hour,

And wit had o'er tbre a resistless power.

Kind as a husband,—a protector dear

To those who kindred claim’d, remote or Dear.

To sum up all thy worth, we found in thee

What Man in every state should strive to be."

14/A. A private letter from Florence states, that Lord
Burghcrsh, the British Envoy at that Court, gave on Mon-

R
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day the 16th of March, a brilliant entertainment at his resi-

dence, in which a Sacred Drama, under the title of L ’ Eroe

di Lanrastro, set to music by him, was represented in a

private theatre which he had constructed in his palace.

The whole excited no little admiration among the connois-

seurs of that city, the overture especially, descriptive of a

battle, which was applauded in a manner that seemed
rather the result of genuine approbation than of a wish to

flatter the noble composer. All the royal personages of

the House of Austria now at Florence, together with every

other person there of any rank or name, were present at this

performance, which an Italian critic, and a very honest one
too, mentions in high terms of praise. 1 remember some
pieces from this being performed at an oratorio at Drary-

lane Theatre, a few years ago, and producing considerable

•fleet.

16/A. Concerning the Neapolitans and Mozart’s ring,

which I mentioned on the 14/A of October, 1828, I have

further to add that a full history of this is inserted in the

first volume of the Harmonium, page 32, in n memoir of

Mozart. Hut it is somewhat singular that the critic in the

Foreign Review should have been present when the above

curious circumstance occurred, as it took place in 1769,

—

exactly sixty years ago ! The writer must, 1 presume,

be an octogenarian at least, ami blessed with a very

retentive memory.

16/A. The Passion-week is always a very quiet time for

music and musicians : every public place is of course

dosed, and this season,—which has hitherto been, and
promises to he, a short, frugal one,—scarcely a private

concert has been given during a period when the fashion-

able world hardly knew how to get rid of time. There is

much talk about the spring campaign:—three concerts in

the opera concert-room, which I prophesy will not be a

very successful speculation :—three at the Argyll Rooms,
Signor Vcllutt to sustain the principal weight, unless Paga-
nini comes to his aid, in which case, atul in such case only,

they will attract a sufficient number to make them answer.

In support of the former, much reliance is placed on the

anticipated popularity of Madame Malibrnti : but this lady,

I venture to predict, will not prove any extraordinary at-

traction ; she will not be fashionable. Madlle. Sontag
may yet do something, for she is a great favourite; and
M. Laporte, having nothing to pay for either room or

singers, and but little for his orchestra, cannot lose much,
under the worst of circumstances. Nevertheless, in ex-

pectation of as good a harvest as was made here by Ma-
dame Pasta two years ago, there is an amazing influx of

primi donne: when Malibran and Sontag arrive, wc shall

have no less than eleven foreign ladies of this class ; and
Madame K. Wranizky, first singer at the court of Vienna,

who is said to possess very first-rate talent,—which M. Mos-
cheles is to have the honour of introducing at his concert

—

will make up the dozen. They will, most of them, be
cruelly disappointed in their views, for the rage for high

prices is over ; and it is well known that those persons who
have been in the habit of giving concerts, and jiuying

enormous sums to the vocal performers, have resolved this

ear not only to contract the number of such music-parties,

ut to reduce very considerably the terms of those who
may assist at them. This is just as it should be, and I

am heartily glad to find that their senses on this subject

arc returning.

21*/. Madame Malibran made her appearance th«
evening. Pit tolerably filled, but boxes the reverse, and
much of the company in them of rather an inferior sort.

22nd. The papers divided in their opinion of Mali*
bran ; the prevailing tone betraying evident disappoint-
ment. As usual, the most laughable blunders are com-
mitted by more than one of them in their attempts at
musical criticism.

23rd. The Committee of Professors, t. c. the retired

principals of the Opera orchestra, chose an unfavourable
night for their concert, being in the Easter week, when
everybody either is, or is thought to be, out of town.
Some of the public prints have expressed surprise at the
absence of Dragonetti from this performance. The fact

ts that he is one of the band at the King’s Theatre, and
the party had determined to accept assistance from no
one engaged on that establishment. Mr. Braham—and
it ought to lie publicly known—generously declined any
remuneration for his assistance on this occasion.

26/A. M. Neukomm, a pupil of Haydn, and a musi-
cian of greut eminence, is just arrived on a visit to this

country. He comes merely as a traveller, and means to

extend his tour to Scotland and Ireland. It will, however;
be a reasonable subject of regret should not any of his

orchestral compositions be performed here during his stay,

and when they may have the advantage of his superinten-

dence. Another arrival in London is the young M. Men-
delsohn, (Felix Mendelsohn Bartholdy,) son of the rich

hanker of Berlin, and, I believe, grandson of the cele-

brated Jewish philosopher and elegant writer. He »
one of the finest piano-forte players in Europe, and
though a very young man, is supposed to be better ac-

quainted with music than most professors of the art
Meyerbeer too is expected, but he has so often pro-
mised a visit to England, that he cannot be calculated

on till he actually arrives. The two last are amuteurs
only, the independence of their fortunes rendering it

unnecessary for them to pursue the art with any view

to profit. To these is to be added M. Fetis, the learned

editor of the Rente Mtuicale, who is come to pass the

Spring season in this country, and proposes to read some
musical lectures ; otic course for amateurs, and another

for u professional class.

27/A. The dramatic critic in The Times, after some very

just strictures on Madame Malibran’s acting, says, “ aft

the pupil of her father, she has adopted his style, which
was florid in the extreme ; and that style is unquestionably

the most worthy of admiration, where n natural facility of
jfoterr, [I do not understand this phrase] a fertility of mu-
sical invention, and a great cultivation of the voice, are

happily combined together.” From this we are to learn,

not only that the florid style of singing is to bo generally

preferred—a fact disputed by judges—but that the extreme

of this style is most to be admired. If so, howr useless,

alas ! have been the efforts of all writers on the subject, of

nearly every great master, from the middle of the fifteenth

century to the present moment ; for the grand, the only

true Italian manner of singing,—that adopted by Mrs.

Sheridan, Mrs. Bates, Mara, Grassrni, Banti, Colbran, and
Pasta— is diametrically opposed to the style of Garcia, the

father of Malibran alluded to, which was meretricious in the

extreme, and of the worst school that could possibly have

been named as a model.
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Clje Qimtnt Cotutrte.

FOURTH CONCERT.

Vstder the Direction of the Fart of Darntey. for the Ear/ of Deriff.

Hednrsday, March ‘-'5/A,' 1829.

Act I.

fOccat'c not.)

(Flavins)
Handel.
Handel.

Handel.

Handel.
GpouilWI.

Overture.

Quinletto. Doni pace.

Krr.il B*l» Id 111* nations.

I

Charm. OBul! J

Recit. ACC. Me, when the sun

Song. Hide me from Jay’s.

Concerto 5tb.

Aria and Chorxis. Veogo a voi.

Racit. acc. Nov strike. \

Chorus. Break his band*. I

Recit. acc. Hark! hark!
|

Song. Revenge! Revenge \)

Rent. see. But bright Cecilia. 1

Solo and Cho, As from the
. J

Act !!.

Symphony 1st. Moeaht.
Duello. Come ti piece. (La Ctemmxa til Tito.) Mozart.
Glee. Since first I saw yoar face. Foao.
Duetto. Qual aneUnle. Maecello.
Quartet. Sing unto God. 1

Chorus. Cry aloud J
-aorr.

Miuette. (From Concerto (Oh, Grand.) Handel.
Gk«. Though the last gliinpea. ( Irish Ma/udy.)

Recit. acc. Iiifelice cb'io swio. 1 ~
Aril. II mio cor. f

Cm*"—
Grand Chorus. Gloria in excelsi*. PtnootESi.

Deborah.)

(II Ptnsierom.)

(Grand.)

(Mr.r. Feast.)

(DryJen t Ode.) Handeu

Tiie Earl of Darnley’s continued direction produces we
lament to wtv, nothing that is new, and not much that is

interesting. Miss Stephens’s exquisite voice must ever

stamp her a favourite with those who look to voice only;
but there are those who consider feeling, and expression,

and speaking* as equally indispensable requisites to tine

singing, and many there were in the concert-room this

night, who would have listened with far greater delight to

the soothingly-beautiful notes of llundcl, could they but

have heard the no less delightful words of Milton. Hut
M iss Stephens obtains her wonted applause, and iter con*

science is quite at rest on the subject.

We never heard Miss Wilkinson more energetic than in

“ Vengo a voi." Here was neither lisping nor drawling;

she executed the song very highly to our satisfaction, and
was well supported by the chorus. Phillips was absolutely

great in “ Revenge.” In the slow movement he was pe-

culiarly impressive, and gave to every solemn turn of the

•train all the pathos it was capable of receiving. We con-

gratulate him upon his decided improvement, and the

increased strength of his voice.

Miss Stephens’s solo from Dry den’s Ode was, as usual,

a tine and clear display of vocal power. As to the trum-
pet of Mr. Harper, it is beyond all praise ; there never yet

was, and never will be again, we verily believe, so perfect

a performer on the instrument. The magnificent chorus
which followed, concluded the net well.

Of the second act, the best that can be said of it is, that

had it contained nothing more than the delightful syra-

phouy and duct with which it opened, we should have been
fully satisfied; both were admirably performed, and Misa
Wilkinson again gTefltly distinguished herself; she evi-

dently took pains to do her beat ;— for why ?—She was
•inging some of Mozart’s richest music with Madame
Caradori Allan.

We do not like to pass over Dr. Croft’s sublime anthem
without some notice. It was, as uaual* very finely per-
formed ; indeed it is now so constantly done every season.

tli at we hardly think the chorus singers could sing their

parts wrong if they were to try. We regret to say that we
were deprived of the pleasure of hearing Madame (Jura*

dan’s last song : wc really had not resolution to undergo
the previous torture of the Irish melody!

FIFTH CONCERT.
Under the Direction of the Earl of Darn ley, April 1st, 1829.

Act I.

Overture. (Iphiyenut.)
Glee. Discord ! dire sister.

Sdiij*- Gratia* agimus tibi.

Chora*. Rex tremendflc.1 ,

Quartet. Benedictiu. f
(Hryutem.)

Recit. He vras cut otT.
j

Song. Bui thou didst not leave. > (Mesttah.)
Chore*, lift up jo«r heads.

'

Concerto 10th.

Scene from Acis and Galatea.

Act II.

Gluck.
Wiki.

Giglielml.

MuuKT.

Handel.

Corelli.
Handel.

Overture. (Anndm.)
Duet. What's sweeter. {Joseph.)

RcciL acc. Tranquillo 1 . „ ... . .. ,

AH., 0«br,*l,™u. )
(IbmntlMMlmJ

Glee and Chorus. O happy fair.

Coacwti, 4th. (From his JVim.J
Selection from Saul.

Hand pi..

Handel.

Gcgmelmu

Shield.
Mautinl
Handel.

Worse and worse, and the most vexatious and disappoint-

ing circumstance is, that the selection, as it originally stood

at the rehearsal, was rendered interesting by the tine scene

of the Passions from Solomon, which we huve not heard
for a long time; a very fine recitative and song from Saul,

and the delicious march, Ac. from II FlaiitO Mugico.
These, us our readers will perceive, were all omitted in

the night’s performance, leaving only the five hundred and
fiftieth time told tale!

Gluck's sublime overture was well performed; and
of Webbe’s fine glee, the lost movement only could be

effective. Then followed the eternal “ G ratias agimus;**

then the “ Rex tremend®," from Mozart's Requiem,

which, had it ushered in the “ Recordarc,” instead of

the “ Betted ictus,” which has been repeated over and
over again, would have been a redeeming movement.
Then came the scene from the Messiah, and the old selec-

tion from Acis and Galatea, of which we can only speak in

general terms. It was extremely well sustained by all

parties concerned ; and Miss Stephens, in particular, gave
her beautiful song “ Heart, thou seat,” with a feeling and
tenderness she does not always evince. The tenor of

Acis is much too high, and consequently trying, to poor

Vaughan, and to-night he was labouring evidently under a
cold. Phillips’s Polypheme admirable as usual.

Of the second act little remains for us to say ; we have

not, it is true, often heard the pretty duel from Handel’s

Joseph, but then we can only call it a pretty duet, and it

could not but be prettily warbled by Miss Stephens and
Miss Wilkinson. Madame Caradori Allan has suug “ Um-
bra adoruta” better, but we will not complain when she is

so generally praiseworthy. We hove too high a respect for

the memory of the venerable, amiable, and ingenious com-
poser of Shakspeare’s Loadstars, to pass otherwise than a
favourable comment l>oth on tlie performance and per*

formers of it this evening: when we say otherwise, we
allude, of course, to that feeling of disappointment which

we must always experience when we see elegant compo-
sitions in themselves shorn of their original simplicity by
transformation and transplantation . The present is un-

doubtedly one of the most airy and original of Shield’s

R 2
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productions, and we hare repeatedly heard it with un-

abated pleasure; and moreover have never been better

pleased with it, than when sung by three voices only, to

the simple piano-forte accompaniment.

Happy should we have been to bestow some critical

remarks upon the fine recitative ** Wretch that I am,”

and the incantation following it, " Infernal spirits ;** but

we must submit, like Pulf in the Critic, to the 4* cutting

out,” with this only difference ; that, in the present in-

stance, it was the act and deed of the noble Director, not

the ** performers.** We have nothing new to remark upon

the rest of the selection from Saul ; everything went off as

it has gone off a hundred times before.

SIXTH CONCERT.
Under the Direction of the Earl of Gnwfor, Wednesday, April

8th, 1329.

lotroduclioa and Chorus, Te Drum.)
Quartet and Churns. Te floriofitt. J

Soag. (Mi grand' ombra.

German Hymn.
Glee. 'Tj* tiie last rose of summer (Uriah.

Song. Gia riiuonar d* inlonto. (/El
Chorus- Avert these otneat. (Sent
Recit. ace. Ye sacred priests.)

,

Song. Farewell, ye limpid. J
\ r

Concerto I Ufa.

Duet. Fair Aurora. (Arleurersee.)
Soog. Coofusa abbaadonata.
Recit. T>* well I )

March, Air, and Cho. Glory to God. /

Acr II.

Overture. (Henry Fourth*)

(Uriah MeMf.J
(/Elim.)

(Seme/e.)

(Jephlhah.)

Recit acc. Sposa—Euridiee 1

Soog. Che far6. /

Chorus. Flush’d with conquest

Glee. Clii mat d'imqua strlla.

Symphony.
Recit. But who is he. 1

Sung. Awful, pleating Being !

}

Duetto, Ne’ |»rni tuoi felici.

Double Cbo. From the censer.

(Orfeo.J

(Ale,. Balm.)

(Oftmpiade.)

(Salomon.)

Comu.
Da. Akws.

Bach.

Paisivuo.
Handkl.

Vaughan sung 44 Odi grand* ombra*** charmingly, and
most admirably was he accompanied by the veterau

Mackintosh on the bassoon. We rejoice to observe no
falling off, either of strength or sweetness, in this fine

performer :—the song altogether was a great treat
;
but

then the
14 German Hymn,** so ta*(rfully and judiciously

followed up by the " Irish melody,*’ was almost too over-

powering! We were really sated with delight!—Mr. Phil-

lips did justice, upon the whole, to the air from Handel's

opera, but we wish he had paid more attention to our
former remarks upon straining the upper tones of his

voice: he must abate a little, or he will contract a
habit of coarseness, not to say vulgarity, which he may
find it difficult afterwards to subdue. We were inclined

to smile a little at 41 Avert these omens’* at the present

critical period. The noble Director, we suspect, voles in

the minority on the Catholic relief bill !—“Ye sacred

Priests'* and 44 Fair Aurora,** Oh ! rich and charming
novelties!—“ Confusa abbandonata,*

1
too—but Madame

Caradori warbled it well, so we must not complain.
The magnificent chorus from Joshua would be still more
effective if the repetitions in the tenor solo upon the

word “ glory” were curtailed. We are sure our friend

Vaughan will thank us for the suggestion, and we hope the

able conductor will take it into Am consideration.

• Tbi* sir we suspect to be the composition of PahieUo, not De Map.

We hail the return of Madame Camporese to these con-
certs ; she sang with her usual animation and power the

old favourite, 44 Che faro**—when we hear her again, we
shall hope for something new. If Bononciui’s pretty round
for three voices muH be turned into a glee for four, we do
trust that it will not be doled out to us in future so *owim/<r-

outly ; the Dead March in Saul was a downright hornpipe

to it this evening, and hardly could we be roused frum the

lethargy in which it plunged us, even by Mozart’s all-ani-

mating strain ! The Symphony was admirably performed ;

the second movement in particular. Miss Wilkinson wants
power and animation for

44 Awful, pleasing Being.** It is

an exceedingly difficult song to give due effect to, and we
really do not know a female vocalist of the present day
who andd do it justice. We remember, when very young,
bearing it sung by the late Mrs. Bates, who was indeed

fully equal to the performance: she seemed to see the

angel’s gradual approach in every bar of the song!

The duetto between Madame Camporese and Madame
Caradori Allan was charmingly sustained throughout;

their voices blended beautifully together, though, now and
then, we regretted the nicety of our ear. As a compo-
sition, “ Ner giorni tuoi felici” is not very powerful ; in

tenderness and elegance of expression Paisiello is scarcely

ever deficient, but he wants force and variety: there

is too great a sameness in all his mnsic; and though be

always pleases, he rarely surprises.

The Censer Chorus—a very judicious close.

Cbf pM&annomt Contrrt*.

FOURTH CONCERT, Mooday, April 6, 1829.

Act L
Stnfofut in A . . , . Bkktmovkn.
Duel Jo. “ AH id** di quel ractallo,” Sig. Doezelli

and Sig. De Bcfoii (Jl Had tere di Stngfta) . Rossini.

Concerto Como, Sig. Pud ... B*li oll
Seers*. Mad He. Blasts, *» Salvo *1 fin”' . . Pacini.

Overture, Ftetro ran Abano . , , Spoh*.

Act II.

Sinfoni* in C . . • . . Mozart.
Aria, Signor Doutlli, “ 11 mio tesoro" ( It Don

(Jtorartm) ..... MojcaRT.

Quartctlu, two Violin*, Viol*, and Violoncello,

Messrs. Spagoolrtli, Watts, Bdorall, and Lindlcy Bzcrirovx*.

Terzetto, Quel sembisnle," Madtlc. Binds. Sig.

Dootelli, and Sig. De Bcgnu (L’Jmganno Felice) Rossini.

Overture, Lodataka .... Ciiant-aisu.

Leader, M.Wxitcmil.—

C

onductor, Mr. Arrwoeo.

The symphony in a is, we hardly need remind our readers,

that of which we published the lovely movement in a mi-^
nor in our first volume, and we have often subsequently

spoken of the whole. We shall certainly never become
reconciled to either the first or last movements of this,

both being full of asperities, and almost unbearably whim-
sical. But it tries the skill of a band, which now did it

every possible justice. Mozart’s is that sometimes distin-

guished by the name of Jupiter. We have already ex-

hausted language in the praise of this glorious master-

piece, which, though known to us by heart, always seems
fresh, and never appears long enough.

The overture to Pietro von Abano is a study. To
those who will attentively listen to it about three times, its

beauties, which are many, will be unfolded. It is written

in a most masterly manner; but, what is more essential,

the ingenuity of its contrivances is attended by a

commensurate effect. Cherubini’s overture to Lodvuka
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is a very highly finished picture : wc need not, however,

dilate on its merits, having more than once had occasion

to mention it.

Puzzi’s concerto was perfection itself as to execution,

but the sameness of key in all the three movements, and

the want of harmonic variety, rendered it tedious, though

it was not in fact very long. The quartet is the first of

op. 18, in r; a delicate composition and most elegantly

performed, but the last movement is infinitely too long for

any concert, especially a public one, and should always be

abridged, if not omitted altogether.

The vocal part of the evening was more successful than

usual, though presenting, as is too common here, what

had been given over and over again before. The duet

met with vast applause, and in truth deserved much,

though De Begnis was rather too comic for the genuine

lover of music, who thought that too much buffoonery was

introduced into his part. Donzelli's voice sounded quite

splendidly in it; and his aria from Don Giovanni pro-

duced an encore that was too general and loud to be re-

sisted. Madlle. Blasis sang the scena of Pacini in a

very superior manner. Her voice is sufficiently extensive,

its quality not bad, her intonation pure, and her style, though

rather too ornamental, is of a good school. The eternal

Quel sembiantc went off exceedingly well, and once more
pleased. It is the only thing in the operetta that can

to be listened to with patience.

This was a particularly fine concert ; the vigour and
firmness of Weichsel’s leading were too remarkable not to

be very generally noticed.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC.

The pupils of this establishment performed their first

concert for the present season on Friday, April 3rd, at the

Hanover Square Rooms.
The following is the selection made for the occasion.

Part 1.

Symphony (No, 6.) Moeart.
“ Be sie-il ictus ” Missc* Dt’»r and Williams,

Messrs, Kasai* and A. Sarin ( Reyviem.) Mozart.

Song. “ la verdure dad," Mis* Belichamhxh*. (Crtaiion.J Haydn.

Adagio aiwi Rondo, Pianoforte, T. M. Ml oik

(Pupil of Mr. Potter.) (Concerto in E.J Mozciinn.
“ Kyric,” and “ Gloria.

1
' (Mau, So. 7.) Mozart

Part II.

Overture. ‘ (Qberam.) C. M. tom Wibxr.
Terzetto. “ Oh itelle," Misses 8mwih, Bronlrt, and

Williams, (U Fftut/o ;Vayici».) Mozart.
(Mr. Bhizzi. Introdnzione.)

Song. «* The Last Man," Mr. E. Seovin Calicott.
Concerto, Violin, C. A. StYMovn (pupil of Mr. F. Cramer.) Maursr.
Terzetto. " Oh numc beoefico," Miss Bkllciiamkm.

Messrs, A SanoadiI E. SaoUiM. (La Gaxxa LaJra.) Rossini.

Finale. 11 Gloria in exedsi*.” Beethoven.

The young Blagrove led the concert with great steadiness

and spirit, and the instrumental pieces were executed in a

very respectable manner. Young Mudie shewed con-
siderable powers of execution, though we wish he had a

little more feeling. Seymour’s concerto was very creditable

to the institution. W. Cullcott’s fine song, “ The last

roan,” shewed E. Seguin’s voice to advantage. He will,

we trust, acquire a little more animatioti as he gains in

experience and confidence. The other vocal pieces went
off rather heavily. The room was exceedingly well filled,

both as to numbers and company.

THE CONCERT OF A COMMITTEE OF
PROFESSORS.

The seceding members from the orchestra of the King's

Theatre, determined to shew their strength, got up this

concert, and proved to demonstration, that in parting from
them, the manager lost a body of performers not to be
matched in England certainly, and not to be equalled, as a
whole, in Europe, we entirely believe. The subjoined

needs very little comment. As far as the instrumental

part went, it was perfect ; some two or three of the vocal

pieces were not equal to the former, which, of course,

constituted the main strength of the evening.

Act I.

Pastoral Symphony ...... Beethoven.
Aria, Madame Cantoreii, “ Part i> ma lu.’’ Clarionet Obli-

gato, Mr. Willman (La Ciemrnxa dt TitoJ . . Mozart.
Duetto, Sig. Dk Brums and Mr. Phillipr, “ D/ttn bell* uso."

(

U

Twrxa in Italia) ..... Rossini.

Aria, Mademoiselle Blasis, " Lungi dal caro.” . Pal mu.
Fantasia, Piano Forte, Mu. Anderson ... Here.
Song, Mis* Pear*ox, “ Even aa the sun.” . Horn.
Scena, Mr. Draham, "The Battle of the Angels.” . Burn or.

Concerto, Flute, Mr. Nicholson ... Nicholson.

Act II.

Overtons ( Pietro von Abano

)

.... Spent a.

Aria, Madame Cami-oreue,** Di piacer." {La Gaxza Ladru) Rossini.

Aria, Mr, Phillips, m Qui sdegoo non s'sccende.”

(Zwtixrjkltt) ...... Mozart.
Duel, Mr. Braham And Mr. E. Tatlor, As I saw fair

Clorm.’* ....... Haydn.
Aria, Madame Cellini, "Alma invita." . . Rossini.
CoBcertante, Violin and Violoncello, Mr. Weicusll and

Mr. Lindlrt Lindley.
Terzetto, Madame Cellini. Mr. Graham, and Mr. E.

Taylor, “ Quel aembiante.*’ {L' Inganno Feiice) Rossini.

Overture {Ruler «/ tht Spirits) . . . Wrreh.

Leader, Mr. F. Cramer. Conductor, Sir Qiorqe Smart.

The room was respectably but not very fully attended.

The Wednesday in Easter week, the only duy it appears that

could be had for the purpose, is notoriously unfavourable to

any public assembly of this kind. The next concert of the

same party, which we trust will not be deferred till too late

a period in the season, will, we have no doubt, collect a
larger company. But let tbc individuals announce them-
selves more distinctly. Very few knew’ what was meant
by " a Committee,* &c. The public have been so often

cheated by Committees to manage masquerades, &c. that

they are become suspicious.

THE CONCERT AT GUILDHALL.

On Thursday, the 2nd of April, this concert, for the benefit

of the Italian and Spanish refugees, was attended by nearly

two thousand persons,—and as the principal performers
granted their services gratuitously, the net proceeds must
have been large indeed. The band consisted of that of

the Philharmonic, the wind instruments being doubled by
those of Covent Garden Theatre. It was led by F. Cramer,
and Sir G. Smart conducted. Not having room to enter

into particulars, wc can only say that the whole went off

in a most perfect manner, uud the praises bestowed on it

from all quarters are loud and unequivocal. Madume
Cauporksl on this occasion appeared for the first time

since her arrival from Italy, whither she had retired, it

was supposed, from the musical profession. That the

public rejoice at her resuming her station in our con-
certs was apparent from the reception she met with now:
she was greeted by three distinct and very warm rounds
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of applause, in which all present joined, even the ladies.

Her voice, rich and musical, is just what it was ; and, as

to pcrsoual appearance, she appears quite unaltered. We
can only add the programme of the concert, which also

includes the names of the performers.

rm r.

Grand Chora in the Coronation Anthem—“ The King shall

rejoice ........ Handet-

Scena—Mr. K. Taylor—" The Fall of Zion" . . . Paiaiello.

Air—Mt«» Wilkinson— Lord ! to thee" (ThmHora) . Handel.

Grand CUonil—u Hallelujah to the Father'' ( The Mount of
Qtivet) ........ Beethoven.

Air—Mr. Phillip*—“ Honour and Arms” . Handel.

Recit. ami Air—Mi*>s I’atoo—" If |pjil lie** blood" { Suuutna \ Handel.

Choru'^—'* Hex iremettdte MajesUtu !

" (/bftnni) . Mozart.

Quarletto—Mrs. W. Knyvelt, Mcion. \V. Knyvett, Horncastlr,

anti R. Taylor—“ Recordnre"

Seena—Mr. Bruham—“ The Battle of the AngrU" . . Bit-hop

Air—Mr*. W. Kuyvett—" What thnujjh 1 trace” (Jw/owwi) Handel.

Trio—Mrs. W. KnyitO, Mmn. \V. Knysctt and Horn*
ensile—•** The Lo*d will comfort Zion;” and Chorus

—

** 0 ting unto Jehovah" introduced hy Mr. Oanliner in

the Oratorio of 1 ‘ JutUih" ..... Haydn.
Recit. and Air—Mi» Pa|un—“ From mighty Kinga" (

Juda*

Stott.} Handel.
Grand Double Chorus— From the Censer" (jUbum) . Handel.

r*ar ii.

Grand Overture to. “ Euryantke" . . Q. M. vnn Weber.
Glee—" Mrs. W. Kuvrett, Md«r« W.Inpett, lloraeasUe.

an<l Phillips—“ See the Chariot at hand” . Horsley, M.B.
Aria—Madame Candori Allan—” II soave e bel contealo"

( Didanr .AUmmrtumita'} . . . , * Pacini.

Aria—Signor Dorurlli—“ Ah ! si per roi” ( Otethi) . Rorai.
Aria—Madaitie PUaroni—-* Klcna" {La DonnaM l^go) . RoMtui.

Sjwnhli National Air—Mr. Braham—(Written expressly for

tliis (coatioa) , . . . . . . Arranged by Gorats.

Ari*—Madame Cainpome—' ( Porto, ina tu ben mio" (A*
C/rmmza <i* Ttto) ...... Mozart.

Clarinet Obligato, .Mr. Willmno.

Terzetto—Madame <le Vigu, Madame Piwuvni, and Signor

Dotuclli-—" Cruda sort*’* (Wiccwnfe t Zormto) . Rossini.

Aria—Marie moi sidle Biasis—“ Bel Kaggio" ( Semiramide) Rossini.

Duetto—Madame Caradori Allan anti Madame Pisarout-

—

* I .aviami ! non t’ ascnlto” (// TancretU) . . Rimini.
Finale,, Grand Chorus—“ DtSMddi, 0 btfldka" {ZaubrrJbUe) Mozart

jfovctsn #1usual Report.

VIENNA.
Kiirnthnerlhor Theater.—Madame Pasta is arrived here

from Milan, and has entered into terms with the Count
von Gallemberg, director of this theatre, for a series of

representations, of which she is to receive the moiety.

The first of these soirees, for representation it could

hardly be called, took place on lhe24lh of February* The
fact is, that, at the moment of her arrival here, a suffi-

cient number of Italian singers could not he found to

get up an entire piece, and she could give only a series

of dramatic scenes. The first was that of Tancredi,

with the Di tanti patpiti ; after which the singer

appeared in the costume of Romeo, and sung the pre-

ghiera of the second act of Romeo e Giulietfa. Then
a Juliet having fortunately been found, and nothing more
being wanting hut a chorus, the third act of the same
opera was given entire, with full scenery and decorations.

The whole audience was electrified by the deep feeling

which she threw into this scene, and the impassioned
tqanner in which she sang the admirable air. Ombra
adorata. The receipts of the evening exceeded 4000
florins the prices of admission to every part of the house

having been raised. Arrangements ore to be made for

giving, on the successive evenings, acts, or portions of
acts, of the OteUo, Semiramide, Medea, La Rota bianca

e la Rota rotta, Zelmira, &c.

Josrphstadt Theater.—A pleasing drama, in two acts, has
appeared here with music by Hoser. The subject, entitled

Yrlva die Rutsiche Waite, (Vclva, the Russian Orphan),
is from the French of Scribe, the Lopez tie Vega of

modem France, and does honour to liia talent. As a
musical composition it abounds with spirited and cha-

racteristic melodies, and the accompaniments throughout

are full of expression and elfect. It is one of M. Rosa's
best productions, and likely to remain a favourite.

BERLIN.
Konigxtlidt Theater.—Auber’s Muette di Portici increases

in public favour. The effective manner in which this

opera has been brought out does great honour to Spon-
tini’s direction. The acting of Madame Desargus-Lemier^,
in the part of the Dumb Girl, and the performance of

M. Bader, us Masaniello, are deserving of every praise.

The introduction of the delightful and animated melodies

of the Neapolitans, and the splendid scenery, particularly

of the irruption of Vesuvius, are of a nature that caunot
fail to ensure the applause of the multitude,

KOnigtiche Theater,—Mozart’s early opera, Belmonte und
Constanze [or VEnlevement de Serail] has been revived

here, uud gave universal satisfaction. There is a freshness

about several of the melodies which is truly enchanting.

The Mudllc. v. Suhiitzrl performed the part of Bloudchcn,

and hy her lively acting, as well as chaste singing, and
marked respect for- the great master whose work she was
executing, added, if possible, to her former reputation.

Another revival has been Dat FitfhennlC&chen (The
Fisherman’s daughter), the poetry by the celebrated Theo-
dore Korner, the music by J. P. Schmidt. Sevcrul of the

melodies of this opera are of the most pleasing kind, and
some of the concerted pieces bcs|>euk the hand of a master.

M. Bader and Mile. SchXtiel were very effective in the

principal parts.

The celebrated Spohr is just arrived here, for the purpose

of superintending in person the production of his last grand

opera, Pietro von Alba no, of which great expectations are

formed.

DRESDEN.

Reissjger’s new opera, Libella , after triumphing over the

first spirit of opposition, has obtained the success to which

its merits entitle it. The subject and general contexture

of the work bear considerable resemblauce to the romantic

cast of Oberon. The music is rich iu melody and dramatic

expression, and the accompaniments are of a very superior

and masterly kind. If wc may believe all that is &ai<^

M. lleissiger appears destined to form a new epoch in the

present depressed state of German dramatic music.

MUNICH.
The new season commenced with Chelard’s Macbeth,

which appears to have lost no part of the interest it excited

when originally produced. Nor is this to be. wondered at*

when wc take into account the great truth of expression by

which this composition is marked throughout, the power-

ful character of the airs, and the highly dramatic nature of

the recitative and accompaniments. While the latter are

free from that affectation, and mystic but vague and in-

comprehensible character, which is so conspicuous iu the

Faust, and several other modem compositions; not ex-
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eepttng—though with reverence be it spoken—even Fidelio,

Kurynnthe, and Oberon

;

yet is tins part of the opera

marked throughout with new and striking effects, that

admirably harmonize with the situation. The opera is

nearly ready for publication, with a piano accompaniment

by the composer.

STUTGARD.

The short opera season here has been unusually brilliant.

Resides the usual complement of pieces from Mozart,

Rossini. Weber, Meyerbeer, Pafir.and Winter, three pieces,

new to this theatre, were produced ; Der Vampyr, a grand

romantic opera by Kapellmeister Lindpaintner ; tier llau-

rirer, (le Colporteur) by Onslow; Le Calife de Bagdad.

by Boieldieu
;
they were all, but particularly the first, very

favourably received, and had every justice done them in the

performance. There was also a revival of Salomo'a Urlheil

(the Judgment ofSolomon), a melodrama ofa very effective

kind, with music by Quaisin. The music of this piece is

full of expression, and has merits of no common kind.

WEIMAR.
The opera season Ims been a successful one, under the

able direction of Kapellmeister Hummel, whose zeal and

abilities are duly appreciated here. The house opened

vritb Rossini’s Mow, which was new to our stage. Con-
mdenible expectations were formed of it, but it did not

take, and was withdrawn niter three representations. Our
Gazette thus shortly and uncourteously disposes of it ;

—

“ The plot of the piece is without interest, and, with the

exception of some beautiful pieces, the score is weak, and

many of its parts conlrrsens ; it has fortunately disappeared

from our stage, to return no more.” It was replaced by

Euryanthc, which has become a favourite piece here. Two
other operas were given for the first time ; Roadie* do*

Schv'eizrrrnUdchen (Rosetta, the Swiss maiden), a pleas-

ing production in two acts, the music by Bierei, in which

a Mile. Kladzig gave general satisfaction, as well by the

spirit of her acting, as her chaste and effective style of

singing. The other opera was Der Grafvon G/dchen, the

music by C. Kberwein, which also pleased.

On occasion of the birthday of the veteran Goethe, two

of his pieces were performed, Gotz von Berlichmger, and

on the following evening Egmonl, with the music of

Beethoven.

On the birthday of the Grand Duke, Hummel's TV

Drum was given, under the composer’s own direction, and

performed by the united bands of the theatre and Chapel

Royal in a very effective manner.

LE1PSIC.

Otto Claudius, already known to the musical world by

several compositions of merit, has just completed an opera

upon which he has for some time past been engaged. It

is entitled Aladin, oder Ihe IVunderlampe (Aladin, or the

‘Wonderful Lamp), the text by the celebrated Oehlen-

schluger. Having been favoured with a sjjecimen of this

composition, which has been sung in some of our private

music circles, and excited considerable interest, I take

this opportunity of enclosing it. [This is a quartet far
two sopranos and two altos, and in our possession.’]

HANOVER.
Marehners new opera, Der Vampyr

,

was produced here

for the first time at the opening of the season, and
favourably received. The composer led the opera in per-

son, and at the close of the performance was colled upon

the stage to receive the congratulations of the public.

M. Gay and Mad. Nicola particularly distinguished them-
selves by their able performance of the principal charac-

ters. We may remark, en passant, that this o|H‘ra is just

published for the pianoforte only, without tut; operas

usually end this way; but we believe it is the first instance

upon record of an opera beginning its career in such a
manner.

A very young singer of the name of Polli has just made
her appearance here, and is the lion [query lioness] of the

day. She is said to possess one of the finest soprano
voices ever heard.

PARIS.

Theatre Halim.—The Don Giovanni was given here ; but

as all the characters of this opera arc effective, and the

company here is, with otic or two exceptions, weakness

itself, this great work was massacred. The port of Lepo-
rello failed in the hands of Signor Zuccoli, and the ener-

getic character of Donna Elvira was dreadfully disfigured

by u Mademoiselle Bufardiu. The wags remarked, that

she fell doubly in the part ; for having got entangled in the

folds of her very inconvenient dress, the unfortunate lady

measured her length upon the boards. Mademoiselle
Sontug was the Donna Anna, and Madame Malibran the

Zerlina of the evening ; to both these favourites—spoiled

shall I say ?—of the public, may be applied this observa-

tion of au eminent critic :
44 The singer who ventures to

ornament the melodies of Mozart, must do so more with

feeling than with flourishes.” The orchestra did its duty

better, and the overture was warmly encored. It may be

remarked, by-the-by, that in the scene of the masked ball

the words viva f Uaritn

!

were substituted in the place of

the original reading, viva la libertd!—Was this purely

accidental ?

The Semirantide was given for the benefit of Bordogni.

Mademoiselle Sontag appeared in the principal character,

and Madame Malibran performed the part of Arsace. In
this music these singers are at home, and may display the

flexibility of their organs with impunity. The former, par-

ticularly in the air, Bel raggio lusinghiero, and the other

in the celebrated duet, the masterpiece of the opera, were
greeted with the most enthusiastic applause. The journals

are full of lameutalions at the painful thought, that these

two great artistes are doomed to the land of fogs !

A respectable journal informs us, that Madame Mali-
bran has signed an engagement for next season, the terms
of which arc 48,000 francs (about 2000/.), and a free

benefit.

This theatre closed the 31st ult, and, according to re-

port, is to be opened again in October, with a company in

a great measure fresh. Several new works are mentioned,

and among others, / Pirate, the last work of the young
Maestro Bellini ; as also a new opera from the pen of

Carnfa, composed expressly for this theatre.

Though this theatre is closed, the dilettanti are busy

concerning the engagements for the next season. For the

manager the business is rather more serious. According

to the theatrical journals the lowest terms of a lady-singer

is, for six months 35,000/., and in addition, some secret

advantages:—some speak of 44,000 f plus 4, and also

6,000f de feux, and a benefit. Or, at lost 45,000/. and
a benefit guaranteed at 4,000 /.

Opera Comiquc.— It is not yet decided whether BoTel-

dieu's new opera, Le* deux Nuils
, is to be given before

the close of the theatrical year. One of the poets
M. Scribe, who must feel anxious not to interfere with the
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success of his last piece. La Fiancee, will not be sorry

at this delay, or feel called upon to hasten its appearance.

The composer, who knows the effect of music in the Fey-

deuu, and is not acquainted with the capabilities of the

new theatre, so for as sound is in question, is desirous

of trying the effect of his new opera in the former, before

transferring it to the latter; so that all is uncertainty.

The Academic Royale, class Beaux-arts, have elected

M. Auber, composer of La Seige, La Muetledi Portici, &c.,

a member, in the room of M. Gosaec, deceased. M. Auber
had 16 votes, M. Charnpern 12, and M. Reicha 6.

€l)f Drama.

King's Theatre.

A Ballet under the name of MasanieUo was produced

at this theatre on the 24th of March, and is in fact Au-
ber’s opera. La MutUe de Portici

,
put into action, the

music of which is all arranged for the orchestra, except two
chomsscs. Its success has been as great as it is deserved ;

and M. Desiiayes, who is entitled to all the credit of the

adapting and getting it up, has shewn himselftobea man
of first-rate ability for such an undertaking *.

On the 31st of the same month Rossini's Ricciardo e

Zoraidc, compressed into one act, was performed, Madlle.

Blasis, Mad. Pisakoni, and Signor Donxklli filling the

principal parts. There is enough in this to make a toler-

able short opera, nevertheless it proved very dull, and pro-

duced no effect. Madlle. Blasis shewed no little talent

in the character of Zoraidc ,* she has many excellent qua-

lities as a singer, and no defect, unless her acquiescence

in the prevailing habit of embroidery is to be reckoned as

one.

La (Sazza Ladra has been performed, but upon the

whole ill supported, and did not succeed. In this Signor

Bordocini

—

who has long been well known to the visitants

of Paris, where he has for many years past filled the situa-

tion of primo tenore at the Thdlltre Italien—made his first

appearance in this country. He is a very elegant singer,

and a master of his art, but his want of power, as much felt

in the French capital as here, renders him very inefficient

in a large theatre. He has, consequently, failed entirely

on our Italian stage. Notwithstanding which, let us do

him the justice to aver, that a more finished singer has

rarely been heard on any stage.

Madame Malibran was presented to the public for the

first time since her departure four years ago, on Easter

Tuesday, the 21st ult. ns Desdemona in Rossini’s OtcUo.

In 182b, being then about seventeen years of age, she de-

buted here as Rosina in II Barbicrc, and afterwards per-

formed the part of Felicia in II Crociato in Egitto. In

both these characters she exhibited considerable talent,

and was rewarded with every kind of encouragement. She
then went to New York with her father, performed there

for a considerable time, and married. Europe, however,

had more attractions for an ambitious young female than

America, she therefore re-crossed the Atlantic, and last

year arrived in Paris, where her success has been of a very

decided nature. Madame Malibran is rather below the

middle stature, blit well made. She is not handsome, but

her countenance is capable of much expression, and her

personal appearance is rather in her favour. Her voice is

* For Mime of the rao*t popular music in this ballet, we refer to the

pages of the Harm os icon.

a mezzo-soprano of great compass, extending from A
above the lines to a below. It is not remarkable for ful-

ness or power, but is clear, strong enough for all useful

purposes and her intonation is free from all reproach.

Her natural taste, or else her education, inclines her to-
wards the ornamental style, and she undoubtedly is too
lavish of ornament; her embellishments, however, are
generally appropriate and well executed, her shake ex-
cepted, for which somewhat gothic grace—if it deserves

the name of grace—she seems to have a strong predilec-

tion, though one of the most imperfect we ever heard.

Her descending semitonic run, too, is not less liable to

censure, we mean as regards her execution of it. Con-
sidered abstractedly, it is the disgrace of the present mu-
sical age ; in its best form it only imitates those sounds
extorted by extreme pain : a fit of the cramp or colic, or a
severe surgical operation, would bring it out in the highest

state of perfection : but when so vile a passage has failure

added to its other vices, it becomes contemptible as well

as hateful.

Madame Malibran is an imitator of Madame Pasta, but
she has not yet, whatever may be her success hereafter,

reached the excellence of the original. She is inferior to

her in pathos and discrimination, both in acting and sing-

ing, in the former particularly. The scene with her father,

and likewise the last, where the Moor pursues her with his

dagger, are violent exaggerations, and very nearly touch
the confines of vulgarity. The fault is partly imputable to

the Italianized drama; but Pasta’s excellent judgment
enabled her, in some degree, to correct the errors of the
Marchese di Berio*, who modestly undertook to correct
the blunders of Shakspeurc.

Signor Donzelli’s OtcUo entitles him to every praise,

whether his performance be considered as a vocal or
histrionic effort. Signor Curioni’s Roderigo, a part not
equal to his station, but which he manifested great good
sense in accepting, was very judiciously represented.

M. le Vasseur

—

who it seems to be unknown was
engaged here in 1816— is a good musician, with an
agreeable, though not u deep or powerful, base voice. In
person he is manly and well-formed, and his action is in-

variably correct, if not so energetic as it ought to be in

the part of Elmiro. In the concerted pieces the low
sonorous tones of Porto were certainly much missed.
Thus it will appear that the opera was upon the whole

well performed on the stage. In the orchestra it was just as

much the reverse: wc never before heard so many blun-

ders and so much bad playing in this theatre ; and as to

the Signori Gambati, they are a perpetual source of dis-

traction and head-ache. Theirs nre llrobdignagian penny-
trumpets, the sound of which would infallibly raze the walls

of the house, had these the sensibility of their ancestors,

the walls of Jericho. On this occasion the pit was full,

though the boxes exhibited but few people of fashion.

OtcUo is a tedious affair at the best ; even with Pasta it was
a task to sit it out ; and it was now lengthened by a divertise-

ment, in which a Mademoiselle Vaque-Moumn appeared for

the first time in London, and did every thing as a danseuse

that good taste rejects and nature abhors. But she was
much applauded, and most of the Papers praise her. Our
only wouder is—and we are not over nice—how modest
women can sit and witness an exhibition, which, were it

to take place in a public-house or in the street, would
inevitably, and very justly, give the perpetrator a month’s
dance on the tread-mill.

* Hamuuuam, vol. i. First Senes, j>*ge 5»H, for a full crilique t

this open.



MEMOIR OF HENRY CAREY.

[
Collectedfrom Bubxby’s Account ofhim, from Hawkins’s Hittory, and other Authorities.]

Henry Carey, or Harry Carev, ns he is most commonly
colled, is said to have heen an illegitimate son of George
Savillc, Marquis of Halifax. He was a musician by pro-

fession, one of the minor order of poets, and a man of a

very facetious disposition, who had the power of exciting

mirth without licentiousness or indecorum, a desirable

talent, which none of his predecessors, such us Cornyshe,

Coryat.Tom Brown, or Tom D’Urfcy, possessed. Of his

education nothing seems to be known, except that he was
not a regular bred musician. It has been said, indeed,

that he had his first lessons from a German named Wes-
teinson Linnert ; that Roseingrave gave him some instruc-

tions ; and, lastly, that he was in some sort u disciple of

Gemiuiani. But the result of all this did not, us his

friend Lampe, a man of truth, used to say, enable him to

put a base to his own ballads.

Being thus slenderly accomplished in his art, his chief

employment was teaching at small boarding-schools, and
among people of middling rank in private families, fie

possessed a prolific, ready invention, and very early in life

distinguished himself by the composition of songs, of

which he was author of both words and music. One of

these, “ Of all the Girls that are so smart,*' or “ Sally in

our Alley," was sung by everybody when it came out, and
j

has never ceased to be a favourite since. This the anthor

relates was founded on a real incident ; and, mean as the

subject may appear, he states that Addison was pleased

with that natural ease and simplicity of sentiment which
characterize the ballad, and more than once vouchsafed to

commend it.

The first we hear of Carey was that he produced two
farces in the year 1715; one of which. The Contrivances, is

said, in the Biographia Dram atica, to be a very entertain-

ing piece, which had good success in its day.

lu 1730, it appears, that when Miss Rafter, afterwards

the celebrated Mrs. Clive, first appeared on the stage of

Drury Lane as a singer, it was at the benefit of Harry
Carey , who seems to have been her singing-master. The
manner in which this benefit was announced in the Daily

Post , December 3, is so singular, that we shall transcribe

the paragraph for the amusement of our readers. After

naming the play, which was Greenwich Park, and the ad-

ditional entertainments of singing, particularly a dialogue

of Purcell by Mr. Corey and Miss Rafter, and a cantata

of Mr. Carey’s by Miss Rafter, there is an apology from

Carey, for “ the tragedy of half au act" not being per-

formed; but a promise is made of indemnification by the

entertainments between the acts. The editor of the paper

then adds : “ But at our friend Harry Carry's benefit to-

night, the powers of music, poetry, and paintiug assemble

in his behalf, he being an admirer of the three sister-arts :

the body of musicians meet in the Haymarket, whence
they march in great order, preceded by a magnificent

moving organ, in fonn of a pageant, accompanied by all

the kinds of musical instruments ever in use from Tubal
Cain to the present day

;
a great multitude of booksellers,

June, 1829.

authors, and painters form themselves into a body at

Temple-bar, whence they march with great decency to

Covcnt Garden, preceded by a little army of printers

devils, with their proper instruments: here, the two bodies

of music and poetry are joined by the brothers of the

pencil ; when, after taking some refreshment at the Bedford
Anns, they inarch in solemn procession to the theatre,

amidst an innumerable crowd of spectators."

Poetry and music, in high antiquity, formed but one
profession, and many have been the lamentations of the

learned, that the sister arts were ever separated. Harry
Carey, and Jean Jaqucs Rousseau, are the only bards

in modem times who have had the address to reconcile

and unite them. The Honest Yorkshircman of Carey,

aud the Devin du Village of Rousseau, are indisputable

proofs that popular strains, at least, if not learned and
elegant music, may be produced by the writer of a dra-

matic poem. Carey, without musical learning, invented

many very pleasing and natural melodies, which neither

obscured the sense of the words, nor required much science

to hear. But cither from the ambition of the singer, or

expectations of the audience, music is not suffered to re-

main simple long upon the stage; and the more plain

and ancient the melodics, the more they are to be embel-
lished by every new performer of them. The tunes in the

Beggars Opera will never appear in their original simple

garb again.

In 1732 he produced the words of two serious operas,

Amelia, and Teraminla. The first of these was set by
Lampe

; and the second by the late Mr. Smith, Handel’s
disciple, friend, and successor in superintending the per-

formance of oratorios.

In 1734 his mock tragedy of half an act, called CAro-
nonhotonthologos, was first performed at the little theatre

in the Haymarket; a piece of humour that will always be
in season, as long as extravagance and bombast shall dare

to tread the stage.

In 1736, and for several subsequent years, his little

English opera, entitled the Honest Yorkshircman, was
almost always in constant run.

The year 1737 was rendered memorable at Covent Gar-
den Theatre by the success of the burlesque opera of the

Dragon of Wantley , written by Carey, and set by Lampe,
“after the Italian manner." This excellent piece of hu-
mour had run twenty-two nights when it was slopped, with

all other public amusements, by the death of her Majesty
Queen Caroline, November 29tli, but was resumed again
on the opening of the theatres in Januury following, and
supported as many representations as the Beggars Opera
had done ten years before. And if Gay’s original inten-

tion in writing his musical drama was to ridicule the Opera,
the execution of his plan was not so happy as that of
Carey, in which the mock-heroic tuneful monster, recita-

tive, splendid habits, and style of music, all conspired to

remind the audience of what they had seen and heard at

the Lyric Theatres, more effectually than the most vulgar
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street tunes could do ; and much more innocently than the

tricks and transactions of the most abandoned thieves and

prostitutes. Lampe’s music to this farcical drama was

not only excellent fifty years ago, hut is still modern and

in good taste. Dr. Burney tells us.

In 1738, Margery, or the Dragon*u; a sequel to the

Dragon of fFantley, written with equal humour, and as

well set by Lampe, came out ; but had the fate of all

sequels. When the novelty of a subject is faded away,

and the characters developed, it is difficult to revive the

curiosity of the public about persons and things of which

opinions are already formed. The Dragonen appeared

but a few nights, and was never revived.

Nancy, or the. Parting Loren, was produced after these,

and likewise set by Lampe ; but the occasional songs and

cantatas, which he wrote and set to music himself, are

innumerable. His burlesque birth-day ode turned the

odes of Cibber into ridicule, as effectually as Pope’s Dun-
dad could do. And his ballad of 8aUy in our Alley had,

as we have stated, the honour ofbeing praised by Addison
for the poetry, ond Geminiani for the tune

;
but though poor

Carey was a successful musician, he was always indigent,

and heavy on the hands of his friends. He seems to have

been professionally active ; he taught music upon low terms,

and had no particular vice or extravagance laid to his

charge; but whether from embarrassed circumstances, do-

mestic unhappiness, or malignity of rival but less success-

ful writers, or from whatever cause, in a fit of insanity or

despondency, Oct. 4th, 1743, at his house in Warner
Street, Colubath- Fields, he terminated with a cord a life

which he had innoxiously, and not uselessly, spent.

The precise date of this fatal catastrophe totally invali-

dates the claims that were made some fifteen ot twenty

years ago by his son for the honour of having written and
set the national song, “ God save great George our King,”
at the time of the rebellion in 1745, which we have cogent
reasons, says Dr. Burney, to believe was written for King
James II., while the Prince of Orange was hovering over

the coast*. And when the latter became king, who durst

own or sing it? ** We are certain,” Dr. B. continues,
’** that in 1745, when Dr. Arne harmonized it for Drury-
lane Theatre, and C. B. (Charles Burney, the Dr. himself)

for Covent Garden, the original author of the melody was
unknown.”

M. AUBER AND LA MUETTE DE PORTICL

[Extract ofa Letter from Parit.]

May 12, 1829.
* * * * I see by the papers, that under

the title of MasanieUo

,

you have successfully naturalized
M. Aubcris very popular opera, LaMuelte de Portici. As
so much iuterest is excited by this production, you may
not be displeased to learn some particulars respecting it,

and some of the critical opinions that pass current here
relative to it. And first of the character of La Muelte

,

It

will doubtless appear whimsical that I should cite as one

* The “ cogent reason” allikded to by Dr. B. is, that the Ute king,
George Ilf., shewed him a book, printed in the reign of June* II n con-
taining the very same words, except that instead of " George,” James's
name appeared.

of the best parts of an Opera, a dumb girl ; and yet I am
serious: the melo-dramatic music, which gives language
to that which Fcnellu con express by gestures only, is in

the highest degree honourable to the talents of M. Auber.
It is impossible that the delicate shades of feeling which
agitate the bosom of this young and interesting female
could be rendered with more fidelity and truth, than in

this expressive music. This is not the kind of merit the
public arc most likely to appreciate, but they unconsciously
feel the whole force of its impression

;
and while the un-

divided attention seems riveted upon the impassioned
pantomime of the actress, it is in reality the music which
holds that attention captive. The part of Maumiello seems
admirable from beginning to end. The delightful barca-
rolla which marks his entrance, the concluding piece of
the second act, his air in the fourth, his cavatina, and
the striking phrases by which he interrupts the chorus of
the fisherman in revolt ; but, above all, the scene of his

delirium, possess an interest, and are given with a power
of colouring, which concentrate the feelings of the specta-
tor upon this highly dramatic personage. By-the-by, it

would be doing an injustice to Nourrit, to omit to state,

that he perfectly imbodics the conception of the musician
and the poet, and sings and performs to a wonder. The
choruses are also excellent : the composer has done ample
justice to the variety of situation afforded him by the poet.

That of the fishermen in the second act, of the market
scene, of the revolt, of the prayer, and the Bacchanalian
movement in the fourth, are all portrayed with a varied,

yet suitable colouring. Of the acccompanimcnts in ge
neral, I should say that they are too much k la Rossini

;

that the composer is too fond of throwing in his masses of
harmony, which are frequently detrimental to the song,
and not always in accordance with the predominant feel-

ing and character of the situation. But M. Auber has to

write for a public but too much spoilt in this respect
; not,

however, that such a consideration ought to serve as an
apology ; on the contrary, it is the doty of every true lover

of the art to combat an evil of which it is not easy to

calculate the extent.

But I must be just as well as generous ; and having
dilated upon the beauties of the piece, I shall speak of
what arc considered as its defects. It has been generally

remarked that, with the exception of the barcarolln in the

second act, and the delightful cavatina in the fourth, the
airs and duets are too long, and that in the codas to the
different concerted pieces too many concessions are made
to the singers. This defect, which perhaps might not be
felt at the piano, is particularly perceptible in the air in
the fourth act, Arbitre (Tune vie, &c. ; the violent position

in which Masaniello’s sister is placed, cannot naturally be
supposed to udrnit of so long a suspense. By this pro-
traction, the dumb play loses its effect ; the spectator feels

too acutely to take any interest in a forced situation, and
would find any air, however excellent, an annoyance at

such a moment. The duet with which the third act opens
is better placed, and the motivo is good

; but this also

has the defect ofbeing too long, aud the air in consequence
becomes vague and ineffective. Much of this, however,
is, of course, matter of opinion.

I have just read the following note addressed by M.
Troupenas, the publisher, to M. Fetis, the Editor of the
Ri;vue Mmicale.

“ Several German Journals, in giving an account of the

striking success which has attended the production of the

Muelte de Portici at Berlin, pretended, I know not upon
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what grounds, that the barcarolla, and several other me-
lodies of this opera, are national Neapolitan aim, intro-

duced by the composer as his own. As Editor of the

Muettc de Portici
, I feel called upon to correct the inac-

curacy of this assertion, and to declare that all the motives

of these airs are of M. Auber’s own composition. In sup-

port of my assertion I could adduce the evidence of Ros-

sini, who Is ready to attest, if necessary, that the airs of

La Muettc are not known by him as Italian national

melodies. As for the rest, Sir, the error of the German
writers is but an additional and gratuitous eulogium on

M. Auber’a production ; it goes to prove that he has de-

picted with truth of colouring the nation in which the action

of his piece lies, since even professional men have been led

to mistake the imitation for reality. This is a merit which

Rossini has been frequently heard to recognise as forming

a distinguishing feature in the Muettc de Portici, and
which no one is so justly able to appreciate as the author

of the Donna del Logo.
u

I am. Sir, &c. &c.

** E. Troupenas."

The rehearsals of Boieldieu’s new opera. Let deux NuiU,
are in full activity, and its appearance is expected with

impatience. It has been delayed by Ponchard’s indispo-

sition ; but in order to prevent any further disappointment,

the part is to be given to a young singer of merit, M.
Moreau-Cinti.

Rev. Mr. LISTON'S EUHARMONIC ORGAN*.
[Concluded from p. 103-J

Mr. G. H. now brings forward his own theory ; and at

the first glance of the table of the sounds, which he reckons
necessary to make the diatonic scale perfect, I cannot help
expressing some surprise that he should have objected to

my grave second, as disturbing the established order of the
scale, when his own scheme disturb* no less than four of the

established members, certainly not the least important

—

the major third perfect fourth, major seventh, and even the

tonic itself. But this is merely an arsrumcnium ad Aomt-
nern, and is of no value in settling the question whether
bis system be good or bad. This must be determined by
the effect*.

That on which the whole hinges is the introduction of a
new sound derived from prime seven. The minor seventh
belonging to the dominant chord, he contends, is of the
ratio expressed by the improper fraction 4 * and, conse-
quently, the semitone by which it resolves on major third
to the tonic by This he calls a diatonic semitone, a
name to which it certainly is not entitled by the received

• The reader is requested to correct the fallowing typographical errors
ia the first part of this letter. No. XVII. New Series.
r*e» (a um
101 1 10 from the bottom, for on the scale, read in the scale.

ib. 2 25 for o'p and d
1

a, read nr and da.

ft. ib. 10 from bottom, for tone Coerth, read true fourth.
102 1 14 for materially similar, read exactly similar.

>6. ib, 14 from bottom,for stop when p is grave, read slop in which, Ac.
ib. 2 8 far 1 subjoin, read * I subjoin.

ib. ib. In the first musical example tbe last note in the bass bo not n,
103 1 8 from bottom, for tooc lesser fifth, read tree leseer fifth.

2 13 for reason , before, read reason, before.
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nomenclature. But there is no use in disputing about
words.

This is not the first time that ratios of intervals derived

from other primes than those from which the diatonic scale

(in the ordinary acceptation) is derived, has engaged my
attention ;

and I will begin ray observations by a quotation

from my Essay on Perfect Intonation. Note e.
44 If a

musical string be divided by a light touch of the finger,

so as not entirety to stop it, in any proportion of the fol-

lowing arithmetical progression, 4, 4 , J. {* 7^,

^t* t*7» T*x* 1*1* tV* tV* when acted on by the bow, both

parts vibrate and the string sounds. But if it be so di-

vided by a light touch in any other proportion but those

in the above series, it refuses to sound, the vibrations of
one end not corresponding with those of the other. Now
all these ratios are composed of the primes 1, 2, 8, 5, ex-
cept three, 4, -fc, -fc.

It is contended therefore that these

ore pointed out by nature as primes of musical ratios, aa

well as the others, and that in the scale of nature the rutio

4 brought within the octave, that is 4, is the minor seventh.

On this subject we have the following observations by
Dr. Smith, (Har. Sec. iv. 10.)

4 If it be asked why no
more primes than 1, 2, 3, 5, are admitted into musical

ratios, one reason is, that consonances whose vibrations

are in ratios whose terms involve 7, 11, 13, &c., cateri*

paribus, would be less simple and harmonious than those

whose ratios involve the lesser primes only. Another
reason is tikis: as perfect fifths and other intervals result-

ing from the number 3, make the schism of a comma with

perfect thirds, and other intervals resulting from the num-
ber 5, so such intervals as result from 7, 11, 13, &c. would
make other schisms with both those kinds of intervals.’ He
should rather have said, that as from the primes 1 , 2, 3, 5t

are obtained perfect fifths, perfect thirds major and minor;
in short, every interval that may be formed by the ele-

ments, tone major, tone minor, and semitone ; so from the

primes 7, 11, 13, we should have other intervals totally

different from perfect filths and thirds, inconsistent with

them, and composed of elements of quite other propor-

tions.” These propositions 1 am now to illustrate by an
examination of Mr. G. H.’s dominant chord, and others

which result from this new ratio.

The easiest and best way, and fumiliar to musicians, of
comparing intervals, is by counting the degrees of the dia-

tonic scale which they contain. But this method will not

avail us here, because a new element is introduced which
that scale does not contain. When engaged in writing

my Essay, I calculated a set of numeral measures, or

logarithms of the ratios, the addition and subtraction of

which measures answer to the multiplication and division

of the ratios. The common logarithms would answer the

same purpose. But the common logarithm answering to

the ratio of the octave, 2: 1, being .3010300, I preferred

calling the measure of the octave 1.000, &c. ; so that these

measures shew the proportions of the intervals to each

other in decimals of the octave. As this table may be useful

to some of your readers, I give it entire in the next page.

To illustrate the use of these measures we may give an
example or two. The perfect fifth consists of major third

and minor third. Add the measures of these intervals, and
the sum is the measure of the fifth—or add the measure

of two major tones, one minor tone and semitone, the sum
is the measure of the fifth ;

subtract the measure of greater

tone from that of the fifth, the remainder is the measure of

the fourth. Add the measure of the fourth to that of the

fifth, the sum is the measure of the octave, &c. &c.
S 2
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TABLB OF PERFECT MCSICAL INTERVALS, AS GIVEN BY

THE F.ITIARMONIC ORGAN.

T. demotes Tone Major; t. Too* Minor; .V, Diatonic Semitone.

Names of Interval*.
Decree* of

Dialank S.-alo.
Ratios. Measures

C toC Oru»* .... 3 T, 2 t. 2 S. 2 : 1 1.0000000

C — B Major seventh . 3 T. 2 1 . 1 8. 15:8 0.90C3WO

c -bb Acute minor seventh

.

3T.lt.iS •*» 0.l«t7J2fi9

C — B W Mia.* seventh . 2 T. 2 t, 2 >«'* 0 OKC49

C — A Redundant oixth . 3 T. 2 I. 925: 128 0 i-UTSifi

B —A b Diminished seventh . 2 T. 1 t. 3 8. 1*:* 0 7711810

C — A* Acute major si slh . 3T. 1 1,1 8. 27: l« o 7548877

C -A Major sixlh • 2 T. 2 , 1 S. 5:3 0 7312657

C -A l> Minor sixth . . 2 T. 1 t, 2 S. 8:5 O.67t*o7t»

C -G$ Redundant fifth... 9 T, 2 L 25: Iff 0.6438X5

C — G Perfect, or major fifth , 2 T. I t, 1 S. ••
o -ob Leaser fifth . . . IT, lt,2S. 64; 45 o.5ot*l tC7

c -k; Major fourth . 2T.lL 45: 32 0.4918533

c — r Minor, or perfect fourth . I T. 1 *. 1 S. 4:3 0.4150374

C -E Major third IT, 1 L 5:4 0.33l!>.*2

C -Kb Minor third . . I T, 1 8. 6:5 0 2630343

e -Kb Grave minor third 1 1. 1 8. 32:27 0.2451123

C -Di Redundant seventh • IT.l t, lee, IS. 73:64 o 2288120

A Jf
— C Diminished third • . 2 S . . 255 : 225 0. 1862184

c -r> Major second . . T , , , 9:8 0.169W51

D — E Minor serond t . . 10:9 <1,1520031

c -c; Chromatic semitone . T. less 8 . 135 : 128 o 0768159

I) _D$ GraT* chromatic semitone t, lens S « 25: 21 o.Odffincn

*<s— < Diesis .... . 128 : 125 0. 0342153

C#-Db Grave Diesis . , . SOW : 2O23 0 01Gi*S3

c -c- Comm* .... 81 : 8U 0.0179920

These measures express ihe relative acuteness or gravity

of any two intervals ; and by means of corresponding

incusurcs of the new ratios brought into the scale from the

prime 7, we shall be able to compare their pitch with the

perfect acknowledged intervals of the diatonic scale. I

shall therefore here give a table of the intervals in his

chord of dominant seventh,

o to r grave, minor seventh 7 : 4 0. 8073547

n acute to r grave, lt*s*r fifth 44 1 : 320 0.4G27080 2
T
*
t
rommi loo Bat.

• to n acute, major third 80 : 63 0.3446464*1 commaloo sharp.

acute to o, minor third 189 : 160 0.2403142 com. ton flat,

p to r grave, minor third 7 i 6 0.2223921 2j*
f com. loo flat,

a to r grave, semitone 21 :20 0.0703893

With this table before us tlien, let us take Mr. G. II.’s

• From the measure of acute third . . . .3446484
Subtract that of perfect major third .... .3219282

Difference in exceu .0227202
Again,

To the measure of comma . . . , . .0)79220
Add T\ comma ....... =.0048676

Sum .0228096
So that the difference i* 1 ,'

T
comma, very nearly. The minor third

»D i* dimished by the tame quantity. The minor third df i» let,* than
my grave minor third hy the «ame quantity, consequently about 2,1,
comma flatter than consonant minor third, "fho leaver fifth is diminished

by twice the same quantity, or about 2,', comma.

example, and filling up the chords, consider the harmony
which it is likely to produce.

In falling from r to r. by the new semitone, he says,

that the r. must be made a eery little sharper than a
true major third—a very little? Nay, a very great deal

—

more than a comma and u quarter. He never heard

a major third comma too sharp, I must in charity be-

lievc, otherwise he never could have supposed it a small

matter, or contemplated for a moment one considerably

sharper. Then again the interval of sixth from o is

I-^ty comma sharper than the inversion of consonant

minor third, which it ought to be. The whole combina-

tion must make inconceivable jargon. Such is his tonic

harmony when he first arrives nl it. I say nothing of his

acute e moving to his grave f by another kind of semitone,

or rather quurter tone. Let us consider the intervals in his

dominant chord. We shall suppose his seventh good in

itself; but as n must go to c by bis new semitone, we have

again his major third intolerably acute as before, and if

d be in the chord as signified by the dot, the extremely flat

minor third from b to t> is a chord of perfect fifth. Then
consider the lesser fifth from his acute b to grave f, nearly

double comma less than greater fourth—a new species of
iuterval between the perfect and dissonant fourths; and
if d be in the chord, this lesser fifth, made up of two
minor thirds, (both a great deal smaller than the grave
minor third with which he reproaches me,) the one I^V
comma, and the other 2 fa comma flatter than consonant
minor third. Arc these theoretical perfections in his own
case ? At last wc arrive at his perfect tonic chord ; and
he has done right to mark a pause over it, for I um sure

the ears of the listeners will need both consolatiuu and
rest.

Nor let Mr. G. H. say that there is nothing but my
assertion that the effect of such intervals must be bad.

The effect of major third comma too sharp, with the con-

sequent diminution of the minor third in the common
chord, is well known, and here it is if possible made still

worse by additional sharpness in the one and diminution

in the other; assisted too by a minor third still more
altered, between the d and grave f. Truly, if such inter-

vals may be tolerated, men of science have been long very

idly employed in devising how to distribute the error of

comma over the scale, in their schemes of temperament.
I do not expect Mr. G. H. to yield to this reasoning,

or assertion, as he may reckon it. But here is a proper
subject of experiment by which the dispute may be settled

between us. If he accept the offer I have made above,

we shall easily devise the means of obtaining his new
intervals, and proving them good or bad, and his semitone

admissible or inadmissible.

I ask, besides, how will this system assort with a sus-

pension of the seventh as fourth to the tonic, retarding the

third? Is the grave fourth to be used in chord? Is every

chord of fourth and sixth or fourth and fifth to have this

iuterval false by more than comma and a quarter ? If sor
I think there is an end to the dispute whether the fourth
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be a consonant or dissonant interval— it will henceforth

be dissonant enough in all conscience. But of this we
ahull see more immediately, in considering his chord of

redundant sixth.

I have, in my former letter, noticed the good effects of

the chord of redundant sixth as given on my organ. It is,

indeed, one of the most beautiful and rich combinations

imaginable, and its resolution through the fourth and sixth

on a dominant chord, is perhaps the most delightful pro-

gression in the whole range of harmony. How does it

appear in the new system ? As the extreme parts are to

resolve by the new semitone on octave, the redundant sixth

itself is altered from that which is so excellent by 2-^
comma, with what effect I presume not to say. But let

us take an example, and see what of necessity takes place

in its progression.

6
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Suppose the original key to he p minor, and a return from
the relative major by this progression. The first chord

being a tonic ought to be perfect. But nb must be only

sharper than c by the new semitone, xb is to resolve ulti-

mately on o, and indeed must lie perfect as fifth to ol> ;

it must therefore descend by his great comma, from the

first to the second. To this I shall not object. But what
is r to be? perfect or acute major third? We shall ex-

amine both ways. First, let it he perfect—the grave

octave, and the grave octave of the relative major, and bV

the gruve fourth of the key :—so far consistent. Now we
come to the chord of redundant sixth, and the major third

and fifth in the chord arc good, but what kind of an
interval have wo between a!» and BJS ? a redundant second ?

It is -fa comma shaqier than consonant minor third; so

that if minor thirds were made too small on the dominant
chord, they have now their revenge. Still I have no
right to say that the whole combination will not be good

:

this must be matter for experiment But now we come to

the resolution, and here we have chord of fourth and sixth

consisting of fourth too small by 1-ft comma, sixth too

small by the same quantity, fifth between r grave and c

as much too large, and major third of the same description

from xt> to the same c; a combination which in point of

execrable effect must be altogether unique. The succeed-

ing dominant chord is perfect—but how does it go to the

tonic ? e must go to grave r, and if the bass take grave
octave, and allowing c in the upper part to descend by 1 fa
comma, we come at last to a close so much below the
original key. If then we would come to the original key,

we must have his acute major third with perfect fifth in

the chord of redundant sixth, and chord of fourth and
sixth on c still very bad, the acute third with filth again
in the dominant, and lastly, the key of its proper pitch ;

but with chord consisting of minor third 1-j^ comma too
small, and consequently with acute third again from that

third to the fifth : so that if he would come to a conso-
nant chord on the key-note, he must begin with making
not only his major third, but also his tilth acute in the
chord of redundant sixth, and theucc passing through a

consonant fourth and sixth, resolve on a dominant chord

with both third and fifth acute : after which the consonant

tonic will certainly be welcome.

I might point out a similar series ofabsurdities (as seems
to me) in the chord of diminished seventh which results

from the resolution by his new semitone. But this I

think sufficient. If Mr. G. H. join issue with me in the

experimental arbitration which I have proposed, we shall

come to a conclusion in which both parties must acquiesce.

It appears to me that Mr. G. H. does not do his new
seventh justice, by insisting on the exclusive use of the

new semitone. Let the dominant chord consist of per-

fect major third, perfect fifth and this new seventh, and I

do not know that the effect of the whole combination will

be bad. - The chord of major third, perfect fifth, and redun-

dunt sixth is most excellent, as I have already stated
;
and

though its proper resolution be that which we have been

considering, yet it bears very well to be treated as a
dominant chord. Now the new seventh is only -fa comma
flatter than my redundant sixth. The effect of the chord

may be good, aud the resolution of the seventh by the new
semitone may prove, for any thing I know, better than

that by the diatonic semitone. But then he must allow

the major third of the dominant to ascend to the resolution

by diatonic semitone. Now here is an experiment which

carries great interest with it to me. We shall tune a

chord of reduudant sixth, and by shading a little the

mouth or open end of a pipe, may gradually flatten it. If

by doing so we find that we come to an interval which

coalesces with the whole combination ; and then that the

resolution of such dominant seventh is the best, or better

titan that of the diatonic seventh, I shall freely allow that,

in this respect, my organ comes short of what may be per-

formed on violins or by the voice. But I shall not even

then allow that it is “ more imperfect in its scale than an
ordinary well-tuned organ." But if, on the other hand,

we find that by flattening the redundant sixth by little and
little, the whole chord becomes worse and worse; and

its resolution less satisfactory, then I shall be convinced

of what I am, at present, inclined to suspect, that the

effects ascribed to the seventh or fourteenth of a pipe or

string, are really produced by a redundant sixth. For of

this last it may be truly said, that it is so agreeable to the

ear, as to seem entitled to the appellation of a consonance,

and accompanied with major third, and perfect fifth, is

most harmonious.

After I had written the above, it occurred to me that I

might try to make the experiment of the effects of my
adversary’s chords on the piano-forte; and after some
consideration I devised the means of attaining a very near

approximation to the new intervals. Of these means, and

of the results which I obtained, I am now to give an

account.

I first tuned with great care the chords of ceo.obi),

pac quite perfect, taking such octaves as I thought I

might require. Then to d I took FjJ perfect major third

;

and to the last a2 perfect major third. Thus I hud the

chord well known to me, ceo a£, and the fineness of the

chord satisfied me that the tunings had been exact. Thence
to come at the new minor seventh, I took the following

method. Below a$ I tuned d£ fifth, taking much pains

to make it quite exact. Then, having stopped one unison in

each of the notes d$, as, I flattened the latter a very little,

so as to have such a fifth as I make in tuning the piano-

forte to equal temperament thoroughout—that is (if cor-

rectly taken) j# was flattened fa comma. Then, having
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flattened di so ns to make the fifth quite perfect, I again

flattened a 2 an before ; and having taken four such steps

(if correctly taken) these two strings were flattened fa
comma. To prove my work, L now stopped these newly-

tuned strings, and by the same process flattened the other

two, the unisons of the former fa comma, and finding on
trial that both the unisons, flattened by separate processes,

were very nearly perfect, I concluded that I had at least

estimated the diminutions in the sunie manner in each

process. Still 1 could not be sure that the flattenings

were neither more nor less than they ought to be. I there-

fore took the following method of proving whether they

were right or no. From a, perfect in the chord of f, I

tuned downwards d' perfect fifth, making the minor chord

d'fa quite perfect: then to o' made pg',and to the lasts#'

both perfect major thirds, (stopping one of the unisons

of a$) and stopping one of the unisons of d$, made the

other perfect fifth to a#' ;
so that I got a# comma flatter

than the true redundant sixth. I then reversed my former

process by raising 05* a very little, so as to make the fifth

such as it is in tuning the pianoforte to equal temperament;
and to this made a# grave again perfect fifth. Having
taken seven such steps, I had the satisfaction of finding

the unisons of both d# and a# only very slightly imperfect.

I concluded, therefore, that the a# was now
-fa

comma
flatter than perfect redundant sixth, and that I had ob-

tained the new minor seventh with sufficient exactness.

Though I have not mentioned it, in describing my pro-

cesses, it is to be observed, that in flattening a#, both
times, I made trial of the effects at each stop, both in the

full chord and of each interval separately. The result

was, that at each successive stop I found the whole chord,

and every interval, become worse and worse ; and at the

end of the process there did not remain the least resem-
blance to a musical chord, or to a musical interval with

any part of the common chord and a# (or nfc).

From this trial I have no doubt of the inconsistency of
the seventh in question with our system of harmony;
and 1 am quite convinced that the effects ascribed to it

belong to the redundant sixth, which has been mistaken
for it.

As (he chord of dominant seventh is in some positions

rather harsh, while that of the redundant sixth is extremely

smooth and agreeable, and admits, almost equally well

with its proper resolution, of being treated as a dominant
chord, I make no question but violin performers sometimes
fall upon it ; and as the resolution is clearly by a smaller

semitone than the diatonic, this circumstance, in all pro-

bability, may have given rise or countenance to the opinion

which my adversary has advocated, and pushed to an
extravagant length. But there are many cases when this

substitution could not take place, as in the retardation of
the third of the dominant by a fourth, or the suspension of
the seventh as fourth retarding the third on the tonic:

8^ ^ _€> nr- -

'I

P=r- 1

>.
.

-~1

7
4 3 4 3

t- 4. V
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thus, in the example Aft could not be substituted for Bb,

because it would be false as fifth below p in the second
chord, and as fourth to the bass in the last or tonic chord.

Having thus obtained the new seventh, I proceeded to
tune his acute third, that I might make trial of his domi-
nant chord, as he prescribes iu To d as true in the chord
of o I tuned a', in one of the unisons perfect fifth, and
thence tuned in one of the unisons rJ (that is, comma
too sharp as third to c), and to this last in one of the
unisons b\ perfect fifth; then raising t! a very little,

as before described, made b' again perfect fifth, and
by three such slops made Mr. G. H.’s acute third and
acute seventh, that is 1-^ comma sharper than perfect

thirds to c and o. Then trying the common chord, and
the chord of dominant seventh, I need hardly say that I
found both most horrible; not the vestige of musical rela-

tion in either.

To obtain his redundant sixth I proceeded thus. Having
made Bb perfect with p, I thence took downwards perfect

fifth Eb', (that is, commu flatter than consonant minor third

to c) thence xb‘, and thence downwards nb' ; then by the
process described made these two

-fa
comma flatter. Thus,

nb' with b' (in Mr. G. H.'s sense) was interval of redun-
dant sixth. Then I tried the effects of the chord with p'

third to nb*, and found the chord with the succeeding
fourth and sixth inconceivably bad. Then I flattened w
till it was perfect as major third to nb', which made the
common chord very fine ; but when the b' was added, the
combination became very bad, and the succeeding fourth

and sixth, if possible, worse than before. The interval

from aF to b' I found as I expected, without the least

character ofa musical interval.

Lastly, I tried his chord of diminished seventh b' d p*

aF, and found it like all the rest, absolute, inconceivable

jargon.

Then I tried the melody of his scale ascending and
descending (making a perfect third minor below c, and r

%

in descending, and k* in ascending) and found it as
bad in melody as the chords are in harmony ;

every feature

distorted and out of place.

When a man publishes experiments, he pledges his

veracity and his skill in the investigation, and exposes him-
self to the loss of reputation in one or other or in both
respects, if other inquirers, on the repetition, find the

results not borne out. With the fear of such consequence*
before my eyes, I give these to the public.

I do not expect, or wish, that Mr. G. H. should ac-
quiesce in the experiments made by me. He may naturally

think that 1 might deceive myself in the tunings, and be
desirous of finding the results such as I have stated them.
But this is the very reason why both parties in the dis-

pute should wish to have them repeated, and judged of
by impartial persons.

Such is the system which we are called on to believe

is
M in exact conformity to practice.” For my part, I do

not believe that there is an orchestra in Europe that

could perform music according to this scheme ; not from
any physical difficulty, but because the chords could not
be borne for an instant. And this is the theory by which
my organ is proved to 4

‘ aggravate, instead of removing
the defects of the scale.”—“ Mr. Liston’s organ,” he says,
*4

is more imperfect in its scale than an ordinary well-

tuned organ.” Certainly ray adversary has not well con-
sidered what he was setting down when he wrote this

sentence ; for an organ being tuned so as to make the
major thirds perfect, flattening the fifths comma, the

semitones are made | comma sharper than the diatonic

semitone. Such is the usual temperament of the organ,
and such it is recommended to be made by Mr. Flight of
SL MurtinVlanc, than whom a more skilful or more
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experienced organ-tuner nowhere exitU. On the piano-

forte, iudeed, the fifths are made more nearly perfect, and

the major thirds a great deal sharper than perfect, and

by such temperament the semitones are smaller ; but it
1

is well known that this temperament cannot be borne on 1

the organ, because the sounds being held out, the effect

of the major thirds becomes extremely disagreeable—

though heavenly music in comparison of those resulting

from his new scheme.
“ The fact is undeniable, that the intervals if accurately

taken, according to the ratios as given by the common
theory, would not be tolerated in practice.” Such is my
adversary’s assertion ; to which I oppose the fact, ascer-

tained by the best of all proof, attested by judges of un-

questionable competency, the tried effect of the intervals

made perfect according to these ratios on my organ.

From which I hold myself warranted to say that the nearer

that an approach is made to intervals according to such

ratios, the better is the harmony ; and the best of all

harmony is that in which they are perfectly attained.

Having written so long a letter respecting the system of

one of my assailants, I shall dismiss that of Mr. Hewitt
with a shorter notice. He says that two intervals, the

major third and the perfect fifth, are certainly improved

in my organ ;
** while on the contrary, the minor third,

and every chromatic note, is, without exception, rendered

far worse than upon any other fixed keyed instrument.”

If the major third be made perfect, the remaining third

in the interval of fifth Is minor third. And if major third

be tuned below the fifth, the remainder to the fundamental

Is minor third, and all the world kuows that Lhe chord is

a perfect minor chord. But (if I understand Mr. Hewitt)

this is wrong ; the minor third should be derived from
the prime 19—that is c : eb ought to be as 19 : 16—whicli

produced a third 4 comma flatter ; and he says, therefore,

mine is far worse :—be it so in Mr. Hewitt’s theory. I

am sure in effect it is far better. Is it not rather hard

that Mr. G. II. assails me for admitting a minor third

flatter than the perfect one into any combination, while

Mr. Hewitt is equally severe on me for not admitting one
very like it into the chord of perfect fifth ?

Again, after allowing that xk major third below c is

sharper than g£ major third to e, he asks, 14 But what
does this prove? Why what I have no doubt your corre-

spondent G. H. and every one else will admit; that if the

key of e and kx be introduced immediately after c, the

note os|, the major third to the key-note e, should be
lower than the key-note kx; but this has no more to do
with the ratio of those notes when they belong to the key

of c, than it has to do w ith the distance from hence to the

moon.”
Davu* «im, non (Edipu*. I cannot unriddle this. I

apprehend that xk belongs immediately to the key of c

minor, and I suppose that one chief use of o$ to the key
of c, is to be leading note to the relative minor

;
and for

those objects xk ought to be major third below octave c,

or minor sixth to the fundamental. And eg major third

to e. These will make perfect chords, and I am not dis-

posed to have false chords, whether they agree with ima-
ginary theories respecting the primes of musical ratios or

no. I cannot make out, from the schemes of his system,

which Mr. Hewitt has given, whether in modulating from

c to its relative minor, he derives the og from the prime
17 or 13, or whether the dominant to x is to be its perfect

fifth or the major third to c (for his x is to be 4 comma
sharper than the perfect major sixth to c). But in all the

cases the major third e og will be very bad. His domi-

nant seventh is that which we have already examined in

the scheme of Mr. G. H. *

Thus I think it appears very clearly that, however

curious may be the fact that a string divided in the pro-

portions of the arithmetical series when lightly pressed

will give a sound, but divided in any other proportion,

will refuse to sound, it furnishes no good foundation on

which to build the ratios of musical intervals; and that

intervals derived from the higher primes 7, 11. 13, &c*

are totally inconsistent with the intervals of perfect thirds

and fifths. Of the intervals, major tone, minor torfe, and

diatonic semitone, resulting from perfect thirds and fifths,

many excellent chords are made up, and some very bad

may be formed by means of them. The good are to be

adopted and the bad rejected. In the use of good chords,

many good progressions are found out, and some progres*

sions (as consecutive fifths and octaves) have a bad effect.

The good are to be used and the bad rejected. This is

the only true foundation of musical science.

I remain. Sir, very respectfully,

your most obedient servant,

Henry Liston.

i

* From the measure of perfect minor third . .

Subtract measure of the ratio of bis minor third 19 : 16 .

= .2630343
= .2479272

Difference in diminutioa

Very nearly 3 comma •••»<• .oi&itn
= .0153618

Chromatic semitone 0 : ufi — 17 :: 16 measure • .

Add measure of perfect minor third • . . .

= *0674627
= .2630343

Makes an acute major third to a • • •

Subtract perfect major third . • • •

= .3504970
= .3219283

Difference in excess

Which i* rather more than 1 comma . .

But if a be made perfect fourth below a his sixth,

From excess above major third • . . •

Subtract the difference between his sixth and perfect do.

.0285688
= . 0276978

.0285688
= .0151071

Leaves excess

Which is about Xj comma . « * •

So that his major third is still considerably larger than

the temperament of the piano-forte.

= .0134617
= .0130344

major third, in

Iflto|:: 13:10 the measure of (he acute third .

Subtract perfect major third . •
t .

• •

= .3785117
.3219282

Difference in excess

More than three commas • • . . •

C>r if x be perfect fourth below a .

From the above excess ......
Subtract the difference as above . . .

=.0565835
= .0537660

.0665835

.0151071

Leave* excess =.0414/61
Which is mure than 2 comma . .

."
. =.0407319

That these are not perfect identity,” with the interval* need in prac-

tice, is not “ millions of millions to one," hut certainly to nothing.

With regard to the prime 11.

From his major sixth r u (bis minor third inverted) 32 : 19= .71*20726

Subtract chromatic semitone i» ku . . 12:11 = .1255306

Leaves as his minor sixth rob
Which is less than the perfect minor sixth by . .

That is by more than 2 T\ comma . . ,

.6265420

.0515298
= .0505077

So that hi* chord of sixth (in his pathetic mode) rxkuk consist of

minor third f comms too fist, and of minor sixth 2A too flat, including

s fourth a k 0 k more than 2 maims too flat, a combination of Labe inter-

vals which cannot hare the least resemblance to music. The sharpening of

a u« or the turning of a bnuen candlestick at© disagreeable sounds, but

(hey do not pretend to be music
;
snd a street organ out of tunc is moro

tearing and distressing. Rut no street organ, raging out of tune, was

ever heard to produce *ucb chord* a* result from the system of my two

assailants.
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C. M. VON WEBER’S POSTHUMOUS WORKS.

TONKVNSTLERS LEBEN, BIS ARABESKE.
(THE LIFE OP A COMPOSER, AN ARABESQUE)

(Continued.)

I had written the last bars of my piece, and wa» dwelling
with all an author’s rapture upon the happy flourishes,

which,'with no sparing hand, I had scattered over the con-
cluding movement, when my friend hastened into my
apartment iu his domino and mask, and took tnc futni-

liarly by the arm. M A truce to your everlasting study,
H

cried he ;
** come let us away : it is expected to be one of

the gayest masquerades of the season. All the beauties

of the town will be there
;
then such punch, such chain-

paigne, such music—I was going to say ; but there I must
hold, that look of yours tells me so. Well, we must lake it

as it is. On such occasions, as coarseness is made to pass
for wit, so is noise for music, 1 suppose. But lei us
take things as we find them ; when at Home—-you know
the proverb. Come, no delay ; the coach is at the door,
all is ready, so aUom\u

Before I had even time to make up my mind, I found
myself in the vehicle, and enveloped, by the hands of my
laughing friend, in a domino and mask. The coach drove
ofT, and in a few minutes more I was in the vor-
tex of a crow d of party-coloured beings, who claimed a
privilege to-day 'of appearing something else than they
really were. 1 stood for some moments gazing upon the

scene in a kind of reverie; from this I was, however, soon
aroused by the unceremonious elbows of some dancers,
w ho whirled past me, but not without leaving a very sen-
sible impression upon my ribs. It was not long before I

began to inhale the atmosphere of thoughtless merriment,
by which 1 was surrounded, and gradually mingled in the
giddy whirlpool of the noisy throng.

Beneath the mask one feels oneself quite a different

being ; an evident proof how much, in our intercourse
with men, we are the creatures of form. Every one thinks
and speaks with a freedom to which he was a stranger
before his face was concealed by a piece of waxed paper.
The bashful lover now ventures for the first lime to avow
his flame, and the timid maiden is no longer apprehensive
of betraying her blushes. Even the friend addresses the
friend with & freedom before unknown

; and the humble
dependant dares risk his wit upon his Mecacnas.
My gay companion did not fail to ogle and quiz every pea-

sant girl, every nun, and Turkish fair one, that passed him.
At last, such was the freedom of his manner, that I was in-

duced to quit his arm, and drop behind. At this moment, a
rush took place towards this quarter of the room, and I was
separated from my friend. I found myself vi*-a-vi* to two
figures, habited as vampyres ;

** Well, how goes on the
piano-forte 7* was their salute, in passing. A flower-

girl pulled me by the sleeve, and presenting me with a
nosegay, whispered in my car, “ This is for the musical
treat you afforded me the other evening.* A figure of his

Satanic Majesty passed me, and said : “ There, set that

to music 1” holding up a piece of paper, on which was in-

scribed To Emily. I seized the paper, exclaiming, " I

respect her name even in the mouth of the Devil himself.
Wait till the next masquerade, and your request shall be
complied with.*’ “ Such music must be a reul nuisance to

an ear like yourt said a third emphatically, as he passed
me. 4‘ Not at all,” 1 rejoined, “ but there is one thing

-
which is really so—that people should persist in boring
an artist with the only thing which he never wishes to hear,
but to feel.” Provoked at being thus recognised by every
mask I met, I made my way out of the crowd, and retired
to the back of one of the boxes.
From this situation I was, however, soon attracted by

a singular procession of masks of the most grotesque
kind, which entered at the folding doors at the bottom of
die room. General curiosity was awakened. The music
of the dance ceased, and the figure of a harlequin, step-
ping forward, begged permission of the company to give
A Grand Dcclamatory-Dramatic-Melopoctic-Allegoric-
Representation, in verse. A tall, stately, phlegmatic per-
sonage next came forward, with a bandage on his brow,
on which stood inscribed in staring letters, the word
* Impartiality*

; u label from his mouth had the words
* Zeal for the Art. On his breast he bore a bulky musi-
cal catalogue, and out of his pocket hung a roll of paper,
which, at a glance, I recognised to be a certain Gazette.
The figure assumed a pompous attitude, and delivered the
following

PROLOGUE.
Ye friends and lovers of (he art, from you *

We feet assured lo pain the credit due,
When we protest, that Mis not to obtain
Mere praise alone, stilt less from love of gain

;

( Praise b an empty bubble at the best.

Ami filthy lucre, gods, bow wr detest!) *

From no unworthy motives such as these,

We now, as ever, feel the wish to please :

No
; the pun* love of art alone bas sway'd

Our conduct in each effort we have made.
Our task is oft a thankless one at best,

And yet our seal has never been depress'd.
Still anxious by each honest mean* to gain
That end the wise oft strive for, but in vain.

To nobler products by the pen supplied,
Our ready patronage was ne'er denied,
And thousands il.-at should ne’er haw: seen the light.
We publish almo«t in our own despite.

To meddle with a ponderous score it non?

A work of no small risk you will allow
;

Yet every year beholds the trial made.
With what success in general—a«k the trade.

Yet something must be risked, if but to give
The poor composer wherewithal to live.

Look at our groaning shelves, for they can best
Our ceaseless labours in the cause attest

The piece we here present is of a kind
To please the taste of each enlightened mind

;

Twouknu become u* any praise to lend it,

Its own intrinsic worth will best commend it

;

As for the price, you can’t but be content,
Paper, the best—Engraving, excellent.

Enter Harlequin mtA a Spring.

Come, turn, and turn about, is but (air play.—
Most honoured Sirs, I’ve too a word to say,

With your permission
;
and my theme shall be

This same grand opera, we’re about lo see.

What do we find, if we the tiling diseevt,

But an eternal straining at effect ?

The singer, not content her part to do,

Will uf the orchestra form a port ion too;

On throat, nr«| soul, she places her reliance,

And sets both flute and oboe at defiance.

The dying hero trills his life away
;

As lo the sense and spirit of the play,

The fool has all the wisest things to say.

The fierce orchestra roves ami tears like mad,
No moment's pause, no respite to be liad

;

Then there’" thrown in a make-weight concertino,

With solos by the primo violioo.

Nay, growringjraluus of tbe poor ballet,

The very dancers are called into play.

And many a cadence, fancifully set,

Spins to a wonder in a pirouette.
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And should the food director think that still

The petted public have not had their fill

Of strong effect* ;
whal then ? lee ha* at hand

A thousand more he can at once command ;

A stud of homes, or a dancing hear.

Or a young elephant train'd up with care

;

These and a thousand other bea«ta may follow,

A* many a* the public taste can awallnw ;

For 'tis the golden maxim of the day,
;

« Amuse the many, never mind what way”
Silence is all we dread : we ask no more

Than that the public talk the subject o'er;

That while their coffee lady-critic* *ip,

Thia singer’* praise should hang upon their lip,

That dancer's skill ; and lluit in rapturous strain

They strive our opera’* mazy plot t' explain.

A little mystery pleases : Hi* not good

That thing* too readily be understood

;

If people wish such puules to explain

Let them return and see the piece again.

He nude his exit with a low bow. and immediately the

Grand Italian Opera made her appearance. She was a

tall lanky Spare, with features devoid of all character, and

which, whether as Celadon, Paladin, or Harridan, was

always one and the same. Indeed, the only characteristic

trait of her features, was softness and effeminacy. She drew

after her a thin train, the colour of which was, in fact, no

colour at all, and which, as she moved along, glittered

with a profusion of spangles. The whole ofher dress was

overloaded with paste ornaments and imitation stones,

which served to attract the vulgar gaze. On her appear-

ance, a noise is made in the orchestra, merely for the pur-

pose of procuring silence : this in Italy is termed an over-

ture. But hark ! she begins to sing.

GRAND SCENA.

(Ufa/.) Ob Dio I .. .. sddio 1 .. ..

(Anoso.j Oh ! non pianger, raio bene ;

Ti taucio .. .. Idotmiu!

. . . . • oime t

(Allegro.) Oil I* Iromba suona . . . •

(Ca//a parte.) Per te morir io voglio ..

{Pid stretio.) .

.

.. Ofclicilll

(On the Ut a trill of a dozen bars ; the public applaud

most furiously.)
DUETTO.

Can* .. .. !

— Cara .. *. !

{A Due.) Sorte smarm! ••

(On the amara, for the sake of the a, a series ofarpeggio

passages of the sweetest kind.)

{Allegro.) Oh barbaro lormento t .

.

(Nobody notices this passage, till one of the cognoscenti

cries out brato! brara

!

when instantly the whole audience

chime in fortissimo.)

Our cold composer* too much learning boast,

And while they calculate, all beauty'* lost.

Their dreaded idol is the singer* throat,

To that they offer mce»*e ;
every note,

Each nicely weighed and calculated tone,

I* sacrificed to that, and that alone.

Nor i* this all—but you’ll excuse my naming

A hundred other faults there's cause for blaming.

The Opera before you seeks to pleas*

On broader, nobler principle* than these.

For instance—a* the piece was first design’d,

The beat air to the Hero was assign'd

;

But the proud Prima Damn waxing jealous

At such a preference given to the fellows,

In furious mood arone, and flatly swore,

That if she sang not that, she’d sing do more.

And what doe* the composer ?—bows assent.

Adopt! the air, and Madame is content.

Nay, should the very air tlse Basso tries

Please the fair dame, "he pounce* on the prize
;

Yet, after all, what more doe* she require

Than that the piece be raised just five notes higher P

Does the composer make a needless brawl,

And by his obstinacy ruin all ?

He's no such fool—he readily adapt*

The air, and the enraptured audience claps.

And why not clap ? Such trifling transpositions.

Why should they wake their critical suspicion! f

Yes, my good Sin, the main, the only thing

An audience ask* is—docs the music sing ?

If it sing well, what matter where it go,

Whether in G in all, or D below
;

Or who the ringer, Titus' self, or Nero,

Nay, whether man or brute, a hear, or hero,

If it but sing, and sieging pleave the ear P

This is the truth, Sirs, nought on earth more clear.

Say what you will of science or of art,

The ear, the ear’s the passage to the heart.

Thence I proclaim it, as I say farewell,

The Italian Opera still shall bear the bell 1

This is my creed from which I ne’er shall sever,

Vira ! the Italian Opera for ever !

It Is with me the prophet* and the law,

I care not for aught else a single straw.

He makes his exit, and the Grand French Opera ap-

pears in the person of a Parisian dame of high birth. She

wears the buskin, and treads with easy dignity, though

somewhat incommoded by her Grecian drapery.

She is constantly surrounded by the Corps de Ballet,

while a number of mythological beings are seen in the

back ground. The action lies between twelve and one at

noon.
ACT I*.

La Fritters*. Cber Prince, ou nous unit.

La Primer. J'en suis ravi, Prince***.

People, chanter, danscz, montrex votre aUlgreeae,

Cfurur.

Chinton*, dansons, montons noire aOtgrMM.

[ End of the Pint Act.)

Harlequin again came forward quite enraptured, and

addressed the public

Yes, Melody will ever bear the bell l

Bv that alone true genius we tell.

By her own native beauty is she sure

Thro' every change of fashion to endure

;

Hence every tailor, every stable-boy,

Her worth can value, and her charm* enjoy ;

Hence airs, duets, terzetti, of every kind,

So seize the ear, and fascinate the mind,

That at each corner, and in every street.

Old favourites are sure our ears to greet.

And oh ! how vast her magic, when we find

In the grand opera these charms combined,

Ah when the heroes ring, and ringing die,

Who doe* not long to share their destiny

!

As to our German opera— if, forsooth,

I am permitted to eperik out the truth,

Juki, 1829.

ACT II.

La Princes*. Amour

!

[A warlike tumult u heard. She swoons. The Primee appears sm
rounded in Ait /be* andfighting with desperation. He is mortaUg

wounded.)

La Prime.

1m Pr.

Im Prime.

LaPr.
La Prime.

Cher Prince

!

Ilelas !

Quoi >

J'expire !

O malbeur

!

Peuple, chanter, dansez, moiilrez votre douleur.

Chantr.

Chanton*, dinsonv, montrons noire douleur,

[.f March doses the Second Act.]

* This parody on the Orand Opera appeared in 1670, in one of the

Paris journal*.

T
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ACT HI.

(Pallas appeari in the Clouds.)

Pal. Pallas te rend le jour.

Jus Princ. Ah, quel moment !

La Pr. Ou *uis-je ?

Peuple, chanter, danscr, cflebrex ce prodige

!

CJueur.

Dansoiu, cluntonv cHfbrons ce prodige.

Harlequin again appears* and assuming an imposing

attitude* declaims the following in a pompous tone :

—

Come, tierce declamation
;
come, rant* and fume, and pattion,

Nothing eh* will w»n* us now, you alone are ail the fashion

;

All feeling appear* tame, and all passion teem* at fault*

If ibe singer docs not rev* and (cream all hi* part in alt.

Come, boldly mount aloft, and fear not, my noble bam,

The tenor will not be outdone* he'll find bis proper place.

Come boldly mount aloft, good dame Nature must give way ;

Effect is all we want, and we'll have it* come what may.

Let the dancer be your model, see how brisk 1* bounds ou high,

How he springe aloft in air, nay, does eiery thing but fly ;

If you folluw not hi* footstep*, and Hud too in quick progression,

He will beat you in the race, will outdo you in expression

;

For fine feeling novr-a-dars in a ptrtmettei* found,

And in an entrechat much deep pathos may abound.

To dance and sing, and sing and dance, is now. Sir, ail the rage,

There’s nothing eUe ha* power fix'd attention to engage.

My friend, if your orchestra would hit off the ruling taste,

With a quantum smf. of trumpets and trombone* be it grac'd ;

If in every other b*r you but change your modulation,

You will hit the true expedient of starting into fashion.

Who asks for sense or reason , if a show of learning’s found,

And difficulties strange and new at every step abound.

Of oboe*, clarionets, and flutes, employ as full a store

As would have formerly supplied there operas or more ;

Your basses turn to violins, your violins like mad
Must rant and tear; nav never spare

;
effect, Sir, must be had.

Let the great drum in thunder come, to fill each languid pause

—

Noise is your reign, your true domain,—then re-asaert your cause.

[Harlequin makes hit exit in Character.]

A pause ensues: the public gradually become rest-

less. The pause continues; signs of disapprobation

begin to manifest themselves, and at length break forth

in good earnest. The German Opera seems disinclined

to make her appearance. The tumult increases* the

manager is in the greatest embarrassment; at length

Harlequin rc-appcars in a stale of exhaustion, and thus

begins. “ Ladies and gentlemen, pardon me if I have
not time to compress into a few words what I am called

upon to say on the spur of the moment I am unable to

comprehend the cause of your displeasure ; why attempt

to prejudge our efforts for your entertainment? Where is

your usual patience* which the merest promise has so

often sufficed to satisfy ? You imagine, I suppose, that

your privileges are infringed. Well, as you have been
mode to wait, it is butjust on your part to require a reason

for your waiting.
M To be candid then, the German Opera goes on but very

so so ; she has been so crippled of late, that it is impossible

to bring her fairly upon her legs again. Many have been
doing their endcuvouxs to bolster her up, but all to no
purpose. She has become so swollen and deformed, that

no dress will fit her. Many have been the attempts to

remedy this defect, sometimes by means of French, at

others of Italian dresses ; but all to no purpose
; nothing

could be more clumsy than these endeavours. At last,

a few romantic tailors have hit upon the expedient of
choosing genuine homespun materials, and of fashioning

them according to the taste and fancy of other nations,

without however adopting their extravagances.

“ But, hark ! even now the thunder is rolling above our
heads

;
they are about to commence.”

(He' retire* quite exhausted, and mutter* to himself in

“ To a poetical Harlequin like myself, what a nuisance

is tfiis confounded prose 1”

A solemn silence and general expectation now prevail.

AGNES BEJINAUERIN:

A romantic national Melodrama. Dramatis Person*—as many a* neces-

sary. Scene, the Heart of Germany.

First Sckhi.—

S

cenic transformation*.

SlCOMO ScKNt.

Agnes. Alas ! my bouI is enfeebled and my spirits spent.

Brunhtlde. O mistress, attempt not to fathom the unfathomable depths

of human sufferings. If you noble ladies take it in your heads to fall ia

love with misery and distress, will you excuse us for our dulneu in not

being so susceptible.

Agnes. Come to Use castle garden
;

the gloom of it* bower will better

accord with the gloomy anticipation of my destiny, for it is necessary that

I should anticipate it. [£nt.

.Sprite changes. Duke and Followers.

Duke. Sir Knight, follow me to the castle-hall
;

there, amidst the

festive pomp, shall she give you her band. Should she refuse, amidst

the gloom of the donjon* keep shall vipers and serpents, according to

custom—you understand me—
[
Exeunt.

Scene changes. A&reci appears.

Albrect. Caspar, follow me.

Scene changes. A Spirit appears in a warning Attitude.

Albrect. Who art thou, mysterious being ?

Spirit. I have power to do all things. Hasten, noble youth j fear not;

depend upon it I shall save you. Away—
Albrect. To save her or to die l

( Two Minstrels appear.)

Minstrels. Wait* nobte lord
;
we come to sing you the history of

all this.

TaANtroaMATioNs. Finale.

[flwly forest scenery. 7b the left ,
in the back ground, a Cattle i oppo-

site a Vineyard, more in front a Hermit's Cell. To the left, in the

fore-ground, a Covens, somewhat further a Bower

;

in the centre two
hollow trees, further on a Subterranean Passage.]

Hermit enters singing a prayer. Agnes sings an air in the rustle,

united sciih which is a chorus of vintagers from the opposite side.

Albrect is seen slumbering in the bower, and sings in Jus dream tn

interrupted tones. Caspar, through fear, tings a polonaise from the

hollow trees. Robbers in the carrm sing a wild chorus. Protect-

ing Genii hover in Ihe mr over Albrect. Variant noises are heard

from behind th* scenes. Warlike tumult. A distant march from the

opposite side—of course all together. Two thunderbolts fall at oppo-

site sides, and are heard to crash something or older.

AH. Ha! (T»* curtain fbl/s.)

ACT II.

A Fvsmai March. (Agnes is conducted over the bridge of Straulna}/

in the middle of the bridge her clothes are caught by a nail, and tht’is

left hanging over the stream.

)

Atbreci enter* with Travellers.

[Here an occasional air U introduced.]

(Recil.) Hasten, my friends, lose not a single moment

;

If wc delay she may be lost for ever!

Swear!
Chorus. We swear.

Albrect. O oath

!

(Allegro.) Though rocks should oppose me,
Though sea* should enclose live,

1 never would waver,

But hasten to save her.

See Fate threats to sever

Her life-thread, but never

That prise shall be get

:

Ah grave ! tboo art warti^
To take this tweet bait in

;

But she’ll cheat thee yet.
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(Aniota.) O sweet little flower.

Though Fate o'er thee lower,

Yet soon shall my power
Restore thee.

And o’er thee

Raise up thy fallen bower.

Ciorut. See the hero wildly rating

!

See the maid his succour craving J

Aforte!. In solemn mood, how I delight

To trace the passions’ mystic flight;

As o’er my wwil they dance in turn.

While now I freeze! and now I bum.
(PhI ttretlo.) But I will not waver,

l'U hasten to save her.

Chorm Hasten

!

Aforeet. 1 never will waver.

Chonu. No !

Afortet. 1 hasten to «ave Her,

To *a>e her 1 hasten,

I hasten to save her I

(On the word Save, a cadent* of a quarter ofan hour.)

Chorut, On to death or victory

!

(They all tv*m through the umirr ; the Chancellor dathre out hie hraint

agamtl a itahr am the water'» tide : AJhrect ruthtt in with hit hlulrett

in hn arm.t ; enter the Duke m a rage.)

Aforrct (erelatwu

)

Father l

(The Duke it inttanltg toothed, and h/ettet the kneeling pair.)

Pthal Chorus.

This bridge, an arch of glory,

ShaH flourish, famed in story.

Now is an end of grief and pain.

And every thing’s act right again.

End of the Drama.

The German opera wan followed by a flourishing pro*

logue from the Harlequin, who niude his exit in a skip.

Loud cries of bravo ! followed, and he was tumultuously

re-demanded to receive the congratulations of the public.

He enters ; speaks of want of ability, indulgence, future

endeavours, and the hope of a speedy meeting.

A brisk and enlivening waltz now struck up ; the masks
disperse in the crowd, und the spectators gather in little

groups, and give vent to their critical feelings.

•• What a ridiculous farce !" exclaimed a blue domino

near me. “ What wretched trash !" cried a second. 44 I

would challenge the old One himself to explain what it all

means/’ observed a third.

A Spaniard. 44 Your pardon. Sir; if you turn it over

iu your mind, I think you will discover that there is some-

thing in all this. At least, if I may speak for myself I

must say I am delighted with it.”

The Blue Domino. 44
Sir, with all due submission,

I cannot help thinking it a mere farrago ; and then as £>r

the verses
—

”

Harlequin. 44 Fairly and softly, good sir knight of

the blue ! or I shall assuredly sliiver a lance with you.”

The Domino did not wait to reply, but vanished in a

trice.

Harlequin. 44 Ha, ha! Mr. Critic, I know you: we
shall meet again/’

A neat peasant girl advances to a Turkish lady :

44 Well,

what a pity you were not here to see it. The lady had

not modi to say for herself, but then she was charmingly

dressed, and as for the lover—heavens ! what pitiful faces

be made ; it was enough to make one burst with laughter

;

and yet the conclusion wan horribly beautiful—horribly

so indeed
!"

A Gipsy Girl. 44 Oh it was quite divine
f*

44 Here are specimens of criticism for you !” exclaimed

the poet, who had just tossed off a huge jorum of punch ;
44 what is trash with one, is beauty with another; and
the lady’s tawdry finery has more weight with a third,

than the most finished of my verses.”
44 My good friend,” said Felix, 44 don’t be out of

humour; rather take a lesson from all this. You have

here a picture in miniature of the public of all times and

places. It is thus that every simpleton thinks himself

entitled for some dozen sous to passjudgment upon things

of which he knows nothing, and on which he has never

bestowed u thought in his life. Thus, in an instant, are

the labours of long years trampled in the dust, and thus

docs the caprice of the moment find that divine now, which

a few hours hence it may pronounce to be dull and
insipid. With critics of this stamp, the acciilental blunder

of a scene-shifter is sufficient for the condemnation of

a whole piece ; nor, in many instances, are the decisions

of the cognoscenti of the pit and boxes at all more reason-

able, though differing in mode and degree.

Dim.. Your observation is, in many respects, just,

as I have had opportunities of witnessing. Aud yet the

Sunday rabble have their influence, Sir, und must be

written for; and hence the popularity of such pieces as

the Donauirribehen , and others of the same stamp.

Felix. Even so, Sir; and then your genteel rabble

hearing of the furore which the piece has made, are de-

sirous to see it. They go : decry it with all their might,

and return to see it again and again. Thus it is that

taste is ruined. Nothing is more true than the observation,

that every man may form his own public. Do but give

that public such productions as are truly excellent, and

they will soon appreciate and become familiar with such

excellence.

Dihl. You know, brother, that I love music to my
very heart and soul, and ain ns much disposed to pardon

the faults of composers as any man ; but really, between

ourselves, these new-fangled operas of our day have done
an infinite deal of harm.

Felix. There, Sir, you touch me in a most vital part*

How often must I be obliged to prove to you, that true

as this observation may be in part, yet on the whole

—

•‘Stop thief! stop thief!” roared a hundred voices toge-

ther at this moment. Iu an instant I was separated from

my friend by the rush of the crowd, and as I was endea-

vouring to find him, a person closely masked took me by

the arm, and whispered in my ear,
44 So, your highness,

I have found you!” Seeing me draw back, and survey

bim from top to toe, this mysterious personage approached

me more closely.
44 What, does not your highness recog-

nise me—Dario.”

—

44 Sir, you mistake .”

—

44 O, no; your

highness Is earlier than I expected, but just in time ;
lose

not a moment—Emily .”

—

44 Ha!” I exclaimed, “Emily !*

and a thousand thoughts rushed at once through ray

soul, and filled me with indescribable confusion. I lis-

tened with the most breathless attention. 44 You know,"

continued he, 44 that Emily is passionately fond of danc-

ing; I have one or two of my friends who constantly

surround her, and others have engaged the old lady her

aunt in deep conversation. I»sc not a moment, your

highness.” 44 O worthy friend !** muttered I, and gavo

him so hearty a squeeze by the hand, that he was ready

to roar out with pain.
44 Ah ! I was sure your highness

would he ready to die with joy.” So sayiug he dashed

into the crowd.

[To be concluded in our next. J

T 2
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3Rrtueto of iHustc.

1. The Edinburgh Musical Album, edited by George
Linley, Esq., with an engraving of Miss E. Paton.

( Edinburgh . Lothian; London , Ackerm&nn
;
Dublin,

Leckie. 1829.)

2. Songs op the Minstrels, the poetry by Harry Stoe
Van Dyr, the music composed by John Barnett.
(Mayhew & Co. f Old Bond Street)

On opening the Edinburgh Musical Album , our aLtcntkm

was immediately arrested by a well drawn and beautifully

engraved portrait We were next struck by the very supe-

rior manner in which the work is brought out Rarely do
we meet with musical plates equal to these, or printed off

with so much core and cleanliness, and on such excellent

paper. So far the publishers of the northern metropolis

may fearlessly challenge a comparison with those of the

British capital, or of any other.

After this cursory view, we turned to the “ advertisement
-

or preface, which at once excited our surprise and filled us

with expectation : surprise, to be told that all the various

arrangements of Scottish airs have generally proved failures,

and an expectation of now finding them clothed in accom-
paniments for more appropriate and effective than those of

Haydn, Pleyel, Kozeluch, Beethoven, Weber, and Hummel.

“ Few of then,” up the editor, u have been arranged by thoce who*e

knowledge of what was exclusively our own in character and feeling

enabled them to ascertain the particular limits within which the general

laws of harmony were to he applied—who, in strains which should every

where be esteemed beautiful, could preserve those distinctive national

features which should give to them a deep and heartfelt local interest.”

On this subject, and in reply, vve refer the reader to the

first volume of our second series, page 11, where the point

is argued with impartiality and candour, at least, und in a
manner that has carried conviction to the minds of many
who before doubted. The writer continues

;

“ A coneiderahle proportion of them have been modelled by foreigners,

who, although great and unrivalled in the art of song, were necessarily

unacquainted w ith the peculiar idiom and phraseology, if we may so call

it, of our music. It i» not surprising, therefore, that something of the true

spirit of our indigenous Ain hat been lost
;
ami that their native wild and

foreutiful simplicity, which, from difference of national associations, did

not sound like perfection in the ear of a foreigner, has been sacrificed to

th« more difficult and complex imaginations of a foreign school.”

Among the many merits of the Scottish airs may be
reckoned, that, with a few exceptions, they appeal most for-

cibly to the feelings of all who have any ear for music, and
are adapted to every taste. We have tried several ofthem,
srorying iti character, on persons of different nations—on
Italians, Germans, and Frenchmen—and their effect has

been almost uniformly the same. This is sufficient to show
that their true character is understood by others besides

Scotsmen, and that natives of distant climes can enter fully

into their spirit Otherwise, indeed, their claim to regard
would be exceedingly diminished ; for the excellence of
melodies which can only be justly appreciated by one nation,

and that a small one, may very fairly be called in question;
because good music, as Metastasio has said of it, speaks
the language of every civilized people and every civilized

age : it is “ Una lingua universale toccante immediatamente

i nostri organi e la nostra irnaginazionc, c anche per sua

nature la lingua del sentimento e delle passionL” To sup-

pose, therefore, that such men as those abov e-mentioned did

not discern the real beauties of the Scottish airs, is to doubt
whether these possess any beauties at all ; a suspicion not

very likely to become general, north of the Tweed*.
Mr. G. Linley states tlie following reasons for having

undertaken the present work :

—

“ It is one part of our object to endeavour to give hack to some of

these soiqp (hat plaintive beautr which seems to have been cumbered
with unsuitable ornament—to take from them the air of exotics which a
foreign musical expression has given them, and to retranslate them from %
language in which, however beautiful they may appear to those who have
none of the peculiar feelings and associations of our country, are deficient

in the rhythm of the heart to those who harr. The support we hare
received in this department is such as encourages us to hope that oar
endeavour may not be in vain.”

“ It has been another object w ith us, in the arrangement of our work,
to operate a resurrection of several fine and almost unknown Airs, which,

like beautiful Hindoo widows, have heedlessly been allowed to share in

the merited fate of the coarse and unwitming poetry to which, in early

life, they have unfortunately been married.”

After declarations bo full of promise, will not every body
expect a number of genuine Scottish melodies, and of such

1 only, in a publication whose main object would appear to

be to rescue them from profane hands, and purify them
from the contaminating touch of German hartnonr«Ls ? But
what, after all, is the real state of the case ? The reader

wilt not be a little astonished at learning, that out of twenty-

four pieces contained in the volume, only six Scotch airs

are to be found ! As some atonement, however, for bo

extraordinary and tinlooked for an abandonment of his na-

tional melodies, the editor gives us twelve “ original ” airs

(his own we presume), together with one of Welsh and one
of Portuguese origin ; an Overture, a Polacca, and two
Wultzes ! Thus the champion, the restorer, of unsophisti-

cated Caledonian music, sinks into a mere modern com-
poser ; and the announced ” resurrection M ends in the re-

print of half a dozen songs which have never hitherto indi-

cated the least approximation towards the grave
;
though it

must be confessed that they now appear in a very languid,

unhealthy state ; witness the most generally known air in the
volume, “ Mary’s Dream,” which affords internal and indis-

putable evidence, that if Haydn, Ac. were, from ignorance
of the true character of Scottish song, as incompetent to the

task they undertook as the " advertisement ” insinuates, the

editor of the present work is not less so from a want of that

knowledge of harmony which is so indispensable, and with-

out which it is as impossible to add a giM>d accompaniment
as it is to convince the worid that a bad one is to be pre-

ferred to what the greatest masters have produced.

* Mr. Shield, ia hi* work on Thorough Bass, p. 3 1 ,
tells us that Haydn

“ u*rd to vay that he had blotted many a quire of paper, to no purpose,

in attempting to compo** a second alrxin to that fine little air. The Broom
of Cowden Krwtt-t, This leads me,** he continue*, 11 to mention an anec-
dote communicated to me by a null respectable traveller. He uy» that

»o highly did Haydn think of our Scotch, Imb, and Welsh melodies, that

be had a number of them, with hit own symphonic* and accompaniment*,
framed, and hung on the wall* of bix apartments.”
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This very air,
M Mary’s Dream,” is one of the most

beautiful of those classed among Scottish songs ; and its

accompaniment is, with an exception or two, quite appro-

priate. Yet the editor has thought fit to alter it very

materially, and not a single change is made without ex-

ceedingly deteriorating the original. Of his notions of

harmony, also, this furnishes some curious specimens ; but

others, much more extraordinary, are to be met with in the

volume. In the symphony is the following :

—

-

instead of

We next find the chord of 4 on the sub-dominant resolved,

if the term can be so applied, by a 4 on the dominant :

—

It seems to be a rule with the editor of the present work,

that cadences may end with the chord of 4- He has given

so many proofs of this, that it is hardly possible to open the

volume without stumbling on one of them. That at page 4,

bar 4, is, perhaps, as unaccountable an instance as any. For
consecutive fifths he appears to entertain no dislike ;—see

page C, bars 4 and 5, 7 and 8 ; page 1 9, bars 8 and 9, Ac.

At page 15 is the chord of the 7th on D resolved by a 7th

on A ; and in the following page are other resolutions which
lead us to suspect that the author of them is as defective in

ear for combined sounds, as deficient in knowledge of the

laws by which they are governed. But it would weary the

reader were we to point out half the errors we have met
with, in an examination by no means close, and entered

into with an earnest wish to view the whole in as fa-

vourable a light as possible, considering it as the pub-

lication of an amateur, and, therefore, one for which cer-

tain allowances ought to be made. Nevertheless, the edi-

tor having, by his allusion to those who have preceded him
in the same field, invited a comparison between their

labours and his, we were impelled by our respect for the

memory of departed genius, to show that they are not put to

the blush by the present work. As critics, too, we were
imperatively called on to notice a volume which appears in

no unpretending form. In conclusion, therefore, we are

bound to say, that the editor has been hasty in presenting

himself before the public, and does not appear to have

sought that advice which so many about him were capable

of affording. He certainly has a taste for melody, a due
sense of the effect of musical rhythm, and an undeviating

respect for prosody,—qualities which, if hut accompanied

by a more extensive knowledge of what is termed the science

of music, would enable him to make a very respectable

figure in an art for which we have every reason to suppose

be has a strong predilection.

The Seng$ of the MimtreU are a collection of twelve airs,

in the Bohemian, English, Swiss, Venetian, Scotch,.

French, Irish, Sicilian, Welsh, Spanish, Savoyard, and

German styles. Hence, it is almost needless to say they

are imitations of well-known national melodies of those

various countries. This unavoidable consequence leads to

the question, why Mr. Barnett, who has talent for inven-

tion, did not rather trust to his own means of original

creation, than expend his strength in making musical para-

phrases ; more particularly as the public are, and have

been, for some time past, fairly surfeited by real as well as

factitious national airs, coming from, or pretending to come
from, all quarters of the globe ?—But he will, perhaps, deny

our postulate, and affirm that there is yet an ubuntlancc of

appetite left for anything of foreign growth, or foreign in

manner : that the taste for what is English,—hauteur and

high rents, horse-racing, and Almack-assemblies excepted

—is still confined to the canaille, and that he who would
succeed with the fashionable world, especially as a com-
poser, must either have, or affect to have, a well-bred con-

tempt for all that has not something exotic in its form or

substance.

Leaving, then, this point to the judgment of the reader,

we look a little further into Mr. Barnett’s volume, the con-

tents of which, being professed imitations, will not detain

us long.

The first, “ Lord Albert,” will please by dearness of
rhythm—its chief recommendation. The composer, pro-

bably, now regrets that he did not write it in four-crotchet

time, into which it naturally divides. The air would thus

have occupied twelve bars
;
but by means of symphouies,

engraving each verse at full length with the notes, harmo-

nizing it for three voices, &c.—it actually is expanded into

twelve folio pages.

The second, the only one that might have put in any

claim to originality, is not remarkable for this virtue : the

cadences, and indeed the whole structure, are cast in rather

a common mould. The third is a pretty imitation of the

Swiss, or more properly the Tyrol, style. The fourth is, in

our judgment, the most agreeable of the whole set ; ar-

ranged, loo, as a duet it is not less pleasing. The fifth,

Scottish, is a very successful imitation. The sixth does not

strike us os possessing features peculiarly Gallic. The
seventh is little more than a parody on a popular Irish air.

The eighth has too many words to resemble a Sicilian air,

which is languishing, and averse from giving more than

one syllable to three or more smoothly-gliding notes. Be-
sides, the native of Sicily abhors the idea of uniting drollery

to music. Mr. B. would have done better in assigning this

to a Neapolitan minstrel. The ninth, by ascribing a na-

tional music to the Welsh, gives them that which the best

informed among them have too much candour to insist on.
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Xliis melody. however, will not prove very flattering to any
Cambrian, desirous though he may be of establishing his

cotintry’s claim to original song. The tenth is quite Span-

ish ; the sameness of swinging manner and guitar-like

accompaniment of such airs render imitation very easy.

This also is converted into a duct that will he listened to

with considerable satisfaction. But the author has here,

as in his other harmonized pieces, omitted to point out

when the second voice is to sing as written, and when an

octave lower. The eleveuth lias more variety in it than

most of the others. In the twelfth we do not trace any
characteristics of German song ; the air, however, has a

feature of its own, and is of a kind that generally pleases.

The verses to these, we are informed by Mr. Barnett

in a short preface, were intended by Mr. Van Dyk “ more
as accessories to the professed nature of the work, than as

an additional claim to a well-earned reputation.” We
understand what is meant by this, though rather obscurely

expressed, and cannot say that the “ poetry " of these

Minstrels will much augment the fame of the writer; who,
nevertheless, during his short life, did quite enough to make
us lament that ho was not spared to do more.

PIANOFORTE.

1. Sir Walter Scott’s Favourite Strains of the Scottish

Bards, by J. Moscheles. Op. 90. (Cramer, Addison,

and Beale, 201, Regent Street.)

2. Variations, quasi Fantaisie, sur le Trio faoori de

Maziniello, “ Notre Daine du Mont Carmel” de Carafa,

composers par Henri Here. Op. 43. (Goulding and
D’Almaine, 20, Soho Square.)

3. AirTyromen, precede (Tune Introduction, composer par
Henri Here. (Same jrublishert.)

The first of these, a Fantasia, is, h may be presumed, M.
Moscheles’s recollections of his extemporaneous effusion

when on a visit to Sir Walter Scott, who on that occasion

produced two or three of his favourite Caledonian airs, and
frtked the pianist to play them, a request he immediately

complied with by working them up, in an extraordinarily

prompt manner and with consummate skill, into a piece

which he has designated as above. It is now published

with accompaniments either for a full band or in quartet,

and wus performed by the author, with the assistance of an

orchestra, at his late benefit-concert. It follows, therefore,

that only superior players can undertake it with any chance

of doing the composition justice; though by a little contri-

vance some of the most difficult passages may be evaded.

This fantasia is in G, common time, and opens with a bold,

brilliant movement, introducing the Pibroch ofDonald Dhu,
4U air full of energy, which (Misses into another of a gentler

character, Kinloch of KinloclL, or The Chevalier's Lament ,

in Eb, six-eight time. In the harmony to this, and in the

general management of it, much elegance is displayed, and,

with the exception of a nm of semitones in thirds, the elfect

is very fascinating. The last movement is The Highland
laddie, wrought into an animated rondo, in which the

subject is kept up through nine ]>ages with ability and un-
akaliug spirit.

In No. 2 are many original passages and effects. The
introduzione is graceful, employing the left hand usefully,

without calliug it into any great activity. The tana, in F,
tempo di mareta, is a trio which, wherever it has been per-

formed, has been followed by the most decided applause.

and proved indeed the main support of Carafa's opera.

The five variations on this are ingenious, and an intermezzo^

alia fuga, is unexpected, and new because in a style almost

unknown to the (iresent age. Throughout the whole twenty

pages of which the piece consists, there is hardly one that

does not require an expert player, though there is not so
much to shew his taste and feeling as we could wish. Such
however is the fashion of the day.

No. 3 is in fact the well known Theme Ademand, with

eight new variations ou it, written in a rather more familiar

manner than the preceding, but still demanding considerable

(lowers of execution. The third variation shews of what
M. Herz is capable iu the solid style when it suits his hu-

mour; or, ]>erhaps we ought to say, when he deems it

prudent to depart from that flighty, unexpressive manner
which now gains most applause, and makes the least im-

pression. Tliis, however, and No. 2, may be recommeiuled

to such as wish to form some acquaintance with the new
piano-forte passages, and are inclined to liestow their time

and lalmur in acquiring a master}' over them.

1. Rondo k LA PouCCA, compose par J. P. Pms. Op.
107. (dementi, Collard, and Collard, Cheapside.)

2. Caprice Brillant, i*tr une Tarantelle favorite Napoli-

tnine, compose par le mime, (Clementi and Co.)

We have been more gratified in the examination of the

ubove than by most of the compositions of M. Pixis that

have come under our notice: there is melody in both, a
continued and well-sustained subject, relieved and diversi-

fied by good modulation, and devoid of those extravagant,

harlequin passages at which people without cars, and those

with very long ones, are wont to cry out “ bravo, bravissi-

mo!"—while nnother class of auditors either silently steal

uway from the instrument, or, tmtUa gemots, submit
to the infliction, and consider it as a visitation which mast
patiently be borne.

The first w a sprightly rondo, beginning thiu*—

and introduced by a good andante in D minor.

The second is a Tarantella dance, in A minor, de

lightfully varied, amplified, and carried through different

keys, fixing at length in the major mode, in which it termi-

nates very brilliantly. There is much masterly contrivance

in this, not of the pedantic kind, but such as is conducive

to effect, and, bating one passage of half notes, the whole

is deserving the notice of all lovers of good piano-forte

music who have acquired a certain degree of practical skill.

1. Air, “ Smile again, my bonnie lassie” trith Variations,

composed by Kliea Sappery. (Goulding and DAl-
maiue.)
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2. Air, u My lodging; »« on the cold ground,” with an Iff-
|

trodvction. and Vamation f, composed by Mrs. IIrxkv

Shelton, lalt Miss Saffery. ( Goulding and D'Al-

xosme.)

3. Romanza, “ We of Beauty, fare thee well ? the melody

by C. S. Whitmore, Esq., with an Introduction and

Variations by G. Kiallmark. (Same Publishers.)

4. Triumphal March, in the Turkish style, composed by

Frrd. W. Horkcastle. (Birchnll and Co., New Bond-

street.)

The two first of the above, being the production of a lady,

take the precedency; and we have classed the four pieces

together as being suited to the same description of per-

formers, and of that kind which is generally found to be in

great request iu boarding-schools.

The two first are showy, lie well for the hand, and inani'

fest a talent which, when further cultivated, is likely to ex-

hibit itself advantageously in higher efforts. Richness of

harmony i9 seldom met with in young composers, it there-

fore excited in us no surprise to find so little of it in these

variations ; but we cannot regard runs of semitones in any

other light than ns indications of an imperfect taste, pro-

ceed from what quarter they may, aud earnestly recommend

the authoress of the alwne to bullish them at once, not only

from her future publications, but from her thoughts ; the

toleration of them cannot last long, and those things iu

which they most abound will lie the first to receive the

sentence of utter oblivion.

The fatiguing sameness of key in the third of these, ami

the absence of anything in the shape of a new idea, have

rendered the playing it through a very tedious task indeed.

No. 4 forms a striking contrast to the foregoing, for it

show s vigour of mind, and, as a consequence, originality of

effect This may be called a trifle, certainly, but it is an

agreeable one, and though easy, is not below the notice of

the most able performers. The upper B in the first liar

of page 4, should be natural, we conclude ; hut we would

fain ask Mr. Horucastle why he writes an Fjj in the third

bar of page 3, and a G b in the fallow ing bar ? The pas-

sage occurs twice, or we should have imputed it to be an

error of the engraver. Can there lie any doubt of its being

-Gb—that is, a flat 9th ?

A Hundred Impromptus, or Short Preludes, composed

by Charles Nrate. Op. 20. (Chappell.)

Trim is a useful publication. Each page contains six pre-

ludes, which are therefore so short that the weakest me-

mory may retain any one of them without the slightest

exertion
;
and more than one at a time is seldom called for.

Admitting, however, the utility of these very brief and un-

pretending preludes, we doubt the soundness of that judg-

.ment which attempted to dignify the collection by calling it

a work—an opera.

Select Airs from Auber’s opera La Muettc de Portici,

as performed at the King's Theatre itnder the title of
Mas aniel lo, arranged, with Flute Accompaniment,
J. F. Burrowes. Book I

.
(Goulding ami D’Alraninc.)

The present number, which is to be followed by others

contains the Chceur du Marche, the air
44 Saint bien heu-

reuse," and the Tarantella dance, arranged in an easy

manner, to all of which the flute accompaniment is a

usef ul but not a necessary adjunct.

DUET, PIANO FORTE.

Jomelli'b Chaconne, with a New Introduction, ar-

ranged by J. B. Cramer. (Cramer and Co.)

Everybody knows the lovely and therefore the justly-cele-

brated serious dance, or chaconne, of Jomclli; and il is

equally well known that the English public first became

acquainted with il in consequence of its having been intro-

duced into The Castle Spectre, by Mr. Kelly, who. however,

forgot to assign it to its real owner, and he, for a time, had

the credit of the composition ; a circumstance which oc-

casioned that witticism of Mr. Sheridan, about the im-

porting of music and composing of wine, which all the

world have heard a hundred times. But familiar a* thin

lovely composition is, it has never appeared to so much

advantage as in its present form ; and it is go arranged that

any two ordinary players, if they possess but feeling, may,

without hesitation, undertake it at first sight The intro-

ductory movement ushers in the ehaconne most gracefully.

VOCAL.

The Complete Service at Tenebrk, comprising the Lamen-

tations for Wednesday, Thursday , and Friday in Holy

Wkek, the Psalm, 44 Benedictus, and the “ Miserere;’*

the whole arranged and harmonized by Vincent No-

vei.m>. (The Editor, 66, Great Queen -sired, and all the

principal music-dealers.)

This work is intended solely for the use of the Catholic

church, and is not, like most of Mr. Novello’s publications,

applicable to musical puqioses generally. It is one con-

tinuous chant, somewhat relieved, it is true, by the editor's

own varied and excellent accompaniments, hut still pro-

ducing an almost unbroken sameness of effect ;
at least to

us, who have had no opportunity of hearing the service

performed so lately as to recollect whether it is susceptible

of variety or noL But this very sameness may be one of

its most important features, and we mention it, nut in terms

of complaint, but merely as part of that information which

it is our business to convey to our readers on the subject

of every new publication worth notice. That a service of

this kind, so skilfully put together, will l>e of vast use lo

Catholic congregations, there can be no doubt ; and these,

it is to be supposed, arc sufficiently numerous and liberally

disposed to remunerate the editor for his talent and trouble.

THE MAID OF JUDAH.

1. Dlet, '* Yes, he’s free,** sung by Miss Paton and Mr.

Phillips, the music by Rossini ;
arranged, tfc. by Ro-

rHiNo Lacy. (Chappell)

2. Sono, " When my soul oppressed with anguish,” sung

by Mr. Phillips: composed, arranged, and published by

the same.

The first trf these is from La Semiramide, a duet of great

power in its original place, and not much less so, in our

opinion, as transplanted. The grand error committed by

adapters of Italian music to English poetry is, that they

employ too many words. It is by no means necessary,

indeed K is a fault, to crow d such numbers of syllables into

a bar as we often find ; and this piece is an instance of

it : the Italian language is smooth, euphonous, ahd will

i»ear it ; but our rugged sounds should lie sparingly used.
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particularly in connexion with the airs of that country.

We do not recognise the song.

1. Grand Scena, The fall of Zion, competed by Paisiello,

adapted to English words and sung by Edward Taylor.

(Birchall and Co.)

2. Song, 4‘ Oh, green was the com," written by the late

Reoinald He her, I).D. Bishop of Calcutta . tel to

music by the Rev. W. H. Havkroal, A.M. Op. 15.

(Paine and Hopkins.)

3. Song, 41 Tired Nature’s sweet restorer," the poetry from
Young’s Night Thoughts, the music composed by Wm.
Hors lev, Mus. Bac. (Goulding and D’Almaine.)

4. " Yes, thou may*st sigh," the poetry from The Chro-

nicles of the Canongnte, second scries ; composed and pub-

lished by the same

.

We have generally heard the Scena of Paisiello, No. 1, de-

scribed as a “ fine ” composition, and have wondered

wherein the fineness consists. It is one of those songs that

move on in a certain independent, sturdy manner, being at

once air and base, and giving the singer an opportunity of

rivalling the dragon of Wantley in a roar. In fact, this

sort of music was not the graceful Neapolitan’s forte ; in

melody and tranquillity he delighted, and, therefore, de-

lighted others. He had not grandeur enough for sacred

song, and when he attempted it, he was a mere imitator,

and, like all the tribe, imitated the worst features of his ori-

ginal. But in withholding our assent to the judgment of

daily newspaper critics in the merits of this composition,

let us do Mr. Taylor the justice to acknowledge that he has

adapted the English words with great propriety, and that

so far as he has been concerned nothing but praise is due.

No. 2 is a very pleasing melody, and the poetry is set

with the judgment that was to be expected, both as relates

to the maimer of expressing it and the accentuation of the

words.

No. 3 may be divided Into two parts : the first, ending

with the eighteenth bar of the second page, is in the solid,

good English style,—a plackl elegant melody, set to the

words with great judgment, and accompanied by a few

notes of pure and charming harmony. The second part

fails in, what we conceive to be, an attempt to illustrate the

poetry: the demisemiquavers, however softly played, are

too bustling, not to say rattling, for the prevailing senti-

ment of the poet, and the words are too often repeated.

For such reiterations there are, we well know
, abundant pre-

cedents, but we ought not to imitate that which the superior

good sense of the present age disapproves ; and, past all

dispute, such re|>etitions are now viewed, by those who
criticise on sound principles, as failings, even in the greatest

masters.

There is a vast deal that is beautiful and worthy of ad-

miration in No. 4 ; but the song itself has always suggested

to us a minor key. Such seems to have been the feeling

of the composer when he began to set notes to it, and such

also, we are persuaded, was the intention of Sir Walter

Scott when he described it as “a melancholy dirge, the

words of which were united to a tune as doleful os them-
selves." Music is always in extremes ! The minor mode
was once used to excess in England, and till very lately

prevailed in France: now it seems almost exploded in vocal

music, though often, as in the present instance, impera-

tively called for by the poet. The wheel, however, will

come round again. At the cud of the first stanza is a

repetition to which we strongly object The line Is, “ And
thou must die.” The composer thus sets it

Ibou and tlicu moat die.

Surely this is passing sentence of death ou two instead

of one ! In the eighth bar the B is doubtless an engraver’s

error. Nevertheless, quite enough will be found in the

present composition to atone for much greater failings, had
they even existed.

NEW EDITIONS.

1. Corelli’s Twelve Solos for the Violin, with an ac-

companiment for the Violoncello , and a Thorough
Bass.

2. Six Canzonets by Haydn
: first set.

3. Overture to La Clemenza di Tito, ybr the Piano-forte.

4. Ditto to Figaro, arranged as a Duet by Burrowes.
5. Gelinek’s Air in D, with Variations.

{Published by Clementi and Co.)

6. Dusser’s Grand Concerto in Bb, dedicated to Mist

Collins.

7. Beethoven’s Overture to The Men of Prometheus,

adapted by the author.

8. “ Quant’ fe piit bella,” Paisiellg’s air, with Variations

by Beethoven.
9. Airs by Rossini, arranged as Piano-forte pieces by

Camille Pleyel.
( Published by Chappell.)

10. Overture to Figaro, for the Piano-forte.

11. Ditto to Tancredi, Ditto.

12. Ditto to Artaxerxes, Ditto.

13. Dussek’s celebrated Duel (in Eb) for the Harp and
Piano-forte, to which is added an accompaniment for
two French Homs

.

14. La Matinee, a favourite Rondo, for the Piano-forte,

by Dussek.
{Published by Cramer, Addison , and Beale.)

15. Mozart’s Sonata in A, Op. 19, with accompani-
ments for Violin and Violoncello.

16. Theme Allkm and, with Variations, by Kalebrkx-
ner.

17. The PupiCs daily Exercise for the Piano-forte, con-

sisting of Cadences and Scales in various keys, properly

fingered.

{Published by Goulding and D’Almaine.)

18. Overture to La Clemenza di Tito, arranged as a

Duet by Rurrowks.
19. Overture to Zaubbrflote, for the Piano-forte.

20. Dosser's Favourite Sonata (in Eb) Op. XXXVIL,
originally composedfor the Harp, and now arranged for
the Piano-forte, wilh accompaniments for the Violin

and Violoncello, by J. B. Cramer.
21. Handel's Harmonious Blacksmith, with Variations.

22. Grand Variations on the popular French Air

,

Au
clair de la Lune, composed by F. Hkhold.

23. Six Sonatas {the easy set) for the Piano-forte, com-

posed by Stiebelt.

( Published by Willis and Co.)

It is not our practice to notice new editions merely as

such ; but the above works ore, on various accounts, a fit
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and proper exception to our rule. First printed because,

by a completely new method ; secondly, on account of

their superior neatness and cleanliness ; and, thirdly, on

account of their cheapness.

If our readers will turn to p. 60, first volume of our

new series, they will find a description of Cowper’s new
mode of printing music from types, or characters, of

copper, driven into blocks of a peculiar construction ; the

notes and staves being struck off at two separate impres-

sions. The inventor of this highly ingenious and perfectly

new process, secured himself by a potent ; and five of the

principal music-dealers in London having examined mi-

nutely into the method, and received numerous proofs of

its superiority, resolved, as a body, to print their standard

works, such as are constantly in request and nearly certain

of being long in demand, by his method, which, like all

type-printing in music, is exceedingly expensive in the case

of a small edition, but, on the other hand, proportionately

economical when a large one, or many, are required ; for

there is hardly any limit to the number of impressions

which may be taken from the same block. Hence the

expense of music to purchasers may be much reduced.

We consequently find, that all the above works arc from
twenty to thirty per cent, cheaper than the ordinary edi-

tions, and, it may safely I* asserted, fifty per cent better

;

for the character is infinitely clearer, and the injuries which

a plate, after a little use, generally exhibits, cannot occur

to a block. Besides which, the ink is far superior, as

indeed it is quite a different thing from that commonly
employed for pewter plates, which is the refuse of copper-

plate printing-houses; it does not come off and soil the

fingers, being permanently fixed on the paper.

Another, and a most important advantage attending this

new system is, when words are to be printed under the

notes, as in all vocal music. Let any impartial person

examine Haydn’s canzonets in their present form, and he

will immediately acknowledge the superiority of type letters

to those so irregularly stamped on plates. In respect to

correctness, too, much is gained ; for a block from which
five or ten thousand copies are to be printed, will be more
carefully corrected than a plate that is worn out after fif-

teen hundred impressions, upon an average, are taken off.

In the case of new editions, likewise, how far preferable

!

how rarely do these correspond exactly with the original

ones, published under the composers eye! Printed by

this process, the composer’s edition will never be exhausted;

unless, indeed, it runs to somewhere about a hundred

thousand copies.

Aware, as we are, of the force by which prejudice some-
times operates against a new system, we have felt it an act

of justice to the ingenious patentee, and to the spirited

body of publishers who have vested a large capital in this

undertaking, to call the attention of the public to an inven-

tion which has so long been an acknowledged desideratum,

and must ultimately, indeed immediately, become so exten-

sively useful We trust that teachers will not require to be

urged to eucourage a method which cannot but finally

prove conducive to their interests ; for the cheaper muaic

is, the more learners there will be ; and the more learners,

it is superfluous to add, the more masters will be required

:

to say nothing of that increased compensation to composers

which must unavoidably follow.

Locke's Macbeth in score, with a piano-forte part,

and The Beggar’* Optra, are both now published in a

similar manner to the foregoing, and will be noticed in our

next
June, 1829.
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May 2d. In a weekly paper of this day—a paper sup-
ported by first-rate talent, and conducted with great ability

—I find wjth regret an article attacking one of the most
respectable men in the musical profession

;
a man who

has always done honour to his art by his talents, as well as
by the excellence of his personal character, and promoted
it in his public capacity; 1 mean the conductor of the
Ancient Concert, a sound musician, and a well-informed,

accomplished gentleman. There is something exceedingly
ungenerous in thus gratuitously wounding the feelings of
an individual who has for upwards of seventy years (if I

am not much mistaken) preserved an unblemished repu-
tation, half of which time he has been before the public,

and never till now encountered a public enemy. If the

reproaches cast on him on account of his last concert,

be, in point of fact, a covert attack on the management of
the ancient concerts, it is neither candid nor just. If he
is responsible for what is censurable in those perfor-

mances, let him be openly accused, it will be then disco-
vered, I surmise, that the good he has done by prevention,
is at least equal to the evil he could not avert by advice

;

and I will add, that those very performances have been too
severely criticised. That they might have been, and may
be, much better, there can be little doubt ; but what is

there of this kind that is not open to censure, and suscep-
tible ofimprovement ?—-Let it be recollected that at those
concerts, where about seven hundred persons, mostly of
the higher classes, assemble, the chances arc, that at least

half the number are little better than spoilt children in
most thing*, particularly in relation to their taste for musi-
cal compositions, of which if they do not have exactly what
suits their prejudices and whims, they cry out and will not
be appeased. Let us, however, look at fashionable con-
certs in general, and we shall find, by comparison, that

the Ancient Concert is purity itself. And in reality, it

has hitherto opposed a barrier to the irruption of that

modish vandalism which has acquired so much force as at

leugth to threaten the existence of an establishment which
rescued from impending oblivion the finest productions of
the art, has upheld music, und formed, as well as sup-
ported, many of its best professors, for more than half a
century. This, if skilfully directed, will, conjointly with
the Philharmonic, still be able to preserve the art from the
dangers that surround it ; but more activity and research
must be infused into the one, and narrow views, together

with personal motives, must be weeded out of the other.

To return, however, to the bill of fare in question. I

grant its demerits : I grant that there is in it a repetition

of things which have been heard to weariness ; but I urn

aware also, and so most likely was the writer of the article

of which I complain, that he who drew it up was at that

very time suffering from a severe and dangerous illness

—

an illness of considerable duration, and from which he is

not yet recovered. Was that a moment—when the body
certainly, and the mind most probably, were enfeebled by
long suffering—to commence hostilities against a man?

—

Or is it proper at any time to apply such vituperative lan-

guage to a distinguished professor, and an amiable, irre-

proachable member of society, who has already counted
out the number of those years to which humanity is gene-
rally limited ?

4th. It is not unworthy of remark, that Weber, with a
view to preserve truth of expression in his melodies, be-

ll
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stowed the utmost attention on the national features of his

various dramatic compositions. Tims, we perceive a

marked Bohemian character in his style throughout the

whole of the Frcischulz ; while, in his Evryanthe* we arc

continually reminded of the genuine Provencal ballads.

In his Oberon is the same observance of national pecu-

liaritv. While preparing this opera, tie carefully perused

the best travels in the East, but found little information

respecting oriental music, till the valuable work of Nieb-

buhr furnished him with the air on which is founded the

very characteristic chorus of slaves in the delightful finale

to the first act.

Niehbuhr describes, among other Arabian instruments,

one called the Semmendye. It has sometimes three

airings, sometimes only two, made of catgut or horsehair,

tuned in thirds. It is performed on like our double-baas.

The body is generally of cocoa- tree, with a small aperture

in the lower side, and an extended membrane forms the

upper surface. The foot is of iron, passing through the

body into the neck. The bow consists of a small stick, cut

roughly from a tree, with horsehair fastened so loosely to

it, that the performer is obliged to keep it constantly

stretched with his fingers.

Such is the instrument commonly used by the itinerant

musicians, who stroll about with the dancing-girls from

Egypt, singing the following melody to their Semmendsje,

which is continually repeated.

Thus far Niehbuhr : and what an admirable use Weber
has made of the passage in the chorus alluded to

!

bfh. M. Laporte, it is said, made a kind of fast and
loose engagement with Madlle. Son tag for the present

season; so that if Mad. Malibran had produced the ex-

pected effect, the former would not, probably, have been
thought necessary to the King's Theatre. The Spanish

Senora, however, not filling the house in the manner
hoped for, the German Fraulein was advertised for the

SSth of April, not only without the manager " having
concluded the conditions of her engagement, but against

her own request/’ In the mean time she undertook to

sing at several concerts, which M. Laporte wished to pre-

vent ; but she refused to violate her engagements, and at

length obtained her own terms.

1th. The first concert at the King’s Theatre was given

last evening. As part of the performance, a Mons. Rous-
selot, who has taken Lindley’s seat in the opera-orchestra,

played a concerto, one which, both in point of composi-

tion and performance, cannot easily be forgotten. I will not

disparage Astley’s by saying that it was only fit for the

audience at the Amphitheatre. Nevertheless, the follow-

ing is the critique on this precious performance, inserted by
The Times, without the usual hint, conveyed in the word
Advertisement.

** Monsieur Rousselot executed a pot-pourri on the

violoncello, with orchestral accompaniments. The ex-

treme difficulty of this composition called for a full dis-

play of his powers on the instrument, and he exhibited a

command over it, which rarely falls to the lot of violoncello

players. To the facility and never-fading precision with

which he went over the most intricate and rapid passage*,

he added a remarkable delicacy of expression, and a rare

elegance of style.”

Such stuff as this is to be expected from some daily pa-
pers, but for The Times to permit a reporter to insert any-
thing so unworthy of its columns, so monstrously ridicu-

lous, is indeed surprising !

9th. But the same Journal tells us to-day, that at the

concert of Moscheies, “Madame Malibran sang • Tu
ch’accendi’ with an expression and a simplicity which
formed a pleasing contrast with the ornamental shape in

which the cavatina [cavatina
!] has for some years been

given.” The writer absolutely never could have heard
this scena before } or else, which is more likely, he knows
nothing about what he writes. I have often heard it sung,

but certainly never yet heard the last, the movement, m
embroidered.

10/A. Long as the article is, I cannot forbear trans-

ferring a criticism which appears in an Irish paper on the

singing of Madame Catalans The writer is surely one
of the sleepers awakened > he must have been in a trance

for about eighteen years, or so, and has now for the first

time heard the celebrated vocalist. If he is in such ecstacy

at the present hour, what emotions would not the lady

have excited in him at the beginning of the present
century

!

“ Madame Catalan! at Coax.—Our occupation's

gone! We, who * are nothing if not critical,’ must aban-
don stricture*, and take up with panegyric. Indeed it

would be superfluous to measure her by criticism who is

herself the standard—to whom no terms can apply but

those of the most unbounded admiration. We are not of
those who pretend to define the exact boundaries, the

depths and breadths, the lights and shadows of song ; or

even if we were of that race of * little men/ who pass by
the beautiful symmetry of a whole figure to fix upon some
almost imperceptible defect in the shoe-tie, our knowledge
of the art of sinking in criticism would avail us little here.

Culalani is herself the empress of* the world ofsong ; within

it she can do no wrong ; and if she sometimes depart from

the exact boundaries which lesser souls have marked out

as the utmost limit of musical expression, it is to rise to a

heaven of sound, unimagined before by the most sanguine

enthusiast. You see it in her every look and gesture. She
seem* a Pythoness expanding with inspiration ; and her
very impatience of the accompaniment shows the fulness

and force of her conceptions, anxious for melodious birth;

as if every other sound interfered with the thick-coming
beauties of her glowing and high-wrought enthusiasm

—

but we cannot describe her ; she must be heard and seen.

We regret that our not having witnessed this lady’s per-

formance before prevents our comparing her with her only

parallel—her former self; but we have it from those upon
whose opinions we can rely, thut time has not rubbed her

of* one tittle of the powers which have stamped her with

such high and unapproachable excellence. The most ex-

traordinary thing, to us, in this lady’s singing, was her

power of—what shall we say?—labial modulation. She
breaks up the notes with a bird-like facility, which was
particularly obvious in the passage of ‘ Sweet Home/ to

the words * splendour dazzles in vain.* Twas enchant-

ing—a maze of intertwined and tangled sound, wild, sweet,

and full as the choral burst of an aviary. Her arias were
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the very essence of soul and science, and she seemed bfer-

self wrapt up in insensibility to everything but her own
exquisite utterance—and her variations of Rode’s splendid

Aria was brilliant and surprising beyond anything we could

fancy even from the report of her powers. Perhaps the

greatest tribute that could be paid to her excellence, was
the high enthusiasm to which the audience was wrought

t>y ‘ Rule Britannia.' Scarcely six notes were uttered when
the whole house rose, with one impulse, and continued so

to the end of the encore. We never witnessed anything

more striking in its effects than this song. The lady her-

self seemed kindled with the fire that animated her audi-

ence, and looked the presiding and inspiring genius of a

nation. She has been our dream and waking thought since

we heard her, and even now her voice is in our ear and

m our soul .**—Cork Southern Reporter.

“ In about twenty years,
1
' says the Spectator

,

44 Pasta

will begin to be spoken of as a promising young person

in Ireland.”

14/A. The Festival of the Sons of the Clergy. Instead

of Handel's splendid Dettingen Te Deum, Purcell's in d

was performed, and this not exactly in its original slate.

I cannot help regretting the change. 8uch a work ns that

of Handel may surely be listened to with pleasure once a

year, and as a model ought to be produced at least thus

often. It was heard nowhere else in London, that I am
aware of, and now this annual opportunity,—which young
musicians could only profit by once or twice in the course

of their studies—is, it seems, to be lost ! I entertain the

highest passible respect for Purcell, but his genius dis-

played itself in dramatic music. In compositions for the

church he felt bound in fetters, and is rarely himself. Had
he produced nothing but the latter he would now be as

little known as his master Blow, whose name is all that is

ever heard of him in the present day. The whole amount
of the collection, including the rehearsal and dinner,

was 736/.

16/A. The Herald of this day tells us, speaking of the

concert at the Opera House, that 44 the principal attraction

of the evening was a duetto by Rossini, which was exe-

cuted by Madile. Sontag and Madame Garcia in the most
delightful unison /' This is the first time we ever heard of

the charms of a duet in unison. We believe that the

reporter in the Herald is a dative of the emerald isle,—as,

indeed, most of the reporter* are. The same writer says,

there are two or three” tiers of boxes erected in the con-

cert room of the King’s Theatre. What an eye for obser-

vation he must have ! I really suspect that the acute critic

was not present at the performance ; or else that two of

his senses were doing duty elsewhere.

There is a wit, a vivacity, and. by-the-hy, a pro-
digious deal of truth, in an article, entitled " The Musical
Scramble,” in this day’s Spectator, that will not be suid
44 nay

I

must give it a place in my diary.
“ May is usually a busy month in our world of music.

We are generally visited with a swift succession of con-
certs ;

but this year quite outruns all our former experi-

ence. To attend all, or half of them, is impossible : ears,

eyes, pockets, feet, horses, would all fail in the attempt
It is no love of music that induces all this. There is no
novelty in any of these concerts. We are sure to be an-

noyed with a succession of the same songs, the same
ducts, the same trios. To take' pains in preparation—to

rehearse—is perfectly ridiculous, quite out of the question.

The first thing is to sell your tickets—the last to make
your bill. Secure Sontag aud Malibrau ; add, if you can,

Pisaroni and Camporese ; then put up such pieces as will

give them and yourself no trouble, and you will probably
fill your room. But who shall attempt to describe the
plots, the contrivings, the workings and counter-workings
of the different parties ? There are four series of concerts

now in progress—the worn-out and forgotten Ancient
Concert

;
the Philharmonic ; Bochsa’s concerts at the

Opera-house; and Velluti's at the Argyll Rooms. These,
in addition to the Opera, are the standing dishes—then as
to benefits, ‘who shall their numbers tell?* We could
very easily occupy twelve hours out of every tweuty-four

for the next month, in listening to public concerts.
“ In the midst of this din and scramble, is any thing

done for the advancement of the art?—Nothing. Music
has fallen into the hands of Jews and jobbers, of quacks
and pretenders; and we are quite serious in affirming that

there is more done for the support of good music in

Change Alley than in the purlieus of the II aymarket and
Regent Street. And these men are wise in their genera-

tion : they think it probable that the time may come when
something more than a brazen face and a smooth tongue
will be necessary to give a passport into society—when
cheats and pickpockets will again be treated as cheats and
pickpockets were wont to be. And unless the world be

turned upside down, it will be so. This folly and mad-
ness cannot last : it is too gross, too palpable. In the

mean time, let us counsel our English composers and
singers to do their duty to themselves and to the public.

Let them be assured that alt the musical public do not

look with complacency upon this scramble. There ia a
party, every year increasing in strength, who will patro-

nize music for the sake of music, and not solely for the

sake of fashion. Let our distinguished professors foster

and guide this feeling in its right direction. Let those

lead who ought to lead ; and let not the name of English

concerts be degraded by association with the names of

mere pretenders and music-jobbers."

19/A. A new musical instrument called the Kaliff-

thongon , an improvement upon one of the same kind made
by Mr. Hawkins, is now exhibiting by a M. Ficbig. The
effect it produces is that of a violin quartet, and it it

played in the same manner as the piauo-forte. A bow is

attached to each string, and is drawn to and fro by means
of a pedal which the performer keeps in motion

; the

keys bringing those strings that are required in contact

with the bows. The instrument possesses considerable

power, while its tone may be diminished to a pianissimo.

The disadvantages it betrays are, that the upper notes are

harsh, and indeed, from the construction of the instrument,

it seems hopeless to be able to draw them forth with the

delicacy of which the hand only is capable. Moreover,

the touch is so heavy that continued practice on it would
ruin the finger of any piano-forte player. It is, however,

an ingenious piece of mechanism, and we recommend the

curious to examine it. They will hear the proprietor play

a piece of his own composition, which shows him to

possess any thing rather than commonplace talent.

24/A. No slight sensation was produced at the Phil-

harmonic concert this evening, by the performance of a new
MS. symphony in c minor, composed by M. Felix Men-
delssohn, the amateur to whom I alluded on the 26th of

last month, and wbo conducted it in person. It is a most
original, ingenious, and pleasing work.

U 2
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Che atmettt Concerts.

SEVENTH CONCERT.
Under the Direction of Hu Grace the Archhuhop of York,

H'edaeidmy, Ayr,

l

29/A, 1829.

Act I.

Funeral Anthem ...... Handiu I

Trio. Fallen is Ihv throne ..... Millico.
|

«?'* WhydothiMltoM l (Mtmmk) H..D.L,
Chorus. Let us break J

Psalm iixiv. Through all the changing scenes.

Concerto Ut . . (Op. Z.) . . . Gawmuiu.
Song. If guiltless blood ..... Handki.

Motet. Glory, praite, and adoration . . . Momit.
Song. Ho perduto ...... Paiiiillo.

,

Coronation Anthem. Zadok the Priest . • • Handkl.
|

Act II

Symphony in D . • • .

Song. II mio tesoro . • .

Glee. With Highs, sweat rose .

Chorus. May no ra»h intruder .

Song. Quel brkcoacel

Trio and Chorus. Sound the loud timbrel

Song. Pria che spunti ...
Duetto. Dunque mio brn . .

Air and Chorus. Rule Britannia . .

(Solomon

)

Moxaut.
Moxaht. I

CaLLOOTT. I

. Handel.
[

. PtCiNt.
I

Avisos.

ClMAnOSA.
ZtNOARELLI.

Da. Anna.

Not even the introduction of two vocal luminaries in the

present concert, viz., Madame Malibran and Signor Don-

zelli, could atone for the vapid and meagre selection

altogether of this evening. The concert was opened,

however, with a feeling consideration, on the part of the

most Reverend Director, for the recent calamity sustained

by the venerable Earl of Derby, In the death of his excel-

lent and most amiable Countess ! The Funeral Anthem

was never finer performed, nor the affecting words, ** She

delivered the poor that cried, Ac.” more justly applied :

it was easy to perceive, that the performers themselves

were anxious to express a due sense of the affecting tribute

they were called upon to pay to the virtues of the lamented

deceased.

Pass we over Mr. Millico—but not so Mr. Phillips,

who sang his song with mure than his usual energy. He is

still too boisterous in his high notes, and we begin to think

there is some defect in his voice, which prevents the soft-

ening off (hat we wish : we shall be sorry if this he the case.

The chorus which followed was sadly hurried over—May
one ask the excellent Leader why ? Handel marks the

time Larghetio, but to-night it was quick, presto, begone !

—perhaps to give stronger effect to the psalm which

followed, and which, after all, would have been far better in

the hands of the charity children. The first concerto of

the third opera of Gemininni is the moBt difficult of all our

friend F. Cramers exertions ; but we rejoice to discover no

falling off either in energy or accuracy. Miss Wilkinson

was judicious in her performance, but they trill give her

gongs that require something more than mere cold, correct

execution. Then the endless repetitious of the song in

question, M never ending, still beginning !"* If Mozart had
composed the admirably spirited and ingenious movement
that followed, as a finale to such an opera as The Cle-

men za, what a magnificent burst it would have been 1

But it is wholly incompatible w ith the subject of religion,

and in the present instance in particular. The address to

the Saviour and Creator being constant, demanded the

constant observance of a solemn style : the gentiment, to

be sure, is joyous ; but let us not forget Milton's sub-

limely expressive phrase—'* In saintly shout and solemn
jubilee !'*

Come we now to Madame Malibran. To great flexibi-

lity of voice, she adds a delicacy of expression wc have

seldom beard equalled, and her lower tones are as soft

and melodious as the upper notes of her voice : nor i*

there any apparent effort or strain in producing that

articulation by which every one of them is distinctly heard.

When to these perfections we add great feeling, we think

we have said enough
;
perhaps she does not speak her

words so plainly as could be wished, but then it must

be observed that she is deprived of what she is most ac-

customed to, the advantages of action. Her first song

was a treat, for the music is beautiful ; but “ Quel bric«

concel " we have not the slightest desire to hear again.

Query ?—Is this mawkish affair the composition of Piccini,

as marked in the book, or may it not rather be that of

Pacini ? Two very different masters, if master the latter

may be called.

We shall not have occasion to dwell quite so long on the

merits of Signor Donzelli, because we could not discover

many distinguishing traits of excellence. That he is a pow-

erful and animated singer, no one who has heard him will

deny; but his tones are occasionally harsh, if not coarse,

and hia favourite ascents and flourishes in alt are at no
limes pleasing, and are frequently rendered quite ludi-

crous by the sudden jump from a fine full tenor note

to a scarcely audible squeak—it was the case this very

evening in his second song : “ II mio tesoro*' was in

better style. Signor Donzclli Is an admirable actor,

and we cannot help fancying, though we speak with

deference, that he would have lost none of his deserved

popularity had he stuck to the stage altogether.

Zingarelli’s duet we thought but a vapid piece of busi-

ness. What can be expected from a succession of thirds

almost all the way through ? We should have been better

pleased with good old Dr. Harington’s “ How sweet in the

Woodlands." But, come, some amends was made by
** Rule Britannia’* turned into a sort of glee in the first place

—then a grand chorus, plentifully bedrummed and betrum-
prtted—then a solo—then, glee again—oh ! patience,

patience

!

EIGHTH CONCERT.
Under the Direction of Hu Grace the Arehbishop of York,

Wednesday, May 6th, 19*29.

Act. I.

(Dell . Te DeumJlit, 2nd, and 4th Movements (Deit. Te DeumJ IIindiu
Ode. Bleat pair of Sirens ... J. 8, Smith.
Recti, acc. 1 feel the Deity

Song Arm, arm, ye brave

Chorus. We crime »

Recit. So will’d my father

Trio and Clio. Disdainful .

Pastoral Symphony
Recit. There were shepherds . }(Meutah

)

Handel.
Chorus. Glory to God
Psalm xriii . . (St. Matthnc's Tune)
Recit. acc. Tranquillo .

Aria. Ombra adnrata . .

Round. W iad, geutle evergreen

Introduction and Cho. Ye sous . (Joshua)

Acr II.

Coiicertante . , . •

R«il KC, Do.- ilo .|K>»
. 1 (Of Onsi, tc.) Cu.bwl

Duetto. Svenami ortnai . . f
1 » t s

Glee. Rich and rare ( Irish MelodyJ
Recit. acc. Ah

!
percbd

Aria. II caro ben .

Recit. acc. O worse than death

Song. Angels ever bright

Song. Del piO sublime

Glee. Hark l the lark

Recit. Divine Andate

Duet. To arms . , , J
(Bonduea)

Chorus. Britons, strike home

(Judas Msec.) Ha* net.

Caorr*

j
;
Borneo e Giulietta) Guouklisi.

. . . Hath.
Handel.

Width.

}
(Persev)

|
(Theodora)

(La Clemen** di T*to)

:}

Saccisini*

Handkl,

Jtloxaat.

,)r. Cooai.

Purcell.
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We really begin to feel it exceedingly difficult to spin out

any tiling in the shape of critique on these concerts. Over
and over again have we lauded, as it so richly deserves,

both the composition and performance of “ Blest pair of

Sirens ;” and over and again that which follows it. Mr. Phil-

lips, we are happy to observe, was not quite so vociferous

in his upper notes ; and we can assure this admirable

singer, that with a little persevering practice he will con-

quer this defect (for a defect it decidedly is) altogether.

We are sorry that we cannot compliment Miss Stephens

upon her performance ; there was a want of due anima-

tion throughout, nor will any voice, however rich and sweet

it may be, compensate for the absence of feeling and sen-

timent, and, what we lament to say appeared to us, a care-

lessness of execution. But the
44 Umbra adorata!" of

Madame Malibran made amends; and her voice, and
delicate expression, we were at a loss which to admire

most Her duet with Signor Donzelli in the second act

was also a fine performance, but a great deal too long ; if

half the recitative had been omitted, it would have been

infinitely more effective.

Donzelli was highly animated throughout ; and he did

not deal quite so much in thefaUetto as wc have heard him.

We could really wish this certainly very fine singer to re-

collect, in future, that a concert-room does not demand
that exertion of voice which is required upon the stage,

and that he would be doing himself greater justice, and he

affording his audience far greater pleasure, if he moderated

his at the former place. As to the conccrt&nte, it was as

tiresome, to our ears at least, as it must have been difficult

and unwelcome to the poor performers, who ought, in jus-

tice. to receive extra payment for having been called upon
to play bo many intricate solos one after another ;—and
what business had it at the Ancient Concerts at all ?

We could not find any thing either 44
rich’’ or 44

rare'
1

in

the Irish melody, but it seemed to please mightily.

We wish some ingenious harmonizer would harmonize
41 I'd be a butterfly, this would be a delicious treat, and
come in very opportunely with our, at length, opening
spring.

Another fine, spirited song from thePerseo of Sacchini,

showed off the powers of Madame Malibran as a singer.

Notwithstanding the extraordinary compass of voice re-

quired in this song, there was no perceptible break in any
of her divisions, nor a single note but was perfectly in

tune.

Signor Donzetli sang Mozart’s charming song admirably.

We have not heard him at these concerts with so much
pleasure.

We shall conclude our remarks of this evening’s selec-

tion with three observations which those who remember
what the Ancient Concerts were in George the Third's

time, and appreciated them, will peruse with a mournful
shake of the head. In the first act, the evidently favourite

pieces performed were the 18th Psalm, and 44 Wind gentle

Evergreen !” In the second act, there was only one chorus,

and that was “ Britons, strike Home ;’f and lastly, there

was not a single overture or concerto in either act

!

NINTH CONCERT.
Under the Directton ofthe Ear1 of Cawdor, Wednttday, Mao 13/A,

1829.

Act. I.

Music in Macbeth . •

Madrifal. Stay, Corydon

Song. Oft on a plat .

Kecit see. Jehovah! crown’d

Chorus. He comet, he cooes

(11 PennerotoJ

}
(Biker)

Locks.
WlLatK.
Handel.

Handel.

Concerto lit . • (Opera 8) . , , Martini.
Song. Sc pur cara . . ( Aleeeit) . Gluck.
Song. 1 know that ray Redeemer 1 ...
Choral. Woniiy i.lli U„,b . }

H«o,l.

Act 11.

Overture * • • ( Idomeneo) , ,

\ }
Trio. Prena quel Ubbco , (Debora e Sierra) .

Chorus. Immortal Lord . (Deborah) .

Song. Non ao d’ ondo .

Water Musk .....
Glee. If o’er tho cruel tyrant . • .

Recit. When be is in bis wrath
. j

Song. When storms the proud > (Athalia)
Chorus. Oh! Judah . . J

Tin nearer we approach to the close of our labours (and

labours they verily are), the fainter appears the probability

of any change having been contemplated in the manage-
ment of these concerts—ancient they are called, but opera

would be a properer designation. We presume that there

are funds sufficient to make up for the loss of subscrip-

tions; but the system cannot long continue, and it is not

probable that the directors themselves can look with in-

difference upon the empty benches in those rooms which
a few years ago were full to overflowing, long before the

commencement of the performances.

Now for the Earl of Cawdor’s Selection.—After Locke’s

music in Macbeth, we were gratified by a beautiful ma-
drigal of Wilbyc’s, which, save and excepting one little

break down, (from what quarter we shall not hazard a

conjecture), was exceedingly well executed. Another night

we shall hope for
44 Sweet honey-sucking bee,” by the

same master, and the Queen of Madrigals in our opinion.

Vaughan gave 44 Oft on a plot,” with great chastity and
expression ; but it is a most difficult soug to sustain effec-

tually, and there must be a dragging of it, let orchestra

and singer do what they may to prevent it.
44 Sc pur

cara” is not exactly the song for Madame Malibran: the

air is too beautifully simple to bear flourishes, and we
did not approve of her alteration of the text Gluck’s

low notes are exceedingly expressive, and sufficiently

so; Madame Malibran by substituting lower, took away
from the beauty of the original melody, without in the

least adding to the effect of her execution. Miss Ste-

phens never did, in our opinion, enter into the feeling

and spirit of 44
1 know, &c. insteod of the hope and con-

fidence that should be expressed, she doles it out with all

the subdued gravity of a dirge : and yet she evidently

pleases in it, and pleased this evening-—but what will not

liquid notes, 44 with winding sweetness long drawn out,”

effect ?

In the Second Act Mozart’s spirited overture was fol-

lowed by our ancient acquaintance 44 A Coropir,” admi-

rably sung by Madame Malibran, and as admirably ac-

companied by F. Cramer. We really never heard him
execute the difficult passages of the second movement with

greater delicacy and precision. Cimarosa’s trio came in

too soon after the song to produce its full effect. Madame
Malibran and Signor Donzellli were very spirited, but Misa

Wilkinson was not in her element ; and we cannot help

wishing, that this amiable young lady and interesting

singer were not quite so fond of the Italian style : she

does not, and never will, excel in it. There are some
fine bursts in this trio, but we have heard music of Cima-
rosa that we like better.

Signor Donzelli sang Bach’s beautiful song very feel-

ingly, but it was too high for his natural voice, and the

breaks into his feigned notes are any thing but pleasing.

Mozart.

Guuliklmi.

ClMAROSA.
Handel.

Bach.

• Handel.
Dr. Arms.

Handel,
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It is pretty evident that this really fine and animated singer

is partial to the falsetto—but we think he is wrong, and

will eventually injure his voice by indulging in it. Phillips

will persist in forcing his upper notes ; had he subdued

them in the fine song of “ When storms,” Hardeman

himself had never sang it better.

We shall not be accused, we hope, of disrespect to the

great name of- Handel, that we pass ever his choruses and

concertos as we do. Would that we could get something

new in that way to remark upon ; but it would be loss of

time and labour to dwell on idle repetitions of praise of

what every Ancient knows by heart.

Cfjc JlfnTbarmoiuc Conceits.

FIFTH CONCERT, Monday, April 27, 1829.

Act f.

Siofonia, letter R • • • . . Haros.
Retit. and Air, 44 Now heaven io fullest,” Signor Zv-

ciiBLLt (Crro/iou) , , , , Mar on.

Concerto Piano-forte, M. Sc rlesinocr . . Hummel.
Dueito, Madame Caw row* a and Signor Ci rioni,
u Ricciardo ! cbe «cg|u }" (Ricciardo t Zerauk) . Rontwi.

Orcrturc, Zaubrrjlotc . • • • Mozart,

Act II.

Sinfonia in D . • . • Bsethovew.
Ana, Madame Camporzse, 44 Bel raggio" (Semirnmide) Roviim.
Coocertante, Violin and Violoncello obligati, Meun.
Wcichskl and UMDLEr.... Luvdlxt.

Terzetto, “ Cruda sorte !" Madame Campohem, Signor

Cumom. and Signor Zl'CUSLLl (Rivxuirdo e Zorotdt) Rouixi.
Overture, FMetk ..... Beethoven.

Leader, Mr. Lodes.

—

Conductor, Dr. Cbotch.

The instrumental part of this concert was rich in some
of the best things of the three great German geniuses,

and these were performed in a spirit worthy of the com-
positions, a failure or two of the oboe excepted, which

rather operated as a drawback in a place where any in-

accuracy is so soon perceived and so sensibly felt. The
symphony of Haydn, known only by the letter which

distinguishes it,—(what a pity that all his symphonies

are not properly classed and designated!)— is in c.

No. 13, of Cianchetlini’s edition in score, and a very de-

lightful composition of the less elaborate and less gorge-

ous kind. The last movement was encored, and it ap-

peared to us that the band did not at all regret the extra

labour which was thus imposed on them. To this, parts

for trumpets and drums, added by Mr. T. Cooke, were now
for the firai time performed, and certainly did not injure

the effect ; but we canuot help observing, that, as the

author himself omitted them, and as it is, therefore, a fair

presuniptiou that he did not see the propriety of such an
augmentation, it was a bold measure so to extend his

score. The case is not a parallel one to that of Handel’s

oratorios. Haydn bad the instruments at command, and

rejected their use. Hatidel possessed not those which
Moxart added for him, he therefore had no choice.

The symphony in o of Beethoven is one of his earlier,

therefore clearer, less perplexed, works ; every bar seems

to flow naturally, though none of his compositions is more
artfully constructed. The overture to the Zauberjlble was,

almost as a matter of course, called for a second time

;

and the Fiddio was equally well executed, though, like all

last pieces in a concert, only heard by about half the com-
pany.

Mr. Scblvsmgcr wants a little of that confidence which
the enjoyment of a great name inspires. He played an

admirable concerto by Hummel extremely well, and

though he failed in one passage, his diffidence alone was

the cause. However, very few, indeed, were aware of the

circumstance, and he obtained much applause. The con-

certante by Weiehsel and Lindley shewed that both

these fine performers preserve their brilliancy of execution

unimpaired. They did wonders, and the light walu-

movement by which the piece terminated, pleased very

generally.

The air from the Creation is not only too long for a

concert, but is positively heavy as a composition, heterodox

as the opinion may be considered by some ; and Zuchellt

did not shine in it certainly. Madame Camporese is just

what site was ; the five years that have elapsed since she

left London, seem to have wrought in her no change of

any kind : her voice is as powerful as ever, and her

style unaltered. She was received in a manner more
than commonly flattering. The terzetto,

44 Cruda sort*,’*

which, fine as it undoubtedly is, has by eternal repetition

become positively tiresome, was now rendered still less

endurable by giving the female part of Zomira, a so-

prano, to who will the reader guess?—to Signor

Zuchelli! who of course sang it an octave lower than

written, and consequently was continually below what

should have been the under part. The effect may bo

imagined, not described ; and nothing but a regard to the

feelings of the singer saved it from the strongest marks

of disapprobation that an audience can manifest There is

something very wrong in the management of the vocal

department here: it exhibits extraordinary proofs of

debility. _____
SIXTH CONCERT, Monday, May 11, 1829.

Act I.

Sinfonia in B flat . . • .

Aria, 44 Fra Ualc angotcie,” Signor Boadoom .

Concerto Piano- forte, Mr. Cram aa . .

Aria, Madame Stocamacizn, (La CJemcnsa di Tito)

Overture • . . . •

Bairnon*.
Caravta.
CbAMCB.
Mozart.
A. RoMBana.

Act. II.

Sinfoak ia C • • . . Mozart.
Recitative, Mr. Pbillips, “ For behold.” Soog, 41 The

People that walked,” (TAe Mewak) with Moxart’*

accompaniment* .... Ham oil.

Concerto, Violin. Mr. Ha itmam . . Rode 6c Matssdse.
Terzetto, Madame SroctHAt)**f«,Sipi»or Boirooarn, and

Mr. PniLura
Overture in C • , • . Biithovim.

Leader, Mr. Moat.—Conductor, Mr. Pottbe.

We have exhausted the language of praise in speaking of

the best symphonies of Beethoven, and all of Mozart.

Both of those chosen for this present concert were per-

formed in a manner equal to their merits, and it is impos-

sible to pronounce a higher Danegyric. The overture of

Andreas Romberg is his chef dTctuvre ; it is full of imagi-

nation and effect. The little bit of fugue he introduces at

nearly the end, throws a classical air over the composi-

tion, and raises associations highly agreeable. Beetho-

vcri’s in C, is cast in quite a dramatic mould, in which

the supernatural predominates. It is a very extraordinary

work, and having rarely, if ever, been performed here, had

the charm of novelty added to its other great merits. Of
Cramer's concerto, we have spoken in our account of his

concert; it was now received with an applause bordering

on enthusiasm, the andautc being encored at the wish of

every body in the room. M. Hauman, a German, ap-
peared for the first time in England. He is a superior

player, having great command over his instrument, though
his tone is not remarkable for power or brilliancy. With
the capability of doing much, he falls too often into the
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error of wishing to surprise, and in certain extra shift*,

produces a squeak, almost, if not quite, aa shrill as ever

came from the chanterelle of poor Kiesewettcr’s violin.

Such, however, ia the taste, or tastelessness, of the present

day, and it is in vain to reason on the subject with an

individual artist, whose success depends on his pleasing

the many-headed monster; more especially where real

judges will tacitly sanction a bod style, if not actually pro-

mote it, by well-meant but inconsiderate applause.

The recitative and air from the Meuiah did not produce

less effect from being rather unexpected at a Philharmonic

concert. Phillips sang it with exactly the spirit and

power it demands, for it docs not require so much energy

and strength as a very respectable critic seems to imagine

;

k wants a round, firm voice,—and an intonation of the

utmost purity is indispensable in the singer who does it

justice. But the additional accompaniments were the

great charm on this occasion. How unaccountable it is,

that there should still be person* who disapprove them,

and consider them as impertinent obtrusions ! Concern-
ing the other vocal pieces we will be silent

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MU8IC.
The pupils of this institution performed a second morning
concert at the Hanover Square Rooms on Tuesday, May
the 5th. The subjoined is the programme

;
in examining

which it will be &cen, that not a single specimen of the old

classical schools was introduced. That such must be the

case at benefit concerts is certain, and for obvious reasons

;

but if in an academy the great ancient masters are not

studied—and we must presume that they arc neglected if

never produced at the periodical exhibitions,—then the

hopes of the advantages to accrue from an establishment

of this kind will prove to be ill-founded.

Would that we had an academy of music governed by
the same good sense that reigns in the British Institu-

tion !—In how short a time it might operate a change in

the stale of the art, which is decidedly on the decline, and
will, we fear, become worse before a re-action is produced

!

Part I.

Symphony (No. II.) ....... Hayo*.
Sonr, " No joy without it* neighbour norrciw," Master Phillip*,

( 1/er Freuckatz) ....... Webxr.
Duetto, ** Coroe freoar,” Mi» Bcllcharnben and Mr. A Sapio,

(t* (razza Ladra

)

....... Romim.
Concerto, Pianoforte

, \V. Dorrell (Pupil of Mr. C. PoUcr) . Himmil
Son if ,

“ Rolling in foaming billow*,” Mr. A. Sapio . . Hayd*.
Scatetto, “ Solo, sola,” (// Dorn . . . Mozart.

Part II.

Overture (Egmemt) Btrmorr*.
Aria, “ 11 braccio raio conquiw*,'' Mm* BeUchamberv . . Nicolimj.

Duetto, “ Anna tu piangi," Mi** Childe and Mr. E. Seguin . floasiKi.

Concerto, Violoncello, C. Lucas, (Pupil of Mr. R. Lindlcy) C. Lias.
Trio. ** La mi* Dorabclta/' Messrs. Brixzi, A. Sapio, ami

E. Seguia (C.<m fan Taite) ..... Mozart.
Cavatina, “ Ah venar a mi rogge," Miss Childe ... Pacini.

Quartette, con Coro, “ Cicto it mio labbro'' ... Roisini.

Leader, C. A. Sit urn a.

CONCERTS IN THE GREAT ROOM OF TnE
KING'S THEATRE.

This room, the finest in London for music, has been
altered, repaired, and fitted up. The orchestra is now sta-

tioned where the royal boxes were placed, and two semi-
circular rows of small boxes have been built at the opposite
end. One half of the floor hus been raised into an amphi-
theatre, which with the other hulf is filled with cross

benches, but there are no side ones, for want whereof the

appearance of the room suffers materially. The predomi-
nant colouring is a light blue, the ornamental part being
executed in a cheap theatrical manner, and very French.
The whole is illuminated by one lustre, suspended from the

centre of a ceiling, which is decorated in good taste, and
diffusing an agreeable light. The orchestra is much too

perpendicular, and wants depth in the lower part The
proscenium also, which is a flimsy affair, gives it more the
appearance of a portable stage, than is usual or becoming
in a concert-room. The entrance—for there is hut one

—

is extremely narrow, and in case of an alarm of fire might
be the cause of infinite mischief. This sacrifice has been
made for the purpose of getting a refreshment room, quite
dark, out of the space under the raised floor, or amphi-
theatre, and we are decidedly of opinion, that both have
much deteriorated this once well-proportioned flue saloon.

It was announced that these ** Grand Concerts,” would
be given by all the strength of the King's theatre, on the
6th, 15th, and 29th of May. Accordingly, the first took
place on Wednesday the 6th, as advertised, and consisted
chiefly of airs, Ac., from operas, by Rossini, Pacini, Mcr-
cadante, Ac., together with the overture to Tito

;

a con-
certo on the violoncello, by M. Rousselot, (the successor of
Lindlcy !) which was not ordinarily, but ridiculously bod ;

an air with variations for the trombone, by M. Schmidt,
a silly, tiresome affair ; and a fantasia on the clarionet, by
Mr. Williams. All the principal singers performed, but
very few people came to hear them ; that is, very few who
paid.

The second concert was a better selection, consisting,

among other things, of several compositions of Ciraarosa

;

the Preiichutx overture, and a concerto on the violin, by
M. Haum&n, the same that he played at the Philharmonic
concert :—but the money taken was much the same as before.

In fact, the attempt has proved a most complete failure

—the usual fate of M. Bochsa's attempts, who hud the

effrontery to place himself at the piauo-forte, as the con-
ductor of the performances.

CONCERTS AT THE ARGYLL ROOMS.

Three morning concerts have been given here in the name
of Signor Velluti, but which are, we believe, a speculation

of Mr. Welsh, perhaps conjointly with the former.

Madlle. Sontag, together with Madlle. Blasts, Curioni,

Pellegrini, &c., form the vocal party. The best instru-

mental performers are in the orchestra, namely, the seceders

from the King's Theatre. The leader is Mr. F. Cramer,

and the conductor. Sir G. Smart. The first coucert was
very thinly attended, the second rather better, and the third

was tolerably full. But the music selected is, for the greater

part, of that insipid, mawkish kind, which the singers,

aided by a few tasteless people of influence, are at present

forcing, not down the throats, but into the ears of such of

the public as are passive, and allow themselves to be

drugged by the wretched stuff of Nicolini, Bonfichl,

Mosca, Pacini, &c. Ac.

GUILDHALL CONCERT FOR THE BENEFIT
OF THE SILK-WEAVERS.

We must just notice, in general terms, this performance,

which took place on Saturday, the 2nd of May, at

noon, and was eminently successful, whether considered
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musically, or with reference to the receipts, which pro-

duced a net profit of about 1500*. Every thin* connected

with the management of this was highly creditable to those

concerned in it ; and the performers of every class are not

less entitled to a share of the praise. But Madlle. Sontag,

by generously coming forward gratuitously to assist—and

this was her first appearance in London during the present

season, which rendered her aid more valuable—made an

impression that will not easily be forgotten.
,

firntfit Conmts.

Mr. GREATOREXS,
Hanover Square Rooms, Tuesday , April 28th.

A most respectable company, consisting chiefly of the

subscribers to the Ancient Concert. The selection had

not much of novelty, though it contained some good

music. Mad. Camporese sang Pacini’s “ Cara adorata,”

and part of the worn-out *' Cruda sorle !" Madame
Stockhausen, Madlle. Blasis, Mrs. W. Knyvett, Miss Wil-

kinson, Messrs. Bruham, Vaughan, W. Knyvett, Phillips,

Bellamy, Sale, and De Begins, all assisted: and Miss

Carnaby, daughter of Dr. C\, was heard for the first time

in public. Her voice is a soprano of a good quality, but

her alarm, which was great, prevented her displaying

those powers and that musical knowledge which we under-

stand she possesses. Mozart's overture to the Zauberjtole;

followed by the favourite movement from Huuders lessons;

a concerto on the horn, by Puzzi ; and a concertante

(MS.) of Winter, performed by Weichsel, Ac., the execu-

tion of which was better than the composition, formed the

instrumental part of this concert. Mr. F. Cramer led, and

Mr. Greatorex conducted.

Mr. J. B. CRAMER'S,
Willies Rooms, Friday Morning, May lit.

The room was, as is always the case, full, and of fashion-

able company, for to hear Cramer is not only preseut de-

light, but an admirable lesson for the future. He played

three times : first, his concertino in E flat ; next, two
movements from his fine coucerto in D minor (dedicated

to Miss Scott) with, as a finale, his rondo d t'Espagnolle,

from his opera 70 ;
and lastly, Mozarts quartet in E flat,

in which he was joined by F. Cramer, Moralt, and Lindley.

Of liis performance we only need say, that it was equal to

anything he had done before. Our opinion on this subject

bus been so often recorded in flic pages of die Jfarmoni-
con, that we need not now repeat it. We will only add,

that Cramer is a great musical bulwark
;
he prevents the

inundation of bad taste by which we are threatened from
overwhelming us. Before he is gathered to his fathers,

and ere he becomes the property of the historian of fine

art, let us hope that one will be found ready to supply his

place—that some persou will arise worthy of the mantle
which must sooner or later full from him who now is a
living example, and will be, let us hope, an everlasting

model. Mr. F. Cramer led, and Mr. Cramer conducted.

Miss WILKINSONS,
Hanover Square Rooms, Monday, May 4th.

This was remarkably well attended, in every sense of the

phrase. Miss Wilkinson sang an air by Nicolini ; a duet,
“ M’ahbraccia Argirio," with Signor Donzelli ; another,
“ Dunque mio ben," by Zingarelli, with Mad. Malibran ;

and Thomas Linley’s song, “O, bid thy faithful Ariel

fly;" the latter accompanied by herself; and we will

add, the audience were most gratified by her English

air. Mad. Camporese sang “ Di piacer;" Mad. Malibran
an aria of Mercadante, and “ Una voce;’* Mrs. W. Kny-
vett, the lovely ballad, ** Bid me,'not forget thy smile ;"

Miss Stephens the not less beautiful ballad, “ On the banks
of Allan Water;” Signor Donzelli, an aria of Rossini;

and Mad. Stockhausen a duet with Signor De Begnis,

and a Swiss air. Mori and Puzzi played concertos on
their respective instruments,

Ma. VAUGHAN’S,
At the Concert Room, King's Theatre, Friday, May 5/A

Iu order to get some of the opera-singers, Mr. Vaughan
was obliged to change his locate, and by this means ob-

tained Madlle. Sontag, Mad. Malibran, and Signor Don-
zelli, all of whom sang the hacknied things, and were

enormously paid for so doing. Miss Stephens, Mrs. Kny-
vett, Miss Wilkinson, with Messrs. W. Knyvett, Phillips,

Bellamy, Sale, &c., lent their aid, and had their names
printed in humble letters, being obliged to bow submis-

sively to the singers of Pacini’s and Mcrcodante’s music.

Mr. Cramer and Mr. Wright performed a duct on the

piano-forte and harp; and Mori a concerto on the violin.

Mr. F. Cramer led, and Mr. Greatorex conducted.

Miss CHAMBERS’,
Hanover Square Rooms, Thursday Morning, May 1th.

This young and beautiful lady is the daughter of the late

banker, whose deranged affairs render it prudent that she

should convert an accomplishmeut into a profession, to

avoid the evils of dependence. The admission was a

guinea, and an elegant display of persons of rank showed
the respect in which Miss Chambers is held, and the sym-
pathy felt for her unsought, unexpected situation. She
herself saug many things, in the most modern Italian style,

but was evidently affected, and her voice was much sub-

dued, which circumstance, added to our distauce from the

orchestra, prevented our hearing, except in quite an im-

perfect manner. She was assisted by Mesdames Cam-
porese and Stockhausen, Messrs. Velluti, Pellegrini, Torn,
and Donzelli. M. Spagnolelti led, uud M. Pio Cion-

cheltini conducted.

Ma. MOSCHELES’,
Concert Room , Kinfs Theatre, Friday Morning, May 8/A.

On this occasion Mr. Moscheles produced ]a new grand

symphony, being the first time of its performance, a very

clever work, but one that requires to be heard a second

time in order to enter critically into its merits. He per-

formed his fantasia. Sir Walter ScotCt favourite Strains

of the Scottish Bards*, with immense applause ; a conoer-

tante-duct with Mr. Liudley, in which are introduced

some popular airs ; and an extempore piece. The latter

afforded an opportunity of witnessing, not only his re-

markable talent for musical improvisation, but his great

knowledge of harmony and wonderful execution. Miss

M. Cramer sang with Signor Donzelli, Mozart’s “ Crude!,

perche finore ?” very sweetly, and likewise the Irish

melody, “ Tis the last rose of summer,” in a most in-

teresting manner. Madame Malibran gave—not u Di
tanti palpiti,” properly so called, but what can only be

considered as variations on it ; and thus substituted her

own tinsel for the sterling air, with a self-complacency that

we never before saw equalled : she, however, sang Ros-

• See Review of M*me, pqje 136.
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sini’s duct, ** Ebben, a te ferisci,” with Madlle. Sontag,

with charming effect ; though the last part of this was so

altered by concetti, that it was difficult to trace the author’s

notes. The room was crowded in all parts. Mr. F.

Cramer led a very good full band (not the Opera band),

and Sir G. Smart conducted.

Mrs. ANDERSON’S,

ArzyU Rooms, Wednesday Morning, May 13th.

A fashionable crowd has always assembled at the con-

certs of this lady, and did not desert her on the present oc-

casion, though people were beginning to get satiated with

so many things of the kind. Mrs. Anderson played the

sextuor by Onslow which she performed at the second

Philharmouic Concert, accompanied by the same persons;

and also variations de bravoure, by Her/, on the romance
in Mehul's Joseph . The brilliancy aud neatness of her

execution, and her extreme accuracy, were fully displayed

in these compositions ; the first of which has already been

mentioned in terms of praise in our pages
;
the last is only

written to shew the agility of the player. Nicholson, in a

flute fantasia, was very delightful ; and Mori’s concerto

pleased much. Mrs. Anderson was at the expense of en-

gaging Madlle. Sontag, and Madame Malibran, who sang

again “ Ebben, a tc ferisci ” and certainly with great

effect. Mr. Wciehsel led the first act, M. Spagnolelti the

second, and Sir G. Smart conducted.

Mr. F. CRAMER’S,

Hanover Square Rooms, Friday, May 1 blh.

The strength of this concert was in the instrumental por-

tion. Beethoven’s symphony in C ; Haydn's No. 9 ; the

overture to Euryanthe ; and a concerto of Mozart by Mr.

Cramer, were all admirable. Madame Camporeac's “ Che
find senza Eurydice,” though not so impressive as Pasta’s,

is nevertheless a superior performance. Miss Marian
Cramer, in the sweet arietta of Sarti, “ Lungi dal earo

bene,” exceedingly delighted the few that remained, but,

unfortunately, it was the last vocal piece. Madlle. Sontag
sang Caraffa’s aria, “ Cruda sorte ! amor tiranno !

” und
Madlle. Blasis an aria by Pacini. Miss Stephens in
44 Sweet bird V* restored comfort to our ears, for though
as familiar to us as an ave to a nun, yet there is something

in this air, and in Miss Stephens's performance of it too,

that always pleases. Mr. F. Cramer led, and Mr. Cramer
conducted.

, 4

Mr. MORI’S,

Concert Rooms, Kings Theatre, Monday, May 18th.

Every corner of the room was filled, und the performance
lasted upwards of four hours. In fact, almost every singer

in London was present, and each had something to do. In
addition to these, Mr. Moschelcs on the piano-forte, Puzzi
on the horn, and Laharre on the harp, played couceTtos.

Mori performed admirably a concerto made up from
Kr£utzer and Mayseder, and likewise the principal part in

Beethoven’s septet. The number of pieces amounted to

twenty-one ; and most, if not all, the vocal compositions
had been sung over and over again during the present

season. Who can wonder, therefore, that the public are

at length beginning to be content with hearing one benefit

concert in a season, or two at the utmost ?

(To bt continued.)

June, 1829,

cfotetgit jflustcal Report.

VIENNA.
Lcopoldstttdt Theater.—A new piece in two acts lias been
produced here, entitled. Die Entdeckung der Chinarinde
(The Discovery of the Cinchona, or Peruvian Bark).
The story, which is founded on an historical fact, is

wrought tip with considerable interest ; but the music,
composed by Kapellmeister Drechsler, does not corre-

spond in general to the force of the situations, which are

highly dramatic. In the hands of a more gifted mu-
sician it might have been made a piece of lasting interest;

it has proved beyond the calibre of M. Dreschlcr.

Josephstadt Theater.—Der Zauber-Traum
,
oder, Prinz

Ramiro und Acshcnbrodel (The Magic Dream, or, Prince
Ramiro and Cinderella), a grand pantomime ballet, has b?eu
produced here by Occioui. We particularly mention it on
account of the admirable and well-adapted music from
several masters, iu the selection of which much judg-
ment, as well as skill, has been displayed, it having been

taken from the works of different composers, master-pieces

of their kind, but doomed to the shelf by the caprice of

modem taste.

Franz Schubert, the talented and well-known com-
poser, lately died in this city, in the thirty-second year of
ids age. As a proof of his industry, and of the hope he
had formed of acquiring reuown in the different depart-
ments of his art, we may mention that among his papers
were found twelve grand operas, five operettas, eight

masses, ten symphonies, besides several sonutos, trios,

quatuors, and above two hundred songs. On occasion
of his funeral, a new Requiem by Anselm Huttenbrenncr
was produced, the music of which is full of very striking

effects, and excellent in its way, but any thing else than
a Missa pro Defunctis

;

the mournful import of the words
and the liveliness of the sounds are at such open war with
each other.

Knrnthnerthor Theater.—The triumph of Madame
Pasta here is complete ; it was not imagined that the

power of musical sensibility could be carried so far, and
this artist is proclaimed by the universal voice as the

Queen of Song. A sufficient company having at length
been found, the Tancredi was given entire, and re-

ceived with unanimous applause. But the Semiramide,

which followed, was considered as the crown of this

singer’s talents, and excited a degree ofenthusiasm, which it

would be difficult to describe. At the head of the admirers
of Madame Pasta, is the emperor himself, who was pleased

to order her to give a representation at the theatre of the
court. The pieces selected expressly by his Majesty, were
the first act of Tancredi, and the last of Romeo t Giulictta.

At the close of the first piece, the emperor gave the signal

of applause, which was taken up by the whole audience,

one of the most brilliant ever witnessed here. Between
the two pieces, his Majesty quitted the royal box, which is

in the centre of the house, and took his place in the Prince

Esterhazy’s box, close to the stage. In the part of Romeo,
Madainc Pasta seemed to surpass herself : the deep pathos

which she threw into this most touching of Zingarelli’s

compositions, was communicated to the whole audience.

The following day she took her benefit in Semiramide, in

which her success was complete. The receipts of the

evening exceeded nine hundred gold ducats. On this oc-

casion she was presented by the emperor with a superb

diadem of brilliants, accompanied by a brevet, conveyed

by the hands of his first chamberlain, appointing her first
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singer of the court. This fortunate artist has just set out

for Milan, carrying with her, as a net result of her musical

visit to the Austrian capital, the sum of five thousand gold

ducats.

BERLIN.

The celebrated Paganini is among ub, and has given

three concerts, which have been crowded by all the dis-

tinguished persons of the place. Various are the opinions

of the cognoscenti respecting his style of performance, and

two of our principal journals are at issue upon this point.

One declares, that if he had never heard him, he could not

believe in the existence of such a prodigy : or rather that,

though assured of the fact of haring heard him, he can

scarcely believe in its reality. u Most assuredly,** says he,
44 Paganini is a prodigy, and all that the most celebrated

violinists have executed heretofore, is mere children’s play

compared to the inconceivable difficulties which he has

created, in order to be the first to surmount them." Our
limits will not allow us to follow the enthusiasm of this

writer, in his enumeration of the wonders of the god of

his idolatry. For instance, he assures us that Paganini

executed an air, quite sostenuto, on one string, while, at

the same lime, a tremolo accompaniment upon the next

was perfectly perceptible, as well as a very lively piz-

zicato upon the fourth string. That he executed runs of

octaves on the single string of o, with as much prompti-

tude, precision, and firmness, as other violinists on two!
Nay, he goes so far as to say that, in order to produce
this effect, he employs one finger only. He is further

declared to be able to render the four strings of the instru-

ment available to such a degree, as to form concatenations

of chorda that can lie heard together, and which produce as

full and complete harmony as that of six fingers of a piano-

forte player on the key-board; and that, above all, he excels

in the effects which he draws from harmonic sounds, which
he can multiply at will, by means known only to himself.

Mr. Rellstab further informs us, that though he never
scrape* the string, he always obtains a vigorous sound, and
that in the greatest difficulties, and in moments of the

most daring vivacity, every note produced by him has all

the roundness and sonorousness of a bell. On the contrary,

the Editor of Zeitung von Spener, confidently assures us,

that Paganini is incapable of producing a grand tone,

though all his tones are of the most delightful quality.

He adds that his method of bowing is quite at variance with
ordinary rules ; indeed lie might have said the same thing
of whatever else he does. According to the same writer,

Paganini executes the adagio, and impassioned cantilenas,

with the most profound sensibility, and with great perfec-
tion of style

;
while Mr. Rellstab, at the same time that he

allows him much sensibility, pretends that it is outre, and
that the true characteristic superiority of this artist is found
in his brilliant execution. He does not hesitate to declare
his compositions to be so many rhapsodies, and yet allows

that they possess a charm peculiarly their own. He con-
cludes by saying that it is impossible to comprehend at

one glauce all the vast and unknown regions of melody
discovered by Paganini, and of which he has taken posses-
sion by the law of original occupation. In a word, that he
resembles nothing that was knowu before him, and that it

is doubtful whether he will ever find a successor.

And yet, if we are to believe the accounts that have
reached us from the south of Germany, a young violinist

of Vienna has found the solution of this problem. It is

said, that he has not only imitated Paganini’s manner with
such exactitude as to deceive the finest ear, but that he has

reproduced six favourite pieces, never yet published by
the latter. This youth* after exhibiting his talents at

Vienna, has proceeded on his travels, and has already given

concerts at Munich and Nuremberg, which have been
successful.

Paganini’s concerts were crowdedly attended to the last,

though the prices of admission were doubled. The cogno-
scenti were particularly anxious to hear him in Kreut-

zeris celebrated concerto, which he gave with a feeling

and force, that made it his own. In an adagio of his own
composition, he produced a purity of tone on the double
string, accompanied by a tenderness und depth of expres-

sion, which was heard with that breathless attention, which
is more flattering to the true artist, thau the most stormy
applause. Speaking of his variations to the Di tanti

palpiti, one of our journals says : “ They arc conceived

with so much taste, and were executed with such deli-

cacy, that we could wish to send all our singers to the

school of this artist. He succeeded in reconciling many
amateurs to a melody which they had before considered

as trivial. We are surprised that this artist does not play

Beethoven's compositions, a composer of so kindred a

spirit to his own. In a word, whoever h&9 not heard Pa-
ganini, may consider that there exists a lacuna in the chain

of his musical sensations.” In his last concert be gave a
scries of variations, to the Austrian national air, on the

fourth string, which astonished all present. It was re-

marked as a surprising proof of the power of Paganini's

tone, that while the full orchestra were exerting their

powers in a tutti, it was heard predominant over every

other sound. The moiety of the receipts of this concert,

was appropriated by the artist to the charitable establish-

ments of the place. He has left us for Magdeburgh,
where he has been invited to give two concerts. From
thence he is to proceed to Hanover, having been honoured
by an invitation from the Duke of Cambridge ; after which
he is to embark for your capital.

The great musical novelty here, has been the revival of
Sebastian Bach’s grand work. The Passion ; it may be

considered as & centenary commemoration of the great

artist, for this great masterpiece was first performed in

1729. It was given by a band of nearly two hundred
musiciaos, conducted by the young composer, Felix Men-
delsohn, whose efforts to do justice to this great work of his

countryman, are entitled to every praise. So great was the

general desire to hear the performance, that a second and
third repetition of it was called for. The execution was
satisfactory throughout. An air, the pathos of which is

striking in the extreme, was executed by Madame Milder-

Hauptinann, in a maimer that recalled the best days of
Madame Mara.

MUNICH.

The novelty has been Kapellmeister Lindpaintner's last

opera, Der Pampyr, which did not, however, obtain any

great success. On this point we must acknowledge that

our opinion is in unison with that of the public. The
piece appears altogether defective in individuality of cha-

racter, and presents a singular amalgamation of the Italian

and German styles, without any of that master-skill which

could render such a union available, or reconcile it to the

lovers of good taste. Some of the melodies arc highly

pleasing, and it is in these that the forte of this composer
lies. If he were to make choice of some story of interest,

within the range of his capabilities, and, instead of seeking

outre effects, were to scatter over his opera the flowers

of that melody which he appears to have at his command.
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we doubt not but he would produce a work of lasting value,

and really conducive to his fame,

LEIPSIC.

The veteran Rochlitz is agaiu before the public in a new

work, entitled Fur ruhigc Stunden (Leisure Hours), iu

two volumes. It contains much that is interesting to the

lovers of musical history, but is marked throughout by

the garrulity of the sexagenarian, the laudator temporis

acti.

Ferdinand Ries’s maiden opera. Die Riiuberbraut,

which obtained such success last autumn, is engraving

here, and will be published, with a pianoforte accompani-

ment, by the composer. Its appearance is looked lor not

without interest.

ITALY.

Foub cities, Turin, Genoa, Verona, and Mantua, made

choice of Pacini’s opera, Gti Arabi nellr Gallic, for the

opening of the new theatrical year. This composition,

which obtained considerable success at Milan two years

ago, and which has since been well received upon other

theatres, met with but a cold reception at Turin, in spite

of the support it received from a good company, at the

head of which is the Lorenzani. Four pieces only were

applauded, the two duets, the opening air, and the rondo.

At Genoa it obtained a favourable reception, though not

applauded in the first instance, on account of the etiquette

observed on the presence of the king and queen of Sar-

dinia. The work was well performed, and the company
good, consisting of the following principal singers ; Rosa
Mariani, contralto

;

Marianne Lewis, soprano

;

Genlili,

primo tenor*

;

and Mariani, prime basso. At Verona, the

success of the Arabi nette Gallic was complete, to which

the talents of Piermarini and Corte&i, not a little contri-

buted ; but by a singularity which it is beyond our power

to explain, the same'opera fell flat ot Mantua, though the

singers were by no means devoid of merit. Not a single

piece was applauded ; in fact, the whole made a complete

fiasco. How singular, then, is the fate attending drama-

tic compositions ;
and to what causes is this caprice on the

part of the public to be attributed ?

MILAN.
Tealro alia Scala.—The new opera of the young com-
poser Beilin!, La Straniera* still maintains its place in the

public favour. Even on the fourth night of its performance,

the public loudly called for the composer, nor could they

be satisfied till the manager came forward to assure the

audience that he had quitted the theatre. The cogno-

scenti praise the work for the freshness of its melodies,

the vigour and beauty of the choruses, and the true dra-

matic spirit that pervades the whole. Ricordi has just

published the principal pieces of this opera, with a piano-

forte accompaniment.
Tealro Carcano.—On her return from Vienna, Madame

Pasta is to give a scries of representations here, and be-

sides the well-known list of her operas, CaraffVs Gabriella

di Vcrgy is to be performed. The company engaged to

support her presents a sad contrast to that of Barbaja;
Marietta Brambilla is to be the primo musico, Gio. Battista

Montresor, the primo tenore, the young Duprez, sccondo

tenore, and Cassell i, the basso canlante. But as Pasta
is to be all the rage, the rest, we suppose, wilt go for

nothing.

Pacini is arrived here to bring out his new opera. The
second novelty of the season is to be from the pen of Per-
siana, the author of Danae and Gastone di Fois.

FLORENCE.
Lord Burohsrsh is as usual, all activity in the world of

music, at least in his own world of music. He lately pro-

duced, in prcseuce of the sovereign family of Tuscany, of the

grand duchess dowager, and the archduchess Maria Louisa,

his opera, entitled V Eroe di Lancastre. The overture,

descriptive of a battle, made considerable impression, as

well as some of the airs and concerted pieces.

VENICE.

Tealro la Fenice.— Rosmonda, the poetry by Romani, the

music by Signor Coccia, has been produced here, and
obtained moderate success. Some of the pieces were ap-
plauded, particularly a cavatina and a romance, sung by

the Signora Grisi, a duet between the same singer and
Verger, and a terzetto executed by Brambilla, Corradi, and
Grisi.

Tealro San Benedetto.—A successful opera has been pro-

duced, entitled '* L* Allogio Militate? the maiden produc-
tion ofM. Paris, a pupil of the celebrated Lesueur, and pen-

sioner of the French government. Several of the pieces

were warmly applauded, and praise was given to the com-
poser for considerable facility predominant both in the song

and in the orchestra. But, unfortunately, this young as-

pirant to musical fame is not untainted with the besetting

sin of the time ; the imitations of Rossini are far too fre-

quent, and too marked not to give cause for regret. It is

evident that M- Paris has resources of his own ; but if,

instead of having recourse to them, he relies for success

on the creations of other minds, he can never hope to at-

tain to excellence.

PARIS.

Academic Royale de Musique.—It is the report that Guil-

liaume Tell is immediately to be put in rehearsal, and the

news has set all the cognoscenti—and may we not add, all

the variation-mongers—upon the qui rice. In the mean-
time La Muetlc de Portiei continues its brilliant career,

and attracts full houses.

The latest novelty has been a new Ballet from the old fairy

tale ofLa Belle au bois dormant ; the music by M. Herold.

There seems some disappointment as to the ballet, but
more as to the music : something better was expected from
the author of Marie. The story is said to be unworthy of
the music, and the music of the story. A wag in one of the

journals remarks. La Bette nc sevtille qu'au qua frit'me aetc,

et alors die trouve le public endormi.

In Pacini’s music list appears the following

The score and orchestral parts of La VioleUe, together

with the overture, all the airs, duels, &c., with piano-forte

accompaniments.

Fanfare da Omnibus, rondeau brillant pour 1c piano-

forte, dedie aux Dames Blanches et aux Citndincs, par un
cocher des Triaycles.

A Slabat Mater
,
composed by Madame St. Michel,

was lately performed in the Eglise du St. Sacremenl, by

a company of distinguished artists, who had met to do
honour to the talents of this lady. It was admired for

the touching expression of its melodies, and the boldness

and irulh displayed in the accompaniments, which bespoke
the hand of one profoundly versed in the mysteries of the

art.

It is currently reported, that the contract by which Signor

Spout ini holds the place of superintendent of the king’s

music at Berlin, being nearly expired, he intends to vacate

that situation ; and that M. Auber, the well known French
composer, is to fill his place.
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Off IBraina.

Kino's Theatre.

Since our last, Madame Mambran has appeared in La
Gazza Ladra, as Ninetta, and her performance has pro-

duced a pood deal of opposing criticism. This is not to

be wondered at, for some of the weekly papers hear im-

partially, sec clearly, and report conscientiously ; while

there never was a time when an entire ignorance of music,

and the influential effect of managerial favours, were so

apparent in the morning and evening journals, as at the

present period*

Madame Malibran’s merits as a singer are to be traced

to a natural aptitude, and un early, rigorously-pursued

education—her vocal defects, to the style of her instructor,

who was a good musician with a bad taste. She is too

young to have gained much from experience, and her ge-

nuine ardour and lively fancy are not yet under the

slightest control ofjudgment. Hence her singing, though

it manifests considerable genius and practical knowledge,

is often exceedingly outnl ; and her acting, though it ex-

hibits much feeling, and an active mind, is too frequently

extravagant

On the lyric stage the characters ought to be considered

ns of a poetical nature, like those of the pastoral. The
Melibceus and Tityrus of Virgil, the Daphnis and Stre-

phon of Pope, are shepherds, whose business is to watch

flocks of sheep ; they are not, however, the ragged,

wretched, ignorant paupers of real life, but well-dressed,

happy, accomplished persons, who utter elevated senti-

ments in the most refined language. So Ninette, though

ouly the maid of an inn, always expresses herself in

terms belonging exclusively to educated people, and

wholly out of use among persons of her nominal class;

while the music she performs, and her manner of singing

it, imply a course of study and habits of life, which ine-

vitably destroy all belief in the possibility of her being em-
ployed in waiting upon trampers, or in scrubbing mudded
floors after their dirty feet. But Mad. Malibrun repre-

sents the mere paysanne—the paySunni', too, unchecked by

that sense of propriety, that feminine relenue, which nature

sometimes confers on her humblest children. Conse-

quently, the strictures on her performance which have
appeared, are just, though severe, and the eulogiums

pronounced on it, have resulted from a mistaken notion of

what that style of acting should be which is proper to the

lyric stage.

In the singing of this part. Mad. M. sometimes afforded

us infinite pleasure, but more frequently excited a regret

that such means should be so misemployed. Her first

air, “ Di piacer,” was completely metamorphosed by or-

naments, most of them executed in a very imperfect man-
ner, particularly those which fell to the middle and worst

part of her voice.

La Gazza Ladra is ill got up ;
and in consequence of

the part of Pippo—once performed so admirably by Mad.
Vestris—being given to Madlie. Spccchi, the duet M Eben
per mia memorial one of the finest and most effective

compositions in this delightful opera, is omitted ! The
chorus, " Tremate, o Popoli !** that masterly production,

was completely sacrificed the night we were present ; and
the band, as a whole, seemed quite strangers to more than
half the pieces they had to accompany.

* We have collected many proof* of wh«l we advance, which would
not a little aid any ooe who might undertake to write a history of the

newspaper pre*».

On the 5th of May, Mile. Sontag made her rentr&», in
the character of Angelina, in La Cenerentola. Much had
been said about the injury her voice had sustained, the altera-

tions for the worse in her person, and so forth; we were there-

fore agreeably surprised to find the one much improved in
quality, having acquired more fulness, become more mellow,
and the other equally mended in ap]>earance, having lost
what we thought its redundancy. It is equally evident that

her taste is growing far more correct—that her early in-

clination for embellishments, for rijiorimenti, is fast on
the wane, and that there is a fair prospect of her at length

settling, both as regards voice and manner, into a great
singer. We saw strong indications of this last season, in

her performance of Donna Anna, and then began to hope
that in proportion as she addicted herself to good music,
she would become less enamoured of the bad, and conse-
quently of ihe embroidery which a singer is sometimes
tempted to work on such trash, to hide its native meanness.
On the opera itself we will not waste a word : it is

not worth criticism. Madlie. Sontag has since appeared
in La Donna del Logo, as Elena, and in II Barbiere, as
Rosina. In both she again manifested a change in her
style, particularly in “ Una voce poco fa," which she gave
in a manner that was evidently meant as a contrast to

her rival— an intention immediately understood by the

audience, and exceedingly applauded.

For the benefit of Madame Pisaroni, Semiramide was
performed on the 14th of last month, A mice of course

by Madame Pisaroni, and the part of the Assyrian Queen
was allotted to Madlie. Sontag. The former shewed that

energy which is so natural to her, both in her singing and
acting ; but her hard, masculine voice is to us so un-
pleasant, and her style is, upon the whole, so exactly what
we cannot admire, that, with a full consciousness of her

merits, which we have before confessed, we always witness
her performance with pain, and quit it as a task finished.

With the recollection of Pasta as Semiramide fresh in

our mind, it was impossible to suppose that Madlie. Sontag
could hope to rival that admirable performer in the act-

ing of the character. Her youthful appearance is in itself

very unfavourable to success
;

yet she accomplished her

arduous task in a manner far beyond our expectations,

and had we seen no one else in the part, should have

rested perfectly satisfied with* its present representative.

Here again her singing partook of that largeness of con-

ception which she shewed in Don Giovanni

:

she proved

that she can, without reluctance, discard the train of orna-

ments which are out of place in the tragic scene—that

her style can be dignified, and that she can exhibit

strength of feeling when occasion calls it forth. Bor-
dogni’s Idreno was any thing but laudable ; he could not

have hod a character less suited to his powers. The
choruses, alas !—the splendid choruses of this opera met
with that cruel fate to which they are here so frequently

condemned.

The Birmingham Musical Festival

,

under the especial

patronage of his Majesty, will commence on Tuesday the

6th of October next. Several new compositions, by the

most celebrated masters in Europe, will be performed for

the first time in this country, and some of which have
been composed expressly for this festival. Some per-

formers of the greatest celebrity will come from the conti-

nent ; and the orchestra will be filled with performers of

the finest talent upon their various instruments that this

country produces. Madame Malibrant name will be

found in the list of the principal vocalists. ,



ON MUSICAL NOTATION.
(7*o the Editor of the Harmonicon.)

Musical Notation, or the Method of writing Music, is

generally allowed to be susceptible of great improvement.

In its present slate it has two serious defects : first, the

want of simplicity, through which the elementary part of

music is encumbered with difficulties which necessarily

Retard the progress of the learner, and have a tendency
to abate his love of the science; and secondly,—the

impossibility of conveying ideas to the mind through this

medium with that degree of accuracy which is at all times

desirable, and is often essential.

I am aware that this is not a new subject; it has

already attracted considerable attention both in this country

and on the Continent, and a variety of new methods of

writing music have been at different times submitted to

the public. But hitherto nothing has been done; for

although several of such suggestions have exhibited con-

siderable ingenuity and merit, they have all one after the

other sunk into oblivion. It is not on easy task to iulro-

duce a system which shall supersede one which is already

universally received, and many have therefore concluded

that the object can never be effected.

Perhaps it may be impossible to effect an entire change ;

but I am of opinion that it will not be found a matter of

insurmountable difficulty to introduce certain improve-
ments which shall leave nothing to be desired on this

bead.

The nature of those improvements I proceed to explain.

If a few of the most celebrated composers should per-

ceive their importance, and be induced to adopt them in

their future works, they must soon be carried into general

practice, and in a few years we shall witness a complete
reform.

A note or musical character, such os a crotchet or a
minim, is a sign designed to convey an idea to the mind
of a given tone or sound, and of its duration. It is re-

quired that the sign or character employed should be so

simple and definite in itself, as to be accurately understood
when seen, without involving the hesitation or doubt of a
single instant

The present method fails in this, owing to the form of
the staff, the changes of the clefs, the uncertainty of what
are called the Modes, and the arbitrary use of the same
notes to express different durations of sound; so that

minims ore sometimes written for quavers, and quavers
for minims.

It is a fault arising out of the present form of the staff,

that when leger lines are introduced, the music cannot be
easily read at first sight For when a number of lines are

placed together, as there are no distinguishing features by
which one may be known from another, it is often neces-
sary to count them before the notes can be understood. I
allude particularly to such passages as the following

Flauto Primo. Overture, Tancredi.

The difficulty is greatly increased by the circumstance

of a great part of the music used in an orchestra being

in manuscript. A practised eye may possibly read such

passages as the above from printed copies with compara-

tive facility ; but in manuscript copies the leger lines are

seldom placed equidistant from each other, and in that

case the notes cannot be understood even by the most

expert, without study and reflection.

The clefs were probably invented to supersede the use

of leger lines, and that the parts to be taken by different

instruments or voices might be easily distinguished from

each other in a score. But although this object is in

some measure effected, it is at the expense of a much
greater evil, for the same notes change their places in the

staff so often, that we are always liable to mistake them
for others in a different cliff, and a similar confusion is

caused to that which would arise in our accounts if the

figure of 8 were sometimes to represent 5 or 10 units.

When a note is placed, for instance, on the middle line of

the staff, it does not momentarily convey a distinct idea

to the mind ; we must pause to ascertain its character

with certainty. It is a in the treble clef; in the clef

usually employed for the bass it is d ; and if the c clef be

used, it may represent either of the seven notes in the

scale according to the place which the sign of the c clef

occupies on the staff.

July, 1829.

The c clef is not now used to the same extent as
formerly, but even by modern authors it is still retained
to distinguish some of the parts of a composition ; the con-
sequence of which ia, that those ports cannot be taken up
by performers generally, but only by such (and they are
not numerous) as are well acquainted with the character.

In provincial concerts, and in amateur musical societies, it

is difficult to collect all the instruments required for an
overture: there is generally a redundancy of some and a
deficiency of others. In such case the flute will sometimes
take the part of the oboe or clarionet, and the violin or
violoncello the part of the viola ; but i have often seen

the part of the latter instrument wholly omitted, because a
performer accustomed to read difficult passages in the

c clef could not be procured.

As respects the duration of sounds, it is a great fault

in the present system, that through the absence of all

rule, one composer employs quavers and semi-quavers

where another endeavours to convey his ideas by minims
and semi-breves ; so that at first sight we do not know
whether an air is to be sung or played in the measure of
a funeral march or of a quadrille. For example, in the
following passage from Macbeth , although a largo move-
ment, the same notes are employed as if the movement
were allegro.

Google

Y
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nl voter, Wh<n !)•.••••• then trens - bW, When thrr* Utm - faU w« r* . j»le*.

It is obvious that this passage would be ranch better understood if written as follows

:

The moods do not indicate the real time of a compo-
sition, although employed for that purpose. They inform

us whether we ore to count three or four or eight within

each bar, but they do not teach ns with what rapidity we
are to count. The explanatory Italian terras placed above

the staff give little assistance, as they are very indefinite

;

they are almost as useless as the moods, for the adagio of

one is the allegro of another. On this account, an

overture, the performance of which may usually occupy

fifteen minutes, will sometimes be performed m less than

ten ; so much is left to the discretion of the leader, and so

little is accurately known of the intention of the author.

This objection is in some measure removed by the

introduction of Maelzel's metronome ; but as it is an ex-

pensive instrument, H will never be in the hands of the

public at large; and, therefore, the reference made to it by
modem composers is but little understood. It is de-

sirable that it should be generally known, that every

individual may make for himself a very simple instrument,

equally well adapted to effect the same object. A few

feet of tape with a small weight attached to one end, and
suspended by the other, is a pendulum, which, when set in

motion, will perform a certain number of vibrations within

a minute of time
;
mark on the tape the number of its vibra-

tions at different lengths, from fifty to one hundred and
sixty, end it is at once a metronome. It is quite unneces-

sary that the motion of the pendulum should be accom-
panied with any sound, the time occupied by each vibration,

which may be as correctly understood by the eye as by tbe

ear, defines the exact duration of each note. The space

which the pendulum will traverse when it receives its

first impulse, will gradually become less and less with

each vibration, but the time occupied by the first and last

vibration will be the same. Let the pendulum or tape be
made to wind round a cylinder, and be enclosed in a neat

mahogony case; and as the cost would be a mere trifle, it

would be a profitable speculation as an article of sale.

The following are the improvements which I would
suggest.

1. I propose to discard the use of different defs, and to

write all the notes of the scale upon one plan.

2. To change tbe form of the staff in such a manner
that it shall comprehend the tones and semitones of one
scale only, in OTder that it may be more easy to describe
different scales of sounds, and that without altering the

position of the notes in the staff.

I propose that the notes shall retain the places they now
occupy in the treble or o clef, but that the two bottom
lines shall be omitted

;
so that the staff shall consist of but

three lines and four spaces, instead of five lines and six

paces. Thus : . i

— i—t— i

—

j—J—j=j=
b

* » i r o

3. When it is necessary to introduce leger lines, I place

them at the distance of two spaces from the upper or lower
line of the staff; so that the octavo a and lower octave a
would be written in this manner.

I

The advantage of this method is, that the leger lines

cause no confusion ; the two intervening spaces separa-

ting them from the other lines, they are at once recognised

as belonging to another staff, and the notes placed upon
them preserve in that staff, as in every other, one uniform

relation to the same number of lines and spaces. Thii
will be better understood by the following example, in

which o is written in different scales, and contrasted with

the present complicated method. m

4. I propose to number the different scales of sounds,

to distinguish them from each other. The lowest scale to

be called No. 1, the highest No. 7 ; and to the intermediate

scales to be given the intermediate numbers. Thu*,

instead of describing the vocal bass, tenor, and treble, by

the characters

S0E
employed in the

f, a, and c clefs, I place at the head of the staff tbe number*

The lowest note on a modern piano is c ;
but It Is beat

to begin two notes below c, and count from a to a, ift

order that the first place in the staff should correspond

with the first letter in the alphabet, by which circumstance

it will the more easily be impressed upon the memory.

5. Instead of moods, or characters repesenting what ip

called common time, or | or $ time, I place at the head of

the staff, figures describing the number of vibrations which

the pendulum of the metronome should make within each

bar, and the exact duration of each vibration, as follows

:

f
v - #

, ~TJsa~ _i-i— *
, 1,

The figure 3 directs us to count 3 vibrations in each bar,

and the figures 82 denote that the duration of each vibrv
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tioo is the 82nd part of a minute of time, which a reference

to the metronome will give with the greatest precision.

6. To obviate the arbitrary use of the same note* ha

different measures, I propose the following rule. The
duration of a semibreve never to be less than the 30th

part of u minute of time; a minim to range from 31 to 60 ;

a crotchet from 61 to 120; and a quaver from 121 to 240.

This rule does not give absolute accuracy, but the near-

est approach to k that can be made, so long as the notes

continue to bear to each other a geometrical rate ofincreasc.

7. In writing music In which the notes ascend or

descend into many different scales, instead of employing
leger lines, I describe as many staffs as there are scales,

and connect them with a bracket, thus;

—

by the right hand having their tails turned upwards, those
for the left hand turned downwards.

It must be obvious that a much clearer idea is given, by
this method, of the merits of a composition, than can be
conveyed by the present system. By this plan the eye
ia enabled to discover at a glance the relation of the dif-

ferent parts, and the chords employed are immediately

seen and understood. I conclude with a few more
examples.
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UNPUBLISHED LETTER OF MOZART.

Tor Musical Gazette of Munich, a periodical work latel)

established, gives the following letter of Mozart, with a

translation of which we present our readers. Independ-

ently of the interest that attaches to every thing calculated

to throw a light upon the character of this great man, it is

very curious in itself, in as far as it enables us to form a

comparison between the times, circumstances, and per-

sons of the period in which Mozart wrote, and what is

actually passing under our own eyes, in cases of a parallel

nature.

The letter is addressed to the Baron Heribert von Dal-

berg, a distinguished friend of the art, by the young com-

poser, then in his twenty-second year. It was written

during Mozart’s slay at Mannheim, on his return from

Paris to Sultzbourg, in 1778; two years before he wrote

his Idomenco at Munich. The Baron Heribert von D«l-

berg, younger brother of Prince Carl Theodore, was not

only desirous of improving the opera at Mannheim, but

also ambitious of railing it to a rank with the first theatres

of Germany. He devoted his own time to dramatic la-

bours, and to the composition of music ;
a circumstance

to which, doubtless, the following letter alludes. It will

be observed that the artist addresses a man of high rank,

with all the familiarity of an equal, which must appear

strange, considering the state of Germany at the period in

question. An explanation of this will be afforded by a re-

ference to Mozart’s biographers, who represent that in his

.early years he manifested the same independence of cha-

racter that he preserved in after life. 'The superiority con-

ferred by rank and dignities were but little in his estima-

tion, unless joined to a knowledge of that art, which in his

eyes was every thing.

*' Sir,—I have twice called to pay you a visit, but had

ntver the honour of finding you at home. It is true that

I met with you yesterday, but still I was not so fortunate

as to find you disengaged. In consequence, I have to ask

pardon for thus addressing you, but it is of urgent neces-

sity that I should come to an understanding with you. Sir,

you know me well ; I am not an interested person ; no

selfish motives should prevent me from doing a pleasure to

so distinguished an amateur, and so true a connoisseur in

music as yourself. In return, I also feel persuaded that

you would not wish me to suffer any thing here prejudicial

to my interests ; and it is for this reason that I take the

liberty of making my first and last observation on this

aflair, because it is impossible I can stay here any longer,

unless something decisive be done in my regard.

“ I engage, for the consideration of five-and-twenty

Louis, to write amonodrame, to stay here for the term oftwo

months, to arrange every thing necessary, u&sist at all the

rehearsals, &c. ; with this stipulation, however, that I

shall receive the said sum at the end of January. I also

demand the freedom of the house
;
but that is a matter of

course. Such, Sir, are the only terms to which I can

accede. If you consider this proposal at your leisure, I

think you will allow me the praise of acting with discre-

tion. With respect to your opera, I assure you that I

would with all my heart set it to music, but really I can-

not undertake to do it for less than five-and-twenty Louis

<Tor. I put it to yourself whether I can
; for at the most

moderate calculation, it will require as much or more
labour than the monodrame. Besides, there is another

consideration, that withholds me from undertaking the

task, and that is your haviug told me that Gluck and

Schweitzer had already put their hands to the work. Bat,
supposing even that you were to offer me fifty Louis d*or •

for the work, still my conscience would dissuade me from
undertaking it. What would you do with the opera, with-

out singers, either male or female, to execute it ? If, how-
ever, in the interim it should appear practicable to have it

performed as it should be, I will not refuse, out of the

siucere affection I bear you, to undertake the work
; and

in that case, I give you my sacred word of honour that it

shall not be any mediocre performance.
“ Having thus candidly und explicitly avowed my seoti-

ments on this subject, let me beg of you to come to as

prompt a decision as possible. If I could learn your de-
termination this very day, it would be most acceptable to

me, as I hove heard that some one is to set out all alone

for Munich, oil Tuesday next, and I. should be very glad

to avail myself of the opportunity. In the tnean time, I

have the honour to remain, with all consideration,
" Sir, your most obedient humble Servant,

“ Wolpcano-Amadeus Mozart.**
u Wednesday, December 24, 1778."

OBSERVATIONS ON SONG.

BY DR. BEATTIE.

Music would not have recommended itself so effectually

to the esteem of mankind, if it had always been merely

instrumental. For, if I mistake not, the expression of
music without poetry is vague and ambiguous ; and hence

it is, that the same air may sometimes be repeated to every

stanza of a long ode or ballad. The change of the poet’s

ideas, provided the subject continue nearly the same, does

not always require a change of the music; and if critics

have ever determined otherwise, they were led into the

mistake by supposing, what every musician knows to be

absurd, that, in fitting verses to a tunc, or a tune to verses,

it is more necessary that particular words should have par-

ticular notes adapted to them, than that the general tenor of

the music should accord with the general nature of the

sentiment.

It cannot be denied, that instrumental music may both

quicken our sensibility and give a direction to it; that is*

may both prepare the mind for being affected, and deter-

mine it to one set of affections rather than another : to

melancholy, for instance, rather than merriment, composure
rather than agitation, devotion rather than levity, and con-

trariwise. Certain tunes there are, which, having been

always connected with certain actions, do, merely from the

power of habit, dispose men to those actions. Such are

the tunes commonly used to regulate the motions of

dancing.

Yet it is in general true, that poetry is the most imme-
diate and most accurate interpreter of music. Without

this auxiliary, a piece of the best music, heard for the first

time, might he said to mean something, but we should not

he able to say what. It might incline the heart to sensi-

bility
;
but poetry, or language, would be necessary to im-

prove that sensibility into a real emotion, by fixing the

fancy upon some definite and affecting ideas. A fine in-

• Five and twenty Louis ! fifty 1 j>u»* S—end wm it for a miserable pit-

tance like Ibis, that (he finest musical genius the world ever produced

lavished his inspirations? Look at the most recent instance within oar

knowledge, and see whether the composers of the present day have not

more of the wisdom of this w orld, is the estimate they make of their

talents.—

(

Editor.)
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strumental symphony, well performed, is like an oration

delivered with propriety, but in an unknown tongue; it

may affect us a little, hut conveys no determinate feeling

;

we are agitated, perhaps, or melted, or soothed, but it is

very imperfectly, because we know not why. The singer,

by taking up the same air, and applying words to it, im-
mediately translates the oration into our own language

;

then all uncertainty vanishes, the fancy is filled with de-

terminate ideas, and determinate emotions take possession

of the heart.

A great part of our fashionable music seems intended

rather to tickle and astonish the hearers, than to inspire

them with any permanent emotions. And if that be the

end of the art, then, to be sure, this fashionable music is

just what it should he, and the simpler and more expressive

strains of former times are good for nothing. Nor am I

now at leisure to inquire, whether it be better for an audi-

ence to be thus tickled and astonished, than to have their

fancy impressed with beautiful images, and their hearts

melted with tender passions, or elevated with sublime
ones. But if you grant me this one point, that music is

more or less perfect in proportion as it has more or less

power over the heart, it will follow, that all music merely
instrumental, and which does not derive significancy from
any of the associations, habits, or outward circumstances

above mentioned, is to a certain degree imperfect; and
that, while the rules hinted at in the following queries are

overlooked by composers and performers, vocal music,
though it may astonish mankind, or afford them a slight

gratification, will never be attended with those important
effects that we know it produced of old, in the days of
simplicity and true taste.

I would beg leave to put the following queries:—
1st. Is not good music set to bad poetry as unexpressive,

and therefore as absurd, as good poetry set to bad music,

or as harmonious language without meaning? Yet the

generality of musicians appear to be indifferent in regard
to this matter. If the sound of the words be good, or the
meaning of particular words agreeable ; if there be a com-
petency of hills and rills, doves and loves, fountains and
mountains, with a tolerable collection of garlands and lamb-
kins, nymphs and cupids, bergeres and tortorelUu, they arc

little solicitous about sense or elegance. In this respect,

they seem to me to consult their own honour os little as

the rational entertainment of others. For what is there to

elevate the mind of that composer, who condemns himself

to set music to insipid doggerel? Handel’s genius never

soared to heaven, till it caught strength and fire from the

strains of inspiration. 2dly. Should not the words of every

song be intelligible to those to whom they are addressed,

and be distinctly articulated, so as to be heard as plainly

as the notes? Or can the human mind be rationally grati-

fied with that which it does not perceive, or which, if it did
perceive, it would not understand? And, therefore, is not
the music of a song faulty, when it is so complex as

to make the distinct articulatiou of the words impracti-
cable? Srdly. If the singer’s voice and words ought to be
heard in every part of the song, can there be any propriety

in noisy accompaniments ? And as every performer in a
numerous band is not perfectly discreet, and as some per-

formers may be more solicitous to distinguish themselves
than to do justice to the song, will not an instrumental ac-

companiment be almost necessarily too noisy, if it is com-
plex? 4thly. Does not the too frequent repetition of the
same words in a song confound its meaning, and distract

the attention both of the singer and the hearer? And are
*ot long-winded divisions, or successions of notes warbled

to one syllable, attended with a like inconvenience, and
with this additional bad effect, that they disqualify ihe

voice for expression by exhausting its power? Is not sim-
plicity as great a perfection in music as in painting and
poetry ? Or should we admire that orator, who chose to

express by five hundred words a sentiment that might be
more emphatically conveyed by five? 5thly. Ought not

the singer to bear in mind, that he has sentiments to utter

as well os sounds? And if so, should he not perfectly un-

derstand what he says as well as what he sings ; and not

only modulate his notes with the art of a musician, but also

pronounce his words with the propriety ofa public speaker?

If he is taught to do this, does he not learn, as a matter of
course, to avoid all grimace and finical gesticulation ? And
will he not then acquit himself in singing like a rational

creature and a man of sense? Whereas, by pursuing a
contrary conduct, does he not expose himself to be con-
sidered rather us a puppet, or a wind-instrument, than as

on elegant artist? Gthly. Is not church-music more im-
l portant than auy other ; and ought it not for that reason

to be most intelligible and expressive ? But will this he the

case, if the notes are drawn out to such an immoderate
length, that the words of the singer cannot be understood?

Besides, does not excessive slowness, either in speaking

or singing, tend rather to wear out the spirits, than to

elevate the fancy or warm the heart? It would seem, then,

that the vocal part of church-music should never be so

slow as to fatigue those who sing, or to render the words
of the song in any degree unintelligible to those who hear.

7thly. Do flourished cadences, whether by voice or an
instrument, generally speaking, serve auy other purpose

than to take off our attention from the subject, and set us

a-staring at the flexibility of the performer’s voice, the

swiftness of his fingers, or the sound of his fiddle? And if

this be their only use, do they not counteract, instead of

promoting, the chief end of music? What should we think,

if a tragedian, at the conclusion of every scene or of every

speech in Othe.Uo, were to strain his throat into a preter-

natural scream, tnake a hideous wry face, or cut a caper

four feet high? We might wonder at the strength of hit

voice, the pliancy of his features, or the springiness of his

limbs; but Ehould hardly admire him as intelligent in his

art, or respectful to his audience.

But is it not agreeable to hear a florid song by a fine

performer, though now and theu the voice should be

drowned amidst the accompaniments, and though the

words should not be understood by the hearers, or even

by the singer? I answer, that nothing can be very agree-

able which brings disappointment. In the case supposed,

the tones of the voice might r.o doubt give pleasure ; but

from mere instrumental music we expect something more
than mere swrcctness of sound, and from vocal music a

great deal more. From poetry and music united we have

a right to expect pathos, sentiment, and melody; iu a
word, every gratification that the tuneful art can bestow.

But in mere sweetness of tone, the best singer is not su-

perior, nay scarcely equal, to an yEolian harp, to Fischer’s

hautboy, or Giardini's violin. And can we without dis-

satisfaction see a human creature dwindle into mere wood
and catgut? Can we be gratified with what only tickles

the car, when we had reason to hope that a more powerful

address would have been made to the heart ?

But in speaking in this manner, by way of illustration,

let me not be misunderstood. I firmly acknowledge the

truth, that of all sounds, the one which makes its way most

directly to (lie human heart is the human voice ; and those

instruments that uppruaeh the nearest to it are in expres-
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tinn the most pathetic, anti in tone the most perfect. The
notes of a man's voice, well tuned and well managed, have

ft mellowness, ft variety, and an energy, beyond those of

any instrument ; and a fine female voice, modulated by

sensibility, is beyond comparison the sweetest and most
•nelling sound, either in or out of nature. Is it not strange,

then, that the most musical people upon earth, dissatisfied,

as it would seem, with both these, should hare incurred a
dreadful reproach, in order to produce a third species of

vocal sound, that has not the perfection of either ? For may
It not be affirmed with truth, that no person of uncormptcd
taste ever heard, for the first time, the music i allude to,

Without some degree of horror; proceeding not only from

the disagreeable ideas suggested by arhat was before his

eyes, but also from the thrilling sharpness of tone that had
startled hit ear? Let it not be said, that by this abo-

minable expedient choruses are rendered more complete,

and melodies executed, which before were impracticable.

Nothing that shocks humanity ought to have a place in

human art ; nor can a good ear be gratified with unnatural

Sound, or a good taste with too intricate compoaHkm.
Surely every lover of muaic and of his kind would wish

to see a practice abolished, which is in itself a disgrace to

both ; and*, in its consequences, so far from being desi-

rable, that it cannot truly be said to do any thing more than

debase a noble art into trick and grimace, and make the

human breath a vehicle, not for human sentiments, but for

mere screaming and squalling.

To conclude : a song to which we listen without under-
standing the words, is like a picture seen at loo great a
distance. The former may be allowed to charm the ear

with sweet sounds, in the same degree in which the latter

pleases the eye with beautiful colours. But, till tbe design

of the whole and the meaning of each part be made ob-
vious to sense, it is impossible to derive any rational enter-

tainment from cither.

I Hope I have given no offence to the connoisseur by
these observations. They are dictated by a hearty zeal for

the honour of an art, of which I have heard and seen

enough to be satisfied, that it is capable of being improved
into an instrument of virtue, as well as of pleasure. If I

did not think so, I should hardly have taken the trouble to

write these remarks, slight as they are, upon the philo-

sophy of it

C. M. VON WEBER'S POSTHUMOUS WORKS,

TONKUNSTIERS LEBEN, EIN ARABRSKR.
(THE LIFE OF A COMPOSER. AW ARABESQUE)

(Concludedfrom p. 133.J

A PohchineUo was in full activity in the quarter of the
saloon towards which Dario had directed his course, and
it was some time before I could moke my way through
the dense mass. At length I again caught a glimpse of
the intriguing Italian. lie was in deep conversation with
three dominos in black ; ami before I could reach the spot
where they stood, I saw them open a way through tbe
crowd for a tall mask, who was leading by the arm a
female dressed all in white, with a lilac ooloured scarf.

In the impulse of the moment I made a spring forward,
and came in such violent contact with a couple of gens-
d'armes, that they instantly seized me, exclaiming, “ Here's
the thief! bo wc have caught my gentleman at last

!"

While I was struggling to get free from their grasp, 1 had
|

the mortification to sec the three dominos in question mate
their exit with the lady through the side-door of the saloon.
I raved and tore like a madman, and by the violence of
ray manner, had nearly converted my sham arrest into on*
in earnest. The moment I got free, I rushed into the
street, but amidst the confusion of a hundred carnages,
could discover no traces of the fugitives. In a transport
of fury, rage, and despair, I hastened home to my lodging!.
After the first burst of passion had subsided, the violence
of which was, however, sufficient to discompose the slum-
bers of half the sober inmates of the house, I gradually
became more calm and collected. •* Fool that Ism!" at

length I exclaimed, “ thus to fall into a fever at the mere
mention of the name of Emily. And who is Emily ? a
being known to me only by name, and who, in all pro-
bability, feels not the slightest interest in my regard.

Again, is there but one female of the name of Emily in

the world ? What proot have i that this la the person,
whom, in my waking dreams, I have accustomed myself
to call my Emily ?"

Soothed by these reflections in part, and in part worn
out by exhaustion, I at length fell asleep. But the lady
in white and the lilac coloured scarf continued to dance
before my imagination ; so that I awoke feverish and un-
refreshed. I endeavoured to compose my thoughts, and
to settle down to composition, but in vain. I was in that

unfortunate frame of mind so common to men of impe-
tuous tempers, in which the materials of unhappiness am
produced not from external but from interior oauses.

Where others feel mere joy, such men are in a transport 5

where others are merely dejected, they are overwhelmed ia

bitterness of heart. They live, feel, and act in extremes

;

and this very sensibility is the active cause of their unhap-
piness, for, inexhaustible and all-absorbing as it is in it*

nature, it can never fill lip the void in the soul, which it

has itself created there.

Several days passed in this state of mind. How often

did I fly to music, in the hope to give utterance to tbe

feelings that overwhelmed my soul; but all to no purpose.
There was a chaos ia my thoughts ; and when 1 endea-
voured to reduce my feelings into order, they seemed to

repel the effort, and to end in dolness and nullity of thought.

The common remark, that none but the gay can com-
pose what is gay, and the sorrowful what is sorrowful,

proved a fallacy in my regard. He who first made this

remark was but ill read ia the human heart. The deeper
feelings of the soul are felt, but not expressed. The true

moment for the creation of a product of art is the first re-

pose from passion, when the individual I—so to express
it—first abstracts its attention from itself, and fixes it on
other objects ; and in the transition from excitement to

enthusiasm, find* leisure to reflect, to arrange, and to give
utterance to its feelings.

This moment hod not yet arrived for me. It was some
time before I recovered my spirits and usuol tone el mind;
and, at last, when reason aud reflection had fully assumed
their sway, I formed a resolution to banish from my mind
all thoughts of the idol of my former fancies.

In this determination I very laudably persevered soma
days, and was priding myself cm haring made a consider-

able progress in forgetting her, when the accidental view
of my masquerade dress at once upset my resolution, and
awakened all my former flame. 1 put my hand mechani-
cally into the pocket of the coat I had worn the same

' evening, and found a paper, which, at the first glance, I
: recognised to be the poem which his Satanic majesty had

!
given me to compose, and which 1 bad promised to bring
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inn* at the next bell. He mere inscription To Evivt was *

of itself a sufficient motive for my so doing. I now felt

desirous to examine its contents, and sat down to read it

It was a beautiful poem, and the spirit that breathed

through the whole of it perfectly enchanted me. On a

second perusal, a melody in unison with the sentiments k
contained at once presented itself to my mind, and 1 had
hastened to commit it to paper, and was giving it the lost

finishing touches, when my friend Dihl came in.
44 Heaven be praiatd,” said be, 44 that I again see you

At work, and that your countenance has resumed its usual

serenity. Do I disturb you?”
44 Ever and never.*—You were going to say”—
Dihl. *' That it is inconceivable to me how you can con-

tinue to converse while you are composing. I have long
wished to put some questions to you on that point.*

** Yes, my deer friend, 1 could almost bring myself to

believe with Plato, that men,—oral least myself,—possess

.two souls ; for certainly I possess two faculties, the one of
which is adapted to the nature of music, and the other to

conversation. For instance, I am able to speak cohe-

rently and with ease on things totally different, and yet

wholly occupied by my subject, and with all my aoul, I

eon pursue a train of musical thought, and compose. I

must, however, confess that, in so doing, I feel consider-

able exhaustion of spirits, not unlike the state of persons
under the operation of certain gases, who speak and do
•bin*, of which they are unconscious.”

Dihl. “ And is it the same with you in respect to every
kind of composition ?

M

44 Not altogether. The more severe works of art, such
•a fugues, Ac., prevent me from combining both.”

DtAL 14 That's curious enough. Now 1 should have
fancied that it was precisely this sort of stuff that needed
the least exerlion’of the faculties ; and that, for this pur-
pose, it was sufficient for a composer to have property
digested his Kimberger, Fox, Wolf, and other animals of
the same kidney."

" On the contrary, in compositions of the abstract kind,
it is absolutely necessary that our feelings should serve as
guiding stars to direct our course over the dreary desert,

ksi we should be led astray by the pedantry of the schools.*
Dihl. 44 The sensible manner in which you are now con-

versing with me is the most perfect evidence thst you are

not composing fugues.”
44 Ah, there it is! you uninitiated people can never let

the poor fugue pass in peace. Well, then, to tell you the

truth, I was composing a song.”

CuAPTER XXVII.
****** Having made my escape from the company,
I returned to my quiet and lonely chamber, and once
again^ tasted the sweets of that seclusion which I have
always found so delightful and so beneficial. Here I can
throw off that restraint which I did obliged to assume in

the society of strangers'; that calm and unruffled exterior
which conceals a heart agitated by a thousand conflicting

emotions, of which the least part are those arising from
the pressure of external circumstances. And, in this re-

spect, I had so far gained the command over myself, that

it was impossible for any one to conceive that a counte-
nance so calm, not to say cheerful, ms mine, could conceal
a heart consumed by secret sorrows, which were wearing
away at once my body and soul.

It is by pressure only that the wave is raised ; by pres-
sure alone does the spring show its elasticity ; and diffi-

culty and distress have alone produced great men. I£

therefore, it be permitted me to apply this reasoning to

myself, my expectation of greatness ought to have some
foundation, for sure never mortal experienced more dis-

couraging or more depressing occurrences than myself.

In the least, as well as in the most important events of my
existence, lute has thrown a thousand obstacles iti my
way ; and if sometimes I have been successful, the hia-

derances I experienced, and the difficulties I had to sur-

mount, were incredible, and embittered the enjoymewi
The only advantage,—-if advantage it can be called,—
derived from these benumbing feelings, is a gradual insen-

sibility to the blows of destiny ; so that joy itself ia no
longer able to make an impression upon me. because the

startling conviction that it will assuredly be mingled with
bitterness comes .with it hand in hand, like an attendant
spectre. From the moment of my birth to the present

hour, the course which my life has described has been
different from that of other men. It Is not given me to

dwell with delight on the recollections of a childhood spent
in happy and reckless glee ; nor was my boyhood like that

of other boys. In the green years of youth, I am already
an old man in experience ; and an experience derivea
wholly from myselC and not from others. My bosom is a
stranger to rational love, for my reason showed me too
early that all the women by whom I was fbol enough to

fancy myself beloved, were only (rifling with my feelings.

One coquetted with me because I happened to be almost
the only man in our village under forty

;
another pre-

tetided to love me for the sake of my talents
;
while a third

gratified her vanity by giving myself, and all the rest

of the world, to suppose that I had made a conquest of
her heart. My belief in female excellence, of which, in the

enthusiasm of my early years, I had formed a sublime
idea, is gone, and with it, too, a great share of my claims
upon human happiness. And yet, alter all, would to

heaven that I could find a female who would give herself

the trouble to deceive roe so ingeniously, that I might
believe it all. How grateful should I be to her, even ia

awakening me from my dream of happiness ; for, in spit*

of my hatred of the sex, I feel the necessity of loving them.
I said that my youth was unhappy ; how could it be

otherwise, since 1 lost my mother at a very early age, and
became my father's pel ? I was aware that he loved me
to excess ; and, in spite of all the esteem and love I felt

for him in return, my feeling of confidence in him was
shaken, if not destroyed. I was aware of his weakness io

my regard, and a love of this kind is never excused in a
parent.

I afterwards imagined I had found friends: custom and
intercourse had bound them to me; we separated, and I

was forgotten. I then threw myself into the arms of
art. I taught myself to look upon great artists as little

less than gods ; but, upon a closer intimacy, I was asto-

nished to find them, in spite of their approach to divinity,

very nearly upon a level with myself. The masters were
at open war, and abused each other in a most unhcavenly
manner ; what then were the scholars to do ?—O, thou
divine art ! if the rules to comprehend thee were not in

ihyulf, I should have been lost. And yet Thou, my only
solace, my hope, my all, even Tliou canst rise up against

me as a foe, and at the very moment I am embracing thee

in rapture of heart, canst dash me to the earth in the con-
sciousness ofmy own nothingness. Circumstances, which
narrow and cramp everything, and which,—like the fabled

dress of Hercules,—ding so painfully to humanity, set me
at variance with myself, with my friends, with the art,

nay, with heaven itself. While I conform to them, 1 am
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wasting in secret tvsjr; while I laugh, I am perishing;

while uttering some jeu d’esprit, I am pronouncing my
death warrant.

In a word, misery is the portion of man ; the image of

perfection is ever before his eyes, but only to mock him
with the impossibility of its attainment ; he is ever restless

and discontented; he is a personified impulse, without any
settled power, will, or a capability of repose. He may
possess them for a moment, but they are evanescent phe-

nomena, upon which it is impossible to calculate. To me
there cannot be a more convincing proof of the truth of

Ibis, than the very speculations in which I am at this mo-
ment engaged, and which flow from the very fulness of

my soul.

ON THE SOUNDS OF THE MUSICAL SCALE.

I. Memoir on the Numerical Values of the Notes of the

Scale ; by M. Delezenne.

II. Note upon the Number of the Musical Modes ; by the

same.
[Recueil da Travaux de la Societe da Sciences,

Sfc.t de Lille ; annee 1827.]

The numbers generally admitted in represent the notes of

the scale, are, it is well known, subject to some degree of

uncertainty, as much from the difficulty of determining

them by direct experiment, as from the great tolerance of

the most cultivated ear ; a tolerance which, in other re-

spects, is very fortunate, for without it music could have

no existence. But, to compensate for this, theorists who
do not think proper to adopt the received opinions respect-

ing the formation of our scale, and who have some pecu-

liar views of their own to propose, have not failed to avail

themselves of this uncertainty. We are, therefore, much
Indebted to the learned and modest author of the memoir,

the title of which we have above given, for the extremely

delicate experiments he has made, with a view to elucidate

this difficult question, which direct observation seemed to

have no power to grasp. These experiments, which ap-

pear to us lo merit entire confidence from the precision

with which they have been made, decide the question in

favour of the ordinary theory, and give us at the same time

the measure of the sensibility of the ear in the apprecia-

tion of the degree of gravity or acuteness of sounds;

for it was requisite that the author should begin by finding

this measure.
The ear of a professor (artiste) is sensible to an interval

of a quarter of a comma in the unison; that of

an nmatenr is sensible to a half comma, or

it is requisite that the two sounds should be heard alter-

nately , because, in the comparison of simultaneous sounds,

the ear tolerates greater differences.

The ear (of a professor) is sensible to an interval of a

third of a comma in an octave.

In the fifth, the interval of of a comma is sensible

to professors, and three-tenths to other persons. Thus, the

ear is more strict for the fifth than for the unison or the

octave, a circumstance very worthy of remark. It hence

results, in particular, that the value (V 5 = 1.4953)

attributed to the fifth by Galin, which the author had prin-

cipally in view to refute, is entirely inadmissible, as well

as the rest of his system.

The author has not ended here. It is a fact, eon*
firmed by daily experience, that in ascending to the
octave from the tonic, the ear so strongly desires to

pass from the leading note (note sensible), that we invo-

luntarily sharpen the latter to arrive sooner at the octave.

Following up this remark, M. Delezenne raised the a by
a comma ; then the a ; and lastly the e ; he thus obtained

a scale composed of five major tones equal to $, and of

two semi-tones represented by t)]. But this scale, though
very preferable to that of Galin, did not stand the proof
of the ear, which immediately perceived that the e, the A,

and the a, were too high ; but this last only in descending.

The following are some other applications. When we
pass from any key to its dominant, and take the latter

as a new tonic, the second note of the new key, which is

the sixth of the primitive one, ascends a comma. This
arises from there being, between the second and the sixth

notes of a key, only the interval of a fifth diminished by
a comma. Also, when in playing in u on the violoncello,

the experiment properly made will prove that the a is too

high.

The author might have made a similar verification, which
we regret did not suggest itself to him. It consists in this,

that the d, considered successively as the sub-domi-
nant of the key of a minor, and as the second note of the

relative key to c major, ought to be lower by a comma in

the first case than in the second. It would be curious to

ascertain this by experiment, because it would prove the

minor scale to be formed of three successive perfect minor
chords.

Lastly, the value of the sharp is not obtained by mul-
tiplying the note which it effects by If but by multiplying

the note above by -|j|* The ordinary rule is only appli-

cable when a sharp is to be inserted between two notes

which differ only by a minor tone. In the other cases the

value of the sharp is
-fjjj ; it is higher by a comma than

the other sharp. The results are analogous for the flat.

Such are the principal facts arising out of an inves-

tigation, which appear to us to merit llie attention of

theorists.

We shall not discuss the author’s system of musical

modes, because to us it appears to rest upon a false basis,

though we acknowledge that the definition of mode given

by M. Delezenne is applicable to our two ordinary modes
—to the mixed mode of Blainville, and to the authentic

modes of church music. (Tons authentiqua de Teglise.)

We do not, however, consider this as a true notion of

mode ; for many melodies are to be found in various

authors that do not accord with the definition of M.
Delezenne ; although we consider them as constituting

real modes .—Bulletin da Sciences Physiqua, fyc., Avrily

1829.

BOIELDIEU’S NEW OPERA, LES DEUX NUITS.

[Extract ofa Letterfrom Paris.]

June 1, 1829.
* • • • • * After various delays and disappointments,

Boieldieu’s new opera. La Deux Nuits, has made its

appearance at the Opera Comique. Nothing could ex-

ceed the sensation which this work excited in the musical

world: all were desirous to compare this latest production of

the head of the modern French school, with his former

compositions; to see whether he had adhered to hit

former originality of character, or had been indused to

Di«
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sacrifice to the reigning taste of the day. And first, as

to the poem. This appears to have disappointed the

expectations formed of M. Scribe’s talent ; and assuredly

there is nothing very new either in the characters or

situations—a contriving valet, a lover in disguise, an

.amorous guardian. The sceue is in Ireland. Malvina,

the heroine of the piece, becomes, through the death of

her uncle, the heiress of a large fortune ; but under con-

dition that she is to marry within three months after his

decease, iu default of which the fortune is to pass into the

hands of her cousin. Lord Fingar, a young man of five-

and-twenty, whom he has appointed her guardian. The
young lady having determined to pass these three months
in retreat, her cousin, who, of course, is desirous of

marrying her, assigns an old castle for her residence,

where she is shut up with the greatest precaution. The
rising of the curtain introduces us to a party of young
officers, who are merrily carousing, and among them is

Lord Fingnr, whom wine renders more than usually

communicative. He boasts of the beauty and accomplish-

ments of his cousin, and hands her portrait about among
his companions. On reaching the hands of a young
officer, Sir Edward Acton, he instantly recognises it to

be that of a young Irish lady, whom he had met and
fallen in love with in France ; but who, from some motive

of jealousy, had suddenly broken off their short acquain-

tance, and left him without any trace of the route which
she had taken. In his embarrassment how to discover

the retreat of Malvina, which Fingar keeps a profound

secret from every one, he has recourse to Victor, his ex-

pert valet, who i9 converted into a great wit for the occa-

sion, and who, by the way, treats his master with a

familiarity, which few officers would be thought willing to

admit. By one of those contrivances which every comedy
furnishes, the valet contrives to find out the young lady’s

residence, and to deliver his master’s letter, but is sur-

rised by Lord Fingar, who arrives very malapropos, and
ardly allows him time to escape in a whole skin. The

letter falls into the guardian's hand, and he learns the pro-

jects of his rival. Shortly after Victor returns with his

master, both disguised as minstrels, but as the secret is

known, they are very unceremoniously seized upon by Lord
Fingar, and disposed of in the keep of the castle : they are

however delivered from this unpleasant situation by a sim-

pleton who is placed there by the author expressly for the

purpose. Midnight approaches, and the marriage of the

young lady with her guardian is to take place off hand.

But having received notice in time that her lover is near,

she contrives to substitute in her place a young person who
is her confidante. Meantime Lord Fingar, supposing that

his young bride is awaiting him in the oratory, arrives at

midnight to conduct her to the altar, and discovers the

stratagem that has been played him. 'The doors fly open,

and Malvina and Eld ward enter, their union having been

just concluded. Lord Fingar rages considerably ; but as

he has himself been at the pains previously to inform us

that the fortune and not the person of his niece is the

object of his love, and as Malvina begs his acceptance of

a moiety of her estate, every thing is comfortably adjusted.

You may readily imagine from this outline, that few, if

any, situations are furnished worthy of M. Boieldieu’s

talent ; and yet, in spite of all these obstacles, he has been
successful. He has contrived to find inspirations even in

sm:h a poem, and has soared above difficulties which
would have proved fatal to any other composer.

The same qualities that distinguish Le Chaperon rouge, Le
Calife, La Dame blanche, <5“c., are observable in the present
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work ; the same originality, the same knowledge of scenic
effect Every part of it bears the traces of that elegant
pen, which has contributed so much to the musical enjoy-
ments of the public. The introdnetion, though rather
long, is well designed, and sustained with spirit. The air

of Chollet, which is a singular conception, but full of vigour
and character, was warmly upplauded, and the finale of the
first act quite electrified the audience : some couplets at

the commencement of the second act pleased by their

grace and freshness, as also did the dueL The finale of
the second act is, in my opinion, the best part of the whole
opera. It is one of those pieces that please by a happy
contrast of effects. There is a movement of a religious
character, with the accompaniment of a bell, the melody of
which possesses a breadth and tone of colouring rare in
the compositions of the modem school : the part executed
piano was hailed with the most enthusiastic applause. A
very remarkable piece in the third act is that in which the
two valets are interrogated, which possesses a vivacity and
character peculiar to itself, and breathes all the whim and
humour of Cimarosa’s best manner. A concerted piece
has also much merit. The omission of an air, written for

Poocbard, but which Moreau-Sainli, a singer of moderate
talents, was unable to execute, is much to be regretted;
especially as it is pronounced by several amateurs who had
heard it at the piano, to be one of the most spirited things
in the whole score. In a word, I feel assured that much
of the merit of this opera is not to be appreciated at a first

hearing, and that a series of representations will open up
new beauties, and afford a prolonged enjoyment

With respect to the performers, Madame Pradlier is

delightful in the part of Betty, and has several charming
morceaux to execute, to which, as well as to the concerted
pieces, she did ample justice. It is to be regretted that,

with a voice of much power and flexibility, Madame Casi-

mire seemed altogether a novice in the art of song. Of
the new singer I have already spoken, and Lemonnier was
scarcely more effective ; consequently the weight of the
piece fell upon Chollet, who seemed to feel the responsi-

bility of his situation, and performed with more than usual
vigour. ••••••

ORGANS IN SCOTISH CHURCHES.

The use of the organ in places of worship in Scotland is

making a slow but, it appears to us, certain progress: in

less than a quarter of a century there will not be, we ven-
ture to predict, a single church or chapel of any importance
in North Britain without its

44 box of whistles.”

The following extract from a letter, dated Edinburgh,
May 21st, 1829, is interesting at the present moment, and
may prove still more so at some future period, when it

may be referred to as an historical document :

—

44
I mentioned to you some time ago (and the notice

appeared in the Harmonicon) that the pastor of a large

dissenting congregation had introduced an organ into his

church. This organ has been used ever since, much to

the pleasure and advantage of the congregation. They
belong to what are called the Relief Church, and differ

from the Established Church in nothing but the point of

patronage. They are, accordingly, very numerous and re-

spectable throughout Scotland. Their church is governed,

like the Establishment, by Presbyteries and Synods. At
a late meeting of one of these last-mentioned assemblies,

the organ-question was brought forward, and the result
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vm that the clergyman vu severely censured, and ordered

to pull it down. Instead of obeying this injunction, be
determined to renounce his allegiance to the government
of his church, and did bo Inst Sunday, accompanying bis

declaration with an admirable address to liis flock. On
• the day following there was a very crowded meeting of the

congregation, at which it was resolved, without a dissen-

tient voice, to return thanks to their pastor for his conduct,

and to adhere to him as au independent congregation. It

is expected that other congregations will follow his ex-

ample, and all who do so of course will have organs in

their churches.
“ Perhaps you may think it worth while to record the

event, which, though of little interest in England, is yet of

importance, as paving the way for the general use of

organs in this country.**

Da. CROTCH'S LECTURES.

During the months of May and June, Dr. Crotch, pro-

fessor of music in the University of Oxford, gave a course

of six lectures at the Royal Institution, Albemarle-street,

which were attended by the members and their families
j

chiefly. As practical examples of various composers, no-
thing could have been better calculated for the purpose

than those produced and performed by the highly-gifted

professor; but in a scientific institution, and one that

ranks so high, we have always thought that the science of

music, strictly so called, should at least divide the lecture

with the practice. The subject is a very curious one, and
could not full to prove interesting in the present philoso-

phical and inquiring age.

The following is the syllabus of Dr. Crotch’s lectures;

—

Lien.BE I.—Tun<Loy, May 12/4.

On tbs Music of the Ancient*, sod NbIujiuI Musk. The Nstioasl Music
of the Hebrews, of Chins, Jtvs, the East ludirt, Greece, Ireland, Scot-
land, Wales, England, France, Scandinavia., sod Norway.

IjtCTVMS II.— Tuesday
, May 19/4.

On Scientific Music. The Invention of Harmony try Guido in ths 11th
Century. Hie Sublime Style invented before tho Beautiful, and the
Ornamental after. They all exist in National. Music. Ambrosian and
Gregorian Chants. Tallin. Josquin d« Fraa

; 15th Century. Present
Stats of Parochial Church Music. Psalm Tunes of tho Reformer*.
Cathedral Music. Boyce’s Collection. Orlando di Saano. Palestrina,

Tye, Farrant The Madrigal invented in the 16th Century. Monteverde,
Con verso, Mart-nun, Bird. Recitative invented for the first Opera. The
oldest Oratorio by Cavaliero in the 17th Century. Gibbons.

LacTMta III.— Tuesday, May 26/4.

The Cantata and Opera Aria invented in the 17th Century. Carisaimi.

Alessandro Scarlatti, Uie father of tbs OroaiDSOtal Style is Scientific

Music. Stradrlla. Salvator Rosa. Improvement in tho Accompani-
ments of Oratorio and Opera Songs.

Licrunt IV.— Tuesday. June 2d.

Music of the latter part of ths 17th and early part of (he 18th Centime*.
English Church Music. Croft. Durante, Pupil of Alessandro Scarlatti.

Corelli, the Inventor of Concerted Instrumental Piece*. Henry Purcel.

Uctum V.

—

Tuesday, June 9/4.

Cursory Remark* on the present State of Music. Decline of the Art
Remedies suggested. Music of the earlier half of the 18th Century con-
tinued- Stefiani, Marcello, Leo, Pergotesi, Sebastian Bach. Perusal of

hi* Lite, by Fort el, recommended.

LscTLKS VI,

—

Tuesday, June 16/4.

George Frederic Handel. The manner in which be formed hU Style.

B*s Anthem*, Organ Fugues. Instrumental and Vocal Chamber Music,
Concertos, Overtures, Recitatives, Songs, Duets, and Choruses of bis

Operas and Oratorio*. His Character estimated from the predominant
Styles. Conclusion of the present Course.

Mr. JAMES AND M. TULOU.

To the Editor of the Harmohico*.

SlR, 28, Regent-street, June 21 ,
1839.

Wc shall consider it a great favour if you will'cause
the enclosed to be printed in the next number of the Jfesr-
monicon . We are. Sir,

Your humble servant*,

Monzani & Hill.

Un mot a Mr. W. H. James.

J’ai lu dans un journal un article oh se troove eette

phrase: M. Tulou a rtconnu que let JlfUes de M. James
etaiml svperievre* auxJiCtcs de M. Moniani.

II faut que je parle bien mal l’Anglais ou que M.
James ne comprenne pas du tout le Francois pour inter-

preter ainsi la reponse que je lui ai laite upres avoir cssayd
sa flute a la derniere visile qu’il in’a fait l’honneur de me
rend re. Je ne repondrai done qu'un seul mot, et je desire

que M. James le comprenne plus exaclement.

Je ne me permets pas de jugcr de la qualite des fldtes

des different auteurs de Londres; tout ce que je puis
dire it M. James, e’est que jusqu’k ce jour je ne me suis

servi, en flutes Anglaises, que de colics de M. Monzani.

Londres, le 23 Juin, 1829.

19, Gcrrard- street, Soho. Tulou.
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To the Editor of the Harmon icon.

Sir, Manse of Ecdesmachan, 13th June, 1829.

With much mortification I observe that in writing
off the Table of Intervals, given by my Organ, I have,
by some strange fatality, omitted the Diatonic Semitone,
the very interval in question between your correspondent
Mr. G. H. and myself. At the same time I observe
several typographical errors (if 6ome of them be not
chargeable to myself,) which are to be corrected as

follows

•A. ib. ib.

iA. ib. «4

a. ib. ib.

ib. ib. ib.

Harmonicon, No. XVIII. New Series.

Pft**. CoL Lie*.

125, 1, 5, from bottom of text, for from prime *eren, read from the

prime •wen.
126, 1, in theTable,lbe Measure of Major seventh 15 : 8, is 0. 9068908.

the Measure of Redundant fifth 25 : 16 i* 0.6438665.

for C— D 5
|
Redundant seventh, read C — D $

|
Redundant second.

for D — E
|

Minor second, read D— B
|
Grave

Msjor second.

Imraedistely below the l*st mentioned, insert the

following line,

—

C—D t> |
Minor second, or Diitonic Semitone

|
S

|
16 : 15 J

0.0931022.

126, 2, 21, of letler-praa, for is n chord of perfect fifth, read in s

chord, &c„

127,

* 1, 23, Ditto,for first to the second, read fir*t chord to the second.

iA ib. 30, Ditto, far on the dorr.insnt, read in the dominant.

128, 1, 30, end 32,for stop, read step.

iA. 2, 9, for slops, read steps.

A. »4. 21 sq.,/w with V third to o b, rrorf with r, sente third to s R
129, 1, 35, for produced, read produces.

ib. iA. 21, from bottom, for o fcj , read o S .

*6. ib. 12, Ditto, fur thone objects, read tbe»e object*,

it. ib. 16, from bottom of foKjl.notes, for certainly to nothing, read

certainty to nothing.

By giving this a place in your next number you'wfll

oblige Your already much obliged Servant,

Henry Liston.

Die I by G
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3Rrtrieto of iHustc.

Six Canxonits, with an accompaniment for the Piano

Forte; the word* by Loan Byron, the music by John
Looog, Esq. Book lit (Chappell, 136, New Bond
Street.)

2. A Second Set of Six Italian Artxttrs, fir One or

Two Foictt, wtth an accompaniment fir the Spanish

Guitar, competed by P. Vkri.ni. (Same Publisher.)

That flic number of excellent dilettanti is fast on the in-

crease, must be obvious to all who mix in society. Without

going beyond the limits of our own acquaintance, we could

point out in this metropolis unprofessional performers in

sufficient abundance to constitute, with the aid of two or

three wind-instrumentalists, a very effective orchestra ; and
as to the highest branch of the art, composition, the pages of

our review furnish evidence of the strides making by those

who have studied music as an accomplishment merely

;

while the other portion uf our work occasionally shews the

superiority of amateur composers over some professed

ones of no short standing and no mean name.*
We cannot but rejoice at this ; for assuredly it is more

creditable to a gentleman of good education and fortune

to indulge in an intellectual, innocent pursuit, than in an
irrationu), cruel one. It is more becoming his station,

more worthy the improved condition of his mind, to employ
hia leisure, and seek his amusement, in the cultivation of

an art iu which the utmost ingenuity, the most refined

taste, may be displayed, and the effects of which are so

undeniable, than in chasing timid animals with the eager-

ness, hut without the motive and justification, of a famished
savage, and destroying them with less humanity than the

most ferocious butcher exhibits in his slaughter-house.

Animal >, too,—bred more with a view to the mode of

their destruction than to their ultimate use,—the feed-

ing of which is so injurious to the farmer, so expensive to

the country at large, and the preservation whereof, or the

attempt to preserve, for the exclusive diversion and use of

certain classes, half fills our jails with what the law calls

Criminals, and is preparing our peasantry to become des-

perate bandits, if not bold rebels, at a period which, we
fear, is approaching with more hasty steps than is gene-

ifclly supposed.

In speaking of gentlemanlike amusements. Lord Ches
terfidd bears very hard ou the fiddle and flute. The noble

earl's infinitely more noble contemporary, Dr. Johnson, is

Dot less severe on the angle-rod and line ; aud we are

persuaded that the majority of thinking people,—that is,

of people who think to some purpose,—will agree with us,

that ** a stick and a string," if employed to ** discourse

most eloquent music,” are fitter for the hands of a sensible

man, than when used to kill time and torture fish.

/I hat the author of the above canzonets is a dilettante

composer we know. We cannot affirm that he is not a
sportsman, though w« should iuler that he is neither a

' * We only need refer to the last Number of the Haumonjcon, which
eoirtains m ana that the tint composer of the prtscDl day might be proud
th acknowledge.

member of a hunt nor a M brother of the angle,*
1 because

those who, from a pure, disinterested love of art, devote

their thoughts to poetry, painting, or music, are rarely in-

clined to gallop, in all weathers, over hedge and ditch, in

pursuit of a poor hare ; to tramp over plonghed land,

under a burning sun, with a dog as a companion, for the

sake of knocking down a few birds ; or to sit for hours by
a dull stream, watching the motion of a bit of cork on the

water, with no other design than to lacerate some unhappy
trout or tench. But though an amateur (or dilettante, fbr

both words mean the same thing,) Mr. Lodge’s musical

talent and knowledge place him far above most of our

professed composers, and qualify him to vie with the best

of them, if we may judge by hia present publication, which

has afforded us a pleasure that, as critics, it is not often

our lot to enjoy.

The style of these canzonets is a happy mixture of what
is become English by adoption, and of Italian, the latter

rather predominating. The airs are less striking in them-

selves than in combination with the accompaniments,

which are very clever, and prove the author to be not only

a good harmonist, but an excellent judge of effect. He
has not been always equally successful in accenting the

poetry: in the second canzonet, for instance, the words
•• through” and “ and" should have fallen on the last beat

of the previous bars. At page 9, also, " sepulchre** drawisr

too much ; but it stands in the verse os a most untoward
trisyllable, and we do not see how it could have been better

managed when set to notes. The first,
"
*Tis sweet to

hear at midnight ;** the filth, “ Adieu, adieu, my native

shore and the last, “ There be none of beauty's daugh-
ters,'* please us most. The melodirs are full of grace,

and natural, though not common ; while the accompani-
ments are quite of the higher order of composition. But
all the six possess strong claims to notice, which we shall

be surprised ifthey do uot obtain, and that speedily.

The Anettes of Signor Verini are in that exceedingly

simple, easy style, which hes always met with admirers,

and will long continue to find them. Requiring little

exertion of voice, with but a very moderate extent of
musical knowledge, in the performers, and calling on
the auditor for no effort, either of attention or understand-

ing, such compositions conciliate both parties; and

though not calculated to meet the wishes of those who
discover in the art something more than a power to tickle

the ear, will, nevertheless, gratify by far the most nu-

merous class,—the supine, or such as do not desire to be

roused ; and the uncultivated, by which term wc mean to

designate those who have not, by either learning or hear-

ing, acquired any thing like a true feeling lor music.

These pieces are all for two voices, though the airs may
be sung without the second part They ore in the plainest

Venetian manner, running in either direct or inverted

thirds, without any complexity in the measures ; and, in

short, may be performed at first sight by almost any body-

who can sing in tune.
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A butcher in Vienna importuned Haydn to write a
minuet for his daughter's nuptials, and offered any price

for the production. The composer, thinking such an em-
ployment rather infra dig., declined. But the knight of
the cleaver redoubled his entreaties, and the great musician

at length relented ; peremptorily declining, however, any
compensation. The minuet was delivered, and was
danced at the wedding. The following morning a fine ox,

decorated with ribbons and flowers, arrived at Haydn's

door, led by the grateful butcher, who positively refused

to depart till Haydn gratified his wishes a second time, by
accepting the beast as an offering. Such is the history of

No. 2 ;
and we must confess that, m our opinion, the

composer was exorbitantly remunerated, for he never ap-

peared so unlike himself as in this minuet. M. Payer has

not mended the matter by his variations, or added to his

own fame by his llltli opera!

No. 4 is a charming air, varied with great taste and
knowledge. It is evident, even from this example alone,

that M. Plachy is a sensible composer, for he has been
guilty of no one of those follies which are now so often, so

systematically committed, but has kept the real object of

music in view, and sought to please not only the per-

former, but those who may listen to the performance. He
has not endeavoured to flatter the vanity of the one at the

expense of the other. The term “brilliant" must not be

construed in the present case by the same word or phrase

that expresses the difficulty of much modern music : the

piece is not easy, but, on the contrary, requires a good
player; but is, however, very attainable by any tolerably

experienced amateur.

162

PIANO-FORTE.
1. Introduction, Variations, and Finale, on Bellini's

favourite air ini Pirati, by F. Kalkbrenner. (Gould-

ing and D’Almaine, 20, Soho Square.)

2. Bochsa’s Martial Fantasia, on the air Partant pour

la Syrie, arranged by Auoustub Mevbs. (Chappell.)

3. Haydn’s Ox-Minuet, with Variations, by Jerome
Payer, Op. 111. (Paine^and Hopkins, 69, CornhilL)

4. Variations Brili.antes sur la Cavatine,
“ Viens

,

gentille Dome," dans La Dame Blanche, composers par
W. Plachy, Op. 38. (Balls, 408, Oxford Street.)

Mr. Kalk brenner is determined not to be outdone] in

difficulty by the young composers who surround him in

Paris ; he has in the first of these inserted passages which

may challenge the most desperate efforts of Herz, C.

Czerny, Ac., and such as must daunt even executioners as

bold and ready as those young Germans. But such pas-

sages are, fortunately, not so indissolubly united with the

other parts as to render a divorce impracticable; the sepa-

ration may easily be brought about, and when the tours de

main arc discarded, much that is really good, though little

t^iat is fit for ordinary performers, will remain. The intro-

duction shews the pen of a master, particularly in the first

twelve bars of page 4 ; it must, however, be a strong hand
that can do it justice. The air, or subject, “ Ah ! non fia

sempre odiata," is certainly the favourite thing in Bellini’s

opera ; though, by-the-bye, somewhat iudebted to the spin-

ning song in La Dame Blanche. It begins thus :

—

Mr. K. has not given the second portion of this exactly

according to the original ; it has rather lost by the change.

In the fifth variation, or finale, the theme is treated in the

fugue-style, forming a striking and agreeable contrast to

the other parts; and at nearly the end are passages which

will make very good exercises for proficients, but otherwise

have not much to recommend them.

No. 2 is neither more uor less than the well-known
popular French air, with some variations that are any thing

but ingenious or effective, and an introduction of a roost

common kind
;

to all of which it seems M. Bochsa has

given the name of Fantasia, and claims it as his owu. He
might with equal truth have appropriated to himself “ Di
tanli palpiti,” and have called it a chorus, or a ballad, for

his “iantasia” has no one characteristic of the kind of

composition which it pretends to be, the air excepted.

Mr. Meves has adapted it by means of a few trifling altera-

tions, and dignified it by the epithet “ celebrated,” The
comical part of the business is, that the only name which
ought to appear prominently in the title-page,—to wit, the

composer of the air, the only good part of the piece,—is

wholly concealed.

1. Fantaisie, Echoes of the Alps, introducing three Swiss

Airs, with the embellishments of Madame Stockhausen,

composed by J. Moschbles. (Mori and Lavenu, 28,

New Bond Street.)

2. Divertimento, with an accompaniment for the

Flute, ad Hbitnm, on the admired Fandango , composed
by Sixto Perez. (Goulding and D’Almaine.)

3. Bajelito, the Spanish air sung by Madame Vigo ,

arranged as a Rondoletto, by the same. (Chappell.) j

4. Divertimento, Lo Caprice, composed by Charles
IIarqitt, Jun. (Cramer, Addison, and Beale, 201,

Regent Street)

5. Les Bagatelles, No. 7, containing the Chapter of Kings,

arranged by J. W. Holder, Mum. Bac. (Cramer
and Co.)

6. Ditto, No. 8, containing “ Ackee O,” arranged by

M. C. Wilson. (Same publishers.)

The Swiss airs, a taste for which was excited in this

country by the many interesting performances of the

Rainer family, and is nourished by the delightful manner
in which Madame Stockhausen and the fascinating Madlle.

Sontag still sing them, have lost but little of their attrac-

tion for us British islanders. Either we are a very con-

stant nation, disliking change, or slow in discernment, and

only discovering beauties after they have begun to pall on

people of quicker sensibility. We leave the reader to

make his election out of the two characters. M. Moscheles

has chosen for his present purpose The Pastor of the Alps,

—The Goatherd?* Boy,—and The Swiss-drover Boy of
Appenxelt. These are so connected by the composer a

additions, and the various parts are so well dovetailed

together, that nothing but extemporaneousness is wanting
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to render this a genuine fantasia. The introduction opens

rather in the manner of a prelude, but changes into a short

pastoral movement, in character with the melodies. The
concluding part, which die composer terms* “ Movimcnto
Ballabiir," makes an admirable finish to a composition

that will prove very charming in the hands of a good

player. We must not neglect to mention that this fantasia

begins in b b, and ends in o: a rather remarkable pecu-

liarity.

The second and third of these are very good composi-

tions up to a certain point ; that is to say, they are written

in a musician-like manner, arc well suited to the hand,

and ably adapted to the instrument; but they want the

animating principle, they want novelty in design, and vigour

in filling up ; in a word, they want that which genius alone

can impart. The Fandango selected by M. Perea is not

the best variety of the species ; be might have chosen half

a dozen better in every respect for his purpose : and of the

Bajelito, an air full of originality and character, he has not

made so much as, we presume, he might have done by the

exertion of a little more thought. We like both his intro-

ductions, and there are portions of the other pages which

afforded us pleasure. Let him invoke his muse, and pray

for more of the inventive faculty. Should his petition he

granted, he may yet acquire fame as a composer.

No. 4 is a very singular, ingenious composition : we
know not when we have met with so much of that very

rare commodity, originality. A few bars will give our

readers a clearer idea of this than half a column of words.

Hence it will be seen, that this would have been written

in six-four time in the sixteenth century, by Byrde, Bull,

and their contemporaries: while most composers of later

ages, and of the present period, would have treated it as

belonging ter the measure of six-eighths. Let musicians

ponder awhile on this ; it ought to lead to a simplification

of time, which now,—by the use of brief notes and Italian

words directing a comparatively slow movement, instead

of long notes and words indicating celerity—may be

reckoned among the most formidable stumbling-blocks to

learners. The last bar but one, page 2, contains an

engraver’s error of importance : the o in the treble should,

we conclude, be e.

We recommend this composition to the notice of our

readers, both on account of its newness and effect.

Nos. 5 and 6, containing two pages each, are for the use

of those who have just got out of an instruction book.

The first is not remarkable for Die polish of its style. The
second has considerable merit, and is calculated to improve

the taste of a learner.

1. Andante and Rondo, by J, Calkin. (Chappell.)

2. M alilde, a Romance, varied by G. Kiallmakx. (Same.)
3. The. Market Chorus in the Ballet of Masaniello*

arranged by T. Valentine. {Same.)

4. Divertimento. 11 Ciiomo di Festa, in which is introduced

the favourite Swiss Waltz, composed by James Clare,
(Preston.)

5. Air, “ My love is like the red, red rose,” arranged with
Variations by A. C. Whitcombb, (Paine and Hopkins.)

The above five pieces are much of the same order of
composition, ore calculated for the same class of players,

and have many points of resemblance. We discover no
error, whether as regards rule or taste, in any one of them ;

neither do they manifest any extraordinary vigour. They
are all suited to the generality ofperformers,—not difficult,

and yet sufficiently respectable in every way to be intro-

duced where music of the higher kiud is not the order of
the evening. In schools they will be found exceedingly

useful.

No. 1 is a short air, h la Haydn, (which, by the way,

calls a very popular song to memory) with three varia-

tions, and a Rondo as the last. The whole of this is

distinguished by a certain gracefuluess that runs through
it, and two or three Utile touches of harmony show the
author to belong to the .legitimate,—the best school of
music.

No. 2 is an air unknown to us, upon which five unas-
piring, but perfectly correct, variations are written in good
taste, the last forming a lively and rather brilliant finale.

No. 3 is one of the best things in Auber’s opera, the

chorus, ** Au Marche !* arranged with judgment, and pro-

ducing much effect, without requiring any unusual skill or
exertion in the player.

'Hie composer of No. 4 is, we conjecture, a lover of solid

music : there is a sober gaiety in his divertimento which
gives to it an air of novelty in these “ giddy-pated" times,

that is far from displeasing.

Though we do not find a single new idea in No. 5,

there is, nevertheless, a something that may almost be
called elegance in parts of it, which is no bad substitute

for originality.

1. Hilarity Polacca B rillante, compos&e par C. M. von
Weber. (Weasel and Stodart, Frith Street.)

2. Brilliant Variations on a Theme in Rossini's Setni-

ramidc, composed by FaANqois Schoberlechnek, of
Vienna. {Same.)
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& Chumr dea Page* ThAnc de (opera do Carafe, Li
Violate, vurii par CmaUUK, Op. 73. (Cocks and

p Co., Prtacw .V/re< Hanover Square.)

4. Rondo Brillant, in which it introduced Panseron's

Barcarolle. ** Eh ! vogue ma nacelle,** composed by the

* 9dmt. (Bulls.)

We have never estimated the piano-forte compositions

of Weber so highly as his vocal and orchestral works. In

the former his genius seems painfully bounded,—it appears

to want the means of developement, and flies with unceas-

ing activity to ail parts of the instrument, as if endeavouring

to escape from ho circumscribed & Held into one of ampler

dimensions. Ilia addiction also to unequal, j irking notes,

—^to the dotted semiquaver alternately with the demisemi-

quaver—so apparent in all he has written for the piano-

forte, together with his hurried passages of triplets, betray

something like impatieuce ; and whatever may have been

the feeling that produced such results, they certuioly do

not excite the most agreeable emotions in the majority of

Well-judging hearers. This opinion is strengthened by

the present PoIacca (in a) which exhibits the peculiarities

we have mentioned ; though the authors genius always

will display itself in soma shape or other, and often shines

forth in the work before us, particularly in the cantabile,

pages 2 and 3, which is like a tranquil, beautiful episode,

in the midst of a hurried, vehement oratioo.

No. 8 is in the word manner ol* the worst school of the

present day. The choice of the air shows a miserable

taste, and tlie variations on it betray a still more wretched

judgment.
The subject of No. 3 b deservedly popular on the con-

tinent, and a good ground-work for brilliant variations.

Which M. Chaulieu has wrought with considerable ability ;

though we should have liked them belter had they been

more eharUantcs and expressive, less santante

s

and

hurried. The introduction is of a gentle nature, and leads

in the theme in an advantageous manner.

No. 4 has more attractions than the preceding by the

aaxne composer. The air itself is not so pleasing, but b
expanded with superior taste. It is rather too long,

perhaps, the unfruitful nature of the subject being con-

sidered
;

yet the composer has imparted a variety to it

that was hardly to be looked for, and in the hands of a
good performer, this will meet with success.

i The above four compositions are only adapted to superior

performers; they are full of difficulties, and. unlike many
works that will occur to the reader, do not possess attrac-

tion enough to urge the leas advunced player to any extra-

ordinary exertions.

1, A set of Quadrilles and a Waltz, composed by D.
Sciilesingkr. (Cramer and Co.)

2. La Galt£, a ninth set of Quadrilles, selected from
' A user’s Masaniello, by L. Zkrbinl (Wexsel and
StodarU)

3, Foreign Walters. Books. (Edinburgh; Paterson,

Roy, and Co.)

4. Waltz and Trio, by C. Della Torre. (Luff, Great

Russet Street, Bloomsbury.)

T*he quadrilles of M. Schlesinger bear the impress of a

master, and at the same time ofler no impediment to those
who have not a passion for overcoming difficulties. The
walls is in the preseut fashionable Swiss manner, and
pleasing.

No. 2 b a remarkably pretty sat of quadrilles. We ears

assert from our own knowledge that they hav« often during
the present season been used in the best circles, and alwaya
with approbation.

Upon opening No. 3 we find that these " Foreign
WaltEes*’ are composed by an ingenious professor of
music, a native of North Britain, Mr. Finlay Dun ! Thera
b some discrepancy in this, which can only be accounted

for by supposing that one title-page is made to serve for

many books. The waltzes, however, are for superior to

the commou standard, and exhibit many really new
features.

No. 4, too, is clever, and not only attempts but achieves

something much better than wa are accustomed to ia this

species of composition.

1. The Introductory Symphony, Airs, Recitations,

Dance, and Choruses in the Tragedy of Macbeth, m.
complete Score, composed by Matthew Lock ; the whole

revised and corrected, and an accompaniment fir the

Piano-Forte added, by J. Addison. (Gouliing ami
D’Alraaine.)

2. The Overture, Airs, Duets, Trios, and Choruses
in the Beggar's Opera, carefully collated , and supplied

with appropriate accompaniments for the Piano Forte,

by J. Audi -on. (.Same Publishers.)

Both these volumes are printed by the new method,—by
Cowper’a patent copper types,* and for correctness, dis-

tinctness, and cleanliness, they need but be seen to be ap-

proved.

The only score of Macbeth with which we are acquainted,

is that published by M John Johnson, of York Street,

Covent Garden,’ 1 and which must have appeared nt least

fifty years ago, for it is dedicated to Garrick, who died in

1779. This has a figured base, but no other accompani-

ment for a keyed instrument. The music has since been

often printed with an accompaniment for the piano-forte,

but without the instrumental score, no (hat the two together

was a desideratum. This is now supplied by Mr. Addison,

who has faithfully interpreter! the composer’s figures, and
arranged the scanty orchestral parla in a manner that will

hardly fail to obtain general approbation.

An octavo edition of The Beggar's Opera was printed,

the preface to this tells us, in 1723, with the melodies to

each aong and the overture in score. Wc possess the

second part of the Beggar's Opera, called Polly, in quarto,

with the aim and a base detached from the letter-presa*

printed in 1729. Hence we are led to ask ifitia not pro-

bable that the Beggar’s Opera itself was first published in

a similar form ? We have also the quarto edition of the

latter, dated 1777, " with the Overture in score : the Songs

and the Basses engraved on Copper Plates.” Thia must

have been a reprint, if, as Mr. Addison informs us, it

appeared in the same shape in 1761.

There are hut very few adaptations of this admirable

collection of beautiful old melodies, and the one which

professes to give new bases set to the airs by Dr. Arne, is

very properly designated by Mr. Addison ; for there con

be little doubt, judging by the evidence ailbrded by the

work itself, that the name of that celebrated composer and

excellent musician was fraudulently used. In 1777, wc

|earn from the same source, Mr. Linlev, the senior, com-

• Ste page 139 of our Uai number; and foe lir*l volume of our new

eerlex, page 60.
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post* some very ingenious and effective accompaniments
to the opera, which are now generally adopted, and to

these the present adaptor acknowledges great obligation,

though he states that he has sometimes restored the origi-

nal harmony as better suited to the air, and because an

excess of note*, which he sometime* met with, militated

against the true expression of die words. Mr. Linley's

alterations, however, never before in any shape oppeured in

print, so that we have now the benefit of his excellent

taste, and also of the improvements which since his time

have been made in the mode of accompanying the voice.

VOCAL.

1. Solfeggi, and Exercise* upon Scales, Intervals, Sfc.

with explanations and instructions ; to which is prefixed

an Introductory Discourse on Vocal Expression, com-
posed by Finlay Dun, of Edinburgh. (Cramer, Ad-
dison, and Beale.)

&. The whole Art of Singing at Sight exemplified in

a serin of Easy and familiar Exercises, Sfc. fyc. written

and arranged by Jawes Henry Hormcastle. (Preston.)

1. ProgrmrceExERCiSRsybrMcVotct, Ac.with Illustrative

Example* from the work* of Purcell, Handel, Haydn,
Mozart, Ac. by D. E. Ford. (Westley and Davis; and
Longman and Bates.)

Ida. Finlay Dun, in his preface, informs us, as an apology,

which he seems to deem neoes*ary, for augmenting the

number of works of the kind, that his method, " though
successively adopted in some of the best books of exercises

for the piano-forte and violin, has not been used (he be-

lieves) in exercises or studies for the voice.* This method
Is, to render each solfeggio “ an example of one particular

and specific mode of managing the voice. Some, for in-

stance, for the legato and portamento ; other* for the vi-

brato ; others for the staccato ; so that the student may
have an idea of the different modes of managing the voice.

The composer has introduced these solfeggi by the “ sub-

stance of a discourse on vocal expression, by his master,

the celebrated Girolamo Crescentini, prefixed to the first

part of that signors Focalixzi* This he has translated

and given freely
; and in addition has M ventured to introduce

a few remarks of his own, when he conceived that, by so

doing, he could render the discourse more useful to the

English student.” We have not Crescentini** work in the

original Italian in our possession ; but, judging from the

French translation, are enabled to say, that Mr. Dun ha*
rendered the preliminary discourse very accurately as to

the author's meaning ; and the observations he has added
are apposite and elucidatory. His own exclusive share of
tlie work, then, begin* with the major and minor scales,

page 8, which are accompanied by the simplest harmony.
We regret here to find that it is the author’s practice,—au
erroneous one, wc believe,—to give the syllable do to c,

be the key what it may. We have on former occasions
said much on this subject, therefore do not repeat our
arguments here. The skips of diatonic intervals, and like-

wise the chromatic scale, ore inserted without any base,

—

an unfortunate omission, for the car of the vocal student
caunot be too soon accustomed to the relations of har-
mony. For want of this habit, and from being incapable
of perfonniug on such instruments as give chords, many
otherwise charming vocalists are unsteady, and commit
the most glaring blunder* in their Ornament*.
The solfeggi, which form the bulk of the book, arc

thirteen in number, and admirably adapted to tha ob-

ject* the composer ha* in view. They are in various

styles, and progressive ; the melodies are elegant, and ex-

pression, “ the soul of music," is the most prominent
feature of them. The accompaniment* are not less de-
serving of praise,—accustoming the student to good har-

mony, and preparing him for all the varieties he is after-

ward* to meet with as a general singer.

No. 2 is a cheap compilation, in an abridged form, and
in language far from refined, of other treatises.

In No. 3 a vast deal of good sense is shewn, and a
laudable preference for classical music is exhibited in every

page. Wc differ from the writer, however, in the wish that

singers would become acquainted with all the clefs; on
the contrary, we hope, among the many improvement*
taking place almost daily in other arts and sciences, to see

the use of the mean clefs utterly abolished, as worse than

useless. It is downright bigotry to retain them, particu-

larly after so excellent a substitute fur them has been

proposed, as that recommended in a former volume of the

Harmonicon*. Mr. Ford, wc are glad to see, agrees with

those who hold it right to give the syllable do to the tonic,

in all key*. .
4

1. Serenade, The White Maid of Avenel, sung by Mis*
Love at Drury Lane, the words from the romance of tfic

Monastery, and composed by Mrs. Colonel Stewart.
(Balls ; and Cramer and Co.)

2. Ballad, Hame frae the wars,” composed by Mrs.

Philip Millard. (Pcttei.)

3. Song of the Spanish Maid, sung by Miss E. Patou,

composed by John Thomson, Esq. (Edinburgh ; Pater-

son and Co.)

4. Cavatina, *' If here I still linger,” the words from (he.

Harmonicon ; sung, composed, and published by the same.

The four composition* here classed together are by ama-
teurs, and bear us out in what we have just now advanced
concerning the progress making in music by those who
cultivate it without any professional view*.

The first evince* no much knowledge of the art—so

nice a discrimination in setting poetry, that prepared a*

we were to expect a great deal from such a dilettante, it

has, nevertheless, surprised us
;
and though we rarely can

afford room for extract* from works of this class, yet it

iB due to the authoress, and indeed to our reader*, to

iusert the brief symphony, which will more than justify

our repeated assertions on the subject of amateur com-

posers.—

• The writer there adviae* iht c def to be placed In tbe third *pace, by

which meant the name* of both linei and •pace* will correspond lo thoao

in the treble, and the aign itaelf will tuftce to shew that the notes are to

b« taken a* octave lower by coeuUMeeor asd tenor.voices, as well at

by certain instrument*.
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In the next page is the following bold harmony, which
shall speak for itself:

—

How this composition was received at Drury Lane we
cannot report: it was too good, we fear, for a winter

theatre, and should have been heard by a smaller and
more select audience at die English Opera House.

Though in an entirely different style, and not having
the same pretensions as a musical work, Mrs. Millard’s

ballad is not less entitled to commendation than the pre-

ceding. It is a sweet melody well accompanied, and will

be better appreciated by numbers than if it had been more
studiously written.

No. 3 is an intentional, allowable, and successful imi-

tation of the bolero : its effect is remarkably pleasing.

We should, however, have set] the words at page 2 thus,

for the sake of accent,

—

—

1

r»-

/ * » -0 -
z e #

m )
/ f

thro' tlie o - range bough falls (en - - lly.

The modulation in the latter part of the same page, takes

the ear somewhat by surprise, and pleases us exceedingly.

No. 4 must not be compared to the foregoing in any
respect. It has been published, we suspect, in haste, and
before it had undergone a careful revision.

1. A Medley Gr.EE. arranged from the works of the

most popular composers, 6yW. W. Tim belli.. (Gould

-

ing and D’AUnaine.)

2. Duet, The Pilgrim’s Prayer, composed by S. Nelson.
(Chappell.)

3. Spanish Song, 41 El corazon en venta,” sung by
Mad. Caradori, composed by Josr M. Gomis.

4. Sono, " I saw thy tears,” the English words by Don
Teleafor de Truebn ; the Spanish by D. M. Seoane,
composed by J. M. Gomis. (Birchall and Co.)

5. Ballad, " Love not,** the poetry by the Hon. Mrs.
Norton, composed by J. Bloc r ley. (Cramer and Co.)

6. Sono, “ O Peace ! of smiling lip,” the words by the Rev.

H. Moore, composed and sung by Edward Taylor.
(Mori and Lavenu.)

7. Rondo, “ Muses ! honour her,” composed by P. W.
Crouch. (Chappell.)

8. Venetian Serenade, "Hark! Vis the signal of
meeting,” sung by Mr. Braham. composed by Q. A,
Hodson. (Chappell.)

9. Ballad, "The Ranger’s Bride,” written and composed
by W. Ball. (Chappell.)

10. Recit. and Air, " Ye Cliffs!” composed by S. Nel-
son. (Chappell.)

11. Serenade, "Sweetly blows the Rose," sung by Mr.
Sapio, composed by W. Kirby. (Chappell.)

12. Sono, “ O! that I were a merry sprite," words and
music by H. Graves. (Chappell.)

13. Ballad, "Sweet as the breeze,” composed by W. H.
Cali.cott. (Callcott.)

14. Ballad, " Fly ! fly to my own sweet bower,” composed
by G. W. Reeve. (Mori and Lavenu.)

15. Ballad of the olden time, "The Disowned,” written

by Mrs. C. B. Wilson, composed by John Barnett.
(Barnett and Co.)

16. Sono, ** Oh no! they never lov'd like me," composed
by John Barnett. (Paine and Hopkins.)

17. Ballad, "Aflon Water,” sung by Mad. Caradori,
composed by H. Phillips. (Callcott.)

18 and 19. Little Songs for tittle ringer*, written and
composed by J. Green. Nos. 11 and 12. (Green,
Soho-syvare.)

No. 1 consists of a number of scraps of airs well put
together, and producing a very humorous effect.

In Na 2, we find nothing very remarkable. An awk-
ward 7th appears in the third vocal bar.

No. 3 has a national character, und No. 4 is entirely in

what may be termed the English style ; but neither the one
nor the other exhibits anything like a new trait.

No. 5, an exhortation to refrain from love, possesses
considerable elegance, both words and music ; but, how-
ever argumentative the poetess, and eloquent the com-
poser, the world would go on very dully, if it went on at

all, without a pretty liberal distribution of the soft passion.

Besides we learn from good authority, that

- — AD we know of those above,

la that they sing ami that they love.

No. 6 is a good base song, considering that it is cast in

a mould which has long been used for such compositions.

We much prefer the first movement to the second, because
it takes less of the old form, does not run in unison or

octaves with the base, and is infinitely more expressive.

We find here prosodial accents which cannot be defended

;

for instance " his” on the strong part of the bar, instead

of " fond," (page 4) ; and a whole semibreve given to an
insignificant prrpositiou, instead of its being expressed by

a short note at the end of the previous bar. See page 5,

fourth vocal staff

We cannot launch out much In praise of No. 7. The
music is correct, undoubtedly, but the words are not set

as if the composer had read them with care.

The rhythm of No. 8 is good, and the accent free from

blame ; though we cannot trace any new passage in the

serenade : indeed the cadences are too much of the com-
mon order.

The air of No. 9 is far better than the words. We
would advise the author to re-write the former. And as to
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those which Mr. Nelson has had the ill luck to set in No.

10, they are either very fine and pass our understanding,

or vastly ridiculous and unworthy of the writer’s.

Nos. 11 and 12, flow on smoothly and are rather pretty.

Both are easy and within a reasonable compass. We were
surprised to read in the last of a blushing lip. We
counsel composers to take good advice before they turn

poets.

No. 13, is very good music, and the words—which are

of a superior order—ore expressively set.

No. 14 is airy and free from fault. No. 15 possesses

no little merit, and has some very good points. We wish that

Mr. Barnett would spare himself the trouble of giving

directions to the singer in Italian, when that tongue, which
he doubtless understands better, would be much more
welcome to the great majority of ballad-singers.

In No. 16 we have again to regret that the words are

so very unworthy of the music. The latter might be

listened to with much pleasure, did not the former turn it

almost into farce.

The gently-flowing accompaniment of No. 17 is well

conceived, the key (e) well chosen, and the ballad alto-

gether is a pleasing composition. To be sure the lady

with her lover’s *• cot in her eye,” is rather a bold image.

It should have been pursued by making her ahed a flood

of tears, and thus the nuisance would have been abated by

an inundation.

The words of No. 18 are very humorous, and the tune

well adapted to them. No. 19 is a lively panegyric on
the *' smiling month of May,” which season, by-the-bye,

frowned abominably this year, and invalidated Mr. Green’s

praises of it. The diminished size of these little songs,

the lithographed frontispieces, and their simplicity, should

recommend them to youthful singers. We, however, ad-

vise the author not to mark the fingering in future.

EXTRACTS FROM THE DIARY of a DILETTANTE.
(Resumed from page 141.)

May 2WA. This evening Prince Leopold gave his first

entertainment,—a concert, at which not an English per-

former was engaged, and not a single piece of classical

music was introduced. I put the exact program on re-

cord, not out of respect to the various compositions ; far

from it, but that at some future period the stale of the art

among the fashionable people of the present day may be
known.

TtrzcUo, “ Uaa Camptiu j” Fioravanti.

Duetto, “ Prmdi vola at Capitaai ;** Mercadantc.

Terzetto, * 4 Dopo duo lustri ; Mercadante.

Duetto, “ Ebben a te feriaei
;

Rostiai.

Aria, “ Salvo alfin Pacini.

Quintette, “ O guardate
; Rosaiai.

Aria, 41 S«* m’abbandooi ;'* Mercadanta.

Quintette, Rofctim.

Aria, Meyerbeer.

Duetto, u Se mi crcdi*;" Meyerbeer.

Duetto, Cimiroaa.

Finale Aurelia** in Palmira ; Romini.

29th. The musical critiques in the daily papers are
become amusing by the excess of their absurdity. The

July, 1829.

Times of this day, in an account of Don Giovanni, says,

that Madlle. Sontag contrived to introduce some obligato

passages in her last air,
4 non mi dir,’ which were highly

applauded." The Herald, in a very self-complacent
strain, tells us, that

“ 4 Deh vieni alia finestra* was given

by Zuchelli in a style of plaintive and romantic melody ;**

and adds, that
44

in the last scene he delivered the vehe-
ment passages incidental to his appalling situation, with
appropriate intonation." But nineteen in twenty read
such stuff with great gravity, and think the writer the very
Aristarchus of music.

30/A. The Court Journal has a story about the famous
commemoration of ilandcl, and Dr. Hayes, and Dr.
Miller, and the elder Cramer ; stating, that the latter had
refused to lead the band if the two doctors were allowed
to beat the time with their wands. The whole narrative

is a jumble : Drs. Hayes and Miller, being country pro-

fessors, could have nothing whatever to do with the

abbey music in 1784, the entire management of which
was confided to the Earls of Exeter. Sandwich, and Ux-
bridge,—Sirs W. W. Wynn, and Richard Jebb,—Mr.
Joah Bates,—Drs. Cooke, Arnold, Ayrton,—Messrs.

Simpson, Dupuis, Jones, Aylward and Parsons. It was
at the New Musical Fund Concert that the leader's hos-

tility to the two country doctors was manifested, not at the

commemoration ; of the latter of which, by-the-bye, Cra-
mer was only joint leader with Mr. Hay, whose name
stood first in the list; though certainly the former was
the efficient man.

June 4/A. In the London Review, No. 2, are some ju-

dicious remarks on 'Spanish poetry and music, and as

they come from a writer who is not only a native of Spain,

but an excellentjudge of the latter art particularly, I shall

extract the passage.

—

44 To us, many a Spanish poem has appeared to resem-
ble the Jews-harp, with its soft floating tones, out of

which the player’s imagination may make what tune he
pleases within the narrow bounds of his drone-like base.

A confirmed taste for the drowsy enjoyment of vague
sounds, expressing rather a state of being than any thought
or even sentiment, is certainly a characteristic of the
Spaniards, especially in the south, where they most re-

semble the eastern nations. Their general fondness tor

the guitar is a natural effect of that taste. Wind iustru-

menls require more activity than a southern Spaniard likes

ns an amusement, or is indeed suitable to the climate.

Those instruments, being incapable of yielding more than

one sound at a lime, require considerable attention and
dexterity, in order to give pleasure even to the rudest

ear. The guitar has three of its strings ready tuned for a
perfect harmony, which the change of one or two fingers

may swell and vary with good effect ; and the sounds will

follow the most unskilful hand passing the cud of the

fingers up and down across the instrument. In this man-
ner it either lulls the player in a manner not unlike distant

bells, or makes the most appropriate accompaniment to the

national melodies, which have little variety of modula-
tion. The asonante, or imperfect rhyme, keeps the sound
of the Mime two vowels on the ear from beginning to

end in the national ballads. The music is an unmeasured
chant, which the singer ornaments and varies according to

his taste and the flexibility of Ins voice. Bui the preva-

lent effect of both music and poetry is that of soothing

into repose, or affording a quiet amusement to idleness.

Even the tunes intended for dancing have a certain tinge
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of melancholy ; and the heart-stirring fandango is in a

minor key. Some begin with a slow, unmeasured strain,

suddenly breaking out into a boisterous quick measure;

but we do not recollect a national Spanish air which may
be called truly gay and lively ; both music and poetry are

generally stamped with a reverie which borders upon sad-

ness when inclined to be serious, and with mischievous

wantonness, when guy. In both moods, however, the

Spaniards delight in mere sound.**

5/A Prince Leopold gave his second concert on Mon-
day the 1st Every performer again a foreigner, and

all the music of the same calibre as on the former oc-

casion.

8/A. His Majesty hud a concert at St James's Palace

this evening, performed by the Italian Opera company,

assisted by other foreigners now in England.

That the king should wish to hear the new singers is

quite natural, for, not going into public, he has no such

opportunity but in his own palace. That, as talented

strangers, his Majesty should graciously be pleosed to de*

lore their services for one evening, is wlmt every liberal-

minded man must rejoice at ; and that they should be

allowed to select for so important an occasion music in

which they can be most advantageously heard, is per-

frctly just and proper. The king was exceedingly pleased;

was, as usual, very courteous, saying something kind to

most of the artiste*, and evinced his approbation of them
by calling for two pieces over and above those set down on

the paper—of which the following is a copy, the singers

names being omitted.

TcnrU, “ Papataci,” Italiana ia Algen , . Romisi,

Duetto. “ IjiM iami! non t'a»colto j” TamcreJi . Ditto,

Terxcitn,
*4 !o diro" , . . Fiusavaxti.

Duetto, “ Ncl riverdirti” . . • Cstu.

Aria, u Ornbra adorata J
M Romeo e Uiu/ietta . • Zinsamui.

QuinleUo, u O guaolale ;*’ Turn* in Itaha . . Kostinr.

Terzetto, “ Li farcio uo ini'liiiyi" • . ClNASOtA.

Duetto, 44
\ js fiato in corpo •leie;’* U Matrimania Segreto

,
Cimasoba.

Aria, “ Virai, bcl idol roio” , • . Mkwaimst*.

Quartette, 44 Dova mi oruni" , • • Romini.

Duetto, “ Vanne te albergi
' 1

. . • Mbw:auant*.

Coro Paatondc IltmiNt,

1 1/A. A little war of words is going on in the journals

on the subject of the Beggar's Opera , which has been ad-

vertised for the benefit of a Mr. Watson, the characters

reversed. Miss Hughes, it seems, refuses to put on the

* pantaloons, upon which Mr. Watson is wrath, and

the friends of each party go straightway to the press. It

appears very clear to me that the lady is not only justified,

but praiseworthy, in rejecting such attire, and, more

especially, for declining to utter the language put into the

mouth of Macheath. She is quite right if, by complying, 1

her feelings might be wounded, or her respectability in

society endangered. But, on the other hand, it is down-
j

right affectation to talk of the Impropriety of the thing, !

if the performers themselves do not object. Do we not

see Madame Vestris, Mrs. Humby, Miss Love, &c. &c.,
1

in male habiliments every week ?—and, in the characters
\

they represent, do not these ladies both act and speak in

a manner which, in their own proper persons, they would
consider far from decorous ? Is it more offensive to good
manners to see a female in men’s attire, than in a state

J

j

very nearly approaching nudity?—and yet the latter is

witnessed every Tuesday and Saturday night at the King's
Theatre, by between two and three thousand persons of
both sexes, and of the very highest rank. Besides which,

it is no new thing as a theatrical frolic to represent the
opera in different forms. In the year 1729 it was per-

formed by children (we leam from the preface to the new
edition of the music*), called “The Lilliputian Company.*'—“ III 1781 it was performed at Covent Garden sixteen

limes, entirely by ladies, and called the Ladies’ Opera:—
Macheath . Mrs. CargyU; Peachum. Miss Ambrose ; Lodcit,

Mrs. Webb; MaLo'-the-Mint, Miss Morris (now Mr*.
Geo. Colman) ; H^at Dreary, Mrs. inchbald ; FUch,
Mrs. Wilson ; Potty, Miss Harper (now Mrs. J. Bannister)

;

Lucy, Mrs. Kennedy
;
Jenny Diver, Mrs. Martyr. In ihe

same year it was performed eighteen times at the Hay-
market, under the title of a Pasticcio, and all the cha-

racters were personated by those of the opposite sex : vul,

Peachum, Mrs. Le Fevre; Lockit, Mrs. Webb; Macheath,
Mrs. Cargyll; Filch, Mrs. Wilson ; Polly, Mr. Bannister;

Lucy, Mr. Edwin ; Mrs. Peachum, Mr. Wilson
; Diana

Trapes, Mr. Wewitzer.”

12/A. At the new church of Brompton an organ ha*

been put up by Messrs. Flight and Hobson, at a cost of

700/., and, as a matter of course, it was announced that

an organist was wanted. Fourteen candidates sent in

their names. Three professors were chosen to judge the

performances of the probationers. Those professor*

looked very wise ; made their lists ;
when lo ! a person

ranked by them in the second class, was elected. They
looked vastly silly; they were not aware that their opi-

nions would be ns dust in the balance. If they had
selected the favourite candidate, the electors would have

had credit given them for impartiality. As it was, their

judgment was treated as judgments in such cases gene-
rally art—with sovereign contempt.

13/A. The Spectator I perceive has a long, argumen-
tative, well-written article lo-duy, in reply to my remarks

on an attack which appeared in that paper on Mr. Grea-

torex. 1 entirely agree with the writer, that private feel-

ings should not influence the conduct of public critics

;

and I am quite aware that the press, in so fur as concerns

musical matters at least, is, generally speaking, very defi-

cient in that intelligence and bold honesty which is to be

met with in the columns of the Spectator, and one or two
other weekly papers. But my objection to the strictures

in question was less to the substance than to the manner.

I objected, and still object, to the language used, which I

think too severe; and I felt, and still feel, that, under

almost any circumstances, much more consideration than

was shewn was due to a man who, with credit to himself,

had so long filled honourable and conspicuous situations

in the musical profession, and whose high character and

advanced period of life entitled him to gentler reproof, if

reproof were necessary, ami milder language, than were

resorted to in the observations which called forth mine.

M/A. In the Examiner of to-day is a peevish complaint

of my having taken from that journal an account of the

Kalijflhongon without any acknowledgment. The fad

is that it was altered in copying, for which reason, the

usual inverted commas, indicating quotation, were omitted.

• See Review for I lie pretest monlb, pa#e IW.
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and purely from inadvertency I neglected to mention my
authority. That I have never consciously made use of

articles from that or any other paper, without naming their

source, I can pretty safely affirm, though I have not always

been treated with the same courtesy ; and that I entertain

a full sense of the ability exhibited in the columns of the

Examiner, and have not the slightest wish to conceal my
opinion, which I have more than once avowed, I can assure

the writer of the querulous, impolite, paragraph to which I

allude. Moreover I will tell him that I have no motive iu

the world for '‘blazoning’* any “ authorities from other

quarters.” I detest any thing in the shape of a puff, and

act up to such feeling. I hope that my petulant assailant

can say as much.

17/A. A certain Sussex newspaper is supposed to re-

ceive its musical articles from a very celebrated demoiselle,

who takes the name of a very notorious harper. Hence

the puffs in that journal of the cigar-makers, and the abuse

of the family of Rainer. Hence also the prodigious praise

of ull and every thing connected with the Opera House.

How much, therefore, was I surprised at meeting with the

following paragraph in that paper I—
M We have heard of a very ingenious device on the part

of a manager, which would have done honour to some pro-

fessional people of another sort. When M. Laporte in his

first season brought over Mars to perform at the Italian

Opera, he was reminded of an existing engagement with

Messrs. Climp and PeU*sit£ not to establish any other

French play * in London.’ M. Laporte got over the

difficulty by contending that the King's Theatre was
situated not in London-, but in Westminster ! This was a

piece of ingenuity worthy of those informers who got some
coach- proprietors fined on the ground that Charing Cross

was not in London ; but to which party the merit of the

discovery may have been originally due, we are unable

to say.'*

24th. The Athenaeum of this day tells us that Paganini

ha* been detained at Berlin by the excellent reception he
there met with, and by the ample receipts which rewarded

his performance. " On his fifth concert his exertion ap-

peared more wonderful than ever; and it is remarked,

that the oftener he is seen, and the more his performances

are reflected on, the more inconceivable do they appear.

A distinguished connoisseur remarked of him, ' where our
performance ends, Paganini's begins.’ At the concerts

above-mentioned he gave a new surprise to his auditors,

in addition to the magical effects by which he had before

caused such astonishment, by accompanying u song by a

young lady, Madlie. Von Schfttxel, whose voice he imitated

in a most perfect and masterly manner. The voice of the

Demoiselle is spoken of as one of those purely bell-like

organs which alone could venture to enguge in such du-
bious contest with the violin."

• M. Bochsa had the audacity to take a benefit

at the King’s Theatre on the 22ud, and thus to place

himself opeuly in the face of the public! But he well

knew what sort of virtue is possessed by a certain portion

Of the public. Not being there, I learn from hearsay

only, that the performance was worthy of the individual

who caused it, and wras attended by many of the most
profligate persons in this town, where there is a greater

mixture of virtue and vice than in any city in Europe On
this benefit the Times makes the following sensible re-

marks, which are in a tone that proves the author not to

be among those who set all decency at open defiance.

The other daily papers abstained from mentioning it at all.

" Under the denomination of * A dramatic Concert,’ a
strange medley of detached scenes, unconnected pieces,

imperfect representations, and solo instrumental per-
formances, was on Monday night displayed on the boards
of this theatre. The idea of such a confused jumble of
uninteresting matter fully answered the purpose for which
it was suggested. It gave birth to a bill of at least three

yards* length, full of big names and large letters, and
that was deemed a bait most likely to prove a temporary
one on the occasion. The person on whose account these

arrangements were conceived and executed was M. Bochsa.
The British public are already aware that they owe the

honour of M.Bochsa’s residence among them to causes
which did not originate in his own free will. Although
many years a candidate for public favour, it is for the first

time that he has ventured to lay aside all reserve, and
openly offer himself to their notice. As to his claims on
the special thanks of the frequenters of the theatre, it is

really difficult to discover on what they are founded. We
have neither time nor room to waste on the subject of
M. Bochsa’.s benefit ; but as the whole gallery and a part

of the pit and upper boxes were filled with persons who
appeared to be sent there by M. Bochsa for the express

purpose of forcing down the throats of the independent
portion of the audience the mass of crude and indigestible

stuff he had prepared for them, we think it necessary to

raise onr voice against one particular act of profanation

resorted to on this Occasion, Until now, the Pastoral

Symphony of Beethoven was looked upon by all musical

men as a composition so complete, that uothing beyond
perfect instrumental execution could possibly add to the

effect of its performance. M. Bochsa has, however, as-

signed on this occasion the whole of that magnificent sym-
phony to some of the figurants of the ballet

.

The same paper has very properly agitated a ques-

tion concerning the enormous rent of the Opera House,
and the consequent exorbitant price of boxes, stalls, &c.,

which will, we are convinced, be fully discussed before the

ensuing season, and end in a very considerable reduc-
tion. A rent of 8000/. and a subscription of 200 guineas
per box, would enable any manager of ability to give as

good an opera and ballet as ever were exhibited in this

country. Let us hear what The Times says:—
44 We find, by some advertisements, that the assignees

of Messrs. Chambers and Son’s bankruptcy propose having
a performance next Thursday for the benefit of Messrs.

Chambers’ creditors. Some inquiry into the grounds on
which this announcement is made is necessarily called for.

Those grounds evidently rest on no other foundation than

the circumstance of Messrs. Chambers having become
mortgagees of the property commonly called the 4 King's

Theatre.’ ill security for the capital and interest of a sum
of about 60,000/. advanced to the real owners. It appears

that an average rent of 10,000/. has been regularly received

by the mortgagees, affording not only a handsome interest

on the sum advanced, but likewise a surplus sum, by the

accumulation of which the debt ought in a very few years

to have been liquidated. We huve calculated the average

rent at 10,000/., because, though Mr. Ebers has held the

theatre from Messrs. Chambers at 16,000/., there is reason

to believe that he has not every year been regular in paying
the whole of that sum. Last year the theatre was let to

Messrs. Laurent and Laporte for 8,800/., and this year

M. Laporte has yielded to the increased terms of the

2 A 2
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assignees by taking ft three years’ lease of the theatre at

the exorbitant rent of 13,000 guineas per annum. As the

assignees have taken every possible precaution to insure

the regular payment of this rent, the interests of the credi-

tors are of course considerably benefited by the arrange-

ment. A claim on the public under any circumstances

whatever, and under those especially to which we have

adverted, on the part of persons who are already so much
the gainers by their connexion with this property, and with

whom neither the Opera frequenters, nor any other portion

of the public, have any thing whatever to do, ought not to

be passed over without public censure, as it is a fact which

has by this time become sufficiently obvious, that all the

complaints and discussions which have sprung from the

system of sordid economy adopted this season in certain

departments of the Italian Opera, and other matters of

which the public have had reason to complain, owe their

origin to the enormous increase of rent which the assignees

of Messrs. Chambers’ bankruptcy have made the tine qua

non of their terms for letting the theatre. It now remains

with the public either to encourage this career of extrava*

gant pretension by giving their money for the benefit of

people of whom nothing more is known than that they

have no claims whatever to public sympathy, or to dis-

countenance at once an attempt the success of which
would lead to greater encroachments.”

Pursuing the same subject with great spirit, the

same journal thus comments on M. Laurent's proposed
benefit, and very happily alludes to the prices paid to the

foreign singers, who, allured by the extravagance, the

almost vulgar profusion of John Bull in the case of
•trangen, have crowded here in larger flocks than ever

before was known.
" Being on the subject of undue benefits, we may take

the opportunity of mentioning that M. Laurent is just

come from Paris for the purpose of claiming one for him-
self, in consideration of bis liberality in allowing some of
the singers of his theatre at Paris to come to this theatre

for a while. When, last year, M. Laurent offered him-
self as a candidate for a similar favour, he was a joint

partner in the undertaking here, and his claims to public

patronage on that especial occasion were advocated in

this journal on other -fair grounds besides. The public

then did for M. Laurent all that he had any right to ex-

pect of them, and a very profitable benefit became his

reward. M. Laurent presents himself this year to notice

with claims of a very different kind, and by no means
equally well sustained. The British public ore not so
vastly indebted to M. Laurent for his condescension in

allowing his singers to come and fill their pockets at

John Bull’s expense, as to be considered bound (to remu-
nerate him personally. If M. Laurent has conferred

any favour at all, (supposing him to have the right of
monopoly to the vocal faculties of the persons in question,)

it is on the singers alone, who have had all the advantage
of it Let him, therefore, go and settle his claims with

them. They have doubtless reaped by this time a

sufficient harvest from their theatrical benefits, and the

modest price of twenty-five guineas charged for every
worn-out Italian song with which they have treated us at

private and public concerts, and a thousand places besides;

they can, therefore, afford to remunerate M. Laurent for

his * liberality.' In certain classes of society the folly of
terms so outrageously exorbitant has been but too incon-
siderately indulged in this country. John Bull would show

wisdom in withholding his sanction from all inducements
to such extravagance. There are means enough of em-
ploying his money for gratifying purposes, without the
necessity of filling the pockets of Messrs. Chambers and
Son’s creditors, and Monsieur Laurent, of Paris.”

The Sun has followed up the above in the subjoined

forcible article, in which is expressed, in terms of becoming
indignation, the feelings of by far the greater part of our
hest people of rank—opera-goers too, who begin to feel

disgusted by the extortionate, blood-sucking system which
has for two or three years past been pursued, to the great

injury of our own theatrical and musical people of all

kinds, and whereby we are become the ridicule of every
private society in Europe.

“In our paper of to-day will be found some sensible

observations extracted from the Timet , on the subject of

Benefits at the Ring*s Theatre. Our cotemporary, after

directing attention in a proper spirit to the extraordinary

public claims of M. Bochsa ; and commenting with ao
equally happy effect on the obligations entailed on the

musical part of the world, by the services of the Messrs.
Chambers' creditors ; comes lastly to the consideration of

Monseiur Laurent’s right to a benefit. This gentleman,
who has, it seems, been amusing himselfduring the season

in Paris, has just discovered that a benefit in London
would be no unpleasant addition to his income. He has
therefore hurried across the water with a view to impress
a sense of his services on the managers of the King's
Theatre. Now in what do our readers suppose these

services consist? Simply in the fact of his having per-

mitted (permitted !) with singular liberality, “ some of

the singers of his theatre in Paris to come to this theatre

for a while !** Assuredly, cool impudence can go no fur-

ther than this. If M. Laurent really thinks himself
liberal, let him hasten to prove the fact by resigning all

claim to an unwarrantable remuneration. If he conceives

himself endowed with common sense, let him enlighten

the public on that poiut also, by giving them the usual

credit for justice and penetration. On the plea that

M. Laurent urges, there is not a grandfather and grand-
mother of any one of the actors or actresses now engaged at

the Opera, who has not ten thousand times stronger claims

than himself. Claim a benefit, indeed ! because in his

gracious condescension he permitted certain performers

to come and fill their pockets at the expense of the ge-
nerous English ! The thing is as monstrous in its con-

ception as it is super-human in its impudence.”

25Ih. I must preserve in my Diary the following spe-

cimen of criticism, of construction, of grammar, and of
Italian orthography, afforded me by this morning's Herald,
in a notice of M. Drouet’s concert.

**M. Drouet performed some variations on an air of
Weber’s, likewise composed by himself, in which be sur-

passed even his former performance of the concerto, fugue
succeeding fugue, and stacalo stacatos in endless variety,

till, as a celebrated poet expressed it, the theme dissolved

in an ocean of harmony, without however ceasing to imi-

tate the original air. **••••••••
M. Drouet played Handel’s national anthem, 4 Qod save

the King.’” [Thus the long-disputed question is settled in

a moment.]
Speaking of the variations to “ God save the King,” the

writer continues,—“ To say nothing of his inimitable sos-

tenuto tones, his crescendos and diminuendos, his last va

-
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nation in descending stacatos expressed the theme in the

base notes, whilst he at the same time accompanied him-

self in the upper scale with embellishments which filled

the whole audience with delight and amusement. Miss

Carnaby sung afterwards, * The pledge of Truth,’ by par-

ticular desire, which, with Mad lie. Basis
1 * Ultimo giorno

di Pomei/ [«c in orig.] by Paceini, concluded," &c. Slc.

Good heavens!—not only a fugue, but an endless

variety of fugues, played by one flute! No wonder
though, as we afterwards find that M. Drouet had the

power of working a miracle, by accompanying hiraaelf

—

(on the flute,—let it be observed)—with high notes, while

he played the subject in the base. What an extraordinary

instrument his must be,—it not only admits of two parts,

at least, being played on it at one and the same time, but

those parts may be as far apart as treble and base !—Then
the charm of stacato succeeding stacalos in endless num-
bers : how ecstatic !—Then again the theme dissolving in

an ocean of harmony !—This is certainly making more of

a subject than ever flutist before attempted. Nicholson, I

will venture to assert, never dreamt of such a liquefaction,

and on so grand a scale. But this is an age of wonders,

and the musical critic in the Herald, is the wonderful

wonder of wonders.”

Cftf anrtent Conrerts.

TENTH CONCERT.

Under the Direction of Hi• Grace Ike Archbishop of York,

Wednesday, May 20/A, 1829.

Act I.

Overture . . • ( Sapsa.) • , .

Trio end Chorus Fear no danger. (Dtdv and J'.neas.)

Song. Lancia Amor . . (Orlando) . .

Song. I u infancy . (Artarerxes.)

Song. Ab, h foiae inlorno. (Clement* Di Tito.)

Concerto '2nd . . . (Oboe.) . .

Keclt, 0 let eternal honours \ >

Sung. From mighty king* j
* ' J *

Quartet and Chorus. Aderta fideles.

Scene. Credi Is mil font*. . (Elfrid*.)

Ah sad Chorus. O Lord in thee . (Detl. Te Drum)

Act If.

Overture , • (Qementa di Tito) . . Mozart.

UTS.&-***) • <»*> -

Trio. See the conquering (Judas Maccabens) . Hands l.

' (UFtmmmJ ,

Quartet and Chorus. Then round about (Samoa*) Hamdsl

GLe, Lei not rage • Da. Aa*«.

Chorus. The gods who cboeea . (Athol**) • Hakdbl.

We really labour on more and more at a loss what to say,

or how to spin out our critique. We begin this night with

the overture to Scipio, then “ Fear no danger,” then

“Xoscii amor," (finely sung certainly by Phillips, for it is

an air exactly suited to his power.) Then—grant us pa-

tience !—** In infancy our hopes and fears." At last we
have Signor Donzelli and a song of Mozart—and all this

is mighly fine, and mighty operatical ; but where is the

concert of ancient music—where are our choruses ? There

is but one in the whole act, and that as entirely out of its

place as the most ingenious misplacer could contrive it

The second oboe concerto came to our relief a little, but

then, what follows—Miss Stephens’s “ From mighty

Handiu
Puacrll.

Handzl.
Da. Arm.
Mosast.
Hamdil.

Hands*.

Ptimuo.
Hamdbl.

kings," sweetly and correctly warbled beyond all question

;

but tbe fire, the brilliancy, the energy—where were all

these? We have heard this song sung: Mrs. Biltington,

Mrs. Salmon ; but the time is gone by. never, we fear,

to return ! The very admirably diversified duet from the

Elfrida of Pairiello we roust not lightly pass over. Con-
sidering all the disadvantages under which Madame Mali-
bran and Signor Donzelli laboured in singing it, they
have infinite credit in executing the scene as they did

;

but the truth is, that the music, from its simplicity and
the little opportunity that can be taken of introducing or-

nament and decoration, is so completely at variance with
the modem masters and the Rossini school, that to modern
Italian performers it roust be like a new language. On
the whole, however, this fine duct gained great and de-

served applause, and the last movement was beautifully

executed. After Mozart's spirited overture, which opened
the second act, Madame Mali bran became again I he object

of our attention, and hud to encounter the same difficulties

as in her duet with Donzelli. The “ Che fur&” of Gluck
is still less capable of admitting ornaments and graces than
Pai&ieHo, and Madame Malibran was as careful as the

could be, and the lower notes of her voice have, in our
opinion, all the force and fulness of Pisaroni without her
harshness. Her recitative ** Sposa Euridice* was by far

the most perfect part of her performance. 14 See the con-
quering hero comes,” in honour of the Duke of Welling-

ton’s second triumph we should have presumed, had not
the Archbishop of York been the director of the evening!

" Sweet bird.” Very well indeed. Miss Stephens ; but
in such songs as these always excellent. We do not think

that the exquisite chorus from Samson is at all improved
by being sung first aa a quartett. Handel would have
shaken every curl of his wig at it.

We do not much fancy Mozart's 44
Zeffirelli lusinghieri,**

nor is it a song well adapted to Madame Malibran’a
powers. There is nothing very striking either in the

melody or construction of the composition, which runs
into reiteration, and occasionally into treble ness even, con-
sidering who was the great composer. It was, however,
well sung upon the whole, and the accompaniments are

very ingenious.
.

ELEVENTH CONCERT.

Under the Direction of the Earl of Damity,for the Earl
Wednesday, May 27/A, 1*29.

Act. I.

Overture.

Forteocm.

Chorus. 0 tbe pleuarts.

Racil tec. Ye verdant

Sang. Hush ye pretty.

Duct and Cboeu*. Happy
Song. Meetre ti laaciO . . , . .

Concerto „ , ( Select Harmony) ,

Glee. A generous friendship . . . .

Recil ace. Berenice. 1 .

Sen,. Oinbmcke p*lW*. I
' <Ua“ '

Chon,*. The Lord our enemy , (Esther)

Act II.

Overture . • (Henry the Fourth.) ,

Scene from Tyrannic Love ...»
Trio. Frans quel labbro , , , ,

Glee- Fair Klura . . « , •

Duet. Dali 1 prendi. \

Chore*. Ah! ^rttie. I

Song. Non pid di tiwri. I

Trio. QucLIo <• di Tito, /

Recil. ace. Ma the.
j

Choru*, Tu i ear. J

Duetto. O moments t

Chorus. Tbe many reod

(At*i and Galatea.) Hanocl,

(Qementa di Tito.)

(Ale*. Feast.)

H ANOKA.

Wtaat.

JoMfLU.

Handst.

Masttni.
PvaCSLL.

Cl HA SOIA.

Danbt.

VulAtT.

ilAKOtU
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,

I

The venerable Earl Forteacue baa retired, we are grieved

to observe. from the direction. The only nobleman who ap-

peared anxious to preserve the Ancient Concerts from that

toiu t of frivolity which has no loug infected them
:
probably

be has retired in disgust, and who can wonder? The con-

cert of this evening was a little better, and only a little,

than the last; several of the pieces, however, were per-

formed for the second time this season, and is tikis dealing

fairly with the subscribers generally ?

The opening of Acis and Galatea ;—well, what are we
to repeat about that? Delighted always to praise Miss
Stephens when we can bestow our commendations justly,

we will repeat our admiration of her exquisite performance

of “ Hush ye pretty warbling choir;** she never warbled

(warbled is the uuly word to be used on the occasion) it

more effectively, nor can any singer, that we know of.

Warble it like her. ** Mentre li lascio" is not one of Paisi-

tUo's happiest efforts. It was chosen, we presume, (per-

haps by Donzelli himself) for the display of his compass
of voice and execution, but there is nothing particularly

striking in the song itself; nor do we approve of those

sudden plunges from the garret to the cellar, and rapid

flights from the cellar to the garret, in which lie teems so

fond of indulging, ft must lie admitted, nevertheless, that

Signor Donzelli is a very fine singer, if his songs are not

quite so happily selected for him as they might be. We
will not pass over, this time, Handel's concerto from the

fleket Harmony without noticing the finished and masterly

violin playing of Mr. Moralt, the principal second violin.

Throughout all the passages where he had to imitate

Cramer, in the correctness and nicety with which he fol-

lowed his admirable leader, few could have equalled and
none excelled him.

Madame Camporese must ever be respected as a most
finished singer, but Time, that stealthy tyrant, will en-

croach upon the voice. She chose a most formidable reci-

tative and song; but, upon the whole, we should have been
quite satisfied with her performance, if she had not com-
pletely destroyed the simply sweet and plaintive close upon
the words " pace non v* e,** by an unmeaning flourish !

—

Oh ! Madame Camporese, where was your wonted taste,

where your judgineut, here ? The splendid chorus, Ac.

from Esther was very finely performed by all hands, as a

seamen would say. Had it been otherwise, we should in-

deed have stared.

Miss Wilkinson succeeded better to-night in her Italian ,

and certainly with such props as Madame Malabran and
Donzelli, there wus no want of spur to her best exertions ;

still she had letter adhere to the Handelian school. This
fine composition of Cimarnsa was admirably sustained

upon the whole, though it is unequal. Many passages we
thought rather draggy. and the trio altogether too long.

” Fair Flora" would have a very sweet effect in the

Zoological or Kensitigtort Gardens on a moonlight even-

ing. As to the charming scene from the “ Clemenza,”
what can we add to praise so often and so lavishly be-
stowed? To-night the trio was peculiarly delightful, and
Camporese!—No want of taste and judgment here, Ma-
dame.
The duetto 44 Oh momeiito fortunate” we thought alto-

gether1 more showy than pleasing ; it wds well sung ; and
never did chorus more aptly follow than 41 The many rend.’’

Poor Corelli! Poor Gemiuiani ! Where are you ? Alas!
1 Deserted at your utmost need f*

TWELFTH CONCERT.

Under the Direct,<m of,he AW of Cmcdor, Wcdtesdm^ June, 3rd.
1*29.

Act. f.

(Israel tm E'jt/jd )

j

Overture
. „ . (Ptolamg.J

TV Rwiiom . . (Solomon.)
Son*. THoa didst Mow I

Cfaoru*. The people |

CaiiAuaeL Swft Cupid .

Concerto 1 *t. . , . ( Gntnd.)

.

Krcit. ft mutt be so.

Soitf . Pour forth no more.

Chons*. No mere to Ammon’*
Song. Sorpieoderaii vorrmti

Duetto. Come ti piece . (La CJemrtza dt Tito

)

Motet. Splendent* Te .....
Act II.

Overture . . (It Mainmo**
Recit. ace. Qui per pwtiL I

Aria. Deh
!

partake J

*

Sung and Quartet Fairest isle . .

Song. Car* rpoea . . (Rkatit
Uecit. Ah 2 care *pou. I

Duello. Come parti r pots'io.j
*

Chorus, Thrmc sublime . ,

Song. Gratias agimua . ,

Glee. I’d mourn the hopes . .

Song. Qui sdrgno non *’ accende
Chorus. Cum Sancto Spmtu .

(Jephihmh)

' Segrrto)

mutts.)

(Gttlio Suitto)

(Jrphthuh

)

Handel.
H annex.

Handel.

Tamaa
Mamdm.

Harnett.

Hivsi
Morakt
Moiaht*

ClMIRMi.

Cucanosa.

Piam.
Handel.

. Santi.

. Handel.
Giiut.iEi.ni.

(Irish Mr/odf.)
. Mozart.

PeRuoi.au.

The closing concert of this evening was by far the best

we have, for some time, heard ; but, as an instance of
the necessity of having a professional man to superintend
and control the selections generally, we had this evening
the “ Passions” from Handel's Solomon performed, with
the omission of the most strikingly beautiful movement,
viz.,

44 Draw the tear from hopeless love,** a chorus so
admirably characteristic, so expressive of the sentiment,

and so happily introducing the concluding sweet strains

rendered doubly so by contrast, that we think it quit*
impossible the noble Director of (lie evening could have
been acquainted with the music. If the omission teas

inteuded with u knowledge of it, Oh Handel, Handel!
into what hands art thou falleu, and to what barbarous
mutilations mayesl thou not hereafter be doomed

!

Die song and chorus from Israel in Egypt was indeed
a great treat, and made us some amends for the cruel

disappointment before mentioned. lu regard to the chorus,

there is not, for contrivance of subject, for richness and
variety of harmony, and strikingly bold and characteristic

effect, a finer specimen of the composer's wonderful skill

and genius throughout the whole of his works ! Miss
Stephens sang her song very pleasingly, and the choruses

were far better, and more correctly executed, than we had
dared to anticipate. “ Pour forth no more” very well,

Mr. Phillips ; especially in the second part. ** Soft

Cupid” we are not disposed to quarrel with, only if there

must be the organ accompaniment at the close (though
we do not fancy the canzonet improved by it), we think

that the able conductor, Mr. Grealorex, would evince

more “ skill” if he did not use quite so much 44 poweF*
upon the keys : the voices were inaudible.

We were agreeably surprised by the appearance of

Mademoiselle Sontag in the orchestra, and equally pleased

with her brilliant, aud charmingly-executed song. The
duetto between Madame Malibran and Donzelli gave us
also great pleasure; and the motet was splendid in the

extreme ! indeed it would be peevishly fastidious in us not
to declare our delight in hearing such music and such
singing, though in the Ancient Concert rooms. Cimarosa’a
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spirited and elegant overture introduced the old favourite
** I>eh! parlate," moat feelingly sung by Madame Mali*
bran ; after which was produced a new jkligreed edition of
** Fairest isle** which we did not like at all. Poor Purcell

!

—Was this quartcting of thy simple melody in good taste ?

—All such airs are, in the poet’s language, “ when una-
dorned, adorned the most.’'

Signor Donzelli seemed a little shp of Handel, but
perhaps, all the better; he certainly played no tricks with
it, and executed it, altogether, extremely well. The duet
»* not a composition in Sarti’s best manner; but what is

wanting in air is made np in display, and here our
two delightful songstresses had ** ample room and verge
enough.’’

The beautiful chorus from Jephtha, “ Theme sublime’*
was a rich novelty. We have not been treated with it for

many, many years.

As Mademoiselle Sontag was to sing again, we should
have liked any thing from her in preference to that ever-
hasting “ (I ratios ngimus”—even her fine execution of it

was tiresome to our ears. We could not ntcape the Irish
melody, on account nf its immediately preceding Mozart’s
heavenly air, most effectively sung by Phillips, and in his

ery best manner. Pergolesi’s ** Cum sancto” closed, the
and altogether the fairest concert of the season—but

they have all been principally operaticai , and it remains to
be seen whether the subscribers to the Ancient Music will

be satisfied with Opera Concerts instead; for ancient they
must no longer be.

From the commencement of this interesting publication
in January 1823, We have, under the signature of Clio,
endeavoured to do justice to it by a fair and unbiassed
critique of the Ancient Concerts year after year ; and year
after year have we regretted that, with the same ground to
go over, we could give to our observations so little variety.
Mozart, indeed, was at last introduced, and we had some
passing novel employment for our pen ; but even Mozart,
at last, as we had only repetitions of particular compositions,
ceased to be a subject of particular remark.
Though the introduction of so much Italian music,

aided by tbe illimitable singers of it, may have some
temporary attraction, the public voice must ultimately
ery out, M

this is all very fine, but this is not the Concert
of Ancient Music,’* aud we feel a melancholy conviction
that tbe establishment, deprived, as at present it un-
doubtedly is, of all regular direction and management,
must fall to the ground.

We lay down our pen with little reluctance, for we have
long despaired of any remonstrance of ours, however
respectfully made, working the least reformation. Still

there is time, yet, for some radical change. The sub-
scribers have at length opened their eye*—let the directors
open theirs, and instead of yielding to their own fancies,
without consulting their soberer judgment, let them de-
pend upon some active, scientific, profexxional manager,
to whom a proper authority shall be delegated, to make
and vary the concert selections. Then will the ancient
music lift up its head again, and not till then. That this
day may come, is our sincere wish

;
but if it should not,

and the concerts arc left to linger on a season or two
more in the same dreary round, still that round will be
new to our tucceaaor*, who may, by telling the old ttory in
a new, and most probably far superior style of criticism,
keep alive that interest of communication on a subject

which tor can support no longer, and, therefore, respect*
fully bid farewell to the pubHc, and to the proprietors. *

CLIO*

Cf)t ^biUwrmmur Cotutrte.

SEVENTH CONCERT, Monday, May 25, 1829.

Act. I.

Sinfonia MS. (nrrer performed) . . F. MaNutueoH*.
Aria, Mr. Rosner,

44 So reizrod bold’* (ZauLrrflcte) . Muzabt.
CowertauK*, Piano-forte and Harp, Mrs. Anderson and

Mr. Dhi ..... Kai kowmiwr A Dtw.
Srena. Mi» Patnn, 44 Misera me*' . , . C. M. wrn
Overture, Emryomthe . . • . C. M. vi>> WnU.

Act II.

Sinfonia in E flit . . . . . Mo*a*t.
Aria, Madame Wraeitki, 44 Non piu dt fiori/* (Como

BauetUi obligato, Mr. Willman) La CJemtnta <i« Tito . Moan.
Concerto Voilin, Mr. Oury . . . Khkitbxr Sl De Bewot.
Song, Mia* Pjtnn, ri

If guiltless blood” ( Srnnxna) . . HaNOIL.
Duct, Madame Wrxnizki and Mr. flamer, “ Amor f powente

aomel*' (,4rmida) Rnaamu
Overture, jinaarron , ...... Chibibiiu.

Loader, Mr. L. Chambu.—

C

onductor, Mr. Crams*.

The most remarkable feature in the seventh concert was
the new symphony of M. Mendelsaohn-Bartoldy. This
gentleman—grandson of the distinguished Jewish phi-

losopher and writer, whose work, “ Pbtcdon, a Dialogue

on the Immortality of the Soul," gained him tbe title of
the Jewuh Socralcf—is a native of Berlin, the son of a
hanker, a young man of independent fortune, and enthu-

siastically attached to music, for which art nature seems
to have designed him ; for though only about one or two-
and-twenty years of age, he lias already produced several

works of magnitude, which, if at ail to be compared with
the present, ought, without such additional claim, to rank

him among the first composers of the age. It is not ven-

turing too far to assert, that his latest labour, the sym-
phony of which we now speak, shews a genius for this

species of composition that is exceeded only by the three

great writers ; and it is a fair presumption, that, if he
persevere in his pursuit, he will in a few years be consi-

dered as the fourth of that line which has dune such im-
mortal honour to the most musical nation in Europe,

This admirable symphony is in c minor, and in four

movements ;—an allegro, a slow andante, a scherzo and
trio, and a finale. Fertility of invention and novelty

of effect, are what first strike the hearers of M. Men-
delssohn’s symphony ; but at the same time, the melo-
diousness of its subjects, the vigour with which these

are supported, the gracefulness of the slow movement, the

playfulness of some parts, and the energy of others, are all

felt ; though from a first hearitig, and without some pre-

vious knowledge of the score, it were in vain to attempt

any analysis of the work which we cAn uow only describe

in general terms, but hope ere long to be able to enter

into its details. The author conducted it in person, and it

was received with acclamations. The audience wished the

* With much regret we take leave of our correspoiutent, who** attach
ment to the most rla**i«l of the really ancient music. has elicited from
him many critique* which the old subscriber* In the concerts has* con-
fessed to be severe, though they have acknowledged to be juat. We shall
not easily supply our friend's place, but hope that the cause will not
suffer by the change to which we must reluctantly accede.

—

Editor,
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adagio to be repeated, but M. Mendelssohn did not construe

the continued applause as an encore. The* scherzo and

trio, however, were instantly called for a second time, and

the band seemed most happy to comply with the demand.
It would be an act of injustice to the orchestra not to

state, that the execution of this entirely unknown work
was as perfect as the most sanguine hopes of the composer
could have taught him to expect. He was surprised at

such accuracy of performance—which indeed was still

more remarkable on the morning of rehearsal than at the

concert itself—and expressed his satisfaction in terms that

were highly gratifying to this most excellent band.

Mozart’s lovely symphony never went better, or pro-

duced more effect. The Overture to Euryanthe, was well

executed, but it has been performed here more effectively

than on the present occasion. Of the Concertante, the

less said the better ; but Our/s Concerto was admirably

played.

M. Rosner is a good singer, rather in the manner of

Donzelli, but he has not exactly the true delivery of his

voice. Miss Paion’s first song called for much effort, and
produced no equivalent effect; though none but herself

could have extracted so much out of it. Her song from
Suianrta was an exquisite treat. We are glad to meet
with Handel occasionally at these concerts, more especially

when so performed ; and as to the objection raised to the

introduction of his sacred songs in a miscellaneous concert,

we beg to observe, that if not so introduced, they must be
at once banished, for the public will not listen to an entire

oratorio. What other opening then is left for them ?—It

is not, we presume, proposed to graft them on an opera.

Madame Wranizky * now made her first, and most
probably her last, appearance in this country. She has

been for several years past the first singer at Vienna.

Her voice is a soprano of great compass, though the

lower tones are not equal to the air chosen for her

debut in London. Her style is that of the school of
Mara, Billington, and Banti, but she is not so absolutely

youthful as some other recent candidates for English

gold, and is ignorant of those arts by which the patronage

of onr easy, good-tempered, people of fashion is to be

obtained. Mad. W., disappointed at not being more
immediately noticed by the public, left our shores a few

days after this concert, with a determination never again

to revisit them.

EIGHTH CONCERT, Monday, June 8, 1829.

Act I.

Smfonia in E flat . . . . 5 pour.

Recit. ctl Aria, “ D«1 mio panto,” Mademoiselle
Sonta^ .....

Fantasia, Flute, Mr. Nicholson . .

Aria. Madanr Malibran Garcia, u Nacqtii all'

affennor' ( La Cenrrm/ofa) , .

Overture (Dtr FrryachtUz) . , ,

Act It.

Sinfonia No. 9 . . . . .

Duetto, Mademoiselle Sontag and Madame Malibran

Garcia, “ Kbhen a le fiariset" (Snmtrawtidr

)

.

Fantasia Violin, Mr. De Beriot . .

Recit. and Air, Mr. Phillips, “ Rolling on foaming

billows" CCreatiam

)

. . .

Orerturr, Egmont ....

Mkrcadanti.
Nicholson.

Rossini.

C. M. von Wants.

Romini.

Da BaaioT.

Haydn.
Barnwraw.

Loader, Mr. Spag.vouctti.—Conductor, Sir Gcxnui Smart.

* She is the daughter of the late Paul Wrmnixky, an el£ve of Haydn,
and composer of Obmnt, a German Opera performed at Franckfort in

1790, oo the coronation of Leopold II., and which ran twenty-four bights

in six week*.

Spohr’s symphony is a fine study, aJUr, to borrow a term

from painting, Mozart. Every movement is a consistent

whole, and abounds in passages and masterly contrivances,

the merit of which is felt at the moment, but the particulars

escape from the memory before an hour is elapsed. The
fact is, that in his instrumental music Spohr is always

scientific and elaborate, but seldom very original : his

scores are too much crowded ; his subjects, which are

rarely striking, are overlaid by accompaniment, and his

general defect is wont of relief. 'Hie symphony, however,

was listened to with profound attention, and its excellencies

duly appreciated and acknowledged. It cannot be said

that there is a want of invention in Haydn's ninth ; in

this, genius is always apparent, and the labour concealed.

Not having been so popular as many of his others, it is

less frequently performed, and therefore possesses a fresh-

ness that in itself is invaluable.

The overture to the Frey»chutz was marvellously per-

formed, and long and loudly encored ; but the conductor

stating that the lady-singers were straitened for time, being

engaged at his Majesty’s concert at St James's, the audi-

ence waived their privilege. Egmont was played in rather

a hurried manner. It would be well if a pause of five

minutes took place previously to the last piece, that those

who wish to depart might retire without disturbing such as

desire to hear the performance to the end. The finale at

these concerts is too often spoiled by the bustle of with-

drawing ; and the leader is generally in too much haste to

begin it.

Mr. Nicdson’a Fantasia was a wonderful performance,

and the greater part of the composition extremely pleasing,

musically considered. M. De Beriot played in his usual

masterly manner, and with his accustomed effect. It were

to be wished, nevertheless, that he would seek a little more

variety in what he performs, and occasionally favour the

public with one of those concertos of Viotti which are held

in universal respect, instead of so constantly exhibiting his

fine talent in an air with variations; and too often the

very same air.

The vocal portion of the present concert compensated in

some measure for the defects in this department which

had been so sorely felt during the greater part of the

season. Mdlle. Sontag and Madame Malibran, much to

their honour, offered their services on this occasion, con-

sidering this society as established for the preservation of

good music, and proved their respect for such an audience

by putting forth all their best powers. It was acknow-

ledged by every one present that, both separately and

together, they had never exerted themselves more, or to

to good a purpose. Their performance was indeed a high

treat, and one that will long be remembered.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC.

The third morning concert of the pupils of this institution

was performed on Friday, June 5th, at the Hanover Square

Rooms ; but owing to the illness of Charles Lucas, the

violoncello, and other causes, was not successful. A new
“ Fairy Chorus*

1 was tried ; but before it is repeated we

should advise the retrenchment of some of the accompa-

niments, and u revision of the whole.
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Continued from pegt 147.

Mr. CIPRIANI POTTER’S,

Argyll Rooms, fWednesday Morning, May 20.

Foom new compositions, by Mr. Poller, were produced on

this occasion, viz. The first movement of a clever sym-

phony in E flat; some good “ Variazioni di bravura, on

a favourite theme of Rossini,” played by the author in

a very brilliant manner on the piano-forte : a conccrtante,

in D minor, for piano-forte, &c. on Les follies dEspagne

,

with orchestral accompaniments; and, as a finale, part of

a symphony in D. Mr. P. was assisted by Mad. C’ampo-

rese. Miss Paton, Madlle. Sontag, Madlle. Blasis, Messrs.

Vaughan and Knyvett. Signori Curioni, Dc Begnis, &c.

&c., and a full orchestra of the first performers. His

room, too, was filled by very good company. Sig. Spag-

noletti led, and Mr. Potter conducted.

SIGNOR DE BEGNIS*,

Argyll Rooms, Thursday Morning, May 21.

Sig. De Begnis had every foreign singer in London to aid

him in this concert, together with Miss Wilkinson. It was

a vocal selection, but the Sig. Gambati opened the pro-

ceedings with a “ Duetto di Trombe,** or blast of trum-

pets; and Mr. Moscheles played a very fine extempore

fantasia on the piano-forte. Mr. Mori led, and Mr. P.

Cianchettini conducted. The room was exceedingly

crowded.

Mr. LINDLEY’S,

Argyll Rooms, Friday , May 22.

Mr. Lindley performed a new fantasia, composed by him-

self for the occasion, in his usual manner, and it is impos-

sible to say more, for he has no rival. He also, with his

son and Dragonetti, executed the favourite trio of Corelli

;

and, joined by Mr. Moscheles, and Madlle. Sontag, gave

the variations on the Swiss Boy. Mr. Moscheles played

his Scottish Bards

;

and M. de Beriot on the harp, und

Miss Losack on the harp, played concertos. There was

much excellent vocal music interspersed with the instru-

mental. The leaders were Messrs. F. Cramer and Mori,

and Sir G. Smart conducted.

M. SEDLATZEK’S,

The same Evening, at the Mansion ofLady Francis

Shirley , 2, Harley Street.

M. Sedlatzek played on his new flute down to A, and

produced a good effect from it. Messrs. Moscheles and

Stockhausen performed on their respective instruments,

and Mad. Stockhausen, Madlle. Sontag, Madlle. Blasis,

Sig. De Begnis, &c. sang; and Mr. P. Cianchettiui con-

ducted. The spacious rooms were well filled by guinea

tickets.

M. and MADAME STOCKHAUSEN’S,

Argyll Rooms, Wednesday Morning, May 27. ,

This was an interesting vocal concert. Mad. Stockhau-

sen’s performance of Mozart’s cantata, “ Ch’ io mi scordi

di tel** accompanied on the piano-forte by Mr. Cramer,

proved a high treat. Several Swiss and Tyrolese duets,

sung in French by Mad. Malibran and Mad. Stockhausen,

were very deservedly admired. There were other very

pleasing things during the concert, which was respectably

attended.

July, 1829.

MATINEE MU8ICALE, de M. FETIS,
At Sir George Warrender't, Albemarle Street, Friday

Morning, May 29.

M. Pel is, on his arrival in this country, proposed, during

his visit, to read a course of lectures on music. He, how-
ever, found the season too far advanced for liis purpose,

and abandoned his plan. But a few of his friends, wish-

ing to hear some of his remarks on the art, persuaded him
to deliver one lecture, and to precede and follow it by cer-

tain pieces of vocal music. His lecture shewed research,

and an intimate acquaintance with musical history, making
us regret that he had not given a complete course. The
singers were Madame Camporese, Malibran, and Stock-

hausen, Messrs. Donzelli, Begrez, Le Vasseur, Zuccoli,

&c. ; and Messrs. Labarre und De Beriot executed a duet

on the harp and violin. The tickets were one guinea each.

SIGNOR TORRES,
The same Evening, at Mrs. F. Perkins

1
Residence,

Bryanstone Square.

All the opera corps, together with Mad. Camporese, Sigs.

Velluti and Dc Begnis, assisted ut this vocal concert, which
was fully attended by a fashionable company. The tickets

were each one guinea. Sig. Gabassi was at the piano-

forte.

MM. DE BERIOTS and LABARRE’S,
Opera Concert Room , Monday Morning, June 1st.

M. Labarre on the harp, and M. de Beriot on the violin,

displayed their admirable skill before a most numerous
and respectable company, among which were the Duke of

Orleans and his son. Madame Malibran, who much
exerted herself, and Signori Donzelli, Begrcz, Bordogni,

&c., formed the vocal party.

SIGNOR PUZZI’S,
At Sir George Warrender’s, Wednesday , June 3rd.

All the vocalists from the Opera, with Mad. Camporese

and Sig. Velluti, attended this concert Sig. Puzzi’s per-

formance on the horn produced its accustomed effect, and

he was assisted by MM. Labarre and De Beriot The
company was a very fashionable one, and the tickets one'

guinea. Sig. Spagnoletti led, and Sig. Scappa was at the

piano-forte.

MR. BEGREZ S,

Opera Concert Room, Monday Morning, June 8th.

This was attended, as usual, by an uncommonly large and

elegant audience, and some interesting music was per-

formed. Sontag, Malibran, Pisaroni, and most of the

vocal establishment of the Opera, sang ;
also Mad. Cam-

porese, De Begnis, &c. MM. Labarre, De Beriot, and

Puzzi assisted ; and the band was led by Mori.

MR. NICHOLSON’S,

Argyll Rooms ,
Wednesday Morning, June 10/A.

At this concert, Mr. Nicholson had the good fortune to

obtain M. Mendelsshon’s permission to perform his new

MS. symphony, which was executed by nearly the whole

of the Philharmonic band, with great spirit, accuracy, and

effect. Mr. Nicholson played, in his admirable manner,

his Recollections of Ireland

;

and, as a solo, the air, “ Au

clair de la lune, which had formed part of his concerto

at the Philharmonic Concert. Mr. Cramer performed his

Recollections of England; and M. de Beriot au air, with

variations. Mr, N. engaged for his concert Madlle.

Sontag, Madlle. Blasis, Mad. Stockhausen, Signori Vel-
b

2 B
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luti, Curioni, De Begnis, Mr. Taylor, Mr. Begrez, and
the Messrs. Herrmann, and a splendid band. Leaders,
Messrs. Weichsel ood Mori ; conductor. Sir G. Smart.

MADAME CAMPORESE'S,
At the Mansion of the Dowatjcr Marchioness of Salisbury,

Arlington Street,
Friday, June 12th.

All the foreign vocal strength now in London (Mad.
Malibran excepted) contributed their assistance at this

concert, to which were added Miss Chambers and Miss
Wilkinson. Mad. Camporese sang duets with Mad. Pisa-

ioni and Madlc. Soutag ; also an aria, “ Come sembra-
vami,” by Pacini, accompanied by Sig. Puzzi. Signors
Scappa and Gabu&si conducted. The company was re-

markably elegant and select, fur Mad. Camporese deserv-

edly enjoys the patronage and regard of a large circle of
persons distinguished by their rank and station, all of
whom have always been ready to testify their respect for

her talent and excellent private character. The tickets, of
course, were one guinea each.

MM. TULOU and BOHRER'S,
At the Opera Concert Room, Saturday Morning, June 13.

M. Tulou is a real flute-player, but of the more grave and
steady school. His fantasia possessed some merit, and the
duets he played with M. Bohrcr were pleasing, though not
very scientific. M. Bohrcr's rondo was charmingly exe-
cuted. A Mad. Dulcken performed some variations by
Hcrz, in the favourite romance in Mehut’s Joseph, with
great brilliancy. The room was but thinly peopled. Messrs.
Spagnoletti aud Mori led one act each.

MASTER A. MINASrS,
At the Argyll Rooms, Tuesday Morning, June 16.

The youthful flutist did many extraordinary things on his

flute, some of them pleasing. He was to be assisted by a
strong vocal corps, which had been engaged for him

; but
many absented themselves, and no little embarrassment
was thus produced, which, however, the company bore
with much fortitude. Mori led, and a Sig. Rabitli con-
ducted.

MR. ELIASON’S,
Opera Concert Room , Wednesday Morning, June 24 th.

Mr. Eliason performed a concerto, compounded of Rode
and Mayseder, with great spirit, and a duo-concertante
*ith Mrs. Anderson. The latter played part of Hummel's
difficult concerto in A minor with great neatness; and
M. Rousselot again offered himself to the public, in some
variations for the violoncello—a measure which we could
not but consider highly indiscreet, for we really are accus-
tomed to see this instrument in the hands of a great
master, and not prepared, therefore, to admire such a
performer as M. Roussclot.

^foreign iRtistcal Report.
*

VIENNA*
JTOmihnerther Theater.—Since the departure of Madame
Pasta no performance has been given here, but active pre-
parations are making for the opening of the new musical
campaign. Among other assistance, the Count von Gal-
lenberg has had recourse to that of the Italian composer

Pavesi, who is to be a kind of sub-director. As it was
professed in the new prospectus that, for the next season
at least, German operas were exclusively to be given, the
choice thus made by the new director has somewhat
puzzled the speculators in these matters. But then, by
way, as we suppose, of preparing the public mind, a para-
graph has appeared in one of the journals, in which is
spoken ** of ihe high estimation in which Signor Maestro
Pavesi holds the German school of music, and of the en-
thusiasm with which he has studied the masterpieces of
Mozart, Beethoven, Weber, Ac.”
Madame Pasta has left us for Milan. Nothing could

exceed the enthusiasm ot her last appearance, and the
harvest she reaped was an ample one.

Lropoldsttidt Theater.—There has appeared here a piece
entitled Die Drachenhohle (the Dragon’s Den), with music
by Kapellmeister Mfdler. The story is of a comic cast,
and not devoid of interest

; the best part of the music are
the accompaniments, which arc spirited, and not without
character.

Josephstlidt Theater.—The novelty here has been a
magic drama in two acts, called Nicht kutsen

, nicht lanzen
(Not kiss, not dance), with music by Kapellmeister Glaser.
In point of merit it is much upon a par with the piece pro-
duced at the other house ; like buckets in a well, the two
Kapellmeisters are weTl poised against each other, and
repilarly bring up their quantum towards satisfying the
thirst of the Viennese for novelty.

BERLIN.
Paganini is still among us, and has continued to give
several last concerts; we must, however, do him the justice
to say, that lie has the art of always keeping something good
in reserve ; for instance, in one of his last performances,
he quite electrified the public in his variations to a theme
called The Witches Dance, composed by the celebrated
Vigano, and introduced by him in his ballet Le No:se di
Renevrnto. In the performance of this piece, Paganini
showed himself under an entirely new point of view. Here-
tofore he had been found bold, impassioned, original even
to extravagance, and above all melancholy. In the latter

piece, hi3 vigour and fire were fully called into action; but
in addition to this, he displayed a comic power altogether
unexpected, and thus struck into a path wholly new to his

hearers. In this concert, his first string snapped while
he was executing one of Rode's concertos. Without being
for an instant disconcerted, he continued, and executed
the passages, which were of the greatest difficulty, on the
second string.

The astonishment and admiration which he has excited
here, has led a rival artist to enter the field of competition,
in the person of Sigismund von Praun, a youth of noble
family, who, some years since, visited the greater part of
the capitals of Europe, bearing with him, like another
Picus di Mirandola, pretensions to the inheritance of
universal genius. After wisely seeking for some yeaa
past to mature his talent in retirement, he has been per-

suaded again to emerge into public notice, and, at an age
when youths are still accompanied by their tutors, goes
about attended by a number of sycophants, the chief of
whom, a certain M. Ira ho, indiscreetly advised him to

announce in the papers, that he was ready to accept a
challenge, which none had ever conceived the idea of
offering him. The young artist certainly guve proof of con-
siderable talent, which, with care and attention, might be

matured into excellence, but which, at present, is only of

the secondary order.
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HANOVER.

Toe opera season here has been a very spirited one ; the

tenor Seboni, and the Signora Tibaldi, make daily ad-

vances in public favour, and Mile. Groux bids fair to rival

some of the first singers of the day. Concert-Master

Maurer has lately retouched his pleasing opera of Aloise,

which was excellently performed, and gave general plea-

sure. Tile composer directed its performance in person;

and at the full of the curtain was loudly called for. We
have been informed that he is engaged in the composition

of a new work.
AIX-LA-CIIAPELLE.

Tiie grand musical festival of the Rhine was celebrated

on the 7th and 8th of June. The first day opened with a

MS. Symphony of Ferdinand Ries, alter which a new ora-

torio, composed for the occasion by the same, by whom
the music of the festival was conducted. The piece is en-

titled The Triumph of Faith, and contains much that is

admirable, both itt the melodies and concerted pieces, not

lbrgettiug the accompaniments, which bespeak the hand

of a great master. We shall find an opportunity of enter-

ing more particularly into the merits of this composition.

On the second day was given the heroic symphony of Beet-

hoven, and the characteristic piece by the same composer

entitled The Calm at Sea and the Prosperous Voyage

;

also

Cherubini’s overture to Anacreon. The whole terminated

with the Creation of Ilaydn, which was performed in a

very effective maimer.

PARIS.

Opera-Comiqtic.—At a time when every thing seems sub-

jected to the dominion oftaste, and to the manucrism ofone
single individual ; at a time when the greater part of com-
posers seetn content to renounce their own inspirations, in

order to adopt those of the man who has produced a most
extraordinary revolution in the art ; at a moment like this,

it was interesting to observe whether the most spirited and
ingenious of our composers, M. Boieldieu, had been cou-

rageous enough to stem the torrent,—to preserve the cha-
racter of originality impressed upon his other delightful

productions—in a word, to keep free from that mania of

imitation, which seems to have spread like a contagious

fever. Be it as perfect as it may, a copy is, after all, but

a copy ;
and the copyist has little other merit than that of

a good workman. There may here and there exist an
imitation of Raphael or Michael Angelo, which cannot
easily be distinguished from the original but it will always

be of comparatively small value.

It was, therefore, with feelings of no common satisfac-

faction that the friends of M. Boieldieu were enabled to
i

hail, in the author of Lee Deux Nuits, all the originality

and noble dependence upon his own resources which
marked La Dame Blanche. One of the first conditions,

however, for composing sound dramatic music is, to have
a good, or at least a passable poem, affording situations of
interest. In the present instance, M. Boieldieu has wanted
that advantage. The subject of the poem is of the most
hackneyed character, and the situations anything but pro-
bable or interesting

;
yet M. Boiedieu has come forth

triumphant from the contest.

Salle Favart .—During the absence of the Italian com-
pany, M. Laurent has hit upon the happy expedient of
Ailing up the interval with a German opera. Twelve of
the best productions of that school are promised, and the
performance of them is intrusted to the excellent company
which has lately been performing at Aix-la-Chapelle,

under the direction of M. Roecke), with the band of the

Italian theatre. The operas already given have been Der
Freuchuts and Die ZaubcrJtoU. The first piece was per-

formed according to the author’s genuine score, nud gave

general satisfaction. Madame Fischer ami M. Huitzinger,

the two principal singers, possess great powers both of

voice and action, and were received with considerable ap-

plause. The cognoscenti were delighted with the ad-

mirable manner in which the different concerted pieces,

and, above all, the choruses, were performed. The per-

sons composing the latter are not numerous, and some of

the female parts are sung by children ; but it is impos-

sible to imagine more vigour of execution, and more spon-

taneousness of effect

The Zauberftote waa also excellently performed, and
this delightful music drew forth bursts of admiration. Ma-
dame Fischer was quite at home in the Queen of Night,

and gave her two difficult airs in the most brilliant style

;

but the bravura passage in which they both terminate, and
which belong to the taste of another age, did not appear

to be much relished, save by the dilettanti of the old school,

who hang over them with the same delight as a virtuoso

over his antiques.

In a concert lately given here, Madlle. Pardi, a native

of New York, made her first appearance, and delighted a

numerous audience by her extraordinary powers upon the

harp. She is but twelve years of age, but appears to pos-

sess a feeling for the true character of her instrument, the

taste for which has been a good deal spoiled of late by
fulse brilliancy of the Iloc lisa school. It is something

striking, in the history of the nrt, to see the New World
sending forth artists to instruct the Old.

M. Stttpel, a learned German professor, known ns the

author of several much-esteemed works, has opened a

course of lectures upon the theory and composition of

music.

A musical production of an extraordinary cast is causing

a considerable sensation here ; it consists of eight scenes

from the celebrated Faust of Goethe, set to music by

M. Berlioz, a pupil of M. Lesucur. This young composer
has already given proofs of great power of fancy and ima-

gination, bordering even upon the extravagant ; and nothing

could supply a subject better adapted for the exercise of

his peculiar powers than Goellie's poem. The first piece

is entitled The Easter Hymn. Faustus, beiug on the

point of poisoning himself, hears this hymn sung in the

neighbouring church ; he becomes deeply affected ; the

cup falls from his hand ;
tedrs start in his eyes, and

earth again claims him as her own. The youthful com-
poser has entered perfectly into the spirit of this situation ;

the distant hymn, interrupted by the ehitnc of the church-

bell, presents a feeling of repose which contrasts strongly

with the tumult that fills the soul of Faustus, and the

transition from that tumult to calm is strikingly depicted.

The uext piece spoken of is a sextett, entitled The Con-
cert of Sylphs. Mephistopheles, in order to give Faustus

a foretaste of the pleasures prepared for him, assembles

the spirits of the air, and commands them to sing. By
degrees Faustus is lulled to sleep, during which be haa

the most delightful dreams. Here every means is em-
ployed of obtaining a suitable accompaniment in the

orchestra. The harp is happily employed; and when the

song of the Sylphs is reduced to pianissimo, the wind
instruments cease, and four violoncellos fill their place,

with the softest harmony, “ linked and long drawn out.”

The whole of this a£riul movement does honour to the

imagination of the young artist. Among the other pieces

2 B 2
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particularly admired are the two Bacchanalian songs, the

rhythm and character of which are very original ; and the

ballad of The King of Thuter sung by Margaret, which

ha9 a certain Gothic air and naTvetl about it peculiarly

its own.

CONSTANTINOPLE.

European music has lately started into existence here, like

Minerva from the brain of Jupiter, ** in arms complete.”

Signor Donizetti, younger brother to the composer of that

name, and who last year filled the situation of director of

the military music to the King of Sardinia, received an ofTer

to go to Constantinople to direct the two bands of musi-
cians, in the pay of the venerable Serasquiez, which do
service in the regular troops that he commands, and
which it is said he also levied at his own expense. Doni-
zetti having obtained permission of his government, pro-

ceeded to the Turkish capital, where he is at the head of

fifty Piedmontese musicians, who receive a very handsome
pay. These in their turn are appointed to form Turkish
musicians, and we are assured that their pupils have
already made remarkable progress. Thus will the taste

of the Turks be gradually formed to a relish of European
music, from which important results may be anticipated.

Cbc Sraina.

Kino's Theatre.

On the 2fith of May, Don Giovanni was produced by Sig.

Zuchelli, for his benefit.

Of Madlle. Sontag’s Donna Anna we spoke in high

terms last year ; and, thinking as we do, that her voice hus

become more mellow since then, and that her person, by

having lost some of its embonpoint, is upon the whole im-

proved, we cannot but view her performance of the character

on the present occasion, as least as favourably as we did

formerly.

Mad. Malibran’s Zerlina has the fault of her Ninetta;

she makes her sing like an educated lady, and act like a
vulgar peasant. The source of this error we took some
pains to point out in our last, and endeavoured to shew that

the contadina of the lyric drama is most commonly a kind

of poetical character, and not the country wench of low
force. If Zerlina can sing skilfully and in time, she as cer-

tainly can, and as assuredly will, dance in the same manner.
It is next to impossible to imagine a Spanish girl well in-

formed in the one art, and abominably ignorant in the

other,—so instructed and so barbarous as Mod. M. repre-

sents her. But this young lady, it is too evident, has a

most exalted opinion of her own judgment. Time will

cither correct this or render her insupportable ; and of time

she has plenty before her. The little applause she met
with ought to operate as a hint, but we doubt whether it

will so act.

The Donna Elvira of Madlle. Montieelli, and the Ma-
setto of Graziani, do not deserve notice. The Leporello of

Pellegrini is insipid and feeble. The Don Ottavio of Don-
zelli is excellent in every respect ; and the Don Giovanni

of Zuchelli is yet respectable, but not what it was, and

never could approach,—except as to the singing, which is

far superior,—to that of the splendid original, Ambrogetti.

The hand—but we are tired of complaining on this head—
were miserably imperfect ; and M. Rousselot, the successor

of Lindley, made us, by the force of contrast, feci the ex-

cellence of the latter in the accompaniment to “ Batti,

belli Zerlina t soothing air.

On Thursday, the 11th of June, Mad. Malibmn took her
benefit, and evinced her discrimination in choosing LcNozzc
di Figaro; for her Susanna is by far the most successful
of her efforts on this stage, and affords so little opportunity
to complaiii, that we bestow our praise on it, without the
drawback of a single critical “ but." Madlle. Sontag, on
the contrary, quite mistakes the character of the music, and
treats it with as little ceremony as if it were Pacini's or
Mercadante’s. Her “ Porgi amor," among other things, is

very censurable ; even in tills fine air she introduce? her
eternal descending run of semitones, and almost makes one
wish that her pretty mouth were closed by the padlock fas-

tened on Papageno't for a much more pardonable offence.

Donzelli, in U Conte, is really admirable; if he did but ab-
stain from nowand then using his falsetto, quite needlessly,

he would be |>crfect in this part. But with these three

performers our praise must cease ; all the other parts are
either below mediocrity, or positively bad. One fine air

seems as if omitted, because not audibly sung, and other
parts are cut out, because there is no one who can sing
them. There is not on the Italian stage a more difficult

opera to get up: it requires eleven performers; six of
them of the first order. There were now three

!

If, however, we arc driven to complain of the manner in

which Figaro is produced, how much more reason have we
to mention the performance of the Zaubcrjlble. in terms of
unqualified censure. This was mutilated and murdered on
the 18th ult. in a manner that we should have deemed im-
possible by a German company, for by such it was assassi-

nated. M. Schfitz undertook to prepare it for the benefit of
Madlle. Sontag, and the dialogue, such as it was, as well

as the words of the music, were given in the original lan-
guage. Except the air,

44 Dies bildness,” or 44 Oh ! cara
immagine ;** the duet. 44 Der liebe.” or 44

Lit dove prendi,”
and the quintet, 44 Hm, hm,” which last was sung by only
three audible voices, all the best parts of the opera were
by some prophane hand cut clean out ! It would be te-

dious to enumerate the pieces thus discarded. The air was
tolerably well sung by a M. Rosner; the duet was cer-

tainly performed in a very pleasing manner by him and
Madlle. Sontag, who judiciously sung the first verse plain,

and the second with some florid, but pleasing ornaments.
Madame Rosner attempted the bravura,—which was re-

tained, we conclude, because the least agreeable thing in

the opera, and because there was none who could sing it

—

but she made the tolerant and good-humoured audience
smile. M. SchOtz, to whom we are indebted for this bar-

barous performance, can scarcely be heard, and once or
twice had better have remained quite mute, lie has been
puffed industriously in some of the journals for his efforts

at Covent Garden Theatre, but if they were not much su-

perior to those he made on the present occasion, he ought

to meet with anythiug rather than praise; unless it were
meant—which is far from improbable—“ as censure in

disguise/ Even the overture to this—the overture to the

Zauberjlole !—was mercilessly treated. Such bassoons !

—

such oboes!—and Spagnoletti, as if auxious to get it over

with all possible speed, led it so quick that not half the

band could keep up with him.

[The benefits this season, with the exception of M.
Laporte's, have not turned out so profitable as was ex-

pected. That for the assignees of Messrs. Chambers on
the 25th, would hardly pay the expenses, if any were
incurred.]



MEMOIR OF J. ADOLPH HASSE.
\Parlly from Burney's Travels in Germany, and the Dictionnaire des Musiciena.]

J. Adolph Hasse, named in Italy It Saaaone (the Saxon),

Maestro di Capella to the King of Poland and Elector of

Saxony, was born at Bergedorf, near Hamburgh, in 1705.

He learnt the elements of music in his native town, and

passed his youth in a school at the latter city. Here his

extraordinary' vocal talents attracted the notice of Jean

Ulrie Kcrnig, a great musical amateur, who was afterwards

appointed Poet to the Court of Poland, and who recom-
mended him, in 1718, as tenor-singer to the Opera at

Hamburgh. Keiser, the celebrated musician, was com-
poser to that theatre; and his chefa-cTceuvre served as

models for Hasse.

In 1722, his patron, Kacnig, procured for him the ap-

pointment of singer to the court and theatre of the Duke
of Brunswick. His musical talent, nevertheless, was not

Limited to singing ; he had practised diligently the harpsi-

chord, and in 1723, at the age of eighteen, produced his

first opera, Anligono, which was tolerably well received by

the amateurs of Brunswick.

Up to this period he hud been guided chiefly by his

genius, without having laboured at the study of counter-

point. He, however, now felt the inconvenience of such

negligence, and resolving to learn the art of composition

in the famous Italian schools, took leave of the Duke, and
arrived in Italy in 1724, where he sang very little, and was
known only as a superior performer on the harpsichord.

Ardent in his pursuit, he never lost sight of what was now
bis main object, and attached himself to the celebrated

Nicolo Porpora, then fixed at Naples.

Among the great men who shone in that city was
Alessandro Scarlatti, the first composer of his day. Hasse
anxiously wished to profit by the lessons and advice of

this great musician ; but had »ot the courage to apply to

him, fearful that his own pecuniary circumstances would

not allow of his offering him a remuneration adequate hi

his reasonable expectations : but his good fortune enabled

him to overcome this difficulty ; for often meeting with

Scarlatti in society, he gained his affection by his talents,

bis modesty, and his respectful manner, and the aged com-
poser voluntarily offered his instructions gratuitously, which,

it may easily be conceived, were accepted with eagerness.

In 1725, a rich banker requested Hasse to write a sere-

nade ; and this was the means of his being first acknow-
ledged in Italy as a composer. This serenade was performed
before a brilliant audience, and ummimomly approved. He
thus paved the way for his future success ; and in 1726,

the year after the death of Alessandro Scarlatti, he was
engaged to set the opera of Sesostrate for the great theatre

at Naples. This was followed by Ailalo, Re di Uilinia,

composed for the same theatre in 1728.

In 1730 he set two operas for Venice
;
Dalian , in which

the principal singer was the celebrated Faustina*, whom

• Faustina Bordoni, one of tbe fines! singers of the eighteenth century,

bom Naples, in 1700, of the family of Bordoni. She studied vocal

music under tbe eminent Michel Angelo Oasparioi, and made her dfibAl

August, 1829.

he married about this time; and Ariaaerae, written by
Metastasio, in which the principal parts were performed

by Farinelli and Cuzzoni. His fame now reached Ger
many, and he was invited to Dresden, as composer to the

Opera, with a salary of 12,000 dollars for himself and his

wife. He accepted the offer, and in 1731 produced Cleo-

fide, o Alexandra ntU* Indie

,

which met with unusual
success, and ran several weeks.
Some months afterwards he returned to Italy, and went

alternately to Rome, Naples, Milan, and Venice. He thus

divided his time between the country of his birth and that

of his adoption.

It was at this period that musical party-spirit rati so

high in London. The Committee of the Italian Opera
could not appease the animosities subsisting between

Handel and the singers, which ended in their separation,

and in the forming of a new theatre. The singers Fari-

nelli and Smcsino, who took part with the Committee,

supported the reputation of the new Opera for some time,

hut no composer could be found to compete with Haudcl.

The managers at length fixed on Hasse, and in 1733 he

accepted their proposals, and came to Euglaud.

On his arrival in London he produced his Opera Aria-

sene

;

hut notwithstanding the credit he obtained by it,

and the compensation lie received, nothing could prevail

on him to remain in London, the head-quarters of cabaL

He returned, therefore, to Dresden. His rival Porpora
had quitted that city, and this circumstance, added to the

reception with which he was honoured at Court, deter*

mined him to fix his residence in that capital.

During the campaign of 1745, Frederic the Great
entered Dresden the 18th of December, after the battle of
Kelletdorf. This monarch, wishing to form his own
opinion of the talents of Hasse, commanded a performance

of one of his operas, and was so much enchanted by the

representation of Hosse's Armenia, that he sent him 1000

dollars and a diamond ring.

In 1755, Hasse entirely lost his voice ; insomuch, that

he could not even speak audibly.

in the theatre of her native city, in 1716. She sang in the modem style

of Bcroacchi, and contributed much to its propagation. She wan admired
wherever she appeared, and wu commonly called the “ new syren."

At Ptorence, public admiration even went so far as to cause medal* to

be struck in honour of her talents.

The first excursion she made from her native city was to Venice, in

1724, where she was engaged for 15,000 florins. Her renown retched

London, and she wa* engaged at the King's Theatre, in 1726, at a salary

of £2000. She entirely answered the expectation of the public, and

surpassed all who bad been previously heard, without even excepting the

famous Coztnni.

The rivalry of these two singers created no little dissension between
them, in which many foolish persons uf distinction joined. Hence arose

two factions
;
and hence the misunderstanding between Handel antf the

Committee of tbe Opera, which ended in the dissolution of the Royal

Academy of Music, a« the King's Theatre was then called. She quilted

England, after singing once again, in 1728, in two operas, Admeto and

Sirte, and went to Dresden, where the married Haase, and there made
her debut, in 1731, ia the opera of Gfee/fde.

id by Google
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In 1770. when Dresden was bombarded by the Prim- I

wans, all his property was destroyed by fire, amongst
which were his manuscripts. Tins loss was felt by him
the more scv ercly. as he was on the eve of publishing a

complete collection of his works, and the king had under-

taken to defray the expenses.

In 1763 the Court of Dresden underwent great changes

;

the various persons attached to it were reduced in great

numbers. Haase and his wife were pensioned off. which

afflicted them so severely, that they quitted Dresden for

ever, and fled to Vienna.

During the period between 1762 and 1766 be composed
six operas. In 1769 he produced the interlude of Piramo
c Ti*be, remarkable for the arrangement of the airs and for

a kind of modulation widely differing from his other com-
positions. This was succeeded bv his Ruggiero— his last

opera—represented at Milan in 1771, on the marriage of

the Arch-Duke Ferdinand. He then retired to Venice, to

end his days in tranquillity ; where, in 1780, he produced
n 7V Drum, which was performed before the Pope, in

the church of Sto. Gioranni

;

and this was his last com-
position. He died December 23, 1783. Some years

previously to his decease he composed a Requiem for

his own funeral, and sent it to M. Sc/utrtcr at Dresden

—

a work w'hich attests the power he retained, even in his

advanced years.

I)r. Burney says, qieaking of Hasse,—“ On asking Me-
tastusio what master, of all the composers who had set his

dramas to music, bad expressed bis ideas the most to his

satisfaction, he replied,—'Though he is not my countryman.
I believe it was Sasstme* But his merit was so long and
so successfully established on the Continent, that I never
conversed w ith a single professor on the subject who did
not allow him to be the most natural, elegant, and judicious

composer of vocal music, as well as the most voluminous
composer of his time. Fqually a friend to poetry and the
voice, he discovered as much judgment as genius in express-
ing words, as wdl as in accompanying his sweet and tender
melodies.*’

Dr. Burney, however, was so devoted an admirer of that
simplicity winch in his time was the principal feature of
the lyric music of Italy,—he had so Kttle taste for the bold,
masculine style of the German school, that his character of
Hasse, whose compositions must lie considered as Italian,

ought to be read with great caution. Hasse was poor in

harmony, and wanted vigour generally. The writer of his

life in the Dictionnairc dcs Muxiciens has said, that he was
ot the school of Leo, Pergolese, Ac. It is true that as a
melodist he may lx* said to be of the school of the latter of
these great musicians, though not equal to him, but he
possessed nothing of the grandeur of either: nor had he
»nv of their originality of conception. He was smooth
always, and often graceful, hut seldom rich, and never ener-
getic. He, therefore, was fashionable in his day, and con-
sequently his works an* now consigned to that oblivion
which is the fate of most music that has ever enjoyed the
unaffected smiles of fushiun at the Italian theatres of
Europe.

The follow ing is a list ol Hasse*h compositions, us col-

lected by Breitkopf:

—

ORATORIOS.

Serpentes in Deserto.

La Virtu a pie della Croc*.
La Depo*izivne della Croce,
La Caiuiadi Gerico.

Magdalena.
II Cantieo dri ere Fanriul/i.

La Conversion* di S. Agostino.

If Giuseppe Rtconnsciuto.

Pellegrini <U Sulpulrhro di Nostro Suit'afore.

St. Elena alt Calrarin

,

twice composed.
A TV Drum, at Venice in 1 "SO.

A Te Drum, at Dresden.
Litany of the Virgin, at Venice, in 1 727.

Litany, for two Sopranos, one Alto, and Organ.
Litany, far two Sopranos, with accompaniments.

These Litanies are ill Latin, and arc to be found in the

catalogue of M. Breitkopf

ON THE CHARACTERS OF KEYS.

(To the Editor of the Harmoxuon.)

Sir, Warwick, April 7, 1829.

At page 79 of your April number appears a commen-
tary on my letter of February, page 26, in which your cor-

respondent, T. S. R., urges the accuracy of his own simple

theory ; namely, that the characters of keys are “ attribu-

table only to temperament.H But let me add, that 1, too,

feel equally confident that pitch is a very powerful auxiliar

in producing the contrast which one key makes with ano-

ther ; or, m other words, in the characters of keys. 1 adhere

to the plural, ** characters,” because almost every key seems

to have a property or character peculiar to itself.

I say pitch is a very powerful auxiliar in forming the

characters of keys ; nod in reply to a similar, but former

declaration, T. S. R. remarks— ** Concert-pitch is about a

semitone higher than it was fifty years ago. If then,” he

continues, '* any s|>cciflc quality once naturally belonged to

certain sounds, that quality' must still exist ; consequently,

the keys which formerly had sharps for the signature,

though now having flats, ought still to be IwilUant ; and
those which had flats, though now haring sharps, should

be the reverse. But, on the contrary, the nominal scales

used to express emotions of love, sorrow, Ac., by the old

authors, are the same as those employed for a similar pur-

pose now ; though it is not probable that much attention

wns paid to temperament formerly ; and even in the present

day it is too much neglected.” Now, if concert-pitch were

formerly a semitone lower than at present, which I have no
reason to doubt, and if little or no attention was paid to

temperament, what, I ask, occasioned that difference of

keys which existed in as great a degree lialf a century back
as now ? It is apparent, should we draw an inference from
this fact, that pitch has been the prime agent ; for if there

were no temperament, there could be no other cause. He
then adds—" Even in the present day it is too much
neglected.

1

* And where it is neglected, ore all the keys

alike? Is c the same as o, or o similar to a, and so on,

nothing but one drear monotony?
Does the almost artless Tyrolese know anything of tem-

perament? No. And yet his airs, even when performed

in succession, possess considerable variety, arising solely

from difference in pitch. But in confirmation of my opi-

nion. take any joyous air composed for the voice in the key

of d
;
play or sing it over once or twice ; mark the effect

:

then transpose and perform it in the key of c, and say, if

you can, that pitch bus nothing to do with producing effects,

or in funning the characters of keys. Observe, the tein-

perameut of the two keys is but very little different.

You will be aware that by pitch I do not mean simply
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eoncert-pitch. or the fractional difference in the gravity or

acuteness of two tuning-prongs, the sense in which T. S. R.

appears to have understood the term ; but the pitch of any

given key in contradistinction to that of another, separated

by intervab) of from a tone to a fifth, inclusively : for ex-

ample, a!> is a tender key, and t> is a martial one. Now
here is a difference of an interval of a sharp fourth, or three

whole tones ; and, as the former is most suitable to the

nong of love, so is the latter to that of valour. Why ?

Not, Sir, on account of temperament only, but because \b

is the tonic, and also, as a matter of' course, the most pre-

vailing chord in the piece : it begins and ends it ; and if n

be the tonic, the result w ill he the same. This admits of
j

being1 thus demonstrated:—First tune both keys perfect; !

then try the same tender and martial airs in both keys and

in both temperaments. One. by the alteration of tempera-

ment, will not be leas nervous, though the other be less

plaintive ; but, by transposition of keys, both will entirely

lose their characters.

I have said, in my former letter, “ that the horn and

trumpet, by means of their crooks, with music property

adapted, are nearly as perfect in one key as in another
;
yet

there is a difference of expression in the same, and each has

its beauties, effects."

With reference to the horn, the trumpet, the .d^olian and

other harps, I merely chose those natural, therefore ancient,

instruments, on account of their simple properties ; for if

tuned and played on as nature dictates, they must, merely

by alteration of pitch, produce a great diversity of effect,

thereby refuting the doctrine of T. S. R., who thinks that

without temperament no distinct character con exist. The
same rule is quite as applicable to speaking as to singing

or playing. If we utter a tender sentiment, we have re-

course to low, soft sounds; but in commanding, we employ

high, energetic tones.

Query ?—Are all common clarionets so perfect in every

key as T. S. R. represents them ? If so, then I have been

wrongly informed; tor not playing that instrument, and

being a sort of yankee, I am indebted to others for the

notions I entertained.

In allusion to the latter port of my letter, T. S. R. ob-

serves— "The wonderful flexibility of the organ," meaning

the human voice, ** giving it a power to produce the slightest

variation of sound, of course enables it to render every

inter) nl perfect; but whether they are really made so, en-

tirely depends on the ear, of the singer; for an imperfection

amounting to one-eighth of a note is no more felt by an

uncultivated car than are a dozen consecutive fifths in suc-

cession.” This, Sir, is somewhat foreign to the purpose,

independently of the monstrous notion of any cur being so

insensible to the good and had ill musical sounds, as not

to feel painfully a succession so hideous. We know that

the illiterate in music would not be able to explain the

nature of the nuisance, and for this reason only—want of

terms. They tan tell when they are pleased : what more

is required, so fur as relates to them individually? The
great question is,—What effects can natural sounds pro-

duce. unassisted by art ? This has been already answered

;

to which I adrl, the generality of glee-singers know nothing

of temperament. One key is the same to them as another,

to far as teinperumenl is concerned, wheu singing unac-

companied ; yet a change of key or pitch is a great relief.

I have nothing to do with science : tnv aim was as it now
is, to show, that where temperament is neglected, the entire

character of the piece, though injured, is not destroyed

;

but if the pitch be much wrong, every feature of the air

becomes distorted.

Though “ none expects to see a flourishing bravura in

four flats," it would be nothing remarkable or unusual

to encounter a composition of the same kind written in

three flats which key is a fifth greater in pitch , while the

temperament of each is very simitar. How appurenl, then,

the cause

!

Confusing the mind with ideas of perfectness without

examining the constituent parts of this perfection, must
lead to error. Did the science of music, like a Minerva,

spring at once into existence, complete at all {xiints ? The
perfection of intervals is the work of to-day ; but simple

music existed in ages that are long gone by, aiul pitch was
co-existent with primitive music.

However, Sir. lest I should break my teeth in endea-

vouring to crack this “ metaphysical nut” and prububly

tire your patience at the same time, 1 hasten to subscribe

myself,

Your obedient,

J. S.

STATE OF MUSIC IN LONDON, BY M. FETIS.

[M. Fifth, editor of the Revue \fuueale, and a professor

at the Conservatoire dr Musique in Paris, passed three

months in London during the last season, for the purpose,

no doubt, for so he declares, of inquiring into the state

of music in England. He had also, we have heard, two
other objects in view, which, perhaps, were quite of secon-

dary importance—namely, to read lectures on music, and
to attend with Madame Malibran at private concerts, for

the purpose of accompanying her on the piano-forte. He
issued proposals for the lectures, but obtained no class :

—

they therefore were not delivered. And M. Pixia, in the

season of 1828, had so completely opened the eye) of our
people of fashiou to the absurdity of' permitting singers to

force their accompanvists on them, and at a most ridiculous

price, that Madame Malibran had no opportunity of intro-

ducing her fellow-traveller where she was engaged to sing,

which, if the truth must out, was not at many houses.

These disappointments naturally enough soured the mind
of M. Fetis against us poor English folks. He consequently

did not hear with ears prejudiced in our favour, and probably

was not raging with Angtomanir. when he urrived : it is,

therefore, not very wonderful that he has bestowed lesa

praise on English artistes than is usually heaped on them
by the Morning Post, and other equally sagacious, inde-

pendent papers. As to his mistakes, which we regret to

find so numerous, we have, in notes on each of his letters,

endeavoured to correct them, for which we shall, past all

doubt, receive his cordial thanks
;
because, as truth must

ever be the great, die sole, object of history and of critical

inquiry, he must feel obliged to us for setting him right

whenever an opportunity has presented itself of supplying

him with lietter information than he has received from
some of his friends in this metropolis.]

{LETTER TEE FIRST)

My Dear Son, London , 24 April, 1S29.

A desire to obtain information respecting the present

state of music in England, and to impart my observations

to the readers of the Revue Musicate, was the motive of

my visit to this city. Many particulars on this subject daily

reach the continent, but they present so many and such

glaring contradictions, that uo probable opinion enu be

Digitized by Google
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formed as to the degree of good and had, by attempting

a comparison between them. Struck by the magnificence

of those great musical assemblages, known under the

name of Musical Mating*, the travellers who have spoken

of them have set no bounds to their admiration or their

eulogiums ; whilst others, offended at some ill-executed

opera, or some badly-arranged concert, have, on taking a

retrospect of what they had observed in England, found

nothing but occasion for censure, and severe criticism. It

is not from a view of mere local circumstances, which at the

best are but accidental, that I purpose to offer an opinion

upon the present utate of music in England

;

for I am de-

sirous of not being betrayed into error, like the travellers

I have just mentioned, by superficial glances, or the results

of momentary impressions: it is on institutions, on the

constitution of society considered in a musical point of

view, on the habits of a people, and the influence of their

language, that I ground the principle both of my praise and
my critique.

Tike greater or less degree of prosperity attained by a

country in the musical art, may depend upon a variety of

causes, essentially different one from the other; but, iu

general, it is the result of institutions which have for their

object the propagation of the first principles of the art.

The happy disposition of the people of Italy for music, was
productive of no sensible effect, till the period when the

multiplication of schools afforded the means of developing

all the faculties of the nation. Though less happily orga-

nized, the inhabitants of northern Germany have cultivated

music with great success for nearly the space of three

centuries, because their education is altogether musical. I

n

France one single well-organized school has triumphed i

over the most unfavourable circumstances, and raised

music to the highest point of perfection, though at one
time it seemed decided by the general voice, that the

French had none of the qualities necessary for the cultiva-

tion of this art. The opinion of the writers of the conti-

nent, which has liecn frequently and decidedly expressed,

places tlie English at the lowest degree of the scale of mu-
sical faculties (a). Is this opinion well founded ? Such is

the question which I purpose to examine with scrupulous

attention. To judge from first appearances, I should per-

haps be tempted to side with the general conclusion at

which writers have arrived in this regard; but I am well

aware that it is not by ap|>earanccs that questions of this

nature are to he decided. The first thing to he done, is to

examine whether institutions arc favourable to the progress

of music in England; my first attention has. therefore,

been directed to this object, and the following Is the result

of my observations :

—

The government in England is not, as in France, seen to

take an active part ill the affairs of individuals, regulating

whatever regards the progress of industry, of civilization,

of the arts, &c . : in nil these respects there is no immediate
interference on the part of the English government. But
if it presents no hindrances, neither does it afford any as-

sistance. Left to tlie exertion of his own means and re-

sources, each individual regulates the employment of the

same according to his judgment and discretion, in the per-

fect certainty that, if he acts conformably to the law's of his

country, he shall meet with no meddling administration,

officious to demand an account of all his actions. The in-

dividual, however, when left to himself, and, if I may so
express myself, isolated in the midst of society, is a feeble

being, whose efforts are every moment liable to be para-
lysed by obstacles of various kinds: hence the necessity of
associations

;
a simple and easy means, by which power is

multiplied without any detriment to independence. It is

to this independence, on the one hand, and the spirit of
association on the other, that the English are indebted for

the high state of civilization to which they have attained.

I lidustry is here obtaining a constant succession of mean*
for its development; and such is the state of things re-

sulting from an arrangement of this kind, that it is impos-
sible to assign a limit to the increase of the productive

and intellectual power of Great Britain. But is Hint which
is so conducive to the well-being of society favourable to

the progress of the arts? Is this absence of all activity

and all protection on the part of the government, in what-
ever relates to music, painting, and architecture, an ad-

vantage ? This may be fairly called in question. When
the question is of industry, commerce, or the amelioration

of the social condition, individual interest points out what
is best to be done, and all indifference and indecision vanish

at once. Such is not the case ill respect to the arts, the

prosperity of which excites but a comparatively feeble in-

terest in those who are not artists or zealous amateurs.

If their actual situation is not exactly satisfactory, yet there

is little or no thought taken as to making efforts for their

amelioration. The spirit of association, so useful in other

tilings, is not called into action for this object, or, at least,

does not produce the same results, because not constantly

excited by the stimulus of immediate advantages.

It is sufficient merely to glance at the history of music in

England, to see that this art was in a much more pros-

perous situation, relatively speaking, when fostered and
protected by the government, than when left to its own
resources, and to the favour of the public. Henry VIII.

was a skilful musician ; he composed, and appears to have

i

attached as much importance to his quality of contrapun-

!
list, as to his dignity of king of England. Many celebrated

composers, os well French, as Gallo- Belgians, were invited

to his court, and founded schools, iu which were several

musicians of eminence, who udomed the reign of queen
Elizabeth (6). This princess ulso cultivated music with
success, encouraged artists, gave them employment at her
court, ami maintained a school of young musicians attached

to her chapel. The destruction of church music, which
was the consequence of the religious troubles which broke
out during the protectorship of Cromwell, was the original

and active cause of the fall of the art iu general
; and the

great changes of interior policy, which were tlie conse-

quence of the Revolution of 1688, completed its subver-

sion. Subsequent to this last epoch, the royal power was
restricted within very narrow limits; the civil list, which
had been severely entrenched upon by the economical spirit

of tlie time, no longer allowed of expenses for the main-
tenance of schools of music, which were considered iu no
other light than as objects of luxury uud superfluity (c).

Every year now beheld it degenerate more aud more, and
from this memorable epoch, from which dates the prosperity

of England, music had no other than a precarious existence

in the three kingdoms. Bur cell, w hose musical education

preceded the Revolution, is almost tlie only English mu-
sician who raised a great reputation, subsequent to this

epoch. Tlie names of Arne and Arnold are also recorded;

they had some merit in tlie style of their time (1740—1760),
but are very inferior to the old English musicians of the

classical epoch (d). A remarkable fact presents itself in

the history of music in England, which is, that this is the

only country that has had a professorship of music in its

universities. Oxford and Cambridge were particularly

celebrated iu this regard ; degrees of Bachelor and Doctor
of Music were conferred, aud these dignities could be
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obtained only after severe competition and strict examina-

tion. For a long time past, however, these exercises have been

mere children’s play, and the degree of Doctor of Music

has ceased to be looked ujion as a title of recommendation.

When Haydn visited England, it was sought to restore the

doctorship to its ancient splendour, by conferring it upon
him

;
but the poor English doctors of the present day show

themselves so little worthy of their illustrious confrere that

the dignity has become absolutely grotesque (r).

Handel, with his lofty genius, his profound science, and

his prodigious fecundity, came, at the commencement of

the eighteenth century, to console England for the de-

plorable state of its music (/), by naturalizing himself

an Englishman, by setting all his admirable works to

English words, and bestowing every care in bringing their

execution to perfection. Then commenced the reign of

foreign musicians in London ; all the great singers of

Italy were successively invited to visit this capital, and were
soon followed by instrumentalists of note. Geniiniani

founded a school for the violin ; lit u later period, Abel,

Christian Bach, the elder Cramer, dementi, J. B. Cramer,
Dussek, Viotti, Dragonetti, and several other great artists,

successively took up their residence in London, and la-

boured in bringing taste to perfection : but, what is very

singular, they could never completely attain their object;

and music in England seemed to resemble certain exotics,

which can thrive on a soil different from that which gnve
them birth only by excess of care, and the stimulus of the

hot-house. The oratorios of Handel, occasionally ex-

ecuted by imposing masses of five or six hundred mu-
sicians, with on effect of which no idea could be formed
in France or Italy, seemed to evince, on certain occasions,

that the English possessed the true feeling of the grand
and beautiful : but by the side of these colossal propor-
tions, the taste and habits of things the most miserable
were olwervable. As for the rest, with the exception of
Mrs. Billington and Mr. Brnhnni, England had produced
no musical talent worthy of being recorded, before the end
of the 18th century (g). The education of the English, in

what regarded music, seemed to begin afresh every year;
and if any appearance of improvement appeared to manifest
itself from time to time, it was only in the haute aocictc, that

is to say, in a class which practises the arts, but which, iu

no country, have ever used their exertions to promote their

progress in an efficacious manner. The people and the

middle classes remained strangers to these feeble attempts

at improving the musical taste, because results like these

can become general only by public education.

The evil appeared irremediable, when several amateurs,
more zealous and enlightened than the rest, felt the neces-
sity of establishing a school of music ; accordingly the
foundations of such an establishment were laid in the same
way that every thing else is done in England—by means
of a subscription. Though an existence of this kind is

precarious, or at least np])cars to be so, it is certain that

the generous intentions of these praiseworthy amateurs
have already been productive. Several young artists, as
well singers and instrumentalists as composers, whom I

have had occasion both to see and hear, appear destined
to prove, that the idea, so long prevalent, that the English
are incapable of cultivating music with success, is a mere
unjust and groundless prejudice. I had proposed to give
you in this letter some particulars respecting the constitu-

tion of the school of music in question
; but not having as

yet collected the necessary documents to do so with exact-
ness, I shall leave this part of my task for another letter.

Not doubting but tbe readers of the Revue MuticaU will

take an interest in the debfit of Madame Malibran in Lon-
don, I cannot better conclude this epistle than by giving
you some details relative to the representation of OW/o,
in which she made her first appearance, the 22nd of the

present month, (April).

A less numerous audience than might have been ex-

pected, from the reputation which had preceded the arrival

of Madame Malibran iu this city, attended the representa-

tion. The young singer was received at her entrance on
the stage with warm and prolonged applause. Whether
through an excess of emotion or from a temporary timidity,

her voice so faltered during the whole of the first cavatina,

that both her intonation and execution were wanting in

purity and effect. In the duct which followed she was
equally ineffective, and the performance appeared to grow
cold, when, resuming all her energies iu the finale, Madame
Malibran at once recovered all the advantages she had
lost. The trio and finale of the second act furnished her
with an occasion of developing her means, and of afford-

ing the audience a high opinion of her talents. But it was
in the third act, in particular, that she excited unanimous
applause ; she never appeared to greater advantage,
w hether os un actress or a singer ; I never recollect her
having sung the romance so well : every thing was perfect,

whether with regard to sensibility, selection of ornaments,
or truth of acting. After the fall of the curtain, Madame
Malibran was called for by the public, and appeared to

receive the tribute due to her efforts, in a triple round of
applause.

As it is not my intention to treat in the first instance of
dramatic music in London, 1 defer to another letter a
variety of details on the general execution of the Otdlo.

Believe me, 8lc.

Fetis.

Notes on the First Letter of M. Fetis.

(a) M. Fetis might as well have named the writers wlm,
in so complimentary a maimer, rule the musical faculties of
the English. We fancied ourselves pretty well read in

musical history, uud thought that we possessed some
knowledge of what various authors have said of British
talent for, and progress in, the art; but we had to learn

that, in the opinion of the w rilers on the Continent, we are
below the Caffrecs, whose best and most fashionable instru-

ment is u gourd with two strings; and also inferior to the
Tahcitans, whose musical refinement, and consequent supe-
riority over the descendants of King Brute, is evinced in

the use of a reed with two holes, blown (at some hazard)
by the nose.

But let us go to book with M. Fetis,— let us refer to
authorities that every good Frenchman bows to, and with
which he must be well acquainted M. Gingutfnl, one of
the most eminent of the literati of Europe, and a distin-

guished writer in the Encyclopedic Methodique, in the

volumes on music, article “ Angleterre,” says, L'Angle-
terre fill toujours de niveau avec les autrrs nations de
TEuropc pour tous les progres que fit la niusique, tant A
lVgard de I’harmonie, que de la mosure et du chant.’*

The Abbe du Bos, a writer whose celebrated work. Reflec-
tion* Critique* sur la Pottie, $c.t M. Fe'tis has, doubtless,

studied deeply, tells us that “ the English climate has been
w arm enough to produce a number of eminent men In

most sciences and professions. It has even given us good
musicians and excellent poets”* Such authorities ought

* Not having the original it band, we have been obliged to quote
from the English translation.
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not to be disputed. We could add many to them, had we
time and *|iacc; but these will be enough to convince

M- F. that lie ought at least to have qualified his assertion.

(6) Where does it appear that Henry VIII. invited

French and Bdgic musicians to his court ?—or that such

persons adorned the reign of Queen Elisabeth ? M. Fetis

should deal less in general assertions, and more in proofs.

We have diligently examined the lists of musicians in the

service of these sovereigns, and find the names of only three

or four foreigners, who were perfectly oliscure even while

living, and are utterly forgotten now. These, surely, ure

toot the eminent persons alluded to by the French critic?

(c) Schools of music !—There never had been a single

School of music in England, or anything tike one ;
unless

the monasteries before the Reformation, and the choirs after

it, are to be so considered.

(d) ** Arne luul some merit —but even this tome is

qualified by, “ in the style of his time." Can one French

musician, his contemporary, be produced, w ho had half his

merit as a melodist? Can the airs of any French opera of

liis time be compared vviih those of Gamut, or IAire in a

Village? Mentioning 1760 us the period when Dr. Arnold

composed, is a proof, if it proves auythiug, that M. Ft tin

can only tiave heard his boyish productions. II is best

works were given to the world more than a quarter of a

century later. M. Fi'tis has t>een sadly misled ! Rut why
is Shield not mentioned? Surely the corapoaer of Rotina,

&c. is worth a word.

(e) The title of Doctor in Music was, till the commence-
ment of the present century, highly respectable. It has

since degenerated, certainly, hut it can never fall into utter

contempt while a Crotch lives to support iLs credit If,

however, M. Fi'tis were not almost wholly ignorant on the

subject of our musical history, he would know that, at the

period when Haydn received his degree, there were Doctors

Burney, Cooke, Arnold, Dupuis, and others, to uphold its

rank ; in being associated with whom, Huydn felt and

acknowledged himself honoured, for he had some know-
ledge of their works—an advantage which, we will venture

to assert, M. Fetis never had an opportunity of enjoying.

(/) The deplorable state of music in England at the

commencement of the eighteenth century !—That is, when
Purcell's best dramatic works and admirable songs—when
Lock’s Macbeth and Ptycke—when the many beautiful

madrigals of Morley, Wilbye, and Gibbons—when the ad-

mirable church music of Tallis, Ryrde, Farrant, Doctors

Orlando Gibbous and Child, Jeremiah Clarke, and Doctor

Crofi ;—when all these were in the highest favour and in

constant use—some of the best of them then recently

produced—is not a time to choose as the period when
the state of our music merits such heavy reproach. Who
were the living composers in France at the same epoch ?

—

The music of Lulli alone was there listened to ; and Lulli

was—an Italian !

(g) The writer moat likely never heard the names of

jllrfi. Sheridan uiul Mrs. Bates— of Harrison and Bartle-

mun ; and yet these all flourished before the end of the

eighteenth century. We do not censure M, Fetis for not

knowing these facts, though as a writer on music he ought
not to have been ignorant of them, but we blame him for

Uie rashness of his assertions on subjects concerning which
lie is totally uninformed.

M. FETIS’ THIRD LETTER.

C*R>* Number of tbv Heim* containing M. Fetia* Strand Latter he*. Vj tome
lraa|c accident, not yrt raactmt ua.J

Mv dear Son, London, 10JA May, 1829.

If we look with attention at the present state of Eng-
land, we ure struck with the extraordinary contrast that

exists between the superior degree of civilization to which
it has attained over the rest of the world, and the uttach-

ment which is shewn to ancient institutions atal Gothic
usages. On the one hand, every effort is made to ameli*

orate the condition of man ; on the other, it is sought to

perjietuate the recollection of what it was in the days of
barbarism. Thus, for instance, in the midst of the mag-
nificence of Portland Place and the Regent'a Park, are

seen palaces of colossal proportions, with entrances no
larger than those of the meanest houses of the last cen-

tury ; thus, in the vicinity of streets, squares, and monu-
ments of large dimensions Gothic churches are erected,

and traces of the superannuated taste of the same period
are curefully preserved in their furniture and interior ar-

rangemeats ; and thus, in the finest city of Europe, the

king continues to inhabit a pile of brick, misnamed the

palace of St. James, merely because the said pile of brick

was raised by Henry VI. I might cite a host of instances

of the same kind in respect to every thing else ; but 1 must
limit inyself to what regards music, and will give you some
account of two institutions, the object of which is also to

preserve the taste for ancient English music, in opposition

to the present advanced state of modern art.

There are several musical societies in London, each of
which has its particular object. For instance, the Glee
Club was instituted for the preservation of English melo-
dies, with burdens in chorus; the Catch Club gives its

attention to canons only; the Melodists have nearly the

same object in view as the Glee Club; the Harmonists
wish to further, by means of subscription concerts the

progress of music, considered in its widest relations (A).

It would be to form a wrong estimate of the spirit of

these societies to suppose that they have merely a pre-

carious existence, which would cease when music had at-

tained in England the same degree of perfection as in

France or Germany. The English are devoted to their

institutions ; they carry their conviction in this regard to

such a degree that nothing can shake it, so that, perhaps,

not a single instance can be pointed out of defection among
the members of any association whutever. Were the w hole

of Europe to raise its voice against catches and glees, these

pieces of national music would not be admired a whit the

less by every true-born Englishman.

The Society of Melodists did me the honour to invite me
to their monthly dinner, given at the Freemason's Tavern.

At these dinners the Duke of Sussex usually presides.

There is an organ in the room, and a grand piano-forte is

brought for the occasion, the only instrument by which the

singers are accompanied. I confess that the novelty of all

I saw and heard at thin meeting excited my liveliest in-

terest The company amounted to about four hundred,

among whom I observed several grave personages, whom,
at the first glance, 1 should never have taken for amateurs

of melody, had 1 not kuovvn that an Englishman is not to be

judged of by his exterior. As soon as all present hail taken

their places at table, the whole company rose at a signal

given by Mr. Tom Cooke, a distinguished musician, who
is indebted for bis talents solely to his happy organisation.

The Utncdicilc was sung in harmony by nil the musicians

of the society. During dinner toasts were drunk to the
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•king, to the glory of the British nary, to the prosperity of

English melody, and to some of the most distinguished

individuals of the society. After the first toast, the na-

tinnai anthem of God .wee the king was sun", with chorus;

the second toast was followed by the other national air.

Rule Britannia
,
arranged for several voices. During; the

dessert, several members of the society took their places

auocessively at the piano-forte, and the exercises began by

glees of different kinds ; those which were the most ap-

plauded and encored, were the compositions of Messrs.

Phrry, Blewitt, and Tom Cooke ; that by the latter, be-

ginning with the words Fill me, boy, ax deep a draught,

afforded me great pleasure. This piece, written for four

voices, is a charming melody, and the harmony very pure.

Nor must I pass in silence the comic glees of Mr. Blewitt,

which arc of a very piquant character. All these pieces

were received with enthusiasm, honoured with toasts, and
intermingled with speeches in praise of the artists. After

the meeting had given sufficient scope to their taste for

national music, nine of the select singers of the company
executed, by way of grace, the canon composed by Wil-
liam Bird, chapel-master to Queen Elisabeth, to the words
Non nobis, Domine, This composition is in the style of
Palestrina, and, with the exception of some inaccuracies

which belong to the epoch in which Bird wrote, is worthy
of being ranked among the best scientific compositions,
Tlie manner in which it was executed was perfect. The
rest of the evening was spent in singing catches, and airs

of different characters : the company did not separate till

eleven. I left the meeting highly delighted with what I

had heard; for whatever bears the impress of originality

cannot but be an object of interest to a musician, and the
more so, as that originality is daily becoming more rare,

and as thefusion that is operating in the music of every

country, tends to efface all the characteristic shades by
which it was formerly distinguished, and threatens to

reduce all music to one single genus (i).

I have now to speak to you of a still more original, and
therefore more interesting, institution ; I mean that for the
promotion of Welch music—a music which, like the pri-

mitive language of this singular country, has no relations

with English music. But before I speak of an institution,

the object of which is the preservation of the poetry and
music of the Welch, it will be necessary to say a few words
os to the origin of this language and music.

The Welch, or Cambro-Britons, who from time imme-
morial have inhabited the country of Woles, were more
successful than the other inhabitants of England, properly

so called, in repelling the invasion of the different tribes

who conquered this kingdom, and were, therefore, not in-

termixed either with the Saxons, Normans, or Danes: to

which cause is to be traced the preservation of their primitive

language, customs, and arts. The Welch are considered
to be the descendants of those Celts who so long and so

uselessly occupied the attention and the researches of the
learned of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and of
whom traces are considered to have been found among the

Bas-Bretons of France. One extraordinary fact cannot be
denied, which is, that the language of these Bas-Bretons
bears so gTeat a resemblance to that of the Welch, that the

Inhabitants of the two countries understand each other

without any difficulty; while there is not the slightest ana-
logy between the language of the Welch and that of the

other English provinces. Another fact worthy of remark
is, that this language has been preserved in ail its purity;
and that Wales can still boast of poets who compose in

their native tongue with facility and elegance.

The music of Wales is marked with the same originality

as its poetry, as well in regard to the forms of its melody,
of its rhythm, and manner of execution, as to the form of
their instruments, and variety of modulation. The greater
portion of the Welch songs are in the form of stanzas,

which are termed pennillions. I know of nothing m
the music of any modern people that can convey an idea
of the melody of these penniUions: it must be beard in

order to form any just idea of its character, for it depend*
as much upon the manner in which it is executed, as on
the composition itself. These airs arc very difficult to
sing, because the singer is obliged to follow the person
who accompanies, who modulates upon his harp accord-
ing to the impulse of his fancy, and finishes in uny key
he pleases. It is necessary for the 6inger to follow these

modulations without changing the diameter of the air;

and for this reason, the singer scarcely ever commences
the couplets with the first bars, but waits for the termi-

nation of the opening phrase, in order to ascertain the key.

A good singer has also the address to adapt verses of
very different measures to the same melody ; and yet not
one of all these singers has the slightest idea of the rules

of music. None of their songs are written ; they are all

delivered from father to son by tradition, but their apti-

tude in this respect is altogether extraordinary.

Two instruments are peculiar to the W'dch ; the one is

a harp with a triple row of strings; the other is a species

of viol of very singular form, which is called u truth. It

will be taken for granted that the Welch harp is not
furnished with pedals ; and yet it is capable of producing
the semitones, like our modem harps, by means of its difr

ferent ranges of strings. I stated that it had three
; the

two exterior ranges are tuned in unison, the object of
which probably is to produce the peculiar effects of the

double string. The interior range of strings is that of
the sharps and fiats. This arrangement presents great
difficulties in the execution, and yet tlic Welch harper*
execute with ease the most complicated passages in very
rapid movements. It may be remarked, that they employ
the left hand for the high, und the right for the low notes.

The truth is a bowed instrument, which is thought to
have been the origin of the viola and violin. Its form is

that of an oblong square, the lower part of which forms
the body of the instrument. It is mounted with four
strings, and played like the violin, but more difficult in

the treatment ; because, not being hollowed out at the side,

there is no free play for the action of the bow.

Having given these details of the inhabitants of Wales,
and of their poetry und music, it remains to speak of an
association which has for its object the preservation of
both. It is called the Royal Cambrian Institution, and
has been established these nine years, in imitation of the

old society, which had the same object in view, and was
called the Cymmodorion. In 1S22, it held its first pub-
lic meeting, under the Welch name of Eisleddvod, which
signifies assembly of artists, and distributed medals to dif-

ferent Welch poets, musicians, and grammarians. Since

that period, an Eistcddvod has been held every year,

accompanied by a concert of Welch music, and inedats

are distributed to fresh poets and musicians. This cere-

mony took place oti the 6th of May last, and afforded me
an ample field for observation.

The harp is, of course, the principal instrument in this

concert; yet, for the sake of variety, a complete orchestra

is introduced. The sitting opened with an overture in

full orchestra, composed of original Welch airs, remarkable
for their singularity. The march of the Men of Harlech,
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the little air. Cream of yellow ale, executed on the flute !

by Mr. Nicholson, and the Lullaby , the song of the Welch

nurses, struck me as being marked by a more decidedly

primitive character than the rest. Different airs and

choruses were afterwards sung by Messrs. Broadhurat,

Atkins, H. Watson, Bruhatn, Cot Iyer, Miss Love, and

Miss Paton ; and in the greater part of these pieces I

was delighted with melodies of a very pleasing kind ; but

these ought rather to be regarded as monuments of Eng-
lish art, than as belonging to Welch music, properly so

called, being, for the greater part, the productions of

modern composers. This, however, is not the case with

the air Ar hyd y no$, which was sung in a delightful

manner by Miss Paton, and which is certainly a very re-

markable melody. I regretted that in the midst of this

monumental music, Mrs. Anderson should have consented

to play a set of piano-forte variations by Czerny. This

lady undoubtedly possesses great talent, and gave proof of

her powers of execution ; but if ever the maxim non eral

hie locus was applicable, it was in the present instance.

Two pieces announced in the programme particularly

excited my curiosity : the one was a pennillion, executed

by three natives of Wales, and accompanied on the

Welch harp by Mr. W. Pritchard ; the other was the

favourite air Swert Richard, with variations, played on

the harp with the triple range of strings, by Mr. Richard

Roberts, a blind minstrel of Carnarvon. He wore round

bis neck two small harps, one of silver, the other of gold,

which he had gained as prizes in the Eisteddvod of Den-
bigh. My expectations were not disappointed; nothing

can be imagined more curious than these pieces. The
penuillions were sung by three inhabitants of Manavon
and Nautglyn. They each sang a couplet in turn, and

each time in a different accent from the preceding. One
among them, a man far advanced in age, particularly dis-

tinguished himself by the fire which he threw into these

wild airs : nothing could be more evident than the good

man’s conviction that the songs he was singing were the

most beautiful in the world. The success of these pen*

tuitions was immense; indeed, I have rarely seen good

music applauded with such enthusiasm. The blind bard

of Camurvon was an object of no less interest, and was

applauded with no less warmth. I could not have believed

it jiossible to perform passages of such real difficulty, on

so ungrateful an instrument. The blindness of this child

of nature and song, the benign expression of his coun-

tenance, and his truly extraordinary talent, rendered him

an object of general interest

Some pieces of less importance terminated a meeting,

in many respects one of the most remarkable I had ever

witnessed. Indeed, in uo part of the world, perhaps, save

in England, where barbarism is found so close by the side

of civilization, could a similar spectacle have been wit-

nessed (k). Believe me, &c..

Fans.

Notes on the Second Letter of M. Fetis.

(A) What admirable confusion is here!—Our neigh-

bours, doubtless, from an imperfect knowledge of our

language, seldom represent us accurately. The object of

the Glee- Club is utterly mistaken, and the glee is most

erroneously described as a melody with a burden. It is.

we beg leave to iufonn M. Fetis, a vocal trio, quartet,

quintet, Ac., without accompaniments.

Tile Catch-Club never gave its notice to canons only,

nor ever bestowed much of its notice on them, and

has now nearly shaken off that barbarous species of com-
position. Catches and Glees, but principally the hitter,

were always its chief object, and the prize now given by
the club is for glees only.

The Melodists, a club that must not be ranked with

either of the preceding, have not the same views as the

Glee-Club: quite the contrary, for the object of the latter

is the performance of vocal music in parts ; of the other,

songs principally, as their title imports, but not exclu-

sively.

By the Harmonist*, M. Fetis must mean the Philhar-

monic Society.

(i) Never having had the honour to be present at a

meeting of the Melodists, wc can say nothing concerning

their proceedings; but it will appear strange to every

Englishman, that a foreigner, anxious to become acquainted

with our musical institutions, should have noticed thus at

length a very young society, a minor one, while he only

mentions the two more ancient and much superior clubs in

a few' words; which words prove that he is entirely igno-

rant of the subject on which they are so misemployed. And
what, we are driven to ask, must be thought of a travelling

critic, who passes by, or who neglects to inquire into,

the best of that music which is peculiar to the country,

—

the glees of Arne, Lord Momington, Dr. Cooke, Webbe,
Stafford Smith, Collcot, Ac., while he Amis words to praise

the compositions of Parry, Blewitt, and Tom Cooke?

(A) From so long and pompous an account, strangers

may be led to suppose that this is a society of great noto-

riety and importance. It is unquestionably a laudable asso-

ciation in some few respects, but by preserving a barbarous

language and music, it retards the progress of civilization

in a part of the Island that still stands much in need of it.

We must, however, add, for the information of our foreign

readers, that tlic society in question is very little known in

London, and that but for certain puffing articles in a news-
paper, which goes by the name of the Slop-bowl, the people

of this metropolis would be as ignorant of its existence as

their ancestors were in the time of King Lud.

( There Isllrrt to he CM/imrJ.)

ON THE NATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF MUSIC.

To the Editor of the Harmonicon.

Muck has been written concerning the origin of music,

and on the various causes which may be supposed to have

influenced the character and expression of the melodies of

different nations, and created that variety of taste which

is perceptible in the productions of modem composers.

Claims have been odvauced by the writers of those coun-

tries where music had long ago been improved and re-

fined, in favour of the antiquity ami originality of their

respective national airs, and doubts have arisen with re-

gard to the particular degree of merit which the present

uge is to assign to the performances of those whose claims

are thus preferred. Most writers, however, although they

may differ ou points of national taste, yet seem to concur

in the admission that music was originally the same
throughout the habitable globe, and that the relations of

the several sounds of its primary scale arc founded in

nature.
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This, indeed, has often been proved to be the ease,

both from natural philosophy and the principle of numbers.

Rut the same precision cannot be attained in tracing the

causes of that variety of character and expression which in

different countries arises from the endless combinations of

this primary scale. Italian music is justly termed soft;

that of France, lively ; that of Spain, melodious

;

that of

Switzerland, wild; and so forth,—the musical character

of each nation differing in a material degree from that of

another. Now the question naturally arises—whence has

the difference resulted ?

Several solutions have been given of this query, though

the most generally received is that which assumes the

various feelings and affections of the human mind as the

principal ground of difference. That much of the Influence

in this case has proceeded from such source, we have suffi-

cient reason to believe ; but it may justly Ik? doubted

whether it were the first or primary cause. For it is now
well ascertained that the taste and manners of various

nations are, in almost every thing, determined chiefly by

local circumstances and natural causes : and there can cer-

tainly be no reason why their taste in music may not have

been fixed in a like manner. It is therefore extremely

probable that the influence of these latter causes has been

exerted on the musical taste previously to its adaptation to

the expression of mental affections ; and this will appear

still more probable when we consider that the same epithet

which applies to the characteristic qualities of national

music, not only marks the taste and dispositions of the

inhabitants of that nation, but also the natural appearances

of its situation and surface. Thus the epithet wild is very

properly applied to the music of the Tyrol, and its moun-
tainous ami romantic scenery is well characterized by the

same term. This remark is equally true, in as far as it re-

gards the music of the Rcotch Highlanders. Their music

is universally admitted to be wild in the extreme
;
and

every one who has travelled through the Highlands of

Scotland will readily grant that the utmost latitude of the

same epithet is requisite in order to convey an adequate

idea of Highland hills and Highland scenery.

This observation might be further illustrated by pointing

out the striking relation which the natural surfaces or

appearances of England, Italy, France, Spain, Germany,
Ac., bear to the musical character of these nations. Rut it

is presumed that what has been already advanced may be

deemed sufficient to show that such a relation exists.

The coincidence is certainly singular enough, and is one

of those numerous phenomena in nature which cannot well

be explained on any known principle of science. If, how-

ever, we inquire more minutely into the circumstances

connected with this subject, we shall probably discover

some reasons for admitting that the peculiar appearance of

a country's surface contributed not a little towards deter-

mining the character of its national music.

The views of those who inhabit high and mountainous

regions must necessarily be limited both in the natural and
moral world. Hills and ** heights inaccessible” circum-

scribe their range of vision, and render the progress of

knowledge and improvement extremely slow. The shep-

herd, whose chief care is attention to the increase and
prosperity of his flock, and whose eye never beheld an
object out of his native valley, is what philosophers call a

child of nature, without knowledge, without refinement.

His ideas, beyond what the rude and imperfect instruction

of his boyhood has suggested, must be entirely the result

of a reciprocal action between the works of nature and his

own powers of reflection. Thus circumstanced, bounded
August, 1829.

in his notions, surrounded by his native hills, the common
routine of his vocation fixes him in certain habits, on
which depends his happiness or the reverse. His taste in

this respect, however, will be exceedingly dissimilar to

that of others differently situated. The sight of an abrupt

ascent or descent, in the form of a hill, will convey to his

mind an idea, not of uneasiness, not of painful exertion,

but of satisfaction and comfort ; because, in his instance,

every satisfaction, and every comfort he has enjoyed, must
have been associated with such local features. The idea,

then, of local ascent and descent will have become natural

to his mind, and, it may reasonably be supposed, will

have excited pleasurable sensations.

Let the same individual, thus tutored, now apply him-
self to his pipe—a necessary companion in pastoral life,

according to the poets—and endeavour to produce some-
thing original in the way of musical composition. Will he

ascend and descend by regular and slow gradations?—No.
His first impulse will be to make sudden and abrupt tran-

sitions from the higher to the lower notes of the scale, and
vice vend ; and this because his ideas of beauty and taste

in music must naturally be regulated by his peculiar

notions of the same qualities in other objects. His ear

will naturally discover the analogous tones,—that is, such

of them as are most obvious ; and thus a composition may
be produced, both simple and pleasing in the extreme.

Such combinations are, by the generality of the musical

world, justly termed wild
;
and they certainly merit the

designation. But let it be recollected that irregular and
wild are the regions amidst which the slwpherd of the

hills passes his whole existence. They give a form to all

his thoughts, they become as natural to him as the air he

breathes, and influence every operation of his tnind.

If we look at the effect produced by a very different kind

of country, and trace the ideas most natural as well as

most agreeable to him who lives among rich, cultivated,

and extensive plains, which recede, in gentle undulations,

as far as the eye can reach, we shall find that such a per-

son, accustomed only to the sight of a smooth and level

horizon, terminating at so remote a distance, that it seems

blended with the sky,—accustomed only to travel the plain,

and attached only to its appearance and conveniences, can-

not view the rugged and irregular ascending and descend-

ing outline of a mountainous landscape with the same
feelings as he who knows no other enjoyments bit such os

that landscape yields. The 14 cloud-capped " hills, the

cliffy rocks, the dark brown heath, would convey to one

accustomed only to fertile plains, notions of difficulties and
discomfort, because his pleasures have lieen enjoyed amid
other scenes, and his associations formed accordingly.

Suppose such individual under the influence of musical

inspiration, and pouring forth in melodious strains the

feelings of his mind,—he would not resort to distant and
abrupt intervals, because sudden and unexpected transitions

from the lower to the higher notes of the scale, and rice

vend, instead of exciting pleasurable associations, would
most likely suggest ideas of quite a contrary description.

On the other hand, his local feelings and attachments, and
the taste engendered by these, would lead him to prefer

that music in which sudden, wide intervals are rejected,

and where the melody “ flows regularly and smoothly on."

Being accustomed to confine his musical ideas to this

regular, though melodious movement he would infuse a
degree of feeling and expression into it which the ear of

one acquainted only with wilder strains could neither per-

ceive uor appreciate. He might indeed, in the course of

his composition use every note in the scale ;
but he would
2 D
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use them only in slow awl gradual succession—not abruptly

nor harshly.

Hence, therefore, the vast difference in the national cha-

racter and expression of music ;—hence the wildness of

the melody of the mountain, and the smoothness of that

of the plain. It is for this reason that such different sen-

sations— such different feelings, are excited in distant coun-

tries by the very some musical combinations. It is for this

reason that the notes and chords expressive of grief, dis-

appointment, or sorrow, among the wilds of Switzerland,

excite no emotion in the plains of Italy. And it is for this

reason that the strain in which the Spanish cavalier pours

forth his love, his joy, his delight, excites no sensation,

but perhaps that of disgust, in the mind of the Scotch

Higldander. Take other instances, the most distant and
most dissimilar, and the same remark will be found to be

true. The shades of difference may. indeed, vary, and be

found sometimes almost to coincide ; but the principle is

the same, and its effects are perceptible in all. And although

it is now difficult, perhaps impossible, to mark with pre-

cision the peculiar musical combination by which any
country may be distinguished, because the frequent and
easy intercourse of modem tuitions has blended their music

no less than their manners; yet every one, of whatever

country or clime, would readily distinguish in any strain

those notes and chords most pleasing to his taste, and
most respondent to his feelings : and there can scarcely be

a doubt, if those combinations which particularly struck

his fancy were marked out and analyzed, that they would
be found to bear exactly the character of the surface, or

natural apfieurunce, of that country to which he owed his

birth and education.

MUSIC IN EDINBURGH.

To the Editor of the IIxrmonicon.

Sir, Edinburgh , July 13, 1839.

I jur glad to perceive that you think the musical

proceedings of our northern capital worth recording in

your journal ; and therefore I feel inclined to give you
some account of one of the most interesting occurrences

w hich has hap|>ened here for a long time—a visit from
the celebrated M. Neukomm*. He brought letters from
Mr. Moscheles to some friends of that gentleman,

and has spent a week in very close and delightful in-

tercourse with u*. We luul the good fortune to be able

to gratify his wish (which is felt by every tourist of

taste and intelligence) of meeting Sir Walter Scott, m
whose company he dined along with a party of only half

a dozen persons. The evening, of course, was delightful.

M. Neukomm was gratified in the highest degree ; and I

observed that our illustrious countryman (who. though no
musician, has a strong feeling for every thing that is

excellent in the arts, and is well versed in German litera-

ture) was greatly pleased with M. Neukomm’a animated

and intelligent conversation. After this introduction, M.
Neukomm met Sir Walter on other occasions; and re-

* M. SigUraond Neukomm. a, native of Salsbotirgh, the city which
gave birth to Mozart, wi» a disciple of Haydn, who treated him like a
•an, and at whose recommendation he appointed Maestro di Capella

at St. Peteraburgh in 1S04, but in which situation the climate did not

long allow him to remain. He enjoys independence, and is journeying
through England and Scotland fur the sole purpose of enlarging his stock
of general knowledge. M. Neukomm was an intimate friend of Dr.
Sparxbcim, and is a warm idvoral* of the doctrines taught by the phre-
nologists, (Editor of Harmomeon).

ceived from him, as a mmvenir, a copy of His last work,
“ Anne of Geierstem,” accorqmnied with a note expressed

with his usual kindness and felicity.

M. Neukomm, who is most amiable and obliging, has

exerted himself for our delight and improvement by the

exercise of his talents. He performed two or three times

on the organs of our episcopal churches. His organ

playing is quite stupendous, and much more than realized

the vague and imperfect, though gigantic conceptions l

had formed of the powers of a great German organist.

His externporancous performances displayed every species

of excellence—sometimes profound and elaborate, ex-

hausting all the mysterious resources of harmony—some-
times awful and majestic—sometimes rushing impetuously

like a torrent or a whirlwind—und sometimes ravishing

the listeners with airs of the most enchanting sweetness.

With all this variety, however, he never departed from the

true and appropriate language of this most noble instru-

ment The richness of his fancy never produced extrava-

gance. His designs were full of clearness; and his har-

mony, even in the most profound passages, so transparent,

that the exqnisite progressions of the jjarts could be dis-

tinctly traced by an attentive ear. On the piano-forte his

improvisation was equally masterly, and characterized by

similar qualities.

But the most interesting circumstance attending his

visit, was his allowing some of his friends to see tin* MS.
of a great oratorio which he has lately written, and of the

effect of which we obtained, from his splendid piano-forte

playing, aided by two or three of our voices, a very vivid

idea. Its subject is tire delivery of the Ten Command-
ments from Mount Sinai. The words, which consist

entirely of passages from Scripture, are selected and
arranged with greatskill and judgment, and form a beauti-

ful poem, affording the finest scope for variety of musical

effect and expression. The tremendous manifestations of

divine power and majesty—the thunders and lightnings

— the thick clouds and darkness—and the sound of
the trumpet, louder end louder, so that all the people

trembled—form a magnificent piece of descriptive music,

introductory to the delivery of the first commandment,
which, given in a passage of Canto ferrao, in four

ports, and accompanied by the brass instruments, is

grand and awful in the extreme. This is followed by an

aria for a tenor voice, expressive of the greatness of the

Almighty, in which devout solemnity is mingled with the

utmost grace and beauty of melody. In a similar manner
the other commandments are treated

;
the awful ecclesias-

tical tones in which the divine precepts are conveyed, being

mingled with the most flowing, rich, and melodious music,

in the free style, consisting of airs, duets, trios, and cho-

ruses, expressive of the human feelings and sentiments to

which each of the commandments gives rise. Both of the

two parts arc terminated by a chorus of prodigious grandeur

and magnificence
; and the concluding chorus is wound up

by a most masterly and noble fugue. This great work is

dedicated to the King of Prussia. It has not yet been per-

formed; but, when brought out, will be found a worthy

companion to The Mraxah, The Creation , and The Mount

of Oiives.

M. Neukomm is travelling entirely as a private indivi-

dual, in which capacity he has resided some time in Loo-

don. He speaks wamdy of the admirable musical per-

formances he witnessed, and the great talent he met with

there. He is greatly pleased with the orchestra of the

Philharmonic Society : but he dwells with more satisfaction

on the Ancient Concerts, an institution which, he says, does

Digitized by Ooooli;
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honour to England, and has no parallel in any part of

Europe. He means to spend a few davs among our High-

land locks and mountains, after which he returns imme-

diately to London, and then to Paris.

I am, with regard, Sir,

Your very obedient servant.

ON THE PRESENT STATE OF MUSICAL TASTE.
AN KSSAY BY J. A. DELAIRR.

[From La /ferae Afencafe.)

Thk besetting sin of the age in which wc live, is un-

doubtedly an inordinate desire of stimulus, of increased

excitement in the vurious arts that administer to pleasure.

To obtain this, not only a variety of means is resorted to,

but these means must be employed all together. The motto

of these more intellectual bon meant* would seem to lie:

« Enjoy liir prevent moment u yo«i may

;

To-morrow’* life too late is,—live losuy.”

This state of things will not, however, appear surprising

when we consider that laws, manners, and arts, ore hut so

many links of the great chain of civilization, and are con-

stantly acting one upon the other. Now, as the men of

the present day, having been born in the midst of revolu-

tions, and formed in tile school of several kinds of govern-

ments, have consequently witnessed a variety of modifica-

tions in the laws, manners, and arts, the consequence is,

tliat they have acquired a vast range of experience and
rich treasures of information ; but, as every good has

its attendant evil, the edge of appetite becomes blunted by
the increased means of gratifying it, till at last we become
lavish of such means, and fall into excess. If we add to

this, that the calm of peace, which has succeeded to the

agitaiiou of war, has tended to concentrate, as it were, at

home, that fermentation of mind which had before a wide
and foreign field of activity, we shall come at the causes

of that impatience which would fain force the growth of

.

every thing, and obtain u precocity of effect; which re-

stricts the gradual development of legitimate comedy to

the more crowded and more piquant incidents of farce;

which prefers wliat is borrowed, to the spontaneous
products of native invention ; which can no longer endure

recital, but will have every thing in action ; which will have

a fortune made at an age in which formerly it was thought

sufficient to begin seriously to set about it: in a word, we
shall come at the causes of that insatiable desire of excite-

ment which amasses the strongest means for the attainment

of its object, till those very means come to defeat their

own purpose.

And now to make a particular application of these re-

flections to the art of which I purpose to speak it is this

impatience that has caused movements of the* large and
majestic kind insensibly to disappear from modern music;

it Ls tliis which has produced laxity in composition, and
multiplied scores in abundance, without any real addi-

tion to the stores of art. It is this avidity for excitement,

which, not finding sufficient effect in the combination of

harmonic intervals, seeks it in accompaniments, which are

obliged to supply the want by “ sound and fury, signifying

nothing." In a word, this is what is continually in-

truding into our orchestras those noisy and barbarous in-

struments, which, as a fair writer humorously remarks,

will soon render it necessary to employ twenty-pounder*,

in order to excite an equal to the development of the

strouger passions.

In this situation of things, which may eventually prove

filial to music, it appears important to inquire, •* Whether

the art is really so dependent upon the public, as to be

obliged to conform to its taste."

To whatever degree of perfection the intellectual faculties

have attained in our time, it is erroneous to suppose that

they are sufficient to confer any certainty of taste in arts in

which they are generally but little practised, and on which

they have In*stowed but little reflection. The cause of this

error may be traced to that self-sufficiency which, unfortn-

nately, treads so closely upon the footsteps of knowledge.

It is with music as with the direction of state affairs : every

one believes himself prepared, even without the least pre-

liminary study, to criticise the measures of public men, for

which it » imagined that nothing more is wanted than

sound judgment and proper feeling, qualities, the possession

of which is looked upon as » matter of course. And yet,

whence comes that great diversity of opinions in the

daily discussions which lake place on the subject of music ?

W hence comes it, that what excites unbounded admira-

tion in some, is blamed without reserve by others?

Whence that inexplicable enthusiasm for one composer,

and that unqualified contempt for another? It doubtless

arises from the very imperfect way in which lioth the

one and the other are understood ; from an ignorance of

the first principles of that art on which it is attempted to

reason. If such be the case, then the matter is reduced

to a question of feeling. We will inquire how far this is

to be depended upon.

Does that collective being, named the Public, who so

eagerly presses for admission to our theatres and concerts,—

does he go there in search of instruction? No; he

goes, with all his various faculties, in search of emotions,

of pleasure, of amusement ; for this nothing more is re-

quired than the power of feeling. Let us suppose him

destitute of all education in music, considered as a

creative art: if his organs are deadened and decayed,

the art no longer exists ill his regard ; nothing can move
him now but noise alone : if, on the contrary, he possesses

the capacity of feeling in the most perfect degree, this very

excess of sensibility will prevent him from forming a wound

judgment, and will make him rest satisfied with what is had.

The reason is this:—properly speaking, it is not the ears

that hear ; the impressions produced by sounds upon this

organ are only the occasional causes of the sensation or

perception, of which the brain, the seat of the organs of

Intel hgence, is exclusively the receptacle. Hence it follows,

that the less one is habituated to sounds, the less, in reality,

is tlie physical sensibility excited ; while, at the same time,

the intellectual sense is also less perfect We doily see that

military music, even when badly executed, and even that the

isolated tones of a very sonorous instrument will easily

excite an emotion in a great number of spectators, who
would remain unmoved in listening to a masterpiece of

feeling, spirit, and invention, if executed by a simple qua-

tuor of stringed instruments. In this instance it may truly

be said, uuret habent, ft non audienL On the contrary, an

experienced pointer will see many things in a picture which

escape the vulgar eye, although the latter be gifted

with a much more penetrating wnse ofvision. A musician

will distinguish the march of all the parts of the largest

orchestra, though unable to bear the voice of a person at a

few paces from him. In the arts, taste always proceeds

from the simple to the compound. In literature, the first

things that please arc jeux d*esprit, rhymes, &c. ; but

at a later period, the intellectual faculties exercise them-
selves upon more complicated conceptions; and having

2 D 2
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reached the highest degree of power, they seek a worthier

aliment In music, a melody pleases more than a

grand air, an air than a duet, a duet than a trio, &c. In

a word, the public receives what it can understand

without effort, and rejects what is above its comprehension.

In this manner, its taste, not being directed by prin-

ciples, is subject to great fluctuations, has no relish for

any thing but what is familiar, and may easily be misled
;

but it readily returns to what is good, when made to un-

derstand why it is so. It is therefore the province of those

who know what is good, anti arc able ** to give a reason for

the faith that is in them,” to direct the public taste, and

rectify it when it betrays a tendency to corruption.

Let us now rxniniuo whether music is really subjected

to the dominion of fashion.

Imitators by nature, men lose, in the frequency of inter-

course, their individuality of character ; it is by reciprocal

imitation that native qualities are weakened, and con-

founded together.

From this powerful and instinctive bias to imitation

proceeds the deference paid to fashion. It is only in

the country that originality of character is still to be

traced ; in the drawing-room nothing is to he found hut

one set of forms, and the same unvaried exterior. We
here And a collection of surfaces that have been rendered

uniform and polished by the continual action of refined

society. And even in the distant provinces, wlmt remnants

are left of the peculiar characteristics by which they were
distinguished? Nothing, save inasmuch us we are more
or less Gascons or Normans. The immense population

of the north, to whose names was once familiarly at-

tached the epithet of barbarians, has undergone an im-

mense change since the revolution. Our emigrants, in

carrying thither those manners which are considered as

constituting the essence of good society, and which, under

the old regime, were of so puerile a cast, began an educa-

tion, that has since been completed by our conquests, and
our reverses of fortune.

This instinctive imitation doubtless possesses great

advantages ; but it is not without great inconveniences,

particularly in as far as regards the fine arts. The music
of one country, by imitating that of another, loses its cha-
racteristic physiognomy, and assumes the features of dif-

ferent countries. Thus it is that we have sacrificed some-
thing of our nationality, in this respect, in order to adopt
the more alluring graces of the music of Italy. In doing
this, truth and propriety have also been frequently sacri-

ficed ; for ornaments, orfioriture, us the Ituliuns term them,
cannot but be misplaced upon words that positively de-
termine the meaning. For instance, it requires all the

power of habit not to feel the absurdity of roulades which
suspend, during several bars, the last syllable of a word
on which the sense of the passage depends. Changes,
as I before observed, have, at various periods, been effected

in music by the instinct of imitation ; and this has led

to a supposition that the musical art has varied according
to the influence of fashion. This is erroneous.

There is but one part of music subject to the caprices of
time, and that is, its exterior clothing, or the ornaments
with which it is invested : hence, music composed for the

voice only, is less subject to the effects of age than that

written with accompaniments. It is a fact, that Palestrina

has oftentimes more of the air of youth than Griftry,
though the songs of the latter are marked by great truth of
expression ; but, in our days, his accompaniments appear
meagre and unsatisfactory.

There are certain kinds of music which, Like certain

women, have no other merit than that derived from flowers

and flounces ; they please at first sight, and on u first

hearing. But, though they create a furore in the drawing-
room, truth requires it to be told, that they are nothing,

save for the eye and the ear. It requires no more than

the breath of fashion to annihilate the frivolities upon which
their vogue is founded. There are other kinds of more sub-

stantial worth, but whose expression, cither simple and
unpretending, or noble and imposing, has but little that takes

at first sight ; but which, on a more intimate acquaintance,

captivates both the heart and mind, and we become attached

to them by indissoluble bonds. These demand the efforts of

a calm and philosophic observation ; they require a mind
possessing the faculty of seizing the finer shades of cha-

racter—a mind that has early accustomed itself to mark the

relations that exist between them, and to institute useful

comparisons.

The true is the type of the beautiful ; it remains immu-
table and universal in the midst of the changes of time,

the varieties of country, and the caprices of fashion. It

is by their truth that things are beautiful
; and by that

quality arc they perpetuated, being invested with a hallowed
character, which fashion dares not attempt to touch. Music,
being the expression of the various passions which agitate

the heart, can therefore be beautiful only when it is true,

that is, bom in the heart of the composer, and suitably

disposed
; for it is not sufficient to create things that arc

pleasing
; they must also be stationed in their proper

places. How can a brilliant air interest me, if, while I

pronounce it to be beautiful, I feel necessitated to exclaim:
Sed non erat hie locut / Would a pointer represent a land-

scape in Spring, he must lavish upon his subject all the

most seductive colours of his pencil ; this is the melody
predominant in music. But is it an heroic action, a dra-
matic scene, that is to animate his canvass ?—the colouring

is then but a secondary consideration ; the essential re-

quisites arc conception and disposition
; the artist must

here he a poet as well as painter. It is in rircumstunces
analogous to this that music ought to put forth all its har-
monic vigour. To give to a corpse the carnation of
youth, to lead a heroine to torture or death to the tune of
a country-dance, are offences against common sense,

which a certain part of the public approve, with this salvo;
“ WT

hul signifies truth, if the colouring and the tones af-

ford me pleasure?”

The musician is but the interpreter of nature; he notes

down the cries of pain, and the accents of joy, ami of the

other passions ; in a word, all the tones that nature has

designed to characterize the effects which music seeks to

imitate. This is the very essence of the art, and in no
degree dependent upon fashion : here truth is indispensable.

But inexperience confounds the body of music with its

ornaments
;

the principal part with the accessories ; and,

in its regard, the legal phrase is literally made to hold

good, that la forme emporle lefond.
But, it wilt be asked ;

44 How comes it that the same
music will frequently appear good to one set of persons,

and bad to another; whence arises this diversity of feel-

ing and opinion ?” It springs from the difference of edu-

cation. Different countries have a feeling of preference

for different kinds of music. Italy, for instance, so pro-

ductive in fine voices, has a love for melody decorated

by numerous ornaments. A more enlightened people,

who, to a mild system of philosophy, unite the sensibility

necessary for appreciating the fine arts, adopt a music,

which, together with simple and graceful melodies, com-
bines harmonies at once pure and easy. Ail people
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have a natural desire for truth ; the very inhabitants

of the islands insulated amidst the solitudes of tlie Pa-

cific, endeavour to attain it in their dull and monoto-

nous, yet strongly-cadenced song; and though this can-

not be honoured with the name of art, yet does it appear

to be in accordance with their savage manners.

But, in the same manner as we find that systems of

education, of religious belief, of manners, sentiments, and

habits, as even the absence of education, lead men to

substitute the authority of some particular period in the

place of general authority ; so do we sometimes find com-

posers following the caprice of individual taste, and

abandoning the principles followed by a Haydn and a

Mozart—principles derived from nature, the results of the

experience of ages—and sanctioned by all the learned who

exert their talents in the investigation of the subject It

is doubtless necessary to adopt with care the spontaneous

inspirations of the mind, the offspring of enthusiasm,

which flash like lightning, and disappear as soon ; and it

is also necessary to elaborate these in moments of calm

thought, in order to give them correctness and consistency.

The most brilliant genius has need of great caution

and study in order to regulate the rude products of a

facility which is sometimes marvellous, but deplorable

when left to unassisted efforts. Consequently, we
must not, under the pretence of being natural, permit our

melodies to ramble at will without rule or reflection

;

thus mistaking chance for truth.

If Buffon's definition be a just ope, that genii/* it an
aptitude-for patience, and that perseverance it talent , never

was there less of this quality than at the present day.

Artists are determined to work quick, to do things off-

hand, forgetful of the wise precept of Boilcau

:

w Vingt foU sur lc nollier rrmettez TOtre ourrage.

Polissei-le sin* ersse, cl le repoliwr ;

Ajoutet quelquefoi*, et souvent effecox*

Most probably, it is this rage of doing things off-hand

that has given birth to the exaggerated effects now em-
ployed, and which consist in doubling, tripling, and even

quadrupling a single part by means of noisy instruments, or

in making crescendos of fifty or sixty bars upon one and the

same note of the bass. Something new must absolutely

be sought, even though there be no such thing in the world.

In this way an end will be obtained diametrically opposite

to that which Is wished ; and it will tie found impossible

to produce the effect desired. Be it remembered, that the

means of instrumentation ore very limited, while those that

result from the combination of sounds, from the science of

harmony, offer to a man of genius resources of an inexhaus-

tible kind.

Mil JAMES’S ANSWER TO M. TULOU.

To the Editor of the Harmonicon.
Sir,

I have been a subscriber, and, I may add, a studious

reader and admirer of the Harmonicon from its infancy to

the present moment
; and knowing that its pages and

proud independence would not willingly lend themselves

to the propagation of falsehood or equivocation, I request

the favour of you to insert my answer to that port of your
last number headed 44 Mr. James and M. Tulou.”

• Twenty retouching* will your labour ask j

At times add something to your finished task,

Polish, repolish
;

' but be ne'er forgot,

The first and happiest art—the art to blot.'

I shall not dwell on the gentlemanly style of M. Talons
communication to me, but leave it in its own insignificance,

as a memorial ol M. Tulou's urbanity and politeese. I
shall only observe, that the precious morceau bears evident
signs of having been concocted and manufactured, not
by the good humoured but unclassical Tulou, but by the
firm, who, in their extreme courtesy towards you, expressed
themselves as “greatly obliged" for the insertion of it.

But, Sir, you have overstepped the limits of their anxious
wishes. The short note from Monzani and Co., which
ushered in M. Tulou’s epistle to me, was not designed to
meet the curious eye of the public ; this was intended only
for your own inspection and edification*.

Having thus shewn that you and your readers are in-

debted to Messrs. Mouzani, Tulou, and Co., for this

united production, I will now, with your permission,
simply explain the circumstance which called forth the
epistolary talents of these gentlemen; and I will here
add, that 1 dare any and all of them to contradict the
correctness of my statement

The paragraph complained of appeared in the John
Bull newspaper, and was to the following effect :

—

44 As
a proof of the decided superiority of Mr. James's flutes,

M. Tulou, on Friday, the 12th of June last, pronounced
them to be excellent instruments, of perfect intonation, and
far superior to those made by M. Monzani, upon one of
whose flutes he had previously been performing." The
circumstance, as it actually occurred, and which wus the
cause of the ubove paragraph, was as follows :

—

On Friday, the 12th of June, I, in company with a
gentleman of the profession, paid my last visit to M. Tulou.
Our conversation relating to his concert, (which was to
take place on the following morning,) he played over the
Fantasia, which he was then to perform, and asked my
opinion of its merits. After he had tried it through, he
complained that he could not give every effect to it, as the
flute lie played on was a had one (this flute was made
by Monzani), Having just given a lesson to a pupil, I
happened to have one of my own flutes in my pocket, and
without informing M. Tulou that it was one of my
manufacture, I desired him to try it. He did so, and not
only himself, but the whole company in the room, were
astonished at the different effect which he produced ; M.
Tulou said that it was Good ! Excellent! and other excla-
mations to the same purpose. A gentleman usked him, if

it were superior to the flute he hud previously been per-
forming on? Yes, he replied, beyond all comparison.
He kept preluding on this flute for upwards of a quarter
of an hour, and at every interval he again exclaimed.
Good! Excellent ! Beautiful! Upon being told that it was
one of my make, lie was pleased to say, that it was the
best English flute he had ever played on, and that it did
ine infinite credit

Be pleased to ohserve. Sir, that 31. Tulou docs not
deny or invalidate this statement. This he could not do,
but he evades it altogether by saying, 44 That he did not
take the liberty ofjudging of the flutes by different makers
in London.” But I again tell him, that he said mine was
superior beyond comparison, and I have witnesses who
will at any time come forward and corroborate my asser-
tion. M. Tulou may now ring the changes on these
words and modulate them as he thinks proper ; but, as Dr.
Ollopod says, 44 Rhubarb is rhubarb, call it what you will.*

• W*c beg to correct Mr. James on this point. The authentication
sent at our request, without which M. Tulou ’s letter, being of rather

a personal nature, could oot have been publiabed in the “ Harmonicon.' 4

—(Edtter.)
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In conclusion. Sir, allow me lo express mv astonish-

ment that a man of M. Tulou's recitation, should con-

descend to the humility of dictation from the head of any

firm, however interested and importunate that firm may lie,

to suppress the real truth. It is imbecile to the last degree

to allow one's honest judgment to be perverted, and then

stale this perversion in a clumsy, arrogant, and impotent

manner, with the intent to injure the very person who
originally called forth his praises.

I am. Sir,

Your constant reader and admirer,

45, Warwick Street, W. N. James,
Regent Street, (Editor of the Flutist’s Magazine.)

July 9th. 189.

EXTRACTS prom the DIARY or a DILETTANTE.
(Resumed from pig* 174.)

July Id. I lately recorded an instance of the enthusiasm

of Irish editors in speaking of the merits—and great they

are—of a celebrated singer. I have reason to suppose that

another warm-hearted native of our neighliouriTig island is

displeased with me for noticing the article 1 allude to. I

must encounter the risk of offending him again ; for I can-

not refrain from inserting among my notes the following,

which I met with in the AUtu of last Sunday :
—

“ An Irish paper has just furnished us writh a fine speci-

men of the puff collateral. Mad. Catalani having resolved

to abandon all the huge capitul cities of Europe, and to

fiivour only a few secluded towns with the sound of her

voice, is at present engaged at one of the provincial theatres

of* I reland. The benevolent editor of tlie paper we refer to,

only anxious to gratify the crowds which were of course

expected from Liverpool, Dublin, &c., thought proper to

publish an epitome of her life.” The writer quotes a long

paragraph ; I shall only preserve the latter part of it, which
is as follows :—'* The late king of Wiitemberg was so cap
titrated with tier singing, that on his death, which happened
soon after her arrival at StuUgard, her name was among
the last words he uttered.” If I mistake not, the king

—

our brother-in-lau>—died suddenly, therefore his last words
are worth nothing. He may have expired while calling for

his boots, in which case 14 boots” would have been his final

quculaikm. But the remarks of the Altai on these last

words amuse me mightily. Kings are notoriously prone

to embracing, particularly of handsome and agreeable

women. The conduct of the emperor [who presented Mad.
C. with a superb ornament, and embraced her at parting]

was, therefore, not unaccountable. But it is sad to think

bow the sex abuse the favours bestowed upon them. That
a woman, who has been clasped to the heart of Russia,

should make a confident of an Irish editor, is a monstrous
proceeding, and is punished by the whole affair being pub-
lished with as little remorse os the weekly price of butter.
* * * But the captivated king of Wiitemberg,
in neglecting the salvation of his immortal soul, was (ac-

cording to the Irish editor) still more disinterested. The
extreme unction of her name seems to have been all that

he denired. RoUinganri writhing on his couch—attendants

bathed in tears—the royal sufferer was (of course) faintly

heard to articulate Catalani!—Catal!— Cat!-—Ca!

—

and all was over.”

2d. I have often animadverted on the musical re-

ports in the daily papers, and shewn the utter incapability

of some of the writers to judge of what they hear ; but I
did not expect that so striking a ca«e of ignorance would
occur as lately has been exposed. It appears that the critic—ye gods, a critic !—of a distinguished morning paper
went to see Romeo e Giutietta . and. supposing Mdlle. Son-
tag to be the representative of the latter, heaped his warmest
encomiums on the performance, as he supposed, of the
charming German prima donna. It turned out, however,
that Millie. Kontng did not perform that night, hut that

Mad. CastelH filled her place : on Madame CaiteVi
, con-

sequently, were all the rapturous panegyrics bestowed by
the acute and discerning critic! and, moreover, he was
echoed by a weekly journal !

44 The gratification,’* says
another morning paper, 44

felt by Mad. C. in finding her
efforts thus appreciated, must contrast oddly enough with
the feelings of the eminent vocalist for whom she was mis-
taken." It would at least enable Mdlle. Sontag to set a
just value on the praise of daily newspapers, managed as

tiie rej»orts now are.

5M. The following account of the present slate of music
in America is given, as the extract of a letter from a musi-
cian, in . the same paper of this date. Having, during
the last few years, heard a great deal of the advance made
in the art in the United States, and, indeed, having seen
many compositions from that country possessing much
merit, I was surprised to meet with so unfavourable a
statement. It may admit of explanation, or possibly be
wholly contradicted. 1 hope that some New Yorkist will

be prepared and willing to undertake tl»e defence of his

country’s pretensions to taste in music ; or at least lo pot

the matter in a less gloomy light than that in which it is

now placed,
44 There are four theatres in New York—Park, Bowry.

La Fayette, and Shottam. Here are given comedies and
tragedies, grand spectacles, parts of operas, and minor
pieces; hut no great operas, for the orchestras arc ex-

tremely bad and incomplete. There are seldom two
clarionets, and generally no bassoon. Oboes, trumpets,

and drums are never to be met with. [Not drums?] Oboes
are almost unknown in this country : in the whole of North
America there is only one player, who lives at Baltimore.

Notwithstanding the imperfection <jf their orchestras, they

play the rinfonius of Haydn ; and although the want of

instrument* often brings them to a ntand-Hdl , they treat

the silence as if it were a pause, and play on. In every

orchestra there is a trombone, which never plays its part,

hut generally that of the violoncello; and if the performer

is skilful enough, he sometimes plays that of the violin.

Trombones and double basses are best paid ; they receive

sixteen or seventeen dollars a week ; the others have but

ten or twelve : the best clarionet has fifteen doHars. They
play every day, except Sunday, commencing at half-past

eight, and ending about one o’clock in the morning. A
very lucrative thing for the musicians of the theatres is,

that over and above their employment, they give lessons

cm the cymbals and guitar. (!) By this means, it is pos-

sible in a short time to make a small capita]
;

but pupils

are found for these instruments only. Good master*

receive a dollar per lesson; others eighteen for twenty-

four lessons. Young professors, of moderate talents, who
elsewhere would hardly make enough to lire, might do
well here, and with economy might end with making a

fortune, and pausing for distinguished artista. The most

important requisite for teaching music, ia to know the

English language.”
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8/A. The overture to the Zauberfiote has been arranged

o dome mains, for twelve hands, by M. Payer; and not

only arranged, but played; and not only played, but lis-

tened to by a large audience ! The performer* were M .ML

Payer, Pixis, Lists, Hiller, Rhein, and Plich ; three piano-

fortes being employed for this very wise purpose ; and the

salon of M. Pape, in Paris, the scene of action. I would
recommend M. Payer next to adapt the overture to Figaro

for as many performers as there arc notes on the instru-

ment, each to have one note assigned to him, in the manner
of the Russian horn music ; and in order tu enable all to

play, long movements to be added to the keys, so as to

bring them within reach of each of the eighty performers.

The French critic who recount* the above deed of the

valiant six, is prodigal in his praise of the great results pro-

duced ; but adds, that it was in vain to hope for the effects

of an orchestra. Clearly so;—but it left nothing to tpish

for, as regards precision. Such, too, would be the effect

of my plan—and how much more astonishing

!

12/A A weekly journal, which was wrath against me
for venturing to hint that Purcell’s reputation is not built

on his sacred music, has since fallen upon M. Ftftia, for

not having admired the Te Drum of our English com-
poser, when performed in SL. Paul's last May. It also

directs its ire against M. Mendelssohn, for having, as M.
Ftftia reports, acquiesced with biro in opinion concerning

the said work. The writer, by a license which partakes

much more of the personal than the poetical, calls M. Men-
delssohn, whose prawomen is Felix, “ unhappy Mendels-
sohn ;” and treats him, as well as all others who are not so
fortunate as to discover numberless beauties in the compo-
sition alluded to, with that kind of disdain which liberal

critics seldom feel, and discreet people never express,

towards others on account of a difference in taste. M.
Felix Mendelssohn, however, not used to this cavalier

treatment in Germany, and little disposed to submit in

silence to it here, addressed a letter on tbe subject to the

editor of the paper, which is here subjoined. To this im-
mediate insertion was given ; and, I am happy to add, it

was also accompanied by a very polite and proper apology.

“Sir, **
103, Great Portland Street , July 8, 1829.

“ Having read in your last number an article under
the head of * Music and Musicians,’ 1 beg to offer you
some remarks, for the purpose of preventing any miscon-
ception which may arise from the article alluded to.

“ M. Ktftis has, it appears, thought fit to drag my name
before the public, by referring to some expressions which
may have fallen from me in private conversation with him,
and also to draw conclusions therefrom in corroboration of

his censure on a celebrated English composer. You, Sir,

have further deemed it incumbent on you, while comment-
ing ou his strictures, to identify my alleged observations
with the published censure of AL. Fetis. While denying
the right of M. Ftftis thus to quote any private and de-
tached expressions of mine in order to support bU own
opinions, I must, at the same time, question the justice uf
your holding like up to the British public as a co-censor
with that gentleman. Whatever were the words used by
tne on the occasion referred to, they were uttered merely to

give expression to a momentary feeling, caused by a per-

formance which, to use your own language, was ' timid
and unsatisfactory.’ Generally speaking, a single perform-
ance will, in no case, enable any one to give a public judg-
ment on tlie merits of an eminent composer

; and while
admitting this, I must, for myself, resist that criticism which.

from a detached and single expression, uttered in private,

draws a general conclusion as to the opinions of Lite indi-

vidual so uttering it.

“ Feeling myself deeply indebted to English * music
and musicians’ for enjoyments which have made my short

residence in this country a bright period of my life, I must
say that the allusions in your paper of Sunday last were
most painful to my feelings, by their appearing calculated

to create misconceptions to my prejudice among those from
whom I have received so much kindness, and for whom I

fed the liveliest regard.
** I am. Sir,

** Your most obedient servant,
44 Felix Mendelssohn Bart moldy.”

M. Mendelssohn sets out in a few days for Scotland,

through which country he intends to make a tour, and
where I have no doubt lie will be cordially received. In the
“ Modern Athens" it will soon be discovered that his high
inusicul attainments are not all lie has to boast of ; the

grandson of one of die best scholars Eurcqie ever pro-
duced will be found to be not w ithout some share of that

learning winch enabled his ancestor to force his way to

eminence through difficulties tint very few have surmounted,
and which only operated as incentives on his vigorous

mind. M. Mendelssohn return* by the Lakes, through
Wales, to London, after which lie intends to set out for

Italy, where he certainly will jmwk the ensuing winter and
spring. Ills residence in thiu country will lead, 1 have
reason to hope, to his writing operas ; from which those

who have had an opportunity of hearing his vocal music,

and of examining his scores, have everything to expect.

14/A. A concert yesterday for the Silesian*, got up by
Madile. Sontag. I may at least say, that the design was
a* creditable to her feelings as the result was beneficial to

the unfortunate sufferer*. The Post to-day tells us, that this

was * 4 the most fashionable levee of the season.”—What a
Post !—And the Herald soys, speaking of M. Bohrer's

performance on the violoncello, that be “ drew the most
charming, tremulous, and harmonic-like tones from dial,

in few other hands pleasing, instrument." Tremulous and
charming !—and the violoncello only pleasing in few hands!
The fact is, I believe, that the simple tones of no instru-

ment are more delicious than those produced from thin.

When bungling player* attempt to execute on it what only a
few masters can accomplish, it is then, I grant, anything but

pleasing. In this case, however, the player, and not the

instrument, is in faull. But such trash is hardly worth
a comment.

18/A. An event which occurred during the performance
of tlie opera on the 14th, has been attended by one good
result, namely, a narrative of it in this day’s Spectator.

My sorrow for the lady, if she suffered much, is not so

overwhelming as to prohibit my enjoying the wit of the

historian. Who does not pity the sufferings of the German
boron at the supper A la Grecque in Peregrine Pickle ? But
would not the description of them huve made the inter-

costal muscles of Heraclitus himself ache with laughing?

The account is entitled

44 THE OPERA FEINT.
“ On Tuesday, the performance of Tancredi was varied

by a scene of an interesting kind. In the triumphal chant

of tbe second act, Madame Malibran's voice failed, she

faltered, burst into a paroxysm of tears, and shortly afteT-
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wards swungr round and fell to th« ground. The audience

were much concerned, Tancredi was carried off the field,

and there was obviously an end of the opera; but the con-

duct of both managers and spectators became now con-

spicuously and ingeniously absurd. Though it was per-

fectly manifest that the piece could not proceed, the curtain

was not dropped, and Tancredi s hotly-guard were kept

standing and staring on the stage, either for the solace and

delight of the public eye, or to beget an opinion that the

performance was about to he resumed ; a fact which expe-

rienced persons knew to lie completely impossible, for the

fits of opera-singers are of such uncommon obstinacy that

a treatment entirely beyond the art of physic is necessary

for their cure. It was clear to the initiated that Madame
hud fainted for the night. After the audience liad rejoiced

in counting the buttons on the gaiters of TancrcdTa guard,

they liegan to wax curious ; and a clamorous demand was
raised for Lapurtc to tell them that which, good creatures,

they never could of their own unaided wit have divined,

namely, why the performance remained at u stand. So,

after a good half hour of pleasing commotion, down came
the curtain, and on walked, not Laportc, but a man with a

watering-pot in his hand, to lay the dust for the ballet.

ThU machine had not the effect of laying the dust in the

house. The people became outrageous at the sight of it

;

for they wanted not tlie spout of the watering-pot, but

thirsted for the spout of the manager. The man of the

pot was therefore hissed ofT the stage, and Laporte at last

did what he might as well have done at first,—he came on,

and in considerable agitation informed the audience that

Madame Malibran had fainted, that she could not proceed

with the part, and that the opera consequently could not be

continued. All these were facts of which the public seemed

to have had no suspicion ; for the instant they were com-
municated they became perfectly satisfied, shouted bravo,

and sat down in peare and tranquillity. The man with the

watering-pot then instantly re-appeared, and performed his

functions amidst the clamorous applause of the whole house.
** On board of ship, discipline is carried to such a pitch

of refinement as to reach Nature herself
;
and when sunset

is announced to the officer in command, his answer is,

4 Then make it so,'—as if but fur his permission that

phenomenon could not have taken place. Thus too it

would oppear to be in opera-houses, where, alas ! there is

anything but the discipline of a man of war ; but yet, if a

first singer faints, the audience will not suppose the fact

authentic till the manager comes forward and historically

announces the truth they have just wituessed with their

proper outward eyes.

“ At the moment of the occurrence of this incident, we
were vehemently affected, because it instantly struck us that

our articles had been the death of Madame Malibran, and
we were touched with a profound remorse

;
hut the next

day our minds were relieved from a load of apprehension,

by certain discussions which prevailed as to the genuine-

ness of this fit—or, in plain terms, whether it was a faint

or u feint It was said that Madame had had some violent

quarrel with the opera people in the morning, and that the

experienced looked for something extraordinary before the

night should be concluded. For our own parts, we be-

lieve the agitation and distress were entirely natural ; but

we have our doubts of the absolute and peremptory neces-

sity of the fainting-fit”

22nd. I am rejoiced to find that the Madrigal Society

is in a flourishing condition. Such music, if not studied ex-

clusively, but at the same time with what is entirely different

in style and in date, must assist the art in all its branches.

The meetings, too, are so managed as to promote both

moral and musical harmony at the same time, at a moderate

expense, and have uothing but the most innocent enjoy-

ment for their object. The last meeting for the season took

place on Thursday the 16th, when the following madrigals

were performed :

—

(t At sound of her sweet voice,” Qaintiam.
“ Bright Phtrhus greets,”

“ Draw on, sweet night,*' .

“ Hard by a crystal fountain,”

Kirbye.
iVtibyr,

• Mortry.
“ Hark ! hear you not,” Bateson.
4

‘ Hor ch' ogni vento lace,” . • « /VrrAi.
“ .Sweet honey-sucking bees," tfMye.
“ O that the learned poets,” . , , 0- Gibbant.
14 Qui diligit Mariam,’* . . . Slrjfani.
44 Now springs each plant,” . • QuutIumi.

27 (A. The following is a translation of Proposition*

for a new Assembly for the haul ton, which have just been

issued. It will clearly be seen, that the plan is not very

favourable to the interests of the King's Theatre, and
many of the highest personages in the kingdom, with the

Duke of Wellington at the head of them, have already

given in their names as subscribers. It is high time that

some steps were taken to moderate the demands of M.
Laporte, who has raised the terms of the Italian Opera in

a manner that ought before now to have been resisted

;

while he has reduced his expenses very considerably in

almost every department, though the property boxes, which

were long an excuse for such exorbitaut terms of subscrip-

tion, have fallen in these four years, and there is no in-

cumbrance on the house whatever. A skilful manager
might give the best opera in Europe, restore the original

number of nights, get rid of the stalls, reduce the subscrip-

tion twenty or thirty per cent, and make a fortune in a

few years.

PROPOSALS
For trtah/aMing, during Ike entuing irojiw, at It* Argytr Hooma,

PermdicaJ AurmUagea of the Ftukionobte Society of tku Capital.

The Rooms will be newly fitted up, and so arranged as to afford every

possible accommodation and comfort to the illustrious and noble sub-

scribers.

The meetings will b* thirty iu number, and take place twice in each

week, during the months of March, April, May, and June, on Tuesdays,

and Fridays, if those days should prove generally convenient
;
and com-

mence at nine o'clock.

The first part of the evening will be devoted to Music, and be distin-

guished by tlie performance of the best compositions of the first masters.

No performer will be engaged for the orchestra who i* not of acknow-

ned eminence, and high in the estimation of the public.

rsides scenes, detached airs, concerted pieces, and extracts from

operas, either serious or comic, by the most celebrated authors, the

Director proposes to represent episodic scenes, [oconei epioodigaeo) ex-

pressly composed for this establishment, by authors of the highest reputa-

tion
; and occasionally also operas, both serious and comic, reduced into

one act : which, though short, will include the most favourite pieces, and

whatever may convey s perfect knowledge of the subject
;

for which pur-

pose the highest talents that can be procured will be engaged.

The interval between the two parts of this new musical entertainment,

will be filled by a short ballet-divertissement, (the young dancers of either

sex will be selected, principally, from the Continent); and alternately,

by hvmg pictures—that is to sav, subjects from the great masters of

every school and every age, will be put into ec/ieis, in scenes uot less

instructive than amusing.

The music will be succeeded by conversations or promenades in the

rooms, which will sll be opened for this purpose, as well as for giving

refreshments.

Tim evening will conclude with a ball, for which the French hand of

Musard, Colinet, snd Michau will be engaged.

Signor Velluti will have the direction of the musical department.

Monsieur D'Egville, independently of the ballets ami pictures, will

have the management of the whole, under the direction of a committee of

lady patronesses.
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PROPOSED TERMS AND REGULATIONS.
The number of subscriber* lo 1m six Hundred. There shall be a Com-

mittee formed of a certain number of those ladies who became the first

subscriber*.

The members nf this Committee, under the title of patroaeioet, shall

preside, and one he selected as dirretrr** of each meeting.

Each subscriber must be recommended by a patronem.

A single *ub«rript*on to be 30 Guineas.

Families, consisting of five persons will only pay 140 Guineas. The
prices will be proportionally diminished accord.og to the number of the

family.

In order to exclude *trangcr«, each subscriber will hare a personal

ticket of admission.—not transferable.

The Secretary will give every information tbit may be wished. His
The boxes will be let separately, under the direction of tlie Committee. • office u now open at the Argyle Rooms, daily, from eleven to four.

Rrtneto of iflustc.

Lays and Legend* of the Rhine, the Poetry by J. R.
Planche; the Muoic by Henry R. Bishop, VoL 3.

(Doubling and D’Alinaiuc, Soho Square.)

This is a volume which must, as a matter of strict justice,

be ascribed to the joint efforts of the sister arts. Poetry,

music, and design, have so equally contributed to it, that

it would be difficult to say which has had the largest share

in ils production : each has imparted charms that will not

hastily fade, but recommend it both now and for a long
time to come and preserve it from that early oblivion to

which so many works, in a somewhat similar form, but
differing very much in quality, have been condemned.

Six songs, one of them also harmonized, and two trios,

or three-part songs, together with nine lithographic views
on the Rhine, with letter-press descriptions, make up this

collection. Our notice must, of course, be chiefly devoted
to the musical part.

The volume begins with The lad Lord ofRhertzan*, an
animated address to his steed from a proud baron, who, to

avoid falling into the hands of his vassals, leaps from Ins

castle's height into the Rhine below. There is great spirit

and much originality in this ; the words are most appro-
priately set, and if sung with ordinary- skill, w ill alwrays at-

tract attention and please, The next is The. Schttitzer'o

Serenade, a light, agreeable air in six-eight time, very easy

to sing and to accompany, and in moderate compass.

The third. The Rhine-fait*, a trio for two sopranos and
a base in e b, is a descriptive composition, in which Mr.
Bishop has evidently bestowed a great deal of thought,

and to very good purpose. His roaring base at the word
“ roar," U, certainly, not to be commended, but the few
succeeding bars suffice to make us forget the preceding
weakness. From the return of the original measure, page
20, to the end, the whole is distinguished by boldness and
energy, the effect quite corresponding to the design. The
following passage may convey some idea of the general

style of the movement

The fourth. Hauenttein, is a useful moral lesson, grace-
fully worded, ami delivered in a short, tranquil, elegant air.

This is succeeded by a second trio, The Pilgrim », for the
same voices as the former, in c, three-eight time, and not
very new, whether us relates to plan or execution.

The sixth is the Drinking tong of the men of Bade, an
air and chorus, the former of which will Ik* found in the
musical portion of this number ; our rentiers will therefore
form their own opinion of it. We need not say, tliat it has
made a strong impression on us, for the quoting it at

length is a proof of our high estimation of the compo-
sition*. This is also harmonized, und makes an excellent
Bacchanalian glee, which may lx? sung cither by two
sopranos and a base, or by three men's voices.

The next. The Curte of Tmogine, in a minor, is entirely

different in style from the others. This is u beautifully

plaintive air; the worth are well considered, and set with
great feeling. The short change to the major kev at the
line, “So calm, jou might deem that he sleeping lay,” was
a happy thought, and will be felt, strongly felt, by all who

• in future volumes it j« our intention to insert all extracts, whether
brief or extended, in the page* °f th« Review, and in no cane to separata
them front the text. We also have it in contemplation to mix the iiluair».
tive music, and all that has any reference to the literary articles, with
the leUer-prees, and make on* complete volume at the end of’everr
half-ve&r.

—

Editor.
3
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can discern a difference in the two modes. The eighth and
last. The Garden of Rotes, is not in the tone of defiance that

the narrative seems to require. The opening is, in fact, the

well-known dance-tune, Le boulonger, than which a less

appropriate air can hardly be imagined ; it ought to have

been of a nature to raise chivalrous, rather than ball-room

associations. Rut it is far from displeasing as a melody ;

and where there is so much to praise as this volume con-

tains, it is downright ingratitude in us to complain of one

piece, only because it is not so excellent as the rest

Wc have more than once had occasion to express our

opinion of Mr. Planches poetry, and are glad to find that

we concur with so many good judges on this subject. The
follow ing poetical description of the falls of Schaffhausen,

brief as it necessarily is, and restrained, because written for

music, will not lessen the reputation his former lyrical pro-

ductions have gained for him.

THE RH1NE-FALLS.

Hark !— '(is the voice of the falling flood !—
And «*e, where live laments come

—

Thundering down through rock and wood,

Till the roar makes echo dumb !

Like gia&l steeds fmm a distant waste

That have madly broke awav,

Leaping the crags in their headlong haste,

And trampling the waves to spray.

Pise abreast '—as their own foam white

—

Their wild raaoes streaming far

—

A worthy gift from a water sprite

To his ocean-monarch's car I

Of the graphic part of a work w hich, as wc have above

observed, owes its existence equally to three arts, it is in-

cumbent on us to say a few word*. In no musical publi-

cation have wc ever met with illustrations so interesting or

so ably executed. Those in this third volume consist of

views beginning in the valley of Domlesch and ending with

the city of Worms ;
comprising, the castle of RhaMziins ;

Stein on the Rhine, with the castle of lluhcn Klingcn
;

Fall of the Rhine near SchaufThauseu ; Haucnstcin

;

Socckingcn; Basel; Speyers ; and Worms. The frontis-

piece is a view' of the mouth of the Rhine on the lake of

Constance. Each of these is accompanied by a short

historical description on a leaf of letter-press, one page of

which is thus occupied, while the other is appropriated to

the words alone of the song, or trio, Umt immediately fol-

lows.

PIANOFORTE.
1. The Colosseum, Rondo alia Polacca, by Ferd. Hies.

(Payne and Hopkins, ComhUL)
2: Fleuve du Tage, rarii: par Cif. Cii allied. Op. 77.

(Cocks and Co., Princes-street.)

3. Air Suisse, raria par It mime. Op. 78. (Same pub-
lishers.)

4. Variations on an Air Allcmande, by Francois
IlUNTEN. (Balls, Oifard-strecl.)

5. Les Favorites, a Series of Melodies arranged as

Rondos, by L. A. Rieskuakck. (Preston, Dean-street.)

6. La Salle d’Apollon, a Collection of New German
Waltzes, by Foreign Authors, Nos. 41 to 50, (Weasel

and Stodart, Frith-street.)

We have cudgelled our brains to find out if possible some

sort of connexion between the Colosseum and Mr. Ries's

rondo, but in vain. With all our industry and anxious

endeavour we cannot even discover a clue to any equivoque,

any obscure pun, and must leave our readers in that state
,

of darkness in which we find ourselves; but shall be
right glad to be enlightened on the subject by any persou
who may ferret out an analogy or hunt up a joke. We
feel pretty sure, however, that the composer never con-
ferred the title, and that it was bestowed by some one here,

w ho pitched on what was most talked of : the fate of the
Horticulturists, or Catholic Emancipation would have
answered his purpose just as well, and may yet lie applied

to a galopade, a quadrille, or anything standing in need of
an appropriate name. If some appellation denoting dry*
ness had bccii given, it would exactly have charucteriznl

the present composition, for a less interesting thing, a work
betraying more sterility of invention, has rarely come under
our notice. Mr. Ries is too good a musician to publish

anything faulty, and has too much talent to produce any-
thing contemptible

; no positive errors, therefore, are im-
putable to this rondo, unless being very difficult and some-
what disagreeable are to lie counted as such.

No. 2 consists of five variations on an air that has been
much admired, but in which we never could make out a
single remarkable trait M. Chaulien certainly has not
been able to elicit from it any thing but of a very common
kind.

No. 3 is much superior to the preceding as to air, and,
consequently, more has been extracted from it in the

shape of variations, which are not devoid of novelty, and
two of them are brilliant. This piece is adapted to per-

formers who have attained a respectable degree of pro-

ficiency, and is not unworthy the notice of superior players.

No. 4 is a very simple air of twelve bars, on which M.
Iliinten has written eight variations in the most modern
style, though he has avoided those passages w Inch take

much time and trouble to Icaru, and are unproductive
when acquired. There is something very striking in this

piece.

No. 5 is u collection of six airs of two pages each, suited

to children who have just finished their travels through an
instruction-book. They comprise two German melodies,

three from Rossini’s operas, and one from the ballet of
Nina ; all very correctly arranged for the instrument.

No. 6 is a continuation of a very clever little publication.

The present numbers coutain some excellent compositions

of the kind ; indeed, the work has been progressively im-

proving from its commencement.

1. “ Gaily singing,” the favourite duel in Acker's Opera,

Mosaniello, arranged by Aua. Meves. (dementi. Col-

lard, and Collard, Cheapside.)

2. Divertimento, The Argyle Wreath, composed by W.
T. Lino. (Preston.)

3. Fantasia and Variations in the last Waltz of Weber,
composed by Gkorok Warne, organist of the Temple.

(Gerock, Cornhilt.)
4. Divertimento Rossiniano, arranged from subjects in

Rossini’s Operas, No. 3. (Kavestafl, Great HnsseU-

streH.)

5. Ditto, No. 4.

C. Divertimento, in trhich is introduced “ Aurora che

sorgenu,” and March from La Donna del Lago, by

J. M. Rost. (Balls.)

The first of these is a favourite duet in Auber’s charming

opera, to which Mr. Meves has added a short inarch from
the same, without announcing it in his title-page ; a kind

of omission that composers, or arrangers, in the present

day, con seldom be charged with. He has made facility

hb chief object in this short piece, wrhich is well calculated
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for school*, and for such as like pleasing music, though

the) abjure labour.

No. 2 is also very easy, and made up of the Bluebell* of
Hcotland—Mary'* Dream—and the Highland Laddie

,

limited to the narrow compass of five pages.

No. 3 is the wait* in a k, said to be the last composition

of Weber*, with five variations, in which labour is much
more apparent than genius, and the effect rather heavy.

The Introduction is better adopted to the organ than the

piano forte, and the whole is certainly too long. But let

us do the author the justice to say, that though this piece

exhibits no signs of a very fertile invention, it betrays no

symptoms of a want of musical knowledge; the good

harmonist is apparent throughout. Why it is called a Fan-

tasia we cannot guess, unless for a reason which generally

suffices in such musical cases ;—-namely, because it is not a

fantasia. Lucus a non lueendo .

Nos. 4 and 5 are airs from Tancredi and the La Gazza
Ladra, very well worked up into divertimentos by Mr.

Ethcrington, who has contrived to produce a good deal of

effect from them without subjecting the performer to the

necessity of much practice. The subjects, however, are

becoming somewhat use ; Mr. E. should have given these

his labours to the world half u dozen years ago.

All that we have said in the preceding paragraph applies

to No. 6 ; to which we add. that the Introduction is spi-

rited, and well adapted to the hand.

1. Fantasia, in tthick is introduced the French air,
"

Ils

nc aont plus," or “ Waters of Ellc," with variations,

composed by J. W. Holder, Mus. Bac. (Goulding and
D’Almaine.)

2. Introduction and Brilliant Variations on a fa-
vourite air, composed by W. II. Phipps, Member of the

Royal Academy of Music. (Chappell, New Bond-
street.)

3. Brilliant Rondo, composed by Charles M'Korkell.
(Paine and Hopkins.)

4. La Suisse, March and Waltz, composed by S. F. R ih-

iia ult. (Luff, Great Russell-street.)

5. The Merry Swiss Boy, Air tcifA Variations, by
J. Dove. (Balls.)

Mr. H older has bestowed an immense deal of trouble on

what, falling into a common error, he calU a fantasia. Hi*
introduction (for so it ought to have been denominated) in

a k, which begins adagio, and passes through a largo into

an allegro, spreads over five pages. Here hali-demisemi*

quavers,—a prodigious quantity of triplets in quavers,—

a

run of semitones for both hands, beginning at the very

bottom, and ending at the very top of the instrument,

—

together with a kind of Rosalia, which, reversing the former
progression, commences at the very top, and terminates at

the very bottom—here all these dissimilarities are, ** w ith

great labour and pain/' brought together they hardly seem
to know how, and wc can hardly tell why, unless for the
purpose of ushering in a pretty French melody, which a

few chords broken perhaps into arpeggios would have in-

troduced in so much more grace! u I a manner. This air is

well harmonized, or accompanied— for, we scarcely need
say, Mr. H. is a thorough-bred musician—and some of the

variations, the second ami fourth for instance, are in good
keeping; but the others shew that the author had a brilliant

fit on him when he sat down to write this “ fantasia/' and
could not, had he tried, rein in his Pegasus which took to

* Published in A former Number of the Uarmaiucon.

flight at every opportunity, and has proved a fit match for

the wildest and fleetest that modern Germany can produce.

No. 2 is a remarkably clever, pleasing composition,

equally honourable to the youthful author and the imttto-

tion wherein he was educated. The air is short and ex-
pressive, and the six variations on it indicate, by their

relationship to the subject and consistency, that knowledge
of counterpoint in which so many soi-disant composers
are wretchedly deficient Such knowledge, however, may
lie taught ; but there is also, in every page, a taste, indeed
an invention, evinced, which must be set down to the ac-

count of genius and which, tf not blighted by the author
becoming a teacher, lead us very reasonably to expect
much from hb* future efforts

There is considerable talent in No. 3, and the composer
most laudably strives to think fur himself; but he seem*
not to be aware that air—clearly defined rhythmical air

—

is absolutely indispensable in musical composition. In the
whole of this long, and, to say the truth, tedious rondo, we
perceive no settled design, but a flightiness pervades it,

that affords no moment of repose, and which, when the
conclusion arrives, leaves the mind of the performer or
hearer in that flurried state which is generally produced by
a succession of combined noises. It is, we presume, to be
considered more as a study, than as a work for general use.

As the one, it shews the industry, knowledge of harmony,
and independence of the writer; but, if published with the

other view, he will, we fear, shortly find himself dis-

appointed.

Nos. 4 and 5 are exceedingly pretty trifles ; short, easy,

written in very good taste, and likely to improve, as well
as please, young player*.

DUETS, PIANO-FORTE.

Select Airs from Auber’s Opera, Maivaniello, arranged by
S. Godue. Four books. (Clemcnti and Co.)

This publication contains every* thing of importance in the
opera now so deservedly popular in France, and, wc may
add, London; for the ballet performing at the King’s
Theatre is nothing hut the drama in pantomime,—music,
scenery, dresses, action, all arc the same, so far ns the
stage and artistes of the Opera-house permit Hie whole
of the airs, choruses, Ac., are here arranged in a very
convenient nmuncr; for though nothing in the score is

omitted, yet each part is so free from all difficulty, that
any player, being a good timest, may not only perform H
with ease, but even at first sight

VOCAL.
1. Duetti.no, ** La Piena del Contento," composed by
Finlay Dun, (of Edinburgh.) (Cramer, Addison, and
Beale.)

2. DiiErriNo, '* Ah ! chc nel dirti oddio/* composed and
published by the same.

3. Aria, 44 Vnlgi, deli Volgi a me,” poetry from Tasso's
Jerusalem Delivered, composed by Pm Cianciiettini.
(Chappell.)

4. Arietta, •* Va ! Lusingando Amore,” the poetry by
Mktastasio, composed by the same. (Birchall ami Co.,
Ar

cic Bond Street.)

The two first of these ore in the true Italian style, un-
mixed with any of that German colouring which the
modem schools of Italy have deemed necessary in their
compositions. This, we are well aware, will recommend

2 E 2
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Mr- Dun’s duett ini to the admirers of simplicity, though it

will not operate so favourably on such as require the con-
diments now in such general use. But they are full of

natural, graceful melody, which will ever possess a charm
for the real amateur, even when unindebted, as in the pre-

sent instance, to the rich stores of harmony for any mate-
rial support. In No. 1, fourth and sixth hers of page 2
are octaves between the second part and base, that neither

the eye nor ear can approve. By the unnexed slight altera-

tion of the acconqiuuimeiit, all objection will be removed.

No. 3 is an able composition, and far superior to many
of those arie. which, night after night, are repeated at pub-

lic concerts and in private parties
;
yet, having been written

under a British sky, this will perhaps not be thought

worthy of an Italian throat, or of an Italianized audience.

No. 4 is composed for Signor Velluti, therefore adapted

to any mezzo-soprano voice. The words are expressed

with great propriety and feeling, and, of all persons in the

world, the performer for whom the arietta is written is best

qualified to give proper effect to the sentiments and lan-

guage of the poet.

1. Soko, “Remember me kindly," the poetry by W. H.
Bellamy, Esq., composed by T. Attwood. (Cramer
and Co.)

2. Sono, Weber’s farewell, sung by Miss Stephens, tcrit-

ten by Mrs. R. Butler, adapted, fyc. by Gesualdo
Lanza. (Chappell.)

3. Bolero, written by W. Bllkley, composed by Olivia
Dussek Bllkley. (Chuppeli.)

4. Ballad, trord* by R. Badnall, Esq., music by G. W.
Reeve. (Mori and Lavenu.)

5. Ballad, “ The Roses of Summer,’’ the poetry by W.
Bellamy, Esq., composed by W. H. Callcoit. (J. H.
CallcotL)

6. Sosa, The Elf-King, by Augustus Voigt. (Callcott.)

7. Romance, The Young Bernardine, composed by John
Barnett. (Barnett, MoncriefT, ami Co.)

8. Slavonian Melody, “ List to the Music of Even," the

poetry by J. Bou'mng, Esq., arranged and harmonized

fry John Barnett. (Preston.)

9. Baj.lad, “Oh! breathe no more that simple air,” the

poetry by the Rev. T. Dale; composed by Edward
Deari.e. (Preston.)

ID. Song, “ Leaves and flowers,” the poetry by II. Mere-
dith Parker. Esq. ; composed by S. Gudbe. (Preston.)

11. Sono, “My soldier lad,” the words by S. Parsons;

composed try C. N. Weiss. (Preston.)

12. Ballad, “ Near unto a chrystal fountain," the poetry by

F. Cooper, Esq.; composed by Augustus Meves.
(Balls.)

No. 1 is composed with true musical feeling, and the ac-

companiment is of that masterly kind w hich is always to lie

expected from Mr. Alluood, because no other has ever pro-

ceeded from his pen.

No. 2 is an adaptation to wordB of Webers last compo-

sition, preceded by a recitative, and enlarged by very ap-
propriate additions. If Mr. I^anza thought it necessary to

transpose the original, why did he not find some key agree-

ing better in character with a b, than i>?—Eb would in

every way have been preferable. There is, however, con-
siderable praise due to him for the manner in which he has
accomplished his task ; and still more to the authoress of
the words, which have great merit.

We regret that wc cannot speak in very favourable

terms of No. 3.

No. 4 is a pleasing melody, and the words are well

accented.

No. 5 will not fail to recal “ The Yellow-hair’d Laddie ”

to memory; but the quotation is an apt one, and the ballad

will find many admirers.

No. 6 is a well-know n air in a popular ballet, Nina, we
belie\e, which Mr. Voigt has adapted to certain words,

added an accompaniment, and printed it as his own!
This unjustifiable practice, which, under various disguises,

is creeping in upon us daily, cries aloud for exposure and
reform, and has our most unqualified censure.

The light measure of No. 7 does not exactly comport
with the words, which are sad enough, and tell how a

youth was compelled, by his hard-hearted parents, to wed
a damsel against his will. There is novelty ill the story,

at least, but not quite so much in the music ; the latter,

however, is simple, and not displeasing.

No. 8 shews the features of national melody—the melody
of not a very refined nation though, for the phrases, the

musical phrases wc mean, are irregular, and very abrupt.

Mr. Barnett, nevertheless, has doubtless executed his task

with fidelity, and given the air itself as lie found it. His
accompaniment is quite appropriate.

No. 9 expresses, in a sensible manner, some very lieau-

tiful words. Wc recommend the composer to make his

second note in the base of the seventh bar of tile sym-
phony, A$.

The poetry of No. 10 breathes two very pretty concetti,
and, upon the whole, is not badly set. The words, “ Vine
Leaves,” should have had a short and a long note : by

giving to the latter word a quaver instead of a crotchet, it

conveys the idea of a verb rather than of a noun.

No. 1 1 is a very poor affair indeed ; and No. 12 is not

in Mr. Meves’s best manner, most certainly. Nothing can

be more commonplace. \

1. Glf.e, 44 On to the Chase,” for three voices, composed

by Johnson Savage. (Paine and Hopkins.)

2. Sono, “ There is a Smile,’’ words and music by Wil-
liam Ball. (The same.)

3. Pastoral, 44 The Calabrian Pipe,’’ written, composed,

and published by the same.

4. Song, 44 The Bracelet,
1

’ ditto, ditto ,
ditto.

5. Ballad, 44 Estelle/’ ditto, ditto, ditto.

6. Ballad, “ Lightly liouiiding o’er the Green,” written

by F. L. Graddon ; composed and arranged by J. T.

Craven. (The same.)

7. Canzonet, 44 Content," written [we presume] Ay W.
Bartholomew, Esq.; adapted to a Waltz by Beetho-
ven. (Vernon, Corn hill.)

8. Song am! Chorus, 44 O Music, sweet Music!” written

by the same to the last Waltz of Weber. (The same.)

9. Serenade, 44 Light of my heurt, aw ake !
” written by

J. West, Esq., cotnjtosed by J. Turnbull. (Edinburgh,

Robertson.)

10. Jacobite Ballad, 44 Red Clanronald's men." (Com-
posed and published by the same.)
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11. Ballad, "The Sylphs of the Flowers," written and
composed by F. E. Lacy. (Luff, Great Russell Street)

12. Song, “ Love and Lovers." ( Written , composed, and
published by the same .

13. Song, "The Bonny Blue Cap,” written by Sir Walter
Scott. (Composed and published by the same.)

14. Ballad, " One look from thy lattice,” composed by

C. A. Smith. ( Same, publisher.)

To write in three parts is a test of knowledge in har-

mony. The composer of No. 1 stands in need of such

knowledge.

No. 2 is composed with taste, and the words are well

accented. Between bars 5 mid 6, page 3, are octaves that no

good ear will delight in, and which may easily be obviated.

No. 3 has afforded us notch pleasure. The many Swiss

airs that have rung in everybody’s ears during the last

three or four scusons have suggested this ; hut not the

slightest plagiarism is to lx* imputed to the composer

—

at least, by us.

No. 4 is faultless, and not u ilhout elegance
;
but the

composer has not happened to hit on any new discoveries

in the regions of air.

No. 5 belongs to the order of commonplace.
What effect No. 6 may produce at the minor theatres wc

ore not qualified to say ; but are quite sure that it will not

be listened to patiently elsewhere.

No. 7 is very properly directed to be sung slowly ; If

performed in w hat is generally considered waltz time, it is

slaughtered. Hie words go well to the air ; and the whole

together is interesting. No. 8, a similar adaptation, is quite

equal to the preceding.

We did not look beyond the first page of No. 9. No.
10 is either a Scottish air, or a parody on one.

No. 11 depends chiefly on its melody, as all ballads

should do, and this is natural and agreeable. No. 12 is

an air rather too well calculated for the meridian of the

Surrey theatre to suit our taste. We can easily believe

that it was relished in its proper abode.

No. 13 is not a bud imitation of Lite Scottish.

No. 14 is n smooth melody, with a simple, easy accom-
paniment; but not a single original idcu is to be traced

in any part of it.

The number of song-composers seems to be on the

increase, and, us wc are decided optimists, wc entertain

no doubt of a good final result ; but must confess that, for

the present, the quantity of tuleut distributed among these

seems inversely as their number. At the same time, we
are bound to acknowledge, because it is our conviction,

that errors in musical grammar and in prosody are on the

decline
; and we cannot help expressing a hope that our

reviews have hod some share in bringing about a reformation

which had been so long necessary, but not publicly called

for— at least in terms that could not be misunderstood, and
which showed that no compromise would lie listened to

—

till w'e commenced the exercise of our critical functions.

HARP AND PIANO-FORTE.
1. Handel's Grand March, " See the Conquering Hero

comes," arranged as a duet by N. Charles Bociisa.

(Clementi, Collard and Collard.)

2. Weber’s last Gem, with an Introduction, Variation,

and Coda, arranged by Edwin J. Nielson, late student

i/i the Royal Academy of Music, (Goulding and
D’Almaine.)

Handel’s " See the Conquering Hero” is a chorus, not
a march; but this matters not much. It is here converted

into a spirited duet, and the variations, if not original, are

in character, and effective, the last, particularly, a coda,

which brings the piece to a termination in a very brilliant

manner.
Weber's Waltz in a 1>, which has, wc know not how, ac-

quired the title of his last gem, is become as popular among
the admirers of sterling harmony as good music generally

is and deserves to be. This fact is proved by the many
shapes it is now made to assume, vocal as well as instru-

mental, and by the utleution it commands when performed
at the theatres, by military bands, &c. It has not suffered

in Mr. Nielson’s hands, but, on the contrary, has been net

off to great advantage by the manner of his arrangement,

and by the skilful, the masterly, additions he lias made to it.

IIARP.

The Harpist’s Sketch-book, a collection of Melodies„
including (wo sung by the Bohemian Brothers

, $c. Sfc.,

arranged in a familiar style, by Gustavus Holst.
(Chappell.)

This publication contains no less than ten pieces, not
fragments, iu twelve pages, crowded together like passen-

gers in a stage-coach, without any especial regard to their

respective qualities. Thus we have Bohemian, Rhinish,

Portuguese, Irish, French, Russian, and Italian airs, a
Landum, and a llymn, all in one motley group. The divine

strains of the first German reformer are brought into juxta-

position with the counterfeit notes of the last German im-

postors, or cigar-makers, and the song of the vine-har-

vesters of the Rhine is forced into union with both. But
the whole makes an agreeable though a bizarre collection,

and, tlie quantity considered, is published at a reasonable

price.

FLUTE AND PIANO-FORTE.

A Selection ofAirs from the works of Eminent Composers,
arranged by Wm. Bark. No. I. (Longman and Bates,

hudgate Hilt.)

This is a useful publication, for it consists of airs so good
in themselves, that the greut facility afforded to both per-

formers, in the manner of arranging them, will not, how-
ever powerful prejudice may be, render them unworthy the

notice of those w ho are equal to things requiring infinitely

more practical skill. The pieces introduced are the
march in the Opfnfest; an aria from Le Solitaire, by
Carafa; Aure fetid, by the same; a Portuguese Air; the

Bridesmaid’s Chorus in the Freischutz; and an air by
Rummer.

FLUTE.
1. Airs in Auber’s Masaniello, arranged by L. Drouet.
(Cocks and Co.)

2. Rossini’s Operas, arranged with embellishments, by
Wm. Forde. No. I. (Same publishers.)

3. Cocks’ Cabinet, A Collection of Melodies, selected and
published by the same.

No, 1 includes the Guarochs, the Barcarole, a Fandango,
the Tarantella, a Bolero, part of the Prayer, and three

other airs, together with what M. Drouet calls "a recapi-

tulation*' of the whole, which consists of the heads of each,

combined in one piece. The whole of these are arranged
in an easy manner.
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No. 2 contains the Mote in Egitto ; that is to say,

seventeen pieces from it, which include nearly the whole.

They are adapted to the powers of the generality of

players ;—as is also

No. 3, a very comprehensive little work, for in this first

number are between twenty and thirty airs, by as many
different composers—by Mozart, Beethoven, Mnyseder.

Dressier, Ha) do, Berbiguicr, Ac. Ac.

TWO FLUTES.
Twenty-four Scales, arranged from Cherubini, Holla,

Ac., by E.C. Martin. (Cocks and Co.)

We can Irardly add any information concerning this publi-

cation beyond what is to be gathered from its title, brief as

it is. The scales are in all the keys, and the name of

Cherubini is a guarantee for a certain degree of correctness,

not to say excellence. Scales, undoubtedly, are excellent

practice ; if learners on riiv instrument would make them-

selves thorough masters of these, they would find them-

selves in possession of u key to the greatest difficulties that

either practical or theoretical music presents to the learner.

^foreign iHustcal Report.

VIENNA.
Jotrphstlldt Theater.— A new romantic opera has been

produced at this theatre, entitled T)er Alpenkbnig (the

King of the Alps), the music by Kapellmeister Roser.

Some of the airs were applauded, but the principal merit

of the piece lies in the characteristic accompaniments, and

particularly in the music of some occasional dances, which

possesses considerable merit.

LeopoldstUdt Theater.—The only novelty at this house

has been a grand musical pantomime, by Rainoldi, entitled

Der Ritter ohne Kopf (the Headless Knight). We notice

it in particular, on account of the very excellent and cha-

racteristic music by Volkert, Home of which is marked by

much originality of ideas, and is assuredly deserving of a

better fate lhau that of being allied to such perishable ma-

terials.

At the last sitting of the Philharmonic Society of the

Austrian states, Messrs. Roieidieu and Fetis had the ho-

nour of being named as members.

BERLIN.
Konigttildt Theater.—The management of this house has

been particularly active of late ;
for, in the short space of

six weeks, we luid a uew operetta, and two successful re-

vivals. The first, which is a sentimental poem, by Konrad
von lloltey, entitled Erinnerung (Remembrance), is en-

tirely composed of melodics from the works of C. von

Weber, which are arranged with taste and judgment, and

made to form a connected piece of more than common in-

terest. Carl Blum's delightful little opera. Die Ruckkehr

in’* Dorfchen (the Return to the Hamlet), was admirably

performed, and obtained gTeat applause throughout.

In Wenzel Muller's old opera. Die Muairalitche Tinchler*

familie, oder Die Uttruhige Naehbarudiaft (the Musical

Carpenter-family, or the Neighbourhood disturbed), the

comic acting of M. Spitzeder wus very effective ; iu the

scene, so annoying to his quiet neighbours, in which he

gives imitations of Paganini, the bursts of laughter were

iucessant. Indeed, there is little doubt but the whole piece

was got up on the present occasion for the sake of thin

scene.

A grand concert of sacred music was recently given hens
in relief of the unhappy sufferers by the late inundations.

The whole was under the immediate direction of Spootini*

who exerted himself on this occasion in a maimer that ne>-

dounds highly to his credit. Besides several splendid

pieces of instrumental music and compositions by (iraun
and Righini (a composer by the way who has been too

much neglected), a selection was also given from HandeP*
Samton, the principal parts of which were admirably exe-
cuted by M. Bader and Madame Seidler. Paganini also

volunteered his services on this occasion, and exerted him-
self in a very laudable manner in the cause of benevolence.

He executed the greater part of the pieces that hail pro-

duced the most effect in his concerts, and on this occasion
seemed to surpass himself. The fire of this artist is incx-

tinguishahle
;
and there are occasional bursts of energy,

and touches of such surprising felicity, that, after being
heard for the hundredth time, he appears new and inex-

haustible in the variety of effects produced. The lact is,

that, being guided by the spontaneous impulse of the mo-
ment, and not fettered by mere mechanical rules, his own
compositions are ever varying in his hands ; and. instead

of productions of art, are continual creations of genius.

The applause that crowned his efforts was immense ; he is

certainly among the prodigies of the age in which we live.

The receipts on this occasion were very handsome.
Spontini’s example has been followed by the other

musical societies, and by the bonds of the different regi-

ments. The combined efforts of those of the dragoons
and cuirassiers were particularly effective. Seve a! sym-
phonies, arranged for wind-instruments, and |mrticular(y

the overture to Fidtlio, for trumpets bugles Ac., only,

were executed with a precision, spirit, and unity of effect,

but seldom witnessed. The latter attempt, in particular,

which was attended with great difficulties, was accomplished
in a masterly manner.

It is not without regret that we state, that serious dispute
have arisen between Spontini and the Count von Rctlern,

superintendant of the royal theatres, which is likely to ter-

minate in the retirement of the former. He has just com-
pleted his Agnet von Hohenttanfen , and will, it is said,

quit after he has superintended its production.

After several last concerts, Paganini has at last left

us. As, independently of these concerts, this artist had
given a succession of performances at the Kfmigstadt,

between the opera and afterpiece, the public in general

hod become habituated to him, and consequently his later

concerts were a good deal deserted, except by his more
devoted admirers. On these occasions, that lofty feeling

which led a great poet to exult in the reflection that he

could
‘ Fit tiulipncc find, though {**.,'—(Milton)

seems to have filled the soul of Paganini, for never did he

appear to yield so fully to his inspirations, and display the

fire of his genius. He is gone to Warsaw.
With more hardihood than discretion or good taste,

M. Sigismund von Praun has been playing over all ]*oga-

niiifs pieces since his departure. It is allowed that he
reproduces several of the favorite passages and difficulties

of his great model, with surprising facility; hut it is the

elaborate copy of a Titian, without his fire and inspiration.

Iu M. Praun, we see the artist, ingenious hut laborious;

in Paganini we behold a virtuoso, who, in the enthusiasm
which he creates, makes us forget all the ordinary means
of art.
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DRESDEN.
The Italian company here haw just given Morlacchi’s Iasi

work, // Colombo, which he composed for the theatre of

Genoa. It obtained a very favourable reception. The
Cognoscenti were delighted with several beauties of the

higher order, b<R, in return, they had also to endure much
that was tedious and insupportable. The work evidently

bears the marks of haste ; had the author followed the well-

known advice of the Homan poet, ut nonem tervetur in

annum, and thus matured his ideas, there is sufficient

evidence in the work, of talent that might have produced

• masterpiece.

MILAN.

Teatro della Scala.—Le Contained cillane has been re-

produced here, and drawn better houses than we had reason

to anticipate, Frezzolini and Madame Gioia-Tamburiui

exerted themselves in a manner to obtain general applause.

The latter singer, together with a voice of considerable

compass and beauty, |K»ssesscs great intelligence, and a

just perception of character. Several new engagements
have been made for this house. Besides Madame Belloc,

and the Signora A nnetta ( ardani, a soprano of considerable

promise, Alfonso Zezi, primo basso to the king of Saxony,

of whom the German journals have made Itonourable men-
tion, is expected in the course of tlie season.

Teatro Carcano.—By the return of Madame Pasta,

and with the talents of Favelli, the tenor Dupre, and the

bass Gioni, this house presents a formidable rival to Bar-

baja’s establishment, and more than divides the public

attention. Tancredi and OirUo, the two first performances,

have excited a degree of enthusiasm not often w itnessed,

even in this kind of excitement Not content with wailing

till the conclusion of the performance, both Pasta and
Favelli were frequently called for. and obliged to violate all

consistency by reappearing in the midst of scenes, and
embarrassing the progress of the action. In the second

act of Tancredi, the air So, che il morir non «?, was re-

placed by u romance of Pacini, beginning with the words.

Perch* non errdi a me. Will the Gran Maestro be pleased

with such a liberty taken with his favourite opera? It

most assuredly is a practice at variance with consistency

and common sense, and cannot be too strongly reprobated.

GENOA.
Tealro Carlo Felice.— Boieldieu's Dame Blanche was
lately given here ; hut, with the exception of some few

pieces, it made only a feeble impression. This want of

success is, by some of the journals, attributed to the

company of singers, none of whom rise above mediocrity.

LEGHORN.
Tealro dr Avvalorati.—Generali's new opera, I Bacra-

nali, was produced here on the 12th of May last, uud
obtained decided success. It was performed by a very

respectable company, of whom Binnchi the tenor, and the

Signora Maddalena Giorgi, bore olf the honours of the

evening.

TURIN.
The season here has produced one new opera, Gli

Accenturun, the music by Cordelia, a composer before

unknown to this place. It obtained but very moderate

success—a circumstance ow ing, as it would appear, rather

to want of power in the compauy, than to absence of merit

in the piece; for several parts of tin.* composition are

apokeu of as indicating talent of no ordinary kind.

PARMA.
Teatro Nnovo.—A new opera is announced here, the

subject of which is the same that bas recently exercised

the pen of Morlacchi
;
but it is not stated when the new

C'olomfois to he given. The Signora Teresa Cecconi is

the great favourite here
;
she has lately gained fresh repu-

tation by the excellent manner in winch she performed the

arduous character of Semiramitie.

FLORENCE.
Tealro A (fieri .—The Signora Giuditla Grisi, a contralto of
great power and beauty, is creating u sensation here of a
kind that may rival with that of some of the great artists

of the good old school. She is a young lady of good
family, whose fortunes having suffered in the late revolu-

tions she has had recourse to the stage. After successfully

filling the principal characters in II Pirala

,

and Gli Arabia
one of Rossini’s earlier operas, Bianca e Falliero, has been
got up, in order to afford her a new opportunity of distin-

guishing herself This opera, which was produced in 1819,
had but little success at the first representation, and was
shortly oiler withdrawn. It, however, merited a better

late; for though it cannot compete with some of Ros-
sini’s masterpieces, yet it possesses no small portion of the

first freshness of his talent, and has several admirable

pieces ; in particular, the magnificent quartett in the second

act. On the present occasion, it was very effectively cast,

and was received throughout with great applause. The
quartett in question was admirably executed by Grisi, Bon-
figli, Morosi, and Porto, The cavatina sung by Signora
Grisi in the first, and the rondo in the second act, were
received with the greatest enthusiasm. The chomsses were
poor, but the execution of the orchestra all that could be

desired. In a word, this may be regarded as a successful

revival of a work of Rossini that had sunk into oblivion

:

how long the resuscitation will endure, time will determine.

Lutely was performed, in the Chapel of tlie Grand
Duke, a new oratorio, by Lindcrsdorff, of Vienna, known
for some time in the musical work! as a distinguished pia-

nist, and the composer of several pieces of merit. It ia

entitled Esther; and both the composition and execution,

in which the must distinguished singers and musicians of
the place took a part, under the direction of the composer,
obtained the unanimous applause of ail the connoisseurs

who were present at its performance.

ANCONA.
Vaccnj’s opera of Romeo e Giulietta was represented here

for the first time, and obtained considerable success, which
continued throughout a series of several representations.

A portion of this success must doubtless be ascribed to the
new debutant, Valentini, who is a great favourite. His
school is good, and his style of acting graceful and im-
pressive. Madame Kinthurland, a lady of German extrac-

tion, but who has received her musical education in Italy,

performed the part of Giuliella, in a manner that gave
general satisfaction. She sings in good taste, and with an
abstinence from meretricious ornament, which is very edi-

fying in the present day.

VENICE.
Tealro San Benrdetlo .—General Ts serious opera of Jejle

(oratorio, some of the journals term it) continues to be given
here with success. Madame Laroche, a singer new to these

boards, particularly distinguished herself in the principal

character ;
in a duet in the first, and a rondo in the second

act, she obtains a regular encore every evening.
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Rossini's Comte Ory is in preparation here ; hut an the

tenor part is not adapted to Signor Rossi, the only tenor

of any importance here, it has been found necessary to

transpose his part a tone or two. Even in transposing a

single air, much of its etfect and character must necessarily

be sacrificed : what, then, are we to think of transposing the

whole solid part of an opera? And yet, in this classic

land of music, one of those operators, who are everywhere

to be had ready at hand, is busily engaged in the barbarous

operation.

ROME.

Tealro Valle .—The only novelty here, if novelty it can be

called, has been La Giovenlit <TEnrico V., which obtained, if

not a brilliant, at least a tolerable degree of success. The

principal character was sustained by Madame Annetta

Parlamagni, who, if not possessed of first-rate powers,

performed her part with zeal and intelligence ; Crespi, the

bass, has a voice of considerable beauty and flexibility, and

the tenor, Zilioli. is by no means deficient of merit.

NAPLES.

Tealro San Carlo .—This house opened with Bianca c Ger-

nando, an opera di mezza carattcre, com|>osed hist year for

the theatre at Genoa. The principal character was sus-

tained by David, w ho hail for some time past been labouring

under a severe indisposition ; his reception was ill the

highest degree flattering, and the opera, altogether, w as suc-

cessful. Vaceaj’s oratorio of Saule. had a long run, and

proved in the event that many of the criticisms which had

been launched against it were unjust. Several pieces of

this composition are spoken of in terms of high praise, in

particular the finale of the first act, two airs of David, that

of Lablache, another of Micol. and a duet between the

latter and David Rossini’s Mo*( was also given, and, as

if by way of comparison, was played on alternate evenings

with Saule. It was given according to the Paris copy; but

the additions made by Rossini to his original score did not

please the cognoscenti here ; they did not consider them

as written in the tone and spirit of the first animated

draught. Cimarosa’s Mairimonio Scgrrto was lately given

for the benefit of the Signora Vccchi ; it was excellently

performed, and received with an enthusiasm which argues

well for the interests of the art. If there lie any truth

in the maxim, that, in regard to musical composition, the

fewest possible means should he employed for the attain-

ment of a given end ; and if the capability of effecting this

be the truest test of genius, then is the opera in question

entitled to rank among the first productions of the lyric

theatre. We have here no trumpets, trombones, or otta-

sini, to eke out the accompaniments ; we have no chorus,

no band behind the scenes or encumlicring tin? stage ; we
have simply six characters, mid a common orchestra, and

yet with such means how vast the effects this master has

produced!—effects, which it is not risking too much to

say, have rarely, if ever, been reached by modem com-
posers, with all the additional and exaggerated means w’hich

they have thought it necessary lo bring into action. These

facts could not escape the audience of the San Carlo on the

evening in question, and to the comparison which they

were silently, and it might almost be said, unconsciously

drawing, may doubtless be traced the spontaneous expres-

sions of delight which burst from every side. It is difficult

to efface in the minds of men the sense of what is just and
true ; they may l>e deceived for a time, hut right feeling

will find its level at last: Licet furca rqicltas, uvpic

rccurrcL

Tealro la Penict.—A new opera of some interest has
appeared at this theatre, under the whimsical title Un
Uiavolo Color di Ro$a. The music is by Petrella, pupil

of the Conservatorio, who is still very young. The pro-
duction is distinguished by the vivacity of its melodies, and
the spirited, and in many respects original, accompani-
ments. If this young man has the courage lo think and
write for himself, no slight hopes may reasonably be formed
of his future proficiency.

PALERMO.
Tealro Carolina.—Valentini’s new opera, Ildrgonda, has
appeared here, and obtained a degree of success by no
means doubtful, though the better parts of the composition
were counterbalanced by much that was heavy and unin-
spired. The author was warmly applauded ; and some of
the more ponderous parts, that clogged the action of the

piece, having been removed, it has since made its way
through several successive representations. Iloccaccini,

the Signora Lipparini, and Madame Axzuu.did not a little

contribute to the success of the work. The cavatina, sung
by the former, his duct with Lipjuiritti in the finale of the

first act, which was admired for its sweetness and spirit,

the rondo of Madame Azzou, the romance of Roccacciui, a
chorus of conspirators in the second act, and two grand
airs, one of the tenor, and the other of Ildegonda, are the

most remarkable pieces of the score, and were more or less

applauded.

MESSINA.

The great novelty of the opera season here has been a new
piece by Pacini, entitled La Sucerdotella (f Innintul. It

had long been promised by the management, and, contrary

to the generality of things long expected, pleased at last.

Tin* opening cavatina, a duet, and some concerted pieces,

are said to possess merit; of their originality no pledge is

given. ’Die Signora Tcntt Bcllili is a prodigious favourite

here ; and deservedly so, for, together with a style of acting

by no means deficient in energy , she possesses a contralto

voice of great power and sweetness—qualities not often

found in unison. It is but fair to state, that some, perhaps

a very considerable portion, of the success of the opera, is

to be ascribed to this reigning favourite.

—

Query , should

the fuvourite happen to fall off, what would be the fate of

the opera ?

PARIS.

Salle Farart.—We are happy lo say that charlatanism, that

besetting sin of our age, found no place in the proceedings

of the German company that hove been performing here.

They announced a certain number of performances, and to

that number they have rigorously adhered : we had no “more
last words;** no additional nights “ by particular desire;**

—

all has been done according to the maxims of German
honesty and good old faith. Of the three operas that com-
pleted the series of twelve performances, Der Freischutz

was the most successful, having been performed seven
times; Die Zauberjiote was perforated twice; and Fidelio

three times. For the benefit of M. Hartzingcr, the perfor-

mances of the evening consisted of Die JVcine Frau (La
Dame Rlanche) and Die Wiener in Berlin (the Viennese

in Berlin). Fidelio is a composition that requires a previous

acquaintance with its beauties ami peculiarities, in order to

be properly relished and understood. To the ear accus-

tomed to like softness and roundness of the Italian musical

period, the hardy, vigorous, and independent phrases of
Beethoven will appear abrupt and incomplete. With those

Digitized by Google
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—and, unfortunately, they are the majority—who seek for

nothing in music beyond mere amusement, mere sensual

enjoyinent, such works are not likely to find acceptance.

Accustomed indolently to beat time with the foot, or by a

wave of the head to the flowing cantilenas of the South,

which, as they rarely bear the impress of passion, require

no corresponding effort of reflection, they become troubled

in the presence of the severer inspirations of Beethoven, and

shrink from the task of attempting to comprehend them.

The forms of the Italian song are of easy comprehension ;

so easy* that some dozen models of the different species of

cantilena serve the hearer as types for the rest, while, in

the works of the thoughtful German, intent upon tracing

the march of passion, and catching its varying features,

there will be much to suqmsc und to demand reflection

ere it can be fully understood.

The first act of Fidetio, though without any dramatic

situations to call the genius of the composer into action, is

full of vigour und spirit. One is astonished to meet with

several passages full of coquetry, and of those comic effects

which otic is tempted to believe foreign to the genius of

Beethoven, and native only to an Italian organization ; and

yet, even in these, the frequent sudden, and sometimes not

very intelligible modulations, constantly remind us of their

German origin. The delightful canon in four parts, the

trio, the air of the tenor, and even the little introductory

duet, are proofs of the justice of our observation. The
finale of this act terminates in a manner which seems to

correspond but ill with the grandeur of its exordium. But
it is the second act of this composition that displays all the

vigour and grandeur of the genius of Beethoven ; the ter-

zetto, the quartett, the duet, and, above all, the terminating

air expressive of madness, are masterpieces of art, and
stand alone in their kind. And then the gigantic finale!

We know of nothing but the last part of the symphony iu

c minor of the same composer capable of producing an
equal effect. And yet what are the means employed to

produce this mighty result? A simple and very short sub-

ject, which is nearly identified wilh that of the stretlo of

the celebrated finale of Don Juan. But then it is pre-

sented with such imposing power, it is renewed and mul-
tiplied by such varied and ingenious modulation, and gains

so much in every transformation which it is made to un-
dergo, that one remains lost in wonder and astonishment.

With respect to Die fFtener ein Berlin , it is a species of

light vaudeville, without much plot or dramatic interest,

and which, except to a German, has little other merit be-

yond that of the many national melodies which are inter-

woven in its texture, several of which are of a very pleasing

kind. A good old Viennese, who is fond of his country
even to infatuation, has taken up his residence iu Berlin,

where his weakness appears ridiculous in the eyes of the

natives, who, however, are not less infatuated in regard to

their own city. The old man gathers around him all that

can remind him of his beloved Austria. A young and
handsome baroness, who wishes to catch hold of his son,

and through him of the old man’s riches, is presented to

him as a young Viennese, who wishes to enter his service.

As there is an air of distance and mystery about this per-

son, all the household league against her, und in proof that

all is not right, the valet cotncs to report to his master as

u conclusive proof that she has been heard to speak d un
poulct a r Autlerlilz. At length, by means of her seduc-
tive manners, and the art which she has of delighting the

old man with the piquant manner in which she sings the

patois airs of Austria, she succeeds in gaining his consent to

her marriage with his son. Such is the outline of a meagre
August, 1829.

plot, which, however, affords abundant scope for mistake,

douhle-entendre, petulance, and puns ; and as we before

observed, for a variety of delicious national airs, for the in-

troduction of which it is evident the whole is tacked to-

gether. Among other pieces, a delightful quintett in the

Tyrolese style, in which M. Huit/mger gave the jodden

effect in u very charucl eristic manner, excited great ap-

plause.

PERPIGNAN.

In the new order of things that has sprung up since the

re-establishment of peace, and the happy facilities thut it

has afforded of communication between nations so long se-

parated by a miserable and disgraceful policy, a very re-

markable feature is that of the interchange of dramatic

companies in France, England, and Germany. To this list

we arc happy to be able to add a fourth nation, where such

an order of things seemed less likely to find its way than

elsewhere. A Spanish company is at present giving per-

formances at this place, which consist of operettas and pe-

tite comedies, which are by no means ill executed. Among
the advantages of this interchange of the productions of

the drama, not the least important is the diffusion of the

languages of the respective countries. There is no readier

means of familiarizing the stranger with those delicacies of

pronunciation, which arc so difficult of attainment, and
which are obliged to be particularly attended to on the

stage. To the philosophic observer, this subject is by no
means devoid of interest.

AVIGNON.
It is announced in the journals, that a project has been

some time on foot, and Is now matured, for the establish-

ment of a musical conservatory in this town. The measure

is highly to lie applauded, as tending to diffuse the taste for

an art which is daily making new udvanccs. The same
journal from which we copy this, adds, “ It is to be wished

thut all the principal towns of France would follow this

example, hy establishing schools for the formation of tike

public taste, and by means of which young pupils, both

mate and female, would no longer lie necessitated to seek

instructions in distant towns, and frequently, from want of

the necessary means, to forego instructions in an art for

which nature has in every respect qualified them.”

LISLE.

We copy the following from the Echo du Nord :

—

" Festival of the North.

** By the term festival, the English mean a grand meet-

ing of musicians held at certain seasons of the year, in the

principal towns of England, for the purpose of executing

the works of the greal masters, with a considerable display

of voices and instruments. 'Die Germans set the first

example of these great musical meetings, which our neigh-

bours beyond the seas have imitated with a view to phi-

lanthropic purposes. It remained for the inhabitants of

the North, and particularly of Lisle, to set the example in

France of these imposing solemnities in all respects

worthy of a people who range in the highest grade of the

scale of civilization.

“ The Festival of the North will take place at Lille

during the celebration of the Fete eommunale, viz., on the

28th, 29th, 30lh of June, und 1st July, 1829. The Society

of Amateurs is to have the direction of the whole, and the

other amateurs of this city, us well as those of the de-

partment, and of the kingdom of the Puvs-Bus, are invited

2 F
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to concur. According to the programme that has been

published, the solemnity is to be composed as follows.*—

1. “Of one or two Masses, or pieces of sacred music, to

be executed by three or four hundred musicians, under the

direction of the first man re de chapclle of the capital.

2. •• Of a ball in the concert-room, which is to be deco-

rated in the same manner as at the ffete given in honour

of the king in 1807.

3.
41 Of a musical competition, in which prizes are to

be distributed.

4. *' Of a grand concert, which is to consist of artists

of the first order.

“ The product of the subscriptions shall be divided be-

tween the different benevolent institutions of the place.
44 The establishment of the Festival of the North is en-

titled to every praise; and it is to be hoped that the

execution will correspond to the ideas of those by whom it

was originated. It will form an epoch in the onnnls of

the country, and will not fail to attract a number of the

Curious, of the friends of art, and of amateurs as well of our

own as of other countries.*’

CONCERT FOR THE RELIEF OF THE SUFFERERS
IN SILESIA.

Madlle. So.ntao,—with a warmth of feeling that places

her in a most amiable point of view, and is a complete

answer to those who, because she has too much sense to

caricature the parts assigned to her, and disdains quackery,

is charged with insensibility,—got up a morning concert,

on the 1 3th of J uly, in aid of a subscription now raising

for the above purpose ; and, notwithstanding the lateness

of the season, succeeded in drawing together one of the

most crowded audiences we ever witnessed. Indeed,

tickets continued to be sold after as many had been issued

as the room would contain—a practice exceedingly cen-

surable, it must be allowed, and only to be palliated when
the motive is charity ;

though even in such a case it is an
imprudence, for the public will iu future be shy of pur-

chasing, seeing that they have no security for obtaining

seats, or even admittance, after paying their money.
All the vocal strength of the Opera assisted, together

with Madame Camporese, Signori Velluli and Torri ; and
Messrs. Moscheles, Bohrer, Drouet, and Puzzi contributed

their talents. To which list is to be added M. Mendelssohn,

who, on this occasion, went into the orchestra to give his

personal aid, iu addition to a pecuniary contribution, for

the benefit of his distressed countrymen. Messrs. F.

Cramer and Spagnoletii led each an act, and Sir G. Smart
sat at the piaua-forte.

The concert was made up chiefly of those pieces which
had been performed every where during the season. The
novelties were a new MS. overture to Shakspenre’s Mid-
summer Night’s Dream, and a duet for two piano-fortes,

both composed by M. Mendelssohn. Of the overture we
will say, in few words,—for a single hearing does not

enable one to analyze a work of this kiud,—that it is

exactly suited to the drama which it is supposed to pre-

cede; and, if we may dare venture to say as much, is

worthy of it, for it is a fine poetical composition, sparkling

with genius and rich in effect; some parts playful and
sylph-like, others lofty and solid; the whole indicating

that the musician has studied the poet, has entered into

his thoughts, and even caught some of his imagination.

When, however, we again hear Uub overture, we trust that

it will receive more justice from the band. It was per-

formed in a very imperfect manner.

The piano-forte duet is not without beautiful parts, bat
as a whole is too long, and did not come op to the expec-

tation we had formed. Drouefs variations were really

wonderful, and Bohrer's adagio charming.

Madlle. Sontag, the originater of the whole, sang very

delightfully, though not with her usual power, and in one
piece wanted better support.

Cfer fflrama.

Kino’s Theatre.

The only novelty since our last, if a revival can be called

a novehy, has been Cimarosa’s Matrimanio Srereto, which
was got up for Donzellfs benefit on the 1 6th of last month.

This opera was composed and performed at Naples m
1793*. In 1794 it was brought out at the King’s Theatre,

where it has several times been re-produced with various

success ; for music of so light and melodious a kind,—many
of the best passages and cadences of which have, from

their sweetness und simplicity, been appropriated by a
humble class of imitators, and so become quite common
and often vulgar,—depends much more on the performers

than compositions of a scientific kind, built on learned har-

mony, and deriving much of their effect from orchestral com-
binations. Hence this master-piece of the composer, if

given to inferior singers, is hardly tolerable ; but when the

three principal parts are performed as they were on the

present occasion, it pleases all who hove any ear for re-

gulated sounds. It was thus cast:—
Siuwon Outrun no, rich merchant, Signor ZcciitLU.

Carolina. I .. , . fM aimak. Sontao.

KWh*, ftodwito!*,
i Madll*. Ni** Some.

FiJaJma, Cerooimo** cuter . Mad. Maurram.
II Conic Robinson . . . Signor (Juxi.

Paouno, clerk to Geronimo , Signor Donxrlu.

The most popular, and indeed the best, pieces in the

opera are, the duet between Carolina and Paolino

*

“ Cara
non dubitar;" (Jeronimo’s aria

44 Udite ! tutti, udite!” the

terzetto (which has been sung at almost every concert this

season,) 44 Le foccio un’ inchinn ;** the bantering aria of

Carolina* “ Perdonate, signor mio the finale to the first

act ; the hacknied duet of Geronimo and the count, 44 Sc
fiato in corpo avete the grand aria of Paolino, 44 Pria cbe

spunti in cicl Aurora ;* and the duettino between Carolina

and Paolino* 44 Deh ! ti conforta.” These certainly are

enough to make a powerful comic opera, or burletta, os the

composer calls the present work, upon which, together with

certain other pieces in his Orazj ed i Curiazj, is Cimarosa't

great reputation founded.

We can hardly imagine a more perfect performance, so

far oh regards the three chief characters, than was now
exhibited. The gentleness, not without a sufficiency of

feeling, with which Mdlle. Sontag both acted and sung her

part ; the knowledge of music and pure taste she showed
throughout, particularly in the duels, rarely departing from

the simplicity of the original
; and the spirit, properly re-

strained and lady-like, with which she delivered the comic

air,
44

Perdonate,’* excited the warmest admiration.

Zuchelli was not less excellent Comic opera is decid-

edly his forte ; and characters of a certain age best suit his

* See Memoir of Cibirtom in ifac 1st roL of the Uatrhnucob, page 64,
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figure anti manner. His great merit consists in not over-

acting his part He was obliged to go beyond what, we
are persuaded, he thought tl»e bounds of propriety in the

duct “ Sefiato? in which the low buffoonery of Sig. Galli

rendered it neecssory for him to do something in the same

way, t hat he might not appear to rebuke the good-natured

spectators for being amused by his coadjutor.

Donzelli'a Paulino has added much to the reputation

his high talents have gained for him in this country : he

was in every way all that could be wished. His “ Pria

che spunti," the greater part of which he, with refined

judgment, and quite contrary to the usual practice, sang
Motto voce, was perfection itself ; while his share of the duets,
•' Cara non dubitar” and “ Deh, ti conforta," was full o4‘

tenderness and musical expression.

Madame Malihran, in taking the part of Fidahna, either

shewed a great willingness to oblige, if she only complied

with the wish of the manager, or a want of prudence if it

were her own choice. This is the character exactly suited

to Madame Pisarnni ; her age, appearance, voice, and
manner, are precisely calculated to give effect to it—wit-

ness her performance of the low part of the terzetto at the

various concerts; and it is the only part that has offered,

during the whole season, wherein she could have performed
to real advantage. Mad. Malibran quite mistakes the cha-
racter; she converts Fidalma, (the Mrs. Heidelberg of the

original comedy,) o widow of about fifty, who has a mighty
hankering after a second husband, into a toddling, trembling

old woman, of at least seventy. Indeed, we know ladies

of this age who are infinitely more erect, and more firm in

their gait, than the sister of Geronimo is now made to

appear. Besides which, (and what is, perhaps, more im-
portant,) the notes are too low for Madame M.'s voice ?

and, in consequence, recourse has been had to transposi-

tion— to a change of key, by which the compositions have
suffered grievously. For instance, in the trio, * Le faccio

un’ inchioo,” which is now sung a note higher than writ-

ten, and, after all, is too low for the lady's voice, and
requires twice as much force as she is able to give it.

Signor Galli looked and acted like a valet In fact, we
have seen many servants with a superior address, and in

vastly better clothes, than this representative of an English
nobleman. Madlle. Nina Sontag had, of course, little to

do in so secondary a part ; but some one might have been
found to look the character better, Madame Castelli

would have been far preferable.

The system of transposing has been carried to a more
vicious excess in this opera than we ever before knew'.

Full half of the pieces have undergone this change, much
to their injury ; and in some cases the alteration has im-
posed silence on instruments that the composer depended
on for his best effects.

On the 23rd Mademoiselle Sontag appeared in Don Gio-
vanni, as Zerlina, which she performed most sensibly and
charmingly. She understands well and entertains a proper
respect for such music, and at the same time enters into
the nature of the character, discriminating between the
country girl of real life, and the peasant of the lyric drama :—between matter of fact am! poetry. Donzclli too was
excellent as Don Ottavio ; Zuchelli in the vocal part of
the profligate was as usual very successful, though in
other respects the character is not exactly suited to him

;

and Madlle. Blasts in Donna Anna was highly respectable.
The rest were wretchedly had ; but we will not annoy our
readers or mortify ourselves by entering into particulars.
The band was, as it has always been this season, a chaos.
The few superior performers in it do rather more harm than

good.—they expose the faults of the majority. Far better

would it be were they to acquiesce in the blunders of their

colleagues, and so preserve some appearance of that inva-

luable quality, consistency.

Hatmarxet Theatre.

A musical attempt has been made at this house in the
getting up of The Haunted Tower, but it turned out one of
the most miserable failures that ever an unhappy audience
was condemned to witness. They should do nothing at

this theatre unless Liston is in it. Without him it would
be better to shut the doors, and then stick a bill on them.

English Opera-House.

The announcement of a new German Opera from a
name of any celebrity, excites no little interest in these

“piping times” of peace. Putting Mozart wholly out of the

question, who is become a classic, a sort of sacred character,

the works of Weber and Meyerbeer have stamped such a
value on the modem lyric productions of their country,

that whatever now comes from that land, a land overflow-

ing with melody and harmony, is sure of a friendly recep-

tion, a patient hearing, and if not a favourable, at least a

lenient, judgment.

Much had been written and said on the subject of Mr.
Ries's new opera. Die Rauberbravt, (the Robber's Bride,)

and hence expectations were raised which only a work of

extraordinary merit was likely to realize, and which, as

generally happens in such cases, were somewhat damped
when, upon being performed, it turned out to he not exactly

equal to what sanguine people had encouraged themselves

to hope.

Wc who have only heard this opera once, arc unwilling

to offer any final opinion on its merits until we have had a

second opportunity of judging it. Our first impression is,

that whatever could be accomplished by musical knowledge,
industry, and tact, has been achieved. But there is that

which no science, or labour, or skill, can alone or con-
jointly command, namely, the creative faculty—the power
to invent—genius ; which is not uniformly active in the few
who arts so happy os to possess H, but is sometimes luxu-
riant, at other times scanty, and never under the control

of the will It does not appear to us that much of this

high and rare quality is displayed in the Robber's Bride.

It is learned, past all doubt ; but there is, or there seems to

be at a first hearing, a dryness in it that does not look os if

it had flowed from the mind in so spontaneous a manner as
roost great works—works destined to live in after times

—

Ilave been poured out.

We will here give the principal characters, with an ana-
lysis of the story

; and defer a detailed account, and a more
particular criticism, till our next, when we shall he better

able to do it justice.

The Count Vderba
Fernanda
Cur/o . •

Pietro ,

JMxrto
Laura .

Mr. H. Pmu_ir*.
Mr. Samo.
Mr. Tsornb.
Mr. Salts b.

Mr. Perkins.

Miu Bktt*.

The monarch of one of the Italian states is kept in subjection

by a faction, who in reality wield all the power of the govern-
ment The Count Viterbo retires from court in disgust, and
carries on a correspondence with some of his friends, m which
he freely censures the conduct of the party in power. His
courier, Pietro , betrays him, and the Count is in consequence
denounced. Escape from liis enemies seems almost imjiossible,

when Roberto, the captain of a band of Robbers, appears on
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the scene, and declares to Laura, the daughter of the Count,
that he will effect her father's deliverance, provided she so*

lcmnly promises to become his bride. Roberto Iwd, some years

before, when residing in the Count’s castle, aspired to the

affections of Jaiuto ; his presumption was rewarded by instant

expulsion from the service of the Count, but his passion re-

mained as violent as ever. He now descrilies all the misery
which Ite had undergone, since, driven to despair, he had be-

come a leader of banditti. He impresses on the mind of Laura
the certainty of her father's arrest unless assisted by him, and he
finally induces her to give the required pledge, in order to save

the life of her parent. Bv means of a secret passage, Roberto
conducts the Count to the cavern in which the banditti con-
ceal themselves ; and the troops, headed by Fernando, imme-
diately after enter the castle in search of their victim. Here
Fernando recognises in Laura a young lady w hose life he had
preserved some years before at Palermo, and whom, though he
then became passionately enamoured of her, he had never since

seen. He now avows his passion for her ; but her vow to be-

come the robber's bride presents a fatal obstacle to his hopes.
Roberto discovers tliat Laura's aversion to him arises from a
preconceived love for the voung soldier, and he orders his hand
to capture Fernando, which they readily accomplish. He is

dragged to the cavern; but Roberto moved by the tears of
Laura, instead of wreaking vengeance on his rival, after a
struggle between fury and affection, joins their hands. Fer-
nando s troops having tracked the robbers to their hiding-place,

now appear, and capture five band as well as the Count. All
give themselves up for lost, wlven Carlo, the friend of Fernando,
arrives with the grateful tidings that the faction lias been over-
turned, that the Prince is fret*, and that, as his first act of justice,

he lias sent a pardon to the Count, and commuted the punish-
ment of the banditti from death to banishment. Of course
Fernando and Laura are made happy.

NEW MUSICAL WORKS PUBLISHED DURING
THE LAST MONTH.

PIANO-FORTE.
Burrowes’, J. F, Airs from Auber’s “ Masaniello," Flute Acct.

4 Books.

Overture ditto ditto.

Challenger's 1st Set of Galopcs.
Chaulieu, Ch. Fantasia 44 Ms Nacelle."

' Two Swiss Airs, sung by Mad. Stockhausen.
8th Fantasia, with Swiss Airs,

- - Rondo Pastorale.
• - Rondoletto Brillanle.

Here (H.) Rondo Capriocio on the Barcarolle, from ** La Muette
di Portici."

Allegro and easy Vars. Op. 3.

Holder. Fantasia, Waters of Elle.

Kalkt ircnner. La Melancolie et la Gaitc, Romance and Rondo
Brillante.

— Vars. Brillant* on Air in '• II Pirate."

Charmes de Berlin, Op. 70.

Kiallmnrk. Eco pietosa. Divertimento.

Vars. on a French Romance.
— 1 - - She never blamed him. Variations.

Macdonald's Three Snuff-box Waltzes.

Set 2.

Mnzzinghi's Reminiscences of various authors. No. I to 3.
- Haydn's Sonata, with Accompaniments.
—— - Pleyel’s Quartett ditto.

— - — - — Delle Bixzarie, Flute Accompaniments. No. I and 2.

Meves4 Fandango in “ Masaniello," danced by Mr. and Miss
Byrne.

Rawlings Rondeau, “ It is not on the Battle Field.*'

Nightingale to the Rose.

-

Waltz Rondo on a subject by Hummel.
Rips' Bacchanalc en Rondo.
Valentine (T.) Aria a la Scozzeso.

Var». “ My Lodging is on."

•

Fox jumped over the Parson's Gate.

DUETS FOR the PIANO-FORTE,
With an ad- lib. Accompaniment for the Harp, arranged by

J. Mazzinghi, and calculated for Pamily Concerts, being so
arranged that they form an Accompaniment to the Voice
Part as well as distinct Duets or Trios.

Tub following Subjects ari thk first Numbers
H. R. Bishop's Glee “ Mirth and Beauty."

“ The Tiger Chorus."
«* The chough and Crow."

-
4* Mynheer Van Dunck"— .. " ]$ it the Tempest ?”

Mazzinghi's Glee “ The Nocturnal Besiegers and Captive."
Burrowes' (J. F.) Aubers admired Operas of " Masaniello,"

“ La Muette ili Portici" in 4 Books.
Weippcrt (John) 47th Set, or Union Quadrilles.

PIANO-FORTE AND FLUTE.
Berbiguier's Fantasia on Airs in “ Masaniello." Op. 92.

Bertini's do. on Airs by Rossini.

Karr's do. arranged by Klose.

The Scrap Book, No. 6, containing “ Air in Use Swiss Family,

by Moscheles.’ 44 Introduction and Viva tutte by Rawlings,"
“ Haydn's Andante and Polacca, by SausL"

PIANO FORTE, FLUTE, and VIOLONCELLO.
The favourite Airs in

44 The Swiss Family," arranged by Crouch.

HARP.
Bochsa's Two Airs in Figaro.

Airs, “ Masamello.” Book 1 and i.

Chipp (T.) Vars. on Bishop's
44 Come, love, to me.”

Holst (T.) Swiss Airs, No. 1 to 6.

Horn’s All’ idea di quel metallo.

HARP and PIANO-FORTE.
Bochsa (N. C.) Guaracha, Bolera^fnd Tarantella, from Auber s

“ Masaniello."

Fisherman's Chorus, ditto.— — Market ditto, ditto.

Triumphal March and Chorus, ditto.

Airs in
44

II Crociato," Book 1, with Flute and Violon-
cello Accompaniments.

Holst’s Cruda Sorte.

Petit Amusement

GUITAR.
Bennett’s Instructions.

VOCAL,—ENGLISH.
Ah welcome lovely Spring. Air by Mozart, arranged by Smart.

The Maid of Llanweilyn, by Hodson.
The Mountain Nymph, by fiulkley.

Ye Cliffs, ye lonely snores, by Nelson.

I will not chide thee. Archer Boy.
Oh wherefore weep, ray sister, dear ?

Pledge me brim to brim.

The moon has risen.

Will you come where the sweet Briar. (Duets.)

Young Susan had lovers.

GLEE.
Medley Glee.

The Third Volume of Welsh Melodies, the Poetry by
Mrs. Cornwell B. Wilson, the Symphonies, See. by John Parry.

Part Third of LAYS and LEGENDS of the RHINE, the
Poetry by J. R. Planch^ ; the Music by Henry R. Bishop ; the
Views lithographed by L. Haghe. This number concludes the
work, and embraces the Scenery of the Upper Rhine.

ELEMENTARY.
Prospectus of a Concise and Perspicuous Treatise on Con-

cords, calculated for the use of Musical Amateurs, who
wish to play from Score on the Piano-Forte; and acquire
the degree of Knowledge requisite for extempore Perform-
ance and Composing. By J. P. Le Camus.
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MEMOIR OF THOMAS BRITTON,
THE SMALL-COAL MAX.

Tkouoh the subject of the following memoir was neither a

professor of music nor a writer on the subject, and as a

performer scarcely, it seems, reached mediocrity, yet his

history is so curious, and, as connected with the art, so

interesting, that it will hardly he thought out of place in

this work. The account is extracted from Sir John Haw-
kins's fifth volume; we have reprinted it without making
any of those verbal or otheT alterations to which his style

of writing so constantly provokes a modem editor to have

recourse.

Many particulars relating to the life and character of this

extraordinary man are to be met with in books published

about and after the time he lived ; but the most authentic

account of him, so far as it goes, ts contained in Heame's
Appendix to his Hemingi Chartularii Bcdetia IVygorni-
emit, page 665, which, as it was drawn up by one that was
well acquainted with him, and he a man of the most scru-

pulous accuracy, is entitled to the highest degree of credit

Some pains have been taken by searches, and inquiries of

persons in his neighbourhood, and of others who remember
him, to collect those suppletory anecdotes which here fol-

low Heame’s account, and furnish a copious memoir of

this extraordinary person.
“ Mr. Thomas Britton, the famous musical small-coal

man, was born at or near Higham Ferrers, in North-
amptonshire. From thence he went to London, where he

bound himself apprentice to a small-coal man in St John
Baptist’s Street. After he had served his full time of
seven years, his master gave him a sum of money not to

aet up: upon this Tom went into Northamptonshire again,

and, after he hail spent his money, he returned again to

London, set up the small-coal trade, (notwithstanding his

master was still living,) and withall he took a stable, and
turned it into a house, which stood the next door to the

little gate of St. John’s of Jerusalem, next Clerken-Wdl
Green.

** Some time after he had settled here, he became ac-

quainted with Dr. Garenciers, his near neighbour, by which
means he became on excellent chvmist, and, perhaps, he

performed such things in that profession os had never been

done before, with little cost and charge, by the help of a
moving elaboratory, that was contrived and built by him-

self, which was much admired by all of that Faculty, that

happened to see it; insomuch that a certain gentleman of

Wales was so much taken with it, that he was at the ex-

pense of carrying him down into that country, on purpose

to build him such another, w hich Tom performed to the

gentleman’s very great satisfaction, and for the same he re-

ceived of him a very handsome and generous gratuity.
** Besides his great skill in Chymistry, he was as famous

for his knowledge in the theory of Musick; in the practick

part of which Fuculty he was likewise very considerable.

He was so much addicted to it, that he pricked [». e. wrote)

with his own hand (very neatly and accurately) and left

behind him a valuable collection of musick, mostly pricked

by himself, which was sold upon his death for near an hun-
Septembek, 1829.

dred Pounds. Not to mention the excellent collection of

printed t>ooks that he also left behind him, both of Chymis-
try and Musick. Besides these he had some years before

hi«. des^i sold by auction i noble collection ofBooks, most of
tneip in the Rn«acnicion Faculty (br-‘*dch he was a great

admirer) whereof there is a printed catalogue cxia./. (as

there is of those that were sold ufter his death), which i

have often looked over with no small surprise and wonder

;

and particularly for the great number of MSS. in the before-

mentioned Faculties that are specified in it. He had,

moreover, a considerable collection of musical instruments,

which were sold for fourscore pounds upon his death, which

happened in September 1714, being upwards of threescore

years of age, and lyes buried in the Church Yard of

Clerken-Well, without monument or inscription, being

attended to his grave, in a very solemn and decent manner,

by a great concourse of people, especially of such as fre-

quented the Musical Club, that was kept up for many
years at his own charges (he being a man of a very gener-

ous and liberal .spirit) at his own little cell

“ He appears by the print of him (done since his death)

to have been a man of an ingenious countenance, and of a

sprightly temper. It also represents him as a comely per-

son, as indeed he was, and, w ithall, there is a modesty ex-

pressed in it every way agreeable to him. Under it are

these verses, which may serve instead of an epitaph:

Though mean thy rank, yet in thy humble cell

Did grr.de Peire and Art* unpurchued dwell;

Well plca«*d, Apollo thither led hi* train.

And Music warbled in her awreetest strain.

Cylleniu* so, as Fable* tell, and Jove

Came willling guc*t* 1 <r poor Philemon** grove.

Let u*ele*s pomp behold, and blush to find

So low a station, ftuch a libera] mind *.

In short, he was an extraordinary and very valuable man,
much admired by the gentry, even those of the best quality,

and by all others of the more inferior rank, that had any
manner of regard for probity, sagacity, diligence, and hu-

mility. I say humility, because, though he was so much
famed for his knowledge, and might, therefore, have lived

very reputably without his trade, yet he continued it to

his death, not thiukiug it to lie at all beneath him.

Mr. Bogford and he used frequently to converse to-

gether, and when they met they seldom parted very soon.

Their conversation was often about old MSS. and the

lutvock made of them. They both agreed to retrieve what
fragments of antiquity they could, and, upon that occasion,

they would frequently divert themselves in talking of old

Chronicles, which both loved to read, though, among our
more lute Chronicles printed in English, Isaackson’s was
what they chiefly preferred fur u general knowledge of things,

a book which was much esteemed also by those two
eminent chronologers. Bishop Lloyd and Mr. DodwelL
By the way, I cannot but observe, that Isaackson’s Chronicle

• The*e verst-* were written by Mr. John Hughe* (the p*>et) who wu
a frequent performer on the violin at Britton’* concert: they arc printed

in the first volume of hit poem*, published in 1735 ;
and are alto under

one or two mcnotinto print* of Britton,— (Hawkins.)
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208 MEMOIR OF THOMAS BRITTON.

is really, for the most part, Bishop Andrews’s, Isaackson

being amanuensis to the Bishop.

Hearne seems to have understood hut very little of

music ; and we are therefore not to wonder that his

curiosity extended not to an enquiry into the order and

economy of that musical club, as he calls it, w hich he says

Britton for many years kept up in his own little cell. The
truth is, that it was nothing less than a musical concert;

and so much the more does it merit our attention, as it was

the tirst meeting of the kind, and the undoubted parent of

some of the most celebrated concerts in London. The
time when Britton lived is not so remote, but that there are

some now living who are able to give ail account of this

extraordinary institution, of the principal person..' per-

formed at his couo rt> of the company that freqtie&ferd

it •. M«u«y ot iiiese have been sought out, and conversed

with, for the purpose of collecting all that could be known

of him. Enquiries have been made in his neighbourhood,

of particulars touching his life, his character, and general

deportment ; and the result of these will furnish out such a

supplement to what has been said of this extraordinary

man in print, as can hardly fail to gratify the curiosity of

such as take pleasure in tills kind of information.

Of the origin of Britton’s concert, we have an account

written by a near neighbour of his, one who dwelt in the

same parish, and indeed but a small distance from him,

uamclv, the facetious Mr. Edward Ward, the author of the

London Spy, and many doggrel poems, coarse, it is true,

but not devoid of humour and pleasantry. Ward at that

time kept a public-house in Clorkcnwell, and there sold ale

of his own brewing. From thence he removed to a house

in on alley on the west side of Moorfields, between the

place called Little Moorfields, and the end of ChisweU-

street, and sold the same kind of liquor. His house, as we
are given to understand by the notes on the Dunciad, was

for a time the great resort of high-churchmen. In a book

of his writing, entitled. Satirical Reflections oil Clubs, lie

has bestowed a whole chapter on the small-coal man's

club; from the account therein given we Irani that “this

club was first begun, or at least confirmed by Sir Roger

L’Estrange, a very musical gentleman, and who had a

tolerable perfection on the bass-viol.** Ward says, that

“ the attachment ofSir Roger and other ingenious gentlemen,

lovers of the muses, to Britton, arose from the profound

regard that he had in general to all manner of literature.

That the prudence of his deportment to his tetters pro-

cured him great respect; and that men of the best wit, as

well as some of the best quality, honoured his musical

society with their company. That Britton was so much
distinguished, that when passing the streets in his blue

linen frock, and with his sack of smull-coal on his buck, he

was frequently accosted with such expressions as these,

* There goes the famous small-coal man, who is a lover of

learning, a performer in music, and a companion for geu-

tlemenf.”* Ward adds, and speaks of it as of his own
knowledge, and indeed the fact is indisputable, that he had
mode a very good collection of ancient and modern music

* Sir J. Hawkins' hinlory pMitkrd in 1776. Dr. Burney, who
wm* bom only twelve yean after the death of Britton, tdls us. that in

•aHy life be c*>nver»ed with member* of the small-coal* nun’s concert,

who agreed in the accounts given of this extraordinary man, and of the

meeting held at his house. ( Editor of Harwumifum.)

f Steele, in the Guardian, No. 144, arguing the tendency of a mixed,

free government to produce great variety of character, wjr*—“ Wc have

a small-cosi man, who beginning with two plain notes, which made up
hit daily erv, haa made himself muter of (he whole compass of the

gamut, and haa frequent roncerta of muric at hi* own houae, for (he en-

tertainment of himself and friends.'' {Editor ofHurtnotcon.)

by the test masters ; that he also had collected a very
handsome library, which he had publicly disposed of to a
very considerable advantage

; and that he had remaining
by him many valuable curiosities. He farther says, that at
the first institution of it, his concert was performed at his

own house ; but that some time after he took a convenient
room out of the next to it What sort of a house Britton’s

own was, and the spot where it stood, shall now be re-

lated.

It was situated on the south side of Aylesbury-street,

which extends from Clerkenwell Green to Sl JohnVstreet,
and was the comer house of that passage leading by the
Old Jerusalem Tavern, under the gateway of the Priory,

into St Jo tin's- M{uure*. On the ground floor was a repo-
sitory for small-coal ; over that was the concert-room,
which was very long and narrow, and hod a ceiling so
low, that a tall man could but just stand upright in it The
stairs to this room were on the outside of the house, and
could scarce be ascended without crawling. The bouse
itself was very old and low-built and in every respect so

mean, as to be a fit liabitatiou for only a very poor man. Not-
withstanding all this tins mansion, despicable as it may
seem, attracted to it as polite an audience as ever the Opera
did ; and a lady of the first rank in this kingdom, now
living, one of the most celebrated beauties of her timet, may
yet remember that, in the pleasure which she manifested at

hearing Mr. Britton's concert, she seemed to have forgot

the difficulty with which site ascended the steps that led

to it.

Britton was in Hlh person a short, thick-set man. with

a very honest, ingenuous countenance. There are two
pictures of him extant, both painted by his friend Mr.
Woolaston; and from these are mezzotinto prints: one
of die pictures In now iu the British Museum. The occa-

sion of painting it, as related by Mr. Woolaston himself to

the author of thus work, was as follows:—Britton had
been out one morning, and having nearly emptied his

sack in a shorter time than he expected, had a mind to

see his friend Mr. Woolaston; but having always been used
to consider himself in two capacities, riz., as one who
subsisted by a very mean occupation, and as a companion
for persons in a station of life above him, be coukl not,

consistent with this distinction, drest as he then was, make
a visit; he therefore, in his way home, varied his usual

round, and passing through Warwick-lane, determined to

cry small-coal so near Mr. Woolustou’s door, as to stand a
chance of being invited in by him. Accordingly he hod
no sooner turned into Warwick-eourt, and cried small-

cool in his usual tone, than Mr. Woolaston, who had never

heard tiicu there tefore. Hung up the sash and beckoned
him in. After some conversation, Mr. Woolaston inti-

mated a desire to paint his picture, which Britton modestly
yielding to, Mr. Woolaston then, and at a few subsequent
sittings, painted him in his blue frock, and with his small-

coal measure in his hand, as he appears in the picture at

the Museum. A mezzotinto print was taken from this

picture, for which Mr. Hughes wrote those lines inserted

above; and this is the print which Hearne speaks of. But
there was another picture of him puinted by the same
person, U|M>n what occasion is not known ; from that a
mezzotinto print was ulso taken, which being very scarce,

has been made use of for the engraving of Britton here

* It lias long since been pulled down and rebuilt. At this time

j^l766] it is an alehouse, known by the sign of the Bull’s Head. How-

f Henrietta, Duchess of Newcastle, is, we believe, the lady alluded to.

( Editor of Harmonico/i.)
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inserter!—p. e. in Hawkins’s 5th vol.] In this he is repre-

sented tuning a harpsichord, a violin hanging on the side

of the room, and shelves of books before him. Under
the print are the following lines:

TW doom'd to small-coal. yet to arts ally'll,

Rich without wealth. and famous without pride.

Music'* be-t patron, judge of book* and men,
Helm'd ami honour'd by ApoUe’a train

;

In Greece or Rome Mire never did appear

So bright a geniu* in an dark a sphere

;

More of the man had artfully been sav’d,

Had Koelkr painted and bad Vartue grav’d.

The above verses were scribbled by Prior, with a view

to recommend Vertue, then a young man, and patronized

by Edward, Earl of Oxford, though they are little less

than a sarcasm on Woolaston and Johnson. It is sus-

pected that the insignificant adverh artfully , was inserted

by a mistake of the transcriber, and that it originally stood

probably *.

The acconnt given of Britton will naturally awaken a

curiosity to know of what kind was the music with which

his andience was entertained, and who were the persons

that performed in his concert; nn answer to the first of

these queries may be collected from the catalogue of his

music, which follows this account of hunt- To the latter

an answer is at hand ; Dr. Pepusch, and frequently Mr.

Handel, played the harpsichord; Mr. Banister, and also

Mr. Henry Needier of the Excise Office, and other capital

rformers for that time, the first violin; Mr. John
itghes, author of the ‘ Siege of Damascus,’ Mr. Woolas-

ton the painter, Mr. Philip Hart, Mr. Henry Symonds,
Mr. Abiell Whichello, and Mr. Obadiah Shuttleworth, a

fine player on the violin, some constantly, and others fre-

quently. performed there. That fine performer Mr. Mat-
thew Duboiirg was then but a child, but the first solo that

ever he played in public, and which probably was one of

Corelli's, he played at Britton's concert, standing upon a

joint stool ; but so terribly was the poor child awed at the

sight of so splendid an assembly, that he was near falling

to the ground |. It has been questioned whether Britton

* The worthy knight, the historian of music, and chairman of the

Middlesex Quarter Sessions, was a man of too grave a nature to snspnet

a pun—which there srem* little reason to doubt Prior intended—in tbc

word “ artfully "—Editor of Harmumicrm,

f This catalogue is inserted in Hawkins'* History, and AOs eight quarto

page* To that work we mu»l refer each of nor traders as wish for

further information on the subject.— Editor of Harmon icw»

X Mr. Walpole, in his account of Wnolaxton tbc painter, 1 Anecdote*
of Painting.' sol. Lii., has taken occasion to mention some particular* of

Britton, which he *ay* he received from the son of Mr Woolaston, who,
aa well aa h» father, was a member of Britton's Musical Chib. It ia

there said that Britton found the instruments, that the subscription was

ten shilling* a year, and that they had coffee at a penny a dish.

It seems by this passage that Britton had departed from his original in-

StitiC.inn, for at first no coffee was drank there, nor would he receive, in

any way whatever, anv gratuity from his giie*U: on the contrary, he
was offended whenever it was offered him. Thta is the account of a very
ancient person now living, a frequent performer at Britton’s concert ; and
it seems to be confirmed by the following stanza of a song written by
Ward in praise of Britton, printed at the nod of his description of (lie

smalUroal man's club above cited.

Upon Thursdays repair

To mr palace, and there

Hohhle up stair by stair,

But 1 pray ye take care

'Rial pm break not your shins by a stumble

:

And without e'er a souse

Paid to me or my spouse,

Sit as still a* a nw>u*c

At the top of die bouse,

And there you shall hear bow we fumble.

And it is further confirmed by a manuscript diary of Mr. Thomas Rowe,
the Husband of the famous Mrs. Elizabeth Howe, and the author of some

had any skill in music or not ; but those who remember
him way that he could tune a harpsichord, and that he fre-

quently played the viol-da-gamba in his own conceit.

Britton's skill in ancient books and manuscripts is men-
tioned by Hearne ; and indeed, in the preface to his edi-

tion of Robert of Gloucester, he refers to a curious manu-
script eopy of that historian in Britton’s possession. The
means used lay him and other collectors of ancient books

and manuscripts about that time, as related by one of that

class lately deceased, were as follows, and these include an
intimation of Britton’s pursuits and connexions.

About the beginning of this century a passion for collect-

ing old books and manuscripts reigned among the nobility.

The chief of those who sought after them, were Edward,
Earl of Oxford, the Karls of Pembroke, Sunderland, and
Winclielsea, and the Duke of Devonshire. These persons

in the winter season, on Saturdays. tl»e parliament not

sitting on that day, were used to resort to the city, and,

dividing themselves, took several routes, some to Little

Britain, some to Moorfiekls, and others to different parts

of the town, inhabited by Imoksellers. There they would
enquire in the several shops as they paused along for old

books and manuscripts ; and some time before noon would
assemble at the shop of one Christopher Bateman, a book-

seller, at the comer of Ave-Maria-lane, in Pater-Noster-

row ; and here they were frequently met by Mr. Bagford

and otlier persons engaged in the same pursuits, and a

conversation always commenced on the subject of their

enquiries. Bagford informed them where am thing curious

was to be seen or purchased ; and they in return obliged

him with a sight of what they had from time to time col-

lected. While they were engaged in this conversation, and
as near as could be to the hour of twelve by St Paul’s clock,

Britton, who l»y that time had finished his round, arrived,

clad in his blue frock, and pitching his sack of small-coal

on the bulk of Mr. Bateman’s shop window, would go m
and join them; and after a conversation, which generally

lasted about an hour, the noblemen abovementioned ad-

journed to the Burning Bush at Aldersgate*, where they

dined and spent the remainder of the dayf.

The singularity of his character, the cornwe of his studies,

and the collections he made, induced suspicions tliat Brit-

ton was not five man he seemed to be; and what Mr.
Walpole says as to this particular is very true: some
thought his musical assembly only a cover for seditious

meetings ; others for magical purjKJses ; and tliat Britton

himself was taken for an Atheist; a Presbyterian ; a Jesuit;

but these were ill-grounded conjectures, for he was a plain,

simple, honest man, perfectly inoffensive, and highly

esteemed by all that knew him ; and, notwithstanding the

meanness of his occupation, was called Mr. Britton.

The circumstances of this man's death are not less re-

markable than those of his life. There dwelt in Britton’s

time, near Clerkenwell-close, a man named Robe, who
frequently played at his concert, and who, being in the

commission of the peace for the county of Middlesex, was
usually called J ustiee Rol*e. At the same time one Samuel

aupplemaotxl lives to Plutarch, in which there is this memorandum

*

“TIwhbo* Britton, the musical small*oil man, hail concerts at bin house is

Clrrke-nwcll forty-six years. to which be admitted gentlemen gratia.

He «J»c<l October, 1714 "

—

Hau-kin*.

• A bush was anciently the sign nf a tavern. The owner of this house,

at the time when King Charles I. was beheaded, waa *o affected upon that

event, that lie put HU bush in mourning, by painting it black.

—

Hawking.

f Temftara mutantor —It may be questioned, however, whether our

nobility were not much happier in those day*, while mixing with an

hour st , intelligent man, like Tom Britton, thin they Rre at present in their

association with gambler* and jockics.—

(

Editor of H.)
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Honeyman, a blacksmith by trade, and who lived in Bear*

street near Leicester-square, became very famous for a
faculty which be possessed of speaking as if his voice pro-

ceeded from some distant part of the house where he stood;

in short, he was one of those men called Vcntriloqui, t. e.

those that speak as it were from their bellies, and are taken

notice of by Reginald Scott in his * Discovery of Witchcraft

page iit, for which reason he was called the Talking

Smith. The pranks placed by this man, if collected, would
make a volume. During the time thut Dr. Sacheverell

was under censure, und had a great resort of friends to

his house near the church in Holborn, he had the confi-

dence to get himself admitted, by pretending that he

came from a couple who wished to be married by the

doctor. He stayed not long in the room, but made so

good use of his time, that the doctor, who was a large

man, and one of the stoutest and most athletic then

living, was almost terrified into fits.

Dr. Derh&ixi of Upminster, that sagacious enquirer into

the works of Nature, had a great curiosity to see Honey-
man, but the person he employed to bring about the meet-
ing, and who communicated this anecdote, contrived

always to disappoint him, knowing fidl well that had it

taken effect, it must have terminated in the disgrace of the

doctor, whose reputation as a divine and a philosopher he

thought a subject too serious to lie sported with.

This man. Robe, was foolish and wicked enough to

introduce himself, unknown, to Britton, for the sole pur-
pose of terrifying him, and he succeeded in it : Honey man,
without moving his lips, or seeming to speak, announced,
as from afar off, the death of poor Britton within a few
hours, with an intimation, tliat the only way to avert his

doom was for him to fall on his knees immediately, and
say the Lord’s Prayer. The poor man did as he was bid,

went home and took to his bed, and in a few days died,

leaving his friend Mr. Robe to enjoy the fruits of his

mirth.

Hearne says tliat his death happened in September,
1714. Upon searching the parish book, it is found that

he was buried on the first day of October following.

Britton left little behind him besides his books, his collec-

tion of manuscript and printed music, and musical instru-

ments. The former of these were sold by auction at

Tom’s coffee-house, Ludgaic-hill. Sir Hans Sloane was
a purchaser of many articles ; and catalogues of them are
in the hands of many collectors of such things, as matters
of curiosity. His music books were also sold in the month
of December, in the year of his death, by a printed cata-
logue, of which the following is the title-page:—

“ A Catalogue of extraordinary musical instruments,
made by the most emiueut workmen both at home and
abroad. Also divers musical compositions, ancient and
modern, by the best masters in Europe ; a gTeat many of
which are finely engraved, neatly bound, and the whole
carefully preserved in admirable order; being the entire

collection of Mr. Thomas Britton, of Clerkenwell, small-
coal man, lately deceased. Who at his own charge kept
up so excellent, a consort forty odd years at his dwelling
house, that the best masters were at all times proud to
exert themselves therein

; and persons of the highest
quality desirous of honoring his humble cottage with'* their

presence and utteution. But death having snatched away
this most valuable man that ever enjoyed so harmonious a
life in so low a station, his music-books and instruments,
for the benefit of his widow, are to be sold by auction, on
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, the 6th, 7th, and 8th
Docernb. at Mr. Ward’s house, in Red-Bull-yard, in Clerk-

enwell, near Mr. Britton’s, where catalogues are to be had
gratis ; also at most music-shops about town. Conditions

of sale as usual.”

There were an hundred and sixty lots of instrumental

music, forty-two of vocal, eleven scores, and twenty-seven

lots of instruments, all Britton’s, in this sale.

HUYGENS ON THE MUSIC OF THE PLANETS
AND ON TEMPERAMENT.

(To the Editor of the Harmonicon.)

Sir, July 3d, 1629.

I have lately met with a curious volume, entitled

—

“The Celestial Worlds Discovered; or. Conjecture*

concerning the Inhabitants, Plants, and Productions of the

World of Planets, written in Latin by Christiakus Huy-
gens, and inscribed to his brother, Constantine Huygens,
late Secretary to his Majesty, King William. London

:

printed for Timothy Childe, at the White Hart, at the west
end of St Paul's Churchyard, m.dc.xcviii.”—in which are

some speculations concerning the nature of music in the

planets that are at least amusing; and coming from so

great a mathematician and so distinguished a philosopher,

cannot fail to interest many of your readers, and must be

treated with respect by all.

The remarks on the nature of temperament have nothing

hypothetical in them, being founded on experiment, and
admitting of mathematical demonstration : these, therefore,

may be considered as instructive, and in no way originating

in the fancy of the writer, who was not only thoroughly

acquainted with the philosophy of sound, but conversant

in practical music. In the/iarmonics of Dr. Smith, Huy-
gens is quoted os an authority for an experiment which
could only have been made by ail accurate and practised

ear.*

Concerning the music of the Planetarian«, as Huygens
calls the inhabitants, real or supposed, of the planets, I

leave your readers to draw their own conclusions ; but I
beg to say tliat, as very little doubt is now entertained that

all the heuvcnly bodies are peopled, so there ought to be

as little doubt that music—which is a natural science

arising out of and depending on circumstances which, in

all likelihood, must be the same in every part of the uni-

verse—is there cultivated much in the same manner as
with us ; making due allowance for the comparative ages
of those worlds, or of the races by which they are

peopled. The passages I subjoin are transcribed, verbatim

et literalim.-f The translation is coarse, and the ortho-

graphy what we often meet with in publications of that

date. 1 have not the original at hand, but have no reason

to doubt the faithfulness of the translator.

I am, Sir,

Yours, &c.,

Cantab.

“ It *s the same with musick as with geometry, it ’a

every where immutahly the same, and always will be so.

For all harmony consists in concord, and concord is all the

* Smith's Harmonics, page 228. But Cantab, seems not to be aware
that Dr. Smith, page 44 (note n), tells us that Huygens u hu given us

no reason for his assertion, ami only appeals to the approbation and prac-

tice uf musicians, and refers to the demonstrations of Z*trUm and SahnnaP
(Ed. of llannvruonn.)

+ 'Hie title of Huygens* work is Conmlkeorvi ; and his temperament

is to be found in bis Cgchu Harmoiucu*, ( Ed. of U.)
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world over fixt according to the same invariable measure

and proportion. So that in all nations the difference and

distance of notes is the same, whether they be in a con-

tinual gradual progression, or tlie voice makes skips over

one to the next Nay, very credible authors report, that

there ’s a bird ill America, that can plainly sing in order

six musical notes. Whence it follows that the laws of

musick are unchangeably fix’d by nature, and therefore the

same reason holds valid for their musick as we e’en now
proposed for their geometry. For why, supposing other

nations and creatures, endowed with sense and reason as

we, should they not reap the pleasures arising from these

senses, as we do? 1 don't know what effect this argu-

ment, from the immutable nature of these arts, may have

upon the minds of others, I think it no inconsiderable or

contemptible one, but of as great strength as that which I

made use of to prove the Plauetarians had the sense of

seeing.
“ But if they take delight in harmony, ’tia twenty to

one but that they have invented musicul instruments. For,

if nothing else, they could scarce help lighting upon some
or other by chance ; the sound of a tight siring, the noise of

the winds, or the whistling of reeds, might have given them
the hint. From these small beginnings they, perhaps, as

well as we, have advanced by degrees to the use of the

lute, harp, flute, and many stringed instruments. But
altho the tones are certain and determinate, yet we find

among different nations a quite different manner and rule

of singing ; as formerly amongst the Darians, Phyrgeiang,

and Lydians ; and in our time among the French, Italians,

and Persians. In like manner it may so happen, tltat the

musick of the inhabitants of the Planets may widely differ

from all these, and yet be very good. But why we should

look upon their musick to be worse than ours, there’s no
reason can be given ; neither can we well presume that

they want the use of half-notes and quarter-notes, seeing

the invention of half notes is so obvious, and the use of
them so agreeable to nature. Nay, to go a step further,

what if they should excell us in the theory and practick

part of musick, and outdo us in consorts of vocal and in-

strumental music, so artificially composed that they shew
their skill by the mixtures of discords and concords ? and
of this last sort ’tis very likely the 5th and 3rd are in use
with tltem. %

44 This is a very bold assertion, but it may be true for

what we know, and the inhabitants of the planets may,
possibly, have a greater insight into the theory of music
than has yet been discovered ainougst us. For if you ask

any of our musicians why two or more perfect fifths cannot
be used regularly in composition, some say ’tis to avoid
that sweetness and lushiousness which arises from the
repetition of this pleasing chord; others say this must be
avoided for the sake of that variety of chords that are re-

quisite to make a good composition ; and these reasons
are brought by Cartes * and others. But an inhabitant of
Jupiter or Venus will, perhaps, give you a better reason
for this, mar., because when you pass from one perfect fifth

to another, there is such a change made as immediately
alters your key, you are got into a new key before your
ears are prepared for it, and the more perfect chords you
use of the same chord in construction, by so much the

more you offend the ear by tliese abrupt changes. Again,
one of these inhabitants will tell you how it comes about,

that in a soug of one or more parts, the key cannot be
kept so well in the same agreealde tenor, unless the inter-

* Descartes.

mediate closes and intervals be so tempered as to vary

from their usual proportions, and thereby to bear a little

this way or that, in order to regulate the scale. And why
this temporement is best in the system of Htrings, when
out of the fifth the fourth part of a comma ls usually cut

off. This same thing 1 have formerly shew’d at large.
44 But for the regulating the tone of the voice (as I

before hinted), that may admit of a more easy proof, and
we shall give you an essay of it, being unwilling still to

pul you off with my own whims : I say, therefore, if any
persons strike those sounds which the music iuus distinguish

by these letters, C F D G C, by these agrcablc intervals,

altogether perfect, interchangeable, ascending and descend-

ing with the voice ; now this latter sound C will be one
comma, or very small portion lower than the first sounding

of C*. Because of these perfect intervals, which ore os 4 to

3, 5 to 6, 4 to 3, 2 to 3, an account is made in such a
proportion as 160 to 162, that is, as 80 to 81, which is

what they call a comma. So that if the same sound should

be repeated nine times, the voice would fall nearly the

matter of a greater tone, whose proportion is as 8 to 9.

But this the sense of the ears by no means endures, but
remembers the first tone, and returns to it again. There-

fore we arc compelled to use an occult temperament, and
to sing these imperfect intervals, from doing which less of-

fence arises. And, for the most part, all singing wants this

temperament, as may be collected from the aforesaid com-
putations. And these things we have otter'd to those that

have some knowledge of geometry t.**

ON THE ELEMENTS OF MUSICAL HARMONY
AND COMPOSITION.

To the Editor of the Harmon icon}.

Sir, Edinburgh, June 81A, 1829.

Before seeing your review of M. Schneider’s Ele-

ments ofMusical Harmony and Composition in the last num-
ber of the Harmonicon, I had read the work, and made
some remarks upon it. These 1 beg leave to submit to you,

being persuaded, from the spirit of your publication, that

the advancement of music is its main object, and that,

therefore, all discussions relating to the art will have more
or less claim to your notice.

The want, in the English language, of a sound and
philosophical system of the Theory and Practice of Har-
mony and Musical Composition, must be felt by every

student of music in this country ; a system which—while

it is applicable to the existing modes of harmonic treat-

• On (kit Dr. Smith remark* ( Harmomc*, second edition, p. 229) that

" This is also confirmed by what we are told of a monk, (Mem. de tAcad.
Act Sctcacct, Ana. 1707,) who (bund, by subtracting all the ascent) of tbs

voice, in a certain chant, from all its descents, that the latter exceeded
the former by two commas, m> dial if the ascrnU and descents were made
by perfect intervals, and the chant were repeated but four or five times,

the final sour.it, which in that chant should be the same as the initial,

would fall a whole tone below it But finding that all the voices in bis

choir did not vary from the pitch aasumed, he concluded that the musical

ratios, whereby he measured those successive ascents and descents, were
erroneous. But if he had known M. Huygens’ remark, it would havo
solved his difficulty.”—{Ed. of //.)

t The temperament of Huygens is calculated by Dr. Smith, in tbo

second edition of his Harmonic*
,
page 158 ;,and by the ingenious Mr.

Farey, in the Philosophical Magaiine, vol. xxxvi. p. 52.—(Ed. of //.)

J Our limited space has obliged us to abridge Mr. Dun’s cummuni
cation; chiefly, however, iu bis examples from M. Schneider's work.—
{Editor of Harmomcoa.')
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meirt, and to the present forma of composition—deduces

the principles of the art from the practice of the best com-

posers, ancient and modern, and in which the rules are

illustrated by examples from their works.

In saying this, I mean no disparagement to the many
valuable treatises which have appeared in England. Some
of them are excellent as far as they go ; but they do not

bear sufficiently upon the present practice of the art of

composition.

The progress of this art, from its first crude and feeble

efforts, to the mature and beautiful productions of these

later times, has been advanced and retarded by numerous

resolutions and vicissitudes. Within these fifty or sixty

years, immense improvement has been made in it Haydn,

Mozart, and Beethoven, following the steps of their great

predecessors, continued and completed tlieir labours. They
extended the boundaries of the art, particularly in the

de|iartmeiit of instrumental music, which they undonbtediy

brought to perfection. The noble monuments they have

left behind them will be regarded with reverence and
admiration by the musician yet unborn, as marking the

golden age of his art. Their strains will afford delight as

long as the heart of man vibrates responsively to the
** concord of sweet sounds,”

Might it not be frf great practical utility to ascertain by

what principles these great men were guided, for surely,

independently of genius, it was not what is sometimes

called knack, mere fortuitous dexterity, to which they were

indebted :

—

“ For how from chance can constant order spring?"

But what were these principles? And may they not be

discovered by a careful and diligent study of the works

themselves? Such an investigation, besides, will naturally

lead us to a comparative survey of the state of the art— at

least in so far as regards instrumental music—before

Haydn, Moxart. and Beethoven lived ; and to a considera-

tion of the means by which these raised themselves to such

eminence.

The theory of an art ought to keep pace with the

practice ; otherwise, it must be comparatively useless, and
insufficient to light the student on his way.

Although H cannot be said that M. Schneiders work
will altogether fulfil the student’s expectation, as a com-
plete and satisfactory system, yet it is applicable to the

present practice of the art, and contains much important

and valuable information. Many of the examples are

drawn from the works of Haydn, Moxart, and Beethoven.

It is only to be regretted that the author did not avail

himself oftener of such authorities, instead of giving

insulated progressions of chords, which are almost always

inconclusive and unsatisfactory. Upon the whole, how-
ever, it is a valuable acquisition to the musical literature of
our times.

It is to the third part of the work that I have chiefly

directed my attention, which treats on modulation,—one of

the most important and difficult brunches of music.

It is almost impossible to |*rescribe rules for modulation

—

ao manifold and various are the considerations which must
govern the composer in its application.

Tables of modulation arc of very little practical utility.

A particular modulation may be riibclive in one situation,

and quite the contrary in another. Such tables generally

exhibit only one formula, whereas there are many. Indeed,

they may do much harm
;

particularly those belonging to

the enharmonic class ; and often put a dangerous weapon
in the hand of inexperience.

The frequent use of abrupt and surprising modulation,

has, for half a century past, been a besetting sin of ambi-
tious composers ; but m the present day, the rage for this

species of writing, and also for chromatic harmonics and
accompaniment*, has infected the style and composition

to a remarkable degree. This practice lias undoubtedly
been resorted to by the bent masters, but only on fit occa-

sions, and even tlien sparingly. It has likewise been de-
cried by the best theoretical writers. M. Schneider in his

chapter on modulation, p. 44, lias the following sensible

remark on this subject. “ Upon the whole, however, it is

impossible to establish defined and invariable rules in thin

respect (modulation), and the judicious artist will feel of bin

own accord, that he ought only to resort to ejrlranrdmary

means, in cases where he wishes to produce great and r.rfr*~

ordttutry effects and further, he adds, ** It will be of use,

in this respect, to examine the classic works of good mas-
ters.”

Reicha, in his excellent work on musical composition, p.

68, observes, “ En general les transitions enharmrnikpies
sont des turprisa dont il ne taut point ainatr

:

elles peu-
vent faire quelquefois bon effet

; mats souvent elles en pro-
duisent un ffuzvnm."

Besides, it n evident that the art must he impoverished

by the exclusive use of any one mode of expression. For,

if recourse is constantly had to strong and exaggerated lan-

guage, there must be a want of clearness, of repose, and of

what is always delightful, variety. There is a remarkable

passage illustrative of this subject, in Gflick's prefatory de-
diration to his opera of Alomte. He says, •• Lastly, I have

thought that I should use every effort in aiming at simpli-

city, and have accordingly avoided making any show of dif-

ficulties at the expense of dearness. I have set no value

on novelty, unless it naturally sprung from the expression

of the subject
”

It may be learnt fmm the works of the best masters, that

the charm ofmodulation does not consist in passing abruptly

to non-related or extraneous keys, but in making occa-
sional excursions into the relative keys. This is the system,

says Reicha •, which was followed by the most celebrated

composers, from the days of Palestrina to Sebastian Bach

;

and to which, unfortunately, so little attention is given in

our times.

But this would be spumed by the young and ambitious

composer of the present day. Whnt!—cramp his genius

by confining it to so contracted a circle of modulation, as

the tonic and its five relative keys afford 1— And yet there

are seven hundred and twenty ways m which the order of

these keys may be varied—thus affording ample room for

the composer's imagination to range, without the risk of

mystifying himself and his hearers. What Boileau has

affirmed of the ambitious jioct, may, with equal force, be

applied to the musician

—

u Du peur d>c ramprr, il «e p«ni dans leu aucs."

In modulating from a tonic to a non-relnted or remote

key— from C major to F; major, for instance—the ear

must be made to lose gradually the impression of the ori-

ginal key ;
and be led to a satisfactory recqrtion of that

which is to be established. This is effected by means of

intermediate chords. These form the links which connect

a series of keys and of musical ideas together. The art of

mndnlation will be found, therefore, to consist in the selec-

tion and application of these intermediate chords. When
keys lire nearly allied, a fewer number of intermediate chorda

* Court decomposition Musicals, p. 54. Ports.
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will be required to proceed from the out* to the oilier.

When they are remotely allied, or altogether unconnected,

then a greater number of intermediate chorda will be ne-

cessary •

Some modulations can be effected by means of om inter-

mediate chord; some require at least two; others three;

and others, no less than four. It follows, therefore, that if

the reqiusite uumber ofintermediate chords is not introduced

—particularly in crises of remote or extraneous modulation

—and further, that if these chords are not dwelt upon suf-

ficiently, so as to reconcile the ear to the change of key,

the effect of the modulation will be most assuredly abrupt

and unpleasiug. A prolongation of one or two bars of in-

termediate, connecting chords, will often prevent a stran-

gled modulation (modulation Hranglee).

As this abrupt and imperfect manner of modulating is

lather common at present, it may not be irrelevant to quote

a striking example of il from Rcicha*. Among other im-

portant remarks on the duration of the intermediate chords,

he observes, 41 On ne risque jamais rien en profongeant

la durtfo des accords intermediaries. C est au moyen tie

celte prolongation des accords que Haydn a fail tea modu-
lations lets plus donees, cl, en m£me temps, lea plus extra-

ordinaires
41 Void deux examples d'une modulation fuite avec les

meines accords iuteniw-diairea : lc premier est bon, et te

second, mauvaist
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Modulation from G major into B minor, fully developed.

That many of the modulations exhibited by M. Schnei-

der in his tables, unfortunately come under the class of badly

prepared and drmmgkd modulations, will be evident from
a few of his examples.

No. 1. See page 40.

Tin* effect of the second chord in this example, succeeding
immediately the first chord, as it does here, is harsh almost
to a stuuniug degree ; and even when its resolution takes
place at tile thin! chord, the ear is not satisfied, because
it has not been sufficiently prepared for it. Such a modu-
lation would require at least four intermediate chords,
instead of one, to render it smooth and agreeable.

The effect of this example is harsh and uncouth, because
the modulation is violently brought about Had the sus-

pension of the 4th, in the second bar, been resolved into

the minor 3d, instead of the major, the modulation into k b

would certainly llave been rather smoother. It is remark-
able likewise, that, during the fust bars, no change ofharmony
is introduced to prepare the ear for the reception of the key
of b b ; and accordingly, no progress is made towards the

modulation in view, until the ear tumbles all at once upon
it. If this is meant as a surprise, it is nut an agreeable

one.

Now, it will be perceived that the bad effect of these

examples of M. Schneider Is occasioned by precipitating

violently the consummation of the modulation, and by not

employing a sufficient number of intermediate chords, so

as to make one key pass smoothly into another.

That these modulations, and many more of a similar

nature, as exhibited by this theorist in his tables, may be

possible, cannot be denied ; but that they ought, on that

account, to be imitated is very doubtful.

Let us examine a few more examples of M. Schneider's

modulation. It is well known that there are other means
besides intermediate chords employed in modulating into

remote keys: such as pauses—chromatic passages in

unison, or in a single part of the score—interrupted

cadences, Ac., Ac.—all of which are equally efficient.

M. Schneider gives examples only of om of these means.
But let him speak for himself: 44 It is, however, to lie

observed, that this unusual and harsh* effect of modulations

* Court dc Composition Musical*, p. 53.

I In giving iusriuM to this paper <m modulation, it u to be under-
stood that "c do not, as a maU«r o/ course, agree with Ui# writer in all his

opinion.,, or ia those of the authors be quolea.—{Edtior of Me tiarmu-
siera.)

• Here li Schneider kunself admits that M the effect of cuodulatioes

into distant tonic*” (referring to the tables of the two preceding pages of

his book) is AorM. If they art harsh. why present them in his Labit*

*» model* for imitation? wby ooi reject ihrmr unicm they could be
rendered smooth and Agreeable by skilful management.—F. D,
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into distant tonics rosy be soflenrd by leading; the melody

gradually out of the key on which it may be founded, into

the key we have in view; and, above all, by adopting

chromatic successions in such gradual transitions, as

(See p. 42.)

These are the four examples of M. Schneider. The
first and third are smooth and agreeable. The effect of the

second is weak and unsatisfactory. Would it not have

been better had the chromatic passage continued to the

close, without the accompaniment n v'l or, at all events,

without such an imperfect accompaniment ? 'Hie harmony
given to the third bar of the fourth example is very harsh.

Moreover, it continues jarring for a whole bar, with nothing

to soften or correct the bad effect either of the false relation

existing between the in this bar, and the d$ of the pre-

ceding one, or of the unprepared fourth between the upper

part and the bass.

Enough has been shewn, it is hoped, to convince the

student that he ought to act most cautiously upon M.
Schneider's tables of modulation. But every one may
judge for himself in this matter. The experiment is easily

made. It is universally allowed, that all questions relative

to the effect of harmonic combinations, modulations, &c.,

must be referred for ultimate decision to that grand arbiter

in musical matters—the ear. But it must be a cultivated

one. The finest organ may be vitiated by frequently

hearing what is bad or impure in harmony.
M. Schneider takes every opportunity in the course of his

work to recommend the study of the works of the best

masters. With a quotation of one of these passages 1 shall

conclude iny remarks upon modulation.
“ It is a diligent ami careful study of the compositions

of great masters, and more particularly of the works of

Handel, Bach, Mozart, and Haydn*, which can alone un-

fold to the zealous student the true essence and the higher

aims of the arL They will tend to convince him that these

master-minds often produced the greatest effects with means
apparently the most slender; and that if they spurned

• Let us not forget the old Italian masters who pared the way for their

successors. Beside* other excellencies, the woris of A. Scart*11 i, Mar-
cello, Clan, and Jomelli, are remarkable for purity of hsmony, and

imouthocu of modulaUoQ.

—

Y. D

established rules or usages, the license became justified by
its aim and good result. He will find that such effects

have not always been produced by entangled and artificial

combination, but by the breath of a genial spirit that vivifies

all tilings."—p. 82.

I remain. Sir,

Yours most respectfully,

Finlay Dun.

STATE OF MUSIC IN LONDON, BY M. FETIS.
(SECOND LETTER.)*

ON THE PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY.

Mv dkar Son, London , May 1, 1829.

I promised you some particulars respecting the

musical institutions of England, and it was my intention

to have spoken in the first place of the Academy of Music,

an establishment which may be considered as a kind of

Conservatory ; but not having as yet collected all the neces-

sary documents relative to this school, I will first turn

my attention to the Philharmonic Society, an institution

which does honour to the city of London, and which we
want at Paris; for the Sociele d(t Concerts of the Ecole

RoyaU dc Musique is not exactly directed to the same
object

It is now about twenty years since several distinguished

professors, among whom Viotti, Salomon, J. B. Cramer
and Dizi, stood conspicuous, formed a plan for ameliorating

the execution of music in England, and of more widely

diffusing a taste for the sume among the higher classes (a).

Thinking this object liest attainable through the medium
of regular concerts, they established subscription ones, and
formed a society for their management. The enterprise

was not very successful in the beginning (A). The difficulty

of maintaining relations with the continent prevented foreign

artists from vudting London; and, with the exception of
Viotti, of Lindlev, the celebrated violoncellist, of Drago-
netti, known by his incomparable performance on the

double bass, and a small number of instrumental performers

of merit, the means for forming a good orchestra were of a

very limited kind (c). It required great efforts, ami consider-

able pecuniary sacrifices on the part of the undertakers of
this enterprise, to keep it, in the first instance, from sinking

altogether; but by degrees they triumphed over every

difficulty, and umorig them the greatest of all—the indif-

ference of the public ; and at length have raised the Phil-

harmonic Concert into one of the most distinguished of

its kind (tf).

At first, the Philharmonic Society had no room of their

own for their meetings; but they afterwards built one, to

which the name of Argyll Rooms was given, from the

quarter in which it is situated (e). All the Philharmonic

concerts have since been given there ; but as these rooms
afterwards became the property of a dealer in music, of

the name of Welsh, they have been let out for the most part

to benefit concerts. The principal room is built in the

form of a parallelogram, and is capable of containing nine

hundred fiersons (f) ; it is very handsome, and in every

respect well arranged for concerts. It is surrounded by

spacious saloons, in which the public promenade and take

tea during the interval between the two parts of the concert.

But the Argyll Rooms is not the only establishment of the

kind in London; H illiss Rooms is on a still more extensive

* Owing lo an irregularity in the delivery of the Nos. of tbe /in?**

Muiicalt. the present letter wul be found lo be out of its proper place in

the order of tbe series.
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scale, ami capable, it is said, of containing twelve hundred
persons (g). It is well arranged in respect to its several

details and would doubtless l>e preferable to the Argyll

Rooms for benefit concerts, had it been nearer the fashion-

able quarter of the town. The third room is that of the

Concert of Ancient Music, which is situated in Hanover
Square, and which is larger than cither of the others. It

is in this room that formerly Salomon gave those subscrip-

tion concerts for which Haydn composed his twelve magni-

ficent symphonies, which afterwards became so celebrated.

The Hanover Square Rooms belong at present to the So-

ciety of the Concerts of Ancient Music, and are exclusively

occupied by them, or by concerts given by the directors of

music, Messrs. Greatorex, F. Cramer, &c. (A) A new
Concert Room has just been fitted up at the King’s Theatre,

by M. Laporte, director of the Italian Opera for the present

season. It is very handsome ; and is to he opened on the

6th of this month for subscription concerts, given by the

direction of this theatre. On the 8th, M. Moscheles is to

give his annual concert, and there is every reason to sup-

pose that the greuter part of the concerts of the season will

be given there, as this will be the only mode of obtaining

the fashionable singers, M. Laporte having the exclusive

right of disposing of them (i).

In casting your eye over this long list of Concert Rooms,
you will doubtless remark that, in this respect, London is

much better off than Paris, the latter city possessing but a
single one of the kind worthy of notice. The musical

saloons in the Rues de C!6ry, Taitbout, and Chante-
reine, are much loti small, and have scarcely space for an
orchestra ; the saloon of the Conservatoire is by no means
well adapted for concerts, and is constructed upon bad
acoustic principles; our Vauxhall would, perhaps, be the

best of all. if it possessed greater facilities of access, and
stood in a better quarter of the town. It is to be hoped
that the necessity will at length be felt of building a con-

cert-room worthy of a city which may now be considered

as the capital of the fine arts ; with the means of execution

now possessed in Paris, such a monument of the arts is

indispensable. But I must return to the Philharmonic
Society.

This society is composed of forty members, by whom
seven directors are nominated. The duty of the latter is

to regulate the expenses, to superintend the accounts of
the treasurer, to engage artists for singing or playing the

solo parts, and to draw up the programme of tile different

concerts. These directors are changed at certain periods,

and are nominated by a secret liallot. Among the names
of the directors at present in appointment are those of J.

B. Cramer, Dizi, and Latour. No one can be admitted a
member of the Philharmonic Society, except alter a de-

liberation at a general meeting (j). The society gives eight

concerts in the season, to wliich there are six hundred and
fifty subscribers (a number which, according to a standing
order, is uot to be exceeded), at the rate of four guineas
for the eight concerts. Members pav a subscription of a
guinea and a half only. The surplus places are left to

the disposal of the directors, to be offered gratuitously to

foreign artists of distinction, who ure on a temporary visit

to the capital. The exquisite politeness with which this

favour is granted cannot he sufficiently praised.

The part of the room occupied by the orchestra is in the

form of an amphitheatre, as in the Concerts Spinfuel, or

at the Conservatoire de Paris; but this amphitheatre is of
a much more sudden elevation, and more approaching the

perpendicular. A semi-circular gallery contains a part of
the performers, who are placed nearly above the heads of

Szptembeb, 1829.

the rest. The arrangement appeared to me bad, in as

far os it does uot admit of the performer’s hearing what
passes below and above him. Add to this, that delicacy of
execution appeared to suffer considerably thereby. Nor
can I approx e of the custom of stationing the leader of the

orchestra facing the public, in the midst of the other

violins, ns is the case in the Philharmonic Concert. It is

impossible for the leader, in this situation, to see the per-
formers, and direct them by his eye and action, as M.
Habeneck, for instance, docs so admirably in the concerts

of the Conservatoire de Paris. Ilence Messieurs F. Cra-
mer and Loder, who alternately lead at the Philharmonic
Concerts, are obliged to limit themselves simply to indicate

the movements, and to play on their instrument during the

whole of the concert, as simple violinists (A). In order to
have a view of the performers, and direct them properly, it

is necessary for them lobe continually turning as if upon a
pivot, and to be incessantly raising and lowering the head,
which must be as distressing to themselves, as it is un-
seemly to the audience.

There is another peculiarity which I must notice, and
which, doubtless, will excite the astonishment of French
musicians

; and that is, the custom of placing all the basses

in front of the orchestra, and lower down than the other in-

struments. Yet, though such an arrangement is in oppo-
sition to nil acoustic principles, I cannot hut acknowledge
that its effect is much less disagreeable than might have
been imagined, and that it did not in the least appear to

affect the violins, or detract from their fulness of tone ; this

may, douhtless. be accounted for by their l>eing stationed

considerably higher.

An ancient usage is retained in the Philharmonic Con-
certs; I mean that of conductor at the piano, a kind of em-
ploy which is entrusted alternately to Sir George Smart, and
Doctor CrotcJi [tic.] (/). In pieces for the voice, it may be
readily conceived that the use of the piano may be good, as

it assists the singer, particularly in the recitative ; but in a
symphony, in a rattling overture—for such arc the greater

part of modern compositions of this kind—the effect of this

instrument is altogether negative, and ought to be so, in

order not to spoil the whole ; for were it possible to hear a
piano in the midst of the other instruments, the jarring pe-
culiarity of its sound, of tlie introduction of which in his

piece the author had never dreamt, would destroy the effect

of the ‘whole. It seems still more necessary to suppress
the introduction of the piano into symphonies and overtures,

inasmuch as I have noticed, that, in soft effects the chorda
of this instrument from being prolonged when those of the

orchestra had ceased, spoiled the unity of effect (m).

At the first hearing of a symphony executed at the Phil-

harmonic Concert, one is struck with the ensemble and
energy of the performance, and obliged to acknowledge that

an orchestra like this must everywhere be regarded as ex-

cellent But when one has heard the concerts ofthe Ecoic

Royal'e de Mtisique, it is impossible not to draw compari-
sons between the two first musical establishments of Paris

and London, which are not advantageous to the latter.

The same ensemble, the same energy, arc also conspicuous

in the French orchestra ; butjoiner! with it there is a youth-

ful rigour, a tact, and delicacy, which ore sought in vain in

the orchestra of London. You know by what fine grada-

tions of light and shade the admirable orchestra of the

Conservatoire has succeeded in exciting to the highest

degTee the enthusiasm of the audience: these finer shades

are touched but in a very feeble manner by the musicians of

the Philharmonic Concert, and it is very rarely that they

possess whal we term chaleur, a warmth of execution.

2 H
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Their exactness is irreproachable; their sensibility, only

moderate. But after all. as I before observed, it is only

by instituting a comparison with the fine orchestra of the

Conservatoire, that I have been led to make these critical

remarks. Whoever lias not heard the latter, will feel an un-

limited satisfaction in listening to the Philharmonic Concert:

in this I am borne out by the opinion of judges in every

respect comjietent to form an opinion in matters of music;

and particularly by that of M. Felix Mendelssohn, an

amateur and distinguished composer of Berlin, who is at

this moment in Loudon.
Persons who have heard the works of Handel, Haydn,

Mozart, and Beethoven, in (iermany, accuse our French

musicians of playing their compositions too rapidly. This

accusation deserves particularly to be taken into consi-

deration with respect to the symphonies and overtures of

Beethoven, the movements of which were so recently indi*

cated by the author himself, as to form, as it were, a living

tradition. I must, however, confess that it appears to me
preferable to fall into the fault of the French orchestras,

than to imitate the English, who make choice of move-

ments so moderate, that anything like warmth and anima-

tion is impossible. They play too quick in France, and

too slow in England (a). This excess of slowness, which

I had before remarked in their theatres, particularly struck .

me in the different pieces which 1 had occasion to hear at

the fifth Philharmonic Concert, Monday, 27th April. The
principal pieces performed were a Symphony in C of

Haydn, the overture to the Zuitberflote, the Symphony in

D (2nd) of Beethoven, and the overture to FUitlio, of the

same composer. In all of these, it appeared to me that the

movement was too slow, which threw a coldness into the

execution. Doubtless the character of a piece of music is

altered, and the clearness of its details disturbed, by too

great a quickening of the movement ; but there is one ad-

vantage at least in this fault, which is, that weariness is

never produced, the inevitable effect of too moderate a ,

movement. The tme method lies in judiciously steering i

clear of both these extremes.

With respect to details, after having stated the superi- !

ority of the French violins, I am obliged to allow that the
j

same superiority exists in regard to the double basses of
j

the Philharmonic Concert Without speaking of Drago-
netti, whose extraordinary talent I shall have occasion to

analyse elsewhere, I must acknowledge that all the double

basses of the London orchestra articulate with a precision,

a minuteness, a delicacy, and u power, to which in Paris

we are strangers. These excellent qualities have been pro-

duced by the school which Dragonetti has founded here (o).

The artists who play the double-bass are, as you are aware,

divided in our orchestras into two classes ; tin- one com-
posed of men full of energy and devoted to their art, such,

for instance, as Messieurs Soma, Chenie, (ielineck, and

Lanny; the other, in which arc ranged those who do
nothing more than exactly fulfil their duty. The former,

having to contend against the difficulties of a disadvan-

tageous mode of tuning their instrument, and of an ill-

constructed bow. can produce the desired effect only

through dint of effort and fatigue ; the others give them-

selves less trouble, and arc content with executing the

leading notes of the passages of the score before them.

Not so the double basses of the Philharmonic Concert:

these artists allow every thing to be beard, mark distinctly

every part of their bowing, as well in legato as in detached

passages
;
preserve all the shades of expression

;
strike the

note with unerring precision, and seem to use no greater

effort than if they were playing the violin or viola. There

can be no doubt but that these advantages are derived from
tuning the double bass by fourths and from the admirable
manner of employing the bow introduced into England by
the school of Dragonetti.

It is not my intention to speak in the present letter of the

talent of each individual artist; I reserve these details for

another occasion. 1 cannot, however, refrain from saying

a word of the wind instruments of the Philharmonic Con-
cert. The flute part, which is entrusted to Mr. Nicholson,

leaves nothing to be wished in as far as purity of execution

is concerned ; there is more poetry in the performance of
M. Tulou, but that orchestra is fortunate indeed which pos-

sesses talent like this. Mr. Willmati fills the part of first

clarionet ; lie is a very distinguislied artist ; I have had
occasion to hear him frequently, and never did I hear an equi-

vocal sound proceed from his instrument. With respect to

the first oboe, I never heard a worse, and yet he is the best

in London. Last year, the director of the Opera engaged
M. Vogt, and this year the same administration engaged
M. Barre, of Paris, pupil of the above ; but the directors of
the Philharmonic Concert engaged neither the one nor the
other, apprehensive that, after their departure, not an oboe,
good or bod, would be found in London (p). The different

managers of the theatres and concerts ought to come to

an understanding to retain a French oboe in London, for

the players of this kind they at present possess are capable
of sjioiling the whole of their music. What I have to ob-
serve of the horns of the Philharmonic Concert is not more
favourable. There is in this city on artist who possesses a
very remarkable talent on the horn ; he is an Italian, of the

name of Puzzi. But the fortune which he has acquired

has placed him in a state of independence, and he has
quitted the orchestra. Mr. PlatIt (tic) is first horn of the

Society ; there is no certainty in his execution, and he often

spoils the finest effects. Not so the first trumpet, who is

excellent, and of whom the orchestras of Paris might wcH
envy the possession. The bassoons appeared very good ;

but they play too loud (i/).

The kettle-drums are played here with sticks both
stronger and more fully rounded at the head, than those

used in France
; the effect produced appeared excellent ; I

particularly remarked this in the storm in Beethoven's
pastoral symphony. I shall bring with me to Paris a pair

of tliese drumsticks, in order to try the effect

!

You will, therefore, see by ray letter, that the execution

of the Philharmonic Concert is of a mixed kind, with much
that is good and not a little that is had ; but in general, it

is very satisfactory
;
and it is but just to observe, that a

country in which music has attained to such a grade in the

scale of excellence, cunnot fail in a short time to reach the

highest degree of perfection. I have not spoken of the
solos, because this subject will naturally be considered in

the review I shall take of the talent of each individual artist.

The same will be the case with respect to the singers.

Adieu, and believe me, Ac.

Fetis.

Notes on the Second Letter or M. Fetis.

() The Philharmonic Society was formed in ISIS.
Among the members were Messrs. Attwood, Bishop, de-
menti, J. B. Cramer, F. Cramer, Salomon, Shield, Viutti,

Yanicwicz, Ac. Ac. Mr. Dizi was not a member.

() The enterprise was eminently successful from the

very beginning. Before the second concert the subscrip-

tion was full, and strong interest was in vain made to girt

admission to the performances.
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(c) Instead of there having been a difficulty in obtaining

a powerful orchestra, it was considered an honour to be ad-

mitted into it. And m addition to the celebrated violinists

named above, who by turns led, and at other times played

tbe reptcni parts, Messrs. Spagnoletti, Vaccari, Mori, and
others, also formed part of this extraordinary band. Be-
sides these, F. Onesbach and Holmes, the finest oboe and

bassoon players in Europe, were then living, were in their

prime, and regularly engaged at the Philharmonic Concerts.

(d) That no pecuniary sacrifices were necessary, even

M. Fetis will admit, when he learns that the greater portion

of the band performed for the first two years without remu-

neration, merely for the purpose of reviving a taste for in-

strumental music; and, moreover, at the expiration of this

period a very large balance remained in the hands of the

Society after all expenses were defrayed,

(e) The Society found rooms ready built to their hands.

In 1819 a body of twenty-one professors rebuilt them in

their present improved state, and the speculation would
have proved highly advantageous, had the majority of the

party not suffered tiiemselves to be deceived, by which

means all of them, except two, lost large sums of money,

and many were minus to the tune of nearly seventeen

hundred pounds ! But the Philharmonic Society had no
concern in this.

(/) The room will hold only eight hundred, including

the boxes.

(g) Willis's Room is inconveniently full with nine hun-

dred persons. It is in tbe immediate vicinity of St
James’s Palace, Pall Mall, St. James's Street and Square,

and being in the very centre of the fashionable part of the

town, is chosen for the most fashionable assemblies.

(A) The Hanover Square Rooms will accommodate be-

tween eight and nine hundred. They are the property of

the royal and noble directors of the Ancient Concerts.

(l) M. Laporte only fitted up the fine old Concert

Room in the King’s Theatre. M. Fetis’s conjecture was

not well founded : very few of the concerts were given in

this room, and all the fashionable singers were too happy
to sing at any other place, upon being well paid for their

labours.

(J) The members are only admitted by ballot, after

having been proposed in writing by three members at three

successive meetings.

(A) Messrs. F. Cramer and Loder are only two out of
several leaders, who fill this honourable post in turn. The
others this year were, Messrs. Weichsel, Spagnoletli, and

Mori.

(/) Sir G. Smart and Dr. Crotch are only two out of
several conductors who take the chair in turn: besides

these, Messrs. Attwood, Bishop, J. B. Cramer, and Potter,

officiated during the last season.

(m) We never yet were so unfortunate as to be present

at a Philharmonic Concert when the conductor's fingers

were so attached to the keys of the piano-forte, that he could

not bring himself to tear them away. M. Fetis, however,

may allude to some other performances.

(it) It is generally thought that instrumental music is

played much too quick in London. M. Salomon, who
knew the time of Haydn’s grand symphonies better than
any other person, always declared that they, latterly, were
much too rapidly performed. And it ap[>eani, from the life

of Mozart just published at Leipzig, that this great com-
poser complained of the hurried manner in which all hie

compositions were executed.

(o) We agree most fully in what is here said of that most
excellent, inimitable performer. Dragon etti.

(p) M. Vogt was not engaged a second year at tbe
Philharmonic, because his terms were unreasonably high.

And as to the French oboi* at the King's Theatre, our own
was far superior, though nothing to boast oC

(q) Puzzi is not engaged on account of his terms : but
whoever hears Platt with unprejudiced cars will admit that

he is an excellent performer; M. Fetis’s censure of him,
therefore, is as undeserved as hasty.

The trumpet. Harper, is justly praised, and so is Mack-
intosh, the bassoon ; but we never heard him play too

loud, except when, in accompanying, the whole band did

the same; a defect of which we have loo often reason to

complain. The fact is, that the tone of our English bas-
soon is fuller than that of any on the Continent. The
French, German, and Italian instrument more resembles in

quality of tone the oboe, to which it seems a natural hase.

This, perhaps, has led M. Fetis into what we cannot but
consider an error.

M. FETIS'S FOURTH LETTER.

My Dear Friend, London, May 21, 1829.

The particulars which I expected relative to the

Royal Academy of Music have been furnished me ; I now
proceed to give you some account of tills interesting es-

tablishment, as well as of the state of musical instruction

in London in general.

As I have before had occasion to observe, the English
government grants no protection to the arts

; it rests con-

tent with the negative merit of imposing no useless

restraints thereon. It is not, therefore, the same with

England as with France, Germany, aud Italy: no school

of music is maintained at the expense of the king or the

commons ; nay, but a few years since, no other establish-

ment of this kind was known than the schools attached to

certain cathedrals. A number of zealous amateurs, not

less conspicuous for liberality of character, than for high

birth, struck with this want of musical instruction, at

length concerted a plan for supplying this desideratum, by
establishing a kind of conservatory, by means of a sub-

scription. It required no little perseverance to overcome

all the prejudices which arose against this novelty; but

perseverance is precisely one of the prominent features in

the English character : every obstacle was surmounted,

and tbe new school of music assumed at once a consis-

tency of form, It is this same school which hears the

name of the Royal Academy of Music. It is under the

immediate patronage of the King; which merely signifies,

that the King lias taken it under his protection, without

affording H any succour.

Lord Burghersb, the Earl of Clarendon, the Earl of
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Fife, Lord Snltoun, Sir George Warrcndcr, Sir Gore

Ouseley, Major-General Sir A. F, Barnard, Sir George

Clerk, and some other distinguished amateurs, are upon

the committee of administration for the Royal Academy of

Music founded by them, and transmit their determinations

to Mr. F. Hamilton, the superintendant, whose duty it is

to see them carried into execution. All that regards the

musical studies is under the direction of Dr. Crotch, who
is considered as one of the most learned musicians of

England.

The instructions of the Royal Academy of Music are

not gratuitous ; the greatness of the expense necessary for

the foundation of sueh an establishment, in the absence of

all support on the part of the government, has not allowed

the founders of this school to render it as generally useful

as it might have been, had their means allowed of the

admission, free of expense, of any children endowed with

the proper dispositions for music. As it is, the parents of

these children must be in comparatively easy circumstances,

in order to their obtaining admission to the academy. The

scholars are divided into pensioners and out-of-doors pupils.

The first class is composed of twenty-four boys and twelve

girls. Each pays ten guineas entrance money, and on

annual pension of fifty guineas. They are boarded and

lodged in the establishment, and receive a complete course

of instruction in the jiarticular branch of the musical art

which they adopt On entering the school, ihey are bound

bv an engagement for u certain term of years.

The uumber of out-of-door scholars is not limited.

They enjoy the same advantages and the same instruc-

tions os the boarders. The annual charge for pupils of

this description is thirty guineas, and five guineas en-

trance. •

By a very extraordinary rule, there are two vacations a-

year of five weeks each, during which the pupils are obliged

to leave the academy.

When a pupil bus attained such a degree of proficiency

as to be able to give lessons, or perform in public con-

certs, the committee authorizes him to accept engagements.

An authority of the same kind is necessary with respect to

the publication of the compositions of the pupils, till such

time as their engagement with the academy in com-

pleted.

The numl>er of professors ofthe academy is twenty-nine,

and of sub-professors seventeen (a).

Thorough-bass and composition are taught by Doctor
Crotch, Messrs. Altwood, and J. Goss. The first, as I

observed, is considered as the most learned of the English

musicians, which, by the way, is no great compliment to

English musical science, for Dr. Crutch owes his reputation

solely to his * Treatise on Thorough Bass and Composition,'

an obscure work, in which the facts are ill-classed, the views

ofart superficial, and of reasoning not a particle. The lectures

which the Doctor is at this moment reading at the Institute

of Sciences [Royal Institution
] arc not of a nature to excite

a more exalted idea of his ideas or of his knowledge; for all

he does is to give over and over again the specimens of dif-

ferent styles which he published in three volumes, several

years ago. In these lectures, each of which lasts an hour,

the professor speaks for ten minutes without saying any-

thing, and during the remainder of the time plays the com-
positions of different masters. Doctor Crotch is an instance

of the little dependance that is to be placed on precocity of
talent, and how rarely the future of such prodigies corre-

sponds to the expectations of the past. At the early age of

five, he announced extraordinary dispositions for music.

He played the liaqisichord very cleverly, composed, com-

mitted his improvisations to paper, and attracted the atten-

tion of the whole of England. Doctor Burney, the author

of * A General History of Music,’ wrote a dissertation upon
the marvellous faculties of this precocious child, and pub-
lished it under the title of The Paper on Crotch. [Sic

in orig.] The Royal Society of London examined the

infant prodigy with attention, and gave its observations a
place in the * Philosophical Transactions;’ in a word, it

was decided that England had given birth to the greatest

musician the world had ever seen. Of so much wonder-

ment, the result is Dr. Crotch, a name which is not known
beyond the limits of his native country (6.)

With Mr. Attwood’s qualifications as a professor I am
unacquainted ; but 1 know by experience that he is a great

musician, and a composer of much merit. He quitted

England when young, and took up his residence in Ger-

many, by the side of Mozart, whose counsels he had the

advantage of receiving, and in this intimacy with the

greatest artist of his age, acquired a purity of taste which

it was astonishing to fiud among the English. All the

compositions of Mr. Attwood which I have heard, are dis-

tinguished by their simple, elegant, and expressive melody,

by great purity of harmony, and an instrumentation full

of effect. I have no doubt that, if this composer had ap-

plied his genius to a language less stubborn and more
musical than the English, he would have acquired a great

reputation throughout the rest of Europe ;
but such are

the disadvantages of this tongue, that the English them-
selves can endure it only in their national songs : hence
Mr. Attwood is not estimated according to his real merits.

Add to this, that the difficulty a composer experiences of
finding here a proper field for the display of his abilities, has

reduced this musician to the necessity of giving continual

und fatiguing lessons, which have the efiecl of blunting

the fine edge of genius.

The third teacher of thorough bass in the Royal Academy
of Music, is an obscure musician, of the name of Goss.

1 am not acquainted with any theoretical work, or any
composition from his pen.

After an attentive examination of the present state of

musical science in England, 1 feel convinced that it is still

in its infancy here. With the exception of a Frenchman
of the name of J ousse, there does not exist in London a
single professor who has just notions of counterpoint, fugue,

or the other parts of the art of writing (c.) The whole
of their knowledge is limited to accompaniment, which
they call Thorough-bass ; and even with respect to this

they have very inadequate ideas, and an ill-contrived theory.

1 have no doubt but that a good professor of counterpoint

would contribute greatly to the progress of English music.

Subjects are nut wuuting in London; some young com-
posers, whose works 1 heard at the Academy, appear to

possess a happy organization ; but their style is undisci-

plined, und their ideas want order. These young persons

enjoy an inestimable advantage ; that of having dieir com-
positions executed by a complete orchestra on the Tuesday
and Saturday of every week. This practical instruction

appears to me the best that is received in the academy.

Tfie art of singing is in a sufficiently flourishing state,

though, at this moment, the academy is without a good
professor of Italian song. The composer Coccia, who
resided for some time in London, had laid the foundations

of a good school ; but since his departure for Italy, his

place has been filled by a Signor Gabussi, who enjoys the

protection of some powerful ladies, but possesses no talent.

The other professors are Messieurs Liverati, Roved ino,

aud Attwood, for English soug. Among the pupils are
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several fine voices, and pood musicians :—Mr. Sapio, Mr.

Seguin, and Miss Childe, have real talent Miss Childe,

in particular, appears destined to gain a great reputation,

for to a voice of great compass and fine quality, she unites

deep musical feeling and great sensibility. Unfortunately,

her pronunciation is very bad—I had almost said she has

none. It appears to me that a journey to Italy would be the

only means of remedying this defect After all, it would be

an oversight to direct the studies of the pupils to a particu-

lar knowledge of Italian song ; for should they acquire an

ability in this respect England would reap no advantage

from their talents ; they would become singers of the

world at large, and would prefer an easy and agreeable

career, like that of the Italian theatre, to the ungrateful task

of English singing. The directors of the Royal Academy
of Music cannot more effectually contribute to the perfecting

of English music, than by forming singers for the national

opera ; for this opera will only really have an existence

when good singers are found. The English language is

very unfavourable to song, but not absolutely repugnant to

it ; of this the perfect pronunciation of Brahatn and Miss

Paton is an evident proof. A charming air of Mr. Attwood,

which I heard sung by Miss Childe, also served to prove

to me that tlie defects of the language inay be greatly

softened down by the effect of art It is towards this

object that the efforts of the directors and professors of the

Royal Academy of Music should be constantly turned (rf).

All the parts of musical execution in this school are not

in an equal state of prosperity ; and I am of opinion, that

what is defective is to be charged to the account of the

professors rather than of the pupils. There is no school

of the violin in England, though Viotti resided here so

long. Disgusted at the imperfect state in which he found
music at the time of his visiting London, this great artist

betook himself to commercial speculations. It is a fact, that

he did not form a single English pupil (e) ; and there are

not wanting proofs that his talent was unknown here;

among others, I might mention the following:—Viotti’s

affairs becoming deranged, and wishing to repair the evil

by the exertion of his talent, he gave a public concert.

You will, doubtless, be led to imagine that the curiosity

which the name of Viotti was calculated to inspire, drew a

numerous and brilliant audience—it was attended by about
fifty persons f The most celebrated violinists in London
are Messieurs F. Cramer, Mori, Spagnoletti, and Oury (f)

The talent of the first is of the negative kind ; the only

reputation he enjoys is in the reminiscences of his father,

a distinguished violinist, who lived for many years in

London. Mr. Mori has much more execution, but his

manner is vulgar, and destitute of all intention and senti-

ment. His left hand is sufficiently brilliant, but his bow
wants largeness and flexibility. I know not what Mr.
Spagnoletti may have been in his youth

; he is now old,

and undeserving of any attention. M. Our)' is the only
one who possesses talent, and is the least known. Instead
of attempting to depreciate foreign violinists, as the other
professors are in the habit of doing, he has the good sense
to listeii attentively to Baillot, Lafont, and Beriot; he has
studied their manner, and identified himself with them;
but he has need of studying on. The four professors
whom I have named, give lessons in the Royal Academy of
Music

;
you will conclude from what I have already said,

that they are incapable of forming good pupils : hence the
violinists are in general feeble in this school. I heard one
young man who appeared to have capabilities. He plays

with considerable justness, but his bow is mean and poor,

and his style the heaviest that can be imagined. In the I
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hands of M. Baillot he might become a virtuoso ; but he
is the pupil of Mr. Cramer (g).

Mr. Lindley(A) is professor of the violoncello at the

academy
:
you are aware that he enjoys a great reputation

here ; in certain respects he merits it When he ring*

upon his instrument he produces a fine tone, and possesses

much tact in the management of difficulties
; but his style

is vulgar, and the quality of his tone loses much of its

intensity in his ornamental passages. Mr. Lindley has
formed good pupils in the academy ; I must mention, in

particular, Mr. Lucas, who has also distinguished himself

in instrumental composition.

It is to be lamented that the directors have not offered

Mr. Dragonetti a sufficient inducement to attach him to

the academy, as professor of the double-bass. The person
charged with this branch of instruction is Mr. Anfossi:
thin gentleman is an estimable artist

; but between him and
Dragonetti the distance is immense. He, however, teaches

fingering and the management of the bow according to the

principles of tilts incomparable artist, and has formed good
scholars.

Mr. Willman, professor of the clarionet, and Mr. Nichol-

son, who teaches the flute, are very able artists, capable of
communicating with effect the knowledge of their respective

instruments. Though the results of their pupiis’ studies

are not entirely satisfactory, there can be no doubt but tliat

in a few years they will infprovc the Londou orchestras by
the pupils they are forming. During his residence in Lon-
don, M, Vogt gave lessons on the oboe to the academy;
but his place has uot been filled ; and every thing leads to

the belief that the obo£s of the London orchestras will be
yet, for a long time, bad, unless some foreign artist be
engaged to teach this instrument. With respect to the

bassoon, Mr. Mackintosh is an able professor, produces a
voluminous sound, which is wanting to the greater part of
Parisian artists, and forms good pupils. The horn is not
cultivated with sufficient success, though an artist upon
this instrument, of great talent, is still in London

; but
Mr. Puzzi has withdrawn from the orchestra, and no longer

gives lessons. Mr. Platt, who teaches this instrument at

the academy, appears a person little qualified for the task.

Tin* pianoforte is one of the most fortunate instruments

here, in respect to masters ; we have the names of Mos-
cbeles. Potter, Phipps, and Mre. Anderson. A host of
young persons in the academy have already manifested

distinguished talents for this instrument The same holds
good with respect to the harp, which is taught by M, Dizi,

and Mr. Lord. The first has gained a great and well-earned

reputation, by his large and vigorous manner. This pro-

feasor intends taking up his residence in Paris.

I stated tliat on the Tuesday and Saturday of each week,
compositions of the pupils were executed. The exercises, in

full orchestra, in which these are executed, are directed by
Mr. Potter, who resided for a long time at Vienna, and
received instructions from Beethoven, whose style he imi-

tates in his compositions. Mr. Potter is an excellent musi-

cian, and in every respect qualified for the functions which
he fills. These exercises are very interesting ; I assisted at

several of them, and was always satisfied with what I heard.

Such are the details which I promised you, and which

will tend to prove that the London Royal Academy of
Music might be productive of the most happy effects, in

regard to English music, provided the government were

to grant such assistance as to enable instructions to be
given gratuitously (i).

Adieu, and believe me, &c. &c.

Fins,
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Notes OH THE FoirETH Lettf.r op M, Fetis.

() A nominal number. Many are placed on the list of

professors who never appear in the academy. At a guess,

we should say that not one-fourth of the whole are em-
ployed by the institution.

() This gratuitous attack on Dr. Crotch has not a little

surprised us. If M. Ftftis had had any opportunity of

forming a judgment of bis merits, he would have been jus-

tified in publishing his opinion. Nit he never was thus

qualified. Does M. Fdtis know anything of the oratorio

Palatine ?—Did he ever hear a single composition of Dr.

Crotch ? If he attended his lectures at the Royal Institu-

tion, could he understand one word of what was delivered ?

Wc affirm without fear of contradiction, that no real critic

could hear Palatine without ranking its author among the

great composers of Europe. And we assert w ith as little

hesitation, that hod Dr. Crotch received the encouragement
from bis country that France, Italy, and Germany bestow

on their artists, he would have produced many surh works.

M. F^tis says that the lame of Dr. Crotch never passed the

boundaries of these islands. It is very possible. Neither

has the fame of any one of our best musicians extended

beyond the confines of Great Britain. Moreover, Handel’s

finest works were almost unknown on the continent till

within the last few years. The Messiah has very recently

been heard in France for the first time. Every utitravelled

French musician that We have conversed with concerning

the compositions of this greatest of masters, was wholly

ignorant of them a dozen years ago. They arc very fitUe

known, even in Paris, at the present moment ; and M.
Ffctts himself has not heard one-fourth of them—of those

which ten or fifteen years hence will be listened to with

delight in all the capitals of Europe. How account for all

this ?—by the simple fact that the English language has

hitherto been almost unknown abroad, and that all the

works alluded to are united to English words.

As to Dr. Crotch owing his reputation to his Treatise on
Thorough Bass, the assertion only shews how little the writer

is acquainted with what is passing here. The work men-
tioned is very little known, and tha author’s fame, which it

did not augment, was established many years before its

appearance.

But if Dr. Crotch is so ill quslified for the duties as-

signed to him in the Academy, where must the blame fall?

—why on the very noblemen and gentlemen who have just

been so highly lauded. M. F4tis should have thought of
this in time ; he has now administered a dose of flattery

with one hand, and bestowed a tremendous sot/jflet with
the other.

(c) The boldness of this assertion is really astounding,

for, whether true or false, M. Fetis had no means whatever
of ascertaining the fact. If, however, we have not a single

professor who has da notions juste du contrepoinl
, dc la

fugue, ou des autre* parties de Carl tfecrire, how comes it

that Mr. Attwood is un grand musicien ? That be is so we
readily admit, but such a discrepancy is too glariug tu tie

overlooked. In London, nevertheless, there is one, it

seems who really does understand these learned matters;

a Frenchman though—M. Jousse!

!

(d) There is much truth in this. The managers, how-
ever, appear to think otherwise, for Italian music is almost
exclusively taught, and the coni|>ositions of the worst

masters are admitted. The qualifications of some of the
teachers should be enquired into before it is too late.

(*) The name of Mori refutes this assertion.

(/) Wrichsd, we suppose, is not worthy of any notice.

(g) Here we have another attack on an individual, as
groundless and unjustifiable as the former. It is ascer-
tained that M. Fetis, during his visit to London, had not a
single opportunity of hearing Mr. F. Cramer perform. He
may have witnessed his efforts as a leader, but never once
heard the tones of his violin, except in union with others!
We can only express our deep regret that a good professor,

and a man of letters, should, by reiving on others, or by
being under the influence of nutional prejudice, have com-
mitted himself so unfortunately. It is, however, due to so
excellent a violinist to state, that Mr. F. Cramer inherits aU
the talent of his father, and adds to this whatever improve-
ments modern art has produced. His taste and his pride
forbid his imitating the tricks of too many performer*, but
if abilities recognised by every judge in England, and
which have been admitted by many of the lx*t foreign
artists, added to extensive knowledge of the beat music,
and vast zeal, qualify him for the duties he undertakes,
then is Mr. F. Cramer as much entitled to impartial praise
as he is above being affected by un ill-natured sneer.

Very greet delicacy may not be the characteristic of
Mori's playing ; he is a fine, vigorous performer, his style

is large, and the epithet vulgar applied to him » coarse
sod unjust The remark on Spagnolelti was uncalled for

;

it is wantonly cruel. Asa leader he is quite what he was
many years ago, and in a quartet he has very few equals.
Mr. Oury is a rising young man of gnsat merit, but to say
that he is ti seul yut ail du talent is perfectly ludicrous,
and though intended to serve him, will, we fear, have quite
a contrary effect. “ Save me from my friends,” Mr. Oury
may exclaim, " and I will take care of my enemies

!”

(A) Mr. Lindley too is rulgaire. Good heavens ! what
a set of ignorant, stupid brutes this academy protects!

—

But, hold!—I see that Dragnnetti and others have merit;
and that the piano-forte and harp teachers come in like-

wise for a share of praise. Mr. Potter too cst un excellent

musicien. W hat, another good English musician !—He
is so, certainly ; and it may peredventure turn out, at
last, that we have a few professor* who do understand
their urt.

(») So, in spite of the bad teachers, the academy might
reduce la plus keurnix rffet* in regard to Enoi isu
Iubic, if Government would do something for it. Tea,
M. Fetis, English music would prosper exceedingly in an
academy where all the vocal masters employed, and a con-
siderable number of the teachers of various instruments,

are foreigners; and where English music is as much de-
spised and as seldom heard, as in the mansions of the
fashionable protectors of this institution !

Yet we agree in thinking llmt this academy might still

be rendered useful and prosperous ; but only by a thorough
revision of its plan, a more general system of musical
study, and a belter employment of the resources of the
institution.

(TV fifth and sixth Letters w otr next )
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Rfiueto of iHustc.

Airs of the Rhine arranged for one, two, three, orfiner

Voices, with characteristic Symphonies and Accompa-

niments for the Piano-Forte, by W. Horsley, Mum. Bac.;

the. Poetry translated by Howard Taylor. (Pettet,

Oxford Street)

The history of the present work cannot be given in fewer

or better words than those chosen for the purpose by the

translator of the poetry—we therefore insert his account of

it ; and before wc conclude, shall quote his very sensible

remarks on the slate of vocal music in Germany, together

with his lucid explanation of the reasons why it is so much
better cultivated and bo much more enjoyed in that rational

country than in England, where the very sources of real

happiness are poisoned by either pride, pretence, or po-

verty
;
where in fact society in all its ranks is in a morbid

state,—the high from a plethora of wealth, the middling

from a wish to appear wealthy, and the lower from the

most abject and crime-provoking indigence.
** The Airs,” says Mr. Taylor, “ which are contained in

the following work, are selected from among the composi-

tions generally called Mehr stimmige gcsUnge— many-
voiced songs

.

Being, ns their name (Tineh Lieder—Table

Songs) imports, destined to enliven the social circle, they

are sung, like our own madrigals and glees, wholly with-

out accompaniment, and arc published in single parts. In

a country where the habits and tastes of the people are so

simple and social as in Germany, where there is so little

representation, and so much unaffected enjoyment of easy

and accessible pleasures, such a species of music is natu-

rally very popular. Enthusiastic admirers of nature, as well

as lovers of music for its own sake, it is no wonder that

the Germans prefer a form of it which can be enjoyed in

the open air, and without any of the expense, preparation,

or restraint of musical entertainments. It is not unusual

to hear tlieir national songs sung by groups of students

while taking their summer rambles on the banks of the

Rhine, From these beautiful shores they were trans-

planted to this country. But here private singing is rarely

attempted without accompaniment, and hence it was thought

advisable to produce * The Airs of the Rhine* in a form

better adapted than their original one for general use.’*

On reading this we found ourselves driven to one conclu-

sion, as most pro! ably others will be—for only one seems
left—namely, that no sort of music less fit for accompani-

ment than such 44 table” and “ many-voiced” songs, as are

here described, could have been chosen,—songs to be sung
“like our own madrigals and glees, wholly without accom-
paniment,” says Mr. Taylor, in distinct, unqualified terms ;

nevertheless, the very first thing that stares us in the face

is a part for the piano-forte, and a very prominent one too !

The apology for this can only as a matter of courtesy be

admitted, for, granting that private vocal performance is

rarely attempted here without accompaniment, does it

thence necessarily follow that music unfit for such purpose

must be selected ?

But on a closer inspection of the volume, we find that

among the six pieces, one soprano song, port of another,

and a duet, really require accompaniment. These, it is to

be presumed, have been reduced to their present state by
Mr. Horsley, for they cannot come under the term “ many-
voiced." The title-page here affords but little light : indeed

it leaves us in considerable doubt on another point of some
importance—bow the word “or” is to be understood

:

whether it signifies that each piece may be sung by one,

or two, or three, or four voices ; or that from among the

whole number a choice for either a single voice or a plu-

rality of voices may be made. We lean to the former in-

terpretation, for the parts of most of the compositions are

so contrived—and great ingenuity has been here exercised

—that by omitting the tenor, a trio will be formed ; by re-

jecting both boss and tenor, a duet will remain, Ac.

The first of these. Das Lied der Lerche

,

(The Skylark’s

Song,) for two trebles, tenor, and base, is in fact what is

commonly termed a cheerful glee, and would be much
more effective without any accompaniment, though the

latter is clever, and the symphony still more so, as well as

characteristic and pleasing.

The second. An die Frcundtchafl, (To Friendship,) for

two trebles and base, is calm aud simple, rather trite in

its cadences, but easy to comprehend, and what w ill gene-

rally be called pretty. The division of the word 44 beloved”

into three syllables, adds considerably to the hymn-like

character to which the whole composition has loo much
tendency.

The third, Der WUtkommen den Pilgcrs, (The Pilgrim’s

Welcome.) is a soprano solo, followed by a trio. The
melody of the whole is good, though far from new. The
spirited trio, with its clearly-marked rhythm, will be sure to

gain admirers wherever performed. The few excellent

bars of concluding symphony are also entitled to praise.

The fourth, Der Tans brim Mondschien, (The Moonlight
Dance,) a song for a treble voice, hus very little claim to

notice. The second movement, in that style which in Swiss

music is called yodten, would be agreeable enough had not
melody of this kind been worn almost threadbare of late.

The introductory symphony, though much too long, is the

best part of the whole. The seventh and eighth bars of

page 2b contain the following passage, which, though
unquestionably an oversight, took us by surprise, and will

not a little annoy the ears of most harmonists.

The fifth, Des Wanderers Ileimkchr, (The Traveller’*

Welcome Home,) a trio for the same voices as No. 2,
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pleases by a natural flow of lively air, and by certain

features which call lo recollection some pood old English

music that milch delighted us in our youthful days. As
in the first of these, the accompaniment—a mere arpeggio

of very simple harmony—adds nothing to its effect.

The sixth and last. Die Brgru*tung der Abendgadl-
sehaft , (The Evening Salutation,) is for three sopmnos and

a base, and consists of solo and duet mixed with chorus in

quartet Though popular in manner, there is more of

something like originality in this, than we have been able

to trace in any of the preceding pieces ; and while familiar

in style, it has nothing very common in its general effect

The employment of three treble voices, which are rarely

united, give an appearance of novelty to the composition,

and the parts for these are ably managed.

In the whole of these the convenience of amateurs has

been consulted ; they are easy to execute, and moderate in

compass.

We now return to the preface, where wc meet with what

is worthy the notice even of the statesman, not as relating

to the cultivation of music only, but because it concerns

the happiness of the people, and points out one means,

among others, of accomplishing an object of such para-

mount importance. To the mere reader, however, of mu-
sical history, every word is interesting.

" The causes of national peculiarities.” Mr. Taylor observes,
“ are among the most difficult subjects of inquiry

;
and it would

lead me beyond my present purpose to attempt to explain why
music, which in Kngiand is laboriously cultivated, appears in

Germany to be a plant of free native growth. Without going
deeper jnto the inquiry, it may be safely affirmed that the

simple, popular tone of society in that country, and the love of
social pleasures of a kind which all classes can attain and enjoy

in common, have a most felicitous effect in producing & tasle

for polished amusements in the lower ranks. In a country

where refined pleasures are considered the peculiar property of

the opulent, it is in vain to look for a ceneral prevalence of

oorrect judgment in any branch of art. The universal diffusion

of a k<hx1 musical taste in Germany is made apparent to a
foreigner by the following peculiarities—the great superiority of

the instrumental music, and of the manner in which it is per-

formed (I am speaking of the popular instrumental music, and
not that of the concert-room), and that aptitude for vocal har-

mony. which is so general as to appear like an intuitive faculty.
44 whoever has neard (and who has not?) the music which

» employed in England to enliven civic or popular festivities,

cannot fail to have been disgusted with its intnnsic vulgarity,

and its equally vulgar execution
;
whereas in Germany it is

rare to meet any assemblage of instrumental performers to

whom a cultivated ear may not listen with considerable satis-

faction, and frequently with astonishment and delight, when the

extremely humble character of the people and their gains are

considered.
“ At the Ktrm**»e, in the villages along the Rhine (a fete

corresponding in some respects to the English Wake), dancing
is one principal amusement. These rural balls are generally

held in a large shed, well boarded, and invariably furnished

with an orchestra. The very humblest of these orchestras is

filled by a band, such as many a gay assembly in England
might envy

;
and you oflen hear the strains which the genius

of Mozart, Beethoven, and Weber, poured out in rich profusion,

applied to the purpose of animating the national dance of their

country : while the sensibility to harmony, common alike to

players and hearers, ensures the ear from any afflicting viola-

tions of tune. The dining-room in the larger and belter inns

is also usually furnished with an orchestra. The bands in

these are, for the most part, excellent ; and the music, both as

to selection and execution, well adapted to enliven, without
materially interrupting, the conversation of the guests. The
superiority of the military bands (particularly those of Austria
and Bavaria) is well known. The pleasure taken by officers

and men in their performance, and the diffusion of musical

sensibility among them, converts every parade into a school
for & refined love of the art, and thus reacts on the popular
taste. That such a feeling, deep and unaffected, pervades the
very humblest classes in Germany no one will doubt who has
l>een present at the Opera in any of its large towns. At Darm-
stadt, for instance, on a Sunday evening, Ihe peasanls may be
seen walking in from the beautifol villages around, to enjoy, for

something less than sixpence, under the eye and in common
with their sovereign, the performance of one of the best orches-

tras in Europe. In a gallery, frequently crowded to excess with

private soldiers and peasant girls, not only is there no disturb-

ance or disorder of any sort, but the most perfect and rivetted

attention proves how entirely they are led by that perception of
what is really excellent in music, which they share with the
better educated part of the audience.
“ With regard lo vocal music—those who have been accus-

tomed to the fine organs, the delicate and distinct articulation,

and the varied and passionate expression of Italian artists, will

probably be disappointed if their expectations of German singing

are highly raised. The language of Italy requires and forms an
enunciation so far more distinct and finished than that of other

nations, that it is scarcely possible for them to equal the

Italians in the oratory of music—the crown and perfection of
singing. There is, besides, a pliancy, a vivacity and grace
common to all classes of Italians, which fit them, above all

other people, for giving voice and expression to every shade of

feeling and passion. The peculiarity which strike* an English-

man in Germany is, as 1 have remarked, the general sensibility

to vocal harmony. If he hears a party of country girls singing

in a vineyard, or a company of conscripts going to drill, he is

sure to near them singing in parts. One girl begins an air,

another drops in at the end of a bar or two with an accom-
paniment, and not in an uncertain, wavering manner, but de-

cided and true : a third follows, and so on, and you will hardly

hear these under parts sung twice alike, even by the same
singer. An attentive ear will detect many spontaneous, and
probably unconscious variations, in the successive stanzas of

the same song.”

PIANO-FORTE.

A Tmo for Piano-forte, Violin, and Violoncello, composed
by John Loihje, Esq., (Boosey and Co., Holies Street.)

While Mr. Lodge’s Trio was on our desk, we received a

letter from Florence, containing on account of a Mass
lately composed and produced in that city by our Noble

Minister at the court of Tuscany. Such a coincidence,

added to the many proofs given during the last few years

of the very advanced state of the science among amateurs,

could not fail to strengthen our belief that, at no distant

period, the study of some branch of it will occupy a few of

those spare hours of Euglish gentlemen that are uow too

often devoted to guns and dogs, to whist and dcarte.

The fact is, that to enjoy all the beauties of music, some
slight practical knowledge of it is indispensable

;
but to

acquire this knowledge will trespass very little on the time

of men of leisure ; an hour a day, under proper guidance,

devoted to singing, to the violin, violoncello, or flute; or an

hour and a half to a keyed instrument, continued for

twelve months, would quality any one, with u tolerably good

ear,—*who is also in the habit of occasionally attending the

Opera and best concerts—to enter into the spirit of almost

any musical performance of a rational kind.

The author of the present Trio is one of those amateurs

whose knowledge of music exceeds that of the majority of

professors, of whom a very small number indeed can pre-

tend to compete with him in talent for original composi-

tion. He has invention regulated by experience and

guided by taste ; to which let us add—and herein perhaps

consists the grand secret—that his car is not wearied, his



This is air—intelligible air; but the harmony would, in

every way, be much improved, were the third and fourth

bars for the violin altered
;
the third into a1>, and the fourth

into a, a, A. Very meagre and, to say the truth, unallow-

able octaves would thus be prevented, and the passage be

much enriched. We would likewise recommend the author

to write the twenty-first and next bar of page 3 thus, in

order that the
|
may be resolved, and the bad effects of

similar motion be avoided:

—

The first treble a, too, in the penultimate bar of tlie same
page, should, for a similar reason, he o below the lines.

These, and a few other inaccuracies of the same kind, may
easily be corrected ; and though they cannot be approved,

yet they detract but little from the general merits of the

work, particularly when considered as the production of an

unprofessional composer. The spirited and original minuet,

with the well contrasted trio, will soon efface any unfavour-

able impression that may have been made by such ncgli-

gencies. The former begins in the following animated

manner:
September, 1829.

The finale, rather in the style of Mozart, claims the same
praise for its melody as the first movement is entitled to

:

the subject is well kept up, and there are many beautiful

as well us masterly passages in this portion of the trio that

very much strengthen the favourable impression which tlie

former (>arts of the work will not fail to make on the candid
critic. We sincerely hope thul Mr. Lodge will not suffer

the ardour of his pursuit to abate, and that he will con-

stantly keep in view the undisputed, incontrovertible fact,

—

that he who enlarges the sphere of innocent pleasures is

a benefactor to mankind.

Capmccio, (on the subject of a favourite air by Shield.)
composed by O. E. Gripfin. Op. 12. (Cramer and Co.
201, Regent Street.}

Mr. Griffin does not so often commit himself to the press

as the lovers of good music have reason to desire. He is

chary of publishing, and evidently chusc* his name to ap-

pear to a few works that will hereafter be remembered,
rather than affix it to a multitude of those temporary things

which are destined to be wasted , to use a trade term,

before a composition of first rate-merit has even had time

to become generally known.

Few have derived more profit from their publications

than Mr. G., yet we will venture to assert that none was
ever less stimulated by love of gain ; he has therefore

never written invitd Minerva,—or perhaps we ought to

say, “ in Apollo's spite”— but has had reputation chiefly

in view. This clearly has been his princi]wl object in the

present work, indeed we should think his sole one, for it

is adapted to rather a confined number of performers,

though likely to grow very much in favour with that small

class of sii]ierior players for whom it is intended ; and
moreover will please many who will not have courage

enough to attempt it themselves; but it is altogether con-

structed upon too difficult a principle ever to become
popular.

This Capricciois in it: the commencement is remarkably

brilliant, the Allegro in less than two pages subsiding

into an elegant but short cantubile movement, the latter

passing into a kind of tremolo, which leads to a fughetta in

o. This is indeed a novelty in a modem piano-forte piece,

21
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but the name need not alarm those who have no predilec-

tion for the severe ancient school ; it is so free, that the

term, even in its diminished form, is hardly applicable.

Tl»e very sweet air by Shield, set to Sheridan's words,

“Marked yon her eye of heavenly blue?” is now intro-

duced, and conducted through four pages in a graceful

manner, receiving many additions from the arranger's taste.

An animated, clever rondo concludes the piece, tlie whole

of which is charming music ; but pages sixteen and seven-

teen are particularly good and striking, much out of the

common way, and producing very delightful effect. They
will remind the hearer—and we cannot pay them a higher'

compliment—of the best style of that master to whom the I

composer owes his musical education.

1. Milanoi on Airs from Gluck’s Operas, arranged by
J. B. Cramer. (Cramer and Co.)

2. The Tyrolese Family. No. 3. a Divertimento, in which
are introduced the National Swiss Airs sung by the

Tyrolese family, Rainer, composed by J. Moscueles.
(Willis and Co. 5b. Si. James s Street.)

3. Fandango, danced in the Opera of Masaniello, arranged
by Auo. Mf.ves. (Chappell.)

4. “Come hither,” the Market Chorus, from Masaniello,

arranged by John Goss. (Willia and Co.)

We are glad that Mr. Cramer has turned his thoughts to

Gluck : what a harvest the Orphee, the Alceste, and the

Armide, may afford to a man of his judgment in selection!

—His present work is mostly from the Iphigenie en

Tauride, which is still occasionally performed at the

Academic Royale, but as little known here as the Dafne
of Jacopo Peri, or the once-celebrated Lucretia of Keiser.

That this Opera contains what is far too good to be utterly

lost, the present melange, bears indubitable evidence, the

very first air, for example, from which we extract the fol-

lowing eight bars

:

This publication contains four compositions of Gluck,
arranged and blended so as to form a continuous piece,

with an introductory movement and cadenza by Mr.
Cramer; the whole being adapted to the generality of
players with that regard to effect which was to be ex-

pected from such a quarter.

No. 2 is a Divertimento formed by combining six of the

Tyrolese airs, by means of one long variation to each.

The success which these melodies have met with, and still

enjoy, together with the name of the arranger of them, as
well as the composer of the new parts of this divertimento,

render it unnecessary for us to say anything further in

their praise ; but we may properly add, us matter of infor-

mation, that this publication gives the airs with the English
words to them, so that it is equally suited to the purposes
of the vocalist and instrumentalist.

No. 3 is the popular Fandango , (for so it is here named)
arranged in an easy, but not trifling manner, and extending

to only five |>age$. If, by the way, M. Auber calls this by
the name of the favourite Spanish dance, he is, we believe,

in error, for it is in c major, and we have always under-
stood that the real fandango is invariably written in a
minor key. So all writers whom we have consulted tell

us; and among the number, M. Ginguene, a high au-

thority.

No. 4, a remarkably pretty subject, from the same favo-

rite opera as No. 3, makes a very ahewy but not difficult

rondo, also in the space of five pages.

1. Sweet Remembrance, a Fantasia, with Variations, on a
Swiss Melody sung by Madame Mulibran, composed by
Francis Fetis. (Willis and Co.)

2. Rondino on a Theme from Rossini** Siege of Corinth,
composed by F. Huntkn. (Willis.)

3. Air Italien, varid par F. Huntkn. Op. 33. (Cocks
and Co.)

As an air. the first of these is pleasing, but not su[>crior

to many other Sw iss Melodies, most of w hich it very much
resemble*. The variations by M. Fetis are strictly in cha-
racter, but do not exhibit a new trait of any kind ; and we
in vain looked for what we hoped to meet with—some
little ingenuity in the shape of harmony. The Introduction
exhibits no invention, and the whole together is spun out
to a length that the material is by no means calculated to
l*ear. it is, however, easy, and if curtailed of about half

its un-fair proportions, will be listened to with some
pleasure during the rage for mountain music.

No. 2 is a very clever composition. The motivo has
contributed much to it certainly, but M. 1 lumen's share is

entitled to the most praise. This is one of the best things

of the kind that hus lately fallen under our notice; un-

usually moderate in length, full of spirit, brilliant, yet not

difficult, because well arranged for the instrument, and
suited to almost every taste, we can, without hesitation, re-

commend it to our readers.

No. 3 also has much merit : the air is simple and makes
a good ground-work for variations, of which there are five,

tolerably free from commonplace matter, and a finale of
some extent. The composer displays considerable vigour

in this, and a full knowledge of the instrument, but he has

introduced too many of those leaps of the hand which,

though they give a brilliancy to the music, are in a state of
open hostility to expression. This will require an expert

performer.

1. Overture to the Operetta , Love in Wrinkles, at per-

formed at the Theatre Rtryal Drury Lane, composed by
M. Fetis, and arranged by Ho r hino Lacy. (Wiflisand

Co.)

2. Select Airs from the same Opera
t arranged, with a

Flute accompaniment (ad lib.) by the same. Book 1,

(Willis.)

3. The Scrap-Book, for Piano Forte and Flute, No. 6.

(Chappell.)
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The Operetta, No*. I and 2 of the above, i* an adap-

tation ot Im Vieilte, which is, we presume, a comic

piece, but have never seen it in either its original or

translated state; If our conjecture i* riftht, then the

music is adapted to the prevailing character of the drama

;

for its lightness—by which we mean un absence of every-

thing solid, including modulation, rich harmonies, pathos,

Ac its lightness exceed - all that we ever before met with,

so tar as we can be justified in judging from the samples

before us. The overture begins in d, and a n; docs now

and then lead into * we willingly confess, but to such

modest migration are its travels almost entirely raaifined.

Still this will by the mob be called pretty music, for a

plough boy, who can whistle “ Moll P the wad,” may under-

stood it; and it is so easy, that although it makes die keys

rattle, anybody may scramble through it, to the delight of

alt the leadiern ears of a large parish.

The " Select Airs" are five in number, and here w en-

counter the same monotony. Now and then, indeed, we

meet with instances of bad taste; and at page 14 with re-

iterated demisemiquavers, which are easy enough tor a

violin, but almost impracticable on a keyed instrument

M. Fctis, however, may not be answerable for some of this.

We are looking, let it be recollected, at an adaptation, not

at the score, and this adaptation is not by the composer.

This sixth number of the Scrap-book contains un

agreeable air from Weigl’s .Slew Family, arranged by

Moscheles ; the pretty glee to Italian words, “ Viva tutte

le veatzose,” adapted by Rawlings; and an Andante and

Foiacca by Haydn, arranged by Saush The latter is

wholly unknown to us, anti the facilities it affords to both

performers are its greatest recommendation.

1. Three Sets of Qihdriu.es, circled from Masaniello.

with their proper Jizvret, a
i
performed by the Author t

band at Almack's, arranged for the Piano Forte, or

Harp, with an accompaniment for the Flute (ad lib.)

by J. M. Weifpert. (Willis aial Co.)

2. The Cimsros* Quadrilles, the airt from II Matri-

ntonio Scgreto. (Willis.)

3. The Oaeley-Hunt Quadrilles, to which are added

five Airs, at perfbemrd at the Oakley- Hunt Ball, ar-

ranged, hr. by J- M. Weipfeet, (Willis.)

The three hooks of quadrilles from Aubcr's deservedly

popular opera are very judiciously arranged ;
indeed we

cannot help thinking them tno good for the purpose : they

may, however, in the absence of a dancing party make very

pleasant domestic music, particularly with the addition of

a flute.

The selector of the “ Cimarosa Quadrilles" has not been

very fortunate in his choke of subjects. In It Matrimonio

Sfrrrtn are some charming and very popular airs, not one

of "which have found their way into litis set of quadrilles,

though the melodics chosen are very well suited to the

purpose.

No. 3 is full of agreeable reminiscences,—delightful old

tunes; amongst which are, “ Haste to the wedding;”
•* Old Towler

;" 44 Sir Roger de Coverley the subject of

Stcibelt’s chnsse, Ac. ; all very nicely arranged for the two

Instruments.

DUETS, PIANO FORTE.

1. Favourite Airs ttieeied from Masakikllo, oh La

Muette de Portici, compoaed by Aurfr, and arranged by

W. Watts. Book I. (Cramer and Co.)

2. Variation* tur le theme God save the King, compoaces

par Francois Hcntew. Op. 34. (Cocks and Co.)

Mr- Watts's name is a sufficient guarantee of any adap-

tation, and his choice of subieets is not to be less respected.

It is unnecessary here to enter into the merits of Aulwr’s

opera, as we shall have occasion to say something on the sub-

ject below ; therefore merely slate that the pieces now ar-

ranged as duets, are, the introduction, some of the airs, and

the guarncha, in all of which the substance of the authors

score is faithfully given, and as much of the original effects

are preserved as the nature of the instrument permits.

** Is it possible to give a new colouring to the theme of

No. 2 ?” the reader will naturally ask- We answer, that

M. Huntcn has not wholly failed in the attempt, though it

seemed a desperate one : he has now and then dropped in

a note, and sometimes a harmony, that are unexpected, and

make at least good substitutes lor novelty. His intro-

duction is bold, but the few bars of 44 God save the king*

being put into a minor key, almost amounts to treason—it

is like imagining the king’s death. The composer has not

diminished our respect for his talents by the present publi-

cation, which shews that lie possesses many resources.

But we must protest againt his using six additional lines.

In the fifth page of this duet is the monstrous absurdity of

I

an £ in the treble, on the seventh additional space !

VOCAL.
MASANIELLO.

A Grand Opera, written for the English atage by James

Kenney, Esq.; the mu*ic by Auber; arranged by

Mr. Barham Livius. (Willis and Co.)

1. Overture.

2. Recitative and Air, *' O thou whose heart is breaking*

3. Nuptial Chorus, “ Hear, holy Power!”

4. Chorus of Fishermen, “Away! away!”

5. Barcarole, “Take heed! whisper low l”

6. Ballad, 44 My sister, dear.’*

7. Duet, 44 When before us lowly bending.”

8. Marert Chorus, “ Come hither all who wish to buy.”

9. Cavatina, 44 Sweet sleep.”

10. Sono, 44 Our woes and fears revealing.”

11. Quartet, 44 To fet'd the wrath.”

12. Barcarole, 44 Behold! for o'er the troubled tide.”

13. Prayer, 44 Hear, holy Saint!”

With the exception of a page of introduction, the overture

is made up of subjects from the opera—of the barcarole,

the market-chorus and march, a coda being added to the

latter. From the familiar manner in which this is com-

posed and arranged, it will be certain of finding its way

into most musical families.

No. 2, a short accompanied recitative and air in two

movements, is a spirited bravura, the latter part a little A la

Rossini, but the whole quite worthy of the applause it

always obtains.

No. 3 is exceedingly beautiful: a more delightful piece

of tranquil vocal harmony, so well adapted to the petitionary

character of the words, it has seldom been our good fortune

to meet with. It is composed for two sopranos a tenor,

and base, and offers no sort of difficulty to the most

diffident singer. Tl»e first few bare of the symphony, and

indeed the best part of it, we extract

2 1 2
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No. 4, for the same voice* as the preceding, is very ori-

ginal, and in great favour in Paris. We should like it

better if the second and fourth voices did not mu so much
in octaves. Simplicity, however, is, we conceive, the com-

poser's object ; and this, together with a very sweet melody,

render it highly effective.

No. b is the delightful barcarole published in our April

number.

No. 6 is the unpretending, easy ballad, so deliciously

sung by Mr. Braham. This will infallibly get into great

circulation.

No. 7 is a remarkably pretty duet for a soprano and

lenor ; though the termination is too much in the hacknicd

bravura style.

No. 8 is an admirable production, and alone sufficient to

stamp tiie author as a mpn of genius. It is extremely well

arranged for three voices by Mr. T. Cooke, and exactly

calculated for ainuteur parties.

No. 9, accurately called a cavatina, an audante in p, is a

very expressive composition. A i>t> in the lost bar but one

of page 2, and afterwards recurring, is rendered intolerably

harsh by the accompaniment It is a well chosen note as

regards the vocal part hut its effect would, in our opinion,

be much improved by changing the quaver a immediately

preceding the nb, into u.

No. 10 is a short, pleasing air, in the modern llossiman

style, though not extravagantly or servilely so.

No. 1 1 is clever, but wholly intended for scenic effect, in

which it is very successful.

No. 12 is the barcarole printed in our number for May
last; and No. 13 is the solemn and affecting prayer, for

soprano, alto, tenor, and base, which affords another proof

of M. Auber’s skill in producing great effects from simple

harmonics. With the lew introductory bars to this, we shall

conclude our notice of an opera that not only does high
honour to the composer, but is a convincing proof of the

rapid advance made in the dramatic music of our neigh*

hours, who bid fair to surpass the Italian school, and even
rival that of Germany.

1. Trio, “Father Land,” in the Opera of Love and
Wrinkles, composed by M. Fans, written* arranged, and
adapted by R. Lacy. (Willis and Co.)

2. Ballad, “ The land which no mortal may know,” com-
posed by Mrs. Shelton. (Cramer and Co.)

3. Sosa, Marraton and Yaratilda, the words, founded on
an Indian tradition, written by the /lev. B, J. ; the

music by T. Attwood. (Cramer and Co.)

4. Canzonet, “ O peaceful Valley,” writlen by Mrs.
Cornwell Baron Wilson, composed by William Car-
naby, Mur. Doc. (Willis and Co.)

. Swiss Air, “ Hark ! 'tia the signal,” at sung by Ma-
dame Stockhausen, the worth by T. H. Bayly, Esq.

;

arranged with an accompaniment for Piano-forte or

Harp, by F. Stockhausen. (Willis and Co.)

. Ditto, The Spring-song of the Canton of St. Galle, sung,

written, arranged, and published by the tame.

7. Canzonet, “ I dance and sing,” written by W. Bar-
tholomew, Esq., the music by L. von Beethoven.
(Vernon, CornhUl.)

8. Ballad, “ Sweet as the breeze,” the poetry by W.
Bellamy, Esq., the music by W. Hutchins Callcott.
(Callcott, Great Marlborough Street.)

No. 1 may, for aught we know, produce some effect on
the stage ; the situation or acting may impart an in-

terest to it, but as a detached piece, and performed at the

piano-forte in the drawing-room, it is extremely jejune

indeed. And the words too are ou a level with the music ;

what little meaning they possess is destroyed by delay, by
pauses. Nor is the accentuation less faulty ; the very first

foot of the very first verse is, by the notation, converted,

quite unnecessarily, from an iambus to a trochee.

No. 2 is a pretty ballad, though the semitonic run of
semidemisemiquavers at the end of each strain might very

well be spared. What use Mozart lias made of the same
thought, may he seen in his duet, “Deli! Perdona.”

Let those on whom Addison’s little tale in the fifty-sixth

number of the Spectator has left any impression, possess

themselves of No. 3, which should alwavs be sung after

reading that tender and delicious vision. The whole of this

song is fill] of the finest feeling, and the accompaniment is

another proof of what a master of his art may effect by a

lew simple chords.

No. 4 is u charming canzonet, the words and music well

met, and worthy of each other : it is in a style that never

can become obsolete, and will be as pleasing half a century

hence as ul the present moment. The harmony to the

second base note, page 2, bar 7, is we conclude an error of

the engraver. We cannot quit this without earnestly re-

commending Dr. Carnaby to erase from the title-page.
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ming with unbounded applause," and never to sutler

such trashy stuff to again sully his respectable name.

Nos. 5 and 6 are quite Swiss—natural and pleasing;

and the accompaniment, for either piano-forte or harp, is

easy and judicious.

No. 7 is the canzonet, with different words, published

in the fourth volume of the 11armanicon y and the printer

has done us the honour to copy even the very slight alter-

ations wc deemed it necessary to make in the original.

To the fast of these. No. 8, is due the same praise that

we have bestowed on Dr. Carnaby’s Canzonet : the poetry

is of a high order, and ample justice is done to it by the

composer. But we suggest to Mr. Callcott an alteration

in the third page, by finishing the line

"
I« the whimper o( Hope lo the heart it destroy*/'

and then repeating the whole of it ; instead of giving the

first half of the verse three times without the remaining

part, and thus retarding the completion of the sense.

HARP.

1. The Portijoiip.se Hymn, 44 Adcste fideles," arranged

with a characteristic Introduction, Brilliant Variations

and Finale, by N. Charles Bochsa. (Clcmenti, Col-

lard and Cullurd.)

2. L'Arrivce d’Otello, Cavatina from Rossini’s Otcllo,

arranged and published by the same.

3.
44 Come hither all who wish to buy,” the Mareet
Chorus in Aurkrs Masaniello, arranged by T. H.
Wright. (Willis and Co.)

The greater part of the Introduction to No. 1 is in a very

sober style, therefore quite in character, and the harmony
is excellent ; but in the name of common sense—if we
may make such an appeal in a musical case—what have
“ brilliant variations” to do with a hymn ?—In themselves
they are ratlfrer good, though not positively new, but ill

connexion with a sacred song, may they not be likened to

bells on a mitre? The third, however, is ingenious, the

subject being taken as a point in the base, and answered

in the fifth by the treble, alia fuga , with good effect.

No. 2 is the Aria, “ Ah ! si per voi gik sento,” trans-

posed into Ek, and, allowing for the alterations which on

adaptation implies, given nearly in the same notes as are

to be found in the score. Both these pieces are of moderate

length, and arranged with a view lo general use.

In No. 3 we have again the celebrated chorus of Aubcr
arranged in a familiar manner for the harp alone: it will

answer, also, the title tells us, as an accompaniment; or

may be played with Mr. Goss's arrangement for the piano-

forte, noticed above, and thus form a duet. In any sluipe,

if justice be done it, it cannot fail to please.

DUETS, HARP and PIANO FORTE.

1. Duo Facile sur U Trio 44 Cruda sort*," par Guhtavub
Holst. (Chappell)

2. Petit Amusement, Dlet composed by Gustavus V.

Holst. (Chappell.)

These are both very easy ; and of the first we only need say

that it has lost as little as the nature of the case admitted
in arranging ; pleasing it must ever be. The second is a
simple air, rather in the Pleyel school, but brief, and re-

quiring no exertion either to play or understand it.

FLUTE and PIANO FORTE.

Fantasia, on Ain in Auber’s Opera , Masaniello, composed
by T. Berdiouier. Op. 92. (Chappell.)

We have here the Cavatina and the most favoured of the

two favourite Barcaroles in this really admired opera, ex-

ceedingly well arranged, the flute part brilliant aud re-

quiring an experienced, able player, the piano-forte accom-
paniment, for such it is, easy, though parts of it are sbewry.

This we are persuaded will be much in request with good
flutists.

EXTRACTS from the DIARY of a DILETTANTE.
(Resumed from page 192.)

July 30th. The summer is an unproductive season to

the dilettante, particularly if he wishes to record what he

hears and sees. The concerts are all over, and with them
musical conversations, struggles, and strifes, cease for a

time. Many of the foreigners who visit us, and are always

more or less interesting, because they generally have some
information to communicate, and almost invariably possess

agreeable manners, are fled. ‘There arc no cabals stirring

—no projects afloat—even quackery itself is in a state of

repose, and but for the approaching country meetings,

which produce some little agitatiou among conductors,

singers, instrumentalists, principali, and repicni, Ac., the

whole army of harmonists and melodists—of vocalists and
violinists, with all the other islt, might pass into a dormant
state till the middle of next January, and never be missed.

The Opera-house, however, still remains open, and an abun-
dant crop of gossip is always to be obtained in that quarter,

if it were worth gathering ; but the commodity would not

pay the trouble, being generally of the same substance and
colour. The jealousies of Sontag and Mulibran, the triumph

of the former, and the illness produced, as a consequence,

in the latter—together with the differences between the

manager and the Spanish songstress, are, for want of some-
thing better, still talked of, but excite very little attention.

One little bit of chit-chat, however, has given me unfeigned
pleasure ;—all doubts concerning the marriage of a very

gifted and umiable cantalriee are vanished
;
the fortunate

husband is a Count di Rossi, a young mail, of whom the
few who have any tncatis of judging, speak highly. It is

said lo he undetermined yet whether the lady will continue

to exercise her talents professionally after her engagement
at the Theatre 1 1alien in Paris, which terminates in

October next, is completed. I am inclined to think that

she will appear one more season in London, and then hid

farewell to the public, here and everywhere else. (Mem. for

the Morning Pott :—when the moment of retirement

comes, not to forget to talk of the otium , &c.)

Aug. l«l. In a weekly paper of this date, I meet with
the following samples of Italian scholarship :

—“ On Thurs-
day Cimarosa's Gti Horazj e Curiasj was produced here

with considerable cclilt. .......
. . . Pisaroni and Curioni sustained the brunt (!)

of the opera in a very able manner ; though the beautiful

trio, * O dolce Caro i’ stante’ was live only piece,” Ac.—
Doiizelli is not even named in this critique.

In another weekly publication of the 29th ult., 1 find

some complaints against Signor Donzelli, which are per-

fectly unintelligible to me. The charges brought against

him are, his
44

terrible fondness for andantes, and his in-

variable sostenuto, which operates like a clog in the w heel
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of the music.” Of such criticisms in which the press, the

daily press particularly, abounds,

“ TIkj more we r**l the less wn uixtersUnd.”

Aug. 3rd. In one of those puffs with which the papers

now overflow, it was stated about ten days since, that at a

trial of skill, previous to the election of an organist for

Christ-church, Surrey, “ a candidate introduced a double

shake in thirds, which he executed with unrivalled bril-

liancy.”—A double shake in thirds, on an organ, and in a

church !—I hope indeed that such a prank will be unrival-

led. A shake is by many well -judging people, now looked

upon as little better than a barbarism to which habit lias

reconciled us; and I am among those who never wish to

hear this grace, except at the end of Handel's songs, where
custom teaches us to ex|iect it But a double shake in

thirds, on an organ, and in a church, is the very acme of

musical folly, and ought immediately to be reprimanded by

the clergyman and churchwardens ; or in their absence, by
the clerk ; nay, even by the beadle, who oflen punishes, in

a summary way, offences of a much less heinous nature.

What would be thought of a preacher who, instead of

delivering his voice in smooth, flowing tones, were every

bow and then to imitate the treimilouxrwsx of age or infir-

mity ? Of course his diocesan would speedily put a less

whimsical person into his pulpit And yet an organist is

often suffered to do things quite as absurd and censurable

;

among which, a double shake must be ranked as one of the

foremost. A single one will for some time longer, 1 sup-

pose, be endured, but let us immediately resist any oilier

attempt of light-fingered, heavy-willed jiersoos to convert

so noble an instrument as the organ into a machine for the

exhibition of sleight-of-hand tricks.

5<A. The following Epigram has been handed about at

the Opera House.

Ob propose we «*Tsnt problems -

Troover rinennaa ntoyea

Ue metire Motsrarfiiknn
Em harmonic—«<rc lu;-oiferue.

However paradoxical it may appear in the eyes of good
harmonists, I nm decidedly of opinion that a single string

is the only means by which this problem can be solved.

A chord of suspension would do in some respects, but is

not perfectly, not literally adapted to the purpose.

8th. On the second of this month the musical profes-

sion lost one of its oldest, if not the very oldest, of its

members, by the death of Mr. John Parke, at the great age
of eighty-four. He was a sensible, valuable man, who ably

fulfilled the duties of his station, and maintained a character

for the purest integrity to the latest moment of a long pro-

tracted, well -spent life. He was born in 1745, and was
originally in one of the regiments of Guards. He then be-

came a pupil of Redmond Simpson, a celebrated obo^ist,

and studied the deeper parts of music under Baumgarten.
an excellent theorist of the old school, and long the leader of
Covent Garden Imnd. In 1768 he was engaged as prin-

cipal «bo£ at the King's Theatre. In 1770 he succeeded
the famous Fischer as concerto ptayeT at Vauxhall, which
situation he continued to fill for many years with great and
unvaried applause. In the same year, Garrick wishing to

put his orchestra on the best and most respectable footing,

engaged Parke, with a condition that he should be allowed
to attend concerts, Ac. This was the commencement of an
acquaintance between them, and the latter frequently visited

the great actor at his house at Hampton. Some time after

this, his talent and respectability procured for him the pa-
tronage of tile late Duke of Cumberland, who frequently
honoured him with a morning call, aud had little concerts
at his house. He was about the same period appointed
musician in ordinary to Queen Charlotte, and at one of the
concerts at Buckingham House, was introduced to the
Prince of Wales, his present Majesty, who was so pleased
by bis performance, that his Royal Highness desired bm
attendance at Carlton House the following night, and he
immediately became one of the Prince's hand. He was
also first oboe at the oratorio* while under the management
of Smith and Stanley, Handel's successors, and hud the
same appointment at the professional and Ancient concerts,

as well as at all tlie various provincial music-meetings of
any importance, for the space of forty years. Mr. Parke,
having acquired an independence, retired about eighteen
years ago to enjoy the fruits of his talents ami industry ia
the bosom of an amiable family. Some months since he
fractured his thigh by a fall, aud never recovered from the

accident He has left a widow, a son who is an architect

of great ability, and a daughter. His eldest daughter,
whose loss he had to deplore some few years ago, was one
of the most finished singers I ever heard, and an admi-
rable musician. She quitted the profession on her mar-
riage with a gentleman named Beardmore, about twenty
years since.

12JA.—In Lady Morgan’s Book of the Boudoir

,

a vo-

lume of miscellaneous matter just published, abounding
ia acute remarks and lively anecdote, are some few obser-

vations on music, which shew how dangerous it is to

write, on a subject so little understood, in an ofl'-hand way.
One is almost tempted to believe, that instead of drawing
from her own sources, she borrowed the following from the

Morning Herald, or Poet.
u One of the great characteristics of modem times is

rapidity. A slow development is, in all things, either an
evidence of the timidity of ignorance, or a proof of ineffi-

ciency and feebleness. This is particularly illustrated in

the science of music. The earliest musical compositions

which have reached us are dragging, drawling, monoto-
nous chaunts. Even the * Charmante GabrieUe* of Henri
Quatre, and the cavatinas by Salvator Rosa, resemble a
modem psalmody."—(Vol. i. p. 22.)

So that all the fine madrigalists of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries were a set of drowsy drones, in-

cluding the Luca Marenzios, the Gmtoldis, the Morieys,

the Wilbyes, the Gibbonses, Ac. Ac.; even Michael Estes
“ How merrily we live,” MorieVs “Now is the month of
Maying,” and Gastoldi’s “ A Heta via," are monotonous
chants. Then again, the majestic Leo, tlie gentle and
elegant Carissimi, the graceful Clan, the vigorous Durante,

Ac. were “dragging and drawling!”—and were I to enter

the eighteenth century, what names might I not add of other

psalm-singers!— But if rapidity is everything, and slowness

a proof of all bad qualities possible in a eomjxjscr, then what
is to become of half of Handel's works ? of the best parts

of the finest masses produced by tlie great masters? of some
of the most lovely of our own serious glees? of the adagio*

of modern writers?—Lady M. would devote them all to

tlie flames. Let her, however, recollect, that upon the

same principle she must also cast on the pile some of the

grandest of her kid's works—the finest scenes from Tan-
credi, (Hello, La Gaxza Ladra, and Semiram idr, tor these

all have the vice of slowness, and must be included in her

anathema.
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But lei us hear what the lady has further to say in the

character of a musical critic :

—

M From Sacchini to Rossini (no very great interval, by the

by), the successive changes in music are all characterized

by rapidity. Rossini condenses into a single bar musical

ideas, which the masters of the last century would have

extended through many phrases. The reiteration which

occurs in the grounds of PurcH, Corelli, Ac. Ac., is a result

of the same cause : one idea in these compositions makes

the whole frais of the piece, and is husbanded and worked

like a geometrical problem. The compositions ot Rossini

form an epoch in the history of the most delicious of arts.

Rossini is the Voltaire of' music : he has given it an im-

pulsion, which the work! was ready to receive, but which

do preceding composer had the genius or the courage to

propose. Paisiello, his predecessor, was the Rousseau of

his art Full of sentiment and eloquence, he was defi-

cient io that force of truth, that energetic vigour of con-

ception, which irreswtibly masters the passions of the

auditor. We sleep with soft dreams in listening to Pai-

siello ; but are awakened by Rossini/*

“ Rossini condenses into a bar,” Ac. I thought Rossini’s

chief merit by in his melodies, and melody requires exten-

sion. I never heard of melody in a single bar: on the

contrary, the harmonist is the person who condenses. He
really can do wonders in the very brief time in which,

according to Lady M.« the magician of Pesaro performs

such miracles.

But when I read of the “grounds of Purcell, Corelli," Ac.

the truth hurst upon me at once. This deciding writer

once learnt Purcell’s ground, which, very likely, was all

she ever knew or heard of our English composer. As to the

rest, such as the making a parallel of Rossini and Voltaire,

of Paisiello and Rousseau, it is— (I beg pardon for being

so uugallant)—but it really is downright nonsense. I

must, however, before I take leave of the subject, parody

Lody M/s last lines :—We deep with soft dreamt in listening

to gentle dnines* ; but are atenkened by (what, if a lady

were not concerned, I should call) ricacioaj ignorance.

14/A. In a Parisian concert. Signor Zuccoli is said to

have sung with much humour and spirit a comic air of

Rossini, on the bottle of Navarino !

M They jett at ecu* who never felt a wound."

Had this battle but deprived Signor Rossini of a single

dinner, he would not have treated it as a joke. If any of the

relatives or friends of those who fell in the conflict were

present, they must have been highly gratified by the humo-
rous account of wounds, groans, and parting sighs, put

into the mouth of Signor Zuccoli. That this piece among
others very much amused the company, is evident, from
the testimony of another French journal, which says, 44 not

a single soul in the room was oliscrved to yawn, a thing

little less than marvellous at a modern concert,"

16/A I have just received the long-promised Memoirs

of Mozart, by the Baron von Nissen, who married the

widow of the composer, and consequently came in posses-

sion of every existing document respecting this extraor-

dinary man. The following is the title of the work : Jfro-

graphie IV. A. Mozart's Nat h originalbriefen , Ac. Ac.
or, W. A. Mozart’s Biography, from original letters and
collections of all that has been written concerning him,
with many additions, lithographs, pages of music, and a
facsimile

:

by Ueorg Nicolaus von Nissen, Ac. Ac. Pub-

lished after his death by Constanta von Nissen, formerly

the widow of Mozart. Ixupr.ig 1S28. It is in one 8vo.

volume of700 pages, with an appendix iu a second volume,

of 219 pages.

Judging from a very hasty glance at these volumes, I

am induced to suspect that they conlaiu little more Ulan

what, in various forms, bus already been communicated to

the public ; rendered nit;ch more interesting, however, by

being thus authenticated. I hoped from such a source to

have bad some account of Mozart’s private life,—of his

opinions, habits, pursuits and amusements, which in the

biography of distinguished persons are often unnoticed,

though important to the moral philosopher, and interesting

to all. Of the extent of his general acquirements I was
particularly anxious to gain some information, but I fear

that I shall be disappointed. There are a detailed history

of his various compositions, numerous letters of himself

and his father, a full and complete list of his works,

accounts of his visits to the different cities of Europe, and
anecdotes connected with the latter, some of which have

never before been made public. Amongst them is the fol-

lowing,—the Mozart family having arrived in London on
the 10th of April, 1764, Wolfgang being then eight years

old. It is told by his father, Leopold, in a letter, the

translation of which 1 have copied almost vertnlim from

the Foreign Quarterly Review.
“ A week after, as we were walking in St James’s

Park, the king and queen passed in their carriage, and,

though we were not dressed as when they first saw us,

they nevertheless knew us, and not only that, but the king

opened the window, and putting his head out and laughing,

greeted us with head and hands, particularly Wolfgang."—

•

44 On the 19th of May we were with their majesties from

six to ten o’clock in the evening. No one w as present but

the two princes, brothers to the king and queen. The king

placed before Wolfgang not only pieces by Wagenseil. but

of Bach, Abel, and Handel, all of which he performed a
prima vista . He played upon the king's organ in such a

style that every one admired his organ even more than his

harpsichord performance. He then accompanied the queen
who sang an air ; and afterwards a flute-player in a solo.

At lust they gave him the bass part of one of Handera
airs, to which he comfioscd so beautiful a melody that all

present were lost in astonishment. In a word, what he
knew at Salzburg was a mere beginning of his present

knowledge ; his invention and fancy gain strength every

day/’
44 A concert was lately given at Ranelagh for the

benefit of a newly-erected Lying-in- Hospital. 1 allowed

Wolfgang to play a concerto on the organ at it Observe

—

this is the way to get the love of these people.”

The principal volume contains some minuets, Ac.,

Mozart’s earliest compositions ; lithographed portraits of

himself and his wife, Constanxe Weber ; a family picture,

of Wolfgang and his sister seated at a harpsichord, their

father leaning on the instrument, with a violin in his

hand, and u portrait of Madame Mozart, the deceased

mother, which is banging in the room where the party is

assembled ; a portrait of Mozart when a child ; a plate

containing interesting portraits of his two sons while

children; a view of tlie house at Salzburg wherein he was
born ; also drawings of his ear, and that of his son. As
a frontispiece is given a portrait of the Baron von Nissen,

in full military uniform as a Danish general officer, with

the cross of some order : the publisher thus assigning to

the author’s portrait that post of honour which most people

will think belonged to the subject of the memoir.
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20th. A paragraph appears in an evening paper. The

Globe, which I trust, is partly, if not altogether, founded in

some misconception. A tablet to the memory of the late

excellent Mr. Shield has been executed at the sole expense

of John Fuller, Esq., of Rose-hill, Sussex, and the Dean of

Westminster gave permission for its heing put up in the

cloisters, but demanded a fee of fifty guineas for his con-

sent. The generous friend of the deceased composer, after

some remonstrance, acceded to this ; but when the inscrip-

tion was shewn to Dr. Ireland, he objected to it generally,

and to the word ** gentleman" particularly,—not as a de-

signation, but as not being a monumental term. Such is

the explanation I have heard, and which I hope, for the

Dean’s sake, is correct. The following is the article I

allude to.

•• Dr. Ireland we find has refused the friends of the late

Mr. Shield permission to erect a tablet to his memory iii

Westminster Abbey. The ground of this denial is stated

to be an objection to the word ‘ gentleman,’ introduced in

the inscription. As it would have been impossible for the

venerable dean to refuse this title to that eminent composer

and truly respectable man while he was alive, we conclude

that he proceeds upon the same principle which lately

actuated a judge in deciding that * a duck is not a duck

when it is dead,' while a bullock and a sheep, as is noto-

rious, under similar circumstances, merge their pristine

designations in
4 beef’ and ‘ mutton.'”

foreign iHusual Report.

VIENNA.
Ktlmthnerthor Theater .

—

After long preparations for the

theatrical campaign, it is announced that this house is to

open in the course of the ensuing month ; and notwith-

standing what has been said of the exclusive system in-

tended to be pursued here, we learn that the Italian opera

is to have a place. This is a wise determination ; it is one

thing to repress and keep within due subjection, and another

to annihilate altogether.

Leopoldstildt Theater.—In the absence of any novelty of

importance, we have had a pleasing piece, of a military cha-

racter, entitled Die Schone Marketendarin (The Fair Sut-

ler), the music by Wenzel Muller. The whole is without

pretension, and pleased on that account. A comic air of

great spirit, and a duet, were the pieces that pleased the

most.

JosephstUdt Theater .—A spirited pasticcio was produced

here, entitled Mathilde von Spoletto

,

which pleased univer-

sally. The story has considerable humour and vivacity, and
some of the parodies on known airs are happy and full of

effect.

BERLIN.
Konigliche Theater.—On occasion of the festivities which

took place on the marriage of Prince William of Prussia with

the Princess Augusta of Weimar, Spontini’s long promised

opera, Agnes ron Hohenstaufrn , of which the first part was

given some years since, was produced complete. The plot,

which turns upon a memorable event iti the annals of Ger-

many, contains several situations of strong interest, well

qualified to call into action the powers of a composer of

merit ; and if a judgment may be formed from a first re-

presentation, Spontini has done ample justice to his subject.

The overture, exhibiting the usual fault of this master, too

great a fondness for strong effects, has, however, many

new ideas, and leaves a favourable impression of a talent,

whose vigour and freshness years have in no respect dimi-
nished. An opening air, of great energy’ and force of ex-
pression, bespoke a favourable attention to what was to fol-

low, and a duet, and the finale ofthe first act, drew forth re-

peated bursts of applause. Among some of the new effects,

a hymn sung by nuns in a distant choir was very striking.

We shall have occasion, after another bearing of this com-
position, to enter more into particulars.

Our favourite singer, the Frttulcin Schechner, has also

gained new honours by her admirable performances of the

part of Iphigenia, in Gluck’s celebrated opera, lphigenia in

Tauris. The nature, feeling, and taste with which she
embodied this arduous character, and particularly the con-

scientious respect which this judicious artist showed to the

work of a great classic conqxtscr, were duly appreciated by
one of the most brilliant audiences of the season.

The principal amateur performers of this place, aided by the
elite of the different musical establishments, have lately done
themselves great honour by the admirable manner in which
they have performed three classic oratorios, the Jephtha of
Handel, Graun's Tod Jesu, and Sebastian Bach’s Pauion.
They were given under the direction of Professor Zelter,

and music-director Hausmann, with a vigour and correctness

in the solo parts, and a unity ofeffect in the choruses, which
have rarely been equalled, and, we may safely assert, never

surpassed.

MUNICH.
The theatrical season has been an active otic ; firsf, we
had a revival of Gluck’s celebrated opera, Iphigenia in

Tauris. The principal motive for producing which, was
to bring into contact the talents of two of the first singers

of the day, Madame Vespermann and MUe. Scheckner,
who had paid us a visit of some weeks. The manner in

which this difficult, because truly expressive, music was
performed, was everything that could be desired.

After this, Weber's long-promised opera of Oberon was
performed for the first time here. Nothing could equal the
interest taken in this performance ; the doors of the theatre

were beseiged long before the opening of the house, and
numbers were obliged to return disappointed. Several of
the pieces were enthusiastically encored, and the perform-
ance excellent throughout The part of Oberon was admi-
rably sustained by a young and promising singer named
Wranitzky, who obtained the most encouraging reception.

After Oberon had run several nights, M. Chelard’s

Macbeth was aguin given, and was greeted as warmly as

last season. Several of the strong situations of this piece,

which at first sight would appear to be a subject ill cal-

culated to receive uid from the Lyric Muse, nre rendered
with great force, and powerful expression. The score of
this opera, with a piano-forte accompaniment by the author,

has just been published.

Since his return from Italy, our good King was pleased
to honour with a visit the Leider-Kranti, or principal

Society for Song. The pieces chosen for the occasion con-
sisted chiefly of poetical subjects from the volume of
poetry recently published by his Majesty, and set by the
Baron v. Pocci, and Messrs. Stuntz, Cramer, &c. The
most striking among the piece* selected were, A Sonnet to

the Queen , the Adieu to Autuntn, a Hymn to Joy, the
Lovers, Song of Autumn, addressed to the Greeks, the

Pangs of Love, Recollections of Berne, the Plaint of Love,
addressed to the Greeks, and the March of the Bavarian
Fusileers. In the last piece, the composer, M. Stuntz, in-

troduced, in a very ingenious and effective manner, the
trumpet call of the Bavarian army, which was executed in

Digitizedby Copoloi
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an adjoining room. In the pieces addressed to the Greeks,

M. Ett interwove, in a very happy manner, some pleasing

national melodies of Greece. His Majesty testified great

satisfaction at the delicate compliment time paid him, and

was heard to declare that he should treasure up the recol-

lections of this day, as some of the most agreeable of his

life.

KONIGSBERG.
It is not often that the theatre of this place lias the good

fortune to bring out an original work. Such, however, was

fhe case on the 24th of July last, when music* director H.
Dorn produced for his benefit a romantic opera, in four

acts, entitled Die Betllerin, (the Female Beggar.) The
subject, which is from the pen of the well-known Carl von

Holtei, is not without interest; but it is spun out to an

unconscionable length. The music has considerable merit

;

several of the airs, and in particular the finale of the second

act, which is a fine piece of musical painting, were warmly

applauded. H. Dorn is one of the most youthful of our

kapellmeisters, being only in his 24th year ; he is already

known by one piece for the stage, and several minor com-
positions of merit.

Two other piece* were also given, which were new to

this stage ; Die Familie Ruetig, a lively vaudeville by

Angely, and Die Eroberung con Varna (the Conquest of

Varna), with music by Kapellmeister Geissler. The latter

piece has furnished the composer with abundant opportu-

nities of displaying his skill in instrumental music of the

warlike and stormy kind, and he has done justice to his

subject ; nor are some of tile airs and concerted pieces de-

void of mcriL

Paganini lately paid us a visit, and the day after his

arrival gave his first concert, which was crowdedly at-

tended, though the prices of admission were doubled, and
that of the stalls raised from one to three rixdollars (10s.):

the net receipt amounted to nearly 2000 rixdollars (330/.),

a »\im almost unprecedented in this place. Nothing could

exceed the astonishment which the execution of this extra-

ordinary artist excited. His sonata on the n siring, with

its complicated variations, was truly marvellous ; and so

totally at times is the artist absorbed by his subject, that he

appears altogether unconscious of the situation he is in, and
the company by which he is surrounded ; to this may,
doubtless, be attributed many of the outre things which he

does, and to which many a commonplace man would give

way in his private chamber, yielding to the impressions of

the moment, und unrestrained by tlie presence ofany second

person.

MILAN.
Teatro della Seala .—Lately was produced, for the first

time here, Pavesi’s opera, written some years since, entitled

II Maldicenle, ouia La Bottiga del Cafi ,
with a number

of extraneous pieces tacked to it from C'imarosa, Uu-
glielmi, &c. Signor Pavesi wrote to the direction, letter

after letter, confessing with gTeat earnestness and nalvt?t4

that the piece was a very poor thing, and entreating

them not to perform it; but all to no purpose: La-
blache would have it so, and there was no gainsaying the

fuvourite singer. The event proved, that the ominous for-

bodings of Signor Pavesi were but too well founded, for the

piece fell flat Its fall had, however, one good effect ; H
hastened the reproduction of Signor Coccia's new opera

L' Orfano della Selva, which had by no means the attention

shown it in the first instance to which it* merits entitled it.

Its second reception, we are happy to say, was more
flattering than the first, and we have no doubt it will now
continue a favourite. Much of the music is full of semi-
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ment, feeling, and new musical ideas, which linger upon
the ear long after the performance has closed. One of our
journals pays this master a compliment, by which, no doubt,
he will feel the more flattered, as it is unintentional.
“ Signor Coccia,” says the journal in question, 44 has lately

come from London, where German music, and particularly

the operas of Weber, are all the rage. How far it has im-
proved the maestro’s taste to copy not the style merely, but
the very ideas too of the German favourite, we leave the

public to decide.*
1 Had Signor Coccia, following the ex-

ample of a hundred others, been content to copy, and even
steal without mercy or remorse from the god of the modern
Italians' idolatry, no norice whatever would have been
taken of the peccadillo; but to imitate the- music of the
north, this, in an Italian master, is a crime for which
nothing can atone.

Pacini's new opera, 11 Talinmano, ouia La Terza Croc-
ciata in Palestina, is just put into rehearsal : report speaks
in high terms of its merits.

Signor Maestro Conti, of Naples, known by several works
of merit, particularly V Olimpia , and La Misantropia e
Prnlimento , is at present here, engaged in the composition

of a new opera, the libretto of which is from the pen of
Romani.

FLORENCE.
Lord Burghersh gave two grand parries on the 13th and
16th of July, in his usually splendid manner. On both
evenings a mass, recently composed by his Lordship, was
performed. That the noble author, who has succeeded so
admirably in dramatic music, should also meet with equal

success at his very first attempt in a style so different, has
excited no little surprise. However eloquent his Lordship

may have hitherto proved in the tender and energetic lan-

guage of the stage, he has in this sacred composition shewn
still more feeling, and expressed the grave and sublime

sensations inspired by religion with great judgment and
ability, avoiding the errors of most composers, who mix the

two styles, and often “ make the soul dance upon a jig to

heaven.*’—The most admired |uuis of this mass were the

pezzi fugati (fugued pieces), one terminating the “ Gloria

in excelsis,** and two in the Credo

:

besides canons, which
are very beautiful.—The singers were those Who have
executed other productions of the Briianuic minister,

—

ladies and gentlemen, dilettanti, foreigners as well as

natives; and some professors.

PARMA.
Teatra Nuovo.—A new opera, entitled Zaira, the music by

Bellini, has appeared here, upon which there is a singular

division of opinion. The author of the libretto, which is

certainly excellent, is Signor Romuui, a poet much esteemed

here. When any signs of disapprobation are testified to-

wards the music, the partisans of the poet and his libretto

repel it with spirit, and rice vend; so that it is difficult to

know how to draw the distinction. It is, however, but fair

to state, that several parts of the music are of a very

pleasing kind.

BOLOGNA.
Tratro Comunale.—The new opera buffa, Lo Spoeo di

Provincia, by the young Neapolitan composer, Mililotti,

obtained a favourable reception here. Some of the comic

situations of this piece ore good, and are rendered with cor-

responding humour and spirit in the music of the maestro.

The prima donna. Signora Giulia Grisi, sustained the

principal part with great animation, and received the most

cheering applause. This lady has considerable merit both

as a singer and an actress.
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VENICE.
Ttatro Fenice.—Rossini's Assedio di Connie was reoently

produced here for the first time, and pleased. In speak-

ing of the manner in which this opera was brought out,

one of the Venetian journals has the following extraordi-

nary remark :—“ Still more to increase the effect of the

Rossinuin pieces, the Amazilia and Gli Arabi mile Gallic

of Pacini furnished this score with an air and a duet.”

And is it come to this? Must the grand maestro be

reduced to the necessity of begging assistance from his

slavish imitator ? The abuse of dragging by force into

the scores of even the great classical masters, extraneous

pieces that have no connexion whatever with the text,

however repugnant to common sense, is now become so

general, as to pass as a matter of course. We have

witnessed in Milan, one of Pacini's airs, of rather a

comic cast, introduced by the tenor Reina, into one of the

most striking parts of Zclmira ; and have heard the

plaintive Donna del Lago ushered in in a jig movement
of the same composer. In the present instance, it is

absolutely stated in the same journal, that the Signora

Giuditta Grisi, and Signor Verger, created a furore, not

with Rossini’s music, but with those very two pieces,

forced in, as it were, to shame the poverty of the maestro*

a

score. Will he endure this in patient silence?

Ttatro San-Benedetto.—Generali’s Adelaide di Borgogna
was lately produced here. The poem goes for nothing. It

is difficult to form au idea of the opera, as no less than six

pieces, including the overture, have been exclianged for the

same number, but whether all are from the some com-
poser's works we could not ascertain.

Jl Teatro S. Giovanni Crisostomo is to open with

Rossini’s Conte Ory.

ROME.
Teatro Valle.—Fioravanli’s Contessa di Fersen has been
given here, in which the prima douna Atinerm da Man-
zocclu obtained great applause, by the spirit and truth of

her performance. She is a young and handsome singer,

with a fine voice, good school, aud easy and natural style.

In the course of last winter, the Tribunate di Commercio

of this place decided, that a singer, in case of illness, is

not entitled to salary for the period he is incapacitated for

theatrical duty. The singers appealed against this strange

decision to Uie Tribunate delta Sacra Rota, which, by a
decree of the 12th of January, 1829, ratified the old rule,

established by ancient precedent, which allows to a singer

his salary in case of ill health. The joy of the whole of

the singers of the Papal states, on the announcement of

this decision, cannot well be imagined.

NAPLES.
Teatro San-Carlo.—The three operas that have been
performing at intervals, are Donizetti's Esule di Roma,
Pacini’s Ultimo giorno di Pompej, and Bellini’s Pirata.

Lablache performed the principal part in the first, Tosi in

the second, and Rubini in the third.

PARIS.
On the 3rd of this month (August) was performed at

the Academic Royale de Musique, Rossini’s long-expected

new opera, Guillaume Tell* in four acts, the words by MM.
Jouy and Bis, the ballet by M. Aumer, and the decorations

by M. Cieeri.

Guillaume Tell is an abridgment of Schiller’s drama;
that is to say, the dialogue is reduced in quantity, but the
whole, with the music, is much longer than the German
original, not half so interesting, and prolonged to the un-
merciful extent of four hours and a half. The music is.

generally speaking, of a very superior description : the
overture, the duet in the first act, that in the second, the
trio which follows, the chorus in which the oath is taken
(chceur du wrment), are admirable, whether considered in

regard to invention, elegance, dramatic expression, skill in

instrumentation, or vocal combination. A Tyrolienne,

danced to a vocal accompaniment,—or to voices alone,

united with as much grace as address—was received with
enthusiasm. The air of the archers is very characteristic,

and the principal finale is highly elaborate, though not

easily understood, and certainly uot duly appreciated, by the

greater portion of the audience. The overture is opened
by five violoncellos—a quintet, in fact, of these instruments.

The design is pleasing, the harmony varied with great

ability, but the melody vague ; it is a kind of harmonious
vapour arising from the orchestra, and is meant to paint

the break of day. After this tranquil quintet, the storm
begins to murmur in the orchestra, the wind blows with

violence, the octave-flute and clarinet imitate the large

drops of rain which precede a torrent, the thunder rumbles,

aud the grand ticlat of the tempest is prepared by one of
the composer’s crescendos. This storm has novelty in it

:

flights of thirds descending with great rapidity, passages

broken with admirable effect by the trombones, invigorate by
turns the effects of the harmonious noise of the sonorous

machines which paint the disorder of nature. The rain is

of short duration, or how could the performers supply suf-

ficient wind to imitate such a deluge? A calm follows,

and the shepherds lead to pasture their flocks. The horn
awakens the echoes, the muselle (bag-pipe) breathes its

tender sounds, and the flute, light and brilliant, reflects a
gaiety on this romantic picture. The como di baascMo (cor

anglais, or tenoroon) of M. Vogt is a musette which has

never bceu heard iu Switzerland; but truth embellished is

not less the truth. The effect of this is quite charming.
The 8 liecess of this piece is most decided, and it has

been improved by judicious curtailment The people flock

in crowds to hear it, and it will moat likely run for weeks,
nay months.

Ojr Drama.

Kino’s Theatre.

The revival of Cimarosa’s Matrimonio Segreto was fol-

lowed up by that of his Orazj e Curiasj, which was per-

formed on Thursday, the 30th of J uly ; the port of Orazio
by Sigr. Donzp.lm, of Orazia by Madame Pisaromi, and
of Curiazio by Sigr. Curioni.

This opera was first heard in London in 1813, when
Trainezzaui was the Orazio, Mudume Ferlendis Orazia,

and Madame Catalani, in male attire, Curiazio. In 1814
it was given with Madame Grassini us the principal female

character, but was never so correctly or so well performed
as with Cataloni, for the part of Curiazio having been

written for a soprano—for Creacctitiiu—it is necessarily

sung an octave lower by a tenor, to the manifest injury

of several pieces, and producing a continual inversion of

the harmony. The critics, therefore, who aver that the opera

was never so effectually cast as now, judge neither from

historical fact nor musical knowledge. The part of Orazio

ia at least five notes too high for Pisaroni's voice; she

consequently was obliged to alter, transpose, and mutilate

some of the best things in the opera. We shall never

forget the effect produced by Tnunezzani and Catalani, both

then in their zenith
;

his voice certainly was not equal to

Donzelli a, but his style was pure, and his acting perfection
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itself; and the superiority of CataUni over Pisaroni, in

voice, manner, person, and action, cannot for a moment
admit of a doubt.

The overture to Qli Orazi t Curiazt is by far the best

instrumental work of Cimarosa ; he was towards the close

of his life beginning the force of German orchestral

music, which is also evinced in liis accompaniments to this

opera. The favourite trio, “ Oh ! dolce e caro tstante I"

stands in the highest rank of excellence; but here the

second part being sung an octave lower than written, pro-

duced an effect which may be felt, not described. The
same may be said of tlie grand duet at the end of tha first

act, “ Quando nel campo armata," on this occasion, sung

by two tenors, instead of a soprano and tenor, by which the

composer's intentions were completely frustrated. This is

the duet and this the arrangement which a critic in a

Sunday paper—and a very good one in general—tells us

he heard with great pleasure ! The accompanied recitative,

“ Qual pallor! qual silenzio!” addressed by Orazio to

his sister, when she first learns that her brother and

lover are to engage in mortal combat, is a masterly piece of

musical declamation, and admirably delivered by Don-
zelli ; who indeed went through his port with the same
ability that has always called forth our warmest and most

unqualified praise.

Whatever a good musician and an experienced performer,

with a contr’ alto voice and an unfavourable person, could

do in the character of Orazia, was effected by Madame
Pisaroni ; she even sacrificed some of those graces, as in

common parlance they are called, of which she is so en-

amoured, out of respect to the music ; while the warmth of

feeling exhibited in her acting shewed the deep interest she

took in the drama. But that her voice is quite unsuited to

the music, and her person to the part—in a word, that

nature has denied her the necessary qualifications for such

a character, is too evident, but not to be imputed to her as

a fault ; though the blame of selecting her for this purpose

falls heavily on the management
The theatre closed on the first of last month.

A report has been propagated, with an industry clearly

proving its motive, thut M. Laporte has been rather a loser

than a gainer by the season now terminated. Let those

who do not wish to be blinded by newspaper paragraphs,

recollect that the subscriptions amounted to 36,000/.—

that the stalls were let during the greater part of the season

at enormous prices ; that from Easter the pit was regularly

well filled ; that M. Laporte’ s benefit produced him at

least lbOO/. ; and that he had half the produce of the

benefits taken by many of the performers, besides other

profits. Such were his receipts. On the side of expense,

be it borne in mind, that for nearly half the season he had
scarcely one good performer to pay; that the two new
operas brought out (both of which completely failed)

cost next to nothing in getting up ; that a great saving

wus made by reduction in numbers and inferiority of

talent in the orchestra; that the wardrobe, scenery, and
decorations were never before attended with so little cost,

witness the matquine manner in which the ordinary operas
and the revivals were got up; that only one expensive

ballet was produced, and that this did cost half the sum
so actively reported,—for such theatrical expenses arc much
over-rated by the public ; that the ballet department came
to, we verily believe, little more than half what it did

when Ebers had the theatre; that the principal per-

formers were had, by agreement with M. Laurent, upon
much easier terms than is believed; and that in many
other respects the expenses were cut down to a sum less

than was ever known at this theatre, even in the frugal

time of Waters. We acknowledge that M. Laporte paid a
high rent.—a rent full two-fifths more than the subscribers,

who ought to have their boxes thirty per cent lower,
should sanction—nevertheless, instead of losing,—instead
even of making his expenditure and disbursements
balance,—we are persuaded that his profits for the last

season amount at least to five thousand pounds.

English Opera-House.

We iiave again heard the opera of Riea, Die Rduberbravt%

or The Robber's Bride, several parts of which certainly pos-
sess considerable beauty, not to menlion its scientific merits,

for these are universally admitted: but the greater portion
of the music is uninteresting, and the dramatic part affords

the composer no support whatever ; it is exceedingly com-
monplace.

We have read a paragraph or two, and a letter, in the
newspapers, (mere puffs, we suspect,) on the manner in

which the English words are set to this. Being well ac-
quainted with the difficulty of such adaptation, we can
moke great allowance tor others, and must say that, upon
the whole, the accent has been well attended to, though in

some instances it undoubtedly is very faulty. But the
defect liere, as is too commonly the case in music arranged
for our theatres, is the superabundance of words. It re-

quires some skill, we confess, to restrain a translation

within the syllabic compass of the original, but this ought
to be done; for, unless accomplished, a sort of chattering

will be produced, wholly at variance with musical effect.

The Robber's Bride, however, has proved a failure, and is

on the point of being withdrawn.

The Freischutz has been performed “ with the whole of
the original music,” including the last finale. This final
finale would be better omitted ; it contains nothing superior,

if equal, to other parts of the opera, and weakens the im-
pression which the drama ought to leave. It is de trap,

—

a mere piece of garrulity. We agree with those who think
that Phillips's Caspar bears too many external marks of the
villain : to deceive, be should assume on agreeable appear-
ance,—put on an insinuating smile, while by means of his
brow he might easily let the spectators into the secret of
his sinister design. There is, however, some ingenious
reasoning on the subject in the Examiner. But most
agree as to the excellent manner in which this admirable
singer executes the vocal part of the character. And it is

due to Miss Betts to say, that her subdued voice, her
gentleness and correct taste reminded us very much of
the fascinating manner in which Miss Stephens performed
the part, and teach us to hope everything from her future

efforts, if she will but ailherc as often as possible to this

style. Sapio's Rodolph was in every way good, except that

now and then his high notes bordered on flatness. Next
to Braham, he is the best representative of the character

we Iiave met with.

On the 12th of August a melodrama, called The Wit-

ness, was performed for the first time ; it is The Aylmer*

,

one of the Tales of the Muruster Festivals, dramatised, or
rather, adapted to the stage, by Mr. Thomas Haynes Bayly.

With no great deal of alteration in point of quantity,

though much as regards effect, this might have been ren-

dered still more powerful in representation. Mr. Henderson
is hardly to blame in tossing his friend overboard, therefore

his remorse is unnaturally, morbidly strong; and Frank
Elton’s crimination of the man who has adopted him, the

father of her to whom he is deeply attached and betrothed,

is at least hasty, if not worse. But this would make a nice
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question for the casuists. The appearance of old Ellon

at his son’s bedside is as absurd as unnecessary. The
murder already was out, and this new Hamlet did not

want the ghost to incite him.

There are two pretty songs in this, but without any pre-

tence whatever to originality, and a duet, the first half

whereof, which would have been quite enough, by running

in smooth thirds and sixths, is rather pleasing
;

or perhaps

we ought to put it negatively, and say, not displeasing.

An air, sung by Mrs. Kceley, the wit of which is a threat to

tread on her betrothed husband’s toes, delights the house

so much that it is always encored ! Happily it is not long.

There is some clever acting in this piece : Mr. J . Vinings,

though a little overdone, shews great feeling, and know-

ledge of stage effect. Mr. O. Smith and Miss Pincolt have

not much to do, but that little is done with skill. Miss

Kelly has seldom pleased us more. She here represses

what we have sometimes thought a disposition to overact

her part: her strongest emotions are excited, conflicting

passions agitate her, yet she abstains from all vehemence of

voice or gesture, and conveys to the audience a perfect idea

of the intensity of her mental anguish, without any very

perceptible histrionic effort—by means of that art by which

all art is concealed.

On Tuesday the lflth, Mr. Peuke produced a new piece,

entitled The Sprint* Lock, the story of which is, to a very

limited extent, borrowed from the Italian tale of the bride

who, as a frolic, hid herself on the day of her nuptials in

a chest with a spring lock, which closed upon her, and tlie

mystery of her disappearance was not accounted for till

twenty years after the dreadful occurrence took place.

The great merit of this musical farce is—and highly he

such merit valued and extolled—that iL makes one laugh,

in spite of one’s supposed wisdom. To Kcelcy, however,

a large moiety of the praise is due, for he is the creator of
j

more than half the fun of the scene. The music, of which

we are always expected to say most, will detain us in the

present case, while we add but very few words, it is
j

what has been heard fifty times during the last ten yours,

but now in a diluted state. It is nevertheless vehemently

applauded and encored, without any mercy on those who
eschew such servile, spiritless imitations. This encoring is

easily brought to pass, and the public will bus less to do in

it than is imagined. Half a dozen daqveurt, judiciously

posted by the composer, aided by the goodnature of some,

the possiveness of others, and assisted by the inclination

which a singer most commonly feels to repeat his song,
will generally succeed in getting u second hearing for any
trumpery that may happen to be put in the hands of a
favourite performer.

BIRMINGHAM MUSICAL FESTIVAL
Under the ttperini Patronage of Hi* Majesty.

We hear that more than ordinary preparations are making
in every department, with a view to heighten and improve
the effect of the ensuing FestivuL The whole of the ar-

rangements are upon the most liberal plan, and no expense
will be spared in order to render the performance as perfect

as possible. Many new compositions by the greatest mas-
ters will be brought forward; the first rate vocal talent,

both native and foreign, are already engaged ; and the in-

strumental band will be carefully selected from the most
approved London performers. Mr. Cramer will take his

old station at the head of the orchestra during the morning
performances in St Philip’s church; Mr. Weichsel is to

lead the evening concerts in the theatre, and M. De Beriot
will play concertos, for which purpose he is expressly en-
gaged to come from the continent.

From the exalted and distinguished patronage with
which the Festival is honoured, and the eminent talent,

both vocal and instrumental, that will be brought together
upon the occasion,—'* in aid of the funds of the General
Hospital,"—we confidently anticipate a most favourable

result
;
and we have no doubt but the undertaking will

prove greatly attractive, and successful beyond any former
precedent

NEW MUSICAL WORKS PUBLISHED DURING
THE LAST MONTH.

PIANO-FORTE.
Auber's Overture to 44 Masaniello," with Accompaniment* for Flute or

Violin.

Boieliiieu'a 44 Let Deux Nuits," Overture.

Cbaulieu'a Variation* on Chorus in 44 l*s Deux Nuits," Op. 87.
Duvernoy, J. B., Carillon from “ l** Deux Nulls."

Mosclielev* Fantasias, 44 Gem* X la Malibran,*' containing the Airs sung
by Madame Malibran, vir. Book 1,

'* Se m'abandonni," ** Sul* aria,**

“ Vmcesti iniqua sorte," “ Vedrai Carino,'* 44 Bel raggio losinghier."

Book 2, containing *• Crude I perciie," “ Ebben a te feriaci," 41 Giorao

d* orrore," “ Tu sereua in tanto."

Onslow** Overture, 44 1* Colporteur." Duet by J. F. Burrowe*.

Parry
r
s
M Cheltenham Spa."

Quadrilles from “ Irs Deux Nuits.'*

FLUTE AND PIANO-FORTE.
Auher’s Opera 44 Masaniello," arranged by C. N. Weil*, or for Flute

Soto by Weiss.

HARP AND PIANO-FORTE.
Auber's Overture to

44 Masaniello," with Accompaniments for ditto, by
Bochsa.

Rossini** Overture to “ Cencrenlota,*’ with ad lib. accompaniments, for

Flute and Baas—Bocbaa.
HARP.

Air* from Auber*s “ Masaniello," Book 3, by N. C. Bochsa.

Holst's 44 La Scotinclle," variations.

VIOLONCELLO).
Lindley'* Three Solos, with an Accompaniment for a 2nd Bass.

Reinagle’* Rondo oo a favourite Air, with an Accompaniment for the

Piano-Forte.

ENGLISH SONGS.
4{ My Mother,*’ composed by H. Phillips.
41 Alone I rove," Swiss Air, sung by Madame Stockhausen.
New Edition of llandcl's Songs, with Symphonies and Accompaniment*,

by J. Goss.

House that Jack built, bv H.S- Panormo.

The fair Maid of Perth, by E. Solis.

.Summer may spread her choicest flowers, (Duct) by M. Virtue.

From distant dime* a Troubadour, by G. II. Rodweil
The bower of Love, by G. II. Rodweil.

The Castanet, by G. H. Rod well.

Pensive Warbler, by G. H. Rodweil.

Day breaks around us, by E. Solis.

Cheltenham Spa, by Parry.

NEW FRENCH SONGS, DUETS, Ac. Ac.

composed by Madame Malibran Garcia, and sung by ber and MaJame
Stockhausen.

41 En soupirant,” Tyrolienne. 2 Voices.
44 Le Beau Page," Romance.
“ J'etais «ir la rive fleurie,*' Tyrolienne. 2 Voice*.
44 LTndifference," Tyrolienne. 2 Voices.
41 Le Prtaonnier," ditto. 2 ditto.

ITALIAN SONGS.
44 Vien di quest' eld al ombra," composed by Madame dc Miiock.
41 Vicni o Dafui, vieni che t* adora," composed by Madame de Munck.

QUADRILLES.
Dunois* 17th and 18th set, containing tbe Airs in the Ballet 44 La Som-
nambuie;" ditto, 15th and 16th wLs, containing the Aira ia ** Miu-
niello."
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MEMOIR OF JAMES NARES, Mus. Doc.

Among the most distinguished of our English musicians,

the subject of the present memoir is entitled to be ranked

high ; his numerous productions for the church are rich in

beautiful melody, as well as in harmony,—not elaborate,

hut of the purest kind ; and his judgment in setting the

various parts of our liturgy has been equalled by few, if

any, and exceeded by none; for his natural good sense

and cultivated understanding led him not only to avoid the

errors which are too apparent in the works of many ecclesi-

astical composers who preceded him, but also qualified

him to become the guide of those who followed, and had
discernment and wisdom enough to profit by his examples.

Prefixed to a volume of his church music, published

five years after the decease of the composer, are a few par-

ticulars of his life, written by his eldest son, the late Arch-

deacon of Stafford*, who, he informs us, “ amidst the re-

gret inseparable from the occasion* (his father's death),
** felt some consolation in the fair and honourable oppor-

tunity afforded of hearing testimony to the merits of a

parent, whom, if he had not loved and honoured, he would
have been unworthy of the life he derived from him." This
sketch we here reprint ; and on the authority of those who
well knew Dr. Nares, arc enabled to state, that the par-

tiality of a son did not tempt him to pronounce a single

encomium which the strictest truth does not fully justify.

** Dr. James Nares was born in the year 1715. The
pluce of his birth, as well as that of his brother, the late

Mr. Justice Narest, was Stanwell in Middlesex, from which
situation the family soon after removed into Oxfordshire.

A casual ofTer of Mr. Gates, then master of the King's

choristers, determined a parent, who hud little fortune to

bestow on his family but that of a strictly conscientious

steward, to breed his elder son a musician, in which line

he studied first uuder Mr. Gates, in the chapel, afterwards

under the celebrated Dr. Pepusch.

• Thi Rev. Robert Nirti, M.A , F.R.S., F.S.A., Vice Pres. R.S.L.,

Archdeacon of Stafford, Canon Residentiary of Litchfield, and Rector of

Atlhallows, London-wall, died in Marrh last, in his seventy-sixth year.

‘* Few individuals,'* says the Gentleman's Magazine, “ Lave departed

this life more deeply and universally lamented by (he literary world, and

(he private circle of attached and di*tingui*hed friends, than this accom-
plished man. An exemplary divine, a profound scholar, a laborious and

judicious critic, and an elegant writer, nis intimacy was courted as ear-

nestly for the instruction it supplied, ai for the taste and vivacity of

manners by which it was embellished; and the merit of these varied

talents wm exalted by that unassuming modesty which uniformly marked

and adorned his character.'
1 He was educated at Westminster School,

whence he went to Christ Church, Oxford, where he took his bachelor's

degree in 1775, and master's in 1778.

Mr. Nares was the author of many works, among which his Essay on

the Dtrmoii of Socratrt, the Elements of Orthoepy, and his Glossary,

are well known and highly esteemed. He was the originator of the

Brtltsh Critic, of which he continued editor to the conclusion of the

forty-second volume, when he retired from the severe duties of so labori-

ous an office. He was al*o one of the founders of the Royal Society of

Literature, of which he continued a vice-president till his death.

f Sir George Nares, Knt., one of his Majesty's Justices in the Court

of Common Plea*, was born in 1716, and died in 1786-—See Gen/.

Mag. Sept. 1786. The Rev. Edward Nares, D.D., divinity professor in

the university of Oxford, is the surviving son of the Judge, and married

to Lady Charlotte Spencer, daughter of the late Duke of Marlborough.

October, 1829.

“The place of organist in the cathedral of York was his

first preferment ; and in that situation, after some continu-

ance in it, he married*. There the present [1788] worthy

Dean of York, Dr. Fountayne, became his friend and
patron, by whose interest he was, in the year 1756, ap-

pointed to succeed Dr. Greene, in the places of organist

and composer to his Majesty ; and about the same time he

was honoured by the university of Cambridge with the

degree of Doctor in Music. The resignation of Mr. Gates
in 1757, opened to Dr. Nares the place of master of the

boys also. In this situation he continued, distinguished

by strict attention to the duties of his several places, by

the talents he displayed in executing them, and by his

various compositions, particularly those for the church, till

July 1780, when declining health induced him to resign

the care of the choristers. In the sixty-eighth year of his

age, a constitution never strong finally gave way ; and he

died on the 10th of February, 1783, regretted not only by

the family which he left, but in a proportionate degree by

all related to or connected with himf.
“ The most striking characteristics of this worthy man

were, a natural cheerfulness of temper, an earnest and

generous zeal for everything praiseworthy, with a similar

degree of aversion and contempt for everything flagitious

or hose. The friends his merit acquired his integrity pre-

served ; while the competence his abilities and diligence

procured, maintained his independence, supported and pro-

vided for his family. In music, which accident had mode
his profession, the versatility of his genius enabled him to

excel ; but his passion was for literature, in which the re-

quisites he possessed would possibly have raised him to a
still more conspicuous eminence.”

The printed works of Dr. Nares are as follows :

—

1. Eight sets of Harpsichord Lessons, dedicated to the Earl of

Abingdon; first edition, 1748; second, 1757.

2. Rve Lessons for Ditto, dedicated to the Countess of Carlisle;

published in 1758.

3. A set of Three Easy Lessons for Ditto, signed J. M.

4. A Treatise on Singing, on the system of hexachords.

5. Il Principio, or a regular introduction to playing on the

Harpsichord or Organ. This was the first set of progres-

sive lessons published on a systematic plan.

• To Miw Bacon, of York.

f The pupil* of Dr. Nare*, of whom several are living, ts well as others

who knew him, will not be displeased to find here some account of his

family. He left a widow, (who survived him forty years, and died at the

advanced age of ninety,) aud four children:—1. Robert, before noticed,

who died without issue, though Ihrea time* married. 2. Jane, still living,

single. 3. William, an attorney, who died a few years ago, and left

a family ; one, a son. in the hydrographer’s office in the Admiralty.

4. Mary, married to George Elliwn, E*q ,
attorney, and died several years

since, leaving two daughters, Mary and Frances
;
the Latter married to

Francis Smedley, Esq., Deputy High Bailiff of Westminster, by whom
she has one child, a son.
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6. Thk RoyAt Pastoral, a dramatic Ode, dedicated to the

Prince of Wales. In this an* some airs now almost en-

tirely unknown. but possessing beauties that ought to liave

preserved them from oblivion.

7. Catches. Canons, and Glees, dedicated to the Earl of Mom-
ington*. Among these is the favourite glee, “ Fear no

more the heat of the sun likewise, “ To all lovers of

harmony." which gained one of the gold medals given by
the Catch-Club, in 1770.

8. Six Fugues, with introductory voluntaries.

9. A second Treatise on Singing, with a set of English Duets.

The latter are eminently beautiful f.

10. Twenty Anthem* in Score, for one, two, three, four, and
five voices

;
composed for the use of the Chapels Royal,

1 778. The admirers of church music will here find enough
to sanction any praise that may have been bestowed on the

composer.

1 1 . A Morning and Evening Service, together with 9ix Anthems
in Score, for two, three, four, and five voices. This is the

posthumous publication alluded to above. It contains the

favourite terrier in c ; three anthem* in fugue of the most
melodious kind ;

and three others, calculated for parochial

congregations, which may, where there is no organ, be sung
with a bassoon, or any other base accompaniment

It may not lie irrelevant to state, in Dr. Nores’a own
words, the principle on which his most important works,

those for the church, were composed ; and also his opinion,

which comes ex cathedra, of the manner in which such

music should be performed. The quotation will not only

prove instructive, but, we trust, be thought a particularly

fit addition to this memoir, as affording evidence of that

strong, clear judgment which characterized the subject of it

“ As a picture set in a proper light, so is every musical

composition when sung or played in the proper time. To
church music this propriety is most particularly essential,

in which a slow movement hurried beyond its time loses

the gravity and dignity which ought to distinguish it ; and
a lively one pressed too quick becomes light and improper.

Besides the necessity of nicely observing these distinctions,

music has many difficulties to encounter. From defective

cars; from incompetent, yet positive judges ; and from the

inequality of temper and spirits in different hearers—some
condemning slow pieces as dull and heavy, others disap-

proving quick movements as light and trifling. In any
compositions for the church, it has been my endeavour to

preserve the true character of church music, without regard

to these diversities of fancy. I have been very sparing of

divisions, thinking them too airy for the church, though
proper enough in oratorios, which seem to hold an inter-

mediate place between the church and the theatre. I have
had the greatest regard to the words, endeavouring rather

to illustrate their beauties, and enforce their sentiments,

than to display the art of musical composition."—Preface
to Pint Set ofAnthemt.

Mason, the poet, himself no bad musician, in his excel-

lent Essay on Cathedral Music, quotes, and strengthens by
additional arguments, the foregoing passage : indeed, it is

not likely that any two men of discernment should differ

on the subject

* Father to tike present Duke of Wellington. The Earl was an admi-
rable muMciao, witness some of hi* glee*

;
and when in England a con-

stant visitor at Dr. Nores's house, in Jaiaes-ntreet, Westminster.

f The first of the** i* printed in our present Number; and two others
hare already appeared in the Harmomcon.

ON THE POWER OF ASSOCIATION IN WORKS OF
ART, BY M. QUATREMERE DE QUINCY*.

It discovers too great an ignorance of the moral principle

of the impression which imitation leaves on the heart, and
is estimating too highly the power of art, to suppose that

its products should at all times, and in all situations, be
capable of producing similar effects; as if sensations, of the

nature of those in question, were calculated effects, the

constant result of a mechanical principle, independent of

all circumstances, and ofthe concurrence of all surrounding

causes, real or imaginary.

Why must works of art necessarily possess an absolute

property of pleasing which is not granted to those of na-

ture ? Does not what pleases and charms us in her pro-

ductions, depend on a multitude of circumstances and
associations, the least derangement of which changes or

destroys, in our regard, the impression they are capable of

making / Examine the causes of our pleasurable impres-

sions and our sense of what is beautiful, and they will be

found universally to result from harmony, or an infinite

number of combinations so subtle as to escape our percep-

tion. We rarely succeed in defining them ; we enjoy them

without being sensible of their presence ; and it is rather

by their absence that we learn to know them. Thu* there

are many things which are only found by being lost, and of

which we have only negative ideas. Thus it is easier for

us to say what is not grace, than to define the charm of

that quality, or to determine its causes.

Nature has attached the faculty of pleasing to a multi-

plicity of imperceptible causes. For instance; who has

not remarked the care that she has taken in everything

which strongly affects us, to provide the objects which

move us with accompanying analogies, proper for concen-

trating the intended effect Nothing excites which has not

complete possession of the heart Thus.how superabun-

dantly are the living pictures of nature provided with

agent* necessary to the sentiments they excite ! What full

and perfect harmouy ! What correspondence of cause with

effect! How every thing contributes to the impression,

and by how many preludes, shades, and degrees, the soul

is led on to enchantment

!

The less it is in the power of man to rival the inimitahle

harmony of nature, the more it becomes the interest of Art

to surround its works with that moral accompaniment of

exterior causes which increase the power of the charm.

The artist, doubtless, should not play the ape of nature, by

pretending to deceptive Illusion. It is not intended to dis-

pute life and reality with nature ;
work* of art themselves

possess also a kind of life. They may be considered as

gifted with a sort of active existence, since they perform, on

a limited scale, what man accomplishes on a great one,

since they resemble the most noble creature in his noblest

faculty—the communication of ideas. Why divest them of

• Tlii* is extractrii from a work, entitled '' The Destination of Works of

Art, ami the I'se to which they are applied, considered with regard to

their Influence on the Geniu* and Taste of Artists, and the Sentiments of

Amateurs." M. Quatremcre de Quincy i» a gentleman of di-tin$uishcd

talent* ax an architect and sculptor ; be holds the situation of perma-

nent Secretary to the Aetulimte dei Beaux-Artt, and U a member of the

hutitute. Hi* high literary acquirements and erudition have nhUmed for

him a character in his own country which confer* importance and reflects

Inxtre on the society to which lie belongs. Among a number of other

literary productions, he is known as the author of an admirable work, enti-

tled /vmoi iur la Saturr t k Bui, et let A/oyera de fImitation dans let

Beaux-Artt. (18*24). We may, perhaps, hat o occasion to make aoaie ei-

troct* from this work, which will enable our readers to judge of the

talents of so elegant a writer.

|
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all (hat render* their action more rapid, and their language

more intelligible i Why refuse them that combination of

impressive accompaniments, which they derive from their

objects i This is the life which ought to be imparled or

preserved to them ; this is the illusion which should be

granted them : this w the illusion which only calls to its

aid the concurrence of moral affections, which, in imparting

to the work a necessary character, determines the nature,

and strengthens the play of its action, by ail the means of

seduction which captivate the spectator.

It would he fruitless to expect to discover, in the cold

speculations of scholastic theory, the secrets and the true

beauty of art. By observation we may discover the rules of

all that relates to observation. But who can analyze sensi-

bility, without which the impression of beauty is neither con-

veyed nor received ? Who can fathom the mysteries of the

operations and enjoyments of sentiment ? Matter or theory

have no hold of it, nor can subject it to rules. It is itself

its own lawgiver. Sentiment is the vital principle of the

arts : it belongs only to customs and to institutions to

restrain or favour its action, and all that can tie said on

the subject is, that it is a faculty which exerts a powerful

influence on artists, in proportion only to its empire over

the public ; for it is in the nature of artists to judge as

such, that is, to give thr preference in their opinions,

as in their works, to the display of science and execution

:

on the contrary, it is the nature of the public to attach the

highest value to, and bestow the highest praise on, quali-

ties which correspond with sentiment. Sentiment is essen-

tially sympathetic. Fine things unfold in us the feeling of

what is beautiful ; but if this feeling be exhibited by the

public, it reacts with all tile force of a general affection ou
the genius of the artist Every thing that tends to make
them appear, and to he considered more beautiful even

than they really are, leads to the production of works more
beautiful still: indeed, of all the ways of encouraging

artists, the most useful perhaps would be, that of encou-

raging a love for their works.

Fine arts possess the property of setting the imagination

at work. This property iR so perceptible, that some meta-

physicians have gone the length of pretending, that beauty

docs not exist in the work itself, but that the work is

only the instrument, or menus, of awakening us to its

image ; that beauty being imprinted on our hearts, art does

not communicate the impression of it to us, but only deve-

lopes it ; and that the merit of perfect works consists solely

in producing in us that intellectual representation, which

it is beyond the power of l»d ones to effect. Vain subtlety

!

which, like many others of the same kind, reduces itself to

a mere transposition of ideas, if not to a quibble.

It may, however, be affirmed, that the limits are fre-

quently imperceptible which, in works of art, divide posi-

tive from relative impressions, definable from indefinable

qualities, and what is sensibly real from what is only so to

the imagination, or becomes no through its means.

Without pretending to explain these effects, which are

of the same nature as the mysterious connexion of the

mind with the senses, it is sufficient to acknowledge their

existence, and the theory of art will have no surer founda-

tion. We co-operate so much in the effects which the

beautiful produces on our feelings, tliat the artist under-

stands most thoroughly his interest, when, grounding on
our concurrence and participation the complete success of
his means, he can succeed, not only in placing his works
and their effects in unison with ourselves, hut also in bring-

ing us in unison with them. In this lies the power of art.

The artist. 1 admit, cannot always command in his works

that union and intellectual accompaniment of associations,

which attune the mind to the sensations he may he desirous

of producing. Many of these observations, too, are ad-

dressed less to him than to those who are able to assist him
in commanding all the effects I am speaking of, or, at

least, to avoid destroying that harmony where it does exist.

If there be an art which ought especially to surround
itself with every cause which can influence tlie nature of
the impressions proper to place our feelings in correspon-

dence with it, and compel the soul to c onspire in pre|>aring

the means used for its seduction, it is doubtless that w hose
abstract form is only to be embraced by thought, and
whose vague and unsettled imitation rests upon scarcely

anything perceptible,—I mean Music.

The wonderful effects of this art among the ancients

have frequently been doubted
; and the rej»ort6 of writers

on the subject have been treated as exaggerations. This
appears to me very wrong ; because it is certain that the
pleasure received from music is precisely the pleasure of
sensibility. Now, all that at most can be disputed here is,

not whether these effects were ever produced, but only that

they were not caused by the means at present capable of
producing them ; a controversy beyond our power to settle,

since it is plain its elements are beyond our reach ; for it

would be nothing less than comparing Lhe value of a style

of music of which we know nothing, with the degree of
sensibility of a people no longer in existence. No other

means, therefore, remain for appreciating the comparative

merit of this art among the Greeks and the moderns, than

the respective analogy which, in all ages, and in every
country, the arts have borne one to auotlier; a kind of prooif

not at all times, nor in every instance, decisive.

I do not mean here to make uny comparison between
the music of the ancients and that of the moderns, or to

point out how this must have gained in many respects, in

which the other must have been wanting. Perhaps that

would go but a very little way towards deciding the ques-

tion of the effects I am speaking of; but it is certain that

wliat moves us most in music does not depend upon
science, difficulty, or mechanical means. With much fewer

or less perfect instruments, and particularly with fewer
combinations, the ancients were enubled to reach the prin-

cipal end of art—that of making powerful impressions,

painting the passions, affecting, and pleasing. The single

art of singing and of simple accompaniments, arts which
it cannot be denied they possessed, were sufficient, with

them, to produce the most powerful effects.

But it appears to me that the effect of their music de-

pended, in a great degree, on a quality which, in their arts,

was as predominant among them as it is little attended to

among us, and especially in the art of which I am speaking:

I mean character—a thing apparently very easy, but which
is not acquired so readily as is supposed, because its prin-

ciple exists, in a considerable degree, in usages which the

artist can neither control, nor supply. This character

consisted in the constant relation whicli certain given ideas

bore to certain fixed modulations ; so that each species of

*ong, even independently of n greater or less power of
execution, pointed out unequivocally the kind of subject ap-

propriate to it. We have a feeble tradition of' this manner
in certain sacred chants, preserved in the service of the

Roman Catholic Church. Without art, and without in-

dicating uny knowledge of com|jo*itk>n, Rome of these are

productive of an effect which the greatest masters, by the

most scientific combinations, have sought in vain to pro-

duce.

Music then, among the ancients, was more positively in

2 L 2
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unison with the sentiments or ideas it expressed. Its lan-

guage then was better understood than K is at present

among the moderns, where very few moral or political in-

stitutions are indebted to it, or afford it any assistance.

Religious, warlike, and theatrical music, differed ; for ex-

ample, among themselves, not only in their object, but also

in the nature of the place, of the actors, of the festivals, and

of the ceremonies in which they were introduced : and it is

easily to lie conceived how much the perfect harmony
existing between the incidental music, the object of imita-

tion, the place, the accompanying and surrounding circum-

stance; how much, I say, this coincidence, at the same time

moral and perceptible, intellectual and mechanical, must

have contributed to strengthen the power of the art, and to

make a deep impression on the feelings of the audience.

Poetry even, that art of all others the most independent

of exterior causes, possessed formerly, from its intimacy

with music, more effectual means of pleasing. Deelama-

tion and rhythm gave it an additional and un exterior

action. It partook of the advantages of representation,

and verse, the offspring of the lyre, found in instrumental

accompaniment a charm which no reading can impart

In the drama, music, the companion of poetry and its rival,

free from jealousy, joined her colours to those of the poet

Now this alliance which then existed between the two urts,

that is between ideas on the same subject the words, which
embody them, and the modulation of sounds which adorn

them, all this ought to be classed among the causes which

produced the effects of ancient music.

Sometimes, no doubt modern music, at the will of

those who cannot separate the enjoyment of the senses from

the pleasures of the mind, may have regretted the effect of

this alliance which no longer exists between it and poetry.

But notwithstanding the splendour of its means, the multi-

plicity of its resources, and the genius of composers, it is

too often deficient in the harmony of impressive acces-

saries.

We have been too much accustomed, perhaps, to bring

down the enjoyment we experience from music to that

which is affordfd us in the concert-room. Now concerts are

in music, precisely what collections and galleries are in the

arts of design. What name must be given to the greater

part of church music, when we see the same singers, the

same orchestra, the same style of singing, the same cha-

racter of accompaniments, the same taste, the same pre-

paration, as in profane concerts? The only difference is

in the words, which, since they have become the motive

rather than the subject of the song, have even lost their

virtue of instructing us. How can the impression of a par-

ticular character result therefrom, when nothing concurs

in establishing it; when, instead of being brought in to

favour the excitement of the imagination, all our faculties,

dravni aside in contrary directions, seem called upon for

no other purpose than to divert the soul from the emotions

which it courts ?

With fewer means and less noise, music truly adapted

by the gravity of its harmony to the purposes of religion,

might, either by the mysterious effect of instruments, or

by a more perfect adaptation to the ceremonial rites, pro-

duce stronger impressions, aud of Uiat kind which we have

too long accustomed ourselves to think incredible.
44 Bring to recollection those simple and offecting sounds

that terminate at Home the mournful solemnities of the

three days which the church particularly devotes to the ex-

pression of its sorrow, in the last of the weeks of penance.

In that chapel, where the genius of Michael Angelo has
grasped the duration of ages from the wonders ot creation

to the last judgment;—where is celebrated, in presence of
the Roman Pontiff, that ceremony called the Tenebrm, whose
rites, symbols, and plaintive liturgies seem to be the type

of the mysterious sorrow to which they are consecrated.

The light decreasing at each successive prayer, you would
say that a funeral veil spread itself by little and little within

the sacred vault. Presently the faint glimmering of the

last remaining taper allows you to distinguish no other

object than Christ in the clouds pronouncing judgment,

and the ministering angels who execute the sentence.

Now from a gallery, interdicted to the gaze of the pro-

fane, is heard the psalm of the penitent David, to which

three of the greatest masters have added the modulations

of simple and pathetic song. No instrument assists the

harmony. Voices alone execute the music ; but the voices

seem to be those of angels, and the impression they pro-

duce penetrates the soul.

The names of Allegri, Leo, and Durante, bespeak suffi-

ciently the value of these compositions, scientific in the

midst of simplicity. The care shown in their preservation,

the honourable seul under which they are secured, and the

universal approbation of judges, bear testimony to their

merit : hut every person who, without being a judge, has

felt the itifluence of these sacred strains, will also bear tes-

timony that the circumstances I have described co-operate,

in a powerful degree, in rendering the impression still more

deep and lasting.

Music, I have observed, is the art which requires most

assistance from the imagination of those to whom it is

addressed. Nothing material, nothing positive enters into

its conceptions ;
our understanding completes its form, and

our sensibility graduates its hues; it addresses itself to the

heart no longer than the heart is engaged by it; it places

us in the path of pleasure, but we must walk therein ; it

presents to uc an imperfect image, and compels us to com-

plete it: we are fellow labourers ; actors ourselves in its

action, we receive no pleasure but by contributing to it
;

it

has no effect on him who does not co-operate with it

The pleasure received through the ear, or the difficulty

of execution, ought not to be placed in the number of tlie

real means which constitute the power of music ; the one

is only for vulgar instinct, the other has a hold only on the

scientific: the virtue and triumph of the art consist in

affecting us. Now the mechanical effect of sounds is feeble;

it only flatters the senses and quickly passes away ; and

as to science, if it does contribute to pleasurable impres-

sions, it is without our knowledge, aud as soon as the

mind is conscious of it, sentiment retires.

This is why science ought to be concealed in musical

compositions, or performances intended to affect us. This

is why every spring should be put in motion, to dispose

the hearer to meet the sensations which he ought to feel,

in order to sympathize with the effects it is proposed he

should experience: and this sympathy depends, more than

we suppose, on the harmony of exterior, local, and accom-

panying causes.

As the paintings of music cannot be defined, there is

also somet]ling indefinable in the manner of enjoying them:

it is the art of sentiment, and sentiment is compounded of

the most subtle affinities.

All this is the effect of a very subtle transposition ; of

the exchange which the mind is capable of making of the

properties of one art for those of another. As in painting

we fancy we hear the plaintive lamentations of uffliction, so

also we think we see in the the accents of music the ex-

pression of the body and of the countenance. Thus
sounds or a succession of sounds analogous to particular
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recollections or particular feelings, bring before our eyes

objects with which those recollections and feelings corre-

spond. The impressions which the raind receives from
harmony through the channel of the ear, are transformed

into images similar to those transmitted through the eye

:

but this transposition can only be effected by the power of

deeply-cnnccntrated feeling, and by virtue of the moral
harmony to which I have alluded.

DR. FRANKLIN’S OPINIONS ON MUSIC.

The following letter on Music, by the Philosopher of Ame-
rica, is from the ** Memoirs of the Life and Writings of

Benjamin Franklin, LL.D„ by his Grandson, W. Temple
Franklin, 181 8." The interest which this great man took

in the art, may be seen in his letter to the Padre Beccaria,

describing “ the new musical instrument composed of

glasses,” of his own invention (vol. ii. p. 330) ; as also in

the letter to Mr. Oliver Neave, 44 respecting the best me-
diums for conveying sound,” (76. p. 335.)

To Lord Haims
* * * 44 In my passage to America, I read your excel-

lent work, the ' Elements of Criticism,’ in which 1 found

great entertainment I only wished you had examined
more fully the subject of music, and demonstrated that the

pleasure artists feci in hearing much of that composed in

the modern taste, is not the natural pleasure arising from
melody, or harmony of sounds, but of the same kind with

the pleasure we feel on seeing the surprising feats of tum-
blers and rope dancers, who execute difficult things. For
my part, I take this to be really the cose, and suppose
it the reason why those who are unpractised in music, and
therefore unacquainted with those difficulties, have little or

no pleasure in hearing this music. Many pieces of it are

mere compositions of tricks. I have sometimes, at a con-

cert, attended by a common audience, placed myself so as

to see all their faces, and observed no signs of pleasure in

them during the performance of a great part of what was
admired by the performers themselves ; while a plain old

Scotch tune, which they disdained, and could scarcely be

prevailed upon to play, gave manifest and general de-

light.
44 Give me leave, on this occasion, to extend a little the

sense of your position, that 4 melody and harmony are se-

parately agreeable, and in union delightful ;’ and to give

it as my opinion, that the reason why the Scotch tunes have

lived so long, and will probably live for ever, (if they es-

cape being stifled in modem affected ornament) is merely

this, that they are really compositions of melody and har-

mony united, or rather, that their melody is harmony—

I

mean the simple tunes sung by a single voice. As this will

appear paradoxical, I must explain my meaning. In com-
mon acceptation, indeed, only an agreeable succemon of

sounds is called melody
,
and only the co-exi*le.nee of

agreeable sounds, harmony. But since the memory is ca-

pable of retaining, for some moments, a perfect idea of the

pitch of a past sound, so as to compare with it the pitch of

a succeeding sound, and judge truly of their agreement or

disagreement, there may and docs arise from thence, a

sense of harmony between the present and past sounds,

equally pleasing with that between two present sounds.

Now the construction of the old Scotch tune is this, that

almost every succeeding emphatical note is a third, a filth,

an octave, or, in short, some note that is in accordance with

the preceding note. Thirds are chiefly used, which are very

pleasing concord. I use the word emphatical to distin-

guish those notes which have a stress laid on them in

singing the tune, from the lighter connecting notes, that

serve merely, like grammar articles in common speech, to

tack the whole together.
44 That we have a most perfect idea of a sound just past,

I might appeal to all acquainted with music, who know how
easy it is to repeat a sound in the same pitch with one just

heard. In tuning an instrument, a good ear can as easily

determine that two strings are in unison by sounding them
separately, as by sounding them together; their disagree-

ment is also as easily, I believe I may say more easily and
lietter distinguished, when sounded separately ; for when
sounded together, though you know by the beating that one
is higher than the other, you cannot tell which it is. I

have ascribed to memory the ability of comparing the pitch

of a present tone with that of one past. But if there should

be, as there possibly may be, something in the ear, similar

to what we find in the eye, that ability would not be en-

tirely owing to memory. Possibly the vibrations given to

the auditory nerves by a particular sound, may actually

continue some time after the cause of those vibrations is.

past, and the agreement or disagreement of a subsequent

sound become, by comparison with them, more discernible:,

for the impression made on the visual nerves by a lu-

minous object will continue for twenty or thirty seconds.

Sitting in a room, look earnestly at the middle of a w indow
a little while when the day is bright, and then shut your

eyes ; the figure of the window will still remain in the eye,

and so distinct, that you may count the panes. A remark-

able circumstance attending this experiment is, that the im-

pression of forms is better retained than that of colours ;

for after the eyes are shut, when you first discern the

image of the window, the panes appear dark, uud the cros9

bars of the sashes, with the window frames and walls, ap-
pear white or bright ; but if you still add to the darknesa
in the eyes by covering them with your hand, the reverse

instantly takes place—the poues appear luminous, and the

eras* bars dark ; and by removing the hand, they are again
reversed. This I know not how to account for.

“Farther, when we consider by whom these ancient

tunes were composed, and how they were first performed,

we shall see that such harmonical succession of sounds
were natural and even necessary in their construction.

They were composed by the minstrels of those days, to be
played on the harp, accompanied by the voice. The harp
was strung with wire, which gives a sound of long conti-

nuance, and had no contrivance like that in the modern
harpsichord, by which the sound of the preceding could be
stopt, the moment a succeeding note began. To avoid
actual discord, it was therefore necessary that the suc-

ceeding emphatic note should be a cliord with the pre-

ceding, as their sound must exist at the same time. Hence
arose that beauty in those times, that has so long pleased,

and will please forever, though men scarce know why.*

* Upon this passage, a writer in tbe “ London Kncyclopirdia’* makes
the following remarks These observations of Dr. Franklin are, for

tbe moil part, tree as well as ingenious. But the Iransitioe in Scottish

music, by consonant intervals, does not, as the Doctor suppose*, arise

from the nature of the instruments upon which they are played. Besides,

it i* more than probable that tbe ancient British harp was not strung

with wire, but with the same materials as the Welsh harps at present

;

and these strings have not the same permanency of tone as meul ; so
that the sound of a preceding emphatic note must have expired before

(he subsequent accented note could be introduced. Those who are ac-

quainted with the manoeuvre of the Irish harp, know well that there is a
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" That these tunes were originally composed for the

harp, and of the most simple kind (1 mean a harp with-

out any half notes hut those of the natural scale, and with

no more than two octaves of strings, from C to C), I con-

jecture from another circumstance, which is, that not one

of those tunes, really ancient, has a single artificial note in

It, and that in tunes where it was most convenient for the

voice to use the middle notes of the harp, and place the

key in F, then the B, which, if used, would he a B flat,

is always omitted by passing over it with a third. The
connoisseurs in modem music will say that I have no taste;

but I cannot help adding, that I believe our ancestors, in

bearing a good song distinctly articulated, sung to one of

those tunes, and accompanied by the harp, felt more real

pleasure than is communicated by the generality of modem
operas, exclusive of that arising from the scenery and

dancing. Most tunes oflate composition, not having this

natural harmony united with their melody, have recourse

to the artificial harmony of a buss, and other accompany-

ing parts. Tliis support, in my opinion, the old tunes do
not need, and are rather confused than aided by it Who-
ever has heard James Oswald play them on his violoncello

will lie less inclined to dispute this with me. I have mure

than once seen tears of pleasure in the eyes of his auditors;

and yet, I think, even hit placing those tunes would please

more, if he gave them less modem ornament.
*' 1 am, &c.

*’ B. Franklin.”

To Mr. Peter Franklin, Newport, New England.

** Dear Brother,
• « * « n| mu* y0ur ballad, and think it well

adapted to the purpose of discountenancing expensive

foppery, and encouraging industry and frugality. If you

can get it generally sung in your country, it may probably

have a good deal of the effect you hope and expect from it

But, as you aimed at making it general, I wonder you

chose so uncommon u measure in poetry, that none of the

tunes in common use will suit it Had you filled it to an

old one, well known, it must have spread much faster titan

I doubt it will do from the test new tunc we can get com-
posed to it I think, loo, that if you had given it to some
country girl in the heart of the Massachusetts, who has

never heard any other than psalm tunes, or CAcry Chase,

the Children in Ike Wood, the Spanish Lady , and such

old simple ditties, but has naturally a good ear, she might

more probably have made a pleasing popular tune for you,

than any of our masters here, and more proper for your

purpose, which would best lie answered if every word, os

it is sung, be understood by alt that hear it ; and if the

emphasis you intend for particular words could he given by

the singer as well as by the reader, much of the force and

impression of the song depending on those circumstances,

I will, however, get it as well done for you as I can.
M Do not imagine that I mean to depreciate the skill of

our composers here : they arc admirable at pleasing prac-

tised airs, and know how to delight one another ; but, in

method of discontinuing sound*, no less easy And effectual than upon the

harpsichord. When Uw performer finds il proper li> interrupt a note, he

ha> no more to do but to return his linger gently upon the string immedi-

ately *fruck, which effectually slop* it* vibration.

»» Tlie principle* upon which the melodies of Scotland are constructed

are coeval with Cite fir-a syUems of sound* invented by the earliest musi-

cians upon record.’' This assertion the writer in question proceeds to

prove at «oine length. The argument* by which he supports hi* position

atv new ami ingenious. We shall, perhaps, shortly recur to this subject,

ai being of national interest.

composing for songs, the reigning taste seems to be quite

out of nature, or rather the reverse of nature, and yet, like

a torrent, hurries them all away with it,—one or two,
perhaps, only exoepted.

“ You, in the spirit of some ancient legislators, would
influence the manners of your country by tin- united powers
of poetry and music. By what I can learn of their songs,

the music was simple, conforming itself to the usual pro-

nunciation of words, os to measure, cadence, or emphasis,

&c. ; never disguising and confounding the language, by

making a long syllable short, or a short one long, when
sung. Their singing was only a more pleasing, because a
melodious manner of speaking: it was capable of all the

graces of prose oratory, while it added the pleasure of

harmony. Most modern songs, on the contrary, ueglect

all the proprieties and beauties of common speech, and in

their place introduce its delects and absurdities as so many
graces.

“lam afraid you will hardly take my word for this
; and

therefore I must endeavour to support it by proof. Here
is the first song I lay my hand upon : it happens to be a

composition of one of our greatest masters, the ever-famous

Handel. It is not one of his juvenile performances, before

his taste could lie improved and formed ; it appeared when
his reputation was at the lughesl, is greatly admired by all

Ins admirers, and is really excellent in its kind. It is called,

‘Tlie additional favourite song in Judas Maccabeus.
1 Now,

I reckon among the defects and improprieties of common
speech the following:

—

1. Wrong placing the accent or emphasis, by laying H
on words of no importance, or on wrong syllables.

2. Drawling

;

or extending the sound of words or sjrfla

bles l>eyond their natural length.

3. Stuttering

;

or making many syllables of one.

4. Unintelligibleness

;

the result of the three foregoing

united.

5. Tautology

;

und
6. Screaming without cause.

For the wrong placing of the accent or emphasis, see it

ou the word their, instead of the word rain, in the follow-

ing instance :— #

And on the word from ,
and the wrong syllable like :

—

t»od -hk< wis - dom from ------ a-- bore.

For the drawling, see the last syllable of the word

wounded :

—

- ——
7
—r

r_ .. !

“fry
—

1—

i

W- ‘ fJ ? V. L

Nor can heal the wound - • - erf heart.

* Dr. Franklin hat quoted the following passage* rather a* they *er*

sung by Ihe performer than aa written by the composer; but tbe force of

h» observation* is not thereby diminished. He might, however, have

found much more striking instances of ihc error* of which he to justly

complains.* they were the vices of tbe day, and some of them are not j*
reformed (Editor.)
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For the fluttering, see the ne'er relieve, in

Ma - - - gic cltints« csti ne'er . it • Here - you.

There are four syllables made of one, and eight of three;

hut this is moderate. I have seen in another song that I

cannot find, seventeen syllables made of three, and sixteen

of one: the latter, I remember, wan charms ; viz., cAa,

a, a, a, a t
a, a, a, a, a, a, a, a, a, a, arms. Stammering with

a witness

!

41 For the unintelligibleness, give this whole song to any

taught singer, and let her sing it to any company that have

never heard it ;
you will find they will not understand three

words in ten. It is therefore that, at the oratorios and

operas, one sees with books in their hands all those who
desire to understand what they hear sung by even our best

performers.
“ For the tautology, you have it in the endless repetitions.
,4 As to the screaming, no one who has frequented our

operas but will painfully recal instances without number.
“ l send you enclosed the song, with its music at length.

Read the words without the repetitions. Observe how lew

they are, and what a shower of notes attend them. You
will then, perhaps, be inclined to think with me, that though

the words might be the principal port of an ancient song,

they are of small importance in a modern one ; they are, in

short, only a pretence for tinging.
41

I am, as ever,

“ Your affectionate brother,

“ B. Franklin.
“ P.S. I might have mentioned inarticulation among

the defects in common speech that are assumed as beauties

in modern singing. But as that seems more the fault of

the singer than of the composer, 1 omitted it in what re-

lated merely to the composition. The fine singer in the

present mode stifles all the hard consonants, and polishes

away all the rougher parts of words that serve to distin-

guish them from each other ; so that you hear nothing but

an admirable pipe, and understand no more of the song

than you would from iU time, played on any other instru-

ment If ever it was the ambition of musicians to make
instruments that should imitate the human voice, that am-

bition seems now reversed, the voice aiming to be like au

instrument Thus, wigs were first made to imitate a good

natural head of hair ; but when they became fashionable,

though in unnatural forms, we have seen natural hair

dressed to look like wigs.”

STATE OF MUSIC IN LONDON, BY M. FETIS.
[FIFTH LETTISH-)

[In the Revue Musicals of the 21st of August, the

editor has devoted several pages to comments on our notes

to his first and second letters.

While we admire the adroitness with which he evades

the real points at issue, we cannot but lament his dis-

ingenuousness, and inaccurate mode of representing to

his readers the meaning of our remarks. Equally do wc
regret that, having condescended to notice our observations,

M. Fetis has not replied to those drawn from us by his

third and fourth letters. Facts, we are aware, are stubborn

things, and those we advanced defy refutation. Still the

ingenious editor of the French review ought either to have

attempted sometiling like a defence, or in candid, manly

language to have acknowledged errors which he found it

utterly impossible to deny, and to have retracted censure

which we must have convinced him was wholly undeserved.

For when he says that he will not again return to the sub-

ject, having passed by what most demanded uttention, lie

tacitly admits the justice of our strictures without gaining

that credit with many of his readers which an open, gene-

rous confession of haste, or of haring been grievously

misled, would have obtained for him.

In our next we shall insert his two remaining letters*

and also our reply.]

My dear Son, London

,

5th June, 1829.

A deep investigation into the history of music will

shew, that this art has had no solid being among the Eu-
ropean nations but by means of the church. Tlie theatres

themselves cannot prosper without the existence of chapels.

Towards the middle of the eighteenth century every large

city had ten or twelve churches, in wliich the office was

celebrated in music with a full orchestra. These churches

required a nuutre de. chapelte, singers, and symphonists.

Artists, being unable to procure these stations without con-

tending for them with rival candidates, were required to

possess some talent, and thus the maitrej dc chuptUe were

skilful, and singers employed many years in perfecting

themselves in the vocal art The maitre dr. chapelte, whose
subsistence was provided for by his office, lalxmred at the

theatre for glory alone, instead of' being a trafficker in notes,

as is the case with the greater part of composers in our day.

The siugers, who, like the Abbe Pellegriu, “ dined by the

altar and supped by the theatre," and who were secure

of a refuge in old age, were not extortioners, obliging

the manager to sacrifice a uniform whole to the necessity of

possessing one or two artists of renown. In fine, die cho-

risters of the cathedral, all excellent musicians, were fur more
useful for the stage than illiterate subordinates, to whom one

must whistle in the morning the music they are to mur-
der at night. Add to all this, that the habit of hearing

good music ut church formed the taste of tlie performers

and the public. Nothing of the kind now exists, and from
the full of sacred music has resulted the decline of all

branches of the musical art (a).

These reflections apply naturally to Euglaud, where there

is, properly speaking, no real church music, though occa-

sionally music is performed in die churches. I will explain

this. According to tlie rule of die English church, the

singing of psalins and hymns is all that is admitted in the

ceremonies of her worship. Each county, I might almost

say each parish, has its particular choral book and chant,

and the organist, or musical chief, of such parish, annually

adds new chants to those already known. There are, how-
ever, some pieces of tills kind which have become Iamour,
and the genera) use of which is established. These psalms

or hymns are the compositions of Purcell, Boyce, Handel,

Tallis, Liaveuscrafl, UuttishUl, Smith, and a few mure
English composers. They are written in three or four

parts, and executed by a choir, seldom numerous, and
sometimes even having but one person to each part. Tlie

organist accompanies with the flute-stop, and plays inter-

ludes on the common or hautboy stops. If the choir be

more numerous, the accompaniment is given on the great

organ. The harmony of all these pieces is sufficientiy pure,

but their similarity of character produces u wearisome same-
ness, which is further augmented by the numerous repeti-

tions of the verses of each psalm. What surprised me most
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in the execution of this music was the want of measure on

the part of the organist and the singers, though the pieces

themselves are written in well-timed music. I know not

whether this fault originates in certain difficulties of pro-

nunciation which I am not in a condition to estimate ; but

this I know, that nothing can be more disagreeable. There
is probably some powerful motive which occasions the con-

tinuance of this fault of time, for I have observed it even in

Westminster Abbey ; and Mr. Attwood, an excellent musi-

cian and good organist, has been unable to banish it from

St. Paul’s (6).

It will be conceived that similar church music can lead to

no amelioration in the state of the musical art in England.

With regard to the Catholic churches, which are but few,

the plain-chant is the only music known therein—always,

however, excepting the chapel of the Bavarian embassy,

where are executed the works of some good Italian and

German masters (c). Still this chapel, being frequented by

foreigners only, and the performers being all chosen from
among German, Italian, or French musicians, the English

derive no advantage from the excellent model thus placed

in the midst of them.

A few occasions afford room for introducing music on

a larger scale in the English churches. These are the

solemn festivals, which occur but once or twice a year. I

-attended one of them ill the cathedral of St. Paul on the

anniversary of the charitable institution for the Sons of the

Clergy. This institution is very ancient, and for nearly

one hundred years the performance has consisted of a Te
Deum and Jubilate with full orchestra, by Purcell (d) ; the

AUduia and Coronation Anthem of Handel, and a grand

anthem by Boyce, beginning with the words, Lord, thou

had been our refuge. The greatest pomp reigns at this

religious ceremony, which is attended by a very numerous
assembly. I must confess that my curiosity was consider-

able to hear the music of Purcell, whom the English

proudly cite as worthy of being placed in the name rank

with the greatest composers of Germany and Italy. With

regard to the French composers they say nothing, believing

as they do, that there is not one among them fit to be com-
pared with their * musical giant,’ os they call him. I was
in a perfectly admiring disposition of mind when the Tc

Deum of this giant began ; but what was my disappoint-

ment upon hearing, instead of the masterpiece which they

had promised me, a long succession of insignificant phrases,

ill-connected modulations, and incorrect, albeit pretending,

harmonics. At first I imagined myself deceived, and that

I ought to doubt my first judgment on a style of music to

which I was unaccustomed ; but Mr. Felix Meudlcssohn,

a young and highly distinguished German composer, who
stood beside me, received precisely the same iin|)ressioris.

Such indeed was the inconvenience felt by him, that he

would not prolong it, but escaped, leaving me to encounter

Purcell alone during the performance of the Jubilate, which

appeared to me no way superior (e). In London one

would be pelted for daring to express such an opinion on

pieces consecrated by time, and which it is no longer allow-

able to examine.

The anthem of Boyce enjoys a less brilliant reputation,

yet it is far preferable to the pieces of Purcell, and I may
aver that it would everywhere pass for a piece of good
music (f). As to Handel's Coronation Anthem, it is, like

every production of that great artist’s pen, stamped with a

character of graudeur which reveals a genius of a high

order. There is another piece which I sliould have men-
tioned earlier, since it was the first performed. This is

the anthem composed for a full orchestra, by Mr. Attwood,

on the occasion of the coronation of George IV. It is an
excellent composition, and one proving that England may
produce good composers when circumstances and insti-

tutions shall be favourable to the development of their

faculties (g).

Of the performance which I heard at this ceremony, I

cannot speak in strong terms, either of praise or censure;
the violins are always weak in the English orchestra, and
the baas generally good. The wind instruments are a
mixture of good and had. The voices were not sufficiently

numerous for a church so vast as St. Paul’s (h): neverthe-

less, I found in the traditionary execution of the Alleluia of
Hundel a great superiority over the manner of giving that

piece at Paris. The movement is on a much larger scale,

and the silence succeeding each repetition of the word
alldujah produces an extraordinary effect, which can
hardly be conceived by those who reviled this sublime

composition after having heard it disfigured at one of the

concerts of the Conservatory.

Solemn masses without Cretlo, and in the vulgar

tongue, as they are used in some of the German churches,

are not admitted into the service of the Church of
England. Te Drum*, hymns, and grand anthems, such
as those of which I have just been speaking, are the only

pieces of music with full orchestra heard during divine

service. Still there are particular occasions, when whole
Oratorios are executed with an extraordinary display of

splendour and power of execution. These occasions arc

denominated Festival* or Meeting*. Their origin is as

follows. Each county has once in two or three years a
benevolent subscription for the advantage of its charitable

institutions. At this the principal inhabitants of the

county are induced to assemble, by means of a musical
festival which ordinarily lasts for three days (i). On the

morning of each day an entire Oratorio, or a selection of
pieces from several Oratorios, is performed in the cathedral

of the capital of the county ; and in the evening a con-
cert, followed by a ball, again summons those whom
curiosity has brought together. The musicians engaged
on such occasions are always very numerous

; sometimes
amounting to four or five hundred. With a view of ex-

citing public curiosity, and to attract a crowd, the most
celebrated vocal and instrumental performers are engaged;
yet, occasionally, the principal object, beneficence, is lost

sight of in granting to certain singers enormous sums,
which would be better applied in the solace of the poor (k).

During the time that Madame Catalan! was in high vogue,
she received two thousand guineas (more than fifty thou-

sand francs) for the three days of a meeting. Some of
these meetings have presented a perfection of performance
worthy of their great object; but it more 'frequently hap-

pens that the numerous orchestra contains inferior musi-
cians, who, mixed with talented artists, destroy the effect

of the whole. Then the haste with which these festivals

are prepared will not admit of sufficient rehearsals, and it

has even frequently occurred that no rehearsal whatever
has been had. Of all these musical festivals, the finest

remembered were those of 1786 and 1787, which were
celebrated in commemoration of Handel, near his tomb in

Westminster Abbey. In 1786, nearly seven hundred
musicians were assembled, who rehearsed masses during
several days. All the great singers of the time assisted (/).

On the 2nd of June, I witnessed a ceremony equally

imposing, and more calculated to interest, though less im-
portant as regards the art. It is an immemorial custom on
that day to assemble in the cathedral of St. Paul’s all the

children belonging to charity schools, and to make them
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sing prayera in ttnhyWny for the benefit which they

receive in a liberal education. In England all these things

are managed with a pomp, the object of which is to elevate

the soul, to improve man, and to inspire him with a high

idea of his dignity. Thus, nothing is neglected that can

contribute to the solemnity necessary in this festival of poor

children. An immense circular inclosure, comprising

the entire surface covered by the dome and all that part of

the nave which extends to the organ gallery, is constructed

into rows of seats to a prodigious height, and divided so

as to receive the various schools of the several wards.

There, from seven to eight thousand children, whose

healthy appearance and cleanly clothing evinced the care

which is bestowed upon them, came to take their seats

without being guided and scolded by pedagogues, or re-

sembling automata at exercise, as is generally the case in

France, when numbers are set in motion. Other scaffolds

are erected in the great nave for the people, and all the

intervals are filled by an immense crowd. One ouly leader,

placed on high in a gallery, suffices to give time to all the

children. At the appointed signal, Mr. Attwood, the or-

ganist, sounded the key-note, and seven thousand children’s

voices sang in unison the 100th psalm : All people that on

earth do dwell. To have any idea of the power of such

an unison you must hear it The organ, majestic as it is,

is but an accessory to an effect like this. I was told that

formerly it wan not the custom to accompany the children

with the organ, but that they had thought it uecessary to

employ that accompaniment in order to prevent the voices

from falling. The accuracy of the performance is generally

satisfactory. The children take promptly Uk* tone given

them, which, when once taken they keep, and nothing can

distract them. Of this 1 had an evident proof, for the

leader, hasing given the intonation of a verse lower than

the note of the organ, they kept this imperturbably when
the organ was heard. Above all, in the 113th Psaltn, by

Battishill I believe, they aHbrded me the greatest pleasure.

Were there schools of music attached to the charity schools,

I doubt not that all these children might easily be made
musicians. Tins mode of instruction is common in Ger-

many, and has given the Germans a great superiority over

other countries in musical organization.

From all that I have just said, it results that true church

music has only an accidental existence in England, and that

it will perhaps never be more flourishing there, from causes

which are independent of the progress of this art, but

which will always be unfavourable to the development of

the musical faculties of the English.

Adieu, my Son.

Fetis.

Notes on tub Fifth Letter of M. Fbtis.

() The whole of this paragraph relates to continental

churches, though it may naturally enough be supposed to

allude to ours. The remarks are extremely just, and in

some degree applicable to this country.

() There is so much confusion in the whole of this

second paragraph, that we cannot for the life of us evolve

the writer’s meaning, if he has any. Has he the cathedral

or parochial service in view? Not the former, surely, be-

cause in that there is as much time devoted to music as in

any Catholic church. Yet when he talks of chants, and the

manner of performing these in the Abbey and St. Paul’s,

parish churches must be wholly out of his contemplation.

October, 1839.

But here, as in almost every other instance where England
is concerned, he writes in almost perfect ignorance of what
relates to our music.

(e) The author seems to be entirely ignorant of the ex-

istence of a Portuguese chapel, where mass is admirably

performed, and of a Catholic chapel in Moorfields, where
tlie same music is given, though certainly in an inferior

manner.

(d) For the greater part of the one “ hundred years,’*

Handel’s Dettingcn Te Dettm, aud his Jubilate, have been
performed at this anniversary . Purcell’s service was at first

used, and revived last year, much to the regret of a great

majority of unbiassed judges.

(e) The strictures of M. Fetis on Purcell’s Te Deum and
Jubilate have a great deal of justice in them. That there

are some fine passages in both cannot be denied, but on the

whole they are anything rather than chift-cTcruvre of this

great master, as they have been styled. The words are

too often set without judgment, the harmony frequently

partakes of that crudeness which prevailed in the church
music of Dr. Blow’s school, and the accompaniments are

of that feeble character which prevailed in the infancy of
orchestral music. Of M. Mendelssohn we need say no-
thing ; he has spoken for himself*.

(/) The Te Deum , &c. of Purcell is little known in Eng-
land : the anthem of Boyce, by haring been heard annually

in St Paul’s for about sixty or seventy years past is known
to every connoisseur, and enjoys the highest reputation

—

which it richly deserves.

(c) If this anthem it good, which no one will deny, it

proves that England does produce some good composers.
We differ from M. Fetis in tenses.

(A) We agree as to the inferior manner in which these

performances are got up. They are contracted for by the

Royal Society of Muticians. at a paltry sum, and, in re-

gard to execution, are a disgrace to the metropolitan

church of England
;

particularly when compared to the

manner in which the same music is executed in our pro-

vincial towns,

(*) Each county has its Festival !—We wish our foreign

readers, for whose information these notes are chiefly

written, to know, that such festivals take place in about a
dozen counties, out of fifty-two into which England, in-

cluding W’ales, is divided

!

(A) Perfectly just! We have more than once pointed

out in this journal the extravagant manner in which these

meetings are carried on. Charity indeed !—Yes, if it be

charity to give two or three foreigners, for two or three

days' performance, as much as would support a small

hospital for six months, then such festivals are truly

charitable!

(0 The commemoration of Handel took place in 1784.

At the musical festival in Westminster Abbey in 1786,

seven hundred and forty-one performers were employed;

and in 1787, eight hundred and six, exclusive of principal

singers.

• Scs Harmonic*n tot August last,

2 M
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M. FETISTS SIXTH LETTER.

My drar Son, London, 12Ui June , 1829.

In considering; the state of the musical art in a country,

the lyrical theatres present themselves in the first rank,

because the greater part of the people of Europe have a

national dramatic muse. In feet, all the world knows

that the Italian, French, and German operas have their

distinct physiognomy, by which they are instantly recog-

nized, despite of the disguises under which Uiey are

sometimes presented in translations, pasticcios, and other

mercantile operations. Is there also an English dramatic

music? And, if there be not, may it one day arise? This

is what I am about to examine; but, before speaking to

you of the art in general, it is necessary that I throw a

glance on the organization of the London theatres.

As in every other matter, the English government leaves

to private interest the care of contributing to the support

and prosperity of the theatres. No restriction is imposed

on the managers; no dramatic censure (m)—no commis-

sioner—no charges for the guard—no taxes for the poor

—

uuless that required for the renting of the house, as for all

other property ; but at tlie same time there is no assistance

rendered—none of what, in France, we call tvbwntiowL

In a country where twice a week a journal of enormous

size appears, destined solely to the announcement of city

bankruptcies, it matters little if a speculator min himself,

or rather rob those who are foolish enough to intrust him

with their money (

n

).
** After him,*' say they, ** another

will appear, and things will continue to proceed on the

some footing.”

It must not be inferred from what I have just said, tliat

the theatres in England are absolutely fire. They can only

be established by virtue of a license, granted through the

Lord Chamberlain, for a moderate fee, and the number of

these licenses is limited by the king. While George IV. was

Prince Regent, he promised the proprietors of Drury Lane
and Covent Garden that no other English musical theatre

should be established during the period of tbeir patent (o).

He will be faithful to his promise ; and ail the efforts of

some powerful and zealous amateurs who wish for a true

national opera, have failed before this obstacle. The
patents of Covent Garden and Drury Lane will not

expire for fifteen years to come, and it is doubtful whether

any other theatre will lie established before that period ( p).

The number of theatres in I^otidon is nearly equal to

that in Paris. 'Fite four principal, in a musical point of

view, are the Italian Opera, commonly called the King'»

Theatre , Drury Lane, Covent Garden, and the English

Opera (7). The higher classes, which alone can support

the theatres of this capital, frequent only the Italian Opera.

This exclusive preference results from various causes, which

1 shall hereafter develop ; at present 1 will confine myself

to an examination of the state of the privileged theatre.

The old Opera House, in the Hoymorket, was burnt iu

1789. Mr. Taylor, the proprietor, rebuilt it at bis ex-

pense. assisted by considerable advantages, which were

granted to him, and the superintendence of the enterprise

was confided to Mr. Waters. A succession of law-suits

and discussions which took place between the director and

Mr. Thylor, terminated in the ruin of the former. Mr.

Taylor took his place, but was neither more able nor more
fortunate. After having employed every imaginable re-

source for supplying the continually-increasing expenses of

his theatre, he quitted it a bankrupt. In 1814, Mr.
Waters resumed the management of the Opera, under the

responsibility of Chambers the banker. This new under-

taking finished in 1820, like all its predecessors, in the

ruin of both parties. In the following year Ebers, a book-
seller, undertook the speculation of this luckless theatre*

which he continued during seven consecutive years. The
result of bis administration was a total lose of fifty thou-

sand pounds sterling (r).

80 many shipwrecks seemed sufficient to alarm who-
ever might have a fancy for speculating in the enterprise of

the Italian Ojieru. Nevertheless, M. Laporte, an intel-

ligent man, and one well versed in all that concerns the

administration of a theatre (*), has ventured to encounter

the dangers of so precarious a concern, and contrived,

notwithstanding the enormous charges which press upon
him, to derive profit from it. The expenses comprising

the rental of the theatre, which is thirteen thousand

pounds sterling for six months, amount to 42,0002.

(1,050,000 francs). The fixed revenue of the season in

subscriptions for boxes is 35,000/. ; and in order to cover

expenses it is necessary that the receipts at the door should

amount to 200,000 francs, which would appear to be dif-

ficult, as there are but fifty representations during the

season «). According to this calculation, it is evident that

the manager, having but little power of augmenting bis

receipts, should direct all his care to the diminution of

exfienses os tar as this can be effected. Still he can olrtain

a good box subscription only by presenting beforehand a list

of the singers engaged for the season, and by drawing up
this list so as to excite tlie curiosity of the frequenters, ft

is, then, necessary to have talent already celebrated, and

such talent everywhere must be dearly paid for. Thus
prevented from economizing upon this point, it is neces-

sary that the manager should do so in matters which are

not perceived in advance, or immediately by tbe public.

The orchestra, tlie decorations, the machinery, the cos-

tumes, the choruses, the employes, &c., must he subjected

to the retrenchments so necessary. That M. Laporte

finds means to transact wiUi one only assistant, the busi-

ness of a theatre in which tlie financial matters amount to

more than a million sterling (of francs;) that, instead of

that army of useless hangers-on, clerks, superintendents,

box-keepers, Ac., with which all the theatres in France are

burdened, there is at the King's Theatre but tlie precise

number of persons required ; that the machinist, the deco-

rator, the tailor, and all the other leeches of theatrical specu-

lations, cannot rob the poor speculator-—all this is bo far

good. Bui here comes the evil. Obliged to reduce to the

smallest number tlie choristers, who sing in a hall so vast

as the Opera—and to give those whom lie employs only five

shillings for each performance— which, at the rale of fifty

nights in the season, scarcely makes 400 francs a year, the

manager can only offer feeble choruses, which arc the

more ineffective from the fact that the number of works

produced In less than six months leaves time for but a

very small number of rehearsals. And, as regards the

orchestra, matters are still worse. Besides that the in-

strumentalists ore not sufficiently numerous to produce

effect, they have not in the salary of their situations a lot

fortunate enough to make them uiiacbed thereto, as are

those of the orchestra at Paris by the hope of a pension.

Hence it follows that a leader, or head of the orchestra,

cannot establish a severe exactitude in his service, as be

must he every instant exposed to find himself abandoned by

the half of his musicians, who would be sure of procuring

in concerts, or teaching, a compensation for the loss of their

employment Thus the rehearsals are badly performed

;

the execution is neglected; the singers, ill accompanied,

grow spoiled; and the public, never bearing any thing
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thoroughly Rood, makes no improvement in taste. Such

hi the radical evil of music in London (»).

But what can a theatrical manager do to remedy all this?

The situations in his orchestra, or in the choruses, are

token and left with indifference, because unprofitable. Yet

to render them better he must injure his interests, or

rather expose himself to certain ruin ; and to this he cannot

consent. What then is the conclusion to be drawn ? That
the constitution of the Italian Opera in London is vicious,

because placing the splendour and progress of dramatic

music in direct opposition to the private interest of the

manager. As I have already often affirmed and demon-
strated in the Revue Musical?, every enterprise, having for

its object the pleasure of the public and the advancement of

(he arts, is ruinous (in). As, however, a moral good results

from such enterprises, it is necessary that the government

either should charge itself with them, or that it should in-

demnify those who run the risk. You will observe that I

mean here to speak only of things which are of a positive

interest : for, as to those which have no other object than

the success of a speculation, they must be left to themselves.

What I have just said proves how lamentable it would have

been had the Opera of Paris been undertaken as a private

enterprise, according to the project formed last year, and
how just were my anticipations. I am aware that I may
be told of the difference of situation which would have re-

sulted from a subvention ; but, on the other hand, I have

said nothing of the cupidity of managers—an article on
which a long chapter might be made.
There are other inconveniences connected with the Italian

Opera in London, which are consequent on the shortness of

the musical seasons. These seasons are a sort of fair, or, if

you will, provisional encampment of society. In point of

fret, the season lasts not more than three months and a

half, and during this short space of time it is that every

thing is to be done. The haute society, who during two-

thirds of the year arc on their estate* or on the continent,

come for the rest of the time to furnish support to the

industry of artists and speculators of all kinds. Then h is

that professors of every sort must gain in a few days what
is necessary to supply all their expenses in the country

where living is most expensive ; and then concerts multiply

to an unimaginable degree. Each one thinks himself en-

titled to give his benefit concert—those who have not

sufficient talent to draw an audience themselves, speculate

with the talent of others, which they buy. Within two
months, more than eighty concerts of various kinds have

been given, sometimes four in one day. At these concerts

the greater pari of the singers at the Italian Opera are en-

gaged to sing at fifteen or twenty guineas each. If to this

we add the musical soirees given at private houses, some
idea may be formed of the vortex of music, and above all

of bad music, in which one lives here for a few months.
These concerts and soirees, which are in Mime sort the

ehief object of the residence of singers in London, are the

curse of the Italian manager, and still more of good music.

The musical soirees being always prolonged very far into

the night, the singers cannot rise early, and the rehearsal*

at the theatre begin not before noon—at two o’clock the

concerts commence—scarcely have they arrived at the

finale of the first act, when the cantatrice of the day, the

tenor, or the primo basso, who cannot lose the twenty

guineas which are secured to them, depart for the concert

in spite of the cries of the director. In vain does he em-
ploy all the resources of his eloquence to shew that the

piece is not known, and that the representation will go off

badly on the following day.
44

Sir, 1 know my part.’'

“ Very good, but Mademoiselle * * * does not know hers.”
“ Let her learn it, then.” “ The orchestra has no idea of

the movements.” “ Let them study.” “ But how can
they if you go away ?” “ That U not my affair ; I repeat

that I know my part, and that is all which you can require

of me (*).”

At night it is another affair. The arrangement for the

next representation must be made. The manager, who
pays his artists dearly, applies not the less humbly on that

account at the house of each to obtain the opera which he

desires. His subscribers ask him for Quito , but Mad.
***

has to sing at midnight at some Lord’s : Desdemona would
fatigue her too much, and she will only sing in La Cene-

rentola. To no purpose does the manager say that this

caprice will lose him bis money, the singer is inexorable

;

yet her engagement states that she cannot refuse any cha-

racter in her line under pain of eighty thousand francs'

forfeit (y). The manager may bring his claim against

her, and no doubt would obtain a verdict at the expiratiou

of a year, which the suit would last But from the mo-

ment the action was brought, the engagement would be

broken; the performer would cease to appear; the sub-

scribers, who took boxes solely to hear her, would cast Hie

first stone at the manager ; the theatre would lx* deserted

;

the poor mau ruined, and when his cause should be gained*

tlie lady, who had caused his ruin, would be at Naples or

Madrid.

The multitude of benefit performances i» another cause

of the bod execution with which one is afflicted at the

King’s Theatre. These performances, which make part of

the payment given to the singers, succeed each other almost

without interruption on the Thursdays of each week. For
each of these performances ia required an opera which has

not been presented during the season; and hence the ne-

cessity of only repeating the same work twice or thrice.

You may readily conceive how they are executed after such

a slovenly style of study. Thus it is that Le Nozze di

Figaro was murdered at the representation which was re-

cently given for the benefit of Madame Malibrau. Never
have I heard any thing like it ; no one knew his part, and
every one seemed emulous of making the most faults. Yet
Madame Malibrau played the pari of Susanna—Mademoi-
selle Sont&g that of the Countess—Donzdli, the Count-
arid Pellegrini, Figaro. With a few good rehearsals the

work would have produced the greatest effect ; but in this

case die usual reply must be taken—“ They have no time.”

So customary is it however, for the English to hear music

badly executed, that they applauded the whole perfonnanee

as though it had lieen perfect (z).

The picture which 1 have here given of the state of music

at the first theatre in London oilers nothing satisfactory,

yet contains nothing that is not perfectly true. What I

have to say of the English theatres would occupy too much
space here : it shall form the subject of my next letter.

Adieu, my Son.
Fetis.

Notes om the Sixth Letter of M. Frria.

(m) It is unnecessary to point out this blunder to the

English reader. No dramatic work can lie performed

until it has been sanctioned by the Lord Chamberlain.

Ilis deputy, called the licenser of plays, now und then

objects to words, to postages, and sometimes to whole

pieces, but never with any other view than to prevent his

appointment from being considered a sinecure. He has a

foe on reading each new piece, and this money part of the

2 M2
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eonctm ia, according to a custom truly English, what he

really cares for.

(a) The London GateUt, the journal here alluded to,

consists generally of from twelve to sixteen pages, or more,

of which about two, or at the utmost three, are devoted to

bankruptcies. So much for M. FVtis’s knowledge of

the state of our commercial affairs ! Bnt his boldness in

asserting is almost without a parallel, and only matched

by his want of information on most subjects connected with

his present letters.

(o) All this is without any foundation in fact.

(p) The patents of the two theatres, which in point of

fact are only a right by sufferance, hove no limit as to time.

Poor M. Fells has been cruelly hoaxed in England

!

(9) Here we find an English Opera mentioned, though

only a few lines before is a story,—a very silly one—of the

Prince Regent having promised that no English musical

theatre should be allowed, except Drury Lane and Covent

Garden!

(r) Very little of this paragraph has the smallest claim

to correctness. Mr. Taylor did not build at his own ex-

pense, for he had not a thousand pounds in the world, but

raised some money by selling leases of boxes in posse.

It was he who managed the theatre at that time, not Mr.

Waters, who was opposed to him, and finally ousted

him. Neitherone nor the other was ruined, as is generally

supposed, but from very humble stations and pennyless,

became men of considerable property. Taylor died rich,

and Waters, who is living, is in affluent circumstances;

though, from chancery delays and the chicanery of law,

he is for the present obliged to live abroad. Ebers gained

a large sum in the first year of his undertaking; but sub-

sequently lost, entirely owing to mismanagement. We,
however, have great doubts as to the amount : 50,000/. is a

deficit more easily named than proved.

(1) M. Laporte, being a compatriot* of the author, is, of

course, an able personage. But perhaps even M. Feds
will admit that a knowledge of music is somewhat necessary
in a manager of an Italian opera,—and possibly be may
also grant, because he cannot well deny it, that M. Laporte
does not pretend to any acquaintance with that art.

(0 There is no fixed revenue at the King's Theatre..
Last season the box subscription amounted to 36,000/. It
has sometimes not reached 1 5,0001 The number of re-
presentations ought to be sixty. M. Laporte last season
gave four or five short of these, which reduction will be
resented next year by the old subscribers, if we are not
much mtsmlbrmcd.

(r) The finances of the theatre, if judiciously adminis-
tered, will well allow of a good orchestra aud an equally
efficient chorus. M. Laporte was determined to make
money, and succeeded ; but to the serious injury of the
reputation of the establishment. The other observations of
M. Feds on this subject are perfectly correct.

(*c) The King’s Theatre is one exception. Generally
speaking, it has made the fortunes of most of those who
have embarked in the enterprise as entrepreneurs. (See
note it.) There arc many other exceptions to this rule, if it

can be admitted as such,—but it is not to our present pur-
pose to shew them.

(x) All this is very true, so far as relates to most ma-
nagers : but a man who knows what he is about, who is

reasonable, but firm, rarely, if ever, is thus governed by
his jierformers.

(y) Where in the name of truth did the writer hear of
such a forfeit i—3,3331 !

!

(r) All this is perfectly true. The fact is, that the great

majority of a fashionable audience are not capable of dis-

tinguishing between good and had. But let it be remem-
bered, that in the case of this very opera, nearly all the news-
paper critics applauded the performance in the must encomi-

astic terms, declaring it to be perfect in all its various parts

!

iUbteto of iflustc.

A Third Volume of Welsh Melodies ; the Poetry by

Mrs. Cornwell Bason Wilson ; He Symphonies and
Accompaniments by John Parry. (Goulding and
D'Almaine, Soho-Square.)

In an “ Address” prefixed to this volume, Mr. Parry

describes the present collection as “ strains which have been

handed down from generation to generation, and stood the

test of ages.” That the outlines of them may have been

transmitted through several, that is to say half a dozen or

so, generations, we think very probable, though in their

progress they have, we are decidedly of opinion, received

many improvements, and have been modernized at each

step, their original roughness having, by various hands
been smoothed into the polish they now bear. Bat when
he speaks of “ ages," we presume that the term is to be

considered as a merefafon de porter, for an age is a cen-

tury, answering to the word teeulum, and we cannot sup-
pose that Mr. Parry, with all his laudable love of country,

believes any one of these airs to have a claim to that degree

of veneration, to which hundreds of years would entitle them.

We have always thought with Dr. Powel, that most of
the melodies called Welsh, owe their origin to Ireland, and

liave never yet met with anything like strong argument,

much less conclusive reasoning, on the other side : but we
are open to conviction, and should be glad if some zealous

Cambrian, possessing a sufficiency of antiquarian know-
ledge, would undertake the task of proving his country*

a

right to the property in question. We must, however,

beforehand protest against any appeal to the often -quoted

passage in the Cambria descript10 of Giraldus Cambrensis,

which, if construed literally, is too absurd to influence the

judgment of the present day, and will, it is to be hoped,

never again be referred to as a proof of the advanced
state of music amongst the Welsh, at a period when the art

was in so barbarous a state in every other part of Europe.

Whether ancient or modern, Irish or Welsh, several of

the melodies now before us are of a very agreeable kind.

They have not the pathos that distinguishes many of the

best airs of Scotland and Ireland, gaiety being the charac-

teristic of most of them ; but this gaiety is natural, though
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not refined. Of these there are twelve, all for a single

voice, except the seventh, which is for two voices ; and the

fifth has a chorus added to the air.

The first. The Mountain Minstrel (The Dairy-house),

in graceful and well-accompanied. The second. The Con-

fession (Winefreda), is smooth and pleasing, though very

common. The b is in the second bar of the base wants

the 6th as part of its accompaniment : the chord is very

naked and poverty-stricken in its present form. The
third. The Warrior's Farewell (The Corporation), h la mili-

taire, is animated, therefore in character. In the last bar of

this, page 11, is the following passage, which we should

have imputed to the engraver, but unhappily it occurs

three times ; the blame therefore must, in spite of our wish

to the contrary, fall on the author.
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Here are not only fifths, but most horrible ones

!

The fourth. The False Knight (The Lambs’-fold Vale),

has nothing calling for remark. The fifth. The Eisteddvod •

(The inspired Bard), is a short, spirited air, to which the

words are exceedingly well adapted. 'Die fifth bar of the

symphony is very poor in harmony, and would be improved

if written thus :

—

In the second bar, too, of the chorus, in the second tenor

part, the first quaver, d, a 7th, is os displeasing as irregu-

lar. The effect of the chorus, repeating the air, is striking

and good. The sixth, “ To the proves and the valleys"

(The Men of Dovey), is thoroughly Scotish, and either

really Caledonian, or an undisguised imitation, almost

amounting to a copy. The seventh. The Knight and the

Peasant (White locks), is a pleasing air, though there is

something far from elegant in the last bar of the first strain

;

the two semiquavers, and tire whole cadence, border on the

vulgar. But the octaves between the second voice and
base, in the third bar of the duet, page 39, are still more
reprehensible—ungrammatical, and meagre in the extreme.

The eighth, “ The jirst star of evening (Philtip’s Adieu),

is expressive, and altogether a charming air. Three notes

ought to have been allotted to the first syllable of the word
4* tremulous," and only one to the second. The word
** calm" also should be on the unaccented part of the bar

previous to that wherein it is placed. The poetess, how-
ever, here must partake of the blame: Mr. Parry is only

censurable for not amending the rhythm of the verse.

The ninth. The Revel (Cream of yellow ale), is not in

the most praiseworthy style, in Us cadences more particu-

larly. The tenth. The Bards lament (Prydaine’s lament),

• Histeddvod signifies sessions, or meeting at fords.—(Pamju.)

in o minor, is extremely pathetic, and upon the whole the

best air in the collection. This it appears is a modern com-
position, and furnished, if we understand the note correctly,

by a friend of Mr. Parry. We should have liked the ac-

companiment better had it been rather more enriched ; but
the composer will justify himself, perhaps, by pleading the

fitness in this instance of simple harmony—and he may be
right. The eleventh, “ Lovers minstrel-lute* (Gogerddan),
is in a popular style, port of it somewhat too much so. The
symphony a good deal in the manner of the Strathspey.

The twelfth, “ The trumpet sounds" (The Woolpack),
another air, partly in duo, in o minor, is likewise a new
composition,—if we are right in thus interpreting the term
“ copyright” — and pleasing, inasmuch as it imitates

national melody, which in almost any shape is at least

interesting.

Mr. Parry has certainly not overlaid any of these airs by
accompaniment. It seems to us that he might occasion-

ally have introduced a fuller harmony with good effect ; but
on the other hand it must be admitted, that simple melody
is better understood and more relished by the majority of

hearers when the accompaniment is simple.

The poetry of this volume deserves to be spoken of in

respectful terms. The following specimen, set to the tenth

air, afford* an indisputable |Mrouf of the talent and feeling

of the writer.

THE BARD S LAMENT.

(The poem aUudes to Ike de*truction of the IVcisk bards by Edward.)

L
I think upon (he lighted hulls

Where beauty lov'd to stray !

I think upon the trophted walls

That grac'd the festal <lay

!

Then turn to where the ivy climbs.

Around each tnould’ring atone,

And mourn the chief* of other times,

Now past away—and gone !

II.

I think upon the spells that woke
Beneath the minstrel's hand,

When Fhbkdom's voice in music spoke,

Through Cambria's mountain -land !

When foremost mid the martial train

Stood forth each warrior-bard.

Ami when their harp's extolling strain

Was Valour’s rich reward 1 a

III.

But now—those strains excite no more.

Once like a trumpet's blast

!

The harp's wild spell is hush'd and o'er,

The minstrel's boor is past!

Save when, like mi, some wand' ring bard

Through Cambria's valley’s green,

Attunes his harp's degenerate chord,

To shew what it hath been.

ORGAN.
1. A Selection of Voluntaries, arranged from the tarred

vocal and instrumental works of Handel, Haydn, MO-
ZART, JOMELLI, PlROOLUI, AviftON, C*OTCH, CRAMER,

Ac. Ac., by J. Jolly, organist of St. Philip's Chapel,

Regent Street (Cramer, Addison, and Beale, 201, Re-

gent Street

)

2. Selection of Favourite Movements from the great Mas-

ters, arranged and adapted by H. G. Nixon, organist to

the Royal Bavarian Embassy in London. (Chappell,

185, New Bond Street.)

Both these publications have the same object in view,

namely, to render available for the purposes of the church,

Digitized by Google
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and for the u*e of those generally who play on the organ,

music not originally written fur the instrument, nevertheless

very fit for adaptation to H; thus affording the organist a

wider range for selection, and, consequently, adding to the

sober pleasure imparted to religious congregations by the

noblest of musical instruments.

Mr. Jolly’s volume is indeed a valuable one, whether the

quality of the music I* considered, or the mode in which that

music is arranged. Both are excellent. His title-page in-

cludes several of the greatest names, to which we have to add
those of Rink,—an admirable modern German composer for

the organ;—Pergolesi, Hasse, Rieciotti, and Dr. Cooke.

Handel, Haydn, and Mozart, predominate. Of the first we
have not quite so much as we could have wished,—a move-

ment in a from his Lessons ;

14 Angels ever bright,” and the

minuet in Berenice. Of Haydn are given, 44 With verdure

clad,” 41 On Thee each living soul,” and the trio from The

Creation

;

also the movement Cum Sancto Spiritu,” from

his 5th mass. Mozart supplies the lovely andante in r

from his symphony in c. No. 4 ; the march in r from

Jdomeneo

;

an “ Agnus Dei," an andante from his Litany,

and an introduction and fugue from the same. A short

movement in r minor by an author once in great repute

with harpsichord players, but now almost forgotten. Dome-
nico Alberti, makes a good introduction to the work ; and
Dr. Crotch's motet, “ Methinks I hear the full celestial

choir,” is almost as beautiful iustrumcntally (for diapa-

sons and princijMil, of course) as it is universally allowed to

be when performed by voices. The selections from Cra-
mer’s piano-forte works, though rather out of their element

when transferred to the organ, which is incapable of giving

to them all the expression they require, are nevertheless

very useful additions to the stock of church music. Dr.

Cooke's masterly Amen chorus, a fugue, completes the vo-

lume in a most dignified manner.

Music used in the Catholic church is commonly more
gay, more airy, though not less scientific, than that em-
ployed in Protestant places of worship, a circumstance

which has led Mr. Nixon to select lighter compositions,

more easy in their construction, therefore offering greater

facilities to the player, than has been chosen for the pre-

ceding work. He has even included in his publication

certain opera airs, which may not be objected to by some
congregations, though wc have always held that, through

the influence of association, such music, while recollected

as theatrical, » not exactly fitted for the service of the

church. These, however, are the beautiful preghiera in

Zingarelli's Romeo t Giulietta, and “ Softly sighs," from

the Freuchutz. There is also a Russian melody, whence
the best features in the popular song “ I’ve been roaming*
have, in so daring a manner, been copied. Two move-
ments from a Te Deum by Mallei have great merit ; and
the same andante from Mozurt’s symphony that uppears

in Mr. Jolly’s collection, is also arranged for and included

in this.

In stating that some of these compositions are rather

light, we use lire epithet comparatively ; they certainly are

not indecorously so ; and if we extend the comparison by
looking back to the trumpet and comet pieces, the divisions

and trills, which funned parts of our voluntaries half a cen-

tury ago, they will appear absolutely solemn. Such is the

improvement already made in our organ-music for the

church ! an amelioration which may, and certainly will, be
carried to a still further cxtcnL

PIANOFORTE.

1. Allegro di Bravura, composed by J. Moscheles. Op. 77.

(Chappell.)

2. God save the King, Variazioni di Bravura, con
Introduzioni e Finale, per il Piano- Forte ed Orchestra

(ad libitum) da Frederick. Kalrbrenner. (Cleuicuti,

Collard, and Collard, Chcaptide.)

3. Fantasia, on Wbbbr’b celebrated Waltx, composed by
J. P. Pixib. Op. 109. (Clementi and Co.)

Let none approach these compositions who possess not
strong, commanding hands, rapidity of finger, a thorough,

practical acquaintance with the most modem style, and a

complete mastery of the instrument !—they are written

for, and dedicated to, professors, for whom they are alone

fit, or for dilettanti of equal acquirements: the mob of

players will only lose their time in attempting such music,

the merits of which can only he developed by those we
describe : to the multitude they will be as a sealed book.

Hence! therefore, ye who have not laboured your four

hours a day, year after year, ye are as the prophane in

regard to the temple of execution, and cannot join in its

rites!

The first is a single movement in c minor, comprised in

eight pages, in which, being dedicated to one of the finest

musicians of the age. the author has felt himself called

upon to display the full powers of science, unrestrained by

any considerations of sale and profit. The effect of this

when well played ia charming to the cultivated ear ; but it

must be u highly cultivated one.

The second is a very ingenious descant on a theme out

of which none but a man of genius can now extract any

thing that has the slightest pretence to novelty. That

Mr. Kalkbrenner's attempt has proved successful will not

he matter of surprise to those acquainted with his works.

We insert four bars of the air, reduced to simple chorda, to

The Introduction, in three pages, and the four variations,

including a coda, or finale, are all of the most brilliant

kind, with passages in octaves, in thirds, in leaping trip-

lets, weaving notes, and nearly every variety that can shew

off to advantage great powers of execution.
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The third is the waltz in xb, said to be Weber's last

production •, here transposed into Bb. The Introduzione

to this contains a marcia funebre in Bb minor, which has

great merit, not only as respects contrivance, but as to

effect, the only rational object of a composer. The ampli-

fication of the subject—which in point of fact consists of a

number of variations, though not so named—is, from be-

ginning to end, a most favourable specimen of M. Pixis’s

talents. He has here shewn great resources, not so much
out of ostentation as from a desire to please the connois-

seur, and success has attended his efforts. This is cer-

tainly one of the best and most agreeable of his numerous

publications.

1. Capriccietto, tur une Melodie Suisse, par Ch. Chau-
lieu. Op. 83. (Cramer and Co.)

2. Air, varii par Ch. Chaulieu. (Cocks and Co.)

3. Rondoletto Brillant, tur deuj. motif* de tOpera

Pierre et Catherine, par Ch. Chaulieu. Op. 76.

(Balk)

No. I is a very simple air, arranged and extended in a

popular manner, easy, but enabling the performer to make
a considerable display.

No. 2 is so simple as to be perfectly insipid. The four

variations do not much mend the matter, though the last,

A la gallop, is the best

No. 3 is altogether a superior composition. An Andante
in Ab, forming part of the Introduction, is expressive, and in

very good taste. The air, in the bolero manner, is lively,

and carried through half-a-dozen pages with much spirit,

and some ingenuity.

1. Waltz Rondo, on a subject of Hummel, composed
and arranged by T. A. Rawlinos. (Chappell.)

2. The Evening song of the Tyrolese Minstrels, a Ballad

composed by John Goss, arranged with an Introduction,

Variations, and Coda, fry Philip Knapton. (Willis and
Co., 75, St. James's Street.)

3. Polonaise, with an Introduction, composed by A. T.
M vc donald. (Colliding and D’Altnaine.)

4. Souvenirs de Malibran, composed by F. Hullma.ndel
Bartholomew. (Willis and Co.)

No. 1 is brief and easy. The Introduction is good, but

would seem to announce something of greater importance

titan a waltz. Mr. Rawlings has profited here by otic of

Rossini's (we ought injustice to say, Generali’s) crescendos.

It would have argued a grateful mind if he had quietly

insinuated the words alia Rossini, or alia Generali, at the

commencement of the passage. It would also have agreed
better with our notions of propriety if he had pointed out

clearly how much of the Rondo belongs to Hummel, and
what portion of it to himself. Composers in tile long run
are not losers by this kiud of musical honesty.

No. 2 is a pleasing air with five corresponding Variations,

—the third of which, in triplets, may be spared, because not

in character with the subject,—and an appropriate Intro-

duction. There is nothing very new in any of these, but

correctness, expression, and taste, are never wanting in

Mr. Knapton's productions.

No. 3 has a remarkably good Introductory movement,
displaying much energy. The Polonaise is brilliant and
clever, but rather lengthy. It may be easily abridged, and
with advantage to all parties concerned,—composer, per-
former, and auditors.

* PuuiuLcd ia the 12lb number of (be Usrmomtvm, New Sariea.

No. 4 gives evidence of superior ability. The author’s

name is wholly unknown to us as a composer, but we shall

be glad to meet with it again. This divertimento—for so

it may be called—Introduces the Spanish air, sung so

often last season in private concerts by Madame Vigo,

composed by Garcia, likewise his 44 San Anton

“

Ginvi-

ne tto Cavalier," from Meyerbeer's Crocinto ; a Tyrolienne

by Madame Malibran ; and the last movement of an aria

in Rossini's Semiramide. These are all well blended,

ably arranged, and the intervening matter is just what 1
should he.

1. Overture to the Comic Opera , Les deux NuHr, ar-

ranged for the Piano-forte, composed by Boieluieu.
(Gouldmg and iyAlroame.)

2. Variations Brillantps on the favourite chorus in the

same Opera, by C. Chaulieu. Op. 87. (Same pub-
lishers.)

3. Fantasia on the Carillon in the same Opera , by J. B.

Duverna y. (Same publishers.)

The best part of this overture is the slow movement with
which it opens. The remainder is very light, and will be
thought pretty. It is easy to play, though a great shew
may he made by the performer, by aid of a strong finger

and a free use of the open pedal.

The theme of No. 2 possesses all that originality of
effect for which M. Boieldieu is so much distinguished.

The variations to it are exceedingly clever, animated, and
though altogether long, are not tedious. The Introduc-

tion is not less entitled to be mentioned in high terms.

No. 3 is likewise founded on an air that has much no-

velty in its manner, and the variations are ably written,

though one, if not two, of them may he omitted, without

any loss being sustained by the piece as a whole. The
second and third publications, particularly No. 2, deserve

to be noticed, and no doubt will have a large circulation, for

they recommend themselves, and demand no extraordinary

talent or exertion in the performer.

1. Divertimento, in which is introduced “ Hark ! the

bonny Christ Church Bells," by Mrs. Miles. (Chap-
pell.)

2. Recollections of Switzerland, a Divertimento, com-
posed fry T. Valentine. (Willis and Co.)

3. A Characteristic National Divertimento, composed

by the same. (Cramer and Co.)

4. The Fairy's Song, composed by W. Turnbull, ar-

ranged by T. Valentine. (Clementi and Co.)

5. Le Bijou, a selection ofThemesfrom Mozart, Rossini,

Paer, Boieldieu, Weber, Haydn, &c„ arranged in a
familiar style as Rondos, fry S. F. Rimbault. Nos. 1

to 6. (Luff.)

The whole of these belong to a class of music much used

and exceedingly admired by performers who are pleased by
something like a tune, but have no relish for what costa the

smallest trouble iu acquiring. In boarding-schools such

pieces ore in constant request, and exactly suit those who
have travelled through an elementary book, a sonatina or

two, and a few rondos of the easiest description. In looking

thorn over we discover no fault of any kind. Many of the

airs ore such as have been stamped by public approbation,

arranged in a manner that removes all fears as to their

effect on the pupil's future taste : they lie well for the hand,

and will assist as well as amuse the learner in his progress

;

but are only calculated for those who are not far advanced.

litized by Google
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In most of the six numbers of Lt Bijou, we find too

much of that twaddling kind of base which is now repu-

diated by all discreet composers, though it was highly pa-

tronized in the middle of the last century. It has been
called the ** Alberti base,** because used by a once fashion-

able master of that name. We recommend Mr. Rimbault
to abandon all thoughts of reviving it: let it slumber in

peace.

1. La Lyre d’ Apollon, a collection of Marches and
Polonaises, by the best foreign authors ; Not. 1 to 14.

(Wessel and Slodart, Frith Street.)

2. First set of Quadrilles from the Opera of Lea deux
Nulls, by Boieldieu. (Gouldingand D’Almaine)

3. Due oran Valtzer Variati, composta dal Maestro
Emmuel Boroatta, Accademieo Filarmonico di Bo-
logna. (Pettet, 154, Oxford Street.)

4. Foreign Waltzeb, selectedfrom Beethoven, Mozart,
Ac. (Edinburgh : Paterson, Ray, aud Co.)

No. I is a most praiseworthy little work in octavo, con-
taining some of the best compositions of the kind described

in the title-page that the present day can furnish, amongst
which are several that have appeared in our own pages.

No. 2 is a set of quadrilles which, if we do not much mis-

calculate, must become very popular, both in public assem-
blies and in private parties. They are easy, yet not trifling,

and the violin accompaniment (which may be played by
Hie flute) n a great, though not a necessary, addition to

them.

It really did not require so dignified a personage as a
member of the Philharmonic Society of Bologna to pro-

duce the Two Grand Waltzes with Variation* forming the

second article in the above list There certainly is nothing

censurable in them, but a little more fulness, a rather

larger share of harmouy, would greatly improve them.

They are to the modem ear what a lady in a close bonnet

and tight sleeves is to the modern eye.

Upon opening No. 4, we were immediately struck by on
extraordinary discrepancy—foreign dances composed by a
true-born Briton ! Mr. Finlay Dun is the real author of
this set, containing five waltzes ; and moreover his name
appears to them, though not inserted in the title-page. Let
him look to this, or perhaps in the event of some future

alien bill, he may have to claim his birthright, to prove
himself a subject of his Britannic majesty, in order to

escape a polite message from the Home Secretary, recom-
mending him to commence his travels in foreign parts, at

perhaps a very inconvenient season.

A Letter to a Youno Piano Forte Player. Printed

for the Benefit of the Spanish Refugee*. 12mo. (Hailes,

169, Piccadilly.)

In this little work are some of the most sensible remarks,

and most useful advice, on the practice of music, so far as

relates to the piano-forte, that have ever fiillen under our
view.

In a short preface it is stated, that the writer (who
signs herself “ Mary”) is indebted lo the conversations of

a Spanish 44 eminent musical professor,” settled in this

country, named A. F. de Cordoba, for the most material

parts of the letter. Whether this is to lie understood lite-

rally, or in the same way as those introductions of the

once Great Unknown to his novels, in which he feigns an
attempt to mystify the reader, we are not qualified to say

;

nor does it much signify. If to be taken au pied de la

Uttre, it announces a fact which surprises us, namely, that

a Spanish teacher of such great eminence should be esta-

blished here, and his name remain unknowu to moot
people,—quite so to us, up to the moment when this

letter appeared.

The author divides the art of piano-forte playing into

five heads: position, fingering, time, touch, and expres-

sion. These are all treated on without any affectation or

parade, in very perspicuous, well-adapted language; aud
in a way that proves the writer to be as thoroughly ac-

quainted with her subject as she is qualified to communi-
cate her knowledge.

Those who wish to follow the letter in all its details,

will, of course, purchase the publication. We can only

give an extract or two from the work, which, we trust,

will tempt others to peruse the whole of it.

On the two styles of playing, the following observations

appear at page 22 :

—

“ The two styles of playing most commonly required in good
pieces, are the distinct, round, brilliant style, ami the legato

style. Tlie first of these is obtained by holding tlie It&nds gently

arched in the position 1 have elsewhere described, the finger*

very distinctly separate from each other, and the tip* of them
touching the keys as much as possible without making the nails

audible
;
each finger should move quite independently of the rest*

as though they were all hung upon separate wires, ami be not

merely taken off, but slightly lifted up from every note the in-

stant the following note is ready to sound. You should practise

the scales in this way till every note of tliem seems to tell sepa-

rately, roundly, and distinctly upon the ear. Sometimes you
may begin with the light touch of a fairy, and tell out ench note

in the same distinct way a little and a little louder, till it ends to

fortissimo ; at others biyin loud, and run through every grada-

tion till you end in pianissimo, without once departing from
the characteristic touch which makes every note ring off in a
full, round, independent tone : or again, you may commence
softlv, continue to increase in energy till you reach the middle

of tne passage, and then let your notes trickle back again into

a gradual silence
;
and so on. This kind of touch is remarkable

for the brilliancy which it sheds over powerful, energetic pas-
sages, and the extreme delicacy of which it is susceptible in

those of a lighter description. The legato style imparts more
of power and ]>ath<w ; and is produced by holding the fingers

more compactly together, picking them down more firmly on
the instrument, from whence they must never be lifted more
than is absolutely necessary to let each key rise into its place

after pressure
;
the fingers seem all strung u;xm one wire, and

one is not taken up till tlie other is fairly set down, so that in-

stead of each note telling separately uj»on the ear, they seem
rather to flow into one another, each note being dependant on,

and mingled with, the one next to it
;
yet not so much so as to

render it confused or indistinct. Legato passages are seldom
well played ;

not only the touch adapted to them is difficult to

acquire, but great tact is requisite in the fingering, and they are

stiU more out of the reach of an ordinary player than those of

the former description. Tlie scales are excellent practice in this

way. You should play them with the same variety of tone, tlie

same gradual transition from loud to soft, and from soft to loud,

as in the distinct touch. This style admits of the most expres-

sive playing, for as it is requisite even in the softest passages to

exert a considerable degree of pleasure, the muscles of the

wrist are kept slightly tightened (not stiffened) and possess an

extraordinary pow er over the different degrees of sound. The
continued flow of a stream along the smooth sand, and its dis-

tinct trickling over pieces of rock and stone, may afford an
illustration of the difference between these two kinds of touch,

each of which is susceptible of exquisite beauty in the hands of

a skilful performer."

The effects of music are eloquently described. With a

little more labour and research, this part might have been

wrought into a metaphysical investigation of great interest

” Tlie gratification we derive from listening to music is simi-

lar to that which poetry imparts to us. Both these delightful
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arts call into being a thousand beautiful imaginations, tender

feelings, and passionate impulses. But. in reading poetry, we
are delighted with the thoughts of another person ; and though
a beautiful idea will give us new pleasure every time we recur

to it. stUl this pleasure is little varied, and depends on the con-

formation of the poet’s mind, rather than of our own. The de-

lights erf music are of our own creation. We become for

the time poets ourselves, and enjoy the high privilege of in-

venting, combining, and diversifying, at pleasure, the images

which harmonious sounds raise in our minds. The selfsame

melody may be repeated a hundred rimes, and inspire each time

a train of thought different from tire last. Sometimes it will

call forth all the hidden stores of memory—absent friends, voices

long silent in the tomb, lovely scenes, nleasant walks, and
happy hours, come back to us in all their freshness and reality.

Then the future opens its dreamy prospect, gilded by hope, and
chastened by a mournful tenderness. The exile is restored in

glad anticipation to his country ;
the prodigal sobs out his peni-

tence on his father's bosom ; the child of affliction is safely

lodged in that mansion where sorrow and crying are unknown.
Sometimes the past is forgotten, the future unheeded, the mind
wrapped up in the present consciousness of sublimity or beauty.

Forms of delicate loveliness, things such as dreams are made
of, float before the mental vision, slisped into something of a

waking distinctness. Thoughts too noble to last, high and holy

resolves, gushing* of tenderness, alternately possess our minds
with emotions all equally different, and equally delightful. The
poetical inspiration of AJfieri seldom came upon him, but when
ne was under the influence of music. Haydn's symphonies were
all composed so as to shadow forth some simple and atfecting

story, by which the author excited and varied nis own feelings,

and wrought them up to that pitch of solemn pathos, or ani-

mated gaiety, which to this day inspires all who hear his music
with corresponding emotions."

The annexed mlvice is in every way too valuable to be
omitted. With this extract, we take our leave of a pub-

lication which we recommend to our readers, not only as

an act of justice to the writer, but as a duty which critics

owe to all who place any confidence in their opinion.

" A science which is capable of exerting such a powerful and
manifold influence, must not be degraded into a mere exercise

of manual skill, a business of formal lessons and wearisome
practice. I pity the girl who sits down to pore over lier music,
and plays on, hour after hour, without a thought beyond the

desire of shining in the evening party by the display of her jwdtry

acquirements, which are more often listened to by sufferance

than from choice. It is for this reason, amongst many others,

that I would have your mind very full of images and associa-

tions drawn fresh and pure from natural sources, lest the plea-

sant thoughts with which music ought to inspire you, should be
exchanged for the idle reveries of an empty mind : for if you
have any car for sweet sounds, they must awaken some sort of

ideas or feelings within you ; and if they can find no good ideas

or feelings to act upon, they will call forth such as you have,

namely, vain “hurtful, and silly ones. But trusting that this is

not the case with you, but that your heart and imagination are

well stored, and under some degree of regulation, I should like

them to be so engaged in what you are about, that you may
always rise from the instrument with some accession to your
mental treasures, as well as to your mechanical dexterity."

PIANO FORTE, FLUTE, AND VIOLONCELLO.
1. Rondoletto, composed by Charles Czerny, Op. 149.

(Monzani and Hill, Regent Street.)

2. Favourite Airs in Weiol's Opera , The Swiss Family,
arranged at Conversation Trios, by F. W. Crouch.
(Chappell.)

A Rondolctto signifies, we have always been taught to be-
lieve, a little, that is to say, a short, easy rondo. If the
present, the piano-forte part of which alone extends to

twelve pages, and requires a very good player to execute it,

October, 1829,

is in M. Czerny's estimation short and easy, we would
wish to ask what his Rondonr

, his great rondo, if he ever
publish one, will be? There is an affectation in this that

argues prat weakness; but we too frequently meet with
absurdities in musical title-pages to be much surprised now.

This piece is in r, and exhibits no very striking traits of
any kind. There is an air running through it, and this

entitles it to praise, but not an nir that makes a lasting im-
pression. The modulations are not remarkable, and we
discover no novel feature in any port of it The employ-
ment of the extra-additional notes—those abrupt, toy-like

sounds—which is a vice of the present German composers,
is here carried to an extreme length, so as to be almost un-
bearable. The flute part is not difficult, and the violon-

cello an easy ad libitum accompaniment.

The second of the above contains three Airs, arranged
in a very popular manner for the instruments, so that any
moderately qualified performers may, w ithout risk of failure,

sit down to them, for, being light, melodious, and easy, they
will please those who do not expect to find laboured
passages and abstruse harmonies.

VOCAL.
1. Glee, “Whither so fast, thou lady fair?" for four

voices, composed Sir John Stevenson. (Willis and
Co.)

2. Gi.ee, The Father of Song,^or three voices, the word*
by a Member of the Melodist Club; the mutic byJohn
Parry. (Willis and Co.)

3. Rakcarolk, “ Vagando in mar tranquil/* for two voices,

by Pa.nseron, arranged and adapted to Italian words
by Sig. Puzxt. (Chappell.)

4. Duet, “ Think of me,” the words by Arthur Brooke,
Esq., composed by Alex. Lee. (Willis.)

No. 1 is upon the plan of Callcott’s “ Friar of orders
gray,” both music and words, but nothing like plagiarism

is here meant to be implied. In the second har, page 1,

the b b should be omitted ; and in the sixth bar, page 4,

the last a in the base has been changed by a pen into a p.

Surely this note ought to stand as printed, and the treble

a be altered to r. There is much sweet melody in this

glee; and the chant

—

a chorus meant to be sung by a se-

cond party ut a distance—written in the ancient church-
style, has a beautiful effect. We reckon the present amongst
the happiest efforts of Sir John Stevenson.

No. 2 is an unpretending common-place, but rather

pleasing bagatelle.

No. 3 is smooth and simple ; though Sig. Puzzi has not

here exhibited himself as a very skilful harmonist.

No. 4 is likewise simple enough for the most inveterate

lovers of simplicity.

1. Song, ** The homes of England/’ written by Mrs
Hevans, composed by her Sister. (Willis.)

2. Ballad, “The treasures of the deep," ditto, ditto.

3. Canzoncina, “ Nice, il vapore,” by Miss M. A. Rees.
(Whitaker and Co.)

4. Ballad, “ 1*11 come again to thee," by T. H. Bayly,
Esq. (Callcott.)

5. Cavatina and Rondo, “ If ev’ry joy on earth appears/*

set to music by Pio Cianchettino. (Chappell.)
6. Song, The banks of the Arno, the words by H. J. Brad-

field, Esq. composed by Aug. Meves. (Willis.)

7. Ballad, The Sleeper, written by Mrs. Heaians, the
musk by the composer of Tlie captive Knight. (Willis.)

2 N
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8. Fairy's Soho, “ I have flown from the cup of the hare-

bell,” written by Mrs. Turnbull, composed by W.
Turnbull. (Clementi.)

9. Ballad, “ The mmkl of Llanwellyn,” written by Mrs.

Johanna Baillic, the music by G. A. Hodson.

(Chappell.)

10. Ballad, The Mountain-Nymph, written by W.
Bllkley, competed by Olivia Dumber Bulklby.

(Chappell.)

11. Ballad, Philomel’s lutnent, the word* by Rosamond

Wadamb, composed by W. Kirby. (Cramer and Co.)

12. Ballad, the poetry by G. J. Seymour, Esq., the music

by YVeiql. (Mori and Lavemt.)

13. Ballad, “ The wisest men ure fools in wine," the

poetry by J. Gent, Esq., composed by H. Phillips.

(Mori and Lavenu.)

14. Ballad, “ *T» not the wealth of Europe's coasts,"

composed and published by the same.

15. Ballad, “ 1 will be kind to you,” by T. H. Bayly,

Esq. (Callcott.)

We cannot mention in very high terms of praise the first

and second of these. Their defects are, want of modula-

tion and a sameness throughout.

No. 3 is pretty, and the words are extremely well accented,

hut the fair composer stands in need of a little advice con-

cerning the rules of harmony.

The title and interior of No. 4 do not agree : the one
assigns the ballad to Mr. Bayly; the other states that it is

'“from the Scotch.” It is pleasing—and that is all that we
can boast of it.

We must say of No. 5 that the composer has bestowed

a great deal oftrouble in vain. The accent and rhythm are

hen* both in fault ; and why attempt to restore those old-

fashioned divisions, which are not only displeasing in them-

selves, but militate against the sense of the words?

No. 6 is melodious and the verses ure well set.

No. 7 is by the composer of the first and second of the

atx>ve. What we have said of those will apply to this. But
we admire the vignette.

Na 8 is a family piece, we conclude. The poetry is

ilie belter half of the song.

The melody of No. 9 is pleasing, and the words are cor-

rectly set.

No. 10 is a pretty ballad in imitation of the Scotch man-
ner.

No. 11 is an agreeable air, but very far from new in any
respect.

No. 12 is “ Priu ch’io rimpegno,” Weigi’i very jjopular

trio, reduced to a simple air. The words go very well to it.

No. 13 and 14 are very scanty in original thoughts.

The author's taste is visible; that is all

No. 15 is u very charming ballad
;
the words and music

equally elegant and tender, and well set It really raises

our drooping spirits to arrive at any thing so delightful ut

last. The air is the adagio of Haydn's 10th grand sym-
phony; bnt this ought to have been acknowledged in the

title-puge, which at first will lead everybody to ascribe the

whole of it to Mr. Bayly.

fact mechanical, he is one of the best of his trade ; in all

else he only counts as one amongst a mob of those who
more often fail than succeed. He has here adapted four

of the best pieces in this fine opera, including the beautiful

Introdu/.icme, or opening scene. We have assisted in

trying this selection, and can bear the most unhesitating

testimony to the excellent effect produced by the combina-
tion of the four instruments, while each is comparatively

easy to the performer.

This domestic music, as it may very properly be called,

is getting more and more into use. VVe visit in several

houses where it is got up in a very perfect manner by the
members of the family, without any other aid. The relief

it affords, and the knitting together which is one of its

consequences, are not among the least of the good effects

resulting from such cultivation of an art, which cannot by
any possibility have, perse, ati evil tendency.

, HARP.
1. Rondo on a favourite French Air, by F. Stockhauseit.

(Willis ft Co.)

2. Polacca, The Horn of Chace, composed by Gii.fort of
Prague, sung by Mr. Braham, SfC. *» Der Freischutx,

arranged by C. Egan. (Willis.)

3. “All’ idea,” Rossini’s duel in 11 Barbiere, arranged by
Henry Horn. (Chappell.)

4. Handp.l’m Hallelujah Chorus, arranged by W. L.
Viner. (Chappell.)

No. 1 is the popular uir in Peter the Great, adapted in a
perfectly easy manner, and forming a Rondo of seven
pages. In a similar manner is the air No. 2 arranged,
and makes an animated piece for the instrument, which
will have many charms for chose who delight in octaves

and triplets, w hich here abound.
“ All’ idea” once more !—Well, it is so good a thing

that it will not easily be worn out. Then it is almost
ready formed to the hands of any adapter, whatever his

instrument may be, and it holds out everlasting tempta-
tion to the present race of composers. This affords every

facility to the performer, and is unobjectionable.

In No. 4, Mr. Viner has not been sparing of notes;

he has given as many handsfill to the jicrformer as he
could contrive. The effect of such music undoubtedly
is in proportion to its fulness, and when played by a
powerful finger, this chorus so arranged must retain a great

deal of its grandeur.

We should be rejoiced to sec some new, original works
for the harp. Nearly everything that has fallen under our
notice for several years past, has been In the form of ar-

rangements, aud invariably of compositions that have
appeared in so many different shapes, and consequently

have been so often reviewed, that we are left without

another word to add on the subject ; for he must be dull

indeed who, from u piano-forte part—the source of most
harp pieces—cannot produce an adaptation that shall escape

censure, though it may not be deserving of praise.

HARP AND PIANO FORTE.
The favourite Airs in II Crociato, by Meyerbeer, ar-

ranged, with accompaniments for Flute and Violoncello,

ad libitum, by N. C. Bociisa. Book 1. (Chapcll.)

II. Bocks a should cleave to arrangements, and never

dream of anything beyond. In such work, which is in

FLUTE AND PIANO-FORTE.
1. Baiicarolla from Alher’s Opera Masaniello, arranged
by T. Berhiguier; from his Op. 92. (Munzant and
Hill.)

2. Euterpe’s Gifts, No. 7. Introduction, and Air “ Non
piu mesta ” from La Cenerentola, with Variations, by
Tulou. Op. 55. (Paine and Hopkins.)

Digitized by
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8. Swiss Divertimento, in which are introduced Three

Swiss Melodies, by John Parry. (Willis and Co.)

No. 1, which has appeared in our work, adapted to the

p'uuio-forte, is here arranged in an easy manner for that

instrument and tin* flute, and a very delightful duet it

makes ; one that no amateurs need consider os beneath

their notice.

In No. 2 is much more fur the flute to execute than in

the preceding ; in fact, this requires an able player. Tile

piauo-lorte part, ou the contrary, consists of little more

than u mere accompaniment of simple chords. M. Tulou

lias added many florid embellishments to wluil came into

his hands as a bravura. These are such as many flutists

take great delight in, and those will find them well writ-

ten for Uic instrument.

No. 3 contains the eternal “ Swiss boy,” and two other

nearly as well known airs. They appear here in a perfectly

easy shape for either performer, the flute part being con-

vertible to die purposes of the flageolet.

GUITAR.
Instructions for the Spanish Guitar, founded on the

*y*trms of Caivlm, Giuliani, tfv. with M ouftti’s *yt-

tern ofAcc*tmpaniment, by Alfred Bi unet, Mum. Bar.

(Chappell.)

Tiie didactic part of this book Is written with clearness,

though we cannot say much in praise of the style. The
last few pages from Moretti w ill prove of importance to the

learner who wishes to play chords, or harmony, according

to some settled rule. The various examples, lessons, &c.,

here possess an advantage which treatises on the guitar

cannot always boast—they ore free from grammatical errors.

To which we may add, that they are chosen from the best

works of the most esteemed guitar masters.

EXTRACTS from the DIARY or a DILETTANTE.
(KsmiivciI from page £10.)

Aug. 21. I hear such opposing accounts of Rossini's new
French opera, Guillaume Tell, that it would require the

skill of one accustomed to analyze and compare evidence

—

of one of the bench—to arrive at anything like the truth ;

for truth there is, not relative but positive, in matters of
;

taste, in spite of the old maxim. Signor Rossini has been

gradually adopting a new style, and from what I hear I
,

urn inclined to think that his last opera is at least a much
more scientific work than his others, but that it shews none i

of that freshness and force of genius which was bo remark-
j

able in bis Barbiere, his Turco in Italia, Gazza Ladra
, and

one or two more. His invention has evidently been on the

wane for some time past ; his learning on the increase : i

one class of eritics therefore accuse his Guillaume Tell of
j

being heavy ; another lauds it for the ingenuity of its score.

But for this horrid season, which has been even worse, if

]XKsible, in l*uris, 1 should have been enabled to form my
own opinion on the subject.

:

—

23d. The small number of' laborious musical theorists

and controversialists suffered a further diminution In May
last, by the death of Augustus Frederick Charles Rollman,
forty-nix years organist of His Majesty’s German chapel.

He was bora at Engdboatel, near Hanover, where his

father was organist and schoolmaster. From the age of

fourteen to sixteen he frequented the gymnasium at the

latter city, and afterwards studied music under J.C. Boett-

ner, an able organist of the Sebastian Ilach school. In

1779, he was admitted into the Academy for intended

schoolmasters, in Hanover, where he acquired that metho-
dical manner of teaching which ufterward* proved bo ad-

vantageous to him. In 1782, he obtained the above ap-

pointment at the British court, and ever after continued to

reside in London. The following is a list of his works
“ An Essay on Musical Harmony, 1796." “ A new Theory
of Musical Harmony, 1806.’* “ An Essay on Practical Com-
wsitinn, 1799 ;

H
of which an improved edition was pub-

ished in 1812. “A Practical Guide to Thorough Bomb,

1812,” and “ Benurkuugen ; Remarks on wlmt Mr. Lngicr

calls his new system of Musical Education,” in the Musi-
eatischc Zeitvni», 1821. In 1812 he commenced a Quar-
terly Mutu al Register, in octavo, the objects of which were,

the promotion of musical literature, and u review of all new
musical publications

; but the work met with no encourage-

ment, and only reached a second number. It must be con*

fessed that its failure did not excite any surprise in those

who understood the nature of such works. Mr. K. also

published some fugues, and other scientific compositions,

ibrtlie organ or piano-forte. His reputation as a theorist

stands high, and he Icflu private character w ithout blemish.

He is succeeded at the German Chapel by his son, an ac-

complished musician, a brilliant performer, and a well-

informed man.

2-1/A. Mr. Benjamin Jacob, one ofour l>cst organists, an

excellent musician, and a worthy inuu, died thin clay, after

a long illness. He studied under Dr. Arnold, to whose
friendship he owed much of his professional success. In

1818 he was elected an associate of the Philharmonic So-
ciety. He held the situation of organist to Surry Chapel
thirty-one years, and four years ago accepted the same
situation at St. John's Church, Waterloo Road, which gave
rise to a dispute between him and the Rev. Rowland Hill,

ending in a paper war. In this his conduct apfieared to

advantage as uii honourable man, but the irritation of iniitd

excited by the controversy brought on, it is said, hwmopty-
lii, and certain it ia that u pulmonic consumption ensued,

which terminated his life in his ftfty-second year. He has

left a widow and three daughters.

Sept. 3rd . Thix evening was exhibited to a few connois-

seurs, at Messrs. Flight and Robson's, a new organ which

they have just finished for Sir Richard Vyvyan, a Cornish

Baronet, who is said to be one of the best performers in

the kingdom. It i« constructed on a new principle as re-

lates to the keys ; of these there are five sets, distributed

among three players. In the centre are two rows, with a

third lor the swell. There is also n set cm the right, and
another on the left, of live performer in chief', as he may be

termed. Thus, he who is seated in the middle may take the

substance of the composition, while those on each side con

play the accompaniments, or, if more convenient, the solo

or obbligati parts. This organ is upon a very large scale,

and its tones are as remarkable for richness as power. The
diapasons are among the best we ever heard, voiced in a

peculiarly beautiful maimer ; and the reed stops of the swell

are delicious. Tlie worthy luironet lias erected a music-

room in his house in Cornwall, of extraordinary dimen-

sions to receive this superb instrument

A propos of organs. M. Erard, the celebrated

harp-maker of Paris, has completed au instrument which

2N 2
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he calls Orgue expressif, the intention of which is, to in-

crease or diminish the sound by means of more or less pres-

sure on the keys. If he has really succeeded, he has sup-

plied a desideratum long felt, for nothing was wanting to

render this the most expressive as well as the grandest of

instruments but the power now said to be conferred on

it. Six-and-thirty years ago, M. Eronl was in pursuit

of the same object, and had nearly attained it, as ap-

pears by what Gnftry says in his Essais sur la Mutique,

tom. iti, but the paralysing effects of the first few years of

the revolution put a stop to the progress of whatever was
connected with the arts.

4‘ I have touched,” says Gretry,

“a few notes of a small organ which Erard has rendered

susceptible of the various degrees of loud and soft. The
greater the pressure applied to the key, the more the

sound is augmented ; and it is diminished in gently raising

the finger. It is the philosopher's stone of music, which
luck has thrown in our way.” Peace has enabled the

ingenious discoverer—for we reject the word chance which

Gretry applies to the invention—to bring his instrument

nearly to perfection, and the Revue Mustcalc promises to

give an account of it in an early number. The editor of
tliat work, however, does not seem to think that this

organ yet acts exactly as could be wished. Let our in-

genious countrymen. Flight and Robson, who have
brought machinery to so great a state of perfection, turn

their minds to this ; they may aid the French artist in his

pursuit, and share with him the merit of so important an
improvement.

7th. In an Edinburgh paper. The Scotsman , a publica-

tion conducted with extraordinary ability, and generally

containing an article on ]>olitical economy, science, po-

litics, or criticism, appeared, on the second of the present

month, a notice of the contents of the last Quarterly

Foreign Review, in which is a long, interesting analysis of

the new biography of Mozart. The Scotsman seizes this

opportunity to make some remarks on the gifts and for-

tunes of the great musician, which are so just, 90 full of

good feeling, that I should think I had culpably neglected

the means of further extending their circulation were I not

to transfer them to my diary, which is read by many who
have no access to the above excellent Scotch newspaper.

“ Mozart’s life was a series of labours, privations, anxieties,

and disappointments
;

yet he joined to unequalled powers,
unwearied industry, moderate habits, and an amiable cha-

racter. He stood at the head of an exquisite art, by which
thousand* of inferior men lived, in a country where that art

is appreciated by every one from the prince to the peasant

:

still Mozart had scarcely bread. At the age of twenty-two,

with his powers fully developed, and after giving birth to

some splendid compositions, he made every possible ex-

ertion to obtain the humble situation of music-master to

the children of the Elector of Mentz, worth forty pounds a

year, and failed. Among the hundred thousand nobles of

Germany, all musical, no doubt, and all professing to be
lovers of the arts, Mozart could not find a patron ! In

Paris he was equally unfortunate. Alluding to the vex-

ations he experienced in this city, he says, * If I were in a

place where the people had ears to hear, hearts to feel, who
only understood and possessed a little taste for music, I

should laugh heartily at these things, but as far as regards

a taste for music, I am living among mere beust* and
cattle. An aristocracy wliick is from its very nature the

slave of fashion, is deaf or blind to every kind of merit that

does not bear the stamp of its idol.’ Mozart found a

species of music established very different from his own.

Many of the professors who thought their personal conse-

quence might be lessened by the introduction of a new style

of composition, stood up for the craft by which they lived,

and were his enemies. The world of fashion followed their

usual oracles, and Mozart, who addressed himself to their

sensibility, and not to their vanity, was treated with neglect

Had he invented a new curl for the hair, or a new gewgaw
for some department of fashionable life, lie might have died

rich ; but his power lay in melting the heart, and in pouring
sublime ideas into the imagination, and by such appliances

he could scarcely find the means of subsistence among the
men who surrounded him. This gifted being died like

Byron or Bums, at the early age of 36, after having laid

the foundations of a fame still more universal than theirs.”

It is hut just however, to state, that Mozart’s visit to

Paris, alluded to in the foregoing, was when he was only

in the 22nd year, and before lie had produced any of those

great works which have immortalized him. While in the

capital of France he composed one symphony, which was
performed at the Concert-Spirituel, ami a few other pieces,

none of which, I believe, is among those now so univer-

sally admired :—certainly not the symphony.
Mozart was manly, upeu, sincere, and not a likely person

to conciliate the great. Hence he had very few, if any,

patrons among the highest classes. He could neither stoop

nor flatter, and would liavc been much less happy than he
was, could he have reproached himself with a baseness

which so often leads to fortune. Ilis fine, independent

spirit—that spirit which contributed to his greatness—ex-
hibited itself even to imperial majesty. Joseph II. said

to him, after the first performance of Die Entfuhrung aus

dan Herail, " This is too fine for our ears, and too full of

notes.”' “ There are precisely the number there ought
to be," said the honest, intrepid composer ; and tlie mo-
narch, to his honour be it spoken, was much too sen-

sible a man to be offended by such reply. Of Mozart it

may truly be said, that he devance son siede

;

he was not

understood at the period in which he wrote, except by the

chosen few. He even confessed that he produced his Don
Giovanni to please himself and his friends, well aware that

it was beyond the comprehension of the public. In fact,

so convinced was he that it could not succeed at Vienna,

that he brought it out at Prague, a city where the art was

better understood than in the capital of the Germanic em-
pire. Salieri was the favourite of the court, and likewise

the popular dramatic composer.

The following extract from the Foreign Quarterly Review
is given in The Scotsman, and, as connected with the pre-

ceding, independently of its ow n merits, I here insert it,

and shall follow it by an observation or two.
** When Mozart is arbiter, there can be no appeal

from the decision. The revelations of the biography lie-

fore us throw a new light on the subject of Mozart’s

invention, of his rank with respect to other composers, and

of the real services which he rendered to music : and truly

in the contemplation of the sublime attributes of his

genius, and the imagination and feeling which he displayed

from childhood to manhood, there is enough to gratify his

warmest admirers, and to elevate and ennoble humanity.

Of his six-and-thirty sinfonias for the full orchestra, it ap-

pears that the half-dozen masterly compositions with which

we are familiar in England, were written considerably be-

fore Haydn’s journey to this country, to complete his en-

gagement with Salomon ; so that Mozart hail reached per-

fection in the Siufonia style, and won the race, long be-

fore the man who had made the first strides in it, and who
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had the start of him in tears and experience. Respecting

the operas of Mozart, ****** Idomeneo occupied

him but six weeks,

—

La Clemenza di Tito but eighteen days.

These, be it remembered, are works which defy the most scru-

tinizing and rigorous examination, exhibit melodies which

never tire, and unequalled management of the orchestra.

For the production of these models of the dramatic style,

Mozart required no longer time than a common-place

Italian composer takes for the concoction of his ephemeral

novelties ; and it is not unreasonable to conclude, that had

his dramatic genius been properly appreciated ami en-

couraged. instead of being opposed, we might have en-

joyed at least five-and-twenty operas from his pen. When
we bring into one view all the qualifications of Mozart as

a composer and practical musician, the result is astounding.

The same man, under the age of thirty-six, is at the head of

dramatic, sinfonin, and piano-forte music—is eminent in the

church style—and equally at his ease in every variety, from

the concerto to the country dance or baby-song : he puts forth

about eight hundred compositions, including masses, motets,

operas, and fragments of various kinds ; at the same time

supporting himself by teaching and giving public perform-

ances, at which he executes concertos on the piano-forte,

the violin, or the organ, or plays extempore. But when we
learn that the infant Mozart, at four years of age, began to

compose, and by an instinct perception of beauty to make
correct bases to melodies

;
and also that he became a great

performer on two instruments without the usual labour of

practice, we cease to be surprised at the mechanical dex-

terity of his fingers in afler-life, when composition and
other pursuits had engrossed the time usually employed

in preserving the power of execution.”

Of the six-and-thirty symphonies here mentioned, nearly

half, I suspect, never advanced beyond the mere brouillon

—never were fairly copied out, much less performed. And
with regard to what is said of Haydn, it should have been

recollected, that though his twelve symphonies written for

Salomon are, and deserve to be, considered as his best

works in this class, yet he had composed that beautiful one

in d, with the exquisite and unsurpassed andante in a

—

the

fine work in c, with the danse des Ours—that in e b, with

the lovely andante in a t>—and the r. minor, all long before

Mozart had composed a single one of those now in use,

and so unaffectedly admired. Haydn is unquestionably the

father of symphony ; and with all my enthusiasm for the

symphonies of Mozart, and my wonder at Beethoven’s,

there still are for me more charms in some few of those

composed by the parent ofthis species of composition, than

in any by the other two, beautiful and wonderful as they

are. It is worthy, too, of consideration, that the latter are

by comparison more new to us, less hackiited, therefore

more pleasing to many on account of their greater novelty.

For Haydn’s ttceive, though produced subsequently to Mo-
zart’s, were all performed and thoroughly known in this

country, before any one by the latter had been heard, or at

least fairly heard, in England.

lOfA. A serious accident has befallen Mr. Onslow, the

excellent composer. While out with a party hunting the

wild boar, he received a shot in his cheek which lodged in

the back of his neck : his sufferings were extreme, having

to travel thirty leagues before he could obtain proper sur-

gical assistance. He was, however, out of danger when
last heard of.

121A Weber's Oberon has been performed at Vienna,

and failed ! The Viennese complain that it is full ofthings

mesne fantastical than agreeable. In reading the musical

reports from that city, let it always be home in mind, that

in the capital of the duslrian government, Salieri was feted

and Mozart neglected—that Gyrowetz was preferred to

Haydn, and Wranitzky to Beethoven

!

An instrument, which is named the Giant Base, has

been ** invented” In the same city. Its dimensions are

such, that a common contrabasso is to it in size as a
violoncello. It has seven strings, and the bow is moved by

mechanism. Some few years ago Dr&gonetti really did

invent the very same thing, and the Base may, I believe,

still be seen ut his house, laid up as useless lumber.

Though, I must not omit to add, he never was so far gone
as to dream of putting a bow into action by any other

mechanical power than what nature supplies in the shape

of muscle, bone, and tendon.

18JA. The amateur composers ore unfortunate this

month. M. Mendelssohn Bartholdy has been thrown out

of a friend’s cabriolet, and very severely wounded in the

leg, in consequence of the carriage first falling on him, then

being dragged over his limb. Mr. Lawrence is attending

him, and as fortunately he is in very good health, his

speedy recovery is anticipated. M. Mendelssohn had but

just returned from his tour through Scotland, and part of

Wales. He mentions in strong terms the hospitality he

met with in the north, and is delighted with Edinburgh,

though he regrets that so many of the inhabitants were fled

from the city, as usual at this season.

2OtA. The curtailments made in Rossini's Guillaume

Tell , by the composer himself, have reduced, says the edi-

tor of the Revue Musicale, that opera to the duration of

four hours. Reduced to four hours !—the audiences must,

I should imagine, have been much reduced in numbers
while it was iti its pristine state.

22nd. I am glad to see that the Messiah has been per-

formed at Chester with all Mozart’s accompaniments.

This is a proof that the ancient school admits their merit,

and their importance as additions which Handel himself

would in all probability have made, had some of the wind
instruments been in use in his day, and if any had been in

the state of perfection to which our modem performers have
brought them. I take it for granted that this oratorio will

now never again be heard but in its improved condition

;

not oven at the performance for the benefit of the Royal
Society of Musicians, which wants a change, for it is be-

coming somewhat tiresome, as most people will grant.
• The subjoined account of the effect of over-exer-

tion, in a frame not very strong, is from a Chester paper.

The fine writing, the sublime style of some of our London
journals, lias, it appears, imitators in the provinces. I

cannot flatter the country press by saying that it fre-

quently exhibits anything so superlatively fine.

M Miss Paton, justly ranked as the Queen of British Song-
sters, although still suffering from the effects of recent indispo-

sition, was as effective as ev er. She gave the recitative " oLet
eternal honours," and the beautiful air “ From Mighty Kings,

"

in Judas Maccaberus with that exquisite pathos and sweetness

which are the characteristics of this lady's style, andwhich consti-

tute the jjotent spell by which she binds and leads captiv e the
hearts of all who come within the sphere of her attraction, ttiat

have any soul for * the liquid melody of sweet sounds,’ in vocal

music. During her performance of this air, there was a death-

like stillness throughout the edifice, and at its termination, she
sank into the arms of those near her, and was borne out of the
orchestra into the waiting-room in a swoon, quite overcome by
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the exertion. Dr. Thackeray, who had been in attendance upon
Miss Palun since her arrival, promptly added bis personal and
professional assistance to the assiduities of l.ord William Lennox,

Madame Malibran Garcia, and others of the ladies. By the

aid of the usual restoratives, tlie deadly paleness that o'erspread

her countenance gradually gave way to the returning crimson

tide in her cheeks ;

—

A crimson Mash her beauteous face oferapreail.

Varying her checks by turns with white and red:

and as she recovered tier consciousness she raised her drooping

head from off her breast,

—

And cast a took so languiahingtT sweet,

A« if secure of all beholder*’ hearts.

Neglecting, she could take 'em.

She was afterwards sufficiently recovered to sing once again in

the course of the morning."

WARE MUSICAL FESTIVAL.

On Wednesday morning, the 26th of August last, a se-

lection of sacred music was {lerfonned in the church at

Ware, iu Hertfordshire, under the patronage of the Duke
or Gloucester, the Marquis of Salisbury, and a long list of

Nobles and others of high rank and consideration, ill uid

of the funds of The Ware National School, and
Lying-in Charities.

Although this Festival was, in point of n umbers, on a

very limited scale, compared to those at York, Norwich,

Birmingham, &e., yet the performers engaged, both vocal

and instrumental, were, as will he seen by the following

list, of first-rate ability.

PriwtpaJ /ora/ /’erformer*.—Miss Baton, Mias M. Conner, Mr. Rr»-

baa, VI r. Phillip*, Ac. Jfcc.

J’rtNCtjMt/ Intiiunonhi! Perfitrmert.—Leader of the Band, Mr. F,

Cramer; Violin*, Mr. Moral!, (Principal Second), Alussr*. Nicks, Wat-

kins, (JUn« illc, Amlcr*on, Wilcox, C. Hriilgcman, and Ahbotl; Violas,

Vlfs-rs. A*hley and Daniel* ; Violoncello-, Messrs. Lindlcy and W.
l.mtilcy ; Double Bouses, Meson. Hill and C. Smart

;
Flute, Mr. Card ;

Oboe, Mr. T. Cooke, jun.; CUrinneto, Messrs. VS iliman and Powell;

Bassoon, Mr. Mackintosh; Horns, Messrs. Plait and Kae ; Trumpet,

Mr. Harper; Trombone, Mr. Mariotti ; Double Drums, Mr. Chipp.

Or^an and Conductor, Mr. Leman.
The Chorus selected from the King's Concert of Ancient Music, Ac.

assisted by the Young Gentlemen of the Cliapel Royal.

The music chosen for the occasion was excellent and
appropriate : there was nothing we could have wished

omitted or changed. The first part consisted almost

wholly of a selection from Haydn* Creation .

The second part was composed ofthe following pieces

(JwJnt

fltatxo-

brmt)

Htmdei.

Voluntary, Organ, Mr. Lvrrtsto • • H'ettry.

Air, Mr. Bhaham, “ O, Liberty/’ (Violoncello^

Obligato, Mr. LlSbiCV.) -

Trio and Chorus, “ Disdainful of Danger.”
lirrhative and Air, Miss Paton, “O, let eternal

honours ,"—

#

From mighty Kings.*'

Recitative and Air, Mr. Bilamam, My Arms,”

—

“ Sound an Alarm,” (Trumpet Obligato, Mr.
Harprk.) ...

Chorus, “W« hear the pleasing, dreadful calL’’^

Aria, Mi** M. Cuas*«k,‘‘ Gratia* agimus tibi/’ (Clarionet Obli-

gato, Mr. Wii.lhak) • Qug/ieUm.
Recitative and Air, Mr. Pmlups, Angel of Life,” (Bassoon

Obligato, Mr. Mackiottish)

Chorus, “ Rex trerowidir MajwUtU."
Quartette, “ Benedictus." -

Recitative and Air, Mm Paton, 4; Alas! 1 find,"

—

“ If guiltless blood/’

Recitative and Air, Mr. Brabam, n O, lues of'

aight,”—“Total eclipse
“

Dead March,

Dr. Caiicott.

( Iteqmem) Afozarl.

(SuiannuAjUandri.

(Stumton) Handel.

Handti.
Grand Chorua, « Hallelujah to tli« Father/’ (Mount tflMum) Bntkmt*.

Mim Paton, we are rejoiced to say, appears to have

gathered strength during Iter stay in Norfolk. The air,

“ If guiltless blood," was sung in her most perfect manner;

but we cannot bestow’ the same unqualified praise oil

“ From mighty Kings," which was sacrificed by being*

transposed into a fiat, mid the brilliant effect which it

never fails to produce when she sings it in the original key,

was totally destroyed. Nor did we like the Cadence,
“ a

thing made up of shreds and patches.*" Miss Cramer is

daily improving: she sang, for the first time, 44 Gratia*

agiiiius,' a great undertaking for a young artist; but lest

the circumstance should in any way be mentioned to her

disadvantage, we think it pro|ier to state that Miss Paton

declined performing, and if the song had been entirely

omitted, the good people of Ware w ould have been deprived

of the pleasure of hearing Mr.Willmana unequalled clarionet.

At the particular request of the Committee, therefore, Mis»

Cramer obligingly, but timidly and reluctantly, undertook

the task. Mr. Braham. whose voice was never in finer

condition, sang with all his usual energy, pathos, and

feeling. How vast the difference, how gTeat the contrast,

between “ Sound an Alarm," and “ Total Eclipse’*
!

yet

how excellent was he in lioth ! Mr. Phillips also sang

admirably. In “ Angel of Life,” he reminded us of Harde-

man—and tills we consider no mean compliment

We regreUed that Miss Paton, after finishing lier last

song, immediately quitted the orchestra, a proceeding

which is neither respectf ul to the audience, nor to the per-

formers. We hope that Mr. Phillips, who ulao withdrew

himself, will profit by this hint, and in future follow the

example Mr. Braham now set him, by remaining in hi*

place till the conclusion of the jierfomuuice.

We cannot conclude our remarks without observing,

that the modest uttd unassuming manner in which this

Festival was originally announced, and which marked all

its subsequent stages, is highly deserving of praise, and
worthy of imitation by those w ho may hereafter embark in

similar undertakings. It terminated very successfully—

there being upwards of 1500 persons in the Church, pro-

ducing the sum of five hundred pounds.

CHESTER MUSICAL FESTIVAL.

We believe it is now seven years since a Musical Festival

was held at Chester, and the success of the present meet-

ing has shown that the experiment was a safe one. It was

under the direction of a local committee, of which Colonel

Branstune was the chairman, and received the cordial and

effective support of the principal resident nobility and

gentry. The preparations were extensive, and in many
respects judicious. The orchestra was placed (as it ought

to have been at York) in front of the west window, and the

whole of the nave fitted up for the reception of the public.

Mr. Greatorex was the conductor, Mr. Cromer the leader

of the sacred performances, and Mr. Mori of the evening

concerts. The principal singers were Madame Malibran

Garcia, Miss Paton, Mrs. Knyvett, Miss Farrar and Miss

Cramer; Mr. Braham, Mr. Knyvett, Mr. E. Taylor, Mr.

Phillips, and Messra. Henuelt and Isherwood of Manches-

ter. Messrs M< trail, Lindley, R. Ashley, and Dragonctti,

were the only stringed instrumentalists from London, in

addition to the leaders ! The principal wind instruments

were supported by the individuals who stand at the

head of their several departments. A new and powerful

organ was erected for the occasion by Messrs. Uenn aud

Boston, of Manchester. The band consisted of one huu-
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dred and thirty vocal, and one hundred instrumental per-

former*, being smaller than Norwich, and larger than Bir-

mingham.
Of the selections we cannot speak in terms of unqualified

-praise. There was not a single thing in them on which

we have to give an opinion for the first time. A reference

to any collection of the bills of the Ancient Concert for the

:fcst three or four years {vide the Harmonicon) will furnish

every piece that was performed. This supineness scarcely

^keeps pace with the increased knowledge and activity of

the age, which demands, and with justice, a degree of

energy and zeal in the conductors commensurate with

the liberal scale of expenditure that usually accompanies

these festival*. On the present occasion there was, in

truth, a total want of research into the abundant and rich

stores of sacred music which the masters of Germany have

supplied. This circumstance necessarily narrows the field

of criticism ; for who wants now to be told liow Mr. Bra-

ham sung “ Deeper and deeper still,*' or “ Sound an

-alarm?” We shall therefore content ourselves with

glancing at such points of the festival, a* a whole, as seem

most deserving of notice.

The three principal ladies appeared under somewhat

novel circumstances. Miss Stephens's retirement (whether

temporary or permanent) ha* caused a new apportion-

ment of those songs which have so long t*cn cotiaidcred

her exclusive property.—The most finished nnd fault-

less piece of singing, of the old school, was the "Pious

Orgies" of Mrs. Wm. Knyvett. Miss Patou, in some

of her songs, displayed the original and vigorous mind

of a mistress of her art; but we regretted to perceive

that sometimes her spirit winged its flight to an eleva-

tion which her physical powers would not enable her

to sustain. Madame Malibran appeared for the first

time as the prima donna at one of our musical festi-

vals. The cast of this lady's songs was peculiarly unfor-

tunate. If it is worth while to engage such a singer—if it

is thought necessary to incur such an expense,—it is also

worth while to give her that to do in which she will excel,

and not that in which she will fail. The very reverse of

this principle seemed to have been acted upon in the choice

of her songs. Madame Malibran speaks English perfectly

—

she is a singer of great powers of execution, therefore give

her Handel's bravura songs. A more unfortunate deduc-

tion from such premises could not have been made.

Madame Malibran has not a particle of the English

school in her singing, and to the artists of the school of

Italy, nothing is more embarrassing than the measured

divisions of Handel snng tn their true time. An uir of

strong and vivid expression she would have done some-

thing with, because *he is a creature of intense feeling ; Iwt

with a plodding bravura (if we may be allowed the ex-

pression) she could do nothing. The one depends on

nature, which is everywhere the same, be the language

English, or Italian, or Dutch ; but the other is solely re-

ferable to art, and this art she never was in the way of

learning. Hence her “ O hid I Jubal's lyre," “ Praise

the Lord,*’ and “ Rejoice greatly,’’ were all failures.

Some parts of ** Holy, holy,” were admirable, but the song

was finished by a most unwarrantable cadence. Her
•* Deh Pariate” was exquisite : for deep and touching

expression we never beard it surpassed Is this the only

specimen of the sacred music of Italy that wc are ever

to be indulged with ? is a question which the mention of

this song naturally suggests to us. If the prime donne of

our Festivals are to be Italians, what is the natural and

obvious employment of their talents, but to sing the music

of their own country. Yet, with the exception of this

acena, from the earliest days of Catalani, down to the pre-

sent time, ** (Jrutias agimus” has been the only song, pre-

tending to the character of sacred music, which these ladies

have been able to produce. Where the fault lies it is not

our business to inquire.—It is enough for us at present to

point out the grievance.

It wotdd be unjust not to notice the very respectable

way in which Mr. Bennett of Manchester sung “ Lord,

remember David.” Nor must we paw over in silence Mr.
Edward Taylor’* “ Fall of Zion.” Both the singer and
the song greatly improve, in our estimation, the more we
are acquainted with them. Indeed, of Mr. Taylor we can
truly say, there is no performer who goes into an orchestra

that knows his business better. In fact, he is one of those

who, being an excellent musician, both sees and feels the

necessity and propriety of making himself well acquainted

with whatever is allotted him to sing, previous to the day
of performance. How much valuable time would be saved

at rehearsals, and how much better wo«ild concerted pieces

go, if every performer were thus to act.

The choral band was admirable. It was chiefly com-
posed of singers from Yorkshire uud Lancashire, and
every one of them appeared effective. The steadiness and
correct time of the trebles was quite delightful—this remark
will particularly apply to “To Thee all Angels,” in the

Dettingen Te Deuin, which wc never heard so well and so

effectively performed. With such a hand wc longed for

Gibbons's “ Hosannah to the Son of David," or Palestrina’s
** Wc have heard." We could not help remarking, that

although several choruses were selected from Gardiner’s
“ J udah,” the source whence they were taken was not once
acknowledged in the printed books. We rrgard this omis-

sion as an act of injustice to that gentleman, which cer-

tainly had very strongly the appearance of being designed

;

and with reference to the books, generally, we never ww
any so incorrectly got up. There was every sort and
species of mistake that it was possible to commit. The
omission of lines and sentences—sometimes giving the

words a ludicrous and sometimes an indecorous character.

Songs sung that were not printed, and songs printed

which were not sung. Bass parts assigned to contraltos,

and tenor* to basses. These points require only a com-
mon degree of attention, and therefore ought not to lie

neglected.

The evening concerts were but mediocre. The room in

which they were held, was a comfortless aort of place, and
the arrangements ill contrived. Nor do the selections tell

much in favor of the taste of the Chester public. Some of
the best things were omitted, such as Malibran’* “ Ombra
adorala,” and the finale from Tancredi “Ciclt che feci.”

We cannot forgive Mr. Braham the insertion of “The
King, God bless him,” in a concert scheme. It is a sacri-

fice to the taste of the mob, be that mob genteel or vulgar,

which he ought not to make. His reputation was never

higher, never deservedly higher, than at present—his sing-

ing, occasionally, never purer. Why will he thus give cause

lor tlie "judicious to grieve!
”

The instrumental Land, a* we have before hinted, was
miserably deficient in all the stringed instruments. We do
not mean numerically deficient—no; there were number*
enough (heaven bless ’em), both of violins and tenors, as

well as basses and double b{uaeu. But we would remind
the committee and their agent (we entirely exonerate the

conductor), that one sovereign is worth ri%ht half-crowns—
ami that when the majority of a baud consists of provin-

cial performers, collected from the neighbouring towns and
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villages, who cannot possibly have the advantage of that

practical knowledge which the London orchestral perfor-

mers possess, it were vain to expect from an orchestra so

constituted, that the very difficult compositions of the

modern school will be executed with that vigour, firmness,

and precision which they so essentially require, and which

alone can produce those effects the author intended.

The success of the Festival, as a matter of pounds,

shillings, and pence, was complete. There is, therefore,

every reason for the committtce to repeat the experiment.

Many of the points in which they failed will, doubtless, be

rectified on a future occasion, and the Chester Festival

will then deserve to hold a high rank in the number of our

provincial music meetings.

ON TRIPLETS AND SEXTOLES. *

Formerly, when the use of the proper sextole was either

very rare, or at least, unknown to me, I supposed

the sextole to be nothing more than two triplets of

semiquavers connected together Here, of course, only

the first and fourth notes were accentuated, and to this

there could be no objection, as long as these notes were

written over a crotchet in the bass. When, however, I

afterwards observed, I think first in Himmel, a sextole

distributed over three notes in the bass, and these written,

either as a triplet, or even as three distinct quavers, I

immediately perceived the essential difference between the

double triplet and the proper sextole. For in these in-

stances, it is necessary that, in performing them, the ac-

cent should fall on the first, third, and fifth notes of the

sextole; while in the mere double triplet it would fall on

the first and fourth : so that in many instances the power
of these notes might lie indicated by appoggiaturas

,
or

the three accentuated notes themselves he considered as

appoggiaturaa, written full. Koch, in his * Handwurterbuch/

says :
" The sextole consists properly of two triplets con-

nected together ; but as the first note of each triplet acquires

a slight accent in performance, composers, when wishing

that only the first of six notes should receive this accent,

write sextoles instead of triplets.”

This explanation is now no longer satisfactory, as it

applies only to the practice of an earlier period, when the

distribution of the sextole over three notes was unknown,
or when, at all events, another notation was employed.

We must then distinguish between the bipartite and the

tripartite sextoles. The former are merely connected trip-

lets, and known in earlier works. I here give an example
out of Joseph Haydn’s six sonatas (Vienna, 1774) from

the adagio of the 3rd sonata in * f minor. I have ex-

tracted only a few bars, but they will sufficiently explain ,

the accent and division.

Example 1.

The following example of the tripartite, or proper sex-

tole, is from an adagio in a violin trio by Beethoven, here
adapted to the piano-forte. It is in | time, though it

might have been marked as it is composed almost
entirely in triplets of quavers, in which latter case the
sextoles would resolve themselves into mere groups of
semiquavers.

Example 2.

This will sufficiently explain to the musician my
opinion as to the difference to tie remarked between the

sextoles ; a difference which should not be neglected by
the performer, though one which the books of instruction

have not sufficiently explained. C. F. Michaklis.

jfomgtt iHusstcal Report
BREMEN.

After Beethoven’s Fidtlio and Rossini's .Siege of Corinth*

no opera has found here so many admirers as Auber's

MuetU dt Porlici. There are not, however, wanting
critics who contend that many passages in this opera are

exaggerated and far-sought, that the music transgresses

the limits of good taste, and that it is dazzling rather than

really beautiful. Whatever degree of importance may be

attached to these criticisms by the learned “ few,” certain

it is that Auberis music is unsurpassably popular with the

many.
The rebuilding of the theatre will probably prevent us

from enjoying any operas during the ensuing season, but
we expect the concerts to be proportionately numerous.
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CASSEL.
A new opera by Spohr, entitled Der Zweykampf mil

der Geliebten, which was to have been performed here on

the 28th of July, was inevitably postponed, owing to the

sudden and singular freak of our favourite Madame
Hemefetter, who has found it expedient to break her

engagement, and, indeed, her oath, for she had sworn to

the contract. How far this strange mode of quitting old

friends may secure the confidence or esteem of the new,

remains to be seen. Probably, however, the lady will be

content to secure the dollar* which, it is understood, have

influenced her on this occasion by a force too numerous to

be resisted.

WEIMAR.
On the 13th of June, the theatre of this place closed an

unusually active season, during which the operas of Mini,

Der Vampyr,, aud Lenore von Halted were produced for

the first time. Alini, which was brought out with much
pomp and circumstance, proved in some sort a failure, the

music l>eing dull and rather stale, and the chief characters

of the piece but indifferently filled. DtrVampyr though
successful was not eminently so. The general opinion

here entertained of this composition seems to be, that the

music, excellent as it is, cannot become popular, because
not calculated to excite any pleasing or tender emotions.

The composer has portrayed, perhaps too faithfully, the

revolting horrors of the story. The favourite production

of the season has undoubtedly been Ignore von Hoilei,

interspersed with popular melodies, arranged by Eberwein.

MUNICH.
Mademoiselte Schechncr has returned from Berlin, and
on her reappearance at the Opera, was warmly welcomed,
flowers and verses having been thrown upou the stage,—
the verses alluding to the proposals which had been made
to her, and requesting her to remain among her admirers
in the country, where ** are the brightest laurels and most
odoriferous crowns.” Excellent

!

* Munich, all ihy Inurrft wave,
And charge wtih nit ihjr Chivalry

and keep the warbler if ye can, for they are winged seraphs

all, as the fair Heincfetters recent flight has proved, to the

no small perplexity of the CasscI dilletanti.

FRANKFORT.
Paganini gave a concert here on the 25th of August, at

which the receipts amounted to 2,100 florins, a consider-

able sum, when it is remembered that the expenses did

not exceed 100 florins. According to the agreement with
the manager, Paganini received two-thirds of the clear

receipts. It were superfluous, at this time of day, to

apeak of the effect which he produced. Exclamations of
surprise and enthusiastic eulogy were as usual the greet-

ings of this unrivalled artists execution. He has left

Frankfort, for Weimar and Leipzic, where he will give
concerts.

The “ Robber's Bride/’ has been strikingly successful

at Aix-la-Chapelle. Ries, who directed in person, was
called for, and saluted with the most lively applause.

MILAN.
All heads have been turned here by the representation of
the Tanrredi, in which Mcsdames Pasta and Favetli

surpassed themselves. After the last act they were tumul-
tuously called for, and oti their appearance received with
shouts of applause, amidst which they retired curtseying,
according to the custom observed on such occasions,

October, 1829.

But their vociferous admirers were not content with this,

and actually called the syrens forward flve different times.

Prividali having taken some remarks of the Revue
Musicaie in high dudgeon, has denounced that publication

as a miserable periodical, misera scritto periodica, and has
written an article upon it with the following title: Rc-
vista della Revista Munrale, in which he declares the

lucubrations of M. Fetis on the state of music in Italy to

be erroneous and contemptible.

The Theatre AUa Canobbiana is nightly crowded by the

combined attractions of Lalande, Rubini, and Tamburini
in the vocal, and of Saraengo in the ballet department, of
Bellini's Pirate. On the 26th and 27th of August, the

number of spectators was immense. It was understood
that the illustrious author of Othello and William Tell

would Ijc present, and all were anxious to behold the

Maestro ; but the gratification of this curiosity was con-
fined to a small number of friends, who visited Rossini in

his box, for he did not present himself to the public.

Rubini and Tamburini were already known to him.
Lalande, having but recently arrived in Italy when Rossini

left, was a novelty, and one which afforded him much
pleasure, by the sure intonation and general skill, dramatic
as well as musical, which she displayed. He expressed

particular astonishment, that in so few years a Frenchwoman
should have acquired such precision in pronouncing his

native language. M. Robert, the new manager of the

Italian theatre in Paris, after the opinion given by Rossini,

lost no time in securing the services of Madame Lalande
as prima donna for the four mouths left disposable by
her engagement in London—that is from the 15th of

August, 1830, to the 15th December.
It is reported that the young Bellini, having been pre-

sented to Rossini, was most flatteringly received, and that

the latter thus addressed him: '* 1 rejoice that, thus young,
you begin the career of our Art as others finish."

AUa Scala opens with the Saul of Vaccai. All the just

mentioned singers are engaged.

Palermo!
Tealro Carolino.—Valentini's new opera Ildegonda is highly
popular, and lie has been called for by the audience, in order
to receive the applause due to his com|>o<sition, of which we
may remark, that it affords one of the very few instances of
a new opera produced in the Sicilian capital.

NAPLES.
Teatro San Carlo.—On the 6th of July, the birth.day of
her majesty the queen, Donizzetti’s new opera ElisabeUa di

Kenilworth was given. At tl»e close of the second repre-

sentation both the composer and singers were called. The
Giornale delle due Sicili is warm in the praise of Doni/.-

zelti : other critics again impeach his originality.

A new opera, composed by Aspa, was produced in J uly

at the Tealro Fonda; and at the Tealro Fenict, Enrico Pa-
trelli in the same month brought out his Diavolo color di
Rosa, both of which novelties were very favourably re-

ceived.

PARMA.
A new theatre was opened here on the 16th of May.
Among the singers engaged were Mesdames Lalande and
Ceccoui ; the tenors Trezzini, Rcina, and Storti

; the

basses Lablache, Inchindi, and Salvatori, with others

of inferior ability. The new opera which opened the
campaign was called Zaira, written by Romani, and com*
posed by BeilinL It was unsuccessful, a misfortune in a
great measure attributable to the powerful opposition

arrayed against the composer personally. Notwilh&tand-

20
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wig the failure of the piece, Lalande and Cecconi were

much applauded. Rossini’s operas Momc, Smuram ide

and the Barbiere di Sivtglia, were then produced iu succes-

sion with great effect ; after which the new opera by Ricci,

entitled Colombo , which gave general satisfaction.

PARIS.
Theatre Royale. lialinu—Last Performances of the Ger-

man Company

:

for the benefit of M. Haittinger, Die

Weisse Frau, die Wiener in Berlin.—The songs have

ceased ; the virtuosi ore now on their way to the favou-

rite city of Charlemagne, and can scarcely hear our remarks

and counsels, before the arrival of the fourth or fifth courier.

Yet as they have a year to profit by them, h is not too late.

If respect be due to the living, and truth to the dead, we
are bound by analogy to the most rigorous truth as regards

this company, which for us exists no more. We should

then advise the future directors, henceforth certain of suc-

cess, not to appear without a tenor like llaitzingcr, who
stood almost alone, the Atlas of the vocal association ; to

have at least a second tenor with a competent voice ; and

two prime donne w ho can sing with precision and urL

We do not mean to say that we shall not have great pleasure

in hearing, and |>articular!y seeing, Madame Fischer again.

She is very young, thank Heaven, and in possession of splen-

did capabilities, which require but a constant courage ill

study, on her part, to be turned to good account We would

further insist era the necessity of adding at least two singing

basses, mid we leave the rest to the care of the Imprexsart,

who would feel the necessity of suitably filling tlie inferior

ranks, and of having u chorus somewhat more numerous.

With such resources we rest assured that they might per-

form, in a perfect style, all the operas celebrated in Ger-

many, and such among those of the new school as have a

powerful interest for the curiosity of the Parisians. It ap-

pears to us very reasonable to caution the Germans against

counting too much on the translation of French operas.

The wish to compare would indeed attract at the first re-

presentation
;
but nationality, which is all on their side in

U%e German opera, would beagaiusl them in tile matter of

French scores. After all, music is everywhere but a
result of the conditions common to the people, of w hom the

composer is one. It is also, like literature, but under
another point of view, the expression of a society and of its

musical organization. Hence it is evident, that the condi-
tions for executing ure the same as those for feeling, and
that the people, whose meaning has been translated, are

always in this respect in a more advantageous position than

any of their neighbours. The German singers might give

some parts of a French opera, and iudeed with a great deal

of talent, but it could never be to the people what they
had before heard by the artists for whom it had been
composed. A proof of this was furnished in the perfor-

mance of fragments from La Dame Blanche. The chorus,

which had so often distinguished itself by its zeal and pre-

cision, was wanting in spirit and character, even when it

was in tune, which we may observe, en passant, was not

frequently the case. The air Ah quel plaisir <£etre soldo/,

requires only voice and animation. Haitzinger, who pos-
sesses these qualities in an eminent degree, sang it admi-
rably and from the chest, even in the embellishments

;

receiving abundant and well-merited applause. After
this piece we have but one pleasing recollection, namely,
the trio of the first act, which was generally given with
just feeling; but all the rest was more or less dis-

figured. The air Vlens gentille Dame, fully shewed the

immense advantage which an able vocalist must always

have over him who is chiefly distinguished by great capa-

bilities. Never has the expression of Garat, there is no
need of voicefor surging, found a more direct application.

In this piece, Haitzinger was wanting in much more than
the art ** de fain* les traits this singer has in fact little

clearness in bin shake, as was manifest from the two duels.

It is true that he was but imperfectly supported, especially

by Mademoiselle Greis, who would make a charming Dame
blanche, could her voice acquire something more of firm-

ness. In proportion to the pain we experienced in telling

some harsh truths to the orchestra, is the readiness with

which we testify, that in the execution of La Dame Blanche
all the advantages of nationality were on their side.

Die Wiener in Berlin forms the very slender subject of a
vaudeville without action, which for the Parisians has no
merit beyond that of a sufficient number of pieces of Aus-
trian national music introduced therein. A delicious Tyro-
lese qmntett was particularly admired, in which Haitzinger

gave the effect of tlic jodcln in a very striking manner.
We should beg it to be understood as having a merit per-

fectly distinct from that of the ordinary jodrln, which every

vagabond in Paris can now give with as much facility as

the Tyrolese mountaineers. Madame Nauraan Haitzinger,

whom the Germans regard as the Mars of their comedy,
undertook the port of the Bonniness for her husband’s

benefit, and tlic winning and sustained stvie of her per-

formance was well calculated to justify her reputation.

It is said that several of the most distinguishedamong the

Parisian authors and composers have waited on the Minister

of the Interior for the purpose of pointing out the necessity

of establishing a second TheAtre tT(}pera Comique, owing
to the declining stale of that which now exists. One of the

points urged on the occasion was the great evil resulting to

the theatres from those exclusive privileges which trans-

form theatrical administrations into coteries, wherein a

thousand petty interests and prejudices are placed in oppo-

sition to the true interests of the musical and dramatic arts,

which are thus perpetually sacrificed. It was shewn that

the dissolution of the Society of the Opera Comique wus

ruinous, because the old actors were dispersed or disgusted

at a time when there was no means of replacing them

;

and that a theatre managed by an author who writes for

that theatre, is no longer accessible to other authors, be-

cause such a manager will have none but his own pieces

played, and will encourage no composers save those who
devote their vigils to the musical adornment of his con-

ceptions. The vices of such a system were so clearly de-

monstrated to the minister, that he is said to have promised

tile tlicatre which is required by all that is important to the

preservation of dramatic music in France.

Meyerbeer has arrived in Paris, for the purpose of ar-

ranging the production of his opera, Robert le Diable, the

poetry of which has been furnished by Messrs. Scribe and

G. Delavigne. This work was originally destined for the

Opera Comique, but Meyerbeer is represented as having

been absolutely terrified by what he himself heard in the

Rue Ventadour, and has declared to his friends that he

never could consent to have his music disfigured there.

Robert le Diable is therefore to be transported to the Opera

,

though, according to the * Figaro,’ the impracticability of the

genus irritahitc may prove an obstacle to such an arrange-

ment, inasmuch as the dialogue must be curtailed of its fair

proportions, and cut down into mere recitative. To this

M. Scribe ne se decidera pas aisement, says the ‘ Figaro,*

and it must be confessed that the productions of this lively

writer do not deserve the piecemeal mutilation wherewith

Robert le Diable is thus mercilessly threatened.
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Cftf Brama.

English Opera House.

Ok August the 25th was produced at this theatre

“ Drr Vampyr, a grand romantic opera, in three acts,

freely translated from the German of Wilhelm Auo.
Won lbruck, and adapted to the music of Heinrich
Marschnrr*."

0KAH ATI* PeR«ONK.

CHARATTKR* IS THE INTROtMCTlON.

Kblit, the Prince of Evil

,

- -

The Vampire, -

Gemit, GeMimt, 8fc,

Alexil Kcriny, a Hungarian Officer, -

Yuiitza, m Greek Chieftom,
Marco, ....
Ianthe, Daughter of Fiwi/ro,

Mr. O, Smith,

Mr. H. Phillips,

Mr. Sapi<»,

Mr. Johejs,

Mr. H*h *por it,

Mir Cawer.

CHtRArTEM IN THE OPEHA.

Bator Kusou, ...
Count Mat records, • •

Alexis Zeriiijr, ...
WeniH. the Baron, Hnduk
Marlin Brunn, Hoot of tke Gtthfrn Eagle,

Franz Boro, ...
Stephen Sarko, ...
Michael Zips, ...
Johan Bosky, ...

Mr. Tiiorme,

Mr. H. Phillips,

Mr. Saro,
Mr J. Bland,

Mr, Minton,
Mr. O. Pen Jon,

Mr. J. Ri iscix,

Mr. Saljeh,

Mr. Fl LLER.

Henrika, Baron Ka,tova» Daughter
Suzi Bare, -

Luka, •

Mias Betts,

Mrs. C. Jones,

Min It. Ca«se.

Peasantry of tke Bonnot, Tranty/earnant, IVaUachuutt, Hungarian!, 8fc.

The story ia in substance the same with the tale of that

name by Dr. Polidori, and with the drama which nine or

ten years ago furnished the materials for a French, and
afterwards for an English melo-dnune. The licit) is a

person having a strong propensity for the blood of be~

trnthed young ladies, which he is inclined to indulge at all

hazards. Like many other heroes of the English Opera
House, he is the vassal of a tliemcm ; but the characteristic

of Ills species, as distinguished from the rest of Lhe genus,

seems to consist in being peculiarly alive to the influence of

inooii-beums. Three fair ladies are in turn the subjects ofhis

ravenous appetite, all of whom escape from his fangs ; two

are happily married, and of them ( 1anthe) we are unable

to make any report—she appears no more after the first

act, or, as it is called, “ the Introduction." The Vampire,

foiled in all his attempts, » delivered over into the hands of
his master, KHis t-

M. Plam-he is the translator of the piece; his task is exe-

cuted in a very superior manner, so far as we ean pretend

to judge, without having the original to refer to uiul com-
pare with the English version.

We were present at the first performance of this opera,

and fully intended to hear it a second time before delivering

our sentiments on its merits : more particularly as we read

very favourable accounts of it in two weekly papers and a

high panegyric on it in a third, the judgments of whose
musical critics seldom differ very widely from our own.

We wished, out of respect to those writers, to have an op-

portunity of either correcting the opinion which a first im-

pression had led us to form, or of confirming it by another

hearing, when it might tie more accurately represented than

* A notice of Uiia opera Appeared in our Foreign Report wmt time
Ego.

f We hare copied this brief statement of the plot from The Siectatoh

on a first night Unfortunately, however, we were not in

town when Mr. Phillips returned from his country engage-
ment ; and subsequently the “ illness of a principal actor"

laid the piece aside for the remainder of the season. It

now therefore is necettMiry that we should say what we
think of Drr Vampyr, judging from one performance ; and
it will be perceived that our opinion by no means coincides

with that of the contemjioraries to whom we have just

alluded. The ojieru seems to iis to be a laboured produc-

tion—the work of a man w ho understands the mechanism
of the art thoroughly, but who does not possess a genius

for original invention ; or at least has not revealed it on the

present occasion. There are very few things in it that we could

not trace to sonic model which appears to have occupied his

thoughts
;
and to the Frcitch utz and Evryantke he has con-

tinually made himself a debtor, not only for design, but fre-

quently for the very notes of Weber. The most glaring

deficiency is in melody : even when not absolutely wanting,

the air is so overwhelmed by unremitting fulness of accom-
paniment—often of the roost stunning kind—that it is with

the greatest difficulty the ear discovers one umidst the din

of sounds. The exceptions we shall presently mention. The
harmony is studiously complicated, and sadly w'Mils relief.

The art of thinning a score, of which great composers full

well know the value, and how to exercise it, is not yet learnt

by M. Marschner; he fills up every comer of his po|>er, as a

zealous table-decker—it jmrva lirel nyrnponrre tnaqiii*—in

days of yore, used to hide with small dishes every' part of

the dainask cloth not covered by the larger ones, lie leaves

no blank—understands not the v irtue of repose : each in-

strument is condemned to incessant toil, and the fatigue of

the hearer is little less than that of the performer.

Much of this is, we hope and believe, arising from inex-

perience. That M. Marschner has evinced a great deal of

talent (not genius) in parts of his opera, wc most w illingly

admit. An air sung by Phillips, one given to Miss H.
Caw se, and part of a scena allotted to Miss Betts, have
great beauty. Portions of the everlasting choruses arc

striking; though rarely original. The drinking glee is a
mere pasticcio—a palpable make-up from divers popular

things.

The getting up of this piece is entitled to the wannest
praise. Mr. Phillips developed more and more udent

every time he performs. On his exertions the success of

the ope'ru mainly dqiendetl: they were as great ns efficient,

and we only wonder how he found strength to go through
so laborious and fatiguing a part. Miss .Betts sung most
judiciously. Miss Cause pleased no less than surprised us

by the admirahle manner in which she performed her part,

both as a vocalist and actress. And wt* must not forget

her sister, Miss II. Cawse, who made the most of not n

very attractive cliaructcr.

The choruses were |>erfomied with a correctness highly

praiseworthy. They ure nearly endless, and tax the memo-
ries of the poor chorists to the very utmost of their means.

The orchestra, too, executed the very difficult music in an
admirahle maimer. How superior, with a few exceptions,

this small band, to that employed at the King's Theatre
during the late season !

This has been a most prosperous season to the Ktiglish

Opera House, the success of which has only been in pro-

portion to the efforts made, and the good management
shewn, in every department of the theatre. What a pity it

is that the accursed principle of monopoly, which is ruining

the large, the overgrown houses, prevents Mr. Arnold from

having granted to him a license that would enable him to

make still greater efforts

!
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NEW MUSICAL WORKS PUBLISHED DURING
TUB LAST MONTH.

P1AN0.K0RTE.
AuL>cr'« Four Air*, the “ Barcarolle,” u Guaraeha,” 44 Tarantella,” and

the 44 Market Chorus." f-om M ’.anirllo, arranged by Sacchioi.

flurm««' Divertimento, wab Air Tvrolienne, from Rossini's 44 Guillaume
Tell”

Ain, No. 1, from Roi«ioi’i “ Guillaume Tell.” Flute ad lib.

Czerny’a Fantasia, with Ain by Havdn. Mozart, Ac. Op. 171.

Challenger** Seventh Set of Quadrille* a la Slockhaairn.

Chauiicu's u Blue Bel|* of Scotland.” Op. 81.
* 4 Portuguese Air,” Op. 79.———— 4‘ Fleuve du Tagr,” Op. 78.

Air u Ru**c du Tage.”
• “ Sul Margin*.”

4 * Capriccio,” from Zaubcrilole.

Marco from “ Ma»anioilo.’*

Gem* i la Blasis, No. 1 , containing Pacini'a favouri'e air “ Alfln goder,”

as sung bv Madlle. Blasts, arranged by Cianchettini

Gutleridge's, W., Romlino on a subject from Rossini's 44 La Donna del

W>."
Here' Bravura Variations on the Romance in “ Joseph.”

Kalkhrcnnrr's Fantasia, 44 Charm* of Berlin.”

Looking Glass. Scotch Air with Variations, by Franks.

MoicheleV 44 Allegro di Bravura.”

Miles's “ Hark the bonny Chri*i-Church Beils.”

Mcrriott's, R., Second Band March.

New and improved Edition of Handel's Songs, arranged with an accom-
paniment lor the Ptano-forle by Con.

Rossini's, G., Overture ** Guillaume Tell."

Valentine's, T.. Sacred Melodies, No. 3.

Weber's last Waltz. Duet.

PIANO-FORTE DUETS.
Hunten's, F., Cavatina from Bellini's Opera of * 4 The Pirates.'*

- Polonoise from 44 Tancredi."

FLUTE AND PIANO-FORTE.
Rerbigviier’s New Fantasia, Op- 69.

Dressier' s Melodies of various Nations, Six Books, (Book *2 contains the

Airs in “ Masauiello.”)

Hummel’s Second Sonata in B fiat.

Hunten's “ Through the Forest."

Martin’* Military Gems, Six Books. (No. 3 contains Weber's last Waltz.)

Tulou’s Variation* on “ la Suisvenae au bord du lac.”
44 Haydn's Hymn to the Emperor.”

"
44 Aurora cbe Sorgerai.”

TRIOS—TWO FLUTES AND PIANO-FORTE.
Forde's Auher's Barcarolla in

44 Masaniello."

Rossini"* 44 Un Suave,” in Cenerentola.
— 44 Gioroo d’Orrore,” in Scmiramide.

- —

—

44 Non piu Mesta,” in Cenerentola.
44 Sort* *econdami,” and Gluck's 44 Che faro.”

- Meiradante's ** Ah, non la«cianrn.”

Hewetl'a Rovuni'* “ Queato coDtigiurm.”

HARP AND PIANO-FORTE.
Overture to 44 Masaniello,” by Bochsa.

HARP.
Bochsa's Petite Bagatelle on a favourite French Air.

" Petits Riens. Divertimentos on favourite French Ain.
Gallopade, as danced at the Opera.

Viner'* Hallelujah Chorus.

VIOUN, WITH PIANO-FORTE ACCOMPANIMENT.
Maysedcr's Sixth Potonoise, as performed by M. Mori.

FLUTE.
Auber's admired Ballad 44 Masaniello.” Weiss.
Dnmet s 44 Ui Bijoux,” Eighteen elegant Melodies, as sung by Sontag.

Malibrao, &c.
'—— Rossini’s Six Polonoise*.

" Cimaroaa’s 44
II Matnmonio.”

Modulation Study on th« “ Blue Bells of Scotland.”
Eighteen Preludes, and Six Cadences.

Fonk’s Rossini's Operas, Semiramide and La Dunua del Lago.

FLUTE DUETS.
Berbiguier » First Set, dedicated to Colclough.

First and Fourth Duets, from Op. 7.
Thirty-six Duettinos, Op. 72.

Drossier'* Twelve Operatic Overture* from Rossini, Weber, Mozart, Ac.
Weber's and Beethoven's two last Waltzes.

Droucl s Six Duets, Op. 74, 2 books.
“““” Twelve progressive lesson* lor the acquirement of Time, with

Auk) Robin Gray, and three other Scotch melodies.

THREE FLUTES.
Drearier • Six Aire, harmonized for three Flutes.

ENGLISH SONGS.
The Minstrel Maid, by O. Du**rk.
Give thee good -morrow, busy Her, by Taylor.
Maidens, try and keep your Hearts, by Nelson.
O, cease U» persuade me, by Le Jeune, adapted from Pueitta.
There U a Thought, by While, adapted from Beethoven.
Awjy.my gallant Page, away, adapted to the celebrated Gallopade by

When Music awakens, with Harp accompaniment, by N. C. Bochsa.
" O lovely Moon," reply to “ Rise, gentle Moon,” by T. Smith.

I The Orphan Boy, by tiegres.

,
The month of (Jclober in Rome, by Ditto.

Bagehut, *ung by Mad. dc Vigo, with Guitar and Pianoforte accompa-
niment.

ITAUAN SONGS.
44 Non giova il lospirar."
a Quelle piume bianche e nere.”
44 Vagando in mar tranquil.”

FRENCH SONGS.
rt Change moi Brama.”

ORGAN.
Nixon's Select Movements from the great Masters.
Rink 'a ScbooL Selections from Book 2.

Dr. Carnaby's new Canzonet, entitled,
* 4 How beautiful she lock'd !'* is

in the Preu, and will appear early in the present month.
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MEMOIR OF JOHN BLOW.

John Bi.ow, a native of North Collingham, Nottingham-

shire, was one of the first set of children of the Royal

Chapels after the Restoration, being bred under Captain

Henry Cook*. He was also a pupil of Hingeston, and

likewise of Dr. Christopher Gibbons. In 1673, he was

sworn in as one of the gentlemen of the chapel ; and in

1674, on the decease of Mr. Pelham Humphrey, was

appointed master of the children of the chapel. In J6S5,

he was made one of the King's private musicians, and also

composer to his Majesty, a title which Matthew Lock had

enjoyed before him, but which seems to have been at that

time merely honorary. He was also almoner and master

of the choristers of St. Paul’s Cathedral, being appointed

to these places on the death of Michael Wise, but he re-

signed them, in 1693, in favour of his pupil Jeremiah

Clark.

Rlow was not a graduate of either university, but

Archbishop Sancroft conferred on him the degree of

doctor in music.

On the decease of Purcell in 1695, Dr. Blow became
organist of Westminster Abbey. In the year 1699, he

was appointed Composer in Ordinary to his Majesty, with

a salary of forty pounds a year, under an establishment, of

which the following is the history.

After the revolution, and while King William was in

Flanders, the summer residence of Queen Mary was at

Hampton Court. Dr. Tillotson was then Dean of St.

Paul’s
;

the Rev. Mr. Gostling sub-dean, and also a

gentleman of the chapel. The Dean would frequently

take Mr. Gostling in his chariot thither, to attend the

chapel duty ; and in one of these journtes, talking of

church music, mentioned it as a common observation,

that it then fell short of what it had been in the preceding

reign, und that the queen herself had spoken of it to him.

Mr. Gostling replied that Dr. Blow and Mr. Purcell were

capable of composing at least as good anthems as most

of those which had been so much admired, and that a

little encouragement would make the fact appear. The
dean mentioned this to the queen, who appointed two

composers, at a salary of forty pounds each ; adding, that

it would be expected that each should produce a new
anthem on the first Sunday of his month of waitingf.

• llcnry Cook held the office of master of the children el the com-
tnenrement of die war between Charles and the parliament. In defence

of the former, he took a captain’ t commission, and ever after retained

hi* military title.

t These saline* were subsequently raised to seventy-three pound* per

annum, and tbrrrby made equal tn those of the gentlemen of the chapel.

Dr. Tillotson’s interest with Queen Mar)’, which was great, Is thus ac-

counted for. Upon her marriage, the Prince of Orange and herself were

hurried out of town so fast—there having been a secret design lo invite

them to an entertainment in the city, which the court did not relish—

that they had scarce time to make provision for their journey- Arrived at

Canterbury, they repaired to an inn, whilhor, through haste, they armed
with an ill-supplied purse. Mr. Bentinck. who attended them, applied

In the mayor and corporation for money, who, after much deliberation,

returned Jor answer that they dare not advance auv. Dr. Tillotaon,

then dean, hearing of this, immediately got together fcis own, and what

other plate and money he could borrow, aod tendered the whole to Nr.

November lb29.

Tlus conversation,—which was communicated by the

son of Mr. Gostling now living, [I. e. in the year when

Hawkins published] look place in the lifetime of Purcell,

but the order was not carried into effect till four years had

elapsed ; and then only in favour of one composer, as

appears from an entry in the cheque-book, dated 1699.

Blow was a composer of anthems while a chupel-boy, os

appears by Clifford’s collcclion, in which are several sub-

scribed “ John Blow, one of the children of his Majesty’s

chapel ;

M and on the ground of his merit solely was dis-

tinguished by Charles II. The king admired very much

a little duet of Caiissimi, “ Dite, o cieli,” and asked Blow

if he could imitate it. The musician modestly answered

he would try, and composed, in the same key and measure,

that fine song, “ Go, peijured man*.” This was first pub-

lished singly; afterwards in “The Theater of Music,

1687* and then, with the addition of instrumental parts,

in the Amphion Anglicus.

The Orpheus Britannicus of Purcell had been published

by his widow soon after his decease, and comprised some

of his finest songs. The favourable reception this met with

was Blow’s motive for printing a similar collection, which

he entitled “ Amphion Anglicus, containing compositions

for one, two, three, and four voices, with accompaniments

of instrumental music, and a thorough-bass figured for the

organ, harpsichord, or theorbo-lute." This was dedicated

to the Princess Anne of Denmark. In the preface he tells

the princess that he is preparing to publish his church ser-

vices and divine compositions. But he lived not to carry

his design into cflect. To the Amphion are prefixed

commendatory verses by many persons, of whom several

were his disciples; namely, Jeremiah Clark, organist of

St. Paul’s Cathedral ; William Croft (Dr.), organist of SL
1

Anne's, Soho, &c.f- Among them is an ode addressed to

the author by one Mr. Herbert; in a note on which it is

said, that an anthem of Bird, in golden notes, iti preserved

Bentinck. Thi* wu highly acceptable to the royal pair, and the dean

was desired to wail on them. This lucky accident led to an acquaintance

to which he owed hi* archbishopric. Fide Rchard and Kapin. The

tact is related by Dr. Birch, in hi* life of the archbishop, with this

additional circumstance, that it is from a manuscript account uken from

TUIotson's own month.—{HauMiui,',
• Hawkins, in his fourth volume, inserts this duet of Cariasimi, which

it vastly inferior to many of bis best works, aud, in truth, possesses very

little merit of any kind. Blow * duet is a much superior thing, and used,

till within the last twenty or thirty years, to be sung immediately after

dinner at the chapel feast. For the words of this, from Herrick's He*-

peridet, see a former number of our new series.—{Editor.)

+ There arc no less than fifteen of these poem* prefixed to the

Amphion. not one of which would by its merit justify a reprint. Among

the contributor* were Tom DTrfey ; Henry Hall, organist or Hereford;

Jeremiah Clark; William Croft* (so hi* name is here spelt) ; John.

Barrett, mude-marter to Christ's Hospital ; J. Phillips, Milton'* nephew ;

and William Pearson, a Ivpe-founder, whose “ new character" was first

used in printing the work.’ These musical types are certainly far superior

to any that had before been cart in this country ; but the founder's

verses, which luckily are few in number, *hew how much more ea»v it i«

to make giwid tools than to u*c them with skill. Blow’s judgment must

have been lulled to sleep by bis vanity, when he gave a place to such

very scasclc** trash.

—

{Editor.)
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in the Vatican library ; an<l in the second stanza arc the

following linen respecting Blow:
‘ His Gloria Patri long ago reach'd Rome,
Sung, and revered too, in St. Pater's dome:
A ration will outlive her jubilees to come/

The canon here meant is that in his service in Gamut.
That it should be sung in St. Peter’s may seem strange,

but the fact is thus accounted for. I)r. Ralph Rattell,

subdean of the chapels royal, and a preliendary of Wor-
ceater, being at Rome in the reign of James II., and much
with Cantina! Howard, then protector of the English na-

tion, the cardinal requested of him some of our church-

music. particularly the compositions of Blow and Purcell.

The doctor was most willing to oblige his Eminence, and
desired to know how he should send them. The cardinal

replied, 4
* in William Penn’s pacquetV And there can

be little doubt that the composition above mentioned was
in the number of those sent.

Of the work itself(the Arnphion) little is to be said. In
the songs for two, three, and four voices, the harmony is

such as became so great a master ; but in expression, me-
lody, and all the graces and elegancies of this species of
vocal composition, it is evidently defective t.

Dr. Blow set to music an Ode for St. Cecilia’s day, in

1684, the words by Mr. Oldham, published, together with

one of Purcell, on the same occasion, performed in the pre-

ceding year. He ahn composed and published a Collection

of Lessons for the Harpsichord or Spinnet, and the Ode
on the death of Purcell, written by Dryden. There are also

extant of his composition several hymns printed in the

Harmonia Sacra, and a great number of catches in the

latter editions of The Musical Companion.
This great musician died in 1708, and lies buried in the

north aisle of Westminster Abbey. On his monument is

the t-anon above-mentioned
J,

engraven on a book under
the following inscription :

—

Heft? lieth the body

Of John Blow, Doctor in Mtrsicx,

Who wa» organist, composer, ami
Master of the children of the chapel
Royal for Ibe spare of 35 years,

la the reigns of

K Cha. n. K. Ja, n.
K. We, ami Q, Marv, and

Her present majesty, Q. Anne,
And alto organ in t of this collegiate church

About 15 year*.

lie was scholar to the excellent musician

Dr. Christopher Gibbons,
And master to the famous Mr. H. Purcell,

And most of (he eminent masters in musick since.

He died Oct. 1, 1708, in the 60th year of bb age.

Hit own musical composition*,

Especially his church musick.

Are a far nobler monument
To his memory,

Than any other can be raised

For him.

• Sir John Hawkins hero introduces, in a note, a story to proT® that
Penn (no less a person than the illustrious Quaker] was a concealed
Papist.

—

(Ethl&r.)

T Doctors disagree. Burney thinks—and wc entirely agree with him—
that the airs in the Aniploon Anglicus, though most of them very stiff,

are the best part of the volume. The pieces ie parts are, with very few
exceptions, crabbed in harmony and intensely dull in effect.

—

(Editor.)

I The canon here mentioned, and which ooce found many admirers
among such as mistook patient plodding for genius, is four in one. and
has fewer rugged bars in it than Blow’s compositions generally poasew;
bat i* a proof, among many, of (be injuries sustained by reducing art to
a rule that has no foundation in nature, is adverse lo effect, and utterly
irreconcilable to any true principle of either science or taste.

—

(Editor.)

He married Elizabeth, only daughter of Edward Brad-
dock, one of the gentlemen, and clerk of the cheque, of the
Chapel Royal, and master of the children of Westminster
Abbey. By her he had four children ;—a son and three

daughters. The former, a youth of extraordinary promise,

i

died in his fifteenth year. His eldest daughter married
William Edgworth. Esq., and died in 1719. The other

daughters remained single.

Dr. Blow was a very handsome man in his person, and
remarkable for a gravity and decency in his deportment
suited to his station

;
though by some of his compositions

he seems not to hare been insensible to the delights of a
convivial hour. He was a man of blameless morals and
benevolent temper*, but not so insensible of his own worth
as to be totally free from the imputation of pride. Not-
withstanding the encomiums contained in the verses pre-

fixed to the Amphion Anglicus, the publication of that
work drew on Blow the censure of Dr. Tudway and other
of his friends, some of whom ascribed it to no better motive
than a desire to emulate Purcell ; though whoever shall

compare it with the Orpheus Britannicus must be con-
vinced that in point of merit the difference between the two
is immeasurable. For this reason the friends of Dr. BWs
memory may wish that his Amphion had never been pub-
lished ; but for consolation let them turn to those heavenly

compositions, his services and anthemsti which aiford

abundant reason to say, that among church musicians he
has few equals, and scarcely any superior.

Dr. Blow was very much looked up to in his day, and
his name and works were held in great reverence many
years after his death. Sir John Hawkins, it will be per-

ceived, was one of those who thought his church-music
entitled to the highest admiration. But let us hear what
a less prejudiced critic says on this subject. Dr. Burney’s
long life enabled him to become acquainted with the works
of this composer while they were in great favour, and to
compare them with music of a subsequent and more
refined age. The following is his opinion of Blow’s
services and anthems, delivered evidently after a close ex-
amination of them, and unbiassed by any prejudices or
partialities.

44 Some of his choral productions,” says Dr. B.,
M are

doubtless in a very bold and grand style ; however, he is

unequal, and frequently unhappy, in his attempts at new
harmony and modulation I am as sorry to see

as to say, how confused and inaccurate a harmonist lie

was. .... Though there are strokes of pathetic, and

• Hi* reply lo Father Petre (are note below), which savoured not a
little of peiuUoce and rude manners, was no proof of amenity. Perhaps,
however, be could not reconcile it to his conscience to let slip u> i.ppor-

tunity of shewiag his want of good will towards a man who was possoniog
hb sovereign's mind by counsel which threatened the tranquillity of the

country, and ended in the dethronement of his weak, bigot ted master.
(Editor )

f Concerning one of these anthems, there is an anec lot* which, as it

was communicated by Mr. Wreley of the King's Chapel, [lo Sir John
Hawkins, it is to be presumed] who bad been a scholar of Blow, we
may venture to give as authentic, fn the rein of James II., an anthem
of some Italian composer had been introduced into the ctupel, which the
king liking very much, asked Blow if he could make one as good. Blow
answered affirmatively, and engaged to do it by the next Sunday, whew
he produced the anthem M

I beheld, and lo! a great multitude.” Whew
service was over, the king sent Father Pel re to acquaint Blow that he wa*
much pleased with it. '* But," added Petre, “I myself think it too long.”
“ That,” answered Blow, •* is the opinion of but one fool, and I heed it

not.” The Jesuit was so nettled at this expression of contempt, that bt
meditated revenge, and wrought so with the king, that Blow was pul
under a suspension; which however he was freed from by the revo-
lution, which took place very shortly after.

—

(Sir J. Bawkau.)

-005
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mibjecti of fugue, in Blow's works that are admirable, yet

I have examined no one of them that appears to be

wholly unexceptionable, and free from confusion and
crudities in the counterpoints*. . . . . Indeed these

art1 so numerous as to throw a doubt on his learning as

well as genius. Whether they are notes of passion, effu-

sions of an unruly spirit, or of ignorance and affectation,

I will not venture to determine; but, to my ears, they

have the full effect of jargon and want of principles.

“ It does not appear that Purcell, or Crofi, or Clark, his

pupils, ever threw notes about at random in this manner,
or insulted the car with lawless discords which no con-

cords can render tolerable t. In an anthem, 'Turn thee

unto me, O Lord,’ there are so many wanton violations of

rule, particularly in the last chorus, that it would be end-
less to point them out ; but they seem such as no rule,

authority, or effect, can justify: 7ths resolved on the 8th,

ascending and descending: 2uds treated with as little

ceremony as 3rds. Indeed I never saw so slovenly a

score in print; and it may in general lie said of his faults

in counterpoint, that there are * unaccounted millions’ of
them to be found in his works.”

STATE OF MUSIC IN NAPLES.

BY M. FRANCIS KANDI.KR.

It is a remark of Madame de Stafll, that “the Italians are
far more remarkable for what they have been, and wlmt
they might be, than for what they actually arc." This
observation will apply in respect to their music. But if,

in our days, so much of intrinsic value lias been sacrificed
to external show ; if composers, neglecting fundamental
truth, are content to please the ear and to obtain the
praise of laborious ingenuity, not to say affectation of all

that is whimsical and extravagant, it only proves that the
sun of the musical horizon is sometimes obscured in
clouds; but we may yet hope to see them dispersed, and
the luminary again shine forth in all its cheering lustre.

In speaking of the music of Naples, I will begin with
the Opera, as being the richest and most important part of
the music of our limes. In point of interest, it fills the
place which was formerly occupied by Church music.

In giving an account of the present state of the Italian

Opera here, or indeed at any other place, it is impossible
not to say something of Rossini, and the only question is

what to say that the public does not already know. On this

point I shall be brief. The musician of Pesaro first came
to Naples in 1815, and produced for the Theatre San
Carlo his Elisahrfta, R'gina (fIngkitterra. This opera
had an extraordinary success for which it was indebted,
perhaps, more to the admirable performance of Collmtn
and Dardanelli, of the tenor David, and the rare barvton
Noxzari, all of whom were then in the freshness of their

talents, than to its intrinsic worth. Not Uu»t it was defi-

cient in merit; but, to say the truth, whatever novelty or
beauty there was in the original melodies has been so fre-

quently borrowed and nqieated by the composer, iu his
later works, that it Is now lost to the public.

But even at this period, Rossini had the same indolence

* Dr. B. has filled four quarto pa*r« with example* of these crmdihn.
f We mast b*f Irare to sar, that Purcell, in his church music, has

sometimes dneonia of a most otfeosise ami illegitimate kind.—{ Sdi / «r
,

)

and thoughtlessness of character observable in him now.
In the midst of his growing renown, he produced a farm,
entitled La Gazetta, written in the most contemptible

style, which had the effect, for a time, of compromising his

reputation. But happily, at this critical juncture, he had
the libretto of Olello lying among his papers, and being
roused to something like appreliension. he set to work in

good earnest. In this composition, which has since made
the tour of tlie new as well as the old world, he not only

retrieved whatever fume he might have lost, but added an

imperishable laurel to his brow. All the critics grounded
their arms before this work

;
Ziiigarelli alone acted on the

offeusive. He maintained that the beauties of the piece

were merely accidental, while the defects rested upon
ground which was not tenable. It is, however, but

just to observe, that in this opinion he has, in part, been
borne out by succeeding critics.

In 1817, he gave his Anaida, which did not justify the

expectations of the public. This opera is written more in

the style of Jomelli, the score of whose work he had, pro-

bably, before his eyes. To cover this failure, Rossini mode
another effort, and produced his grand masterpiece, the

Mote. The success of this opera was prodigious ; never

was enthusiasm raised to so high a pitch, and culogiums
resounded ou every side on the genius and originality dis-

played in this work. It was then that appeared the famous
“ Letter of CimaroMi,” doted from the Elysiau Fields, in

which that great master was mode to extol the music of

Rossini to the skies, and to place him in the front rank of
those artists whom Italy acknowledges as her glory and her
pride. The great interpreter of love, Paesiello, and the

tender and impassioned Piccini, are represented as uttering

exclamations of joy on beholding this work, uml as hasten-

ing to the God of Music to testify to him the warmth of

their feelings. Durante and Jomelli are seen discussing

the merits of the piece, and sire made to puss some remark*
on the airs, which are just, though severe.

It is scarcely possible to form an impartial opinion upon
the works of this composer. The infiuence of his music
upon the age has, not inaptly, been compared to that of
the military genius of another extraordinary man ; and
it might, perhaps, be added, that in some respects it has
been scarcely less uupropitious. Others, when they be-

hold its universal reception in the theatre, the concert, the
chamber, and even in the church, will be disposed to main-
tain, that it is adapted to the taste and spirit of the time

and to the ever- increasing exigencies of men. They will

say in the words of a celebrated modern poetess (Alhardii

Vurdoui),

—

“ Oaai. muacoli, nerri, fibre, e singnc,

Tulio e modemo in noi : inodt-rnc teste

Han mo-terni cervelli *.M

As the result of the quarrels between the partisans of
the Classic and the Romantic has proved to demonstration
tliut the beau-ideal undergoes a change with every new
generation, no wonder that Piccini, Sacchini, Sarti, Cima-
rosa, Paesiello, Ziiigarelli, Ac. have been obliged to give

place to this more attractive rival. When, even in Ger-
many, we see the preference given to the lively Rossini over

the great Mozart, and in the very capital of Austria already

behold the classical compositions of Beethoven gradually

giving place to the »|>arkliug prettiness of Moscheles,

* Gooes, muscles, nerves. and fibres blond aud ail.

In us arr mu-irrn; and our modern bevia

Have modern brains.

(Qterf

:

i*ill iwl die partitaas of tha opposite ojioUhw feel equally
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Cxemy, Ac., may we not say in the words of the same

poetess,

—

Ebbe nclle trti

II mo gu«to ogTii cli ; voljfc ana ruot*

Tempi e c«*tu«ni. Un di rtw»rgi?rjwno

J Cimanm, i S»rti. In Unto, i<> lotlo

Ia munica di cannont e bomharde*.

Let us not, however, ill our too great admiration of the

music of the old school, forget the progress we have made,

in spite of all our rigorists may say to the contrary. In

the works of Rossini, musicat colouring has gained con-

siderably: the same cannot, however, be said of his design.

Looking at the best compositions of this master, we find

a freshness, a sweetness, a delicacy before unknown: every

thing has the hue and the vigour of youth ; he produces

gTeat effects calculated at any rate to strike, even if they

are not always well placed. Such are the advances which

the art has made under Rossini, and on which all critics

seem in accordance. As to classical strictness of design,

and truth of musical expression, it would be folly to deny

that the preceding age hail much the advantage over our

own, because their studies were more solid and persevering.

Yet it cannot be denied, that in the compositions of

Rossini we find striking and inimitable examples of the art

of expressing the finer sensations, and a multitude of ad-

mirable and highly finished pieces, which may serve as

models of excellence in their kind.

But os, in painting, no picture, however brilliant the

colouring, and exquisite the design, can be perfect, unless

the whole bear the stamp of a warm and creative genius,

so is it in respect to music ; hence, in spite of the superi-

ority of some parts of Rossini's operas, the whole is de-

fective in the depth, tone, and power of developement and

finish that mark a great master. Contrasted with beauties

of the highest order, we find unpardonable negligence, and

inattention to the principles of his art. In spite of all this,

however, the world continues to rank him at the head of

composers, but this popularity will not prevent these de-

fects from depriving the works of its favourite of much of

their claim to immortality.

Naples has five large theatres, in which operas and

plays are given, and two small ones, in which are per-

formed farces and minor dramas for the lower classes.

1. U Teatro di S. Carlo. The magnificence and colos-

sal proportions of this theatre, called by the Neapolitans

Teatro mammo , surpass any thiug of the kind in Europe.

Yet it is allowed that several of the more recently con-

structed theatres of Italy, as well as those of some parts of

the continent, are superior to it in point of taste, elegance,

and perhaps solidity. The exterior has nothing to distin-

guish it from u common building, and nothing leads the

spectator to form any idea of the eoup-d’ieil presented on

entering the pit. The ceiling, which is painted in fresco,

is in all respects admirable
;
but its beauty can be seen only

when it is lighted for great occasions. Seven ranges of

boxes arc fitted up with all possible splendour, and the

curtain and other decorations are in a corresponding style

of magnificence. In breadth and depth the stage is

unrivalled.

2. Teatro del Fondo. This theatre, which is under the

same direction as S. Carlo, though much less magnificent,

greatly exceeds the other in point of acoustic value,

• Yet, in the art*

Each ape hu its own taste ; for time* am! manners
Roll rwind their circle.—Other day* may bring

Their Sartis and their Cimarow*— I,

Forsooth, must b* content meanwhile to praise

The music of the cannon and the bomb.

Opera buffi and little comic tialleU arc principally given
here, yet sometimes greater works are performed. For
instance, Rossini’s OUUo first made its appearance in

this house.

3. Teatro Nuoco. This is a smaller theatre than the

preceding, anil alternately serves for opems and plays.

4. Teatro de Florentine. This is a still smaller house,

but its decorations are far superior, and the excellent man-
ner in which it is lighted renders it one of the most agree-

able of the whole.

5. Teatro San Ftrdinando. This liousc in many respects

resembles the Teatro Xuovo ; it is but rarely opened.

6. Teatro S. Carlino, and 7. Teatro Fenicc. These
two theatres are principally intended for the lower order of

people. Two performances a-day are sometimes given

here, to avoid too great a crowd. In the Teatro delta

Fenicc, situated in the lower part of the city, only little

comic o[>erus are given, for the lower classes. These are

a kind of musical farces, and are better calculated than

any others to give a just idea of the genuine spirit of the

Neapolitan music. The popular airs of Naples bear an

impress of originality, which renders them highly interesting

to the artist ; they have an expression peculiar to them-

selves, of which no idea can be formed by those who have

not heard them ; the manner of executing them is pre-

served by tradition.

Among the orchestras of Naples, that of 5. Carlo is the

most distinguished. It is under the direction of Signor
Festa, who, besides his talents as a practical musician, is

said to be u good scholar.. Years, however, begin to sit

heavy upon him, and the orchestra would gain by the

vigour and activity of a younger artist ; but where shall we
find one with the talents of the veteran director?

Concerts.

From the Opera I proceed to Concerts ; but how speak
of what takes place here so rarely? Should any artist,

whether native or foreign, wish to give a selection of

music of this kind, he encounters a thousand obstacles, in

obtaining the permission of the government, in finding a

suitable place, an effective orchestra, &c. &c. And when
all this is done, he runs the risk of being out of

pocket, unless he possesses the reputation of a Catalani,

or a Paganini Concerts in the theatre are scarcely more

encouraging. A year or. two ugo, Haydn’s Creation was

attempted, but the execution of it was so miserably defec-

tive, that the less said of it the better. The public

could form no idea of this masterpiece, which, with re-

spect to Italy, is as though it never had existed. At
Naples, people go to the Opera for the opera only, and

beyond this nothing is thought worthy of notice.

Private meetings of dilettante performers are, however,

frequent, and the manner in which modem compositions

are performed here is at once respectable and satisfactory.

Dilettanteism stands much higher here than in any city of

Italy, Milan excepted. By dilettanteism I mean that out-

rageous mania for novelty by which vulgar amateurs ure

afflicted, and which is the peculiar characteristic of the taste

of our age. To satisfy this appetite, the spirit of which I

am speaking, like an impetuous torrent, sweeps away every

thing that is essentially great, every thing that is truly

beautiful and calculated to promote the true interests of

the art.

Amidst the numerous meetings of this kind, there was
but one where any thing like good classic composition was

performed : here I heard a selection of the church music

of ZingarcUi, and of the dramatic compositions of Jomelli

;
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and but four or five where good instrumental music was
performed, and even here but little justice was done to

Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. It is melancholy to

think that the music of these intellectual men should be

obliged to give place to the noise of modem productions,

which have absolutely no moral object: vox et praterea

nihil

!

In the soirees of the Principessa Belmonte-Spinelli,

which take place once a week, I heard, besides the best

pieces of the operas most in vogue, some compositions of

Beethoven and Dussek for the piano, with accompany
merits which were well performed ; but such was the rage

for conversation, that all their beauty was lost amidst the

din of a hundred tongues.

The concerts of the nobility (Casino df Nobili) take

place every month during the winter season
; the singers

and orchestra of the royal theatre are engaged here.

Among the best pieces performed I would mention a
nonetto in f, the subject of which was taken from u sonata

of Mozart A 4 mains

;

a septuor of Beethoven, several

symphonies of Haydn, very well executed ; several duetts,

ami among others Cherubini’s delightful Solilario bosco

ombroto , which was sung by the Signore Lipparini and
Comelli- Rubin i; together with a terzetto by Paer. But so
little is the interest taken in music of this kind, that dandies
and dandizettea continued in loud conversation close to the

piano. But the moment CasacieHo, a Neapolitan buffo of
the new school, began to sing un dolce piccante as the
Italians call it, and which may be translated ** a delightful

piece of nonsense,” all was the profoundest silence; nothing
could distract the attention with which he was heard, nor
express the enthusiasm with which he was listened to.

Among the most agreeable little musical parties at which
I was present, were those of II Signor Colonello Pignal-
vard, for singing

; that of the Signora Gaetana Moreno, for

violin-quatuors, concertos for the flute, &c. ; that of Signor
Raffule Liberotori, whose wife is an excellent performer on
the piano, and where the most distinguished amateurs of
the capital are to be found. Also in the house of Signor
Rogales, governor of the Royal College of Music, and
known by his excellent translation of Anacreon and Sappho,
I heard two different Stabat maters of Zingarelli, which
were executed in a very superior manner. The first is in

four parts, with an accompaniment for two violins, alto and
bass. Parts of this composition were of a nature to draw
tears from the eyes of many. The name of this composer,

the last scion of the good old Neapolitan school, is above all

praise. He is a man of profound thought, who has all the

resources of his art at his command, and knows well how to

employ them to the best advantage. His recitatives be-

speak the hand of a master, his airs are full of living me-
lody, and that truth of expression which wins its way at

once to the heart.

Among the singers. Signor Pauzini fills the first rank,

and the contralto part was excellently given by Signor Ro-
gales’ daughter. The second Stabat was for two voices,

soprano and treble, with a violoncello accompaniment.
Several of the parts arc admirably given, and the text ren-

dered with great fidelity, but, as a whole, I think it inferior

to the former. The circle assembled at the execution of

these pieces was very brilliant ; among them was Cardinal

Ruflb, who is known as one of the most zealous patrons of

the art ******

ON THE TRUMPET.

To the Editor of the Harmomcon.
Sir,

Comparatively speaking, there are but very few
persons (perhaps I might even say composers) who un-
derstand the genius of the trumpet properly; and fewer
who have an adequate idea of the difficulty there is in exe-
cuting florid passages on it, and at the same time main-
taining a soft, sonorous tone. The paucity of good per-
formers on this ancient instrument shows that few are in-

clined to encounter it, and fewer are able to master it;

how much, therefore, should that individual be prized,
who, after years of laborious practice, whereby his health
must necessarily have suffered, ranks so pre-eminently as
our countryman * I was led into these reflections on
hearing that he had been dangerously ill, and that, at one
time, great doubts were apprehended of his ever being
able again to fulfil his duties in an orchestra; but I re-

joice to learn that he is fast recovering his wonted
strength, and has been performing at the English Opera.
House for snme weeks past. But to the trumpet.

Few, very few, as I before observed, have the most dis-

tant idea of the difficulty there is tn producing a deli-

cate tone on this instrument, and what strength there

must be in the lips to perform some of Handel’s accom-
paniments, which were, most probably, written by that

immortal musician for the organ ; or there must have been
some wonderful performer on the trumpet in his days,
whose name has not keen handed down to usf. I have
heard Harper play national melodics in the most elegant
and expressive manner; executing passages smoothly
from c below the lines to « and a above, including the in-

termediate notes, although the regular trumpet notes are
only the following :

—

But with the assistance of the slide, Fg, Bb, and indeed
any semitone between the first space and a in alt, can be
sounded, and an excellent shake made oil u, and a toler-

ably good one on b!^.

The best keys are d, r.b, and e with four sharps : p is

too high, and c, ab, &c. &c., too low, requiring several

crooks, or extra pieces, to be added to the instrument

;

notwithstanding which, it is much easier to sound the
trumpet with all the crooks on, than without any.

Composers who understand the instrument well, will

write a part for it in Eb, while the violins are playing in Bb.

As all music for the trumpet is written in c, the composer
directs the key into which the instrument is to be put by
the performer. Thus when the violins play iii Bb, and the

part is for a trumpet in Eb, it is written in o; o on the

trumpet in that key being ub, us fur as regards the actual

note or sound. The same with the French horn.

Luthers Hymn is in a, with three sharps, but the

trumpet part, which forms so conspicuous a feature in its

performance, is written for a d trumpet, in o, conse-
quently the two or three first solos are very easily given,

either forte or piano; but not so with the k, (which is d
ou the trumpet,) this note being extremely difficult to hit,

• Harper is alluded to by our correspond* m.—(£A/«rJ
t Our cormpondc-ct is in error : the performer for whom Handel

wrote w« Valentine Snow.

—

(Editor.)
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as it were at one*, without any other guide than the posi-

tion of the lips: henee, with the exception of Harper, we

seldom or ever hear it without a break; but those who cry

out or find fault would he much less clamorous were

they aw are of the poor performer’s anxiety when he is pre-

paring to encounter the too-a-too that stares him in the

face. This, in my opinion, may be easily remedied, by

sounding the first solos, which are all a*s, with the trumpet

in o, then change to k (there is plenty of time), and sound

the dominant notes (e) as c, the tonic of the instrument,

which con always be made pretty sure of, both forte and

piano, then c change to u again.

Performers on the trumpet will readily understand me.

I have no other object iu view than to lessen their labour,

and give those, whom they are anxious to please and

gratify, an idea of the difficulties which they have to

combat.

Should you feel disposed to insert this in the Harmoni-

con, 1 will, with your permission, on some future occa-

sion, make a few observations on the clarionet!, oboe , and

bastoon.

I remain. Sir, yours respectfully,

ScpL 4, 1829. J. P.

ON THE POWER OF ASSOCIATION IN WORKS OF
ART, BY M. QUATREMERE DE QUINCY.

[
Cmmdudrdfrom umr tail.

J

I before remarked, that fine works possess the property

of setting the imagination at work. This property is so

perceptible, that some metaphysicians have gone the

length of asserting, that beauty does not exist in the

work itself, bill that the work is only the instrument, or

means, of awakening us to its image; that beauty being

imprinted on our hearts, art does not communicate the

impression of it to us, but only developes it. and the merit

of perfect works consists solely in producing in us (hat

intellectual representation which it is beyond the power
of imperfect ones to effect. But this is a mere subtilty,

which, like many others of the same kind, reduces itself

to a transposition of ideas, if not to a quibble.

It may, however, be affirmed, that the limits are fre-

quently imperceptible, which, in works of art, divide po-

sitive from relative impressions, separate definable from

indefinable qualities, and wlmt is sensibly real from what

is so to the imagination only, or becomes so through its

agency.

Without pretending to explain these effects, which are

of nearly the same nature as the mysterious connexion of

the mind with the senses, it is sufficient to acknowledge

their existence, and the theory of art will have no surer

foundation. We co-operate so much in the effects which

fine things produce on our feelings, that the artist under-

stands his interests most thoroughly, when, grounding the

complete success of his means on our concurrence and
participation, he can succeed not only in placing his works

and their effects in unison with ourselves, but also in

bringing us in unison with them. In this lies the power
of art.

The artist, I admit, cannot always command in his

works that union and intellectual accompaniment of as-

sociation which attune our minds to the sensations he
may be desirous of producing. Many of these observa-

tions too, are addicted lew to him than to those who
are able to assist him in commanding all the effects of

which 1 am speaking, or at least to avoid destroying that
harmony when it does exist.

If there be an art which ought especially to surround
itself with every cause that can influence the nature of
the impressions proper to place our feelings in correspond-
ence with it, and compel the mind to unite in pre-
paring the means employed to seduce and captivate it, it

is doubtless that art. whose abstract form is to be embraced
only by thought, and whose vague ami unsettled imitation
rests upon scarcely any thing perceptible—I mean Music.
The wonderful effects of this art among the ancieots

have frequently been doubted, and the reports of writers
on tlie subject have been treated as mere exaggeration*.
This appears to me very wrong, because it is certain
that the pleasure derived from music is precisely the
pleasure of sensibility. Now the most that can be dis-
puted here is, not that these effects were ever produced,
but only that they were not caused by the means at pre-
sent capable of producing them ; a controversy beyond
our power to settle, since it is plain its elements are
beyoud our reach : for it would be nothing less thaa
comparing the value of a style of music of which we
know nothing, with the degree of sensibility of a people
no longer in existence. No other means, therefore,
remain lor appreciating the comparative merit of this art
among the Greeks and the moderns, than the respective
analogy which, in all ages, and in every country, the arts
have borne one to another; a kind of proof not at all

times, nor in every instance, decisive.

1 do not mean here to draw any comparison between
the music of the ancients and that of the moderns, or to

point out how the one must have gained in many respects,
where the other must have been wanting. Perhaps that
would go but little towards deciding the question of the
effects I am speaking of; but it is certain, that whai
moves us most in music does not depend upon science,
difficulty, or mechanical means. With much fewer, and
less perfect instruments, and particularly with fewer com-
binations, the ancienta were enabled to attain the principd
end of art—that of making powerful impressions, of paiut-
ing the passions, of affecting, and pleasing. The single
art of singing, und of simple accompauiment, arts which
it cannot be denied they possessed, were sufficient with
them to produce the most powerful effects.

But it appears to me that the effect of their musk
depended, in a great degree, on a quality which, in their

arts, was as predominant among them, as it is little afc

tended to among us, and especially ill the art I am speak-
ing of : I mean character—a thing apparently very easy,
but which is not so easy of attainment as is supposed,
because its principle consists, in a considerable degree, ia

usages which the artist can neither control nor supply.
This character consisted in the constant relation which
certain given ideas bore to certain fixed modulations, so
that each genus of song, even independently of a greater
or less power of execution, poiuted out unequivocally
the kind of subject appropriate to it. We have a feeble
traditiou of this manner in certain sacred airs: without
art, and almost without any knowledge of composition,
some of them produce an effect which the greatest
masters, by the most scientific combinations, frequently
strive to produce ill vain*.

• Doubtless the author here alludrs to several of the chants and
hymns preserved ia the service of the Roman Catholic church, which
nrc of the moat characteristic hind, and lroce»l>te in |li« (lighest intiquiiy.
We could particularly instance (he hymn (J//» H//.*, the Morrrrr, sod
iho plaiut»e and highly touching chaul to the Lamentations ol tha
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Mimic, then, among the ancients was more positively

in unison with the sentiments or ideas it expressed. Its

language then was better understood than it is at present

among the moderns, with whom very few moral or political

institutions are either indebted to it, or afford it any assist-

ance. Religious, warlike, and theatrical music differed, for

example, among themselves, not only in their object, bat

also in the nature of the place, of the performers, of the

festivals, and of the ceremonies in which they were intro-

duced ; and it is easy to be conceived how much the per-

fect harmony existing between the incidental music, the

object of imitation, the place, the accompanying and sur-

rounding circumstances ; how much. I say, this harmony,

at the same time moral and perceptible, intellectual and

mechanical, must have contributed to strengthen the

power of the art, and to make a deep impression on the

feelings of the audience.

Poetry, even, that art of all others the most indepen-

dent of external causes, possessed formerly, from its inti-

mate union with music, more effectual means of pleasing.

Accented declamation and rhythm gave it an additional

and an exterior action. It partook of the advantages of

representation; and verse, the offspring of the lyre, found

in instrumental accompaniment a chann which no reading

can impart. la the drama, music, the companion of

poetry, and its rival too, though free from the jealousy of

rivalship, joiued her colours to those of the poet Now
this alliance, which then existed between the two arts, or,

in other words, between ideas on the same subject the

words which embody them, and the modulation of words
which adorn them—all this ought to be classed among the

causes which produced the extraordinary effects of ancient

music.

Sometimes, no doubt, modern music, at the will of

those who cannot separate the enjoyment of the senses

from the pleasures of the mind, may have regretted the

effect of this alliance, which no longer exists between it

and poetry. But notwithstanding the splendour of its

means, the multiplicity of its resources, and the genius
of composers, it is too often deficient in the harmony of

impressive accessaries.

We have been too much accustomed, perhaps, to bring
down the enjoyment we experience from music to that

which concerts afford us. Now concerts are, in respect to

music, precisely what collections and galleries are in re-

gard to the arts of design. What name must be given

to the greater part of church music, when we see the

some singers, the same orchestra, the same style of sing-

ing, the same character of accompaniments, the same
taste, and the same preparation as in profane concerts ?

The only difference is in the words, which, since they
have become the motive rather than the subject of the

song, have even lost their virtue of instructing us. How
can the impression of a particular and special character

result from thence, when nothing concurs in establishing

it; when, instead of being brought in to favour the ex-
citement of the imagination, all our faculties, drawn uside

in contrary directions, seem called upon for no other
purpose, than to divert the soul from the emotions which
it eourts ?

With fewer means and less noise, music, truly appro-
priate, from the gravity of its harmonies, to the purposes
of religion, might, if really made to perform its part

Prepbct Jtftnuib, We may lake lltia opportunity of odding, that these
venerable relict of the ancient music h«*e been admirably and character-
istically harmonized by Mr. V', No»«iU>, wboea taste in ibis particular is

uffhwrsaily acknowledged.

either by the mysterious effect of instruments, or by a
more perfect adaptation to the ceremonies, produce
stronger impressions, and nf that kind which we have too

long accustomed ourselves to think incredible.

Bring to recollection those simple and affecting sounds
which terminate, at Rome, the mournful solemnities of the

three days which the church particularly devotes to the

expression of its sorrow, in the last of the weeks of pe-

nance. In the chapel, where the genius of Michael Angelo
has grasped the duration of ages, from the wonders of

creation to the last judgment, are celebrated, in presence

of the chief pastor of the Catholic Church, those touching

rites, whose plaintive liturgies seem as the type of the

mysterious sorrow to which they are consecrated. As the

light decreases at each successive prayer, you would say

that a funeral veil spread itself by degrees over the sacred

vault. Presently the uncertain glimmering of the last

remaining taper allows you to distinguish no other dis-

tant object than Christ in the clouds pronouncing judg-

ment, and the ministering angels who hasten to execute

the sentence. Now from a gallery, interdicted to the

gaze of die profane, is heard the softly swelling Mise-

rere, to which three of the greatest masters have udded
the modulations of simple and pathetic song. No instru-

ment assists the harmony. Voices alone execute the

music, but the voices appear to be those of beatified

spirits, and the impression they produce penetrates to

the very souL

The names of Allegri, Leo, and Durante, sufficiently

bespeak the value of these com(Misitions, scientific, in the

midst of simplicity. The care shewn in their preservation,

the honourable seal under which they are secured, and the

universal approbation of the best judges, bear testimony to

their merit ; but every person, who, without being a judge,

has felt the influence of these sacred strains, will also bear

testimony that the circumstances I have described co-

operate, in a very powerful manner, in rendering the im-
pression still more deep and lasting.

Of all the arts, music is that which requires most assist-

ance from the imagination of those to whom it is addressed.

Nothing material, nothing positive, enters into its concep-

tions; our understanding completes its forms, and our
sensibility graduates its hues. It addresses itself to the

heart no longer than the heart is engaged by it ; it places

us in the path of pleasure, hut we must walk on with it^

it presents to us an imperfect image, and compels us to

complete it ; we are fellow-labourers : actors ourselves in

its action, we receive no pleasure but by contributing to it;

it has no effect on him who does not co-operate with it.

The pleasure received through the ear, or the difficulty

of execution, ought not to be placed in the number of the

real means which constitute the power of music
; the

one is for vulgar instinct only, the other has a hold merely

on the scientific ; the virtue and triumph of the art con-

sists in affecting us. Now the mere mechanical effect of

sound is feeble ; it flatters the senses only, and quickly

passes away ; and as to science, if it contribute to plea-

surable impressions, it is without our knowledge, and as

so >n as the mind is conscious of it, sentiment retires.

This is why science ought to be conceuled in musical

compositions, or performances intended to affect us. This

is why every spring should be put in motion to dispose the

hesrer to meet the sensations which he must feel, in order

to sympathize with the effects it is proposed be should ex-

perience ; and this sympathy depends much more than is

supposed on the harmony of exterior, local, and accom-
panying causes.
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A* the paintings of music cannot be defined, there is

also something indefinable in the manner of enjoying

them : it is the art of sentiment, and sentiment is com-

pounded of the most subtle affinities. Is there anything

capable of destroying or of restoring to the imagination the

charm surrounding those simple songs which opened our

hearts to the first impressions of sensibility, which con- I

stonily recall the earliest years of our existence, and lead

us back to the scene of our nativity? This is the nerve

which music is interested in awakening, if she be desirous

of establishing a correspondence with the imagination.

All this is the effect of a very subtle transposition ; of the

exchange which the mind is capable of making of the pro-

perties of one art for those of another. As in painting

we fancy vie hear the plaintive lamentations of affliction,

so also we think we see, in the accents of music, the ex-

pression of the body and of the countenonce. Thus sounds,

or a succession of sounds analogous to jiarticular recollec-

tions or particular feelings, bring before our eyes objects

with which these recollections and feelings correspond.

The impressions the mind receives from harmony through

the channel of the car are transformed into images, simi-

lar to those transmitted through the eye ; but this transpo-

sition can be effected only by the power of deeply-con-

centrated feeling, and by the virtue of the moral harmony
of which I spoke above.

There is another point which I would consider. We arc

too frequently mistaken in the causes of the impression

which works of art make upon us, when we attribute them
exclusively to the works themselves. Besides the reci-

procrily which, as I have shewn, occasionally exists between

the power of producing and the capability of receiving im-

pressions, it must be said, that the faculty of enjoyment is,

in this instance, the faculty of bringing together things

which have a relation to each other. There is in the plea-

sures of sentiment a multitude of approximations which

escape analysis, and enable the chosen few to enjoy sen-

sations which the many never suspect. Often when we
believe we arc enjoying exclusively the image before our

eyes, a thousand minor associations, indirect and foreign

to the object, substitute themselves in the place of the

principal ones ; so that what we are looking at has fre-

quently but little share in what we feel and admire.

From this capability of feeling higher pleasure from the

imagination than from the senses, may arise the indiffer-

ence which some men appear to show to accompani-

ments, preparations, and effects contributing to exterior

illusion in a work. It is l>ecause they jkjsscss u power

more active than reality, the power of the imagination

;

this removes all contradictions, arranges all circumstances,

and knows how to give to all pictures the moral frame

which best suits them.

But this effort of our imagination, almost independent

of the senses, is not to be expected from the greater part

of mankind ; their imaginations exercise no authority over

the senses, but arc rather subservient to them.

In this point, I give little credit to some artists who
wrongly believe, and still more improperly wish, the pub-

lic possessed of that faculty which they exclusively enjoy ;

that of appreciating in a work of art the classical principles

of its beauty, and the reasons which may be given fur its

practical perfection. There are two ways of enjoying

works of art : one lies in feeling their effect through the

means which produce them—this is the way of the artist

;

the other, which is that of the public, is directed to the

enjoyment of their causes and their means in their effects

only. Thence two modes in which works of art will be

viewed. One requires that all the causes should be laid

open, und above all, that means should be afforded it for

their examination ; the other supereminently requires at-

tention to the means conducive to their effect, because the

one only feels pleasure from judging, and the other only
judges from pleasure. But arts, artists, and their work4
arc made for the public ; the public therefore must be con-
sulted on the choice of manner, matter, and the mode of
application.

It is useless to urge that fine works, in order to please,

need only depend on their own merit : useless to say to the
scientific, you are right ; to the rest of mankind, you are
wrong. I should say that m&steqnrces alone please us,

because they possess a large stiare of that moral power
which appeals to feeling ; but that they would please still

more, if that power were found really and positively to

agree with the effect of the exterior and accompanying
causes.

Such certainly is the power of the Stabat Mater of Per-
golesi. Nobody denies that in a concert, in a theatre

even where they have the absurdity to sing it, this sublime
composition hus still the power of subduing the imagina-
tion of a portion of the audience. These affecting har-

monies, these plaintive accents of sacred sorrow, penetrate

the senses, and take possession of the soul. 1 grant it

;

but have they, under such circuinstauces, the power of
carrying you to the foot of the cross, of rendering you a
witness of the agony of the mother of the Saviour? Would
uot this scene of affliction be represented with still greater

truth, and still greater energy, if you heard this music io

a place, and with preparatory arrangements favourable to

the excitement of the imagination ? And when so many
circumstances, hostile to the proposed aim of the picture,

obtrude to prevent the imagination from keeping in har-
mony with it, must not the impressions received from it be
necessarily less deep and lively ?

What, then, in works of art is called positive beauty, if

its effects be not such ? Let us confess that it is mistaking
the essence and power of art, to require from it an uni-

form and decided effect, and to expect it to produce im-
pressions independent of the laws of sympathy. It is my
firm conviction, that the more we accustom ourselves to

appeal to sentiment in our enjoyment of art, the more
we shall become sensible of the charm of all those appear-
ances and accessaries which cold reasoning scorns, be-

cause it has no hold upon them.

And does not this combination of accessary sentiments

add an inestimable charm to all the enjoyments of life,

and enhance their value? What would they be if reduced
to mere sensual pleasures? Deprive then) of the delicacy

which refines and embellishes them, and in what would
man be superior to the brute ? Take away from us the most
vivid seutiment of mankind, Love, and divest it of all its

accompanying train of moral illusions, and what has it

left? Strip each of our passions of every tiling termed
imaginary, and it will be seen that their emptiness is their

most substantial quality. Tlius, what would art become,
unassociated with every human illusion? What would
become of it, when defined by analysis, and reduced to

the necessity of accounting to reason alone for all its

means of pleasing? The true excellence of the arts is

their moral worth, and this consists in their power of
affecting the mind, and producing noble and lasting

impressions upon the soul. If such ought to be their

use, if their noblest purpose be to address themselves to

the noblest part of man, the perfect harmony of the means
to the end must be reckoned as of the highest importance.
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The absence of this perfect unison of works of art with

their exterior causes, with moral circumstances, and with

the accompaniment of all the intellectual relations con-

nected with their effect, must surels be deeply regretted,

if it be true that, from this association, they derive their

power of making a full and perfect impression.

GLOUCESTER MUSIC MEETING.

The 106th Meeting of the three choirs of Gloucester,

Worcester, and Hereford, for the benefit of the widows

and orphans of clergymen in the three dioceses, was held

at Gloucester, on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday,

the 22d, 23d, and 24lh of September. Stewards : the

Bishop of Gloucester, Lord William Somerset, the Rev.

Frederick Twistleton, Harry Edmund Waller, Esq.,

Thomas G. Bucknall Estcourt, jun.. Esq., and Thomas
Kingscote, Esq. The principal vocal performers were,

Madame Malibran Garcia, Mrs. Knyvett, and Miss Paton ;

Mr. Knyvett, Mr. Vaughan. Mr. LefHer, Signor De Begnis

and Mr. Phillips. Principal instrumental performers : Mr.

F. Cramer, leader of the band ; Mr. Marshall, of Oxford,

principal second violin ; Mr. Ashley, viola
;
Mr. Lindley,

violoncello ; Signor Dragonctti, double bass ; oboes,

Mr. Ling and Mr. Sharpe ; clarionets, Mr. Williams and

Mr. Egerton ; flute, Mr. Nicholson; Bassoons, Mr.

Mackintosh and Mr. Dobritz; horns, Mr. Platt and Mr.
Rae; trumpets, Mr Harper and Mr. Irwin; trombone,

Mr. Mariotti; double drums, Mr. Chipp; piano-forte.

Dr. C'larke Whitfield, organist of Hereford cathedral

;

organ, Mr. Charles Clarke, organist of Worcester cathe-

dral. Conductor, Mr. Mutlow, organist of Gloucester

cathedral.

On Tuesday morning, September 22d, at the cathedral,

a sermon was preached by the Bishop of Gloucester.

In the course of the service were performed, overture,

E*Uiert and the Detlingcn Te Drum (Handel) ; anthem,
44 Blessed is he ;** and duet, 44 Here shall soft charily,

H

(Dr. Boyce) ; and anthem, 44 The king shall rejoice,”

composed for the coronation of His Majesty King George
the Fourth, by Mr. Knyvett.

In the overture to Esther
,

poor Griesbach's oboe was
greatly missed. We fear that

44 we ne’er shall look upon
his like again.’’ The Dettingen Te Deum

,

which formerly

was frequently performed, is now, wc believe, never heard

at any of our numerous Musical Festivals, save only ut

these triennial meetings
; yet a more original, majestic,

or effective composition for the church does not exist.

It was very correctly performed throughout. Dr. Boyce’s

anthem, “ Blessed is he,” is not so generally known as it

deserves to be, yet is an admirable composition, full

of beauties. The movement, “ I did weep for him that

was in trouble,” sung by Mr. Vaughan with much feeling,

and the air that follows, “ I caused the widow's heart to

sing for joy,” are finely contrasted, and both masterpieces.

The duet, “ Here shall soft charity repair,” never fails to !

find its way to the hearts of an audience ; and thoroughly
unmusical must that bosom be which proves insensible to

its beauties. It was well sung by Mr. Vaughan and Mr.
Phillips. And here we would ask those who object to

the annual performance of these, first, wlrat music can be

more judiciously selected in aid of the funds for the benefit

of widows and orphans ? and, secondly, is such music so

very wearying that it cannot be listened to once a year
without ennui ?

November, 1629.

It is very rarely that we are presented with any novelty at

the country music meetings ; but Mr. W. Knyvett’s anthem,
“ The king shall rejoice,” has been so seldom produced,
that it may almost be considered new to the public in

general. Without attempting to deceive Mr. Knyvett, by
telling him that this composition will at once place him on
a level with our first-rate writers of classical church music,

we may safely assert that it undoubtedly possesses much
merit. The melody in the song part flows naturally, and
is exceedingly pleasing ; he is more happy, more at home,
in the vocal than in the instrumental portion.

It is not, perhaps, generally known that the several

pieces of music before enumerated (with the exception of
Mr. Knyvett's anthem, which upon the present occasion

was substituted for Haudel’s 44 Zadock the Priest”) have
invariably, for many years past, constituted the JirU
morning** performance at these triennial meetings.

That our readers may see, at one view, what music was
selected for the regular morning and evening performances,

we insert the following abridged programmes :
—

CONCERT on TUESDAY EVENING, it the SHIRK-HALL.

Acr I.

Sinfonia, in E flit ....
Glee, 44 Hill, smiling morn” ....
Song, Mrs. Knyvett, “ Hid me not forget thy smile” -

Recit. and Song, Mr. Phillips, * 4 Angel of life”

Grand Serna, Miss Paton, “Softly ii|lu"(Drr Frietckntz)

Aria Buffo, Signor Dr Boguis, 44 l.argo a] factotum/'

(// Barbtere ill Siviglia) • - •

Cantata, Mr. Vaughan, 44 Alexis,'
4 accompanied on the

Violoncello by Mr. LndJcv -

Recit. and Aria, Madame Malibran, 44 Orobra adorata,”

(Romeo e Gin/ietla) - - - - -

Finale, 44 Veniti pur avanti,” (Don Giovanni)

Act II.

Overture • - * • - -

Ballad, Mist Paton, 14 Oh 4 no we never mention her.”

Duet, Mrs. Knyvett and Mr. Knyvett, 44 Go where glory

watt* thee” - - - - - IritS Melodic*.

Aria, Madame Malibran, 44 Una voce” - Rottini.

Duel, Mies Paton and Sigonr De Begnis, 44 lo di lulto*' Afotm.
Fantasia, Clarionet, Mr. Williams.

Ballad, Mr, Phillips, 41 The Maid of IJangolIcn.”

Duet, Madame Malibran and Mr. Vaughan, 44 Ah so di

mail/' (// Thncredi) - - . Routmi,

Sccna cd Aria, Signor De Begnis, 44
1 violin i tutli as-

ieme" (// Fanatico per fa Mutiea) - - • Sacehini.

Overture, “ Men of Prometheus” - Beethoven.

Mozart.

Sp&JJbrtk.

Knyvett.

Dr. Calcolt,
tteber.

Rottini.

Peptuck.

Ztnyarel/i.

Mozart.

A. Romberg.

On WEDNESDAY MORNING, at the CATHEDRAL.

A Selection.

Act I.

Introduction and First Movement, 14 Te Deum” • Groan.
Air, Mr*. Knyvett, 44 What Iho* 1 trace” (Solomon) - Hamlet.

Duet, Madame Malibran and Mr. Vaughan. 44 Quai andante” Marcello.

Quartetto, Mrs. Knyvett, Messrs. Knyvett, Vaughan, and
Phillips, 44 For this God4 ’ - - Marcello Sf Knyvett.

Air, Mr. Vaughan, 44 O Liberty,” accompanied by Mr.

Lindley on the Violoncello (Judo* Mur,,them) - Handel.

Air, Miss Paton, 44 From mighty kings” (Jtaint Maccabevt) Handel.

Air, Mr. Phillip*, 44 Shall 1 in MamreV (Jothva) - Handed.

Chorus, 44 For all these mercies” (Jothna) ... Handel.

Air, Madame Malibran, 44 With verdure clad” (Creation) Haydn.
Recit. Accompanied, Mr. Vaughan, 44 Fn splendour bright”

(Creation) ------ Haydn.
Grand Chorus, 44 The bcav’ns declare the glory of God' 4

( Creatton) • Haydn.

Act II.

Concerto, First Grand - - - - -

Oflertorio, Mr. Phillips,
44 The Hymn,” accompanied on

the Organ, by Dr. Chard ...
Chorus, “ Kyrie Eleison" - • •

Air, Mrs. Knyvett, ta Agnus Dei” -

Choni*, 44 Kex Uetnend* majeslatU” -

Quart* It,
44 Recordare” -

Handel.

Chard.

Rtghini.

Mozart.

Winter,

Winter.

2Q
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Chora*, “ Lacryiwo**” ... - Winter.

Air, IKmUih Malibran, u G’ratias agimua tab*," Clarionet

Obligato, Mr. William* - - * Gnglielmi.

Reriu end Air. Mr. Phillip*, “ The snares of Death” *

(rhattknptnna) .... Sir J Sterenmm.

Reci i Mr. VaugMe, “So will’d my Father” (JudasMao
«o6ru) ••••*• Handel,

Trio and Choru*, “Disdainful of danger’’ (Judat Macca-

true) ..... Handel.

Air, Miss Pston, “If guild*** Wood” (Stuannn) . Handel.

Grand Chorus, “ Cum soncto splritu” ... Jhzurt.

Act III.

Lullier'* Hymn. Mr Vaughan, accompanied oa the Organ

by Mr. C!

. Clarke.

Air, Mr*. Knyveti, “O magnify the Lord” (rlnlhem) Hamlet.

Grand Serna, Mr. PliUlips, “ The last Man” - - W.Caleott.

Rrcil and Air, Madame Malibran, “Ah! pailate” (SV
m/tio (f.llrmw) .... Cimansa.

Grand Choru*, “ Glory to God” - Beethoven.

Air, Mr. KnyveU, “Omy God" ... Ctampi.

Quartette), Mr*. KnyveU, Me**r*. Knyvett, Vaughan, and

Lrfflcr, “ Domine, Jaeu Chrirtc” - Winter.

Recit. Mr. Vaughan, “ For the host of Pharaoh” (Umetm
Egypt) , • • • Mantle/.

Recit.' Mi*s Palon, “Sing ye to the Lurd" (Arne/ in

Egypt) - ..... Handel.

Double Choru*, 44 The Lord shall reign” ( hratl in Egypt) Handel.

CONCERT on WEDNESDAY' EVENING, at the SHIRE-HALL.

Act I,

Sinfoitia, (I.m Rnne de France) ... Haydn.
Glee, “ I* it the roar” - * Dr. Clarke Sf (thitfield.

Scene. MivaPaton, “ Fortune’s ProwoB” {Maid of Judah) Kunm.
New Rondo, Signor I)e Begnis, “J’ai de l

a

argent," ar-

ranged by - - - - Cmtri/i.

Song, Mra. KnyveU, “ Mad Be&*" - • . Purer//.

New Fantasia, Flute, Mr. Nicholson ... Ntcho/tan.

Song, Madame Malibran, “ Di tanli palpiti” (U Tmcredi) liftini.
Duel, Mi«s Palon and Mr. Phillip*, “ Ella, oh cicl” - Rouini,

Finale, “Oh, guardale" (// Tureu in lla/ui) . - Rouini.

Act II.

Overture, II Rarhicrc -

Duet, Madame Malibran and Signor de Bcgnif, “ Non to-

me re mil* bel cadet to” - -

Ballad, Mr. Phillips, “OR in the stilly night” (Irith Me-
lady.)

Concertu Violoncello, Mr. Lindley .

Ballad, Mi** Patun, “The Bank* of Allan Water.”

Aria, Signor De Begins, “ La Savoyard*," composed ex-
pressly by .....

G lee, “ The Midges” ....
Song, Madame Malibran, “ Voung Jenny Gray”
Overture, Figaro • •

Rouini.

Mereadante.

Lindtey.

Ca*el&.

Knyveti.

IVtlth.

Mozart.

On THURSDAY MORNING, at the CATHEDRAL,
THE MESSIAH.

CONCERT on THURSDAY EVENING, at the SHIRE-HALL.

Act 1.

Grand Overture, Euryantbe .... /Ether.
Duct, Mr. Phillips and Signor De Begnis, W D' un bello

us« diTurchio” (// Tnrco in Italia) - . Rouini.
Recitative, “ First and Chief;” Air, “ Sweet Bird,” Mr*.

KnyveU, accompanied on tlie Violin by Mr. Cramer Handel.
Song, Mr. Vaughan, “ Fain would my heart” - - Knyrett.
Aria, Madame Malibran, “ Batli, belli," accompanied on

the Violoncello, by Mr. Lindlcy ... Mozart.
Quartet!, “ O’er the dark blue water*” - - /Ether.

Aria Uufpi, Signor De Begnis, “ Amor, mi pirziche” - Rouini,
Song. Miss Palon, “ There be none of beauty’s daughters’

1 Kuopio*.
Finale, ‘* buooa sera”..... Hi*uni.

Act II.

Overture, Obemu ..... Weber.
Duel, Madame Malibran and Mr. Phillips, “ Cradel perche” Mozart.
New Rondo, Signor De Ik-ngis, '• Je *ui> le petit Tambour" De Brgnie.
Ballad, Mm I’aton, “Jock o’ H ailedcan."
Fantasia, Horn, Mr. Platt.

Song, Mr. Phillip*, « (lane thee, Nymph” (L'AUegro) Handel,
Chorus, " Haste thee, Nyaiph”^ ... Handel.

Duet, Mr*. Knyvett and Signor De Begot*, “ GievineUi

the f.vte” - * - - Motarl.

Song, Mailsme Malibran, * * Should lie upbraid” - . Buhop.

Finale, “ God save the King,” by all the principal Singers.

We should have been better pleased with Madame
Malibnut's “ Ombra adarata,’’ if her great predecessor were
not so fresh in our recollection. But in this scene Madame
Pasta was so exquisitely happy, both in conception and
execution, that it will always be ranked amongst the most
highly finished of her performances : except her, however,

we know no one who can sing it so well. “ Gratias Agi-

inus*' is become quite ennvyantet let who may sing it, and

we have no wish to hear it ngain, particularly without

Mr. Willman’s clarionet. “ Rejoice greatly** we never

heard so well performed as by Mrs. Salmon. Miss Paton’s

scenu from Der Frieschutz has lost nothing of its original

freshness and former excellence, notwithstanding its fre-

quent repetition. We are sorry, for her own sake, to per-

ceive that she has not attended to oar friendly hint re-

specting 44 From mighty kings,” When will this lady

indulge us with something new? Upon looking cursorily

at the programme, we had indeed fancied we were to have

.some novelty, under the title of ” Fortune’s Frow ns ;** but

it proved to be an old friend with a new face, and we heard,

with English words, the air
44 Alma invitta,” from Ros-

sini's SigiMnone/o. But a prvpos of novelty ; Signor de

Begnis is the boldest of all bold pretenders to this. Let

the reader refer to the bill of fare, and he there will see,

** Nr.w rondo. Signor De Begins 4 Jai de l’argent!’
**

New ? Why he has sung it every where for years past.

New !—There is something so exceedingly ridiculous, not

to say impertinent in this, that we know not whether to

laugh or frown. The Signor himself must do the former,

at our expense, for we are excellent dupes. He was, how-
ever, ns successful as usual in the eternally-repeated scena,
44

I violini," and the quintetto, 44 Oh, guardate.” During
the performance of 44 Angel of life,” which was, as usual,

excellently sung by Mr. Phillips, and as well accompanied
by Mr. Mackintosh, we could not but notice the emotions

of delight which were visibly depicted in the countenance

of a reverend elderly gentleman, who appeared to pay par-

ticular attention to the obligato accompaniment, and who,

we strongly suspect, in days gone by, played a little (a

psalm tune, perhaps) on the bassoon. From pleasing re-

collections, and a happy association of ideas, he appeared

to be in the full enjoyment of intellectual pleasure. We
most unfeignedly rejoice to find that glees have not yet

totally sunk into oblivion. This species of composition

is peculiarly our own, nnd when judiciously selected

and well performed, never fails to gratify unaffected,

unsophisticated ears. Here, too, the useful and un-

pretending Mrs. Knyvett, with Mr. Vaughan and Mr.
Knyvett, are always heard to vast advantage. Our space

will only allow us to offer a few brief remarks on the

instrumental music. During the performance of Mozart’s

fine symphony in E fiat, in which both the clarionets are

strictly obligati, we looked and listened for Willman and
Powell, but in vain. In (he name of common sense, why
were they not engaged ? In every other respect, it was
well performed. Haydn’s La Heine de France may well

be classed amongst those fascinating compositions, which
to hear is at once to admire : it never fails to give plea-

sure, not only (o the audience but to the performers also;

and were it not that the last symphony we hear of Haydn
we always like the best, we should be almost tempted to

regret that this is not more frequently performed. As to

Weber's characteristic overture to Oberon, a composition so

ed by Google
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full of fancy, of musical painting, so ricli in original ideas,

we are much inclined to doubt whether it is yet sufficiently

understood, even by an entire and unmixed London or-

chestra, to produce the edicts the author intended, and

therefore think it was injudicious to hazard it at Gloucester.

But more judgment is required in selecting instrumental

pieces best adapted to the power and capacity of an or-

chestra, than some persons possess, or others can imagine.

There is something so brilliant, so inexpressibly adven-

turous and spirited in the commencement of the overture

to Euryanlhe, that it carries every thing before it, forcibly

seizing and retaining the attention of every description of

hearer. It rouses, too, the energy, and calls forth every

exertion of the performer, who participates in the enthu-

siasm so strongly felt by its great author. Making allow-

ance for the limited nature of the band, it was very well

and efficiently performed.

The cathedral was literally crowded each morning.

The first morning the doors were, as usual, open to the

public gratuitously. The first evening concert was but

thinly attended ; the second a bumper ; the third better

than the first, but not so good os the second. We believe,

however, that the meeting is considered to have terminated

successfully, if that may be termed success, where the

receipts, owing to the enormous sums paid to some of the

principal singers, do but barely equal the expenditure.

Be it remembered, that the donations or collections made
each day, on leaving the church, are given entire to the

charity, no part being applied towards the expenses ; the

deficiency, if there be any, is made up by the stewards.

BIRMINGHAM MUSICAL FESTIVAL.

The Triennial Musical Festival at Birmingham, for the

benefit of the General Hospital, took place on Tuesday,

Wednesday, Thursday, oud Friday, the 6th, 7tli, 8th, and

9th of October.

Patron, the King.

President, the Earl of Bradford.

The principal Focal Performer* srere—Mi« Paton, Madame
Mali bran Garcia, Mrs. W. Knerett, MU* Fanny Ay ton, and Made-
moiselle Blasts; Mr. Brahara, Mr. Vaughan, Mr Wm. Knyrett,

Mr. Bellamy, and Mr. Phillip*—Signor Costa, Signor Giubilei, and
Signor I>e Begnis.

Concerto Player*—M. De Beriot, violin; Mr*. Anderson, piano-

forte ; Mr. Lindley, violoncello ; Mr. Nicholson, flute.

The Band—Violin*, Messrs. Cramer (leader of the morning per-

formances); Wrichad (leader of the evening performance*), MniraJt

(principal second), Wagslafl", Mountain, Gynemer, Dance. Pignt,

Watkins, Thomas, Gledhill, Anderson, Ella, Grcisboch, Flelcher,

Sherrington, Litolff, Abbott, Mackintosh, Dr. Camidge, Marshall
(of Oxford), White (of Leeds), Tomlin, Greaves, Oilltns, Hope,
Ward, &c. Violas—R. Ashley, F. Ware, Penson, Nicks, Wilcox,
Dari*, Daniels, ( '1ml loner, Lyon, W. Fletcher, Giles, Calkitu Vio-
loncellos—Messrs. Lindley, I'. Lindley, W. Lindley, Crouch, Brookes,
Lucas, Robinson. Double lms*e»—Messrs. Dragonetti, Anfussi,

Bond, C. Smart, T. Fletcher, Humble. Oboes—Messrs. Ling,

Cooke, Wilton. Knowles. Flute*—Messrs. Nicholson, Cuddy, Sta-

nier. Clarionet*—Messrs. WiUman, Powell, Hnrbidgr, Brindley.

Horns—Messrs. Platt, Rae, Probin, Horton. Trumpets—Messrs.

Harper, Irving, Harper, Timmins. Bassoons— Messrs. Mackintosh,
Tuliy, Kelly, Phillips. Serpent— Mr. Thuman. Tromboni, first

choir—Messrs. Roost, Hhoengen, Woodham, Smithies- Second choi

r

—Messrs. Phillips, Yates, Cracknel). Moreton. Double drums

—

Mr. C'hipp.

Conductor—Mr. Greatorex, who presided at the organ and piano-

forte.

Assistant Conductor—Mr. Munden.

The music meetings at Birmingham have for many
years past not only been held in high estimation, but have
likewise taken so decided a leud amongst our numerous
provincial festivals, lhat they are not only looked up to,

but it may almost be said they give an impulse, and im-
part a tone and direction (if we may be allowed the ex-

pression) to all other undertakings of a similar kind.

This influence, as well as their never-failing success, may
be traced, iu the first place, to the skilful and active

exertions, the unwearied diligence and zeal of an expe-

rienced individual, Mr. Joseph Moore, whose whole time

is devoted to the cause in which he has so heartily em-
barked ; and, in the second place, to the liberal plau and
enlarged scale on which the Committee of management
have uniformly acted, by engaging artists, both vocal

and instrumental, of undisputed first-rate tulent and abi-

lity. For these and various other reasons that might be

adduced, the Birmingham Festivals are entitled to much
notice, and they will always fill a conspicuous rank in the

history of our greatest and best musical performances. In
some degree, too, they may be considered as the primary
cause—acting both as stimulus and example— of that

degree of excellence which is now to be found in a lew,

and but few. other of our provincial festivals. To that

excellence, however, Birmingham led the way, ami we
do not hesitate to assert, that the instrumental band em-
ployed on the present occasion was at least equal, if^not

superior, to any ever assembled out of the metropolis.

We feel ourselves warranted in making this assertion, by
the simple fact, that very' nearly fifty-three ofthe performers

were engaged from the Philharmonic Concert, and these

alone would constitute an infinitely better und far more
efficient orchestra than could be collected in the whole
country without them. It is needless to say, that with

such a band the symphonies and overtures were most
admirably performed.

Our further observations will principally be confined to

the novelties contained in the annexed abridged pro-

gramme of the several performances, which, in pursuance

of the practice we have hitherto adopted, and with a view

to inform our various renders of what is now passing, as

also to preserve an historical record, which will hereafter be
both useful and interesting, we here insert.*

On TUESDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 6, at ST. PHILIP'S
CHURCH, full Cathedral Service. Anthems by Dr. Green,
Purcell, Boyce, &<•. And a Afucrere, accompanied by Eight
Trombones, ns performed at the Funeral of Beethoven.

On TUESDAY EVENING, at the THEATRE.

Act I.

Overture and Scene from La Gets*a Ladra ,
performed

by Mademoiselle Blast*, Signor De Bcgnis, and
Signor Giubilei, in character.

Grand Variations de Uravoure on the celebrated Ro-
mance from Mehura Oratorio of Joseph, Mrs.
Anderson ..... Hen.

Sccna, Mr. Braharo, {Freyschutx) ... Weber.
Scena from La Donna del /Ago, performed by Mis* F.

Ayton and Signor Costa, in character, “ O mattutini

albori” Rossini.

* Some unwarrantable deviations were made in the course of the

performance from the printed programmes and Itooks of the words,

which the Committee should not have permitted. But we confess

that we know, by experience, that some of the prime donne are

very difficult to manage. On this subject one of our dramatic poets

exclaim*

—

u I'd rather guide a ship.

Alone, and la a storm, than rule one woman.’*
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Act II.

Concerto Violin, Monsieur de Beriot.

German Song, Mr. Phillips, 44 Freimde reichi mtr

nectar !** .... - Von Weiteheld.

Glee, 44 Cold is Cadvillar’i tongneM - Horsley.

Serna, Miss Paton, (Freysehmtz) ... Weber.

The Third Act of Romeo e Givtietta, performed by

Madame Malibran flarcis and Miss F. Ayton, in

character, and Chorus - - - Zinyartili.

On WEDNESDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 7, at ST. PHILIP'*
CHURCH.
Part I.

Coronation Anthem, «* The King shall rejoice, cot*

ceeding glad shall he be.” - - Handel.

Song, Mr. Phillips, “ The hut Man” - • J. IV. Ca/lcot.

Canon, Mrs. Knyvett, Mr. Vaughan and Mr. Bellamy,
** Praise to Him,” (the first time of its performance) Xeukomm.

Song, Miss F. Ayton, “ Pious Orgies” . Handel.

Bfotteto (Double Chorus) 44 God is our hope and
strength—Soli parts by Mrs. Knyvett, Mr. Knyvett,

Mr. Vaughan, and Sir. Bellamy - Horsley.

The Triumph of Gideon, a Sacred Drama (the Music

by Winter.) The third time of its performance.

Part II.

Contain Sacra.

Composed expressly for this Festival (to Isaiah, Chap,

xii.) by ZingareUi. With Selections from the Works
of Handel, Jomelli, Haydn, and Graun.

On WEDNESDAY EVENING, at the THEATRE.
Act I.

Symphony (in C) - - - • Beethoven.
\

New Ballad, Mr. Vaughan - Knyvett.

Glee, Mrs. Knyvett, Messrs. Vaughan, Knyvett, Bel-

lamy, and Phillips, “ O snatch me swift” - CaleoU.

Song, Miu Ayton, “ O rielo qua’i fieri” - - Pacini.

Song, Mr. Phillips, u Oft in the stilly night” * Jrith Melodies.

Conoertante, Violin, and Violoncello, Messrs. Weichsel

and Lindley - Lind/eg.

Song, Mrs. Knyvett, u Mad Bess” • Purcell.

Duet, Miss Pntnn and Mr. Braham, M When thy
bosom heaves the sigh” * Braham.

Recit. Madame Mali bran Garcia, “ Ecco il punto o
Vitellia” - - - - Mozart.

Aria, Ditto, “ Non piu di fiori” (accom-
panied by Mr. Willman on the Como di Bassetto)

Quartetto. Madame Mali bran Garda, Mias Fanny
Ayton, Signor Costa, Mr. Phillips, “ Cielo, mio

l labbro inspira” - - Rossini.

Act II.

Overture ( Oberon) • IVeher.

Song, Mis* Paton, “ O no, we never mention her,”

(accompanied by herself on the Harp.)

Duet, Mademoiselle Blast’s and Madame Mali bran

Garcia, 44 Ebben a te ferid” (Scmiramide) - Rossini.

Song, Mr. Braliam, (Alexis) Violoncello Obligato, Mr.
Lindley ------ Dr. Pcpusch.

Fantaaia Violin, M. De Beriot.

Song, Signor Oata, 44 Come mai” - [‘acini.

Glee, Mrs. Knyvett, Messrs. Knyrett, Vaughan, and
Bellamy, The Midyes' Dance - Knyvett.

Spanish Song, Mudame Mali bran Garda, 44 Bajilito

nuevo,” arranged from Garcia.

Finale Instrumental - - Mozart.

On THURSDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 8, at ST. PHILIP'S
CHURCH,

The Messiah
,

trtfA Mozart's Accompaniments.

On THURSDAY EVENING, at the Theatre.

Act I.

Scena, II Turco in Italia ,
44

1'er piacere," Mademoiselle
Blasis and Signor Le Begnl.*, in character - . Rossini.

Scena, Mr. Braham (GAcron) - - - Weber.
Concerto Violoncello, Mr. Lindley - - Lindley.
Song, Miss Paton, 44 The Soldier tired” - - Arne.
Scena (La Donna del Layo\ 44 Sei gia sposa,” Mis*

Funny Ayton and Signor Costa, in character - Rossini.

Act II.

Soena ( Otello) ----- Rossini.

Air, Mademoiselle Blasis, “Cliesmsma! aitne che
aflanno," and Chorus.

Scena (// Fanatic*), Signor de Begnis, in character - Sacehins.

Concerto Flute, Mr. Nicholson.

The Third Act of Romeo e Giulietla - - - ZinparellL

On FRIDAY MORNING. OCTOBER 9, at ST. PHILIP*
CHURCH.
Part I.

Jubtlce Anthem.
The Music by Cherubini, from the celebrated Sendee performed at

the Coronation of Charles X. King of France, arranged expressly

for this Meeting.
Part II.

Joseph, a Sacred Drama, the Music by MehuU Arranged for this

Meeting.
With Miscellaneous Selections.

On FRIDAY EVENING, at the THEATRE.
Act I.

Symphony (in D) - - • Beethoven.

Song, Mrs. Knyvett, 44 Bid me not forget thv smile” Knyvett.

Glee, Mrs. Knyvett, Messrs. Knyvett, Vaughan,
Phillips, and Bellamy, 44 O snatch me swift.”

Song, Madame Malibran Garda, 44 Una voce poco fa” Rossini.

Concerto Pianoforte, Mrs. Anderson, with Orchestral
Accompaniments - Hummet <j- Hertz.

Song, Mr. Braham, Battle afthe Anyth
Ballad, Miss Ayton, 44 Tell me, my heart”
Grand Finale, Madame MalJbr&n Garcia, Mrs. Kny-

vett, Miss Ayton, Messrs. Braham, Bellamy, and
Phillips, 44 Ciel ! che iutesi” ( Tancredt)

. Act II.

Overture (Furyanthe) - -

Song, Miss Baton, 44 Lo, here the gentle lark,” Flute
Obligato, Mr. Nicholson ....

Are Maria, with additional Accompaniments by Mr.
Grestorex ; Soli parts by Mrs. Knyvett and Mr.
Vaughan, 44 Hark, vrliat mingles in the strain"

Aria, Signor Costa, 44 Nel furor delle tempeste”
Duet, Mins Ayton and Signor Costa, 44 Un soave non

so che,” Cenerentola -

Concerto Violin, M. de Beriot.

Song, Mr. Phillips, 44 Haste thoo, nymph,” and Chorus
(L'AUeyro) -

Proven qal Airs, Madame Malibran Garcia.

Finale, God save the Kitty.

Of the new compositions, first, a Miserere, performed at

the funeral of Beethoven, was not judiciously introduced

or well assorted with the smooth and quiet harmony of
Purcell, Green, Boyce, and Cooke, by which it was on
all sides surrounded. Neither is there any thing in the

composition itself particularly striking : those great effects

which might naturally have been expected from the mighty

Beethoven arc wanting. But il should be known that it

was brought forward in its present state, and adapted

for eight trombones by the 44 Kapelmeister of the Emperor
of Germany,” as the bills express it. We presume the

Emperor of Austria was meant.

Of the announced canon by Ncukomm, we are not

ashamed to confess that, although we listened very atten-

tively, we could not make it out
;

or, in other words, we
could not trace the canon. Had we seen the score, the

eye
,
pcrhnps, might have been convinced, though the ear

was not, and thus our infidelity have been removed. It is,

notwithstanding, a clever and ingenious composition, and

proves the author to be a man of talent. But many pro-

ductions arc dignified with the name of canon, which,

strictly speaking, are not entitled to il ; and, after all,

we are of opinion that more importance is attached to

this species of composition than it deserves, except merely

os a study.

Bishop.

Rossini.

Weber.

Bishop.

Dr. Clarke.
Bellini.

Rossini.

Handel.

.QigitlzecLby-Gqq^I
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Of Mr. Horsley’s raotetto and double chorus, wc gladly

speak in terms of high commendation, although the second

movement in C minor forcibly brings to recollection the

terremoto, or earthquake, in Haydn’s Passion of our

Saviour. The best writing will be found in the last move-

ment in E b. The whole, however, is very creditable to

our countryman, and we hope we shall not only hear

this production again, but other compositions of a similar

kind from his pen.

The Cantata Sacra, composed for this festival by Zin-

garelli, is one of the most tame, insipid things we were

ever doomed to hear: a heap of common-place trash from

the first to the last note. After twaddling in n ^ for hulf

an hour, he ventures for a few bars into r ; then returns to

b, und there is nn end ! Poor Zingarelli ! How much
it is to be regretted that some kind and judicious critic

did not, at the end of the first page of his manuscript,

insert for his edification the words which Haydn affixed

to the fragment of his 83d, his last, quartett

:

“ All my iirenglh, all* ! is gone,
“ Old and weak am l.

M

The music for the Jubilee Anthem was judiciously

selected from the celebrated service composed by Cheru-
bini, and performed at the Coronation of Charles X. of

France. In this, indeed, we found something to admire,

and rouse attention. The rich stores of the composer’s
imagination are here opened, and the hearer is delighted

by a pure strain of elegant melody, sustained by rich and
masterly harmony; together shewing the man of genius

and of learning. Our limits will not ullow of our analy-

sing the several movements; but we must point out the

trio in o, “ Spirit of Holiness'
1

which, notwithstanding that

the motivo very much resembles the andante in Haydn’s
symphony No. 7, is, indeed, a lovely movement. The
chorus, “ When the storms of affliction,” is also a very-

beautiful and masterly composition. The Committee of

management exhibited great judgment in bringing this

fine production before the British public.

Having spoken of so many new compositions, we must
now say a word or two of the new singer. Signor Costa.

The bills kept us quite in the dark respecting this gentle*

man ; it was not even announced as his first appearance

;

it was not stated whence he was imported, or whether
his voice was base, soprano, or any thing between. But
this silence was well-judged, for it certainly did not lead

us to expect much. His voice proves to be a tenor, not

very unlike Begrez’s in quality, and we have been in-

formed he came from Naples, recommended by Zinga-

relli, who would have acted with more discretion had he

kept both his sacred tong and profane singer for the be-

nefit of his Neapolitan friends. As a singer he is far be-

low mediocrity, and he does not compensate for his vocal

deficiencies by his personal address, which is abundantly
awkward. In the theatre, while sinking the air ** Nel
furor delle tempeste,” and accompanying himself, he had
a narrow escape. 'The tempests proved contagious, and
were beginning to manifest themselves in the galleries

;

and had he remained hut a few moments longer on the

stage, he would have witnessed a storm compared to

which the roarings ofhis own Vesuvius would have seemed
but a murmur.
We hope that Miss Fanny Ayton will never again at-

tempt * 4 Pious orgies.” If Handel had heard her, lie

would have thrown his wig at her ; a mode of punishment
he once hud recourse to. Madame Malihron’s ** Holy,
holy,” divested as it now was of the uunatural and un-

meaning cadence which she so injudiciously dangled to it

at Chester, left us nothing to wish ; and we doubt if it

has ever been better sung since the days of Mara.
Of M iss Patou, Mrs. W. Knvvett, and Messrs. Bra-

ham, Vaughan, and Phillips, we have had occasion so
frequently to speak, that we can only say we have nothing
to add to or detract from our former commendation. They
all acquitted themselves well. But the most perfect per-

formance during the festival was Mozart’s air “ Non piu

di fiori,” which was not only inimitably well sung hy
Madame Malibran, but as deliciously accompanied by
Willman, and the orchestra altogether. We never heard
a more finished performance.

The Choral Baud (for which Birmingham has long
been proverbial) was most excellent ; every one of them
appeared conscious of his own strength and power, and
collectively the points were led offwith a spirit and firmness,

producing altogether an effect that has rarely been equal-

led. Wc ourselves heard a celebrated composer, and a
leading member in the profession, say, that Handel’s

Chorus from Joshua, ‘\Glory to God,” was, in itself alone

well worth going from London to Birmingham to hear.

The eight trombones produced un effect terribly sublime in

this magnificent production.

Of M. De Beriot we will say two words, and then have
done : we were among the first, and still continue in the

list ofhis admirers. His tone is delicious, his intonation

perfect. But are we doomed to hear nothing from him
but his own Ulema with variations, and part of a concerto
by Viotti? We say part, because in general it is sadly

mutilated ; and we would usk M. De Beriot why the first

movement, which unquestionably is the best part of the con-
certo, was omitted. We are always glad both to sec and
hear this performer, and if he come among us again next

season, we hope he will get up something fresh, if not
new. Of this, he is at least capable, and the musical
public have a right to demand it of him. But we much
fear that the true grand concerto, with which Viotti so
often delighted his audience, it will never be our good
lortune to hear again !

The festival was very successful. In a Birmingham
paper now before us, the total receipts are stated to
amount to 9,604/. 1*. lie/. The expenses at rather more
than half.

Among the donations it were unjust not to notice the
noble gift of 300/. by Sir Robert Peel.

STATE OF MUSIC IN LONDON, BY M. FETIS.
(SEVENTH LETTER.)

Mv dear Son, London
,
June 22, 1829.

The existence of the Italian Opera in the principal

cities of Europe is not without utility as relates to the pro-

gress of dramatic music among the nations, for the men of
genius who have succeeded each other down to Rossini,

have maintained their art in a state of indisputable advance-
ment, in respect to some essential branches which have
been too much neglected by the musicians of other nations.

The discriminating adoption of their brilliant forms of com-
position has contributed much to the perfection of German
and French dramatic music. Italian singers also have
loug been the masters of the singers in all countries, and,
though at present fallen Irom their uucient glory, they
still are the models on which others form themselves.

These models, whether as regards singing or composition.

iQOgle
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are more necessary to the English than to any other

people, because their habitual calm render* them less dis-

posed to the cultivation of music ; and, above all, because

the want of institutions among them is opposed to the

natural progress of the art. Thus then it was requisite

that there should be an Italian Opera in London, and
that the higher classes should defray the charges of so

costly a recreation. But, on the other hand, it was diffi-

cult in a country where fashion has so much influence,

—

a country where the taste of the aristocracy is a law to

which all must bow,—it was, I repeat, difficult to pre-

vent the good which might result from the existence of
the Italian opera from being destroyed, by the exclusive

preference accorded thereto by the nobles and the wealthy.

It is not that these are capable of feeling or understanding

the merit of Italian music ; in this respect they are less

advanced than their equals of Paris or Vienna : but the

ready made reputation of the singers whom they hear,

and nf the music furnished to them, dispenses with the ne»
cessity of their having an opinion, and this, as they would
be unable to form any for themselves, is convenient

enough. Then, all the world are not able to possess, for a

few months, a box which costs three or four hundred
guineas: a privilege which presupposes, if not nobility, at

all events wealth, and this decides their vocation for the

Italian Opera. These boxes are closed, surrounded by
hangings and curtains, behind which the proprietors may
consider themselves at home and chat at their ease

;

which exactly suits them. It will be readily perceived

that the large boxes of Drury Lane and Covent Garden,

—

boxes which contain twelve or fifteen persons and where

the privileged would be exposed to the horror of being

mingled with the middling classes, whom they despise,—'are
sufficient to prevent them from frequenting those theatres

where the English opera ia performed. Hence arise the

discredit in which this kind of amusement languishes,

and the secondary causes which oppose themselves to its

emancipation.

1 must explain what I call secondary causes, and
will endeavour to do so in the briefest possible manner.
I have already mentioned to you that in England every

thing is done by subscription, aud the theatres, more than

any other undertaking, stand in need of this kind of as-

sistance (a). The higher classes not frequenting those of
Drury Lane and Covent Garden, the managers of these

houses have no resource but the daily receipts for cover-

ing all their expenses. In order that these receipts be
considerable, it is necessary that the performance be got
up so as to excite the curiosity of the public. Now, a
people whose musical education is so little formed can-
not l>e attracte d by the sole desire of hearing music. The
Opera is, therefore, insufficient for the whole evening, and
hence the necessity of lmviug also actors for tragedy,

comedy, nielo-drama, pantomime, with decorations, ma-
chinery, &c. Hence, in fine, the vicious circle in which
the managers move, of augmenting expenses in order to

augment the receipts, and of thus rendering the receipts

inadequate by the enormity of the expenses (6). Nor is this

all : established reputations have such attraction for the

English, that they cannot possibly listen to an opera in

which they do not hesr Brnharn, Miss Patou, Miss Love,
Supio, or Phillips. Assured of public favour, these per-

formers exact those heavy sums which ruin the managers.
For example, Bruhnrn, notwithstanding his some sixty

years, receives t went) -six guineas a night. Miss Puton
little less, and the other singers in the same proportion (c).

What is the result of all this? A necessity for excessive

economy in all that meets not the public eye. We must
- not, then, wonder if the orchestras of Drury Lane and

Covent Garden are far inferior to tliose of the Varielet

or of the Theatre de Madame in Paris ; and if the cho-
ruses arc uo better. You may judge of the effect which

I this produces when they perform Oheron, the Dame
i Blanche, or the Muetie de Poriiri . At Drury Lane, Mr.

T. Cooke is at once musical director, leader of the or-
> chestra, uud actor for the part of the second tenor, when
i the opera requires it. If the character has not to appear

before the second act, this gentleman directs during the

first, then yields his post to some miserable fiddler; re-

turns afterwords, enveloped in a cloak, to beat the great

drum in an obligato passage, because there ia no one to

fulfil this duty, or lends his assistance to the contra-

basses, who urc not sufficiently numerous. In this man-
ner is music treated in the English opera (d).

Tbe managerial economy is applied to still more impor-
tant objects, and such as have a more direct iuflnence on
the fate of music in England. I refer to what concerns

the rights of the composer. For a long time, Patticcioi,

consisting of Italiuu pieces and some English airs, were
the only operas represented at tbe nalioual theatres in

England. Purcell, and after him Arne aud Arnold, com-
posed operas the music of which was entirely English.

The fortuue of the first was sufficient for him to think of
nothiug but the glory which might result from his works

;

tike two others regarded the theatre as only a slight addi-

tion to their income, for the sale of the airs in thsir operas
waa the only advantage which they derived from them.

The same custom has been perpetuated since their time,

composers never receiving the smallest remuneration for

their labours from the managers ; so that a musician

who would devote himself to the theatrical career, ia de-

terred from so doing, by the certainty that such an employ-
ment of his talents can lead to no adequate results («•).

The English language is so unfavourable to music, and so
little known among foreigners, that the score of an
opera composed in this language is never published. A
few airs which become popular are purchased by the

music -venders, who, for uu inconsiderable sum, become
entitled to the profit resulting from such popularity. In
Italy the labour of a poet is accounted so trifling an affair,

that a libretto is paid by about one hundred and fitly or

two hundred francs. In France they have a larger sum
assigned to them, sharing w illi the musician the claims of

authorship, which are paid by the manager; and by a

custom sufficiently strange, arc entitled to a third of

the sum paid by the music-vender to the composer for

the score. In England the state of things is still more
singular, for the manager pays the poet only, who has

a right to an equal share with the composer in the sole

of the music (/).
Alter reading these details, no one I should think will

be surprised at the small number of musicians which

England has produced. How indeed should one cultivate

an art, the results of which are so unimportant ? An
English composer beholds ucither glory nor profit in the

effects of his lalxnir ; who, then, shall induce him to write ?

Generally speaking, artists have no fortune but whit they

make for themselves : it is necessary that they should be

iu easy circumstances and free from all inquietude, in

order that their attention be concentrated in the exercise

of their art ; and, above all, it is requisite that the hope of

great renown should be the constant mover of their efforts.

Nothing of all this exists for an English composer of dra-

matic music
;
and, therefore, wc need not wonder if in
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London we find only arranger*, who esteem their labours

no more than the public. Mazzinghi, Reeves, and many
others who are not worth the trouble of mentioning, have

tarnished some sixty or eighty pretended operas, composed
solely of shreds, snatched from the genuine Italian, French,

or German operas, to which they have tacked airs of their

own fashion, with some Scotch and Irish melodies; a sort

ofseasoning which is here indispensable. Even Bishop, who
has some talent, and a reputation for his airs, has done
little more than this ; but, like all musicians who have

laboured for the English stage, he has, without scruple,

announced himself as the author of the music which he

pillaged from foreign scores. For example, the Jean

de Pans of Boieldieu has been arranged for the English

stage : Bishop confined himself to retrenching what the

unskilful ness of the English musicians rendered it impos-

sible for them to execute, and to furnishing obligato ac-

companiments to some popular airs : he then placed

his name to the work as his own, and of Boieldieu

there was no mention (g). The frequent communica-
tions which now exist between London and Paris ren-

der this charlatanism of more difficult execution. La
Muette di Porfici and La VittUe have been lately played

here, under the names of the real authors.

Iti the English opera there is a continual and reciprocal

action of the miserable composition of music on the per-

formers, and of the ignorance of these latter on the music

Not long since, the execution of a w hole was almost im-
possible, and it is only very lately that some progress has

been made in this respect. Vet something might be done
with certain of the singers ; but to accomplish this, more
knowledge, experience, taste, and zeal would be requisite,

than is at present to be found in all England. Formerly,
Braham had a genuine talent : forty-five years have, how-
ever, elapsed since his first debut at the Theatre Royal, and
the extraordinary capabilities with which nature had gifted

him, have finished by yielding to so long an exercise (A).

In the Italian opera he sang naturally, and without forcing

his voice, but the custom of playing at the English theatre

during several years has caused him to adopt the custom
of roaring, because the English people are, above all

things, fond of strong and startling voices. Now the

voice of Braham is ruined, and he roars, in order to make
himself heard. The cnfceblemcnt of his capabilities is

evinced also by his intonation, which is often below the

tune. As an actor he is perfectly ridiculous, but the Eng-
lish public is insensible to all this. It requires only to

see the same Braham. who for so long a time has been

the object of its attachment, und it is satisfied, as it will

continue to be, so long as this singer shall have strength

to shew himself upon the scene.

Miss Paton, who is, they say. Lady Lennox, has also

had much talent. She is an excellent musician, plays well

on the piano and the harp, and sings the English and
Scotch airs with great expression. Still the desire to

please an ignorant public has induced lier habitually to

force her powers, and her intonation is now frequently

defective. Miss Love has a fine contralto voice, which
she restrains within its natural compass. She screams
less than Miss Paton, but at the same time she has less

vocal facility (i). However, she is a great favourite with

the frequenters of Drury Lane. Miss Betts, who plays at

Drury Latte, has less celebrity than the singers whom I

have just cited
;

yet she seems better organized for the

French and Italian styles. I have heard her in the Muette
de Portici

, and found her manner satisfactory. With
proper training, she would soon be worthy of figuring

among the best singers of the English theatre. Of the
tenors I have cited only Braham, and he is also the only
one who merits this distinction. A certain Mr. Wood,
who is a great favourite in London, struck me as detest-

able. I heard him at Covent Garden, in the Maid of
Judah , a translation or parody of Ivanhoc : to me he
appeared fit for nothing but shouting. The other pre-
tended tenors are still worse than he. As to the basses,

there are two who deserve to be distinguished
;
these are

Sapio and Phillips. The first, who is much extolled, I
have not heard, he being at present deprived of his liberty

on account of the had state of his aflairs. Phillips has a
fine voice, and a style of sufficient compass ; but he is

cold, and little calculated for a dramatic singer (J).
If all the performers whom I have here named were

assembled in one theatre, a sufficiently satisfying ensemble

might be formed, which in a few years could be easity

ameliorated. This, however, is not the case. Covent
Garden and Drury Lane contend for them, and the di-

vision thus made leaves a void, which renders it impos-
sible to hear an opera passably executed at either of these

theatres. In addition to this, the necessary closing of the

two houses in the month of June, disorganizes the actors,

choruses, and orchestra annually, they being engaged
only for the season, which lasts but for six or seven

months(A). In consequence of this arrangement, the per-

formers of all kinds find themselves free to pass from one
theatre to the other, but are always uncertain of the

destiny that awaits them, and deprived of resources during

a part of the year. It is true, that another English opera,

without any admixture, commences in this interval, at

the little theatre called the English Opera House, and
that the manager looks to Covent Garden and Drury
Lane for recruits. This, then, would be the montent for

forming a strong company, and obtaining a good per-

formance. But the English Opera House, being open
only at a time when London is otserted, the manager is

constrained to dimmish his expenses as much as possible,

and consequently to engage none but inferior actors (l). It

is therefore manifest, that causes foreigrt to the disposition

of the English for music, huve an influence on the

wretched state of this art in the lyrical theatres, and that

the absolute want of fixed establishments is, as I have fre-

quently said, the origin of all the defects which are ob-
servable therein. As long as the existence of the theatres

shall have no more solid basis, all efforts made to ame-
liorate them must prove fruitless, and, consequently, the

taste of the nation cunnot perfect itself. In certain coun-

tries, the authority which insists on regulating the

theatres, without comprehending their mechanism, com-
promises their prosperity. In England an absolute

indifference produces analogous effects.

Adieu, iny Son,
Fetis.

Notes on the Seventh Letter op M. Fetis.

(a) In saying that every thing is done by subscription,

the writer uses that figure of rhetoric culled synecdoche.

The Opera, (he two principal concerts, and Alinacks, are

thus supported ; but the theatres, musical festivals, public

exhibitions of all kinds, &c. are. it is almost needless to

say, open to all who carry in their hand wherewithal to

obtain admission.

(b) To the monopoly of theatres all this may justly be

imputed, which forbids a distinct theatre for each branch
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of the drama, obliges each manager to engage three or

four complete companies, and thus renders unavoidably

necessary a theatre so large, that seeing and hearing are

totally out of the question, except in the instances of

spectacle and music.

(c) M. Fetis is about as correct in regard to Mr. Bra-

hain's age, as on many other points. Concerning the

terms of his engagement, too, he is not very authentic.

But surely both Miss Paton and Mr. Braham have as

much right to expect twenty-six, or twice twenty-six

guineas a night at Drury Lane, as Madame Malibran had

to demand eighty at the King's 'Hicatre.

(d) On this subject we are not prepared to speak with

any certainty, but are well convinced that the account is

overcharged. Something of the kind may by accident

have occurred, but the want of candor in thus asserting

generally from some particular fact, must be manifest to

every unbiassed reader.

(e) Arne, Arnold, Shield, Storuce, and Bishop, had all

salaries at their respective theatres, and these to no in-

considerable amount

!

(f) So far as England is concerned, this paragraph is

a tissue of errors. The copyrights of operas hove been

known to fetch from five hundred to a thousand guineas

each ; and now a single popular air will produce a very large

sum. The poet with us is not entitled to, and never

thinks of claiming, the smallest portion of what the sale

of the music yields.

(g) We can hardly credit this. Mr, Bishop, however,

when he returns to this country, will doubtless feel himself

called upon to notice such an unqualified charge.

(A) What a very careles^ w riter, to use a mild epithet, is

M. Fetis ! Just now he told us that Braham is u sexage-

narian. If so, and if he has been five-and-forty years

on the stage, he must have burst forth as one of the finest

tenors in Europe at the age of fifteen ! The truth is.

that he has been thirty-three years on the stage, having

first appeared, as a very young man, in 1796, at Drury
Lane. As to his voice being ruined, the applause he still

receives from the public, and the praises bestowed on him
by every critic, in every part of the kingdom, supply

au undeniable answer to so illiberal and unfounded an as-

sertion. Let us add also, that it is rather unfortunate

that M. Fetis should have found him ridiculous as an
actor, who only saw him in a character in which his act

ing was universally noticed and admired.

(i) Miss Paton scream !—and this from otic accus-

tomed to French singers !

—

Proh pudor t

(J) Phillips cold!—The writer positively must have
heard some one else : his two youthful Mentors could

never have instructed him thus.

(A:) For six or seven, read nine.

(D It is remarkable enough, that among these “ inferior”

performers is the very Miss Betts who has just been so

much praised. Mr. Phillips too, and Misses Kelly, Cawse,
Mr. and Mrs. Keeley, &c. &c. are all included in the same
judgment. Mr. Arnold is a fortunate man in having ob-
tained so much reputation for his theatre with such con-
temptible performers t

At. FETISS EIGHTH LETTER.

My dear Son, London , July 2, 1829.

In examining the causes which oppose themselvea

to the progress of musical taste in England, I have hitherto

spoken only of the want of institutions relating to this

object, or of the insufficiency of such as do exist : it re*

mains for me to show that the manner in which music is

treated in society is still more prejudicial to that art.

Iyondon is, in some sort, merely an abode of circum-

stance for the English : the closing of Parliament is

the signal for their departure. Those who possess great

riches retire to their estates, those enchanted habitations,

where are united all the rural pleasures with all the de-
lights of luxury. Others go to economize on the Continent,

as is necessary to the indulgence of their vanity duriug

the few months which they spend in the capital of their

country. The enormous expenses which they incur, duriog

a short season, oblige them to this regimen. From the

end of July, London becomes a desert, of w hich our most
solitary provincial towns present no parallel : for it is not the

rich alone who leave it,—all those who live at their expense,

namely, artists, modists, parasites, and the vast industrious

tribe, likewise disperse and go to prepare themselves for

the labours of the ensuing season, or to repose from the

fatigues of the past. Four months constitute what in Lon-
don they call the season ; these are from the 15th of

March to the 1 5th of July, when a prodigious and un-

rivalled activity reigns in that city, which before presented

the appearance of a vast solitude. Then begins an unin-

terrupted series of concerts, plays, oratorios, musical

soirees, and flutes of all kinds. Such is the multiplicity of

these pleasures, that it is hardly conceivable how the

women, and even the most robust men, should not sink

under the fatigue occasioned by them.

In England every one learns music, not in order to

know it, but because it is fashiouable to spend money on
this art, and to have such or such famous performer for

teacher (a). Some young ladies, gifted with real abilities for

the piano or singing, possess fine talents ; but in genera!

music is studied by the English for tile sole purpose of

dissipating the ennui which kills them. Siuging and the

piano are adopted in preference to all other parts of

music : and the number of teachers is stated to be above
four thousand. Among the professors, Messrs. J. B.

Cramer and Moscheles occupy the first rank. You know
the reputation of the first ; it is not usurped. Mr. Cramer
is no longer young, and his execution on the piano has

not now the firmness and brilliancy which it formerly

had ; yet his manuer of touching the instrument is charm-
ing, his quality of sound is perfect, and no one plays an
adagio so well as himself (6). He reminded me of the

pleasure which Dussek used to cause me. Moscheles has
modified his manner greatly since he was heard at

Paris. He still possesses the brilliancy and easy exe-
cution of those tours de force for which he was ad-

mired, and which furnished a model for M. Ilerz;

but he uses these moderately, and now sings on the

piano with equal precision and taste. After these two
masters, come Messrs. Schlcsinger, Pio Cianchettini, Pot-
ter, and Mrs. Anderson, who possess talents of an esti-

mable order. The remainder of the professors are more
or less obscure ; all, however, have their patrons, and con-

trive to live.

Among the professors of singing are remarked, Mr.
Lanza, author of a good elementary work on the art which
he teaches, Messrs. Begrez, Attwood, and Curioni (c). Yel-
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litti has established a singing-school in London, and the

greater part of the singers attached to the Italian Opera

also give lessons. But, besides these celebrated talents,

there is a crowd of obscure masters who teach an art of

which they are ignorant ; and who, nevertheless, are very

busy. Patronage is every thiug in England, and so con-

vinced are the artists of its power, that they are less soli-

citous to acquire talent, than to make friends. Whoever
has them among the powerful and the wealthy is sure of

a fortune, and this is all that is wished in a country where

the cultivation of the arts is considered merely as a matter

of husiness. With the assistance of patronage, musicians,

whose names have never struck my eye or car, give bril-

liant and productive concerts, at which they take part

only in touching the receipts ; while on the contrary, the

finest talent, if it have not friends, will never draw toge-

ther an audience to hear it. The power of patronage here

referred to is such, that it is not even necessary to be a

musician in order to give a benefit concert : Marchands

des modes have been known to give very brilliant ones by

the assistance of some great ladies who patronized them.

Here every thing is speculation : hence we must not

wonder at the multiplicity of concerts ; a multiplicity so

great, that within about three months three or four have

been given each day. Charlatanism leaves no means un-

employed to render them attractive. Emphatic announce-

ments in the journals, enormous bills, and smaller ones

distributed iu the rooms, and even in the streets,—are

constantly resorted to.

Here it is not permitted to post bills on the walls,

but they are found at the music venders, the grocers,

and even on the hack of a sheep in a butcher's shop.

Morning Concert at the Argyll Rooms, Morning Concert
i

at the King's Theatre , Evening Concert at Covent Garden ,

and Evening Concert at fVdlis't Rooms :—this is what
i

one daily sees. But he who has not witnessed one of

these concerts can form no just idea of them. An
orchestra hastily assembled, and which has had no re-

hearsals; some famous singers, sinking under the fatigue

of their uninterrupted labours, and who are obliged con-

tinually to repeat the same pieces ; a greater number of

middling performers, vocal and instrumental ; a selection

of music suited to the capacity of the auditory, in which

one perceives at once. La Savoyarde , and Le Petit Tam-
bour de la Garde Nationale, airs sung with the greatest

success by M. de Begnis, and always encored. I must

avow that I had not believed it possible to experience the

disgust at music with which the London Concerts have

inspired me : one hardly supposes that there can be any

talent in the artists employed at them (d).

An attentive examination of English society convinces

us that it has the want of music, but not the taste for it

This distinction will, perhaps, appear rather subtle than

solid; yet I think it is not wanting in justice. I will ex-

plain : the English population is divided into two classes

which never mingle, which nothing cau unite, and which

appear to form two separate nations. The one is com-
posed of that industrious and wise population which has

created the finest civilization iu the world, and of which
the constant labours have for their object the general well-

being, combined most happily with individual interest (e).

This class is not wanting in an aptitude for the arts,

but it has little time to devote to their cultivation : for it

the arts are a recreation, and cannot become a business.

The other class, which in fact believes itself to be not of

the same blood with the former, is that aristocracy which

may be called Uu pest of England, an evil all the more
November, 1829.

fatal in the state of things, because the British kingdom,
perhaps, could not cure itself of it without engendering
still greater. An Englishman of very superior intellect,

speaking of the individuals of his class, observed to me,
that they were the last of human kind. There may be
more humour than truth in this sally; hut we must admit
that, if they be not the last, they are the most ridicu-

lous. They style themselves the fashionable teorld, by
which is meant, not that to lie noble one must be fashion-

able, but that the fashionable are found in their circle

only. It would be difficult enough to explain how the
quality of fashionable is acquired, and how it is lost. He
who was this year decorated with the title, will, perhaps,
return to obscurity the next season. Fashionable signifies

a-la-modc, or one who follows the mode. To be capable
of being fashionable, you must carefully conceal the qua-
lities of your mind and dissemble your knowledge, for

fashion does not like to be made sensible of its stupidity

or ignorance. But for being in the fashion, it is not
sufficient to be provided with a confined intellect,

—

a dress, an equipage, a supper, a concert, sometimes
procure this advantage. An artisan, an author, a phy-
sician, also become fashionable by the use made of their

talents ; all their efforts tend to this point, because their

futurity is contained in this maxim:—Become fashion-

able, and your reputation will be assured as well as your
fortune. A man wishes to give a course of history, lite-

rature, or music, and knows nothing about the matter

;

yet this is of no consequence, for if it be fashionable to

attend his lectures, all the world will Hock thither. He
may then talk of the raiu and the fine weather without auy
one remembering his promises, which are not thought of.

When fashion attends a concert, it is no way solicitous

about hearing music ; but there isan opportunity for meeting,
and the sound of voices and instruments seems an agree-
able accompaniment to iu conversation. Hardly has the
accompanist given the signal by preluding on the piano,

when colloquies are established throughout the room

;

the chatteriug soon becomes similar to that of a public

place or a market, and this lasts till the end of the piece (/).
Yet it must he admitted, that generally oue artist is ex-
cepted from this contemptuous reception ; this fortunate

mortal is the singer, or rather the songstress then in

fashion. As soon as the voice is heard, silence is re-
stored. By this preference, fashion is pleased to imply,
that it is not insensible to the charms of music, and that

if it listeu not to the rest, the reasou is, that the rest is

undeserving its attention. We must not believe, however,
that it grants its favour to such or such a singer with
discrimination ; causes, often independeut of their talents,

determine their success. The present season furnishes

a proof of what I assert. Formerly the English of the

high society were prodigal of gold for their pleasures,

and by their largesses offered the artists a compensation
for the delights of self-love, which they could not pro-

cure for them. But since they have been at liberty to

traverse the continent, they have learnt to do the honours
of vanity in an economical way (g). This year they decided
that they would dimiuish the sum previously granted to

singers at their soirees. At first, Madame Malibran re-

fused to subscribe to this arrangement, from which time

it was determined that she should not succeed ; for here
it is sufficient that a few heads of the high society announce
that it will not be fashionable to hear a singer, for this

latter to find himself in the situation of a paria, whom
all avoid and despise. Madame Malibran must needs
yield, and her complaisance gained for her the favours

SR
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which had been (ill then refused, and her praises issued

from those lips which had before decried her. 1 could cite

a thousand similar examples, which would prove, to de-

monstration, that the English high society has not the

sentiment of music, that it ha* no love for the art, and

that if it uses it sometimes, it is to occupy its indolence

and cheat its ennui. It was necessary that I should enter

into these details, in order to shew the truth of the propo-

sition which I have several time* advanced, namely, that

if music makes no progress in England, the want of insti-

tutions and the defective manner in which society is con-

stituted, arc the causes; for, i repeal, I do not believe that

the English are absolutely destitute of musical faculties.

The English aristocracy, which injures every thing, because

it possesses all the wealth, and employs it without discern-

ment, does more harm to music than to any thing else,

since this class alone has time to be occupied therewith, and

power to render it flourishing. If this aristocracy were

less stupid, if all that does honour to human intelligence

were not a dead letter to it, English artists would soon

distinguish themselves in music, as they do in some de-

partments of painting. I know that the dull and heavy

climate of England is little favourable to imagination; yet

we must not believe it absolutely contrary thereto, for it

was under the influence of this climate that Handel com-

posed his finest works, and thut during a residence ot

forty years (A). But what prospect is there for an English

composer, singer, or instrumentalist? Among people who
only judge of an artist's merit by his ready-made reputa-

tion, there is no resource for the beginner. Thus it is not

rare to see young English musicians, at first full of enthu-

siasm, and then gradually chilling with the obstacles which

they encounter, till they convince themselves of the neces-

sity of considering the exercise of their art as a means of

existence or of fortune, and not as the path to glory.

But is there any hope of seeing this state of things

mend, and of perfecting the taste of the faxhionable

gentry ? I think not : their musical education is not

attempted : now, for the first time, without reverting to

the epoch of Handel, when all the great Italian singers

shone in the London theatres, I will merely cite the mu-
sicians of celebrity who have resided among the English

during the last fifty years, since Clementi established him-

self in England. Dussek, Cramer, Steibelt, Woelfl, Kalk-

brenner, flies, Viotti, almost all the distinguished singers

of Italy, Haydn, Winter, and many others, lived a long

time in this country, and displayed every kind of perfec-

tion without the slightest improvement having resulted

to the national taste (i). This education, so often com-
menced, seems like the labour of Penelope, which is not

to arrive at a termination. You may instruct those who
have the will to learn, but what is to be done with

those who will not hear? A particular cause may also

arrest the progress of music in England. It is this : for-

merly the attainment of considerable gain led great artists

to this country, and could alone indemnify them for the

unpleasantness of their abode among persons so little

capable of appreciating merit But this people, lately so

prodigal of its gold, is at present penurious. Should this

continue, the probability is, that the English will be

abandoned, and that foreigners will no longer consent to

encounter its mists and the bad taste of its inhabitants (f).

Adieu, my Son,

Fins,

Not*s on the Eighth Letter or M. Fetis.

It is impossible to read this letter impartially, and not

feel the truth of much that is said concerning the taste in

music of our people of fashion, and of the senseless

manner in which many of them exhibit their pretended

love of the art. Of course, there are exceptions to the

present as well as to every general rule, some of which wc
could mention from our own personal knowledge, but

they arc lamentably few, and at private concerts—for

such only are fashionable—the proportion of those who
understand what is going on, is not more than one in ten

at the utmost. Whether the insipid stuff, commonly per-

formed at these, and almost always chosen by the singers

themselves, is the cause or effect of so deplorable a state

of taste, we will not now pause to inquire; the fact is

sufficient for our present purpose, and bears the author

out in his remarks, severe though they are, it must be

confessed.

() Here again is a broad assertion. It is true, that

people in England learn music as a matter of routine, and
add m with any ultimate view ; but as to public perform-

ers, they, as masters, are necessarily confined to a few

;

and tant mimx for the many, for not one-fourth of them
know how to instruct, though they command a guinea a
lesson for as many hours as they choose to employ. Prac-

tising an art, and communicating its principles, are two
things widely different ; the talent for both is seldom
united in the same person. Public singers from Italy

rarely understand music. A distinguished performer,

who got two thousand a year by his lessons, confessed to

us, that he had learnt music by teaching it

!

() Those who have been familiar with Mr. Cramer's

performances for many years, do not discover what ML
Fetis lias, it seems, learnt by once, or at most twice,

hearing him, within the space of three months. lie is

unaltered, but the fashion is changed. His executive

powers are as great as ever, but he disdains sleight-of-

hand tricks.

(c) Mr. Attwood doe* not, we believe, give lessons in

singing, except to oblige particular persons.

(rf) As a good musician, nay, as a man of common
taste and discernment, M. Fetis is justified in applying

language thus strong to the kind of concerts to which he

alludes. At these, again, the singers generally choose

their own pieces, and the necessary consequence is, that

they select the most contemptible trash within their reach.

But the public, “ the generous public,” *' a discerning

British public," go to these; they listen, they applaud;

who then is to be blamed for the rubbish with which the

programs are loaded ?

(e) The compliment is justly paid; hut as relates to the

arts in general, this class is guilty of one great fault,

namely, that of suffering their tastes to be influenced by
those who are so ill qualified to govern the judgment of
others. Or, in other words, the many are too apt to

adopt what the newspapers tell them are the opinions of
the “ fashionable world."

(/) At the second private concert at which Weber was
engaged when in London (one of the most splendid

assemblies ever witnessed), he performed a piece of his

own composition
; but he had not been seated at the

piano-forte two minutes, before the whole of the party,

with the exception of some twenty or thirty, were engaged
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in loud conversation, insomuch that only those near the

instrument could hear a single sound from it.

(g) That is to say, they are become a little wiser by

mixing with more sensible people than themselves ; they

have learnt that it is worse than idiotism to give a singer

thirty guineas for two songs, and a pianist ten more for

accompanying them. Madame Malihran asked this sum,

because, forsooth, Madame Pasta had received it ; and
,

she procured scarcely an engagement for either herself or

her intended accompanier. Hinc Ul<e lacrymte t

(A) If the climate of England be so unfavourable to

the production of works of imagination, how has it hap-

pened that a Shakspeare, a Milton, a Fielding, a Smollett,

a Scott, a Byron, a West, a Hogarth, a Martin, a Purcell,

an Arne, a Boyce, with a multitude of other geniuses of

the highest order, were born under its influence, and

achieved their mighty works in the midst of its dull and

heavy air?

(l) This is another proof of the author’s want of infor-

mation concerning the general taste for music in England.

Upon the whole, it is gradually becoming more widely

diffused and of a belter kind, witness our provincial meet-

ings. Nay, even our street music is evidence of the ad-
vance made. That the improvement is not so great as it

ought to be, we are obliged to admit, and the cause of
such backwardness is mainly owing to the very imperfect

manner in which the art is too often taught.

(J) It is the prodigality of the English that has caused
the present high prices of singers in every part of Europe.

Our penuriousness

—

anglice, our diminished folly—will

soon be felt beneficially on the continent ; and we can assure

M. Fetis, that the mists of England will not deter artistee

from still coming among us on half the terms, or even one
quarter, that were paid in this plundered country while the

mania was at its highest. As to our bad taste, we are in

a considerable degree indebted for what we possess of
it to impudent foreign quacks, who have from time to

time been encouraged by our people of fashion to quarter

themselves on us.

An account of the remarks made by M. Fctis on
our notes to his first and second letters, with our com-

I
ments thereon, shall appear in our next. Before that

number is published, we hope we shall have seen the ob-
servations on these letters, and on our notes, which have
been, or ure to be, inserted in the Berlin Musical Gazette.

fcrtricto of #lustc.

1. The Border Garland, containing Twelve Sonus, the

Poetry by James floor;, the Ettrick Shepherd
;
several of

the airs composed by himself and friendn ; arrangfd,

with Symphonies and Accompaniments, by James
Dewar. (Edinburgh , Purdie.)

2. Lays or tiik Passions, the Poetry written by Mrs.
Cornwell Baron Wilson ; the music composed by
James Barnett. (Barnett, 162, Regait Street.)

That the Muses of lyric poetry and song still vouchsafe
to listen to their Scotish votaries, and bestow on them a
portion of those favours which they granted so liberally to

Caledonian suppliants in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, needs no other proof than the contents of The
Border Garland.

A portion, we say, and express ourselves under such
limit, because not wishing it to be inferred that either the

words or airs of the present collection entitle it to be placed

exactly on a level with much that has had birth in the same
country. Meritorious as undoubtedly are the poet and
composers of this work, they are still nearly allied to imi-

tators, and have not that claim to the meed of high praise

to which only originality can establish any right.

Had the songs of Scotland never before existed, par-
ticularly the Jacobite songs, of which Mr. Hogg has given
us so admirable a collection,—had the present been the

first Scotish Melodies that ever met the public ear, then
should we have spoken of them in terms of unqualified

commendation ; but as the archetypes of both poetry and
music have been long and well known, insomuch that

many of them were the incentives, the delight and solace

of the forefathers of the present race, we ran only mention
them as very spirited, ingenious imitations of what really

deserved to be taken as models by those possessed of the

discernment, taste, und ability eviuced in the volume
before us.

The first of the set, a Jacobite song,—that is to say, a

song expressing the sentiments and imitating the lan-

guage of the adherents of the Stuart*—is animated, and

quite Scotish. The second, “ Culloden Day,** is im-

pressive and pleasing. The third equally so. A modu-

lation here from Bk to a minor ami immediately into

Ek, is unexpected and good. The fourth, ** The lament

of Flora Macdonald,” in xk, begins like “ For you, my
sweet maid,” in Rosina. This as well as the first, is com-
posed by a “ friend of the poet,*’ and far from new in any
respect, but expressive, and the key does much for it. In

the fifth we find, as in many of the others, the 4th note of

the scale studiously avoided ; thus acquiring a very na-

tional tinge. The sixth, another Jacobite song, is full of

character. The symphony, in the bolero style, contributes

not a little to its effect, and a novel feature is given to the

air by commencing in the major, though the symphony
begins, and the whole ends in the minor. Hie seventh,

“ Caledonia," is full of feeling, but for new thoughts we
have in vain searched. The eighth is not less common.
We now come to two airs composed by the author of

the words, the first of which, the ninth of the set, is in

e minor, a beautiful melody, and " every inch” Caledonian.

The next, the tenth of the series we have selected as a

specimen of the work. It will be found among the music

of this number, and we trust will have as many charms for

others as it has for us. The eleventh has no claim to par-

ticular notice. The twelfth is remarkable on account of

the air begiuning in the major and ending in the minor,

though the symphonies are in the former mode. It has

little else to distinguish it.

Full justice has been done to this work by the arranger:

we have not discovered one false accent, or even a

doubtful note in the harmony. Hie symphonies and

accompaniments arc in all respects excellent, anti prove

Mr. Dewar to possess as much general discrimination as

musical knowledge.
2 R 2
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The poetry has the true clannish energy; the fiery

zeal of the partisan. Some few of the songs, however,

are in a more tender strain ; and all exhibit that richness

and earnestness, which distinguish the productions of Mr.

Hogg’s muse.

It was a hazardous exploit to enter the lists with Col-

lins,—with him who wrote what Dr. Langhornc does

not hesitate to pronounce “ the finest ode in the English

longuuge nnd courageous was the attempt to give musical

utterance to the passions. To be successful, the one re-

quired a giant's strength ; the other demanded a deep,

reflecting mind, an extensive acquaintance with the

human heart, and a full knowledge of the materia muxica.

That neither poetess nor composer has attained the object

in view, we are under the necessity of stating. The latter

however comes the most legitimately under our notice.

If the music of this volume be considered independently

of the words, much credit will be due to Mr. Barnett for

the talent he has shewn in some parts of it: the melodies

arc often natural and pleasing, and the accompaniments,

symphonies, &c., occasionally rise to excellence. Yet

with few, very few exceptions, he has totally failed in his

principal design—to express and illustrate the powerful

emotions of the mind. This was a task beyond his pre-

sent strength—to him it has proved the bow of Ulysses.

But he may console himself when he is told, that many
of very great name, and long experience, would, in all pro-

bability, have proved equally unsuccessful.

Of these “ Lays’* there are eight. The first, Hope, is a

free, pleasing melody, and the verses are set with great

judgment; but why the almost obsolete time of twelve

quavers should be used, we cannot divine. This measure

is, past all dispute, less easy to the performer than when
divided into two parts, producing a time of six-eight, the

effect of both being, in every way, precisely the same.

It is rather discouraging to perceive that while all other

arts and sciences are making daily advances in simplifi-

cation, that of music enjoys not even the negative advan-
tage of standing still, but is actually in a retrograding

state.

The second, Despair, is very clever as a composition

;

though to have given due expression to the subject, a

more appropriate key than zb might have been chosen,

the harmony should have taken a deeper colouring, and
an air less smooth and continuous in its construction

ought to have been adopted. However, viewing this

merely as music, and independently of the words, it

evinces great ability. We insert the symphony, which
will, if we mistake not, fully justify our praise.

Andante marcato.
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bars contain a charming though short sequence, in the

good old style, of the f.
The accompaniment to this

might surely have been rather more florid. The fourth.

Sorrow, is not successful in any way. The music itself is

trite, and a good deal of false accentuation is scattered

throughout. We cannot speak more favourably of the

fifth. Love, which is as common as the passion, though
we presume no imitation of this sort was intended. The
sixth. Jealousy, is altogether unfortunate. l*art of it is in

the waltz style, and the accents are continually in error.

To shew how ill adapted this air is to the words, and in

how distressingly hacknied a manner it is written, wa
quote the two first bars :

—

Revenge comes next, the symphony to which, though

in a major key, will hardly fail to remind the hearer of

the beautiful Allegretto in Beethoven’s seventh symphony.
The introduction of a warrior to express a passion so

little connected with ambition and military glory the

chief incitements to deeds of arms, was not a happy
thought. The last, Cheerfulness, does not terminate the

volume in a very triumphant manner: it is replete in

commonplaces, and, to say the truth, very nearly touches

the confines of vulgarity.

Each of the 44 Lays" is accompanied by an illustrative

lithographed print ; but ou this part of the work we can-

not bring ourselves to pronounce anything in the shape of

an encomium. The volume, so far as regards engraving

and paper, is exceedingly well brought out.

1. Caprice, compoaed by Felix Mendelssohn Bar-
tholdy. (Clementi, Collard, and Collard, Cheapxide.)

2. Rondo, by Pio Cianchettini. Op. 19. No. 1. (Chap-
pell, 135, New Bond Stred.)
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3. IvtrODU7ION R e Brillante Polonese, composta dal

Maestro Emm an ir elf. Boroatta, Jccademico Filar-

monico di Bologna. (Pettet, 154, Orford Street.)

No. 1. is the first composition by this highly-gifted musi-

cian that has come under our notice as reviewers. We
hail it with no common satisfaction, for of the publica-

tions sent us, too many are mere crambr rceocia, offering

no reward for the labour expended in their examination,

though often costing as much in time, as works of science

and genius, and infinitely more in fatigue.

The Capriccio is in v% minor, a key which generally

announces something uncommon. The subjoined is its

subject, which we have so written as to take up the leost

possible room.

Prestissimo. Pi<r, Shersoso.

This is pursued through a great variety of masterly, but

not extraneous or pedantic, modulations ; and, in the best

spirit of the old contrapuntists, the motivo is always more
or less kept in sight. Those who have a taste for music

with an ancient tinge, who admire the Scarlatti and
Bach school, will find plenty of gratification in the present

composition ;
while the “ fanatico per la inusica moderns”

will immediately discover in it features both interesting

and new. It will appear somewhat long if not played

with the utmost degree of celerity, but properly performed

it must impress every true connoisseur by its originality

and energy. We will likewise add, that, as an exercise, it

will prove invaluable to those who have made much ad-

vance as players. The moderation of the price likewise

ought not to remain unnoticed : fifteen pages of original

music, and such music too, for three shillings!

No. 2 is an able work, abounding in learned modula-
tion, and containing several good passages, but there is a
want of fancy, of invention, in it, a quality of very rare

occurrence in the present day we admit, which can only

be renovated by letting the mind lie fallow for a time, and
thus applying the remedy of agriculturists to the powers of

imagination.

In the Polonese of Signor Borgatta, the increased and
increasing tendency to the German style among the Ita-

lians is exceedingly discernible. There is much vivacity

here, but only a small share of originality : so small, that

we should find it a task of some difficulty to point out a
bar that has not often before employed the ea graver's

tools. Nevertheless, though we discover no creations in

this, we find no errors. Indeed the author is a maestro ;

an academician too!

PIANO.FORTE.

1. Roxdino, on Haydn’s Canzonet, the Mermaid's Song,
by Fcrd. Hies. Op. 153. No. 1. (Clemenli, Collaid,

and Collard, Chrapsidr„)
2. Variations for Piano-Forte and Flute, on a Portu-

guese Hymn, composed and published by the same.

Op. 152. No. 1.

Mr. Hies has chosen two very lovely compositions for hia

present purpose
;
and though such is the passion for no-

velty in music, and the influence of fashion over it, that the

best is soon condemned to the shelf, yet that which is in-

trinsically good is seldom wholly forgotten, but periodically

descends from its dusty abode, and •* like a giant refreshed

by sleep,” quickly asserts its superiority. That such airs

as this canzonet and “ Adeste fideles" should long remain
neglected and in obscurity, is, therefore, unlikely; some
musician of judgment will be sure to rescue them after a

lime, and either restore them in their native shape, which

is most to be recommended, or, to conciliate those who
tolerate nothing but what at least seems new, give them
another form, as in the present case, and re-introduce

them in the most modem garb.

The Rondino is an ingenious and agreeable enlarge-

ment of the air. By leading it into the minor an unexpected

effect is produced, and some very good passages flow out

of the modulation. It is not long, and moderate players

may venture to undertake it without any fear as to the

result: but a superior performer will extract a qreat deal

more out of it than at first view it seems to contain.

The variations ou the Portuguese Hymn are very good.

We do not often meet with a work of the kind for the two
instruments in which so much of the pleasing, not un-

mixed with the scientific, is produced. These are six in

number, and in point of difficulty they are on a level with

the foregoing piece. The flute part, which is obligato,

will require a practised performer, but uo unusual powers
of execution. If there is an objectionable point in the

present variations, it is, that some of them are too quick

and light for the character of the subject. Neither an
allegro movement, nor one d la Hongroisr, will to many
persons seem quite compatible with the nature of a hymn.

1. Gems k la Malibran, a Dramatic Fantasia, in which

are introduced favourite subjects, with the Embellish-

ments and Cadences as sung by Madame Malibran ;

composed by Ionace Mosciieles. Book I. (Mori and
Lavenu, 28, Old Bond Street.)

2. Ditto ditto ditto. Book II.

As instrumental passages ore now pretty regularly per-

formed, or attempted to be performed, by men and
women w ith their voices, it is but just that instrumen-

talists should be allowed to adapt to their fingers as many
vocal pieces as they may choose to lay violent hands on.

Our piano-forte composers are now all acting vigor-
ously on this principle, which may be called the retali-

atory one, and for every sonata—sonata, did we say?

the word is obsolete 1— for each genuine pianoforte
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piece now published, there are fifty arrangements, or

transformations, from Italian, German, English, and

French airs, Ac., under the names of Fantasia, Diverti-

mento, and so forth* What does this betray ?—why what

we have often hinted—that there is a sad lack of melody

in the music written for the instrument during the last

ten or fifteen years ; that too much, nay almost every

thing, has, in a majority of instances, been sacrificed to

execution ; that mechanism has superseded grace, and
mere sleight-of-hand triumphed over taste and feeling. By
this corruption all reasonable people are at length become
disgusted, and nothing now sells, and little else is listened

to, but opera songs, duets, and choruses, transformed into

the many shnjtes which adaptations are forced to assume.

Nor ought this to excite our wonder, for the ear naturally

seeks a clear, uninvolved subject—it requires something

more intelligible than wide leaps and scrambling arpeg-

gios—something more rational than weaving passages

and howls of semitones; it asks for air, which it to be

found in music composed for the voice, though not always

of the best quality.

Mr. Moscheles, quite alive to this fact, has lately yielded

to what is evidently the public feeliug, and devoted much
of his time and talent to such arrangements, which, sanc-

tioned by his name, we can easily suppose are eagerly

sought after by the principal publishing-houses.

These two books of 44 Gems” are made up of the airs, Ac.,

sung by Madame Malibrati last season : namely, 44 Se
m’abbandoni,” in Nirotri

;

“Ah! sc vedo,” in Sigismon-

do

;

44
Bull* aria,” and “ Crudel perche finora," in Figaro

;

44 Vedrui carino,*' in Don Giovanni ;
44 Dolce pensiern,”

44 Ebbeti, a te ferwee," and 44 Tu serena,” in Semiramide.

They arc given almost exactly as performed, the additions

being very few, and chiefly for the purpose of uniting the

subjects in a consistent whole. These augmentations,

however, speak for themselves, and declare the pen of a

master; which is strikingly shewn in the first book,

pages 1 1 and 12, in a modulation from c to aI>.

The composer, or in more correct language, the adaptor,

has compiled these for general use, therefore avoided

whatever might have confined them to a particular class

of performers. We roust remark, that the cost is not

accurately proportioned to either the quantity of matter

or the nature of the publication, which, not consisting of

original composition, offers no excuse for an arbitrary

price. For this, however, no blame, we believe, attaches

to M. Moschele*.

1. Air, from Auber's Opera, Masaniello, arranged by
Augustus Moves. (Preston, Dean Street.)

2. Barcarolle and Market Chorusfrom the same. Ar-
ranged and published by the tame.

3. Introduction and Hondo on the. Barcarolle in Masa-
niello, composed by Charles Glover. (Falkncr, 3, Old
Bond Street.)

We hardly need say anything now iu praise of Auber's

opera, particularly of the Barcarolle, which appeared in

the musical part of our wbrk long ago. M. Meves's two

publications are contrived for popularity, being simply

arranged and consequently easy.

The Introduction to No. 3 does not inspire us with any

high notions of the composer's skill in harmony ; and the

alterations he has made in the Barcarolle may be very

praiseworthy in his aight, though certainly not laudable

in ours.

1. A French Romance, with Variations by G. Kiallmark*
(Chappell.)

2. Rondo, arranged from a favourite melody in Weiol’s
Schweitzer Familie, with an Introduction composed by
Edwin J. Nielson, Organist of St. Philips, Salford.
(Preston.)

3. Fantasia, on an air by Rossini, composed, with an
accompaniment for the Flute, by Auguste Bertinl
(Chappell.)

4. L’Eujouement de la Musique, a collection of airsfrom
the Opf.ras of Mozart, Rossini, Winter, Ac., ar-
ranged as Rondos by Anton. Diabelli. No. L
(George, Fleet Street.)

5. Friendship's Offering, a Brilliant Walt*, composed
by C. Della Torre. {Same publisher.)

No. 1 is a pretty air, with variations equally pleasing, all

of which are calculated for the million ; but as to origi-

nality, iu any shape, or in any sense of Uie word, there is

not the smallest pretence.

No. 2 is by a musician who, though young—for he has

but recently quilted the Royal Academy of Music—pos-

sesses a true feeling for the art- He has chosen a charm-
ing air, and managed it with taste and address. But his

Introduction to it is the best part of the whole: more
quiet, charming harmony, more true expression, we have
seldom met with in recent publications. It does him
infinite credit, and promises much for the future.

Of the Fantasia we can only say, that it consists of cer-

tain passages from Rossini, interspersed by others, of the

twcedle-dcc family, by M. Bcrtini, which doubtless he
thinks vastly pretty, and most likely will find many a very

young lady to think with him. We are assuredly too old

to enjoy such music. We likewise are much too stupid to

understand what advantage is to be gained by altering the

marks which all agree to employ in directing the use of
the pedal. Unquestionably M. Berlin i has very cogent
reasons for employing a great d, with a dot in it, and the

same letter with a dash through it, to indicate the putting

down and raising up of the open pedal, but we have not

sagacity enough to penetrate the depths of his motive for

so radical a change. Perhaps in some future impression

be will have the goodness to enlighten us.

No. 4 is a perfectly easy, useful publication. Diabelli

arranges such things with great judgment.
No. 5 is a spirited, good waltz, in which the author

makes an effort, and not an unsuccessful one, to avoid the

beaten track.

1. Overture to the Opera of Guillaume Tell, com-
posed by G. Rossini. Arranged for the Piano-Forte.
(Goulding and D'Almaine, Soho Square.)

2. Select Airs from the same, arranged for the Piano-
Forte, with an accompaniment

, ad libitum, for the

Flute, by J. F, Burrowns. Books I. and II. (Same
publishers.)

Wk have before us selections from the opera written for

the Academie Royale by the great, the popular composer

of Italy, which has excited more enthusiasm in Paris than

ever was produced m that city, or indeed any other, by any

one of his former works. Whether this fureur is to be at-

tributed to the merit of the composition, or to the natural

warmth of the nation in theatrical matters, increased to n
red heat by the circumstance, which they consider a very

flattering one, of so celebrated an Italian genius adopting

their language, we shall be better able to judge after it has
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been produced at the Ming's Theatre. For of coarse we
shall not offer anything like a decided opinion of the work

till either having heard it weli performed, or after a deli-

berate examination of the score ; neither of which advan-

tages have we yet enjoyed. We shall therefore only Mate
what impression is made on us by these arrangements,

which, from the very nature of such things, can raise but

an imperfect idea of vocal and orchestral effects, ami are

chiefly useful in recalling what has been heard in a com-
plete state, the memory then supplying that which a single

instrument unaided cannot give.

The overture opens with a placid andante in B minor,

three-four time, and this part is assigned, we believe, to

five violoncellos. We can readily suppose that the effect

ra exceedingly good. It is very pleasing, principally

from its tranquillity, even on the piano-forte. Then fol-

lows an allegro in the same key, loud and agitated. This

introduces a ranz des caches in n major, which leads into

a military movement in e major, and herein every per-

former in the orchestra appears to he brought into full

play. We can easily imagine a great deal of instrumental

and theatrical effect in this, but not so much of that which

is purely musical.

The two books comprise seven pieces,—airs, choruses, &c.
most of which have afforded us much gratification, even

in their prescut necessarily imperfect form, and unassisted

by auy knowledge of their real effects. That Rossini has

for sometime past been in transition to a new style, has

been justly remarked, and, if we might venture to judge
from these sketches or outlines of his last opera, we should
say, that be has fully completed the change. We here

find nothing resembling what be has before done,—no
plagiarisms from himself—no mannerism. Possibly,

however, only such pieces have now been selected as are

free from reminiscences. There appears to be more soli-

dity in the general construction ; the harmony is more
regular, while nnt the slightest diminution of melody is

apparent. Its author has heard more good music, and a
greater variety of it, than he had an opportunity of doing
while in Italy. The effect of this has been visible in his

later works, but in none so distinctly to be seen as in the

present. One passage, a brief fugato, we extract from
the Pas d*Archers, et Chora

r

(Book ii. page 10,) which
will not a little astonish many of our readers.
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There are many other classical allusions, and symptoms
of a nascent taste for ancient harmony, scattered through-
out the several pieces.

This arrangement bears every appearance of being ex-
ceedingly well executed

;
but upon this point, as well as

al) others connected with an opera of which we know so
little, we wish to speak with reserve.

DUETS, PIANO FORTE.
Willis’s Juvenile Ducts, Nos. 1 to 5. (Willis and Co.)

These belong to that class of minor adaptations which are
often in request, and when well executed, as in the present
case, are extremely useful, though when wanted are, from
their comparative insignificance, not often known, or
easily remembered. For this reason we just mention
them, but certainly not for the purpose of criticising.

They consist of ** I'd be a butterfly ;** ** Cherry ripe ;
M

" The Swim boy ;

w
the Barcarolle, market chorus, and

Guaracha, from MasanieUo, Ac. ; each number containing
four pages.

DIDACTIC.
1. A C vrecmsM op Music, in which the elementary prin-

ciples art explained, with preliminary instructions for
the Pianoforte, by T. Busby, Mus. Doc. (Souter,
St. Pauta Church Yard.)

2. The Elements op Practical Music, by Charles
C. Spencp.r. (The Author, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden.)

The first of these contains nearly all that has been or
con be said on the subject, in a very compact, cheap form

;
it only seems to us, that Dr. Busby has now and then been
a little too learned for such as are to be instructed by
means of a catechism. For instance, the word Euphony
must be perfectly unintelligible to a child

; but if inserted,

why not translate it literally at once. The terms ionic,

mediant , Ac. are equally unadopted to infantine under-
standings. But if we must have learning in a little work
like (his, let it be free from error: if the Italian words
coro, geaie.tta, tema, &c. must be introduced, let the first

and last be spelt without an A, and the second without
any i. If necessary to talk to children about such a thing
as on acciocatura, let it not be called accentura. Let it

not be said that “ the word buffo means a male performer
in an Italian comic opera.” But we will not multiply
instances.

No. 2 is intended, we conclude, for those who reason
while they read. It is decidedly too scientific for young
persons, and perhaps not quite sufficiently demonstrative
lor older students. In one point the author is decidedly
wrong, namely, in his minor scales, (p. 10,) one of which
he gives without Mmrpening either 6th or 7tb ascending,

and the other with the 7th alone sharpened. This we
notice, because a matter of singular importance. In other
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respects we bavc been pleased with this pamphlet, which

is clearly and well written, free from any of those absurdi-

ties which are not uncommon in books of instruction on
music, and containing in a small compass a great deal of

useful information.

VOCAL.

1. Cantata, “ Be silent now, ye merry strains/

1

(he word*

by W. Steele, Esq.

2. Fantasia Vocale, the poetry by J. Howard Payne,
Esq.

3. Two Songs, The Twin Brothers, the word* by Miss
Landon.

4. Two ditto. The Twin Sisters, the word* by W. Step.le,

Esq. Alt compoted by A. P. Heinrich. ( Published by

Clcmenti and Co.)

There is so much fancy and labour, deep feeling and

eccentricity, knowledge of harmony and occasional con-

tempt of its rules, in these compositions, that we are fairly

posed in endeavouring to speak of them according to their

deserts. With more attention to melody and less de-

Yotion to accompaniment—more nature and less art, they

would have attracted a greater degree of notice than they

are likely to obtain in their present state. We freely

confess that notes so unexpected started up,—modulations

so recherchees and unlooked for occurred, that we were re-

peatedly compelled to pause in order to clearly understand

the author s meaning. But he exhibits such vigour, such

pathos, is so entirely in earnest, that the trouble bestowed

on his compositions is certainly well bestowed, and we
recommend them to the attention of those who delight

in what may not unaptly be called the Curiosities of

Music. Let us also express a hope that he will not be

discouraged should his present publications not extend

themselves so widely as he may have been led to expect.

But let him persevere, giving rather a different direction

to hia genius. His enthusiasm carries him away—he is

too energetic. He should recollect that the multitude

have not the same intensity of feeling that he possesses,

therefore cannot always go along with him. With his

talent, if he will but be less ardent, less profound, and

more familiar, success may burst on him at an unex-

pected moment, when disappointment may almost have

extinguished hope.

Mr. Heinrich’s history is, we are told, highly interest-

ing—amounting to the romantic. His evidently is no

common mind, and this, it is probable, has led him into

adventures of no common kind.

1. Song, Love and Time, written by a modem Welsh
harper, composed by Mrs. J. B. Thompson. (Latour,

New Bond Street.)

2. Ballad, “ A solitary grief/* written by T. H. Bayly,
Esq., composrd by John Lodge, Esq. (Willis and Co.)

3. Serenade, “ Awake thee, Rosalie/
1

by Berry King, Esq.

(Willis and Co.)

No. 1 might be called a cantata, there is such variety of

movement in it, and ad libitums as substitutes for the

necessary recitative. In one or two places the accompani-

ment wants that regulating which the rules of harmony
require ; but on the whole the fair authoress has here

shewn a considerable share of talent for song.

No. 2 is a very elegant and extremely expressive ballad,

richly entitled to unqualified praise.
.

No. 3 is a pretty melody, and the accompaniment as-

sists the voice, without entering into rivalry with it. Some

of the words, however, hang very much: the notes are
too long for them, and produce a drawling effect.

The above are further proofs of the progress making in
the art of musical composition by dilettanti.

1. The Minstrel Maid, written to a Spanish Bolero, by
W. Ball ; the Music adapted by S. Whose. (Chappell.)

2. Song, “ O cease to persuade me P Written by R. S.

C. Jones, Esq.; adapted to an Air by Puciita, by A.
Lk Jeune. (Chappell.)

3. The Vine-Dresser1
* Song, “ Come away, girls, to la-

bour/1
written to a Watt: by Weber; arranged by W.

Ball.
4. Canzonet, '* Give thee good-morrow, busy Bee;" the

poetry by Mias Mitford; from the Christmas Box,
composed by Edward Taylor. (Chappell.)

5. Serenade, “Lady, the silver moon shines bright;"
sung by Miss Love ; composed by John Barnett.
(Clementi and Co.)

6. Ballad. “ Farewell! thou dear country /* composed by
G. F. Stansburv. (Clementi and Co.)

7. Cavatina, “Maidens, try and keep your hearts/*
sung by Miss H. Cawse, in the Operetta called The
Middle Temple, composed by J. Nelson. (Chappell.)

8. Ballad, “ When we two parted ;” the poetry by Lord
Byron; composed by Thomas Millar. (Mori and
Lavenu.)

9. Song, Peter Peppercorn, written by T. Hudson ; com-
posed by J. Blkwitt. (Clementi and Co.)

10. Ballad, “ The bonnie wee rose-bud,
1
* sung by Miss

Patou ; composed by C. H. Purdav. (Clementi and Co.)
11. Ballad, The Dream ; written by Mrs. Turnbull,
composed by W. Turnbull. (Clementi and Co.)

12. Song, “Adieu ! fair isle ;** from the poem of Vallery,

by C. Donne Sillrry, Esq. ; composed by J. Jolly,
Organist of St. Philip’s Chapel. (Purdic, Edinburgh.)

Nos. 1, 2, and 3 are adaptations. The first to a pretty,
lively bolero ; well arranged, it is hardly necessary to say,
as Mr. S. Webbe’s name appears to it. The second, (to
an Italian air, the title of which we forget, but was
hardly worth a revival, though the opening is expressive,)
goes very ill to the verses, the metre and emphasis of
which are set at utter defiance by the notes. But such
violations are tolerated at our grand national theatres, it

seems! The third is a well known waltz.

No. 4 is pleasing, easy, and the words are appropriately
set, but it exhibits no very new feature.

No. 5 is rather a poor affair. “ Her beams “ Thy
lover,’* &c., und other such accentuation ought not to
escape reproof.

No. 6 is set in a superior taste and with much feeling,
and the words are all properly accented.
To No. 7 the singer gives a certain archness, upon

which its effect depends in a very considerable degree.
It is, however, without faults.

No. 8 is very vocal ; the melody if not quite new has a
certain elegance about it. and is well suited to the cha-
racter of the poetry. But the a k, sixth bar, page 3,
should he written r g. The previous chord is a and a
the 4th is resolved by r #.

No. 9 is one of those comic songs in which Mr. Blew itt

is generally very successful. The vignette by Gauci, it

must be acknowledged, is not the least meritorious part
of this.

No. 10 is very like an old air that every body knows ;

aud as to the accompaniment, a novelty in which is some-
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lime's an apology for melodial reminiscences, it leads us to

believe that the composer is a mere tyro in harmony.

No. 1 1 has nothing uncommon in it, except the measure,

which is $ ; why, we cannot guess, for £ would hove been

far preferable on every account.

No. 12 is all m regie; the taste both of melody and ac-

companiment is unimpeachable, and the words are accu-

rately set ; but as to originality, it is not in mortal com-

posers always to command it, though they may strive

hard to be endowed by so rare and desirable a gift.

FLUTE.

Social Pieces, with an accompaniment for the Piano-

forte. by Charles Nicoi.son. Nos. 4 and 5. (de-

menti, Collard and Collard.)

These arc a continuation of a work noticed by us before

in those terms of commendation which we felt it merited.

The present numbers well uphold the credit of the publi-

cation, and contaiu eight of the most popular pieces in

Masaniello, together with an aria by Mr. Nicolsou, and

a Portuguese melody, all arranged according to the plan

in which the editor set out ;
that is to say, to suit the

various compositions to the degree of practical skill which

the majority of tolerably good amateurs acquire ; with an

accompaniment so simple and free from all passages of

t)»e slightest difficulty, that little more than firmness in

time is required from the performer*.

JEOLINJL

Instructions for the Molina, or Mund-Harmonica, infA a

Selection of Popular Melodies, expressly arranged for
the instrument. 8vo. 1829. (Wheatstone and Co.)

During this very year a new musical instrument has

sprung up, and, what in the present day may appear ex-

traordinary, it is neither made of cast iron, nor worked by
means of steam; but 14 there is much music in this little

organ give it breath with your mouth, and it

•will discourse most eloquent music.” Hamlet's description

is quite as applicable to the tcolina as to the flageolet of

the sixteenth century, with this immense advantage in

favour of the former, that it is not only capable of har-

mony, but peculiarly calculated to render it by means so

simple, that every man, woman, and child in the habitable

world, having lungs— the only peremptory condition

—

may produce it after five minutes’ practice.

Mr. Wheatstone, to whom we are mainly indebted for

having made this instrument known here, is, we conjecture,

the author of the present little treatise, which contains

nearly everything that can be said on the subject, and in

the clearest language
; a fact which by no means sur-

prises us, for this gentleman possesses a truly philosophical

mind, and a thorough knowledge of the science of acous-

* To the fourth number ii prefixed a strong and pointed attack

on an individual,—-.who we must for the present conclude has pro-

fited it—under the title of 4» A word or two to Mr. W. N. James,"
the author of “ A word or two on the Flute,” and editor of the
Flutist** Magazine. As we never see the latter work, we are igno-
rant of the full extent of the offence therein given to Mr. Nicolsun,
hut so far as we are qualified to judge from the sir fo/io payrt of
taiter-pren put forth hy the latter, he has had abundant cause for

complaint. However, it must be granted that we in some measure
have only ex parte evidence on which to form an opinion, though
Mr. James'* own letter, and the circumstance* connected therewith,
which are detailed at length, will, we should think, render ibis gen-
tleman’* defence a task of extraordinary difficulty.

November, 1829.

tics, on which, if we do not much deceive ourselves, he is

destined to throw very considerable light ere long.

The delightful little organ has now taken a great variety

of shapes, and is capable of producing an equal variety of
effect*. In all its manifold forms it is to be met with in

the principal music-shops in the metropolis.

•
#
* Many articles of Review are necessarily deferred

till next month, our printer not being able to find room
for much that is act up.

WELSH MELODIES.

Sir, To the Editor of the Harmomcon.
When one man knocks another down uninten-

tionally, the least he can do is to help him up again. In
your last number, you were kind enough to notice my
third volume of Welsh Melodics, and in giving the fol-

lowing passage, you observed " Here are not only fifths,

but most horrible ones.”

I referred immediately to the MS., and there found, that

f, and not e, preceded the n flat—which of course ren-

dered the harmony correct. The reason why the error

occurred three times, is, that as it was the accompaniment
to the melody, I only wrote it to the first of the three

stanzas of which the song consists. To all. your other
observations I bow, and readily admit that the harmony
would have been improved, had it been written as you
give it.

I shall accept your challenge, and endeavour to prove
the right which we Cambrians have to a number of melo-
dies denominated “ Welsh Airs," in doing which, I shall

do my utmost to render the article interesting to your
musical readers as well as to Antiquarians.

Yours respectfully,

October 14, 1829. John Parry.

jforetgn JHustcal Report.

VIENNA.
A grand heroical, historic ballet in five acts has been pro-
duced at the KUmthnerthor Theater, with the most de-
cided success. It is called Ctesar in Egypt, is written hy
Astolfi, and composed by Count Von Gnlleuborg. For
many years no work has here met, and that deservedly,

with such universal and rapturous applause. The “ pomp
and circumstance” of dramatic decoration, scenery, cos-

tume, &c., is only exceeded by the beauty of the music,
which, in the elegance of the solos and the imposing effect

of the choruses, is beyond all comparison. The German
journals, speaking of the effect of the piece, say, that ** the
public swam in a sea of delight,” and intimates that the
manager may he assured of reaping

“ G'Jden opinion* from all sorts of men."

2 S
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BERLIN.
A new opera called the “ Erobcrung von Jerusalem/'

(Conquest ofJerusalem ) by Lowe, is to be produced at

the Theatre Royal. This composer has already distin-

guished himself in ballad composition. The present an-

nouncement has excited great interest among his numerous

admirers, who have long wished to see him in a more en-

larged sphere thun any which he has hitherto chosen.

FRANKFORT.
On the 17th of September. Paganini gave a concert

here to an overflowing and enraptured audience. There

is really something magical in the effect produced by this

artist’s performance. A g;*unt figure, with u pale face and

long black hair, presents himself, and by the spell of “ his

so potent art,” opens to the imagination a w orld of beauty

unthought of in the enthusiast’s brightest dreams. Every

where his arrival is impatiently awaited, and every where

he leaves behind him “ a memory that may not die.'

CASSEL.
This theatre was re-opened on the 25th ofJuly, and on the

28th the nntiring opera of Otello was performed, in which

Madame Schweizer as DcstLmona, and Mr. Wild as

OLello, were welcomed with acclamation by a numerous

audience. John of Paris, (Huron, and Jexsonda ,
followed

in succession. It is somewhat singular that the last,

which next to Faust is the most perfect of Spohr’s operas,

should not have been produced in South Germany. W e

should regret being constrained to account for this by be-

lieving, as some among the North Germans believe, that

their southern countrymen are so wedded to Italian me-

lody, that they have no taste for the powerful harmony of

genuine German music. Madame Schweizer os Jessonda,

and Wild asNadori, left nothing to be desired.

On the lbth of August, Rossini's Siege of Corinth was

re-produced; on the 21st La Dame Blanche ,* on the

24th La Muette tii Portici. In ull these operas, and most

especially in the lost, the loss of lleinefctter is but too

sensibly perceived. It cannot be concealed that Madame
Schweizer s voice is impuired ; the Germans affirm that

our climate has caused this change, and contend that it is

by no means favourable to female voices. From this

opiniou it is our bounden duty to dissent, and we dare of

our own knowledge aver, that our climate, with all its

varieties, is constantly favourable to the “ most sweet

voices" of the sehone gnchlecht (fair sex). But this is

a truism, and with best wishes for Madame Schweizer s

vocal restoration, we hope that she will give our much-
wronged climate another trial.

HALLE.
The Grand Festival of the Thuringian-Saxon Musical

Meeting, took place September last.

This festival, which was got up under the superintend-

ence of Mr. Naue, musical director, opened with an

overture by Spontini, who presided as leader on the occa-

sion. The Prussian national song concluded the perform-

ances of the first day.

The second day of the festival surpassed the former.

Handel s Samson captivuted ull hearers. The perform-

ance of this day also concluded with the Prussian national

song. The third day afforded a further delight to the as-

sembled amateurs, by two overtures and fifteen pieces.

Upon the whole, the selections and arrangements at this

festival were in the highest degree praiseworthy, and Spon-

lini has dune himself honour, by the zealous feeling with

which he identified himself with the immortal spirit of
Handel.

Sixty-three German towns have subscribed to the hono-
rary medal presented to Spontini, on one side of which is

an image of thut celebrated composer.

HOME.
Teatro Valle. L'orfanello di Genevra .—A new opera, by

Muestro Signor Ricci, has just met with considerable suc-

cess. The overture was listened to but coldly, but the

cavatina in the first act by Gentili elicited great applause,

which was increased to enthusiasm at the cavatina sung by
Madame Fischer, as also at the duet between that lady

and Gentili. A quiutelto which followed was not relished,

but all the second uct drew down rapturous plaudits.

This is the first successful work by llicci, who l-s a Nea-
politan artist

COMO.
On the 2d ofAugust Madame Pasta, assisted by the singers

and orchestra of the Teatro Carcano, at Milan, gave a

concert for the benefit of the poor of this place. Uct re-

ception may be easily conceived.

PARIS.
Theatre Royal Italieti.—M. Inchindi, who appeared at

Paris some years ago, when he was called Hinnikindt, has

since Italianized his name, and what is more to the pur-

pose, his style of singing. Having been treated with,

perhaps, unmerited neglect in his earliest efforts before a

Parisian audience, he departed for Italy, where, generally

speaking, audiences are not predisposed to censure.

II innikiudt gradually regained his self-confidence, and sud-

denly discovered that lie had a good voice, and sung well

;

a discovery, not unfrequently made by young debutants,

who, unable to withstand the persiflage of the Parisian

press on their first attempts, make their appeal to kinder,

and, it may be, sounder critics, and eventually become
very di*>tinguished vocalists. In proof of this we may now
mention the names of Meric-Lalande, and Favelli, who
enjoy unrivalled fume in Italy; and also Madame Fodor,
who could not maintuiu her position at the Theatre Fey-
deau. but who, in n more favourable situation, has secured
to herself a brilliant and well-merited reputation.

On his re-appearance among Uie amateurs who had
misjudged him formerly, Hinnikindt, under the name of

Inchindi, took the part of Assur iu Scmiramide,
and did

wonders. A firm, clear, and sonorous voice, and his

great fucility of execution, won for him unanimous and
deserved applause. His embarrassment and evident emo-
tion prevented his giving full dramatic expression to the

character which he represented
; but the performance was

one full of promise, and, allowing for a re-appearance be-

fore an audience which had formerly rejected him, he

moy be said to have fulfilled the most sanguine expecta-

tion of his friends.

Re-appearance of Garcia.—It was in 1807 that Garcia
first appeared in FWis, and by his performance of Alma-
viva created a sensation till then unparalleled ; and the

remembrance of which was yet fresh in the minds of many
on the 24th, when an immense crowd had collected to

welcome the old favourite of the public. The anxiety

with which the triumphaul artist of other days is expected,

after an absence of years, has something painful in it The
march of time is seldom one of traceless steps

;
and. per-

haps, no more manifest and melancholy evidence of ibis

truth can be conceived, than that presented by on undi-
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ininishod spiritual energy, acting on enfeebled physical

capabilities. Yet who is there, who in thirty years of hu-

man life has not met with some such change in the

powers of the vocalist, whose performance was the won-
;

der and delight of his youthful enthusiasm. And how
many among those who flocked to welcome Garcia

—

Garcia once the most wonderful tenor that had ever been

heard iu Paris—were there not who found that the power

which formerly, as it were, revelled in its owu resources,

was replaced by an effort scarcely less painful to them than

to the distinguished veteran himself. The introductory

cavatina was the most dangerous trial which Garcia had

to fear, and all his address could not prevent his failing in

it. He never sang this piece in a manner perfectly satis-

factory, and on this occasion the sensation which he

caused was embarrassing, and the applause which he

received must be termed that of remembrance. Through
the remainder of the opera he sang with great spirit and

eflcct, managing his voice with the tact of a perfect

master.

Mademoiselle Sontag continues the delight of the Pa-
risian audiences, and as their critics observe of her execu-

tion of Rode’s variations:—" It is allowable to make au

instrument of the voice, when in rapidity and brilliancy

the vocalist eclipses the most skilful instrumentlats.”

The utnutcurs arc on the qui vice lor the representation

of Don Juan , which, if the management are willing, may
be brought out with a combined effect rarely met with in

the modem distribution of talent. The three difficult

parts, Zerlina, Donna Anna, and Donna Elvira, may be

represented bv Madame Malibran, Mesdcmoisellcs Son-

tag and Heincfcttrr. In the two first, Madame Mali-

bran and Mademoiselle Sontag have been most success-

ful in London; and of Mademoiselle Heineteller’s qua-

lification for the third there can be no possible doubt.

Garcia's superiority in Don Juan is well known. Suntini

will rnukc the best Lepondlo Paris has ever had ; and it is

to be hoped that, for the sake of Mozart's beautiful music,

Graziaui will not refuse to play the unimportant part of

Mazetto. Don Oltacio should be given to Donzclli,

whose animated style is necessary to second that of

Garcia in the ducts, &c. Thus cast, there can be no doubt

of Don Juan producing an effect equal to that in 1824.

Jenny , ou la Miutlt, a Comic Optra, in three acts, writ-

ten by M. de Suint Georges, composed by M. Carafa.

—

This opera is making a considerable sensution in Paris,

less on account of its intrinsic merits, than because two
gentlemen lay d&im to the " laurelled wreath of fame,”

destined, as they conceive, for the author of the dialogue,

which dialogue, to us, appears as stupid as the plot itself,

and more than this need not be said. Very different,

however, is the opinion of Messrs, de St Georges and
Menisier, who UTe reviling each other in the newspapers,

and lmvc appealed to the tribunals of their country to de-

cide the momentous question as to whether the St. George

intellect alone, or assisted by the Mcniticr

,

produced the

dramatic abortion.

Amidst the confusion and jumbling of incidents in this

piece, there arc certain situations really dramatic and fa-

vourable for musical expression, some of which have been

happily rendered by M. Carafa, and some, ou the other

hand, expressed in a way lumiliar to the ears of all who
have admired Masaniello. There is a romance admirably

sung by Ponehard, and a charming air in the second act,

both of which, and especially the latter, were much and

deservedly applauded. Generally speaking, however, this

opera will add nothing to the feme of M. Carafa. It is

probable that the composer was loo closely occupied with
his opera for the Italian theatre, to give much attention

to La Muette. Were we so rigid as to wish him a punish-
ment for his negligence, no heavier sentence could be
passed upon him, than an order to atteud every night of
the performance of this piece, in which the choruses are

undoubtedly the most execrable that ever did violence to

a well-tuncd ear.

Theatre Ttalien.—Rossini's new opera, Mathilda dt Sha-
bran , has been produced at this theatre with perfect suc-

cess. It is not, iudeed, the offspring of one of those

wonderful and sustained inspirations which gave birth to

Jl Barbierc or
(
'Hello

,

but a charming collection of marches,

duets, trios, cavatinas, Ac. mingled with occasional recol-

lections from former works. The first act contains beauties

of the highest order, amongst which we may particularly

cite the introduction, a duet between Matilda and Ale-

prundo, admirably given by Mademoiselle Sontag and
Inchindi ; an air full of expression, beginning thus, M Pi-

angc il mio ciglio,” unluckily intrusted to Mademoiselle
Speck—the scene in which the Countess of Arcus expresses

her jealousy and vexation—the finale of this scene, and
lastly the concluding movement of the act. The musical

richuess of this act would be inconceivable, had not il

maestro made us familiar with all the treasures of the art.

The second act is less striking, though it has a beautiful

sesteUo. and two sweet airs, those of Coradin and Ma-
tilda ! With regard to the performers, Sontag was beyond
praise. JDotucelli sang with great delicacy ; Graziaui with

infinite humour ; Inchindi tastefully ; and Sautini alter-

nated between excellence and abomination. Mademoiselle

Amigo is still a very pretty person, but that is a sort of

talent which must needs decline. The orchestra, on their

parts, thought fit to be cold, drawling, and without energy.

The scenery is splendid, and the libretto perfectly un-
fettered by plot of any kind. Take a madman, a doctor,

u countess, a commander of the guards, ami a starving

poet, put into their mouths any absurdities pronounceable

to Rossini's music, and the admirers of Mathilda di Sha~
bran would be unsuspecting of the change.

Ml SIC IN TURKEY.
The director of the new military music in Constantinople,

a Piedmontese, named Donizetti, who has been very

recently appointed to his office, has been absurdly at-

tacked by the “ Smyrna Courier,’* for introducing nothing

but French music. To this he has replied by a letter

to the Editor of the “ Turin Gazette,” in which he states

that the musical corps in Constantinople have hitherto

played no music but Rossini’s, and u few compositions of

his own. The favourite inarch with the Grand Sigtiior is

a variation of the air of Figaro, in the Barber of Seville.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Moscheles is expected at Copenhagen, whither Madame

Pasta will also proceed in the ensuing winter.

M. Vineenti, a lutc-mastcr at Florence, has invented a

violin with eighteen strings and two bows, and has called

it the l iolon General, because it combines with the tones

of the violin those of the countra-base, the violoncello,

and the viola,

A Monsieur Ch. Czerny has just published a work,

entitled L'Art (Tlmprovuer sue U Piano-Forte,
which is.
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as the author observes, the first treatise which lias ap-

peared on the subject. He does not profess to make every

reader of his book a Hummel or a Moscheles—nr, in other

words, to give genius, but to teach an art ; and this lie

does in a manner to deserve attentive consideration. The

typographical part of the work is truly splendid.

The brother of Maeltzel, a mechanist, who invented the

Panharmonicon , has produced an orchestra of forty-two

automata, which play together.

In the island of Lagosta, on the borders of Austrian

Dalmatia, there is a family of musicians named Salieri.

This family consists of the father and mother, seven

daughters, and five sons, without counting the cousins

or the grandfather, who is jMaiire de Chapdlr. They

perform operas and concerts alone, the orchestra being

formed exclusively of the cousins.

M. Mercandante, whose last opera. La Repressagtia, is

said by the Diario Mercantil to have been most successful

in Cadiz, has been this summer reconnoitring in Milan

and Bologna, where he is said to have engaged some

vocalists for the Cadiz theatre. He is now returned to

the last-mentioned city.

Elena e Malvina, a new opera lately composed by

M. Raimondo Caniicer, at Madrid, has been matter of

praise for the audience, and a bone of contention for the

critics, some extolling the author to the skies, others

again charging him with innumerable plagiarisms.

Cljc JBrama.

Co

v

kmt Garden Theatre.

The two winter theatres opened at the usual time, but

nothing of a musical nature, catling for notice in our work,

has yet been performed at either of them.

Nevertheless, though it is travelling out of our province,

we cannot deny ourselves the pleasure of mentioning a

debtit of an uncommonly successful kind which took

place at Covent Garden Theatre, on the 5th of October,

Miss Fanny Kemble, one of a family which has long

shed lustre on the stage, and filled a distinguished sta-

tion in society, appeared for the first time before the

public, in the character of Juliet, and the result of her per-

formance affords us every reason to hope, that a name
which is so honourably associated with our most legiti-

mate drama, will for many years to come be connected

with it, and preserve from that neglect which seemed to

be impending, a branch of our literature of so much im-

portance to the morals and huppiness of the people.

M iss Kemble, let us add, was educated for private life,

and never entertained a thought of becoming professional,

till the deranged state of Corent Garden Theatre, in which

concern the whole of her father’s property is vested, sug-

gested to her the propriety of calling into action talents

which doubtless an internal voice whispered her she pos-

sessed. We believe that her determination to assist

her father, at a most critical moment for the theatre,

was in opposition to his wishes, but so noble a devo-

tion has proved that she did not over-estimate her

powers,—though we are persuaded she knew not their full

value,—and also rewarded her by the cheering, the proud
reflection, that she has rendered the most signal services

to a parent to whom she has every reason to be attached.

and saved a great nalioual establishment from dangers that

threatened to involve it in hopeless difficulties and final

ruin.

A communication has Itecn received from M. Hummel,
by which it appears certain that this very able and cele-

brated musician will be in London in March next.

Mr. James huving, in No. 19 of the Flutist's Magazine,
insinuated that Mr. Nicolson has been aided in his com-
positions by Mr. J. B. Cramer, we are requested by the

latter gentleman to disclaim all cause for such an insinu-

ation, and to express his surprise at the unwarranted use

Mr. James has made of his name.

NEW MUSICAL WORKS PUBLISHED DURING
THE LAST MONTH.

THE MUSICAL BIJOU FOR 1830.

An Annual of Music, Poetry, and Prose, interspersed with Embellish-

ments by At tisls of acknowledged eminence.

PIANO-FORTE.

Borrowes’i, J. F, Ain in Rossini's 44 Guillaume Tell.” (Flute ad. lib.)

Book 2.

- - Ditto Duets. Book 1.

Chaulieu, Op. 88. Brilliant Fantasia, with Airs from Boieldieu’s “ Le*

Deux Nuits.”

Kiallmark, O. Variation* on Weber’s tut Walla.

Wcippert’s Second Set of Gallop?*, from Mirchner's “ Der Vampyr.”
Forty-eighth Set of Quadrilles.

Overture, Masaniello, for l’iano-forte, with accompaniments tor Flute,

Violin, and Violoncello, by S. F. Riuibault.

The Barcarolle, Fisherman’s Chorus, Market Chorus, Gusrecha Dance,

Hymn, and Triumohat March in Masaniello, by S. F. Rimbaull.

I -a Scntinellc, with Variations by Rimbault.

Largo ai fac totem, ditto.

Les Arbraa le* plus choisii du jardin. Three easy Lesions for the Piano-
forte, by G. r. Harris. No. 1,

M La Pecber,” No. 2, L’AbricoCer,"

No. 3, “ Le Cerisier."

Gems k la Blasts, No. I., containing ** Alfin Goder,” by Pio Cianchettini.

Frank’s Variations on the 14 Looking Glass."

Chau lieu's Marche de M Masaniello.”

Rimbaud's six popular Airs, arranged for juvenile Performers, and Fin-
gered, Books 1 and 2.

QUADRILLES.

Dunois' 19th Set, or Quadrilles il la Malibran; containing the Air* sung
by Madame Malibran in 4> Don Giovanni.”

ENGLISH SONGS.

Angier’s three Hymns, in score, with a separate organ accompaniment

;

by John Purkis.

Song, “ From slumber light,” by P. E. Lacy.
“ Away, my gallant Page,” adapted to the celebrated Gallopade, by W.

Ball.

“ When Music awakens,” by N.C. Bochsa.
44 O lovely Moon," reply to “ Rise, gentle Moon,” by W. Ball.
u Belito/ the admired Spaiiiih Song, sung by Mad. de Vigo, by Garcia.
” The Orphan Boy," by Hegrex.
u The month of October in Rome,” by Ditto.
“ Autumn is comine.” E. Solis.

“ When twilight’s aewy hours.” Weber.

ITALIAN SONG.
“ Se mai turbo,” by Pio Cianchettini.

HARP.
Bochsa's “ Petits riens.”

" “I’ne prlils Bagatelle.”

Rondo on tbe favourite Gallopade.

Bochsa, N. C., Airs from Rossini’s 44 Guillaume Tell.” Book l and 2.

* ——- Pupil's Companion, No. 3 and 4.

HARP AND PIANO-FORTE.

Bochsa, N. C., 44 Chapel Chorus,” from Auber’s 44 Masaniello.”
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BACII.MEMOIR OF C. P. E.

In Dr. Burney’s travels through Germany, &c., is a

sketch of the life of C. P. E. Bach, the substance of which

we have reason to think was supplied by the celebrated

musician himself, though, it is almost superfluous to add,

the remarks accompanying it proceeded from the tourist’s

pen. To the instructive and entertaining account of that

journey—to Forkel's Life of J. Sebastian Bach— to Ger-

ber’s Lexicon—to the Dictionnairc dri Musiciens, and to

an article in Rees’ Cyclopaedia—the musical portion of

which work was, it is well known, written by Dr. Burney

—

we are indebted for the present memoir.

Carl Philip Emanuel Bach, second son of Sebastian

Bach, Music-Director of Leipsic, was bom at Weimar, in

Upper Saxony, in 1714. In his youth he studied the

law, both at Leipsic and Frankfort on the Oder, having

been intended for a civilian ; but his father discovering

in him such a strong propensity to music, as would pre-

vent bis applying sufficiently to any other pursuit, indulged

his natural inclination for the art, and suffered him to make
it his profession.

It was at Frankfort that he first turned his talents to

account, by composing and directing the music at the

academy, as well as at all other public exhibitions in that

city, even while he continued his studies at the University.

In 1738, he went to Berlin, not without expectation

that the Prince Royal of Prussia, who was then secretly

forming a band, would invite him to Ruppin. He was
not disappointed: the fame of his performance soon reach-

ing that prince’s ears, his royal highness sent for him to

his court, and heard him with so much satisfaction, that

he afterwards frequently commanded his attendance; but
from the circumscribed power of the prince at that time, he

did not take him into actual service till his accession to

the throne, in 1740, and then M. Bach had alone the honour
to accompany his majesty on the harpsichord, in the first

flute-piece he played at Charlottenherg, after he was king.

During his residence at Berlin, M. Bach does not

seem to have enjoyed that degree of favour to which his

merit entitled him ; for though music was extremely culti-

vated by his Prussian Majesty, who supported operas at

great expense and with vast magnificence, and who hod

in his service musicians of the first abilities, yet he honoured
the style of Graun and Quantz more with his approbation

than that of any other of his servants who possessed greater

originality anil refinement; but the king having early

attached himself to one instrument, which, from its con-
fined powers, has hod less good music composed for it

than any other in common use, wus unwilling, perhaps,

to encourage a boldness and variety in composition, in

which his instrument would not allow him to participate.

Though M. Bach continued near thirty years at Berlin,

it cannot be supposed that he spent his time there very

happily. A style of music prevailed totally different from
that which he wished to establish ;

his satory was incon-

siderable, and he ranked below several that were greatly

inferior to him in merit.

Frequent opportunities offered during this period for

establishing himself very advantageously elsewhere, some
Dec? .mb eh, 1829.

of which he wished to accept, hut could not obtain his

dismission : however his salary, after many years’ service,

was augmented. Indeed, as M. Bach was not a subject

of Prussia, it seems as if he might have quitted Berlin

whenever he pleased ; but as he hail mnrried during his

residence there, and hail issue by that marriage, his wife

and children, being all subjects of Prussia, could not retire

without the sovereign’s permission. But in 1767, being

invited to succeed Telemann as Music-director ut Ham-
burgh, after repeated solicitations and petitions, he was
allowed to go thither with his family. It was about this

time that the sister of Frederick, the princess Amelia of

Prussia, made him her Maltre dr Chapelle. Notwith-
standing the numerous advantageous offers subsequently

made him from all quarters, he preferred remaining in the

above city, where he died on the 14th of December, 1783,

of a disease of the chest, just as he had completed his

Noutdla Chansons, and his cantata. The Graces.

At the earnest recommendation of llasse the well-

known composer. Dr. Burney, in 1772, visited Hamburgh
ill the course of his travels, and also its very distinguished

Music-director, M. Buch. His account of this interesting

visit he gives in the following words :

—

“ When I went to his house, I found him with three or

four rational, well-bred persons, his friends, besides his

own family, consisting of Mrs. Bach, his eldest son, who
practises the law, and his eldest daughter*. The instant

I entered he conducted me up stairs into a large and ele-

gant music-room, furnished with pictures, drawings, and
prints of more than a hundred and fifty eminent musicians ;

among which many Englishmen, and original portraits

in oil of his father and grandfather M. Bach
was so obliging as to sit down to his Silbennann clavi-

chord, and favourite instrument, on which he played

three or four of his choicest and most difficult composi-

tions, with the delicacy, precision, and spirit, for which he

is so justly celebrated among his countrymen f. In the

* He had a younger son, studying painting at that time at the aca-

demies of l.rip*ic ami DresJrn. (Humey.)

f The Clavichord, or Clarichord, was an instrument of which hut an
imperfect description is to he found in any author that we hate had an

opportunity of consulting. Tint it wan in the form of a square piano-

forte, is evident from a woodcut in the Mutvrgin of Luscinius; and that

its tone* were rendered exceedingly *«ft, hy mein* of slip* of cloth l*y

which the strings were muffled, seems also certain ; but Ihe manner in

which live key* communicated with the strings, was unknown to both

our musical historian*. Ax to Rousseau, and the authors of tho Etteych-

pedie MttfuMvfue, they do not even mention the instrument. Both

Hawkins and Burney mutt have read Lutciniut in rather a careie-s

manner, for tho former omits his description, though he give* a /iir rioti/e

of his wood-cut; and the latter *ays, in ** Rees’ Cyclopaedia," that

the Clavichord had ** no quill*, jacks, or hammer*,*’ though the very

author to whom he refers a* an authority, informs us, in speaking of

various keyed instruments, (the clacichordtum among the rest) that they

are struck by plectra. (.thavrgur, ld>. 1.) The Clavichord, it may then

be assumed, was a kind of square spinnet, the sounds of which were
much fattened by dampers in continual action. And this opinio* is

confirmed by what the Here Mernenne says in hia TVmUt den Itutnmen*
a Chorda (Liv. iii, prop. iv.)nf the M‘imchurdt*n%, or Epmetle tourdr,

which instrument was, we feel assured, the same in all respects, the

name excepted, as the Clavichord.— Editor of the Hurmonicon.
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pathetic ami slow movements, whenever he had a long

note to express, he absolutely contrived to produce from

his instrument a cry of sorrow and complaint, such as can

only be effected on the clavichord, and perhaps by himself.

" After dinner, which was elegantly served and cheer-

fully eaten, I prevailed upon him to sit down again to a

clavichord, and he played, with little intermission, till near

eleven o’clock at night. During this time he grew so

animated and possessed, that he not only played, but looked

like one inspired. His eyes were fixed, his under lip fell,

and drops of effervescence distilled from his countenance.

He said, if he were to be set to work frequently in this

manner, he should grow young aguin. He is now fifty-

nine, rather short in stature, with black hair and eyes, and

brown complexion ; has a very animated countenance, and

is of a cheerful and lively disposition.

“ His performance to day convinced me of what I had

suggested liefore from his works,—that he is not only one

of the greatest composers that ever existed for keyed in-

struments, but the best player in point of expression

;

for

others, perhaps, have had as rapid execution. However,

he possesses every style, though he chiefly confines himself

to the expressive. He. is learned. I think, beyond his

father, whenever he pleases, and is far before him in variety

of modulation. His fugues are always upon new and
curious subjects, and treated with great art as well as

genius.
44 He played to me, among many other things, his last

six concertos, in which he has studied to be easy, fre-

quently, 1 think, at the expense of his usual originality:

however, the great musician appears in every movement,

and these productions will probably be the better received

for resembling the music of this world, more than his former

pieces, which seem made for another region, or at least

another century, when what is now thought difficult and
far-fetched, will, perhaps, be familiar and natural.

“ M. Bach shewed me two MS. books of his father’s

composition, written on purpose for him when he was a

boy, containing pieces with a fugue, in all the twenty-four

keys, extremely difficult, and generally in five parts, at

which he laboured for the first years of his life, without

remission.” The pieces, whereof Dr. Burney here speaks,

form Le Clavecin bien temper€, ou Preludes et Fugue* dan*
tous let tous et demitons, of Sebastian Bach, a work, which,

though its learning and ingenuity are indisputable, we have

never been able to persuade ourselves to estimate at the

high value set on it by many German writers, and by a few

of our contemporaries, some of whom carry their admi-

ration so far, as to prefer S. Bach's fugues, to those of the

two Scarlattis and of Handel.

It was said by Abel, that 44
if Sebastian and Emanuel

Bach, instead of being music-directors in commercial

cities, had been fortunately employed to compose for the

stage and public of great capitals, such as Naples, Paris,

or London, and for performers ofthe first class, they would,

doubtless, have simplified their style ; the one would have

sacrificed all unmeaning art and contrivance, and the other

would have been less fantastical and recherche. Emanuel,

however, well knew in what the beautiful in music con-

sists; in his avowed opinion, 44 music ought to touch the

heart, and this can never be effected by running, rattling,

drumming, or arpeggios." 44 He went soon enough into

the great world, says Forkcl, 14 to remark in time how
to compose for a numerous public. In the clearness and

easy intelligence of his melodies he therefore, approaches,

in some degree, the popular style, but is always perfectly

free from every thing common.”

44 It must be owned," Dr. Burney remarks, “ that the

style of this author is so uncommon, that a little habit is

necessary for the enjoyment of it. Quintilian made a

relish for the works of Cicero the criterion of a young

orator’s advancement in his studies ; ami those of C. I*. E.

Bach may serve as a touchstone to the taste and discern-

ment of a young musician. Complaints have been made
against his pieces, for being long, difficult, fantastic, and

far-fetched. In the first particular, he is less defensible

than in the rest, yet the fault will admit of some extenua-

tion ; for length in a musical composition is so much ex-

pected in Germany, that an author is thought barren of

ideas, who leaves off till every thing has been said which

the subject suggests.
41 Easy and difficult are relative terras; what is called a

hard word by a person of no education, may be very fami-

liar to a scholar. Our author’s works are more difficult to

express, than to execute. As to their being fantastical, and

far-fetched, the accusation, if it be just, may be softened,

by alleging that his boldest strokes, both of melody and

modulation, arc always consonant to rule, and supported

by learning ; and that his flights are not the wild ravings

of ignorance or madness, but the effusions of cultivated

genius. His pieces, therefore, will be found, upon a close

examination, to be so rich in invention, taste, and learning,

that with all the faults laid to their charge, each line of

them, if wire-drawn, would furnish more new ideas, than

can be discovered in u whole page of many other compo-
sitions that have been well received by the public.”

But E. Bach's 44 long and difficult" compositions, com-

pared to the piano-forte music ofthe present century, are brief

and easy. The whole of one ofhis sonatas, lies in the com-

pass of halfa single modem movement ; and there arc few

tolerable players now, who, when acquainted with his man-
ner, would not execute any work of his at first sight Taste

and feeling are his attributes, and with him originated the

style which Cleinenti, Dussek, und Cramer, have brought

to perfection ; a praise, great os it is, which will be unre-

Iuctuntly granted him, by all who have examined, and are

qualified to judge his manifold productions.

The following is a List of his Works.

Vocal.

1 Melodies to the Sacred Songs of Gellert. 1759.

2 Collection of Odes. 1761.

3 Appendix to the Sacred Songs. 1764,

4 Numerous Songs in the various Collections.

5 Phillis and Thyrsis
;
Cantata. 1766.

6 The Host and nis Guests; Ode. 1766.

7 The Psalms of Cramer. 1 774.

8 The Israelites in the Desert
;
in Score. 1779 (very scarce\

9 Sauctus, for a double Choir: in Score. 1779.

10 Canticles of Sturm, set to Music; 1st VoL 1779.

11 Ditto 2nd Volume. 1781.

12 Klopstock's Morgengesang
;
Score. 1784.

13 Two Litanies, for a double Choir. 1786.

14 The Resurrection and Ascension ; Score. 1787.

Harpsichord, (or Pianoforte.)

15 Minuet for crossed hands, 1731. Bach engraved this him-

self in aqua-fortis. The absurdity of playing with hands
across was then the fashion.

16 Six Sonatas dedicated to the King of Prussia, 1742.

17 Concerto in D, for the Pianoforte, 1745,

18 Ditto in B, 1755.

19 Six Sonatas, 1753.

20 Ten Sonatas, 1755 and 6.

21 Two Sonatas in D, and in D flat, and a fugue, 1757 and 8.

22 A fugue for the Harpsichord, 1758.
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23 Twelve short pieces for the Harpsichord, 1 758.

24 Six Sonatas, with Vars., and a preface, 1 759, 2d edition* 1 785.

25 Six Sonatas; first set, 1701.

26 Ditto; 2d set. 1762.

27 Concerto for Pianoforte, in E, 1763.

28 Three Sonatas in C, D flat, and E, for many instruments,

1764 and 5.

29 Six easy Sonatas, 1765.

30 Collection of Choruses for four voices, composed by his

father, 1765. Kirnberger, in 1784 and 7, published a new
edition of these in 4 vols.

31 Collection of pieces for the Harpsichord of various kinds

1765.

32 Twelve easy pieces for ditto, 1765.

33 A second collection of ditto.

34 Six Sonatas for the use of ladies (ait umdelle (tonne), 1770.

35 Twelve easy pieces for the Harpsichord, 1770.

36 Musical Melanges, 1771.

37 Six easy Concertos for the Piano Forte. 1772.

38 Six Sonatas for Harpsichord, Violin, and Violoncello. Lon-
don, 1776.

39 Three ditto with Accompaniments for ditto. 1st. set, 1776.

40 Ditto. 2nd set, 1777.

41 Six Sonatas for Connoisseurs. 1st. set, 1779.

42 Sonatas and Rondos for ditto, 2nd set, 1790.

43 3rd Collection of the same. 1781.

44 4th ditto. 1783.

45 5th ditto. 1785.

46 6th ditto. 1787.

47 Sonata for Piano-forte, early. 1785.

INSTRUMENTAL.
48 Trio, Violoncello, and ditto for Flute, Violoncello, and Bass.

1751.

49 Symphony in k flat, for two Violins, Viola, and Bass.

50 Four Symphonies for a full Orchestra, with 12 obligato

parts. 1780.

51 Manner of composing double Counterpoint without any
knowledge of rules, (t) 1 757.

52 Treatise on the true manner of playing on Uic Harpsichord,

&c. 1st vok 1759.

53 2nd vol. of ditto, containing the principles of accompani-
ment and free fantarie (Jreyrnfantane).

Tliis in one of the most classical works that Germany has pro-

duced on the subject.

Beside the above, Em. Bach produced a vast quantity of

other compositions in every class. His most admit ed works
are those numbered 7, 8, 19, 20, 25, 30, and 38, in the fore-

going list.

OX THE MUSIC OF THE MODERN GREERS.

( From Doowxll’s CUmicaJ Tour m Greece.)

As it is impossible to transmit to posterity clear descrip-

tions of sound, it is not likely that we should ever be aide

to acquire any very just notions on this subject. The
powerful effects which the ancient Greeks attributed to

music, is evident from several curious circumstances in

their history, without referring to the mythological ac-

counts of Orpheus, Linus, Amphion, Arion and the

Dolphin, Ulysses and the Sirens, Slc. I shall not attempt

to make any other than a few superficial observations

on this pericvloate plenum opu* aleer, which has been so

scientifically treated by persons who are profoundly

acquainted with the subject

Polybius ascribes the extraordinary cruelty and barbarity

of the Cynetlueans, principally to their contempt and
ignorance of music, which the other Arcadians carefully

cultivated, and even obliged their children to leam.

The Spartans thought the addition of two strings to the

lyre, which was made by Phrynis, a most dangerous inno-

vation, so that the original number of seven only was
tolerated

;
and they severely reproved Timotheus for form-

ing the lyre with twelve strings. Such was the import-

ance of which they considered any alteration in their

musical regulations. The modern Greek music is pro-

bably very different from that of the ancients. It is in

general os harsh and offensive to the ear, as their wine is

to the palate. The common Greek songs are precisely in

the same style as the native and unadorned yells of the

Italian peasants, which are beyond anything displeasing to

the foreign ear*
The wonderful effects which ancient music produced

upon the sensibility of the Greeks, is supposed to have
been caused by the beauty of its harmony ; but they may,
perhaps, with greater probability, be attributed to the

natural excitability of the people, rather than to any
intrinsic excellence in the music. The whining lyre, and
the jingling tamboura, the shrill pipe, and the heavy
drum, and even the unharmonious Sclavoniun mono-
chord, have tbc strongest effects upon the quick feelings

of the modem Greeks.

A Greek can seldom sing without dancing at the same
time ; and the rest of the company preseut can never

resist the temptation of joining the party, as if actuated

by a natural impulse ; and when they all sing together,

the din is really horrible : it may be ranked among the

petty vexations of travelling in Greece, as well as the

songs and music with which the traveller is complimented,

to the great offence of his ears and nerves ! For, although

at first all this excites laughter, yet when the novelty ia

over, it becomes insufferable. The traveller is sometimes

tormented in this manner by his attendants, from sunrise

to sunset. When I quitted Athens to make the tour of the

Morea, I was accompanied by some Athenians, with whom
one indispensable condition of our agreement was, that

they should never sing on the journey. I am confident

that they regarded my want of taste with feelings of com-
miseration and contempt, similar to those which Poly-

bius experienced when he animadverted upon the un-

musical character of the Cynelhseans ; and one of my
intended servants actually gave up his place, from a con-

viction that he should not be able to adhere to the agree-

ment which I required him to make ; and even those who
did accompany me, seemed incapable of maintaining their

promised silence after the first day. Love was the prin-

cipal topic of their songs which were singularly hyper-

bolical and ridiculous. One of the songs declared, that
*• if the sky was paper, and the sea ink, it would not be

sufficient to write down the sufferings of the lover, who
had left his heart at Athens !*'

Na, *t*h • «n n (aXarta ftikm/rm,

Jum i« m; *•»»»»
; fttv m»tfu 3c*

Another song began with the following modest request:

N«, »b tlAiTa rv»

N* {iXiT* rrt B)«m M4t <r«i» wifrari, ,m , £ip«.

“ Oh, nny the mountain! kink clown, and Athens be seeu,
When my love walks about like a goo«e !**

This singular comparison, so warmly expressed by the

fond lover, renders it necessary to explain, that, with the

Athenian ladies, it is deemed elegant and noble to walk
slowly and heavily. This comparison, therefore, which
uppeurs so ludicrous to us, is with them one of the serious

effusions of amorous panegyric. The following also ure

expressions of fond endearment, applied to the Athenian
ladies :

—

x*** u*ti, ftmrm «.t>, £** and

* Tiie lower clou of Italian! sing beautiful airs, in part*, with a

great deal of tute ; but tht*a are cotnpomd by regular authors, being
very different from the untaught bowl* above mentioned

.
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fuV. “ Mv goose, ray duck, my eyes, my life, my
soul, my heart.”

Nearly (he name expressions are used by Plautus in his

“ Asinaria," the scene of which is at Athens :

Da, meat ocellus ! ran rasa ! mi anime ! ntca voluptas ! . .

.

Die igitur me tuum paaserculum, gallinam, coturnicem ....

Die igitur me aoaticulam, columtani, vel catellum,

Hirundineni, ntoneduLam, pa^Mrculum, putiUum.—Art iii., Sc. 3.

We find the same expressions also occur in Martial and

Juvenul.

The Greeks and Turks neither admire lior understand

any music but their own ; that of other nations is as in-

comprehensible to them as a foreign language. The only

Frank tune which they sing, and which they confess to

have almost equal merit with their owtt music, is “ Mal-

brouk,” which was introduced into Constantinople by the

Franks, and is sung in many of the large towns of Greece.

They attend more to the quantity than the quality of the

sound in music, and prefer noisy instruments to har-

monious ones. Pietro della Valle, Lady Mary W. Mon-
tague, M. Guys, and D’Ohssons, speak in raptures of

the music of modern Greece. They must have been

peculiarly fortunate, as, during a residence of nearly three

years in various parts of Turkey, I hardly heard a tune

which 1 could comprehend, except in some of the islands

of the Archipelago, where the motivo of their airs is

sometimes uot only intelligible to the mind, but gratifying

to the ear.

The music of the modern Greeks, as well as their poetry,

is sometimes an extemporaneous effort ; but then it is

worse than usual, for they have uot that facility which

seems more exclusively to belong to the Italian improv-

vita/ori, who, in general, roar so loud, that one would

imagine, as Cratinus says, “ that a river was rushing

down their throats
!”

The first person, according to Philostratus, who spoke

extempore on any given topic, was Gorgias of Leontium,

who used to enter the theatre at Athens, desiring the

audience to propose a subject, on which he immediately

began to harangue without any previous preparation.

The ancient Greeks had a great many different styles of

dancing, accommodated to various purposes of a religious,

warlike, tragic, comic, lascivious, and satirical kind. Many
of these dances are still retained in Greece, and probably

with little variation from the original models.

The circular, or Homaika, is the national dance, and

the most common of all, as it is employed in their reli-

gious festivals of the Passover, and the Carnival. It con-

sists sometimes of men, at other times of women ; but, on

great occasions, of both sexes together, holding each

other with a handkerchief, as gloves arc not known in

Turkey. It may possibly have been copied from the

dance of the Labyrinth, which Theseus instituted at

Athens, after his prosperous return from Crete, and which,

according to Callimachus, was a circular dance.

In the Islands of the Archipelago, and particularly in

Chios, they have a dance performed by women, which is

not inelegant. It consists of two or more females holding

each other by a handkerchief at full length. While

dancing, they take it in turns to sing poetry in rhyme.

The first stanza being the strophe, they continue turning

round in one direction ; but us soon as the untistrophe or

second stanza commences, they change their course, and
turn the opposite way.

Aischylus and Lucian mention a Spartan dance which
was accompanied by ringing ; but the most curious and
interesting of them all is the nuptial dance, which I had

an opportunity of seeing at Athens, on the marriage of

Albanian Christians. When the bride, who was dressed in

the gayest attire, had arrived from the country, and ap-

proached the house of the bridegroom, she was encircled

by all the principal females of that people, who had as-

sembled before the door, and while they danced around
her, welcomed her arrival with a degree of elegance, which
not only captivated the imagination, but interested the

affections. They sung at the same time the or

nuptial songs.

I terminate these observations with an account of the

musical instruments at present used in Attica.

The Lyre is nearly shaped like a mandoline, and about

the same size. It has three strings, and is played upon
with a bow, like a violin. The souud is clear.

The Lute is chiefly used in the islands ; it is larger

than the lyre, has eight strings, and is played upon with

a quilt. Its form is nearly that of the guitar. Its modern
name is

The Bagpipe is not common ; it is called *»*.

The Tamboura has the body about the same shape and
size as a mandoline, but its handle is much longer. It

has only two wire strings, and is called rehab by the Turks.

It may be the of Homer.
The Monochord is nearly of the same form, but has only

one wire string, whence its name. It may easily be con-

ceived that Apollo himself could not draw melody from

such an instrument. It is very uncommon. This instru-

ment is mentioned by Ptolemams, Harmonicon

;

B. u.

c. xii. p. 157.

A long pipe, which the Turks use in their bands, ta

called k or frvpm t. Its sound is remarkably shrill

and loud.

Another long pipe is named a smaller one

The Athenian shepherds use a small pipe, the M«»«vX»r,

which according to Pliny {Sat. Hitt., B. vit. c. Ivi.) was
invented by Pan, from which they draw the sweetest

sounds.

The shepherds and country people are fond of the pipe

of Pan, which has generally twelve reeds, and is called

Xiifjyl or x*f<fym by the Greeks, and NcitA by the Turks;

it was anciently formed of seven unequal fistula, and

sometimes ofnine, as we see in Theocritus, Idyl, viii., v. 18.,

Who calls it

The Tambour de basque is particularly used by the

Dancing Derwisehes in their religious ceremonies. Its

Turkish name is Daire.

The Turks have the large drum, ond another of a small

kind, being hemispheres of bronze covered with skill.

They have also cymbals, but I never saw them used in

Greece.

SUGGESTION FOR THE PUBLICATION OF
SACRED MUSIC IN PARTS.

To the Editor of the Harmonicon.

Sir, November 12th, 1829.

In this day, when the country is absolutely inundated

with musical publications, and when even the aid of a

sister art, in the form of lithographic titles, is necessary to

render many of them saleable, it is matter of surprise to

me that there is so much difficulty in obtaining u supply

of sacred music, in a form suitable for performance by

ieo by Google
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choral societies and at musical festivals. These societies

and performances have of late so gTeatly increased, that I

am fully persuaded that any person who would publish

periodically, at a reasonable rate, a. judicious selection of

choral music, in separate parts for both voices and instru-

ments, might command an extensive sale.

I have the pleasure to be connected with a choral so-

ciety of some standing, and therefore speak of this diffi-

culty experimentally. In fact, in the absence of publica-

tions of this sort, no other expedient can be adopted than

the extremely expensive one of writing, which lays an in-

tolerable burden on the funds of the society, and thereby

greatly cramps the energies of its members.

Any former failure in an attempt of this sort ought not, I

think, to weigh at the present time, since the vastly increased

attention to works of this nature must create a correspond-

ing demand. I am convinced, from the knowledge of the

state of music in most parts of the country, that if some

respectable house would undertake this publication, and

take pains both to make it worthy the public patronage, and

also to make it extensively known, it would be far from

proving an unprofitable undertaking. 'Diree points which

I consider essentially necessary I will just notice. 1st.

The price should not exceed twopence per page. 2ndly.

The tenor and counter-tenor parts should be in the C clef,

and the soprano in the U. Srdly. Any part should be

sold separately. It is total waste when, because six or

eight violin parts are wanted for an orchestra, you are to

purchase six or eight parts of the wind instrument of which

only one is wauled. I do not know the comparative ex-

pense of plate and type printing; but presuming that the

latter is cheaper,* I should think from the very beautiful

specimen which your useful publication affords, that it

might be employed with advantage in works of this nature.

I am. Sir, your most obedient servant,

ViXofMnxor,

TIIE LATE BIRMINGHAM FESTIVAL.

To the Editor of the Harmonicon.
Sir,

Having been a subscriber to the Harmonicon
from its commencement up to the present period, 1 may
truly describe myself as beiug indeed one of your constant

readers, and am proud to coufess thut I have derived both

instruction and entertaiumenl from its valuable pages. I

have just been amusing myself by reading, in the number
for the present month, your account of the recent Festival

at Birmingham, my native place; and, although it ap-

pears to be a fair and impartial statement of all that it

professes to speak of, yet I feel a little disappointed that

it does not comprise more. Presuming that this was
purely from waul of space, I take the liberty of offering

you a few remarks on some parts of the performance

which you omitted to notice, and if you deem them worthy

of publication iu your next number, they may be con-
sidered as a Coda to your former account.

The selection from Joseph was injudiciously made,
being much loo long—and it proved not only languid and
tame, but dull Bod tiresome towards the end. 'There is

* Our correspondent it not well informed on this point. A page of

music set up in type cost# »bout three time# m much m a pewter pUte,

if tbe munber of copies be tmdl
; it is only economical when s large

edition u required, i l'rimer.)

too much dialogue

;

and this, with the general character

of the music, renders the whole of too dramatic a character

ever to become popular amongst us as an appropriate
performance for a consecrated edifice.

In Winter's Triumph of Gideon an unusual degree of
importance was, apparently, attached to the March* in

announcing its performance to be hy *' the express per-

mission of the Royal Society of Musicians.”—Parturiunt
monies, &c.—The March, in itself, all who have heard

it will allow to be good, and well adapted to the purpose
for which it was originally composed, namely, to be per-

formed round the festive board at the annual meeting of
the above society ;—aud there, where the glass and the

glee alternately circulate, the audience will always be
pleased to hear it. But there is a vast difference between
such a scene and that in which it was •* permitted" to be
performed at Birmingham ! And I would ask, if a march
were absolutely necessary iu that situation, why not per-

form that which the author wrote for the express purpose?
Of the two Operatic performances in Uie theatre on the

evenings, 1 do uot hesitate to say that they were, with
one exception (Madame Mulibran's Romeo), most miserable,

and totully undeserving the patronugc of the public. A
worse attempt at scenic representation I never witnessed.

In fact, Mr. Editor, being, as I have before stated, a
native here, and feeling for the honour and high character

which our former festivals attained, I cannot but be
vexed that the Committee permitted such unworthy ex-

hibitions. If this innovation upon the former plan and
nature of our usual evening's entertainment were meant
as an experiment, it must be considered, even by its pro-

jectors, as having totally failed; and I trust, for the

honour of the festival, will never be resorted to again.

Among the results which naturally attended this abortive

attempt, was that not one-fourth part of the excellent

Instrumental Band engaged could be crammed into the

small theatrical orchestra, and consequently there was a
host of talent unemployed.

In a pecuniary point of view, the Committee would
have acted more discreetly, and at the same time have
added to the clear receipts of the charity, had they never
engaged the foreign gentleman who came from Naples,
nor ; but I should, perhaps, be accused of a

want of gallantry, were I to introduce the names of one
or two fair ladies, and therefore, Mr. Editor, I thus

abruptly bid you adieu

!

I am, however, your very obedient servant.

An Amateur.
Birmingham , Nor. 24th, 1829.

ANTIQUITY OF WELSH MELODIES.

To the Editor of the Harmonicon.
Sir,

Spcuking of Welsh Melodies, I observed in the pre-

face to my third volume, “ Materials I have in abundance;

I only ask the fostering »id of those who feci pleasure in

rescuing from oblivion the wild, yet pathetic mountain-

strains, which have been handed down from generation to

generation, and which, it is hoped, will not prove the less

interesting for having stood the test of ages, and for having

roused the courage, soothed the minds, and cheered the

hearts of our forefathers.” This called from you a remark.
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that you could not suppose that I should, with all laudable

love of country, believe any of the airs under notice to have

a claim to that degree of veneration to which hundred* of

yean would entitle them. The second air in the book has

been known as a Welsh melody, under the name of " The
old StbyC more than three hundred years! for 1 have

words by me which were adapted to it in 1 508 ; but 1

shall hy no means consider myself bound to notice only

the tunes in that selection, nor shall I refer to Giraldus

Cambrensis, whose assertion respecting the Welsh Harris

singing in parts as early as three hundred and eighty years

before the Christian a*ra, I do not believe.

In endeavouring to establish the claim we Cambrians

have to a number of melodies, I shall not go back beyond
a dozen centuries, and shall take as my sheet anchor the

names of the turns, and their peculiar construction

;

and
as my cable the poetry still extant adapted to them.

First, then, as to names:— there is a tune called 44 C«j-

teti Towyn* (Towyn Castle)—though there are no remains

of a cattle near the place. Another air, called “ The Lul-

laby of Gwenllian ,” must be very ancient, for, according to

the Archaiology of Wales, “ GtrenUiem was a princess of

most extraordinary beauty, exceeding all other women.
She died universally lamented in 1190."* This tune is

purely Welsh in its construction, consisting of an admix-
ture of the major and minor keys, and, above all, ending in

the dominant of the general mode. There are a number
of Welsh airs which commence with the harmony of the

fifth ahove the key, but they are only known to the Harpers
and PenniUion singers (singers with the harp). Dr. Rhys,

m his Grammar, mentions a congress of Bards held in the

seventh century, at which King Cadwalader presided, on
which occasion a bard performed an air called “ The song

ofMorvudds pipes,” which, owing to its being in a minor
key. displeased so much, that an edict was issued by Cad-
waluder for all harpers to adopt “ Mwynen Gwynedd,*
“The melody (or mode) of North Wales,” which is an
air iu the major key, of very few notes and simple har-

mony—but truly Welsh.

A 1mm the year 1096, Prince Gruffudd ab Cynan went
over to Ireland, where he remained for several years, and
on his return to Wales he brought back with him a num-
ber of the best musicians he could procure, who, at a

congress of Hards and Minstrels convened, assisted in

“ correcting the nrt and practice of the Welsh Harpers,* and
a code of laws were issued at the time, a copy of which,

with specimens of the then notation, is at the Welsh School.

Now 1 am not so determined a Cambrian as not to admit,

that a number of melodies performed by the Irish Harpers
became popular in Wales, utid iu the course of time got

mixed with the native airs ; but still 1 will maintain that the

Welsh have a right to claim a portion of them, and that

there is a decided difference between the truly Welsh and
those which I conceive might have been imported from the
44 Emerald Isle." Besides, siuce that period, the Ancient

Britons have cultivated poetry and music, much more than

their neighbours have, as may be proved by the number
of MSS. preserved, and also by the Archaiology of

Wales, (published in three large octavo volumes, hy the

late Owen Jones, at au expense of two thousand pounds)

in the third of which arc one hundred and seventy pages

of the ancient musical notation of the Britons, interspersed

* If inch inference* are adminible, the tune of “ Troy Town " may
lx linte l long before the first Olympiad; and the modern »ong, 41 Queen
Nary'* J .ainrnuLion*," be ascribed to a contemporary of dial royal victim

to female jealousy.—(Editor •/ Her.)

with observations in the Welsh language, which the late

Mr. Barthelemon undertook to decipher ; but his death
occurring soon alter lie had commenced, unfortunately a
correct interpretation is still a desideratum, and no one
since has had courage enough to undertake the task.

Mr. B. gave one air to Dr. W. O. Pughe, called “ The
strain of David the Prophet,” which I inserted in my
original collection of Welsh Melodies, published in 1809,
and which commences thus, only in the Bardic characters.

e e
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There is a peculiarity in the genuine Welsh airs which we
Cambrians perceive, but which strangers do not discover:

namely, that the time is frequently changed from common
to triple, or rice nend. And, as I have already observed,

the major and minor keys are mingled*: for instance,
** Of noble race was Shenkin” (the right name of which is

“ The Camp Palace,") is of this compound construction,

but we do not rest our claim on such popular tunes as this,

or 44 Ar hudy nos,” '* Nos Golan* “ The rising Sun," “ The
riling of the Lark* &c,

;

but we do on “ Morva Rhud-
dlan" (Rhuddlan Marsh), 44 Pen Rhaw” (The spade head),
44 Serch Hudaf (The allurements of Love). 44 Torriad y
DydcT (The break of Day), ** Merch Megen

*

(Margaret's

daughter), “ Triban Morganwg” (The Glamorganshire
War Song), “ Gwyr Harlech” (The men of Hurtech),
“ Mtcynen Gwynedd* (The melody of North Wales),
** Ysgin Aurn (The golden robe), 44 Black Sir Harryf
44 Gogerddanf 44 The Minstrelsy of Chirk Castle, 44 The
Melody of Mona, 44 Sweet Richard,

44 Bra Galia* (The
Land of the Gauls), 44 Uev Caerwyitf* (The Lament of

Windsor), and a vast number of others, too numerous to

insert here, but which will be included in a catalogue of

Welsh Airs, ancient and modern, which 1 am uow pre-

paring for the Cambrian Quarterly Magazine.
44 Triban Morganwg" is so called for its being retained

by the Bards in Glamorganshire, after it, and several

other ancient metres had been discarded at an EistMdcod

(or meeting of Bards) held at Carmarthen in the year

1451.
44 The Lament of Windsor” has its name from the

Earl of March, the rightful heir to the crown of England,

being confined at Windsor Castle by Henry IV., during

the insurrection of Owen Glyndwr. In the year 1405,

an attempt was made to liberate him, and had it suc-

* Thi* h by no means peculiar to Welsh tin; French aim were thus

composed till the beginning of the 16th century*—(Etitfar </ //.)
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eeeded, Wale* would have been his asylum, and Glyn-

dwr his protector ; but in consequence of the failure of

the attempt, the Bards composed “ lament*, setting forth

the miseries of the captive earl, and a number of Cam*
brians, confined with him." The late Edward Jones
published about two hundred melodies, many of which.

I am convinced, are not Welsh, for they are never sung by

the Pennillion singers, who are remarkably tenacious of

their genuine airs.

The late patriotic Owen Jones sent a person to Wales
expressly to note down any melodies from the harper’s

playing, that were not generally known. Another patri-

otic Cambrian, the Rev. John Jenkins of Kery, devoted

a great deal of time and labour to collecting original airs.

Both these treasures are in my possession, among which,

I find a number of real Welsh, os well as several impos-

tors, or rather *4 children of adoption and ifwe examine

the Irish or Scotish airs, we shall find many tunes which

are considered national, but are only imitations; for

instance, “ 'Two* within a mile of Edinboro' Town," was
composed by the late Mr. Hook, and my own ballad of
M Smile again, my bonnie Lassie has been honoured with

a nook among the Northern ditties. In a few years, the

original names of the Irish Melodies will be entirely lost,

for Moore has wedded them to such beautiful poetry, that

they will be known only by the titles which he has given

them. Indeed, the same may be said of Mr. Thomson's
excellent collection of Scotish Melodies ; but not so of

the Welsh : owing to the praiseworthy emulation there is

to rescue from oblivion the customs and manners of their

forefathers, and to encourage the literature, poetry, and

music of the principality, the Cambrians preserve the

original names of Uieir tunes, and to this day sing words

which were written and adapted to them ages ago, as can

be proved by numerous MSS. in the library of the Royal

Cambrian Institution, many of which bear the date of

1400.
“ Morva Rhuddlan" (Rhuddlan Marsh) is a truly

Welsh air, and composed, it is strongly conjectured, as a

lament for the great battle fought there in 795, which

terminated against the Britous, and in which their

monarch Caradoc was slain. Whether this plaintive

melody be actually so old, it is impossible to decide ; but

tliis we know, that there ore a number of Carolan (Carols)

and Cerddi (songs) still extant, which were written to it

by various Bards in the thirteenth and fourteenth cen-

turies.

I conclude, that if an Italian write and compose, his

production will be considered as belonging to Italy ; so

with a Frenchman, Spaniard, &c. &c.—and why not so

with the English and Welsh? For instance, I consider

Dibdin a national writer and composer to all intents and

purposes; and when a native of the principality com-
poses an air, avowedly in the style and character of the

ancient melodies of the country, can we call it any thing

but national
;
and if it prove a favourite, it will in the

course of time be considered as such. 1 was led into

this remark by having myself, some years ago (1802),

composed several airs after the Welsh manner ; two of

which were inserted in Thomson's selection of Welsh

Melodies, arranged by the great Beethoven, with an im-

pression that they were old melodies.

Besides the two collections already mentioned, I have

two others in MS., one consisting of one hundred and

ninety melodies, and the other of twenty-one, which
were sent to the Brecon Eistcddvod in 1S26, as can-

didates for the premium offered for the best collection

of unpublished airs. The prize was awarded to A. O.
Pughe, Esq., who sent only twenty-one airs, but they

were very curious ones, and many very ancient, having no
bars or time marked, called the

11 Glamorganshire Plough-
men's songs." *

I perfectly agree with you, that our national melodies

have acquired a smoothness in their course along the

stream of lime ; hut I trust that you will allow the Welsh
to possess a number of tunes, which they may claim as

their own, and that much credit is due to the noblemen
and gentlemen, who laudably patronize societies insti-

tuted to rescue from oblivion the ancient lore of the

country that gave them birth, and to encourage modern
merit, and establish good fellowship, peace, and patriotism,

among the peasantry of Wallia, among whom are men
fraught with the Awen (poetic genius), who devote their

leisure hours to the muse*, rather than to broils and con-
tentions. Such is the Royal Cambrian Institution of
which M. Fetis spoke, and to which belongs, as Registrar

of Music, yours very respectfully,

Nov. 3rd, 1929. Jons Parry.

REMARKS ON THE DOUBLE-BASS,

By M. Gklisck, Artiste to Oie Chapel le Roy ate.

Music has made great progress in France. Wind instru-

ments have been improved, so that their amelioration has
facilitated the method of playing on them ; but Iba

double-bass, an essential instrument in an orchestra, has
degenerated. The first double-basses brought from Italy

ami Germany, were all furnished with four strings, and
consequently tuned by fourths. The three double-basses

in the band of the king at Versailles were of this number.
Two of these double-basses were played about sixty years
ago ; ouc by my father, the other by my uncle. One of
these instruments is still preserved In the Royal Academy
of Music.

Of the four double-basses now used in the Chapel of
the Tuileries, two have been made for four strings, and
similar ones arc found in some of the orchestras in Paris.

This instrument being no longer practised as origi-

nally, it was natural that the violoncellists, finding no em-
ployment for their instrument in the orchestras, should
take the double-bass, tune it by fifths, in order not to de-
range the interval system in the bass as they had learned

it, and suppress the fourth string, which cannot descend
to the itt

;

and, further, the French music of the period

not having been so complicated as now, could be easily

performed with the double-bass of three strings, tuned
by fifths ;

which it would be extremely difficult and fre-

quently impossible to do at the present day, for the fol-

lowing reasons :

—

Every note would require a pressure of from five to six

pounds, in order to yield a tone equally pure with that

obtained on the open strings.

There is half a tone for each two inches of distance,

and consequently eight inches for the third, and ten for

the fourth : thus, as will be perceived, it must be almost

* Haring no liars docs mu prove them to ho very ancient, for these

were not in general u*e till the middle of the 17th century; and not oen
known till tbo end of the lflth.—{Editor.)
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impossible, in a rapid movement, to traverse such a space

with the hand, giving to each note the suitable degree of

pressure.

By restoring the fourth string to the double-bass, a

third unison is gained, which is found at eight inches in

the perfect chord, and at twelve in that by fifths : thus

the hand has four inches less to traverse in order to take

a position. It is true that, while the left hand had fewer

movements to make upon the finger-board, that which

holds the bow made more on four strings than on three;

but this slight inconvenience is more than compensated by

the facility of fingering, more natural than even on the

violoncello, to sny nothing of the degree of pressure neces-

sary for the double-bass. By a new system of bowing,

which I shall propose, the inconvenience might easily be

obviated.

Musicians who tune the three-stringed double-bass by

fourths, make a the lowest string, o the middle, and a the

upper. It will be seen that by this tuning, the harmony
loses two low and two high sounds, and that by adding

a fourth string above the o, which would give c, five ad-

ditional notes would be obtained without the hand chang-

ing its position

These two low notes might be easily preserver! by a

simple means, which I shall propose, without thereby de-

ranging the concord by fourths.

The bows for violins are longer than those for the boss,

as are these latter than those for the double-bass, because

the player has always sufficient power to cause vibration

in the string of a violin with the poiut of a bow, however
long, which could not be done on a bass string, and still

less on the double-bass.

The organ requiring a greater supply of wind than the

bird organ, the bellows of the former is more powerful

than that of the latter : applying this argument to the

strings of the double-bass, it will necessarily result, that

they require a greater length of bow than those of the

violin. The object is, then, a means of conveniently using

a long bow—for with a short one. none of the effects which
belong to the grave nature of the instrument, can be pro-

duced ; such as sustained tones, slurred notes, augmented
and diminished tones, &c.

The Germans have not failed to perceive the advantages

resulting from the length and steadiness of the bow ; but

J think that something better may still be done. With
this impression, I have invented a bow which will present

little difficulty to the instmmentist who performs even after

the method at present in use. This bow offers to the stu-

dent new resources and facilities.

ON THE BOW OF THE DOUBLE-BASS.
By tus Sami.

In my remarks on the double-bass, speaking of the bow, I

said, before having seen that of Mr. Dragonetti, the Ger-

man* have not failed to perceive the advantages resulting

from the length and steadiness of Uir bow, &c.

I will repeat that a bass string, the tension of which is

of the weight of twenty pounds, cannot be compared with

that of a double-bass, which is of eighty- five pounds.
Comparatively speaking, the latter will require four times

the power for its vibration. This power does not exist in

tlie ordinary compass of the bow, but is acquired by the
system of Mr. Dragonetti. This I shall endeavour to de-
monstrate physically.

The natural position of the hand and arm is shewn in
carrying arms according to military theory, if I may be
allowed the comparison—the arm extended, without stiff-

ness, and the little finger against the seam of the trowsers.
In this position, without the assistance of the arm, simply
by movement of the wrist, the hand may make a fourth of
a turn to the left, or half a fourth to the right—and, by
the mode in which Mr. Dragonetti holds his bow, the
hand is in its natural position, the fingers even co-operate
in supporting the hair on the strings, and the wrist has
still its fourth of a turn to supply power, or a half fourth

to raise the bow above the strings. Besides this rotatory

movement, the wrist has those in front or behind—and all

without tiring the arm in directing the bow over the

strings.

The same is not the case with the ordinary holding of
the bow : for, in that position, the wrist hus made its

movement to the left, and cannot turn again to support
the hair on the strings, and the arm is employed for that

pressure of the bow, as also for passing and repassing it.

It will be seen that the arm performs two functions, and
that the side-movements of the wrist are so small, that in

a sustained fortissimo , and if there be a multiplicity of
notes, the arm making two contrary movements becomes
fatigued, the wrist stiffened, the fingers benumbed, and the

result is—a bad performance.

WEST OF ENGLAND GRAND MUSIC
MEETING.

In pursuance of this pompous and Imposing announce-
ment, six performances took place on the mornings and
evenings of the 13th, 1 4th. 1 5th. and 16th of October, at
44 the Royal Subscription Rooms:*4

but where—strange

as it may appear, not one of the title-pages to the books
containing the words of the songs is explicit enough to

slate either what town in “ the west of England" these
44 Royal Subscription Rooms" have the honour to adorn,

or whether the county is Somerset, Devon, or Cornwall

!

But to keep our readers no longer in suspense, we hasten

to inform them, though the books would not, that “ the

West of England Grand Music Meeting'* took place at

Exeter. There appears to us to be a little
44 puff direct”

in the manner of advertising two or three of the per-

formers; but our readers shall judge for themselves, by the

following specimens which we copy verbatim from the ori-

ginal.
44 Principal vocal performers Madame Mnlibran

Garcia, prima donna at the King’s Theatre, and the Opera

Jtalien , Paris—(mark that, ye unsophisticated natives of

Devon).

—

44 Mr. Seguin of the Philharmonic—(indeed !)

—and other concerts." Leader of the band 44 Mr. Loder,

Member and Leader of the Philharmonic Concerts."

But a trace to such heroics, while we inform our readers,

in plain language, that, besides Madame Mnlibran and

Mr. Seguin, there were also among the vocal performers

the modest, unpretending, but very useful Mrs. Wm. Kny-
vett, Mr. W. Knyvett, and the no less respectable Mr.

Vaughan. Of the instrumental band, however, we can-

not say much—for if to Mr. Loder, member, &e. &c. we
add the at least equally well known names of Lindley,

Nicholson, and Harper, there was not in the whole list

one individual of the least celebrity. But these three

or four experienced performers, however eminent on

their respective instruments, do not, cannot, constitute an
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orchestra in themselves, much less such an orchestra as

we naturally associate with the idea of a Grand Music

Meeting. This observation will equally apply to the vo-

calists, though Madame Malibran be of the number. It

is not to the leader alone we look, though he happen to be

a member of the Philharmonic Concerts—nor is it indivi-

dually either Mr. Lindley or Mr. Nicholson, but it is the

ensemble—a judiciously-selected vocal corps, a large and
well'appointed orchestra, with a sufficient number of good,

disciplined chorus-singers—that, properly speaking, con-

stitute a grand music meeting ; but to form this desirable

whole, at least three-fourths of the requisites were wanting

at Exeter. With so inefficient a baud, and so weak and

feeble a chorus as these performances exhibited, they de-

serve to be ranked low indeed in the list of our musical

festivals. Had they been advertised in the manner usual

in the case of country concerts, we should most probably

«iot have noticed them ; but from the lofty tone and style

assumed they actually invited observation, and seemed

to provoke and defy criticism. It must not, however,

be forgotten that this undertaking was at the sole risk of

Mr. Paddon, organist of the cathedral, who, we are sorry

to hear—so badly were the concerts uttended—was 400/.

minus by the speculation.

Devonshire is a large, populous, wealthy county; why
then do not the noblemen and gentry coinc forward with

spirit, and, imitating the example of many other counties,

establish a festival in the true sense of the word ? By
allotting the profits to some hospital or other charily, they

would have an opportunity of rendering their pntronage

eminently useful, and of combining rational pleasure with

the most useful beneficence. We would usk what profes-

sional individual can, with safety and with justice to him-
self and family, risk the heavy expense and responsibility

which are the certain attendants on a music meeting, if

conducted—as it it must be to succeed—on a liberal and
enlarged scale?

REPLY TO M. FETIS, Editor of the Revue Musicals.

Br HENRY K. BISHOP, E»q. e

To the Editor of the Harmoxicox.
Sir,

However I may regret that M. Fetis, for the sake

of his reputation for veracity, has not thought fit to apply
to better sources of information than those by which he
1ms allowed himself to be deceived, and however inclined

I might feel to treat with contempt the groundless accu-
sations lie has dared to prefer against me—as those accu-
sations have gone forth to an English public, and on the

responsibility of M. Fetis, it is due, both to that public and
to myself, that I should nt once give the most unqualified

denial to those parts of his ” Letter on the State of Music
in London,” in which, in the first place, he asserts, that I,
•* like all musicians who have laboured for the English
stage, have, without scruple, announced myself as the

author of the music which I have pillaged from foreign

• We hive deferred our own observations on the remark* of N.
Wtt» on two or three of our note*, in order to afford room for the inser-

tion of the above letter, which, late u it reached a*, we have made a
point of printing in the prevent number, well aware that any delay in

(ivinf publicity to it would prove hurtful to Hr. Bishop's already in-
jured feeling*.

—

Editor.

December, 1829.

' scores." This assertion, in every respect, to use the

mildest terms it deserves, is uufounded, and untrue ! I am
neither capable of an act so dishonourable, nor, if I were,

knowing that ** foreign scores" are as attainable by others

as by myself, should I have been so destitute of common
sense as to venture a proceeding that I must be aware
was open to immediate detection, and to its consequent
and well-merited obloquy.

M. FtKis, in the next place, that his charge may have
all due support, offers a proof of it ; a solitary one to be
sure, though meant, no doubt, to be sweeping and conclu-

sive. He tells you, that, ** for example, the Jean, de Paris

of Boieldieu has been arranged for the English stage

and that 44 Bishop confined himself to retrenching what
the unskilfulness of the English musicians rendered it im-
possible for them to execute, and to furnishing obligato

accompaniments to some popular airs ; he (Bishop) then

placed his name to the work as his own, and of Boieldieu

there was no mention." It was not the 41 unskilfulness

of English musicians" which induced me to retrench any
part of that opera ; but the state of the public taste for

music at the time it was produced : which, though it has,

I hope, progressively improved, was not then sufficiently

cultivated to render otherwise than extremely hazardous
the production of an opera, without the retrenchment of
such parts of it as were not likely to be properly appre-
ciated, from their not being understood.

What M. F£tis means by my '* furnishing obligato ac-

companiments to some popular airs’* in the opera of
John of Paris, I am at a loss to conjecture ; and as he,

of course, understands the signification of the term ofc/i-

ealo, I am almost entitled to believe that he has criticised

my arrangement of the work without having seen it: for

not an obligato accompaniment of any kind does it con-

tain, nor was there any 44 popular air," by which, probably,

M. Fetis means some Scotch or Irish melody (
4> a sort of

seasoning/' which he has facetiously asserted to be 4
‘ in-

dispensable" in the formation of an English opera (intro-

duced throughout the work. The airs of the lighter kind,

including the trifling dance which has since obtained some
popularity, and is generally known by the name of John
of Paris, being bona fide composed, without the necessity

of 44 pillaging" from any scores, either 44 foreign" or
otherwise, by myself.

The concluding accusation, that I
44 then placed my

name to the work as my own, and of Boieldieu there was
no mention," I repel with every feeling of indignation ;

for it is void of even the shadow of truth ! It is also nearly

a confirmation of my belief, that M, Fetis has never seen
the book, concerning which he pretends to such extensive

information. That book is now before me ; it contains

seventeen pieces of music, eight of which are by Boieldieu,

the other nine arc the composition of him who has now
the honour of addressing you ;

and on the title-page of
this book, 1 find the following :

44 John of Paris ! a Comic
Opera, &c., composed and partly selected from the original

French opera, by Boieldieu," and in letters large enough
for him that runs to read, 44 adapted for the Eoglish
stage, &c.

r>

My late attempt to preserve in as complete a state as
possible another opera of Boieldieu*s, certainly of a much
higher order in its construction than the Jean de Paris,—

.

I allude to Let deux Nuits,—will prove the undiminished
respect I have for the writings of that master, whom I
have ever looked upon as the modern Mozart of the
French school.

There are some other strange and unaccountable asser-

2U
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tionfl in M . FVtis’s “ Lftlcr on the State of Music in Lon-

don,” but I leave the simple and very easy contradiction

of them, to the persons whom they more immediately

concern, than.

Sir,

With many apologies for venturing to trespass so much
on your time and pages.

Your most obedient Servant,

Hens v R. Bishop.

JjmUi.

fed-djeo« wi el moy fie u u ly Saineb a* *a byl.

Ed-djenr wa cl moy fetata ly Saheb et-SabyL * Para-

dise and forgiveness be the lot of him who gave you this

water!’”

MUSIC IN MEKKA.
[From B< kcwh arj>t’a Trareft in ^raiin*,]

Music, in general so passionately loved among the

Arabs, is less practised at Mekka than in Syria and

Egypt Of instruments they posses* only the rababu, (a

kind of guitar,) the nay, (a species of clarinet,) and the

tambour, or tambourine. Few song* are heard in the

evenings, except among the Bedouins in the skirts of

the town. The choral song called Djok, it* sometimes

sung by the young men at night in the coffee-houses, its

measure being accompanied with the clapping of hands.

In general, the voices of the Hedjazys are harsh, and not

clear: I beard none of those sonorous and harmonious

voices which are so remarkable in Egypt, and still more

in Syria, whether giving utterance to love songs, or chant-

ing the praises of Mohammed from the minarets, which

in the depth of night has a peculiarly grand effect Even
the I in1ms of the mosque, and those who chant the an-

thems, in repeating the last words of the introductory

prayers of the Imftm. men who in other places are chosen

for their fine voices, can here he distinguished only by

their hoarseness and dissonance.

The Sheri l’ has a band of martial music, similar to that

kept by Pashas, composed of ketile*druma, trumpets,

fifes, &c. : it play* twice a day before his door, and for

about an hour on every evening of the new moon.
Weddings are attended by professional females, who

sing and dance : they have, it is said, good voices, and

are not of that dissolute class to which the public singers

and dancers belong in Syria and Egypt The Mekkawys
say, that before the Wahaby invasion, singers might be

heard during the evening in every street, but lhai the

austerity of the Wahabys, who, though passionately fond

of their own Bedouin songs disapproved of the public

singing of females, occasioned the ruin of all musical

rsuits this, however, may be only an idle notion, to

ranked with that which is as prevalent in the East as it

i& in Europe, that old times were always better in every

respect than the present.

The *aka& or water-carriers of Mekka, many of whom
are foreigners, having a song which is very affecting from

its simplicity and the purpose for which it is used, the

wealthier pilgrims frequently purchase the whole con-

tents of a saka’s water-skin, on quitting the mosque,

especially at night, and order him to distribute it gratis

among the poor. While pouring out the water into the

wooden bowls, with which every beggar is provided, they

exclaim * Sebyl Allah, ya atahan, Scbyl !* * Hasten, O
thirsty, to the ways of God!’ and then break out in the

following short song of three notes only, which I never

heard without emotion.

* Travel* in Arabia, comprehendin'’ so Account of tbo&e Territories

in Hedju which (he Slchanimrdui* regard M tucred. By the late John
Lewis BurcklmrdL Published by authority of the A*soci»tion for pro-

moting the Discovery of the Interior of Afiiee. London : Colburn, 1829.

THE HARPOLYRE. A NEW GUITAR,
IWVCWTKD *T I. f. •AtOMrt*,

Trateum of Slnglnf and of the Gutter at the Polytechnic School.

Many distinguished professors of the guitar had endea-
voured to raise the instrument from the inferior rank which
it holds in the sonorous class. But vainly has their skill

conquered the difficulties of fingering, &c. : still only a
thin, brief, and dry sound has proceeded from the frail

machine
; and while the talent of the performer is admired,

we regret to see that talent wasted in conquering the defects

of an unfavouralde instrument.

Various efforts were also made to ameliorate the con-

struction of the guitar, hut without success. Its primitive

form was changed for that of the ancient lyre about twenty-

five years ago
;
yet the alteration was productive of do

advnatage as regarded the sound, which, indeed, was ren-

dered less intense. It was necessary to revert to the old

construction, with one additional chord.

Mr. Salomon’s improvements on the primitive guitar arc

not of this slight character. The instrument is wholly

re -constructed in his Harpolyre, without being materiall y
increased in size

;
while its volume of sound is augmented

in a tenfold degree, and its resources for execution out of
all comparison with what they formerly were. The following
details will render this evident :

—

The harpolyre is provided with twenty-one strings

divided on three necks.

The central, or common neck, has six strings, like the

ordinary guitar, and arranged in the same manner; that

is, mi, la, ri\ tot, ti, mi. The only difference consists in

the greater number of stops on that of the harpolyre.

All ordinary guitar music may be executed on this neck,

with the advantage of a stronger sound and more harmo-
nious effect

The left neck (looking at the instrument in front) is

called the chromatic, and is furnished with Beven strings

in silk, covered with silver twist

The right neck, to which Mr. Salomon has given the

name of the diatonic, is famished with eight strings of
gut.

The power of this instrument, its sonorousness, its capa-
bilities of varying are such, that it is scarcely possible to

describe bounds to the effects which may be derived from
it. For example—there are two distinct qualities of sound
in the harpolyre. The central neck yields sounds full and
voluminous, and the diatonic gives about those of the
ordinary guitar. From the combination of these sounds,
the most singular and delightful effects may be anticipated.

Messrs. Sor and Careassi, who have examined this novel

instrument, are both sensible of its advantages, and en-

gaged in composing music for it With a little study,

any person who plays the guitar may learn to use the
two additional necks.

The inventor has prepared a method of instruction for

his instrument. This will shortly be published.
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Ertueto of iHustc.

MUSICAL ANNUALS.

1. The Musical Bijou, an Album of Music, Poetry, and
• Prose, for m.dccc.xxx. Edited by F. H. Burxey. 4to.

(Goulding and D'Almaifte, Soho Square.)

2. Apollo’s Gift, or The Musical Souvenir for 1830}

edited by Muzio Clementi and J. B. Cramer. 4to.

(Chappell ; Clementi and Co. ; Cramer and Co. ; and

Horst, Chance, and Co.)

Last year two collections under this general description

appeared*, one of which may be said to have died the

moment it was bom, there not having been copies enough

sold to defray the expense of the crimson silk in which it

was clad ; and no attempt has been made to resuscitate it

this season. The other, better planned, introduced under

the sanction of well-known names, and decorated in a

manner that shewed the taste of the editor and the spirit

of the proprietors, puts lorth, as was to be expected, a

second volume, and doubtless will continue hs line for

many winters to come-

But though one of these annuals instantly vanished,

turning out to be not even an ephemeral, others were as

quickly projected. Besides the second of the above, two
more have sprung up (which will be noticed in our next)

and it is highly probable that the spirit of competition, so

active in this country, may in succeeding years give birth

to several others.

The Musical Bijou for 1830 is in form and plan simi-

lar to that of last year, while “ the literary part has been

extended by the adoption of a smaller type; the number
of illustrations increased, and the whole work considerably

enlarged,” says the preface.

The musical part consists of ten vocal and six instru-

mental compositions, with a set of quadrilles. The unset

poetical pieces are twelve in number, and of prose there

are three. Four lithographed prints ornament the volume,

in addition to which is a “ presentation plate,” or a kind

of arabesque scroll—a remarkably pretty design—within
which the doneSt name is meant to be inscribed.

Of the music there are, with a single exception, as many
composers as pieces. Mr. Rawlings* name stands first;

his contribution is a vocal arrangement of a popular air,

to which he has adapted some verses by Mr. T. H. Bayly,

complimentary to the fair sex; the burden of his song being

“— Poet* hewnr*! never compare
Women with ought [a«pAr] on earth or b sir/'

Mr. Barnett has a ballad, “ The Exiled Knight,” in aI>,

the symphony of which is in unison with the sorrowful

verse and the despair portrayed in the illustrative print,

while the air bespeaks a mind not suffering under any very

strong emotion. Altogether, however, this has consider-

able merit. A duet by the same will please by its simpli-

city of structure and vocal ity.

• Reviewed in the 12th uui 14th number* of our Now Series.

A ballad, " The Maid of Toro,” by Mr. Parry, is more

deserving of praise for the correct and sensible manner in

which the words are set, than for novelty either in air or

accompaniment. Another, by Mr. Solis, promises well at

the ousel, but does not continue in exactly the same
spirit. A eg against a cif, in the third bar of the melody,

is a slap which the ear will not take very cordially, und

may be avoided by delaying the secoud chord till the last

quaver in the bar.

A Persian love-song, by Mr. Jolly, exhibits many traits

of the good classical musician ; among the rest the follow-

ing passage:—

An air by Mr. C. Smith, though not distinguished by
any new feature, is judiciously set. The opening will in-

evitably recall to every memory, Braham’s ** Is there a
heart that never loved?” Mr. Bishop has supplied what,

take it altogether, we consider the most successful com-
position in the volume. It is a song full of spirit, and
possesses a greater share of originality than we are in tha

habit of meeting with in the present day. A verse as a
specimen will be found among the music of this number.

Signor Rossini's pen has furnished a romance to French
words by M. Jouy, the successful dramatist. We must
say that we know of few instances in which the sentiment

of the poetry
t
is so ill expressed by notes. The verse is all

tranquillity ; the music full of quick, and sometimes leap-

ing, triplets. He thus, too, converts short into long

—

Jc too* pr£ • (ere e'est sur lev moot*.

2 U 2
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But it is Rossini'.*—so will be received with acclamation

!

A Round, for three soprano voices, by Mr. Rodwell, the

last vocal piece in the volume, is graceful, and will pro*

duce a very agreeable e fleet if sung in an unpretending

manner, in time and tune.

Of the piano-forte compositions, Mr. Burrowes contri-

butes a Waltz, to produce which certainly required no
effort either of genius or science ! Mr. Holder has an ex-

pressive air, with seven good variations, in which he has

laboured with much industry to avoid common-places,

though the task was a difficult one. He has, however,

produced that which will do him some credit.

The French romance, " Dorinez, clieres amours,* baa

been selected by M. Herz as the subject of a Polaeca.

The choice of so gliding and quiet an air for a movement
so leaping and bustling, is one of those contradictions in

which modern music abounds. Mr. Kiallmark's " Diver-

timento, introducing a Fairy march,” is about on a par with

Mr. Burrowes's waltz.

A duet by Mr. Kalkbrenner makes some amends for

the failures of the above: it is brilliant and effective,

without being at all difficult. Mr. Vulentine supplies a

abort air a CEspagnol: a mere bagatelle. The set of

quadrilles are from Rossini's new French opera, Guillaume

Tell, and have a great deal of melody and distinctly-

marked rhythm to recommend them ; besides which they

possess another valuable quality—they are remarkaby easy

for the performer.

The literary portion of this volume has great claim to

notice :
** The Song of Oberou,” by the Etlrick Shepherd,

is fanciful, and 14 The Maid of Toro,” by Sir Walter Scott,

pathetic. Mrs. Cornwell Baron Wilson has four good
stanzas, entitled Human Life, aod a dozen lines incul-

cating that M Woman ha* nothing to do with fame,* though
the fair moralist has herself both wished for and deserved

it Mr. PlanchtTs Persian Lore-song is very characteristic;

and his lines, beginning 4( Rest ye, rest ye, rapid streams,”

which, if we mistake not, have once appeared as an ex-

tract in our work, will always find admiration among the

lovers of true poetry.
44 The Pen and the Sword,” by Mr. Ryan, is a clever,

pointed apologue.—Let not, however, the reader suspect

that we intend any thing like a pun, in thus expressing

ourselves: it looks suspicious, we confess, but did not

strike ns till after it was written.—Lord Ashtown's 44 Stan-
zas” (more properly lines) comprise much wit in small

compass. The two stanzas (really stanzas), by Harry
Sloe Van Dyk, are so entirely in the good style of the

poets of the Elizabethan age, that bad they been published
under the name of one of those, many of the learned would
have eulogised them us coming from 44 The pure wells of
English undefiled.’' But Lord Nugent's admirable paper,

the 44 Confessions of a Suspicious Gentleman,” is that

which pleases us most in the present work ; in this, his

accurate knowledge of human nature, his sober wit, and
felicity of language, are not only most happily displayed,

but also In a most entertaining manner rendered condu-
cive to a highly useful purpose.*

The lithographic prints are of a very superior description.

The Bridal Morn, by G. Childs, is exceedingly beautiful

;

and The Exiled Knight, from a painting by Tomkius, is,

both as regards design and execution, a most masterly
work. In truth, to this part of the volume, together with

* Though it may be going a little out of our way, yet we cannot resist

saying, that Lord NY# writing*, particularly his letters on the Catholic
question, are quite models of strong, dispassionate arguioent, grare irony,

and wit rettraiued by gentlemanlike Ceding.

the literary portion, will the publication be indebted for
the larger share of the success that may await it.

The Musical Souvenir is a work of a less divided na-
ture, more devoted to the harmonic art, than the foregoing,

for it has no prose essays, and the poetry is all combined
with the notes ; but the graphic illustrations are the same
in number, and equally distinguished by their merit: iit

addition to which are fac-similes of musical manuscripts in

|

the hand-writing of Weber, Mozart, Clementi, Haydn, and
Beethoven. The volume contains niueteen vocal aud
twenty -one short instrumental pieces, and is brought out
with every raiioual attention to elegance of appearance,
and in the most correct manner.
We begin with the vocal pieces, nearly the whole o£

them being composed purposely for this work.
** O never name those hours of grief,” by Charles Smith,

the poetry by Blanche, is a tender, graceful ballad, the
words most correctly set.

Jlhgarvan, by Dr. J. Clarke, is a song, the chief recom-
mendation of which is a certain elegance of manner.

YouUt renewed, a short air by Knapton, the words by
J. Montgomery, is clever, pleasing, and more foreign in

style than roost English vocal music.

Song of Harold Harfagen, by J. Thomson (the ama-
teur), the poetry by Sir W. Scott, a song beginning in c
minor and concluding in the major, is a very superior
production, energetic, and the accompaniment masterly.
Weber is the model after which Mr. T. has worked, and
most successfully. If sung with spirit hy a powerful, ex-
tensive voice, whose compass is from c below to a above,
the effect cannot be doubtful.

44 Young Ellen,” a ballad by H. Phillips, written by T.
H. Bayly, is gentle and pretty, and a singer of taste

may make much out of it. The first few bars of the
symphony are susceptible of improvement, particularly
the second, where, in the chord of

J,
the discord, by

rising to its resolution, is not very courteous to a delicate

ear.
44 One word with thee,” a ballad also, by Hodson, the

words by Montgomery, will please, by the distinctness of
its waltz-like rhythm, and correct accentuation.

44 Placa gli sdegui tuoi” is a very charming duet for

two sopranos, by Cherubini.
44 O ! the hour to meet,” a short, simple air, in the

Spanish style, by Weber, with words written and well
adapted to it for the work, by W. F. Collard.

La Chantreuse , a lively vaudeville, by Patiseron.
44

I knew not that the work! contained,’' a song by J.
Barnett, the words by II. S. Van Dyk, may please gene-
rally ; but it must be confessed that the undulating
melody of the Spaui&h waltz has predominated so much
of late, that the ear begins to grow weary of it.

We now come to a ballad of noble origin,—the com-
poser being the Duke of Marlborough, and the late Lady
Caroliue Lamb the author of the words. Her ladyship's
share in this pleases us most ;

though the melody is

natural and agreeable.
44 WT

e shall not meet again, Love,” a song by G. Ho-
garth, (who is also a dilettante,) written by Miss Landon,
is the second proof afforded by this volume of the rapid
strides making by music among its unprofessional votaries.

The latter half of page 59, and the first staff of the fol-

lowing page, contain passages which any composer might
be proud to call his own ; and the whole song is set with
a discrimination that shews a cultivated mind.

44 Ave Santissima !” a trio for two sopranos and a base.
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is indebted for its effect—and very effective it is—to its

great simplicity, both in melody and harmony. The late

R. A. Smith of Edinburgh is the composer, and Mrs. He-
xnans has furnished the words.

Weber’s very fine, though short chorus, Lutzow's IVild

Hunt, to which admirably-adapted English words are now
aet, written by Mr. Hogarth, the amateur mentioned above,

will be found among the music of our present number.

We have selected it as a sample of what the Musical

Souvenir contains.

The Moorish Maiden is composed with much feeling

and taste, by C. E. Horn : the words by Mr, Wade, the

talented dilettante composer.

The Song of the Pilgrim, by one of the greatest musi-

cal geniuses living, F. Mendelssohn Bartholdy—the words
imitated from the German, by W. Ball—is quite a gem

;

not of the sparkling kind, but rich and rare, and serenely

beautiful.

A pretty, easy, Italian duet, by Verini ; a French song

by Pauly ; and a duet formed by Sola out of a very fa-

vourite Spanish dance, all with accompaniments for the

guitar, complete the vocal contents of the volume.
Of the instrumental pieces, four are written for the

work, the rest selected. Of the former, Moscheles con-

tributes an animated introduction, with a flute accom-
paniment. The first movement in c, is d la militaire

;

the second, an expressive trio in r minor, contrasts well

with the former.

Cramer has a lovely air in *b» twelve-eight time, of only

a page and a half just enough to make us look eagerly,

but in vain, for more from the same source.

Two waltzes are supplied by Pixis
; the first not re-

markable
;
the second brilliant and effective ; and both

free from the usual vagaries of this composer.
*• A Bagatelle” is given by Mr. Thomson, (author of a

song before mentioned,) which is spirited and pleasing.

Of the selected pieces* are a Pastorale from Beethoven’s

Men of Prometheus:—airs, by Weber, from his Pre-
ciosa ; by Mozart, from his 2nd quartet in d minor; by
K&l kbre nner ; by Spohr, the Polonaise from Faust; by
Rousseau, his “ Je l'ai plant*,” adapted ; by Onslow,
from a quintet ; by Czerny ; and by llerz. There is also

Haydn’s lovely Romance in Eh, from one of his early

symphonies ; an elegant Theme, by the Count de Gallen-

berg ; a Polonaise, by Hummel ; a Galope, by Challenger,

and Quadrilles by the same, from Der Vampyr. Likewise

a Spanish Air for the llarp, by F. L. Hummel ; and the

romance in OttUo, arranged, or rather transcribed, by
Bochsa.
The fac-similes form a very curious and interesting ad-

dition to the volume. They consist of, 1st, some original

sketches for the opera of Oberon, whence an acute student

may gather useful information. Among these is part of a
song written for Braham, but which the composer con-

sented, multa gemens, to withdraw ; though not without

exclaiming, 14 Well ! ’tis only driving another of my coffin

nails.” 2nd. A Minuet, by Mozart 3rd. A 44 Canon
ad diapason, for the Piano-forte, composed and dedicated

to J. B. Cramer, by his friend Muzio Clcmenti. 1829.”t
4ih. An Andante, by Beethoven ; the writing inconceiva-

* Some of Ibest, our renders will perceive, have been published in the

Henmomam.
f It will grarifv the friends of Mr. dementi, and indeed »U loTera of

music, to observe how harmlessly, by comparison, years seem to bave

rolled over him, if we may jud^e by ni* bold liaud.writing, which has ail

the freedom of youth, ana indicates as much strength as be possessed

when be composed hU floe Opera Z, about sixty years ago.

bly rude. 5th. A musical puzzle—a kind of canon which

may be read in various ways—by Haydn*.
The embellishments are. Music, as a frontispiece, from

a design by Wood, the grouping of which will be much
admired :

—

Athgarvon
,
by Harding, & very charming land-

scape:— Venice by Moonlight, by G. P. Reinagle, an in-

teresting view, with a gondola and figures, as decorated

during the carnival, admirably executed ; though we
should have liked the sun’s own rays better than his bor-

rowed light :—The Moorish Maiden
, an exquisite produc-

tion, which alone is sufficient to stamp a value on the

work
; and on the cover, a Lyre, by W. Sharp, a design

shewing great taste in the artist; but we cannot help wish-

ing that he hod strung it.

SACRED MUSIC.
PuacsLL’sTe Dcum and Jubilate in n, in Score, with ad-

ditional accompaniments by Dr. Boyce. Edited by
Vincent Novello. (The Editor, 66, Great Queen-

Street.)

The general opinion has long been, Sir John Uawkius
informs us, that Purcell wrote this service for the musical

performance at St Paul’s for the benefit of the Sons of

the Clergy in 1697 ; but he subsequently stales, that it

was composed for the celebration of St Cecilia’s Day in

1687. From the printed score, however, it is clear that

it was produced in 1694 on a similar occasion. This

copy was in type, and so incorrect as to call forth the

animadversion of Dr. Croft, who, in the preface to his

anthems, says, 44 the faults and omissions are so gross as

not to be amended but by some skilful hand.” Walsh
then published an edition from plates, in which the former

errors are corrected. This is become exceedingly scarce,

though being engraved in a very dose, clumsy manner,

the few copies extant will now lose all their value.

The author wrote this service with accompaniments for

only the stringed instruments and trumpets. Dr. Boyce,

in 1755, added oboes, bassoons, and drums, and in thia

improved state Mr. Novello has published the work,

which forms Nos. 11 and 12 of his collection of Purcelfs

Sacred Music

;

thus conferring no inconsiderable benefit

on the admirers of this portion of our great composer's

works ; and indeed on others, who, like ourselves, though
considering his productions for the church very inferior to

those for the theatre, are not insensible to their beau-

ties, and feel glad to have an opportunity of obtaining

an edition of them in every way so worthy of the au-

thor, and so exceedingly creditable to the judgment and
diligence of the publisher.

The present is in full score, with an organ, or piano-

forte, part added at the foot, in a manner corresponding

to the anthems already presented to the public by Mr.
Novello. We intended here to offer some remarks on a

work which recently has attracted the notice of more than

one musical critic, and, we regret to say, been the cause

of language which must always prove iuimical to free in-

quiry, and lend to provoke personal enmities rather than

further the legitimate objects of criticism ; but upon
reflection, wc have deemed it expedient at present to con-
sider it as a mere republication, and to defer entering

into the question of its merits till another opportunity,

when the claims of actually new compositions may become
less pressing.

* This, with English words, is printed in the first number of the Har-
monicom, page 19, First Scries.
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, PIANO FORTE.
1. SOUVENIRS DE MaLIBRAN. composed fry F. IIullman-
dell Bartholomew. (Willis A Co. 55, S<. James s

Street.)

2. Pabr’s Romance, La Veuve Grecque, arranged* with

an Introduction, fry Cm. Chaulieu, Op. 70. (Paine

and Hopkins, 69, ComhilL)

3. Brilliant Rondo, composed by H. Schwirso.

—

(Schwieso, 79, Wimpole Street?)

4. The Venetian Gondolier, an Air with Variations, com-
posed by M. Holbt. (Repository, 17, Soho Square.)

5. A Swiss Melody arranged, with an Introduction and
Variations, by J. Lillycrom. (Preston, 71, Dean
Street.)

No. 1 might claim a right to the title of Fantasia, which is

bestowed on many things that cannot prove half as much
right to the name. It is a well-combined and uncommonly
agreeable melange of popular airs, sung by Madame Ma-
libran, among which are Signor Garcia's clever Baxetito ;—the Spanish song so frequently performed by Madame
de Vigo, at private conceits—“ Giovinetto Cavalier;" a
Tyrol ienne, by Madame Malibrail, and a popular move*
ment from a scena in Rossini's Srmiramide : the whole
arranged in a very* able maimer, brilliant, but neither dis-

couragingly difficult nor alarmingly long. It is, in fact, a
very recommendahle piece.

No. 2 is a much and justly admired Romance, and con-
vertible into a slow, expressive movement for the piano-

forte, but drawn out into seven pages, as in the present

case, seems long and becomes rather heavy, though the

whole is put together with great taste, and some good
modulations are introduced. It requires a hand of exten-

sive compass, ami a performer of considerable feeling.

No. 3 may be very brilliant in the composer's own estima-

tion ; but, if we understand the epithet, either in its real

or musically- received sense, it is auy thing but the proper
term to apply to this rondo, which is one of the most feeble,

unrneauing things we ever happened to enoounter.

We are pleased now and then to meet with trifles, for

must useful things they are, when a little talent is bestowed
ou them ; for music suited to the young or inexperienced

player is in as much request as that adapted to a higher

order of performer ; but it ought to be such as will add to

the student’s stock of musical ideas— such as will improve
his taste, and qualify him to understand and enjoy, and
prepare him to execute, the best compositions of the great

musters. Nos. 4 and 5 of the above, will assuredly not

be followed by any of these desirable results: produc-
tions more barren, more puerile, have seldom fallen under
our notice.

1. Fantasia, in ichich is [are] introduced a Grand March,
and an Air, with Variations, fry W. A. Kino. (Luff,

92, Great Russell Street.)

2. National Divertimentos, composed by T. Valentins.

(Fettet, 154, Oxford Street.)

3. The Windmill Rondo, fry C. M. Kino. (Repository,

17, Soho Square.)

4. La Chaumiere, a Rondo, fry W. A. Kino. (Luff)

No. I. A “ Fantasia,” wherein we discover no fancy,

and a '* Grand March,” in which nothing like grandeur
is at all perceptible. It is very silly to give such fine

names to things which, under humbler titles, might pass

without much observation, but when dignified by high-
sounding appellations, invite, nay. imperiously call foe

critical examination. If, instead of eleven pages, this

were reduced to six. and were it called a bagatelle, or

something of equally modest import, it might answer a
temporary purpose, aud enjoy die comfort of negative

praise.

Nos. 2, 3, and 4 are all of the easiest description
; short,

but of a kind of brevity wholly unallied to wit. No. 2
consists of two very inoffensive airs. No. 3 of a rather

pretty, but extremely common melody. No. 4 of a very

common but not pretty melody. Of these four, three are

dedicated to young ladies. ** Oh ! happy, happy fair!" .

1. Airs from Masaniello, arranged by L. Sacchini.
(Cocks and Co. Prince* Street)

2. " Oft in the stilly night," arranged with Variations, fry

8. F. Rimbault. (Repository, Soho Square^)

3. St. Patrick's Day, arranged as a Rondo, by T. Valen-
tine.

4. Tyrolese Air, tciM familiar Variations, composed
fry Edward Dkarle. (Blackman, Bridge Street, South-

wark )

5. Le Sylphe, Introduction and Waltz, composed and
published by the same.

6. La Louise, an Air with Variations, composed by

Wm. Grantham. (Luff.)

All the above are adapted lo the abilities of quite juvenile

performers. The first includes the Barcarole, Guaracha,

Tarantella, and Market Chorus, from Auber’s favourite

opera, in four pages, and well arranged. No. 2 does not

display this beautiful melody to much advantage; tempo
di marcia and brillanU are ill-suited to such an air. The
others are " trifles light as air,” in which we find nothing

to condemn ; they therefore may be useful in schools, or

for beginners who wish now and then to elope from their

instruction-book.

1. The Windsor Castle Quadrilles, selected from Cosi fan

Tutte, with an accompaniment for the Flute, fry W.
Ethkrjnoton. (Munro and May, Holborn.)

2. The Royal Gallopades, first set, composed by Wm.
Gross e. (The Author, Pimlico.)

In No. 1 the arranger has wisely selected those airs which

are least hacknied, and he has arranged them in a familiar

manner.

The Gallopades are as common-place things as can be

imagined. There is not anew passage, not even an unex-

pected note, among the whole of them.

1. La Salle d'Apollon, a collection o/'German Waltzes,

composed by Foreign Authors. Nos. 51 to 62. (Wessel

and Stodart, Frith Street)

2. La Lyre d’Apollon, a collection of Marches avd Po-

lonaises, fry Foreign Authors. Nob. 15 to 19. (Same
publishers.)

Both of the above are continuations of works in which

many excellent pieces are mixed up with others of less

merit, as must almost unavoidably happen in such publi-

cations, but the better kind certainly prevail We have

in these numbers several by names new to this country.
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mud some by composers who have our highest

esteem. Among the latter, several Waltzes by Beethoveu;

«ome Qaloppes by Leidcrsdorf; Folooaiaes by Hummel

;

Marches by Rossini, Spohr, &c. The neatness and eco-

nomy of this little work, in addition to its other merits,

’ought and will recommend it to those who select music for

themselves.

t VOCAL.

1. A fir.it Set of Italian Ariets, composed by Alberico

Curioni. (Mori and Lavenu, New Bond Street.)

% A second Set of Ditto, same composer and publishers.

Nature is in general too economical to bestow a plurality

of gifts on the same individual; she, therefore, very rarely

unites great talents for composing and executing in one

person. The exceptions to this rule arc so few, that they
j

only serve to confirm it. Signor Curioni has maintained

his ground for many years in this country as a primo

tenore. This is enough to satisfy the ambition of any

reasonable artiste., and we arc persuaded that he will not

feel piqued when we tell him, that his chief endowments

are those of which a professed singer ought to be most

proud, and that to his composing powers he will never be

indebted for any thing like the same applause tha the has

gained in his other capacity.

The first book contains three Italian ariettas, and the

aecond, four. They are all of a very simple kind, and

much in the style that has prevailed in this species of

composition for more than half a century. Clear, flowing

melody, has been the author’s great aim, indeed his only

object apparently, which he has accomplished, though for

this he has been indebted to phrases and cadences by no

means uncommon in his native country, the land of song,

as it was once justly denominated.

1. Serenade, ** While o’er the rising moon,” written by

J. M lCaoNE, composed by Auoubtus Mbves. (Willis

and Co.)

2. Ballad, ** I have left my own home,* the words by

Miss E. Roberts (from the Forget me Not) composed

by W. H. Montgomery. (Same publishers.)

3. Ballad, The Tear, composed and published by the same.

&. The song of the Dew-Fays, written by W. Bartho-

lomew, Esq., composed by T. H. Severn. (Veraoo,

Cornhill.)

b. Ballad, ** Oh dearest girl, I love but thee !” the poetry

by Mrs. Haxlry, composed by J. C. Taws, of Phila-

delphia. (Vernon.)

6. Ballad, “ Autumn is coming," written by Mrs. Corn-

well Baron Wilson, composed by E. Solis. (Gould-

ing and D’Almaine.)

7. “ Cease, my heart,” Weber's German air, “ Herz, mein

hers,” arranged by Mr. A Lejeune. (Johaoning and

Whatmore. Regent Street.)

9. “ Beside the .streams,” the poetry translated from
Camobns, the miotic composed by John Ross. (Preston.)

9. Sclavonian Melody, “ The robber he sits by the foun-

tain/’ the poetry by J. Bowrino, Esq., arranged and
harmonized by John Barnett. (Preston.)

10. Ditto, *' The heurt has its sorrows/* the poetry and
arrangement by the same. (Preston.)

We shall not expatiate much on the above vocal pieces

;

with an exception or two, which will be pointed out, they

are all of that mediocre kind which neither inrites praise

nor provokes censure. Such, indeed, must be the cose

while the musical press thus teems with songs, ballads,

Ac., the risk of publication being small, and the hope oT

success almost invariably sauguine.

Iu No. 1 Mr. Moves has not hit upon a very successfal

melody; but what his Serenade wants in originality is

made up in simplicity and case.

No. 2 is a very roaming air, therefore the sound is an

echo to the sense
;

still there is an air, and, moreover,

the composer has paid great attention to prosody. No.
3 by the same, possesses similar merits, but the cadence*

are far from uncommon.
No. 4 is set os air and chorus, the latter for four

sopranos, with which the effect will be novel and ex-

cellent; or for two sopranos, a tenor and base. The
whole of this is extremely pleaaitig, and sensibly composed.

Iu No. 5 we suspect many engraver’s errors. This is

not a very favourable specimen of Trans-atlantic composi-

tion. And of No. 6, the best part is the vignette, a very

beautiful reaper, who bears in her hand a sickle as

dangerous us any one of Love’s most pointed arrows.

To No. 7 the words arc very correctly adapted. The
original song never appeared to us to be one of Weber’s

happiest offspring.

No. 8, in e minor, is a very plaintive, well-accompanied

air, with a Scotish tinge : but though the words may bo

immediately translated from Catnoens, yet they aro simply

a paraphrase of the 137th Psalm.

No. 9 has a certain degree of nationality about it, but,

to our taste, not of the most pleasing kind. And in No.
10 the rhythm tells for something, being in fact the moat
effective part of the air. In both these Mr. Burnett has;

with great judgment, abstained from everything of a

florid nature in his accompaniments, which are as simple *

as the occasion called for.

FLUTE.
1. Drouet or Harmony and Modulation for the Flute.
(Wheatstone and Co.)

2. Barcarolla from Auber’s Masaniello, arranged for
Flute and Piano Forte, by T. Bbrjiiouier. (Mon-
zani and Hill.)

A Treatise on Harmony for the flute may seem some-
what paradoxical, as the instrument cannot produce simul-

taneous sounds; yet, as arpeggios are only chords deployed,

if we may use the word, and as all flute players now
make, great use of arpeggios, this alone is a sufficient

reason why they should have some knowledge of the prin-

ciples and laws of harmony. But we certaiuly expected
to find an application of such principles and laws to the

instrument in question
;
instead of which, M. Drouet has

only repeated what has been written a hundred times
before, without adding, or pretending to add, one idea of

his own for the improvement or elucidation of what has
so often before appeared in print. He has, it is true, said

some little, and this in not very perspicuous language,

concerning embellishments, the sum and substance of which
amount to this, that they are generally redundant, out of
character, and bad in taste. An indisputable fact. He has
given a moderate and ah allegro movement, together

making three pages, which he simply entitles “ Modula-
tions ;" but not a syllable does he utter as to the proper
manner of conducting or bringing about a change of key.

The title and examples are all the light he throws on
rather an obscure and certainly an interesting subject

by Google
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No. 2 has already been reviewed in oor work, in the

enlarged form of a fantasia, if we mistake noL

1. Melodies from Cimarosa's MatrimoDio’Segreto, ar-

ranged by L Drouet. (Cocks and Co.)

2. Rossini's Barbiere di Siviglia, arranged, with embel-

lishments, by William Forije. (Same publishers.)

3. Select Melodies of Various Nations ,
arranged, with

embellishments , and accompaniments (ad lib.) for the

Piano-forte, by Raphael Dremsler. Nos. I and 2.

(Same publishers.)

4. Cocks's Cabinet, a Collection of favourite Melodies,

selected by William Forde. (Some publishers.)

No. 1 is an easy and a good arrangement of ten of the

admired pieces in the opera.

No. 2 gives sixteen airs, Ac., from Rossini’s comic

chef-d'cruvrc. We meet with one or two passages " em-
bellished," as the term is, but all the rest are left to the

author's own notes; a practice much to be applauded,

though not corresponding to the notice in the title-page.

No. 3, in two books, are Iwenty-four popular airs, of

one quarto page each, including the accompaniment,

therefore as
*4 brief as the posie of a ring." These are

arranged in the easiest possible manner ; and the piano-

forte part is equally simple, and devoid of every difficulty

that a child could not vanquish.

No. 4 is a continuation of a pretty and perfectly easy

work; the present number containing twenty-two pieces.

GUITAR.
1. Twenty Duettinos, for Spanish Guitar and Piano-

forte, composed by A. Diabelli, selected andfingered by

M. Eulenstein. Book I. (Johanning and Whatmore,
Regent Street.)

2. Twenty Ditto, Book II.

3. Fantasia on “ My lodging is on the cold ground,” by
J. A. Nusml (Ewer, Bow Church Yard.)

4. The last edition of Caruli.i’s method of treating the

Guitar,
translated by T. B. Phipps. (Cocks and Co.)

5. Three Rondos composed by C. Eulenstein. Op. 10.

(Ewer.)

6. Two Rondos, by the same. Op. 11. (Ewer.)

7. Am ph ion, or The Flowers of Melody, familiarly ar-

ranged by F. Pelzer. Nos. 1 to 4. (Johanning.)

Nos. 1 and 2 contain waltzes, marches, allemandes* &c.,

all very short, not difficult for either instrument, very

correct, as are all Diabelli’s publications, and likewise os

free from everything in the form of novelty.

Animation and effect are rarely wanting in M. Nuske’s

productions
;
certainly there is no deficiency of either, or

of good taste, in the present, except in the final variation,

which makes this charming Irish melody gallop to an
allegro vivace movement

Combi's instructions are well known for their useful-

ness. They are short, but very clear ;
and the translation

now before us is carefully executed.

In Nos. 5 and 6 are some rondos, more to be praised

for their elegance than originality, and requiring no un-
usual command of the instrument

The Amphion comprises in these four numbers no less

than four dozen of those vocal airs, arranged for the guitar,

which have been the most popular during the last three or
four years, neatly engraved on octavo plates, and at a very
moderate price.

%• Haydn’s Passione, edited by Novello ; Hart's and
Pallin’s Anthems; and Gardiner’s Sacred Music, in our
next.

[We think it but just to Mr. Barnett to insert the fol-

lowing letter.]

To the Editor of the Harmonicon.

Sir, 162, Regent Street,

In your last number, yon were pleased to give a
very just review of a song of mine, called “ Lady, the
silver moon shines bright," stated, in the title to it, to be
“ an answer," to “ Rise, gentle moan.” How this should
be an answer—unless like the Irishman's echo, it is a
reply preceding the question—I must confess puzzles me
mightily, as it was published twelve tears before the

latter ; when 1 was quite a child, and had only published

one song previously to it.

I take this opportunity of expressing my hearty disap-

probation of the practice which sometimes prevails, of
dressing up old songs with new titles, and re-producing
them as novelties

; while frequently, as in my case, the
unfortunate composer suffers, in order that the publisher

may gain some trifling profit.

As I am still but a young writer, it may naturally be
expected tliat’every succeeding composition of mine should

bear the marks of improvement : how much, then, must it

injure me with those who judge fairly, when they find

that, after having written somethings which they have ap-
roved, and which yourself and other reviewers hove been
ind enough to give me some credit for, I am sinking into

the lowest style uf composition (if indeed it deserves the

name), and now producing such trash, as “ Lady, the sil-

ver moon shines bright."

You will, I trust, assist me in removing any such im-
pression, by giving publicity to this communication.

I remain. Sir,

Your obedient,

John Barnett.
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EXTRACTS from the DIARY of a DILETTANTE.
(Resumed from page 256.)

Sept. 30th. It wax impossible not to observe at the

Chester Meeting, just concluded, that a greater share of

musical discrimination was shewn by the audiences in that

distant city, than is ever exhibited at private concerts in

the metropolis, and more than is commonly manifested at

our public performances in London, the King's Theatre

included. Without possessing much feeling for music-
many indeed none at all—a large portion of our fashion-

ables affect to be enthusiasts, and some one performer, or

some particular composer, is declared to he perfection, to

be divine ; while, to exalt the favourite to the greatest pos-

sible height, all else are decried, arc pronounced to be

passe, or en perruque.

This is imitated from our neighbours, the French, who
really feel for the time all that our dandies affect. They
love art, though they do not always understand it, but are

greedy of novelty, and actually rave when they get any
thing likeable and new. This stutc of mind is remarkably

well described in The Times, in a paper of about a fortnight

back. The sketch is so masterly a one, and rendered so

much more interesting by being closely connected with the

two popular female singers of the day, that I must assist

in preserving it from that fate which is the lot of too many
admirable articles in the newspapers.

This ’peculiar disposition of mind (says the writer) is the

common malady of the Parisians,—it is what, amonjpt French-
men, is usually called engouement, and of which the English
word infatuation conveys but a faint and imperfect idea. In-

stances of infatuation are known and seen in England
;

it closely

borders upon insanity of mind, and amounts to a sudden but
transient deprivation of reason. But the engouement of the
Parisians is a sort of epidemic which attains a whole commu-
nity ; it is a magic spell, which extends its influence over every

understanding, to every age, through every walk of life, high or
low ; of which nobody seems to be aware, and which nobody
attempts to dissolve when he discovers its influence. The most
detestable drama of Henri HI, et ta Cour, which has never
failed to draw full houses at the Theatre Fran^ais; the exhibi-

tion of Gerard's tawdry picture of the Coronation of Charles
the Tenth ; the success of a most indifferent company of Ger-
man singers * on the boards of the Italian Opera, afford each in

their turn as many instances of the existence of this disease

amongst the good folks of Paris. But on no recent occasion

have its peculiar features manifested themselves in a clearer and
more distinct manner than during the late winter performances

at the Italian Opera-house, which terminated in the earlier part

of the month of April. Tired of the everlasting repetition of
Rossini's compositions, the amateurs would have gradually

deserted the Italian Theatre, had not the appearance of the two
distinguished vocalists—of M&damoiselle Sontag and of Ma-
dame Malibran in succession, and subsequently together

—

divided the whole of the Parisian public in very unequal por-

tions. Ardent and enthusiastic were the admirers of both, but

the dilettante who should have found himself suddenly trans-

ported from some part of the musical world into the orchestra

or lobby of the Italian Opera whilst both of them were on the
boards,—who, not deficient in taste, should have brought with

him some skill in music and an unbiassed judgment,—could not
easily have reconciled himself to the great disparity in the num-
ber and quality of the admirers of each. Three-fourths of the

Parisian dilettanti, and perhaps nine-tenths of the fashionable
world, were and are still perfectly satisfied in their own minds
that such a paragon of histrionic powers, and of musical science,

skill, and taste, as Madame Malibran Garcia presented to their

* The tenor Haitztnger, endowed with a toics of unusual strength and
purity, was the only one whose merits entitled him to a rank far above
mediocrity.

December, 1829.

eyes, had never yet appeared, and never would appear again,
on any stage ;—that a finer, more melodious, more powerful
voice than she possessed, had never before existed, nor was
likely ever to exist again ;—that no praises could do her justice,
no honours, no salary or emoluments, sufficiently reward her
excellencies. If you expressed the least doubt on the occasion,
or suffered the gentle smile of incredulity to hover on your lips,

you had done enough to offend the enthusiasts; if you only
offered the tribute of fair justice to the successful vocalist, you
would be accused of being " un homme de glare if you pro-
fessed yourself her unqualified admirer, you would be stamped
at once 11 un homme de go&t but unless your admiration
became vociferous, and your applause boisterous, you would be
told

—

44 vvu* lies sans time." This general intoxication had
extended to all the saloons of Paris, and became the musical
credo of everybody who wished to be considered a competent
judge in mailers of taste. < 4

Mademoiselle Sontag's portion of the Parisian public was
limited in numbers, but it embraced, with very few exceptions,
whoever had a name or renown in the musical world ; it was
composed of a choice, chiefly scientific, minority, whose voice
made itself but seldom heard, but when it spoke commanded
that sort of respect and deference which made every hurst of
applause that followed it the involuntary tribute of justice long
withheld. The numberless headlong enthusiasts whom Ma-
dame Malibran was permitted to call her oublie, would look
round on those occasions and exclaim, “ J/u foil e'est beau !
je ne la croyois pa* de cette force tit

!"
but perhaps the very

next moment, almost ashamed at this unwilling admission,
would lie heard to say, '• Cependant tenergie seule atec la-
quelle Madame Malibran tire ton tp*c. dans Tuneredi vaut
mil/e foit le gorier de Mademoitelle Sontag l” At tile time
when Madame Mainvielle-Fodor charmed the ears of the
Parisians at the Italian Opera-house in the roe Louvois, the
applause and admiration that followed her were almost exclu-
sive—no other female warbler could be compared to her, and
her voice was unanimously described as 44

1 instrument le plus
mclodieux que la nature a jamais ertt t* Poor Madame Pasta
had barely a chance of entering into a competition with this

lady, who, as a native of France, derived additional support
from the partiality and predilection of her countrymen. 44 J'mme-
rois mieux le petit doigt de Madame Fotlor que di.r Madame
Postal" was no uncommon mode of proclaiming her superior
titles to the palm of excellence. But the extraordinary talents
of Madame Pasta soon broke forth in unequalled splendour

;

she soon began to fill, in the estimation of amateurs and con-
noisseurs of all classes and of all nations, that eminent rank
which still leaves her without a rival, as she is without a model,
although the enthusiastic clamounxs, over whose nerves Ma-
dame Malibran has exercised such a powerful influence, would
fain wish to place her at an immeasurable distance behind
thehr idol.

When Mademoiselle Sontag first arrived in Paris, she was
preceded by a great reputation. Judges, whose experience
and qualifications could not be called into question, had already
assigned to her in the musical world that high rank which she
has filled ever since with so much Idol, and the opinion of her
countrymen found a confirmation in the opinion of the Parisian
dilettanti and connoisseurs. Her voice, her style of singing,

bore, in a superior degree, great resemblance to the peculiar
qualifications and powers of Madame Fodor. The applause
and encouragement which she met was general and uncontra-
dicted by any part of the Parisian public and Opera frequenters.

It soon became known that Mademoiselle Sontag was, and
wished to make herself and her conduct, respected,—that she
kept aloof from the usual companions of her dramatic exhibi-
tions, and was unwilling to he blended with the generality of
performers. Off the stage, her demeanour and her associa-
tions challenged the strictest scrutiny. In other words, she
held herself high. But this was not exactly the road to popu-
larity amongst her theatrical entourages

;

and amongst them,
in particular, she ceased to be a favourite. Her great success,
however, confined ill will to proper bounds. Madame Malibran,
the daughter of Garcia, ine performer, who had already
appeared on the boards of the Italian Opera-House previous

2 X
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to her late trip to the United States, re-anpeared after a short

career of success at New York, where Italian music had not

been known before, and where unquestionably nothin* supe-

rior to her had ever been heard. She had deservedly been

praised and extolled by the music-loving Yankees of that city

;

and when her first appearance was announced in Paris, a

number of them who had found their way across the Atlantic

boldly proclaimed that she was 44 the finest singer in the

world," in the same tone of infallibility with which they style

the President's house at Washington “ the finest house m the

world." Neither their number nor their influence was suffi-

ciently great to make any impression on the public, but Uiey

were numerous enough to fill, during the first nights of her per-

formance. the place of what is usually called
44

tes claqueurs"

or, " let chevaliers du lustre at some of the theatres in this

metropolis.

Madame Malibran' s first appearance in Scmiramide was

nearly a failure; subsequently, However, some successful efforts

in the part of Dcsdemona, which had not been seen since the

days of Madame Pasta, and in which the sen ility of imitation

was slightly covered by some deviations in the style of the melo-

dramatic exhibitions at the Boulevard Theatres, elicited ap-

C* ue. The American amateurs, who verily believed that the

acquired and perfected her musical skill in the land of

Yankce-doodle, rallied, and the unbiassed admirers of her fine

voice soon were joined by a set of Opera frequenters, whose

satiated and vitiated appetite is constantly craving for novelty.

u (rest du emiteau !

*’ It (sut do AOUVMII !

“ Chu ikout ricti n’e*t beau
u Que le Doineau."

Madame Malibran, claimed in the first instance as an Ame-
rican by all the Yankees in Paris, was next claimed by the

Italians and Spaniards as their own. because her parents hap-

pened to be of the two nations, and ahe waa hailed a “ com-

patriots' by every Frenchman, because ahe had married a

Frenchman. This Is the true history of the sudden and extra-

ordinary popularity of Madame Malibran. Fashion, whose

supreme mandates are not easily evaded, having fancied to take

her under tier especial patronage, she soon rose like an extra-

ordinary meteor. No actress that had ever appeared on any
Parisian stage met any thing equal in the shape of success, and

the recollection of Madame Paata was suddenly wiped off as if

she had never existed. The very mention of too latter's name
became unseasonable— Vous allcz me purler tie Madame Pasta,

quand rout are: Sainte Ctrite et Melpomene en persomte de-

rani rout / / Madame Malibran had only to show herself, and

enough had been done to meet the most rapturous applause.
" Kile est u croquer dans ee costume U f" would be exclaimed

from all sides of the theatre. If she happened to strike a false

key, you would be answered—** Un poreil mtetier fait tout

oublier f" If she trifled with measure and time, ana embar-
rassed the whole orchestra by her capricious and sudden changes,

the answer was—“ I-* genie ne contvAt this de t'tgUt /" French-

men gradually began to wonder that Mademoiselle Sontag, a

German, should venture to sing on the boards of an Italian the-

atre

—

44 Cest une acrinette,—etle fait de sa voix tout re quelle

veut, mail etle ret sans time,—on ne sauroit applaudir un in-

strument qui ne sent rien /**

This singular feeling had taken such general root amongst
the Opera frequenters, that Mademoiselle Sontag was seldom

greeted with that cheering applause which she so eminently

deserved, although Madame Malibran. having actually satiated

her admirers in the parts of Desdemona, and Sinrita of the

Gazxa Ladra, the only ones in wliich her performances rose

above mediocrity, haa begun to sing before thin audiences.

Mr. Laurent, the director, found it necessary to rouse the appe-

tite of the dilettanti by bringing them together before the puli-

lu\ and ttic moment it was known that they would both appear
in Tancrriti, for his particular benefit, at doubled prices— “24

francs a ticket—the opportunity for comparisons between the

merits of the two supjiosed rivals gave a fresh impulse to the
usual visiters of the Italian Theatre, under a very confident ex-
pectation that this trial of strength would end in a total discom-
fiture of the German vocalist, to the great honour of their

favourite. Mademoiselle Sontag, with that sort of « p/omb which
the consciousness of superior ability as a vocalist could not fail

to give her, went through the part of Amfnaide, which seemed
to have been almost purposely written for her clear and easy

vocalisation, with great success
; the great applause with which

her exertions were rewarded, was the more flattering as it was
in some manner extorted from unwilling hands.

In Mozart's Don Giovanni the two rivals made Iheir next
appearance, and Mademoiselle Sontag displayed, in the charac-
ter of Donna Anna,—the most difficult and perhaps the most
ungrateful that waa ever written for a soprano voice,—tragic

powers of a superior and dignified cast. The numerous par-
tisans of Madame Malibran, who, no doubt, sang the easy part

of Zerlina admirably, but made a perfect idiot out of this plain

and guileless country girl, were astounded, and not a word waa
said about the expediency of dismissing Mademoiselle Sontag
altogether from the stage, and confining her exertions to con-
certs only-—” de. ret/guer cette sertneite Allemande aux con-
certs." They seemed suddenly recovered from the spell that

bound them. The third appearance of the two songstresses

was in Srimramide, Madame Malilmm having ventured to

appear in the part of Arsace, when the recollection of the mas-
terly performance of Madame Piaaroni in this character was
still in the minds of the Parisians. In this opera Uie supe-
riority of Mademoiselle Sontag became too evident to be any
longer contested, Madame Malibran’* warmest admirers being
obliged to admit that she had been left at a great distance

behind her more skilful rival.

Oct. 4th. Among the projects of the present day is one
for a new institution, which is to combine in itself a lyric

theatre ; a grand assembly and concert-room ; reading-

rooms and refectories
;
a grand panorama ; and an orna-

mented garden, with bridges, fountains, cascades, temples,

&c. See. The theatre is to be devoted to two distinct pur-

poses ; first, as an academy 44
for young professors and

pupils for tile sLage 2udly, 44 as an elegant subscrip-

tion theatre for evening entertainments, comprehending
opera and ballet performances." Every Monday and
'Thursday it is proposed to perform an English opera ; on
Tuesdays and Friday*, a grand concert ; and on Wednes-
days and Saturdays, an Italian opera, by English candi-

dates for the Italian stage. This institution, which is to

be called The Royal Pamaruonion, is to be situated—
at the top of Grays Inn Lane l

l OfA. After an account of Paganini's performances at

Frankfort, a German critic makes the following obser-

vations

44 One striking peculiarity <rf his playing is, the extraordinary

effect it produces on persons wholly devoid of musical culti-

vation. Most vtrtuori play only for the learned
;
not so Paga-

nini. His performance is alike appreciated by men of busi-

ness and connoisseurs, by children and grown persons—it is

felt and understood by alL This Is the distinctive characteristic

of all that Is great in art. The Cathedral of Cologne, and
Raphael's Madonnas, inspire sentiments of awe and devotion

even in the most uncultivated minds ; Mozart's tones vibrato

in every breast; and Shakspearc's Hamlet will rivet the
interest of every reader or spectator, in spite of the conflicting

opinions of Goethe and Scnlegel respecting its merits. To
say that Paganini surmounts, with ease, the most incon-
ceivable difficulties of execution, and brings from his instrument
a tone which only tine most practised hand on the violin can
produce, would convey a very inadequate idea of his power.

He seems to transform the very’ nature of his instrument, and to

draw from it sounds which might be supposed to belong to the

music of a spiritual world. His style is as various as it is ex-
traordinary. and lie is capable of expressing every shade of

passion and feeling. In person Paganini is interesting and
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prepossessing. He is pale and thin
;
a not unpleasing melan-

choly has spread itself over his countenance; and his whole

appearance sufficiently indicates that his life has not t>een un-

cneguered by misfortune. The romantic story of Paganini

having attained liis extraordinary skill by practising in tlic

solitude of a prison naturally increases tlic interest and admira-

tion doe t© his talent ; and forms a poetical pendant to the tra-

dition of the bard of Ferrara having written his sonnets by the

light of a cat's eyes.**

1 5/A. The march of Music. The Barbicrc di Siviglia

has been performed at Cadiz. But a more extraordinary

thing is, the representation of La Cencrcntola at Havan-
noh, where it is intended to establish an Italian Opera.

The more marvellous progress of this art is yet to he

told :—the Pacha of Egypt has established various schools

of scientific and military instruction at Djad-Abad, and

among these, three for music, in which an Italian director,

named Soranio, has two hundred and twenty Arab pupils

under his instruction

!

20/A, A friend has communicated to me tlic following

extract from a letter which lie has received from a corre-

spondent in North Britain.
M I have just returned from Berlin, to which place I

was well introduced by my excellent friend F. M. Amidst
a great deal of first-rate music which I brought home
with me, I have a MS. ‘ Crucifixus,’ by the great Bach
(Sebastian), of a very curious character. It is part of a

MS. missa in the possession of Professor Zelter of the

Singing Academy, where I heard it performed. It is

founded on four bars in the bass
;
thus

—

which are repeated through the entire movement, clothed at

each repetition in the most varied and enchanting harmony.

I am aware that this is not a new species of writing;

Handel has employed it more than once; but this is so

exquisitely pathetic and flowing, that I procured a copy

from the professor, not only for its intrinsic beauty, but also

as a specimen of the difficult music which the ladies and
gentlemen of that celebrated establishment are capable of

performing.'*

These ladies and gentlemen arc, I presume, amateurs ;

and here is another proof of the high state of music in the

north of Germany, where it is really studied os an intel-

lectual science.

26/A. The pupils of the Royal Academy of Music are

to perform some Italian operas in the Concert Rooms of
the King's Theatre at the latter end of next month. M.
Bochsa made a great effort to obtain the management of
these, which the Committee indignantly refused to allow.

27/A. In an Edinburgh paper of the 24th is the follow-

ing announcement in an advertisement of Braham's bene-
fit :

—

u Miss Phillips will sing ‘ Una voce pocco fa,* and

Rhoad’s variations, as sung by Madame Sontang. Between
the second and third acts, Mr. Graham will sing, * Here’s
a health to the King.*

**

The same paper more correctly mentions, in terms of
unqualified praise, Braham’s performance in Drr Frei-

scAuti as Rodotph, in which character he seems to have
produced as much effect as in the London theatres.

Notice is also taken of the Professional Society of Edin-
burgh, which is in some manner ou the plan of the Phil-

harmonic Society of London. The state of trade has in-

terrupted its prosperity, as appears from the following

statement of receipts and expenses for three years :

—

Expcfew of Concert* in

1826 . . £456 5 1

18*27 . . .1*3 16 5
1826 . . 343 4 8

1826
1827
1828

Receipts in

£649 0 6
. 509 10 0

233 9 6

£1290 6 2 £1391 19 0
1290 6 2

Leaving a surplus of £101 12 10

But music, copying, and other disbursements, amount-
ing to «£TS7, leaves a considerable debt for the society to

liquidate.

Aor. le/. M. Meyerbeers new opera, Robcrt-le*Diable,

is to appear at the Academic Royale, where, says Figaro,

it will make *4
1in bruit deafer It is certain that the

author long since completed his score, though, strange to

say, it is not even yet put into rehearsal. Xothing but
Rossini

!

6/A. The Italian operas commenced on the 3d at Brigh-
ton, with Jl Matrimonio Segreto, which was so indiffer-

ently performed, that it does not require the gift of pro-

phecy to foretell the failure of M. Bochsa’s speculation at

that watering-place.

10/A. M. Boicldieu’s new opera. Deux XuUs, has been
performed at the theatre at Rouen, with vast upplause: a
friend who was present, tells me, that the Normans en-

tered into the spirit of it, and seemed clearly to understand
all the best parts of it, even those in which the greatest

science is employed.

12/A. But the authorities of Rouen are not, it appears,

so sensible to the effects of good music as the bourgeoisie ;

for on the night of the first performance of Deux Xnils, the

leader of the band M. Schaflher, accompanied by other

musicians, executed a serenade under the window of

M. Buicldieu, which the Commissairc de Police mistook

for a bruit, and the whole party were immediately sub-

jected to a proces-verbal. The cause came before the

Police Municipale. The auditory, consisting of the thea-

trical band, were not a little clamorous, exclaiming “ Either

we are all guilty, or M. Schaflher is innocent ! We all de-

mand the honour of condemnation !**

M. Kiel, counsel for Schaflher, pleaded that the law

against serenades was made to prevent the serenading of

popular deputies, and only intended to operate in political

cases. The Cotnmistaire, however, offer deliberating

twenty minutes, declared that the pretext of honouring M.
Boieldieu was frivolous, and injurious even to him, since

it was injurious to an honest man to make him an excuse

2X2
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for violating the laws ; and condemned the delinquent in

a pecuniary penalty, with costs. A subscription was im-

mediately opened, under the title of “ Harmonic Sub-

scription," to defray the expenses of this prosecution.

Query—Have the Magistrates of Rouen taken a lesson

from ours of Middlesex ; or are ours only imitating the

freaks of the " great unpaid** of France ?

15/A An excellent judge of music and ofthe drama says,

speaking of Mademoiselle Heinefetter, who has lately

$loien a tray from Dresden, and yielded to the temptations

of a Parisian manager, that her voice is splendid, though

she does not know how to use it, and with every qualifica-

tion for making a good actress, wants teaching and expe-

rience. She is embarrassed by her means which are

abundant, while her judgment and taste urc in a directly

inverse ratio. This lady is to visit us in the spring, in

order, no doubt, to assist Mesdames Pasta and Malibrau,

and Mademoiselle Sontog in relieving us from some of

that superfluous wealth by which, everybody agrees,

farmers, manufacturers, and all, we are now so much
troubled.

A propos de Pasta. She is to have 1040/. sterling for

singing at the small city of Verona during the Carnival

;

und is engaged on equally high terms at Vienna, Ac. till

May, when she is willing to come here; but her terms

do not meet Laporte’s wishes, who intends to do a little

economy this season—not, if he can help it, in the prices

of boxes, but in the pay of the performers. If, by-the-bye,

he reduced both very considerably, he would be acting most

wisely, whether as regards the public or himself. Should

Madame Pasta not revisit this inctrojiolis, she has an en-

gagement offered her for St. Peters burgh, and will cer-

tainly accept it.

17/A Boieldieu’s Deux Nuit* performed this even-

ing at Covent Garden. The audience really relished some

of the masterly compositions which it contains. From the

printed book of songs, &c., it is impossible to learn which

pieces arc Boieldieu’s, and which Bishop’s. There is an

apparent want of caudour, in not assigning to each what

justly belongs to him, and the public not only have u right

to complain of the absence of such information, but may
be led to suspect that there is some not very laudable mo-

tive for withholding it. Foreigners view this managerial

silence with a suspicious eye, and circulate reports

abroad, not particularly favourable to our national cha-

racter for openness and fair-dealiug.

19/A. Among the critiques in the English adaptation of

the above opera, the Herald shines with its usual splen-

dour. That sagacious journal gives to the debutant, Mr.

Dean, a soprano voice ! I question whether an action for

damages would not lie against the proprietors.

21#/. The Post has once more forced Ambrogclti into

the order of La Trappe. He never belonged to it, and it

is not now likely that he should become one of its mem-
bers, for it was suppressed years ago, and 1 have not

heard of its revival. All the reports of his having ever

entered into any monastic order, since his first appearance

on the stage, are totally unfounded : he is become exceed-

ingly religious, but not up to the pitch of monkery. No-

thing, however, is too absurd for the manufacturers of
small ware, in some of the daily papers.

24/A. The Iasi of the six Italian operas performed at

Brighton, was given on the 21st. “ It has been any thing
but a successful speculation," is admitted, even by the
Morning Post It was clear, that a thing so wretchedly
got up must fail.

dfomgti iflustcal Report.
VIENNA.

Karnthnerthor Theater.—Wild, on his reappearance at

this theatre was received with enthusiasm ; and after de-
lighting numerous audiences by his performance of George*

in La Dame Blanche, Otclto, Don Juan, Sfc., chose for

his benefit the Barber of Seville, at the conclusion of
which, he was called forward to receive the rapturous feli-

citations of his admirers and friends. He declared his

intention of appearing on the some boards next year,

—

M on hearing which," says a German critic, '* a thousand-

voiced Evciva ! sounded for the announcer of this so much
desired intelligence.**

Aloisia, a romantic opera in two acts, and composed
with strict attention to all the rules of the art, but without
a spark of what is called ** soul ** was, maugre the melli-

fluous pleadings of Mademoiselle Achten, Messrs. Wild.

Hauser, and A. Fischer, declared to be still-born, and
doomed to the grave accordingly.

Signora Bourgeois Schiroli, first Cantatrice from Lisbon,
made her appearance as Arsacc in Semiramide. She has
a good voice and tasteful execution. On the whole her
debut may be pronounced successful; but we cannot
refrain from remarking that ladies of such embonpoint
as Signora Schiroli, who, really, like Dudu, “ seems more
adapted to be put to bed,** would do well to refrain from
forcing their fair proportions within the narrow precincts

of man’s unpronounceable apparel. History, it is true,

furnishes us with some instances of fat heroes who wad-
dled in their gait, yet, on the stage, the eye delights in

forms proportioned to the beau ideal,—and we therefore

beg to assure the Signora that, in male characters, her ap-

pearance is inexpressibly to her disadvantage.
Leopoldstadle* Theater.—A musical farce in two acts,

called Der ZiUerschldgcr , composed by Wenzel Muller,

and an allegory, entitled Der IVeg auf das fVahre zu kom-
men, (the way to come at the truth) were both, with sin-

gular expedition, consigned '* to that same ancient vault**

where all their kindred lie. At the Kon. Haflhvater,
Mademoiselle Hlihncl, a young lady of great promise, has

recently undertakeu a leading character in one of Rossiui’s

operas, and acquitted herself much to the delight of the

cognoscenti.

BERLIN.
Konigstddtisches Theater.—No more convincing proof

of the plentiful lack of inventive talent among the com-
posers here could be adduced, than the fact that an old

opera by Nicolo Itouard has been revived on these boards
as a substitute for novelty. The reception which the

Atchenbrodel met with, must have practically convinced

the managers that Rossini and Aubcr have destroyed all

relish for the old French style of composition. 'Die per-

formers acquitted themselves with ability ; and Mademoi-
selle Stolberg, who appeared for the first time, proved to
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the satisfaction of all who heard her, that, in characters

more worthy of her, ghe will, to use theatrical language,

prove a valuable acquisition to the theatre.

Der Schalzgrdber .—A comic operetta, composed by

Mehul, has met with great success, of which it is every

way deserving, both as regards the libretto and the music.

WEIMAR.
Die Flibudier.—An opera written by Edward Gehe, com-

posed by C. Lobe, was produced for the first time, on

the 5th of September, at Weimar. The appearance of a

new national opera is now a welcome rarity in the theatres

of Germany, which, of late, have been acquainted only with

Italian and French compositions ; and the gratification of

the amateurs in this country cannot but be increased in

the present instance by the knowledge that the composer

is at a time of life, which justifies them in looking forward

to a long continuance of the career so successfully begun.

The text of Die Flibuttier U by an author to whom
the stage is indebted for several meritorious productions.

On this occasion he has fully supported his previous fame ;

and, wonderful as it may appear to those accustomed to

operatic trash and twaddle, he has written a piece, con-

sisting of an interesting plot, detailed in a dialogue which

deserves the name of poetry.

The composer is a member of the Grand Ducal Chapel,

who had before givou ample evidence of talent, by various

original instrumental compositions, which emboldened him

to a loftier (light, and wc are inclined to augur most

favourably of his future success. His music is truly dra-

matic. The national peculiarities and varied mental emo-

tions of the persons of the drama, as also the nicer distinc-

tions of sex, age, &c., are finely conceived aud expressed,

in almost every piece in the opera, but more especially in

the airs allotted to Morgan, aud the Indian Boas, in both

of which rage and an eager thirst for vengeance are ex-

pressed with equal truth, yet differently : in the tender air

sung by Maria in the first act ; one of the same nature by

Alonso in the third—and in the second and third finale.

The overture describes the happy voyage of Maria : it

is a beautiful composition. The Introductory Chorus stir-

ring and full of life: then follows the duet between

Maria and Alonso, one of the most exquisite pieces in the

opera ; the duet between Morgan and Alonso is strikingly

descriptive ; the air by Maria, as we have already stated,

beautiful ; and the finale of the first act, somewhat less

striking than could be wished. The second act opens

with a duet between Maria and Atonso
;

passionate and

full of character, though perhaps less pleasing to the many,

than to the musical connoisseur. The air next sung by

Alonso, is one of great beauty and brilliancy. Morgun’s
air with chorus, describes most powerfully the confiicling
emotions which fill his vindictive spirit The next chorus

of Maria and maidens, though striking, loses much of its

effect by coming between two such pieces as the air by
Morgan and the second Finale. This latter has some
exquisite passages, and, in the chorus, a southern fire and
energy which transport the hearer. In llie third act, the

most striking piece is an air by Boas ; for originality and
character it is perhaps unrivalled in the whole opera.

After an effective air by Maria and Alonso, the Finale
* 4

fair os the crowning rose of the whole wreath,” closes

this genuine German opera.

Of the performers it may be said, that they all evinced

the greatest zeal in the execution of the parts allotted to

them. The choruses were led with precision and effect,

and the general execution formed the most delightful

musical treat that the amateurs of Weimar have of late

enjoyed—to which the presence of Hummel contributed in

no small degree.

LEIPZIG.
Here Paganini has been recently waving his magic wand.

Waving a fiddle-stick ! some young lady may exclaim

:

even so :—a wand by any other name may work as well.

Some of his Leipzig admirers have inquired into the per-

sonal history of this wonderful man, and the following

biographical notice may not be uninteresting to readers in

England, where his fame has so long preceded him.

Nicolo Paganini was born at Genoa in 1784: his

father was not a musician, but a merchant. He was, how-
ever, passionately attached to the art, and strenuously

endeavoured to play on the mandolin. In this attempt he

was so little successful, that his son, when only five years of

age, used often to exclaim

—

4 ‘ Father, you never keep time!”

'Die first instructor of young Pagauini was Costa: he

carefully developed the wonderful capabilities of his pupil,

who was enabled to perform concertos in his eighth year.

At twelve, he was appointed first violinist in Lucca, where

he already made some attempts at composition. Here he

remained devoted to his art, amid the political vicissitudes

of the time. The Princess Elise, sister to Napoleon, con-

ferred on him an honorary distinction at court, in order

to prevent his leaving Lucca. The report that Napoleon
sent for him to Naples, is disposed of by the fact of the

Emperor not having been there. It was not till 1813, that

Paganini commenced giviug concerts in the various cities

and towns of Italy. From that time his fame has spread

with triumphant rapidity.

His external appearance is not, as has been represented,

frightful and revolting: true, he is of a pale and sickly

aspect, but the look of gloom, so strongly described by
those who have never seen him, is the undisputed pro-

perty of those fanciful gentlemen. When not excited, his

features have, indeed, a somewhat melancholy cast
;

yet

his bright black eye is as expressive of philanthropy as of

genius. This assertion may be coldly received by the

visionaries who attribute the effects produced by this won-
derful artist alternately to the powers of heaven, or hell.

These personages would do well to reflect, that it were but
a sorry employment for the angels of light or darkness to

possess themselves of Paganini’s fiddle. The unbounded
empire exercised by this artist over his instrument may be
accounted for very naturally—it is the triumph of genius

and application-—a truly holy alliance, rare indeed, but

when effected, invariably leading to great results.

Marschners new opera, Der Tempter und die Jiidicn,

from Ivanhoe, is expected at the newiy-erccted theatre.

FRANKFORT.
It is said that the four concerts given at this place by
Paganini have produced the sum of 9,500 florins, two-

thirds of which go to the performers. Being in the neigh-

bourhood of the Grand Duke of Hesse Darmstadt, he
could not fail of allowing that enlightened patron of music
the gratification of hearing him. Accordingly he availed

himselfof an opportunity to visit Darmstadt, where he was
received with transports. Many persons had braved the

inconvenicncies of a loug journey to be present at his

performance.

BRUNSWICK.
Among the late appearances at this theatre, that of M. and
Mad. Cornet is worthy of particular mention. Cornet is

a celebrated tenor from Hamburgh. In “ Joconde” he
gave universal delight to an overflowing audience—a rare
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assemblage within these walls. His next appearance was

in the opera of '* Jessonda,” he playing Nadnri, and Mad.

Cornet, Amozili. Some critics contend that the voice of

the lutter has recently suffered ; oil opinion in which the

public by no means participate.

STUTTGART.
AciiEm’s two operas, “ Fiorilla” and 11 La MueUe de Par-

tici,” have met with gTeat success at the Theatre Royal,

where also Weigel’s “ Wnisenhaua" has been revived

under the attractive head of " not acted these twelve

years.” Yet this last-mentioned opera, though intrinsi-

cally good and given with great effect, was performed to

empty houses.

BRESLAU.
In the new musical periodical, entitled FMtonia, we find

the following details as to the actual state of music in the

capital of Silesia, which may not prove uninteresting to

those who are anxious concerning the progress of that art

It will be seen by what strenuous perseverance the inha-

bitants of Germany endeavour to spread a taste for musical

knowledge, and at the same time the attentive observer

will not fail to perceive how desirable it would be to esta-

blish one central point for German exertion, as also a

well-arranged system of strong and substantial education,

in order to give practical utility to on enthusiasm and fer-

vour which at present is evinced, wonderfully indeed, but

without commensurate result.

To the University of Breslau, Schnabel, the Mailrt de

ChaptUe, and Mosevius, the musical director, are attached

as prolessors of music. The former gives theoretical les-

sons, the second teaches singing; besides which, they

jointly conduct an institution for the vocal execution of

church music. Independently of this institution, there is

a musical society, composed of amateurs, who have already

acquired a certain degree of skill in singing, or on any

instrument. They have concerts, at which many of them

have displayed talent of a very high order. The usefulness

of this society cannot be doubted, forming, os it does, a

great number of musicians of equal ability. At their con-

certs they perform symphonies, overtures, cantatas, orato-

rios, operas, and detached compositions, both vocal and

instrumental.

Still public opinion is divided as to this society. It is

beyond ail question, that the objects proposed by the

members would l>e more certainly secured by admitting

the professors of the university mentioned above, and by

placing the arrangements under their direction. The
accession of such men must needs prove advantageous.

Besides the University, Breslau possesses four gymna-
siums in each of which singing is cultivated. To the

Elizabeth Gymnasium M. Pohsncr is attached. At the

Magdalen Gymnasium is Kahl, professor of singing at the

church of the same name : at the Gymnasium of Frederic

William, Mr. Penkes, professor and organist, has recently

undertaken the superintendence ; and finally, the celebrated

Bernard Hahn is professor of singing at the Catholic

Gymnasium. This last gymnasium is unquestionably one

of the best musical institutions in the kingdom. A large

hall has been built, exclusively devoted to music ; a superb

piano lias been placed there for accompaniment, and M.
Hahn fulfils his duties with all the skill and care desirable.

A meeting devoted to instrumental music is held once a

week, under the direction of Professor Prudlo.

There ore, besides, two seminaries at Breslau, one of

which, the Catholic Seminary, has for musical professors,

1st. M. Schnabel, who exercises the pupils in the per-

formance of great pieces, as mosses, symphonies, Ac. and
who teaches them in singing and the organ

; 2d. M.
Schnabel, junr., who gives lessons on the piano and violin,

and teaches harmony according to the system of I^ogier

;

and, 3d. M. Lucas, director of the choruses. At the

other seminary called the Evangelical, M. Michler is

musical professor. The scholars, amounting to about one
hundred, are divided into two classes. Hitherto the

course has lasted only two years, but this term is to he

prolonged. About one half of the students annually re-

tire, and are replaced by an equal number.
Messrs. Mosevius, Siegert, and Pohsner have each sing-

ing academies. In all the thirty elementary schools for

the poor, the least of which numbers one hundred and fifty

scholars, and others above three hundred, singing is more
or leas cultivated. Among them the school of Saint Esprit

deserves particular mention. It is under the superintend-

ence of M. Siegert. It is impossible in our present space

to enumerate all the private musical establishments, many
of which are conducted by eminent professors.

Of the Church music, the best performance is that at

the cathedral, directed by Schnabel, the Maitre de ChapeUt.

At the other Catholic churches, particularly the Sand

-

kircftc, where M. Lucas is director of the choruses,

good music is also heard. Among the Evangelical

churches, that of Saint Bernard, directed by M. Siegert,

presents throughout the year an uninterrupted succession

of good works ancient and modern. M. Pohsner at St.

Elizubeth, and M. Kahl at the Magdalen, are the next

in eminence. At the former, Messrs. Kohler and Hesse

are the organists ; at the latter M. Freudenburg. The
performances at these three Evangelical churches will be

materially improved by increasing the choruses from the

pupils at the gymnasiums, to whom such employment
presents many pecuniary advantages.

Concerts are given by Schnabel thrice a week during
winter, under his own direction, in addition to the acade-

mical concerts mentioned above. Many other concerts

arc given, some by native artists, some by strangers.

This brief and necessarily imperfect notice may yet suffice

to furnish some idea of the importance attached to musical

cultivation in Germany, seeing that so many establish-

ments are consecrated to it in a city, the population of
which does not exceed 80,000 souls.

NAPLES.
Tcatro San Carlo.—A new opera called Teresa Nacagero,

was produced at this theatre, on the anniversary of the

King’s birth-day. The opera was written by a sou of

Guglielmi, and the music composed by his brother. Its

success was indifferent, and its merit equally so.

A few day9 after L'Tsola disabitata
, a new opera, com-

posed by Mandanici, was played at the Teatro del Fondo ,

and rapturously received.

THE NETHERLANDS.
The prize question proposed by the Nctheriand Scientific

Institution, “ On the services of the Netherlanders. in the

discovery of the modem system of Music," has elicited two
essays; one in German, by Kiesewetter of Vienna, and
one in French by M. Fetis of Paris. Both papers have

been rewarded.

MUSIC IN SPAIN.

In Madrid, Barcelona, and Seville, the instrumental com-
positions of German and French masters, are much ad-

mired The native composers, are all Maltres de CHa-
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ptlle, and their music exclusively sacred. Carnicer, the

present director of the Italian opera at Madrid, makes the

only exception ; he has written two operas, “ Elena y

Constantino.” and “ Lusiano,” both of which have been

most successful.

RIO DE JANEIRO.

Tie Optra.—Rossini is here the “ grand Napoleon of the

realms of song.” so much so, that I’aer is yawned over,

and Mozart unknown. The principal characters of the

operas are well filled ; the choruses, on the contrary, make

“ the most odious compound of villanous noise, that ever

assailed the ears of man.” The ballet is a favourite

amusement, and every way creditable to the manage-

ment. Generally speaking, the dancers are not excelled

by the Parisians themselves.

PARIS.

MADeMoissatLE Heincfetter has published a justificatory

plea, in the French papers, on the subject of her secret

departure from Cassel, where she had bound herself by

oath to remain. She states that the oath in question

was administered to her during her minority, when the

mercantile talents of a prima donna arc but imperfectly

developed. She further declares, thata residence in Cassel

is by no means suited to her present stale of health. The

fact is, that administering oaths to young, pretty, and

accomplished actresses, is rather a far-footing, than a

far-seeing precaution. “ At lover's perjuries they say Jove

laughs j" and wc think the thunderer quite as likely to be

tickled by the sweet, grave face of a young lady of eigh-

teen, who devotes her powers to managerial cupidity,

before she is aware of their extent and value. [ Should

Heinefetter come among us. we hope she will sing divinely

without swearing to do so. To her we would say—
** Do not swear at all

—

Or if thou wilt, *wear by thy gracious self,

And we’ll believathec,”]

Madame Matibran on her re-appearance in the charac-

ter of Ninrtia in La Gazza Ladra, was received with the

most deafening plaudits. So enthusiastic was the cheer-

ing, at the commencement of the cavatina Di piacer, that

the lady was unable to give that piece with the wonted

effect, her voice being manifestly tremulous from emotion.

Towards the end of the first act, however, and throughout

all the scenes of the second, she was, to use the French

phrase, 14 magniAque." Her second appearance was no

less successful. Inchindi’s Fernando was highly credita-

ble to him.

A new production at the Opera Comique, called the Z>t-

lettante dAvignon, written by M. Hoffmann, and composed

by M. llalevy, is likely to increase the well-merited cele-

brity of the latter. The distinguished talent evinced in his

“ Clari,” is observable also in the lively trifle now under

consideration. The chorus Five, viveVItalic 1 is a charm-

ing composition, sparkling with the vivacious spirit of the

14
all unclouded” clime. The opera was well performed,

Ponchard, Madame Casimir, and Mademoiselle Monscl,

acquitting themselves with their usual ability.

A pleasant story is told of Rossini, and a Mr. Pli
,

an advocate living at Boulognesur-mer. Tins gentleman

is in possession of a musical library, comprising a selection

of the best French and other compositions, many of which

are very little known. Rossini heard of this, and when

engaged with the composition of William Tell, he applied

to Mr. Ph for any Swiss airs which he might have in

his collection, as it was important to introduce a national

air in the forthcoming opera. Shortly after, Mr. Ph—

*

forwarded four airs, three of which were returned by Ros-
sini as execrable. The fourth he kept, it being, as he said,

redolent of the Helvetian mountains; and he used it ac-

cordingly for the Tyrolese in the third act; with what suc-

cess, all who have heard the opera can testify. The cream

of the history is, however, to come ; after the triumph of

William Tell, and in particular of the Tyrolese air, il

Maestro received a communication from Boulogne, in

which Mr. Ph , after multifarious excuses for his

happy and innocent deception, humbly declared that he

himself was the real author of this national Swiss air.

For the correctness of this story we cannot vouch—but,

if true, it is one of the most pleasant consequences of the

ancient game of bowls, to see the great Maestro, distin-

guished alike by his talents for music and mystification,

thus perfectly mystified in turn.

Pellegrini has been appointed Professor of Singing at

the Royal Academy of Music.

Monsieur Adam, Professor at the Royal Academy, and

author of the Methode de Piano, has received the decora-

tion of the Legion of Honour. This well-earned distinction

must be gratifying to the many admirers of M. Adam.

Cfjc Brama.

Con ent Garden Theatre.

Os the 17lh of last month was presented at this theatre,

a Comic Opera, under the title of The Night before the

Wedding, and the Wedding Night, a name half as long as

the prologue to The Mouse-Trap, but which might yet, by
“ judicious curtailment,” as the critics have it, be contracted

into The Wedding Eve, and Wedding Night, very bene-
ficially for such as are asthmatic, as well as for those who
are frugal in words. It was intended to translate the brief

French title literally ; litis, however, it was thought, might
prove ominous

; and as play-folk are not more exempt
from superstition than other folk, it was ruled that the

name had better be lengthy than condemnatory.

Sir Liemei Larimer, Colonel of Infantry . Ml Wood.
f'almhne Acton, a yoong Officer , , Mr. L>«an.

Mi. Saacooo.

Justice Rigid ..... Ml Stansbury.

Torpid, Valet to the Colonel ... Ms. Meadow*.
Heitor, Valet to Acton .... Ma.J. RcnatLU
Jocr/yn, a peasant .... Mr. Di reset.

Portloek, keeper of the Abbey . . . Mr. Evans.

Malvina Ml*# lIuiHIl.

Rote, a peasant Miss H. Caws*.

Servants, Peopir, Sfc.

The scene Is now Laid in England. The period, same time between the

Restoration and Revolution.

This is a literal translation, we are informed, of M.
Scribe’s Deux Nails. If he had never produced better

dramas titan this, lie would not have amassed so much
wealth, or have secured to himself so large an income as

he possesses; for of all the 44 vehicles for music” we ever

sat out, this is the most free from everything in the shape

of interest, wit, or humour. The story, or plot, wc will

not enter into here, as it may l>e found in our Number for

March last.

But barren of beauties, and even of meaning, as is the

drama, the music supplies the deficiency. The book of
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pongs published by the theatre, affords us no clue bv

which we might assign to M. Boieldieu, and Mr. Bishop,

the pieces in the opera appertaining to each. By far the

greater part of them belong to the French composer, we

ore bv the different styles led to conclude ; but two or three

things, at least, declare themselves to be of British growth,

and as Britons we have no reason to blush for them : it is

to be lamented, therefore, that we arc not authorised to

distinctly claim them for our talented countryman.

As most of these compositions will, probably, come

under our notice in un engraved form, wc do not here par-

ticularise them, but content ourselves by stating generally,

that they evince an abundance of that best kind ot musical

science, the aim and end of which is, to please those who,

with on accurate ear and habituated to good music, have

acquired a correct taste ; which is, in fact, knowltdge,

though possibly unattended by much, if any, practical skill.

There is enough, however, in the finales, and in some two

or three more pieces, to conciliate such as can only bring

themselves to admire the various species of counterpoint,

“ beautiful scoring,” and those other mechanical merits

which prove the musician to have been laborious, though

they afford no evidence whatever of his genius.

On this occasion a Mr. Dean made his first public appear-

ance. He is very young, and possesses a tenor voice, rather

guttural, but of great compass ; ho high, indeed, that many

have been tempted to consider it as an alto, or contra-

tenor. He evidently sings just what he is taught, and his

style does not inspire us with any exalted opinion of his

master's power of communicating knowledge. But his

intonation is perfect ; that is, he never sings a note out of

tune : an invaluable quality ! As an actor, he is decidedly

the least accomplished person we ever saw on the boards

of a theatre. His manner of treading the stage, and his

attitudes, denote either a degree of bashfulness, almost

girlish, or an entire want of that instruction on the subject

of personal deportment, without which no theatrical per-

former should, iu the present day, venture to come before

the public.

The choruses were well performed, and the orchestra

powerfully contributed to the success of the opera, which

was given out amidst acclamations, and with only two or

three dissenting voices. It continues to be played alter-

nately with Romeo and Juliei ; the latter having lost none

of its attractions, though it has run upwards of twenty

nights. Miss Kemble receiving, and deserving, more and

more applause at each repetition.

NEW MUSICAL WORKS PUBLISHED DURING
THE LAST MONTH.

The Musical Hem, consisting of choice Lyrical Composition*, Vocal and

Instrumental, elegantly bound in W bit* and Yellow Satin Paper and

Blue Morocco, with Gold Device and Gilt Edge*, embellished wilb

iK highly-finished Lithographic Drawing* ou India Paper, including

Portrait* of Mad. Malibean and Madlle. SonUf ; dedicated In Her Royal

Highness the Ducbewof Kent, and edited by \V. Ball and N. C. Bosciia.

HARP AND PIANO FORTE.

Gems ft la Malibran, containing the Popular Airs Sun; by Mad. Malibean,

with Hate and Pa?* Accotep. (ad lib.) by N. C. Boch«a.

Brthsa, N. Cn Boieldieu’* Overture, “Lea Deux Null*.” Flute and

Violoncello (ml hi.)

Sir'll, W. H,, Divertimento from ditto.

Jolly's Three Grand Walton.
De Pinna's First Set of Gallopade* with the Figure* to each.

Amusement* fur the Guitar, aelected and arranged by Signor F. G. P.

Vtnuti. No*. 1, 2, and 3.

PIANOFORTE.

Valentine, T
,
Braham'* National Air, “The King—God bleu him !**

Clarke, Variations on a 44 Greek Air.”

„ „ ditto “ Malar Air.”

He»z, H., Variations fur two performers ou “March" in Rossini's
44 Guillaume Tell.*’

No. II, Mozart's Grand Symphony, op. 25, arranged for the Pianoforte,

with accompaniment for Flute, Violin, and Violoncello, by S. F. Rim-

bault.

MilUer, A., Barcarolle of Masantello.

The celebrated Gallopade.

The Spanish Song of Liberty.

The Market Chorus of Masaniello.

GUITAR.

Amphkon, or the Flowers of Melody. Easy Arrangements of the moat po-

pular Airs. 4 Books.

Aurora, or Journal de GuiUre—Instrumental and Italian Vocal Compo-
sitions, No. 5. Selected by Eulenstcin.

Ditto, No. 6. Selected by Pclzer.

Eulensirin, Introduction and brilliant Rondo, Op. 9.

Duvernay, Spanish Retreat, in C.

GUITAR AND PIANOFORTE.

Diabelli, Six Vienna Waltzes,

„ Twenty easy DueflimM, 2 books.

Kuffncr, Duct on Swiss and Tyrolese Airs.

TWO GUITARS.

Peizer, Six Austrian National Waltzes. Op. 3.

FLUTE MUSIC.

Hahn, Brilliant Roodo for Two Flutes.

FOR QUADRILLE BAND.

Weber’s Frey^chulz Quadrille.

Wcippert’s *lSth set from Operas by Atiber.

VOCAL.

Ombre Centre, deserte Forest* ! Cavatina from « Guillaume Tell,” by

Rossini.

That Siderun Hoar, Recit. and Air. Rodwell.

The Opera of " The Night before the Wedding and the Wedding Night,"

adapted to the English Stage, from Bovcldieu's “ Lev Deux Nutts,” by

Henrv R. Bishop. Sung by Mesdames Hughes, H. Cawse, Mesar*.

Wood, Dean, Ac. Ac. Ac.

" He’s coming from the Mountain." Song wilb AJolina accompaniments,

W. Ball.

*• Lovely 1jdv. sleep awhile."

“ My Home." J. Kuuell.

“ Amidst the gay and festive crowd," by Doreraay.

SONGS.
“ Ran Pala plan,” "I

« Bocheur de sa re voir," V Sung and Composed by Mad. Malibran.
44 Chagrin d’amour." J

ITALIAN.SONGS, (with Guitar.)

Book 3 and 4, of Italian National Airs.

GLEES.

44 Over Hill, over Dale," composed by Chubb.

Serenade, Three Voices. J. lllewiti.
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